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ABSTRACT
A series of thin-skin thermocouple heat transfer tests were conducted
using scaled Space Shuttle models in the Arnold Engineering Development
Center, von Karman facility (AEDC-VKF) Supersonic Wind Tunnel A and Hyper-
sonic Wind Tunnel B to determine aerodynamic heating on the Space Shuttle
orbiter where data extrapolation or analytical predictions were not
feasible and where previous data did not exist. Secondary test objec-
tives were to obtain limited yaw data and to obtain contingency abort
trajectory data. The test series consisted of NASA tests OH843 and OHIO5
in Tunnel B and IHI02 in Tunnel A with Space Shuttle orbiter models 56-0
(0.0].75 scale), 60-0 (0.0175 scale), and 83-0 (0.040 scale) configured
into ten different model installations. Included in the ten installa-
tions tested were each orbiter model and the two 0.0175 scale models
integrated with the 0.0175 scale external tank and solid rocket boosters.
.._ iii
Data were recorded at Mach numbers 3 and 4 in Tunnel A with simulated
Reynolds numbers of 1.0xl06/ft to 4.0xlO6/ft and at Math 8 in Tunnel
B with simulated Reynolds numbers of 0.5xl06/ft to 3.TxlO6/ft. Model
angle of attack varied from -40 to +40 degrees. Model yaw angle varied from
-15 to +i0 degrees. The high negative angle of attack was a contingency
abort trajectory simulation.
All objectives of the test series were fulfilled. Six hundred and eight
(608) data runs were obtained to support the test objectives, 383 for
test OH84B, 78 for test OHIO5, and 147 for test IHI02.
The model configurations, instrumentation, test procedures, and data
reduction are described in this report.
Tabulated heat transfer data are presented in the Appendix. Volumes 1-4
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INTRODUCTION
Aerodynamic heating can be complex during the Space Shuttle flight cycle
due ta the exposure of the somewhat conventional airplane-shaped orbiter
to the launch and reentry environments. A test series was conducted in
the Arnold Engineering Development Center, von Karman Facility 40-in
Supersonic Wind Tunnel A and 50-inch Hypersonic Wind Tunnel B during the
period May 2-23, 1979 to obtain heat transfer data in regions of the
Space Shuttle orbiter where data extrapolation or analytical prediction
are not feasible and where previous data did not exist. Additional
objectives were to obtain limited yaw data and to obtain contingency
abort trajectory data. The test series combined three NASA tests, OH84B,
OH105, and IHI02, using three Space Shuttle orbiter scaled models, 56-0
(0.0175 scale), 60-0 (0.0175 scale), and 83-0 (0.040 scale), installed in
ten different configurations.
Data were recorded from the orbiter models at Mach numbers 3 and 4 in
Tunnel A for nominal Reynolds numbers ranging from 1.0xlO6/ft to 4.0xi06/
ft and at Mach number 8 in Tunnel B for nominal Reynolds numbers ranging
from 0.5xlO6/ft to 3.7x106/ft. Model angle of attack ranged from -40 to
+40 degrees with model angle of sideslip varying from -15 tO _i0 degrees.





al,a2,a3 Constants used to calculate R
ALPHA Model angle of attack, degrees
AI_DC Arnold Engineering Development Center
b Model skin thickness, inches
BETA Model sideslip angle, degrees
Con. Set Set of thermocouples recorded together
COORDI First thermocouple location coordinate
COORD2 Second thermocouple location coordinate
Cp Model skin material specific heat, Btu/ibm-°R
C.R. Center of Rotation
DTWDT DTWDT Time rate of change of wall temperature, °R/see.
_BF BDFLAP Body flap deflection angle, degrees
_e ELEVON Elevon deflection angle, degrees
6SB SPDBRK Speedbrake deflection angle, degrees
Incidence angle of local model surface, degrees
HREF HREF Reference heat transfer coefficient based on Fay
HREF-FR and Riddell theory, Btu/ft 2 - sec - OR
H(RTO) H(RTO) Heat transfer coefficient based on RTO, Btu/ft 2 -
sec - OR





L Reference length, inches
MACH NO MACH Mach number
H MU Freestream viscosity, ibf-sec/ft 2
MUO Viscosity based on stagnation temperature,
ibf-sec/ft 2
PO PO Tunnel stilling chamber pressure, psia
P-INF P Freestream static pressure
P02 Stagnation pressure downstream of normal shock, psia
q Q-INF Tunnel freestream dynamic pressure, psi
Q-INF Q
QDOT Heat transfer rate, Btu/ft2-sec
RE/FT RN/L Reynolds number per unit length
RN
R TAW/TO Analytical temperature ratio
RTO Tunnel stilling chamber pressure adjusted for
theoretical recovery factor, OR
RHO-INF RHO Free stream density, ibm/ft 3.
STFR STN NO Stanton number based on HREF
SW.Pos Switch position
ti Time when initial model wall temperature was
recorded before model injection, seconds
t Time from start of model injection cycle, seconds
NOMENCLATURE (Continued)
SYMBOL MNEMONIC DEFINITION
TAW TAW Computed adiabatic wall temperature, OR
T/C T/CNO. Thermocouple number
T Tunnel freestream static temperature, °R
TO TO Tunnel stilling chamber temperature, OR
TW Model wall temperature at mldpoint Of data intervaI,
oR
TWi Initial model wall temperature before injection, OR
V-INF V Tunnel freestream velocity, ft/sec
VKF Yon Karmen Facility
w Model skin material density, ibm/ft S
WINDOW Window number where specific thermocouples are
located
X XO MS Model scale axial coordinate from modelnose or
leading edge of wing or vertlcal tail, inches
Xo Model scale axial coordinate from apolnt 235
inches (FS) ahead of the orbiter nose, inches
X/C XV/CV Percent of vertical tail chord
X/L Thermocouple axial location from model nose as a
ratio to model length
Xn Model scale axial coordinate of nozzle, inches
Y YO MS Model scale lateral coordinate, inches




Z Z_MS Model scale vertical coordinate, inches
Zo Full scale vertical coordinate, inches
Z/B ZV/BV Percent of vertical tail span
2Y/B 2Y/B Ratio of thermocouple distance from model centerline
to model semispan
PHI Radial angle of thermoeouple in model coordinates,
degrees
_n Radial angle of thermocouple on nozzle, degrees
REMARKS
In presenting heat-transfer coefficient results, it is convenient to use
reference coefficients to normalize the data. Equilibrium stagnation point
values derived from the work of Fay and Riddell (Reference 6) were used to










Three Space Shuttle orbiter models were used to obtain the thin-skin
thermocouple data for this test. Two of the test articles were 0.0175
scale models of the full orbiter and were designated as the 60-_ and
56-_ models. The third model was a 0.04 scale, 50 percent forebody model
of the orbiter, and was identified as the 83-_ model. All of the models
were supplied by Rockwell International.
The 60-_ model was a 0o0175 scale thin-skin thermocouple model of the
Rockwell International Vehicle 5 configuration. The model was construc-
ted of 17-.4 PH stainless steel with a nominal skin thickness of 0.030
in. at the instrumented areas. All thermocouples were spot welded to
the thin-_kin inner surface.
A photograph of the 60-_ model injected in the Tunnel B test section is
shown in Figure i. The basic dimensions and coordinate definitions for
the 0.0175 scale model are shown in the sketch presented in Figure 2.
The deflection angles of the speedbrake, body flap and elevons were
varied during these tests and recorded on the tabulated data.
The 56-_ model was a 0.0175 scale phase change paint model with the same
external contour as the 60-_ model except for the vertical t_il. The ver-
tical tail used was a slab tail of extended span used for previous oil flow
tests to determine flow orientation at the leading edge. The pilot side
ii
CONFIGURATIONS INVESTIGATED (Continued)
(left) of the fuselage has been replaced with a thin-skin thermocouple
insert contoured to the vehicle lines. This insert was constructed of
17-4 PH stainless steel with a nominal skin thickness of 0.020 in. at the
thermocouple locations. A photograph of the 56-_ model injected in
Tunnel A is shown in Figure 3. The dimensions and coordinate system
presented in Figure 2 also apply to the 0.0175 scale 56-_ modei.
The 83-_ model was a 0.04 scale model of the forward 50 percent of the
orbiter. This model was also constructed of 17-4 PH stainless steel with
a nominal skin thickness of 0.030 in. A photograph of the 83-_ model
injected in Tunnel B is shown in Figure 4. The coordinate system and
basic dimensions for the 83-_ model are presented in Figure 5.
Each of the orbiter models was installed in more than one configuration
to fulfill the test requirements of Mach number (Tunnel selection), angle
of attack, and yaw. Both the 56-0 and the 60-_ models were tested as the
orbiter alone and were also mated with the external tank and both solid
rocket boosters, designated as the OTS configuration. Installation
sketches of each of the ten configurations are presented in Figure 6.
The installations illustrated in Figures 6c and 6d each represent two
configurations by interchanging the 56-_ and 60-_ models. Each installa-




Nomenclature used to describe the various components of the three models
used for these tests are:



















Model 60-0 External Tank and SRB's (Vehicle 5 Configuration, VC72-
O00002F Shuttle Configuration Control)
T38 External Tank (Spike Nose), VC78-OOOOO2E Lines
$26 Solid Rocket Booster, VC77-000002G and VC77-OOO003F
Lines
Model 83-0 Orbiter (VLTO-000140C Lines)
B60 Fuselage
Clo Canopy
Full scale and model scale dimensional data for the various components
of the three models can be found in Table III.





Tunnel A stilling chamber pressure was measured with a 15-, 60-, 150-,
or a 300-psid transducer referenced to a near vacuum. Based on periodic
comparisons with secondary standards, the accuracy (a bandwidth which
includes 95 percent of the residuals, i.e. 20 deviation) of these trans-
ducers is estimated to be within ±0.2 percent of pressure or ±0.015 psi,
whichever is greater. Stilling chamber temperature was measured with a
copper-constantan thermocouple with an accuracy of ±3°F.
Tunnel B stilling chamber pressure was measured with a 200- or 1000-psid
transducer referenced to a near vacuum. Based on periodic comparisons
with secondary standards, the accuracy of the transducers is estimated
to be within ±0.25 percent of pressure or ±0.3 psi, whichever is greater
for the 200-psid range and ±0.25 percent of pressure or ±0.B pS i, which-
ever is greater for the 1000-psid range. Stilling chamber temperature
measurements were made with Chromel_Alumel_thermocouples which have an
uncertainty of ±(I.5F + 0.375 percent of reading in OF).
Test Data
The 60-@ model instrumentation consisted of 600 thirty gauge iron-constan-
tan and chromel-constantan thermocouples. Thermocouple locations for
this m_del are illustrated in Figure 7; the dimensional locations and
INSTRUMENTATION (Continued)
skin thickness are listed in Table V. The thermoeouples identified by
a number only are iron-constantan. The thermoeouples identified by a
number followed by the letter A or C are chromel-constantan. The letter
A designates a new thermocouple location added specifically for this
test. The letter C designates the location of a previously existing
thermocouple which has been repaired with ehromel-constantan wire.
The 56-_ model instrumentation consisted of 80 thirty gauge chromel-eon-
stantan thermocouples located on the thin-skin insert. The thermocouple
locations for this model are illustrated in Figure 8. The dimensional
locations and skin thicknesses are listed in Table VI.
The 83-_ model was instrumented with 482 thirty gauge chromel-eonstantan
thermocoupies as illustrated in Figure 9. The dimensional locatlons and
skin thicknesses for the thermocouples on this model_are liste_ in Table
VII.
Data from a maximum of 97 thermocouples in Tunnel B and 96 thermocouples
in Tunnel A could be recorded during each tunnel injection. Seventeen
sets of thermocouples were required to accommodate the large number
of thermocouples on this test. These sets are called Constant Sets
in Table II. A listing of the seventeen Constant Sets is given in i
Table Vlll. This listing includes all of the thermocouples that were !
i





to b_ inoperative and these have been deleted from the tabulsted data. A
total of three Constant Sets could be connected at one time. A three
position selector switch was used to select the desired Constant Set for
each injection. The last digit of the Constant Set number usually indi-
cates the selector switch position number. The specific Constant Sets
that were connected for each model configuration are listed in Table IV.
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TEST FACILITY DESCRIPTION
The von Karmen Gas Dynamics Facility (VKF) consists of multiple wind
tunnels, ranges and chambers and is located within the Arnold Engineering
Development Center (AEDC)in Tullahoma, Tennessee. The supersonic Tunnel
A and hypersonic Tunnel B are part of this complex.
Tunnels A and B (Figures I0 and ii) are continuous, closed-circuit, vari-
able density wind tunnels. Tunnel A has an automatically driven flexible-
piate-type nozzle and a 40- by 40-in. test section. The tunnel can be
operated at Mach numbers from 1.5 to 6 at maximum stagnation pressures
from 29 to 200 psia, respectively, and stagnation temperatures up to
750°R at Mach number 6. Minimum operating pressures range from about
one-tenth to one-twentieth of the maximum at each Mach number.
Tunnel B has a 50-in.-diam test section and two interchangeable axisym-
metric contoured nozzles to provide Mach numbers Of 6 and 8. The tunnel
can be operated continuously over a range of pressure levels from 20 to
300 psia at Mach number 6, and 50 to 900 psia at Mach numb@r 8_ with air
supplied by the VKF main compressor plant. Stagnation temperatures suffi-
cient to avoid air liquefaction in the test section (up to 1350°R) are
obtained through the use of a natural gas fired combustion heater. The
entire tunnel (throat, nozzle, test section, and diffuser) is cooled by
integral, external water jackets Each tunnel is equipped with a model
injection system which allows removal of the model from the test section
TEST FACILITY DESCRIPTION (Concluded)
while the tunnel remains in operation. A description of the tunnels may
be found in Reference 4.
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TEST PROCEDURES
The test was conducted at a nominal Mach number of 8 in Tunnel B and
and nominal Mach numbers of 3 and 4 in Tunnel A. A summary of the spe-
cific test conditions is given in Table I. A more detailed _st summary
showing all configurations tested and the variables for each is presented
in Table II.
In the VKF continuous flow wind tunnels (A and B), the model is mounted
on a sting support mechanism in an installation tank directly underneath
the tunnel test section. The tank is separated from the tunnel by a
pair of fairing doors and a safety door. When closed, the fairing doors,
except for a slot for the pitch sector, cover the opening to the tank,
and the safety door seals the tunnel from the tank area. After the model
is prepared for a data run, the personnel access door to the installation
tank is closed, the tank is vented to the tunnel flow, the safety and
fairing doors are closed. After the data are obtained, the model is
retracted into the tank, and the sequence is reversed with the tank
being vented to atmosphere to allow access to the model in preparation
for the next run, if necessary. The sequence is repeated for each con-
figuration change.
The initial step prior to recording the test data in each tunnel was to
cool the model uniformly to approximately 80°F with high pressure air.
Once the cooling cycle was complete, the desired model attitude was
2O
TEST PROCEDURES (Concluded)
established in the tank prior to injection. With the desired tunnel
free stream conditions established, the model was then injected into the
tunnel. At lift-off, the initial temperature, TWi, for each thermocouple
on the selected Constant Set was recorded. In Tunnel A, the data acqui-
sition sequence was started prior to the model reaching the airstream.
When the model reached tunnel centerline, it was translated to the forward
test section to clear an area of tank induced shock impingement. The
data acquisition sequence continued until the model reached the full for-
ward position, approximately 8 seconds after lift-off. In Tunnel B, the
model was injected directly into the test section. Therefore, the data
acquisition sequence was initiated at lift-off and continued for approxl-
mately 3 seconds after the model reached the tunnel centerline. After
each injec£ion the model was retracted, and the cycle was repeated to
cool the model to an isothermal state.
A Beckman_ 210 analog-to-digital converter was used in conjunction with
a Digital Equipment Corp._ (DEC) PDP-11 computer and a DEC-!0 computer
to record the temperature data. The Beckman_ converter sampled the




The reduction of thin-skin thermocouple data normally involves only the
calorimetric heat balance, which, in coefficient form is
= wbcp D_FWDT (i)H(TO) TO-TW
Radiation and conduction losses are neglected in this heat balance, and
data reduction simply requires evaluation of DTWDT from the temperature-
time data and determination of model material properties. For the
present tests, radiation effeCts were negligible; however, conduction
effects were potentially significant in several regions of the model.
To permit identification of these regions and improve evaluation of the
data, the following procedure was used.
Separation of variables and integration of Eq. (i) assuming constant w,
b, Cp, and TO yields i
TO-TW i
H(TO) (t - ti) = £n (2)
WbCp TO-TW
H(TO)/wbcp is a constant, plotting £n [(TO-TWi)/(TO-TW) _ versusSince
time will give a straight line if conduction is negligible. Thus,
deviations from a straight line can be interpreted as conduction effects.
The data were evaluated in this manner and, generally, a reasonably lin-
ear portion of the curve could be found for all thermocouples. A linear
22
DATA REDUCTION (Continued)
least-squares curve fit of _n I(TO-TWi)/(TO-TW) I versus time was applied
to the data. In Tunnel A the data reduction time was delayed for all
thermocouples that were influenced by the tank induced shock until they
had cleared this region. The data reduction time for Tunnel B was typi-
cally started at centerline. However, the data for Runs 5-239 were re-
duced starting 0.4 seconds after centerline to obtain a linear portion
of the curve. The curve fit extended for a time span which was a function
of the heating rate, as shown on the following list.
Range Number of Points Time Span, sec.
DTWDT > 32 5 0.27
16 < DTWDT < 32 7 0.41
8 < DTWDT < 16 9 0.54
4 < DTWDT < 8 13 0.82
2 < DTWDT < 4 17 1.09
1 < DTWDT < 2 25 1.63
DTWDT < 1 41 2.72
In general, the time spans given above were adequate to keep the evalua-
tion of the right-hand side of Eq. (2) within the linear region. The
value of cp was not constant, as assumed, and the relation
Cp = 0.0797 + (5.556 x 10-5 ) TW, (1.7-4PH stainless steel) (3)
was used with the computed value of TW at the midpoint of the curve fit.
The maximum variation of Cp over any curve fit was less than 1.5 percent.
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DATA REDUCTION (Continued)
Thus, the assumption of constant Cp was reasonable. The value of density
used for the 17-4 PH stainless steel skin was, w = 490 Ibm/ft 3, and the
skin thickness, b, for each thermocouple is listed in Tables V, VI and
VII. The four thermocouples (T/C No. 428, 429, 430, and 431) on the base
of the 60-_ model, see Figure 7i, were attached to 15-5 PH stainless
steel. The value of density for the 15-5 PH stainless steel was 490.75
ibm/ft 3, and the value of Cp was
Cp = 0.0645 + (5.8 x 10-5) TW, Btu/ibm-°R. (4)
The heat-transfer coefficient calculated from Eq. 2 was normalized using
the Fay-Riddell stagnation point coefficient, HREF, based on a nose radius
of 1.0 ft full scale (see Remarks section).
In addition to computing heat-transfer coefficient using TO as the
assumed adiabatic wall temperature, TAW, coefficients Were computed using
an assumed TAW of 0.95 TO and a computed value of RTO for the data in
Tunnel A and 0.9 TO and RTO for the data in Tunnel B. The value of R is
defined as TAW/TO. The value of R was computed by the following equation
supplied by Rockwell Internat£onal (Reference 5).
a3
R = aI + (a2)(sin(_ + e)) (5)
where e is the model angle of attack and e is the local model surface de-
flection angle at a selected thermocouple location. The values of al,
a2, and a3 for each Mach number are:
24
DATA REDUCTION (Concluded)
MACH NO. aI a2 a3
3.0 0.9345 0.1004 2.165
4.0 0.922 0.1004 1.965
8.0 0.867 0.133 1.55
The local model surface angles, e, for the appropriate thermocouples used
in this test'on the 60-_ model are presented in Table IX. The local sur-
face angles on the 83-_ model are presented in Table X. For those ther-
mocouples where e is not given, an R value of 0.95 was used for Math
numbers 3 and 4 and a value of 0.9 was used for Mach 8.
The method used to calculate the analytical temperature ratio, R, has
been applied to all the tabulated data. However, in regions of separated
flow or complex interaction, the basic assumptions no longer apply, and
the computed values of R should be used with care.
The use of three assumed values of TAW provides an indication of the
sensitivity of the heat-transfer coefficients to the value of TAW assumed.
As can be noted in the tabulated data, there are large percentage dif-
ferences in the values of the heat-transfer coefficients calcuiated
from the three assumed values of TAW. Therefore, if the data are to be
used for flight predictions, the value selected for TAW/TO is obviously
very i_ortant.
EqUations and methods documented in this section and used to reduce the




The results of this test series, OH-84B, OH-I05, and IH-102, were normal-
ized heat transfer coefficients evaluated at the three assumed values of
adiabatic wall temperature, TAW, for selected thermocouple locations on
the 56-0, 60-0, and 83-0 models of the Space Shuttle orbiter. Data
quality was determined by two factors: (i) the linear least squares
curve fit of the log ratio versus time (see Data Reduction) and (2) com-
parison with previous data. Data quality for Tests OH-84B and OH-I05 in
Tunnel B were judged to be very good. Representative data from the lower
centerline of the 60-0 model for Mach number 8 in Tunnel B are presented
in Figure 12. The figure also shows data from a previous test of the
same model which compares very well with the present data. _ Data quality
for Test IH-102 in Tunnel A was not nearly as good as data from Tunnel B.
The log ratio plots indicated that the thermocouples were strongly influ-
enced by shocks emanating from the model installation tank *and f_iring
doors as the mode] traversed forward on centerline. For runs where
sideslip angles were required, data from thermocouples oriented toward
the top of the test section would be significantly different than data
from the same thermocouples oriented toward the bottom of the test sec-
tion where the model installation tank was. In some cases where a pure
sideslip angle was required, runs were repeated to orient the thermocouple
toward the top of the test section. Therefore, although the Tunnel A
data was completely reviewed at the facility before the final results
were published, caution is required when using the data.
26
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DISCUSSION OF RESULTS (Continued)
Two types of heat transfer data resulted from this test series, tabulated
and plotted. Tabulated data are presented in the Appendix; @H84B in Vol.
1-4; _H105 in Vol. 5 and IHI02 in Vol. 6. The plotted data are data
received by Rockwell while on-site. These data are not included in this
report but Table XI delineates those thermocouples selected from each
constant set to be plotted. The three NASA tests completed during this
program were intermingled for running efficiency and are reported in
this document as a group. The data presented in the Appendix are listed
in consecutive order of the test: data sets as outlined in Table II. The
following will help separate the data by NASA test number and by model
number.
Thermoeouple
Runs NASA Test No. Model No. Constant Sets
5-203 OH-84B 60-0 (Base Sting) iii, 122, 133
204-239 OH-I05 60-0 711, 722, 733
240-372 AFFDL* 60-0 -
373-385 OH-105 60-0 811
386-414 IH-I02 56-0 311
415-443 OH-105 83-0 911, 922
444-555 IH-102 60-0 5! 1 , 522, 533
556-575 IH-102 83-0 411, 422
577-768 OH-84B 60-0 (Offset Sting) 211, 222
*These tests were completed for the Air Force Flight Dynamics Labora-
tory using Model 60-0; data are not included in the Appendix.
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DISCUSSION OF RESULTS (Continued)
DATA UNCERTAINTY
An evaluation of the influence of random measurement errors is presented
in this section to provide a partial measure of the uncertainty of the
final test results presented in this report. Although evaluation of the
systematic measurement error (bias) is not included, it should be noted
that the instrumentation accuracy values (see Instrumentation) used in
this evaluation represent a total uncertainty combination of both sys-
tematic and two-sigma random error contributions.
Accuracy of the basic tunnel parameters PO and TO and the two-sigma devia-
tion in Mach number determined from test section flow calibrations were
used to estimate uncertainties in the other freestream properties, using
the Taylor series method of error propagation; i.e.,
_F 2 8F 2 8F 2 8F ' 2_
(AF) 2 - _AX I + _x2AX2 + _x_AX3 + ... _--_AXn
where AF is the absolute uncertainty in the dependent parameter F = f(Xl,
X2, X3 ... Xn); XI, X2, X3... Xn are the independent measurements; and
AXI, AX2, AX 3 ... AXn are the errors in the independent measurements.
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DISCUSSION OF RESULTS (Concluded)
Uncertainty (-+),percent
MACH NO. MACH NO. PO TO P-INF Q-INF RE/FT
3.03. 0.6 0.2 0.5 2.6 1.4 1.2
4.0] 0.4 0.2 0.5 2.4 1.5 1.2
4.02 0.4 0.2 0.5 2.4 1.5 1.2
7.90 0.4 0.27 0.4 2.5 1.7 1.2
7.94 0.4 0.25 0.4 2.5 1.7 1.2
7.98 0.3 0.25 0.4 1.6 1.2 0.9
7.99 0.3 0.25 0.4 1.6 1.2 0.9
8.00 0.3 0.25 0.4 1.6 1.2 0.9
Reduced Data
Estimated uncertainties for the individual terms in Eq. (2) were used in
the Taylor series method of error propagation to obtain uncertainty
values of heat-transfer coefficient as represented typically by the
ranges listed below:
Uncertainty (±)_ percent




These values assume that the uncertainty for the denslty, skin thickness,
and specific heat of the thin skin material, as supplied by Rockwell are
within il, ±3, and ±5 percent, respectively.
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TABLE I. TEST CONDITIONS
Mach Stagnation Stagnation Dynsmic Static Reynolds
Number Pressure Temperature Pressure Pressure Number
_CIl NO. PO_ psia TO, OR Q-INF_ psia P-INF_ psia RE/FT x i0-_
3.01 I0 710 1.7 0.27 1.0
! 3.01 34 5.8 0.91 3.5
3.01 37 6.3 0.99 3.8
4.01 17 1.2 0.ii 1.0
4.02 33 2.4 0.21 2.0
4.02 58 4.2 0.37 3.5
4.02 66 710 4.8 0.42 4.0
7.9 i00 1250 0.5 0.01 _0.5
7.94 205 1260 1.0 0.021 1.0
7.98 435 1300 2.0 0.05 2.0
7.99 670 1320 3.1 0.07 3.0
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TABLE IliA - MODEL 56-0 ORBITER DATA
MODEL DI},_ENSIONALDATA
!
MODEL COMPONENT : BODY - B(_?.
GENERAL DESCRIPTION : Configuration 140C orbiter fuselage, MCR Z00-R4
Similar to 140A/B fuselage eycppt aft body r ev_.<ecl and h'nproved
m_dbody-win_-boot fairin¢_, X o = 940 to X o = I040",
MODEL SCALE: 0.01?S
DRAWING NU}_BER _ . VL70-O00140C, -0007.02C, -000205A ._
, " VL?O-OOOZOOB,'-OOOZOB
-.
DI_IENSIONS : FULL SCALE.. I_ODEL SCALE "
Length (IML: FWD Sta Y_-_Z38), In. 1290.3 Z2. 58
Length (OML: Fwd_taY, o=Z35),In. 1293.3 " 2_-,63
MaxWidth (At _o = 15Z8.3), _. Z64.0 4, 6Z
I,_axDepth (At Xo = 1464), In. 250.0 " 4. 38. ,
Fineness Ratio 4.899 " • 4..899 :"
, .?'-._-,









t J MODEL DI}_ENSIONAL DATA
MODEL COt4PONENT : CANOPY - C 12
GENERAL DESCRIPTION : Confieuration 14OC orbiter canopy. Vehicle
cabin No. 31 updated to Ik_CR 200-R4. Used with fusela-_e B____._
[ ',
MODEL SCALE: 0.0175
DRAWIHG NU_tBER: VL70-000140C, -000202B, -000204
DII_'_ENSIONS: FULL SCALE h_ODELSCALE
Lenglt_(Xo = 434. 643 to 5?8), In.. 143. 357 'Z. 508 "
McxWidth (At X = 513. IZT): Ir_. I_, 412 Z. 667
o















GENERALDESCRIPTION: Elevon for configuration 140C. Hingeline at X o = 1387,
elevon split line _,, = 3IZ. 5 , 6.0 '°, Beveled eclBea, and centerbodies.
MODEL SCALE: 0.0175
{
VLT0- 000140C, -006089, -006092DRAWING NUMBEI_: ,
!
DIMENS!ONS: FULL-SCALE MODEL SCALE
Area " Ft2 210.0 0.064
Span (equivalent) - In. 349.Z 6'III
Inb'd equivalent chord- In. 118.0 2.065
Outb'd equivalent chord 55. 19 O.966
Ratio movable surface chord/
total surface chord
At Inb'd equiv, chord 0.2076 0.,2096
At Outb'd equiv, chord 0.4004 0,4004
Sweep BackAngles, degrees
Leading Edge O.0 O,0
TailingEdge - 10.056 - I0.056
,ingel[ %oa,,cto(are *,';} O.0 O.O"
Area Moment (TR_YCtIa#c_I_I_c_T__@¢zm)Ft5 1587. 25 O. 0?8
Mean Aerodynamic Chodr', In. 90.7 1. 587 .
Hingeline dihedral (origin at




) MODEL I)I_4ENSIONAL DATA
_ODEt_ COMPONENT : BODY FLAP - FI_
GENERAL DESCRIPTION : Configuration 140C body flap. lqingel_ne loc_.te_




•DRAWING NUMBER : VL70-'000140C, -355114
DII_ENSIONS": FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE
.
Leng,hCXo=.Iszs.StoXo= 1613_,I_ 57.s'0 I.531
j .. MoxWid,h(AtL.E..Xo= ISZS.5_.I,.256.00 --4.480
IXaxDeplh (Xo= 153Z), In. 19.798 0. 346
Fineness Rotio " " "
Area " FtZ
Max. Cross-SectionaJ(At H.L.) 35. 196 .... 0. 011
. o
"' 135. O0 O. 041Plonform •
Welled






MODELCOI4PONE,_7:_ OMS POD - M 1_ ...
°
GENERAL DESCRI._'_;ON " Confi_uratlon 140C orbiter OMS Pod - short pod.
•°°
i
MODEL SCALT.: 0. 0175 ' •4
r




DII_ENSIONS: FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE
Length (0:/-'3Fwd Sta Xo = 1310.5),In. 258.50 4. 5Z4 "
Max Widlh('..tXo =: 1511), In. 136.8 " 2. 394
},{.xDeplh fat X = 15_I), In. - 74. 70 I.30#O
• 2. 484 • 2. 484 -
Fineness R_;o
Area = _'t z "" ; "'.









MO_EL CO_4PO_iENT: VERTICAL - V30
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Slab sided vertical tail _rl_bex%enCed s_eLn
MODEL SCALE: 0.0175
DIMENSIONS: FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE
TOTAL DATA _ ;
Area (Theo) : Ft2 442.299 0.135
Plan,orm
Span - In. 358.57 6.2-75
Aspect Ratio 2.019 2.019
Rate of Taper 0.507 0.507
Taper Ratio 0.323 0.323
Sweep-Back Angles, Degrees
Leading Edge 45.000 45.000
Trailing Edge 26.25 26.25
0.25 Element Line 4T.]3 41.13
Chords:
Root (Theo} WP 268.50 4.699 ,_,
Tim (Theo) WP 86.75 1.518 "
MAC 193.]2 3.380 ,
Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC 1474.87 25.£01
W.P. of' .25 MAC 648.71 11.352
B.L, of .25 MAC O.O 0.0
Airfoil Section
Leading Wedge Angle - Deg. 11.75 11;75
Trailing Wedge Angle - Deg 0.0 0.0
Leading Edge Radius 0.0 0.0
Void Area 0.0 0.0
Blanketed Area 0.0 0.0
53 : -3- '.'#
TABLE IlIA (Concluded)
MODEL DIMENSIONAL DATA
FODEL _Ow20N-_,: WING-W I-,7
!
i
_ERA'. DESCR "_Tl0?;" Con/i_uration 140C orbiter win_, MCR Z00-R4. Similar_to
]40AtB wing W| 16 but with refinelnents: improved wing-boot-midbo'dy fairing
(X o = 940 to X O = 1040). Elevon splitline relocated from Yo = 281 to Yo = 31Z. 5).
MODEL SCALE: 0.0175
":-5:%'Q. DWG. R0. VLT0-000140C, .000Z00i
.... m.
, FULL-SCALE MODEL SCALE
DIMZRS IONSk _ ,,
TOTAL DA'A
-_ Area _eO.} Ft 2
?lanform ,,Z67o.O0 O. 824
Span f,l_e0 In. 936.68 16.39z
Aspec _. Ratio- Z.Z&5 Z. Z65
Rate of Taper I.177 I.| 77 ,.
Taoer Ratio O, zoo o. 200
Dihedral Ang;e, degrees 3.50o 3, 50o ,
• o.500 O.500
Inc Id-_uceA_cle, 6eg tees
Aerodynamic Twist, degrees , 3.000 3. 000 _
Sweep .Back An_les, degrees 45.0"00 45.000
Leadi ne Edge
Trailing Edge ,..o - lO. 065 - i0. 065
0.25 Element Line ' 35. _-0§. 35. Z09 ,
Chords: 689.24 12. 062
Root (Theo) B.P.O.O.
Tiv, (.Theo) B.P. _
MAC 474.81. 8.309
Fus. Sta. of .Z5 MAC 1136.83 1_..895 _
•W.P. of .25 MAC -- 2.90. b8" O_b _
B.L. of 2.5 MAC _ 3 187
EXPOSED DATA
Area (_ne0) Ft z 1751.50 ..... 0.536
Span, (Theo) In. BPI08 ?ZO. 68" 12.61Z
Aspect Ratio . _ 2. o5_ Z.059 _
Taper Ratio 9,z45 o_ 245
Chords
Root, BPI08 562. 09 9. 837
Tip l.O0 b '137,85" I_
MAC _ 392.83 • 6.875 .
Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC_ - 1185.98_ 20.75_ _
W.P. Of .25 MAC z94.30 _ _00 _
B.L. of .25 MAC , _ -4.406 .
Airfol] Section (Rockwell Mod NASA)
XXXX-64 O. 113 O. 113
• Root b " .... --
"_ O. 120 O. 120 _'
b m i i m _ -- --
Tip"2"
Data for {l) of (2) Sides
tead"ng Edce Cuff ,_ _ -
._.'.c-_ ,,d- ,..:e._ects rus M. t. @ St,8 500.00 8.750
,,_,:-._:/_ ._--_.-'_.='..-.. "41nc_ St& 54 1024.0 . l?.9Z0
TABLE III-B MODEL 60-_ ORBITER
I_ODEL DI}XENSIONAL.DATA
MODEL COMPONENT :, BODY - B_2
GENERAL DESCRIPTION : Conf:,_nration 140C orbiter fuse'la._e, MCR 200-R4,
Similar to |40A/B fuselage eycppt aft bodvr ev{s_d a_d improved
,mldbody-wln_-l_oot falrln_, Xo = 940 to X o = I040: -
.°
• MODEL SCALE: 0.0175 _




DIMENSIONS : " " FULL SCALE ' _AODEL SCALE " "
L'ength (IML: FWD Sta XQ_-2.38),In. 1290.3 ZZ. 58
Length (OML: Fwd Sta _=Z35),In. 1293.3 ._2_Z.6B .
Max Widih {At )Co = 1528.3), _z,. "264.0 4. 6Z
1
14axDeplh (At Xo =-1464), In. 250, 0 4.38.
Finene_; Rolio .... 4. 899 "- 4.899
Areo " - Ft2 ""
• . q
I_ax'. Cross-Sec_ional 340. 885 O. 104
. Plan form







MODELCOMPONENT:. CANC)PY - C 1z
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Conf_P.urat_on 140C or'blter canopy'. "Ve_|cle
ca_|n No. 31 updated to _CR 200-R4. Used w_th fus_,lage B62. _
MODEL SCALE: 0J0175
I
DRAWINGNUMBER: _ VLTO-O00140C, -ooozoz]3, -000204
DIMENSIONS: FULL SCALE _ODEL SCALE
te.g,h (xo = 434.64_ to s78). t,. 143.3s.7 z. so,i"
L MaxWidth {At X = 513. lZ7},'In._ 2t6670
.MoxDeptN (7o = 501 to 449.39), In. 51.61 . 0.903
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TABLE_ ilI-B (Continued)
F-_ MODEL DIMENSIONAL DATA
MODEL CO)._PONE_T: "ELEVON- E_Z
GENERAL DESCRIPIION: E1evon for configuration140C. Hingeline at X o = 1387,
e|evon splitline >_tr = 31Z. 5, 6. 0", "beveled edges, and centerbodie.s.
MODEL SCALE: 0.0175
' VLTO-O00140C, -006089, -00609ZDRAWING NU_BEII: ,
DIMENSIONS: FULL-SCALE MODEL SCAL_.
Area " Ft2 210.0 O.064
Span (equivalent) - In. ._349. Z 6.III
Inb'd equivalent chord- In. I18.0 Z.065
Outb'd equivalent chord 55. 19 O. 966k
Ratio movable surfac_ chord/
total surface chord
; At Inb'd equiv, chord 0.z096 0.Z096
At Outb'd equiv, chord O.4004 " O.4004
Sweep Back-Angles,degrees
- Leading Edge _ _ 0.0 _ 0.0
Tailing Edge -, - 10.056 -.10. 056
0.0 0.0"
Iiingell_eroauctOf aro_ _ 7)
Area Moment {___(_) Ft) 1587.25 O.008
Mean Aerodynamic Chodr', In. 90. 7 I. 587 .
Hingeline dihedral (origin at
Z = 261. 3509), deg. 5.2Z9 5. ZZ9
0
C
57 ::--_:. . :j.
TABLE III-B (Continued)
_ODEL" DD_ENSIONAL DATA . • .
I,_ODEL_COMPONENT :. ]BODY FLAP - Fin
GENERAL DESCRIPTION : Conflgurat_on 140C body flap. H_ngcl;.ne 1ocatecl
e
atx_= 153z, z_ = zs7.
• MODEL SCALE: 0.0175
• . ..
! • . •
• DRAWING NUMBER : . V'L70-000140C, -355114 •
DIMENSIONS": " FULL SCALE I_ODELSCALE '
• .
". :,
L,og,hCxo_-.15zs.stoXo=lS131.i,. 87.go ... 1.531.
Max Y/ideh ('At L, _:., X = ]5Z5.51, In. 256. O0 4. 480
,_ ." o
Mox Dept1_ " lEo= 153Z1, In. 19. 798 ,, O. 346 ..
• . • • -
• " Fineness Rotio ._ .
Area - Fr'2 L
.... .
Max. Crosi-Sectlonal(At N. L. _ 35. 196 O. O| 1
• =
! '_: PloMo_ • -s 135. O0 O. 041
........... °
" Welled . -- -
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TABLE III-B (Continued)
( -MODEL DI!,IENSIONAL DATA
o
MODEL COMPONEN. : OMS POD - MIA
o
GENERAl. DESCRIP-;OII : Cont'i_uration ]40C orbiter Ok.lS Pod - short pod.
• "o
MODEL SCALY.: 0. 0175
.°





I)IMENSIOR$: FULL SCALE MODELSCALE
Length(O?/-3Fwd Sta X° = 1310.5),In..258.50__ 4.5Z4 "
• MoxWidth(/-..t Xo =: 1511), In. 136.8 " : 2.394[
Max Deplh IAt. X = 1511)o In. - 74.70 1.30"/
Fineness R_I;o Z.484 , Z- 484
Area = Ft z _ "" •
Max. Cross-Sectiona_ 58. 864 O. 018
Plo,,form








TABLE III-B (Continued) _
MODEL DIMENSIONAL DATA
.
M0CEL COMPONENT: RUDDER RI: _
GEI_ERAL DESCRIPTION: The rudder is a secondary movable airfoil at the
tra_lln_ edee of the'vertlcal f_n that imparts y-aw forces. 'rh_s d_mensiona._
dat_ was calculated from the OML master dimensions.
MODEL SCAL_E: 0.0175 " "
!
DRAWINGNUMBER: Vehicle 5 Configuration MCR ZOO, Rev. 7
DIMENSIORS: FULL-SCALE "MODEL SCALE "-
Area - Ft 2. qT. 84 0.030--
•. Span (equivalent) -"In-' . 1981 614 3.476
Inb'd equivalent chord - In. 91.07 1. 699
Outb'd equ|vaIent chord -I_ ". 50.80 0.889
Ratio r_ovable surface chord/ • . • "
total surface chord
; At Inb'd equ{v, chord 0.400 ,, 0.400 ".
At Outb'd equiv, chord 0.400 ,0.400
,_ Sweep Back Angles. degree's
34.833 34.833teadf ng Edge ......
•o
Tailing Edge _ _A _o ..
liingel ne -- 34.833
Area Moment (M_r_$_ec_u_a) Ft- 593. 889 0.032




. • . !
, TABLE III-B (Continued)
MODEL DIP_.IqSIONALDATA
MODKL COMP0_: ' VERTICAL - V 8
GEN]._AL 13ESCRIPTIOH: Configuration |40C orbiter vertic;_lta_1 (identical
to configuration 140A/B verdcal tail}.
¢
MODEL SCALE: 0. 0175
DR/.>._NGNUMBER: VLT0-000140C, -000146B "
DDIEN.SIONS: " FULL SCALE MODEL SCJ:LE
• . . TOTALn_TA •
• ° • • \
o i
P].anform 413. Z53 O, IZ7
SI_n (Theo) - In.. • 315.7Z _ 5.350
• • #.=peer .Ratio I. 675 I.675
Rate of Taper 0.507 - 0.507 '
.._ 'Taper Ratio " .. O. 404 O. 404
C Sweep-Back Angles, De_rees.Leading E_e 45. 000 45. 000
. 25
Trai].in_ E_e _ 4_0.25 Element Line
; •
Oaorct_-:
• • Root (Theo) :4P • 268. 50 4. 699
Tip (Theo) _ 108.47 1. 898
• " MAC 199• 81 3. 497
_' - ]Pus. Sty. of .25 MAC _1,463.35 " Z5. 609
• w.P. or .25M_c 635.5z ,,.IZZ
"" B.L. of .25 MAC O. 0 O. 0 -.
•$Arfoil Section "
::" ,, _ Leadin_ Were ..,,ngle - Deg. |0. O0 lO. O0
.................... TralllP4 Wedc,e S;n_le - DeS. _ 14.9Z __
_. Leadir_ F_lge l_diu_ ---- -Z.O0







MODEL DI)_LENSIONAL DATA _'
..v_._DEL.9 ..... 11
_.¢_..'.ERA:D SCR:_T]O_: Confi_u,,ratlon 5 , ""
NOTE: Identical to W I]_ except alrfoi.1 thlcXnesso D_hearal an_le is along
trx{l_n_, edge ofw_n_, Geometric twist = 0.
MODEL SCALE*. 0.'0175
._ST Xn-._ DWfi. NO. VL70-00OI40A_ -000Z0"0
9IFENSIO._S: FULL-SCALE MODELSCALE
"TOTAL"DATA, --
- Area t.heo') ;Ftz
Planfor_ 1690.0 _ O,8Zl" .
S_n _T_e0 In, - "" 936.68_ . 16.37Z . " ..
g_pect .Ratio _ 2_ _,_ .
Rate of Taper • I.177 I.177
Tg_er Ratio o 2o0 o. zoo "
Dihedral Angle, degrees 3. SO0 3. 500
Inc;dence _gle, degrees • • ."" o. 500 o. s00
Aerodyn_n.lcTwlst, degrees . ._ _ "-:
SweepBack Angles,degrees
Leading Edse " . 45. 000 45.000
r TrailingEdge . 10.O56 . 10.05&
, 0.25 E'lement.Line 3S. ZOO. ,35. Z09
L Chords:
Root(Theo)B.P.O.O.... 689.14 IZ, 061
; . Tto, (Theo) B.P.. 137,85. " Z. 4IZ
PAC 474.81 8,309 _ .
Fus. Sta, of .ZS I_AC 1136.83. 19.895 "
N.P. of .?.5 MAC zqo __
-- B.L. of ,zs MAC ..... , _._].EL1L
EXPOSEDDATA
Area {Ine'o) "Ft2 1751.50. ,O-536 _
Span, (Theo) In. BPIO8 .... 7z0. 68 IZ. 612 _
Aspect Ratio . ...,.. .. Z. 059 Z. 059 _
Taper P_tio O.245. O. Z45 .
Chords ......
Root;BPI08 56Z, 09 _ q. 8_7 _
Tip 1.00b . 137,8s
Vj_ _' , 392.83 .. 6.875 .
Fus. Sta, of .?.5 HA(; !185.98, 20.755 _
W.P.'of .25 V,AC 294_3__ B_ I=;(! -
• B.L. of .25 ,vAC - Z51.77_ . 4.406 .
AirfoilSection(PockxellPod RASA)
XXXX-_
Root'b " 0.113... 0.113 )
Tipb - O. IZO ..,Q,.!.?,.(L__" '-"_
L Data for (I)of (Z) Sides 'itead'ng Edge Cuff _ - • -
_:an-*¢'._ /,.-ell Ft._" t_. to . _0 O'eR _ ,
.*_.d;n¢ Ed.c- In_rsects _us R. L. @Sti 500. O0 8. 750




I--_ TABLE III-C MODEL 60-9 TANK AND SRB'S.
, MODEL DIMENSIONAL DATA
MODEL COMPONENT : EXTEP_AL TA_'E- T38
GENERAL DESCRIPTION :. Spike nose confi_atton, i
L
k
MODEL SC/_: 0.0179 ¢ !
,. #
DRAWINGNUMBER: VC78-OOOOO2_" (_ D_._)
vc72-.ooo_._" (s_u_m cozrn_. D_9)
(Dimensions ace %o tank structural OML, TPS not included).
.
I
DIMENSIONS: FULLSCALE MODELSCALE '
I.e.gth . I _O. =J2_ 32.38_ =
_o:_Widtk .... 33Z.0o 5.79a
0
I_ax Depth , .
/,
Fi.eness Ratio •S.687 _.68_
Ar,_a - Ft,2
Max. Cross-Sectional . 59L_.678 0.1823.
Plan|otto •
Welted
• .Base _ ,,





i.... T_,LE Ill'C (Concluded)
MODEL DIMENSIONAl.DATA
MODEL COMPONENT :. BOOSTER SOLID ROCKET MOTOR - $26...
GENERAL DESCRIPTION : The BS_M is an external propulsion sT_tem
which is Jettisoned and recoverable after burnout. The BSRM'S can_._
%e refurbished and reused after recovery.
M.om_,scAu_: o.ol?_
DRAWINGNUMBER : ' _"VCTr'00°90_.., .VC77..'OCgO0_F




• - Mox Width tank dia., Tin.. _ 2.555 ,,,
• Max Depth, aft shroud d_.a. i In. 208.20 _.6_ _
Fineness Rotio 8. 596 ..... 8. _96 ....
........ A,ea ......... .
-- Max. Cross-Sectional , '
• • vJ to-'on-,.,
........ Wetted ....
.b . ,. , ,'
W.P. 0£ _ ¢ent,er].:Lne /_DO.O -'_
F.S. of _PJ4 nose .- 7&_.O
B.P. o£ BSP,.Mce,,ta,.ltae 250.5
• ,, : .,
64 . _- : -
Im_ ulul,
• -'* •'r • " ..... • .....
_f'_ _" -...... TABLE III-D MODEL 83-_ OP.BITER
• MODEL DIMENSIONAL DATA
!
I_ODEL COMFONENT : BODY- B(_0
GENERAL DESCRIPTION : 50% orbiter forebody, vehicle 140C.
NOTE" This body includes a small portion of the wing glove.
MODEL SCALE: O. 040
DRAWINGNUI_BER " V'LTO- 000140C
!
DIMENSIONS : FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE
Length 645.15 Z5.80











k(ODELCOMPONENT: CANOPY = C]O
GENERAL DESCRIPTION : Configuration 4 canopy and windshield as used
with B_=, s.tx glass panes in windshield.i.J
,l n
_ M_DEL SCALE: 0.04Q t
DRAWINGNUMBE_: _ VL70-000140B, 1,40C. 202B
DIMENSIONS: FULL SCALE MODELSCALE
Length (Xo =434. 643 to 670), In. ,,, ZB5.357 9.414
Max Width .,"






Boss ........ , ,




TABLE IV. CONFIGURATION CODES
CODE CODE MODEL CONFIGURATION TUNNEL CONSTANT SETS
(See Figure 6)
OH-84B i0 60-9 BASE STING B i!i, 122, 133
OH-84B 20 60-9 OFFSET STING B 211, 222
IH-102 30 56-_TS A 311
IH-102 31 56-9 A 311
IH-102 40 83-9 A 411, 422
IH-102 50 60-9 A 511, 522, 533
IH-I02 51 60-_ A 511, 522, 533
IN-102 60 60-_TS A 511, 522, 533
OH-105 70 60-9 B 711, 722, 733, 811
OH-105 80 83-_ B 911, 922
• _
TABLE/V. 60-0 MODEL THERMOCOUPLE LOCATIONS
Full Scale Hc,del Scale
Skin
Thl ckn, s R o_-arka





















































i .... ] F_II Scale Model Scale
! S_in
Thlc_o_ Rou.arkm.
















.o30 Window #2 Top LT
•029 Bottom Left
20O
.029 Window #3 tense

























_-', W_ng 7/C Loca:ions"
I
Full Sca)e -Hodel Scale
T/C 2Y levoz 5kln F_% _1
No. ;B-- x/c xo % Xf_o= y T/c rh_ckne= R_--.Ark_L.E.
73C .30 0 140._5 0 2.459 .020 17-4 Wing Lower Sur.
74c I .os 670 I .o2o
_ I ._o { _680 t, • ' .031 { l
7"_ { .3o { .o2o .o3o l {i i .
{ _.360 .031 { {7_ { .40 I
__ I .5o { _,._ooI .o3o j f
___ ' oo } _.o4o l .o3o } i
i .70 l _.38o ! .o31 }
l
8:_ _ .80 .o.72c} .o3o J i
83 : .9o I 12.o6, ', x .o_os Ic
84 _ 9s _ 12.7_cV x .o31 l
t
8_ .so J o 1_7._ o _7 .o22 I
87C i i; .05 .438 i .031 I i
i .lo I ._76 { .o31 I i
agc ; .'2o { 1.753 { .o3o .L ;'
i J 12 62(-) I .031 I {90C .30 I "
' .4o I _.5o6I .o29 I !91C
92c , .60 { i { I
930 .70 I I! 5.135 { .033
i ;
94C .75 I 6.573 I .030 {
95 " .85 .i 7.449, I .o295 t
96 ' .90 i 7.888 { ; _X .026 l
97 't .95 _ _.326{ X .0275 I
98c- .4s o 21o,-_.c,_als_.81 x .o_o i J
99C ._0 0 234.1 0 4.098 .027 I .-o_ j
]OCP : .05 I . 364 .029 I -_'_"%
lolC i i j• ,]o , .v271 .o_o •i
_o_c ! .2o { _..45_ l .o_ ,
,o_ ! ._o l 2._.' i .o_ i
io_ _ .40 ! {_._osl ' .o_ i
_ }o_ ' ._ I i .o32 ;
J






Full Scale ,_Iodel Scale
• Skin
Thlckneo4 R_-._rks
•50 •0285 Wing Lower Sur.
0 j •026


































_-_ Win 9 T/C Locations

































_45 Pod _/C Locations
Full Scale Model Scale
T/C X/L Xo Y0 zo Z Skln K_t'lNO, Xf ton _ tom :Th_ ckne= .R_-_r]cS
"_od LIE FRL
t
298 1325 06.9 428._ .o3o
301 8.78 506.7 .OZ8
302 Q 123.6 440.4 -024
303 I t32 0 <58.6 030
_3_0!.,, I 08.9 498.. _ .032
d
305 [ _9.5 524.4 .02'_
I
306 ] 1 ¢7.3 S15.5 . oZl
308 11375 111.6 421._ .016
3o9 I 13o.o 4_o.c_ ,oz_
310 i 139.6460.c .035
i
311 113.8 503.4 . OZ_
312 72.4 531.C .O_l
313 1400 8.28 523.4 "027
---__ ..... _i_,_- •- iC."_-% --- ----
315 ]425 [15.0 415.1 .0_]
316 I 133.7 437.7 .030
!
317 I 147.7 1466.31 .038 ., -
318 ! 119.7 508,6! .027
I i I319 77.34 !536.5 .0_0
320 1450 117.411418.2') .075
321 I 134.5 436.0 .OZ7
322 _ 149.8 468.2 .0_
323 il _122"2Sl_.] .o?S ! In__;:_-:- , ,%'_,,"_ .....
325 _ 8.3 Is_._! .o_7
77
TABLE V. Continued
c_t5 P_,d T/C T_c^1_ons
Full Sca]e Model &tale
Skin
Thtckne=_ E _--_r_Ul
327 L500 136.7 437.1 ,OZ7 t"/-4
t
328 1 151.2 470.4 ,o_
329 I 125.6 514.C .O_ I _
330 I 89.5 s39.4 .o_1 ..
331 _ 55.7 532. :- .o34
332 1525 -- 42A.C . O_@ Do_-nward Firing
i RCS
333 [ -- 431.C D34l
334 I 440._ . 05S
335 I 1493.{ .02_
336 L 133.0 -- .O_O Up,ward Firing RC
337 1545 -- 428.C .02_ Downwd Firln 9 RC
338 434._ . oZT. I






VERTICAL TAIL T/C LOCATIONS
.3oI
3_3! .20 _0 .o31
3LL I I .2o .c3o_
3&6 I .60 , . o3.1
3/_7 _ . OB :S
3_8 .30 .05 .o2_7
3t_? .20 . oS J
350 .t_O •o 3 l
351 ..50 . e 3 I B
352 _ .90 x .425o
353 .&O .I0 .oBoS
-355-[I
356 .50i .... 03 OE5
357 .'m x . oz
358 $ .90! X .oZ*e, ]
359 .50 ..05! • oZ 8, S t I
l36I ¢ .90 x .t" 3 _5
362 .60 .o5' .oz_
.!0363 i . o __s I
36/. .'20 . o 303 I
365 ._.o ._.318 1
366 I -_ .o.3,5 1
3_7 .'?o x . ozO I
36_ _" .90 x .o50
° I369 .:0 .05 .D27_
370 I .70 x. .0275
372 .8"3 .05 .OZ_ I ,
"'3_3 ! • .02 _3
- 79
TABLE V. Continued
VERTICAL TAIL T/C LOCA'!IONS _--_
Full Scale _lodel Scale
No, Z0 _fzom Zfzom T/C Th_cknesl Rec.arks
"_ I."I. L.E. FP.L
374 .80 .40 .0_I 17-4 Extez hal Surface
375 i I
376 V .7o x. .0_,8,. I
377 "/ .90 _ X .OZC_
378 .90 .i0 .0_|
379 ! .3o "03os !
380 ! .so! .... .o._
,..!382 _ .90 ..ozq8
_58____ .3o ._313
__,._._4_,I .._o . .o315 "
2a_.%____,_._.o_ . . ,o3..% '
3'_-_ct .o318' 17-_' _.-',,' m',_,,c,,_,_l








BASE HEATSHIELD THERMOCOUPLE LOCATIONS
FULL SCALE MODEL _ALK SKINii
T/C Z FROM 4AT'L THICK-
NO. Yo Z_ Y NESS REMARKS
428 0 430 0 0.525 15-5 .032
429 --70 430 -1.225 0.525 I .031
430 O 320 0 -1.4OO i .0_15
I
431 -Ii0 320 -1.925 -1.400 I .030_
81
"_ Love,- Left. BSME_ozsle _/C Loea_4.on=
(No=e mLterisl)
NO. PIARE F.S. PIARE M.S. _n MAT'! _ECK-
I i =/=
_o8 ! '5.o ' 0.086 3].5"15-5 .o3o ' ,s=oo_
' I r o i .o3
:::o , !iii15 I . I 0.175 0 .0305
. ' , , 5 35
_z9 _ _ 9o ; .o32
_0 1 ZS.0 0.263. 0 .OZ9 i
_2 I r I r I 90 .o3o
_23 ! 25.o I o._38 I o .o_551
eO_6 I
" _25 ! ,, I ,, I 65 .o26
_6 , I 90 I' .OZ6
(_,_8 '_ru _.31 on bea_, ,,hleld)
_aZe V. (CO_F/_¢J_D)
I Lowe_ i_gh_ 88ME iozzle _!/¢X,o¢_tioml
_,32 '5.0 0.088 315 L .k' I .o,._i'_ _oZzZe
i h33 I j 0 ] .O,,qfl' W/Iia.'t. Bands
*,35 I I *,_ I .oa._r
" "_ I I _s I .o=.,,
i
_,3": ,I, i 90 I. _a_,=
_38 I _ z3_ I .o_o_
_39 i0.0 O. 175 0 | ._
i _o I I e_ I._
I _3 ! _ 9o .o,_'
_ .&'TO o ._W/15._a o
_5 25 J .#.Tg_
i h_ *,5 " .0_o
_7 65 I "°a_ I
_8 90 I .°a_a I
_,_.9 zS.o o. _,38 o I .oa_ I
| " _o l _ I"°=" I
_5]. _,5 I .O_lg I
_5_ 65 I •oa_" I --
I *,53 9o 1 l.o"',1, l
82
-_ TABLE V. Continued
Upper Wing T/C Lo_at:ona
2Y FULL SCALE MODE_ SCALE Sk_qN iT/C B" - Xo I Yo Xo Yo TH.'!C33_.SS:W_T 'L _ :A_.LS
Xo. _ , /,¢,. I
l_O .590 1373.56 236.17 26.036 h.097 .02_0 17-6 Wing Upper _Curf.
651 .5_o 257.587 h.5o7 .o3o5 IL62 .600 2SI .ooh 6.917 .02qO
L63 .650 302. 221 5.327 .D.290
-6L .7DO 327.838 5.7B7 .o_o0
_5 .725 __3g.Su6 5.9_2 .o_,o
_5
•750 351.255 6.1L6 .0,27"0
_7 .77.5 362._3 6.351 . o2_,o
_68 .800 374.672 6.556 .o_O
_69 .825 386.350 6.76]. .o_,I0
-70 .850 398.O89 i6.966 .02S'O
-Tl .875 _o9.797 ] 7.17]. [ .02&O
,7.5_- I .o,_7o I
I -,'7;_ _ .925 J'33.2!_ ' _
', 277"950' J'_2"923 I 7"7_ ' .O.7oO'D=5°I. ]'
_.73 .YT,5 256.631 7.991 _ ,I i , i l
• SPAN - 936.68 in f_ll scale
•-- z21- .9oo ..
i 21' _I/LL SCALE MODEL SCALE Elevon SKIN:;o. xlc I Yo
..... i l
_76 , .700 I .60 1,327.83 3.125 5.737 .O3_O 17-_ Wtag U;ser Surf,
;,77 I .750 t .50 ,351.25 _._ii 6.1_7 .Oa_o "
u78 i.800 I .I0 I_76.69 .235 6.557 ._,o
L%'9 I , .30 I l 1.305 ,o_'aO
:.SO I .20 1 1.7_O .o3_o
_i _ 50 [ _, ] 2.17 ! .0320
_g2. _' i " 55600
,,, . 2-_.33J, 6.756 X .O._ro
_8-5 .9o , 3.650 X • 0_I_ i
b.86 .850 : .10 !3_7.91_ .3_c,6 6.964 •03.,_0 :
_57 .3o ' 1.z55 ', i .o_,o
•,59 .50 2.000 i .a.,_oo
._3 ! '_' 'l '
" I _ - 22.33_-:Xo X .o_'qo




T/C H©D_ SCALE SKIN
NO. Xo Yo Zo _"q41C_{ESS _.TERIAL LOCATION
37A 4.553 0.252 - .032 17-4 Lower Nose (LH)
38A h.541 0.428 5,,524 .033
39A 4.515 - 5.696 .036
41A 5.626 6,002 .031
h5A 6.36] 1.041 50266 .028
46A 5,,470 .030
47A 1.230 5.673 .O31
65A 8.610 0.388 4,893 .030
7OA 8.61o.1.681 5488 .o o
107A 13.170 0.780 4 8.09 .024 Lower 14id Fuselage
n4A 13.207 1.782 4.977 .O31 (L_)
II5A 13.107 1.962 - .024
II6A 2.142 - .020
llTA 2.322 - .017
lISA 2.448 - .025
130A 15.356 1.837 _.882 .023
131A - 2.046 - .029
13_% 2.250 - .028
!3_ 2.453 - .026
134% 2.663 - .023
I_5A 2.816 5.226 .027
186A 24.329 1.819 4.681 .030 Lower Aft Fuselage
187A 24.925 1.883 - .031
188A 25.476 1.gll - .028
189A 25.923 1.981 - .025
I_6A 24.015 2.128 - .028
197A 24.480 2._59 - .0_2 Lower Eievon (_.]
320A 24.576 5.565 .0295 Aft Fuselage &
321A 24.913 .0265 Elevon Split Line
3221 25.476 - .027 (LH)
323A 26.038 - .029
336A 24.576 - 4.902 .030
337A 24.913 - .O31
338A 25.575 - .028
339A 26.138 - .026
341A 24.576 - 4.692 .030
342A 24.913 - 4.692 .032
343A 25.475 - 4.722 .031
_4hA 26.0_8 - 4.759 .0_I
249A _ 10.859 1.988 - .030* Upper Wing (RE)
25OA i1.983 - .028
251A 13.107 - .030
252.% 14.195 .022
25_ 17.545 1.97o .026
254A " 19.941 2.049 .018
255A 22.330 2.047 - .029





NO. Xo 3[0 Zo THIC_S RATF2IAL LOCATION
_57A 3.5.535 2._59 _.T59 .o27 IT-_ upperwi_ (_)
_SBA 16.875 - .o20
_59A 18.215 - .O16
260A "19.535 - .O28
26_ _o.895 - .o_5
262A 22.233 - .o3o
263A 23.YT6 - .029
ZTgA 2_.080 • _.i_8 - .0_O*
II3A 27.268 O.92_ - -030 Lower Body Flap
191A 27.e68 1.8!9 - .O28
3i4A 27.27_ O 5.122 .O255 Upper Body Flap
315A 28.O17 O - .O19
316A 29.275 0.873 5._h .0295
317A 28.017 0.873 .- .O28
318A 2T .L_5 1.837 5.122 .0295
_pgA 28.on 1.6_ - .o_5,
192-_ 26.99._ - 5.064 .O31 Body Flap, Edge
193A 2T .263 - 5.092 .0305
l_4A .2T.6_9 - 5.106 , .O_i
6_.% 26.O91 O Q._O_ .O_O5 Vertical Tai_
7A 9.799 i.i01 7,781 .O31 Upper Mid }_seiage
86A 9.705 0,672 8.h31 .Otis (T,_,)
89A 9 .T17 1.709 6.65 _, .031
102-_, 10.806 1.638 8.089 .023
1o3A lo.8o6 0.867 8.5_3 .ol 5
122A 13.077 1.68_ - .0252 Upper D:id]_dselage
12_A 13.1o7 i.128 - .o3o8 (la)
125A 13.o77 0.868 - .o29
13.xoT 0.56o - .o285
lZTA 13.1OT o.28o - .o2h5
139A 15.3_T 1.38_ - .0337
IkOA 15.3_7 0.868 - ,0291
koh_ 17.57_ x. 572 - •030_
hOSA 17•5h9 1•120 - •03_2
EO6A 17.57h 0.868 - .0285
_OTA 0.56o - .o:,8h
hoS_ o.28o - .OZWoo
hlOA 19.81¢5 1.Yf2 - ,.o331,
I_5_ • _2 .OOO 1.57a - 00307
i_Ls6_ za.ooo 0.868 - .oa6_
-
i._18 - .o2_8
1.59A o.868 - .o_6_
't6o," 0.308 - .0306
r_ 36_ _ .6!o o.o_ - .OL'T8




I i t l
I
TABLE vl. 56-_ MODEL THERMOCOUPLE LOCATIONS
• .
TiC No. b,In. X/L, _Zo TiC No. b, In.. X/L Z o_ TIC NO. .b,..!n.1 )IL __.Z_
I 0.0215 0.275 432.5 28 0.0203 0.750 420.0 55 0.0220 0.950 400.0
2 0.0210 0.300 442.0 29 0.0202 0.800 420.0 ' 56 0.0170 0.300 372.5
3 0,02]7 0.325 445.0 30 0.01bO 0.824 420.0 57 .0.0170 0.325
4 0.021S 0.350 ,r 31 0.02J0 0.200 400.0 58 0.0170 0.350
5 0.0212 0.375 i 32 0.0199 0.225 59 0.0170 0.375
6 0.0217 0.400 l 33 0.0109 0.250 60 0.0170 0.400
"7 0,021.5 0.425 i 34 0.0i86 0.275 61 -0.0170 0.425
g 0,0218 0,450 35 0.0180 0.300 : 62 0.0172 0.450
9 0.0219 0.475 36 0.0190 0.325 63 0.0i75 0.475
J0 0,0220 0.500 37 0.0192 0.350 .64 0.01110 0.500
11 0,0220 0..525 38 0.0190 0.375 65. 0.0180 0.525
12 0.0222 0.550 39 0.0189 0.400 b6 0.0190 0.550
13 0.0220 0.000 40 0.0188 0.425 67 0.0198 0.600
14 0.0220 0.650 41 0.0195 0.450 b8 0.0190 0.650
5 8 7 2 200 7 9 201) 7
|6 0°0220 0,750 IT 43 0.0200 0,500 ,70 0.0200 0.750 372.5
17 0.02_10 0,800 445,0 44 0.0190 0,525 7l 0.0195 0.200 355.0
18 . 19 .285 420.0 5 . . 5 2 . 19 .225
19 O.Oil_q 0.337 46 0.(1205 0.600 73 0.0190 0.250
20 0.l|189 0.3')0 47 0.0210 0.650 74 0.0180 0.275
2| O.(llgU 0.426 48 0.0202 0.700 75 0,0185 0.800 j
22 0.0200 !0.478 49 0.0205 0.750 76 0.011;8 0.850
23 O.02t]O 0.530 50 0.0208 0.800 77 0.0170 0.875
24 0.0205 0..567 51 0.0180 0.850 [ 78 0.0172 0.900
25 0.0205 0.620 52 0.0i80 0.875 _I i 79 0.0180 0.925 _T
26 0.0205 0.670 It 53 0.0160 0.900 .80 0.0190 0.950 355.0
27 0.0207 0.705 420.C 54 0.0170 0.925 400.0
TABLE VII. 83-_ MODEL THERMOCOHPLE LOCATION'S
4,-
o
' ' SKIN" ......
T/C Zo Xo TIIICKNESS ......
•TO. LOCA_O. (Z_CI,_) (INCHES) X/ r, (I,C_S)
UPPER IES N(_ZLES "0.0619 :161 j -7.5 315.0 0.0265
I(2 -7.5 326.7 0.0709 0.0212
163 -7.5 339.3 0.0807 0.0275
16h -7.5 _57.0 0.091,3 0.0292
165. -7.5 361.5 0.0978 0.0282
166 -7.5 366.0 O.1013 O.0287
oo 167 -15.0 315.0 0.0619 0.0303
168 -15.0 326.7 0.0709 0.0235
169 -15.0 339.3 0.0807 0.0272
170 -15.0 357.0 0.09_3 0.0280
171 -15°0 361.5 0.0_.8 0.0270
172 -15.0 366.0 0.1013 0.0292
173 -22.5 339.3 0.0807 0.0299
174 -22.5 357.0 0.0943 0.0255
175 -22.5 361.5 0.0978 o.o321











































































































































































































































































T/C Xo Yo , _IC_ESS
NO. LOCATION (INC}LES) (INC}{ES) X/L (INCHF_S)
ESCAPE HATCH &
WINDOW
22h h85.0 -7.6 O.1933 0.0233
225 _90.0 -7.6 0.1972 0.0268
226 h85.o -18.o o.1933 o.o236
227, h90.0 -18 .O 0.1972 O.0328
228 485.0 -30.6 O. 1933 0.0288
229 hgo .0 -30.6 0.1972 0.0288
230 547.9 -i0.8 0.2425 0.o314
231 560.0 -i0.6 O.2519 o.032_
,o 232 567.0 -Ii.0 0.2567 0.03o3
o 233 572.0 -ii.0 0.2606 O.O3hO
23h 5k7.5 -23.0 O .2416 0 .o305
235 559.5 -23.0 0.2509 0.0305
236 567.0 -23.0 0.2567 0.0328
237 572.0 -23.0 0.2606 0.031. _
\
TABLE VII. Continued
T/C Z o X ° X/L Skin T/C Z o X o X/L Skin
No, Thickness No. Thickness
MHB LINE
"'_ 300 396.663 0. 125 0.0252
_ . 301 428.995 0. 150 0.0280
302 461.3275 0. 175 0.0306
303 493.660 0.200 0.0280
304 525.993 0.225 0.0205
305 558.325 0 250 0.0253
306 590.658 0.275 0.0340
307 655.323 0.325 0.0245
BOTTOM CENTERLINE 308 719.988 0.375 0.0290
309 784.318 0.425 0.0296
273 236.25 0, 00]0 0.0269 310 849.3]8 0.475 0.0272
274 237.37 0,0018 0.0272 31] 355.0 493.66 0.200 0.0230
275 240.25 0.0041 0.0277 312 525.993 0225 0.0250
276 244. 00 0. 0070 0. 0280 313 558. 325 0. 250 0. 0296
277 248. 28 0. 0103 0. 0279 314 590. 658 0. 275 0. C_2T0
278 25h.hO 0.0150 O. 0283 315 622. 990 0 300 O. 030_
279 260.75 0.0]99 0.0232 3]6 655.323 0.325 0. C,27q
2_0 265..00 0.0232 0.02]0 3]7 b87.655 0.350 0.0311
281 269.00 0.0263 0.0190 318 719.988 0.375 0.0302
282 273.63 0.0299 0.0230 319 752.320 0400 0.0275
283 278.75 0.0338 0.023l 320 784 653 0.425 0.0285
284 284.25 0.038l 0.02.30 321 8]6.985 0.450 0. 027c
285 288.50 0.0414 0.0230 322 355. 849.318 0.475 0. 0260
286 293.5 0.0452 0.0240 323 378.0 493.660 0.200 0.0259
287 300.00 0,0503 0.0230 324 525.993 0.225 0.0268
288 364.330 O. ]00 0.0280 325 558.325 0.250 0.0279
289 428.995 0.150 0.0300 326 590.658 0.275 0.0261
290 493.660 0.200 0.0260 327 622.990 0.300 0.¢256
29! 558.325 0.250 0.0273 . 328 655.323 0,325 0.0249
292 622.990 0.300 0.0275 329 687.655 0 350 0.030o
293 ,587.655 0.350 0.0261 330 7]9.988 0.375 0. 0252
294 _ 752.320 0.400 0.0276 331 752.320 0 400 0.0269
295 816.985 0.450 0.0292 332 784.653 0.425 0.0276
333 378.0 8]6.985 0.450 0.0273
MHB LINE 334 400,0 525.993 0.225 0.0255
• I335 558.325 0.250 0.0289296 267.333 0.025 0.0292 336 590.658 0.275 0.0262297 299,665 0.050 0.0268 337 622.990 0.300 0.0306298 _,3].998 0.075 0.0270 338 655.323 0.325 0. 0209299 364.330 0. 100 0.0278 339 ' 687.655 0.350 0.0302
91
TABLE VI I. Cont inued ._:
T/C Z o X o X/L Skin T/C Z o X o X/L Skin
No, Thickness No. Thickness
MHB LINrE (CONT'D) TOP CENTERLINE (CONT'D)
540 400.0 ..-719.988 0,375 0.0300 374 Z54.50 0.0151 0.0293
3_1 _ 752.320 0.400 0.0279 375 Z58,50 0,0182 0.0306
342 _ 784.653 0.425 0. 0Z70 376 262.75 0.0215 0,0295
343 400.0 816.985 0.450 0.0276 377 266.75 0.0246 0.0288
344 425,0 655.335 0.,325 0.031 378 271 00 0.0278 0.0261
345 687,655 0.350 0.030 379 313 75 0.0609 0.0275
346 719.988 0.375 0.030 380 318 50 0.0646 0,023
347 752.320 0.400 0.030 38i 323 50 0.0'684 0,029
348 784,653 0,425 0. 032 382 328 25 0.0721 0. 0293
349 816.985 0,450 0.031 383 333 25 0..0760 0.030
350 425.0 850.600 0.4760 0.033 384 338 00 0,0796 0.0312
385 358,0O 0.0953 0.02S8
CCL LINE 386 362,60 0,0989 0. 0265
387 366.75 0,1019 0.0275
351 299.665 0.050 0.0Z7I 388 385.00 0.1160 0.0213
352 331.998 0,075 0.0269 389 389.50 0.1195 0.0325
353 364 330" O. 100 0,0263 390 394.25 0.1231 0.0353
354 396.663 0. t25 0.0268 391 399.00 0.1208 0.0357
355 428.995 0.150 0.0273 392 403.75 0.1305 0.0384
356 461_328 0.175 0.0311 393 408.00 0.133S 0.0279
357 493.660 0.200 0.0262 394 413.00 0.1370 0.0376
358 590.658 0.275 0,032 395 417.50 0.1411 0.0335
359 622.990 0.300 0.0310 396 422,25 0.1448 0,0332
360 655,323 0,325 0.030 397 426 75 0. 1483 0.0532
36] 687,655 0.350 0.0305 398 43].50 0.1519 0.0315
362 719.988 0.375 0,030 399 436.25 0.1556 0.0299
363 752.320 0.400 0.032 400 439.63 0.1582 0.0302
364 784.653 0,425 0.032 40] 443.00 0.1608 0.0200
9_O
365 816.985 0.450 0.032 402 446.50 0.1635 0.0_,.
366 850.600 0.4760 0.0315 403 450.25 0.1064 0.0272
404 453, 75 0. 1691 0. G271
TOP CENTERLINE 405 457.50 0, 1720 0. C271
" 406 461. O0 O. 1748 O. C'271 :
367 235. 000 O. 000 O. 0263 407 463. 75 O. 1769 O. 0289
368 236.000 0.0008 0.0284 408 466.75 0.1800 0.0328
369 237.500 0.0019 0.0262 409 471.75 0.1831 0.0322
370 239.750 0.0037 0.0273 410 476.00 0.1863 0.0322
371 242.500 0.0058 0.0219 411 480.00 0.1894 0.0336
372 246.250 0.0087 0.0268 412 474.75 0.1931 0.0312















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































C_ TC COORDI COORD2 C; TC COORDI COORD2 I CI TC COORDI CO_)RD'_
Nc No. N, No. rNc No.
l ,l
143 X/C Yo 34 464 2Y_'B X o '6 491 2Y/B X/C
"_ 144 3._ 264 X/C Yo 6. 472 2Y/B Xo
13] 3_ 465 2Y/B X O 6 275 X/C Yo
_. 132 3_ 265 X/C .Yo 7 276 X/C Yo
' 12C 36 266 X/C Yo 7 277 2Y/B Xo
{ 121 3_ 267 X/C YO 7:278 X/C Yo
122 4C 477 2Y/B X o 7:279 X/C Yo
12.2 41 268 X/C Yo 7, _80 X/C Yo
£ 107 42 466 2Y/B X o 7, 473 2Y/B Xo
i£ 9_ 43 269 X/C Yo 7q 253 X/C Yo
I] 96 44 270 X/C Yo 7' 254 X/C
i_ 97 45 467 2Y/B XO 7_ 255 X/C
15 83 46 478 X/C 7! 197A X/L
14 84 47 479 i 81 279A X/L
i..= 247 48 480 _/ 81 130C X/C
16 248 49 481 X/C 8: I16C
17 24S 50 468 _ Xo 8: I17C
i8 25G 51 482 2Y/B X 8_. I'18C :
19 251 _ 52 271 X/C Yo 8: I19C
20 252 X/C Yo 53 469 2Y/B Xo 8( IO4C
21 460 2Y/B X o 54 483 X 8_ I05C
22 461 2Y/B Xo 55 484 X/C 8_ 106C
23 256 X/C Yo 56 485 | 8 ¢. 92C
24 257 i [ 57 486 1 9( 93C
25 258 _ _ 58 487 9] 94C
_- 26 259 X/C Yo 59 488 _ 9_ 78C'
27 462 2Y/B Xo 30 489 X/C 9." 79C
28 260 X/C Yo 51 470 X o 94 80C ,
29 261 X/C Yo 32 490: _ X 9.= 81C _/
30 463 2Y/B Xo _3 4711 9.y/B Xo 96 82CI X/C Yo
31 262 X/C Yo 34 2721 X/C Yo 97 •
32 263 X/C Yo 35 273] X/C Yo |






MODEL: 8 3-¢I, IH.-I02
Cb TC COORDI. COORD2 Ch TC COORDI COORD2 Ch TC COORDI COORD2
No NO. No No. NOb NO.
I 439 X/L ¢ 34 472 X/L ® 6_ 394 X/L
I
2 440 I 35 473 I 68! 395
3 441 _ 36 474 6¢. 396
4 442 37 475 7[ 397
5 443 38 476 ' 71 398
6 444 [ i 39 477 ] I 72 399J
7 445 I i 40 367 _ 7_ 400
8 446 41 368 '_ 74 401
' i9 447 " 42 369 I ! 7F 402 }
t ' i '
10 448 I 43 370 , 7E 403 :
ii 449 ; 44'" 371 77 404 )
12 450 I 45 372 ! !
, i 7_ 405 ;
13 451 ] 46 373 I t 7£ 406! , :
14 452 47 :374: I : 8C 407
I
15 4_3 , 4s 375 I s, 408 .[
16 454 ! 49 376 ! 82 409
_ 455 I _o 37_ [ 8_ _o !
4 i 84 411 i
18 456 51 378 ! I i
19 457 i 52 379 I l 8_ 412 i
2o 4_8 ! _3 38o I = I
2]. 459 i i 54 ,381 ' 86 41.3
, I 87 414 ,i)
22 460 I 55 382 [ 88 415
• I
23 461 56 383 [ 89 416 i [
24 462 57 384 _ 90 417 ,I
25 463 i 58 385 i 91 418 !
26 464 I 59 386 I 92 419
27 465 60 387 I 93 420
28 46_ I 61 388 i 94 421
I'29 46_ ' 62 389 9.' 422 _f
_o _ _ _9_ 9c 4_3 x/,. °
32: 470 t' _! 65 39,-" _¢ _'

















































































































































































































































" TABLE VIil. (Continued)
CONSTANT SET 522
MODEL : 60-0, I H- ] 02
Ch TC COORDI COORD2 Ch TC COORDI COORD2 Ch TC COORDI COORD2
No No. No.. No. N_, No.
1 4 X/L _ 34 268 X/C Yo 67280 X/C Yo
2 7 X/L ¢ 35 466 2Y/B X O 684731 2Y/B X o
3 227 X/L ¢ 36 269 X/C Yo 6$[169 X/L ¢
4 246 X/C Y 37 :_70 X/C .Yo 7G 170247 38 ,I07 _YJ. Xo 7117_
248 39478 xJc 7__ J]6
_ _0 4_9 i _ 1_
81_° I 4_ 4_0 _i _174 !
]
9 251 \/ _' 42 481 X/C 75 175 !
10 252 X/C Y 43 468 _ Xo 76 176
II 460 2Y/B Xo 44" ,482 2Y/B X/C 7_ 177
12461 2Y/B Xo 145 271 X/C Yo 7E 178
13 253 X/C Yo 46 469 2Y/B Xo 7.c. 179 II
14 254 i 47 .483 X/C 86 182 r
' I
I
15 255 48 484 81 183
16 256 49 485 82 184 i
17 257 50 486 I 83 185 ;
i
18!i 258 _ f _/ 51 487 _ 84 186 i '
19 _ 259 X/C Yo 52 488 _r 85 187
q
20 462 2Y/B Xo 53 489 X/C 86 188 :
21 260 X/C Yo 54 470 Xo 8_ 189 ! ¢i
22 261 X/C Yo 55 49.0 _ Xo 81_ 190 i ¢
23 463 2Y/B Xo 56 471 2Y/B X o 8 c- 87A i Yo
24 262 X/C Yo 57 272 X/C Yo 9C 88A i I
25 263 X/C Yo 58 273 X/C Yc, 9] 89A
26 _ 476 2Y/B X/C 69 274 X/C Yo 92 103A {
27 464 2Y/B X/C 60 491. 2¥/B X/C 93 102A i i
28 264' X/C Yo 61 472 2Y/B Xo 94 261A II
y _29 465 2Y/B X/C 62 275 X/C Yo 95 262A
30 265 X/C Yo 63 276 96 263A X/L Yo
31 26"6 X/C Yo 64 277 I 91
32 267 X/C Yo 66 278 _f _















'z'c ch TC Ch TCNo. COORDI.,COORD2 No NO. COORDI COORD2 N_ .No.. COORDI COORD2
1 399 X/L e 34 288 X/I". _ 67 451 X/L e
I ' 6_ 452 [
2 400 35 289 I :
3 401 36 290 I 6 c 453
4 402 , 37 291 = I 7C 454 , i
"J I I
403 I 38 292 i 71 455
I ' I39 293 ; 72 456 .6 404 : 1
7 405 I : 40 294 i i 73 457 _
8 406 r 4_. 426 _ !] 74 458 '
,r i 1
9 407 42 427 7_ 459
I0: 408 43 428 7_ 460
II i 409 ., !44" 429 7'; 461 ;
12 410 I 45 430 ! 7E 462 }
13 411 46 431 ' 7.¢; 463 i ;I i
14 412 J L 47 432 8C 464 : ,
, _ i
15 413 48 433 81 465 * i
16 414 49 .434 82 466 i ]
17, 415 50 435 : 83 467 !
I ' i18 416 _ 51 436 i 84 468
19 273 I 52 437 I 8._ 469 II ! ; I
20 274 _ 53 438 I , 8_ 470
21 275 54 439 8_ 4711 ' i
22 276 ! 55 440 88 472 I
23 277 56 441 ' 8-_ 473 e
t
24 278 57 442 , , 9C 303 -
25 279 I 58 443 ' 91 4.74 ' ¢
l 92 4_75 ¢26 280 i 59 444 I
27 281 60 445 ; 9-' 476
28 282' J 61 446 94 296 -
I
29, 283 ( 62 447 9.' 298
301 284 i! 63 448 _' 9(_ 299 _f I'
31 285 64 449 i _ 9'1 300 X/L -
32 286 '' _/ 65 297 I' -





83-0 MODEL IA)CAL SURFACE DEFLECTION ANGLES
I
12" 35.o ' ] i,_$ 1. o
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-T_+: :Z-kl-/b_ Z_,_[-. _E&--o
J
.k. . . ,' L, ,, _
T_A¢_ FUSEL_,GE SIDE
No. T/c x/L z_
, ..._i:_
15 ' 56 .. :_;, .300 .... 372.5
• -.... _-_ 57 ":-:" .325
:'. 58 ....... .350
59 - -375
', 60 _ .koo "
61 _, .425
62 ! '. .45o .
63 • " .1575
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Figure i. Model 60-0 Installed in VKF Tunnel B
(Model Shown Inverted)
) )
Figure 2. Sketch of the O.0175-Scale Space Shuttle Orbiter Models
Figure 3. Model 56-0 Installed in VKF Tunnel A
hO
Figure 4. Model 83-0 Installed i_ VKF Tunnel B
(Model Shown Inverted)
...... I'./2 _ I
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a. Configuration Code 10
Fig. 6 Insta_gat£on Sketches o£ Mode_ Confggurat£oas
50-INCH HYPERSONIC TUNNELS 8_C
_¢ALE- t/_3 '"TUNNEL_WAL
MAX. FWO PT FW_ CR NOM.C.R. AFI_C.R. ROLL HUll
_TA.69 673 _;T ,-_9.673 STA 4_673 ST, Z9b'7} -----r-$TA
STA_ _ _ [
!
_ q Oh-t- iI-o'_ _.
_o-_
_9"__° TL_L WAlk





Fllll. C.R. Nora.C.R. Aft C.R. s',.,,...°t..,.,,_,uJ_..,.,,
f\ ! r .. _ ,,,11
; ,u:'at_on iCode 3 1 " ] I/ 156-Olmodet - Confi, 1 t I "_7t
,_.:'_tlto.tCodep 7i_ I
,// _"g]'°deL- C°nfi I / /= ' '
/ \ I I/ . I.___.. I I --
I ._/ : l l___g: ;_
f ( " _ --- I
_,.._ ' _.L_k__ _ -4 ,
- .....;----" i J- ;\ 1A ' ' I " F_------_7-'-_-l- 17 i I
t.... i--I- - T ...... l:F :,,'_LU-_----\ - -- \- -/f_ __
" : t J'_. .. <.J' <
i
t_._/_/4z 2.sJol (v4Jn- I.'() Tunnel ll!,ll I
, *__-_ c_" _" _ "_ _ High TemperatureWindowsPin A
_ooe ------ LowTemperatureWindows
: c. Configuration Codes 30 and 60
YLg.6 Continued
40-INCH SUPERSONIC TUNNEL A
SCALE- I/5
MAX FWD. PT. IrWD. C.R. NOM. C.R AFT C.R. TUNNEL WALL
°. k. 73._2 STA. 54.7Z STA, 42.7,?. STA. 24,72
[ _ _ ROLL HUB
_ STA. 0.00
6-_ model - qonriguration Cole 31
- - "_1_.'__" _V_'L_/RZ .._ Io'_ (Vqe.q-G,_) TUNNEL WALL®
PIN A
d. Configuration Codes 31 and 50
Fig. 6 Continued
) .... .... )
._ 2 .......... .......................
........... 2 ......... "
40-INCH SUPERSONIC TUNNEL A
$C.A.LE - !/5
MAX FWO. PT. FWD. C.R. NOM. C.R. AFT C.R. TUNNEL WALL





. __,lli,,Q_ NASrl/ R:. ZH-IOZ (Vqllt;'i,'_ TUNNEL WALL
PIN A
e. Configuration Code 40
Fig. 6 Continued
40-INCH SUPERSONIC TUNNEL A
SCALE- I/5
MAX FWD. PT. FWD. C.R. NOM. C.R. AFT C.R. TUNNEL WALL
_. 73.2;_ STA. 54.72 STA. 42.72 STA. 24.72





f. Configuration Code 51 _,
Fig. 6 Continued
50-INCH HYPERSONIC TUNNELS BSIC
SCALE-I,,_ TUNMEI'WALL
_A_. FW'3 PT F'_r C ,_ NOM C.R. AFI' C.R. ROLL HUB
STA 9673 _£L_._J_ STA4_s73 STA_ STA000
S._TA5_.923 $TA 15.4Z3
l /_q •I>i -_l---l-ln.O52-.-
I
./ ...__4._ t. --j}..:J2.L-¢,_ _, _ /
I / , __<,.,,_,_o,<>• li







_PSR/R"Z OH-_OS (.g';ll B-C,'7} (:,o-m _oc>_'._ :
g. Configuration Code 70
Fig. 6 Cont Lnued
C.._.
! •
hl Configuration Code 80
F£g. 6 Concluded
f-_.
a. Nose and Canopy




/ZS_,,A 2STA 2SBA ._Y', -_ •
• • • • e • • o3_
IZ'IA0 4C_e •30 • If_0_12f°_3 224- 2_5 2e2_, 40740&A_O.227 ?-eZ8 2_e, Z 231S -A "_f_ ._TA

























__,lr /LH I LIN_
°X_J ,t-_ re C | S[CTION AA S£¢TIOH O0• O.Off ;,. FROM 0,17_ in, FIIIl_q
_ CUTAWAY VIEW NO];ZL[ EXIT NOII_L£ £XlT
._ o _
_ __:__.'_' \ i\\_ _'N q_r
$[OTION ¢C S[¢TION DP
0.24/_;n. P'RI)_l £XIT 0.*/311 i.. IrRoPI £XlT
147
.-
a. T/C Locationson FuselageRight Side
Fig.9 ThermocoupleLocationson 83-_ Model
X = 490
@
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b. Tunnel test section
Fig. 10 Tunnel A
152
Sc,rwn Sl¢lion- NozzleSKlion7 TestSection7 DiffuserSection_
/Throat _ __ -- .. -_ -- / --
z _ _tel]_ll II _,ank,o,_no,_..,dlI --\













b. Tunnel test section
"_" Fig.11 Tunnel B
153
Q% °O O _ B
,. %
Io-' 8 8 o
MACH NO. : 8.0
O 'RE/FT : 3.7 x 106
_ ALPHA-MODEL, DEG: 40
-r- YAW,DEG : 0
SYMBOL SOURCE
O Present Test
[] OH-84A(April 20-22, 1977)
l
I0"2 I i _ I _ I 1.... ( l ' I '
0 O,i O.P 0._ 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0._ 0._ LO
×/u




MODEL 4TH COMPONENT OH84B OHI05 IHI02
CHARACTER* DESCRIPTION VOL. PAGES VOL. PAGES VOL. PAGES
60 A FUSELAGE I 1-284 5 1-37 6 1-89
B FUSELAGE 285-444 38-62 1 -
C FUSELAGE 445-586 63-74 I 90-122
D LOWER NOSE 587-650 75-86 ! 123-155
E LOWER NOSE 651-714 87-99 156-188
!
F LOWER MID FUSELAGE 715-778 i00-iii -
G LOWER AFT FUSELAGE 2 779-874 112-124 -
IH LOWER ELEVON FUSELAGE 875-970 - -
I I AFT FUSELAGE/ELEVON 971-1126 125-137 189-221
SPLITLINE
J UPPER RH WING 1127-1281 138-149 222-252
X LOWER BODY FLAP 1282-1377 150-162 -
L BODYFLAP EDGE 1378-1473 163-175 -
M VERTICAL TAlL 1474-1535 176-187 253-257
N UPPER MID FUSELAGE v 1536-1655 188-211 258-320
O UPPER RH WING 3 1656-1811 212-223 321-353
]? WING MISC 1812-1907 224-236 354-386
Q WING LOWER SURFACE 1908-2228 237-274 -
i R WING UPPER SURFACE _ 2229-2484 275-299 387-450
i S OMS POD 4 2485-2618 300-323 _ 451-516
_ T VERTICAL TAlL 2619-2752 324-347 550-615
60 U SPEEDBRAKE CAVITY 2753-2756 - I -
56 V FUSELAGE - - l 649-731i
60 W WINDOWS 2757-2820 348-359 616-648
X OMS POD 2821-2887 360-371 517-549
Yi SSME NOZZLE 2888-3079 - -
60 X UPPER BODY FLAP 3080-3175 - -
60 1 ORBITER BASE 3176-3269 - -
83 2 CCL LINE - - 776-785
3 FUSELAGE - - 756-775
4 PILOT RT (X-SECT) - 387-414 806-825
TOP CENTERLINE - 415-443 786-805
6 MHB LINE - 444-457 746-755
7 BOTTOM CENTERLINE - 458-471 732-745
i 8 CANOPY - 472"501 -
9 UPPER RCS NOZZLES - 502"516 i -
83 0 ESC HTCH + WINDOWS - 372"386 _ -
*i. Some components are collated into separate groups due to different geometric
descriptions of the thermocouples groupin;s.
2. In the tabulated data, the thermocouples _red ###A appear aS 2### and
###C appear as i###.
155
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH94B MODEL 50-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE I656
0H948 BO-O UPPER RH WING _R4UO02)
UPPER RH WING PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 8,000 ALPHA 30.00 BETA = -4.000 ELEVON = .0000
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK = .0000
***T_C
,_T CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BET.', PO TO T P O V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA OEG. R OEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 IFT3 IFT2
117 3.002 7.990 29.96 -4.030 571.8 1325. 98.21 .6938-01 3.100 3842. .I946-02 .7742-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS 2Y/BW T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN) ODOT DTNOT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
17 24,036 .50000 460.00 .1674-02 .2018-02 ;2018-02 .9000 .7292-04 .8789-04 .5672-01 .450B 546.9
17 24.038 .55000 481.00 .4066-02 .4903-02 .4903-02 .9000 .1771-03 .2]36-03 .1375 1.002 548.4
17 24.036 .BOO00 462,00 .6981-02 .8298-02 .8298-02 .9000 .2997-03 .3615-03 .2325 1.781 549.1
17 24.036 .65000 463.00 .8625-02 .]040-01 ,1040-0] .9000 .3757-03 .4529-03 .89]9 2.239 547.6
17 24.038 _non 464.00 .1234-0I .1489-01 .1489-01 .9000 .5375-03 .6485-03 .4159 3.078 550.9
17 24.038 .7250u 465.00 .1362-01 .1642-01 .1642-01 .9000 .5933-03 .7153-03 .4608 3.533 548.1
17 24.036 .7BOP 465.00 .1551-01 .1870-01 .1870-01 .9000 .6755-03 .8144-03 .5244 4.318 548.3
17 24.038 " '_ 467.00 .1697-01 .2047-01 .2047-01 .9000 .7390-03 .8915-03 .5722 5.295 550.3
17 24.036 _8_ 468.00 .1844-01 .2224-01 .2224-01 .9000 .8031-03 .8686-03 .8227 5.764 549.3
17 24.036 .825b_ 459.00 .2090-01 .2521-01 .2521-01 .9000 .9104-03 .1098-02 .7054 6.529 549.8
17 24.036 .B5000 470.00 .2355-01 .2953-01 .2853-01 .9000 .1030-02 .]243-02 .7984 7.095 549.7
17 24.036 .87500 471.00 .3691-01 .4457-01 .4457-01 .9000 .1608-02 .I941-02 1.238 10.56 554.3
17 24.038 .92500 472.00 .6888-01 .8388-01 .8368-01 .9000 .3001-02 .3645-02 2.248 18.26 575.5
17 24.036 .95000 277.00 .5810-01 .7055-91 .7056-01 .9000 .2531-02 .3073-02 1.899 16.87 574.3
17 24.035 .97500 473.00 .7934-01 .9687-01 .9587c01 .9000 .3456-02 .4220-02 2.529 27.49 592.9
DATE 23 FEB SO OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1657
OHB4B 60-0 UPPER RH WING tR4UO02}
UPPER RH WING PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH • B.O00 ALPHA • 30.00 BETA = -4.000 ELEVON = .0000
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK • .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RI,,IO
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSl FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO S IFT3 /FT2
130 3.691 8.000 29.96 -4.050 853.4 1351. 97.87 .8742-01 3.916 3880. .2411-02 .7876-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN xO MS BY/BW T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF HIHREF TAN/TO H(TO) HtTAW) ODOT DTNOT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R•O.9 R• BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R OEG. RTAW/TO FTBSEC FTBSEC FTBSEC ISEC
130 24.036 .50000 460.00 .3294-02 .3969-02 .3969-02 .9000 .1618-03 .1950-03 .1284 1.015 557.1
130 2_.036 .55000 46;.00 .5687-02 .6856-02 .6856-02 °9000 .2794-03 .3368-03 .2214 1.606 558.2
130 24.036 .60000 462.00 .I092-01 .1317-01 .1317-01 .9000 .5366-03 .6472-03 .4241 - 3.232 560.2
130 24.036 .65000 463.00 .1269-0! .1530-01 .1530-01 ,9000 .6234-03 .7516-03 .4935 3.762 559.0
130 24.036 ,70000 484.00 ,1906-0I .a301-OI .B301-OI .9000 .9363-03 .1130-02 .?$75 5.424 583.0
130 24.036 .72500 465.00 .2090-01 .2520-01 .2520-01 °9000 .t027-02 .1238-02 .8121 6.190 558.6
130 24.036 .75000 466.00 .2108-01 .2542-01 .2542-01 .9000 .1036-02 .1249-0a .8190 6.704 559.8
130 24.036 .77500 467.00 .2176-01 .2625-01 .2625-01 .9000 .1069-02 .1289-02 .I_,o30 ?.7_ 561.8
130 24.036 .80000 466.00 .2346-0! .2830-0! .2830-0! .9000 oI!52-02 .I390-02 .9099 8,374 561.I
130 24.036 .82500 469.00 .2747-01 .3314-01 .3314-01 .9000 .1349-02 .1628-02 1.064 9.786 562.1
130 24.036 .85G00 470.00 .3036-01 .3663-01 .3663-01 .9000 .1491-02 .1799-02 1.176 10.38 562.0
130 24.036 .87500 471.00 .4833-01 .5844-0! .5844-01 .9000 .8374-02 .2871-02 1.853 15.67 570.0
130 24.038 ,92500 472.00 .8008-01 .9766-01 .9766-01 .9000 .3934-02 .4797-02 2.952 23.69 600,2
130 24.036 .95000 277.00 .5907-0I .7190-01 .7190-01 .9000 .2902-02 .3532-02 2.197 19.10 593.6
130 24.036 .97500 473.00 .9032-01 .1107 .1107 - .9000 .4437-02 .5436-02 3.258 35.02 616.3
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1656
OH848 BO-O UPPER RH WING fR4UO03)
PARAMETRIC DATA
UPPER RH WING
MACH = 8,000 ALPHA = 30,00 BETA = -2.000 ELEVON = .0000
BOFLAP = .0000 5PDBRK = .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEO. PSIA DEG. R DEO. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO B /FT3 /FT2
153 1.989 7.660 29.95 -2.020 434.7 1307. 95.13 .4526-01 2.017 3815. .128_-02 .7655-07
RUN HREF BTN NO
NUMBER BTU/ R REF(R)
FT2SEC - n,nm-.u= i_
153 .3505-01 .2877-01
**'TEST DATA***
RUN XO MS 2Y/BN TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO} H{TAW} ODOT DTWOT TW
NUMBER R=I.0 R=O.9 R= BTU/R BTUIR BTUI DEG. R DE6. RTAW/TO FTBSEC FTBSEC FT2SEC /SEC
153 L:_'1,036 .50000 460.00 .1031-02 .1245-02 .1245-02 .9000 .3613-04 .4_3-04 .2748-01 .2184 5h6.1
153 L=_.036 .55000 46[.00 .2437-02 .2944-02 .2944-02 .9000 .8544-04 .10_-03 .6489-01 .473¢?. 547.2
153 L:_4.036 .60000 462.00 .4231-02 .5111-02 .5111-02 .9000 .1483-03 .1791-03 .1125 .86_7 547.9
153 64.036 ,65000 463.00 .5220-02 .6304-02 .6304-02 .9000 .1830-03 .2210-03 .1390 1.066 546.9
153 24.036 .70000 484.00 .8341-02 .I008-01 .1008-01 .9000 .2924-03 .3534-03 .2_14 1.639 549.5
153 24.036 .72500 465.00 .9740-02 .1177-01 .1177-0| ,9000 .3414-03 .4124-03 .2592 1.987 547.6
153 24.036 .75000 466.00 .1126-01 .1360-01 .1360-01 .9000 .3947-03 .4768-03 .2995 2.466 547.9
153 24.036 .77500 467.00 :1352-01 .1634-01 .1634-01 .8000 .4740-03 .5729-03 .3587 3.320 549.8
153 24.036 .80000 468.00 .1507-01 .1822-0l .1822-01 .9000 .5283-03 .6385-03 .3998 3.701 549.9
153 24.036 .82500 469.00 .1646-01 .1989-01 .1989-01 .9000 .5769-03 .6974-03 .4364 4.038 550.3
153 24.036 ,85000 470.00 .1619-01 .1957-01 .1957-01 .9000 .5674-03 .6859-03 ,4294 3.815 550.0
153 24.036 .87500 471.00 ,t991-01 .F407-0! .2407-01 .9000 ,6979-03 .8436-03 .5280 4.511 550.1
153 24.036 .92500 472.00 .4637-01 .5871-01 .5871-01 .9000 .1696-02 .2058-02 1.258 10.27 564.9
153 24.036 .95000 277.00; .4482-01 .5440-01 .5440-01 .9000 .1571-02 .1907-02 1.166 10.26 564.7
153 24.036 .97500 4?3.00 .6194-01 .7540-0! .7540-01 .9000 .2171-02 .2643-02 1.590 13.44 574,5
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH848 MODELBO-O IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 16§8
OHB49 60-0 UPPE_ _H WING fR4UO03)
UPPER RH WING PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH - B.O00 ALPHA • 30.00 BETA - -2.000 £LEVON - .0000
BDFLAP " .0000 SPDBRK - .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS'*"
°
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V _
NUMBER /FT DEG. BEG. PSIA OEG. R DEG. R PBIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO B IFT3 IFT_
114 3.016 7.990 29.95 -2.018 673.4 1323. 96.07 .6954:01 3.108 3839. .1954-02 .7731-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS 2Y/BW TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO HITO) H(TAW) OOOT DTNOT TW
NUMBER R=I.0 R=O.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. RTAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
14 24.035 .50000 460.00 .2258-02 .2721-02 .2721-02 .9000 .9846-04 .1186-03 .7657-0f .8089 545.0
I4 24.036 .55000 461.00 .4238-02 .5107-02 .5107-02 .9000 .1849-03 .22E7-03 .1435 !.047 545.9
14 24.036 .60000 462.00 .7981-02 .9622-02 .9622-02 .9000 .3480-03 .4195-03 .2700 2.07I 546.8
14 24.036 .65000 463.00 .8532-02 .]028-01 .1028-0I .9000 .3720-03 .4482-03 .2893 B.222 544.9
14 24.036 .70000 464.00 .1309-0l 1579-01 .1579-01 .9000 .5709-03 .6885-03 .4421 3.276 548.2
14 24.036 .72500 465.00 .1441-01 .1736-0I .1736-01 .9000 .6281-03 .7568-03 .4885 3.751 545.0
14 24.036 .75000 466.00 .1631-01 .1985-01 .1965-01 .9000 .7i|1-03 .8568-03 .5530 4.561 545.0
14 24.036 .77500 467.00 .1930-01 .2327-01 .2327-01 .9000 .8416-03 .I015-02 .6523 6.045 547.5
14 24.036 .80000 468.00 .2163-01 .2607-01 .2607-01 .9000 .9430-03 .1137-02 .7318 6.784 546.7
14 24.036 .82500 469.00 .2329-01 .2808-0! .2808-01 .9000 .I015-02 .1224-02 .7868 7.L:_JO 5_7.8
14 24.036 .85000 470.00 .2451-01 .2955-01 .2955-0! .9000 .I068-02 .1288-02 .8277 7.362 548.0
14 24.036 .87500 471.00 .3082-01 .3717-01 .3717-01 .9000 .1344-02 .1621-02 1.041 6.902 548.0
14 24.036 .92500 472.00 .7018-01 .8523-01 .8523-01 .9000 .3060-02 .3716-02 2.293 18.65 573.E
• 114 _4.036 .95000 277.00 .6414-0i .7789-01 .7789-01 .9000 ! .2796-02 .3396-02 2.095 18.39 575.6
114 24.036 .97500 473.00 .7345-01 .8958-01 .8958-01 .9000 .3202-02 .3905-02 2.353 25.65 587.8
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHBAB MODEL BO-O IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL t PAGE 1660
OHBAB 60-0 UPPER RH HINO (R4UO03)
UPPER RH WING PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA = 30.00 - BETA " -2.000 ELEVON • .0000
BOFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK = .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS**"
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-GEC
XlO 6 /FT3 /FT2
127 3.689 8.000 29.96 -2.010 85q.0 1352. B7.95 .8748-01 3.919 388). .2411-02 .7882-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO HS 2Y/BN T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO N(TO) H(TAN} ODOT DTNDT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTUI DEG. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
127 24.036 .50000 460.00 .3798-02 .4576-02 .4576-02 .9000 .1866-03 .2249-03 .I483 1.172 557.0
127 2_.036 .55000 461.00 .6352-02 .7656-02 .7656-02 .9000 .3122-03 .3763-03 .¢_77 1.796 558.3
127 24.036 .60000 462.00 .1181-01 .1425-0I .1425-01 .9000 .5B06-03 .7002_03 .4593 3.499 560.6
127 24.036 .65000 463.00 .1218-01 .146B-01 .1468-01 .9000 .5984-03 .7214-03 .4742 3.616 559.1
127 24.036 .70000 464.00 .1807-01 .2181-01 .2181-01 .9000 .8880-03 .1072-02 .7001 5ol49 563.3
127 24.036 .72500 455.00 .2155-01 .2599-01 .2599-0! .9000 .1059-02 .1278-02 .8374 6.378 561,0
127 24.036 .75000 466.00 .2229-01 .2688-01 .2688-01 .9000 .1096-02 .132!-02 .8668 7.093 560.5
I27 24.036 .77500 467.00 .2642-01 .3189-01 .3189-01 .9000 .1298-02 .1567-02 1.023 9.400 563.9
127 24.036 .80000 46B.00 .2983-01 .3600-01 .3600-01 .9000 .1466-02 .1769-02 1.156 10.63 563.2
127 24.036 .82500 489.00 .3112-0! .3757-01 .3757-01 .9000 .1529-02 .1846-02 1.204 I1.07 564.1
127 24.036 .85000 470.00 .3157-0! .3812-01 .3812-01 .9000 .1551-02 .1873-02 1.220 ]0.76 565.1
127 24.036 .87500 471.00 .4072-0I .4919-0! .4919-01 .9000 .2001-02 .2417-02 1.571 13.30 566.8
127 24.036 .92500 472.00 .7812-0I .9523-01 .9523-01 .9000 .3839-02 .4680-02 2.889 23. I8 599.5
127 24.036 .95000 277.00 .6273-0! .7645-01 .7645-01 .9000 : .3083-02 .3757-02 2.322 20.14 598.4
127 24.036 .97500 473.00 .B703-01 .1064 .1064 .9000 .4277-02 .5229-02 3.177 34.27 608.9
) )
DATE 23 FEB BO OHB4B MODELBO-O IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONICTUNNEL PAGE 1661
_R4UO04)
OH84B 60-0 UPPER RH NING
pARAH_TRIC DATA
UPPER RH NING
MACH • 8.000 ALPHA = 30.00 BETA • -I.O00 ELEVON = .0000
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK • .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RNIL HACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO HU
NUMBER lET DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS/FT3 LB-SECIFTB
XIO 6 .4534-01 2.021 3829, .1276-0_ .7708-07
150 1.973 7.980 29.94 ol.005 435.5 1316. 05.78
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO HS 2Y/BN TIC NO H/HREF HIHREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN) (]lOOT DTNDT TN
NUMBER R=t.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R 6TU/ DEG. R DEG. RTAN/TO F BSEC F BSEC F BSEC /SEC
150 24.036 .50000 460.00 .8205-03 .9885-03 .9885-03 .9000 .2982-04 .3472-04 .2232-01 .1776 541.4
150 24.036 .55000 461.00 .1812-02 .2183-02 .2183-02 .9000 .6365-04 .7669-04 .4924-0i .3600 64_.0
150 24.036 .50000 462.00 .3665°02 .4417-02 .4417_02 .9000 .1288-03..1552-03 .9958-01 /'/656 _2.3
150 24.036 . .65000 463.00 .4550-02 .5481-02 .5481-02 .9000 .1598-03 .1925-03 .1239 .9532 _0.7
t50 24.036 .70000" 464.00 .7554-02 .9105 °02 .9105-02 .9000 .2654-03 .3198-03 .2050 1m523 543.2
150 24.036 .72500 465.00 .9051-02 .1095-01 .1095°01 .9000 .3194-03 .3648-03 .2472 1.901 541.6
150 24.036 .75000 466.00 .1104-01 .1331-01 .1331-01 .9000 .3880-03 .4675 °03 .3002 2.460 541.9
150 24.036 .77500 467.00 .1331-01 .I652-0! .1652-0! .9000 .4815-03 .6804-03 .3716 3.450 543.8
150 24.036 .80000 468.00 .1495-01 .1602-01 .1802-01 .9000 .5251-03 .6330-03 .4055 3.764 543.6
150 24.036 .82500 469.00 .1563-0| .1884-01 .1884-01 .9000 .5491-03 6619-03 .4_0 3.936 _43.6
150 24.036 .85000 470.00 .1433-01 .1727-01 .1727-01 .9000 .5033-03 .6066-03 .3891 3.470 542-6
150 24.036 .87500 471.00 .1775-01 .2140-01 .2140-01 .9000 .6237-03 .7516-03 .4822 4.135 542.6
150 24.036 .92500 472.00 .4608-01 .5573-01 .5573-0! .9000 .1619-02 .1958-02 |.230 10.08 556.0
150 24.036 .95000 677.00 .4333-01 .5241-0! .5241-01 .9000 .1522-02 .1841-02 1.156 10.24 556.4
ISO 24.036 .97500 473.00 .5793-01 .7028-01 .7028 °01 .go00 .2035-02 .2469-02 |.524 16.76 567.0
DATE 23 FEB BO OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE I_
OHB4B SO-O UPPER RH WING (R4UO04I
UPPER RH WING PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA = 30.00 BETA " -I.000 ELEVON " .0000
BDFLAP • -0000 SPDBRK - ,0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PBIA DEG. R GEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO 8 /FT3 /FT2
111 2,999 7.990 29.94 -.9974 671.3 1325. 96.21 .6932-01 3.098 3842. .1945-02 .7742-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XG MS 2Y/BN TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAN) QOOT DTNDT TW
NUMBER R=!.O R•O.9 R- BTUIR BTUIR BTUI OEG. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SI[C FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC
ZlZ 2_.036 .50000 _#60.00 .238e-0_ .2858-82 .=_68-02 .9ODD .1036-03 .t_9-03 .80TO-Of .641_ 5_6.!
111 L_,..036 .55000 4Bl.O0 .4355-02 .5249-02 .5249-08 .9000 .1896-03 .2E'_5-03 .1474 1.075 547.1
111 24,036 .60000 462.00 .7'430-02 .8957-02 .8957-02 .9000 .3235-03 .3900-03 .2514 1.928 547.6
11 24.036 .65000 463.00 .8092-02 .9751-02 .9751-02 .9000 .35_.3-03 .4L:_6-03 .2743 2.105 546.0
)1 24.036 .70000 464.00 ,]311-01 .]58]-01 .],58]-01 ,9000 .5708-03 .6882-03 .4423 3.278 549.5
I1 24,036 .72500 465.00 .1383-01 .1667-01. .1667-01 .9000 .6022-03 .?L_B-03 .4684 3.593 546.9
11 24.036 .75000 466.00 .1641-01 .1977-01 .1977-01 .9000 .7144-03 .8610-03 .5557 4,579 546.7
II 24,036 .77500 467.00 .200B-OI .2421-01 .2421-31 .BOO0 .8741-03 .1054-02 .6774 6,270 549.7
11 24,036 .80000 468.00 .2221-01 .2679-01 .2679-01 .9000 .9672-03 .1166-02 .7502 8,947 549.0
11 24.036 .82500 469.00 .2347-01 .2832-0! .2832-01 .BOO0 .I022-02 .1233-02 .7913 7.322 550.4
11 24,036 .85000 470.00 .2216-01 .2672-01 .2672-01 .BOO0 .9649-03 .1163-02 .7491 6.661 548.4
11 24.036 .87500 471.00 .2913-01 .3513-01 .3513-01 .9000 .1_68-02 .1529-02 .9834 8.405 549.2
II 24.036 .92500 472.00 .6726-01 .8165-01 .B|6B-OI .9000 .2929-02 .3555-02 2.200 |7.89 573.3
11 24,036 .95000 277.00 .5924-01 .?191-01 .7191-01 .BOO0 .2579-02 .3131-02 1,939 17.03 573.0
111 24,036 .97500 473.00 .7425-01 .9045-01 .9045-01 .9000 .3233-02 .3839-02 2.391 28.09 585.1
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1663
OHB48 80-0 UPPER RH NING (R4UO04)
UPPER RH WING PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = B.O00 ALPHA = 30.00 BETA " -I.O00 ELEVON - .0000
BDFLAP = .0000 SPOBRK - .0000 -
**'TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH AEPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO MU
" NUMBER /FT DEC. DEC. PSIA DEC. R DEC. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO 6 /FT3 /FT2
]23 3.686 8.000 29.95 -.9857 853.2 1358. 97.95 .8740-01 3.915 3881. ._08o02 .78B2o07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS 2Y/BW T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAW) ODOT DTWDT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= 8TU/R BTUIR 8TU/ DEC. R {lEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
123 24.036 .50000 460.00 .3575-02 .4303-02 .4303-02 .9000 .I756-03 .2114-03 .1404 l.ll2 552.3
i23 24.036 .55000 461.00 .8788-02 .8172-02 .8!72-02 .9000 .3334-03 .4014-03 .2660 !.933 553.9
123 24.036 .60000 462.00 .1238-01 .1492-01 .1492-01 .9000 .6084-03 .7328-03 .4845 3.701 555.3
I23 24.036 .65000 463.00 .1231-01 .1481-01 .1481-01 .9000 .6045-03 .7277-03 .4828 3.692 553.0
I23 24.036 .70000 464.00 .1814-01 .2186-01 .2186-01 .9000 .8913-03 .I074-02 .7083 5.225 557.0
123 24.036 .72500 455.00 .2197-01 .2648-01 .2646-01 .9000 .1079-02 .1300-02 .8598 6.569 555.1
123 24.036 .75000 456.00 .2359-01 .2841-01 .2841-01 .9000 1159-02 ;1396-02 .9245 7.590 554.1
123 24.036 .77500 467.00 .2912-01 ,3510-0I .3510-01 .9000 1431-02 .1724-02 1.135 10.46 558.2
123 24.036 .80000 468.00 .3323-01 .4005-01 .4005-01 .9000 1532-02 .1967-02 1.296 !1.94 558.0
123 24.036 .82500 469.00 .3302-01 .3981-01 .3981-01 .9000 1622-02 .1956-02 1.286 11.84 559.2
123 24.036 .85000 470.00 .3021-01.3641-01 .3641-01 .9000 I484-02 .1788-02 1.180 10.44 556.9
123 24.036 .87500 471.00 .4027-0I .4857-01 .4857-01 .9000 1978-02 .2386-02 1.566 13.30 560.4
123 24.036 .92500 472.00 .7779-01 .9465-01 .9465-0I .9000 .3821-02 .4650-02 2.899 23.34 593.0
123 24.036 .95000 277.00 .6210-0I .7554-0! .7554-01 .9000 .3050-02 .37II-02 2.3!7 20.16 592.0
123 24.036 .97500 473.00 .8609-01 .1051 .1051 .9000 .4229-02 .5163-02 3.1Gl 34.18 604.l
DATE 23 FEB BO OH848 MODEL 60-0 I4 THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1664
OH848 60-0 UPPER RH WING (R4UOOS)
UPPER RH WING PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH - 8.000 ALPHA - 30.00 BETA - .0000 ELEVON = .0000
BDFLAP • .0000 SPDBRK - .0000
• **TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V Rt"lO
NUMBER /FT DEG. BEG. PSIA BEG. R BEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-BEC
XlO 6 IFT3 IFT2
I! .5125 7.900 29.95 .4910-02 100.6 1239. 9|.88 .ItlB-O1 .4884 3712. .3284-03 .7393-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS 2Y/BH TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TANI ODOT DTNDT TN
NUHBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. RTAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC
It 24.036 .50000 460.00 .7309-03 .8887-03 .8887-03 .9000 .I249-04 .1519-04 .8713-0_ .6943-01 541.1
11 L_.036 .55000 461.00 .9400-03 .1143-02 .1143-02 .9000 .1606-04 .1954-04 .11|9-01 .8186-01 541.8
11 24.036 .60000 462.00 .9211-03 .1120-02 .1120-02 .9000 .1574-04 .1914-04 .1097-01 .1_.t35-01 541.9
II 24.036 .65000 463.00 .8793-03 .1069-02 .1069-D2 .9000 .1503-04 o1827-04 .1049-01 .B076-01 540.4
]1 24.036 .70000 464.00 .1859-02 .2262-02 .2262-02 .9000 .3176-04 ".3865-04 .2206-01 .1638 544.2
11 24.036 .72500 465.00 .3345-02 .4069-02 .4069-02 .9000 .5716-04 .6953-04 .3979-01 .3058 542.7
11 24,036 .75000 466.00 .4666-02 .5921-02 .5921-02 .9000 .8315-04 .1012-03 .57'79-01 ,4768 543.e
11 24.036 .77500 467.00 .5932-02 .7222-0E .7222-02 .9000 .1014-03 ;1234-03 ._033-01 .6525 545.0
lI 24.036 .BOO00 468.00 .6618-02 .8056-02 .8056-02 .9000 .1131-03 .13"/7-03 .7845-01 .7278 545.0
II 24.036 .82500 469.00 .6705-02 .8163-02 .8163-02 .9000 .I145-03 1395-03 .7946-01 .7372 545.2
lI 24.036 .BSO00 470.00 .4227-02 .5146-02 .5146-02 .9000 .7224-04 .6794-04 .5011-01 ,4463 545.0
II 24.036 .87500 471.00 .2651-02 .3226-02 .3226-02 .9000 .4530-04 .5514-04 .3144-0I .2693 544.6
I1 24.036 .92500 472.00 .7543-02 .9187-02 .9187-02 .9000 .1289-03 .1570-03 .8927-01 .7358 546.2
l! _._.036 ,95000 277.00 .9919-02 .IB08-0! .1208-01 .9000 .1695-03 .2065-03 .1172 1.043 547.3
lI 24.036 .97500 473.00 .2030-0! .2475-01 .2475"0! .9000 .3470-03 .4230-03 .2392 2.657 549.4
/
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAOE |665
OHB4B 60-0 UPPER RH WING ;RttL,_06)
UPPER RH WING PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = B.O00 ALPHA - 30.00- BETA - .0000 ELEVON - .0000
BOFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK - .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS**"
RUN RN/L HACH ALPHA BETA PO 10 T P 0 V _ 1,1.1
NUMBER /FT DEG. OEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SIEC
XIO 6 IFT3 IFT2
48 1,981 7.980 29.96 .2463-02 434.4 t3IO. 95.35 .4522-01 2.016 3820. .1280-0_ .7672-07
RUN HREF STN N0




RUN XO MS 2Y/BN TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF HII.P, EF TAN/TO H(TOI H(TAN) O00T DTNOT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 Re BTU/R BTU/R BTUI DEO. R OEO. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FTL_aEC /SEC
48 24.036 .50000 460.00 .8607-03 .1038-02 .1038-02 .9000 .3017-04 .3638-04 .2316-01 ,|8_4 54_.2
48 _._.036 .55000 461.00 .1503-02 .1813-02 .1813-02 .9000 .5269-04 .6354-04 .4040-01 .L=KJ52 543.0
48 24.036 .60000 462.00 .23E6-02 .2806-02 .2806-02 .9000 .8155-04 .9836-04 .6251-01 .4804 543.2
48 24.036 .65000 463.00 .4354-02 .5249-02 .5249-02 .9000 .1526-03 .1840-03 .1172 .9015 541.7
48 24.036 .70000 464.00 .6167-02 .7440-02 .7440-02 .9000 .2162-03 .2608-03 .1656 1.230 543,8
48 24.036 .72500 465.00 .8803-02 I062-01 .I062-01 .9000 .3086*03 .3721-03 .2366 1.819 542.8
48 24.036 .75000 466.00 . .;054-01 1271-01 .1271-0I .9000 .3694-03 .4455-03 .2832 2.339 543.0
48 24.036 .77500 467.00 .1232-01 1486-01 .1486-01 .9000 .4318-03 .6211-03 .3303 3.065 544.8
48 24.036 .BOO00 466.00 .1347-01 1626-0l .1626-01 .9000 .4723-03 .=J699-03 .3613 3.352 544.7
48 24.036 .82500 469.00 .1342-01 1620-01 .1620-01 .9000 .4705-03 .5677-03 .3601 3.34_ 544.5
48 _'_.036 .85000 470.00 .1080-01 1302-0l .1302-01 .9000 .3786-03 .4566-03 .2903 2.589 54,?.9
48 24.036 .67500 471.00 .1327-01 1600-0! .!600-01 .9000 .4651-03 .5609-03 .3666 3.066 543.1
48 24.036 .92500 472.00 .3437-01 .4153-01 .4163-0t .9000 .1205-02 .1456-02 .9149 7.525 550.3
48 24.036 .95000 277.00 .3324-01 .4019-01 .4019-01 .9000 .1165-02 .1409-02 .8827 7.834 uJ52.2
48 _,.036 .97500 473.00 .6525-01 .6710-01 .6710-01 .9000 .1937-02 .2352-02 1.437 15.82 567.8
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 16r_
OH848 60-0 UPPER RH WING IR41,,IO06I
UPPER RH WING _ PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA - 30.00 BETA - .0000 £LEVON - .0000
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK - .0000
'''TEST CONDITIONS*'"
RUN RN/L HACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO HU
NUMBER /F1 DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 8 IFT3 /FT2
77 3.028 7.990 29.98 -.2446-02 670.1 1315. 95.49 .6920-01 3.092 3627. .1956-06 .7684-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS 2Y/BN T/C NO HIHREF HIHREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAW1 OOGT DTWOT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FTBSEC FT2SEC FTBSEC ISEC
77 ¢_.036 .50000 460.00 .1995-02 .2407-02 .2407-02 .9000 .6668-04 .1046-03 .6661-0! .5294 546.2
77 L_,.036 .55000 461.00 .4183-02 .5048-02 .5046-08 .9000 .18|7-03 .2193-03 .1394 1.016 547.6
77 24.036 .EGO00 462.00 .6652-02 .8030-02 .8030-02 .9000 .2890-03 .3489-03 .2215 1.698 546.2
77 24.036 .65000 463.00 .7_72-02 .9013-02 .9013-02 .9000 .3246-03 .3916-03 .2495 1.9!5 546.0
77 24.036 .70000 464.00 .III7-01 .1349-01 .1349-01 .9000 .4854-03 .5861-03 .3715 6.751 549.4
77 24.036 .72500 465.00 .1413-01 .1706-01 .1706-01 .9000 .6139-03 .7412-03 .4701 3.602 548.9
77 24.036 .75000 466.00 .1532-01 .1849-01 .I849-01 .9000 .6654-03 .8033-03 .5096 4.195 546.8
"/7 24.036 .77500 467.00 .]867-0l .2255-01 .2255-01 .9000 .8109-03 .9797-03 .6186 5.722 551.6
77 24.036 .80000 468.00 .2040-01 .2464-01 .2464-0I .9000 .8861-03 .1070-02 .6765 6.657 551.2
3"7 2'_,036 .82500 469.00 .2138-01 .2564-01 .2584-01 .9000 .9291-03 .1123-02 .7082 6.546 552.4
77 24.036 .85000 47C.00 .1985-01 .2397-01 .2397-0! .9000 .8623-03 .1041-02 .6590 5.854 550.4
77 24.036 .87500 471.00 .2525-01 .3050-01 .3050-01 .9000 .I097-02 .1325-02 .6376 7,151 551.1
77 ;24.036 .92500 472.00 .5907-01 .7170-01 .7170-01 .9000 .2566-02 .3115-02 1.916 15.62 566.3
77 _.036 .95000 277.00 .5170-01 .6272-01 .6272-01 .9000 .2246-02 .2725-02 1.680 14.80 566.6
77 24.036 .97500 473.00 .5089-0I .6194-01 .6194-01 .9000 .2211-02 .2691-02 1.629 17.B4 577.8
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 166_
v..w ,_ _ v v. , _ ........ • ..... .,vvvv•
UPPER RH WING PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = B.O00 ALPHA • 30.00 BETA " .0000 ELEVON • .0000
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK • .0000
*'*TEST CONDITIONS**"
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FTISEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO 6 /FT3 IFT2
120 3.698 8.000 29.97 ,734B-02 853.1 1349 97.73 .8738-01 3.915 3877. .2413-02 .7864-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS 2YIBW TIC NO HIHREF HIHREF HIHREF TAW/T0 H[T0| H(TAW) QDOT DTWOT TH
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTUIR BTUIR BTU/ DEG. R OI_G. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FTBSEC FTBSEC ISEC
_ 120 24.036 .50000 460.00 ,4052-02 .4B79-02 ,4679-02 .9000 .1990-03 .2395-03 .1584 I._55 552.6
120 84.036 .55000 461.00 .7272-0B .8759-02 .8759-02 .9000 .3571-03 .4301-03 .2B37 2.061 55_._
120 24.036 .60000 462.00 .1253-01 .1510-01 .1510-01 .9000 .6153-03 ,74|4-03 .4879 3.7_6 555,7
120 24.036 .65000 463.00 .1277-0! .1537-0! .1537-0! .9000 ,6268-03 .7549-03 .4983 3.809 553.7
120 24.036 .70000 464.00 .1846-01 .2225-01 .2225-01 .9000 .9064-03 .1093-02 .7170 5._88 557.7
120 24.036 .72500 465.00 .2096-01 .2525-01 .2525-01 .9000 .I029-02 .1240-02 .8160 6.233 555.6
120 24.036 .75000 466.00 .1901-Ol .2290-0l .2290-01 .9000 .9336-03 .1124-02 .7421 6.093 553.8
120 24.036 .77500 467.00 .2849-01 .3436-0| .3436-0! .9000 .1399-02 .|687-02 1.I05 IO.I8 558.9
120 24.036 .80000 468.00 .3254-01 .3924-01 .3924-01 .9000 .1598-02 .1927-02 1.262 11.62 559.0
120 24.036 .82500 469.00 ,2935-01 .3539-01 .3539-01 .9000 ,1441-02 ,1738-02 1.139 10.50 558,4
120 24,036 .850G0 470.00 .2712-0l .3269-01 .3269-0! .9000 .1332-02 .1605-02 1.056 9.349 556.1
120 24.036 .87500 471.00 .3881-O| .4683-01 .4683-01 .9000 ,1906-02 .2299-02 1.502 1_.76 560.6
120 24.036 .92b00 472.00 .7509-01 .912B-01 .9128-01 .9000 ,3687-02 ._482-02 2.803 22.62 588.4
120 24.036 .95000 277.00 .6062-01 .7366-0l .7366-0l .9000 .2976-02 .3617-02 2.267 19.78 586 9
120 24.036 .97500 473.00 .8099-01 .9885-0] .9885-01 .9000 .3977-02 .4854-02 2.968 32.11 602.3
DATE 23 FEB BO OHB4B MODEL BO-O IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 151_
OHB4B 60-0 UPPER RH WING fR'..I,UOOB}
UPPER RH WING PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH • e.o00 ALPHA • 30.00 BETA = 1.000 EL£VON • .0000
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK • .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RNIL MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q _ RHO HU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSi FTISEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO 6 IFT3 IFT2
51 2.02[ 7.980 29.94 1.035 434.5 1293. 94.11 .4523-01 2.016 3795. .IEB?-O2 .7573-07
: RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS 2Y/BW T/C NO HIHREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAW) OOOT OTNDT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTUI DEG. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC
51 _t.036 ,50000 460.00 .9829-03 .1187-02 .1187-02 .9000 .343B-04 .4153-04 .2582-01 .2057 541.5
51 _.036 .55000 q61.O0 .1831-02 .E211-02 .2211-02 .9000 .6q03-04 .7736-04 .4805-01 .3514 542.1
51 24.036 .60000 q6,?..O0 .2488-0E .3006-02 .3006-0E .9000 .8703-0q .1051-03 .6533-01 .50L:xt $42.0
51 24.036 .65000 463.00 .4347-02 ,5E_8-02 .524B-02 .9000 .1520-03 .1836-03 .II44 .880B 540.!
51 24.036 .7C000 464.00 .6754-02 ,Bl60-OB .B160-02 .9000 .2363-03 .2854-03 .1773 1.318 542.3
51 24.036 .72500 465.00 .9589-02 .1158-0l 1158-01 .9000 .3354-03 .4051-03 .2521 I._'0 541.1
51 24.036 .75000 466.00 I096-01 .1323-0! 1323-01 ,9000 .3833-03 .4629-03 .2881 2.380 541.1
51 _.036 .77500 q67.00 1457-01 .1760-01 1760-01 .9000 .5096-03 .6157-03 .3820 3.548 5h3.0
51 24.036 .80000 468.00 1445-01 .1745-01 1745-01 .go00 .5053-03 .6104-03 .3792 3.523 542.2
51 24.036 .82500 469.00 1202-01 .1451-01 1451-01 .9000 .4203-03 .5075-03 .316! E.940 5q0.5
5I 24.036 .85000 470.00 1028-01 .1241-01 1241-01 .9000 .3596-03 .4341-03 .2?OB 2.41B 539.6
5! 2q.036 .87500 471.00 1309-0I .1580-01 15BO-Ol .9000 ,4580-03 .5528-03 .3450 E.963 539.4
51 £_.036 .92500 472.00 .3495-01 .4227-01 .4227-01 .9000 .1222-02 .1479-02 .9115 7.510 547.0
51 _.036 .95000 277.00 .3375-01 .4085-01 .4085-01 .9000 .i181-02 .1429-02 .8779 7.804 549.0
51 24.036 .97500 473.00 .5882-01 _7155-01 .7155-01 .BOO0 .E057-02 .2503-02 1.494 16.48 566.4
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAOE 1669
OH84B 60-0 UPPER RH WING (R4U010)
UPPER RH WING PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 8,000 ALPHA - 30,00 BETA - _,000 ELEVON - ,0000
8DFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK - ,0000
•*'TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT ' DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG, R PSIA PSI FTISEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO 6 IFT3 IFT_
55 2,000 7.9B0 29,95 2.036 435.1 1303. 84,84 ,4530-01 2.019 3810, ,1289-0_ ,7631-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS 2Y/BW TIC NO HIHREF H/HREF HIHREF TAW/TO H{TO) H[TAW) ODOT DTWDT TW
NUMBER R=I,O R=O.9 R= BTU/R BTUIR BTU/ DEG, R OEG, R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FTL:_J_C ISEC
55 24.036 ,50000 460.00 .147B-02 .1782102 ,1782-02 ,9000 .5180-04 ,S247-04 ,39S1-01 ,3150 539,9
55 84.036 .55000 461.00 .2119-02 .2557-02 .2557-02 .9000 .7429-04 .8961-04 .5659-0! .4140 540,9
55 24.036 .60000 462.00 .2968-02 .3580-02 .3580-02 .SO00 .I040-03 .I255-03 .7919-01 .60¢J=_ 541.3
55 24,036 ,85000 463.00 .4907-02 ,5919-02 .5919-02 ,SO00 .1720-03 ,2075-03 ,1311 1,009 540,3
55 24.036 .70000 464.00 .7422-02 .8960-02 .8960-02 .9000 .2801-03 .3141-03 .1974 1.466 543.9
55 24.036 .72500 465.00 .9850-02 .1189-01 .1189-01 .8000 .34S3-03 .4166-03 .2625 _.019 5N_.3
55 24,036 .75000 466,00 .134g-01 .1628-01 ,1628-01 ,9000 ,4727-03 .5706-03 ,3587 2,960 • 543_8
55 24.036 .77500 467.00 .1543-01 .1864-01 .1864-01 .8000 .5408-03 .6532-03 .4095 3.798 545.6
55 24.036 .80000 468.00 .1442-01 .1741-0! .1741-01 .9000 .5053-03 .6!0!-03 .383! 3.555 544.5
55 24.036 .82500 469.0') .1237-01 .14S3-01 .1493-01 .9000 .4334-03 .5232-03 .3289 3.054 543.9
55 24.036 .B5OO0 470.00 .1093-01 .1320-01 .1320-01 ,9000 .3933-03 .4626-03 .2911 2.596 543.0
55 24.036 .B7500 471.00 .1359-01 .1640-0! .1640-01 .SO00 .4764-03 .5750-03 .3619 3.103 543.0
55 24.036 .92500 472.00 .3538-01 ,4279-01 .4279-01 .8000 ,1240-02 .1500-02 .S323 9.666 550.9
55 24.036 .S5000 277.00 .3333-01 .4035-01 .4035-01 .SO00 .1168-02 .1414-02 .8755 ?.765 553.3
55 24.036 .97500 473.00 .6175-01 .7514-01 .7514-01 .9000 .2164-02 .2634-02 I.SBI 17.37 572.0
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1670
OHB4B 60-0 UPPER RH WING {R4.UOII)
UPPER RH WING PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = B.O00 ALPHA - 35.00 BETA - -4.000 ELEVON - .OOO0
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK = .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS .**
RUN RN/L HACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO MU
NUHBER /FT DEC. DEC. PSIA DEC. R DEC. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 IFT3 IFT2
165 2.002 7.980 34.98 -4.052 435.0 t302. 04.76 .45_J-01 2.019 3808. .1¢_90-02 .76_'_6-07
RUN HREF STN NO
NUMBER BTU/ R REF(R}
FTBSEC =.OI?5 --
I65 .3504-01 .2869-01
-- _ST DATA *_*
RUN XO MS 2YIBN TIC NO H/HREF HIHREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN) ODOT DTNDT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=0,9 R= BTU/R -GTU/R BTU/ DEG. R OEG. RTAN/TO FTBSEC FTBSEC FTBSEC ISEC
165 24.036 .50000 q60,OO .1033-02 .1251-02 .]251-02 .9000 .3620-04 .4382-04 .2709-01 .2145 553.3
165 24.036 .55000 461.00 .2773-02 ,3358-02 .3358-0E .9000 .g716-04 .1177-03 .7253-0I ,5268 555.I
165 24.036 .60000 462.00 .6061-02 .7344-02 .7344-02 .gOOO .2124-03 .2574-03 .1582 1.207 556.9
165 24.036 .65000 463.00 .B662-02 .1050-01 .I050-01 .9000 .3035-03 .3679-03 .22G0 1.725 557.2
165 L_.636 .70000 464.00 .1247-01 .1512-01 .1512-01 .gO00 .436B-03 .5300-03 .3234 2.3B1 561.3
165 24.036 .72500 465.00 .1490-01 .1806-01 .1806-01 .9000 .5220-03 .6330-03 .3875 2.954 559.4
165 24.036 .75000 466.00 .1717-01 .2083-01 .2083-01 .9000 .601B-03 .7301-03 .4457 3.646 561.0
165 24.036 .77500 467.00 .1669-01 .2025-01 .B025-01 .9000 .5848-03 .7097-03 .4323 3.976 562.4
165 24.036 .80000 468.00 .1909-0! .2316-0! .2316-01 .9000 .668B-03 .8116-03 .494G 4.552 561.9
165 24.036 .B2500 469.00 .2008-01 ,2437-01 .2437-01 .9000 .7037-03 .B540-03 ,5205 4,78G 562.0
165 24.036 .BSO00 470.00 .2262-01 .2744-01 .2744-01 .9000 .7925-03 .9617-03 .5865 5.181 561.6
165 24.036 .87500 471.00 .3375-01 .4101o01 .4101-01 .9000 .1183-02 .1437-02 .8697 ?.369 566.3
165 24.036 .92500 472.00 .7273-01 .8894-0| .G894-01 ,9000 .2549-02 .3117-02 1.820 14.69 5G?._
165 24.036 .95000 2?7.00 ,5306-0! .64B0-01 .64B0-01 .9000 .1859-02 .2271-02 1.336 11.67 5G3.2
165 _24.036 .97500 473.00 .7763-01 .9564=01 .9564-01 .9000 .2720-02 .3351-02 1.881 GO.B7 610.4
DATE 23 FEB BO OHB_B HOOEL 60-0 IN THE AEOC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1671
OH84B 60-0 UPPER RH NING IR4UOll)
UPPER RH WING PARAHETRIC DATA
HACH = 8;OOO ALPHA - 35.00 BETA = -4.000 ELEVON - .0000
BDFLAP = .0000 SPOBRK = .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO MU
NUHBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 /FT3 IFT2
108 2.984 7.990 34.98 -4.050 670.1 1328. 96_43 .6920-01 3.092 3846. .1937-02 .7760-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS 2YIBN TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF HIHREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAW) QOOT DTMOT TN
NUHBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTUI DEe, R DEe. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
108 24.036 .50000 460,00 .2882-02 .3474-02 .3474-02 .9000 .1254-03 .1512-03 .9762-01 .7746 549.3
108 24.036 .55000 461.00 .5288-02 .6378-02 .6378-02 .9000 .2301-03 .2776-03 .1788 1.301 550.8
108 24.036 .60000 462.00 .9895-02 .ii70-Oi .1170-01 ,9000 .4219-03 .5090-03 .3273 2.504 552.0
108 84.036 .65000 463.00 .1310-01 .1580-01 .1580-0! .9000 .5703-03 .6878-03 .4429 3.390 551.0
108 24.036 .70000 464.00 .1957-01 .2363-01 .2363-01 .9000 .85Z8-03 .1029-02 .6580 4.859 555.2
108 24.036 .72500 465.00 .2004-01 .2418-01 .2418-01 .9000 .8722-03 .1052-02 .6762 5.173 552.4
108 24.036 .75000 466.00 .2133-01 .2573-01 .2573-01 .9000 .9281-03 .1120-02 .7196 5.913 552.3
I08 24.036 .77500 467.00 .2172-0| .2623-01 .2623-01 .9000 .9454-03 .1142-02 .7307 6.746 554.9
i08 24.036 ;80000 468.00 .2245-01 .8709-01 .2709-01 .9000 .9770-03 .li79-02 .7566 6.991 553.B
108 24.036 .82500 469.00 .2364-01 .8852-01 .2852-01 .9000_ .1029-02 .1241-02 .7978 7.375 552.3
108 24.036 .85000 470.00 .2542-01 ,3086-01 .3066-01 .9000 .1106-02 .1335-02 .8587 7.624 551.4
t08 24.036 .87500 471.00 .4007-0! .4841-01 .4841-01 .9000 .1744-02 .2107-02 1.343 11.43 557.3
108 24.036 .92500 _ 472.00 ,8927-01 .108B .1088 .9000; .3885-02 .4734-02 2.876 23.22 587.4
108 24.036 .95000 277.00 16674-0l ,8II6-01 .8116-01 .9000 .2904-02 .3532-02 2.169 18.98 580..7
108 24.036 .97500 473.00 .9216-0i .1131 .113! .9000 .4011-02 .4921-02 2.879 31.03 609.9
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAOE lflT_
. OHB4B 60-0 UPPER RH WING fR4UO]|)
: UPPER RH WING PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = B.O00 ALPHA = 35.00 BETA = -4°000 ELEVON = .0000
BDFLAP = .0000 SPOBRK • .0000
: **-TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN!L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA BEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB°SEC
• XtO 6 /FT3 /FIB
142 3.684 8.000 35.01 -4.001 853.7 1353. 98.02 .8745-01 3.918 3883. .240B-02 .7888-09
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN xo MS 2YIBW TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/I,'I:t'EF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAW) O[X)T DTWDT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=O.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTUI DEG. R !:)lEG. R
TAN/TO FTBSEC FT_EC FTBSEC ISEC
142 24.036 .50000 460.00 .3718-02 .4480-02 ;44BO-OB .9000 .|827-03 .B202-03 .1451 1.14? 559._
i4B B4_036 .55000 461.00 .7186-02 .8665-02 .8665-02 .9000 .3532-03 .4258-03 .2800 2.029 559.9
|42 24.036 .60000 462.00 .!316-0! .lSB?-Ol .1587-0i .9000 .6466-03 .7801-03 .Silo 3.890 562.$
142 24.036 .65000 463.00 .1664-01 .2007-01 .2007-01 .9000 .B!80-03 .9865-03 .6475 4,932 561.0
142 24.036 .70000 464.00 .2524-01..3049-p1 .3049-01 .9000 .1241-02 .1498-02 .9755 7.164 566.3
142 24.036 .72500 465.00 .2451-0l .2957-01 .2957-01 .9000 .|204-02 .1453-02 .9520 7.B47 562.3
142 24.036 .75000 466.00 .¢_45-01 .2949-0! .2949-01 .9000 .1202-0_ .|449-02 .9514 7.7B4 560.9
142 24.036 .77500 467.00 .2391-0| .2886-01 .2886-0l .9000 .1175-02 .141B-02 .9265 8.513 564.2
142 24.036 ;80000 468.00 .2437-01 .2940-01 .2940-01 .9000 .1198-02 .1445-02 .9466 8.706 562.3
142 24,036 .B2500 469.00 .2793-01 .3370-01 .3370-QI .9000 .1373-02 .1656-02 1.085 9.979 562.4
142 24.036 .85000 470.00 .2894-01 .3491-01 .3491-01 .9000 .1422-02 .1716-02 |.125 9.94t 561.5
142 24.036 .87500 471.00 .4455-01 .5383-01 .5383-01 .9000 .2190-02 .2645-02 1.719 14.56 5,67.5
142 24.036 .92500 472.00 .|063 .]298 .129B .9000 .5223-02 .637B-02 3.903 31.23 605.5
142 24.036 .95000 277.00 .7827-01 .9531 "l .9531-01 .9000 .3847-02 .4684-02 2.91l 25.28 596.0
142 24.036 .97500 473.00 .1027 .1260 .|260 .9000 .5048-02 .6192-02 3.693 39.60 62].0
DATE 23 FEB SO OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1_73
OHB4B 60-0 UPPER RH WING fR4UOI2)
UPPER RH WING PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 8,000 ALPHA - 35.00 BETA - -8.000 ELEVON - .0000
BOFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK = .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P D V _
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO 6 /FT3 IFT2
162 2.007 7.980 35.00 -1.998 435.0 1300. 94.62 .4529-01 2.019 3805. .1292-02 .7614-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS 2Y/BW TIC NO H/HREF HIHREF H/HREF TAW/TO HITO) H{TAN| (]DOT DTklDT TW
NUMBER R-I.O R=0.9 R= BTUIR BTU/R BTU/ OEG. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FTL:_JEC ISEC
162 24.036 .50000 460.00 .1298-02 .1570-02 .1570-02 .9000 .4547-04 .5501-04 .340B-01 .L=_704 550.1
168 84.036 .55000 461.00 .3364-02 .4071-02 .4071-02 .9000 " .117B-03 .I426-03 ,8815-01 .6414 551.6
I62 24,036 .6000Q 462.00 .5937-02 .7186-02 .7186-02 .9000 .2080-03 .2518-03 .1555 1.189 _fJ2.2
i62 24.036 .65000 463.00 .6067-02 .9764-02 .B764-02 .9000 .2826-03 .3421-03 .2114 t.6|B 551.7
t62 84.036 .70000 464.00 .1178-01 .1426-0! .1426-0_ .9000 .4125-03 .4997-03 .3073 8.870 554.7
168 24.036 .72500 465.00 .I294-01 .1567-0J .1567-0! .9000 .4534-03 .5489-03 ,3389 2.591 552.5
162 24.036 .75000 466.00 .1562-01 .1891-01 .IBSl-O] .9000 .5472-03 .6626-03 .4083 3.353 553.5
162 24.036 .77500 467.00 .1625-0! .1969-0! .1968-01 .9000 .569!-03 .6894-03 .4240 3.915 554.6
I62 24.036 .80000 468.00 .1724-01 .2098-01 .2088-01 .9000 .6040-03 .73!5-03 .4503 4.I59 554.1
162 24.036 .82500 469.00 .1675-0I .2271-0i .2271_01 .9000 .6569-03 .7957-03 .4896 4.52l 554.4
162 24.036 .85000 470.00 .2142-01 .2595-01 .2595-0] .9000 .7505-03 ,9091-03 .5594 4.959 554.4
I62 24.036 .87500 471.00 .3089-01 .3745-0l .3745-0l .9000 .]082-02 .!3!2-02 ,8036 6.841 557.1
162 24.036 .92500 472.00 .6448-01 .785!-01 .7851-01 .9000 .2259-02 .2751-02 .643 !3.36 572.4
162 24.036 .95000 277.00 .4795-01 .5833-0l .5833-0] .9000 .1680-02 .2044-02 .226 !0.78 569.8
162 24.036 .97500 473.00 .7451-0I .9120-01 .9!20-01 .9000 .2610-02 .3195-02 .854 20.16 589.6
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1874
OH848 60-0 UPPER RH WING (R4LK_I2)7
UPPER RH WING PARAMETRIC DATA
HACH = B.OOO ALPHA • 35.00 BETA " -B.OOO ELEVDN - .O00O
9DFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK • .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO HU
NUHBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO 6 IFT3 IFT2
105 3.010 ?.990 35.02 -1.965 670.5 1321. 95.92 .6924-01 3.094 3836. .1948-02 .??19-07
RUN HREF STN k.m=sV




RUN xo MS 2Y/BW TIC NO HIHREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN) ODOT DTNDT TN
NUMBER R=I.0 R=0.9 R- BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ BEG. R OEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC
105 24.036 .50000 460.00 .2952-02 .3561-02 .3561-02 ,90GO .1284-03 .1549-03 .9926-01 .7894 547.7
105 24.036 .55000 461.00 ,5377-02 .6466-02 .6488-02 .9000 .2339-03 .2822-03 .1905 1.315 548.8
105 24.036 .60000 462.00 .1050-0! .1267-01 .1267-01 .9000 .4567-03 .5511-03 .3521 2.69? 549.8
105 24.036 .65000 463.00 .1426-01 .1720-01 .1720-01 .9000 .6200-03 .7480-03 .4786 3.66? 548.8
105 24.036 .?0000 464.00 .1956-01 .2361-01 .2361-01 .9000 .8506-03 1027-02 .6542 4.840 551.6
105 24.036 .72500 465.00 .1962-01 .2367-01 .2367-01 .9000 .8532-03 1029-02 .6586 5.048 546.7
105 24.036 .75000 466.00 .2171-01 .2619-01 .2619-01 .9000 .9443-03 1139-02 .7291 6.002 548.6
105 24.036 .77500 467.00 .2257-01 .2725-01 .2725-01 .90GO .9816-03 1185-02 °7553 6.986 551.2
105 24.036 .90000 468.00 .2289-01 .2762-0! .2762-01 .9000 .9956-03 1201-02 .7685 ?.117 548.8
105 24.036 .82500 469.00 .2527-01 .3049-01 .3049-01 .9000 .1099-02 1326-02 .8482 7.854 549.0
105 24.036 .85000 470.00 .2837-01 ,3422-01 :3422-0F .9000 .1234-02 1488-02 .9523 8.466 548.8
105 24.036 .87500 471.00 .4266-01 ;5155-01 .5155-01 .9000 .1956-02 .2242-02 1.422 12.12 554.2
105 24.036 .92500 4?2.00 .69_0-01 ,1086 .I086 .9000 .3880-02 .4725o02 2.866 23.20 582,0
105 24.036 .95000 277.00 _6454-01 .7844-01: .7844-01 .9000 : .2807-02 .3412-02 2.092 18.35 575.5
105 24.036 .97500 473.00 .9189-01 .1126 ' .1126 .9000 .3996-02 .4896-02 2.872 31.07 602.2
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1675
OH84B 60-0 UPPER RH WING ;RqUOIB)
UPPER RH WING PARAMETRIC DATA
HACH = B,O00 ALPHA = 35.00 BETA = -2,000 ELEVON = .0000
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK = .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P 0 V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO B IFT3 IF?2
139 3.682 8.000 35.03 -1.973 853.3 1353. 98.02 .8741-01 3.916 3883. .L:_O?-02 .7888-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS 8Y/BN TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAW) OOOT DTNDT TN
NUHBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R 8TU/ D_G. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FTBSEC FTBSEC FT2SEC /S£C
139 24.036 .50000 460.00 .4037-02 .4868-02 ,4868-02 .9000 .1983-03 .2392-03 .1570 I.E38 561.1
139 24.036 ,55000 461.00 .7681-02 .9267-02 .9267-02 1.9000 .37T4-03 .4553-03 ,2981 2.158 56_.6
139 E4.036 .60000 462.00 .1490-01 .1800-01 .1800-01 .9000 .7322-03 .8842-03 .5T64 4.381 565.5
139 24.036 .65000 463.00 .1841-01 .2222-0| .2222-0i .9000 .9043-03 1092-02 .7129 5.421 _4.3
139 24.036 .TO000 464.00 .2590-01 .3131-01 .3131-01 .9000 .1273-02 1538-02 .9975 7.316 568.9
139 _.036 .72500 465.00 .2465-01 .2976-01 .2976-01 .9000 .1211-02 1462-02 .9556 7.268 563.8
139 24.036 .75000 466.00 .2622-01 .3165-01 .3165-01 .9000 .1288-02 1555-02 1.016 8.305 563.7
139 24.036 .77500 467.00 .2716-01 .3281-01 .3281_01 .9000 .1334-02 1612-02 1.048 9.62| 567.0
139 24.036 .80000 468.00 .2774-01 .3349-01 .3349-01 ,9000 .1363-02 1646-02 1.072 9.845 565.8
139 24.036 .82500 469.00 .3191-01 .3854-01 .3854o01 .9000 .1568-02 1894-02 1.233 11.31 566.5
139 24.036 .85000 470.00 .3420-01 .4130-01 .4130-01 .9000 .1680-02 .2029-02 1.321 11.64 566.3
139 24.036. .87500 471.00 .5032-01 .6088-01 .6088-01 .9000 .2472-02 .2991-02 1.928 16.28 572.8
139 24.036 .92500 472.00 .1103 .1349 .1349 .9000 .5420-02 .6629-02 4.023 32.11 610.5
139 24.036 .95000 2T7.00 .798_-01 .9732-01 .9T32-01 ;9000: .3922-02 .4782-02 2.949 25.55 600.7
139 24.036 .97500 473.00 .9767-01 .1200 .1200 .9000 .4799-02 .5895-02 3.493 37.38 624.9
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1676
OHB4B 60-0 UPPER RH WING (R4U013)
UPPER RH NINO PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH - B.O00 ALPHA - 35.00 BETA - -1.000 ELEVON - .0000
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK - .0000
,,*TEST CONDITIONS,,,
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P 0 V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO B IFT3 IFT2
159 2.02_ 7.C80 35.01 -.9963 436.7 1296. 94.33 .4547-01 2.027 3799. .1301°02 .7590-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS 2Y/BW T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) HITAW) OOOT DTNOT TN
NUMBER R-I.0 R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FTBSEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
159 _.036 .50000 460.00 .12a4-02 .1552-02 .1552-02 .9000 .4504-04 .5443-04 .3383-01 .2691 544.5
._- 159 _.038 .55000 461.00 .3502-02 .4234-02 .4234-02 .9000 .1229-03 .1485-03 .9214-01 .6724 545.815B 24.036 .BOO00 462.00 .6382-02 .7715-02 .7715-02 ,9000 .2239-03 2707-03 .1679 1.288 546.0
159 24.035 .65000 463.00 .7602-02 .9187-02 .9187-02 .9000 .2667-03 .3223-03 .2002 1.538 544.8
159 24.036 .70000 464.00 .1086-01 .1314-01 .1314-01 ,9000 ,3811-03 .4610-03 .2851 2.113 547.7
159 24.036 .72500 465.00 .1183-01 .1430-01 .1430-0] .9000 .4150-03 .5017-03 .3112 2.399 545,8
159 24.036 .75000 46G.OO .1481-01 .1791-01 .1791-0] .9000 .5196-03 .6283-03 .3892 3.207 546.7
159 24.036 .77500 467.00 .|537-01 .1859-01 .1859-01 .BOO0 .5392-03 .6523-03 ,4031 3.735 548.0
159 24.036 .80000 468.00 .1642-01 .1986-01 .1986-01 .9000 ,576i-03 .6968-03 ,4309 3.993 547.7
159 24.036 .82500 469.00 .1860-01 .2250-01 .2250-01 .9000 .6525-03 .7893-03 ,4877 4,518 548.2
159 24.036 .85000 470.00 .2023-0I .2448-01 .2448-01 .9000 ,7099-03 .8587-03 .5307 4.719 548.1
159 24.036 .87500 471.00 ,2796-01 .3385-01 .3385-01 .9000 .9811-03 .1187-02 .7315 6.249 650.0
159 24.036 .9_500 472.00 .6304-01 .7861-01 .7661-01 .9000 .2211-02 .2688-02 1.618 13.21 554.2
159 24.036 .95000 277.00 ,5009-01 .5085-01 .6085-0_ .9000 .1757-02 .2135-02 1.289 11.38 562.5
159 24.036 .97500 473.00 .7337-01 .8953-0! .8953-0| .9000 .2574-02 .31'_1-02 1.847 20.23 578.1
) )
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1677
OHB4B 60-0 UPPER RH NING rR4UOI3I
UPPER RH N|NG PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH B.O00 ALPHA • 35.00 BETA = -1.000 ELEVON - .0000
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK - .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO HU
NUHBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FTISEC SLUGS LB-SEC
xlo 6 IFT3 IFT2
102 3.006 7.990 35.02 -.9887 672.7 1325, 96.21 .6947-01 3.104 3842. =1949-02 ,7742o07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS 2Y/BN T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF HIHREF TAN/TO H(T01 H(TAN) ODOT DTNOT 'rN
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
102 24.036 .50000 460.00 .2891-02 .3487-02 ,3487-GB .9000 .1260-03 .1620-03..9775-01 ,7"/58 549.1
102 24.036 .55000 461.00 .5350-02 .6453-02 .6453-02 .BOO0 .2332-03 .;2813-03 .IB07 1.316 549.8
102 24.036 .60000 462.00 .I025-01 .1236-0i .i236-01 .9000 .4466-03 .5388-03 .3459 2.649 550.2
102 24.036 .65000 463.00 .1246-01 .1502-01 .1502-01 .9000 .5429-03 .6547-03 .4214 3.E30 648.5
102 24.036 .70000 464.00 .1871-OI .2257m0[ .2257--01 .9000 .8154--03 .9839--03 .630B 4.668 551.1
102 24.036 .72500 465.00 .1898_01 .2289-.01 .2288-01 .9000 .8273-03 .9974-03 .6426 4.927 547.9
102 24.036 .VSO00 466.00 .2034-01 .2452-01 .2452-01 .9000 .8865-03 .1069-02 .6890 5.675 547.5
102 24.036 .77500 467.0_ .2227-01 .2686-01 .2686-01 .9000 .9707-03 .1171-02 .7520 6.959 550.0
102 24.036 .80000 468.00 .2263-01 .2728-01 .2728-01 .9000 .9864-03 .1189-02 .7667 7.105 547.4
[02 24.036 .82500 469.00 .2608-0l .3144-01 .3144-01 .9000 .1137-02 .1371-02 ,8830 8.181 547.9
102 24.036 ,B5CO0 470.00 .2845-01 .3430-0! .3430-01 .9000 .1240-02 .1495-02 .9637 8.573 547.5
102 24.036 ,97500 471.00 .4216-01 .5089-01 .50B9-Ol .9000 .1838-02 .2218-02 1.420 12.12 551.9
102 24.036 .92500 472.00 .8609-01 .]047 .I047 .9000 .3753-02 .4561-02 2.803 22.74 577.7
102 24.036 .95000 277.00 .6240-01 .7574-01 .7574-01 .9000 .2720-02 .3301-02 2.044 17.95 573.0
102 24.036 .97500 473.00 .9300-01 -1136 .1136 .9000 .4054-02 °4953-02 2.957 32.11 595.2
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 16"78
OH84B 60-0 UPPER RH WING (R4UOI3)
UPPER RH WING PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 8;000 ALPHA - 35.00 BETA - -/.DO0 [LEVON " .0000
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK " ,0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
' XlO 6 /FT3 IFTB
!36 3.699 8.000 35.06 -.9697 BSB.l 1352. 97.95 .8769-01 3,929 3861. ._416-02 .TeBB-O?
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS 2Y/BW TIC NO H/HREF HII-IREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) HITAH_ ODGT OTNDT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R- BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R OEG. RTAN/TO FTBSEC FT2SEC FTBSEC /SEC
136 24.036 .50000 460.00 ,4345-02 .5237-02 .5237-02 .9000 .2138-03 .2577-03 .I695 1.339 558.7
136 24.036 .55000 461.00 .7843-02 .9457-02 .9457-02 .9000 .3859-03 .4654-03 .3055 _.213 560.1
136 24.036 .60000 462.00 .1508-01 .lB20-OJ .1820-01 .9000 .7422-03 .8956-03 .5855 4.456 562.8
136 24.036 ,65000 463.00 .I790-01 .2159-01 ,BIBS-O! .9000 .8808-03 .1062-02 .6964 5.304 561.0
_$5 24.036 ,70000 464.00 .2659-01 .3211-01 .3211-01 .9000 .1308-02 .I580-02 1.028 ?.547 566.2
_55 24.036 .72500 465.00 .2532-01 .3054-01 .3054-0l .9000 1246-02 .1503-02 .9854 7.506 560.8
|36 24.036 .75000 466.00 .2649-01 .3194-01 .3194-01 .9000 1303-02 .1572-02 1.032 8.445 560.0
13S 24.036 .77500 467.00 .2782-01 .3358-0! .3358-0| .9000 1369-02 .1652-02 I:079 9.913 563.8
13B 24.036 .BOO00 468.00 .2956-01 .3567-0t .3567-0| .9000 1454-02 .1755-02 1.148 10.56 562.3
136 24.036 .82500 469.00 .3386-0| .4086-01 .4086-01 .9000 |666-02 .2010-02 1.314 12.08 562.9
136 24.036 .BSCO0 470.00 .3575-01 .4314-01 .4314-01 .9000 1759-02 .2123-02 1.3BB 12.25 562.?
136 24.036 .87500 471.00 .SI99TOI .628_-01 .6284-01 .9000 .2558-02 .3092-02 B.002 16.94 568.9
I36 24.036 .92500 472.00 :|089 .1330 .1330 .9000 .5357-02 .6543-02 3.996 31.97 605.8
136 24.036 .95000 277.00 ;7959-0| .9695-01 .9696-01 .9000 ,39|6-02 .4771-02 2.956 25.66 596.9
136 24.036 .97500 473.00 .9987-01 .|225 .1225 .9000 .4914-02 .6029-02 3.592 38.5l 620.8
DATE 23 FEB BO OHB4B MODEL60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 167g
OH84B 60-0 UPPER RH WING IR41JOI4)
UPPER RH WING PARAMETRICDATA
HACH = 8.000 ALPHA = 35.00 " BETA • .0000 ELEVON= .0000
BDFLAP = o0000 SPDBRK • .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 IFT3 IFT2
14 .5200 7.900 34.96 .2136-02 102.3 1241. 9B.OB .1137-01 .496B 3715. .3335-03 ,7405-07
RUN HREF STNNO




XO MS 2Y/BW T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAW) (_OT DTWDT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTUIR BTU/ BEG. R BEG. R
TA_/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC
14 24.036 .50000 460.00 .7788-03 .9469-03 .9469-03 .9000 .I343-04 .1632-04 .9383-02 .7474-01 541.8
14 24.036 ,55000 461,00 .1620-02 .1970-02 .1970-02 .9000 .2793-04 .3397-04 .1950-01 .1426 542.4
14 24.036 .60000 462.00 .I973-02 .2399-02 .2399-02 .9000 .3402-04 .4136-04 .2376-01 .1827 542.1
14 24.036 .65000 463.00 .1625-02 .1975-02 .1975-02 .9000 .2801-04 .3405-04 .1962-01 .1510 540.3
14 L:_.036 .70000 464.00 .2290-02 .2785-02 .2785-02 .9000 .3948-04 .4802-04 .2754-01 .2046 543.1
14 24.036 .72500 465.00 .2918-02 .3547-02 .3547-02 .9000 .5030-04 .6115-04 .3517-01 .2705 541.4
14 24.036 .75000 466.00 .3788-02 .4606-02 .4606-02 .9000 .6531-04 .7940-04 .4565-01 .3771 541.6
14 24.036 .77500 '467.00 .4520702 .5496-02 .5496-02 .9000 .7792-04 .9475-04 .5441-01 .5055 542.3
14 24.036 .80000 468.00 .5555-02 .6755-02 .6755-02 .9000 .9575-04 .1164-03 .6686-01 ,6212 542.4
14 24.036 .82500 468.00 .6479-02 .7879-02 .7879-02 .9000 .II17-03 .1358-03 .7797-01 .7243 542.5
14 24.036 .85000 470.00 ._924-02 .5988-02 .5988-02 .9000 .8488-04 .1032-03 .5928-01 .5288 542.3
14 24.036 .B7500 471.00 .3601-02 .4378-02 .4378-02 .9000 .6208-04 .7548-04 .4341-01 .3724 541.5
14 24.036 .92500 472.00 .1078-01..1311-01 .1311-01 .9000 .1859-03 .2260-03 .1298 1.072 542.3
14 24.036 .95000 277.00 .1524-0i .1854-01 .1854-01 .9000 .2627-03 .3196-03 .1831 1.632 543.7
14 24.036 .97500 473.00 .2239-01 .2725-01 .2725-01 .9000 °3860-03 .4698-03 .E683 2.987 545.4
DATE 23 FEB 80 0H848 MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1880
. OHB4B 60-0 UPPER RH WING (R4UOI41
UPPER RH WING PARAHETRIC DATA
MACH = 8:000 ALPHA • 35.00 BETA - .0000 ELEVON = .0006
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK • .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO 6 IFT3 IFT2
61 2.001 7.980 34.99 _9426-D7 435.2 1303. 94.84 .4531-01 2.020 3810. .128cj-oB .7631-07
RUN PREF STN NO




RUN xO MS 2Y/BW TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAW) OOOT DTNOT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R-0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTUI BEG. R DEG. RTAN/TO FT2SEC FTBSEC FTBSEC ISEC
61 24.036 .50000 460.00 .9625-03 .1165-0B .1165-02 .9000 .3374-04 .4084-04 .2528-01 .BOOB 553.3
61 24.036 .55000 461.00 .B394-02 .2899-02 .2899-02 .9000 .8392-04 .1016-03 .62B0-01 °4563 554.q
61 24.036 ,60000 462.00 .5147-02 .6233-02 .6233-02 .9000 .1B04-03 .8185-03 .1348 1.030 555.3
61 24.036 .B5000 463.00 .5637-02 .68B3-02 .6823-02 .9000 .1976-0_ .2392-03 .1482 1.133 552.9
61 24.036 .70000 464.00 .B55B-02 .1037-01 .1037-01 .9000 .3000-0_ .3634-03 .B241 1.654 555.8
61 24.036 .72500 465.00 .1030-01 .1247-01 .1247-01 .9000 .3610-03 .4372-03 .2700 2.063 554.8
61 24.036 .75000 466.00 .1164-01 .1409-01 .1409-01 .9000 .4079-03 .4939-03 .3051 2.504 554.6
61 24.036 .77500 467.00 .1313-01 .1591-01 .1591-01 .9000 .4604-03 .5577-03 .3437 3.171 556.1
61 24.036 .80000 468.00 ;1454-0I .1761-01 .1761-01 .9000 .5097-03 .6173-03 .3807 3.514 555.6
61 24.036 .82500 469.00 .1674-01 .2028-01 .2028-01 .9000 .5869-03 .7109-03 .4385 4.047 555.5
61 24.036 .85000 470.00 .1663-01 .2014-01 .2014-01 .9000, .5829-0_ .7058-03 .4360 3.865 554,7
61 24.036 .B7500 471.00 .B268-01 .2747-01 .2747-0|, .9000 .7952-03 .9630-03 .594B 5.06B 555.4
61 2_.036 .92500 472.00 ,6235-01 .7586-01 .7586701 ! .9000 < .2186-02 .2659-02 1.599 ' 13.02 570.9
61 24.036 .950b0 277.00 .5251-01 .6383-01 .6383-01 .9000 .1841-02 .2237-02 1.353 11.91 567.8
61 24.036 .97500 473.00 .5450-01 .6631-01 .6631_01 .9000 .1910-02 .2324-02 1.398 15.36 571.0
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH94B MODEL60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1691
OH84B 60-0 UPPER RH WING fR4UO|4)
UPPER RH WING PARAMETRICDATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA - 35.00 BETA - .0000 ELEVON = .O000
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK • .0000 /
"'*TEST CONDITIONS**"
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO
NUMBER /FT DEC. DEC. PSIA DEG. R DEC. R PSIA PSi FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 IFT3 /FT2
80 3.039 7.990 35.01 -.6938-03 670.! 1312." 95.27 .6920-01 3.092 3823. .1960-02 .7666-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS 2YIBW TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF HIHREF TAW/TO H(T0) HtTAW_ ODOT OTklDT IN
NUMBER R=I.O R=O.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTUI {)lEG. R BEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC "FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
80 24.036 .50000 460.00 .2373-02 .2868-02 .2868-02 .9000 .1031-03 .!245-03 .7836-0I ,6212 551.4
80 _.036 .55000 461.00 .4519-02 .5462-02 .5462-02 .9000 .1962-03 .2372-03 .1490 1.084 55B.3
80 24.036 .60000 462.00 .7472-02 .9033-02 .9033-02 .9000 .3245-03 .3923-03 .2462 1.883 553.0
80 24.036 .65000 463.00 .9893-02 .1195-0I .1195-0! .9000 .4296-03 .5192-03 .3268 2.501 551.1
80 L_4.036 .70000 464.00 .1725-01 .2087-01 .2087-01 .9000 .7493-03 .9064-03 .5673 4,190 554.6
80 24.036 .72500 465.00 .1744-0t .2109-01 .2109-01 .9000 .7573-03 .9158-03 .5743 4.391 553.4
80 24,036 .75000 466.00 .I783-01 .2155-01 .2155-01 .9000 .7742-03 .9360-03 .5877 4.828 552.6
80 24.036 .77500 467.00 .1875-0l .2268-01 .2268-01 .9000 .8143-03 .9851-03 .6161 5.687 555.1
80 24%036 .80000 468.00 .2063-0! .2495-01 .2495-01 ,9000 .8961-03 .I084-02 .6786 6.267 554.$
80 24.036 .82500 469.00 .2410-0! .2916-01 .2916-01 .9000 .1047-02 .1266-02 .7919 7.310 555.1
80 24.036 .85000 4?0.00 .2425-0! .2932-0| .2932-01 .9000 .I053-02 .1273-02 .?984 7.081 553.5
80 24.036 .87500 471.00 .3614-01 .4374-0I .4374-01 .9000 .1570-02 .1900-02 1.185 10.09 556.7
80 24.036 .92500 4?2.00 .8217-01 .tO01 .1001 ,9000 .3569-02 .4349-02 2.610 21.14 580.4
80 24.036 .95000 277.00 .6629-01 .8067-0I .8067-01 .9000 .28?9-02 .3504-02 2.118 18.58 575.8
80 24.036 .97500 473.00 .6449-01 .7852-01 .7852-01 .9000 .2801-02 .3410-02 2.056 22.5| 577.7
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE |88_,
OH848 SO-O UPPER RH WING f@UOI4;
UPPER RH WING PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 8,000 ALPHA = 35.00 BETA = .0000 ELEVON = .O00O
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK - .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO HU
NUHBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PBIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 IFT3 IFT_
133 3.682 8.000 35.03 -.6868-03 854.7 1352. 97.95 .8755-01 3.982 3881. .2413-02 .7882-07
RUN HREF BTN NO




RUN XO MS 2YIBN TIC NO HIHREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN) ODOT DTNOT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R:O.9 R= 8TU/R BTU/R BTUI GEG. R BEG. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT_EC ISEC
133 24.036 .50000 460.00 .5249-02 .6331-02 .6331-02 .9000 .2581-03 .3ll3-03 .8041 1.610 560.8
133 24.036 .55000 461.00 ,9399-02 .1134-0Z .1134-01 .9000 .4621-03 .5576-03 .3648 8.640 562.4
133 24.036 .60000 462.00 .!622-01 .1958-01 .1958-01 .9000 .7975-03 .9629-03 .6275 4.771 564.8
[33 24.036 .65000 463.00 .1789-01 .2159-01 .2159-01 .9000 .8795-03 .1061-08 .6936 8.277 563.1
133 24.036 .70000 464.00 .2652-01 .3205-0! .3205-01 .9000 .f304-02 .1576-02 1.021 7.492 568.4
133 24.036 .72500 ' 465.00 .2544-01 .307]-01 .3071-01 .9000 ]251-02 .1510-02 .9866 7.507 563.0
133 24.036 .75000 466.00 .2603-01 .3140-0! .3140-01 .9000 1280-02 .t544-02 1,011 8.271 561.5
I33 24.036 .77500 467.00 .2898-0! .3501-01 .3501-0l .9000 14L_5-02 ,1721-02 1.119 10.27 566.3
!33 24.036 .80000 468.00 .3201-01 .3866-01 .3866-01 .9000 1574-02 .1901-02 1.237 11.36 565.5
133 24.036 .82500 469.00 _3532-01 .4267-01 .4267-01 .BOO0 1737-02 .2098-02 1.364 ]2.52 566.4
133 24.036 ,85000 470.00 .3681-0! .4445-0l .4446-0l .9000 18]0-02 .2186-02 :1.422 12.54 .565.8
133 24.036 ;87500 471.00 .53C6-01 .6493-01 .6493-01 .9000 .2638-02 .3192-02 2.056 I7.37 572.5
133 24,036 .92500 472.00 .1020 .1246 .1246 .9000 .5013-02 .6125-02 3.730 29.82 607.5
133 24.036 .95000 277.00 .7411-01 .9033-01 .9033-0i .9000 .3644-02 .4441-02 2.743 23.79 598.8






































































































































































































































































































































DATE 23 FEB 80 OH848 MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 161_IN
OHB4B 60-0 UPPER RH WING fR4UOlgl
UPPER RH WING PARAHETRIC DATA
MACH 8.000 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA = -lO.O0 ELEVON = .0000
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK • .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L HACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P D V RHO HU
NUHBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FTISEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 IFT3 IFT2
189 1.002 7.940 39.96 -10.05 203.7 1257. 92.34 .2191-01 .9670 3740. .6404-03 .7431-07
RUN PREF 6TN NO




RUN XO MS 2Y/BN T/C NO N/HREF N/I-_EF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(T'AN} ODOT DTNDT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FTBSEC FTBSEC FTBSEC /SEC
189 24.036 .50000 460.00 .1918-02 .2321-02 .232t-02 .9000 .4624-04 .5594-04 .3352-0! .2684 §31.8
189 24.036 .55000 461.00 .2517-02 .3045-02 .3045-02 .9000 .6066-04 .7339-04 .4395-01 .327q 532.2
189 24.036 .60000 462.00 .2827-02 .3419-02 .3419-02 .9000 .6814-04 .8242-04 .4941-01 .3820 531.5
189 24.036 .66000 463.00 .2926-02 .3537-02 .3537-02 .9000 .7054-04 .8527-04 .5131-01 .3972 529.2
189 24.036 .70000 464.00 .4741-02 .5736-02 .5736-02 .9000 .I143-03 .I383-03 .8277-01 ,6183 532.4
IB9 24.036 .7L_500 465.00 .6668-02 .8066-02 .8066-02 .9000 .1607-03 .1944-03 .1165 .9010 531.6
IB9 24.036 .75000 466.00 .8325-02 .1007-01 .1007-01 .9000 .2007-03 .L:_.28-03 .1454 1.207 531.9
!89 24,036 .77500 467.00 .9288-02 .1124-01 .I124-0! .9000 .6239-03 .2709-03 .1622 1.514 532.3
189 24.036 .80000 468.00 .9246-02 .1118-01 .1118-02 .9000 .2229-03 .2696-03 ,1616 1.510 531.5
289 24.036 .82500 469.00 .9353-02 .I131-01 .1231-01 .9000 .2255-03 .2727-03 .1635 1.527 531.5
189 24.036 .65000 470.00 .7636-02 .9234-02 .9234-02 .9000 .1841-03 .2226-03 .1337 1.199 530.6
189 24.036 .87500 471.00 .7630-02 .9225-02 .9225-02 .9000 .1839-03 .22_-03 .1336 1.253 530.0
IBB 24.036 .92500 472.00 .1708-01 .2067-01 .2067-01 .9000. .4217-03 .4983-03 .2980 2.473 532.9
289 24.036 .95000 277.00 .2295-01 .2781-01 .2781-0! .9000 .5533-03 .6704-03 ,3982 3.561 637.1
169 24.036 .97500 473.00 .42t9-01 .5125-01 .5125-01 .9000 .1017-02 .1235-02 .7233 8.051 545.5
/DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODELBO-O IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAO[ |685
OH84B 60-0 UPPER RH WING tR4UO|5)
UPPER RH WING PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA • 40.00 BETA = -10.00 ELEVON = .0000
9DFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK- .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L HACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P 0 V RHO
NUHBER IFT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-S£C
XIO 6 IFT3 IFT_
I?, E.O02 7,980 39,98 ol0.09 434.9 ;302. 94.76 .4528-01 2.018 3808. .Ic_90-0_ .7626-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS 2Y/BW TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO| H(TAW) ODDT DTI,_)T TH
NUHBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R OEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FTBSEC /SEC
171 24.036 .50000 460.00 .3471-02 .4201-02 .4201-02 .9000 .1216-03 .1472-03 .9107-01 .7214 55_9..8
171 24.036 .55000 461.00 .5913-02 .7159-02 .7159-02 .9000 .2072-03 .2509-03 .1550 I.ILm6 553.8
171 24.036 .60000 462.00 .8459-02 .I024o01 .1024-01 °9000 .2964-03 .3589-03 .2215 1.692 554.5
171 24.036 ,65000 463.00 .8304-02 .1005-01 .1005-01 .BOO0 .2910-03 .3522-03 .2179 1.667 552.6
171 24.036 ,70000 464.00 .1154-0! .1398-0! .1398-01 .9000 .4043-03 .4898-03 .3014 2.225 556.1
17! 24.036 .72500 465.00 .1268-01 .1536-0! .]536-01 .9000 .4444-03 .5382-03 .3321 2.538 554.4
17! 24.036 .75000 466.00 .1565-0i .1895-01 .1895-01 .9000 .5482-03 .6640-03 .4092 3.358 555.2
_71 24.036 ,77500 467.00 .1599-01 .1937-01 .1937-01 .9000 .5602-03 .6787°03 .4177 3.854 556.0
171 24.036 .80000 468.00 .1601-01 .1939-01 .1939-0! .9000 .5609-03 .6793-03 .4189 3.867 554.9
l?l 24.036 .82500 469.00 .1628-01 .1972-01 .1972-0! .9000 .5705-03 .6909-03 .4261 3_934 554.7
171 24.036 ,A5000 470.00 .1611-01 .I951-0i .195I-0l .9000 .5646-03 .6836-03 .4222 3.744 553.9 :
I7{ 24.036 .87500 471.00 .2451-01 .2969-01 .2969-01 .9000 .8588-03 .1040-02 .6407 5.457 555.7
17i 24.036 .92500 472.30 .5786-0! .7037-01 .7037-01 .9000 .2027-02 .2466-02 1.485 12.10 569.3
171 24.036 .95000 2?7.00 .4895-01 .5951-01 .5951-01 .9000 .1715-02 .2085-02 1.257 11.07 568.5
171 24.036 .97500 473.00 .8093-01 .9895-01 .9895-01 .9000 .2836-02 .3467-02 2.027 22.10 586.9
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1686
OH84B 60-0 UPPER RH WING (R4UOI5)
UPPER RH WING PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH B.000 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA - -IO.O0 ELEVON - .OOOO
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK - .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS'**
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P 0 V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R BEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XI0 6 /FT3 IFTB
99 2.993 7.990 40.02 -lO.IO 670.6 I326. 96.29 .6925-0I 3.095 3843. .1941-02 .7748-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS BYIBW T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF. TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAW) ODOT OTWDT TN
NUMBER R=I.0 R=0.9 R= BTU/R 'BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FTBSEC FTBSEC /SEC
99 24,038 .50000 460.00 .5546-02 .8712-02 .6712-02 .9000 .2414-03 .2922-03 .1842 1.452 562.8
99 24.036 ,55000 461.00- .8847-02 .1071-0] .I071-01 .9000 .3851-03 .4662-03 .2933 2,12| 563.9
99 24.036 .60000 462.00 .1206-O! .1460-0I .1_60-0! .9000 .5248-03 .6355-03 ,3993 3.035 564.8
99 24.036 .65000 463.00 .1359-01 .1645-01 .1645-01 ;9000 .5915-03 .7161-03 .4507 3.428 563.7
99 24.036 .70000 464.00 .187_-0I .2258-01 .2268-01 .9000 .8143-03 .9870-03 .6172 4.529 567.8
99 24.036 .72500 455.00 .1886-01 .2284-01 .2284-01 .9000 .82]I-03 .9943-03 .6250 4.752 564.5
99 24.036 .75000 466.00 .1816-01 .2197-01 .2197-01 .9000 .7904-03 .9564-03 .6038 4.936 562.0
99 24.036 .77500 467.00 .2160-01 .2616-01 .2616-0| .9000 .9400-03 .I139-02 .7140 6.555 566.1
99 24.036 .80000 _68.00 .2210-01 .2676-01 .2676-01 .BOO0 .9621-03 .i165-02 .7327 6.733 564.1
99 24.038 .82500 _69.00 ,2239-01 .2711-0I .2711-01 .9000 .9746-03 ,1180-02 .7423 5,822 564.0
99 24.036 ;85000 470.00 .2286-01 .2767-01 .2767-01 .9000 .9950-03 .1204-02 .759! 6.701 562.8
99 24.036 187500 471.00 .3411-01 .4130-0! .4130-01 .9000 .1484-02 .1798-02 1.130 9.579 554.7
99 24.036 .9E500 472.00 .7575-01 .9227-01 .9227-01 .9000 .3297-02 .4015-02 2.442 19.74 585.1
99 24.036 .95000 277.00 .8363-01 .7748-01 .7748-01 .9000 .2770-02 .3372-02 _.054 17.94 584.1
99 24.036 .97500 473.00 .9858-01 .1207 .1£07 .9000 .4291_02 .5255-023.101 33.55 602.9
.i.i me',
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONXC TUNNEL
OH848 BO-O UPPER RH NINO IR4UOITI
UPPER RH WING PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH • 8o000 ALPHA = 40°00 BETA = -4,000 ELEVON • .O000
BDFLAP • .0000 SPOBRK = .0000
. ***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RNIL MACH ALPHA BETA PC TO T P 0 V RNO HU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG, R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO 6 /FT3 IFT2
i99 .4996 7.900 39.96 -3.996 99.13 1248. 92.54 .1102-01 .4813 $726. .3_13-03 .7447-01
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN xo MS 2Y/BW TIC NO HIHREF HIHREF HIHREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAW) ODOT -DTI_C)T TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=O,9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FTESEC FTBSEC FT2SEC ISEC
199 24.036 .50000 460.00 .1311-02 .1585-02 .1585-02 .9000 .2227-04 .2692-04 .I608-0! .1292 i 525"4
199 24.036 .55000 461.00 .1641-02 .1983-02 .1983-02 .9000 .2787-04 .3369-04 .2012-01 .1484 525.6
199 24.036 .60000 462.00 .6776-03 .8189-03 .8189-03 .9000 ,115t-04 .1391-04 ,8322-02 .6457-0_ _-_4.6
199 24.036 .65000 463.00 .3315-03 .4003-03 .4003-03 .9000 ,5631-05 .6800-05 ,4086-02 .3174-0| 522.0
199 24 036 .70000 464.00 .1436-02 .1735_02 .1736-02 .9000 .2438-04 .2947-04 .1762-01 .1322 624.9
199 24.036 .72500 465.00 .1625-02 .1964-02 .1964-02 .9000 .2761-04 .3336-04 .1999-0] .1652 523.6
199 24°036 .75000 466.00 .164_-02 .1990-02 .1990-02 .9000 .2797-04 .3379-04 .2025-01 .I688 523.7
199 24.036 .77500 467,00 .1598-02 .1930-02 .1930-02 .9000 .2714-04 .3279-04 .1965-01 .1843 523.7
199 24.036 .80000 468.00 .t409-02 .1701-02 .1701-02 .9000 .2392-04 .2890-04 .1734-0] .1627 522°9
199 24.036 .82500 468.00 .1484-02 .1792-02 .1792-02 .9000 2520-04 .3044-04 ,1828-01 .1715 522.5
199 24.036 .85000 470.00 .1638-02 .1979-02 .1979-02 .9000 2783-04 ,3361-04 .2018-01 .1818 522.6
199 24.036 .87500 47t.00 .1598-02 .1930-02 .1930-02 .9000 2714-04 .3278-04 .1970-01 .1707 522.0
199 24.036 .92500 472.00 .3486-02 .4211-02 .4211-02 .9000 5921-04 .7153-04 .4291-01 .3579 583.0
1_9 24.036 .95000 277.00 .7350-02 .8883-02 .8883-02 .9000 1248-03 .1509-03 .9025-01 .8122 524.7
199 24.036 .97500 473.00 .[089-01 .I3lB-OI .1316=01 .9000 .I850-03 .2236-03 .1337 1.503 525.1
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH848 MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEOC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 16_
OHB4B 60-0 UPPER RH WING (R4UOtT)
UPPER RH WING PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA - -4.000 ELEVON - .0000
BDFLAP = .DO00 SPDBRK = .0000
**'TEST CONDITIONS*'*
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 IFT3 /FT2
186 =9941 7.940 39.96 -3.989 £03.8 1264. 92.86 .2192-01 .9674 3751. .6372-03 .7472-07
RUN HREF STN NO =_




RUN XO MS 2Y/BN TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAW) QDOT DTkOT TW
NUMBER R:I.O • R=O.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ GEG. R DEG. RTAW/TO FT2SEC FTBSEC FT2SEC ISEC
186 24.036 .50009 460.00 .8348-04 .1009-03 .I009-03 .BOO0 .2015-05 .2435-05 .1474-02 .1180-01 531.9
186 24.036 .55000 461.00 .4624-03 .5590-03 .5590-03 .9.000 .1116-04 .1349-04 .8164-02 .5999-01 53_.1
186 24.036 .60000 462.00 .1469-02 .1775-02 .1775-02 .9000 .3544-04 .4284-04 .2595-01 .2006 531.5
186 24.036 .65000 463.00 .2501-02 .3021-02 .3021-02 .9000 .6037-04 .7292-04 .4432-01 .3430 529.4
186 24.036 .70000 464.00 .5541-02 .6699-02 .6699-02 .9000 .1337-03 .1617-03 .9776-01 .7301 532.7
186 24.038 .72500 465.00 .7393-02 .8936-02 .8936-02 .9000 .1784-03 .2157-03 .1306 1.009 531.8
t86 24.036 .75000 466.00 .9090-02 .1099-01 .1099-01 .9000 .2194-03 .2652-03 .1605 1.333 532.0
186 24.036 .77500 467.00 .1019-01 .1232-01 .1232-01 .9000 .2460-03 .2973-03 .1799 1.680 532.3
186 24.036 .80000 468.00 .9939-02 .1201-0_ .1201-01 .9000 .2399-03 .2899-03 .1757 1.641 531.4
186 24.036 .82500 469.00 .1040-01 .1257_0! .1257-01 .9000 .2510-03 .3033-03 .1838 1.717 531.3
186 24.036 .85000 470.00 .8266r02 .9987-02 .9987-02 .9000 .1995-03 .2410-03 .1463 1.313 530.1
186 24.036 .87500 471.00 .9126r02 .1102"01 .I102-01 .9000 .2202-03 .2661-03 .1616 1.395 529.8
106 24.036 .92500 472.00 .1754-01 .2120-01 .2120-01 .9000 .4233-03 .5116-03 .3099 2.573 531.5
186 24.036 .95000 277.00 ,2322-01 .2809-01 .2809-01 .9000 .5605-03 .6780-03 .4086 3.658 534.6
186 24.036 .97500 473.00 .4485701 ;5438-01 .5438-01 .9000 .1082-02 .1312-02 .7808 8.706 542.3
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL BO-O IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAOE IF_
OHB4B BO-O UPPER RH WING IR'41.1017I
UPPER RH WING PARAPETRIC DATA
HACH = 8.000 ALPHA = 40°00 BETA = -4.000 ELEVON = .0000
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK - .0000
-*.TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FTISEC SLUGS LB-SEC
xlo 6 IFT3 IFT2
177 1.998 7.980 39.98 -4.010 434.6 1303. 94.84 .4525-0! 2.017 3810. .I288-02 .7631-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS 2Y/BN T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAW_ ODOT DTNDT TN
NUHBER R=I.O R=O.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R 8TU/ DEG. R DEO. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
177 24.036 .50000 460.00 .1502-02 .1813-02 .1813-02 .9000 .5260-04 .6351-04 .3989-01 .3173 544.3
I77 24.036 .55000 461.00 .3624-02 .4376-02 .4376-02 .9000 .1259-03 .1533-03 .9614-01 .7018 545.3
177 24.036 .60000 462.00 .7096-02 .8571-02 .8571-02 .9000 .2486-03 .3002-03 .I882 1.445 545.6
177 24.036 .65000 463.00 .8850-02 .li8B-OI .ti89-0; .BOO0 .3450-03 .4166-03 .2616 2.010 544.4
177 24.036 .70000 464,00 .1363-01 .1647-0! .I647-01 .9000 .4776-03 .5770-03 .3612 2.679 546.5
177 L_4.036 .72500 465.00 .1540-01 .IBBO-O! .1860-01 .9000 .5396-03 .6516-03 .4089 3.140 544.9
177 24.036 .75000 466.00 .1786-01 .2157-01 .2157-01 .9000 .6258-03 .7557-03 .4742 3.911 544.8
177 24.036 .77500 467.00 .1867-01 .2255-01 .2255-01 .9000 .6539-03 .7899-03 .4949 4.590 545.8
177 24.036 .80000 468.00 .1856-01 .2241m0I .224l--0| .9000 .6501--03 .7850--03 .4928 4.573 544.6
177 24.036 .82500 469.00 .1805--01 .2178--0! .2178--01 .9000 .6321--03 .7531--03 .479B 4.455 543.6
177 E4.036 .85000 470.00 ,1852-01 .2235-0] .2235-01 .9000 .6488-03 .7830-03 ,4929 4.395 542.9
177 24,036 .87500 471.00 .2710-01 .3272-01 .3272-01 .9000 .9493-03 .II46-02 .7|94 6.161 544.9
177 24.036 .92500 472.00 .5314-01 .6436-01 .6436-01 .9000 .1862-02 .2255-02 1.391 11.42 555.3
177 24.036 .95000 277,00 .4683-0I .5671-01 .5671-01.9000 .1641-02 .1987-02 1.227 10.88 554.6










































































































































































































DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAOE 16gl
i
OHB4B 60-0 UPPER RH WING (R4UO|8;
UPPER RH W[NG PARAMETRIC DATA
HACH = B.O00 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA - -2.000 ELEVON - .OBO0
6DFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK = .0000
*'*TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P 0 V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT DEG, DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FTISEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 IFT3 IFT2
196 .5017 7.900 39.96 -1.993 100.6 1257. 93.21 .1118-01 .4886 3739. .3B3B-03 .'/501-07
RUN HREP STN NO




RUN XO MS 2Y/BW TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO] HITAW) ODOT DTNOT TW
NUMBER R=I.0 R=0.9 R= BTU/R 8TU/R BTU/ BEG. R OEG. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
196 24.036 .50000 460,00 .1801-03 .2179-03 .2179-03 .9000 .3085-05 .3733-05 .2235-02 .1789-01 5_.3
196 24.036 .55000 461.00 .7780-03 .9414-03 .9414-03 .9000 .1333-04 .1613-04 .9651-02 .7890-01 5_.7
!9S 24.036 .60000 462,00 ,8285-03 =_002-02 °1002-02 ,9000 ,1420-04 ,1717-04 ,I029-01 o7952-01 53!o9
196 24.036 °65000 463.00 .5378-03 .6502-03 .6502-03 .BOO0 .9215-05 .1114-04 .6701-02 .5186-01 529.5
196 24.036 .70000 464.00 .1889-02 .2285-02 .2285-02 .9000 .3236-04 .3915-04 .2345-01 .1752 532.0
196 24.036 .72500 465.00 .1503-02 .1817-02 .1817-02 .9000 .2575-04 ,3114-04 .1869-01 .1445 530.7
196 24.036 .75000 466.00 .1532-02 .1853-02 .1853-02 .9000 .2626-04 .3175-04 .1906-01 .1583 530.7
196 24.036 .77500 467.00 .1633-02 .1975-02 .1975-02 .9000 .2798-04 .3384-04 .2031-01 .1898 530.8
196 24.036 .80000 468.00 .1655-02 .2001-02 .2001-02 .9000 .2836-04 .3429-04 .2061-0! .1927 530.0
196 24.036 .82500 469.00 _1598-02 :1931-02 .1931-02 .9000 ,2737-04 .3309-04 .1990-01 .1861 528.6
196 24,036 .85000 470.00 .1644-02 .1988-02 .1988-02 .9000 .2817-04 .3406-04 .2048-0! .1839 529.6
196 24.036 .87500 471.00 .1644-02 .1987-02 :.1987-02 .9000 .2817-04 .3405-04 .2050-01 .1770 528.9
196 24.036 .92500 472.00 .3452-02 .4173-02 .4173-02 .9000 .5914-0N .7149-04 .4302-01 .3577 529.2
196 24.036 .95000 277.00 .7179-02 .8682-02 .8682-02 .BOO0 ,1230-03 .1488-03 .8929-01 .80II 530.8
196 24.036 .97500 473.00 .9222-02 .1116-01 .1116-0! .9000 .t5SO-03 .1912-03 .1143 1.280 533.4
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAOE 16B2
• OHB4B 60-0 UPPER RH WING (R4UOIB)
UPPER RH WING PARAMETRIC DATA
HACH = 8.000 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA " -2.000 ELEVON = .0000
BDFLAP = °0000 SPDBRK = .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT OEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO 6 /FT3 IFT2
!83 !.005 7=940 39.96 -2.000 205.1 1260. 92.56 .2206-01 .9736 3745. .6433-03 .7449-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS 2Y/BH T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAN) QOOT DTWDT TW
NUMBER R=I.0 R=O.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG, R
TAN/TO FTBSEC FTBSEC FTBSEC /SEC
193 84.036 .50000 460.00 .I584-03 .1916-03 .]916-03 .9000 .3832-05 .4637-05 .2781-02 .2224-01 533.9
183 24.036 .55000 461.00 .?769-03 .9400-03 .9400-03 .9000 .1880-04 .2275-04 .1364-0I .I001 534.0
183 84.036 .60000 462.00 .1327-02 .1605-02 .1605-02 .9000 .3210-04 .3883-04 .2338-0I ,I802 533.1
183 24.036 .65000 463.00 .2628-02 .3177-02 .3177-02 .9000 ,6358-04 .7687-04 ,4635-01 .3585 530.8
183 24.036 ,70000 464.00 .5788-02 .7003-02 .7003-02 .9000 .1401-03 ,1695-03 .1017 .7591 533.7
183 24.036 .72500 465.00 .6789-02 .8211-02 .8211-02 .9000 o1643-03 .1987-03 .1195 .9236 532.2
183 24.036 .75000 466.00 .1205-01 .1458-01 .[458-01 .9000 .2917-03 .3528-03 ,8121 1.761 532.4
183 24.036 .77500 467.00 ,7727-02 .9346-02 .9346-08 .9000 ,1870-03 .2261-03 .1360 1.270 532.3
183 24.036 .80000 468.00 .9115-02 .1102-01 .1102-01 .9000 .2206-03 ,2683-03 .1606 1.600 531.5
183 24.036 .82500 469.00 ,8987-02 .1087-01 .1087-01 .9000 .2175-03 .2629-03 .I584 1,480 531.2
183 24.036 .85000 470.00 .6668-02 .8059-02 .8059-02 .9000 .1613-03 .I950-03 .I137 1.056 530;1
183 24.036 .87500 471,00 .7419-02 .8966-02 .8966-02 .9000 .1795-03 .2170-03 .1310 l,I31 529.8
I83 24.036 .92500 472.00 .1606-01 .1941-01 .1941-01 .9000 .3886-03 .4697-03 .2832 2.353 530.7
183 84.036 .95000 277.00 : .2298-0! ;2781-01 .2781-0I .9000 .5560-03 .6728-03 .4035 3.614 533.9
183 24.036 ;93500 473.00 .3639-01 .4414-01 .4414-01 .9000 .8806-03 .1068-02 .6316 7.042 542.4
/ J
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1693
0H846 60-0 UPPER RH WING - (R4UOI8)
UPPER RH WING PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 8,000 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA • -2.000 ELEVON - .GO00
BOFLAP = o0000 SPDBRK - .0000
**"TEST CONDITIONS*''
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 IFT3 IFT2
174 1.998 7.980 39.90 -B.O00 435.7 I305. 94.98 .4536-01 2.022 3813. .1289-02 .7643-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS 2Y/BW T/C NO H/HREF HIHREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAW) O00T DTWDT TN
NUMBER R-I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R 6TU/R BTU/ OEG. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FTBSEC FTBSEC FT2SEC /SEC
174 24.036 .50000 460.00 .1570-02 .1863-02 .1893-02 .9000 .5507-04 .6642-04 .4204-01 .3350 .541.2
174 24.036 .55000 461.00 .3966-02 .4764-02 .4784-02 .SO00 .1391-03 .1576-03 .1061 .7754 542.3
174 24.036 .60000 452.00 .7120-02 .8590-02 .8590-02 .9000 .2498-03 .3014-03 .1904 1.464 542.5
174 24.036 °65000 453.00 .8554-02 .I032-0! .I032-01 .9000 .3001-03 .3619-03 .2292 1.764 540.9
174 24.036 .70000 464.00 .1414-01 .1707-01 .1707-01 .9000 .4951-03 .5988-03 .3775 2.804 543.7
174 24.036 .72500 465.00 .1666-01 .2011-0! .2011-01 .9000 .5847-03 .7054-03 .4457 3.426 542.5
174 24.035 .75000 456.00 .1794-01 .2164-01 .2164-01 .9000 .6293-03 .7593-03 .4797 3.961 542.4
174 24.036 .77500 467.00 .1677-01 .2265-0! ,2265-01 .9000 .6584-03 .7947-03 .5010 4.651 543.8
174 24.035 .80000 488.00 .1959-01 .2364-01 .2364-01 .9000 .6875-03 .8295-03 .5239 4.857 542.6
174 64.036 .82500 469.00 ;1903-01 ;2296-0! .8295-0I .9000 .6677-03 .8055-03 .5094 4.734 541.8
174 24.036 .85000 470.00 .2075-01 .2504-01 .2504-01 .9000 .7284-03 .8786-03 .5558 4.959 541.6
174 24.036 .87500 471.00 .3125-01 .37"73-01" .3773-01 .9000 .1097-02 .1324-02 .8335 7.141 544;5
174 24.036 .92500 472.00 .5825-01 .7056-01 : .7056-01 .9000 .2044-02 .2475-02 1.529 12.53 556.7
174 24.036 .95000 277.00 .4349-01 .5258-01 .5258-0I .9000 .1526-02 .1845-02 1.152 i0.23 649.8
174 24.036 .97500 473.00 .5322-0| .6450-01 .5460-01 .9000 .1867-02 .2266-02 1.363 15.25 564.0
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1694
OH846 60-0 UPPER RH WING (R4UOIB)
UPPER RH WING PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 6.000 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA - -2.000 ELEVON = .0000
BOFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK = .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN " RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FTISEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO B IFT3 IFT2
90 3.013 7.990 40.02 -2.028 670.6 1320. 95.85 .6925-01 3.095 3635. .I950-02 .7713-07
RUN HREF 6TN NO
NUMBER BTU/ R REF(R)
FT2SEC =.0t75
90 .4349-01 .2337-01 "
"**TEST DATA*'*
RUN XO MS 2Y/BW T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN) ODOT DTNDT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. RTAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
90 24.036 .50000 460.00 .3712-02 .4496-02 .4496-02 .9000 .1614-03 .I956-05 .1221 .9620 563.4
90 24.036 .55000 46!.00 .6784_02 .82_2_02 .8222-02 .9000 .2951-03 .3576-03 .2227 1.610 564.8
90 24.036 .60000 462.00 .I058-01 .1282-01 .1282-01 .9000 .4601-03 .5577-03 .3469 2,636 565.6
90 24/036 .65000 463.00 .1518-01 .1839-0I .IB39-Ol .9000 .6600-03 .7998-03 .4984 3.789 564.6
90 24,036 .70000 464.00 .2405-01 .291B-OI .2918-01 .9000 .I046-02 .1269-02 .7854 5.760 568.9
90 24.036 .72500 465.00 .2304-01 .2793-01 .2793-01 .9000 .1002-02 .1215-02 47555 5.741 565.7
90 24.036 ,75000 466.00 .2316-01 .2807-0] .2807-01 .9000 .1007-02 .1221-02 .7612 6.217 564.1
90 24.036 ,77500 467.00 .2395-01 .2904-01 .2904-01 .9000 .I041-02 .1263-02 .7839 7.194 566.9
90 24,036 ,80000 468.00 .2340-01 .2835-01 .2835-01 .9000 .1018-02 .1233-02 .7690 7.067 564.0
90 24.036 .82500 469.00 .2367-01 .2868-01 .2868-01 .9000 .1029-02 .1247-02 .7782 7.152 563.8
90 _4.036 ,85000 470.00 .2588-0! .3135-01 .3135-01 .9000 .1125-02 .1363-02 .8507 7.606 563.7
90 24.036 .87500 471.00 ,3985-0I .4834-01 .4834-01 .9000 .1733-02 .2102-02 1.302 11.02 568.4
90 24.036 .92500 472.00 .809l-0l .9870-01 .9870-01 .9000 .3519-02 .4293-02 2.577 20.el 587.4
90 _.036 .95000 277.00 .6361-0! .7746-0! .7746-01 .9000 .2766-02 .3369-02 2.041 17.85 5Bl.B
90 24.036 .97500 473.00 .7030-01 .8572-0] .8572-01 .9000 .3057-02 .3728-02 2.243 24.47 586.0
.... ! .... !
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B HODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PA_IIE|6_
OHB4B 60-0 UPPER RH WING (I_U02|)
UPPER RH WING PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH • 8.000 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA = -1.000 ELEVON • .0000
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK = .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS*°*
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO I,t,I
NUMBER /FT BEG. BEG. PSIA BEG. R BEG. R PSIA PSI FTISEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 /FT3 /FT2
193 .5035 ?.900 39.99 -I.006 99.9! 1248. 92.54 .1II0-01 .4851 3728. .3238o03 .'P447-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS 2Y/BW T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H{TO) H(TAN) (]DOT DTNDT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R 8TU/R BTUI OEG. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
193 24.036 .50000 460.00 .2902-03 .3515-03 .3515-03 .9000 .4949-05 .5994-05 .3541-02 .2835-01 532.1
193 24.036 .55000 461.00 .7642-03 .9257-03 .9257-03 .9000 .1303-04 .1578-04 .9320-02 .6848-01 5Zk?.4
193 24.036 .60000 462.00 .5731-03 .6940-03 .6940-03 °9000 .9773-05 .1183-04 .6999-02 ._11-01 531.5
i93 24.036 ,65000 463.00 .5673-03 .6864-03 .6864-03 .9000 .9673-05 .I171-04 .6953-02 .5383=0! 528.8
193 24.036 .70000 464.00 .1093-02 :1323-02 .1323-02 .9000 .1863-04 .2256-04 .1335-0! .9974-01 531.4
193 24.036 .72500 465.00 .9228-03 .|II7-02 .iii7-02 .9000 o1574-04 .1905-04 .1129-0! .8736-0! 530.1
193 24.036 .75000 466.00 .1235-02 .1495-02 .1495-02 .9000 .2106-04 .2549-04 .1511-01 .12,56 530.0
193 24.036 .77500 467.00 .9724-03 .1177-02 .lf77-02 .9000 " .1658-04 .2007-04 .1190-01 .1113 529.8
193 24.036 .80000 468.00 .1796-02 .2173-02 .2;73-02 .9000 .3062-04 .3705-04 .2200-0! .2058 529.1
193 24.036 .82500 469.00 ,1823-02 .2206-02 .2206-02 .9000 .3109-04 .3762-04 .2236-01 .2092 528.6
193 24.036 .85000 470.00 .1806-02 .2185-02 .2185-02 .9000 .3079-04 .3725-04 .2214-01 .1989 528.5
193 24.036 .87500 471.00 .1529-02 .1849-02 ,1849-02 .9000 .2606-04 .3153-04 .1876-01 .1621 527.7
193 24,036 .92500 4?2.00 .3298-02 .3990-02 .3990-02 .9000 .5623-04 .6803-04 .4045-01 .3364 528.4
193 24.036 .95000 277.00 .78|2m02 .9457--02 .9457--02 .9000 .1332--03 .[613--03 .9555--01 .8574 530.4
193 24.036 .97500 473.00 .;121--01 .135B--01 .1358--01 .9000 .;912--03 .2316--03 .1368 1.534 532.1
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL BO-O IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE i6g6
OH84B 60-0 UPPER RH WING (R4U021)
UPPER RH WING PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA - -|.000 ELEVON - .0000
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK = ,0000
• ''TEST CONDITIONS'**
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA FO TO T P Q V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT OEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 /FT3 IFT2
IBO Z.002 7.940 39.98 ml.OO2 205.1 1263. 92.78 .2206--01 .9736 3749. ,641B--03 .7466--07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS 2YIBN TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H{TAN) QDOT DTNDT TW
NUMBER R-I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTUI DEG. R DEG. RTAW/TO FT2SEC FTBSEC FTL=SEC /SEC
lBO 24,036 .50000 460,00 .3508-03 .4248-03 .4248-03 .9000 .B492-05 .1028-04 .6155-02 .4912-01 537.9
IBO 24.036 .55000 461.00 .9581-03 .1160-02 .1160-02 .9000 .231B-04 .2809-04 .1680-01 .1231 538.2
leo 24.036 .B0000 462.00 .1277-02 .1547-02 .1547-02 .9000 .3092-04 .3744-04 .2242-0| .172B 537.6
180 24=036 .65000 463.00 .tBBB-02 .2402-02 .2402-02 .9000 .4805-04 .5814-04 .349'5-01 .2697 535.3
180 24.036 .70000 464.00 .4965-02 .6013-02 .6013-02 .9000 .1202-03 .t456-03 .8707-0I .6485 538.2
180 24.036 .72500 465.00 .5923-02 .7171-02 .7171-02 .9000 .1434-03 .1736-03 .I041 .8022 537.0
180 24.036 .75000 466.00 .7324-02 .B866-02 .B866-02 .9000 .I773-03 .2146-03 .1286 1.065 537.0
lBO 24.036 .77500 467.00 .8226-02 .9960-02 .9960-02 ,9000 .1991-03 .2411-03 .I444 1.345 537.4
180 24.036 .80000 468.00 .9254-02 .1120-01 .1120-01 .9000 .2240-03 .2712-03 .1626 1.515 536.7
180 _,_036 .82500 469.00 .1007-01 .1219-01 .1219-0! .9000 .2439-03 .2952-03 ,1770 1.650 536.6
IBO 24.036 .B5000 470.00 .7736-02 .9362-02 .9362-02 .9000 .1873-03 .2266-03 .1362 1,219 535.4
IBO 24°036 .87500 471.00 .8204-02 .9926-02 .9926-02 .9000 .1986-03 .2403-03 .1445 1.244 534.8
IBO 24.036 .92500 472.00 .1816-01 .2199-01 .2199-0I .9000 .4396-03 .5323,03 .318G 2.640 537.4
• |80 24.036 .95000 277.00 .2175-0! .2635-01 .2635-01 .9000 .5265-03 .6379-03 .3B07 3.400. 539.7
180 24,036 .97500 473.00: .3920-0! .4760-01 .4760-01 .9000 , .9490-03 .1152-02 .6790 7.551 547.2
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL60-0 IN THE AEOC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1697
OHB4B 60-0 UPPER RH WING fRPcU02|)
UPPER RH WING PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = B.O00 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA " -I.000 ELEVON - .0000
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK - .0000
**'TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH AL:_HA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 IFT3 /FT2
168 2.006 7.980 40.02 -I.016 435.8 1302. 94.76 .4537-01 2.023 3808. .1m_92-0_ .7626-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN xo MS 2YIBW TIC NO HIHREF HIHREF HIHREF TAW/T0 H(TO) H(TAW) ODOT DTNDT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=O.9 R= BTU/R BTUIR BTUI DEO, R DE6. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC
168 24.036 .50000 460.00 .2183-02 .2640-02 .2640-02 .BOO0 .7658-04 .9260-04 .5760-01 .4571 549.N
IBB 24.036 .550G0 461.00 .4867-02 .5889-02 .5889-02 .9000 .1707-03 .2065-03 .1281 .93,:'-'8 551.0
!68 24,036 .60000 462°00 .8135-02 .9842-02 ,9842-02 .9000 °2853-03 °3452-03 .214! !.63B 551.5
168 24.036 .65000 463.00 .1076-01 .1301'-01 .1301-01 .9000 .3774-03 .4564-03 .2836 2.172 550.2
168 24.036 .70000 464.00 .1553-01 .I881-01 .1881-01 .9000 .5447-03 .6598-03 .4068 3.004 554.9
168 24.036 .72500 465.00 .1697-0] .2053-01 .2053-01 .9000 .5951-03 .7202-03 .4458 3.410 552.5
168 24.036 .75000 466.00 .1871-01 .2265-0! .2265-01 .9000 .6562-03 .7943-03 .4913 4.036 553.0
168 24.036 °77500 467.00 .1969-0! .2384-01 .2384-0I .9000 .6905-03 .8363-03 .5156 4.760 554.9
168 24.036 .80000 468.00 .2038-01 .2468-01 .2468-01 .9000 .7149-03 .8656-03 .5347 4.939 553.8
I68 24.036 .B2500 469.00 .2125-0! .2573-01 .2573-01 .9000 .7453-03 .9024-03 .5573 5,148 553.8
16B 24.036 .85000 470.00 .2374-01 .2875-0! .2875-0I .9000 .8328-03 .1008-02 .6228 5.522 553.8
168 24.036 .87500 471.00 ,3220~01 .3901-01 .3901-01 .9000 .1130-02 .1368-02 .B426 7.178 555.7
I6B 24.036 .92500 472.00 .7401-01 .9014-01 .9014-0] .9000 .259b-02 .3162-02 1.889 15.35 574.E
168 24,035 .95000 277.00 .5388-01 .6556-01 .6556-01 .9000 .1890-02 ;2299-02 1.381 12.14 571.0
168 24.036 .97500 473.00 .B654-01 .1058 .I058 .9000 .3035-02 .3712-02 2.166 23.61 587.9
DATE 23 FEB BO OH848 MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE IBg8
OH84B 60-0 UPPER RH WING (R4U021}
UPPER RH WING PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH 6.000 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA = -I.O00 ELEVON " .OOO0
BDFLAP = .O00O SPDBRK - .0000
*'*TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RNIL HACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEC. DEC. PSIA DEC. R DEC. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO 6 /FT3 IFT2
_ t _ l= 171 _ tN-ntDo 3.010 7.990 ......_u uo ,.u3, 6.59.1 ,#,9. 95.78 ._9 .... 3.088 3833.. 1947-02 . ,'/7,07=07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS 2Y/BN T/C NO HIHREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAN) O00T DTNDT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTUI DEC. R DEC. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
86 24.036 .50000 460.00 .3747-02 .4534-02 .4534-02 .9000 .1627-03 .1970-03 .1235 .9754 559.5
86 24.036 .55000 461.00 .6941-02 .8404-02 .8404-02 .9000 .3015-03 .3651-03 .2_4 1.654 561.2
86 24.036 .60000 462.00 .1088-01 .1317-01 .1317-01 .9000 .4725-03 .5722-03 .3576 2.722 561.9
86 24.036 .65000 463.00 .1558-01 .1886-01 .1886-01 .9000 .6766-03 .8191-03 .5127 3,906 560.8
86 24.036 .70000 464.00 .2418-01 .2931-01 .2931-01 .9000 1050-02 .1273-02 .7908 5.809 565.6
86 24.036 .72500 465.00 .2407-01 .2915-01 .2915-01 .9000 I045-02 .1266-02 .7906 6.018 562.4
86 24.036 .75000 466.00 .2412-0l .2920-01 .2920-0| .9000 1048-02 .1268-02 .7938 6.495 560.9
85 24.036 .77500 467.00 .2375-01 12876-0| .2876-01 .9000 1031-02 .1249-02 ,7798 7.171 562.6
86 24.036 .BOO00 468.00 .2420-01 .2929-0l .2929-01 .9000 1051-02 .1272-02 .7971 7.339 560.3
86 24.036 .82500 469.00 .2477-01 .2998-0! .2998-01 .9000 I076-02 .1302-02 .8164 7.518 559.8
86 24.036 .85000 470.00 .2693-01 .3259-01 .3259-01 .9000 1170-02 .1416-02 .8876 7;847 559.8
86 24.036 .87500 471.00 .4056-01 .4916-01 14916-01 .9000 1762-02 .2135-02 1.328 11:26 564.7
86 24.036 .92500 472.00 .8326-_| .lOiS .1015 .9000 .3616-02 .4409-02 2.652 21_43 585,4
86 24.036 .95000 277.00 .6547-01 .7971-01 .7971-01 .9000 .2844-02 .3462-02 2.098 18.36 580.7
86 24.036 ;97500 473.00 .7294-01 .8894-01 .8894-01 .9000 .3168-02 .3863-02 2.322 25.33 585.8
DATE B3FEB BO OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 16_
OHB4B 60-0 UPPER RH WING fRet,K)22)
UPPER RH WING PARAHETRIC DATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA = .0000 ELEVON - .DO00
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK = .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RI,,IO I'IU
NUMBER /FT OEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LBoSEC
XIO 6 /FT3 /FT2
17 .5042 7.900 40.02 -.3159-02 99.80 1246. 92.40 .1109-01 .4846 3723. .3_"_0-03 ."_35-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS 2Y/BN T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(T0| H(TAN) COOT DTNDT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=O.9 R- BTU/R BTU/R BTUI DEG. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FTBSEC FTBSEC FT2SEC ISEC
I7 24.036 .50000 460.00 .7771-03 .9437-03 .9437-03 .9000 .1324-04 .160B-04 .933B-02 .7444-01 540.3
17 24.036 .55000 461.00 .1230-02 .1494-0_ .1494-02 .9000 .2096-04 .B546-04 .1477-01 .lOBI 540.9
i7 24.036 .60000 462,00 .728B-03 .8853-03 .8853-U3 .9000 .1242-04 .1508-04 .B757-02 .673B°01 540.5
!7 24.036 .65000 463.00 .5627-03 .6830-03 .6830-03 .9000 .9597-05 .II64-04 .6779-0B .5222-01 538.6
i7 24.036 .70000 464.00 .1684-02 .2046-02 .2046-02 .8000 .286B-04 .34815-04 .B021-OI .1503 541.2
I7 24.036 .72500 465.00 .2525-02 .3065-02 .3065-02 .9000 .4301-04 .5223-04 .3038-01 .2339 539.4
I7 24.036 .75000 466.00 .3218-02 .3907-02 .3907-02 .9000 .5482-04 .6657-04 .3871-0l .3201 539.6
17 24.036 .77500 467.00 .3202-02 .3888-02 .3888-02 .9000 .5455-04 .6624-04 .3850-0! .3581 539.9
17 24.036 .80000 468.00 .4002-02 .4860-02 .4850-02 .9000 .6819-04 .8280-04 .4815-01 .4480 539.6
17 24.036 .82500 469.00 .4693-02 .5698-02 .5698-02 .9000 .7996-04 .9709-04 .5647-01 .5254 539.5
17 24.036 .85000 470.00 .2812-02 .3414-02 .3414-02 .9000 .4791-04 .5816-04 .3386-0! .3025 559.0
17 24.036 .87500 471.00 .3065-02 .3721-02 .3721-02 .9000 .5223-04 .6339-04 .3695-01 .3175 538.3
17 24.03_ .92500 472.00 .1154-01 .1401-01 .1401-01 .9000 .1967-03 .2388-03 .1389 1.149 539.3
17 24,036 .95000 277.00 .1787-01 .2170-01 .2170-01 .9000 .3044-03 .369_-03 .2145 1.914 541.0
17 24.036 ,97500 473.00 .3304-01 .4017-01 .4017-01 .9000 .5630-03 .6845-03 .3951 4.401 543.9
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAO£ 1700
:.. OHB4B 60-0 UPPER RH NING (R4UO_.2)
uPPER RH NING PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA - .0000 ELEVON = .0000
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK = .0000
*'*TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P 0 V RICO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEC, PSIA DEG. R DEC. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUOS LB-SEC
XiO 6 /FT3 IFT2
33 1.016 7.940 40.01 .I050-02 206.6 1257. 92.34 .2223-01 .BBOB 3740. .6496-03 .7431-07
RUN PREY STN NO




RUN XO MS 2Y/BN TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO] H(TAN) ODOT DTNDT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=O.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEC. R DEC. R
TA_/TO FT_EC FTc_3EC FT,2SEC IS_,C
33 24.036 .50000 460.00 .9045-03 .1096-02 .1096-02 .9000 .2196-04 .266|-04 .1580-01 .|26I 537.4
33 24,036 .55000 461.00 .1105-02 .1339-02 .1339-02 .9000 .2662-04 .3250-04 .1928-01 .|4IE 5_.9
33 24.036 .60000 462.00 .6004-03 .7276-03 .7276-03 .9000 .1458-04 ,1766-04 .1048-0! .8079-0! 537.6
33 24.036 .65000 463.00 .1774-02 .2149-02 .2149-02 .9000 .4307-04 .5217-04 .3103-01 .2393 536.2
33 24.036 .70000 464.00 .4128-02 .5006-02 .5006-02 .9000 1002-03 .1215-03 .7184-01 .5346 539.9
33 24.036 .72500 465.00 .4798-02 .5814-02 .5814-02 .9000 1165-03 .1411-03 .8377-0t .6457 537.5
33 24.036 .75000 466.00 .6580-02 .7976-02 .7976-02 .g000 1598-03 .1936-03 .1147 .9495 538.4
33 24.036 .77500 467.00 .7643-02 .9266-02 .9266-02 .9000 1856-03 .2250-03 .1331 1.239 539.3
33 24.036 .80000 468_00 .6948-02 .8420-02 .8420-02 .9000 1687-03 .2044-03 .1212 1.129 538.0
33 24.036 .82500 469.00 .7051-02 .8546-02 .8545-02 .9000 1712-03 .2074-03 .1230 _.146 537.9
33 24.036 .85000 470.00 ,6757-02 .8187-02 .8187-02 .9000 1640-03 .1988-03 .I179 1.054 537.6
33 24.036 .87500 471.00 ;1098-01 .1330-01 .1330-01 .9000 .2665-03 .3230-03 .1915 1.546 538.1
33 24.036 .92500 472.00 ;3063-01 .3717-01 .3717-01 .9000 .7435-03 .9025-03 .5306 4.380 543, I
33 24.036 .95000 277.00 .3055-01 _3709-0I .3709-01 :.9000 .7417-03 .9005-03 .5284 4.709 544.2
: 33 24_036 .97500 473.00 .5202-01 .6333-01 .6333-01 _.9000 .1263-02 .1537-02 .8885 9.852 553.1
t ._ )
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 5g-O IN THE AED_ VKF HYPERBON|_ TUNNEL PADS 1701
OHB4B 60-0 UPPER RH NING (RNUOBB)
UPPER RH NING PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA • 40.00 BETA - .0000 ELEVON - .0000
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK = .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEO. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FTISEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 /FT3 /FT2
74 2.011 7.980 40.05 -.1426-06 436.5 1301. 94.69 .4544-0! 2.026 3807. .1295-02 .76E,0-07
RUN i._-EF STN NO




RUN XO MS 2Y/BN TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAN) OOOT DTNDT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=O.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTUI BEG. R DEG. R
TAN/T0 FTBSEC • FTBSEC FTBSEC ISEC
74 24.036 .50000 460.00 .1459-02 .1766-02 .1766-02 .9000 .5121-04 .6198-04 .3835-01 .3040 =351.8
?4 24.036 .55000 461.00 .3017-02 .3652-02 .3652-02 ,9000 .1059-03 ,1282-03 .7921-01 .5761 552.6
74 _.036 .60000 462.00 .6054-02 .7330-02 .7330-02 .9000 .2125-03 ,257B-03 .1588 1.214 553.3
74 B4.036 .B50OO 453.00 .7889-02 .9545-0B .9545-02 .9000 .2769-03 .3350-03 .2075 1.598 551.2
74 24.036 .70000 464.00 .1230-01 .1489-01 .1489-01 .9000 .431B-03 .5225-03 .3225 2.383 553.5
74 24.036 .72500 465.00 .1337-01 .1518-01 .1618-01 .9000 .4591-03 .5678-03 .351! 2.686 552.2
74 24.036 .75000 466.00 .1463-01 .1771-01 .1771-01 .9000 .5136-03 .6216-03 .3846 3.161 551.8
?4 24.035 .77500 467.00 .1593-01 .1929-01 .1929-01 .9000• .5591-03 .6771-03 .4175 3.856 554.0
74 24.036 .80000 468._0 .1582-01 ,1915-01 .1915-01 .9000 .5553-03 .6721-03 .4156 3.841 552.3
74 24.035 .82500 469.00 .1699-01 .2054-01 .2054-01 .9000 .5955-03 .720B-03 .4457 4.121 552.2
74 24.036 .85000 470.00 .1846-01 .2235-01 ,2235-01 .9000 .6481-03 .7843-03 .4854 4.309 551.7
74 24.036 .87500 471.00 .2795-01 .3384-01 .3384-01 .9000 .9810-03 .1188-02 .7329 6.250 553.5
?4 24.036 .92500 472.00 .6538-01 .7951-01 .7951-01 .9000 .2295-02 .2791-02 1.680 13.69 568.7
?4 24.036 .95000 27?,00 .5310-01 .6451-01 .6451-01 .9000 .1864-02 .2264-02 1.370 12.08 565.6
?4 24.036 .97500 473.00 .5836-01 .7103-01 .7103-01 .9000 .2048-02 .2493-02 1.494 16.42 571.1
DATE 23 FEB B0 OH84B MODEL BO-O IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 170_
E_', ,_ _: _ OH84B 60-0 UPPER RH WING (R4_)
uPPER RH WING PARAMETRIC DATA
HACH = 8.000 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA = .0000 ELEVON • 0000
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK = .0000
*'*TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L HACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 /FT3 IFT2
83 3.029 7.990 40.06 -.1434-06 670.3 1315. 95.49 .6922-01 3.093 3827. .1957-02 .7684-07
RUN HR_F 5TN NO




RUN XO MS 2YIBW T/C NO H/HREF H/I-.IREF H/HREF TAW/TO HITO) HITAW) ODOT" - DTNDT TN
NUHBER R=1.0 R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTUI DE6. R DEG, R
TAN/TO FTESEC FTESEC FTESEC /SEC
63 24.036 .50000 460.00 .3321-02 .4015-02 .4015-02 .9000 .1443~03 .1744-03 .1098 .8697 553.6
93 24.036 .55000 461.00 .5917-02 .7155-02 .7155-02 .9000 .25"/1-03 .3109-03 .1954 1.419 554.8
83 24.036 .60000 462.00 .9270-02 .1121-01 .1121-01 .9000 .4028-03 .4871-03 .3059 2.337" 555.2
83 24.036 .65000 463.00 .1343-01 .1624-01 .1624-01 .9000 .5838-03 .7057-03 .4441 3.395 553.9
83 24.036 .70000 464.00 .2374-01 .28-/4-01 .2874-01 .9000 .1032-02 .1249-02 .7804 5.754 558.2
93 24.036 .72500 465.00 .E441-01 ,2953-01 .2953-01 .9000 .1061-02 .1283-02 .8036 6.134 556,9
83 24.035 .75000 466.00 .2434-01 .2944-01 .2944-01 .9000 .1057-02 .1279-02 .8022 6.579 556.0
83 24.036 .77500 467.00 .2370-01 .2869-01 .2869-01 .9000 .1030-02 .1247-02 .7790 7.179 558.3
63 24,036 .80000 468.00 .2423-01 .2931-01 .2931-01 .9000 .1053-02 .1273-02 .7998 7.383 555.2
83 24.036 .62500 469.00 .2582-01 .3122-01 .3122-01 .9000 .1122-02 .1357-02 ,8520 7.664 555.2
83 24.036 .85000 470.00 .2747-01 .3322-01 .3322-01 .9000 .1194-02 ,1443-02 .9066 8.034 555,1
83 24.036 .87500 471.00 .4096-01 .4960-01 .4960-01 .9000 .1780-02 .2155-02 1.344 11.43 559.6
83 24.036 .92500 472.00 .8960-01 .1093 .1093 .9000 .3893-02 .4748-02 2.844 23.00 5_4.1
83 24,036 .95000 277.00 ,7151-01 .8710-01 .8710-01 .9000 .3107-02 .3785-02 2,283 19.98 580.1 i
83 24.036 .87500 473.00 .7444-01 .9087-01 .9087-01 .9000 .3235-02 .3948-02 2.353 25.65 587.3
DATE 23 FEB 80 0H648 MODEL60-0 IN THE AEOC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1703
/_ OH84B 60-0 UPPER RH WING (R_UOB_)
UPPER RH WING PARAHETRJCDATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA = hO.O0 BETA - .0000 ELEVON - .000
BDFLAP - .0000 SPOBRK = .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO MU
NUMBER IFT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FTISEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 /FT3 IFTB,
146 3.671 8.000 40.07 -.1071-02 851.7 1354. 98.09 .8724-01 3.908 3884. ._-t00-02 .7893-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS 2Y/BW T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAW) ODOT DTWDT TW
NUMBER R-1.0 R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ D_G. R {)lEG. R
TAH/TO FT2SEC FTBSEC FTBSEC IS£C
146 24.036 .50000 460.00 .6702-02 .8096-02 .8096-02 .9000 .3290-03 .3975-03 .2587 _.034 _W_7.5
146 24.036 .55000 461.00 .1266-01 .1531-01 .1531-01 .BOO0 .6217-03 .7515-03 .4672 3.51_ 570.0
146 24,036 .60000 462.00 .2109-01 .2551-01 .2551-01 .9000 1035-02 .1252-02 .8089 B.IBB 572.4
146 24.036 .65000 463.00 .2543-01 .3075-01 .3075-01 .9000 1249-02 .1510-02 .9780 7.414 570.4
146 24.036 .70000 464.00 .3794-01 .4595-01 .4595-01 .9000 1862-02 .2256-02 1.447 10.57 577.0
146 24.036 .72500 465.00 .3416-01 .4130-0! .4130-01 .9000 1677-02 .2027-02 1.314 9.959 570.3
146 24.036 .75000 466.00 .3190-01 .3854-01 .3854-01 .9000 1566-02 .1892-02 1.23! 10.04 567.5
146 24,036 .77500 46?.00 .3455-01 .4179-01 .4179-01 .9000 1696-02 .2052-02 1.325 IB.12 572.6
146 24.036 .80000 468.00 .3530-01 .4267-01 .4267-01 .9000 1733-02 .2095-02 1.358 12.44 570.3
146 24.036 .82500 469.00 .3674-01 .4441-01 .4441-01 .9000 1803-02 .2180-02 1.413 12,94 570.4
146 24.036 .85000 470;00 .3951-01 .4778-01 .4778-01 .9000 Ig39-02 .2346-02 1.516 13.33 571,B
146 24.036 .87500 471.00 .5?64-01 .6984-01 .6984-0I .9000 .2830-02 .3428-02 2.193 18.47 578,7
146 24.036 .92500 4?2.00 .I066 .1302 .1302 .9000 .5231-02 .6392-02 3.897 31.14 608.6
146 24.036 .95000 27?.00 .?755-01 .9456-01 .9456-01 .9000 .3808-02 .4642-02 2.867 24.84 600.?
146 24.036 .97500 473.00 .9771-01 .1198 .1198 .9000 .4797-02 .5882-02 3.518 37.73 620.3
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1704
OH84B 60-0 UPPER RH WING (R4U025)
UPPER RH WING PARAMETRIC DATA "
MACH • B.O00 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA - 1.000 ELEVON = .0000
8DFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK - .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT DEG. BEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB%SEC
XIO 6 IFT3 /F_2
2I °50?3 7.900 40.03 1.042 101.I 1252, 92.84 .1124-01 ,4910 3732. .3268-03 .7471-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS 2Y/BW TIC NO H/HREF HII._EF HII'REF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN) _ ODOT DTNDT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=O.9 R= 8TU/R BTU/R BTU/ [:)lEG. R BEG. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC
21 24.036 .50000 460.00 .9389-03 .1138-02 .1138-02 .9000 .1612-04 .1954-04 .I152-01 .9195-01 5:_/.I
21 24.036 .55000 461.00 .1001-02 .1213-02 .1213-02 .9000 .1718-04 .2083-04 .1226-01 .8988-01 537.6
21 24.036 .60000 462.00 :7827-03 .9489-03 .9499-03 .9000 .1344-04 .1629-04 .9602-02 .7403-01 537.0
2! 24.035 .65000 463.00 .4154-03 .5033-03 .5033-03 .9000 .7131-06 .8639-05 .6113-02 .394T-01 5_.7
21 24.036 .TO000 464.00 o154t-02 .]868-02 .1868-02 .9000 .264fi-04 ,3206-04 .I89l-0! .1409 536.7
21 24.036 .72500 465.00 .2327-02 .2818-02 .2819-02 .9000 .3994-04 .4838-04 .2865-01 .2211 534.4
2I 24.036 ,75000 466.00 .2992-02 .3625-02 .3626-02 m9000 .5136--04 .6222--04 .3684--01 .3054 534.4
21 24.036 .T7500 467.00 .3343-02 .4050-02 .4060-02 .9000 .5738-04 .6951-04 .4115-01 .3838 534.5
2! 24.036 .BOO00 468.00 .4449-02 .5388-02 .5388-02 .9000 .7636-04 .9249-04 .5481-01 .5113 534.0
21 24.036 .82500 469.00 .4701-02 .5693-02 .5693-02.90001 .8069-04 .9773-04 .5794-01 .5406 533.6
21 24°036 .85000 470.00 .3289-02 .3983-02 .3983-02 .9000 .5647-04 ,6837-04 ,4058-01 .3637 532,9
2t 24,036 .87500 : 47t.00 ,3630-02 .4395-02 ,4396=02 .9000 ,6231-04 .7544-04 .4463-01 .3866 532.2
21 24.036 .92500 472.00 .1225-01 .1483-01 .1483-01 .9000 .2102-03 .2546-03 .1510 1.252 533.5
21 24.036 .95000 277.00 .1835-01 12224-01 .2224-01 .9000 .3150-03 .3817-03 .2256 2.019 535.7
21 24.036 ,97500 473.00 ,3103-01 ,3764-01 ,3764-01 .9000 .5326-03 .6461-03 .3797 4.241 538.8
i; DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1705
OHB4B 60-0 UPPER RH WING fR_UO¢_)
UPPER RH WING PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA - 1.000 ELEVON - .0000
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK = .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L HACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEC. DEC. PSIA DEG. R DEC. R PS|A PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO B IFT3 IFTe
36 1.022 7.940 40.06 1.017 207.1 1254. 92.12 .2228-0! .gB32 3736. .65_B-03 .'TtiI3-O?
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN xo MS 2Y/BW T/C NO HiHREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO} HtTAW) DBOT OTI,a_T TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R- BTU/R ' BTUIR BTUI DEC. R Ol[G. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FTBSEC FTBSEC /SEC
36 24.036 .50000 460.00 .6356-03 .7718-03 .7718-03 .go00 .1544-04 .1875-04 .I097-01.8730-0! 543.4
36 24.036 .55000 461.00 .I144-02 .1389-02 .I389-02 .go00 .277g-04 .3375-04 .IgTl-OI .1440 544.3
36 24.036 ,60000 462.00 .7807-03 .9483-03 .9483-03 .gooo .1897-04 .2304-04 .1346-01 .1034 544.3
36 '24.036 .65000 463.00 .2158-02 .E620-02 .2620-02 .g000 .5242-04 .6365-04 .3725-01 .2863 543.0
36 24.036 .70000 464.00 .4375-02 .5319-02 .5319-02 .9000 .1063-03 .1292-03 .7514-01 ,5572 546.8
36 24.036 .72500 465.00 .4950-02 .6013-02 .6013-02 .gO00 .1203-03 .1461-03 .8528-01 .6549 544.6
36 24.036 .75000 466.00 .7166-02 .8707-02 .8707-02 .9000 .1741-03 .2116-03 1233 1,017 545.4
36 24.036 .77500 467.00 .7502-02 .9117-02 .9117-02 .go00 .1823-03 .2215-03 1290 1.197 545.8
36 24.036 .80000 468.00 .7681-02 .9333-02 .9333-02 .9000 .1866-03 .2268-03 I322 1.226 545.5
36 24.036 .82500 469.00 .7597-02 .9231-02 .9231-02 .9000 .1846-03 .2243-03 t308 1.213 545.3
36 24,036 .85000 470.00 .7342-02 .8920-02 .8920-02 .9000 ;I784-03 .2167-03 1264 1.126 544.9
36 24.036 .87500 47].00 .II32-01 .1375-01 .1375-01 .9000 .2750-03 .3341-03 1949 ].669 64fi. I
36 24.036 .92500 472.00 .3073-0I .3738"0] .3738-01 .9000 .7465-03 .9083-03 .5256 4.324 549.7
36 24.036 .95000 277.00 .3189-01 .3880-01 •.3880-01 .9000 .7747-03 .9428-03 .5448 4.840 650.4
36 24.036 .97500 473.00" .5385-0! .6571-01 .6571-01 .go00 .1308-02 .1596-02 .9086 10.04 559.2
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL B0-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAOE 1706
OHB4B 60-0 UPPER RH WING (R4U0251
UPPER RH kING PARAMETRIC DATA
HACH = 8.000 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA - 1.000 ELEVON = .OOOO
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK - .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L HACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO MiJ
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEGo R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 /FT$ /FT2
71 1.998 7.980 40.08 1.028 434.2 t302. 94.76 o4520-01 2.015 3808. .2287-02 .76_--_8-07
RUN I--IREF 5TN NO




RUN xo MS 2Y/BW T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO] H(TAN) O00T DTWOT TN
NUMBER R=2.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTUIR BTUI DEG. R OEG. R
TAN/TO FTL:_EC FT2SEC FTL_-JEC ISEC
71 24.036 .50000 460.00 .1484-02 ,1795-02 .1795-02 .9000 .5194-04 .6284-04 .3897-02 .3089 552.4
71 24.036 ,55000 461.00 ;3086-02 .3735-02 .3735-02 .9000 .1080-03 ,1307-03 .8097-02 .5890 552,2
72 24.036 .60000 462.00 .6294-02 .7S18-02 .7618-02 .9000 .2204-03 .2667-03 .2650 ].262 552.8
71 24.036 .65000 463.00 .7755-02 .9380-02 .9380-02 .9000 .2915-03 .3284-03 .2039 1.562 550.5
71 24.036 .70000 464.00 .1053-01 .1274-01 .1274-01 .9000 .3686-03 .4462-03 .2760 2.040 552.9
71 24.036 .72500 465.00 .1376-0! .1668-01 .1668-01 .9000 .4825-03 .5939-03 .3619 2.769 551.7
7t 24.036 .75000 466.00 .1423-01 .'1722-01 .1722-01 .9000 .4983-03 .6028-03 .3740 3.075 551,0
71 24.036 .77500 467.00 .1641-Of .f987-01 .1987-01 .9000 .5746-03 .6956-03 .4301 3.974 553.2
71 24.036 .80000 468.00 .1716-01 .2076-01 .2076-01 .9000 .6006-03 .7268-03 .4503 4.163 552.0
71 24.036 .82500 469.00 .2829-01 .22|3m01 .2213--01 .9000 .B403--03 .7748--03 .4B02 4.440 551.8
7_ 24_036 _85000 470.00 .1997--0l ,2416--02 .2416--01 .9000 .6991--03 .8458--03 .5247 4.659 551.2
71 24.036 .87500 471.00 .2907-01 .3519-01 .3519-02 .9000 .1018-02 .1232-02 .7620 6.500 653.1
71 24.036 .92500 472.00 .6812-02 .8285-01 .8285-01 .9000 .2385-02 .2901-02 1.746 14.22 5819.B
71 24.036 .95000 277.00 .5654-01 .6872-0] .6872-0I .9000 .I980-02 .2406-02 1.454 12.81 567.1
71 24.036 .97500:: 473.00 .5764-01 .7016-01 .7016-02 .9000 .2018-02 .2456-02 1.472 I6.16 572.3
OH84B 60-0 UPPER RH WING fR4UO_=6)
UPPER RH NXNG PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 8°000 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA - _,000 ELEVON • .0000
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK = .0000
"*"TEST CONDITIONS**"
RUN RN/L HACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO MU
NUHBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FTISEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XtO 6 IFT3 IFT2
84 .5075 7.900 39.99 2.018 I01.2 1252. 92.84 .1124-01 .4glB 373B, ,_769-03 .';471-07
RUN H.REF $TN NO




RUN xo MS 2Y/BW TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN) ODOT OTNOT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=O.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R BEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT_EC FT2SEC ISl[C
24 24.036 .50000 460.00 .4755-03 .5768-03 .5768-03 .9000 .B165-05 .9904-05 .5B19-0_ .464_-0t 538.9
24 24.036 .55000 461.00 ,3623-03 .4396-03 .4396-03 .9000 .8221-05 .7548-05 ,44B9-OB .3242-01 539.7
24 24.036 .60000 462.00 .2678-03 .3249-03 .3249-03 .9000 .4598-05 .5579-05 .3274-0_ ._521-01 539.6
24 24.036 .65000 463.00 .2313-03 .2805-03 .2805-03 .9000 .3971-05 .4815-05 .2834-0_ .BIB4-OI 53_.9
24 24.036 .70000 464.00 .1382-02 .1677-02 .1677-02 .9000 .2373-04 .2880-04 .1687-01 .1255 54D.6
24 24.036 .72500 465.00 .2193-02 .2660-02 .2660-02 .9000 .3765-04 .4567-04 .2685-01 .2068 53_,5
24 24.036 .75000 466.00 .3373-02 .4092-02 .4092-02 .9000 .5792-04 .7026-04 .4129-01 .3415 538.9
24 24.036 .77500 467.00 .4325-02 .5247-02 .5247-02 .9000 .7426-04 .9009-04 .5291-01 .4923 539.2
24 24.036 .80000 468.00 .4438-02 .5383-02 .5383-02 .9000 .7619-04 .9241-04 .5433-01 .5057 538.6
24 24.036 .82500 469.00 .4695-02 ;5694-02 .5694-02 .9000 .8060-04 .9776-04 .5749-01 .5352 53_.4
24 24.036 .85000 470.00 .2981-02 .3615-02 .3615-02 .9000 .5119-04 .6207-04 .3654-0| .3267 537.8
_" 24 24.036 .87500 471.00 .3204-02 .3885-02 .3885-02 .9000 .5502-04 .6670-04 .3931-01 .3380 537.1
24 24.036 .92500 472.00 .1232-01 .1495-01 .1495-01 .9000 .2116-03 .2566-03 .1509 1.248 534_.7
24 24.036 .95000 277.00 .]625-01 .2215-0t .2215-01 .9000 . .3133-03 .3803-03 .2227 - 1.988 54J.0
24 24.036 .97500 473.00 .3048-01 .3704-01 .3704-01 .9000 .5234-03 .6360-03 .3699 _ 4.119 544.9
DATE 23 FEB 80 0H848 MODEL BO-O IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE l?OB
OH84B 60-0 UPPER RH WING {R4U0261
UPPER RH WING PARAHETRIC DATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA = 2.000 ELEVON - .0000
BOFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK = .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L HACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. OEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FTISEC SLUGS LB-SEC
X10 6 tFT3 IFT2
39 1.016 7.940 40.02 2.015 206.2 1256. 92.27 .2218-01 .9789 3739. .6489-03 .7425-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS 2Y/BH T/C NO HIHREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAN) ODOT DTWDT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=O.9 R= 8TU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R {:lEG. R
TAN/TO" FT_:_EC "FT2SEC FTBSEC /SEC
39 24.036 .50000 460.00 .6101-03 .7407-03 .7407-03 .9000 .1480-04 .1796-04 .I053-01 .8382-01 543.7
39 24.036 .55000 461.00 .7788-03 .9458-03 .9458-03 .9000 .1889-04 .2294-04 .1343-0! .9811-01 544.4
39 24.036 .60000 462.00 .6961-03 .8453-03 .8453-03 .9000 .1688-04 .2050-04 .1201-0l .9225-01 544.2
39 24.036 .65000 463.00 .2264-02 .2748-02 .2748-02 .9000 .5489-04 .6664-04 .3912-01 .3006 543.1
39 24.036 .70000 464.00 .4268-02 .5186-02 .5186-02 .9000 .1035-03 .1258-03 .7341-01 .5445 546.3
39 24.036 .72500 465.00 .5395-02 .6552-02 .6552-02 .9000 .1308-03 .1589-03 .9306-01 .7148 544.4
39 24.036 .75000 466.00 .7830-02 .8511-02 .9511-02 .9000 .1899-03 .2306-03 .1349 1.112 545.2
39 24_036 .77500 487.00 .8947-02 .lOB7-Oi .1087-01 .9000 .2170-03 .2636-03 .1541 1.429 545.6
39 24.036 o80000 468.00 .8303-02 .|008-01 .1008-01 .9000 .2013-03 .2446-03 .1431 1.327 545.1
39 24,036 .82500 469.00 .8042-02 .9767-02 .9767-02 .9000 .1950-03 .2369-03 .1386 1.286 544.8
39 24.036 .85000 470.00 .7904-02 .9598-02 .9598-02 .9000 ;.1917-03 .2328-03 .1364 1.215 544.3
39 24.036 .87500 471.00 .I141-01 .1386-01 .1386-01 .9000 .8768-03 .3362-03 .1969 1.687 544.3
38 24.036 .92500 472.00 .3204-01 .3897-01 .3897-0I .9000 .7770-03 .9450-03 .5488 4.516 549.4
39 24.036 .95000 277.00 .3350-01 .4075-01 .4075-01_, .9000 .8124-03 .9883-03 .5730 5.090 550.4
39 24.036 .97500 473.00 ,5411-01 .6603-01 .6603-01 - .9000 .1312-02 .1601-02 .9126 10.08 560.1
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE |70g
OHB4B 60-0 UPPER RH WING IR_UOL:JG)
UPPER RH WING PARAMETR|CDATA
MACH - B.O00 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA = 2.000 ELEVON - .0000
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK = .0000
*'*TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO I_J
NUHBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO 6 /FT3 tFT2
6B 2.002 7.980 40.01 2.012 434.5 130!. 94.69 .4523-01 2_016 3807. .1289-02 .76¢_0-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS 2Y/8N T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H[TO) H(TAN) ODOT DTNOT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=O.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTUI DEG. R OEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC
68 24.036 .50000 460.00 .1415102 .1711-02 .1711-02 .gO00 .4954-04 .5992-04 .3718-01 .2¢J4g _JO.I
68 24.036 .55000 461.00 .3090-02 .3738-02 .3738-02 .9000 .1082-03 .1309-03 .8113-0| .5B06 550.8
68 24.036 .60000 462.00 .6344-02 .7677-02 .7677-02 .9000 .2228-03 .2688-03 ,1665 !.274 551.2
68 24.036 .65000 463.00 .7277-02 .8797-02 ,8797-02 .9000 .2548-03 .3081-03 .1917 1.4BB 548;3
68 24.036 .70000 464.00 .!!45-0! .!385-0t .!385-01 .9000 .4008-03 .4850-03 .3006 2.B25 550.7
68 24.036 .72500 465.00 .1385-01 .1676-01 .1676-01 .9000 .4851-03 .5867-03 .3644 2.791 549.6
68 84.036 .75000 466.00 .1646-0! .1991-01 .1891-01 .9000 .5763-03 .6970-03 .4326 3.559 550.0
68 24.036 .77500 467.00 .1760-01 .2129-0! .2129-01 .9000 .6162-03 .7456-03 .4619 4.272 551.1
68 24.036 .80000 468.00 .1846-0! .2832-01 .2232-01 .9000 .6463-03 .7817-03 .4854 4,493 549.6
68 24.036 .82500 469.00 .1919-01 .2320-01 .2320-01 .9000 .6718-03 .8125-03 .5047 4.673 549.4
68 84.036 .85000 470.00 .2050-01 .2479-01 .2479-01 .9000 .7179-03 .8681-03 .5399 4.800 548.6
68 24.036 .87500 471.00 .2971-01 _3594-01 .3594-01 .9000 .1040-02 .1258-02 .7805 6.666 550.4
68 24.036 .92500 472.00 .7030-01 .8549-01 .8549-01 .9000 .2462-02 .2993-02 1.803 14.69 568.3
68 24.036 .95000 277.00 .5931-01 .7207-0| .7207-0| .9000 .8077-02 .2524-02 1.525 13.44 566.4
68 24.036 .87500 473.00 .5426-0! .6605-01 .6605-01 .9000 .1900-02 .2313-08 1.385 15.21 571.8
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1710
OH84B 60-0 UPPER RH WING IR4UOL_'/)
UPPER RH WING PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH 8.000 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA - 4.000 ELEVON - .0000
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK = .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P 0 V _
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R OEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS L9-S£C
XI0 8 /FT3 /FT2
27 .5107 7.900 40.02 4.000 101.5 1249. 92.62 .1128-01 .4926 3727. .3286-03 .7453-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS 2Y/BW TIC NO H/HREF HIHREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) HtTAW) (_OT DTNDT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R 8TUIR BTU/ OEO. R DEG. R
• TAW/TO FTBSEC FTBSEC FT2SEC ISIE:C
27 24.036 .50000 460.00 .4552-03 .5525-03 .5525-03 .9000 .7824-05 .9495-05 .5551-02 .44_-0| 5_.|
27 24.036 .55000 461.00 .8161-03 .9906-03 .9906-03 .9000 .1403-04 .1702-04 .9941-02 .7276-01 539,9
27 24.036 .60000 462.00 .3494-03 .4241-03 .4241-03 .9000 .6005-05 .7289-05 .4258-02 .3278-01 539.7
27 24.036 .65000 463.00 .1127-03 .1367-03 13_7-03 .9000 .1936-05 .2349-05 .1377-02 .1061-01 537.8
27 24.036 .70000 464.00 .1802-02 .2188-02 .2::_8-02 .9000 .3097-04 .3760-04 .2194-0t .1632 540.3
27 24.036 .72500 465.00 .2966-02 .3598-02 .3598-02 .9000 .5097-04 .6184-04 .3621-01 .2790 538.2
27 24.036 .75000 466.00 .4058-02 .4923-02 .4923-02 .9000 .6973-04 .8460-04 .4953-0! .4098 538.4
27 24.036 .77500 467.00 .4349-02 .5277-02 .5277-02 .9000 .7474-04 .9069-04 .5307-01 .4940 538.6
27 24.036 ;80000 468.00 .4659-02 .5652-02 .5652-02 .9000 .8007-04 .9713-04 .5691-01 .5300 537.9
27 24.036 .82500 469.00 .4525-02 .5489-02 .5489702 .9000 .7776-04 .9432-04 .5530-01 .5151 537.5
27 24.036 .85000 470.00 .2981-02 .3615-02 .3615-02 .9000 .5|22m04 .6212--04 .3646--01 .3261 536.8
27 24.036 .87500 471.00 .3498-02 .4241-02 .4241-02 .9000 .6011-04 .7288-04 .4283-01 .3685 536.1
27 24.036 .92500 472.00 .1141-01 .1384-01 .1384-01 .9000 .1961-03 .2379-03 .J394 1.154 537.7
_27 24.036 .95000 277.00 .1887"01 .22g0-01 .2290.01 .9000 .3243-03 .3936-03 .2299 2.053 539.8
27 24.036 .97500 473.00. .3314-01 .4028-01 .4028-01 .9000 .5695-03 .6922-03 .4009 4.465 544.6
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE |?||
OHB4B 60-0 UPPER RH WING tR4UOBT)
UPPER RH WING PARAHETRIC DATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA = 4.000 ELEVON = .OOO0
BGFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK = .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO HU
NUHBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FTISEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO 6 IFT3 IFT2
_ _.0!7 _.Q_n _Q Qa _ n11 805.6 Im_m °1.98 .22t2-0I o _t
.......................... 7., 3733. .6491-03 .7#01=07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS 2Y/BN TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN) ODOT DTNOT TM
MJMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTUIR BTU/ BEG. R BEG. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
48 24.036 .50000 460.00 ;6571-03 .7983-03 .7983-03 .9000 .1590-04 .1938-04 .1126-0! .8960-01 _3;7
42 24,036 .55000 461.00 .6212-03 .7547-03 .7547-03 .9000 .1503-04 .1827-04 .!063-01 ,7767-0! 544,3
42 24.036 .60000- 462.00 .6000-03 .7289-03 .7289-03 .9000 .1452-04 .1764-04 .I027-01 .7892-01 544.1
42 24.036 .65000 463.00 .2143-02 .2602-02 .2602-02 .9000 .5186-04 .6298-04 .3676-0| .2825 542.9
42 24.036 .70000 464.00 .4836-02 .5879-02 .5879-02 .9000 .II70-03 .1423-03 .8255-01 .61_3 546.4
42 24.036 .72500 455.00 .6482-02 .7875-02 .7875-02 .9000 .1569-03 .1906-03 .lllO .8522 544.4
42 24.036 .75000 466.00 .8278-02 .I006-01 .I006-01 .9000 .2003-03 .2434-03 .1417 1.169 544.5
42 24,036 .77500 467.00 .9922-02 .1206-01 .1206-01 .9000 .2401-03 .2918-03 ._696 |.573 545.3
42 24.036 .80000 468.00 :9383-02 .];40-01 .I;40-01 .9000 .2271-03 .2759-03 .I606 1.491 544.4
42 24.036 .82500 469.00 .8334-02 .1012-01 .1012-01 .9000 .2017-03 .2450-03 .1428 1.326 543.7
42 24.036 .85000 470.00 .7970-02 .9679-02 .9679-02 .9000 .|929-03 .2343-03 .1367 1.219 542.8
42 24.036 .87500 47|.00 .I189-01 .1444-01 .1444-01 .9000 .2878-03 .3495-03 .2039 1.748 543.1
42 24.036 .92500 472.00 ;3151-01 .3833-01 .3833-01 .9000 .7626-03 .9277-03 .5364 4.417 548.3
42 24.036 ;95000 277.00 ,3300-01 .4017-0| .4017-01 .9000 .7986-03 .9721-03 .5599 4.973 550.5
42 24.036 .97500 473.00 .5593-01 .6830-01 .6830-0! .9000 .1354-02 .1653-02 ,9354 10.33 560,6
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH848 MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE |712
0H848 60-0 UPPER RH WING (R4U0271
• UPPER RH WING PARAMETRIC DATA
/ MACH = B.O00 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA = 4.000 ELEVON - .0000
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK = .0000
• "*TEST CONDITIONS*'*
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FTISEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO 6 IFT3 IFT2
66 2.012 7.980 40.01 4.024 435.7 1299. 94.54 .4536-0I 2.022 3804. .1295-02 .7608-07
RUN HREF SiN NO




RUN XO MS 2Y/BN TIC NO H/HREF HIHREF H/HREt r TAN/TO H{TO) H(TAN) QDOT DTNDT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R-O.9 R= BTU/R 8TU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC F TcT-JEC /SEC
66 _-_..036 .50000 460.00 .I929-02 .2337-02 .2337-02 .9000 .6762-04 .8192-04 .5030-0| .3980 554.8
66 24.036 .55000 461,00 .3992-02 .4717-02 .4717-02 ,9000 .I364-03 .1653-03 .I013 .7359 555.9
66 24.036 .60000 462.00 .6271-02 .7601-02 .760|-02 .9000 .2198-03 .2665-03 .1632 |,246 556.5
66 24:036 .65000 463.00 .8389-02 .10].6-0I .I016-01 .9000 .2941-03 .3563-03 .2187 1.670 555.1
66 24.036 .70000 464.00 .1223-01 .1483-0! .1483-01 .9000 .4288-03 .5199-03 .3175 2.342 558.0
66 24.036 .72500 465.00 .1553-01 .1882-01 .I882-0I .9000 .5443-03 .6599-03 .4035 3.079 557.3
66 24.036 .75000 466.00 .1779-01 .2157-01 .2157-01 .9000 .6238-03 .7563-03 .4623 3.789 557.5
66 24.036 .77500 467, O0 .1979-01 .2400-0l .2400-01 ;9000 • .6937-03 .8415-03 .5128 4.723 559.4
66 24°036 .80000 468.00 .2013,01 .2441-01 .2441-01 .9000 .7056-03 .8557-03 .5225 4.815 55_.2
66 24.036 .82500 469.00 ,2013-01 .244I-0I .2441-01 .9000 .7055-03 .8556-03 .5225 4.815 551_. I
66 24.036 .85000 470.00 .2150-01 .2606-01 .2606-01 .9000 .7535-03 .9136-03 .5587 4.946 557.2
66 24.036 ;87500 471 .00 .2918-01 .3539-0I .3539-01 .9000 .1023-02 .1241-02 .7569 6.437 558.7
66 24.036 .82500 472.00 .7042-01 .8590-01 .8590-01 .9000 _ .2469-02 .3011-02 I .780 14.44 577.'_
66 24.036 .85000 277.00 ,6001-OI .7316-01 .7316-,01 .9000 .2104-02 .2565-02 1.520 13.33 576.2
66 24.036 ,97500 473.00 .5816-0I ;7109-0I .7109-0! .9000 .2039-02 .2492-02 1.456 15.90 584.4
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE |713
OHB4B 60-0 UPPER RH WING (R4UO_BI
UPPER RH WING : PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 6;000 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA = 10.00 ELEVON - .0000
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK = o0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG, R DEG. R PSIA PSI FTISEC ,SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 /FT3 IFT2
30 .5116 7.900 40.08 9.969 101.8 1250. 92.69 .!131-01 .4940 3729. .3293-03 .745B-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN xO MS 2Y/BH TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN) OD6T DTklOT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=O.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R OE6. R
TAw/TO FT2SEC • FT2SEC FT2SEC IBEC
30 24.036 .50000 460.00 .2012-02 .2444-02 .2444-02 .9000 .3463-04 .4206-04 .2451-01 .1952 542.t
30 24.036 .55000 461.00 .1972-02 .2396-02 .2396-02 .9000 .3394-04 .4123-04 .2599-01 ,1754 542.8
30 24.036 .60000 462.00 .1163-02 .1412-02 .1412-02 .9000 .2001-04 .24_1-04 .1415-01 .lOgB 542.7
30 24.036 .65000 463.00 .1464-02 .1802-02 .1802-02 .9000 .2554=04 .3102-04 .|Bog-o! .|392 54|.4
30 24.036 .70000 464.00 .2125-02 .2583-02 .2583-02 .9000 .3658-04 .4446-04 .2579-0l .1915 544.7
30 24.036 .72500 465.00 .3566-02 .4332-02 .4332-02 .9000 .6138-04 .7456-04 .433B-01 .3335 542.9
30 24.036 .75000 466.00 .4742-02 .5762m02 .5762--02 °9000 .8163--04 .9918--04 .5765--01 .4758 543.4
30 24.036 .7T500 467.00 .5276-02 .6411-02 .64ll-02 .9000 .9082-04 .!104-03 .6409-01 .5950 544.0
30 24.056 .80000 468.00 .5435-02 .6603-02 .6603-02 .9000 ,9355-04 .1137-03 16606-01 .6134 543.4
30 24.036 .82500 469.00 .6842-02 .8313-02 .8313-02 .9000 .117B-.03 .1431-03 .8316-0l .7722 543.5
30 24.036 .85000 470.00 .4424-02 .5374-02 .5374_02 .9000 .7615-04 .9250-04 .5382-0! .4798 542.9
30 24.036 .87500 471.00 - ,3494-02 ,4243-02 .:4243-02 .9000 _6014-04 .7304-04 .4256-01 .3649 542.2
30 24.036 .92500 472.00 .1340-01 .1629-0! .1629-01 .9000 .2307-03 .2804-03 .1628 1.344 543.9
30 24.036 .95000 277.00 ;2!34-01 .2595-01 .2595-0! .9000 .3673-03 .4467-03 .2582 2.298 546.7
30 24.036 .97500 473.00 .3808-01 .4638-01 .4638-01 .9000 .6555-03 .7883-03 .4578 5.081 551.3
DATE 23 FEB 80 0H848 MODEL SO-O IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONICTUNNEL PAOE 1714
OH84B 60-0 UPPER RH WING fR_U028;
UPPER RH WING PARAMETRIC DATA
HACH B.O00 •ALPHA - 40.00 BETA = 10.00 ELEVON - .0000
BDFLAP _ .0000 SPDBRK = .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
Z"
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PS1A DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSl FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SE¢
XIO 6 /FT3 IFTE
• 45 1.021 7.940 39.96 10.01 EOB.6 1261. 92.64 .B244-0I .9903 3746. .653B-03 .'P'*54o07
RUN _EF STN ,_u"^
NUMBER BTU/ R REF (R)
FTBSEC =.0175
45 .2441-01 .4019-01 •
***TEST DATA***
RL_ XO MS 2Y/BN TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO} HtTAW) DDOT . DTNDT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=O.9 R= BTU/R BTUIR BTUI DES. R DE6. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2C_IEC ISEC
45 24.036 ,50000 460.00 .2448-02 .2971-02 .2971-02 .9000 .5976-04 .7253-04 .4280-01 .3N05 544.5
45 24.036 .55000 461.00 ,3492-02 .4238-02 .4238-02 .9000 .8523-04 .1034-03 .6100-01 .4453 _t'_5.0
45 24.036 .60000 462.00 .3353-02 .4070-02 .4070-02 .9000 .8185-04 .9934-04 .5860-01 .4500 544.7
45 24.036 .65000 463.00 .4843-02 .5876-02 .5876-02 .9000 .1182-03 .1434-03 .8477-0! .6514 543.5
45 24.036 .70000 464.00 .6998-02 .8500-02 ,8500-02 .9000 .1708-03 .2075-03 .1219 .9040 547.0
45 24.036 .72500 465.00 .7354-02 .8924-02 .89_-02 .gO00 .1795-03 .2178-03 .1286 .9880 544.!
45 24.036 .75000 466.00 .7857-02 .9533-02 .9533-02 .9000 .1918-03 .2327-03 .1375 l.I_ 543.8
45 _--m.t.036 .77500 467.00 .86;6-02 .1046-01 .I046-01 .9000 .2103-03 .2552-03 .1506 1.398 544.3
45 24,036 .80000 468.00 .g766-02 .1185-01 .t185-01 .9000 .2384-03 .2892-03 .1709 1,587 543.7
45 _.036 .82500 468,00 .1068-0! .1295-0! .1295-01 .9000 .2606-03 .3161-03 .1868 1,735 543.5
45 24,036 .85000 470.00 .7760-02 ;9411-02 .9411-02 .9000 .1894-03 .2297-03 .1361 1,214 542.2
45 24.036 _87500 471.00 .1007-01 .1221-01 .1221-01 .9000 .245S-03 .2981-03 .1766 1.515 542.1
45 24.036 .92500 472.00 .3031-01 .36B0-01 .3690-01 .9000 .7397-03 .8983-03 .5283 4.353 546.6
45 24.036 .95000 277.00 .4085-01 .4974-01 .4974-0! .9000 .9974-03 .I214-02 .7044 6._4 554.4
45 24.036 .97500 473.00 .5626-01 .6868-01 .6868-01.9000 .I373-02 .1676-02 .9576 10.56 563.4
) )
DATE 23 FEB BO OHB4B MODEL60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE |7|S
OH84B 60-0 UPPER RH NING (R4UOL=_)
PARAHETRIC DATAUPPER RH WING
MACH = 9.000 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA = |O.O0 ELEVON = .0000
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK - .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L HACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEO. R PSIA PSI FTISEC SLUGS LB-SEC
X!0.6 /FT3 IFT2
58 1.996 7.980 40.01 I0.01 434.6 1304. 94.91 .4524-0! 2,017 38!1. .1287-0B .763"/-07
RUN HREF BTN NO




RUN XO MS 2Y/BN TIC NO H/HREF HIHREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN| O00T DTNOT TN
NUHBER R=I.O R=O._ R= BTU/R BTUIR BTU/ OEG. R I_G. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FTL_-_EC ISEC
58 24.036 _onno 460.00 .4433-02 .5358-02 .5358-02 .9000 .1553-03 .1877-03 .il73 .9309 548.6
58 24.036 .5_t,,3 461.00 .6355-02 .7682-02 .3682-02 .9000 .2227-03 .2691-03 .1680 !.224 549.0
59 24.036 .Fr 73 462.00 .9543-02 .1154-0! .1!54-01 .9000 .3343-03 .4042-03 .2521 1.931 549.6
58 24.036 _= 0 463.00 .i178-0] .1424-0! .!424-0! .9000 .4i27-03 .4987-03 .3118 B.390 548._
58 24.036 .0 464.00 .1869-01 .2261-01 .2261-01 .9000 .6647-03 .7923-03 .4917 3.635 552.7
58 24.036 _7c, 00 465.00 .2140-01 .2588-01 .2588-01 .9000 ,7497-03 .9069-03 .5640 4.317 5_1.3
58 24.036 .75000 466.00 .2513-01 .3041-01 .3041-0I .9000 .8804-03 .1065-02 .6614 5.434 5_2.4
58 24.036 .77500 487.00 .2773-01 .3359-01 .3358-01 .9000 .9715-03 .II76-02 .7275 6.717 5S4.8
58 24.036 .80000 468.00 .27|4-01 .3285-01 .3295-0| .9000 .9509-03 .1151-02 .7136 6.594 553.2
58 24.036 .82500 469.00 .2774-01 .33_7-0| .3357-0| .9000 .9718-03 .1176-02 .7296 6.743 552.9
58 _.038 .85000 470.00 .2113-01 .2556-0| .2556-01 .9000 .7403-03 .8954-03 .5570 4,oJ_6 551.2
58 24.038 .97500 471.00 .2650-01 .3208-01 .3206-01 .9000 .9283-03 .1123-02 .6978 5.955 eJ52.0
58 24.036 .92500 472.00 .5180-0| .6290-01 .6290-01 .9000 .18|5-02 .2204-02 1.340 10.94 565.3
58 24.036 .95000 277.00 .4955-01 .603_-01 .6038-01 .9000 .1736-02 .2115-02 1.261 11.06 577.0
58 24.036 .97500 473.00 .8899-0| .|09_ .1092 .9000 .3118-02 .3825-02 2.198 23.62 598.9
DATE 23 FEB BO OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAOE 1716
OHB4B BO-O UPPER RH WING (R4UD2gl
UPPER RH WING PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH • 8.000 ALPHA - 40,00 BETA - .0000 ELEVON = -15,00
BDFLAP = -12.50 SPDBRK = .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L HACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RI-IO HU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO 6 IFT3 IFT2
718 .5143 7.900 39.98 ,3466-02 101.8 1246. 92.40 .1131-01 .4948 3723. .3305-03 .7435-07
_RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS 2Y/BW T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAWI (]DOT DTWDT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTUI DEG. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FTL:_=EC FTL:X3EC FT2SEC ISEC
718 24.036 .50000 460.00 .7719-03 .9323-03 .9323-03 .9000 .I328-04 .1604-04 .9815-0_ .7738-0! 521.7
718 24.036 .55000 461.00 .1900-02 .2297-02 .2297-02 .9000 .3269-04 .3952-04 .2355-01 .1737 525.1
718 24.036 .60000 462.00 .9889-03 .1194-02 .1194-02 .9000 .1702-04 .2054-04 .1236-01 .9613-01 519.4
718 24.036 .65000 463.00 .1020-02 .1232-02 .123¢?-02 .9000 o1756-04 .2118-04 .1274-01 .9909-01 519.9
71B 24.036 .70000 464.00 .I984-02 .2395-02 .2395-02 .9000 .3414-04 .4122-04 .='_476-01 .1861 520.3
718 24.036 ,72500 465.00 .2485-02 ,2999-02 .2999-02 .9000 .4275-04 .5161-04 .3103-0! .2413 519.8
718 24.036 .75000 466.00 .2914-02 .3520-02 .3520-02 .9000 .5014-04 .6056-04 .3B32-0! .3031 5_1.4
718 24.036 .77500 467.00 .2135-02 .2577-02 .2577-02 .9000 .3674-04 .4434-04 .2E6B-OI .L=507 5lB.5
718 24.036 .80000 468.00 .2357-02 ,2846-02 .2846-02 .9000 .4056-04 .4896-04 .2946-01 .2769 519.4
718 2'4.036 .82500 469.00 .2419-02 .2920-02 ,2920-02 .9000 .4162-04 .5024-04 .3019-01 .2837 520._
718 24.036 .85000 4?0.00 .2396-02 .2893-02 .2893-08 .9000 .4122-04 .4977-04 .2989-01 .2695 520.8
718 24.036 .B7500 471.00 .1885-02 .2276~02 .2276-02 .9000 .3L_.t4-04 .3917-04 .2354-01 .2042 520.1
71B 24.036 .92500 472.00 .4325-02 .5222-02 .5222-02 .9000 .7443-04 .B985-04 .5401-01 .4511 5¢7.0.0
718 24.036 .95000 277.00 .8990-02 .1061-01 .1061-0l .900Q .1513-03 .1826-03 .1097 .9693 5_0.4
718 24.036 .97500 473.00 .280J-01 .3386-01 .3386-01 .9000 .4820-03 .5826-03 .3478 3.914 t_.1
) )
• )"
DATE 23 FEB BO OH84B MODEL60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAOE 1717
OH84B 60-0 UPPER RH WING II_UOL=g|
UPPER RH WING PARAMETRICDATA
MACH = B.O00 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA = .0000 ELEVON = -15.00
BDFLAP = -12.50 SPDBRK = .0000
• *'TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO NU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. P$1A DEG. R DEG, R PSIA PSi FTISEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 IFT3 IFT2
716 1.024 7.940 39.99 .3470-02 20B.I 1257. 92.34 .2239-01 .¢J87g 3740. .6543-0| .7431-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS 2Y/BW T/C NO H/HREF HIHREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAW) O00T OTNOT TM
NUMBER R=I.O R=O.9 R= BTUIR BTU/R BTUI DEc. R BEG. R
TAW/TO FT29EC FT2SEC FTc_SEC ISEC.,
716 24.036 .50000 460.00 .4044-03 .4886-03 .4886-03 .9000 .9853-05 .liBO-04 .7184-02 .5764-0! 527.6
716 24.036 .55000 46i.00 .2317-02 .2802-02 .2B02-02 .9000 .5645-04 .6827-04 .4098-01 .3013 530,7
716 24,036 °60000 462,00 .1746-02 .2108-02 .210B-02 .9000 .4254-04 .5137-04 .3111-01 .¢_413 5¢_5.3
716 24.036 .65000 463.00 .1129-02 .1363-02 .1363"02 .9000 .2751-04 .3322-04 .2011-01 .15BO 525.5
716 24.036 .70000 464.00 .2368-02 .2959-02 .2859-02 .9000 .5769-04 .6966-04 .421B-01 .3162 525.5
716 24.036 .72500 465.00 .2263-02 .2732-02 .2732-02 .9000 .5515-04 .6657-04 .403B-01 .3133 52_,4
716 24.036 ,75000 466.00 .2611-02 .3153-02 .3153-02 .9000 .6362-04 .7683-04 ,4651-01 .3873 525.7
716 24,036 .77500 467.00 .2133-02 .2574-02 .2574-02 .9000 .5197-04 .6272-04 .3810-01 .3574 523.6
716 24,036 .80000 468.00 .2517-02.303B-02 .3038-02 .9000 .6134-04 .7403-04 .4497-01 .4218 523.5
716 24.036 .82500 469,00 _4058-02 ;4899=02 ,4899-02 .9000 .9887-04 .I194-03 .723B-01 .6785 524.6
716 24.036 .85C00 470.00 .3171-02 .3828-02 .3826-02 .BOO0 .7725-04 .9326-04 .5656-01 .6069 _,,7
716 24.036 .87500 471.00 ,2438-02 .2943-02 .2943-02 .9000 .5941-04 .7171-04 .4353-01 .3768 524.0
716 24.036 .92500 472.00 .6225-02 .7513-02 .7513-02 .9000 .1517-03 .1831-03 .III2 .926B 523.7
716 24.036 ;95000 277,00 ;8580-02 .1035-01 .1035-01 .9000 .2090-03 .2523-03 .1533 1.381 523.1
716 24.036 :97500 : 473.00 :3647-0] .4291-01 .4291-01 .9000 .8643-03 ,1045-02 .6266 7.024 531.7
JDATE 23 FEB BO OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAOIE |7|8
. \
'i : OH84B 60-0 UPPER RH NING fR_UO2CJ)
• uPPER RH WING PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA = .0000 ELEVON - -15.00
BDFLAP = -12.50 SPDBRK = .0000
"*'TEST CONDITIONS'*"
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA B£TA PO TO T P O V RHO HU
NUH_ER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG, R PSIA PSI FTISEC SLUBS LB-SEC
X]O 6 IFT3 IFT2
710 2.005 7.980 40.03 .!045-0! 436.6 !304= 94o9! °4546-0! 2°026 38!!o o!_93-02 .7637-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS 2Y/BN T/C NO H/HREF HIHREF " HIHREF TAN/TO HITO) H(TAW) QDOT OTWDT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=O.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTUI DEG. R BEG. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FTBSEC . FTL:_3EC /SEC
710 24.036 .50000 460.00 .9458-03 .1138-02 .1138-02 .9000 .3321-04 .3995-04 .2568-01 .2058 530.3
710 24.036 .55000 461,00 .2103-02 .2532-02 .2532-02 .9000 .7387-04 .8893-04 .5685-01 .4174 5:_.0
710 24.036 .60000 462.00 .6252-02 .'7518-02 .7518-02 .9000 .2196-03 .2640-03 .1700 !.316 5_3.4
710 24.036 .65000 463.00 .7999-02 .9622-02 .9622-02 .9000 .2809-03 .3379-03 ,2171 1.679 530.8
710 24.036 .70000 464.00 .1179-01 .1419-01 .1419-01 .9000 .4142-03 .4982-03 .3200 2.392 53!.0
710 24,036 .72500 465.00 .!677o0I .2017-01 .2017-01 .9000 .5888-03 .7084-03 ,4547 3.515 531.4
710 24.036 .75000 466.00 .2163-01 .2604-01 .2604-01 .9000 .7596-03 .9145-03 .5846 4.848 534.1
710 24.036 .77503 467.00 .2222-01 .2675-01 .2675-01 .9000 .7803-03 .9392-03 .6013 5.613 533.1
710 R4.036 .80090 468.00 .2341-01 .2818-0t .2818-01 .9000 .8223-03 .9897-03 .6337 5.915 533.0
710 24,036 .82500 469,00 .2736-01 .3296-01 .3296-01 .9000 .9610-03 .1158-02' .7377 6.876 536.0
710 _.036 .85000 470.00 .1961-01 _2360-0l .2360-01 .9000 .6896-03 .8288-03 .5308 4,757 532.8
710 24.036 .87500 471.00 .1673-01 ,2013-01 .2013-01 .9000 .5877-03 .7070-03 .4539 3.915 531.2
710 24.036 .92500 472.00 .6771_01 .8179-01 .8179-0l .9000 .2378-02 .2872-02 1.801 14.85 546._
710 24.036 .95000 277,00 .6374=01.7701-01 ,7701-01 ,9000 .2238-02 .2704-02 1.694 15.08 546.7
710 24.036 .97500 473.00" .1235 .1498 .1498 .9000 .4336-02 .5261-02 3,214 35.48 562,3
DATE 23 FEB 80 0H848 MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 171B
OHB4B 60-0 UPPER RI..I WING (R41,,,JOc_gi
UPPER RH HINO PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA = .0000 ELEVON - "15.00
BDFLAP = -12.50 SPDBRK = .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO
NUMBER /FT DEO. 0EO. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO 6 /FT3 /FT2
708 2.986 7.990 40.06 .1048-01 669.0 1326. 96.29 .6909-0! 5.087 3843. ,!937-02 =7-'_8-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS 2Y/BW TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO HfTOI H(TAW) ODOT DTNOT TM
NUMBER R=].O R=O.9 R= 6TU/R BTUIR BTUI DEG. R OEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC
708 24.036 .50000 460.00 ,2533-02 .3046-02 .3046-02 .9000 .II01-03 .1324-03 .8655-01 .6902 539.5
708 24.036 .55000 461.00 .4781-02 .5756-02 .5756-02 .9000 .2079-03 .2502-03 .1627 1.189 543.0
708 24.036 .60000 462.00 .1008-0! .1212-01 .1212-01 .9000 .4381-03 .5268-03 .3449 2.657 538.4
708 24.036 .65000 463.00 .1206-01 .|450-0t .1450-01 .9000 .5241-03 .6304-03 .4124 3.176 538.9
708 24,036 .70000 464.00 .1512-01 .1818-01 .1818-01 .9000 .6574-03 .7905-03 .5175 3.B=:J.) 538.5
708 24.036 .72500 465.00 .2039-01 .2452-01 .2452-01 .9000 .8865-03 .1066-02 .6979 5.377 538.3
708 24.036 .75000 466.00 .2564-0! .3084-01 ,3084-01 .9000 .1II5-02 .1341-02 .8753 7,235 540.4
708 24.036 .77500 467.00 .2545-01 .3060-0I .3060-0I .9000 .1106-02 .1330-02 .8708 8.106 53_.5
708 24.036 .80000 468.00 .2530-01 .3041-01 .3041-01 .9000 .1100-02 .1322-02 .8669 8.074 537.4
708 24.036 .82500 469.00 .3057-01 .3677-0| .3677-0I .9000 .]329-02 .]599-02 1.044 9.705 540.4
708 24,036 .85000 470.00 .2456-01 .2952-0l .2952-01 .9000 .1068-02 .1284-02 .8420 7.529 537. I
708 24,036 .87500 471.00 .2532-01 .3044-01 .3044-0| .9000 .]I01-02 .1323-02 .8667 7,448 538.2
708 24.036 .92500 472.00 .8461-01 .I025 .I025 .9000 .3678-02 .4454-02 2.800 22.87 564.4
708 24.036 .95000 277.00 .80BO-Ol .9774-01 .9774-0I .9000 .3512-02 ,4249-02 2.686 23.73 561.1
708 24.036 .97500 473.00 .I304 .1585 .1585 .9000 .5669-02 .6892-02 4.234 46._5 578.7
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1720
OH84B 60-0 UPPER RH WING (R4U03O)
UPPER RH WING PARAM'ETRIC DATA
MACH = 8,000 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA = .0OOO ELEVON = -15.00
8OFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK = .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P G Y _
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R OEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO 6 /FT3 /FT2
720 .5013 7.900 39.98 .3465-02 100.8 1258. 93.36 .1120-01 .4894 3742. ._38-03 .7513-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS 2YIBN T/C NO H/I-IREF HII.E::_F H/HREF TAW/T0 H(TO) H(TAN] 000T OTNDT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=O.9 R= BTUIR BTUIR BTUI OEO. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FTBSEC FTBSEC FT;_-raEC ISEC
720 84.036 .50000 460.00 .6844-03 .8259-03 .8259-03 .9000 .1174-04 .1417-04 .81522-02 .8930-01 524.2
720 24.036 .55000 461.00 .1780-02 .2150-02 .2150-02 .8000 .3054-04 .3689-04 .2233-01 .1645 52"7.5
720 24.036 .60000 462.00 .1295-02 .1562-02 .1562-02 .9008 .2222-04 .2680-04 .1637-01 .1272 522.1
720 24.036 ,65000 463.00 .1305-02 .1574-02 .15"P'_-02 .9000 .2238-04 .2700-04 .1848-01 .1280 522.4
720 24.036 .70000 464.00 .2548-02 .3073-02 .3073-02 .9000 14370-04 .5272-04 .3217-01 .2416 522.5
720 24.036 .72500 465.00 .2965-02 .3575-02 .3575-02 .9000 .5085-04 .6132-04 .3748-01 .2912 521.6
720 24.036 .75000 466.00 .3606-02 .4350-02 .4350-02 .9000 .6185-04 .7461-04 .4550-01 .3795 522.9
720 24.036 .77500 467.00 .2604-02 .3139-02 .3139-02 .8000 .4466-04 .5385-04 .3294-01 .3094 521.1
720 24.036 .80000 468.00 .2620-02 .3159-02 .3159-02 .9000 .4494-04 .5419-04 .3315-01 .31t4 521.0
720 24.036 .83500 469.00 .2608-02 .3145-02 .3145-02 .9000 .4473-04 .5395-04 .3296-81 .3095 521.8
720 24.036 .85000 470.00 12600-02 _3136-02 .3136-02 .9000 .4461-04 .5380-04 .3286-01 .2962 521.9
720 24.036 .87500 471.00 .1944-02 .2344-02 .2344-02 .9000 .3334-04 .4020-04 .2457-01 .2130 521.5
720 24.036 .92500 472.00 .2933-02 .3536-02 .3536-02 .9000 .5031-04 .6065-04 .3712-01 .3099 520.8
• 720 24.036 .95000 277.00 .5746-02 ;6928-02 .6928-02 .9000; .9857-04 .1188-03 .7276-01 .656¢?. 520.5
_720 24.036 .97500 473.00 .2022-01 .2439-01 .2439-0! .9000 ; .3468-03 .4184-03 .2551 2.871 523:2
OATE 23 FEB BO OHB4B HODEL 60-0 IN THE AZDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAG_ |7_|
OHB4B 60-0 UPPER RH WING (R4U030}
UPPER RH WING PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA = 40.00 8ETA = .DO00 £LEVON = -15.00
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK = .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V Rt.-IO HIJ
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS L8-SEC
XlO 6 /FT3 IFT2
714 ,9986 7.940 40.00 .I042-01 205.2 1266. 93.00 .2207-01 .9741 3754. .6406-03 .7484-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS 2Y/BW TiC NO H/HREF HIHREF H/HREF TAW/TO H{TO) H{TAW) OOOT OTNOT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=O.9 R= BTU/R 8TU/R BTUI OlEG. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FTESEC . FT2SEC FTESEC ISEC
714 84.036 .50000 460.00 .2783-03 .3355-03 .3355-03 .8000 .8743-05 .8128-05 .5008-02 .4027-01 _3.0
714 24.036 .55000 461,00 .8375-03 .1010-02 .1010-02 .9000 .2029-04 .2448-04 .1500-01 .1105 526.4
714 24.036 .60000 462.00 .9007-03 .I085-02 .1085-02 ,8000 .2182-04 .2628-04 .1628-01 .1284 520.3
7!4 24.036 °65000 463,00 .1221-02 ,1471-02 .1471-02 .9000 .2958-04 .3563-04 ,2203-01 .1712 _0o8
714 24.036 .70000 464.00 .1567-02 .1888-02 .1888-02 .go00 .3798-04 .4574-04 ,2826-01 .2183 521.E
714 24.036 .72500 465.00 .1853-02 .2232-02 .2232-02 .9000 .4489-04 .5407-04 .3344-0! .2599 520.7
714 24.036 .75000 466.00 .2945-02 .3550-02 .3550-02 .9000 .7134-04 .8599-04 .5299-01 .4418 522.8
714 24.036 .77500 467.00 .2717-02 .3273-02 .3273-02 .9000 .658|-04 .7928-04 .4904-01 .4607 580.5
714 24.036 .80000 468.00 .2617-02 .3152-02 .3152°02 .9000 .6340-04 .7636-04 .4727-01 .4441 520.1
714 24,036 .82500 469.00 .2839-02 .3420-02 .3420-02 .9000 .6876-04 .8284-04 .5121-01 ,4810 520.9
714 24.036 .85000 470.00 .3188-02 .3841-02 .3841-02 .9000 .7723-04 .9305-04 ,5749-01 .5183 521.2
714 24.036 .87500 471.00 .7434-02 .8959-02 .8959-02 .9000 .1801-03 .2170-03 .1339 1.161 521.9
714 24.036 .92500 472.00 .3360-01 .4055-01 .4055-01 .9000 .8140-03 .9822-03 .6017 5,010 526.4
714 24.036 .95000 277.00 .3625-01 .4376-01 .4376-0I .9000 .8780-03 .I060-02 .6473 5.814 528.4
714 24.036 .97500 473.00 .6546-01 .7918-01 .7918-0I .9000 .1586-02 .1918-02 1.159 12.96 535.1
DATE 23 FEB 80 0H84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 17a
0H848 60-0 UPPER RH WING rR4UO_O)
UPPER RH WING PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH 8.000 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA " .0000 ELEVON - -I5.00
6DFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK - .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS'**
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P G V RNO NU
NUHBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/_EC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 /FT3 /FT2
712 1.997 7.980 40.05 .1047-01 433.8 1302. 94.76 .4516-0I 2.013 3808. .1286-02 .7626-07
RUN HREF 9TN NO




RUN XO MS 2Y/BN TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO HITO) H(TAN) ODOT OTHDT TN
NUMBER R-I.O R-O.9 R= BTU/R BTUIR BTUI 0£8. R DEG. A
TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FTc_-JEC /SEC
712 24.036 .50000 460.00 .6912-03 .8316-03 .8316-03 .9000 .2419-04 .2910-04 .1864-01 .1493 531.0
712 24.036 .55000 461.00 .1126-_2 .1356-02 .1356-02 .9000 .3939-04 .4744-04 .3022-01 .2218 534.4
712 24.036 .60000 462.00 .8522-03 .1025-02 .10L_5-02 .9000 .2982-04 .3585-04 .2307-01 .1787 527.9
712 24.036 .65000 463.00 .2186-02 .2629-02 .2629-02 .9000 .7651-04 .9200-04 .5914-01 .4579 528.6
712 24.036 .70000 464.00 .4946-02 .5948-02 .59h8-02 .9000 .1731-03 .2081-03 .1337 I.OOI 529.0
7;2 24.036 .72500 465.00 .5491-02 .6602-02 .6602-02 .9000 .1922-03 .2310-03 .1486 1.151 528.2
712 24.056 .)SOuo 466.00 .6604-02 .7944-02 .7944-02 .9000 .23ii-03 .2760-03 .i783 i.48i 530.3
712 24.036 .77500 467.00 .6678-02 .8027-02 .8027-02 .9000 .2337-03 .2809-03 .1809 1.694 527.4
712 24.036 .80000 468.00 .5282-02 .6348702 .6348-02 .9000 .1848-03 .2221-03 .1433 1.343 526.2
712 24.036 .82500 469.00 .6852-02 .8236-02 .8236-02 .9000 .2398-03 .2882-03 .!857 1.738 527.3
712 24.036 .85000 470.00 .6578-02 .7908-02 .7908-02 .9000. .2302-03 .2767-03 .1782 1.602 5,?.7.4
712 24.036 .87500 47 .00 .8814-02 .I059-01 .1059-01 .9000 .3084-03 .3707-03 .2389 2.065 527.1
712 24.036 .92500 472.00 .5514-01 .6649.01 .6649-01 .8000 .1930-02 .23_7-02 1.472 12.19 538.8
712 24.036 .95000 277.00 .6568-01 .7928-01 .7928-01 .9000 .2298-02 .2774-02 1.743 15.54 543.1
712 24.036 .97500 473.00 .1252 .1518 .1518 .9000 .4381-02 .5312-02 3.252 35.95 559.2
) )
DATE 23 FEB 80 0H848 MODEL60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1723
• OHB4B 60_0 UPPER RH WING (R4U030)
UPPER RH WING PARAMETRIC DATA
HACH • 6.000 ALPHA • 40,00 BETA = .0000 ELEVON - -15.00
BDFLAP • ,0000 SPDBRK • .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG, PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO 6 IFT3 IFT2
706 3.002 7,990 40.06 .6989-02 668.9 1321. 95.92 .6908-01 3.087 3836. .1944-02 .'/'/19-07
RUN HREF STN NO




H,.AN, ODOT DTWDT TNRUN XO MS 8Y/BW T/C N0 H/HREF H/HREF H/HIRER TAW/TO H(TO) '_ '
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= 8TUIR BTU/R BTU/ 0_8. R OEG. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC
706 24.036 .50000 460.00 .9516-03 .1144-02 .1144-02 .8000 .4134-04 .4969-04 .3249-01 .L_59"/ 534.8
706 24.036 .55000 46;.00 .2000-02 .2406-02 .2406-02 .9000 .8688-04 .1045-03 .6803-01 .4986 537.6
706 24.036 .60000 462.00 .2404-02 .2897-02 .2887-02 .8000 .1044-03 .1254-03 .6246-01 .6376 531.1
706 24.036 °65000 463.00 .5296-02 .6361-02 .6361-02 .9000 .2301-03 .2764-03 .!815 1.403 532.0
706 24.036 .70000 464.00 .7769-02 .8330-02 .9330-02 .9000 .3375-03 .4053-03 .2664 1.881 531.4
706 24.036 .72500 465.00 .9158-02 .1100-01 .1100-01 .9000 .3979-03 .4777-03 .3144 2.432 530.5
706 24.036 .75000 466.00 o1092-0! .1312-01 .1312-0! .9000 .4744-03 .5699-03 .3740 3.104 532.4
706 24.036 .77500 467.00 .9343-02 .1122-01 .1122-0I .9000 .4059-03 .4873-03 .3210 3.001 529.9
706 24.036 .80000 468.00 .8199-02 .9827-02 .9827-02 .9000 .3557-03 .4269-03 .2819 2.638 528.2
706 24.036 .82500 469.00 .I088-0! .1306-01 .1306-01 ,9000 .4725-03 .5672-03 .3735 3.491 _30.1
706 24,036 .85000 470.00 .9535-02 .tl45-01 .1145-01 .3000 .4142-03 .4973-03 .3276 2.94I _9.7
706 24.036 .87500 47 .00 .1199-01 .1439-01 ,1_39-0! .9000 .5209-03 ,6252-03 .4123 3.558 5_9.2
• 706 24,036 .92500 472.00 .7681-01 .9275,01 .9275-0I .9000 .3337-02 .4029-02 2.564 21.07 ¢d52,3




















































































































































DATE 23 FEB BO OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONICTUNNEL PAOI_ 17_
OHB4B 60-0 UPPER RH NING tR4U031)
UPPER RH NING PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH - 6.000 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA = .0000 ELEVON = -la.50
BDFLAP = -12.50 SPDBRK • .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L HACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO
NUHBER /FT DEG, DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSi FTISEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO 6 /FT3 IFTa
740 t=O!9 7=940 39+9g -+206!-0! 209.3 !266. 93.00 .2252-0I .9937 L_-#4. .653_-03 .'7484=07
RUN HREF sTN NO




RUN XO MS 2Y/BN TIC NO HIHREF HII-IREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN) O00T DTMDTI TM
NUHBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R 6TUIR 6TU/ DE6. R DE6. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC. FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
740 24.036 .50000 460.00 .I073-02 .1297-02 .1297-02 .9000 .2626-04 ,3174-04 .19E7-0! .154E 53_..0
740 24.036 ,55000 461.00 .1865-02 .2256-02 .2256-02 .9000 .4562-04 .5518-04 .3333-0! .L:_45 5_+!
740 24.036 .60000 462.00 .I052-02 .]270-02 .1270-02 .9000 .2573-04 .3107-04 .1893-01 .1465 PJc_g.8
740 24.036 .65000 463.00 .1519-02 .1835-02 .1635-02 .9000 .3717-04 .4490-04 .2731-01 .2112 530.9
740 24.036 .70000 464.00 .22r0-02 .2670-02 .2670-02 .9000 .5407-04 .6633-04 .3973-01 .2970 530,9
740 24.036 .72500 465.00 .2925-02 .3533-02 .3533-02 ,9000 .7157-04 .8644-04 .6265-0! .4074 630.0
740 24.036 .75000 466.00 .4193-02 .5067-02 .5067-02 .9000 .1026-03 .1240-03 .7530-01 .6252 531.6
740 24.036 .77500 467,00 .4341-02 .5243-02 .5243-02 .9000 ;1062-03 .]283-03 .TBlO-O! .7300 530.3
740 24.036 .80000 468.00 .4067-02 .4913-02 .4913-02 .9000 .9950-04 .]202-03 .7315-0! .6836 530.5
740 24.036 .82500 469.00 .5777-02 .6981-02 .69BI-02 .9000 .1413-03 .1708-03 .I037 .9697 631.9
740 24.036 .85C00 470.00 ,4498-02 .5436-02 ,5436-02 .9000 .1100-03 .1330-03 .B070-OI .7234 532.3
• 740 24.036 .B7500 471.00 .388g-02 .4Ggg-02 .469g-02 .9000 .9514-04 .1150-03 .6982-01 .6020 631.8
740 24.036 .92500 472,00 .7030-02 .B494-02 .8494-02 .9000 .1720-03 .207B-03 .1263 1.04_ 531,3
740 24.036 .95000 277.00 .1180-0l .1425-0t .1425-9! .9000 .2886-03 .3467-03 .2lib l.egfl 531,7
740 24.036 .97500 473.00 .1056-01 .1276-01 .1276-0! .9000 .2585-03 .3122-03 .1902 2.134 5¢_9.9
•OATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL BO-O IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE|TL=6
.'i OHB4B 60-0 UPPER RH WING rR'WU03|)
uPPER RH WING PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = B.OOO ALPHA - 40.00 BETA " .0000 ELEVON - -12.50
BDFLAP = -I2.50 SPDBRK - .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L HACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
:: XIO 6 IFT3 IFT2
738 I°904 7.980 40.04 -.B093-01 434.8 1305. 94.98 .4527-01 2.018 3BI3. .12fl6-02 .?643-O?-
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS 2Y/BW TIC NO H/HREF H/H_EF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAW) (:lOOT OTNOT TW
NUMBER R=I,O R=0.9 R= BTU/R " BTU/R BTUI DEC. R DEC. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
738 24.036 .50000 460.00 ,7995-03 .9633-03 ,9633-03 .9000 ,2B02-04 .3376-04 .2150-01 .1716 537.4
73B __,03B .55000 461.00 .1753-02 .2113-02 .Bfl3-OB .9000 .6143-04 .7407-04 .4696-01 .3437 540.2
738 24.036 .60000 462.00 .2193-02 .2641-02 .2641-02 .9000 .7687-04 .9L:=56-04 .5915-01 .4564 535.2
738 24.036 .65000 463.00 .3041-02 .3663-0B .3663-02 .9000 .I066-03 .1284-03 .8186-01 .6312 536.6
738 24,036 .70000 464.00 .5954-02 .7171-02 .7171-02 .9000 .2097-03 .2513-03 .1604 1.196 535.2
738 24,036 .72500 465.00 .oouu-vc...................... .ou_c-uc . ou_c-u= .=uvu .=_,-u_ .=_,=-_ ..o_- I . a=J . 3
738 24.036 .75000 466.00 .B210-02 .9887-02 .9887-02 .9000 .2877-03 .3465-03 .2212 I.B33 53_.8
738 24.036 .77500 467.00 .7254-02 .8732-02 .8732-02 .9000 .2542-03 .3061-03 .1959 1.828 534.0
738 24.036 .80000 468.00 .5514-02 .B637-02 .6637-02 .9000 .1933-03 .2326-03 .1490 1.390 533.9
738 24.036 .82500 469.00 .6699-02 .8067-02 .8067-02 .9000 .2348-03 .282B-03 .IB06 1.684 535.4
738 24.036 .B5000 470.00 .7723-02 .9304-02 .9304-02 .9000 .2707-03 .3261-03 .2079 1.860 536.6
738 24.036 .B7500 471.00 .8466,02 .I020-Ol .1020-0I .9000 .2967-03 .3574-03 .22g0 1.962 536.2
738 24.036 .92500 472.00 .1411-01 .]699-0! .1699-01 .9000 .4945-33 .5954-03 .3B07 3.156 53_.B
738 24.036 .95000 277.00 o2019-01 .B432-01 .2432-01 ,9000 .7077-03 .8525-03 .5434 h.861 53_.e
738 24.036 .97500 473.00 .1810-0l .2178-01 .217B-OI .9000 .6343-03 .7635-03 .4890 5.476 53_.7
...• . •
DATE 23 FEB BO OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAO_ |7_P_
0H64B 60-0 UPPER RH NING IR_UO]I||
UPPER RH NING PARAMETRIC DATA
HACH = 8.000 ALPHA • 40.00 BETA • .0000 _LEVON m -1_.50
8DFLAP = -12.50 SPDBRK • .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSi FT/SEC SLUGS LBoSEC
xto 6 /FT3 /FT_
728 2.981 7.990 40.06 -.2097-01 667.2 ]325. 96.2] .6890-01 3.079 3842. .1933-02 .774_o01
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO HS 2Y/BN T/C NO HiHREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN) O00T DTNDT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEO. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FTL:_C FT2SEC /SEC
728 24,036 .50000 460.00 .7944-03 .9542-03 .9542-03 .9000 .3448-04 .4142-04 .2728-01 ._182 533.6
728 24.036 .55000 461.00 .2185-02 .2627-02 .2627-02 .9000 .9485-04 .|140-03 .7469-01 .5474 537.3
728 24.036 .60000 462.00 .4039-02 .4851-02 .4851-02 .9000 .I753-03 .2106-03 .1388 1.07_ 533.3
728 24.036 .65000 463.00 .4931-02 .5925-02 .5925-02 .9000 .2140-03 .2572-03 .1690 1.304 535.0
728 24.036 .70000 464.00 .7161-02 .8604-02 .8604-02 .9000 .3109-03 .3736-03 .6456 1.6_ 634.?
728 24.036 .72500 465.00 .8535-02 .1025-01 .1025-01 .9000 ,3705-03 .4450-03 .2931 2.264 533.6
?28 24.036 .?5000 466.00 .8963-02 .1077-01 .1077-01 .9000 .3891-03 .4676-03 .3071 2.545 535.4
728 24.036 .77500 467.00 .7305-02 .8774-02 .8774-02 .9000 .3171-03 .3809-03 .2508 2.341 533.6
728 24.036 .80000 468.00 .6841-02 .8216-02 .82]6-02 .9000 .2969-03 .3566-03 .235] 2.194 535.1
?28 24.036 .82500 469.00 .9418-02 .1132-0! ,tl32-01 .9000 _4088-03 .4913-03 .3227 3.009 535.3
?28 24.036 ,85000 4?0.00 .I112-0i .1337-01 .1337-01 .9000 .4828-03 .5803-03 .3805 3.404 536.4
728 24.036 .87500 471.00 .1317-0! .1583-01 .t583-01 .9000 .5717-03 .6872-03 .4506 3.876 536.4
728 24.036 .92500 472.00 .3936-01 .4740-01 .4740-0l .9000 .1708-02 .2057-02 1.334 II.01 543.9
?28 24.036 .95000 277.00 .4186-0l .5043-0l .5043-0! .9000 .]817-02 .2189-02 1.416 12.61 545.3
728 24.036 .97500 473.00 .4997-0l .6024-0] .6024-0l .9000 .2]69-02 .2615-02 1.685 18.74 .=547.7
DATE 23 FEB BO OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAOli 17L=lB
0H848 60-0 UPPER RH WING fRNU032)
UPPER RH WING PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = B.O00 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA - .0000 ELEVON - -12.50
BDFLAP = -5.000 SPDBRK • .0000
*''TEST CONDITIONS'**
RUN RN/L HACH ALPHA BETA PO rO T P O V RHO
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FTISEC SLUGS LB-SJ_C
XIO 6 IFT$ /Fl"l
724 .4953 7.900 39.97 -.1732-01 100.2 1263. 93.66 .1114-01 .4867 3748. .3211-03 .753E_.07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS 2YI8W TIC NO HIHREF HIHREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAN) COOT DTWO_ TN
NUHBER R=I.O R=O.9 R= BTU/R BTUIR BTU/ DIG. R DEG. R
TAW/T0 FT2SEC FT2SEC. FTL:_-JEC ISE¢
724 24.036 .50000 450.00 .1075-02 .1299-02 .1299-02 .9000 .1840-04 .2224-04 .1349-01 .1081 529.9
724 24.036 .55000 461.00 .2518-02 .3044-02 .3044-02 .9000 .4309-04 .5211-04 .3147-01 .2312 532.5
724 24.036 .60000 462.00 .1518-02 .t833-02 .1833-02 .9000 .2598-04 .3137-04 .I9tB"OI .1482 526.7
724 24.036 .65000 453.00 .|047-02 .|263-02 .i263-02 .9000 .|7Bi-04 .2|62-04 .|3iS-O| .|62| 527.0
724 24.036 .70000 464.00 .2594-02 .3130-02 .3130-02 .9000 .4439-04 .5359-04 .3269-01 .2448 526.6
724 24.036 .72500 465.00 .3374-02 .4071-02 .4071-02 .9000 .5774-04 .6968-04 .4258-01 .3302 5_._
724 24.036 .75000 466.00 .33!0-02 .3995-02 _3995-02 90no .5665-04 .6837-04 .4171-01 ._473 &S2 ._
724 24.036 .77500 467.00 .2838-02 .3423-02 .3423-02 .9000 .4857-04 .5859-04 .3586-0| .3362 5L=k._
724 24.036 .80000 468.00 .3017-02 .3639~02 .3639-02 .9000 .5164m04 .622g--04 .3814--01 .3576 5_.|• . o.o.. oo oooo ooo.o .ooo
724 24.036 .85000 470.00 .2857"02 .3447-02 .3447-02 .9000 .4889-04 .5899_04 .3606-01 .3245 .
724 24.036 .87500 471.00 .2134-02 .2574-02 .2574-02.9000 .3653-04 .4406-04 .2696-01 ,233_ ¢_'_.
5724 24.036 .92500 472.00 .2=20-02 .2556-02 .2556-02 .9000 .3628-04 .4375-04 .2683-01 .223_ .223
724 24.036 .85000 277,00 .2824-02 .3525-02 .3525-02 .9000 .5005-04 .6034-04 .3704-01 .333_ 522._
_24 24.036 .97500 473.00 .7005-02 ;8446-02 .8446-02 .9000 .II99-03 .1446-03 .8875-01 .BCJ4 522.g :
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PA_E |'/_b
OH84B 60-0 UPPER RH WING ,R4UO_,
UPPER RH WING PARAHETRIC DATA
MACH = B.000 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA = .0000 £L£VON = -12.50
BDFLAP = -5.000 SPDBRK " .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RI"IO HILl
NUMBER /FT DEG. BEG. PSIA DEG. R DEO. R PSIA PSi FTISEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 /FT3 IFT2
742 1.010 7.940 39.99 -.2082-01 207.8 1267. 93.08 .2235-01 .9865 3755. .8482-03 ._490-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO HS 8Y/BN TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) HtTAN) QOOT DTNOT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=O.9 R= • BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ O([G. R DEO. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FTBSEC FTc-_SEC ISEC
742 24,036 .50000 460.00 .II59-02 .1402-02 .I402-02 .9000 .2826-04 .3418-04 ,206B-01 .1653 535.0
742 24.036 ,55000 461.00 .8905-03 .1078-02 .|078-02 .9000 .2171-04 .2628-04 .1581-0! .1158 538.3
742 24.036 .60000 462.00 .1290-02 .1559-02 .1559-02 .9000 .3146-04 .3802-04 .2309-01 .I784 532.7
742 24.036 .65000 463.00 .;434-02 ,1734-02 .]734-02 .9000 .3497-04 .4227-04 .2564-01 .1980 533.5
742 24.036 .70000 464.00 .2740-02 .3312-02 .3312-02 .9000 .6680-04 .8075-04 .4899-01 .3658 533.3
742 24.036 .72500 465.00 .2911-02 .3517-02 .3517-02 .9000 .7097-04 .8575-04 .5215-01 .4031 531.8
742 24.036 .75000 466.00 .3413-02 .4125-02 .4125-02 .9000 .8321-04 .1006-03 .6106-01 .5067 532.9
742 24.036 .77500 467.00 .3075-02 ,3715-02 .3715-02 .9000 .7497-04 .9057-04 .5513-01 .5150 531.3
742 24.036 .80000 468.00 .3714-02 ,4488-02 .4488-02 .9000 .9056-04 .1094-03 .6656-01 .6417 531.7
742 24.036 .82500 469.00 ;5448-02 .6585=02 .6586-02 .9000 .1328-03 .1606-03 .9742-01 .90193 533.3
742 24.036 .85000 470.00 .5002-02 .6046-02 .6046-02 .9000 .f219-03 .1474-03 .8941-01 .8dl0 _33.5
742 24.036 .87500 471.00 .3691-02 .4461-02 ;446t-02 ;9000 ,9000-04 .1088-03 .6605-01 .5692 532.8
742 24.036 .92500 472.00 .4167-02 .5034-02 .5034-02 .9000 ,10]6-03 .1227-03 .7474-0! .6207 5_1.1
742 24.036 .95000 277.00 ,5640-02 .6812-02 .6812-02 .9000 .1375-03 .1661-03 .IOI2 ,9081 _. . 75 4 3. .7714- .93 4- .93 4- . , 881- .227|-03 .]387 I,_7
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL BO-O IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL FI_81£17_
0H84B B0-O UPPER RH WING If_t
UPPER RH WING PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH 8.000 ALPHA " 40.00 BETA - .0000 ELEVON - -li_.50
BDFLAP I' -5.000 SPDBRK = .0000
"'*TEST CONDITIONS°**
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P 0 V _ MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA OEG. R BEG. R PSIA PSI FTISEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XI0 6 IFT3 /FT2
736 2.005 7.980 40.05 -.2095-01 437.2 1305. 94.98 .4552-01 2.029 3813. .1293-02 .7843-07
.... HRE? STN NORVI.




RUN XO MS 2Y/BN T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) HITAWI O00T DTI,_)T TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R 8TU/R BTU/ OEG. R OED. RTAN/TO FT28EC FT2BEC FT2EC ISEC
736 24.036 .50000 480.00 .7850-03 .9454-03 .9454-03 .9000 .2759-04 .3323-04 .2121-01 .1685 535.8
736 24.036 .55000 461.00 .5863-03 .7066-03 .7068-03 .9000 .2061-04 .24B4-04 .1579-01 .1156 538.6
736 24.036 .60000 462.00 .2014-02 .2424-02 .2424-02 .9000 .7079-04 .8520-04 .5480-01 .4217 533.4
130 E_.UOO .BJUUU ................
736 24.036 .70000 464.00 .6468-02 .7787-02 .7787-02 .9000 .2273-03 .2737-03 1751 .307 534.5
736 24.036 .72500 46_.00 .6387-02 .7686-08 .7686-02 .9000 .2245-03 .2701-03 1734 .340 532.5
736 24.036 .75000 466.00 .70t0-02 .9439-02 .8439-02 .9000 .2464-03 .2966-03 1899 .575 533.9
736 24.036 .77500 4_7.00 .5996-02 .7214-02 .7214-02 .8000 .2107-03 .2535-03 1628 .521 531.9
736 24.036 .80000 468.00 .5178-02 .6230-02 .5230-02 .9000 .1820-03 .2i90-03 1407 .314 531,8
736 24.036 .82500 469.00 .7208-02 .8675-02 .8675-02 .9000 .2533-03 .3049-03 1954 .824 533.2
736 24.036 .85000 470.00 .8352-02 .1005-0] .1005-01 .9000 .2935-03 .35_4-03 .2261 2.025 534.3
736 24.036 .87500 471.00 .1029-01 .1238-0! .1238-01 .9000 .3EI6-03 .4353-03 .2786 2.399 _34.1
735 24.036 .92500 472.00 .2451-01 .2953-0I .2953-01 .9000 .8614-03 .I038-02 ,6614 5.477 _36.9
736 24.036 .95000 277.00 .2228-01 .2682-01 .2682-01 .9000 .7_29-03 .9427-03 .6027 5.3_8 534.9
736 : 24,036 .97500 . 473.00 .2703-01 73255-0! .3_55-01 .9000 .9500-03 .1144-02 .7]15 8.187 _34.7
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONICTUNNEL PAGE 1731
OH84B 60-0 UPPER RH WING fR4UO_)
UPPER RH WING PARAMETRICDATA
MACH - 8.000 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA - ;0000 ELEVON - -12.50
BDFLAP • -5.000 SPDBRK = .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L HACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 IFT3 /FT2
730 3o012 7.990 40.06 -.2097-01 668.8 1318. 95.71 .6907-01 3.086 3832. .1948-02 .7701-07
RUN HREF 5TN NO




RUN XO MS 2Y/BW T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HRE_ TAW/TO H(TOI HiTAW} ODOT DTWOT TW
NUMBER R•I.O R=O.9 R= BTU/R "BTU/R BTUI DEG. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FTBSEC FT2SEC FTBSEC /5£C
730 24.036 .50000 460.00 .6253-03 .7515-03 .7515-03 .9000 .2715-04 .3263-04 .2131-01 .1705 532.9
730 24.036 .55000 461.00 .2416-02 .2905-02 .2905-02 .9000 .1049-03 .1262-03 .9202-01 .6016 535.7
730 24.036 .60000 462.00 .4050-02 .4864-02 14864-02 .9000 .1759-03 .2112-03 .1385 1.071 530.2
730 24.035 .65000 463.00 .5418-02 .6508-02 .6508-02 .9000 .2353-03 .2826-03 .1851 |.432 530.8
730 2N.036 .70000 464.00 .8484-02 .1019-01 .1019-01 .9000 .3684-03 .4424-03 .2903 2.172 529.5
730 24.036 .72500 465.00 .1175-01 .1411-01 .1411-01 .9000 .5103-03 .6127-03 .4023 3.114 529.2
730 24.036 .75000 466.00 .1237-0! .1486-01 .1486-01 .9000 .5373-03 .6452-03 .4230 3.515 530.3
730 24.036 .77500 467.00 .9745-02 ,II70-01 .1170-01 .9000 .4232-03 .5079-03 .3341 3,126 528.2
730 24.036 .80000 468,00 .9573-02 .1149-01 .1149-01 .9000 .4|57-03 .4988-03 .3288 3.080 526.6
730 24,036 .82500 469.00 .1156-0I .1387-0! .1387-01 .9000 .5019-03 .6024-03 .3964 3,710 527.8
730 24.036 .85000 470.00 .1223-01 .1468-01 .1468-0] .9000 .5309-03 .6374-03 .4189 3.762 528.7
730 24.036 .87500 471.00 .1454-01 .1746-01 .1746-01 .9000 .6313-03 .7581-03 .4976 4.295 529.5
730 24.036 .92500 472.00 .3997-01 .4809_01 .4808-01 .9000 .1736-02 .2088-02 1.356 11.23 536.4
730 24.036 .95000 277.00 .6828-01 .8237-01 .8237-01 .9000 .2965-02 .3577-02 2.283 20.31 547.6
730 2h.036 .97500 473.00 .5394-01 .6494-01 .6494-01 .9000 .2342-02 .2820-02 1.822 20.34 538.8
•i:!
" DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE |7_
_ OHB4B 80-0 UPPER RH WING CR4UO33}
UPPER RH WING PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH • 8.000 ALPHA • 40.00 BETA = .0000 ELEVON • -12.50
BDFLAP = .0000 SPOBRK = .0000
*,,TEST CONDITIONS*'*
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO HU
NUMBER /_T DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSi FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XtO B /FT3 /FT2
722 .5008 7.900 39°98 -o!387-01 100.2 1256. 93. I4 .1114-0! .4865 3"737. .3827-03 .7495-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS 2Y/BN TIC NO H/HREF HIHREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) HITAN) (100T GTNDT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=O.B R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC
722 24.036 .50000 460.00 .1073-02 .1296-02 .1296-02 .BOO0 .1834-04 ._21G-04 .1335-0t .1071 r'_7.7
............ ^ ,._, _n ,nQT-n_ 1_ln-n_ t_tn-np Qn_N IR_P-04 .2240-04 .1343-0I .9B77-0! 530.6
722 24.036 .60000 462.00 .1105-02 .1334-02 .1334-02 .9000 .1889-04 .23B0-04 .1380-01 .1071 5_--_.8
722 24.036 .65000 463.00 .9112-03 .1100-02 .rio0-02 .BOO0 .155B-04 .IB81-04 .1138-01 .8826-01 525.2
722 24.036 .70000 464.00 .2349-02 .2837-02 .2837-02 .BOOO .4017-04 .4851-04 .2934-0| .2200 525.3
722 24.036 .72500 465.00 .2799-02 .3379-02 .3379-02 .9000 .4784-04 .5776-04 .3498-01 .2714 524.5
722 24.036 .75000 466.00 .3059-02 .3695-02 .3595-02 .9000 .5230-04 .6317-04 .3816-0I .3177 526.1
722 24.036 .77500 467.00 .2487-02 .3002-02 .3002-02 .9000 .4252-04 .5133-04 .311t-Of .291B 524.0
722 24.036 .80000 468.00 .2633-02 .3178-02 .3178-02 .9000 .4501-04 .5433-04 .3294-01 .3089 523.8
722 24.036 .B2500 469.00 .8568-02 .3101-02 .3101-02 .9000 .4391-04 .5301-04 .3210-01 .3009 524.6
722 24.036 .85000 470.00 .2593-02 .3131-02 .3131-02 .9000 .4433-04 .5353-04 .3240-01 .2915 524.8
722 24.036 .87500 471.00 .2088-02 .2521-02 .2521-02 .9000 .3570-04 .4310-04 .2611-01 .2260 624.3
722 24.036 ;92500 472.00 .1859-02 .2244-02 .2244-02 .9000 .3178-04 .3836-04 .2327-01 .1940 523.4
722 24.036 .95000 277.00 .182B_02 .2207-02 ;2207-02 .9000 ,3127-04 .3773-04 .2291-01 .2064 522.9
722 24.036 . .97500 473.00 .6640-02 .B013-02 _8013-02 .9000 .1135-03 .1370-03 .B321-OI .9370 522.7
DATE:23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1733
OH84B 60-0 UPPER RH WING tR4U033)
UPPER RH WING PARAHETRIC DATA
MACH = 9.000 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA = .GO00 ELEVON = -12,50
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK • .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS'**
RUN RNIL MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO HIU
NUHBER /FT DEG. OEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XtO 6 /FT3 IFT2
744 1.009 7.940 39.99 -.2081-01 207.3 1266. 93.00 .2230-0! .9941 3"754. .6472-03 .7484-07
HREF 9TN NO




RUN XO HS 2Y/BN TIC NO HIHREF H/HREF H/I.I;REF TAN/TO HfTO) HITAN) OOOT DTNDT TN
NUHGER R=I.O R=O.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
744 24.036 .50000 460.00 .9912-03 .I078-02 .I078-02 .9000 .2170-04 .2624-04 .1586-01 .I268 534_6
744 24.036 .55000 461.00 .7973-03 .9651-03 .9651-03 .9000 .1941-04 .2350-04 .1413-01 .1035 537.8
744 24.036 .60000 462.00 .1158-02 .1399-02 .1399-09 .9000 .2820-04 .3407-04 .2069-01 .1599 531.8
744 24.036 .65000 463.00 .t45[-02 .1754-02 .1754-02 .9000 .3533-04 .4270-04 .2590-0t .2002 532,5
744 24.036 .70000 464.00 .2533-02 .3061-02 .3061-02 .9000 .6168-04 .7454-04 .4525-01 .3381 532.0
744 24.036 .T2500 465.00 .2529-02 .3055-02 .3055-02 .9000 .6158-04 .T439-04 .4527-01 .3502 530.5
744 24.036 .75000 4C3.00 .3062-02 .3699-02 .3699-02 .9000 .7454-04 .9007-04 .5472-01 .4544 531.5
744 24.036 .77500 467.00 .2880-02 .3479-02 ;3479-02 .9000 .7013-04 .8470-04 .5190-01 .4825 529.8
744 24.036 .80000 468.00 .3853-02 .4653-02 .4653-02 .9000 .9381-04 .1133-03 .6901-01 .6451 530.!
744 24.036 .82500 469.00 .5246-02 .6339-02 .6339-02 .9000 .12T7-03 .1543-03 .9378-01 .8761 531.5
744 24.036 .85000 470.00 .4789-02 .5787-02 ,5787-02 .9000 ,1166-03 .1409-03 .8561-01 .7677 531.6
744 24.036 .87500 471.00 .3550-02 ,4289-02 .4289-02 .9000 .8645-04 ,|044-03 .6353-01 .5480 530.8
744 24.036 .92500 472.00 .4504-02 .5439-02 .5439-02 .9000 .1097-03 .13_'_-03 .8076-01 .6714 529.3
744 24.036 .95000 277.00 .5891-02 .7tl2-02 .7112-02 .9000 .1434-03 .IT32-03 .lOST ,9492 528.7
744 24.036 .97500 473.00 .8215-02 .9916-02 .9916-02 .9000 .2000-03 .2414-03 .1476 1.658 527.7
DATE 23 FEB 80 0H84B MODEL60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1734
OH849 60-0 UPPER RH WING fR4U0331
UPPER RH WING PARAHETRIC DATA
HACH - 8.000 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA = .0000 ELEVON = -12.50
3DFLAP - .0000 SPDBRK = .0000
''*TEST CONOITIONS'*"
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FTISEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 IFT3 /FT2
734 2.024 7.980 40.04 -.2OSl-OI 437.2 1297. 94.40 .455_-0| 2.029 3801. .1301-02 .'P596-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO 1"15 2Y/BN TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) HfTAN) COOT DTNOT TN
NUI'IBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ GEG. R DE6. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT25EC ISEC
734 24.036 .50000 460.00 .7872-03 .9485-03 .948'5-03 .9000 .2764-04 .3330-04 .2108-01 .1686 533.9
734 24°036 ,55000 461.00 .1153-02 .13D1-02 .1391-02 .9000 .4049-04 .4982-04 .3077-0! .2255 536.8
734 24.036 .60000 462.00 .1718-02 .2069-02 .2069-02 .9000 .6033-04 .7265-04 .4612-01 .3565 532.2
734 24.036 .65000 463.00 .Z790-02 .4567-02 .4567-02 .9000 .1331-03 .1603-03 .1014 .7831 534.3
734 24.036 .70000 464.00 .5761-02 .6941-02 .6941-02 .9000 .2023-03 .2437-03 .1543 1.152 533.9
734 24.036 .72500 465.00 .7968-02 .9598-02 .9598-02 .9000 .2797-03 .3370-03 .2135 1.649 533.3
734 24.036 .75000 466,00 .9247-02 .1114-01 .Itl4-OI .9000 .3246-03 .39|3-03 .2472 2.049 535.1
734 _.036 .77500 467.00 .7054-02 .8497-02 .8497-02 .9000 .2476-03 .2983-03 .1890 1.764 533.3
734 24.036 .80000 468.00 .6499-02 .7829-02 .7829-02 .9000 .2282-03 .2749-03 .1741 1.625 533.5
734 24.036 182500 469.00 .8346-02 .1006-01 .I006-01 .9000 .2930-03 .3531-03 .2232 2.08I 535.0
734 24.036 .85C00 470.00 .8371-02 .1009-01 .1009-01 .9000 .2939-03 .3543-03 .2235 2.000 536.1
734 24.036 .87500 471.00 .9255-02 .1117-01 .1117-01 ,9000 .3253-03 .3921-03 .2474 2.129 535.9
734 24.036 .92500 472.q0 .3037-0i .3667-01 .3667-0! .9000 .1066-02 .1287-02 .8053 6.653 541.4
734 24;036 .95000 277.00 .3163-01 .3819-01 .3818-01 .9000 .1111-02 .1341-02 .8391 7.489 541.1
734 24.035 .97500 473.00. .3931-01 .4743-01 .4743-01 .9000 .1380-02 .1665-02 1.045 11.66 539.7
• • 7
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL60-0 IN THE AEDC VKP HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1735
0H849 60-0 UPPER RH WING (I_U03_)
UPPER RH NING PARAMETRIC DATA
" MACH = 9.000 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA = .0000 ELEVON = -12.50
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK- .0000
***TEST CONDITION3***
RUN RN/L HACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEGo PSIA DEGo R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 /FT3 IFT2
732 3.029 7.990 40.06 -.2096-01 672.6 1318. 95.71 .6946-01 3.104 3832. .1959-02 .7701-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS BY/BN TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAW) O00T DTNOT TN
NUMBER R-I.O R=O.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R GTUI OEG. R DE:G. R
TAW/TO FTBSEC FT2SEC FTESEC ISEC
732 24,036 .50000 460.00 .6894-03 ,8285-03 .8285-03 .9000 ,3002-04 .3608-04 .2355-01 .1885 533.l
732 L:=4.036 .55000 451.00 .1994-02 ,2398-02 .2398-02 .9000 .8684-04 .1044-03 .6791-01 .4982 535.6
732 24.036 .60000 462.00 .4639-02 ,5572-02 .5572-02 .9000 .2020-03 .2426-03 .1590 1.230 530.4
732 24.036 .65000 463.00 .4504-02 .5410-02 .5410-02 .8000 .1961-03 .2356-03 .|544 1.195 530.3
732 24.036 .70000 464.00 .8108-02 .9736-02 .9736-02 .9000 .3531-03 .4239-03 .2783 2.082 529.4
732 24.036 .72500 465.00 .1093-01 .1312-01 .1312-0t .9000 ,4760-03 .5714-03 .3757 2.909 528.4
732 24.036 .75000 466.00 .1275-01 .1531-01 .1531-01 .9000 .5552-03 .6667-03 .4376 3.637 529.5
732 94.036 .77500 467.00 .1016-01 .1219-01 .12=9-01 .9000 .4422-03 .5306-03 .3497 3.275 526.9
732 24.036 .80000 468.00 .7622-02 .9144-02 .9144-02 .9000 .3319-03 .3982-03 .2627 2,451 526.2
732 24.036 .82500 469.00 .]129-01 .I355-0_ .1355-01 .9000 .4918-03 .5902-03 .3866 3,638 527.4
732 24.036 .85000 470.00 .I131-01 .1358-01 .1358-01 .9000 .4926-03 .5913-03 .3890 3.495 528.0
732 24.036 ,87500 471.00 ,1230-01 .1477-01 .1477-01 .9000 .5357-03 .6430-03 ,4230 3.654 528.0
732 24.036 .92500 472.00 ,3985-01 .4795-01 ,4795-01 .9000 .1735-02 .2088-02 1,355 11.22 537.1
732 24,036 .95000 277.00 ;4275-01 .5144-0[ .5144-01 .9000 .1862-02 .2240-02 1,452 12.99 537.5
732 24.036 .97500 473.00 .4528-01:.5446-01 .5446-01 .9000 .1972-02 .2372-02 1.54l 17.24 536.1
: iI_7 /
'i ' DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL50-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1736
OHB4B 60-0 UPPER RH WING (R4U034)
i
UPPER RH WING PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA • 40.00 BETA ,, .0000 ELEVON - -5.000
BDFLAP • -12.50 SPDBRK - .0000
***TEST CONOITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSi FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 IFT3 IFT2
634 .5013 7.900 39.93 -.3449-02 100.1 1253. 92.91 .1112-01 .4859 3753° .3231-03 .7477-g7
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN X0 MS BY/BW TIC NO HIHREF H/HREF H/FREF TAN/T0 H(TO) H(TAW) (]DOT DTNOT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTUtR BTUIR BTUI DEG. R OEO. RTAW/T0 FTBBEC FT_SEC FT¢_-_EC /SEC
634 24.036 .50000 460.00 .4981-03 .6024-03 .6024-03 .9000 .8506-05 .1029-04 .6155-02 .4934-0! 5B9.!
634 24.036 .55000 461.00 .1043-02 .1263-02 ,1253-02 .9000 .1782-04 .2157-04 .12B4-01 .9439-01 531.9
634 24.036 .60000 462.00 .4711-03 .5692-03 .5692-03 °9000 .8046-05 .9720-05 .5851-0B .4538-01 525.4
634 24.036 .65000 463.00 .4215-03 .5092-03 .5092-03 .9000 .7198-05 .8696-05 .5233-02 .4058-01 525.6
634 24.036 .70000 464.00 .1056-02 .|276-02 .1276-02 .9000 .1804-04 .2179-04 .1311-01 .9828-0! 5L_3.8
634 24.036 ,72500 465.00 .2159-02 .2609-02 .2609-02 .9000 .3688-04 .4455-04 .268B-0! .2080 525.3
634 24.036 .75000 466.00 .2913-02 .3526-02 .3526-02 .9000 .4982-04 .6021-04 .3616-01 .30|0 526.9
634 24.036 .77500 467.00 .2469-02 .2982-02 .2982-02 .9000 .4215-04 .5092-04 .3069-0| .2877 524.7
634 24.036 .80000 468.00 .2681-02 .3238-02 .3238-02 .9000 .4579-04 .5530-04 .3335-0! .3127 524.4
634 24.036 182500 469.00 .3674-02 .4438-02 .4438-02 .9000 .6274-04 .7579-04 .4563-01 .4277 525.3
634 24.036 .85000 470.00 .3258-02 .3935-02 .3935-02 .9000 .5563-04 .6720-04 .4047-01 .3642 5_5.1
634 24.036 .87500 471.00 .1794-02 .2166-02 .2166-02 .S000 .3063-04 .3699-04 .223t-01 .193| 524.4
634 24.036 .92500 472.00 .1744-02 .2106-02 .2106-02 .9000 .2978-04 .3596-04 .2|71-0! .1810 523.6
634 24.036 .95000 277.00 .4104-02 _4955-02 .4955-02 .9000 .7008-04 .8461-04 .5110-01 .4602 523.4
634 24.036 .97500 473.00 .1020-01 .1232-0l .1232-01 .9000 .1742-03 .2105-03 .1268 1.426 524.9
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKFHYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1737
OH84B 60-0 UPPER RH WING (RWU034)
UPPER RH NING ,'ARANETRIC DATA
HACH = 6.000 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA " .0000 £LEVON - -5.000
6DFLAP = -|2.50 SPDBRK - .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT OEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/6EC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO 6 IFT3 IFT2
660 l.OlO 7.940 39.98 -.4647-06 207.9 1267. 93.08 .2236-0I .9868 3755. .6484-03 .7490-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS 2Y/BN TiC NO HIHREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN) ODOT DTNDT TW
NUMBER R=|.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ OEG. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC. FTc_--_.C FT2SEC ISEC
660 24.036 .50000 460.00 .5814-03 .7019-03 .7019-03 .go00 .1418-04 .1712-04 .I046-01 .8390-01 528.7
650 2'_.036 .55000 461.00 .2108-02 .2547-02 .2547-02 .9000 .5141-04 .6¢_12-04 .3778-0! .27T7 531.8
660 24.036 .60000 462.00 .1650-02 .1991-02 .1991-02 .gO00 .402_-04 .4854-04 .2979-0! .2309 526;3
660 24.036 .65000 463.00 .1260_02 .1_21-02 it521-02 .9000 .3013-04 .3708-04 .2275-0! .1763 526.6
660 24.036 .70000 464.00 .2508-02 .30L_6-02 .3026-02 .9000 ,61!5-04 .73'78-04 o4526-0! .3391 526.6
660 24.036 .72500 465.00 .3_07-02 .4351-02 .4351-02 .90f)O .8795-04 .1061-03 ,6516-01 .5052 525.6
660 24.035 .75000 466.00 .4771-02 .5758-02 .5758-02 .9000 .1t63-03 .1404-03 .8598-01 .7154 527.6
660 24.036 .77500 467.C0 .5031-02 .6065-02 .6068-02 .9000 .1227-03 .1480-03 .9088-01 .8514 525.8
660 24.036 .80000 468.00 .5529-02 .6670-02 .6670-02 .9000 .1348-03 .1626-03 .9989-01 .9359 525;8
660 24.036 .82500 469.00 .6599-02 .7963-02 .7963-02 .9000 .1609-03 .1942-03 .IISI I.II5 526.8
660 24.036 .85000 470.00 .4171-02 .5032-02 .5032-02 .9000 .1017-03 .122_-03 .7528-01 .6769 526.5
660 24,036 .87500 471.00 .2762-02 .3331-02 .3331-02 .9000 .6735-04 .8123-04 .4993-01 .4319 525.3
660 24.036 .92500 472.00 .2992-02 .3608-02 .3608-02 .9000 .7296-04 .8797-04 .5418-0_ .4516 524.|
660 24.036 .95000 277.00 .582i-02 .7019-02 .7019-02 .9000 .1420-03 .1711-03 .1054 .9487 524.2
660 24.036 .97500 473.00 .1040=01 .1255-0l .1255-0_ .9000 .2537-03 .3059-03 .1882 2.117 524.8
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH848 MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PaGE 1738
OH84B 60-0 UPPER RH WING IR4U034)
UPPER RH WiNG PARAHETRIC DATA
: HACH = 6.000 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA " .0000 ELEVON - -5.000
BOFLAP = -12.50 SPDBRK = ,0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L HACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O Y RHO HU
NUt,fBER /FT DEO. DEG. PSZA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-6£C
XlO 6 IFT3 IFT2
648 1.995 7.960 39.99 .3470-02 436.1 1307, 95.13 .4540-0I 2.024 3815. ,1288-02 .7655-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN xO HS 2Y/BN TIC NO H/HR£F HIHREF HIHR'EF TAN/TO HITO) H(TANI QOOT 6TNOT TH
NUHBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTUIR BTU/ DE:6. R DE6. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
648 _'.036 .50000 460.00 .9299-03 .1119-02 .1119-02 .9000 .3265~04 .3930-04 .2522-0I .2017 534.2
648 24.036 .SSO00 461.00 .241S-02 .2909-02 .2909-02 .9000 ._79-04 .1021-03 .6525-01 .4783 537.2
649 24.036 ,60000 462.00 .4244-02 .5104-02 .5]04-02 .9000 .1490-03 .1792-03 .I155 .8940 530.9
648 _.036 .65000 463.00 .5092-02 .6123-02 .6123-02 .9000 .1788-03 .2150-03 .1387 1.073 530.8
648 24.036 .70000 464.00 .5857-02 .7041-02 .7041-02 .9000 .2056-0_ .L:_72-03 .15S8 1.195 529.?
648 24.036 .72500 465,00 .7052-02 .8475-02 .8475-02 .9000 .2476-03 ,2975-03 .1926 1.492 528,6
648 24.036 .75000 466.00 .7884-02 .9478-02 .9479-02 .9000 .2768~03 .3328-03 .2149 1.786 530.1
648 24.036 .77500 467.00 .7967-02 .9574-02 .9574-02 .9000 .2797-03 .3361-03 .2178 2.039 528.1
648 24.036 .80000 468.00 .7942-02 _9540-02 .9540-02 .9000 .2788-03 .3349-03 .2174 2.035 527.0
648 24.036 .92500 , 469.00 .996S-02 .1199-01 .1198-01 .9000 .3500-03 .4206-03 .2723 2.548 528.6
648 "24.036 .85000 470.00 .7984-02 19592-02 .9592-02 .9000 .2803~03 .3368-03 .2184 1.963 527.4
648 24.036 .87500 471.00 .8083-02 .9710-02 .9710-02 .9000 .2838-03 .3409-03 .2212 1.912 527.0
648 24.036 .92500 472.00 .1996-01 .2399-0] .2399-01 .9000 .7007-03 .9421-03 .545I 4.533 ._8.7
648 24.:036 .95000 277.00 .1989-0I .2390-01 .2390-01 .9000 .6983-03 .8392-03 .5434 4.881 528.4
648 24.036 .97500 473.00 .2218-01 .2667_01 .2667-01 .9000 .7787-03 .9362-03 .605t 6.789 529.7
7. • ......
DATE 23FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE I739
OHB4B 60-0 UPPER RH WING tR4U034|
• UPPER RH WING PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = B.O00 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA - .0000 ELEVON - -5.000
BDFLAP - -12.60 SPDBRK - .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PS|A DEC. R DEC. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 IFT3 IFT2
650 3.009 7.990 40.05 .69B0-02 670.4 132I. 95.92 .B923-01 3.094 3836. .I948-02 .7719-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS 2Y/BN T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) HtTAN) QDOT DTNOT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=O.9 R= BTU/R BTUIR BTU/ DEG. R DE:G. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
650 24.036 .50000 460.00 .2202-02 .2647-02 .2647-02 .9000 .9576-04 .1151-03 .7520-01 .6010 535.4
650 24.036 .55000 461.00 .4712-02 .5669-02 .5669-02 .9000 .2049-03 .2466-03 .3603 1.174 538.6
650 24.036 .60000 462.00 .7362-02 .B846-02 .BB46-02 .9000 .3202-03 .3847-03 .2520 1.946 533.7
650 24.036 .65000 463.00 .6878-02 .8386-02 .B386-OB .9000 .3035-03 .3647-03 .2387 1.843 534.|
650 24.036 .70000 464.00 .1073-01 .1290-0! .1290-01 .8000 .4668-03 .5610-03 .3674 2.743 533,6
650 24.036 .72500 465.00 .1410-01 .1695-01 .1695-01 .9000 .6134-03 .7371-03 .4828 3.729 533.6
650 24.036 .75000 466.00 .1659-01 .1894-01 .1994-01 .9000 .7213-03 .B671-03 .5667 4.697 535.1
650 24.036 .77500 467.00 .1559-0I .1874-01 ,1874-01 .9000 .6782-03 .8149-03 .5339 4.983 533.4
650 24.036 .80000 468.00 .1500-01 .1802-01 .1802-01 .9000 .6525-03 .7838--03 .514! 4.799 532.8
650 24.036 .82500 469.00 .1712-0! 12058-01 .2058-0! .9000 .7447-03 .8952-03 .585! 5.456 535.0
650 24.036 .85000 470.00 11394-01 .1674-0} .1674-01 .8000 .6062-03 .7282-03 .4778 4.283 532.5
650 24.036 .87500 471.00 .1438-01 .1725-01 .1725-01 .8000 .6246-03 .750|-03 .4829 4.250 531.5
650 24.036 .g2500 472.00 .4551-0| .5480-01 .5480-01.9000 .|979-02 .2383-02 1.541 1B.73 541.9
650 24.036 .95000 277.00 .3048-01 .3666-01 .3666-01 .9000 .1326-02 .1594-02 1.040 9.302 636.3
650 24.036 .97500 473.00 ,3447-0l .4147-01 .4147-01 .8000 .1499-02 .tB03-02 1.174 13.|2 537.7
' : :/=/i.! "_ .
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B HODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1740
• • 0H94B 60-0 UPPER RH WING IRhU0351
' % -
UPPER RH WING P.M:IJ_IIETRJC DATA
HACH = 9.000 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA = .0000 ELEVON = -5.000
BDFLAP = -5.000 SPDBRK • .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO HU
NUHBER /FT DEG. DEG. PS[A DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FTISEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO 6 /FT3 IFT_
636 .5020 7.900 39.95 -.3458-02 99.73 i249. 92.62 .1108-0! .4_ 3727. .3_30-03 .7453-07
RUN HREF STNNO




RUN XO MS EYIBW TIC NO HIHREF HIHREF _IHREF TAW/TO H(TO} H{TAW) ODOT DTWDT TW
NUHBER R=J.O R=0.9 R= BTUIR BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FTL_EC FT2SEG /SEC
636 24.035 .50000 460.00 .9246-03 ,1118-02 .IIIB-OE .9000 .1575-04 .1905-04 .1137-0t ,9121-01 527.2
636 24.036 .55000 461.00 .1972-02 .231_6-02 .2396-02 .9000 .3360-04 .4066-04 .2416-0l .1778 529,5
636 24.036 .60000 462,00 .1307-02 .1579-02 .1579-02 .9000 .2227-04 .2690-04 .1616-01 .1255 523.0
636 24.036 .65000 463.00 .2410-03 .2911-03 .2911-03 .9000 .4107-05 .4960-05 .2981-02 .2315-01 522.9
636 24.036 .70000 464.00 .1808-02 .2193-02 .2183-02 ,9000 .3080-04 .3719-04 .2236-01 .1679 522,6
636 24.036 .72500 465.00 .2726-02 .3291-02 .3291-02 .9000 .4645-04 .5608-04 .3376-01 .2623 521.8
636 24.036 .75000 466.00 .3481-02 .4205-02 .4205-02 .9000 .5932-04 .7165-04 .4305-0! .3590 523.0
636 24.036 .77500 467.00 ,3103-02 .3746-02 .3746-02 .9000 .5267-04 .6383-04 ,3947-01 .3613 521.!
636 "24.036 _.80000 468.00 .3192-02 .3853-02 .3853-02 ,9000 .5439-04 .6564-04 ,3957-01 .3717 520.9
636 24.036 .82500 469.00 .3527-02 .4258-02 .4258-02 .9000. .6009-04 .7256-04 .4368-0! .410! 52t.8
636 24.036 .85000 470,00 .2796-02 .3375-02 .3375-02 .9000 .4763-04 .5751-04 .3463-01 .312l 521.7
636 24.036 .8"7500 471.00 .2077-02 .2507-02 .2507-02 .9000 .3538-04 .4272-04 .2574=01 .223I 521.3
636 24.036 : .92500 472.00 .2101-02 .2535-02 .2535-02 .9000 .3579-04 .4320-04 .2606-01 .2176 520.5
636 24.036 .95000 277.00 .4449-02 .5370-02 .5370-02 .9000 .7581-04 .9149-04 .5521-01 .4979 520.4
636 2q;0375 .g7500 473.00 .g362-02 .t_33-Ot .tt33-O! .gO00 .15gg-03 ./930-03 .1162 1.310 52|.6
.7:
DATE 23 FEB BO 0H848 MODEL60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1741
OHB4B 60-0 UPPER RH WING " tR4UO35)
UPPER RH WING PARAMETRIC DATA : '
• MACH = B.O00 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA " .0000 ELEVON - -5.000
BDFLAP = -5.000 SPDBRK - .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEO. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSi FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO 6 /FT3 /FTB
658 1.007 7.940 39.98 -.4647-0B 207.2 1267. 93.08 .2229-01 .9835 3755. .6462-03 .7490-07
RUN HREF 5TN NO




RUN XO MS 2Y/BW T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO N(TO) H(TAW) ODOT DTNDT TW
NUMBER R=I,O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTUI DEG. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FTBSEC FTBSEC FTBSEC ISEC
658 24.036 .50000 460.00 .6225-03 .7515-03 .7515-03 .9000 .1515-04 .IB30-04 .lIIB-OI .B963-0! 529.0
658 24.036 .55000 461.00 .1497-02 .1809-02 .1808-02 .8000 .3645-04 ,4404-04 .2677-01 .1967 532.3
658 24.036 .60000 462.00 .1597-02 .1927-02 .1927-02 .9000 .3888-04 .4692-04 .2877-0! .2229 5L,._6.9
658 24.036 .65000 463.00 .1951-02 .2354-02 .2354-02 .9000 .4749-04 .573i-04 .3510-0i .2719 527.6
658 24.036 .70000 464.00 .3782-02 .4565-02 .4565-02 .9000 .9207-04 .1111-03 .6801-01 .5092 528.0
658 24.036 .72500 465.00 .4777-02 .5765-02 .5765-02 .9000 .1163-03 .1403-03 .8594-01 .6658 527.6
658 24.036 .75000 466.00 .5548-02 .6699-02 .6699-02 .9000 .1351-03 .1631-03 .9955-0! .8275 529.5
658 24.036 .77500 467.00 .4212-02 .5084-02 .5084-02 .9000 .1025-03 .1238-03 .7580-01 .7095 527.5
658 24.n36 ,80000 468.00 ,5277-02 .6368-02 .6368-02 .9000 .1285-03 .1550-03 .9495-01 .8889 527.5
658 24.036 .82500 469.00 .6424-02 .7754-02 .7754"02 .9000 .1564-03 .1888-03 .1154 1.080 528.5
658 24.036 .85000 470.00 .5379-02 .6493-02 .6493-02 .9000 .1309-03 .15BI-03 .9663-01 .8679 528.6
658 24.036 _87500 471.00 .4218-02 .5091-02 .5091-02 .SO00 .1027-03 .1239-03 .7589-01 .6557 527.6
658 24.036 .92500 472.00 .7217-02 .8710-02_ .8710-02 .9000 .1757-03 .2120-03 .1299 1.080 527.6
• 658 24.036 " .95000 277.00 ;I184-01 .1429-01 .1429-01 .9000 .2882-03 .3478-03 .2132 1.917 526.8
658 24.036 .97500 473.00 .1777-01 .2145-01 .2145-01 .9000 .4326-03 .5223-03 .3192 3.583 528.9
7, ... DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEOC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1742
ii_' :" OH84B 60-0 UPPER RH WING (R4UOI5)
UPPER RH WING PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA = .0000 ELEVDN = -5.000
BDFLAP = -5.000 SPDBRK = .0000
*'*TEST CONDITIONS**"
: RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT BEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
• XIO 6 /FT3 IFT2
646 2.016 3.980 39.99 -.4655-06 436.5 1299. 94.54 .4544-01 2.025 3804. .IL:_7-02 .7608-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS 2Y/BW TIC NO HIHREF HIHREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H{TAW) ODOT OTI4DT TW
NUMBER R=I.0 R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTUIR BTUI DI£G. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FTBSEC ISEC
646 24.036 .50000 460.00 .8583-03 .I036-02 .1036-02 .9000 .3012-04 .3634-04 .2282-01 .1819 540.9
646 24.036 .55000 -461.00 .2050-02 .2477-02 ,2477-02 .9000 .7194-04 .8690-04 .5429-0I ,3965 544,1
646 24.036 .60000 462.00 .3998-02 .4821-02 .4821-02 .9000 .1403-03 .1692-03 .1067 .8219 538.3
646 24.036 .65000 463.00 .4713-02 .5684-02 .5684-02 .9000 .1654-03 .1994-03 .1257 .9681 538.6
646 24.036 .70000 464.00 .6578-02 .7934-02 .7934-02 .9000 .2308-03 .2784-03 .1754 1.306 538.8
646 24.036 .72500 465.00 .6061-02 .7307-02 .7307-02 .9000 .2126-03 .2564-03 .1619 1.248 537.2
646 24.036 .75000 466.00 .7535-02 .9089-02 .9089-02 .9000 .2644-03 .3189-03 .2009 [.662 539.0
646 24.036 .77500 467.00 .7803-02 .9407-02 .9407-02 .9000 .2738-03 .3301-03 .2086 1.943 536.9
646 24.036 .80000 . 468.00 .7173-02 .'8647-02 .8647-02 .BOO0 .2517-03 .3034-03 .1918 1.787 536.5
646 24.036 .82500 469.00 .8014-02 .q663-02 .9663-02 .9000 .2812-03 .3390-03 .2140 1.993 537.6
646 24.036 .85000 470.00 .8763-02 .1056-01 .1056-01 .9000 " .3075-03 .3707-03 .2341 2.094 537.2
646 24.036 .87500 471.00 .1014-01 .1222-01 .1222-0! .BOO0 .3557-03 .4288-03 .2711 2.331 536.7
646 24.036 .92500 472.00 .2686-01 .3241-01 .3241-01 .9000 .9426-03 .1137-02 .7157 5.920 539.3
646 24.036 .95000 277.00 .2304-01 .2779-01 .2779-01' .9000 .8084-03 .9749-03 .6148 5.495 538.2
646 24.036 .97500 473.00 .3099-01 .3739-01 .3739-01_ .9000 .1087-02 .1312-02 .8238 9.191 540.9
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL60-0 IN THE AEOC VKF HYPERSONI¢ TUNNEL PAGE |743
OH84B 60-0 UPPER RH WING IRWU035}
UPPER RH WING PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = B.OO0 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA = .0000 ELEVON • -5.000
BDFLAP • -5.000 SPDBRK • .0000
*'*TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG, PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FTISEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO 6 IFT3 IFT2
656 3.001 7.990 40.02 .6961-02 672.3 1326. 96.29 .6943-01 3.103 3843. .1946-02 .7748-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS 2Y/BN TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) HtTAW] ODOT DTNOT TN
NUHBER R=I.O R•O.9 R= BTU/R BTUIR BTU/ DEO. R DEG. RTAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SIEC /SEC
656 24.036 .50000 460.00 .2692-02 .3236-02 .3236-02 ,9000 .1173-03 .1410-03 .9238-01 .73"/2 538.1
656 24.036 .55000 46[.00 5566-02 .6698-02 .6699-02 ,9000 .2426-03 .2919-03 .1903 1.392 541.1
656 24.036 .60000 462.00 .8200-02 ,9853-02 .9853-02 ,9000 .3574-03 ,4294-03 .2823 2.178 535.6
656 24.036 .E5000 463.00 ,7598-02 .9130-02 .9_30-02 .9000 .33!!-03 .3979-03 .2616 2=019 535.7
656 24.036 .70000 464.00 .1153-01 .1385-0! .1385-01 .9000 .5024-03 .6036-03 .3975 2.967 534.5
656 24.036 .72500 465.00 .1452-01 .1743-01 .1743-0l .9000 .6327-03 .7598-03 .5015 3.874 533.1
656 24.036 .75000 466.00 .1607-01 .1931-01 .1931°0! .9000 .7004-03 .8414-03 .5541 4.594 534.5
656 24.036 .77500 467.00 .1694-0! .2033-0! .2033-01 .9000 .7381-03 .8862-03 .5954 5.466 532.5
656 24.036 .80000 468.00 .1643-0] .1973-01 .1973-01 .9000 .7161-03 .8597-03 .5685 5.310 531.8
656 24.036 .82500 469.00 .1870-0! .2245-01 .2245-0! .9000 .8149-03 .9786-03 .6457 6.027 533.2
656 24.036 .85000 N70.O0 .1504-01 .1806-01 .1806-01 .9000 .6556-03 .7870-03 .5203 4.665 632.1
656 24.036 .87500 471.00 .1895-0I .2276-01 .2276-0l .9000 .8259-03 .9917-03 .6651 5.647 532.5
656 24.036 .92500 472.00 .4170-0! .5014-01 .6014-01 .9000 .lBIT-02 .2!85-02 1.431 It.84 539.3
656 24.036 .95000 277.00 .4019-01 .4835-01 ,4835-01 .9000 .t762-02 .2107-02 1,377 12.30 539.6
666 24.036 .97500 473.00 .4802-01 .5777-01 .5777_01 .9000 .2093-02 .2518-02 1.642 18.32 540.9
• DATE 23 FEB 60 0H846 MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1"/44
...
i. 01-(848 60-0 UPPER RH WING (R4UO._6)
UPPER" RH WING PARAMETRIC DATA
• HACH • 8.000 ALPHA =' 40.00 BETA " ,0000 ELEVON - -5,000
BDFLAP - .0000 SPDBRK • .0000
*'*TEST COND|TIONS**"
RUN RN/L HACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO HU
NUHBER /FT DEG. OEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO 6 /FT3 IFT2
638 .5027 7.900 39.93 -.1035-01 99.87 I;_'_9. 92.62 .lllO-OI .4849 3727. .3235-03 .7453-07
RUN i-tH"'EF 9TH NO




RUN XO t4S EY/_ T/C NO H/HR_r H/HR£r H/HREF rA_/TO H(TO! H(TANI QOOT DTNOr TN
NUMBER R-I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTUIR BTU/ BEG. R DEO. R
TAW/TO FTBBEC FTL:_--_F..C FT2'SEC ISEC
638 a4.036 .50000 460,00 .4932-03 .5968-03 .5968-03 .gO00 .8410-05 .1018-04 .6053-02 .4853-01 528.9
638 24.036 .55000 461.00 .1085-02 .1314-02 .1314-02 .9000 .1850-04 .2240-04 .1326-01 .9749-01 531.6
638 64.036 .60000 462.00 .4508"03 .5448-03 .5448-03 .9000 .'?686-05 .9289-05 .5560-02 .43|2-01 525.3
638 24.036 .65000 463.00 .2979-03 .3601-03 .3601-03 .gO00 .5079-05 .6139-05 .3672-02 .2848-0! 525.6
638 24.036 .70000 464,00 .1459-02 .1764-02 .1764-02 .9000 .2488-04 .3008-04 .1799-01 .|346 525.8
638 24.036 ;72500 465.00 .2653-02 .3207-02 .3207-02 .9000 .4524-04 ,5467-04 .3272-0l .2538 5,35.3
638 24.036 .75000 466.00 .3665-02 .4456-02 ,4456-02 .9000 .6284-04 .7598-04 .4535-0! .3775 526.9
638 64,036 .77500 467.00 .3117-02 .3767-02 .3767-02 .9000 .5315-04 .6423-04 .3847-01 .3606 524.9
638 24.036 .80000 468.00 .3108-02 .3756-02 .3756-02 .9000 .5300-04 .6404-04 .3836-0! .3596 524.8
638 24,036 .82500 469.00 .3888-02 .4700-02 .4700-02 .9000 .6630-04 .8014-04 .4793-01 .4491 525.7
638 24.036 .85000 470.00 .3046-02 .3682-02 .3682-02 .9000 .5194-04 .6278-04 .3756-0| .3379 525.6
638 24.036 .87500 471.00 .219|-02 .2648-02 .2648-02 .9000 .3736-04 .4515-04 .2704-0J .2340 524.9
638 24.036 :.:92500 472.00 .2507-02 .3028"02 13028-02 .9000 .4274-04 .5164-04 .3098-01 .2562 523.9
638 24.036 .95000 277.00 .4807-02 _ .5807-02 .5807_02 .9000 .8196-04 .9901-04 .5942-0! .5350 523.6




/OH84B 60-0 UPPER RH WING +R4U036)
UPPER RH WING PARAMETRICDATA
• HACH = 8.000 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA • .0000 ELEVON • -5.000
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK • .0000
• ''TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L HACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P 0 V RHO HU
NUHBER /FT OEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R BEG. R PSIA PSI FTISEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO 6 /FT3 IFT2
664 I .016 7.940 39.97 -.4646-06 807.5 I261 • 92.64 .2232-01 .9849 3748. .6503-03 .7454-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS 2Y/BW TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF HIHREF TAW/TO H{TO) H('TAW) OOOT "DTWDT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=O.9 R= BTU/R BTUIR BTU/ DEG. R DE(}. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FTBSEC ISEC
664 24.036 .50000 450.00 .7181-03 .8677-03 .8677-03 ,9000 .1748-04 .El 12-04 .1;378-01 .1025 5;39.4
664 24.036 .55000 461.00 .2058-02 .2489-02 .2489-02 .9000 .5009-04 .B058-04 .3647-01 .2680 53;3.8
664 24.036 .60000 462.00 .1"728-0;3 .2086-0;3 .2086-0;3 .9000 .4205-04 ,50"F/-04 .308"/-01 .2393 5;36.5
664 24.036 .65000 463.00 .1464-02 .1"/68-02 .1768-02 .9000 .3564-04 .4303-04 .2616-01 .2027 5;36.7
664 24.036 .'/0000 464.00 .2990-02 .3609-02 .3609-02 .9000 .'7;3'77-04 .8"/86-04 .5343-01 .4003 5;36.4
664 24.036 /72500 465.00 .4132-02 .498"7-02 .4987-02 .9000 .1006-03 .1214-03 .-/394-01 .5"/34 5;35.5
664 24.036 ."/5000 466.00 .538"7-02 .6505-0;3 .6505-02 .9000 .13t 1-03 .1583-03 .961 I-Of ."/996 5;3"7."/
664 24.036 .77500 467.00 .5328-02 .6431-02 .6431-02 .9000 .1297-03 .1565-03 .9535-01 .6934 525.5
664 24.036 .80000 468.00 .5602-0;3 .6762-02 .6"/62-02 .9000 .1364-03 .1646-03 .100;3 .9393 5;35.5 :
664 24.036 .82500 469.00 .6295-02 /7600-02 ."/600-02 .9000 .1532-03 .Id50-03 ,11;35 1.054 528.4
664 24.036 .85000 470.00 .4222-02 .5096-02 .5096-02 .9000 .1028-03 .1240-03 ."/549-0! .6"/89 526,1
664 24.036 .87500 47! .00 .2"737-02 .3303-02 .3303-02 .9000 .6663-04 .804t-04 .4903-01 .4242 524.9
664 24.036 .92500 472.00 .4110-02 .4959-02 .4959-02 .9000 ,1000-03 .1207-03 .737l-0t .6144 523.9
664 24.036 .95000 ;377.00: .=6790-02 .8192-02 .8192-0;3 .9000 .1653-03 .1994-03 .1218 1.096 523.9
664 24.036 .97500 473.00 : .1305-01 .I575-01 .1575-01 ,9000 ,3!7"7-03 .3834-03 .2339 2.631 524.6
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL BO-O IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE I746
OHBWB 60-0 UPPER RH WING (R_LI036}
UPPER RH WING PARAMETRIC DATA
HACH = 8.000 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA - .0000 ELEVON - -5.000
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK = .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO B IFT3 IFT2
644 2.002 "7.980 39.98 -.1040-01 434.5 1301. 94.59 .4523-01 2.016 3807. .1289-02 .7620-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS 2Y/BN TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN) ODOT DTNOT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTUIR BTUI DEC. R DEC. RTAW/TO FT25EC FTL:_C FTL_C /SEC
644 24.036 .50000 460.00 .B927-03 .1075-02 .1075-0B .9000 .312B-04 .3763-04 .2401-01 .192I 532.6
644 24.036 .55000 461.00 .2525-02 .3043-02 .3043-02 .9000 .8842-04 .106B-03 .6758-01 .4955 536.4
644 24.036 .60000 462.00 .3400-02 .4090-02 .4090-02 .9000 .1190-03 .1432-03 .9169-01 .7093 530.4
644 24.036 .65000 463.00 .5166-02 .6218-02 .B21B-02 .9000 .1B09-03 .2177-03 .139! 1.076 531.5
644 24.036 .70000 464,00 .6055-02 .7287-02 .7287-02 .9000 .2120-03 .2551-03 .163! 1.219 531.4
644 24.036 .72500 465.00 .5755-02 .6924-02 .6924-02 .9000 .2015-03 .2425-03 .I552 1.20| 530.5
644 24.036 .75000 466.00 .B906-02 .8313-02 .8313-02 .9000 .241B-03 .2911-03 .i858 1.542 532.4
644 24.03B .77500 467.00 .7474-02 .8992-02 .8992-02 .9000 .2617-03 .3148-03 .2016 1.885 530.2
644 24.036 .80000 468.00 .6780-02 .8157-02 .8157-02 .9000 .2374-03 .2856-03 .182B 1.710 530.2
B44 24.036 .82500 469.00 .6477-02 .7793-02 .7793-02 .9000 ,2268-03 .2729-03 .1746 1.631 530.9
644 24.036 .85000 470.00 15873-02 .7065-02 .7065-02 .9000 .2056-03 .2474-03 .1585 1.422 530.1
644 24.03B .87500 471.00 .B382-02 .100B-Of .1008-01 .9000 .2935-03 .3530-03 .2263 1.953 529.7
544 24.036 .92500 472.00 .2668-0! .3214-01 .3214-01 .9000 .9342-03 .1125-02 .7154 5.930 534.9
644 24.036 .95000 277.00 .2491_01 .3000-0I .3000-01 .9000 .B721-03 .1051-02 .6678 5.978 535.0
644 24.036 .97500 473.00 .2973-0! .35Bl-OI .35BI-01 .9000 .I041-02 .125%-02 .7971 8.920 534.9
DATE 23 u^ ,FEB 60 ....... _ _n _ ,L.Tu_ A_ _,w_ uv_Dc_v_ TtIM_t PA_ l'tW.7
0H84B 60-OUPPER RH WING fR4UO3B)
UPPER RH WING PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH " B.O00 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA " .0000 ELEVON - -5.000
BDFLAP " .0000 BPDBRK " .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT DEG. OEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/BEC SLUGS LB-BEC
XIO 6 " /FT3 IFT2
654 2.991 7.990 40.02 .6962-02 669.5 1325. 96.21 .6914-01 3.090 3642. .1940-02 .'F/42-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS 2Y/BN T/C NO H/HREF HIHREF H/HREF TAN/TO N(TO} H(TAN) QDOT OTNDT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R-O.g R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC" FT2SEC FT2SEC /S£C
654 _4.036 .50000 460.00 .2713-02 .3261-02 .3261-02 .9000 .1180-03 .I418-03 .9292-0! .7419 537.0
654 _.036 .55000 46|.00 .5284-02 .6358-02 .6358-02 .9000 .2298-03 .2765-03 .leO3 1.319 540.2
654 24.036 .60000 462.00 .8756-02 .1052-01 .1052-01 .9000 .3808-03 .4575-03 .3007 2.320 535.1
654 24.036 .65000 463.00 .7860-02 ,9445-02 .9445-02 .9000 .3418-03 .4107-03 .2699 B.082 535.!
654 24.036 .70000 464.00 .1182-01 .1431-01 .1431-01 .9000 .5181-03 ._24-03 .4096 3.057 534.2
654 24.036 .72500 465.00 .1619-01 .1844-0l .1844-01 .9000 .703B-03 .8454-03 .5567 4.300 533.6
654 24.036 .75000 466.00 .1777-0I .2136-01 .2136-01 .9000 .7728-03 .9287-03 .6089 5.054 535.5
654 24L036 .77500 467.00 .1736-01 .2086-02 .2086-02 .9000 .7551-03 .9069-03 .5976 5.577 533.3
654 24.036 .80000 468.00 .1597-01 .1928-0I .llB-O1 .9000 .6946-03 .8340-03 .5502 5.138 532.5
654 24.036 .82500 468.00 .I856-02 .2350-01 L2350-01 .8000 .8508-03 .1022-02 .6728 6.277 533.9
654 24.036 .85000 470.00 .2545_02 .1855-01 ,1855-01 .9000 .6718-03 .8067-03 .5322 4.771 532.5
654 24.036 .87500 472.00 .277]-0I .2126-02 .2126-02 .8000 .7688-03 .9245-03 .6088 5.256 532.5
654 24.036 .92500 472.00 .5334-01 .6419-01 .6428-02 ,9000 .2319-02 .2781-02 2.BI7 15.01 541.4
654 24.036 .95000 277.00 .7136-01 .8587-01 ;BB97-Ol .9000 .3203-02 .3738-02 2.428 21.53 545.4
654 24.036 .87500 473.00 .lO00 .2221 .1221 .9000 .4350-02 .5268-02 3.308 36.48 564.2
i ::
• _ DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1748
_.! : OHB4B 60-0 UPPER RH WING (R4U03"T)
UPPER RH WING PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = B.O00 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA = .OOOO £LEVON = -5°006
BDFLAP = 5,000 SPDBRK = ,0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT DEG. OEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSi FTISEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 /FT3 IFT2
640 .5043 7.900 39.93 -.1035-01 99.93 1247. 9B.47 ,1111-0| .4852 3724. .3242-03 .7441-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS 2Y/BW T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAW; ODOT DTWOT TN
NUMBER R=|.O R=O.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTUI DEG. R DEG. RTAN/TO FTBSEC FTBSEC FTBSEC ISEC
640 24.036 .50000 450.00 .7416-03 .8964-03 .8964-03 .9000 ,1264-04 .]528-04 .9127-02 .7333-01 524.9
640 24.036 .55000 461.00 .2170-02 .2625-02 .2625-02 .9000 .3700-04 .4476-04 ,2661-01 .1960 5=3.7,5
640 24.036 .60000 462.00 .1105-02 .1334-02 .1334-02 °9000 .1884-04 .2274-04 .1367-01 .1063 520.8
640 24.036 ,65000 463.00 .6230-03 .7522-03 .7522-03 .9000 .1062-04 .1283-04 .7712-02 .5996-01 520.7
640 24.036 .70000 464.00 .1460-02 .1763-02 .1763-02 .9000 .2490-04 .3007-04 .|808-01 .1359 520.7
640 24.036 .72500 465.00 .2687-02 .3243-02 .3243-02 .9000 .4581-04 .5530-04 ,3329-01 .2588 520.1
640 84.036 .75000 466.00 ,3559-02 .4298-02 .4298-02 .9000 .6068-04 .732B-04 .4400-01 .3673 521.5
640 24.036 .77500 467.00 .2770-02 .3344-02 .3344-02 .9000 .4724-04 .5701-04 .3435-01 .3229 51B.5
640 24.036 .80000 468.00 .2554-02 .3083-02 .3083-02 .9000 .4355-04 .5256-04 .3168-01 .2979 519,2
640 24.036 .82500 469.00 .2967-02 .35B1-02 .35B1-02 .9000 .5058-04 .6106-04 .3676-0! .3454 520.0
640 24.036 _.85000 470.00 ,2447-02 .2954-02 .2954-02 ogO00 .4172m04 .5036--04 .3033--0! .2736 519.8
640 24.036 .87500 471.00 .1640-02 .1979-02 .1979-02 .9000 .2797-04 .3375-04 .2034-01 .1765 519.4
640 24.036 :98500 472.00 .1444-02 .1742-02 .1742-02 .9000 ,2462-04 .2970-04 .1793-01 ,1499 518.4
640 24.036 .95000 277.00 .3302-02 .3983-02 .3983-02:.9000 °5630-04 .5792-04 .4103-01 .3705 518.0
640 24,036 :97500 473.00 .6454-02 .7785-02 .7785-02 .9000 .1100-03 .1327-03 .8025-01 .9062 517.4
DATE 2_ FEB RO OHB4B MODEL BO-O IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1"749
OHB4B 60-0 UPPER RH NING fR4LI037)
UPPER RH WING PARARETRIC DATA
MACH = B.O00 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA = .0000 ELEVON - -5.000
BDFLAP = 5,000 SPDBRK = ,0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO HU
NUHBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 /FT3 /FTB
562 1.024 7.940 39.97 -,4645-06 207.3 1253. 92.05 .2230-0! .9840 3734. .6538-03 .7407-07
RUN HREF .STN NO




RUN XO HS 2Y/BN TiC NO H/HREF HIHREF HII-REF TAN/TO H(TO) H¢TAH) QOOT OTNOT TN
NUHBER R=I.O R=O.g R- BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FTL:_EC /SEC
662 24.036 .50000 460.00 .7389-03 .8938-03 .8938-03 .9000 .1796-04 .2172-04 .1298-0! .1040 530.0
662 24.036 .55000 461.00 .1312-02 .1589-02 .1589-02 .9000 .3188-04 .3860-04 .2294-01 .1685 533.1
662 24.036 .60000 462.00 .1682-02 .2034-02 .2034-02 .9000 .4089-04 .4942-04 .2965-01 .2297 527:4
662 24.036 .65000 463.00 .1409-02 .1703-02 .1703-02 .9000 .3425-04 .4140-04 ._-_483-01 .1923 527.6
662 24.036 .70000 464.00 .3167-02 .3929-02 .3829-02 .9000 .7697-04 .9305-04 .5582-0| .4|80 _"7.5
662 24.036 .72500 465.00 .4105-02 .4961-02 .4961-02 .9000 .9977-04 .1206-03 .7243"01 .5613 526.7
662 24,036 .75000 466.00 .6092-02 .7366-02 .7366-02 .9000 .I480-03 .1790-03 .1072 .8914 528.6
662 24.036 .77500 467.00 .5253-02 .6348-02 .6348-02 .9000 .1276-03 .1543-03 ,9265-01 .8675 526.9
662 24.036 .80000 468.00 .6025-02 .7282-02 .7282-02 .9000 .1464-03 .1770-03 .1063 .9953 526.8
662 24.036 .82500 469.00 .6974-02 .8431-02 .8431-02 .9000 .1695-03 .2049-03 .1229 1.150 527.8
662 24.036 .85000 470.00 .4537-02 .5483-02 .5483-02 .9000 .1103-03 .1333-03 .8001-01 .7191 527.0
662 24.036 .87500 471.00 .3033-02 .3665-02 .3665-02 ,BOO0 .7371-04 .8906-04 .5357-0| .4633 525.9
662 24.036 .92500 472.00 .4844-02 .5851-02 .5851-02 .9000 .1177-03 .1422-03 .8564-01 .7135 525.1
662 24.036 .95000 277.00 .7271-02 .8784-02 .8784-02 .9000 .1767-03 .2135-03 .1286 1.157 525.1
662 24.036 .97500 473.00 .I061-01 .1282-01 .1282-01 .9000 : .2579-03 .3116-03 .1876 2.110 525.4
DATE 23 FEB BO OH848 MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEOC vKF HYPERSON|C TUNNEL PAGE 1750
OH648 60-0 UPPER RH WING fR4_37]
UPPER RH WING PARAHETRIC DATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA " .0000 ELEVON - -5.000
BDRLAP = 5.000 SPDBRK - .0000
•''TEST CONDITIONS'''
RUN RNIL MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG, R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
X|O 6 /FT3 IFT2
642 2.013 7.980 39.98 -.1040-01 434,8 1297. 94.40 .4526-01 2,018 380I. .I294-02 .7596-07
RUN HREF 6TN NO




RUN XO MS 2Y/BN TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAW) QDOT OTWDT TW
NUMBER R-I.O R=O.8 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG, R
TAW/TO FT2EC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
642 24.036 .50000 460.00 .1049-02 .1262-02 .I262-02 .9000 .3672-04 .4417-04 .L_,2-01 .2263 520.1
642 24.036 .55000 461.00 .3159-02 .3804-02 .3804-02 .9000 .1106-03 .1332-03 .8458-01 .6216 531.8
642 24.036 .60000 462.00 .4904-02 .5896-02 .5896-02 .9000 .1717-03 .2064-03 1323 1.025 526.3
642 24.036 .65000 463.00 .5548-02 .5672-02 .6672-02 .9000 .1948-03 .2336-03 1495 1.158 627.2
642 24.036 .70000 464.00 .6035-02 .7259-02 .7259-02 .9000 .2113-03 .2541-03 1626 1.218 527.1
642 24.036 .72500 465.00 .7255-02 .8724-02 .8724-02 .9000 .2540-03 .3054-03 1956 1.516 526,7
642 24.036 .75000 466.00 .6678-02 .8035-02 .8035-02 .9000 .2338-03 .2813-03 1796 1.493 528.6
642 24.036 .77500 467.00 .6365-02 .7653-02 .'7653-02 .9000 .2228-03 .2679-03 1717 1.608 52.6.3
642 24.036 .80000 468.00 .6949-02 .8355-02 .8355-02 .9000 .2433-03 .2925-03 1874 t.755 526.3
642 24.036 .82500 469.00 .7468-02 .8982-02 .8982-02 .9000 .2614-03 .3145-03 .2011 1.882 527.5
642 24.036 .85000 470.00 .7506-02 .9027-02 .9027-02 ,9000 .2628-03 .3160-03 .2021 1.817 527.4
642 24.036 .87500 471.00: ,9763-02 .1174-01 .1174-01 .9000 .3416-03 .4110-03 .2631 2.274 526.9
642 24.036 .92500 472.00 .5164-01 .6229-01 .6229-01 .9000 .1808-02 .2181-02 1.371 II.35 538.1
642 24.036 .95000 277.00 .8202-01 .9913-01 .9913-01 .9000 .2871-02 .3470-02 2.157 19.21 545.4
642 24.036 .97500 473.00 .1016 .1231 .1231 .9000 .3557-02 .4309-02 2.644 29.31 553.5
DATE 83 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1751
OHB4B 60-0 UPPER RH WING f1_1.1037)
UPPER RH WING PARAHETRIC DATA
HACH - 8.000 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA - .0000 ELEVON - -5.000
BOFLAP = 5.000 SPDBRK - .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L HACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT DEG, DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 /FT3 /FT2
652 2.983 ?.990 40.04 .6976-02 671.4 1330. 96.58 .6934-01 3.098 3849. .I938-0B .?'TTB-O?
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS 2Y/BW T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAN) QDOT DTWDT TW
NUHBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
652 24,036 .50000 460.00 .8509-02 .3016-02 .3016-02 .9000 .1093-03 .1314-03 .8646-01 .6897 538.9
652 24.036 .55000 461.00 .5262-02 .6331-02 .B331-02 .9000 .2293-03 .2759-03 .1806 1.321 542.0
652 24,036 .60000 462.00 .8401-02 .1009-01 .1009-01 .9000 .3661-03 .4399-03 .2902 2.238 536,9
652 24.036 .65000 463.00 .7992-02 .9604-02 .9604-02 .9000 .3483-03 .4185-03 .2759 2.127 537.4
652 24.036 .?0000 464.00 1258-01 .1511-01 .1511-01 .9000 .5481-03 .6584-03 .4349 3.242 536.2
652 24.036 .72500 465.00 1499-01 .1800-01 .1800-0i .9000 .6531-03 .7643-03 .519i 4.00? 534.8
652 24.036 .75000 466.00 1652-01 .1985-01 .1985-01 .9000 .7198-03 .8648-03 .5710 4.729 536.4
652 24.036 .77500 467.00 1659-01 .1992-0t .1992-01 .9000 .?228-03 .8679-03 .5749 5.363 534.2
652 24.036 .80000 468.00 1607-01 .1989-01 .1929-01 .9000 .7001-03 .8405-03 .5574 °5,202 533.5
652 24.036 .82500 469.00 1901-01 .2283-01 .2283-01 .9000 .8285-03 .9950-03 .6581 6,136 535.3
652 84.036 .85000 470.00 1414-0l .1697-01 .1697-01 .9000 .6160-03 .?396-03 .4903 4.392 533;8
652 24.036 .87500 471.00 1577-01 .1893-01 .1893-01 .9000 .6871-03 .8247-03 .5472 4.714 533.B
652 24.036 .92500 472.00 .5353-01 .6447-01 .6447-01 .9000 .2333-02 .2809-02 1.828 15.07 545.9
652 24.036 .95000 277.00 .6254-01 .7533-01 .7533-01 .9000 .2?25-02 .3283-02 2.134 18.99 546.7
652 24.036 .97500 473.00 .8145-01 ,9848-0! .9848-01 .9000 .3549-02 .4291-02 2.730 30.15 560.6
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 175¢3.
,:. oHB4B 60-0 UPPER RH WING fRWUO36}
• PARAMETRIC DATA
•UPPER RH WING
• MACH = 8,000 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA - .0000 ELEVON = .0000
• BDFLAP = -12.50 SPDBRK = .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DZG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS/FT3 LB-SEC/pT2
XlO 6 .3299-03 .7441-07
632 .5132 7.900 39.95 .1729-01 101.7 1247. 92.47 . 1130-OI .4938 3724.
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN xO MS 2Y/BW TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H{TAN} ODOT DTNOT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTUI DEG. R DEG. RTAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT¢_SEC ISEC
632 24.036 .50000 460.00 .3517-03 .4255-03 .4255-03 .9000 ,6051-05 .7320-05 .4351-0_ .3491-01 52"1.5
632 24.036 .55000 461.00 .1190-02 .1440-02 .1440-02 .9000 .2047-04 .2478-04 .1466-01 .1079 5:30.3
632 24.036 .60000 462.00 .4485-03 .5420-03 .5420-03 .9000 .7716-05 .9324-05 .5576-02 .4328-01 524.0
632 24.036 .65000 463.00 .3706-03 .4479-03 .4479-03 .9000 .6376-0,5 .7706-05 .4606-02 .3574-01 5_.2
632 24.036 .70000 464.00 .1151-02 .1392-02 .1392-02 .9000 ,1981-04 .2394-04 .1430-01 .1073 524.5
632 24. 036 .72500 465.00 .1995-02 .2411-02 .2411-02 .9000 .3432-04 .4148-04 .2480-0l .I925 524.0
632 24.036 .75000 466;00 .2452-02 .2964-02 .2964-02 .9000 .4218-04 .5099-04 .3042-01 .2534 525.5
632 24.036 .77500 467.00 .2406-02 .2906-02 .2906-02 .9000 .4138-04 .5000-04 .2992-01 .2806 523.6
632 24.036 .80000 468100 .2562-02 .3096-02 .3096-02 .9000 .4408-04 .5326-04 .3188-01 ,2991 523.3
632 ;_4.036 ,82500 469.00 .3089-02 .3734-02 .3734-02 .9000 .5315-04 .6423-04 .3840-01 .3600 524.2
632 24.036 .85000 470.00 .2393-02 .2892-02 .2892-02 .9000 .4116-04 .4974-04 .2974-01 .2677 524.2
632 24.036 .87500 471.00 .1445-02 .1746-02 .1746-02 ;9000 .2485-04 .3003-04 .1797-01 .1555 5¢33."/
632 24,036 .92500 472.00 .2765-02 .3341-02 .3341-02 .9000 .4756-04 .5747-04 .3439-0I .2867 523.7
632 24.036 .95000 277.00 .1147-01 .1386-01 .1386-01 .9000 .1974-03 .2385-03 . I42"/ 1.2.85 523."/
632 24.036 .97600 " 473.00 .1149-0I .1389-01 .1389-01 .9000 .19"/7-03 .2389-03 .1427 1.606 ,524.7
'/',_. numuD Mmnn mn.n tM TW_ A_n_ V_F HYPF_NIC TUNNEL PAOE 1753u_,_ 23 F_O O0 ...................................
OH84B 60-0 UPPER RH WING fl_4UO3B)
UPPER PH WING PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH - B.O00 ALPHA • 40.00 BETA = .0000 ELEVON = .0000
BDFLAP = -12.50 SPDBRK = .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO 6 /FT3 /FT2
606 .9965 7.940 39.96 .1384-01 204.8 1266. 93.00 .2203-01 .9721 3754. .6392-03 .7484-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS 2Y/BW T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO HiTO) HITAW) ODOT DTNDT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=O.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTUI D£G. R D£G. RTAW/TO FT2SEC FTBSEC FTc_-3_C #SEC
606 L:_.036 .50000 460.00 .1187-02 .1432-02 .1432-02 .9000 .2873-04 .3466-04 .2124-01 .1705 526.2
606 24.036 .60000 462.00 .3135-03 .3779-03 .3779-03 .9000 .7585-05 .9144-05 .5636-02 .4377-01 522.7
606 24.036 .65000 463100 .3824-03 .4610-03 .4610-03 .BOO0 .9255-05 .I116-04 .6873-02 .5337-01 523.0
606 24.036 .70000 464,00 .1212-02 .1461-02 .1461-02 .9000 .2933-04 .3535-04 ,2176-0I .1633 523.5
606 24.036 32500 465;00 .1736-02 .2093-02 .2093-02 .9000 .4202-04 .5065-04 .3119-01 .242i 523.4
606 24.036 .75000 466.00 2564-02 .3092-02 .3092-02 .9000 .6203-04 .7481-04 .4598-01 .3832 524.5
606 24.036 .77500 467.00 .2773-02 .3343-02 .3343-02 .9000 .6711-04 .8090-04 .4984-0! .4676 523.1
606 24.036 .BOO00 468.00 .3241-02 .3907-02 .3907-02 .9000 .7843-04 .9453-04 .5827-01 .5468 522.7
606 24.036 .82500 469.00 .3688-02 .4446-02 .4446-02 .9000 .8924-04 .1076-03 .6624-01 .6213 523.4
606 24,036 .85000 470.00 .1951-02 .2352-02 .2352-02 .9000 .4721-04 .5691-04 .3507-0! .3159 522.9
606 24.036 .87500 471.00 .2262-02 .2727-02 .2727-02 .9000 .5474-04 .6598-04 .4067-0I .3523 522.7
506 24.030 .92500 472.00 .1254-01 .1513m01 .1513--01 .9000 .3035--03 .3661--03 .2260 1.875 524.6
606 24.036 .95000 277.00 .3857-01 .4663-01 .4663-01 .9000 .g334_03 .I128-02 .6834 6.123" 533,5
606 24.036 .97500 473.00 .2155-01 .2600-01 .2600-01 .9000 .5215-03 .6292-03 .3858 4.338 525.8
DATE 23 FEB BO OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 17_
'_ OH84B 60-0 UPPER RH WING fR4U03B)
UPPER RH WING PARAH_TRIC DATA
HACH = 8.000 ALPHA • 40.00 BETA • .OOOO ELEVON = .OOO0
BDFLAP • -12.50 SPOBRK = .0000
**'TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO HU
NUHBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FTISEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 /FT3 /FT2
604 2.022 7.960 40.00 .1389-01 434.9 1293. 94.11 .452,7-01 2.019 3795. .1298-02 .7573-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN xo MS 2Y/BN TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/I-_EF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAN} OOOT DTNDT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTUI DEG. R DEG. RTAN/TO FT2_C FT2SEC FTL:_--raEC ISEC
604 64.036 .50000 460.00 .I064-02 .1282-02 .1282-02 .9000 .3723-04 .4486-04 .2830-01 .2265 532.4
604 24.036 .55000 461.00 .1670-02 ,2014-02 .2014-02 .9000 .5845-04 .7047-04 .443B-01 .3253 534.4
604 24.036 .60000 462.00 .231|-02 .2782-02 .2782-02 .9000 .8087-04 .9735-04 .6178-01 .4783 528.8
604 24.036 .65000 463.00 .3877-02 .4668-02 .4668-02 .9000 .1357o03 .1634-03 .1035 .8012 529.6
604 24.036 .70000 464.00 .5559-02 .6692-02 .6692-02 .9000 .1945-03 .2342-03 .1484 I.I10 529.6
604 24.036 .72500 465.00 .6549-02 .7883-02 .7883-02 .9000 .2292-03 .2759-03 .1751 1.356 528.7
604 24.036 .75000 466.00 .6455-02 .7769-02 .7769-02 .9000 .2259-03 .2719-03 .1726 1.435 528.7
604 24.036 .77500 457.00 .7021-02 .8449-02 .8449-02 .9000 ._.157-03 .2957-03 .1879 1.750 528.0
604 24.036 .80000 468.00 .8J87_02 .9851-02 .9851-02 .9000 .2865-03 .3447-03 .2191 2.061 527,8
604 24.036 .82500 469.00 .7619-02 .9171-02 .9171-02 ;9000 .2666-03 .3209-03 .2036 1.905 528.8
604 24.036 .85000 470.00 .6077-02 .7313-02 .7313-02 .9000 .2127-03 .2559-03 .|627 1.462 527.7
604 24.036 :87500 471.00 _ ,7180-02 .8640-02 .8640-02 .9000 .2512-03 .3024-03 ,1921 1.660 528.0
604 24.036 .92500 472.00 .2524-01 :3041-01 .3041-01 .9000 .8834-03 .1064-02 ,6719 5,577 532.1
604 24.036 .95000 277.00 : .6058-0! .7331-01 .7331-0! .9000 .2120-02 .2565-02 1.578 14.03 548.4
604 Lm-t.036 .97500 473.00 : .6087-01 .7350-01 : .7350-01 .9000 .2130-02 .2572-02 1.603 17.88 540.4
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1755
OH84B 60-0 UPPER RH WING {R4U03B)
UPPER RH WING PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH " 8.000 ALPHA " 40.00 BETA " .0000 ELEVON " .0000
BDFLAP = -12.50 SPDBRK " .0000
**'TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO PILl
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO 6 IFT3 IFTB
582 2.997 7.990 40.06 .1397-01 671.5 1326. 96.29 .6935-01 3.099 3843. .1944-02 .7748-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RU_ XO MS 2YIBW T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAW) ODOT OTWDT TW
NUMBER R=1.0 R-0.9 R- BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R D£6. R
TAW/TO FTBSEC FTBSEC FTBSEC /SEC
582 24.036 .50000 460.00 .5143-02 .6185-02 .6186-02 .9000 .2240-03 ,£_694-03 .1762 1.405 539.!
582 24.036 .55000 461.00 .8982-02 .1081-01 .IOBl-Ol .9000 .3912-03 .4709-03 .3063 2.239 542.7
582 24.036 .60000 462.00 .1790-01 .2152-01 .2152-01 .9000 .7796-03 .9375-03 .6135 4.725 538.7
582 24.036 .65000 463.00 .1971-01 .2370-01 .2370-01 .9000 .8584-03 .1032-02 .6751 5.199 539.1
582 24.036 .70000 464.00 .2849-0! .3427-0! .3427-0! .9000 !24!-02 °!493-02 .9746 7°£:52 540.2
582 24.036 .72500 465.00 .3172-01 .3814-01 .3814-01 .9000 1381-02 .1661-02 1.088 8.380 538.3
582 24.036 .75000 466.00 .3932-01 .4732-01 .4732-01 .9000 1712-02 .2061-02 1.342 11,09 541.7
582 24.036 .77500 467.00 .3867-01 .4655-01 .4655-01 .9000 1684-02 .2027-02 1.320 12,27 541.9
582 24.036 .80000 468.00 .4157-01 .5003-01 .5003-01 .9000 1811-02 .2179-02 1.420 13.20 541.3
582 24.036 .82500 469.00 .4285-01 .5158-01 .5158-01 .9000 1866-02 .2246-02 1.462 13.58 542.5
582 24.036 .85000 470.00 ,2766-01 .3324-0! .3324-01 .9000 1205-02 .1448-02 .9517 8.517 535.7
582 24.036 .875G0 471.00 .2289-01 .2748-01 .2749-01 .9000 .9970-03 .1197-02 .7902 6.809 533.0
582 24.036 .92500 472.00 .7618-01 .9200-01 .9200-01 .BOO0 .3318-02 .4007-02 2.557 20.98 554.8
582 24.036 .95000 277.00 .8644-01 .I049 .104B .SO00 .3765-02 .4589-02 2.835 24.90 572.7
582 24.036 .97500 473.00 .1380 .1682 .1682 .9000 .6011-02 .7326-02 4.437 48.36 587;5
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B HODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 17_8
' '" OHG4B 60-0 UPPER RH WING fR4LI0391
• i
UPPER RH WING PARAHETRIC DATA
• MACH • 6.000 ALPHA • 40.00 BETA = .0000 ELEVON - .0000
• BE)F'LAP = -5.000 6PDBRK = .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS*'*
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO PILl
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSi FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
• XlO 6 /FT3 IFT2
"622 ,500 ! 7.900 39.93 .1380-01 99.35 1249. 92.62 .1104-01 .4824 3727. .3216-03 .7453-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO NS 2Y/BN :" T/C NO HIHREF H/HREF HIHREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN) (;lOOT DTNDT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R "BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R BEG. RTAN/TO FTBSEC FTBSEC FTBSEC /SEC
622 24.036 .50000 460.00 .7190-03 .6681-03 .6661-03 .9000 .1223-04 .I476-04 .8890-02 .7155-01 5¢31.6
622 24.836 .60000 462.00 .2560-03 .3069-03 .3089-03 .9000 .4354-05 .5253-05 .3t78-02 .L:_73-01 518.7
622 24.036 .66000 463.00 ,1633-03 .1971-03 .1971-03 .9000 .2778-05 .3351-06 .2027-02 .1677-01 619.0
622 24.036 .70000 464.00 .7391-03 .8918-03 .8916-03 ,9000 .1257o04 .1617-04 .9162-02 .6888-01 619.7
622 24.836 .72600 465.00 .1360-02 .1641-02 .1641-02 .9000 .2312-04 .2790-04 .1665-01 .1311 619.7
622 24.036 .75000 466.00 .1589-02 .1918-02 .1918-02 .9000 .2702-04 .3262-04 .1965-01 .1640 621.3
622 24.036 .77500 467.00 .t728-02 .2085-02 .2085-02 .9000 .2939-04 .3546-04 .2144-01 .2015 519.2
622 24.036 .80000 468.00 .2291-02 .2763-02 .2763-02 .9000 .3896-04 .4700-04 .2844-01 .2674 618.7
622 24.036 .82500 469.00 .2741-02 .3308-02 .3308-02 .9000 .4662-04 ,5625-04 .3399-01 .3194 619,6
622 24,036 .85000 470.00 .1968-02 .2375-02 .2375-02 .9000 .3347-04 .4039-04 .2440-01 .2202 619.6
622 24,036 ,67500 471.00 .1099-02 .1326-02 .1326-02 .9000 .1869-04 .2256-04 .1364-01 .1184 518.9
622 24.036 ,92500 472.00 1021-02 ,1232-02 ".1232-02 _ .9000 ,1737-04 .2095-04 .1267-01 .1059 519.0
622 24.036 .95000 277.00 .2777-02 _3351-02 .3351-02 .9000 .4723-04 .6699-04 .3445-01 .3109 519.E
622 24.036 .97500 473.00 .6610-02 .6649-02 .6649-02 .9000 .9371-04 .1131°03 .6929-0! .7701 619.9
/DATE 23 FEB 80 OH64B MODEL60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE I'/57
OH84B 60-0 UPPER RH NING fR4U030)
UPPER RH HING PARAIWlETRICDATA
MACH • B.O00 ALPHA • 40.00 BETA = .0000 ELEVON - .oodo
BDFLAP = -5.000 SPDBRK • .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L HACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO flU'
NUHBER /FT DEG. OEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO 6 /FT3 IFT2
616 .9964 7.940 39.97 .I731-01 204.3 1264. 92.85 .2197-01 .9697 3751. .6387-03 .7472-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO H5 2Y/BW TIC NO H/.HREF H/.HREF HIHREF TA._/TO H(TO) H(TAN) GDOT DTNDT TN
NUMBER R-I.O R-O.B R= BTU/R BTUIR BTUI DEG. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FTL:_SC FTL_-_C ISEC
616 24.036 .50000 460.00 .1194-02 .1441-02 .1441-02 .9000 .2884-04 .3481-04 .2126-0I .1706 r--J¢_.7
616 24.035 .55000 461.00 .1259-02 .1520-02 .1520-02 .9000 .3041-04 .36"74-04 .2233-0| .1643 5¢'_.5
616 24.036 .60000 462.00 .3310-03 .3991-03 .3981-03 .SO00 .7998-05 .9643-05 .5924-02 .4600-01 523.0
616 24.035 ,65000 463.00 .3065-03 .3695-03 .3696-03 .9000 .7406-05 .8930-05 .5485-02 .4259-01 523.1
816 24.036 .70000 484.00 .!192-02 .I437-02 .1437-02 .9000 .2880-04 .3473-04 .2132-0! .1600 523.5
616 24.036 .72500 465.00 .1946-02 .2346-02 .2346-02 .9000 .4701-04 .5668-04 .3480-01 .2702 523.3
616 24.036 .75000 456.00 .2907-02 .3507-02 .3507-02 .9000 .7023-04 .8473-04 .5188-01 .4322 525.0
616 24.035 .77500 467.00 .3252-02 .3921-02 .3921-02 .9000 .7858-04 .9474-04 .5820-0t .5460 523.0
616 24.036 .80000 468.00 .4242-02 .5114-02 .5II4-02 .9000 .1025-03 .1236-03 .7594-01 .7126 522.7
616 24.036 .82500 469.00 .4470-02 .5390-02 .5390-02 .9000 .I080-03 .1302-03 .7894-01 .7499 523.4
6!6 24.036 .85000 470.00 .2260-02 .2725-02 .2725-02 .9000 .5461-04 .6585-04 .4046-0! .3645 522.8
616 24.036 .87500 471.00 .1777_02 .2142-02 .2142-02 .9000 .4293-04 .5175-04 .3183-0! .2758 522.2
616 24.036 .92500 472.00 .3144-02 .3750-02 .3790-02 .9000 .7597-04 .9158-04 .5633-01 .4700 522.2
616 24.036 .95000 277.00 .4817-02 .5808-02 .5808-02 .9000 .1164-03 .1403-03 .8624-01 .7768 522.8
616 24.036 .97500 473.00 .5747-02 .6929-02 .6929-02 .SO00 .1389-03 .1674-03 .1029 1.159 522.6
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL60-0 IN TIlE AEOC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1758
• OHS4B 60-0 UPPER RH WING fR4U039}
UPPER RH WIND PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA ," 40.00 BETA = .0000 ELEVON ,, .0000
,BD,='LAP- -5. 000 SPDBRK ,, .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSi FTISEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XtO 6 /FT3 /FT2
594 2.010 7.960 39.99 .I735-01 43=3,8 1300. oJ_.62 .4537-01 2.022 3805. .IL_ah-02 .7614-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO HS 2Y/BN T/C NO HIHREF H/HREF HIHREF TAN/T0 H(TD) HITAN} 0DOT DTNOT TN
NUHSER R-I.O R=O.g R= 8TU/R BTU/R 8rU/ OEG. R OEG. R
TAN/TO FTc'_EC FT2SEC FTESEC ISEC
594 24.036 .50000 460.00 .2286-02 .2754-02 .2754-02 .gOOD .8014-04 .9655-04 .6131-01 .4902 534.7
594 2h.036 .55000 461.00 .5990-0_ .7103-02 .7103-02 .gOOD .2065"03 ._91-03 .ISTB 1.152 5]8.5
594 24.036 .60000 462.00 .7981-02 .9609-02 .9609-02 .9000 .2798-03 .3369-03 .2147 1.659 532.5
594 24.036 .65000 463.00 .1044-01 .1257-01 .1257-01 .9000 .3661-03 .4408-03 .2805 2.166 533.5
594 24.036 .70000 464.00 .1539-0I .1854-01 .1854-01 .9000 .5397-03 .6502-03 .4127 3.079 53419
594 24.036 .92500 465.00 .IS70-O! .IB90-OI .ISgO-OI .9000 .5504-03 .6627-03 .4221 3.26I 532.8
594 24.036 .75000 486.00 .1710-01 .2059-01 .2059-01 .9000 .5995-03 .7221-03 .4590 3.807 534,0
594 24.036 .77500 467.00 .1720-D] .207J-D] .207J-O] .9000 .5D3D-03 .72_-03 .4_21 _.313 533.3
594 24.036 .B0000 468.00 .1733-01 .2088-01 .2066-0! .9000 .6076-03 .7318-03 .4659 4.349 532.9
594 24.036 .82500 469.00 .1747-0I .2104-01 .2104-01 .9000 .6126-03 .7379-03 .4693 4.379 533.7
594 24°038 .85000 470.00 .1660-0] .1998-0I .1998-01 .9000 ,5819-03 .7007-03 .446I 3.998 533.0
594 24.036 .87500 471.00 .1852-01 ;2230-01 .2230-01 .9000 .8494-03 .7820-03 .4976 4.286 533.5
594 24.036 .92500 472.00 .5057-01 .6105-01 .6105-0! .9000 .1773-02 .2141-02 1.343 11.09 842.2
594 24.036 .95000 277.00 .6363-01 .7696-01 .7696-0t .9000 .2231-02 .2699-02 1.674 14.88 549.2
594 24.036 .97500 473.00 .1169 .1422 .1422 .9000 .4099-02 .4987-02 2.985 32.61 57I.I
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1759
OHB4B 60-0 UPPER RH HING (I_U0391
UPPER RH WING PARAME..TRICDATA
MACH - 6.000 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA - .0000 ELEVON - .0000
• BDFLAP = -5.000 SPDBRK - .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FTISEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 - /FT3 IFT2
580 2.988 7.990 39.99 .1041-01 669.5 1326. 96.29 .6914-0! 3.090 3843. .193B-02 ."r748-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS 2Y/BN TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAW) QDOT DTWDT TH
NUMBER R=i.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTUIR BTU/ OEG. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
580 24.036 .50000 460.00 .4374-02 .5269-02 .5269-02 .9000 .1902-03 .2291-03 .1485 1.181 545.2
580 24.036 .55000 461.00 .7021-02 .8464-02 .8464-02 .9000 .3053-03 .3681-03 .2374 1.730 548.2
580 24.036 .60000 462.00 .1274-01 .1534-01 .1534-01 .9000 .5540-03 .6671-03 .4335 3.332 543.2
580 24.036 .65000 463.00 .1488-01 .1791-01 .1791-01 .9000 .6469-03 .7788-03 .5064 3.892 542.9
580 24.036 .70000 464.00 .2200-01 .2650-01 .2650-0! .9000 .9567-03 .1152-02 .7468 5.543 545.1
580 24.036 .72500 465.00 .1890-01 .2274-01 .2274-01 .9000 .8219-03 .9891-03 .6444 4.957 541.6
580 24.036 .75000 466.00 .2004-01 .2413-01 .2413-0! .9000 .8715-03 .1049-02 .688B 5.632 542.9
580 24.036 .77500 467.00 .2217-01 .2669-01 .2669-01 .9000 .9642-03 .1161-02 .7548 7.011 542.6
580 24.036 .80000 468.00 .2165-01 .2605-01 .2605-01 .9000 .9415-03 .1133-02 .7391 6.873 540.6
580 24.036 .82500 469.00 .2130-01 .2564-01 .2564-01 .9000 .9264-03 .1115-02 .7263 6.750 541.6
580 24.036 .85000 470.00 .2063-01 .2482-01 .2482-01 .9000 .8971-03 .1079-02 .7043 6.287 540.6
580 24.036 .87500 471.00 13360"01 .4047-01 .4047-01 .9000 .1461-02 .1760-02 1.142 9.787 544.1
580 24.036 .92500 472.00 .1002 .1214 .1214 .8000 .4357-02 .5281-02 3.301 25.91 568.E
580 24.036 .95000 277.00 .9034-01 .1095 .1095 .9000 .3929-02 .4763-02 2.975 26.19 568.4
580 24.036 .97500 473.00 .1277 .1558 .1558 .9000 .5552-02 .6775-02 4.075 44.32 591.7
OATE 23 FEB BO OH84B MODEL60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE |760
- .i . • '"- . .
' ".:':i_ _ OHB4B 60-0 UPPER RH NING _R4U040]
:i! :' _P_R RH'NING PARAMETRIC DATA
: MACH i 8.000 ALPHA = _0.00 BETA _ .0000 ELEVON = .0000
BF3FLAP= .0000 SPDBRK • °0000
"**TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L HACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO NU
NUMBER /FT DEC. DEC. PSIA DEC. R DEC. R PSIA PSI FTISEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO 8 IFT] IFT2
624 .5083 7.900 39.94 .1381-OI 101.7 1;255. 93.06 .1130-01 .4938 3735. .3278-03 .7489-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS 2_/8N TIC NO H/PREF H/HREF H/f.REF TAN/TO H(TOJ H(rA_J O00r DTNOT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=O.9 R= BTUIR BTU/R BTUI " DEC. R DEC. R
TAN/TO FTBSEC FTBSEC FTBSEC /SEC
624 24.036 .50000 450.00 .5|47-03 .B217-03 .6217-03 .9000 .8864-05 .1071-04 .6462-0_ .5189-0l _.7
624 24.036 .55000 46Z.00 .]540-02 .1962-02 .1862-02 .9000 .2652-04 .3206-04 .1926-0! .1418 528,5
624 24.036 .60000 462.00 ,4380-03 .5286-03 ..5286-03 ;9000 .7543-05 .9103-05 .5524-02 .4291-01 522.3
624 24.036 .65000 463.00 .2412-03 .2911-03 .29Z1-03 .9000 .4153-05 .50i3-05 .3040-02 .2361-0! 522.6
624 L_.036 .70000 454.00 .I078-02 .1301-02 .1301-02 .9000 .1856-04 .2240-G4 .1358-01 .1019 523.0
624 _.036 .72500 465.00 .Z823-02 .2200-02 .2200-02 .9000 ,3140-04 .3789-04 .2298-0! .1785 522.7
624 24.036 .75000 466.00 .2425-02 .2927-02 .2927-02 .9000 .417B-04 .5041-04 .3050-01 ,2543 524.!
624 24.036 .77500 467.00 .2354-02 .2840-02 .2840-02 .9000 .4053-04 .4891-04 .2969-0! .2786 5i22.2
624 24.036 .80000 468.00 .2696-02 .3253-02 .3253-02 .9000 .4642-04 .5602-04 .3402-0t .3193 521.9
624 24.036 .B2500 469.00 " .32B0_02 .3959-02 .3959-02 .9000 .564B-04 .6B]7-04 .4133-0l .387B 522.9
624 24.036 .85000 470.00 .2208-02 .2665=02 .2665-02 .900G .3803-04 .4590-04 .2783-0! .2507 522.8
624:24.036 .B7500 471.00 .1063-02 .1283-G2 ._L_3-02 .9000 .1831-04 .2209-04 .1341-0! .1162 522.2
624 24.036 _92500 472.00 .2012-02 .242B-02 _242B-02 .9000 .3466-04 .4|B2-04 .2539-01 .2118 522.|
624 . 24.036 .95000 277.00 .5920-02 .714S-02 .7Z45-02 ,9000 .1020-03 .1230-03 .7463-0! .6723 522.7
624 24.036 :97500 473.00 _7785-02 _9395-0_ .9395-0_ .9000 .1341-03 .Z618-03 .BBIl-OI .105 522.8
DATE 23 FEB 80 0H646 MODEL80-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE t?61
OH84B 60-0 UPPER RH WING (R4U040)
uPPER RH WING PARAHETRIC DATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA • .0000 ELEVON = .0000
BOFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK • .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS**"
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO MU
NUHBER /FT DEG. DEG° PSiA DEG, R OEG. R PSIA PSi FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 /FT3 IFT_
614 1.020 7.940 39,96 .1384-01 207.9 1259. 92.49 .2236-0t .9668 3743. .6525-03 .7443-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS 2Y/BN TIC NO H/HREF N/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO] H(TAN] QDOT DTNDT TN
NUMBER R=!.O R=O.9 R= BTU/R 6TU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FTESEC FTESEC FTBSEC /SEC
614 24.036 .50000 480.00 .1589-02 .1920-02 .1920-02 .9000 .3871-04 .4677-04 .2826-0t .2287 528.5
614 24.036 .55000 481.00 .!542-02 .1865-02 .1865-02 .9000 .3757-04 .4543-04 .2732-0! .2009 831.4
614 24.038 .S0000 462.00 .5674-03 .6850-03 .6850-03 .9000 .1382-04 .1668-04 .1014-0l .7863-0l 525,2
614 24.036 .65000 463.00 .4010-03 .4842-03 .4842-03 .9000 .9769-05 .1179-04 .7162-02 .5554-0l 525.5
614 24.035 .70000 464.00 .!506-02 .1818-02 .18!8-02 .9000 .3668-04 .4429-04 .2688-0! .2015 525.9
614 24.036 .72500 465.00 .2092-02 .2526-02 .2526-02 .9000 .5096-04 .6153-04 .3737-0l .2898 525.4
614 24.036 .75000 468.00 .3057-02 .3692-02 .3892-02 .9000 .7445-04 .8992-04 .5447-0! .4534 527.0
614 24.036 .77500 467.00 .3255-02 .3930-02 .3930-02 .9000 .7929-04 .9572-04 .58|5-01 ,5448 525.3
6|4 24.036 .80000 468.00 .3940-02 .4757-02 .4757-02 .9000 .9598-04 .1159-03 .7040-01 .6598 525.2
614 24.036 .82500 489.00 .5074-02 .6127-02 .6127-02 .9000 .1236-03 .1492-03 .9052-01 .8479 526.3
614 24.036 .85000 470.00 .2750-02 .3320-02 .3320-n2 .9000 .6699-04 .8088-04 .4911-01 .4416 828.6
614 24.035 .97500 471.00 .2059-02 .2496-02 .2466-02 .9000 .5016-04 .6055-04 .3680-0! .3183 525,1
814 24.036 .92500 472.00 .3107-02 .3750-02 .3750-06 .9000 .7567-04 .9134-04 .5554-01 ,4627 524.8
814 24.036 .95000 277.00 .5513-02 .6655-02 .6655-02 .9000 .1343-03 ,1621-03 .9850-0l .8862 525.1
614 24.036 .97500 473.00 .6139-02 .7410-02 .74!0-02 .9000 .|495~03 .1805-03 .1098 1.635 524.6
DATE 23 FEB BO OHB4B HODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1762
OH84B 60-0 UPPER RH WING (R4u040)
UPPER RH WING PARAI_TRIC DATA
HACH = 8.000 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA - .0000 ELEVON - .0000
BE)FLAP = .0000 SPDBRK = .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS*-*
RUN RN/L HACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO HU
NUHBER /FT DEG. DEG, PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSi FTISEC SLUGS LB-SEC
X|O _ IFT3 IFT2
596 _.000 7.990 40.02 .I392-01 434.7 1302. 94.76 .4525-01 2.017 3808. .1Beg-02 .7626-0?
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO 1"15 2Y/,9_J T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAH/TO HI TO; H', TAH2 ODOT DT_T TH
NUHBER R=I .0 R=0.9 R- BTUIR BTUIR BTUI DED. R DEG. R
TAN/TO F'TL:_-JEC FTL:_EC FT2BEC ISEC
596 24.036 .50000 460.00 .73_-03 .e823-03 .8823-03 .9000 ._L,65-04 .3090-04 .1966-01 .1571 535.4
596 L_.036 .55000 461.00 .6339-03 .'7641-03 .7641-03 .9000 .2220-04 .26"77-04 .1696-01 ;1243 53?.9
596 24.036 .60000 462.00 . ]563-02 .1980-02 .1880-02 .9000 .5473-04 .6586-04 .4219-01 .3262 530.9
596 ;=4.036 .65000 463.00 .3207-02 .3860-02 .3860-02 .9000 .1123-03 .I352-03 ,8646-01 .6683 532.0
596 24.036 .'70000 464.00 .5228-02 16293-02 .6293-02 .9000 .1831-03 .2204-03 .1408 t.05Et 532.5
596 24.036 .'72500 465.00 .5180-02 .6233-02 .6233-02 .9000 .1815-03 .2183-03 .I399 1.081 531.1
596 24.036 .'75000 466.00 .8162-02 .9826-02 .9826-02 .9000 .2859-03 .3442-03 .2|98 I .824 532.8
596 24. 036 .77500 467. O0 .7708-02 .9274-02 .9274-02 .9000 .2700-03 .3248-03 .2082 I. 946 530.8
596 24.036 .80000 468.00 .7769-02 .9347-02 .9347-02 .9000 .2721-03 .3274-03 .2098 1.960 530.9
596 24.036 .82500 469.00 .8433-0 ;= .1015-01 .1015-01 .9000 .2954-03 .3554-03 .22?5 2.126 531.4
596 24.036 .85000 470.00 ,806"7-02 .9708-02 .9708-02 .9OOO .2826-03 .3400-03 .217"/ 1.952 531.3
596 24.036 .87500 4'71.00 .1030-01 .1239-01 . 1239-01 ,9000 .3608-03 .4341-03 .2"780 2.398 531.2
596 24.036 ;92500 472.00 .9361-02 . ! 126-01 .1126-01 .9000 .3279-03 .3944-03 .2530 2. i02 530. I
596 24.036 .95000 2"77.00 . I295-01 .155S-01 .1558-01 .9000 ,4536-03 .5459-03 .3496 3. 137 530.9
596 24.036 .97500 473.00 .1514-01 . I922-01 . 1822-01 .9000 .5303-03 .6381-03 .4085 4.580 531.3
DATE 23 FEB 90 OHB4B MODEL60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONICTUNNEL PAGE 1763
OH84B 60-0 UPPER RH WING rR4U040)
UPPER RH NING PARAHETRIC DATA
: HACH = 6.000 ALPHA • 40.00 BETA = .OOO0 ELEVON " .OOOO
BDFLAP • .0000 SPDBRK = .0000
"**TEST CONDITIONS'**
r RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FTISEC SLUGS LB-S£C
XlO 6 IFT3 IFTB
578 3.027 7.990 " 40.06 .6995-02 669.7 1315, 95.49 .6916-0] 3.091 3827. .Ig55-02 .7684-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS 2Y/BN TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/T0 H(T0} H(TAN) 0DOT DTNDT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ OEO. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC
578 _.036 .50000 460.00 .3315-02 .3999-02 .3999-02 ,9000 .1440-03 .1737-03 .1106 .8"/B5 _6.?
579 24.036 .55000 461.00 .4739-02 .5721.-02 .5721-02 .9000 .2059-03 ._85-03 .1577 1.149 548.6
578 24.036 .60000 462.00 .8912-02 .I063-01 .1063-01 .9000 .3829-03 .4615-03 .2949 2._56 544.1
578 24.036 .65000 463.00 .1302-01 .1571-01 .1571-01 .9000 .5656-03 .6822-03 .4350 3.339 545.6
5?8 _:_.036 ;70000 464.00 .2038-01 .2459-01 .2459-01 .9000 .8852-03 .1068-02 .6800 5.044 546.5
5?8 24.036 .72500 465.00 .2194-01 .2647-0! .2647-01 .9000 .9529-03 1150-02 .7326 5.623 545.9
579 24.036 .75000 466.00 .c-_.98-01 .3002-01 .3002-0I .9000 .1091-02 1304-02 .82.92 6.831 547.3
578 24.036 .77500 467.00 .2467-0! .2976-0I .2976-01 .9000 .1071-02 1292-02 .8239 7.641 545.7
578 24.036 .80000 468.00 .2289-01 .2759-01 .2759-01 .9000 .9940-03 1198-02 .7662 7.113 543.9
5?8 24.036 .82500 469.00 .2326-0| .2805-0] .2805-0| .9000 .I010-02 1218-02 .7785 7.226 544.2
5?8 24.036 .85000 470.00 .2067-01 .2491-01 .2491-01 .9000 .8976-03 I082-02 .6923 6.171 543.4
578 24.036 .87500 471.00 .2275-0I .2742_0I .2742-01 .9000 .9880-03 1191-02 .7627 6.539 542:7
578 24.036 .92500 4?2.00 .7949-0! :9634-0l .9634-0I .9000 .3452-02 .4184-02 2.595 21.21 562.9
578 24.036 .95000 277.00 .IO01 .|219 .1219 .9000 .4350-02 .5294-02 3.204 28;07 578.0
578 24.036 ;97500 473.00 .|328 11620 .1620 .9000 .5770-02 .7038-02 4.209 45.93 585.2
i:i •
bATE 23 FEB 80 0H849 MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE |7_
'."" OH84B 60-0 UPPER RH WING (R4UONI|
UPPER RH WING PARAMETRIC DATA
HACH - 8,000 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA - .0000 ELEVON - .0000
BDFLAP = 5,000 SPDBRK - .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS *t*
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT DEG. OEG. PSIA BEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XiO 6 /FT3 /FT2
626 .5125 7.900 39.93 .1380-01 101.2 1_44. 98.25 .1125-01 .4913 3"/20. .3290-03 .7423-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO t'F3 2Y/Bt#, T/C NO H/HR£F" H/HREF" H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO; H(TANJ QOOT Of'NOT TN
NUMBER R-I.O R=0.9 R- 8TU/R BTUIR BTUI BEG. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FTBSEC FTBSEC F'T2SEC ISEC
626 24.036 .50000 460.00 .8813-03 .1066-02 .1066-02 .9000 .1512-04 .18;=9-04 .1083-01 .8695-01 526.9
626 24,036 .55000 461.00 ,239.7-02 .8902-02 .2902-02 °9000 .4110-04 .49.77-04 o2935-01 .2160 5=39.8
626 24,036 .60000 468.00 ..7254-03 .8.769-03 .9.769-03 .9000 .1244-04 .1504-04 .8959-08 .6954-01 523..7
626 L_..036 .65000 463.00 .3102-03 .3"/51o03 .3"/51-03 .9000 .5321-05 .6433-05 .3629-02 .29"/I-01 524.8
626 24.036 ..70000 464.00 .1355-0P. .1638-02 .1638-02 .9000 .2324-04 .P.810-04 .167P.-OI .1254 524.4
626 24.036 .'7P.500 465.00 .P.3P.P.-02 .P.80-/-OP. .P.80.7-OP. .9000 .398P.-04 .4814-04 .286.7-01 .=3P.25 523.8
6P.6 24.036 /'/5000 466.00 .P.605-OP. .3150-02 .3150-02 .9000 .4468-04 .5403-04 .3211-01 .26"/5 525.0
626 24.036 .'7"/500 46"7.00 .2645-02 .3198-02 • 3198-0P' .9000 .453"/-04 .5485-04 .3P.6"/-01 .3064 5P.3.6
6P.6 24.036 .80000 468.00 .3000-0=3 .36E6-02 .3626-02 .9000 .5145-04 .6=319-04 .3705-01 .3475 523.5
626 P.4.036 .82500 469.00 .3050-0P. .3688-022 .3688-02 .9000 .5232-04 .6326-04 .3"76P.-0] .352"7 5P.4.6
626 =34.036 .85000 470.00 .2342--0=3 .2831-02 .P.831-02 .9000 .4016-04 .4856-04 ,2888-01 .2.599 5(?4.7
6P.6 P.4,036 .87500 4"71.00 .1346-02. ,168-/-02 , 162"/-0P. .8000 ,2308-04 ,P.'790-04 .1660-0I .143"7 524.3
:626 =34.036 .9P.500 4"/P..00 .P.14.7:-02 .2596-02 .P.596-02 .9000 ,368,?-04 ,445P.-04 ,2650-0| .=3209 5P.4.0
6P'8 84.036 .95000 P..77.00 .7646-02 .9245-08 ;9245-02 .9000 .13! 1-03 .1586-03 .9429-01 .8485 524.7
. 6P'6 P.4.036 .97500 4"/3.00 .9463-02 .1t44-01 .1144-01 .9000 .16P.3-03 . I963-03 . | 16"/ 1.313 524.6
/
DATE 23 FEB 80 0H849 HODEL60-0 iN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1765
OH94B SO-O UPPER RH NING (RttL,IO_I)
UPPER RH NING PARAHETRlC DATA
MACH= 9.000 ALPHA • 40.0_ BETA • .OOO0 ELEVON = *0000
BDFLAP " 5.000 SPDBRK = .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L HACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V _
NUMBER /FT D£6. OEG. PSIA DEG. R OEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 IFT3 /FT2:
612 1.002 7.940 39.96 .1384-01 206.0 1266. 93.00 .2216-01 .9778 3"/54. .6430-03 .74_-07
RUN HREF 5TN NO




RUN XO MS 2Y/BN TIC NO H/HREF HIHREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN) QDOT DTNOT TN
NUHBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEO. R OEG. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FTi_-JEC FT2SEC /SEC
612 24.036 .50000 460.00 .1386-02 .1672-02 .1872-02 .9000 .3363-04 .4058-04 ._85-01 .1995 526.7
612 _.036 .55000 461.00 .1535-02 .1854-02 .1854-02 .9000 .3726-04 .4499-04 .2744-01 .2019 529.2
612 24.036 .60000 462..00 .6405-03 .7720-03 .7720-03 .9000 .1554-04 .1873-04 .1155-01 .8968-01 522.7
612 24.036 .65000 463.00 .2822-03 .3402-03 .3402-03 .9000 .6849-05 .8255-05 .5097-02 .3950-01 522.9
612 24.036 .70000 464.00 .1488-02 .1794-02 .1794-02 .9000 .3611-04 .4353-04 .2681-0l .2013 523.1
612 _.036 .72500 465.00 .2180-02 .2628-02 .2628-02 .9000 .5292-04 .6378-04 .3932-01 .3054 522.6
6t2 24.036 .75000 466.00 .3543-02 .4272-02 .4272-02 ,9000 .8599-04 .;037-03 .63"T'/-01 '5315 5L:_.!
612 24.036 .77500 467.00 .3923-02 .4728-02 .4729-02 .9000 .9520-04 .1147-03 .7075-0I .6639 522.5
612 24.036 .80000 468.00 .4801-02 .5786-02 .5786-02 .9000 .1165-03 .1404-03 .8658-01 .9125 522.6
612 24.036 .82500 469.00 .5293-02 .6381-02 .6381-02 .9000 .1285-03 .1549-03 .9533-01 .8942 523.5
612 24.036 .85000 470.00 .2845-02 .3429-02 .3429-02 .9000 .6904-04 .8322-04 .5130-01 .4621 522.7
612 24.036 .87500 471.00 .2214-02 :2669=02 .2669-02 .9000 .5374-04 .6476-04 .3995-01 .3461 5P.2._
612 24.036 .92500 472.00 .2897-02 .3491-02 .349t-02 .9000 .7030-04 .8472-04 .5229-0! .4362 522.0
612 24.036 \.95000 277.00 .5340-02 .6435-02 ,6435-02 .9000 .1296-03 .1562-03 .9633-01 .8679 522.3
612 24.036 .97500 473.00 .8099-02 .9762-02 .9762-02 .9000 .1966-03 .2369-03 .1460 1.644 r'r,4T:2.8
• i
DATE 23 FEB BO OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1766
• ,, OH84B 60-0 UPPER RH WING (R4UI_Y-_|}
": "' "" PARAHETRIC DATA
UPPER RH WING
HACH - 8.000 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA - .0000 ELEVON - .0000
.....
BDFLAP = 5.000 SPDBRK • .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO I_J
NUHBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R P_XA PS! FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 /FT3 /FT_
598 2.004 7.980 40.02 .I392-01 434.4 1300. 94.52 .4522-01 _.016 3805. .|290-02 .7614-07
RUN _F_EF STN NO




RUN XO HS 2Y/BN TIC NO H/HREF HIHREF HIHREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN) ODOT OTWOT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R-O,9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ OEG. R DEG. RTAN/TO FTBSEC FT2SEC FTBSEC /SEC
598 24.036 .50000 460.00 .8485-03 .1022-02 .1022-02 .9000 .2970-04 .3576-04 .227B-0| .t823 5_.7
598 24.036 .55000 461.00 .214B-02 .2588-02 .2588-02 .9000 .7519-04 .8060-04 .5746-0! .4215 535.5
598 24.036 .60000 462.00 .1655-02 .1991-02 .1991-02 .9000 .5794-04 .6968-04 .4467-01 .3459 _Jc_8.6
598 24.036 .65000 463.00 .2920-02 .3513-02 .3513-02 .9000 .1022-03 .1230-03 .7870-0| .6090 529.7
598 24.036 .70000 464.00 .5514-02 .6635-02 .6635°02 .9000 .1930-03 .2323-03 .1485 1.110 530.4
598 24.036 .72500 465.00 .5919-02 .7119-02 .7119-02 .9000 .2072-03 .2492-03 .1597 1.236 529.0
598 24.036 .75000 466.00 .6055-02 .7285-02 .7285-02 .9000 .2120-03 .2550-03 .1632 1.356 529.9
598 24.036 _77500 467.00 .6081-02 .7313-02 .7313-02 .9000 .2129-03 .2560-03 .1642 1.537 528.1
598 24.036 .80000 468.00 .6384-02 .7678-02 .7678-02 .9000 .2235-03 .2688-03 .1725 1.614 528.0
598 24.036 .82500 469.00 .6460-02 .7770-02 .7770-02 .9000 .2261-03 .2720-03 .1743 1.630 529.1
598 24.036 .85000 470,00 .5671-02 .6821-02 .682i-02 .9000 .1985-03 .2388-03 .1531 1.375 528.5
598 24.036 .87500 471.00 .6773-02 .8146-02 .8146-02 .9000 .2371-03 .2852-03 .1827 1.578 528.9
598 24.036 .92500 472.00 .4802_02 .5774-02 .5774-02 .9000 .1681-03 .202|-03 .1299 1.081 527.2
598 24.036 .95000 277.00 .8592-02 .i033-0l .1033-01 .9000 .300B-03 .3617-03 .23B0 2.085 528.2
598 24.036 .97500 473.00 .1007-01 ,1210-01 .1210-01 .9000 .3524-03 .4237-03 .2720 3.054 527.9
) )
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1767 ;
OH84B 60-0 UPPER RH WING (RWUOW|)
UPPER RH WING PARAH_ETRICDATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA - ,0000 ELEVON- .0000
BDFLAP = 5.000 SPI._K - .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L HACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V, RHO HU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FTISEC SLU6S LB-SEC
XlO 6 IFT3 IFT2
584 2.99; 7.990 40.06 .1397-0! 669.5 1325. 96.2! .6914-0I 3.090 31_. .I940-0_ .7742-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN xo MS 2Y/BN T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN) ODOT DTNOT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTUIR BTUI DEO. R OEG. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FTESEC ISEC
584 24.036 .50000 460.00 .4787-02 .5758-02 .5758-02 .9000 ._081-03 ._304-03 .1634 1.303 539,5
584 24.036 .55000 46!.00 .8818-02 .I062-01 .1062-0l .go00 .3835-03 .4617-03 .2998 _.Igl 542.8
584 24.038 ,60000 462.00 .1564-0! .IBBl-OI .lBBl-OI .9000 .6801-03 ,9179-03 .5348 4,I2l 538,3
584 24.036 .65000 463,00 'lBO0-O! .2i65-0! .2165-01 .9000 .7826-03 .94!2-03 .615l 4.738 539.7
584 24=036 .70000 464.00 .2730-0l .3285-01.3285-01 .9000 .!187-02 .1429-02 .9299 6.915 541.3
584 24.036 .72500 465.00 .2478-01 .2980-01 .2990-01 .9000 .1077-02 .I896-02 .8467 6.522 538.8
584 24.036 .75000 466.00 .2559-0l .3079-01 .3079-01 .9000 .1l!3-02 .1339-02 .8738 7.227 539.5
584 24.036 .77500 467.00 .257l-0! .3092-0! .3092-0l .9000 .lll8-02 .1344-02 .8788 8.180 538.5
584 E4.036 .80000 468.00 .2626-0I .3157-0I .3!57-0! ,9000 .I142-02 .1373-02 .8990 8.374 537.4
584 24.036 .82500 469.00 .2727-01 .3280-01 .3280-0! .9000 .1186-02 .1426-02 .9323 8.679 538.5
584 24.036 .85000 470.00 .2579-01 ,3101-01 .3101-01 .9000 .1122-02 .1348-02 .8838 7.905 536,7
584 24.036 ;87500 471.00 .4401-01 .5299-0I .5299-0! .9000 .1914-02 .2304-02 1,495 12.82 543.2
• 584 24.036 .92500 472.00 .9084-01 .I099 _.1099 .9000 .3950-02 .4778-02 3.020 24.72 560.1
584 24.036 .95000 277.00 .9576-0! .!!61 ,1!61 .9000 .4164-02 .5051-02 3.143 27.65 569.9
584 24.036 .97500 473.00 .1203 .146I .1461 .9000 .5231-02 .6352-02 3.927 43.09 574.1
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF" HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1768
OHB4B 60-0 UPPER RH wING fRiLl042)
.- i.::. UPPER RH WING PARAMETRICDATA
. HACH = 8;000 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA " .0000 ELEVON • .0000BDF'LAP,= 8.000 SPDBRK " .0000
"*'TEST CONDITIONS''*
RUN RN/L HACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO HU
NUHBER /FT DEC. DEC. PSIA D£G. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO 8 IF'T3 IFT2
620 .5135 7.900 39.96 .1383-0I tO0. I 1233. 91.43 . ! I t2-OI .4858 3"/03. .3282-03 .7357-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO H_ 2Y/BN TIC NO H/HREF HIHREF HIHREF TAW/TO HITO) HfTAN) ODOT DTNDT TN
NU_R R-t.O R=O.g R= 8TU/R BTU/R eTU/ OEG. R OEG. R
TAN/TO FTBSEC FT25EC FTL:s'SEC ISEC
620 24.036 .50000 460.00 .4362-03 .5286-03 .5286-03 .8000 .3qL>8-O_ .9008-05 .5236-02 .4201-01 =3_7.7
620 24.036 .55000 461.00 .IO06-OE .1220-02 .leBo-02 .8000 .1713-04 .20-n-04 ,1805-01 .8886-01 _9.q
620 24.036 .60000 462.00 .4051-03 .4803-03 .4903-03 .8000 .6897-05 .8348-05 .4892-02 .3788-01 5_3.4
620 24.036 .70000 464.00 .IllB-02 .1354-02 .1354-02 .9000 .1905-04 ;2305-04 .1350-01 .1013 523.8
620 24.036 .92500 465.00 .2015-02 .2439-02 .2439-02 .9000 .3431-04 .4153-04 .2434-01 .I890 523.3
620 24.036 .75000 466.00 .2528-02 .3061-02 .3061-02 .8000 .4305-04 .5212-04 .3051-0I .2543 524.1
620 24.0315 .77500 467.00 ._--_26-02 .2936-02 .2936-02 .9000 o4J31-04 .4999-04 .2932-0I .275! 522.8
620 24.036 .80000 468.00 .2610-02 .3158-02 .3158-02 .BOO0 .4445-04 .5378-04 .3156-0! .2961 522.6
620 24.036 .82500 469.00 .2716-02 .3287-02 .3287-02 .9000 .4624-04 .5597-04 .3279-01 .3076 523.6
620 24.038 .BSO00 470.00 .1950-02 .2360-02 .2360-02 .9000 .3321-04 .4019-04 .2355-01 .2t21 523.5
620 24.036 .87500 471.00 .1470-02 .177B-02 .1779-02 .9000 .2504-04 .3030-04 .1776-01 .153B 523.I
620 24.036 .92500 472.00 .2342-02 .2834-02 .2834-02 .8000 .398B-04 .4826-04 .2830-01 .2360 523.0
620 24.036 .95000 277.00 .B636-02 .1045-01 .1045-01 .9000 .1471-03 .1780-03 .1042 .9385 523.8
620 24.036 .97500 473.00 .1016-01 .1230-01 .1230-0t .9000 .1730-03 .2095-03 .1226 1.380 524.0
) )
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE |769
OHB4B 60-0 UPPER RH WING {RWU042)
UPPER RH WING PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = B.O00 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA - .0000 ELEVON = .0000
BDFLAP = B.O00 SPDBRK = ,0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P G V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEC. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO 6 /FT3 /FTB
61B .9977 7.940 39,97 .1384-01 204.8 I265. 92.93 .2203-01 .972I 3752. .6397-03 .7478-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN xo HS 2YIBW TIC NO HIHREF HIHREF HIHREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAW) Q_T DTWDT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=O.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEC. R DEC. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC _T2SEC FTBSEC /SEC
618 24.036 .50000 460.00 .134B-02 .162B-02 .162B-OB .9000 .3262-04 .3940-04 .2399-01 .1923 529.3
618 24.036 .55C00 461.00 .IBB4-02 .2277-02 .2277-02 .9000 .4559-04 .5509-04 .3344-0! .245B 531.3
61B 24.036 .60000 462.00 .6579-03 ,7935-03 .7935-03 .9000 .I592-04 .1920~04 .It7B-OI .9135-01 5&_.8
618 24.036 .65000 463.00 .7843-03 .9461-03 .9461-03 .9000 .189B-04 .2299-04 .1403-01 .1089 525.1
61B 24.036 .70000 464.'00 .1702-02 .2053-02 .2053o02 .9000 .4117-04 .4966-04 .3044-0! .2283 525.2
61B 24.036 .72500 465.00 .2241-02 .2703-02 .2703-02 .BOO0 .5422-04 .6539-04 .4012-0| .3113 524.7
61B 24.036 .75000 466.00 .3087-02 .3724-02 .3724-02 .9000 .7468-04 .9010-04 .5517-0! .4594 525.9
618 24.036 .77500 467.00 .2980-02 .3594-02 .3594-02 .9000 .7210-04 .8695-04 .5338-01 .5005 524.3
61B 24.036 .BOO00 468.00 .3651-02 .4403-02 .4403-02 .9000 .BB34-04 .1065-03 .6540°01 .6132 524.3
618 24.036 .82500 469.00 .4058-02 .4896-02 .4896-02 .9000 .9BI9-04 .1184-03 .7260-01 .6804 525.3
61B 24.036 .85000 470.00 .2521-02 .3041-02 .3041-02 .9000 .6099-04 .7357-04 .4512-01 .4060 524.9
6]8 24.036 .87500 471.00 .1887-02 .2275-02 .2275-02 .9000 .4565-04 .5505-04 .3379-0l .2924 524.4
61B 24.036 ,92500 472.00 .2535-02 .3056-02 .3056-02 .9000 .6132-04 .7395-04 .4543-0! .3787 523.9
618 24.036 .95000 2?7.00 .4998-02 .6027-02 .602?-02 .9000 .1209-03 .1458-03 .B956-01 .8062 524.1
618 24.036 .97500 4?3.00 .8257_02 .9959-02 .9959-02 .9000 .1998-03 .2410-03 .]479 1.664 524.5
DATE E3 FEB BO OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1"/70
OI-184B 60-0 UPPER RH HING tR4LE)42)
UPPER RH WING PARAHETRIC DATA
HACH = 8.000 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA = ,0000 ELEVON - .0000
BDFLAP • B.O00 SPDBRK - .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS**"
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEO. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 /FT3 /FT2
592 2,010 7.9B0 40.00 .1736-01 434.B 1298. 94.47 .452B-01 e.OIB 3B02. .1293°02 .7B02-07
RUN HREF 5TN NO




RUN XO HS 2YIBN TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF HIHREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN) ODOT DTNOT T_
NUP_ER R-I.O R=O.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R OEO. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FTESEC FT2SEC /SEC
592 E4.036 .50000 460.00 .2798-02 .3369-02 .3369-02 .9000 ,9796-04 .llgO-03 ,7495-0! ,5999 53_.5
592 24,036 .55000 461.00 .5570-02 .6713-02 .6713-02 .9000 .1950-03 .2350-03 ,1486 1.090 535.6
592 24,036 ,60000 462,00 ,8121-02 ,9773-02 ,9773-02 ,_000 ,2843-03 ,3422-03 ,2183 1,689 5_919
592 24,036 ,65000 463,00 1026-0I ,1235-01 1235-01 ,9000 ,3591-03 ,4323-03 ,2755 2,130 530,7
592 24.036 .70000 464.00 1576-0l .1898-01 .1898"01 .BOO0 .5519-03 .6646-03 .4224 3. I55 532.4
592 24,036 ,72500 465,00 1626-0[ '1958-01 ,1958-01 ,9000 ,5694-03 ,6854-03 ,4367 3,377 530,8
592 24,036 ,75000 466,00 1824-0i ,2197-01 ,2197-0l ,9000 ,6387-03 ,7691-03 ,4891 4,060 532,0
592 24,036 ,77500 467,00 1862-0! .2242-01 ,2242-01 ,9000 ,6519-03 ,7849-03 ,4993 4,663 531,9
592 24.036 ,80000 468,00 1919-01 ,2311-01 ,2311-01 ,9000 ,6720-03 ,8091-03 .5147 4,807 531,8
592 24.036 .82500 469.00 .197]-01 .2374-01 .2374-01 .9000 .6901-03 .8311-03 .5278 4.927 532.9
592 24.036 ,85000 470,00 ,1973-01 ,2376-01 ,2376-01. ,9000 ,6907-03 ,831B-03 .5287 4,740 532,2
592 24.036 .87500 471,00 ,2712-01 ,3268-01 ,3268-01 ,9000 ,9495-03 ,1144-02 ,7243 6,235 534,9
592 24.036 .92500 472.00 .5543-0! .6693-01 .6693-01 .9000 .1941-02 .2343-02 1.467 12.11 5½2.1
592 24.036 .95000 277.00 .6362-01 .7697-0! .7697m0| .9000 .2228--02 .2695--02 1.667 14.82 549.3
592 24.036 .97500 473.00 .7898-0! .9561-01 .9561:01 .9000 .2765-02 .3348-02 2.063 22.89 551.6
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE I"/"/!
UPR:_H'D IDU--U ur'r'¢;f_ i'_i-i M 1I_lIJ _r_'v6uv'Tr. #
UPPER RH NING PARAETRIC DATA
MACH • 8.000 ALPHA " 40.00 BETA " .0000 ELEVON " .0000
BDF'LAP " 6,000 SPDBRK = .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L HACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P G V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT DEG. OEG. PSIA BEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO 6 IFT3 IFT2
580 2.993 7.990 40.06 .1397-0! 671.4 1327. 96.36 .6934-01 3.098 3845. .1942-08 .7754-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS 2Y/BH T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO HITO) H(TAN) QDOT OTNDT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R•0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R lEG. R
TAN/TO FTc'_EC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC
590 24.036 .50000 460.00 .4533-02 .5452-02 .5452-02 .BOO0 .1875-03 ,2375-03 .1554 !._._0 539.5
590 24.036 .55000 461.00 .9304-02 ,ll20-01 .I]20-0! .9000 .4053;03 .4879-03 .3175 2.320 543.8
590 24.036 .60000 462.00 .]472-01 .1769-01 .1769-01 .9000 .6412-03 .7707-03 .5059 3.899 _37.7
590 24.036 .65000 463.00 .1653-01 .1987-01 .1987-01 .9000 .7201-03 ,8657-03 .5681 4.378 537.8
590 24.036 .70000 464.00 .2679-01 .3223-01 .3223-0| .9000 .tl67-02 .1404-02 .9168 6.818 541.0
590 24.036 .72500 465.00 .2387-0! .2869-0! o2869-01 .9000 .|040-02 .1250-02 .8199 6.318 638.0
590 24.036 .75000 466.00 .2331-0! .2803-01 .2903-0! .9000 .1015-02 .1221-02 .7992 6.610 5'39.5
590 24.036 .77500 467.00 .2329-01 .280)-01 .2801-01 ,9000 .1015-02 ,1220-02 .8000 7.448 538.2
590 24.036 .80000 468.00 .2150-0[ .2584-01 .2584-0! .9000 .9367-03 .1125-02 .7409 6.907 535.7
590 24.036 .82500 469.00 .2429-01 .29|9-01 .2919-0| .9000 .]058-02 .1271-02 .8356 7.785 536.8
590 24.036 .85000 470.00 .2535-01 -.3047-01 .3047-0! .9000 .|104-02 .1327-02 .8717 7.795 537.2
590 24.036 .87500 471.00 .334I-0t ,4018-0t .4018-0| ,9000 .1455-02 .1750-02 1.146 9,840 539.4
590 24.036 .92500 472.00 .8491-01 .1026 .I026 .9000 .3698-02 .4470-02 2.842 23.28 658.£
590 24.036 .95000 2?7.00 .8727-01 .1056 .1056 .9000 .3801-02 .4602-02 2.899 25.58 564.0
590 24.036 .97500 473.00 .1462 .1780 .|780 .9000 .6368-02 .7755-02 4.723 51.54 586,0
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE I"F/2
OHB4B 60-0 UPPER RH NING fl_UOq$_
UPPER RH WING PARAHETRrC OATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA " .0000 ELEVON - .0000
BDFLAP = 15.00 SPDBRK " .0000
**'TEST CONDITIONS*''
RUN RN/L HACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P 0 V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSi FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
xlO 6 /FT3 /FT2
628 .5138 7.900 39.96 .t730-01 101.2 1242. 92.10 .1125-01 .4914 3717. .3296-03 .7411-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS 2Y/BW TIC NO HIHREF H/HREF HIHREF TAN/TO H(TO} H(TAN) ODOT DTNDT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ BEG. R BEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2BEC FT2SEC /SEC
628 24.036 .50000 460.00 .7953-03 .9621-03 .9621-03 .9000 .1364-04 .1650-04 .9770-02 .7848-01 625.3
628 24.036 .55000 461.00 .1332-02 .1613-02 .1613-02 .9000 .2284-04 .2765-04 .163t-0! ,1201 527.B
628 24.036 .60000 462.00 .5570-03 .6731-03 .6731-03 .gO00 .9552-05 .1154-04 .6678-02 .5345-0! 521.6
628 24.036 .65000 463.00 .2845-03 .3438-03 .3438-03 .9000 .4879-05 .5896-05 .3512-02 .2729-0] 521.8
628 24.036 .70000 464.00 .1344-02 .1624-02 .1624-02 .9000 .2304-04 .2784-04 .1658-01 .1245 521.9
628 24.036 72500 465.00 .1910-02 .2308-02 .2308-02 .9000 .3236-04 .3958-04 .2359-01 .1834 521:3
628 24.036 .75000 466.00 .2980-02 .3603-02 .3603-02 .9000 .5111-04 .6178-04 .3675-01 .3065 522.6
628 24.036 .77500 467.00 ,2285-02 .2760-02 .2760-02 .9000 .3918-04 .4733-04 .2824-01 .2652 560.9
628 24.036 ,BOO00 468.00 ,2429-02 .2934-02 .2934-02 .9000 .4165-04 .5032-04 .3003-01 .282! 520.6
628 24.036 .82500 469.00 .3070-02 .3709-02 .3709-02 .9000 .5264-04 .6360-04 .3791-01 .3560 521.4
628 2_.036 .85000 470.00 .2232-02 .2697-02 .2697-02 .9000 .3828-04 .46L_5-04 .2757-01 .2485 52t.4
628 24.036 .87500 471.00 .1698-02 .2051-02 .2051-02 .9000 .2912-04 .3518-04 .2098-01 .1819 521.0
628 24.036 .92500 472.00 .2755-02 .3329-02 .3329-02 .9000 .4725-04 .5708-04 .3406-01 .2844 520.9
628 24.036 .95000 277.00 .B277-02 .1000-0! .1000-01 .9000 .1419-03 .1715-03 .1022 .9212 521.6
628 24.036 .97500 473.00 .t043-01 .1260-01 ._260-01 .9000 .1788-03 .2160-03 .1287 1.450 521.6
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1773
OHB4B 60-0 UPPER RH WiNG iF_'4L_T,_.t_J
UPPER RH WING PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 6.000 ALPHA • 40.00 BETA - .0000 ELEVON - .0000
BDFLAP = 15.00 SPDBRK - .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L HACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG, PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 IFT3 /FIB
610 1.015 7.940 39.97 .1038-01 207.4 IBBI. 92.64 .BB31-Ol .9844 3746. .B499-03 .7454-07
RUN HREF STN.NO
NUMBER BTU/ R REF(R)
FT2SEC =;0175
610 .2434-01 .4029-01
- -- ***TEST DATA*** : "-
RUN XO MS 2Y/BW T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN) QDOT DTNDT TN
NUMBER R=IoO" R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG, R O£G. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FTBSEC FTBSEC /SEC
610 _4.036 .50000 460.00 .9372-03 .113B-02 .1132-02 .9000 .2281-04 .B754-04 .IBTB-OI .1342 {_.?.4
610 24.036 .55000 461.00 .1197-02 .1446-02 .I446-0B .9000 .B912-04 .3519-04 .BI30-OI .1567 5L_9.4
610 24.036 .60000 462.00 .4194-03 .5058-03 .5058-03 .9000 .1021-04 .1231-04 .7530-0B .5847-01 528.9
610 24.036 ,65000 463.00 .5345-03 .6446-03 .6446-03 .9000 .1301-04 .1569-04 .9594-02 .7449-01 523.0
610 24.036 .70000 464.00 .1574-02 .1899-02 .1899-02 .9090 .3832-04 ".4621-04 .2826-01 .BIBI 523.0
6!0 24.036 .72500 465.00 .B239-02 ,2700-02 .2700-02 .9000 .5448-04 .6570-04 .402B-O! .3!_,, 522.4
610 24.036 .75000 466.00 .3592-02 .4332-02 .4332-02 .9000 .B740-04 .I054-03 .6443-0I .537B 523.5
610 24.036 .77500 467.00 .4086-02 .4927-02 .4927-02 .9000 .9943-04 .1199-03 .7343-01 .6892 522.8
610 24:036 .80000 468.00 .5034-02 .6070-02 .6070-02 .9000 .1225-03 .1477-03 .9047-01 .8492 522.8
610 24.036 .82500 469.00 .5464-02 ,6591-02 .6591-02 9000 .1330-03 .1604-03 .9B06-01 .9199 523.8
610 24.035 .85C00 470.00 .3000-02 .3618-02 .3618-02 .9000 .7301-04 .8804-04 .5390-01 .4857 522.3
610 L_.036 .B7500 471.00 .2104-02 .2537-02 .2337-02 .9000 .5121-04 .6174-04 .3783-01 .327B 521.9
610 24.036 .92500 472.00 .2437-02 .B938-02 .2938-02 .9000 .5929-04 .7149-04 .4383-0I .3658 52!.5
BlO 24.036 .95000 277.00 .4829-02 .5822-02 .5822-02 .9000 .1175-03 .1417-03 .868!-01 .7824 521.9
610 24.036 .97500 473.00 .7786-02 .938B-02 .9388-02 .9000 .1895-03 .2285-03 .1399 I..576 522.2
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1774
0H848 60-0 UPPER RH WING fR4U043)
UPPER RH WING PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA - .0000 ELEVON - .0000
BDFLAP • 15.00 SPDBRK = .0000
"**TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 /FT3 IFT2
600 1.993 7.980 39.99 .i388-01 435.6 1307. 95.13 .4534-01 2.021 3815. .IB87-02 .7655-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS 2Y/BN TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN) ODOT OTNDT TN
NUMBER R-I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTUIR BTU/ DEG, R DEG. R
lAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
600 24.036 ,50000 460.00 .8578-03 .1031-02 .1031-02 .9000 .30|0-04 .3618-04 .2338-01 .1873 530.0
B00 24,036 .55000 461.00 .9511-03 .1144-0B .1144-0B .9000 .3337-04 .4015-84 .2583-0! .189B 532.6
600 24.036 .60000 462.00 .2041-02 .2451-02 .2451-02 .9000 .7160-04 .8600-04 .5588-01 .4331 526.3
600 24.036 .BSO00 453.00 .3968-02 .4768-02 .4768-02 .9000 .1392-03 .I673-03 .I085 .8'405 527.4
600 24.036 .70000 464.00 .5264-02 .6326-02 .6_26-02 .9000 .1847-03 .2220-03 .1438 1.077 528.0
600 24,036 .72500 465.00 .5928-02 .7123-02 .7123-02 .8000 .2080-03 .2499-03 ,1620 1.255 527.8
600 24.036 .75000 466.00 .7087-02 .8519-02 .8519-02 .8000 .2487-03 .2988-03 .1933 1.607 5B9.3
600 24.036 .77500 467.00 .8158-02 .8803-02 .9803-02 .8000 .2862-03 .3440-03 .2229 2.087 527.8
600 24.036 .80000 468.00 .8183-02 .9829-02 .9829-02 .9000 .2871-03 .3449-03 .2239 2.097 526.7
600 24,036 .82500 469.00 .7431-02 ;8929-02 .8829-02 .9000 .2607-03 .3133-03 .2032 1.902 527.5
600 24.036 .85000 470.00 .6345-02 .7622-02 .7622-02 .9000 .2226o03 .2674-03 .1736 1.56I 526.7
600 24.036 _87500 471.00 .8540-02 .1026-01 .1026-01 .9000 .2987-03 .3600-03 .2337 2.020 527.0
600 24.036 .92500 472.00 .2248-0! .2704-0! .2704-0! .9000 .7889-03 .9487-03 .6121 5.084 530.8
600 24.036 .95000 277.00 .5284-01 .6374-01 .6374-01 .9000: .1854-02 .2236-02 1.417 12.63 542.5
600 24.036 .97500 473.00 16261-01 .7555-0! .7555-01 .9000 .2197-02 .2651-02 1.675 ]8.66 544.0
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B HODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE IT'/5
OH84B 60-0 UPPER RH WING fR4U043)
UPPER RN WING PARAHETRIC DATA
HACH = 8.000 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA • .DO00 ELEVON - .0000
BDFLAP = 15.00 BPDBRK = .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L HACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO NU
NUHBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FTISEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 /FT3 IFTB
586 2.987 7,990 40.06 .1397-01 669.2 t326. 96.29 .6911-01 3.088 3843. .1937-02 .7748-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN xO HS 2Y/BN TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN_ QOOT DTNDT TN
NUHBER R=i.O R=G.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ OEG. R PEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FTBSEC FT2SEC /SEC
586 24.036 .50000 460.00 .4444-0B .5347-02 .5347-02 .9000 .1932-03 .2325-03 .lSt7 1.209 540.6
586 24.036 .55000 461.00 .7971-02 .9599-0B .9599-02 .9000 .3466-03 .4174-03 .BTlO 1.979 543.9
686 24.036 .60000 462.00 .1456-01 .f751-01 .1751-0! ,9000 .6329-03 .7612-03 .4978 3.834 539.1
686 24.036 .65000 463:00 .1920-01 .2310-01 .2310-01 .9000 .8347-03 .1004-08 .6555 5.045 540.4
586 24.036 .70000 464.00 .2597-01 .3126-01 .3126-0l .9000 .II29-OB .1359-02 .B845 6.5'75 542.3
586 24.036 .72500 465.00 " .23t4-0i .2784-0i .2784-0i .9000 .1006-02 .1210-02 .79i6 6.086 539.1
586, 24.036 .75000 466.00 .2343-01 .28]9-01 .2819-01 .9000 .1019-02 .1226-02 .8002 6.615 540.2
586 24.036 .77500 467.00 .2292-01 .2757-01 .2757-01 .9000 .9967-03 .l]99-02 .7835 7.287 539.8
586 24.036 .80000 468.00 .2286-01 .2749-0! .2749-01 .9000 .9942-03 .1195-02 .7838 7.893 537.9
586 24.036 .82500 469.00 .2503-01 .3010-01 .3010-01 .9000 .1088-02 .1309-02 .8566 7.973 538.7
586 24.036 .85000 470.00 .2535-01 .3047-01 .3047-01 .9000 .1102-02 .1325-02 .8679 7.757 538.1
586 24.036 .87500 471.00 :3507-01 .4220-01 .4220-01 .9000 .1525-02 .1835-02 1.196 10.26 541.3
586 24.036 ,92500 472.00 .8924-01 .1080 .I080 .9000 .3880-02 .4695-02 2.965 24.25 561.6
586 241.036 .95000 277.00 .i040 .1262 .I262 .9000 .4524-02 .5489-02 3.409 29.96 572.0
586 24.036 ;97500 473.00 .1043 .126_ .1264 .9000 .4533-02 .5495-02 3.435 37.80 568.0
I
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1776
OHB4B 60-0 UPPER RH NING {R4U044)
UPPER RH NING PARAHETRIC DATA
HACH • B.O00 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA = .0000 ELEVON = .0000
BDFLAP = 23.50 SPDBRK = .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RNIL HACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 /FT3 IFT2
630 .5I?0 ?.900 39.96 .1729-0l 102,2 1245. 92.32 .1136-01 .4963 3721. .3321-03 .74L=9-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO HS 2Y/ON TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN) OOOT OTNOT TN
NUHBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R OEG. R
TAN/TO FT26EC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC
630 24.036 .50000 460.00 .8601-03 .1041-02 .1041-02 .9000 .1483-04 .1795-04 .1063-01 .8524-01 528.1
630 24.036 .55000 461.00 .12t8-02 .I475-02 .I475-02 .9000 .2099-04 .2542-04 .1499-0I .1102 530.7
630 24.036 .60000 462.00 .7033-03 .8503-03 .8503o03 .9000 .t212-04 .1466-04 .8730-02 .6772-01 524.?
630 24.036 .65000 463.00 .2671-03 .3229-03 .3229-03 .9000 .4604-05 .5567-05 ".3313-02 .2570-01 525.1
630 24.036 .70000 464.00 .1316-02 .1591-02 .1591-02 .9000 ,2268-04 .2743-04 .1631-01 .1223 525.4
630 24.036 _72500 465.00 .1794-02 .2170-02 .2170-02 .9000 .3094-04 .3741-04 .2226-01 .1727 525.0
630 24.036 .75000 466.00 .2704-02 .3271-02 .3271-02 .9000 .4662-04 .5639-04 .3348-01 .2788 526.4
630 24.036 .77500 467.00 .2422-02 .2929-02 ,2929-02 .9000 .4176-04 .5049-04 .3007-01 .2819 524.7
630 24.036 .80000 468;00 .2938-02 .3552-02 .3552-02 .9000 ,5065-04 .6124-04 .3648-01 .3420 524.5
630 24.036 .82500 469,00 .3646-02 .4409-02 .4409-02 .9000 .6285-04 .7600-04 .4519o01 .4235 525.6
630 24.036 .85000 470.00 .2698-02 .3263-02 .3263-02 .9000 .4651-04 .5625-04 .3345-0I .3009 525.5
630 24.036 .87500 471.00 .1708-02 .2065-02 .2065-02 .9000 .2944-04 .3559-04 .2119-0! .1833 524.9
630 24.036 .92500 472.00 .2100-02 ".2539-02 .2539-02 .9000 .3620-04 .4377-04 .2607-01 .2i73 524.5
630 24.036 .95000 277.00 .5083-02 .6145-02 ,6145-02 .9000 .8763-04 .1059-03 .6309-01 .5678 524.6
630 24.036 .97500 473.00 .8692-02 .I051-01 .1051-01 .9000 .1499-03 .1812-03 .1078 .I.213 525.0
)
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B HODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE t777
OHB4B 60-0 UPPER RH NING cR4U044)
UPPER RH NING PARAHETRIC DATA
HACH = 8.000 ALPHA • 40.00 BETA • .0000 ELEVON • .0000
BDFLAP = 23.50 SPDBRK m .0000
**'TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L HACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA OEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO 6 /FT3 /FT2
60B .9985 7.940 39.95 .1383-01 207.4 1275. 93.67 .2231-01 .9844 3767. _ .6428-03 .7537-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN xo MS 2Y/BN TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN) ODOT DTNDT TN
NUMBER R=t.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ OEG. R OEG. R
TAN/TO FTBSEC FTBSEC FTBSEC /SEC
608 24.036 .50000 460.00 .7612-03 .9|74-03 .9174-03 .9000 .1856-04 .2237-04 .1390-01 .1116 5L_6.0
608 24.036 .55000 461.00 ,3814-03 .4600-03 .4600-03 .9000 .9298-05 .1122-04 .6932-02 .5102-01 5¢_J.I
606 24.036 .60000 462.00 .2553-03 .3075-03 ,3075-03 .9000 .6225-05 .7497-05 .4677-02 .3631-01 523.3
608 24.036 .65000 463.00 .5770-03 .6949-03 .6949-03 .9000 .1407-04 ,1694-04 .1056-01 .8201-0! 523.7
608 24.036 .70000 464.00 .1720-02 .2071-02 .2071-02 .9000 .4193-04 .5050-04 .3148-01 .2362 523,9
608 24.036 .72500 465.00 .2270-02 .2734-02 .2734-02 .9000 .5536-04 .6667-04 .4159-0! .3228 523.4
608 24.036 .75000 455.00 .3384-02 .4076-02 .4076-0B .9000 .8250-04 ,9939-04 .6190-0! .5159 524.4
608 24,036 .77500 467.00 .3782-02 .4555-02 .4555-02 .9000 .9222-04 .till-03 .6929-01 .6500 523.3
608 24.036 .80000 468.00 .4802-02 .5784-02 ,5784-02 .9000 .1171-03 .1410-03 .8798-01 .8253 523.3
608 24.036 .62500 469,00 .5576-02 .6717-0B .6717-02 .9000 .1360-03 .1638-03 .1020 .9567 524.2
608 24.036 .85000 470.00 .2789-02 .3358-02 .3358_02 .9000 .6799-04 .8188-04 .5108-01 .4600 523.3
608 24.036 .87500 471.00 .1911-02 .2301-02 .2301-02 ,9000 .4659-04 .5610-04 .3502-0t .3033 523.0
608 24.036 .92500 472.00 .I670-02 .2010-02 .2010-02 .9000 .4071-04 .4902-04 .3063-01 .2555 522.3
608 24.035 .95000 277.00 .4340-02 .5226-02 .5226-02 ,9000 .1058-03 .1274-03 .7956-01 .7167 522.8
608 24.036 .97500 473.00 .5549-02 ,6682-02 .6682-02 .9000 .1353-03 .1629-03 .lOIB 1.146 522.6
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 80-0 IN THE AEDC VKF" HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1778
0H848 60-0 UPPER RH WING (R4U044)
UPPER RH WING PARAHETRIC DATA
HACH = 8.000 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA • .0000 £LEVON = .0000
8DFLAP = 23.50 SPOBRK = .0000
**'TEST CONDITIONS*'*
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO HU
NUHBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG, R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO 6 /FT3 /FT2
602 1.989 7.980 39.99 .1735-0I 434.8 1307. 95.13 .4526-0! 2.018 3815. .1284-02 .7655-07
RUN HREF BTN NO




RUN XO MS 2Y/BW TIC NO H/HREF HIHREF HII-REF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAN) ODOT DTNDT TN
NUMBER R-I.O R=0.9 R= 8TU/R 8TU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. RTAN/TO FT2SEC FTL:x3EC FT2SEC ISEC
602 24.036 .50000 460.00 .1067-02 .1285-02 .1285-02 .9000 .3742-04 .4506-04 .2883-0I .2303 536.2
602 24.036 .55000 461.00 .1380-02 .1663-02 .1663-02 .9000 .4837-04 .6828-04 .3"/14-01 .L:_/BO 538.9
602 24.036 .60000 462.00 ,2301-02 .2768-02 .2768-02 .9000 .8065-04 .8705-04 .6236-01 .4816 533.5
602 24.036 .65000 463.00 .4370-02 .5261-02 .5261-02 .9000 .1532-03 .1844-03 .i182 .9121 535.1
602 24.03F . . O0 464.00 .5611-02 .6755-02 .6755-02 .9000 .1967-03 _ .2368-03 .1518 1.132 535.2
602 24.03L - .00 465.00 .6247-02 .7519-02 .75]9-02 .9000 .2190-03 .2636-03 .1692 1.306 534.I
602 24.036:00 466.00 .7680-02 .9246-02 .9246-02 .9000 .2692-03 .3241-03 .2077 1.722 535.2
602 24.036 JO0 467.00 .7409-02 .8918-02 .8918-02 .9000 .2597-03 .3126-03 .2006 |.871 534.3
602 24.036 . ,GO0 468,00 .7640-02 .9197-02 .8197-02 .9000 .2678-03 .3224-03 .2067 1.928 534.8
602 24.036 .82500 469.00 .7797-02 .9388-02 .9388-02 .9000 .2733-03 .3291-03 .2107 1.963 535.9
602 24.036 .85000 470.00 .6576-02 .7917-02 .7917-02 .9000 .2305-03 .2775-03 .1779 1.592 535,1
602 24.036 .87500 431.00 .8568-02 .1032-01 .I032-01 .9000 .3004-03 .3616-03 .2316 1.993 535.7
602 24.036 .92500 472.00 .2244-0! .2704m01 : .2704--01 ;9000 .7866--03 .9478--03 .6045 5.002 538.2
602 24.036 .95000 277.00 .4948-0| .5_79-01 .5979-01 .9000 .1734-08 .2096-02 !.314 11.68 549.2
602 24;036 .97500 473.00 .5183-0! .6260-01 .6260-01 .9000 .1817-02 .2195-02 1.379 15.34 547.4
DATE 23 FEB 80 01.t848 HODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE t779
OH84B 60-0 UPPER RH NING IR4U044)
UPPER RH WING PARAHETRIC DATA
HACH = 8.000 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA = .0000 ELEVON = .0000
BDFLAP • 23.50 SPDBRK - .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L HACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG, R PSIA PS! FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 IFT3 IFT2
688 3.0Z5 ?.990 40.06 .1397-01 672.4 1322. 96.00 .6944-01 3.103 3838. .1952-02 .7725-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO HS 2Y/BW T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF • H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO} H(TAN] ODOT DTi4DT TM
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FTBSEC FTBSEC /SEC
588 24.036 .50000 460.00 .4604-02 .5540-02 .5540-02 .9000 .2005-03 .24]3-03 .1568 1._0 539.8
588 24.036 .55000 461.00 .8647-02 .1042-01 .1042-01 .9000 .3767-03 .4537-03 .2933 _.143 543.1
588 24.036 .60000 462.00 .1556-01 .1872-01 .1872-01 .9000 .6779_03 .8154-03 .5312 4.093 538.1
586 24.036 .65000 463.00 .1949-01 .2346-01 .2346-01 .9000 .8492-03 .1022-02 .6645 5.117 539.B
588 24,036 .70000 464.00 .2849-01 .3430-01 .3430-0! .9000 .1241-02 .1494-02 .9685 7.202 541._
588 24.036 .72500 466.00 .2580-01 .3104-01 ,3104-01 .9000 .1124o02 .1352-02 ,8805 6.783 538.4
588 24,036 ,75000 466.00 .2699-0l .3247-01 .3247-01 .9000 .1176-02 .1414-02 .9803 ?.614 538,8
588 24.036 .77500 467.00 .2723-01 .3276-01 .3276-01 .9000 .1186-02 .1427-02 .9290 8.648 538.4
588 24.036 .80000 468,00 .2839-01 .3414-0! .3414-01 .9000 .1237-02 .1487-02 .9698 9.032 537.4
688 24.036 .82500 469.00 .2932-0! .3528-01 .3588-01 .9000 .1277-02 .1537-02 1.000 9.309 538.7
588 24.036 .85000 4?0.00 .31!6-01 .3743-01 .3748-01 .9000 .1357-02 .1633-02 1.064 9.509 538.0
588 24.036 ,87500 471.00 .4647-01 .6599-01 .5599-01 .9000 .2024-08 .2439-02 1.574 13.48 544.3
586 24.036 .92500 472.00 ,8046-01 .9729-01 .9729-01 .9000 .3505-02 .4238-02 2.678 21.94 557.7
588 24.036 .95000 277.00 .7776-01 .9408-01 .9408-01 .9000 .3387-02 .4098-02 2.581 82.82 559.6
588 24.036 .97500 473,00 .1364 .1658 .|658 .9000 .5943-02 ,7223-02 4.434 48,61 575.7
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B HODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1780
OH64B 60-0 UPPER RH NING (R4U045)
UPPER RH NING PARAI'_TRIC DATA
MACH = B.000 ALPHA = 40.00 - BETA = .0000 ELEVON - 5.000
BDFLAP = -5.000 SPDBRK • .O00O
*'*TEST CONDZTIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P 0 V RHO HU
NUHBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSi FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 /FT3 /_TB -
682 .5028 7.900 39.95 -.I036-01 100.6 1255. 93.06 ,lllB-OI .4684 3736. .3_2-03 .7489-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS 2Y/BW TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF HIHREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN) ODOT DTNOT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=O,9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FTEC FTL:K3EC FT_EC /EC
6B2 24,036 .50000 460.00 .6866-03 .8299-03 .8299-03 .9000 .1176-04 .1421-04 .8549-02 .6858-01 527.7
682 24.036 .55000 461.00 .2849-03 .3446-03 .3446-03 .9000 ,4879-05 .5902-05 .3531-06 ._96-01 530.9
682 24,036 ,60000 462,00 .4105-03 ,4957-03 ,4957-03 .9000 .?030-05 .8489-05 .5131-02 .3960-01 564.B
682 24.035 ,70000 464,00 ,X115-02 .1347-02 .1347-02 .9000 .1910-04 .2307-04 .1393-01 .1045 525.1
682 24.036 .72500 465.00 .2[t6-02 .2555-02 ,2555-02 .0000 .3624-04 .4376-04 .2"345-01 .2052 524,8
682 24.036 .75000 466.00 .3136-02 .3792-02 .3792-02 .9000 .5374-04 .6494-04 .3910-01 .3254 527.B
682 24.036 .77500 467.00 .3528-02 .4260-02 .4260-02 ,9000 °6043-04 .7297-04 .4412-01 .4136 524,6
682 24.036 .80000 468.00 .3769-02 .4551-02 .4551-02 .9000 .6455-04 .7794-04 .4716-01 .4423 524.1
692 24.036 .92540 469.00 .4281-02 o5170-02 .5[70-02 ,9000 .7333-04 .8855-04 .535[-0[ ,50[6 524.9
682 24.036 .85000 470.00 .3260-02 .3936-02 .3936-02 .9000 .5583-04 .6742-04 .4074-01 .3666 524.9
682 24.036 .87500 47|.00 .2145-02 .258g-02 .2589-02 .9000 ,3673-04 .4434-04 .2684-0| .232.4 523.9
682 24.036 ;92500 472.00 .1639-02 .1978-0_ .1978-02 .9000 .2806-04 .3388-04 .2052-01 .1711 523.4
682 24.035 .95000 277.00 .2901_02 .350t-02 .3501-02 .900O .4969-04 .5997-04 .3634-0| .3273 523.1
682 24.036 .97500 473.00 ;7099_02 .8570-02 .8570-02 .9000 .1216-03 .1468-03 .BBB3-OI .9996 524.0
7
/
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1781
UPPER RHWING PARAHETRIC DATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA = 40,00 BETA = .0000 ELEVON = 5.000
BDFLAP = -5.000 SPDBRK = .0000
'''TEST CONDITIONS'*"
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P G V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT BEG. BEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG, R PSIA PSi FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO 6 /FT3 IFT2
668 1.013 7.940 39.97 -.1038-01 207.0 1261. 92.64 .2226-01 .9825 3746. .6487-03 .7454-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS 2Y/BW T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAN) ODOT DTNDT TW
NUMBER R=1.0 R=0.9 R= BTU/R 8TU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FTBSEC FT2SEC /SEC
668 24.036 .50000 460.00 ,1224-02 .1480-02 ,1480-02 .BOO0 .2976-04 .3598-04 .2168-01 .1736 532.0
668 24.036 .55000 461.00 .2016-02 .2440-02 .2440-02 .9000 .4902-04 .5832-04 .3559-01 .2612 534.6
668 24.036 .60000 462.00 .2123-02 .2566-02 .2566-02 .8000 .5163-04 .6238-04 .3774-01 .2921 529.6
668 24.036 .65000 463.00 .3122-02 .3773-02 .3773-02 .9000 .7589-04 .9173-04 .5542-01 .4287 530.4
668 24.036 .70000 464.00 .4433-02 .5358-02 .5358-02 .9000 1078-03 .1303-03 .7869-01 .5883 530.6
668 24.036 .72500 465.00 .5539-02 .6694-02 .6694"02 .9000 1347-03 .1627-03 .9840-01 .7613 530.0
668 24.036 .75000 466.00 .6645-02 .8035-02 .8035-02 .9000 1615-03 .1953-03 .1177 .9774 531.8
668 24.036 .77500 467.00 .5430-02 .6563-02 .6563-02 .9000 i320-03 .1595-03 .9646-01 .9018 530.0
668 24.,'36 .80C00 468.00 .5359-02 .6488-02 .6488-02 .9000 1305-03 .1577-03 .9538-01 .8917 529.9
668 24.036 .82500 469.00 .5481-02 .6625-02 .6625-02 .9000 1332-03 .1611-03 .9725-01 .9088 530.8
668 24.036 .85000 4?0.00 .4302-02 .5200-02 .5200-02 .9000 1046-03 .1264-03 .7634-01 .6849 530.7
668 24.036 .8750U 471.00 .6219-02 .7518-02 .7518-02 .9000 1512-03 .1828-03 .1103 .9515 531.0
668 24.036 .92500 4?2.00 .3066-01 .3710-01 .3710-0l ,9000 .7455-03 .9020-03 .5416 4.491 534.!
668 24.036 .95000 2??.00 .3623-01 .4386-0! .4386-01 .9000 .8809-03 .1066-02 .6386 5.714 535.8
668 24.036 .97500 473.00 .7100-01 .8613-0l .B613-01 .9000 .1726-02 .2094-02 1.239 1.3.80 543.1
DATE.23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL BO-O IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1782
OHB4B 60-0 UPPER RH WING ;R4UO45)
UPPER RH NING PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA = .0000 ELEVON - 5.000
BDFLAP = -5.000 SPDBRK = ,0000
***TEST CONDITIONS*''
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA BEG. R OEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
X10 S IFT3 IFT2
688 1.999 7.980 40.00 -.6947-0B 434.9 1303. 94.84 .4527-01 2.018 3810. .128B-02 .7631-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS 2Y/BW TIC NO H!HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAWI OOOT DTNDT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=O.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FTBSEC FTBSEC FT2SEC ISEC
688 24.036 .50000 460.00 o1107-02 .1332-0B .1332-02 .9000 .3879-04 .4666-04 .B996-01 .2400 530.3
688 24.036 .55000 461.00 .2434-02 .B930-02 .2930-02 .9000 .8530-04 .1027-03 .6564-0! .4821 633.1
689 24.036 .B0000 462.00 .5489-02 .6600-02 .6600-02 .9000 .1924-03 .2313-03 .1489 1.153 528.4
688 24.036 .65000 463.00 .5489-02 .659B-OB .6598-02 .9000 .1923-03 .2312-03 .1490 1.154 52B.I
688 24.036 .70000 464.00 .6000-02 .7212-02 .7212-02 .9000 .2102-03 .2527-03 .1629 1.220 527.6
688 24.036 .72500 465.00 .7053-02 .B477-02 .8477-02 .BOO0 .2471-03 .2970-03 .1917 1.485 527.1
688 24.035 .75000 466.00 .8892-02 .1069-01 .1069-01 .9000 .3116-03 .3747-03 .2410 2.003 529.3
688 24.036 .77500 467.00 .7680-02 .9230-02 .9230-02 .9000 .2691-03 .3234-03 .2088 1.956 526.7
688 24.036 .BOO00 468.00 .765B-02 .9201-02 .9201-02 .9000 .2683-03 .3224-03 .2084 1.952 526.1
688 24.036 .82500 469.00 .7631-02 .9171-02 .9171-02 _9000 .B674-03 .3214-03 .2074 1.942 527,0
688 24.036 .85000 470.00 .62glo02 .7560-02 .7560-02 .9000 .B204-03 .2649-03 .17tl 1.538 526.6
688 24.036 .87500 471.00 .6812-02 .8186-02 .8186-02 .9000 .2387-03 .2868-03 .1853 1.602 526.4
688 24.036 .92500 472.00 .1514-01 .1820-01 .1820-01 .9000 .5305-03 .6377-03 .4110 3.4|9 527.9
688 24.036 .95000 277.00 .1962-0! .B360-01 .2360-01 .9000 .6875-03 .8268-03 .5316 4.773 529.4
688 24.036 .97500 ;473.00 .1798-01 .BI62-OI .B162-01 .9000 .6301-03 .7574-03 .4880 5.481 528.1
7
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1783
OH84B 60-0 UPPER RHNING (R4U0451
UPPER RH NING PARAHETRIC DATA
MACH = B.O00 ALPHA • 40.00- BETA = .0000 ELEVON t 6.000
BDFLAP = -5.000 6PDBRK = .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO MU
NUHBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
X10 6 /FT3 IFTB
702 2.996 7.990 40.05 -.6978-02 668.9 1323. 96.07 .6908-01 3.087 3839. .1941-02 .7731-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS 2Y/BN T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN) (lOOT DTWOT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=O.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTUI D£G. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
702 24.036 .50000 460.00 .4539-02 .5461-02 .5461-02 .9000 .1972-03 .2373-03 .1543 !.230 640.4
702 24.036 .55000 461.00 .8258-02 .9946-02 .9646-02 .6000 .3589-03 .4322-03 .2797 2.044 543.1
702 24.036 .60000 462.00 1202-01 .1447-01 .1447-0! .9000 .5225-03 .6286-03 .4093 3.152 639.3
702 24.036 .65000 463.00 1240-01 .1492-0I .1492-0! .9000 .5389-03 .6484-03 .4224 3.254 538.9
702 24.036 ..70000 464.00 1489-01 .1791-01 .1791-0! .9000 .6472-03 .7784-03 .6079 3.783 537.9
702 24.035 .72500 465.00 1703-01 .2047-01 .B047-01 .9000 .7398-03 .8995-03 .5613 4.482 536.9
702 24.036 °75000 466.00 1659-01 .1995-01 .1995-01 .9000 .7209-03 .8669-03 .5661 4.686 637.5
702 24.036 .77500 467.00 1585-01 .1905'-01 .1905-01 .9000 .6887-03 .8277-03 .5422 5.055 535.4
702 24.036 .80000 468.00 1542-01 .1853-01 .1853-01 .9000 .6700-03 .8052-03 .5279 4.923 534,9
702 24.036 .82500 469.00 1460-01 .1754-01 .1754-01 .9000 .6343-03 .7624-03 .4994 4.656 635.3
702 24.036 .85000 470.00 1647-01 .1979-01 .1979-01 .9000 .7155-03 .8600-03 .5533 5.042 535.4
702 24.036 .87500 471.00 .2330-01 .2803-01 .2803-01 .9000 .I013-02 .1218-02 .7942 6.824 638.4
702 24.036 .92500 472,00 .6922-01 .8360-01 .8360-01 .9000 .3008-02 .3633-02 2.312 18.99 554.0
702 24.036 .95000 277.00 .8419-01 .1021 .1021 .9000 ,3659-02 .4438-02 2.753 24.21 670.1
702 24.036 .97500 473.00 .1526 .1861 .1961 .9000 .6631-02 .8088-02 4.867 53.03 588.6
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN TIlE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1"/84
OH648 60-0 UPPER RH WING tR4U046)
UPPER RH WING PARAHETRIC DATA
MACH • 6,000 ALPHA ,, 40.00 BETA ,,, .0000 ELEVON " 5.000
BDFLAP = .0000 SPOBRK = .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PS! FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XtO 6 /FT3 IFT_
680 .5032 ?.900 39.93 -.1034-01 100.7 1255. 93.06 .1119-01 .4868 3"736. .3245-03 .7489-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS 2Y/BW TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAW) Gi:X_T DTWDT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=O.9 R= BTUIR BTU/R BTUI DEG. R DEG. RTAW/TO FTBSEC FT2SEC FTBSE:C ISEC
680 24.036 .50000 460.00 .1_3-02 .1504-02 .1504-02 .9000 .2130-04 .2577-04 .1543-01 .1236 530.q
680 24.036 .55000 461.00 .2363-02 .2885-02 .2885-02 .9000 .q083-04 .4943-04 .2946-01 ._164 ' 533.2
680 24.036 .60000 462.00 .1352-02 .1634-02 .1634-02 .9000 .2316-04 .2799-04 .1684-01 .1304 527.6
680 24.036 .65000 463.00 .2385-03 .2683-03 .2883-03 .9000 .4087-05 .4940-05 .L-_969-02 .2299-01 528.3
690 24.036 .70000 464.00 .1376-02 .1663-02 .1663-02 .9000 .2357-04 .2649-04 .1712-0! .1281 528.5
680 24.036 .72500 465.00 .2756-02 .3331-02 .3331-02 .9000 .4722-04 .5707-04 .3433-01 .2659 527.7
680 24.036 .75000 466.00 .3807-02 .4603-02 .4603-02 .9000 .6,523-04 .7887-04 .4729-01 .3931 629.6
680 24.036 .77500 467.00 .3560-02 .4303-02 .4303-02 .9000 .6100-04 .7372-04 .4434-01 .4151 527.7
680 24.036 .80000 469.00 .3678-02 .4446-02 .4446-02 .9000 .6302-04 .7617-04 .4582-01 .4289 527.6
680 24.036 .82500 469.00 .4030-02 .4871-02 .4871-02 .9000 .6904-04 .8346-04 .5012-01 .4689 528.7
680 24.036 .85000 470.00 .3389-02 .4098-02 .4098-02 .BOO0 .5807-04 .7021-04 .4214-01 .3784 529.l
680 24.036 .87500 471.00 .2302-02 .2782-02 .2782-02 .9000 .3944-04 .4767-04 .2864-01 ._474 528.4
680 24.036 .92500 472.00 .1824-02 .2204-U2 .2204-02 .9000 .3]24-04 .3776-04 .2273-01 .IBBI 527.2
680 24.036 .95000 277.00 • .3241-02 .3915-02 13916-02 .9000 .5552-04 .6708-04 .4043-01 .3635 526.5
680 24.036 .97500 473.00 .7345-02 .8872-02 .8872-02 .9000: .1258-03 .1520-03 .9170-01 1.031 526.0
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL60-0 IN THE AEOCVKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 17_
OH64B 60-0 UPPER RH WING tR41._m4.6)
UPPER RH WING PARAMETRICDATA
HACH • 8.000 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA - .0000 ELEVON - 5.000
BOFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK - .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEO. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO 6 /FT3 IFT2
666 1.005 7.940 39.97 -.6927-02 206.0 I264. 92.86 .2216-01 .g778 3751. .6440-03 .7472-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN xo MS 2Y/BN T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(T6) H(TAW) ODOT DTWDT TW
NUMBER R=t.O R=0.9 " R= BTU/R 8TU/R 8TU/ DEG. R 0E6. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
666 24.036 .50000 460.00 .9705-03 .1174-02 .1174-02 .BOO0 .2355-04 '.2848-04 .|718-0! .1374 533.9
666 24.036 .55000 461.00 ,8682-03 .1051-02 .1051-02 .9000 .2107-04 .2550-04 ,1532-01 .1123 536.6
666 24.036 .60000 462.00 .1204-02 .1455-02 .1455-02 .SO00 .2921-04 .3530-04 .2141-0I .1655 530.9
666 24.036 .65000 463.00 .1480-02 .178a-02 .1788-02 .9000 .3590-04 .4338-04 .2625-01 .2033 531.3
666 24.036 .70000 464.00 .2751-02 .3325-02 .3325-02 .9000 .6675-04 .8068-04 .4887-01 .3652 531.6
666 24.036 .72500 465.00 .4209-02 .5087-02 .5097-02 .9000 .1021-03 .1234-g3 .7480-01 .5784 531.2
666 24.036 .75000 466.00 .5769-02 .6976-02 .6976-02 .9000 .i400-03 .1693-03 .1022 .8479 533.4
666 24.036 .77500 467.00 .5219-02 .6308-02 .6308-02 .9000 .1266-03 .1530-03 .9273-01 .8662 531.4
666 24.036 .80000 468.00 .5508-02 .6656-02 .6656-02 .9000 .1336-03 .1615-03 .9789-01 .9146 531.1
666 24.036 .82500 469.00 .5777-02 .6983-02 .6983-02 .9000 .1402-03 .1694-03 .1026 .9578 532.0
666 24.036 .85000 470.00 .4265-02 .5155-02 .5155-02 .9000 .1035-03 .1251-03 .7577-01 .6795 531.5
666 24.036 .87500 471.00 .3924-02 .4741-02 .4741-02 .9000 .9520-04 .1150-03 .6976-0I .6017 530.5
666 24.036 .92500 472.00 .1421-01 .1718-01 .1718-01 .9000 .3447-03 .4167-03 .2521 2.092 532.4
666 24.036 .95000 277.00 ,2376-0],2878-0! .2878-01 ,9000 .5765-03 .6982-03 .4181 3.736 538.6
666 24.036 .97500 473.00 .253l-0! ,3185-01 .3185-01 .9000 .6384-03 .7726-03 .4644 5.194 536.2
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH846 MODEL60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAOIE 1"/B6
OHB4B 60-0 UPPER RH WIND IR4U(_6)
UPPER RH WING PARAMETRICDATA
MACH • 8,000 ALPHA • 40.00 BETA • .0000 ELEVON • 5.000
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK _, .0000
• "*TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT BEG. OEG. PS[A BEG. R OEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XtO 6 /FT3 IF_2
590 6.005 7.980 40.00 -.6947-02 436.2 1303. 94.64 o4541-0! 2.OL_ 3810. .1292-0_ .7631-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS 2Y/BN TIC NO HIHREF HIHREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) HtTAWI QDOT DTWDT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTUIR 8TU/R BTU/ DIE:G.R BEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FTL::_-_EC FT2SEC ISEC
690 24.035 .50000 460.00 .1323-02 .1593-02 ,1593-02 .gO00 ,_641-04 ,b"590-04 ._561-0! .¢_845 535.5
690 24,035 .55000 461.00 .3170-02 .3861-02 .3821-02 .9900 .1112-03 .1341-03 .8500-01 .6226 536.5
690 24.036 .60000 462.00 .6035-02 .7667-02 .7267-02 .9000 .2118-03 .='_-_-aO-03 .1627 ,256 534.5
690 24.036 .65000 463.00 .6077-02 .7320-02 .7320-02 .9000 .2133-03 .2569-03 .1637 .263 535.1
690 24.035 .70000 464.00 .6590-02 .7936-02 .7936-02 .9000 .2313-03 .2785-03 .1776 ,325 534.7
690 24.035 .72500 465.00 .6645-02 .8000-02 .8000-02 .9000 .2332-03 .2807-03 .!794 .386 533.3
690 24.036 .75000 466.00 .7795-02 .9389-02 .9389-02 .9000 .2735-03 .3295-03 .2099 .739 535.4
690 24.035 .77500 467.00 .72;Z-02 .8753-02 .8753-02 ,9000 .2552-03 .3072-03 .1963 ,832 533.3
690 24.036 .60000 468.00 .7681-02 .9246-02 .9246-02 .9000 .2696-03 .3245-03 .2075 .937 533.0
690 24.036 .82500 469.00 .7394-02 .8902-02 .8902-02 .9000 .2595-03 .3t24-03 .1995 .862 533.8
690 24.036 .65000 470.00 .5847-02 .7039-02 .7039-02 .9000 .2052-03 .2470-03 .1578 .414 533.5
690 24.036 ;67500 471.00 .6313-02 .7600-02 .7600-02 .9000 .2215-03 .2667-03 ,1704 .468 533.3
660 24.036 .92500 472.00 .1174-01 .1413-01 .1413-01 .9000 .4119-03 .4959-03 .3167 2.627 533.7
690 24.036 .95000 277.00 .1469-01 .1769-01 .1769-01 .9000 .5155-03 .6208-03 .3959 3.545 534.6
690 24.036 :97500 473.00 .2113-01 .2545-01 .2545-01 .9000 ,"_15-03 .8932-03 .5685 6,359 535.9
DATE 23 FEB 80 0H84B MODEL60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1707
0H84B 60-0 UPPER RH WING (R4U046)
UPPER RHNING PARAMETRIC OATA
MACH • 8.000 ALPHA • 40.00 BETA - .0000 ELEVON - 5.000
8DFLAP - .0000 SPDBRK • .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS''"
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P 0 Y RHO MU
NUMBER IFT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FTISEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO 6 IFT3 IFTB
700 2.995 7.990 40.04 -.6974-02 668.7 1323. 96.07 .6906-01 3.086 3839. .1940-02 .7731-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS 2Y/BW TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN) O00T DTWOT TW
NUMBER R=I.0 R=O.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R OEG. RTAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
700 24.036 .50000 460.00 .4023-02 .4841-02 .4841-02 .9000 .1748-03 ;2103-03 .1367 1.090 540.5
700 24.036 .55000 461.00 .6814-02 .8206-02 .8206-02 .SO00 .2960-03 .3565-03 .2308 1.687 543.0
700 24.036 .60800 462.00 ]076-0! .1294-01 .1294-0! .9000 .4674-03 .5623-03 .3663 2.821 538.9
700 24.036 .65000 463.00 1148-01 .1381-01 ,1381-01 .9000 ,4988-03 .6001-03 .3910 3.011 539.0
700 24.036 .70000 464.00 1461-01 .1757-01 .1757-01 .9000 ,6347-03 .7634-03 .4977 3.706 538.5
700 24.036 .72500 465.00 1534-01 .1844-01 .1844-01 .9000 .6665°03 .8012-03 .5242 4.043 536.1
45.... 167!-0] .7258-03 .8729-03 .5697 4.715 537.8700 24.036 .75000 = nn .2009-0! .2009-01 .9000
700 24.036 .77500 467.00 1539-01 .1850-01 .1850-01 .9000 .6688-03 .8040-03 .5260 4.903 536.1
700 24.036 .80000 468.00 1427-01 .1715-01 .1715-01 .9000 .6201-03 .7452-03 .4884 4.554 535.1
700 24.036 .82500 _69 00 1476-01 .1774-01 .1774-01 .9000 .6413-03 .7707-03 .5050 4.709 535.2
700 24.036 .85000 470.00 1361-01 .1636-01 .1636-0l ,9000 .5915-03 .7)08-03 .4661 4.173 534.7
700 24.036 .87500 471.00 1468-01 .1764-0! .1764-01 ,8000 ,6379-03 .7666-03 .5025 4.326 534.8
700 24.036 .92500 472.00 .4117-01 .4956-01 .4956-01 .9000 .1789-02 .2153-02 1.398 11.55 541.2
700 24.036 .95000 277.00 .6987-01 .8431-01 .8431-01 .9000 .3036-02 .3663-02 2.344 20.82 550.6
700 24.036 .97500 473.00 .1391 .1690 .1690 .9000 .6042-02 .7344-02 4.506 49.37 576.9
YDATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAOE t?_
01-1848 60-0 UPPER RH WING rR4U047)
UPPER RH WING PARAHETRIC DATA
HACH - _.000 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA = .0000 ELEVON = 5.000
BDFLAP • 6.000 SPDBRK - .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS**"
RUN RN/L HACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO
NUHBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DED. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 IFT3 IFT2
684 .5058 7.900 39.94 -.6904-02 lOi.O 1253. 92.91 o1122-0! .4802 3733. .3259-03 .7477-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO H5 2Y/BN TIC NO HIHREF H/HREF H/I-,IREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN) OnOT DTWDT TN
NUMBER R=I.0 R=O.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FTL:x_EC FT2SEC ISEC
684 24.036 .50000 460.00 .1066-02 .I277-02 .i2"n-02 .9000 .1611-04 .2190-04 .13IO-OI .I050 .529.4
684 24.036 .56000 461.00 .2414-02 .2923-02 .2923-02 .9000 .4141-04 .5013-04 .2962m0l .2191 532.4
684 24.036 .60000 462.00 .1536--02 .1857--02 .1857--02 .9000 .2636--04 .3185--04 .1913--01 .1483 526.7
684 24.036 .65000 463.00 .7577--03 .9158--03 .9158--03 .9000 .1300--04 .1571--04 .9429--02 .7306--01 527.1
684 24.036 .70000 464.00 .1354--02 .1637--02 .1637--02 .9000 .2323--04 .2808--04 .1685--01 .1262 527.2
684 24.036 .72500 465.00 .2323--02 .2807--02 .2807--02 .9000 .3984--04 .4814--04 .2893--01 .2242 526.5
684 24.036 .75000 466.00 .3394--02 .4104--02 .4104--02 .9000 .5822--04 .7039--04 .4218--01 .3508 528.2
684 24.036 .77500 467.00 .2702--02 .3265--02 .3266--02 .9000 .4635--04 .5600--04 .3367--01 .3153 526.3
684 24.036 ,80000 468.00 .2806--02 .3391--02 .3391--02 .9000 .4813--04 .5816--04 .3497--0I .3276 526.!
684 24.036 .82500 469.00 .3220--02 .3892--02 .3892--02 .9000 .5623--04 .6675--04 .4007--01 .3752 _27.!
684 24.03F .85C00 470.00 .3267-02 .3949-02 .3949-02 .9000 .5604-04 .6774-04 .4064-01 .3652 527.5
684 24.036 .87500 471.00 .2364-02 ,2857-02 .2657-02 .9000 .4054-04 .4900-04 .2942-01 .2543 _26.9
684 24.036 .92500 472.00 .2268-02 .2740-02 .2740-02 .9000 .3890-04 .4700-04 .2827-0| .2354 526.0
684 24.036 .95000 277.00 .3718-02 .4491-02 .4491-02 \9000 .6377-04 .7704-04 .4639-01 .4173 525.3
: 684 24.036 .97500 473.00 .8092-02 .9776-02 .9776-02 .9000 .1388-03 .1677-03 .lOlO 1.136 525.2
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1789
.......................... ,l_vvl r #
UPPER RH HING PARAHETRIC DATA
MACH - 8.000 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA - .0000 ELEVON - 5.000
BDFLAP - 8.000 SPDBRK - .0000
*'*TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT OEG. DEG. PSIA DEG.°R OEG. R PSIA PSI FTISEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO 6 /FT3 /FT2
670 1,020 7.940 39.97 -.1039-01 207.6 1258. 92.42 .2233-01 .9854 3742. .6521-03 .7437-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS 2Y/BN T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO ' H(TO) H(TAW) ODOT DTklOT TW
NUMBER R=1.0 R=O.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FTESEC FT2SEC ISEC
670 24.036 .50000 460.00 .1327-02 .1_05-02 .1605-02 .9000 .3231-04 .3906-04 .2351-01 .1884 530.0
670 24.036 .55000 461.00 .1824-02 .2207-02 .2207-02 .go00 .4438-04 .537t-04 .3216-01 .2362 533.1
670 24.036 .60000 462.00 .9952-03 .1202-02 .IB02-OB .9000 .2422_04 .2925-04 .1770-01 .1372 526.8
670 24.036 .65000 463.00 .4879-03 .5892-03 .5892-03 .9000 .1187-04 .1434-04 .8680-02 .6727-01 526.6
670 24.036 .70000 464.00 .1459-02 .]762-02 .1762-02 .9000 .3552-04 .4289-04 .2597-01 .1946 526.4
670 94.036 .72500 465:00 .2732-02 .3299-02 .3299-02 .9000 .6650-04 .8030-04 .4867-01 .3774 525.7
570 24.036 .75000 456.00 .4147-02 .5010-02 .5010-02 .9000 .1009-0_ .1219-03 .7366-01 .6128 527.8
670 94.036 .77500 4F7.00 .3896-02 .4704-02 .4704-02 .9000 .9482-0_ .1145-03 .6941-01 .6504 525.6
670 24.036 .BOO00 "468.00 .3585-02 .4327-02 .4327-02 .9000 .8724-04 .1053-03 .6391-01 .5990 525.1
6?0 24,036 .82500 469.00 .3582-02 .4325-02 .4325-02 .9000 .8718-04 .1053-03 .6382-01 .5979 525.7
6?0 24.036 .85000 470.00 .2338-02 .2823-02 .2823-02 .9000 .5690-04 .6870-04 .4167-0t .3749 525.3
670 24.036 .87500 471.00 .2035-02 .2456-02 .2456-02 .9000 ,4952m04 .5978--04 .3630--0! .3141 524.7
670 24.036 ,92500 4?2.00 .... 3851-02 .4648-02 .4648-02 .9000 .9372-0_ .1131-03 .6874-01 .5729 524.3
670 24.036 .95000 277.00 .8113-02 .9793-02 .9793-02 .9000 .1974-03 .2383-03 .1447 1.302 524.8
670 24.036 .97500 4?3.00 .9141-02 .1103-01 .I103-01 .9000 .2225-03 .2685-03 .1632 1.837 524.0
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE I'PJIO
OHB4B 60-0 UPPER RH WING ;R4UO_)
UPPER RH WING -- PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 9.000 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA - .0000 ELEVON = 5.000
BOFLAP = 6.000 SPDBRK - .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q Y RHO HU
NUMBER /FT OEG. DEG. PSIA DE6. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FTISEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XtO 6 /FT3 /FT_
686 1.998 7.980 39.98 -.6934-02 434.7 1303. 94.94 .4525-0I B,OI7 3810. .1288-02 .7631-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS 2Y/BN TIC NO H/I._:_EF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO HITO) HtTAW) O00T DTWDT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=O.9 R= BTU/R BTUIR BTUI DEG. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FTL;_aEC /SEC
686 24.036 .50000 460.00 .8902-03 .1071-02 .1071-02 .9000 .3119-04 ".3752-04 ;6406-0| .1926 531.3
686 24.036 .55000 461.00 .2147-02 .2586-02 .2586-02 .8000 .7523-04 .9059-04 .5778-01 .4241 534.5
686 24.036 .60000 462.00 .5"741-02 .6905-02 .6905-02 .9000 .2011-03 .¢'_419-03 lSr-J4 .202 530.9
686 24.036 .65000 463.00 .5205-02 .6261-02 .6261-02 .9000 .|824-03 .2193-03 1409 .090 530.1
686 24.036 .70000 464.00 .6330-02 .7615-02 .7615-02 .9000 .2217-03 .2668-03 1712 .680 530.7
686 24.036 .72500 465.00 .6543-02 .7869-02 .7869-02 .9000 .2292-03 .2757-03 I772 .371 629.6
686 24.036 .75000 466.00 .6836-02 .8226-02 .8226-02 .9000 .2395-03 .2882-03 1847 .534 531.4
686 24.036 .77500 467.00 .6357-02 .7644-02 .7644-02 .9000 .2227-03 .2678-03 1723 .6|1 529.1
686 24.036 .80000 468.00 .6294-02 .7567-02 .7567-02 .9000 .2205-03 .2651-03 1707 .597 528.5
686 24.036 .82500 469.00 .6291-02 .7565-02 .7565-02 .9000 .2204-03 .2650-03 1705 .595 529.l
686 24.036 .85000 470.00 .6295-02 .7570-02 .7570-02 .9000 .2205.03 .2652-03 1705 .531 529.4
686 24.036 .87500 471.00 .8185-0_ .9843-02 .9843-02 .9000 .2867-03 .3448-03 .2217 .913 529.6
686 24.036 .92500 472.00 .2830-01 .3409-01 .3409-01 .9000 .9914-03 .1194-02 .7604 6.300 535.7
686 24.036 .95000 : 277.90 .3362-01 .4058-01 .4058-01 .9000 .1178-02 .1422-02 .8949 7.979 542.9
686 24.036 .97500 473.00 .4339-01 .5239-01 .5239-01 .9000: .1520-06 .1835-02 1.153 12.84 544.3
) )
DATE 23 FEB BO OHS4B MODEL 50-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAOE |79!
OH84B 60-0 UPPER RH WING fR4U047!
UPPER RH WING PARAMETRICDATA
HACH = 8.000 ALPHA • 40.00 BETA = .0000 ELEVON -,= 5.000
BDFLAP = 9.000 SPDBRK - .0000
• **TEST CONDITIONS''*
RUN RN/L HACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P 0 V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. BEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FTISEC SLUGS LB-BEC
XIO B /FT3 IFT_
704 2.994 7.990 40.01 -.6953-02 669.4 |324. 96.14 .6913-01 3.089 3841. .1941-0_ .7736-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS 2Y/BN TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAW_ ODOT DTWDT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ OEG. R " DEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FTESEC FT2SEC /SEC
704 24.036 .50000 460.00 .3445-02 .4142-02 .4142-02 .9000 .1498-03 .1801-03 .1178 .940_ 537.4
704 24.036 .55000 461.00 .6534-02 .7861-02 .7061-02 .9000 .2841-03 .3418-03 .2227 1.630 539.7
704 24.036 .60000 462.00 .9444-02 .1135-01 1135-01 .9000 .4t06-03 .4934-03 .3238 2.499 535.1
704 24.036 .65000 463;00 .9854-02 .1184-01 tl84-01 .9000 .4284-03 .5148-03 .3380 2.609 534.7
704 24.036 :70000 454.00 .1293-01 .1553-01 1553-01 .9000 .5620_03 .6753-03 .4435 3.309 534.6
704 24.036 .72500 465.00 .1274-01 .1531-01 1531-01 .9000 .5541-03 .6654-03 .4382 3.386 532.7
704 24.036 .75000 466.00 .1|34-01 .1362-01 1362-01 .9000 .4929-03 .5921-03 .3994 3.230 533.7
704 24.036 .77500 467.00 .1033-01 .1241-01 1241-01 .9000 .4493-03 .5393-03 .3560 3.327 531.1
704 24.036 .80000 468.00 .9480-02 .1138-01 1138-01 .9000 .4122-03 .4947-03 .3271 3.058 530.1
704 24.036 .82500 469.00 .9225-02 .I107-01 1107-01 .9000 .4010-03 .4814-03 .318! 2.973 530.5
704 24.036 .85000 470.00 .8542-02 .1025-01 1025-01 .9000 .3714-03 .4457-03 .2948 2.646 5_9.9
704 24.036 .87500 471.00 .1117-01 .1341-01 .1341-01 .9000 .4857-03 .5830-03 .3854 3.3_5 5310.3
704 24.836 .92500 472.00 .3196-01 .3841-01 .3841-01 .9000 .1389-02 .1670-02 1.095 9.069 53_.9
704 24.036 .95000 277.00 .6580-01 .7946-01 .7946-01 .9000 .2865-02 .3454-02 2.222 19.75 54B.2
704 24.036 .97500 473.00 .9144-01 .1|06 .1106 .9000 .3975-02 .4B09-02 3.037 33.56 559.8
DATE 23 FEB SO OH946 MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE l'/¢J2
OH84B 60-0 UPPER RH WING fR4U04tBI
UPPER RH WING PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH • 8.000 ALPHA = 40.00 _TA = .0000 ELEVON = 5.000
- BOFLAP • 15.00 SPDBRK = .O00O
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT DEG. OEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PS|A PSI FT/SEC SLUGS L9-SEC
XlO 6 IFT3 IFT2
6?6 _5094 7.900 39.93 -.6899-02 101.6 1252. 92.84 .lI29-OI .4931 3?32. ._21-03 .7471-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS 2Y/BN TIC NO HIHREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO] H(TAN) O00T DTNDT TN
NUMBER R-I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R OEG. R
TAN/TO F'T2SEC FTBSEC FT2SEC ISEC
676 /_.036 .50000 460.00 .1029-02 .IL::'45-02 .1246-02 .9000 .1770-04 .2141-04 • 1278-01 .1025 5_9.4
676 24.036 .55000 461.00 .1006-02 .1218-OB .12IB-02 .9000 .1730-04 .2095-04 .1244-0| .9141-01 532.6
6?6 24.036 .60000 462.00 .1434-02 .1733-02 .1733-02 .9000 .2466-04 .2981-04 .1786-01 .1394 527.4
6?6 24.036 .65000 463.00 .9002-03 .9676-03 .9676-03 .9000 .13.76-04 .1664-04 .9956-0=3. .T'/I0-01 528.3
6-/6 24.036 .'/0000 464.00 .18"79-02 .22"/3-02 .2273-02 ,9000 .3233-04 .39|0-04 .2336-01 ,1"/48 529.0
6"/6 24.036 .72500 465.00 .2689-02 .3252-02 .3252-02 .9000 .4625-04 .5594-04 .3344-0! .2589 528.7
676 24.036 .75000 466.00 .3306-02 .400|-02 .400|-02 .9000 .5687-04 .6883-04 ,4100-0l .3406 530.8
676 24. 036 .77500 46"7. O0 .2785-02 .3369-02 .3369-02 .9000 .479] -04 .5795-04 .3463-0l .3239 529.9
6?6 24.036 ,80000 468.00 .2852-02 .3450-02 .3450-02 .9000 .4906-04 .5934-04 .3546-01 .3316 529.0
676 24.036 .82500 469.00 .272"/-02 .3299-02 .3299-02 .9000 .4691-04 .5675-04 .3384-0l .3163 530.2
6?6 24.036 .85000 470.00 .2"/06-02 .3274-02 .3274-02 .9000 .4664o04 .5633-04 ,3354-0! .3008 531. I
676 24.036 ;87500 4"71.00 .2l 06-02 .2549-02 .2549-02 .9000 .3623-04 .4384-04 .2613-OI .9254 5_0.6
676 24.036 .92500 4"72.00 .6169"_02 .7464-02 /7464-02 .9000 .1061-03 .1284-03 .'/649-0l .6354 530.7
676 24. 036 .95000 2.77. O0 . 1038-0l .1256-0] .1256-01 .9000 .1785-03 .2160-03 .1287 I. 155 530.5
676 24.036 .97500 4.73.00 .1839-01 .2226-01 .2226-01 .9000 .3163-03 .3929-03 .2278 2.553 531.6
. J
)
DATE 23 FEB 80 0H84B MODEL60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONICTUNNEL PAGE I?g3
0H846 60-OUPPER RH WING _R_(_BJ
UPPER RH WING PARAHETRIC DATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA = .0000 ELEVON - 5.000
BDFLAP = 15.00 SPOBRK = .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PD TO T P G V . RHO HU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSi FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 /FT3 /FTe
674 1.007 7.940 39.9? -.1039-01 206.5 1264. 92.86 .2221-01 .980! 3761. .6466-03 .7412_07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS 2Y/BN T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAN) (:DOT OTNOT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTUI DEG. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
674 24.036 .50000 460.00 .1172-02 .1415-02 .|415-02 .9000 .2847-04 .3438-04 .2090-0i .1676 ff_-_¢J.3
6?4 24.036 .65000 461.00 .1790-02 .2164-02 .2164-02 .9000 .4349-04 .5257-04 .3183-01 .23q0 531.8
6?4 24.036 .60000 462.00 .9223-03 .1113-02 .I113-02 .9000 .2241-04 ,2704-04 .1652-01 .1281 5¢_6.$
674 24.036 .65000 463.00 .8604-03 .1038-02 .1038-02 .9000 .2090-04 ._523-04 .1541-01 .1194 ff_-'_6.5
674 24.036 .?0000 464.00 .1650-02 .1992-02 .1992-02 ,9000 .4008-04 .4638-04 .2955-01 .2214 526.5
6?4 24.036 .72500 465.00 .2882-02 .3477-02 .3477-02 .9000 .7000-04 .8447-04 .5164-01 .4004 _.0
674 24.036 .76000 466.00 .3790-02 .4676-02 .4676-02 .9000 .9207-04 .1112-03 .6775-GI .5637 527;8
674 24.036 .?7600 467.00 .3252-02 .3924-02 .3924-02 .9000 .7899-04 .9531-04 .6629-01 .6461 6_.9
674 24.036 .80000 468.00 .3286-02 .3965-02 .3965-02 .9000 .?983-04 .9632-04 .5894-01 .5523 526._
674 24.036 .62500 469.00 .3501-02 .4226-02 .4226-02 .9000 .8605-04 .1026-03 .627l-0! .69?4 626.4
674 24.036 .85000 470.00 .2596-02 .3133-02 .3133-02 .9000 .6306-04 .7611-04 .4650-0! .4181 526.3
674 24.036 .87500 47i.00 .2418-02 .2918-02 ,2918-02 .9000 .5874-04 .7087-04 .4334-0| .3749 5_.7
674 24.036 .92500 472.00 .6i7]-02 .7446-02 .7446-02 .9000 .1499-03 .1809-03 .1106 .9216 525.6
674 24.036 .95000 277.00 .1|98-01 .1446-01 .1446-01 .9000 .2910-03 .3512-03 .2147 1.930 626.1
674 24.036 .97500 473.00 .1734-01 .2093-01 .2093-01 .9000 .4213-03 .5085-03 .3105 3.489 526,8
DATE 23 FEB 80 0H848 MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE |794
OHB4B 60-0 UPPER RH WING (R4U049)
UPPER RH WING PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA = .0000 ELEVON - 5.000
• BDFLAP = 15.00 SPDBRK = .0000
• **TEST CONDITIONS ee_
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FTISEC SLUGS LB-SEC
X10 6 /FT3 /FT2
692 2.004 7.980 40.00 -.6947-02 436.0 1303. 94.84 .4539-01 2.083 3810. .1892-02 .7631-07
RUN HREF STN NO
NUMBER BTU/ R REF(R)
FT25EC =.0175
692 .3509-01 .2867-01
• **TEST DATA'** _"
RUN XO MS 2Y/BW T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAN| ODOT OTWDT TW
NUHBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ BEG. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
692 24.036 .50000 460.00 .1294-02 .1558-02 .1558-02 .9000 .4539-04 .5465-04 .3487-01 .2788 534.4
692 24.036 .55000 461.00 .2965-08 .3573-02 .3573-02 .9000 .1040-03 .1254-03 .7964-01 .5837 537.2
692 24.035 .60000 462..00 .5384-02 .7685-02 .7585-02 .9000 .2240-03 .2696-03 .1724 1.331 533.1
692 24.036 .S500O 463.00 .5471-02 .6585-02 .6585-02 .9000 .1920-03 .2310-03 .1478 1.142 532.6
692 24.036 .70000 464.00 .8282-02 .9969-02 .9969-02 .900G .2906-03 .3498-03 .2237 1.671 532.8
682 24.036 .72500 465.00 -.7321-02 .8809-02 .8809-02 .9000 .2569-03 .3091-03 .1981 1.532 531.3
692 24.036 .75000 466.00 .8442-02 .1016-01 .1016-01 .9000 .2962-03 .3565-03 .2280 1.892 532.8
692 24.036 .77500 467.00 .7678-02 .9238-02 .9238-02 .9000 .2694-03 .3241-03 .2079 1.943 530.9
692 24.036 .80000 468.00 .7691-02 .9252-02 .9252-02 .9000 .2698-03 .3246-03 .2084 1.947 530._
692 24.036 .82500 469.00 .7478-02 .8997-02 .8997-02 .9000 .2624-03 .3157-03 .2025 1.892 530.9
692 24.036 .85000 470.00 .6487-02 .7803-02 .7803-02 .9000 .2276-03 .2738-03 .1757 1.577 530.6
692 24.036 .87500 471.00 .7498-02 .9020-02 .9020-02 .9000 .2631-03 .3165-03 .2030 1.752 530.8
692 24.036 .92500 472.00 .1177-01 .1416-01 .1416-01 .9000 .4130-03 .4968-03 .3188 2.649 530.6
692 24.036 .95000 277.00 .1688-01 .2031-01 .2031-01 .9000 .5923-03 .7127-03 ,4566 4.094 531.8
692 24.036 .97500 473.00 .2581-01 ;3110-01 .3110-01 .9000 .9054-03 .1091-02 .6931 7.748 53711
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1795
OHB4B 60-0 UPPER RH WING (R4UO4B)
UPPER RH WING PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 8.000 ,ALPHA = 40.00 BETA = .OOO0 ELEVON = 5.000
BDFLAP = 15.00 SPDBRK - .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P 0 V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 /FT3 /FT2
698 2.989 7.990 40.02 -.6958-02 669.0 1322. 96.00 .6809-0l 3.087 3838. .19_2-0B .7725-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN xo MS 2Y/BW T/C NO H/HREF HIHREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAW) (]DOT DTWDT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R- BTU/R BTU/R BTUI DEG. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC tSEC
698 24.036 .50000 460.00 .3457-02 .4158-02 .4158-02 19000 .1502-03 .1807-03 .I176 .9385 538.5
698 24.036 .55000 461.00 .6067-02 .7304-02 .7304-02 .9000 .2636-03 .3174_03 .2058 1.506 541.0
698 24.036 .60000 462.00 .9593-02 .1154-0! .1154-01 .9000 .4168-03 .5012-03 .3272 2.523 536.7
698 24.036 .65000 463.00 .1003-01 .1206-01 .1206-01 .9000 .4356-03 .5238-03 .3420 2.637 536.6
698 24.036 .70000 464,00 .1207-01 .1452-01 ,1452-01 .9000 .5246-03 .6307-03 .4120 3.071 536.3
698 24.036 .72500 465.00 .1736-01 .2087-01 .2087-0L .9000 .7544-03 .9068-03 .5930 4.575 535.5
698 24.036 .75000 466.00 .2071-01 .2491-01 .2491-01 .9000 .9001-03 .1083-02 .7057 5.841 537.7
698 24.036 .77500 467.00 .!922-01 .2310-0| .2310-0I .go00 .8350-03 ,1004-02 .656i 6. ii6 535.9
698 24.036 .80000 468.00 .1884-01 .2264-01 .2264-01 .9000 .8186-03 .9838-03 .6440 6.006 534.9
698 24.036 .82500 469.00 .1771-0] .2129-0! .2129-01 .9000 .7696-03 .9249-03 .6055 5.647 534.8
698 24,036 .85C00 4?0.00 .9466-02 .1137-01 .1137-01 .9000 .4_13-03 .4940-03 .3247 2.911 532.3
698 24,036 .87500 471.00 .7292-02 .8757-02 .8757-02 .9000 .3169-03 .3805-03 .2504 2.159 531,5
698 24.036 .92500 472.00 .3155-01 .3795-01 .3795-0! .9000 .1371-02 .1649-02 1.075 8.902 537.4
698 24.036 .95000 277.00 .3225-01 .3885-01 .3885-01 .9000 .1401-02 .1688-02 1.090 9.718 543.6
698 24.036 .97500 473.00 .5885-01 .7098-01 .7098-01 .9000 .2557-02 .3084-02 1.979 22.00 547.8
DATE 23FEB 80 0H84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1796
0H846 60-0 UPPER RH WING fR4U049)
UPPER RI..I WiNG PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 6.000 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA = .0000 ELEVON - 5.000
BDFLAP = 23.50 SPDBRK - .0000
\
"**TEST CONDITIONS*'*
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG.' R DEG. R PSIA 1:"31 FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XI0 B IFT3 /FTB
678 .5076 7.900 39.96 -.1038-01 101.4 1254. 92.99 .1127-01 .4925 3735. .3272-03 .7483-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS 2Y/BN T/C NO H/HREF H/HREP HIHREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAW) ODOT DTWDT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTUI DEG. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC
678 24.036 .50000 460.00 .1214-02 .1468-02 .1468-02 .9000 .2087-04 .2525-04 .1507-01 .1207 531.5
678 24.036 .55000 461.00 .52.58-03 .6368-03 .6368-03 .9000 .9041-05 .I095-04 .6499-02 .4769-01 534.8
• 678 24.036 .60000 462.00 .1256-02 .1519-02 .1519-02 .9000 .2160-04 .L_512-04 .1565-01 .1211 529.2
678 24.036 .65000 463.00 .669_-03 .8096-03 .8096-03 .9000 .1151-04 .1392-04 .8333-02 .6448-01 5=_9.7
678 24,036 .70000 464.00 .1637-02 .|980-02 .1980-02 .9000 .2815-04 .3405-04 .2037-0I .15B4 530.0
678 24.036 .72500 465.00 .2420-02 .2927-02 .2927-02 .9000 .4162-04 .5034-04 .3014-01 .2333 529.5
678 24.036 .75000 466.00 .3370-02 .4077-02 .4077-02 .9000 .5794-04 .7011-04 .4185-01 .3475 531.5
678 24.036 .77500 467.00 .2607-02 .3153-02 _3153-02 .9000 .4484-04 .5422-04 .3248-01 .3037 529.3
678 24.036 .80000 468.00 .2527-02 .3056-02 .3056-02 .9000 .4345-04 .5254-04 .3146-01 .2944 529.2
678 24,036 .82500 469.00 .2748-02 .3324-02 .3324-02 .9000 .4726-04 .57t6-04 .3420-01 .3197 530.1
678 24.036 .85000 470.00 ,2711-02 .3280-02 .3280-02 .9000 .4662-04 .5640°04 .3371-01 .3025 530.6
678 24.036 .87500 471.00 .2434-02 .2944-02 .2944-02 .9000 .4185-04 .5062-04 .3029-01 .2614 530.0
678 24.036 .92500 472.00 .7639-02 .9241-02 .9241-02 .9000 .1314-03 .1589-03 .9501-0I .7894 530.4
678 24.036 .95000 277.00 .9955-02 .1204-01 .,:04-0! .9000 .1712-03 .2070-03 .1240 I.II4 529.2
676 24,036 .97500 473.00 .1963-01 .2375=01 .2375-0] .9000 .3375-03 .4084-03 .2438 2.733 531.4
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHG4B MODEL60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1797
OHB4B 60-0 UPFER RH WING (24U04.9)
UPPER RH _ING _ PARAHET_C DATA
MACH - 8.000 ALPHA m 40.00 BETA " .0000 ELEVON " 5.000
BDFLAP " 23.50 SPDBRK" .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L HACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO HU
NUHBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-S£C
XIO 6 /FT$ /FT_
672 l.Ot6 7.940 39.97 -.6925-02 206.9 1258. 92.42 .2225-01 .9921 3742. .6499-03 .7437-07
RUN HREF 6TN NO




RUN XO MS 2Y/BW T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO HtTO) H(TAN) ODOT DTNOT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTUI DEG. R DEG. R
7 TAW/TO FT26EC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC
672 24.036 .50000 460.00 .9241-03 .1117-02 .1117-02 .9000 .2245-04 .2714-04 .1636-01 .1312 ,_"7B.9
672 24.036 .55000 461.00 .1416-02 .1712-02 .t712-02 .9000 .3440-04 .4160-04 .2499-0t .IB38 531.|
672 24.036 .60000 462.00 .9075-03_ .1096-02 ,1096-02 .9000 .2205-04 .2662-04 .1614-01 .12r'Jc_ _75.4
672 24,036 .65000 463.00 .8691-03 .1049-02 .1049-08 .9000 .2112-04 .2549-04 .1546-01 .I199 625.4
672 24.036 .?0000 464.00 .1805-02 .2180-02 .2180-02 .9000 .4386-04 .5295-04 .3213-01 .2409 625.2
672 24.036 .72500 465.00 .2887-02 .3484-02 .3484-02 .9000 .7014-04 .8466-04 .5142-01 .3980 " 524.5
672" 24.036 .75000 466.00 .3900-02 .4710-02 .4710-02 .9000 .9476-04" .1144-03 .6B3l-OI .5770 526.3
672 24.036 .77500 467.00 .3323-02 .4010-02 .4010-02 .9000 .8073-04 .9743-04 .5922-01 .5553 524.1
672 24.036 .BOO00 468.00 .34U0-02 .4103-02 .4103-02 .9000 .8260-04 .9969-04 .6063-01 .5667 523.7
672 24.036 .82500 469.00 .3521-02 .4249-02 .4249-02 .9000 .8553-04 .1032-03 .6271-01 .5879 524.5
672 24.036 .BSO00 470.00 .2598m02 .3136--02 .3136--02 :9000 .6313--04 .7620--04 .4629--01 .4166 524.5
672 24:036 .87500 471.00 .2259-02 .2726-02 .2726-02 .9000 .5488-04 .6624-04 .4027-01 .3486 523.9
672 24.036 .92500 472.00 .5139-02 .6202-02 .6202-02 .9000 .1249-03 .1507-03 .9166-01 .7642 623.6
672 24.036 .95000 277.00 .7346-02 .8864-02 .B864-02 .9000 .1785-03 .2154-03 .1311 1.180 523.3
672 24.036 .97500 473.00 .1036-01 .1250-01 .1250-01 .9000 .8516-03 .3036-03 .1847 2.079 623.5
DATE 23 FEe 80 01-184B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEOC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1798
OHB4B 60-0 UPPER RH WING fR4UO49)
UPPER RI-I WING PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH • 8.000 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA = .O00O ELEVON - 5.000
8DFLAP = 23.50 SPDBRt< • _0000
. ***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO 6 IFT3 /FT2
_694 1.988 7.980 39.99 -.6937-0B 433.4 1305. 94.98 .4512-01 2.011 3813. .1282-02 .7643-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS 2Y/BW TIC NO H/HREF H/I.,h_EF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAW) ODGT DTWDT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ OEG. R DEO. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC
694 24.035 .50000 460.00 .1115-02 .1341-02 .I341-02 .90GO .3901-04 .4691-04 .3020-0l ._'19 530.5
694 24.036 .55000 461.00 .3161-02 .3804-02 .3B04-02 .90OO .1106-03 .1331r03 .8537-0l .6272 532.7
694 24.036 .60000 482.00 .5711-02 .6866-02 .6866-02 .9000 .1998-03 .2402-03 .1551 .201 52.8.7
694 24.036 .65000 463.00 .6493-02 .7806-02 .7806-02 .9000 .2272-03 .2731-03 .I763 .365 5L_B.8
694 24.036 .70000 454.00 .6439-02 .7740-02 .7740-02 .9000 .2253-03 .270B-03 ,1749 .310 528.2
694 24.036 .72500 465.00 .7366-02 .8851-02 .8851-02 .9000 .2577-03 .3097-03 .2004 .553 527.B
694 24.036 .75000 466.00 .8797-02 .1057-01 .1057-0| .9000 .307B-03 .3700-03 .2389 .997 528.5
694 24.036 .77500 467.00 .7821-02 .939B-02 .9396-02 .9000 .2736-03 .3288-03 .2129 .994 526.6
694 24.036 .BOO00 468.00 .759B-02 .9128-02 .9128-02 .9000 .2658o03 .3194-03 .2069 .939 526.2
694 24.036 .82500 469.00 .8081-02 .9710-02 .9710-02 .9000 .2828-03 .339"/-03 .2199 2.060 526.8
694 24.036 .BSCO0 470.00 .6331-02 .7B06-02 .7606-02 .9000 .2215-03 .2661-03 .1724 1.551 526.3
694 24.036 .87500 471.00 .7410-02 .8903-02 .B903-02 .9000 .2593-03 .3]15-03 .2017 !.744 526.6
694 24.036 .92500 472.00 .1893-01 .B276-01 .2276-0I .9000 .6624-03 .7965-03 .5130 4.263 530.2
694 24.036 .95000 277.00 .t724-01 .B072-01 .2072-01 .BOOO .6033-03 .7251-03 .4683 4.206 528.5
694 24.036 .97500 473.00 .2017-01 .2425-01 .2425-01 .9000 .7056-03 .8485-03 .5465 6.131 530.1
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1'799
-i'i."_ OH846 60-0 UPPER RH WING fR4U049]
UPPER RH WING PARAMETR|C OATA
MACH 8.000 ALPHA - 40. O0 BETA = .0000 ELEVON ,, 5. 000
BDFLAP : 23.50 SPDBRK = .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO I"dJ
NUHBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FTISEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO 6 /FT3 /FTE
695 3.000 7.990 40.03 -.6964-0e 669.2 1322. 96.00 .6911-01 3.088 3836. .1943-02 .7725-07
RUN HREF 6TN NO




RUN XO MS 2Y/BN TIC NO H/I,J.HEF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO] H(TAN) ODOT DTNDT TW
NUMBER R=!.O R=O.S R= BTU/R GTU/R BTUI DEG. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FTBSEC FTBSEC FTc?SEC /SEC
696 24.036 .50000 460.00 .3763-02 .4529-02 .4529-02 .9000 .I635-03 .1966-03 .1278 1.019 540.0
696 24.036 .55000 46i.00 .6522-02 .7855-02 .7855-0E .9000 .2834-03 .3413-03 .EEO? 1.613 542.8
696 24.036 .60000 462.00 1060-01 .1276-01 .1276-01 .9000 .4607-03 .5543-03 .3604 2.'T/5 539.4
696 24.036 .65000 463.00 10!5-01 .1222-01 .1222-0l .9000 .4412-03 .5309-03 .3451 2_657 539.5
696 E4.036 .70000 464.00 1161-01 .1398-0! .1398-0! .9000 .5047-03 .6074-03 .3945 2.936 540.0
69G 24.036 .72500 465.00 1445-0! .1738-01 .1738-01 .9000 .6677-03 .7552-03 .4916 3.787 538.5
696 24.036 .75000 466.00 1765-01 .2125-01 .2125-01 .9000 .7670-03 .9233-03 .5987 4.948 541.0
696 24.036 °77500 467.00 1632-01 .1964-01 .1964-01 .9000 .7093-03 .8533-03 .5656 5.172 538,4
696 E4.036 .BOOUO 468.00 i559-0i .i875-0i .i875-0i .BOO0 .6776-03 .8149-03 .5314 4.950 537.4
696 24.036 .82500 469.00 1422-01 .1711-0! .1711-01 .9000 .6191-03 .7434-03 .4847 4.514 537.5
696 24.036 .85000 470.00 1104-01 .1328-01 .1328-0l .9000 .4798-03 .5771-03 .3762 3.363 537.7
696 24.036 .87500 471.00 1284-01 .1544-01 .1544-01 .9000 .5579-03 .6711-03 .4370 3.755 538.4
696 24.036 .92500 472.00 .4877-01 .5884-01 .5884-01 .9000 .2120-02 .2557-02 1.638 13.48 549.!
696 24.036 .95000 277.00 .6968-01 .8422-01 .8422-01 .9000 .3028-02 .3660-02 2.317 20.52 556.3
696 24.036 .97500 473.00 .1071 .1302 .1302 .9000 .4654-02 .5658-02 3.465 37.96 577.l
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH646 MODEL 60-0 IF. THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1800
OH84B 60-0 UPPER RH WING tR4U050;
UPPER RH WING PARAMETRIC DATA
• MACH = 6:000 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA " .0000 ELEVON - 7.500
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK = .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO 6 , /FT3 /FT2
765 .5{0! 7.900 39.98 -.3466-02 101.6 1251. 92.77 .1129-01 .4932 3730. .3284-03 .7465-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS 2Y/BW T/C NO H/HREF HIRREF H/HREF TAW/TO N(TO) H(TAW) ODOT OTWOT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=O.B R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ BEG. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FT_EC FTBSEC FTBSEC /SEC
768 24.036 .50000 460.00 .7155-03 .8663-03 .8663-03 .9000 .1231-04 .1490-04 .8843-02 .7078-01 536.2
768 24.036 .55000 46f.00 .2540-02 .3078-02 .3078-02 .9000 .4369-04 .5295-04 .3125-01 .2293 535.3
768 _-_'.036 .60000 462,00 .1525-0E .18_,5-02 .1845-02 .9000 .2_3-04 .3174-04 .IBgl-oI .I463 529.7
768 24.036 .65000 463.00 .7982-03 .9658-03 .9658-03 .9000 .13"/3-04 .1661-04 .9890-02 .7651-01 530.3
768 24.036 .70000 464.00 .2044-02 ._73-02 .2473-02 .9000 .3515-04 .4253-04 .2533-01 .I894 530.1
769 24.336 .72500 465.00 .2656-02 .3455-02 .3455-02 .9000 .4913=04 .5943-04 .3545-0I .2745 529.0
768 24.u36 .75000 466,00 .3098-02 .3749-02 ,3749-02 .9000 .5329-04 .6448-04 ,3840-01 ,3191 530.1
768 24.036 .77500 467.00 .2968-02 .3590-02 .3590-02 .9000 .5106-04 .6175-04 .3689-01 .3452 528.2
768 24.036 .80000 468.00 .3283-02 .397b-02 .3970-02 .9000 .5647-04 .6829-04 .4081-01 .3820 528.0
768 24.036 .82500 469.00 .3690-02 .4464-02 ,4464-02 .9000 .6347-04 .7678-04 .4579-01 .4282 529.3
768 24.036 .85000 470.00 .2913=02 .3524-02 .3524-02 .9000 .5010-04 .6061-04 .3612-01 .3242 5_9.?
768 24.036 .87500 471.00 .2284-02 .2763-02 .2763-02 .9000 .39_-04 .4752-04 .2833-01 .2445 529.4
768 24.036 .92500 472.00 .1572-02 .1901-02 .1901-02 .9000 .2T03-04 .3269-04 .1953-01 .1624 528.2
768 24.036 .95000 _77.00 .3826-02 .4626-02 ,4626-02 .BOO0 .6580-04 .7957-04 .4757-01 .4275 527.7
768 24.036 .97500 473.00 ,7510-02 .9080-02 :9080-02 .9000 .1292-03 .1562-03 .9340-0! 1.049 527.6
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEOC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 180!
OH84B 60-0 UPPER RH WIND (R4UO50)
UPPER RH WING PARAMETRIC DATA
HACH = 8.000 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA • .0000 ELEVON = 7.500
BDFLAP = .0000 6PDBRK • .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO l_J
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-S£C
XlO 6 /FT3 /FT2
758 Z.OI4 7.940 39.99 -.4651-06 208.4 1266; 93.00 _2242-01 .9894 3?54. .6506-03 .7484-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS 2Y/BN T/C NO H/HREF HIHREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAW) ODOT DTNDT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
758 24.036 .50000 460.00 .2283-02 .2762-02 .2762-02 .9000 .5572-04 .6743-04 .4064-01 .3246 536.3
758 24.036 .55000 461.00 .267g-02 .3244-02 .3244-02 .9000 .6540-04 .?Big-04 .4754-01 .3482 538.Q
758 24.036 .60000 462.00 .1720-02 .2080-02 .2080-02 .9000 .4200-04 .5078-04 .3074-01 .2374 533.B
758 24.036 .65000 463.00 .2021-02 .2444-02 .2444-02 .9000 ,4934-04 .5967-04 .3604-01 .E'/B2 535.1
758 24.036 .70000 464.00 .3593-02 .4346-02 .4346-02 .9000 .8771-04 .1061-03 .6407-01 .47"/9 535.2
?58 24.036 .72500 465.00 .3677-02 ._446702 .4446-02 .9000 .89"n-04 .I085-03 .6570-01 .5074 533.8
758 24.036 .75000 466.00 .3991-02 .4826-02 .4826-02 .9000 .9743-04 .1178-03 .7123-01 .5906 534. 5
758 24.036 .77500 467.00 .5000-02 .6045-02 .6045-02 .9000 .1221-03 .1476-03 .8937-01 .8340 533.5
758 24.036 .80000 468.00 .5934-02 .7|76-02 .7|76-02 .9000 .i446-03 .1752-03 .I060 .9889 534.1
758 24.036 .82500 469.00 .6915-02 .8365-02 .8365-02 .9000 .I688-03 .2042-03 .1232 1.I49 535.6
758 24.036 .85C00 470.00 .5560-02 .6727-02 .6727-02 .9000 .I357-03 .1642-03 .9901-01 .8859 536.2
758 24.036 .87500 471.00 .6897-02 .8346-02 .8346-02 .9000 .1684-03 .2038-03 .1227 1.065 536.9
758 24.036 .92500 472.00 .8492-02 .I027-01 .1027-01 .9000 .2073-03 .2508-03 .1513 1.254 535.8
758 24.036 .95000 277.00 ;1040-0! .1259-01 .1259-01 .9000 .2540-03 .3072-03 .1856 1.661 535.2
758 24.036 .97500 473.00 .I016-01 -.1228-01 .1228-01 .9000 .2480-03 .2997-03 .1819 2.039 532.2
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1802
OH84B 60-0 UPPER RH WING tR4U050)
UPPER RH WING PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 9.000 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA = .0000 ELEVON = 7.500
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK = ,GO00
***TEST CONDITIONS *_
RUN RN/L HACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XiO 6 /FT3 /FT2
756 2.005 7.980 40.03 -.4673-06 434.6 1300. 94.62 .4525-01 2.017 3805. .1291-02 .7614-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN xo MS 2Y/BW T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TOI H(TAW) ODOT OTWDT TN
NUHBER R=T.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R 8TU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
756 24.035 .50000 460.00 ,1090-02 .1314-02 .1314-02 .9000 .3816-04 .4600-04 .2910-01 .2324 537.1
756 24.036 .55000 461.00 .1812-02 .2185-02 .2186-02 .9000 .6344-04 .7654-04 .4817-01 .3525 540.3
756 24.035 .60000 462.00 .3598-02 .4336-02 .4336-02 .9000 .1260-03 .1518-03 .9625-01 .7425 535.8
756 24.036 .65000 463.00 .4310-02 .5195-02 .5195-02 .9000 .1509-03 _1819-03 .1151 .8876 536.8
756 24.036 .70000 464.00 .5185-02 .6250-02 .6250-02 .9000 .1816-03 .2189-03 .1385 1.033 536.8
756 24.036 .72500 465.00 .5632-02 .6785-02 .6795-02 .9000 .1972-03 .2376-03 .1507 1.163 535.3
756 24.036 .75000 466.00 .768n-02 .9264_02 .9264-02 .9000 .2692-03 ,3L_4-03 .2054 1.702 536,4
756 24.036 .77500 467.00 .8316-02 .1002-01 .1002-01 .9000 .2912-03 .3508-03 .2226 2.076 535.!
756 24.036 .80000 468.00 .8839-02 .I065-01 .1065-01 .9ODD .3095-03 .3728-03 .2368 2.209 534.5
756 24.036 .82500 469.00 .1065-0i .1284-01 .1284-01 .9000 .373t-03 .4496-03 .2848 2.655 536.1
756 24.035 .85000 470.00 .9190-02 .1107-01 .1!07-0! .9000 .3218-03 .3877-03 .2459 2.201 535.4
756 24.036 .87500 471.00 .1275-01 .1537-01 .1537-01 .9000 .4465-03 .5381-03 .3408 2.931 536.5
756 24.036 .92500 472.00 .2858-01 .3448-01 .3448-01 .9000 .1001-02 .1207-02 .7607 6.291 539.6
756 24.036 .95000 277.00 12468-01 .2977-01 .2977-01 .9000 .8643-03 .1042o02 .6571 5.870 539.3
756 24.036 .97500 473.00 .2875-01 .3467-0l .3467-0] .9000 .1007-02 .1214-02 .7664 8.561 538.4
l) )
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1803
01;848 60-0 UPPER RH WING (R4UGSO)
UPPER RH WING PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA • .0000 ELEVON = 7.500
BDFLAP = .0000 BPDBRK = .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PBIA DEG. R OEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
X|O 6 /FT3 /FT2
746 3.012 7.990 40.06 -.3495-02 670.4 1320. 95.85 .6923-01 3,094 3835. .1950-02 .7713-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN xo MS 2Y/BW T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO] H(TAW) ODOT DTWDT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=O.9 R= 8TU/R BTU/R BTU/ OEG. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /BEG
746 24.036 .50000 460.00 .3005-02 .361B-02 .3618-02 .BOO0 .1307-03 .i573-03 .1018 .8108 541.0
746 24.036 .55000 461.00 .4968-02 .5985-02 .5975-02 .9000 .2160-03 .2602-03 .1678 1.286 543.0
746 24.036 .60000 462.00 .6120-02 .7362-02 .73(:_2-02 .9000 .2661-03 .3201-03 .8082 1.804 537.5
746 24.036 .65000 463.00 .6143-02 .7390-02 .73J0-02 .9000 .2671-03 .3214-03 .2089 !.810 537.8
746 24.036 .70000 464.00 .7386-02 .8883-02 .B883_02 .9000 3212-03 .3863-03 .2516 1.876 536.4
746 24.036 .72500 465.00 .8091-02 .9726-02 .9726-02 .9000 3518-03 .4229-03 .2761 2.131 534.9
746 24.036 ,75000 466.00 .8542-02 .1027-01 .I027-01 .9000 3715-03 .4466-03 .2913 2,414 535.5
746 24.036 .77500 467.00 .7650-02 .BZB2-02 .8192-02 .9000 3326-03 .3997-03 .2617 2.443 533.0
746 24.036 .80000 468.00 .7942-02 .9542-02 .9542-02 .9000 3454-03 .4149-03 .2719 2.539 532.3
746 24.036 .82500 469.00 .8341-02 .1002-01 ,1002-01 .9000 3627-03 .435B-03 .2852 8.661 533.4
746 24.036 ,85000 470.00 .8680-02 .I043-01 .1043-01 .9000 3774-03 .4536-03 .2968 8.659 533.3
746 24.036 .87500 471.00 .1239-01 ,1489-01 .1489-01 .9000 .5386-03 .6473-03 .4233 3.646 533.7
746 24.036 .92500 472.00 .4038-01 .4864-01 .4864-01 .9000 .1756-02 .2115-02 1.365 11.27 542.2
746 24.036 .95000 277.00 .3470-01 .4184-01 .4184-01 .9000 .1508-02 .1819-02 1.168 10.40 545.7
746 24.036 .97500 473.00: .2437-01 .2931-01 .2931-01 .9000 .1060-02 .1275-02 .8288 9.263 537.5
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL60-0 IN THE AEOC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE IB04
OH84B 60-0 UPPER RH WING rR4UOBI)
UPPER RH WING PARAHETRIC DATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA • 40.00 BETA = ,0000 ELEVON = 7.500
BDFLAP = t5.00 SPDBRK = .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO 6 /FT3 /FT2
?66 .5080 7.900 39,98 -.3465-02 101.0 1250. 92.69 .I123-01 .4905 3?29. .3269-03 .7459-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS 2Y/BN TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/T0 H(TO} HITAN) ODOT DTNDT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ OEG. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT29EC /6EC
765 24.D.36 .5OOOO 460.00 .J448-O2 .]753-(_ .J?53-D2 .9BOO .2483-D4 .3009-D4 ._79D-02 ._24 53J.0
766 24.036 .55000 461.00 .1662-02 .2015-02 .2015-02 .9000 .2850-04 .3455-04 .2033-0! .1490 536.5
766 24.036 .60000 462.00 .I511-02 .1829-02 .182'9-02 .9000 .2592-04 .3137-04 .1863-0! .|441 5]0.9
765 2W.036 .65000 463,00 .8465-03 .1025-02 .i025-02 .9000 .14,.52-04 .1758-04 .1043-0l .8061-01 531.6
766 24.036 .?OOOO 464.00 .2099-02 .2541-02 .2541-02 .9000 .3600-04 .4359-04 .2585-0l .1932 531.7
766 24.036 .72500 465.00 .2793-02 .338!-02 .3381-02 .9000 .4790-04 .5798-04 .3444-01 ._664 530.7
766 24.036 .75000 466.00 .3519-02 .4261-02 .4261-02 .9000 .6036-04 .7309-04 .4332-0l .3597 531.9
766 24.036 .77500 467.00 .2773-02 .3356-02 .3356-02 .9000 .4757-04 .5_57-04 .3423-0l .3200 530.1
766 24.036 .8OO00 468.00 .2780-02 .3364-02 .3364-02 .9000 .4769-04 .5771-04 .343a-0! .3209 529.9
766 24.036 .82500 469.00 .3593-02 .435G-02 .4350-02 .9000 .6163-04 .7461-04 .4429-0! .4136 531.I
766 24.036 .85000 470.00 .2885-02 .3493-02 .3493-02 .9000 .4949-04 .599!-04 .3554-0l .3188 531.5
?66 24.036 .87500 471.00 .2309-02 .2795-02 .2795-02 .9000 .3960-04 .4794-04 .2845-01 .2454 531.2
766 24.036 .92500 472.00 .1426-02 .1726-02 .1726-02 .9000 .2446-04 .2960-04 .1761-Ol .1464 529.8
766 24.035 .95000 277.00 .3948-02 .4777-02 .4777-02 .9000 .6772-04 .B193-04 .4879-0l .438I 529.2
765 24.036 .97500 473.00 .8135-02 .9839-02 .9839-02 .9000 .1395-03 .1688-03 .1007 1.131 527.9
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE tB05
_, : OH649 60-0 UPPER RH WING fR4UOBI)
UPPER RH WING PA,,P.AMETR!C DATA
• HACH 8.000 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA = ,0000 ELEVON = 7.500
BDFLAP _ tS.00 9PDBRK - .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L HACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO HU
NUHBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA OEG. R DE6. R PS[A PS| FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
X|O 5 /FT3 IFT2
760 l.O01 7.940 39.99 -.4651-06 206.5 |269. 93.22 .2221-0l .9803 3758. .6431-03 .7502-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS 2Y/BN TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO HtTO) H(TAN) (]DOT DTNDT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R 9TU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC
760 24.036 .50000 460.00 .1886-02 .2282-02 .2282-02 .9000 .4585-04 .5547-04 .3354-01 .2678 53T.I
760 24.036 .55000 461.00 .2378-02 .2880-02 .2880-02 .9000 .5782-04 .7002-04 .4209-01 .3060 540.7
760 24.036 .60000 462.00 .1507-02 .1822-02 .1822-02 .9000 .3664-04 .4430-04 .2696-0| .2075 535.0
760 24.036 .65000 463.00 .1426-02 .1724-02 .1724-02 .9000 .3466-04 .4192-04 .2539-0| .1959 536.0
760 24.036 .70000 464.00 .3065-02 .3731-02 .3731-02 .9000 .7499-04 .9070-04 .5493-01 .4095 536.2
760 24.036 .72500 465.00 .3217-02 .3890-02 .3890-02 ,9000 .7822-04 .9457-04 .5740-01 .4430 534.8
760 24.036 .75000 466.00 .3819-02 .4619-02 .46i9-02 .9000 .9284-04 .1123-03 .6803-0| .5636 536.0
760 24.036 .77500 467.00 .4454-02 .5385-02 .5385-02 .9000 .]083-03 ,1309-03 .7952-01 .7418 534.3
760 24,036 .80000 468.00 .5482-02 .6628-02 .6628-02 .9000 .1333-03 .1611-03 .9782-0l .9123 534.7
760 24.036 .82500 469.00 .6602-02 .7984-02 .7984-02 .9000 .1605-03 .1941-03 .It76 1.096 535.9
760 24.036 ,85000 470.00 .4713-02 .5701-02 .5701-02 .9000 .1146-03 .1386-03 .8390-0l .7505 536.5
760 24.036 .87500 471.00 .5843-02 .7068-02 .7068-02 .9000 .|420-03 .1718-03 .1039 .6936 537.1
760 24.036 .92500 472.00 .8086-02 .9778-02 .9778-02 .9000 .1966-03 .2377-03 .1441 1.194 535.7
760 24.036 .95000 277.00 .1040-0! .1259-01 .1258-0! .9000 .2529-03 .3058-03 .1854 1.660 535.5
760 24.036 .97500 473.00 .9451-02 .1142-01 . 142-0l .9000 .2298-03 .2776-03 .1691 I;894 532.9
DATE 23 FEB BO OH848 MODEL 50-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1808
OHB4B 60-0 UPPER RH WING (R4U05|)
UPPER RH HING PARAMETRIC DATA
HACH • B.O00 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA " ,0000 ELEVON - 7.500
BDFLAP = 15.00 5PDBRK = .0000
"''TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SE_ SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 /FT3 /FT2
754 2.004 7.980 40.06 -.4685-06 437.0 1305. 94.98 .4550-01 2.028 3513. .1293-02 .7643-07
RUN HREF STN NO




XO MS 2Y/ON TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO} HITAN) QDOT OTNDT TW
NUHBER R=I.O R=O.B R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FTBSEC FTBSEC /SEC
754 24.036 .50000 450.00 .1603-02 .1930-02 .1930-02 .9000 .5632-04 .6780-04 .4337-01 .3467 534.6
754 24.036 .55000 461.00 .3256-02 .3936-02 .3936-02 .9000 .1148-03 .1383-03 .8807_01 .6454 537.4
754 24.035 .60000 452.00 .4750-02 ,5715-02 .5715-02 .9000 .1669-03 .2008-03 .1290 ._8 53¢_.0
754 =_._.036 .65000 463.00 .5167-02 .6217-02 .6217-02 .9000 .1816-03 .2184-03 .1403 1.08¢1 5_.1
_54 24.036 .70000 464.00 .6817-02 .8200-02 .8200-02 _-9000 .2395-03 .288|-03 .|853 1.385 531.2
754 24.036 .72500 455.00 .5319-02 .6394-02 .6394-02 .9000 .1869-03 .2247-03 .1450 1.123 528.7
754 24.035 .75000 466.00 .8431-02 .1014-0l .1014-0! .9000 .2963-03 .3553-03 .2294 1.906 530.3
754 "24.036 .77500 467.00 .8151-02 .9797-82 .9797-02 .9000 .2864-03 .3442-03 .2224 2.082 528.0
754 24.036 .80000 468.00 .9653-02 .1160-01 .1160-01 .9000 .3392-03 .4076-03 .2636 2.468 527.4
754 24.036 .82500 469.00 .1229-01 .t478-01 .I478-01 .9000 .4319-03 .5193_03 .3346 3.129 529.8
754 24.036 .85000 470.00 .1041-01 .1251-01 .1251-01 .9000 .3656-03 .4395-03 .2838 2.549 528.5
754 24.035 .87500 471.00 .1171-01 .1408-01 .1408-01 .9000 .4115-03 .4948-03 .3190 2.753 529.6
754 24.036 .92500 472.00 .1611-01 .1937-01 .1937-01 .9000 .5662-03 .6805-03 .4396 3.557 528.E
754 24.036 .95000 277.00 .2625-0] .3158-01 .3158-01 .9000 .9223-03 .1|10-02 .7127 6.39I 531.9
• 754 24.036 .97500 473.00 .2245-01 .2698-01 .2698-0! .9000 .7888-03 .9482-03 .6121 6.872 528.6
i )
DATE 23 FEB BO OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAOE 1807
01..184B 60-0 UPPER RH WING {R4U051)
UPPER RH WING PARAMETRIC DATA
==,^ ..............
n_n _ U.UUU AL_MA = 4g. Og BETA " .0000 ELEVON = ?.500BDFLAP |5.00 SPDBRK • ,0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P 0 V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FTISEC SLUGS LB-SEC
X|O 6 IFT3 /FT2
748 2.974 7.990 40.07 -.4689-06 66|.9 |320. 95.85 .6835-0I 3,055 3835. .1925-02 .7713-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS 2Y/BW T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAW) ODOT DTWOT TW
NUMBER R-|.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ OEG. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FTBSEC FT2SEC ISEC
749 24.036 .50000 460.00 .3071-02 .3692-02 .3692-02 .9000 .1327-03 .1595-03 .1040 .6314 535.5
748 24.036 .55000 461.00 .5370-02 .6461-02 .6461-02 .9000 .2320-03 .2791-03 .1813 1.328 538.2
748 24.036 .60000 462.00 .6657-02 .7997-02 .7997-02 .9000 .2876-03 .3455-03 .2266 !.751 532.0
748 24.036 .65000 463.00 .7257-02 .8717-02 .8717-02 .9000 .3136-03 .3766-03 .2470 1.910 53|.8
748 24.036 .70000 464.00 .8673-02 .104|-01 .104l-Ol .9000 .3747-03 .4500-03 .2957 _.2ll 530.4
748 24.036 .72500 465.00 .9307-02 .lilT-O| lll7-Ol ,9000 .4021-03 .4827-03 .3180 2.462 528.9
748 24.036 .75000 466.00 ,1147-01 .1377-01 1377-01 .9000 .4955-03 .5951-03 .3910 3.249 530.5
748 24.036 .77500 467.00 .1174-01 .I409-0! |409-01 .9000 .5073-03 .6088-03 .4015 3.756 528.3
748 24.036 .80000 468.00 ,1298-0] .1557-01 1557-01 .9000 .5607-03 .6728-03 .444l 4.156 527.7
748 24.036 .82500 469.00 .t331-01 .1597-01 1597-01 .9000 .5750-03 .590!-03 .4549 4.256 528.6
748 24.036 .B500U 470.00 .1543-0l .1952-01 I852-0| .9000 .6667-03 .8002-03 .5270 4.732 529°|
748 24.036 .87500 471.00 .2136-0l .2566-01 .2566-0l .9000 .9230-03 .]I09-02 .7277 6.276 531.2
748 24.036 .92500 472.00 .3955-01 .4754-0i .4754-01 .9000 .1709-02 .2054-02 1.34l I|.ll 535.1
748 24.036 .95000 277.00 .3315-01 .3984-01 .3984-0t ;9000 .1432-02 .1721-02 1.126 10.09 533.3
748 24.036 .97500 473.00 .8093-01 .9765-0l .9765-0| .9000 .3497-02 .4219-02 2.696 29.96 548.7
DATE 23 FEB 60 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1806
OHB4B 60-0 UPPER RH WING fR4U052)
UPPER RH WING PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH 8,000 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA = .0000 ELEVON • 7.500
BOFLAP = 23.50 SPDBRK = .OOO0
*HTEST CONDI T IONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT OEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FTISEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 /FT3 /FT2
764 .5066 7.900 39.98 -.4647-06 I00.9 1251. 92.77 . 1121-01 .4898 3730. .3262-03 .7465-07
RUN HREF BTN NO




RUN XO MS 2Y/BN TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO} H(TAW) ODOT OTWDT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=O.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FTBSEC FTBSEC FT2SEC /SEC
764 24. 036 .50000 460. O0 .1918-02 .2322-0P .2322-02 .9000 .3288-04 .3981-04 .2363-0 ! .1892 532.0
764 24.036 .55000 461.00 .3122-02 .3782-02 .3782-02 .9000 .5351-04 .6483-04 .3831-01 .2811 534.7
764 24.036 .60000 462.00 .2028-02 .2454-02 ._454-02 .8000 .3477-04 .4207_04 .2508-01 .1941 529.5
764 24.036 .65000 463.00 . 1150-0P .1391-02 .1391-02 .9000 .1970-04 .2384-04 .1420-01 .1098 530. I
764 24.036 .70000 464.00 .2432-02 .2942-02 .2942-02 .9000 .4169-04 .5043-04 .3004-01 .2246 530.1
764 24.036 .72500 465.00 .3301-02 .3993-02 .3993-02 .9000 .5658-04 .6844-04 .4083-01 .3161 529.0
764 24. 036 .75000 466. O0 .3461-02 .4188-02 .4188-02 .9000 .5933-04 .7178-04 .4277-01 .3554 529.8
764 24.036 ,77500 467.00 .33&9-02 .4014-02 .4014-02 .9000 .5690-04 .6881-04 .4110-01 .3846 528.3
764 24.036 ,80000 468.00 .2911-02 .3521-02 .3521-02 .9000 .4990-04 .6035-04 .3606-01 .3375 528.1
764 24.036 .82500 469.00 .3592-02 .4345-02 .4345-02 .9000 .6156-04 .7448-04 .4440-01 .4153 529.4
764 24. 036 .85000 470. O0 .3118-02 .3773-02 .3773-02 .9000 .5345-04 .6467-04 .3853-01 .3458 529. B
764 24.036 .87500 471 .00 .2682-02 .3245-02 .3245-02 .9000 .459"7-04 .5562-04 .3315-01 .2861 529.6
764 24.036 .92500 472.00 i 1824-02 .2206-02 .2206-02 .9000 .3127-04 .3"/61-04 .2259-01 .1879 528.3
764 24.036 .95000 277.00 .4235-02 .5121-02 .5121-02 .9000 .7259-04 .8770-04 .5247-01 .4715 527.8
764 24.036 .97500 473.00 .8182-02 .9892-02 ,9892-02 .9000 .1402-03 .1696-03 .1014 1.139 527.4
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH_B MODEL BO-O IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1809
OHB48 50-0 UPPER RH WING tR4UO52)
uHPER RH H|NG PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA = .0000 ELEVON = 7.500
BDFLAP = 83.50 SPDBRK = .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R OEG. R PSlA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO 6 IFT3 IFT2
762 1.002 7.940 39.99 -.4654-06 205.6 1865. 92.93 .221B-OI .9760 3752. .6424-03 .7478-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS BY/BW T/C NO HIHREF HIHREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAW) QDOT DTWDT TW
NUHBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC
762 24,036 ,50000 460.00 .933B-03 ,!129-02 .1129-02 ,9000 .2264-04 .2737-04 .1655-0! .1324 533.4
762 24.036 .55000 461.00 .I062-02 .1285-02 .I285-02 .9000 .B575-04 .3116-04 .IB76-OI .1376 536.|
768 24.036 .60000 462.00 ,1233-02 ,1489-02 .1489-08 .9000 .B989-04 .3610-04 .2194-01 .1697 530.4
762 24.036 .65000 463.00 .1226-02 .1482-02 .|482-02 .9000 .2973-04 .3592-04 .218B-01 .1687 530.8
762 24.036 .70000 464.00 .2863-02 .3458-02 .3458-08 .9000 .6941-04 .8385-04 .5097-01 .381! 530.3
762 24.036 .72500 465.00 .3323-02 .4012-02 ,4012-02 .9000 .8056-04 .9727-04 .5929-01 .4590 528.7
762 24.036 .75000 466.00 .4831-0B .5110-02 .5110-02 .9000 .1026-03 .1239-03 .7540-01 .6267 529.6
762 24.036 .77500 467.00 .469!-02 .5663-02 .5663-02 .9000 .!!37-03 .!373o03 .8383-0! .7847 527.6
762 24.036 .80000 46B.00 .5741-02 .6930-02 .6930-02 .9000 .1392-03 .!680-03 .1026 .9603 527.6
762 24.036 .82500 469.00 .68!6-02 .8230-02 .8230-02 .9000 .I652-03 .1995-03 .1216 1.138 528.7
762 24.036 .85000 470.00 .5045-02 .6091-02 .6091-02 .9000 .1223-03 .1477-03 .9002-01 .8085 528.6
_762 24.036 .87500 471.00 .6393-02 .7720-02 .7720-02 .9000 .I550-03 .1872-03 .1141 .9849 528.8
762 24.036 .92500 472.00 .6212-02 .7497-02 .7497-02 .9000 .1506-03 .18!8-03 .llll .9246 527.0
762 24.036 .95000 277.00 .1060-0! .1279-0! .1279-0l .9000 .2569-03 .3101-03 .1894 I.?02 527.5
762 24.036 .97500 473.00 .9514-02 .1!47-01 .1147-01 .9000 .B307-03 .2782-03 .1707 1.920 524.7
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 18]0
OH848 60-0 UPPER RH WING fR4U052)
UPPER RH WING PARAHETRIC DATA
HACH = 8.000 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA - .0000 ELEVON - 7.500
BDFLAP = 23.50 SPDBRK _ .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS**"
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT DEG. OEG, PsIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO 6 /FT3 /FT2
752 2.017 7.980 40.06 -.4685-06 436.2 1298. 94.47 .4541-01 2.024 3802. .1297-02 .7502-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS 2Y/BW TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H{TO) H(TAW) QDOT DTWDT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R 8TU/R 8TU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FTBSEC FTBSEC /SEC
752 24.036 .50000 460.00 .2224-02 .2681-02 .2681-02 .9000 .7801-04 .9404-04 .5939-01 .4744 536.4
752 24.036 .55000 461.00 ,4582-02 .5527-02 .5527-02 ;9000 .1607-03 .1938-03 .1219 .8927 539.0
752 24.036 .60000 462.00 .6107-02 .7359-02 .7359-02 .9000 .2142-03 .2581-03 .1634 1.261 534.9
752 24.036 .65000 463.00 .6285-02 .7575-02 .7575-02 .9000 .2204-03 .2657-03 .1680 1.296 535,?
752 24.036 .70000 464.00 .6222-02 .7498-02 .7498-02 .9000 .2182-03 .2630-03 .1664 1.242 535.0
752 24.036 ,72500 465.00 .6682-02 .8049-02 .8049-02 .9000 .2344-03 .2823-03 .1791 1.384 533.4
752 24.036 .75000 466.00 .9462-02 .I140-0! .1140-01 .9000 .3319-03 .4000-03 .2530 2.096 535.4
752 24.036 .77500 467.00 .9169-02 .1104-01 .1104-0I .9000 .3216-03 .3873-03 .2458 2.294 533.3
752 24.036 .80000 468.00 .1035-01 .1246-01 .1246-01 .9000 .3529-03 .4371-03 .2774 2.589 533.3
752 24.036 .82500 469.00 .1159-01 .1397-01 .1397-01 .9000 .4066-03 .4900-03 .310l 2.891 535.1
752 24.036 .85000 470.00 .1012-01 .1219-01 .12t9-01 .9000 .3549-03 .4276-03 .2707 2.423 534.9
752 24.036 .87500 471.00 .I173-0! .1413-01 .1413-01 .9000 .4114-03 .4958-03 .3136 2.699 535.4
752 24.036 .92500 472.00 .3103-01 .3744-01 .3744_01 .9000 .1088-02 .1313-02 .8249 6.822 539.7
752 24.036 .95000 277.00 .3499-01 .4223-01 .4223-01 .9000 .1227-02 .1481-02 .9283 8.285 541.1
752 24.036 .97500 473.00 ;4502-01 .5436-01 .5436-01 .9000 :.1579-02 .1906-02 1.194 13.31 541.7
DATE 23 _EB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEOC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE IBll
OH84B 60-0 UPPER RH WING {R4U05_)
UPPER RH WING PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 8,000 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA • .0000 ELEVON = 7.500
BDFLAP = 23.50 SPDBRK = .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS'**
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FTISEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 IFT3 /FT2
750 3.008 7.990 40.07 -,3496-02 673.! I325. 96.21 .6951-01 3.106 3842. .1950-02 .7742-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN XO MS 2Y/BN TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN] QDOT DTNDT TN
NUMBER R=!.O R=O.9 R= 8TU/R BTU/R BTU/ lEG, R {)lEG. R
TAN/TO FTBSEC FT2SEC RTBSEC /SEC
750 24.036 .50000 460.00 .3747-02 .4508-02 .4508-02 .9000 .1634-03 .1965-03 .1281 1.022 540.2
750 24.036 .55000 46!.00 .6923-02 .8335-02 .8336-02 .9000 .3019-03 .3034-03 .2360 1.725 542.8
750 24.036 .60000 462.00 .7333-02 .8816-02 .8816-02 .9000 .3197-03 .3844_03 .2519 1.9_2 536.8
750 24.036 .65000 463.00 .7058-02 .8484-02 .8484-02 .9000 .3077-03 .3699-03 .2426 1.871 536.3
750 24.036 .70000 464.00 .9364-02 .I125-01 .1125-01 .9000 .4083-03 .4906-03 .3223 2.404 535.2
750 24.036 .72500 465,00 .1037-01 .1246-01 .1246-01 .9000 .4522-03 .5431-03 .3577 2.763 533.5
750 24.036 .75000 466.00 .1285-01 .1544-0! .1544-01 .9000 .5602-03 .6731-03 .4424 3.667 535.0
750 24.036 .77500 467.00 .1372-01 .1648-01 .1648-01 .9000 .5984-03 .7186-03 .4738 4.424 532.81 -_t ***l
750 24.036 ,80000 458.00 .X248-01 .,498 v, .!498-0! .9000 .5.4_-03 .6532-03 .4315 4.03i 531.6
750 24.056 .82500 469.00 .1195-01 .1435-01 .1435-01 .9000 .5211-03 .6257-03 .4130 3.857 532.1
750 24.036 .85000 470.00 .1228-0| .1474-01 .1474-01 .9000 .5353-03 .5427-03 .4241 3.802 532.3
750 24.036 .87500 471.00 .1715-0[ .2060-01 .2060-01 .9000 .7476-03 .8980-03 .5915 5.096 533.5
750 24.036 .92500 472.00 .4348-0l .5233-0l .5233-01 .9000 .1896-0B .2281-0B 1.485 12.27 541,2
750 24.036 .95000 277.00 .4415-0l .5327-01 .5327-01 .9000 .1925-02 .2323m02 1.492 13.25 549.9
750 24.036 .97500 473.00 .5119-01 .6164-01 .6164-01 .9000 .2232-02 .268B-02 1.744 19.43 543.4
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB48 MODEL SO-O IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1812
OH84B SO-O WING MISC. (R4UP29)
WING MISC. PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH - 8.000 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA " .0000 ELEVON - -15.00
.... -" BDFLAP - -12.50 SPDBRK - .0000
*.*TEST CONDITIONS*'*
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
X10 S /FT3 /FT2
718 .5143 7.900 39.98 .3466-02 I01.8 1246. 92.40 .II31-01 .4942 3723. .3305-03 .7435-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN DUMMY T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAW) QDOT DTWDT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ BEG. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC • IBEC
718 I.O000 476.00 .10753-02 .1298-02 .1298-02 .9000 .1850-04 .2234-04 .1342-01 .1009 520.3
718 .0000 477.00 .33497-08 .4044-02 .4044-02 .BOO0 .5764-04 .6958-04 .4182-01 .3368 520.!
718 .0000 478.00 .30522-01 .3685-0! .3685-01 .9000 .5252-03 .6340-03 .3811 2.773 520.0
718 .0000 479.00 .68102-02 .8222-02 .8222-02 .9000 ,1172-03 .1415-03 .8503-01 .5993 520.0
718 .0000 480.00 .53168-02 .6418-02 .6418-02 .9000 .9149-04 .I104-03 .5640-01 .4680 519.8
718 .0000 481.00 .42866-02 .5176-02 .5176-02 .9000 .7376-04 .8905m04 .5349-01 .3769 520.4
718 .0000 484:00 .19999-02 .2413-02 .2413-02 .9000 .3441-04 .4152-04 .2503-01 .8260 518.3
718 .0000 485.00 .50906-02 .6143-02 .6143-02 .9000 .8759-04 .1057-03 .6369-01 .4957 518.5
718 .0000 486.00 .25402-01 .3067-01 .3067-0! .9000 .4371-03 .5278-03 .3168 2.231 521,0
718 .0000 487.00 .62864-02 .7589-02 .7589-02 .9000 .1082-03 .1306-03 .7850-01 .5901 520.0
718 .0000 488.00 .43794-02 .5287-02 .5287-02 .9000 .7536-04 .9097-04 .5468-01 .41]1 520.0
718 .0000 489.00 .33798-02 .4081-02 .4081-02 .9000 .5816-04 .7022-04 .4217-01 .3169 520.5
718 .0000 491.00 .40077-02 .4837-02 .4837-02 .9000 .6896-04 .8322-04 .5012-01 .3899 518.9
i)
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH846 MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAOE IBl3
OHB4B 60-0 WING MISC. tR4UPBB)
WING MISC. PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH - 8.000 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA = .0000 ELEVDN - -lS.OO
BDFLAP = -12.50 SPDBRK = .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P 0 V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FTISEC SLUGS LB-SEC
X10 6 /FT3 IFT2
qi6 1.024 7.940 39.99 .3470-02 208. I 1257. 92.34 .2239-01 .9879 3?40. .6543-03 .7431-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN DUMMY TIC NO H/HREF HIHREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H{TAN) QDOT DTNDT TW
NUHBER R=I,O R=O.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG, R
TAN/TO FTBSEC FTBSEC FTBSEC /SEC
716 .0000 476.00 .11409-02 .1378-02 .1378-02 .9000 .2780-04 .3357-04 .2032-01 .I523 525.9
716 .0000 477.00 .28067-02 .3388-02 .3388-02 .9000 .6839-04 .8255-04 .5008-0] .4024 524.4
716 .0000 478.00 .29038-01 .3505-01 .3505-01 .8000 .7075-03 .8539-03 .5185 3.765 523.7
716 .0000 479.00 .73246-02 .8843-02 .8843-02 .9000 • .I785-03 .2155-03 .1306 .9185 524.7
716 .0000 480.00 .57132-02 .6896-02 .6896-02 .9000 .1392-03 .1680-03 "1020 .7171 524.I
716 .0000 481.00 .39047-02 .4714-02 .4714-02 .9000 .9514-04 .1149-03 .6962-01 ..4895 524.8
716 .O00O 492.00 .74437-03 .8877-03 .8977-03 .9000 .1B14-04 .2187-04 .]335-01 .1204 520.8
716 .0000 483.00 .]7341-02 .2092-02 .2092-02 .9000 .4225-04 .5096-04 .3107-01 .2501 521.2
_'=,,_ .vvvunnnn 484.00 .,26,_ v2 .]521-02 .1521-02 .9000 .3074-04 .3706-04 .2263-0! .2041 520.4
716 .0000 485.00 .43282-02 .5219-02 .5219-02 .9000 .]055-03 .1272-03 .7762-01 .6035 520.6
716 .0000 486.00 .28210-0! .3528-01 .3528-0! .9000 .7117-03 .8595-03 .5200 3.654 566.0
716 .0000 487.00 .58154-02 .8226-02 .8226-02 .9000 .1661-03 .2004-03 .1217 .9128 523.9
716 .0000 488.00 .50733-02" .6124-02 ,6124-02 .9000 .1236-03 .I492-03 .9056-01 .6794 5L_.O
716 .0000 489.00 .41130-02 .4966-02 .4966-02 .9000 .1002-03 .1210-03 .7334-01 .5500 524.8
716 .0000 490.00 .|2BI5-02 .]546-02 .1546-02 .9000 .3122-04 .3767-04 .2292-01 .1780 522.6
7!6 .0000 491.00 .51329-02 .6191-02 .6191-02 ,9000 .1251-03 .1609-03 .9194-01 .7144 521.6
GATE 23 FEB BO OHe4B MODEL B0-0 IN THE AEOC VKF HYPERSONIC TUh_NEL PAGE |814
0H846 50-0 WING MISC. (R4UP2g)
WING HISC. PARAHETRIC DATA
MACH • B.O00 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA = .0000 ELEVON • -15.00
BDFLAP = -16.50 SPOBRK = .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS Q_*
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT DEG. GEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS . LB-SEC
XlO 6 IFT3 /FT2
710 2.005 7.980 40.03 .1045-01 436.6 1304. 94.91 .4546-0I 2.026 3811. .1293-0_ .7537-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN DUMMY T/C NO H/HREF HIHREF H/HREF TAN/TO M(TO) H(TAW) QDOT DTNDT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=O.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
?10 1.0000 476.00 .56335-02 .7016-02 ,301B-02 .9000 .E049-03 .2465-03 .1562 l.Ie3 531.3
310 I.O000 477.00 .lBI76-O! .1947-01 .1947-01 .9000 ,5681-03 .6636-03 .4382 3.508 532.2
710 1.0000 478.00 .30532-0i .3671-01 .367!-01 .9000 .!072-02 .1269-02 .8309 6.018 528.7
310 1.0000 479.00 .B1074-02 ,9745-02 .9745-02 .9000 .2847-03 .3422-03 .2209 1.550 527.8
710 1.0000 460.00 .13419-01 .1613-01 .1613-01 .9000 .4712-03 .5665-03 .365E 2.562 528.7
710 1.0000 481.00 .21974-01 .2644-01 .2644-01 .9000 .'T717-03 .9266-03 .5953 4.169 532.3
710 1,0000 482.00 .I2411-O! .1461-0! .1491-01 .9000 .435B-03 ,5237-03 .3367 3.046 5B6.4
710 1.0000 483.00 :13180-01 .1594-01 .1584-01 .9000 .462B-03 ,5561-03 .3597 2.888 526.5
710 1.0000 464.00 .16072-02 .2170-02 .2170-02 .9000 .6346-04 m7619--04 .4954--01 .4462 523.1
?10 1.0000 485.00 .47816-02 .5741-02 .5741-02 .9000 .1679-03 .2016-03 .1310 1.017 523.4
710 I.O000 486.00 .67065-0I .6065-01 .6085-0l .9000 .2355-02 .2639-02 1.801 12,57 536.9
7tO 1.0000 _87.00 .t5389-0I .t850-01 .t850-Ot .9000 .540_-03 .6496-03 ._I65 3. t3| 5c_J.3
710 !.0000 488.00 .34303-01 .4132-01 .4132-01 .9000 .1205-02 .1451-02 .9249 6,695 536.0
710 1.0000 469.00 .33779-0! .4070-01 .4030-01 .9000 .1186-02 .1429-02 .9096 6.780 536.9
7!0 1.0000 490.00 .12233-0! .!471-01 .147]-0! .9000 .4297-03 .5165-03 .3335 2,583 527.7
710 1.0000 491.00 65586-02 .3876-02 .7876-02 .9000 .2303-03 .2766-03 .1795 1.393 524.3
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1815
OH84B 60-0 WING MISC. (R4UPBgI
WING MISC. PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH 8.000 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA ' .0000 ELEVON = -15.00
BOFLAP = -12.50 SPDBRK = .0000
**'TEST CONDITIONS***
RUM RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT DEG, DEG. PSIA DEG. R OEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 /FT3 /FT2
708 2.986 7.990 40.06 .1048-0I 669.0 1326. 96.29 .6909-01 3.087 3843. .1937-02 .7748-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN DUMMY T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO HtTO) H(TAW) QDOT DTWDT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R 8TU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FTBSEC /SEC
708 1.0000 476.00 .79254-02 .9529-02 .9529-02 .9000 .3445-03 ,4143-03 .2714 2.021 538.1
708 |.0000 477.00 .25407-01 .3056-01 .3058-01 .BOO0 .1t05-02 .1329-02 .8676 6.917 540.|
708 1.0000 498,00 .31746-01 .3812-01 .3812-01 .9000 .1380o02 .1657-02 1.094 7.907 533.0
708 1.0000 479.00 .85770-02 .1030-01 .I030-Ol .9000 .3729-03 .4476-03 .2960 2.074 531.8
708 1.0000 480.00 .17676-0| .2123-01 .2123-0I .9000 .7684-03 .9230-03 .6084 4.258 533.9
708 1.0000 481.00 .30092-01 .3619-01 .3619-01 .9000 .1308-02 .1573-02 1.029 7.182 539. I
708 |.0000 482.00 .13661-0! .1540-01 .1640-01 .9000 .5939-03 .7127-03 .4722 4.237 530.6
708 1.0000 483.00 .17974-01 .2158-01 .2158-01 .9000 .7814-03 .9380-03 .6205 4,968 531.6
708 |,O00O 484.00 .23248-02 .2787-02 o2787-02 =9000 .I0!]-03 o1212-03 o8082-0! ,7268 526.0
708 1.0000 485.00 .48689-02 .5836-02 .5836-02 .9000 .2117-03 .2537-03 .1893 1.313 525.7
708 1.0000 486.00 .80937-01 .9760-01 .9760-0! .9000 .3519-02 .4243-02 2.732 !8.97 549.!
708 1.0000 487.00 .19706-01 .2387-01 ._367-01 .9000 .8567-03 .1029-02 .6783 5.063 533.9
708 1.0000 488.00 .44133-01 .5312-0l .5312-01 .BOO0 .I919-02 .2309-02 1.503 11.17 542.2
708 1.0000 489.00 .41083-01 .4944-0I .4944-0l .9000 .1786-02 .2149-02 1.400 10.41 541.7
708 1.0000 480.00 .20985-01 .2520-GI .2520-01 .9000 .9123-03 ,I096-02 .7223 5.578 533.9
708 1.0000 49|.00 .73769-02 .8845-02 .8845-02 .9000 .3207-03 .3845-03 .2561 1.985 527.0
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH848 MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PABE 1816
OH84B 60-0 WING MISC. (R4UP30)
HING MISC. PARAMETRIC DATA
, MACH = 8.000 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA = .0000 £LEVON - -15.00
BDFLAP = ,0000 SPDBRK = .DO00
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L HACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT OEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO 6 /FT3 /FT2
720 .5013 7.900 39.98 .3465-02 I00.8 1259. 93.36 .1120-0I .4894 3748. .3238-03 .7513-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN DUMMY TIC NO H/HREF HIHREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) HtTAW) BOOT DTWOT TW
NUHBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DE6. R
TAW/TO FTBSEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
720 1.0000 _76.00 .J3472-0_ ._825-02 .JB=-°5-D2 ,9000 ,23_1-04 .2788-D4 .37DO-D| .I_76 52_.8
720 I.O000 477.00 .41800-02 .5041-0R .5041-02 .9000 ,7170-04 .8647-04 .5E84-01 .4252 521.7
720 flOOD0 478.00 .27560-01 .3323-01 .3323-01 .9000 .4727-03 .5700-03 .3488 E.536 520.9
720 I.O000 479.00 .72775-02 .8776-02 .8776-0E .9000 .1248-03 .1505-03 ._k_O0-Ol .6478 _1.7
720 1.0000 480.00 .58864-02 .7098-02 .7098-02 .9000 .1010-03 .1218-03 ."P.144-01 ,5242 52|,4 :
• 720 1.0000 481.00 .46304-02 .5585-02 .5585-02 .£000 °,_2 u4 .9580-04 _o-nt _l!8 _ _
720 1.0000 484.00 .2;685-02 .2613-02 .2613-02 .9000 .3720-04 .4483-04 .2760m0| .2482 5|9.3
720 1.0000 485.00 .51332--02 .6]86--02 .6}86--02 .9000 .8805--04 .1061--03 .6510--01 .5064 519.3
720 1.0000 486.00 .24104--01 .2907--01 .2907--01 .9000 .4134--03 .4987--03 "3045 2.144 522.1
720 1.0000 487.00 .64581--02 .7787--02 .7787--02 .9000 .1108--03 .1336--03 .8169--01 .6137 521.2
720 1,0000 488.00 .44923--02 .5417--02 .5417--02 .9000 .7705--04.9292--04 .5681--01 .4268 521.3
720 I.O000 489.00 .35298-02 .4257-02 .4257-02 .9000 .6055-04 .7302-04 .4460-01 .3349 522.1
720 1.0000 490.00 .18720-03 .2257-03 .2257-03 .9000 .3211-05 .3871-05 .2370-02 .1843-01 620.5
920 1.0000 491.00 .40628-02 ,4897-02 .4897-02 .9000 .6969-04 .8400-04 .5149-01 .4005 519.8
DATE 23 FEB 80 0H848 MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1817
0H848 BO-O WING MISC. (R4_30)
WING MISC. PARAMETR|COATA
MACH " 8.000 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA " .0000 ELEVON - -15.00
• BDFLAP - .0000 SPOBRK - .0000
"*'TEST CONDITIONS*'*
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T p O V RHO HU
NUMBER XIo/FT6 DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
/FT3 IFT2
714 .9985 7.940 40.00 .1042-01 205.2 1266. 93.00 .2207-01 .9741 3754. .8406-03 .7484-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN DUMMY T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF HIHREF TAW/TO H[TO) H(TAW) QDOT DTWDT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=O.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FTBSEC FT2SEC /SEC
714 1.0000 476.00 .88344-03 .1064-02 .1064-OE .9000 .2140-04 .2578-04 .1593-01 .I!97 521.I
714 1.0000 477.00 .29119-02 .3508-02 .3508-02 .9000 .7054-04 .8499-04 .5252-01 .4227 521.2
714 .0000 478.00 .28571-0I .3443-01 .3443-01 .9000 .6921-03 .8341-03 .5146 3.739 522.2
714 .0000 479.00 .66572-02 .8021-02 .8021-02 .9000 .1613-03 .1943-03 .I201 .8458 521.1
714 .0000 480.00 .50640-02 .6101-02 .6101-02 .9000 .I227-03 .1478-03 .9137-01 .6437 520.8
714 .0000 481.00 .46478-02 .5600-02 .5600-02 .9000 .1126-03 .1356-03 .8383-01 .5904 521.1
714 .0000 482.00 .28436-03 .3423-03 .3423-03 .9000 .6888-05 .8292-05 .5152-02 .4652-01 517.8
714 .0000 484.00 .92462-03 .II13-02 .li13-02 .9000 .2240-04 .2695-04 _1575-0! .15!3 517.7
714 '.O00O 485.00 .38184-02 .4587-02 .4597-02 .9000 .9250-04 .1114-03 .6914-01 .5382 518_2
714 .0000 486.00 .27937-01 .3368-01 .3368-01 .8000 .6758-03 .8158-03 .5026 3.536 523fl
714 .0000 487.00 .80053-02 .9645-02 .8845-02 .BOO0 .1939-03 .2336-03 .1444 1.085 521.0
714 .OOO0 488.00 .62729-02 .7557-02 .7557-02 .9000 .1520-03 .1831-03 .I132 .8505 520.8
714 1.0000 489.00 .41311-02 .4977-02 .4977-02 .9000 .1001-03 .1206-03 .7453-01 .5600 520_9
714 1.0000 491.00 .45043-02 .5423-02 .5423-02 .9000 .I091-03 .1314-03 .8148-01 .6340 518.9
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE I818
0H848 60-0 WING MISC. ;R"4UP30)
WING MISC. PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH - 8,000 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA = .0000 ELEVON = -1§.00
BDFLAP • .0000 SPDBRK = .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS*'*
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO HI)
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
X|O 6 IFT3 IFT2
712 1.997 7.980 40.05 .I047-01 433.8 1302, 94.76 .4516-01 8.013 3808. .la86-02 .7626-07
RUN HREF STN NO
NUMBER BTU/ R REF(R)
FT_SEC =.0175
3t2 .3499-0I .2873-0I
"'*TEST DATA "rA =
RUN DUMMY T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN) Q[X)T DTNDT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTUIR BTU/R BTUI DEG. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FTBSEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
712 I .0000 476.00 .14952-02 .1798-02 .1798-02 .9000 .5232-04 .6292-_04 .4045-01 .3027 528.6
712 I .0000 477.00 .35169-02 .4P28-02 ,4228-02 .9000 .1231-03 .1480-03 .9521-01 .7637 528. l
? ! 2 I. 0000 478.00 .28495-01 .3427-01 .3427-0 ! .9000 .9972-03 .1199-02 .7703 5.578 529.2
712 1.0000 479.00 .'/2191-02 .86T7-02 .8677-02 .9000 .2526-03 .3037-03 . I957 1.374 527.1
712 l.OOO0 480.00 .6OlL_-02 .7227-02 ,'/227-02 .9000 ' .2]04-03 .2529-03 .1630 1.145 527.0
712 I .0000 4el .00 .82641-02 .9935-02 .9935-02 .9000 .2992-03 .3477-03 .2238 I .571 527.7
712 ! .0000 482.00 .52359-02 .6288-02 .6288-02 .9000 .1832-03 .2200-03 : 1426 I .284 523.5
712 I .0000 483.00 .53872-02 .6469-02 .6469-02 .9000 .1885-03 .2264-03 .1467 1. 180 523.5
712 I .0000 484.00 . |8442-02 .2214-02 .2214-02 .9000 .6454-04 .7747-04 .5031-0! .4533 522.1
712 I.O000 485.00 .51414-02 .6173-02 .6173-02 .9000 .1799-03 .2_60-03 .1401 1.088 522.8
712 i .0000 486.00 .27028-01 .3251-01 .32,,51-01 .9000 .9458-03 . I 138-02 .7300 5. 119 529.8
'71;:> | .0000 487.00 . lO2tB-Ot . t228-01 .1228-01 .9000 .3576-03 .4297-03 .2"T'/2 2.077 525.5
712 1.0000 488.00 .11413-01 .1372-01 .1372-01 .9000 .3994-03 .4800-03 .3094 2.318 526.9
712 I .0000 489.00 .98523-02 . ] 184-01 . 1184-01 .9000 .3448-03 .4145-03 .2669 I .998 52'7.6
7|2 _..0000 490.00 .54667-02 .655"l-02 .6557-02 .SOOO .|9|3-03 .2298-03 .1486 1.|53 524.B
712 1.0000 491.00 .56253-02 .6754-02 .6754-02 .9000 .1969-03 .2364-03 .1533 1.190 523.0
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE |818
OH8_B 60-0 WING MISC. (R4UP30)
WING MISC, PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH - 8.000 ALPHA " 40.00 8ETA " .0000 ELEVON - -15.00
BDFLAP - .0000 SPDBRK = .0000
*''TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 /FT3 /FT_
706 3.002 7.990 40.06 .6989-02 668.9 ]321. 95.92 .6908-01 3.087 3836. .1944-02 .7719-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN DUMMY T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAW) QDOT DTNDT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R-0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEGI R DEG. R
TAW/TO FTBSEC FTBSEC FTBSEC ISEC
706 ,0000 476.00 .28910-02 .3472-02 .3472-02 .9000 .1256-03 .1508-03 .9917-01 .7413 531.0
706 .0000 477.00 .46378-02 .5567-02 .5567-02 .9000 .2015-03 .2418-03 .I594 1.878 529.4
706 .0000 478.00 .392ii-01 .47I|-0i .4711-0I .9000 .1703-08 .2047-02 1.341 9.892 533.3
706 .0000 479.00 ,81655-02 .9801-02 .9801-02 .9000 .3547-03 .4258-03 .2808 1.969 529.8
706 .0000 480.00 .58081-02 .6969-02 .6969-02 .9000 .¢_523-03 .3027-03 .8000 1.404 5¢"7.9
706 .0000 481.00 .10384-01 .1246-0I .1246-01 .9000 .4511-03 .5415-03 .3569 2.503 529.4
706 .0000 482.00 .61731-02 .7402-02 .7402-02 .9000 .2682-03 .3216-03 .2133 1.819 525,3
706 .OGO0 483.00 .79005-02 .9475-02 .9475-02 .9000 .3432-03 .4116-03 .2728 2.191 525,8
706 .0000 484.00 .20476-02 .2455-02 .2455-02 .9000 .8895-04 .1066-03 .7086-01 .6379 524.1
706 .0000 485.00 .52013-02 .6235-02 .6235-02 .9000 .2260-03 .2709-03 .1799 1.396 524.4
706 .0000 486.00 .30149-01 .3622-01 .3622-01 .9000 .1310-02 .1573-02 1.032 7.229 532.5
706 .0000 487.00 .16828-01 .2021-01 .2021-01 .9000 .7311-03 .8778-03 .5775 4.317 530.7
706 .0000 488.00 .11446-01 .I374-01 .1374-01 .9000 .4972-03 .5968-03 .3938 2.947 528.8
706 .0000 489.00 .98735-08 .I185-01 .I185-0! .9000 .4289-03 .5149-03 .3394 2.539 529.5
706 .0000 490.00 .77639-02 .9312-02 .9312-02 .9000 .3373-03 .4045-03 .8679 2.077 526.3
706 .0000 491.00 .61593"02 .7385-02 .7385-02 .9000 .2676-03 .3208-03 .2129 1.652 525.0
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE IB20
OHB4B 60-0 WING MISC. tR4UP31)
WING MISC. PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH - 8.000 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA a .0000 ELEVON - -12.50
BDFLAP = -12.50 SPDBRK • .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO 6 /FT3 IFTB
726 .5101 7.900 39.98 -.1733-01 I02.3 1257. 93.21 .I137-01 .4957 3739. .3292-03 .7501-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN DUMMY T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAW) QDOT DTWDT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R• BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEO. R
TAW/TO F1BSEC FTL:SEC FTBSEC /SEC
726 .O00O 476.00 .14002-02 .1691-02 .1691-02 .9000 .2419-04 .2922-04 .i767-01 .1324 526.2
786 .O00O 477.00 .39422-02 .4759-02 .4759-02 .9000 .6811-04 .8222-04 .4986-01 .4007 524.6
726 .0000 478.00 .28171-01 .3399-01 .3399-01 .9000 .4867-03 .5873-03 .3572 2.595 522.9
726 .0000 479.00 .71971-02 .8687-02 .8687-02 .9000 .1243-03 .1501-03 .9112-01 .6409 523.9
726 .0000 480.00 .58812-0B .7098-02 .7098-02 .9000 .1016-03 .1226-03 .7447-0I .5239 523.7
726 ,0000 481.00 .46994-02 .5673-02 .5673-02 .SO00 .8119-04 .9802-04 .5943-01 .4178 524.7
726 .0000 484.00 .19876-02 .2397-02 .2397-02 .SO00 .3434-04 .4142-04 .B526-01 .2277 521.2
726 .O00O 485.00 .51208-02 .617B-02 .6176-02 .9000 .8847-04 .1067-03 .650B-01 .5058 521.i
726 .0000 486.00 .24966-0! .3013-0I .3013-01 .9000 .4313-03 .5206-03 .3160 2.223 524.0
726 .0000 487.00 .62816-02 .7581-02 .7581-02 .9000 .I085-03 .1310-03 .7959-0! .5973 523.3
726 .0000 488.00 .44123-02 .5325-02 .5325-02 .9000 .7623-04 .9200-04 .5589-0i .4193 523.6
?26 .0000 489.00 .35437-02 .4278-02 .4278-02 .9000 .6122-04 .7391-04 .4483-01 .3362 524.5
726 .0000 491.00 .47499-02 .5730-02 .5730-02 .9000 .8206-04 .9899-04 .6032-01 .4687 521.7
) )
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1821
OH84B 60-0 WING MISC. ;R4UP31)
WING MISC. PARAMETRIC DATA
HA_W = _ N_ At DWA m _ nN _TA nnnn _l _uPad _ I_ _G
BDFLAP = -12.50 SPDBRK = .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FTISEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XtO 6 /FT3 /FT2
740 1.019 7.840 39.99 -.208i-0I 209.3 1266. 93.00 .2252-01 ,9937 3754. .6534-03 .7484-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN DUMMY T/C NO H/HREF HIHREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAW) ODOT DTWDT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R 6TU/R BTU/ DES. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FTBSEC FTBSEC FTBSEC /SEC
740 1.0000 476.00 .13063-02 .1578-02 .1578-02 .9000 .3196-04 .3862-04 .2347-01 .1754 531.4
740 1.0000 477.00 .35113-02 .4241-02 .4241-02 .8000 .8591-04 .1038-03 .6316-0! .5060 530.4
740 1.0000 478.00 .32567-01 .3933-01 .3933-01 .9000 .7868m03 .8622--03 -5865 4.246 529.6
740 1.0000 479.00 .71602--02 .8651--02 .8651--02 .9000 .1752--03 .2116--03 .1287 .9017 531.2
740 1.0000 480.00 .58359-02 .7050-02 .7050-02 .9000 .1428-03 .1725-03 .1050 .7359 530.5
740 1.0000 481.00 .77653-02 .9384-02 .9384-02 .9000 " 11900-03 .2296-03 .L394 .9762 532.1
740 1.0000 482.00 .45101-02 .5445-02 .5445-02 .8000 .I103-03 .1332-03 .8136-01 .7309 528.3
740 1.0000 483.00 .53670-02 .6480-02 .6480-02 .9000 .1313-03 .1585-03 .8674-01 .7756 528.9
740 1.0000 484.00 .14727-02 .1777-02 .1777-02 .8000 .3603-04 .4348-04 .266|-01 .2392 527. l
740 1.0000 485.00 .45393-02 .5478-02 .5478-02 .9000 .IIII-03 .1340-03 .8203-01 .6356 527.0
740 1.0000 486.00 .25317-01 .3050-0! .3050-01 .9000 .6194-03 .7486-03 .4543 3.182 532.2
740 1.0000 487.00 .92158-02 .I113-01 .II13-01 .9000 .2255-03 .2724-03 .1656 1.238 531.3
740 1.0000 488.00 .88172-02 .1065-0! .1065-01 .9000 .2157-03 12606-03 .1584 1.184 531.4
740 1.0000 489.00 .74865-02 .8062-02 .9062-02 .9000 .1834-03 .2217-03 .1344 1.003 533.1
740 1.0000 490.00 .34136-02 .4123-02 .4123-02 .8000 .8352-04 .1009-03 .6147-0| .4756 529.7
740 l.O000 491.00 .52560-02 ,6345-02 .6345-02 .8000 .1286-03 .1552-03 .9483-01 .7343 528.2
DATE 23 REB 80 OHB4B MODEL BO-O IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE tB22
OHB4B 60-0 WING MISC. (R4UP31}
WING MISC. PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = B.O00 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA - .OOO0 ELEVON - -12.50
BDFLAP = -12.50 SPDBRK • .0000
*'*TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TD T P 6 V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEC. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 tFT3 /FT2
?38 1.994 7.980 40.04 -.2093-01 434.8 1305. 94.98 .4527-01 2.018 3813. .1286-02 .7643-07
RUN HREF 6TN NO




RUN DUMMY T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) HITAW) ODOT DTNDT TW
NUMBER R=I.U R=O.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEC. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FTBSEC FT26EC FT2SEC /SEC
?38 1.0006 476.60 .20332-02 .2450-02 .2450-0B .9000 .7126-04 .8585-04 .5470-01 .4077 537. I
738 l.O000 477.00 .45359-02 .5463-02 .5463-02.9000 .|590-03 .1915-03 .1224 .9787 534.7
738 t.O000 478.00 .34687-01 .4175-01 .4175-0! .9000 .IBl6-OB .1463-02 .9377 6.775 533.4
738 1.6000 479.00 .76320-02 .9187-02 .9187-62 .9066 .B675-03 .3220-03 .206B 1.443 533.8
738 1.0000 480.00 .6031B-OB .7259-02 .7259-02 .9060 .2114-03 .2544-03 .1632 1.142 532.9
?38 1.0000 481.00 .I0528-01 .I268-01 .IB68-OI .9006 .3690-03 .4444-03 .2837 1.984 535.7
73B 1.0006 482.00 .65878-02 .7923-02 .7923-02 .9000 .2309-03 .2777-03 .1787 1.603 530.7
738 l.O000 483.00 .58453-0B .7030-62 .7036-02 .9000 .2048-03 .2464-03 .1586 1.271 530.4
738 1.0000 484.00 .B3434-02 .2B17-02 .2817-02 .9000 .B213:04 .g872-04 .6377-0! .572B 528.3
738 I.O000 485.00 .53314-02 .B408-02 .6408-02 .9000 .|869-03 .2246-03 .1451 1.124 528.2
738 l.O000 486.00 .25483-0I .3068-0I .306B-0_ .9000 .B93B-03 .]075-02 .6876 4.810 534.8
738 1.0000 4B?.O0 .97753-0B .]176-01 .It?B-O/ .9000 .3426-03 .4123-03 .2643 1.974 533.2
738 l.O000 488.00 .94147-02 .1134-01 .1134-01 .9000 .3360-03 .3973-03 .2541 i.896 534.6
738 l.O000 489.00 .78550-02 .9466-02 .9466-02 .9000 .2753-03 .331B-03 .2111 1.573 537.9
738 1.0000 490.00 .72633-02 .8740-02 .B740-02 .9066 .2546-03 .3063-03 .1966 1.519 532.3
738 1.0000 491.00 .52931-02 .6364-02 .6364-02 .9000 .1855-63 .2230-03 .1439 1.113 529.3
DATE 23 FEB BO OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1823
OH84B 60-0 WING MISC. tR4UP31}
NING MISC. PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA " .0000 ELEVON "-12.50
BDFLAP - -12.50 SPOBRK = .0000
"*'TEST CONDITIONS*'*
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 /FT3 IFT2
729 2.98! 7.990 40.06 -.2097-0I 667.2 1325. 96.21 .6890-0I 3.079 3842. .1933-02 .7742-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN DUMMY T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO] H(TAN) ODOT DTNDT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
728 I.O000 4_6.00 .27079-02 .3254-02 .3254-02 .9000 .1175-03 .1412-03 .9284-01 .6927 534.8
728 ].0000 477.00 .5f940-02 .6238-02 .6238-02 .9000 .8255-03 .2708-03 .1785 1.428 533.1
728 1.0000 478.00 .36784-01 .4419-01 .4419-01 .9000 .1597-02 .1918-02 1.262 9.112 534.5
728 t.O000 479.00 .78433-02 .94|9-02 ,9419-02 .9000 .3405-03 .4089-03 .2695 1.887 533.0
728 .0000 480.00 .64665-02 .7763-02 .7763-02 .9000 .2807-03 .3370-03 .2226 1.559 531.8
728 .0000 481.00 .13793-0I .1657-01 .1657-0I .9000 .5987-03 .7194-03 .472B 3.307 535.0
728 .0000 482.00 .63135-02 .7575-02 .7575-02 .9000 .274]-03 .3288-03 .2i79 1.956 529.5
728 .0000 483.00 .92898-02 .I115-01 .1115-01 .8000 .4033-03 ,4840-03 .3202 2.565 530.7
728 .0000 484.00 .26193-02 ,3142-02 .3142-02 .9000 .1137-03 .1364-03 .9060-01 .8140 527.9
729 .0000 485.00 .50655-02 .6075-02 .6075-02 .9000 .2199-03 .2637-03 .1753 1.359 527.4
728 .0000 486.00 ,26208-01 .31_9-01 .3149-0l .9000 .1138-02 .1367-02 .8987 6.286 534.8
728 .0000 487.00 .96259-02 .1156-0t .II56-01 .9000 .4179-03 .5017-03 .3313 2.475 531.9
728 .0000 488.00 .I5757-01 .1893-01 .1893-01 .9000 .6840-03 .8217-03 .5407 4.035 534.2
728 .0000 489.00 .I0591-0! .I274-01 .1274-01 .9000 .4598-03 .5530-03 .3613 2.690 538.8
728 .0000 490.00 .96075-02 .1154-0l .It54-01 .9000 .4_71-03 .500B-03 .3304 2.553 632.5
728 .0000 491.00 .61082-02 .732B-02 .7328-02 .9000 .2652-03 .31BI-03 .2110 1.634 528.8
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1824
OH84B 80-0 WING MISC. tR4UP3B)
WING MISC. PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH - 8.000 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA - .0000 ELEVON - -I2.50
BDFLAP = -5.000 SPDBRK - .O00O
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P 0 V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FTISEC SLUGS LB-SECIFT3 /FT2
XlO 6
724 .4963 7.900 39.97 -.1732-01 100.2 1263. 93.66 .1114-81 .4867 3748. .32]I-03 .7536-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN DUMMY T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H{TAW) O00T DTNOT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R-0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. RTAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FTBSEC /SEC
724 1.0000 476.00 .I5104-02 .1924-02 .1884-02 .9000 .2585-04 .3121-04 .1901-01 .IqL _'_ 527.4
724 |.0000 477.00 .45738-02 .5520-02 .5520-08 .9000 .7829-04 .9447-04 .5769-01 .4633 _5.8
724 I.O000 478.00 .29447-01 .3552-01 .3552-01 .9000 .5040-03 ,6079-03 .3724 2.704 523.8
724 1.0000 479.00 .78356-02 .9213-02 .9213-02 .9000 .t307-03 .15T'/-03 .9637-01 .67-13 525.3
724 1.0000 480.00 .62988-02 .7599-02 .7599-_2 .9000 .1078-03 .1301-03 .7954-01 .5592 524.9
724 l.O000 481.00 .49616-02 .5988-02 .5988-02 .9000 .8492-04 .1025-03 .6257-01 .439"/ 525.8
724 1.0000 482.00 .91223-04 .1100-03 .1100-03 .9000 .1561-05 .1882-05 .1157-02 .1043-01 521.6
724 1.0000 483.00 .2967t-03 .3577-03 .3577-03 ..9000 .5079-05 .5122-05 .3763-02 .3028-01 521,7
724 1.0000 484.00 .19617-02 .2364-02 .2364-02 .9000 .3358-04 .4047-04 .2489-01 .2244 521.4
724 1.0000 485.00 .51602-02 .6219-02 .6219-02 .9000 .8832-04 .1065-03 .6548-01 .5089 521.3
724 1.0000 486.00 .25249-0t .3047-01 .3047-01 .9000 .4322-03 .5215-03 .3186 2.239 525.5
724 1.0000 487.00 .65878-02 .7947-02 .7947-02 .9000 .1128-03 .1360-03 .8322-01 .6241 524.6
724 l.O000 488.00 .46415-02 .5600-02 .5600-02 .9000 .7944-04 .9585-04 .5862-01 .4395 524.8
724 1.0000 489.00 .35595-02 .4295,02 .4295-02 .9000 .6093-04 .7352-04 .4491-01 .3366 525.6
724 1.0000 490.00 .16055-03 1936-03 .1936-03 .9000 .2748-05 .3314-05 .2033-02 .1576-01 523.0
724 1.0000 491.00 .46276-02 .5578-02 .5578-02 .go00 .7921-04 .9548-04 .5868-01 .4559 521.8
i )
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1_
OH848 60-0 WING MISC. (R4UP32)
WING MISC. PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH " 8.000 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA = .0000 ELEVON - -12.50
BDFLAP - -5,000 SPDBRK • .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS''*
RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO f"lU
NUMBER /FT DEG. BEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PBIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 /FT3 IFT2
742 1.010 7.940 39.99 -.2092-0| 207.8 IBB7. 93.08 .2235-01 .9865 3755. .6482-03 .7490-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN DUMMY T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAN) ODOT DTWOT TW
NUMBER R•I.O R=O.9 R= BTU/R 8TU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FT26EC FTBSEC FT2SEC /SEC
742 .0000 476.00 .13283-02 .1606-02 .1606-0B .9000 .3238-04 .3915-04 .2373-01 .I771 534.0
742 .0000 477.00 .33895-02 .4096-02 .4096-02..9000 .8264-04 .9986-04 .6071-01 .4860 532.1
742 .0000 47B.00 .30736-0I .3713-01 .3713-01 .9000 .7494-03 .9053-03 .5512 3.987 531.1
742 .0000 479.00 .76410-02 .9236-02 .9236-02 .9000 .1863-03 .2252-03 .1367 .9567 533.1
.742 .0000 480.00 .60257-02 .7281-02 .7281-02 .9000 .1469-03 .1775-03 .1079 .7558 552.1
742 .0000 481.00 .43697-02 .5282-02 .5282-02 .9000 .1065-03 .1288-03 .7813-01 .5469 533.3
742 .0000 482.00 .43791-02 .5287-02 .5287-02 .9000 .1068-03 .1289-03 .7872-01 .7068 529.3
742 .0000" 483.00 .41796-02 .5047-02 .50_7-02 .9000 .10]9-03 .1231-03 .7508-01 .6016 529.9
742 .0000 484.00 .14426-02 .1741-02 .1741-02 .9000 .3517-04 .4245-04 .2599-01 .2335 527.9
742 1.0000 485.00 .48377-02 .5839-02 .5839-02 .9000 .1179-03 .1424-03 .8714-01 .6749 527.9
742 1.0000 486.00 .29637-01 .3583-01 .3583-01 .9000 .7226-03 .8737-03 .5292 3.703 534.3
742 1.0000 487.00 .65811-02 .7952-02 .7952-02 .9000 .1605-03 ,1939-03 .1179 .8805 532.1
742 1.0000 488.00 .53839-02 .6506-02 .6506-02 .9000 .1313-03 .1586-03 .9637-01 .7199 532.5
742 1.0000 489.00 ,55422-02 .6701-02 .6701-02 .9000 .1351-03 .1634-03 .9899-01 .7389 534.1
742 1.0000 490.00 .26054-02 .3147-02 .3147-02 .9000 .6352-04 .7672-04 .4676-01 .3617 530.6
742 1.0000 491.00 .57217-02 .6908-02 .6908-02 .9000 .1395-03 .1684-03 .1029 .7965 529.1
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE tBBG
OHB4B 60-0 WING MISC, tR4UP3B)
WING MISC. PARAPETRIC DATA
HACH = 2,000 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA • .0000 ELEVON = -12.50
BDFLAP • -5.000 SPDBRK = .O00O
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RPiO 14U
• : NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FTISEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO S IFT3 /FT2
738 2.005 7.980 40.05 -.2095-01 437.2 1305. 94.92 .4552-01 2.029 3813. .1293-02 .7643-07
RUN 1--IR.EF STN NO
NUMBER BTU/ R REF(R)
FTBSEC =.0175
736 .3515-01 .2866-01 "_
***TEST DATA***
RUN DUMMY TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF HIHREF TAW/TO H(TO} H(TAW) QDOT DTk_)T TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R- BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R D£G. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FTBSEC ISEC
736 1.0000 476.00 .19372-02 .2332-02 .2332-02 .9000 .6808-04 .8198-04 .5241-01 .3911 534.8
736 I.O000 477.00 .44573-02 .5364-02 .5364-02 .9000 .1567-03 .1885-03 .1209 .9678 532.7
736 1.0000 472.00 .34743-01 .41B0-01 .4180-01 .9000 .1221-02 .1469-02 .9438 6.225 531.7
736 1.0000 479.00 .74501-02 .8961-02 .8961-02 .9000 .26[8-03 .3150-03 .2026 1.420 531.0
736 l.:qO00 480.00 .63395-02 .7625-02 .7625-02 .SO00. .2228-03 .2680-03 .1724 1.209 530.2
736 1.0000 481.00 .10174-01 .1225-01 .1225-0l .9000 .3576-03 .4304-03 .2758 1.930 533.5
736 l.ObO0 422.00 .46570-02 .5598-02 .5598-02 .9000 .1637-03 .1967-03 .1271 1.142 528.2
736 1.0000 483.00 .60672T02 .7294-02 .7294-02 .9000 .2132-03 .2564-03 .1654 1.326 529.0
736- 1.0000 484.00 .16457-02 .1977-02 .1977-02 .9000 .5784-04 .6949-04 .4500-01 .4045 526.7
736 1,0000 485.00 .46973-02 .5644-02 .5644-02 .9000 .I651-03 .1984-03 .1284 .9955 526.7
736 1.0000 486.00 .24530-01 .2952-01 .2952-0l .9000 .8621-03 .1037-02 .6658 4.663 532.3
736 I.O000 487.00 .B1321-02 .97B1-02 .97B1-02 .9000 .2858-03 .3438-03 .2212 1.654 530.7
736 1.0000 488.00 .98901-02 .1190-01 .1190-01 .9000 .3476-03 .4182-03 .2685 2.006 532.3
736 1.0000 489.00 .94802-02 .1142-0t .1142-01 .9000 .3332-03 .4012-03 .B565 1.913 535.0
736 1.0000 490.00 ,65579-02 .7888-02 .7888-02 .9000 .B305-03 .2772-03 .1784 1.380 530.2
736 1.0000 491.00 .60132-02 .7227-02 .7227-02 .9000 .2113-03 .2540-03 .1641 1.271 528.1
t
DATE 23 ££8 80 OH846 HODEL60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 11_7
OH84B 60-0 WING MISC. (R4UP3_.)
* WING MISC. PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 8:000 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA = .DO00 ELEVON = -1_.50
BDFLAP = -5.000 SPDBRK= .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O Y RHO
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO 6 /FT3 IFT2
730 3.012 7.990 40.06 -.2097-0! 668.8 1318. 95.71 .6907-01 3.086 3832. .1948-02 .7701-67
RUN HREF 5TN NO




RUN DUMMY T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO] H(TAW) QDOT DTWDT TW
NUMBER R=I.0 R=O.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R 8TU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
730 .0000 476.00 .29073-02 .3491-02 .3491-02 .9000 .]262-03 .1516-03 .9944-01 .7438 529.9
730 .0000 477.00 .57388-02 .6888-02 .6888-02 .9000 .2492-03 .299]-03 .1968 1.579 527.8
730 .0000 478.00 .33431-01 .4014-01 .4014-0! .9000 .1452-02 .1743-02 1.1.45 8.290 588.0
730 .0000 479.00 .77716-02 .9324-02 .9384-02 .9000 .3375-03 .4049-03 .2671 1.876 526.2
730 .0000 480.00 .73401-02 .8805-02 .8805-02 .9000 .3187-03 .3823-03 .2524 1,773 525.8
730 .0000 48].00 .}5128-01 .1817-0! .1817-0! .9000 .6569-03 .7888-03 .5177 3.630 5¢39.6
730 .0000 482.00 .97536-02 .t169-0! .l!69-01 .9000 .4235-03 .5077-03 .3364 3.029 523.4
730 .0000 483.00 .12738-01 .1527-0l .1527-0] .9000 .5531-03 .6632-03 .4388 3.526 524.3
730 .0000 484.00 .36639-02 .4391-02 .4391-02 .9000 .1591-03 .1907-03 .1266 I.|4l 521.7
730 .0000 485.00 .68469-02 .8205-02 .8205-02 .9000 ' .2973-03 .3563-03 .2366 1.839 521.8
730 .0000 486.00 .27586-0! .3311-01 .3311-0! .9000 .1198-02 .1438-02 .9466 6.646 527.4
730 .0000 487.00 .t5205-01 .1824-0l .1824-01 .9000 .6602-03 .7920-03 .5229 3.919 525.7
730 .0000 488.00 .17175-0I .206]-01 .206l-0! .9000 .7458-03 .8950-03 .5893 4.414 527.4
730 .0000 489.00 .13329-0! .1601-01 .1601-01 .9000 .5788-03 .6951-03 .4557 3.408 530.3
730 .0000 490.00 .1t967-01 .1436-0l .1436-01 .9000 .5|95-03 .6235-03 .4111 3.186 526.6
730 .0000 491.00 .665!7-02 .7973-02 .7973-02 .9000 .2888-03 .3462-03 .2297 1.784 522.4
DATE 23 FEB 90 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE I_--"_
OH84B 60-0 NiNG MISC. _R_UP33)
NINO M|SC. PARAHETRIC DATA
HACH = B.O00 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA _ .0000 ELEVON = -12.50
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK = .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L HACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO I'M
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FTISEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 " /FT3 IFT2
722 .5002 7.900 39.98 -.1387-0t t00,2 I256. 93.14 .Itl4-OI .4865 3737. .3927-03 .7495-07
RUN HREF 9TN NO




RL_J DUMMY T/C NO H/_EF H/H_EF H/NREF TAN/TO H/TO) HITAM_ ODOT DTNDT TN
NUHBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTUIR BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. RTAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
722 1.0000 476.00 .12053-02 .1456-02 .1456-02 .9000 _5.6g_O6_ _O 4 6 _Bm 04
722 tJO000 " 477.00 .40564-02 .4898-02 .4898-02 .9000 .6935-04 ,8374-04 .5069-0I .4072 5_l.8
722 1.0000 478.00 .28545-01 .3446-01 .3446-0! .9000 .4880-03 .5891-03 .3570 2,592 524.1
722 1.0000 479.00 .71594-02 .8645-02 .8645-02 .9000 .1224-03 .1478-03 .9945-01 .6289 5¢"4.8
722 .0000 490.00 .57439-02 .6935-02 .6935-02 .9000 .9820-04 .1186-03 .7180-01 .5049 ,524.5
722 .0000 481.00 .46153-02 .5573-02 .5573-02 .9000 , .7890-04 .9528-04 .5764-01 .4052 525.1
722 .0000 484.00 .19093-02 .2304-02 .2304-02 .9000 .3264-04 .3939-04 .2394-01 .2157 r-._2.2
722 .0000 495.00 .50936-02 .6146-02 .6146,02 .9000 .8708-04 .1051-03 .6397-01 .4962 522.2
722 .0000 486.00 .24324-01 .2937-0! .2937-01 ;9000 .4t59-03 .5022-03 .3037 2.135 525.3
722 .0000 487.00 .62492-02 .7544-02 .7544-02 .9000 .1069-03 .1290-03 .7814-01 .5861 524.3
722 .0000 488.00 .44151-02 .5330-02 .5330-02 .9000 .7549-04 .9113-04 .5520-01 .4141 524.3
722 .0000 489.00 .33173-02 .4005-02 .4005-02 .9000 .5671-04 .6848-04 .4145-0| .3108 524.9
722 .0000 490.00 .15217-03 .1837-03 .1837-03 .9000 .2602-05 .3140-05 .1905-02 .1479-01 523.5
722 .0000 491.00 .46574-02 .5620-02 .5620-02 .9000 .7962-04 .9608-04 .5837-01 .4533 522.6
DATE 23 FEB 80 0H848 MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE I829
0H84B BO-O HING MISC. rR4UP33)
WING MISC. PARAH_TRIC DATA
MACH - B.000 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA " .0000 ELEVON - -12.50
BDRLAP = .0000 SPDBRK - .0000
**'TEST CONDITIONS*'"
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT DEGo DEG, PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 /FT3 /FT2
744 1.009 7.940 39.88 -.2081-0! 207.3 i266. 93.00 .2230-01 19841 3754. .6472-03 .7484-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN DUMMY T/C NO HIHREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) HtTAN) ODOT DTNDT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=O.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R 8TU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FTBSEC FT2SEC FTBSEC /SEC
744 1.0000 476.00 .|4721-02 .1778-02 .I779-02 .9000 .3584-04 .4332-04 .2626m0| .1962 532.9
744 1.0000 477.00 .33535-02 .4051-02 .4051-02 .9000 .8165-04 .9864-04.6001-0| .4807 530.7
744 l.O000 478.00 .29588-0! .3570-0! .3570-01 .9000 -7199m03 .8693--03 .5303 3.840 589.0
744 1.0000 479.00 .76827--02 .9282--02 .8282m02 "8000 "1871--03 '2260--03 "1374 "9630 531"0
744 I'0000 480"00 "60627--02 "7323--02 .7323--02 "9000 "]476--03 "1783--03 "1086 "7610 530"3
744 I'0000 481"00 "43758--02 .5287--02 "5287--02 "9000 "1065--03 '1287--03 "7823--0I "5481 531.4
744 1.O000 482.00 ,42461-02 .5125-02 .5125-02 .9000 .1034-03 .1248-03 .7630-01 .6856 527.7
744 1.0000 483.00 .36632-02 .4422-02 .4422-02 .9000 .8919-04 .1077-03 .6581-01 .5279 527.8
744 l.O000 484.00 .14110-02 .1702-02 .1702-02 .9000 .3435L04 .4145-04 ".2541-01 .2285 526.0
744 !.O000 485.00 .47617-02 .5745-02 .5745-02 .9000 .!!59-03 .1399-03 .8576-0I .6648 526.0
744 I.OOOO 486.00 .28162-0] ,3403-0l .3403-01 .9000 .6857-03 .8286-03 .5032 3.525 531.8
744 t.0000 487.00 .65436-02 .7903-02 .7903-02 .9000 .1593-03 .I924-03 .1172 .8765 530.1
744 1.0000 488.00 .51719-02 .6247-02 ,6247-02 .9000 .1259-03 .1521m03 .9258-01 .6922 530.5
744 1.0000 489.00 .57738-02 .5978-02 .6978-02 .9000 .1406-03 .1699-03 .103! .7705 532.1
744 I.O000 490.00 .]8173-02 .2194-02 .2194-02 .9000 .4425-04 .5342m04 .3262--01 .2525 528.5
744 ].0000 491.00 .54459-08 .6572-02 .6572-02 .9000 .132G-03 ,1600-03 ,9783-01 .7588 527.2
DATE 23 FEB BO OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1830
OH84B 60-0 WING HISC. fR4UP331
WING MISC. PARAMETRIC DATA
HACH B.O00 ALPHA • 40.00 BETA = .0000 ELEVON = -I2.50
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK = .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSi FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO 6 /FT3 /FTB
734 2.024 7.980 40.04 -,2091-01 437.8 1897. 04,40 .4552-01 2.029 3801. .1301-02 .7596-07
RUN HREF 9TN NO




RUN DUMMY T/C NO HIHREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAW) QDOT DTNDT TW
NUMBER R=I.0 R=O.B R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R _
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC , /SEC
734 1.0000 476.00 .20468-02 .2466-02 .2466-02 .BOO0 .7186-04 .8659-04 .5477-01 .4087 534.6
734 1.0000 477.00 .46668-02 .5622-02 .5622-02 .9000 .1638-03 .I974-03 ,1251 I.O0| 533.3
734 1.0000 478.00 .35640-01 .4293-01 .4293-01 .9000 .|251-02 .]507-02 .9558 6.908 532.8
734 I.O000 479.00 .73693-02 .8876-02 .8876-02 .9000 .2587-03 .3116-03 .1976 1.384 532.8
734 1.0000 480.00 .65153-02 .7967-02 .7967-02 .BOO0 .2323-03 .2797-03 .1776 1.244 532.2
734 1.0000 481.00 .11976-01 .1443-01 .1443-01 .9000 .4205-03 .5068-03 .3201 2.238 535.3
734 1.0000 482.00 .69295-02 .8340-02 ,8340-02 .9000 .2433-03 .2928-03 .1865 1.674 528.9
734 1.0000 483.00 .78471-02 .9446-02 .9446-02 .9000 .2755-03 .3316-03 .2111 1.691 530.6
734 1.0000 484.00 .23388-02 .2814-02 .2814-02 .9000 .8211-04 .9878-04 .6310-01 .5668 528.2
734 1.0000 485.00 .50100-02 .6026-02 .6026-02 .9000 .1759-03 .2116-03 .1352 1.047 527.9
734 1.0000 486.00 .23101-01 .2783-01 .2783-01 .9000 ,8110-03 .9771-03 .6188 4.331 533.7
734 1.0000 487.00 .10387-01 .1251-01 .1251-01 .9000 .3647-03 .4393-03 .2785 2.079 533.1
734 1.0000 488.00 .11650-01 .1404-01 .1404-01 .9000 .4090-03 .4929-03 .3115 2.324 535.1
734 1.0000 489.00 .10831-01 .1306-01 .1306-01 .9000 .3802-03 .4585-03 .2888 2.153 537.0
734 1.0000 490.00 .65067-02 .7836-02 .7836-02 .9000 ,2284-03 .2751-03 .1746 1.349 532.3
734 1.0000 491.00 .54491_02 ;6557-02 .6557-02 .9000 .1913-03 .2302-03 .1468 1.136 529.3
DATE 23 FEB BO OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1831
OHB4B 80-0 WING MISC. fR4UP33)
WING MISC. PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA 8 40.00 BETA " .0000 ELEVON • -12.50
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK - .0000
**'*TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO I'flJ
NUMBER /FT DEG. BEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 IFT3 IFT2
732 3.029 7.990 40.06 -.2096-01 6?2.6 1318. 95.71 .6946-01 3.104 3832. .1959-02 .7701-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN DUMMY T/C NO HIHREF HIHREF HIHREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAW) GDOT DTWDT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=O.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FTBSEC FTBSEC FTBSEC /SEC
?32 l.O000 476.00 .34397-02 .4131-02 .4131-02 .9000 .1498-03 .1799-03 .1180 .8922 530.1
732 1.0000 477.00 .71588-02 .8593-02 .8593-02 .9000 .3117-03 .3742-03 .2461 1.974 528.1
732 !,0000 478.00 .36426-0! .4373-0! ,4373-01 .9000 .I586-02 .I904-02 1.251 9.057 529.1
732 1.0000 479.00 .79634-02 .9555-02 .9555-02 .9000 .3468-03 .4160-03 .2744 1.927 526.4
732 1.0000 480.00 .69708-02 .8362o02 .8362-0B .9000 .3035-03 ,3641-03 .2404 1.690 525.6
732 1.O000 481.00 .14382-01 .1726-0! .1726-01 .9000 .6263-03 .7516-03 .4951 3.4?6 527.2
?32 1.0000 482.00 ,93496-02 .1121-0! .1121-0I .9000 .4071-03 .4881-03 .3235 2.913 523.2
732 1.0000 483.00 .I2922-01 .1550-0l .1550-01 .9000 .5627-03 .6748-03 .4464 3.588 524.3
732 l.O000 484.00 .33002-02 .3955-02 .3955-02 .9000 .1437-03 .1722-03 .1144 1.032 521.4
?32 !.0000 485.00 .54212-02 .6495-02 .6495-02 .9000 .2361-03 .2828-03 .i881 1.463 520.7
732 l.O000 486.00 .28733-01 .3449-01 .3449-01 .9000 .1251-02 .1502-02 .9882 6.936 527.9
732 1.0000 487.00 .90556-02 .1086-0! .1086-0! .9000 .3943°03 .4729-03 ,3126 2.344 525.0
?32 1.0000 488.00 .15533-01 .1884-01 .1864-01 .9000 .6764-03 .8116-03 .5350 4.008 526.?
732 1.0000 489.00 .13445-01 .1614-01 .1614-01 .9000 .5854-03 .7029-03 .4615 3.453 529.4
732 1.0000 490.00 .12460-01 .1495-01 .]495-01 .9000 .5426-03 .6508-03 .4299 3.334 525.4
732 1.0000 491.00 .68232-02 .8178-02.8178-02 .9000 .2871-03 .3561-03 .2364 1.836 522,1
DATE 23 FEB 80 0_49 MODEL BO-O IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 183¢3.
OH84B GO-O WING MISC. (R4UP34)
WING MISC. PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 8,000 ALPHA • 40.00 BETA = .OOO0 ELEVON = -S.O00
! BDFLAP " -12.50 SPDBRK = .OOO0
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHG MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO'6 • /FT3 /FTB
634 ,5013 7.900 39.93 -.3449-02 I00.! I253. 92.91 .Ill2-OI .4859 3733. .3231-03 .7477-07
RUN HREF STN NO




NUMBER R=I.0 R=O.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC
634 .0000 476.00 .98526-03 .1190-02 .t190-O2 .9000 .I663-04 .2033-04 .1223-0! .9184-01 5¢_6.0
634 .0000 477.00 .34459-02 .4163-02 .4163-02 .9000 .5885-04 .7110-04 .4278-0I .3436 525.6
634 .0000 478.00 .30166-01 .3643-01 .3643-01 .9000 .5152-03 .6221-03 .3754 2.726 5=33.9
634 .O00O 479.00 .73178-02 .8838-09 .8838-02 ,9000 .1250-03 .1509-03 .9102-01 .6400 524.3
634 .0000 480.00 .56684-02 .6846-02 .6846-02 .9000 .9680-04 .1169-03 .7050-01 .4958 5B4._
634 .0000 491.00 .43050-02 .5200-02 .5200-02 .9000 .7352-04 .9881-04 .5349-01 .3760 .52_5.1
634 .0000 482.00 .I1189-02 .1351-02 .1351-02 .9000 .1911-04 .2307-04 .1395-01 .1257 522.7
634 .0000 483.00 .17520-02 .2115-02 .2115-02 ,9000 .2992-04 .3612-04 .2184-01 .1756 522.8
634 .0000 484.00 .26418-02 .3189-02 .3189-02 .9000 .4511-04 .5445-04 .3295-01 .2_8 _2.4
634 .0000 485.00 .71887-02 .8678-02 .8678-02 .9000 .1228-03 .I482-03 .8962-01 .6959 522.7
634 .0000 485.00 .29648-0! .3581-01 .358I-0! .9000 .5063-03 .6116-03 .3684 2.590 525.1
634 .OOOO 487.00 .74112-02 .8951-02 .8951-02 .9000 .1266-03 .1529-03 .9218-0l .6914 524.3
634 .0000 488.00 .47538-02 .5741-02 .5741-02 .9000 ._118-04 ,9804-04 .5913-01 .4435 524.3
634 .0000 489.00 .38151-02 .4608-02 .4608-02 .9000 .6515-04 .7869-04 .4742-01 .3556 524.8
634 1.0000 490.00 .13456-02 .1625-02 .1625-02 .9000 .2298-04 .2775-04 .1675-01 .1300 523.8
634 I.OOO0 491.00 .66191-02 .7991-02 .7991-02 .9000 .1130-03 .1365-03 .8248-01 .6404 523.0
DATE 23 FEB 80 0H848 MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEOC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1833
OH84B 60-0 WING MISC. (R4UP34)
WING MISC. PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA - .0000 ELEVON - -5.000
BOFLAP = -12.50 SPDBRK = .O00O
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L HACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT DEG. OEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG._R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 /FT3 /FT2
650 1.010 7.940 39.98 -.4647-06 807.9 1267. 93.08 .2836-01 .9868 3?55. .6484-03 .7490-07
RUN HREF SIN NO




RUN DUMMY TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF N/I-IR'EF TAN/TO HtTO) HITAW) ODOT DTNDT TW
NUMBER R=t,O R=O.g R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FTBSEC FTBSEC FTBSEC ISEC
660 1.0000 476.00 .11709-02 .1413-02 .1413-02 .9000 .2855-04 .3445-04 .2113-01 .1583 526.8
660 1.0000 477.00 .32849-02 .3962-08 .3962-02 .9000 .8010-04 .9661-04 .5938-01 .4770 525.3
560 1.0000 478.00 .28708-0! .3462-01 .3462-0| .9000 ' .7000-03 .844|-03 .5184 3.770 524.7
660 1.0000 479.00 .69862-02 .8438-02 .8438-02 .9000 .1706-03 .8058-03 .1266 .8888 525.4
660 1.0000 480.00 .59706-02 .7200-02 .7200-08 .9000 .1456-03 .1756-03 .1080 .7589 525.1
660 1.0000 481.00 .60095-02 .7250-02 .7250-02 .9000 .1465-03 .1768-03 .lOeB ._620 526.4
660 I.O000 482.00 .41889-02 .5050-02 .5050-02 .9000 .1021-03 .I231-03 .7590-01 .6834 523.6
650 1.0000 483.00 .40081-02 .4832-08 .4832-08 .9000 .9774-04 .I178-03 .7261-01 .5837 523.7
660 1.0000 484.00 .22730-08 .2739-02 .2739-02 .9000 .5543-04 .6679-04 .4125-0! .3717 5_.2.4
660 1.0000 485.00 .73350-02 .8841-02 .8841-02 .8000 .1786-03 .2_56-03 .|330 1.033 523.0
660 1.0000 486.00 .29424-01 .3550-0l .3550-01 .9000 .7175-03 .8657-03 .5309 3.729 526.7
660 I.O000 487.00 .B|092-02 ,9779-02 .9779-02 .9000 ,|977-03 .2385-03 .1467 |.100 585.0
660 1.0000 488.00 .72619-02 .8759-02 .8759-08 .9000 .1771-03 .2136-03 .1312 .9839 525.5
660 1.0000 489.00 .79065-02 .9542-02 .9542-02 .9000 .I928-03 .2327-03 .|425 1.067 527.5
560 1.0000 490.00 .19073-02 .2300-02 .2300-02 .9000 .4651-04 .5508-04 .3453-01 .2679 524.3
660 1.0000 491.00 .70529-02 .8502-02 .8502-02 .9000 .1720-03 .2073-03 .1278 .992_ 523.5
DATE 23 FEB BO OH84B MODEL BO-O IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1834
OH84B 60-0 WING MISC, (R4UP341
WING MISC. PARAHETR|C DATA
I HACH = 8.000 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA - .0000 ELEVON = -5.000
. ,! , BDFLAP • -12.50 SPDBRK = .0000
*'*TEST CONDITIONS*''
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P g V RHO HU
NUMBER IFT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FTISEC SLUGS LB-SEC
• X10 6 IFT3 IFT2
648 1.995 7.980 39.99 .3470-02 436,1 1307. 95.13 .4540-01 2.024 3815. .1288-02 .7655-07
RUN ' HREF STN NO




RUN DUMMY T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAW) ODOT DTWDT TW
NUMBER R=I.0 R=0.9 R• BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FTBSEC FTBSEC FTBSEC ISEC
648 1.0000 476.00 .55675-02 .6695-02 .6695-02 .9000 .1955-03 .2350-03 .1517 1.134 530.5
648 1.0000 477.00 .12911-01 .1552-01 .1552-01 .9000 .4533-03 .5448-03 .3526 2.827 528.9
648 1.0000 478.00 .26336-01 .3164-01 .3164-01 .9000 .9245-03 .1111-02 .7211 5.227 526.8
648 1.0000 479.00 .61980-02 .7444-02 .7444-02 .9000 .2176-03 .2613-03 .1699 !.193 526.1
648 1.0000 480.00 .83231-02 .9998-02 .9998-02 .9000 .2922-03 .3510-03 .2279 1.601 526.6
648 1.0000 481.00 .11658-0! .1401-01 .1401-01 .9000 .4093-03 .4919-03 .3184 2.234 528.7
648 1.0000 482.00 .54781-02 .6577-02 .6577-02 .9000 .1923-03 .2309-03 .1505 1.354 524.4
648 1.0000 483.00 .70416-02 .8455-0B .8455-02 .9000 .2472-03 .2968-03 .1933 1.553 524.8
648 1.0000 484.00 .24140-02 .2897-02 .2897-02 .9000 .8475-04 .1017-03 .6642-01 .5982 523.0
648 1.0000 485.00 .62129-02 .7456-02 .7456-02 .9000 .BI81-03 .2618-03 .1710 1.328 522.9
648 1.0000 486.00 .34803-01 .4184-01 .4184-01 .9000 .1222-02 .1469-02 .9491 6.656 529.9
648 1.0000 487.00 .10142-01 .1218-01 .1218-01 .9000 .3561-03 .4277-03 .2778 2.081 526.4
648 1.0000 488.00 .21862-01 .2628-01 .2628-01 .9000 .7675-03 .8227-03 .5965 4.462 529.5
648 t.0000 485.00 .13503-01 .1623-01 .1623-01 .9000 .4740-03 .5698-03 .3687 2.759 589.0
648 1.0000 490.00 .56096-02 .6736-02 .6736-02 .9000 .1969-03 .2365-03 .1539 1.194 525,3
648 1.0000 491.00 .64854-02 .7784-02 .7784-02 .9000 .2277-03 .2733-03 .1783 1.384 583.4
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1835
OHB4B 60-0 NING HISC. fI:_UP34]
NING MISC. PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH - B.000 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA = ,0000 ELEVON = -5.000
• w ._vvv
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS _LB-SEC
XIO 6 /FT3 IFT2
650 3.009 7.990 40.05 .6980-02 670,4 I321. 95.92 .6923-01 3.094 3836. .1948-0_ .7719-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN DUMMY TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAN) QDOT DTNDT TN
NUHBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG, R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
650 .0000 476.00 .78228-02 .9400-0_ .9400-02 .9000 .3402-03 .4088-03 .2677 1.999 533.7
650 .0000 477.00 .18054-01 .2169-01 .2169-01 .9000 .7852-03 .9434-03 .6183 4.946 533._
650 .0000 478.00 .28251-0! .3391-01 .3391-0t .9000 .1229-02 .1475-02 .9716 7.033 529.9
650 .0000 479.00 .67930-02 .8152-02 .8152-02 .9000 .2954-03 .3545-03 .2340 1.642 528.6
650 .0000 480.00 " .12163-01 .1460-01 .1460-01 .8000 .5290-03 .6350-03 .4186 B.936 529.3
650 .0000 481.00 .14739-01 .1770-01 .1770-01 .8000 .6410-03 .7700-03 .5054 3.539 532.3
650 .0000 482.00 .10220-0I .1226-01 .1226-01 .9000 .4445-03 .5334-03 .3523 3.164 528._
650 .0000 483.00 .13163-01 .1580-01 .1580-01 .9000 .5725-03 .6870-03 .4534 3.635 528.7
650 .0000 484.00 .40404-02 .4846-02 .4846-02 .9000 .1757-03 .2107-03 .t397 1.256 525.9
650 .0000 485.00 .97967-02 .1175-01 .1175-01 .9000 .4261-03 .5109-03 .3387 2.626 525.7
650 .0000 486.00 .38703-01 .4650-01 .4650-01 .9000 .1683-02 .2022-02 1.325 9.276 533.4
650 .0000 487.00 .14271-01 .1713-01 .1713-01 .9000 .6207-03 .7450-03 .4910 3.673 5;_9.5
650 .0000 488.00 .30801-01 .3701-01 .3701-01 .9000 .1340-02 .1610-02 1.054 7.868 533.8
650 .0000 489.00 .27799-01 .3343-01 .3343-01 .9000 .1209-02 .1454-02 .9476 7.063 536.9
650 .0000 490.00 .10508-01 .1261-01 .1261-01 .9000 .4570-03 .5483-03 .3623 2.806 527.8
650 .0000 491.00 .93819-02 .1125-01 ,1125-01 °9000 .4080-03 .4893-03 .3243 2.515 525.8
J
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1836
OH84B 80-0 WING MISC. fR4UP35)
WING MISC. PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = B.O00 ALPHA " 40.00 BETA " .0000 ELEVON • -8.000
BDFLAP = -5.000 SPDBRK = .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS *°*
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO B /FT3 /FT2
636 .5020 7.900 39.95 -.3458-02 99.73 1249. 92.62 .1108-01 .4842 3727. .3230-03 .7453-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN DUMMY T/C NO H/HREF H/HR_F H/HREF TAW/TO n_u,'=:-_.... n_,_,-_'_ _uv,_-_" u,_u,_'_" TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=O.g R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ OEG. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FTBSEC FTBSEC FTBSEC /SEC
636 1.0000 476.00 .11750-02 .1419-02 .1419-02 .9000 .2002-04 .241B-04 .145_-01 .109! 523.0
636 1.0000 477.00 .41643-02 .5028-02 .5028-02 .9000 .7095-04 .8567-04 .5158-01 .4150 521.8
636 1.0000 478.00 .27569-01 .3327-01 .3327-01 .9000 .4697-03 .5668-03 .3425 2.492 519.5
636 1.0000 479.00 .71245-02 .8599-08 .8599-02 .9000 .12|4-03 .1465-03 .8840-0t .6228 520.5
636 1.0000 480.00 °59522-02 .7184-08 ,7184-02 °9000 .1014-03 .1224-03 .7385-01 .5203 520.5
636 I.O000 481.00 .50262o02 .6068-02 .6068-02 .9000' .8564-04 .1034-03 .6227-0I .4385 ="521.5
636 1.0000 482.00 .6308]-03 .7611-03 .7611-03 .9000 .|075-04 .1297-04 .7840-02 .7075-01 5]9.2
636 I.O000 483.00 .55371-03 .6681-03 .6681-03 .9000 .9435-05 .1138-04 .6881-02 .5544-01 519.3
636 1.0000 484.00 .20678-02 .2495-02 .2495-02 .9000 .3523-04 .425|-04 .2570-01 .2319 519.3
636 1.0000 485L00 .65133-02 .7859-02 .7859-08 .9000 .1110-03 .1339-03 .8092-01 .6295 519.5
636 I.OOOO 486.00 .29554-01 .3568-01 .3568-0! .9000 .5036-03 .6079-03 .3663 2.580 521.2
636 1.0000 487.00 .82465-02 .9954-02 .9954-02 .9000 .I405-03 .1696-03 .I023 .7685 520.8
636 1.0000 488.00 .52412-02 .6327-02 .6327-02 .9000 .8930-04 .|078-03 .6500-01 .4884 520.9
636 1.0000 489.00 .37629-02 .4543-02 .4543~02 .9000 .6411-04 .7741-04 .4662-01 .3502 521.6
636 1.0000 490.00 .29516-03 .3563-03 .3563-03 .9000 .5029-05 .6070-05 .3662-02 .2847-01 520.5
636 1.0000 491.00 .62046-02 .748B-02 .7488-02 .9000 .1057-03 .1276-03 .7703-01 .5990 520.1
. i
/DATE 23 FEB BO OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1837
0H84B 60-0 WING MISC. (R4UP35)
WING MISC. PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA " .0000 ELEVON - -S.O00
BOFLAP - -5.000 SPDBRK - .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO HU
NUMBER IFT DEG,- DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FTISEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 /FT3 /FT2
658 1.007 7.940 39.98 -.4647-06 207.2 1267. 93.08 .2229-01 .9835 3755. .6462-03 .7490-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN DUMMY TIC NO H/HREF HIHREF H/NREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAW) DDOT DTWDT TN
NUHBER R=l.O R=0.9 R- BTU/R 8TU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FTBSEC FTBSEC FTBSEC /SEC
658 .0000 476.00 .17233-02 .2080-02 .2080-02 .9000 .4195-04 .5063-04 .3100-01 .2321 527.8
658 .0000 477.00 .73614-02 .8884-02 .8884-02 .9000 .1792-03 .2163-03 .1325 1.063 527.5
658 .0000 . 478.00 .28381-01 .3424-0| .3424-0! .9000 .6909-03 .8335-03 .5I|5 3.709 526.3
658 .0000 479.00 .67150-02 .8102-02 .8102-02 .9000 .1635-03 .1972-03 .1210 .8495 526.7
658 .0000 480.00 .73010-02 .8809-02 .8809-02 .9000 .1777-03 .2144-03 .1315 9233 526.9
658 .0000 481.00 .91985-08 .1110-01 .1110-01 .9000 .2239-03 .2703-03 .1653 1.160 528.5
658 .0000 482.00 .25918-02 .3125-02 .3125-02 .9000 .6309-04 .7608-04 .4680-01 .4212 5_4.9
658 .0000 483.00 .41575-02 .5014-02 .5014-02 ;9000 .1012-03 .1221-03 ,7503-01 .6027 525.3
658 .0000 484.00 .18235-02 .2199-02 .2199-02 .9000 .4439-04 .5352-04 .3296-01 .2967 524.E
658 .0000 485.00 .64945-02 .7831-02 .7831-02 .9000 .iSBI-03 .1906-03 .i]73 .9101 524.7
658 .0000 486.00 .32149-0! .3881-0! .3881-01 .9000 .7826-03 .9447-03 .5778 4.054 528.4
658 .0000 487.00 .84538-02 .i020-01 .I020-0i .9000 .2058-03 .2483-03 .1523 1.141 526.7
658 .0000 488.00 .13494-01 .1629-01 .1629-01 .9000 .3285-03 .3965-03 .2424 {.814 528.6
658 .0000 489.00 .10516-0l .1270-01 .1270-01 .9000 .2560-03 .3091-03 .1888 1.412 529.3
658 .0000 490.00 .24977-02 .3013-02 .3013-02 .9000 .6080-04 .7335-04 .4503-01 .3491 526;0
658 .0000 491.00 .69553-02 .8389-02 .8389,0E .9000 .1693-03 .2042-03 .1255 .9734 585.4
DATE 83 FEB BO OH848 MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1838
0H849 60-0 NING HISC. (R4UP35]
HING HISC. PARAHETRIC DATA
HACH • B.O00 ALPHA • 40.00 BETA = .0000 ELEVON = -5.000
BDFLAP = -5.000 SPDBRK • .0000
*'*TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L HACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P D V RHO HU
NUHBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/BEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 IFT3 /FT2
646 2.016 7.980 39.99 -.4655-06 436.5 1299. 94.54 .4544-01 2.025 3804. .1297-02 .7608-07
RUN HREF STN NO
NUHBER BTU/ R REF(R)
• FT2SEC =.0135
• 646 .3509-01 .8860-01
***TEST DATA***
RUN DUHHY TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF HIHREF TAN/TO H(TO] H(TAN! ODOT DTNDT TN
NUHBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DE6. R BEG. RTAN/TO FTBSEC FT_EC FTBBEC /SEE
646 1.0000 476.00 .50723-02 .6118-02 .6t18-02 .9000 .1790-03 .2146-03 .1353 1.007 538.7
646 1.0000 477.00 .10686-0! .1288-01 .1288-01 .9000 .3749-03 .4521-03 .2854 2.238 537.5
646 1.0000 478.00 .26021-0! .3136-01 .3136-01 .9000 .9130-03 .1100-02 .6965 5.027 535.7
646 1.0000 479.00 .61566-02 .'/419-02 .7418-02 .9000 .2160-03 .E603-03 .1649 1.153 536.E
646 1.0000 460.00 .84913-02 .1023-0! .1023-01 .9000 .L-_979-03 .3590-03 .2273 1.589 535.7
646 .0000 481.00 .10519-01 .1268-01 .1268-01 .9000 .3690-03 .4450-03 .2809 1.962 53"1.5
646 .0000 482.00 .40931~02 .4930-02 .4930-02 .9000 .1436-03 .1730-03 .1099 .9841 533.7
646 .0000 483.00 .48884-02 .5888-02 .5888-02 .9000 .1315-03 .2066-03 .1312 1.049 533.?
646 .0000 484.00 .2E949-02 .2363-02 .2363-02 .9000 .8052-04 .9695-04 .6131-01 .5532 532.3
646 .0000 485.00 .61205-02 ;7369-02 .3369-02 .9000 .2143-03 .2586-03 ,1646 1.272 532.3
646 .0000 486.00 .34035-0! .4105-01 .4105-0: .9000 .1194-02 .1440-02 .9036 6.336 538.6
646 .0000 487.00 .11831-01 .1431-0! .1431-01 .9000 .4165-03 .5020-03 .3136 _.368 536.1
646 :0000 489.00 .20514-0! .2434-01 .2434-01 .9000 .7198-03 .8680-03 .5433 4.076 538,3
646 .0000 489.00 .11334-01 .1331-0! .!331-01 .9000 ,3991-03 .4812-03 .3037 2.263 533.7
646 .0000 490.00 .45159-02 .5440-02 .5440-02 .9000 .1584-03 .1909-03 .1211 .9360 534.3
,646 1.0000 49t.00 .59450-02 .3158-02 .3158-02 .9000 .2086-03 ._512-03 .1598 !.235 532.5
DATE 23 FEB BO OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKR HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1839
OHB4B 60-0 WING MISC. {R4UP351
NING MISC. PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = B.O00 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA - .0000 ELEVON - -5.000
BDrLAP - -5 000 SPDBRK - :0000
*'*TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG, PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO B /FT3 /FTB
656 3.001 ?.990 40.02 :69B1-02 672.3 132B. 96.29 .6943-01 3.103 3843. .1946-02 .774B-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN DUMMY TIC NO HIHREF H/HREF HIHREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN) ODOT OTWOT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R- BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R tee. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FTBSEC /S£C
656 .0000 476.00 .63272-02 .7602-02 .7602-02 .9000 .2757-03 .3313-03 .21BO 1.627 535.0
656 .0000 477.00 .17237-01 .2071-01 .2071-01 .9000 .7512-03 .9026-03 .5936 4.744 535.4
656 .0000 478.00 .26420-01 .3170-01 .3170-01 .9000 .1151-02 .1381-02 .9170 6.640 529.B
656 .0000 479.00 .B7292-02 .1047-01 .1047-01 .9000 .3804-03 .4563-03 .3033 2.129 528.4
656 .0000 480.00 .14310-01 ..1717-01 .1717-01 .9000 .B236-03 .7483-03 .4962 3.479 530.0
656 .O00O 481.00 .18933-01 .2274-01 .2274-01 .9000 .B251-03 .9910-03 .6535 4.573 533.7
656 .0000 482.00 .84902-02 .1018-01 .1018-01 .9000" .3700-03 .4436-03 .2957 2.659 526.5
656 .0000 483.00 .11304-01 .1355-01 .1355-01 .9000 .4926-03 .5907-03 .3935 3.158 527.0
656 .0000 484.00 .35733-02 ..4292-02 .4282-02 .9000 .1557-03 .1866-03 .1247 1.122 525.0
656 .0000 485.00 .B9028-02 .1067-01 .I067-01 .9000 .3B80-03 .4649-03 ,310B 2.411 524.6
656 .0000 486.00 .34337-01 .4122-01 .4122-01 .9000 .1496-02 .1796-02 1.188 8.321 531.9
655 .0000 487.00 .I0900-01 .130B-01 .1308-0! .9000 .4750o03 .5699-03 .3783 2.830 529.3
656 .0000 488.00 .27946-01 .3359-01 .3359-01 .9000 .1218-02 ii464-02 .96]3 ?.167 536.4
655 .0000 489.00 .26752-01 .3213-01 .3213-01 .9000 .II66-02 .1400-02 .9230 6.890 534.0
656 .0000 490.00 .10534-01 .1263-01 .1263-0l .9000 .4591-03 .5505-03 .3663 2.837 527.8
656 .0000 491.00 .78527-02 .B4lOm02 .94!0-02 .9000 .3422-03 .4101-03 .274! 2.126 5(?4.8
DATE 23 FEB SO OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE ll_._O
OHB4B 60-0 WING MISC. fR41'_36]
WING MISC. PARAHETRIC DATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA = .0000 ELEVDN = -5.000
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK = .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS**"
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P G V RI..IO
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FTISEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 IFT$ /FT2
638 .5027 7.900 39.93 -.1035-01 99.87 1249, 92.62 .lIlO-O! ,4849 3727. .3235-03 .7453-07
RUN HREF - STN NO




RUN DUMMY- T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO] H(TAN} C¢)OT DTNDT TN
-- w .........
= " FT2SEC FTESEC FT2SEC /SECNUMBER R=I.G R 0 _ _AN/TO _ ti/R R U/P fl U/ DEG. R DEG. R
638 1.0000 476.00 .10850-02 .1312-02 .1312-02 .9000 .IBBO-04 .2236-04 .1337-01 .1002 525.9
638 1.0000 437.00 .37356-02 .4515-02 .4515-02 .9000 .6369-04 .769B-04 .4607-01 .3701 525,4
638 1.0000 478.00 .29305-01 .3588-01 .3588-01 .9000 .5065-03 .6118-03 .3675 2.669 523.1
638 I.O000 439.00 .71987-02 .8698-02 .8698-02 .9000 .1227-03 .1483-03 .8894-0! .6255 524.1
638 1.0000 480.00 .58767-02 .7100-02 .7100-02 19000 .1002-03 .1211-03 .7260-0| .5106 524.1
638 ].0000 481.00 .47903-02 .5790-02 .5790-02 .9000 .8168-04 .9872-04 .5909-0! .4153 525.3
638 1,0000 482.00 .11272-02 .1361-02 .136]-02 .9000 .1922-04 .2321-04 .1395-01 .1257 522.7
638 1.0000 483,00 .37892-03 .9403-03 .9407-03 .9000 .1328-04 .1604-04 .9641-02 .3355-0! 522.7
638 1.0000 484.00 .25276-02 .3052-02 .3052102 .9000 .4310-04 .5204-04 .3130-01 .2821 522.3
638 |.0000 485.00 ,31965-02 .8691_02 .8691-02 ,9000 .1227-03 .1482-03 .8911-01 .6921 522.4
638 1.0000 486.00 .30434-0! .3678-01 .3678-01 .9000 .5189-03 .6271-03 .3757 2.641 524.8
638 1.0000 487.00 .81086-02 ,9798-02 .9798o02 .9000 .1383-03 .1671-03 ..I002 .7512 524.3
638 I;O000 488.00 .54224-02 .6552-02 .6552-02 .9000 .9246-04 .II17-03 .6695-01 .5021 524.5
638 1,0000 489.00 .41113-02 .4969-02 .4969-02 .9000 .7010-04 .8473-04 ,5070-0t .3BOI 525.4
638 1.0000 490.00 .73881-03 .8926-03 .8926-03 .9000 .1260-04 .1522-04 .9130-02 .3086-01 523.9
639 J.O000 491.00 ,63424-02 .9144-02 .8144-02 .9000 .1150-03 .1389-03 .8343-01 .6478 523,0
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH848 MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE I84'1
OH84B 60-0 WING MISC. _R4UP36)
WING MISC. PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA - .OOO0 [LEVON - -5.Q00
BDFLAP - .0000 SPDBRK - .0000
**'TEST CONDITIONS'*"
RUN RN/L HACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P D V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FTISEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 IFT3 /FT8
664 1.016 7.940 39.97 -.46_-06 207.5 1261. 92.64 .2232-01 .9849 3746. .6503-03 .7454-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN DUMMY T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF HIHREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAW) ODOT DTWDT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
• TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
664 1.0000 476.00 .12676-02 .1531-02 .1531-08 .9000 .3086-04 .3726-04 .2264-01 .1695 526.8
664 1.0000 477.00 140718-02 .4914-02 .4914-02 .9000 .991]-04 .I196-03 .7293-01 .5860 524.8
664 1.0000 478.00 .27736-01 .3345-01 .3345-01 .9000 .6751-03 .8143-03 .498! 3.618 522.9
664 1.0000 479.00 .680i0-02 .8205-02 .8206-02 .9000 .i655-03 .i997-03 .1219 .8573 524.3
684 l.OOOO 480.00 .64015-02 .7724-02 .7724-02 .9000 .1558-03 .1880-03 .1148 .8070 524.2
664 l.OOO0 481.00 .86693-02 .1047-01 .1047-01 .9000 .2110-03 ,2547-03 .1550 1.089 528.3
664 1.0000 482.00 .37023-02 .4465-02 .4465-02 .9000 .9012-04 .1087-03 .6648-0! .5988 522.9
664 1.0000 4RX.O0 .31271-02 .377|-02 .3771-02 .9000 .76]2m04 .9180--04 .5617--01 .4518 522.8
664 I.O000 4U4 .... 20703--02 .2496--02 .2496--02 .9000 .5039--04 .6076--04 .3724°01 .3356 521_8
664 1.0000 4_5 _ .70028-02 .8444-02 .8444-02 .9000 .1705-03 .2055-03 X259 .9780 522.1
664 |.0000 .... ,. ,3i325-0i .378i-0i .378i-0i .9000 .7625-03 .9203-03 .5607 3.B4i 525.3
664 1.0000 4 .90345-02 .1090-01 .I090-01 .9000 .219g-03 .2653-03 .1619 1.215 524.3
664 1.0000 48b. 0 .94648-02 .I|42m01 .1142--01 .9000 .2304--03 .2780--03 .1694 1.270 525.3
664 1.0000 489.00 .85563-02 .1033-01 .1033-0! .9000 .2083-03 .2515-03 .1527 !.!44 527.4
664 1.0000 490.00 .6829E-03 .8239-03 .8239-03 .9000 .1662-04 .2006-04 .1225-01 .9507-01 523.8
664 1.0000 491.00 .66269-02 .7992"02 .7992-02 .9000 .16!3-03 .1945-03 .1190 .9243 522.8
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 184E
OH84B 60-0 WING MISC. tR4UP36)
WING MISC. PARAMIETRIC DATA
HACH • 8.000 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA = .0000 ELEVON " -5.000
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK " .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R OEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SECIFT3 /FT2
X10 6
644 2.002 7.980 39.98 -.1040-01 434.5 1301. 94.69 .4523-01 2.016 3807. .1289-02 .7620-07
RUN HREF sTN NO




RUN DUMMY TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAW} QOOT DT_'DT TN
......... _=!.0 R=O.9 _" BTU/R BTU/R BTUI {3£6. R DEG. R
NU_U_ TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC
644 I.O000 476.00 .65254-02 .7854-02 .7854-02 .9000 .2285-03 .2750-03 .1756 1.312 5_.0
644 1.0000 477.00 .13648-01 .1643-01 .1643-01 .9000 .4779-03 .5751-03 .3676 2.943 531.5
644 1.0000 478.00 .28005-01 .3367-01 .3367-0! .9000 .9806-03 .1179-02 .7576 5.489 528,1
644 1.0000 479.00 .63123-02 .7589-02 .7589-02 .9000 .2210-03 .2657-03 .1709 1.199 527.6
644 1.0000 480.00 .97686-02 .1175-01 .1175-01 .9000 .3421-03 .4114-03 .2640 1.852 528.8
644 1.0000 481.00 .10769-01 .1_96-01 .1296-01 .9000 .3771-03 .4538-03 .2902 2.034 531.1
644 I.O000 482.00 .35532-02 .4270-02 .4270-02 .9000" .1_14-03 .1495-03..9641-01 .8672 525.8
644 1.0000 483.00 .43805-02 .5265-02 .5265-02 .9000 .1534-03 .1843-03 .1188 .9538 526.2
644 1.0000 464.00 .34051-02 .4091-02 .4091-02 .9000 .1192-03 .1433-03 .9246-01 .8319 525.2
644 1.0000 485.00 .80448-02 .9665-02 .9665-02 .9000 .2817-03 .3384-03 .2186 1.696 524.6
644 1.0000 486.00 .33214-01 .3997-01 .3997-01 .9000 .1163-02 .1399-02 .8953 6.275 530.8
644 1.0000 487.00 .11317-01 .1361-01 .1361-01 .9000 .3963-03 .4765-03 .3060 2.290 528.5
644 1.0000 488.00 .20958-01 .2522-01 .2522-01 .9000 .7338-03 .8832-03 .5643 4.217 531.7
644 1.0000 489.00 .95635-02 .1151-01 .1151-01 .9000 .3349-03 .4030-03 .2578 1.927 530.9
644 1.0000 490.00 .38082-02 .4578-02 .4578-02 .9000 .1333-03 .1603-03 .1031 .7992 527.1
644 1.0000 491.00 .87330-02 .1049-01 .1049-01 .9000 .3058-03 .3675-03 .2369 1.837 525.9
)
7
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1843
OH84B 60-0 WING MISC. fR4t_P36 }
WING MISC. PARAMETRICDATA
MACH = 8,000 ALPHA • 40.00 BETA = _0000 ELEVtJM . -m nnn.ov_v
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK • .0000
*'*TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V _ MU
NUMBER IFT OEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
X10 6 IFT3 /FT2
654 2.991 7.990 40.02 .6962-02 669.5 1325. 96.21 .6914-0I 3.090 3842. .1940-02 .7742-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN DUMMY TiC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAW} ODOT DTNDT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=O.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAN/T0 FTBSEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
654 1.0000 476.00 .68363-02 .8333-02 .8333-02 .9000 .3016-03 .3623-03 .2384 1.779 534.2
654 1.0000 477.00 .I8730-01 .2251-01 .2251-01 .9000 .8145-03 .9790-03 .642I 5.129 536.3
654 1.0000 478.00 ,28149-0! .337g-01 .3379-0! .9000 .1224-02 .1470-02 .9706 7.019 531.7
854 l.O000 479.00 .80731-02 .9585-02' ,9685-02 .9000 .35i|-03 .42t2-03 ,2794 1.960 528.8
654 1.0000 480.00 .13826-0! .1659-01 .1659-01 .9000 .6012-03 .7216-03 .4773 3,345 530.8
654 1.0000 481.00 .19834-01 .2382-01 .2382-01 .9000 .8625-03 .I036-02 .6821 4.773 533.8
654 1.0000 482,00 .95504-02 .1145-01 .1145-01 .9000 .4153-03 .4980-03 .3312 2.977 527.1
654 1.0000 483.00 .12039-01 .]444-0] .1444-01 .9000 .5235-03 .6278-03 .4173 3.348 527.6
654 1.0000 484.00 .36412-02 .4364-02 .4364-02 .9000 .1583-03 .1898-03 .1266 1.140 524.9
654 1.0000 485.00 .96424-02 .1156-01 .1156-0! .9000 .4!93-03 .5025-03 .3354 2.601 524.9
654 !.0000 486.00 _37690-0| .4527-01 .4527-0! .$000 .i639-02 .i969-02 t.296 9.071 533.8
654 1.0000 487;00 .15469-0] .1857-0I .I857-0! .9000 .6727-03 .8073-03 .5342 3,994 530.5
654 1.0000 488.00 .3!137-01 .3743-01 .3743-0I .9000 .!354-02 .1628-02 1.067 7.951 536.8
654 1.0000 489.00 .31463-01 .3780-01 .3780-01 .9000 .1368-02 .1644-02 1.081 8.065 534.6
654 1.0000 490.00 .10775-01 .1292-01 .1292-01 .9000 .4685-03 .5619-03 .3734 2.893 527.7
654 1.0000 491.00 .91843-02 ,1101-01 .1101-01 .9000 .3994-03 .4787-03 .3194 2.477 525.0
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL 80-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1844
OH84B 80-0 NING HISC. tR4UP371
WING MISC. PARAMETRIC DATA
HACH = 8.000 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA " .0000 ELEVON - -5.000
BDFLAP = 5.000 SPDBRK = .DO00
"HTEST CONDITIONSt**
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT _-.G. O£G. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PS|A PS! FT/SIEC SLI..A_S LG-SE_C
XIO 6 IFT3 IFT2
640 .5043 7.900 39.93 -.I035-0! 99.93 1247. 92.47 .II11-01 .4852 3724. .3L"_42-03 .7441-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN DUMMY TIC NO HIHRE_ H/HREF H/H_EF TAW/TO '"_^' M,TA,.,, "_'_'_T nTUnT TM
NUMBER R=1.0 R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R -
TAW/TO FTBSEC FTBSEC FTBSEC /5EC
640 .0000 476.00 .11674-08 .1410-02 .1410-02 .9000 .1991-04 ,2403-04 .1445-01 .lOB6 520.9
640 .0000 477.00 .38162-08 .4607-02 .4607-02 .9000 .6507-04 .7855-04 .472B-01 ._OB _.0.|
640 .0000 478.00 .29337-0] .3540-0J .3540-0J .9000 .50D_-03 .6035-03 ...Tt343 2.653 518._
640 .0000 479.00 .72750-02 .8779-02 .8779-02 .9000 .1240-03 .1497-03 .9027-01 .6366 519.9
640 .0000 480.00 .69722-02 .7207-02 .7207-02 .9000 .1018-03 .1229-05 .7410-0! .5225 519.0
640 .OOO0 481.00 .52525-02 .G340-02 .6340-02 .9000 .8956-04 .1081-03 .6509-81 .4587 519.9
640 .0000 482.00 .14178-03 .1710-03 .1710-03 ,9000 .2417-05 .2916-05 .1763-02 .1592-0t 517.5
640 .0000 483.00 .1047_-03 .1263-03 .1263-03 .9000 .1785-05 .2154-05 .1302-02 .1050-01 517.6
640 .0000 484.00 .2t217-02 .2559-02 .2559-02 .9000 .3618-04 .4364-04 .2638-01 .2382 517.6
640 .0000 '485.00 .66709-02 .8048-02 .8048-02 .9000 .1137-03 .1372-03 .8290-0! .6454 517.9
640 ,0000 486.00 .28536-01 .3444-01 .3444-01 .9000 .4866-03 .5873-03 .3537 2.493 519.7
640 .00_0 487.00 .82[33-02 .9912-02 .9912-02 .9000 .1400-03 .1690-03 .1019 .7662 519.2
640 .OOC_ 488.00 .58141-02 .7017-02 .7017-02 .9000 .9914-04 .1196-03 .7211-01 .5422 519.3
640 .0000 489.00 .39330-02 .4626-02 .4626-02 .9000 .6536-04 .7889-04 .4751-01 .3572 519.7
640 .0000 490.00 .25712-03 .3103-03 .3103-03 .9000 .4384-05 .5290-05 .3191-02 .2483-01 518.7
640 .0000 491.00 .63332-02 .7641-02 .7641-02 .9000 .1080-03 .1303-03 .7864-01 .6121 518.4
DATE 23 FEB BO OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE t845
OHB4B 60-0 WING MISC. (R4UP37)
WING MISC. PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH - 8.000 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA - .0000 ELEVON - -5.000
BDFLAP = 5.000 SPDBRK • .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
' RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P G V. RHO HU
! NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA , PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XZO 6 IFT3 IFT2
662 1.024 7.940 39.97 -.4845-06 207.3 1253. 92.05 .2230-01 .9840 3734. .6538-03 .7407-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN DUMMY T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAW) ODOT DTWDT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEO. R
TAW, TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
662 .0000 476.00 .13071-02 .1580-02 .I580-02 .9000 .3177-04 .3840-04 .2303-01 .1724 527.8
662 .0000 477.00 .41780-02 .5049-02 .5049-02 .9000 .lOIS-03 .1227-03 .7376-0I .5922 526.2
662 .0000 478.00 .30[59-0! .3643-0! .3643-0! .9000 .7329-03 .8854-03 .5332 3.868 525.2
662 .0000 479.00 .70022-02 .8460-02 .8460-02 .9000 .1702-03 .2056-03 .1237 .8690 525.9
662 .0000 480.00 .64312-02 .7770-02 .7770-02 .9000 .1563-03 .188B-03 .I136 .7984 525.7
662 .0000 481.00 .84730-02 .I024-01 .I024-01 .9000 .2059-03 .2489-03 .1493 1.048 527.5
662 .0000 482.00 .37533-02 .4533-02 .4533-02 .9000 .9121-04 ,1102-03 .6646-01 .5983 52.4.0
662 .0000 483.00 .34790-02 .4201-02 .4201-02 .9000 " .8455-04 .1021-03 .6162-01 .4954 523.8
662 .0000 484.00 .24498-02 .2957-02 .2957-02 .9000 .5954-04 .7187-04 .4345-01 .3914 522.9
862 .0000 485.00 .74825-02 .90!0-02 .90!0-02 .9000 .!B!4-03 ,2!90-03 ,!322 !.027 523.5
662 .0000 486.00 .33158-0! .4008-01 .4008-01 .9000 .8058-03 .9741-03 .5842 4.I01 527.7
662 .0000 487.00 .93415-02 .1129-0I .1129-0! .9000 .2270-03 .2743-03 .1650 1.237 525.8
662 .0000 488.00 .95411-02 .1153-01 .1153-0I .9000 .2319-03 .2802-03 .1684 1.261 526.6
662 10000 489.00 .81379-02 .9838-02 .9838-02 .9000 .!978-03 .2391-03 .1434 1.073 527.8
662 ,0000 490.00 .91650-03 .1107-02 .1107-02 .SO00 .2227-04 .2690-04 .1622-0! .I258 524.5
682 .0000 491.00 .71156-02 .B593-02 .8593-02 .9000 .1729-03 .2088-03 .1260 .9780 524.0
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1846
OH84B 60-0 WING MISC. (R4UP371
WING MISC. PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH 8.000 ALPHA - 40,00 BETA - .0000 ELEVON - -5.000
BDFLAP _ 5.000 SPDBRK = .0000
***TEST • CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V Rt,K} HU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FTISEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 /FT3 /FTB
848 2.013 7.980 39.98 -.1040-01 434.8 1297. 94.40 .4526-01 2.018 3801. .1294-02 .7596-07
RUN HREF STN NO
NUMBER BTU/ R REFCR)
FT2SEC =.0175
642 .3501-01 .2863-01
" ***TEST DATA e**
RL_ OL_MY TiC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAW} ODOT OTWDT TN
NUMBER R=1.0 R=0.9 R- BTUIR BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. RTAW/TO FTBSEC FTBSEC FTBSEC /SEC
642 1.0000 475.00 .53350-02 .6416-08 .6416-02 .9000 .1868-03 .2846-03 .1438 • 1.077 527.0
642 1.0000 477.00 .14818-01 .1783-01 .1783-01 .9000 .5188-03 .6241-03 .3984 ' 3.195 5_8.7
642 1.0000 478.00 .27225-01 .3272-01 .3272-01 .9000 .9531-03 .1146-02 .7357 5.339 5_.8
642 1.0000 479.00 .60095-02 .7222-02 .7822-02 .9000 .2104-03 .2528-03 .1625 1.143 624.1
848 1.0000 480.00 • .95239-02 .1145-0! .1145-0I .9000 .3334-03 .4008-03 .8572 1.808 _7.5.2
642 1.0000 481.00 .11256-01 .1354-01 .1354-0! .9000 .3940-03 .4739-03 .3031 2.1L'TB 527.5
642 1.0000 482.00 .44998-02 .5406-08 .5406-02 .9000 .1575-03 .1892-03 .1219 1.098 522.9
642 1.0000 483.00 .58234-02 .6997-02 .6997-G2 .9000 .2039-03 .2450-03 .1576 1.267 523.6
642 t.0000 484.00 .30675-02 .3685-02 .3685-02 .9000 .1074-03 .129G-03 .8313-01 .7489 522.6
842 1.0000 485.00 .79477-02 .9546-02 .9546-02 .9000 .2782-03 .3342-03 .2155 1.574 522,2
642 1.0000 486.00 .31448-01 ,3782-01 .3782-01 .9000 ,1101-02 ,1324-02 .8470 5.947 587.3
642 1.0000 487.00 .12273-01 .1478-01 .1476-0! .9000 .4297-03 .5166-03 .3312 2.482 525.8
642 1.0000 488.00 .18669-01 .2246-0| .2246-01 .go00 .6538-03 .7883-03 .5020 3.758 528.5
642 1.0000 489.00 .10727-01 .1290-01 .1290-01 .9000 .3756-03 .4517-03 .2888 2,163 52.7.6
642 1.0000 490.00 .56964-02 .6847-02 .6847-02 .9000 .1994-03 .2397-03 .1539 1.194 525.0
642 1.0000 491.00 .84205-02 .1012-01 .1012-0t .9000 .2948-03 .3542-03 .2280 1.770 523.3
DATE 23 FEB BO OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1847
OHB4B 50-0 WING MISC. (R4UP3"/)
WING MISC. PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA • .0000 ELEVON = -6.000
BDFLAP = 5.000 SPDBRK • .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO HU
NUHBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA OEG.: R BEG. R PSIA PSI FTISEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO 6 /FT3 IFT2
652 2.993 7.990 40.04 .6976-02 671.4 1330. 96.58 ,6934-01 3.098 3849. .1938-02 .777B-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN DUMMY T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO HtTO) H(TAN} ODOT OTNDT TN
NUMBER R-I.O R=O.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ OEG. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /S£C
652 l.O000 476.00 .64115-02 .7703-02 .7703-02 .9000 .2794-03 .3356-03 .2216 1.652 536.4
• 552 1.0000 477.00 .18415-01 .2213-01 .2213-01 .9000 .8024-03 .9642-03 .6359 5.076 637.3
652 1.0000 478.00 .28516-01 .3421-01 .3421-01 .9000 .1243-02 .1491-02 .9922 7.178 53I.I
552 1.0000 479.00 .80004-02 .9597-02 .9597-02 .9000 .3486-03 .4182-03 .2786 1.953 630.4
652 1.0000 480.00 .14350-01 .1722-01 .1722-01 .BOO0 .5253-03 .7503-03 .4990 3.496 631.7
652 1.0000 481.00 .17438-01 .2095-01 .2096-01 .9000 .7599-03 .9127-03 .6035 4.219 635.5
652 I.O000 482.00 .90311-02 .t083-01 .1083-01 .9000 .3935-03 .4718-03 .3154 2.834 628.1
652 1.0000 483.00 .I0525-01 .1262-01 .1262-01 .9000 .4586-03 .5499-03 .3675 2.948 528.3
652 1.0000 484.00 .36039-02 .43;9-02 .4319-02 .9000 .1570-03 .1882-03 .1262 I.I34 526.3
652 l.O000 485.00 .92919-02 .II13-01 .1113-01 .9000 .4049-03 ,4852-03 .3854 2.623 526.0
652 I=0000 485,00 .3599_-01 .4441-01 .444!-0I ,9000 .I6!2-02 .!935-02 !,Be2 8.972 634.1
652 I.O000 487.00 .12510-OI .1501-01 .1501-01 .9000 .5451-03 .6540-03 .4354 3.254 631.0
652 i.O000 488.00 .31437-01 .3778-01 .3778-01 .9000 .1370-02 .1646-02 1.084 8.078 538.0
652 1.0000 489.00 .28449-0! .3417-01 .3417-01 .9000 .t240-02 .1489-02 .984t 7.339 536.8
652 I.OOO0 490.00 .89423-02 .1072-01 .1072-01 .9000 .3897-03 .4672-03 ,3121 2.417 528.6
652 1.0000 491.00 .80457-02 .9642-02 .9642-02 .9000 .3506-03 .4E02-03 .2817 2.184 526.1
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE I948
0H848 60-0 WING MISC. (R4UP38)
WING MISC. PARAHETRIC DATA
HACH = 8.000 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA = ,0000 ELEVON = .0000
BDFLAP = -12.50 SPOBRK = .0000
•. • i ***TEST CONDITIONS***
i RUN RN/L HACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO HU
NUHBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO 6 /FT3 /FT2
7 ' : : 632 .5132 7.900 39.95 .1729-01 101.7 1247. 92.4? .1130-01 .4938 3?24. .3299-03 .7441-07
'_" :'i




RUN DUM_Y " T/C NO H/HREF H/.,,UR_,.F H/H_..EF TAU/TO H(TO] H(TAN) QDOT DTNDT TN
R=I.O R-0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R OEG. RNUMBER
":i:_': TAN/TO FT_-_EC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
632 .0000 :: 476.00 .I0532-02 .1273-08 .1273-02 .9000 .181E-04 .2190-04 .130G-01 .9814-01 524.5
632 .0000 477.00 .35162-02 .4249-02 .4249-02 .9000 .6049-04 .7310-04 .4371-01 .3514 524.0
632 .0000 479.00 .32510-0! .3927-01 .3927-01 .9000 .5592-03 .6756-03 .4049 2.94] 522.7
632 .0000 479.00 .73988-02 :8939-02 .8939-02 .9000 .1273-03 .1538-03 .92]0-01 .64GI 523.I
632 .0000 480.G0 .59347-02 .7170-02 .7170-02 .9000 .1021-03 .1233-03 .7387-01 .5198 523.!
532 .0000 481.00 .49038-02 .5926-02 .5926-02 .9000 .8436-04 .I019-03 .6096-01 .4L_88 5_.0
632 .0000 484.00 .25418-02 .3070-02 .3070-02 .9000 .4372-04 .5_:_1-04 .3169-01 .2856 521.9
632 .0000 485.00 .81278-02 .9817-02 .8817-02 .9000 .1398-03 .1589-03 .1013 .7869 522.2
532 .0000 485.00 .30857"01 .3730-01 .3730-01 .9000 .5310-03 .6417-03 .3937 2.699 524.I
632 .0000 487.00 .91865-02 .llIO-Ol .lllO-Ol .9000 .1580-03 .1910-03 .1143 .5575 523.5
632 .0000 488.00 .47194-02 .5702-02 .5702-02 .9000 .8118-04 .9809-04 .5872-01 .4407 523.3
532 1.0000 489.00 .37350-02 .4515-02 .4515-02 .9000 .5427-04 .7757-04 .4645-01 .3485 523.9
632 I.O000 491.00 .78397-02 .9471-02 .9471-02 .9000 .I349-03 .1629-03 .9763-0! .758i 522.8
DATE 23 FEB 80 0H849 MODEL60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1849
0H846 60-0 WING MISC. fR4UP3B)
WING MISC. PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH - B.O00 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA - .0000 ELEVON - .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT OEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI F,/SED SLUGS LB-SEC
X]O 6 IFT3 IFT2
606 .9965 7.940 39.96 .1384"01 204.8 le66. 93.00 .2203-01 .9721 3754. .6392-03 .7484-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN DUMMY T/C NO H/HREF HIHREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN) ODOT DTNDT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R- BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
606 1.0000 476.00 .94456-03 .1139-02 .I139-0_ .9000 .2286-04 .2756-04 .1696-01 .1273 523.5
606 I.O000 477.00 .32100-02 .3870-02 .3870-02 .9000 .7768-04 .9365-04 .5764-0I .4634 523.6
606 1.0000 478.00 .26256-01 .3166-01 .3166-01 .9000 .6354-03 .7662-03 .4710 3,419 524.4
606 1.0000 479.00 .71719-02 .8646-02 .8646-02 .9000 .1735-U3 .2092-03 .1288 .9064 523.3
606 1.0000 480.00 .55386-02 .6677-02 .6677-02 .9000 .i340-03 .I616-03 .9952-01 .7003 623.I
606 1.0000 481.00 .71770-02 .8654-02 .8654-02 .9000 .1737-03 .2094-03 .t288 .9060 564.0
606 1.0000 482.00 .21399-03 .2578-03 .2578-03 .9000 .5178-05 .6238-05 .3857-02 .3478-01 520.8
606 1.0000 484.00 .26908-02 .3242-02 .3242-02 .9000 .651t-04 .7845-04 .4848-01 .4371 52I.I
606 1.0000 485.00 .83706-02 .1009-01 .1009-01 .9000 .2026-03 .2441-03 .1507 1.170 521.9
606 1.0000 486.00 .30418-01 .3669-0! .3669-01 .9000 .7361-03 .8879-03 .5448 3.829 625.5
606 1.0000 487.00 .I2886-01.1554-01 .1554-01 .9000 .3118-03 .3760-03 .2312 1,734 524.3
606 1.0000 488.00 .82436-02 .9939-02 .9939-02 .9000 .1995-03 .2405-03 .1480 I.I11 523.7
606 I.ODO0 489.00 .50838-02 .6128-02 .6128-03 .9000 .1230-03 .1483-03 .9133-01 .6855 523.2
606 1.0000 491.00 .82165-02 .9802-02 .9902-02 .9000 .1988-03 .2396-03 .1478 1.148 522.3
OATE 23 FEB 80 OHB48 MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEOC VKF HYPEI_3ON[C TUNNEL PAGE ]_0
OHB4B 60-0 N|NG MISC. fR4UP3B)
N[NG MISC. PARAHETRIC OATA
HACH = 8.000 ALPHA = 40.00 _TA m .0000 ELEVON _ .0000
BOFLAP = -12.50 SPDBRK • .0000
**'TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R OEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 /FT3 /FTB
604 2.022 7.980 40.00 .1389-0! 434.9 1293. 94.1! .4527-0t 2.019 3795. .1298-02 .7573-07
RUN HREF STN NO




Rt_ NUHHY TIC NO HIHREF H/HREF HIHREF TAN/TO H(T0) H(TAN) COOT OTNOT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTUI OE6. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC YTBSEC FTBSEC ISEC
604 .0000 476.00 .37852-02 .4557-02 .4557-02 .9000 .1325-03 .1595-03 .1011 .7562 529,6
604 .0000 477.00 .10037-01 .1208-01 .1208-0! .9000 .3512-03 .4227-03 .2684 2.153 528.5
604 .0000 478.00 .27321-01 .3287-01 .3287-01 .9000 .9561-03 .II50-02 .7320 5.306 527.1
604 .0000 479.00 .66250-02 .7969-02 .7969-02 .9000 .2318-03 .2789-03 .1777 1.248 526.4
604 .0000 480.00 .78817-02 .9482-02 .9482m02 .9000 .2758-03 .3318-03 .2113 1.484 526.6
604 .0000 481.00 .10549-01 .1270-01 .1270-01 .9000 .3691-03 .4443-03 .2820 1.979 528.7
604 .0000 482.00 .44992-02 .5410-02 .5410-02 .9000 .1574-03 .1893-03 .1209 J.OB7 525.1
804 .0000 483.00 .45571-02 .5601-02 .5601-02 .9000 .1630-03 .1960-03 .125| 1.004 525.3
604 .0000 484.00 .35768-02 .4301-02 .4301-02 .9000 .1252-03 .1505-03 .9614-01 .8653 524.5
504 .0000 485.00 .86173-02 .1036-0i .1036-01 .9000 .3016-03 .3526-03 .2316 1.796 524.7
604 1.0000 486.00 .33491-01 .4033-01 .4033-01 .9000 .1172-02 .1411-02 .8933 6.262 530.5
604 1.0000 487.00 .12101-01 .1456-0I .1456-01 .9000 .4235-03 .5096-03 .3238 2.424 528.1
604 1.0000 488.00 .14750-01 .1776-01 .1776-0! .9000 .5162-03 .6213-03 .3942 2.949 529.0
604 1.0000 489.00 .10120-01 .121B-Ol .1218-01 .9000 .3541-03 .4263-03 .2704 2.023 529.1
604 1.0000 490.00 .33443-02 .4022-02 .4022-02 .9000 .1170-03 .1408-03 .8976-01 .6960 525.7
604 l.OOO0 491.00 .93374-02 .J123-01 .1123-01 .9000 .3268-03 .3929-03 .2507 1.945 525.3
j) 4 /'
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE !_1
OHB4B 60-0 WING MISC. (R4UP38)
WING MISC. PARAMETRIC DATA
A P P _ AA_AHACH _ 6.000 " .............. = .......ALF_ _ i RU,U U D_I_ *WgWg _6_Y_R *UUUU
BDFLAP • -I2.50 SPDBRK • ,0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L HACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V Rf'K_ HU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEC. PSIA DEG. R DEC| R PSIA PSi FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 /FT3 IFT2
588 2.997 7.990 40.06 .]397-CI 671,5 1326. 96.89 .6935-01 3.099 3843. .1944-02 .7748-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN DUHHY TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN) ODOT DTNDT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=O.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEC. R DEC. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
582 l,O000 476,00 ,36652-01 ,4419-01 ,4419-0I ,9000 ,1596-02 ,I925-02 1,240 9,187 548,8
582 l.O000 477,00 .30333-0l .3648-0I .3648-01 .9000_ .1321-08 .1588-0B 1.040 8.253 538.5
582 !.O000 478.00 .30417-0t .3650-01 .3650-01 .9000 .1325-02 .1590-02 1.054 7.628 530.1
582 1.0000 479.00 .13368-01 .1604-0I .I604-01 .9000 .5823-03 ,6986-03 .4634 3.250 589.7
582 1.0000 480.00 .I9420-01 .2332-0! .2332-01 .9000 .8458-03 .I016-02 .6710 4.699 532.4
582 I,O000 481,00 ,54463-0! ,6556-0! ,6556-01 ,9000 ,2372-02 ,2855-02 1,858 12,95 54B,4
582 .0000 482.00 .20842-0! .2502-01 .2502-0| .9000 .9078-03 .1090-02 .7202 6.456 532.3
582 ,0000 483.00 ,16761-0! ,201t-Of ,20ll-Ol ,9000 ,7300-03 ,8758-03 ,5814 4,66I 529.2
582 .0000 484,00 .4927]-02 .5906-02 .5906-02 .9000 .2|46-03 .2572-03 .1716 1.544 525.9
592 .0000 485_00 ,t0099-0l .12]l-Ol .121[-01 .9000 .4399-03 .5272-03 .3519 2.728 525.?
582 .0000 486.00 .40977-01 .4922-01 .4922-01 .9000 .1785-02 .2144-02 1.412 9.879 534,4
582 .0000 487,00 ,35708o01 ,4291-0! ,4291-01 ,9000 ,1555-02 ,1869-02 1,229 9,165 535,5
582 ,0000 488,00 ,43608-01 ,5244-01 ,5244-0l ,9000 ,|899-02 .2284-02 1,496 II,14 538,3
582 ,0000 489,00 ,65840-0l .7935-01 ,7935-0l ,9000 ,2868-02 ,3456-02 2,233 I6,56 546,9
582 .0000 490.00 .II467-01 .1375-01 .1375-0| .9000 .4995-03 .5990-03 .3984 3.086 527.9
582 .0000 491.00 .10537-01 .1263-01 ,I263-01 .9000 .4590-03 .5501-03 .367! 2.847 525.7
DATE 23 FEB 80 0H84B HODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAOE I_
0H848 60-0 NING MISC. IR'4UP39)
NING MISC. PARAHETRIC DATA
HACH = 8.000 ALPHA ,, 40.00 BETA =, .0000 ELEVON ,, ,0000
BDFLAP = -5.000 SPDBRK = ,0000
*''TEST CONDITIONS**"
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO HU
NUHBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R GEG. R PS|A PgX FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO 6 /FT3 /FT2
622 .5001 7.900 39.93 .1380-01 99.35 1a49. 92.62 .It04-O! .4824 3727. .3218-03 .7453-07
RUN HREF STN NO




.................... _ u,_¢'= _!e.a_"r TAUlTN H(TO) H(TAN) OOOT DTi40T TN
NUHBER R=I.O R-O.9 R= BTUIR BTUIR BTUI DEO. R OEG.
TAN/TO FTBSEC FT_EC FTBSEC ISEC
622 1,0000 476.00 ,84433-03 .1139-02 .1139-02 .9000 .1606-04 .1938-04 .llTl-O! .8807"0! 519.4
628 1.0000 477,00 .30668-02 .3701-02 .3701-02 .9000 .5815-04 .6294-04 .3800-01 .306I 520.|
622 t.O000 478.00 .2948t-0! .3559°0| .3558-01 .9000 .50|4-03 .6052-03 .3648 2.652 5BI.O
622 1,0000 479.00 .66815-02 .8062-02 .8062-02 .9000 .1136-03 .1371-03 .8286-0I .584I St9.5
622 I.O000 480.00 .53404-02 .6444-02 .6444-02 .9000 .9082-04 .1096-03 .6623-0l .4669 519.5
622 1.0000 481.00 .42|21-02 .5082-02 .5082-02 .9000 .7163-04 .8ro43-09 .¢J223-01 .3682 519.5
622 I.O000 484.00 .2|344-02 .2574-02 .2574-02 .9000 .3630-04 .437B-04 .2651-01 .2394 518.3
622 I.O000 485.00 .74451-02 .8982-02 .8982-02 .9000 .1266-03 .I627-03 .9240-01 .7190 518.9
622 I.O000 488.00 .28199-0) .3404-0! .3404-01 ,8000 .4796-03 .5790-03 .3488 2.466 521.4
522 1.0000 487.00 .82551-02 .9963-02 .8963-02 .9000 .1404-03 .1684-03 .1023 .7689 520.1
622 1.0000 488.00 .44363-02 .5353-02 .6353-02 .8000 .7545-04 .8103-04 .5501-0| .4137 519.5
622 ].0000 489.00 .34535-02 .4167-02 9167-82 .9000 .5873-04 .7086-04 .4284-0| .3222 519.2
622 I.O000 491,00 .71395-02 .8614-02 8614-02 .9000 .1214-03 .1465-03 .8857-0I .6890 519.2
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE IB=J3
OHB4B 60-0 WING MISC. ¢R4UP39)
WING MISC. PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA • 40.00 BETA = .O00O ELEVON • .0000
,**TEST CONDITIONS*,*
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO HU
NUHBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA • DEG. R DEG. R P IA PSI FTISEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XtO 6 IFT3 IFT2
6i6 .9964 7.940 39.97 .1731-01204.3 I264. 92.86 .2197-01 .9697 3751. .6387-03 .7472-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN DUMMY T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN) ODOT DTNDT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=O.9 R= BTUIR BTU/R BTU/ DEC. R DEe. R
TAN/TO FTBSEC FTBSEC FTBSEC /SEC
616 1.0000 476.00 .89287-03 .1076-02 .1076-02 .9000 .2157-04 .2601-04 .1597-0I .II98 523.5
616 I.O000 477.00 .29965-02 .3613-02 .3613-02 .9000 .7240-04 .8731-04 .5359-01 .4309 523.5
616 1.0000 478.00 .27380-01 .3302-01 .3308-01 .9000 .6616-03 .7979-03 .4893 3.552 524.1
616 1.0000 479.00 .65248-02 .7866-02 .7866-02 .9000 .1577-03 .1901-03 .1168 .8220 522.8
616 I.O000 480.00 .59879-02 .7219-02 .7219-02 .9000 .1447-03 .1744-03 .1072 .7543 522:8
616 1.0000 48i.00 .86384-02 .1042-0I .I04B-OI .9000 .2087-03 .2517-03 .1544 1.086 523.9
616 1.0000 482.00 .19225-02 .2317-02 .2317-02 .9000 .4645-04 .5597-04 .3451-01 .3112 520.8
61B 1.0000 483.00 .13744-02 .1656-02 .1656-02 .9000 .3321-04 .4001-04 .2467-01 .1987 520.7
616 I.O000 484.00 .28422-02 .3425-02 .3425-02 .9000 .6867-04 .8275-04 .5103-0I .4602 520.6
616 1.0000 485.00 .84008-02 .lOlB_Ol .lOlB-Ol .9000 .2030-03 .2446-03 .1507 "1.171 521.4
616 l.O000 486.00 .33548-0| .4047-0| .4047-0| .9000 .8106-03 .9779-03 .5987 4_209 _°D
616 1.0000 487.00 .11819-0| .1437-0l .1437-01 .9000 .2880-03 .3473-03 .2131 1.599 523.7
616 1.0000 488.00 .89111-02 .1075-01 .I075-0| .9000 .2153-03 .2596-03 .1594 1.196 523.5
616 I.O000 489.00 .64479-02 .7775-02 .7775-02 .9000 .1558-03 .1879-03 .I154 .8659 523.2
616 1.0000 491.00 .85107-02 .1026-01 .1026-01 .9000 .2056-03 .2479-03 .1525 t.185 521.8
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B HODEL 60-0 IN THE AEOC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1954
OHB4B 60-0 NING HISC. _R4UP391
NING HISC. PARAHETRIC DATA
HACH - 8.000 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA - .0000 ELEVON - .0000
BDFLAP - -5.000 $PDBRK - .0000
**,TEST CONDITIONS'**
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO I.IU
NUMBER /FT DEG. OEG. PSIA DEG. R OEG. R PSIA PSi FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 /FT3 /FT2
594 2.010 7.980 39.99 .1735-0! 435.8 1300. 94.62 .4537-01 2.022 3805. .1294-02 .7614-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN DUHHY TIC NO HIHREF H/I-AEF HIHREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN) OOOT OTNOT TN
NUHBER R-|.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R 8TU/R BTU/ DEG. R DE-G. RTAN/TO FTL:_EC FTESEC FT2SEC /SEC
594 1.0000 476.00 .14584-01 .1758-01 .1758-01 .9000 .5114-03 .6166-03 .3896 2.902 537.0
594 1.0000 477.00 .22439-01 .2704-0! .2704-01 .9000 .7868-03 .9481-03 .6011 4.803 535.7
594 l.O000 479.00 .29957-01 .3603-01 .3603-01 .9000 .1050-02 .1263-02 .8100 5.868 528.5
594 I.O000 479.00 .10691-0| .1285-01 .1285-0! .9000 .3745-03 .4504-03 .2887 2,026 528.7
594 1.0000 480.00 .19875-01 .2392-01 .2392-0! .9000 .6969-03 .8388-03 .5354 3.752 531.4
594 1.0000 481.00 .24838-0! .2992-01 .2992-01 .9000 .8709-03 .1049-02 .6667 4.665 534.2
594 1.0000 482.00 .85633-02 .1030-0! .!030-01 .9000 .3003-03 .36!0-03 .23!8 2.083 527.5
594 !.0000 483.00 .10724-01 .1290-0! .1290-0! .9000 .3760-03 .4522-03 .2900 2.326 528.3
594 1.0000 484.00 .40649-02 .4886-02 .4886-02 .9000 .1425-03 .17!3°03 .1103 .9917 526.0
594 .0000 485.00 .96839-02 .!164-01 " .1164-01 .9000 .3395-03 .4081-03 .2626 2.036 526.3
594 .0000 486.00 .54353-0! .6547-0! .6547--01 .9000 .1906-02 .2296-02 1.459 !0.20 534.4
594 .0000 487.00 .30367-01 .3658-01 .3658-0! .9000 .1065-02 .1283-02 .8149 6.08l 534.4
594 .0000 488.00 .42449-0! .5118-01 .5118-01 .9000 .1488-02 .1794-02 1.134 8.450 537.6
594 .0000 489.00 .27473-01 .3310-0l .33!0-0! .9000 .9633-03 .1161-02 .7360 5.489 535.6
594 .0000 490.00 .94605-02 .1138-0! .1138-01 .9000 .3317-03 .3990-03 .2556 1.978 529.2
594 .0000 491.00 .94125-02 .1131-01 .1131-01 .9000 .3300-03 .3967-03 .2552 !.978 526.3
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL60-0 IN THE AEDCVKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAOE l_
OH84B 60-0 WING MISC. (R4UP39)
WiNG M_SC. PARAHETRIC DATA
D_I_ wWWUW LLLYUN oUUUU
• BDFLAP = -5.000 SPDBRK • .0000
• *'TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R OEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO 6 /FT3 /FT2
580 2,988 7.990 39.99 1041-0! 669.5 1326. 96.29 .6914-01 3.090 3843. .1938-02 '7748-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN DUMMY T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO M(TO! H(TAN) QDOT OTNOT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
580 .0000 476.00 .15819-01 .1906-01 .1906-01 .9000 .6879-03 .8291-03 .5358 3.973 546.9
580 .0000 477.00 .13781-01 .1658-01 .1658-01 .9000 .5993-03 .7211-03 .4706 3.751 540.5
580 ,0000 478.00 .28429-01 .3416-0! .3416-01 .9000 .f236-02 .1486-02 .9765 7.047 535.9
580 .0000 479.00 .18744-01 .2254-01 .2254-01 .9000 .8152-03 .9801-03 .6423 4.486 63?.7
580 .0000 480.00 .14557-01 .1750-01 .1750-01 .9000 .6331-03 .7610-03 .4993 3.489 537.0
560 .0000 481.00 .37240-01 .4483-0l .4463-01 .9000 .1620-02 .1950-02 1.267 8.828 543.1
580 .0000 482.00 .82367-02 .9892-02 .9892-02 .9000 .3582-03 .4302-03 .2838 2.543 533.3
580 1.0000 483.00 .11359-01 .1365-01 .1365-01 .9000 .4940-03 .5934-03 .3909 3.126 534.3
580 1.0000 484.00 .43425-02 .5212-02 .5212-02 .9000 .1889-03 .2267-03 .1500 1.345 531.4
580 .0000 485.00 .93508-02 .1122-01 .1122-01 .9000 .4067-03 .4881-03 .323! 2.498 53!o2
580 .0000 486.00 .46142-01 .5553-01 .5553-01 .9000 .2007-02 .E415-02 1.574 10.97 541.5
580 .0000 487.00 .26714-01 .3214-0] .3214-0! .9000 .1162-02 .1398-02 .9129 6,793 539,9
580 .0000 488.00 .26969-01 .3245-01 .3245-01 .9000 .1173-02 .1411-02 .9201 6.843 541.2
580 .0000 489.00 .36712-0I 4423-01 .4423-01 .6300 .1591-02 .1924-02 1.245 9.233 546.1
580 .0000 490.00 .14575-01 .1751-0! .1751-01 .9000 .6338-03 .7617-03 .5006 3.862 535.9
580 .0000 491.00 .11668-01 .1401-01 .1401-01 .9000 .5074-03 .6091-03 ,4029 3.114 531.7
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSON[C TUNNEL PAGE 18_IB
OH84B 60-0 NING HISC. tR4UP40I
NiNG HtSC. PARAHETRIC DATA
HACH - 8.000 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA - .0000 ELEVON - .0000
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK - .0000
"''TEST CONO|TIONS*'"
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FTISEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 /FT3 IFT2
624 .5083 7.900 39,94 .|381-0] lot.7 1255. 93.06 .]130-0! .4938 3736. .3279-03 .7489-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN DUMHY T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN| QOOT DTWDT TN
I_VL'IDL_ J,= . ., w.v,.. _ .........
TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2BEC ISEC
624 1.0000 476.00 .95916-03 .1159-02 .1158-02 .9000 .1652-04 .1994-04 .120B-OI .9073-0! 522.9
624 l.O000 477.00 .32032-02 .3866-02 .3866-02 .9000 .5516-04 .6657-04 .4038-0! .3248 522.7
624 1.0000 478.00 .30468-0! .3676-01 .3676-0! .9000 .5247-03 .633!-03 .3845 2.795 521,8
624 1.0000 479.00 .74151-02 .8947-02 .8947-02 .9000 .!277-03 .[54!-03 .9360-0! .6590 521.7
624 1.0000 480.00 .57245-02 .8907-02 .6907-02 .9000 .9858-04 .|189-03 .7225-0| .5087 521.8
624 1.0000 481.00 .46809-02 .5649-02 .5649-02 .9000 .8061-04 .9729-04 .5902o01 .4!54 522.6
624 !.0000 484.00 .25806-02 .3l!3-02 .3113-02 .9000 .4444-04 .5361-04 .3262-0! .2941 520.7
624 !.0000 485.00 .8!940-02 .9885-02 .9885-02 .9000 .]4!1-03 .1702-03 .1035 .8046 521.1
624 1.0000 486.00 .30475-01 .3678-01 .3678-01 .9000 .5248-03 .6334-03 .3840 2.702 523.0
624 1.0000 487.00 .90085-02 .1097-01 .1087-01 .9000 .1551-03 .1872-03 .1!36 .8530 522.3
624 l.O000 488.00 .49004-02 .5913-02 .5913-02 .9000 .8439-04 .1018-03 .6183-01 .4644 522.0
624 !,0000 489.00 .38893-02 .4694-02 .4694-02 .9000 .6698-04 .8083-04 .4904-0! .3682 522.5
824 1.0000 491.00 :84005-02 .iOl4-Ol .lOl4-Ol .9000 .1447-03 .1745-03 .1060 .B240 521.7
DATE 23 FEB BO OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEOC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PA_ !_7
0H64B 60-0 WING MISC. - fR4Ut:x_O)
WING MISC. PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = B.O00 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA - .0000 ELEVON - .0000
BDFLAP • .0000 SPOBRK • .0000
**'TEST CONDITIONS**"
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P 0 V RHO
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA OEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSi FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 /FT3 IFT2
614 1.020 7.940 39.96 .1384-01 207.9 1259. 92.49 .2236-01 .9868 3743. .6525-03 .7443-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN DUMMY T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAW) ODOT DTNOT TW
NUMBER R=I.0 R=0.9 R8 BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ OEG. R D£0. R
'TAW/TO FTBSEC FTBSEC FT2SEC ISEC
614 .0000 476.00 .11233-02 .1356-02 .1356-02 .9000 .2736-04 .3304-04 .2005-01 .1503 6_15.0
614 .0000 477.00 .34552-02 .4171-02 .4171-02 .BOO0 .8416-04 .1016-03 .6170-0! .4956 525.6
614 .0000 478.00 .29049-0i .3507-0i .3507-01 .9000 .7076-03 .8548-03 .5189 3.764 525.4
614 .0000 479.00 .66474-02 .8024-02 .80c_",-02 .9000 .1619-03 .1954-03 .1188 .8350 5_5.0
614 .0000 480.00 .62189-02 .7507-02 .7507-02 .9000 .1515-03 .182B-03 .1111 .7812 5_5.0
614 .0000 481.00 .88884-02 .1073-01 .I073-01 .9000 .2155-03 .2615-03 .1585 1.113 526.7
614 .0000 482.00 .12851-02 .1550-02 .1550-02 .9000 .3130-04 .3776-04 .2303-01 .2074 523.1
614 .0000 483.00 .12249-02 .t478-02 .1478-02 .9000 .2984-04 .3600-04 .2194-01 .1765 523.2
614 .0000 484.00 .29045-02 .3504-02 .3504-02 .9000 .7075-04 .8535-04 .5204-01 .4687 523.1
614 .0000 485.00 .86518-02 .I044-01 .1044-0I .9000 .2107-03 .2543-03 .1549 1.202 523.7
614 .0000 486.00 .32405-0I .3914-01 .3914-01 .9000 .7893-03 .9533-03 .5775 4.055 527.0
614 1.0000 487.00 .10804-01 .1304-01 .1304-01 .9000 .2632-03 .3177-03 .1929 1.445 525.8
614 1.0000 488.00 .82364-02 .9943-02 .9943-02 .9000 .2006-03 .2422-03 .1471 1.103 525.2
614 1.0000 489.00 .73188-02 .8838_02 .8838-02 .9000 .1783-03 .2153-03 .1306 .9783 526.3
6|4 1.0000 490.00 .13598-03 .1641-03 .1641-03 .9000 ,3312-05 .3997-05 .2433-02 ,1888-01 524.0
614 1.0000 491.00 .87828-02 .1060-01 .1060-01 .9000 .2138-03 .2582-03 .1571 1;219 524.2
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAOE |_
OH84B 60-0 WING MISC. IR_UP_O)
WING MISC. PARAMETRIC DATA
HACH B,O00 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA = oOOO0 ELEVON • .0000
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK • .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L HACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT OEG. DEG. PSIA DEG, R DEG. R PSIA PSi FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
X]O 6 - IFT3 /FT2
596 2.000 7.980 40.02 .i392-01 4_4.7 _302. 94.76 .45_-01 2.0_7 3808. .!L_-02 °7626-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN OUMMY TIC NO HIHREF H/HREF HIHREF TAN/TO " HITO) HITAN) ODQT OTNDT TN
NUHBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R 6TU/ OEG. R D£G. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
596 .0000 476.00 .36303-0_ .4369-02 .4369-02 ,9000 .1272-03 .1530-03 .9767-01 .7312 53_.0
596 .0000 477.00 .67681-02 .8143-02 .8143-02 .9000 .2371-03 ,2852-03 .1828 1.464 530.7
596 .0000 478.00 .30216-01 .3635-01 .3635-0! .9000 .I058-02 .1273-02 .8164 5.908 530.3
596 .0000 479.00 .68652-02 .8255-02 .8255-02 .BOO0 .2405-03 .2892-03 .1859 1.304 528.7
596 .0000 480.00 .69710-02 .8383-02 .8383-02 .9000 .2442-03 .2936-03 .1887 1.324 528.9
596 .0000 481.00 .1120q-01 .1349-01 .|349-01 .9000 .3926-03 .4724-03 .3022 2.117 531.7
596 .0000 482.00 .56204-02 .6757-02 .6757-02 .9000 .|969-03 .2367-03 .1524 1.369 527.8
596 .0000 483.00 .50015-02 .6014-02 .6014-02 ,9000 .1752-03 .2107-03 .1355 1.087 528.4
596 .0000 484.00 .4172B-02 .50|5-02 .5015-02 .9000 .1462-03 .1757-03 .1133 1.018 526.9
596 .0000 485.00 .9722|-02 .1169-01 .|169-0| .9000 .3405-03 .4093-03 .2638 2.044 527.1
596 .0000 486.00 .37627-01 .4530-0l .4530-0l .9000 ;f318-02 .]587-02 1.013 7.088 533.3
596 .0000 487.00 .75381-02 .9065-02 .9065-02 .9000 ;2640-03.3175-03 .2040 1.627 628.9
596 1.0000 468.00 .13173-011 .1525-0l .1585-01 .9000, .4614-03 .5552-03 .3556 2.658 531.0
• 596 t.eGOe #6g.GO :11863~e1 ..t42e-Ot .t_28-0t .Beee ._155-e3 .5002-03 .3]97 2.388 532._ _
596 1.0000 N90.00 .48409-02 .5922-02 .5822-02 .9000 _ .1696-03 .2039-03 .1310 1,014 5B9.t
596 I.O000 491.00 .97875-02 .1176-0| : 176-01 .9000 .3428-03 .4121-03 .2655 2.058 527.1
)
DATE 23 FEB BO OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE I_B
OH848 60-0 WING MISC. (R4UP40)
WING MISC. PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH - 8.000 ALPHA • 40.00 BETA • .0000 ELEVON - .0000
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK • .0000
*'*TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RNIL HACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO HU
HUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R OEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 IFT3 /FT2
578 3.027 7.990 40.06 .6985-02 669.7 1315. 95.49 .6916-01 3.091 3827. .1955-02 .7684-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN DUMMY TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF HIHREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAW) QDOT DTWDT TW
NUMBER R-I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ lEG. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FTBSEC FTBSEC FTBSEC /SEC
578 .0000 476.00 .12336-01 .1488-0! .1488-01 .9000 .5358-03 .6462-03 .4125 3.062 544.9
578 .0000 477.00 .14583-01 .1758-01 .1758-01 .9000 .6334-03 .7636-03 .4883 3.885 543.8
578 .0000 478.00 .602|0-01 .7271-0! .7271-01 .9008 .2615-02 ,3158-02 2.000 14.33 550.0
578 .0000 479.00 .14022-0I .1689-01 .1689-0! .9000 .6090-03 .7336-03 .4716 3.289 540.3
578 .0000 480.00 .15OB6-Ol .1817-01 .1817-01 .9000 .6552-03 .7893-03 .5073 3.538 540.5
578 .0000 481.00 .34763-01 .4193-01 .4193-01 .9000 .1510-02 .1821-02 1.162 8.081 545.4
578 .0000 482.00 .11393-01 .1371-01 .1371-01 .9000 .4948-03 .5956-03 .3844 3.437 537.8
578 .0000 483:00 i124Pq-01 .1493-0I .1493-0! .9000 .5386-03 .6482-03 .4185 3.341 537.6
578 .0000 484.00 .43072-02 .5180-08 .5180-02.9000 .1871-03 .2250-03 .1459 1.307 534.5
578 .0000 485.00 .94953-02 .1142-01 .I142-01 .BCn_ .4124-03 ,4980-03 .3217 2.484 534.5
578 .0000 486.00 .17734 .2160 .2160 .9003 .7702-02 .9381-02 5.658 38.69 580.]
578 1.0000 487.00 .29617-01 .3572-01 .3572-01 .9000 .1286-02 .1551-02 .9898 7.346 545.2
578 1.0000 488.00 .26827-01 .3234-01 .3234-0! .9000 .1165-02 .1405-02 .8988 6,677 543.3
578 1.0000 489.00 .39662-01 .4788-01 .4788-01 .9000 .I723-02 .2080-02 1.3]9 9.772 548.9
578 1.0000 490.00 .10223-01 ,1230-01 .1230-01 .9000 .4440-03 .5344-03 .3453 2.662 537.1
578 |.0000 491.00 ,94307-02 .1134-01 .1134--01 .9000 .4096-03 .4926-03 .3196 2.467 534.4
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B HODEL60-O IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1860
0H848 60-0 NING HISC. fR4.UP4|)
NXNG MISC. PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH - B.OOO ALPHA = 40°00 BETA = .0000 ELEVON = .0000
BDFLAP • 5.000 SPDBRK = .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA _ TO T P Q V RHO
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PS|A PSi FTIGEC SLUGS LB°SEC
XlO 6 IF'T3 /F'T2
626 .5125 7.900 39.93 . !380-0! !01.2 1244. 92.25 . 1125-0! .4913 3"/¢_0 • • 3290-03 .'/4;:'3-0"/
NUMBER BTU/ R REF (R)
FT2BEC =. 0175
626 .1715-0! .5654-0 !
***TEST DATA***
RUN DUHHY TIC NO H/HREF HII-IREF" HI I-IREF TAN/TO H(TO] H(TAN) O00T DTNDT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R•0,9 R- BTUIR 8TU/R BTU/ {3lEG. R O£G. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT_3EC /.SEC
B26 1.0000 4'76.00 .11920-02 .1441-02 .1441-02 .90(10 .2044-04 .2472-04 .1471-01 .1103 524.4
626 !.0000 4"77.00 .40615-02 .4910-02 .4910-02 .9000 .6966-04 .8421-04 .5015-01 .4032 .523.7
626 1.0000 478.00 .31411-01 .3"795-01 .3795-01 .9000 .5387-03 .6509-03 .3887 2.824 522.2
626 1.0000 479.00 .75422-02 .9116-02 .9116-02 .9000 .1294-03 .1563-03 .9321-0! .6558 523.1
626 1.0000 460.00 .59203-02 .7155-02 .7155-02 .9000 .1015-03 .122"7-03 .7317-01 .5148 523.1
626 1.0000 481.00 .49056-02 .5931-02 .5931-02 .9000 .8414-04 .1017-03 .6053-0 | .4257 524.2
626 1.0000 484.00 .24662-02 .2980-02 .2980-02 .9000 .4230-04 .5111-04 .3050-01 .2748 522.5
626 1.0000 485.00 .79120-02 .9561-02 .9561-02 .9000 .135'7-03 .1640-03 .9783-01 .759'7 522.7
626 1.0000 486.00 .29804701 .3603-01 .3603-01 .9000 .5112-03 .6180-03 .3678 2.586 584.2
526 I .0000 48"7.00 .88245-02 .1057-01 .105"7-:01 .8000 .1514-03 .1830-03 .1090 .8176 523.7
2526 1.0000 488.00 .48285-02 .5837-02 .5837-02 .9000 .8282-04 .1001-03 .5963-01 .44"/4 523.7
626 I .0000 469.00 .34635-02 .4188-02 .4188-02 .9000 .5940-04 .7182-04 .4272-01 .3204 524.5
626 1.0000 491.00 .77472-02 .:9364-02 .9364,02 .9000 .1329-03 .1606-03 .9571-01 .7431 52:5.3
DATE 83 FEB BO OHBWB MODEL BO-O IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1861
OH84B 60-0 WING MISC. _R4UP4I)
WING MISC. PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH - 8.000 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA = .O00O ELEVON = .0000
BDFLAP = 5.000 SPDBRK = .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RNO HU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG, R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-S£C
XlO B IFT3 /FT2
618 1.002 7.940 39.98 .1384-01 806.0 1266. 93.00 .2216-01 .8778 3754. .6430-03 .7484-07
HREF STN NO




RUN DUMMY T/C NO H/HREF HIHREF H/HREF TAW/TO . H[TO) H[TAN) ODOT DTWDT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R-0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R 8TU/ OEG. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
612 I.O000 476.00 .10538-02 .I270-08 .1270-02 .9000 .2559-04 .3083-84 .1999-01 .1425 523.3
812 1.0000 477.00 .29517-02 .3558-02 .3558-02 .9000 .7164-04 .8635-04 .5322-01 .4c_80 522.7
612 I.O000 478.00 .27741o01 .3343-01 .3343-01 .9000 .6733-03 .8113-03 .5007 3.639 528.0
612 1.0000 479.00 .67280-02 .8108-08 .8108-0B ,9000 .1633-03 .1968-03 .1214 .8548 528.0
612 1.0000 480.00 .59971-02 .7227-08 .7227m02 .9000 .1455--03 .1754--03 .1082 .7620 522.0
612 1.0000 481.00 .84258-02 .1016-01 .1016-01 .9000 .2045-03 .2465-03 .1518 1.068 523.6
612 1,0000 482.00 .22149-02 .2868-02 .2668-02 .9000 .5375-04 .6476-04 .4005-01 .3612 520.6
618 1.0000 483.00 .15285-02 .1841-02 .1841-02 .9000 .3710-04 .4469-04 .2764-01 .2225 520.6
612 1.0000 484.00 .30028-02 .3817-02 .3617-02 .9000 .7287-04 .8779-04 .5429-01 .4896 520.6
618 1.0000 485.00 ,87237-02 .1051-01 .1051-01 .9000 .2117-03 .2551-03 .1578 1.225 521.4
B12 1.0000 486.00 .33584-01 .4051-01 .4051-01 .9000 .8153-03 .9832-03 .6044 4.250 524.4
812 1.0000 487.00 ,10225-01 .1232-01 .1232-01 .8000 .2481-03 .2991-03 .1844 1.384 522.7
612 l.O00O' 488.00 .75973-02 .9157-02 .9157-02 .9000 .1844-03 .2222-03 .1370 1.028 522.6
612 1,0000 489.00 .67272-02 .8110-02 .8110-02 .9000 .1633-03 ,1958-03 ,1212 .8093 523.5
612 1.0000 490.00 .12912-03 .1556-03 .1556-03 .9000 .3134-05 .3776-05 .2332-02 .1812-01 521.4
612 1.0000 491.00 .88434-02 .1066-01 .1066-01 .9000 .2146-03 .2586-03 .1596 1.240 521.8
DATE 23 FEB 80 011848 HOOEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE I_
OHB4B 60-0 NING HISC, . fR'4UP41)
NING MISC. PARAMETRIC DATA
HACH = 8.000 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA = .0000 ELEVON - .0000
BOFLAP = 5.000 SPDBRK = .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L HACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO HU
N, IHBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XtO 6 /FT3 IFT2
598 2.004 7.980 40.02 .1392-0! 434.4 1300. 94.62 .4522-0! 2.016 3805. ._290-02 .76t4-07
_IN H_FF _TN NO




RUN DUHHY T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TNI41TO H(TO) H(TAN| QIX)T DTNOT TN
NUMBER R=].O R=0.9 R= BTUIR BTU/R BTUI DEO. R BEG. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /S£C
598 1.0000 476.00 .29827-02 .3589-02 .3589-02 .9000 .1044-03 .1256-03 .8038-0! .6012 529.8
59B 1.0000 477.00 .80139-02 .7234-02 .7234-02 .9000 .2105-03 ,2532-03 .1623 1.301 528.9
598 1.0000 478.00 .2384t-or .2865-01 2865-01 .9000 .B346-03 .1003-02 .6460 q.686 525.6
598 I.O000 479.00 .57559-02 .6918-02 69t8-02 .9000 ,2015-03 .2422-03 .1559 1.095 526.!
598 1.0000 480.00 .65536-02 .7878-02 .7878-02 .9000 .2294-03 .2758-03 .1773 1.246 526.6
598 l.O000 481.00 ,14238-0! .1713-01 ,t713-0! .9000 .4984-03 .5997-03 °3836 2.689 630.!
598 ).0000 482.00 .46419-02 .5579-02 .5579-02 .9000 .1625-03 .1953-03 .1258 1.131 525.8
598 l.OOO0 483.00 ,47987-02 .5768-02 .5768-02 .9000 .1680-03 .2019-03 .t300 1.044 525.9
598 l.O000 484.00 .55630-02 .6686-02 .6686-02 .9000 .1947-03 .2340-03 .1507 1.356 525.6
598 I.O000 485.00 .11397-01 .1369-0l .1369-0l .9000 .3990-03 .4794-03 .3090 2.397 525.1
598 ]_0000 486.00 .29039-0! .3493-0I .3493-0l .9000 .1017-02 .1223-02 .7833 5.495 529.!
598 1.0000 487.00 .85495-02 .1028-01 .1028-01 .9000 .2993-03 .3598-03 .2312 1.731 527.3
5_8 1.0000 488.00 .87233-02 .1049-0I .1049-01 .9000 .3054-03 .3672-03 .2356 1.764 "528.1
598 !.0000 489.00 .II683-0l .1406-0! .t406-01 .9000 .4090-03 .4922-03 .3145 2.35t 530.8
598 1.0000 490.00 .53283-02 .6406-02 .6406-02 .9000 .1865-03..2243-03 .1441 I.ll6 527.3
598 1.0000 491,00 .11689-0l .1405-01 .1405-01 .9000 ,4092-03 .4918-03 .3167 2.455 525.8
• _.v_ ovvvwv
OH84B 60-0 WING MISC. (R4UP_I)
WING MISC. PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH - 8,000 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA = .0000 ELEVON • .OOOO
BDFLAP = 5,000 SPDBRK,, .0000
• **TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG, R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 /FT3 /FT2
584 2.991 7.990 40,06 .1397-0! 669.5 1325. 96.21 .69t4-01 3.090 3_2. .19_0-02 .774_-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN DUMMY TIC NO HIHnEF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN) O00T DTWDT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=O.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R BEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FTSSEC FT2SEC ISEC
584 1.0000 476.00 ,26551-01 .3202-01 ,3202-01 ,9000 .1155-02 .1392-02 .8957 6.636 548.9
584 1.0000 477.00 .20068-01 .24|3-0] .2413-01 .9000 .8727-03 .1049-02 .6865 5.478 538.0
594 t.0090 478.00 .30145-01 .3618-01 ,3618-01 .9000 .1311-02 .1573-02 1.040 7.526 531.0
584 1.0000 4?9.00 .13217-0! .I587-01 .1587-01 .9000 .5747-03 .6899-03 .456I 3.197 531.0
584 t.O000 480.00 .23987-01 .2882-01 .2882-0' .9000 .1043-02 ,1253-02 .8235 5.759 535.1
584 1.0000 481.00 .51934-01 .6253-01 .6253-01 .9000 .2258-08 .2719-02 1.765 18.89 543.8
584 1.0000 482.00 ,96321-02 .1156-01 .1156-01 .9000 .4188-03 .5025-03 .3331 8.991 589.3
584 I.O000 483.00 .14774-01 .|773-01 .1773-01 .9000 .6485-03 .7711-03 .510: 4.086 530.7
584 1.0000 484.00 .36892-02 .4423-08 .4423-08 .9000 .1604-03 .1923-03 .1281 1.152 586.4
584 I.O000 485.00 .10098-0! .lBlI-Ol ,1211-01 .9000 .4391-03 .5E65-03 .3503 2.715 526.9
584 1.0000 486.00 .38053-0! .4572-0] .4572-0l .9000 .1655-02 .1988-02 1.308 9.149 534.4
584 1.0000 487.00 .23497-0_ .2822-0] .2822-0| ,9000 .1022-02 .1827-02 .BOB6 6.037 533.3
584 ] 0000 488.00 .47888-01 .5765-0] .5765-01 .9000 .2082-02 .2507-02 1_629 12.10 542.6
584 1.0000 489.00 .45685-01 .5500-0] .5500-01 .9000 .]987-02 .2392-02 1.553 11.54 542.?
584 1,0000 490.00 .82432-01 .2695-0] .8695-01 .8300 .9754-03 .II72-02 .7712 5.954 534.1
584 1.0000 491;00 .13239-0] .1588-01 .1588-01 .9000 .5757-03 .6905-03 .4599 3.555 527.6
DATE 23 FEB BO OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEOC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1864
OH84B 60-0 WING MISC. fR4!JP42)
WING MISC. PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = B.O00 ALPHA • 40.00 BETA = .0000 ELEVON = .0000
BDFLAP • 8.000 SPDBRK = .0000
**'TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN BN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R D_G. R PSIA PSI FTISEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XI0 5 /FT3 /FT2
620 .5|35 7.900 39.96 ,1383-01 lO0.! !233. 9!o43 ,!;I2-0! .4958 3"/03. .3282-03 .7357-07
RUN HHL_ _tN NU




RUN DUMMY T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW_TO H(TO) H(TAW) ODOT OTWDT Tw
NUMBER R-I.O R=O.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTUI DEG. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FTBSEC FT2SEC /SEC
620 1.0000 476.00 .10042-02 .1216-02 .1216-02 .9000 .1710-04 .2070-04 .IBIB-OI .9094-01 523.8
620 1.0000 477.00 .37774-02 .4572-02 .4572-02 .9000 .6432-04 .7785-04 .4564-0! .3670 523.1
620 1.0000 478.00 .3!501-01 .3811-01 .3811-01 .9000 .5364-03 .6489-03 .3813 2.771 521.9
620 1.0000 47g.00 .74796-02 .9050-02 .9050-02 .9000 .1274-03 .1541-03 .9046-01 .6367 522.4
620 1.0000 480.00 .60801-02 .7357-02 .7357-02 .9000 .1035-03 .1253-03 .7353-01 ,5176 522.4
620 l,O000 481.00 .48732-02 .5898-02 .5898-02 .9000 .829B-04 .I004-03 .5886-0| .4141 523.4
620 1.0000 484.00 .22388-02 .2708-02 .2708-02 .9000 .3812-04 .4612-04 .2710-01 .2443 521.7
620 1.0000 485.00 .76905-02 .9304-02 .9304-02 .9000 .1310-03 .1584-03 .9306-01 .7230 622.0
620 1.0000 486.00 .27498-01 .3328-01 .3328-01 .9000 .4682-03 .5668-03 .3320 2.336 523.6
620 1.0000 487.00 .8_927-02 .1088-0! .1088-01 .9000 .1531-03 .1853-03 .1086 .8152 523.3
620 1.0000 488.00 .49532-02 .5994-02 .5994-02 .9000 .8434-04 .1021-03 .5986-01 .4493 523.0
620 1.0000 489.00 .33048-02 .4000-02 .4000-02 .9000 .5628-04 ,6811-04 .3991-01 .2995 523.5
620 1.0000 491.00 .76333-02 :9236-02 .9236-02 .9000 .1300-03 .1573-03 .g233-01 .717t 522.4
,/
/
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B HODE_ 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 18S5
0H84B 60-0 WING MISC.
_R4UP42)
WING MISC. PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 8,000 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA • .0000 ELEVON • .O00O
BDFLAP = 8.000 SPDBRK - .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L HACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT DEC. DEC. PSIA DEC. R DEC. R PSIA PSI FTtSEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO 6 /FT3 /FT2
618 .9977 7.940 39.97 .1384-01 204.8 1a65. 92.93 .2203-01 .9721 3752. .6397-03 .7478-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN DUMMY TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HR_F TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAW) ODOT DTI,_)T TN
NUMBER R-I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEC. R DEC. R
TAW/TO FTBSEC FTBSEC FTBSEC /SEC
618 I.O000 476.00 .10177-02 .I228-02 .1228-02 .go00 ._62-04 .2970-04 .1820-01 .1365 525,4
618 l.OOOO 477.00 .33059-02 .3888-02 .3988-02 .9000 .8001-04 .9650-04 .592X-0! °4758 5_:_..6
618 I.O000 478.00 .29368-01 .3541-01 .3541-01 .9000 .7106-03 .8568-03 .5266 3.824 523.6
618 ].0000 479.00 .67542-02 .8145-02 .8145-02 .9000 .1634-03 .1971-03 .1211 .8514 523.9
618 1.0000 480.00 .56682-02 .6835-02 .6835-02 .8000 .1371-03 .1654-03 .1016 .7147 523.8
618 1.0000 481.00 .78344-02 .9451-02 .9451-02 .9000 .1896-03 .2287-03 .1401 .9848 525.4
618 1.0000 482.00 .86514-03 .1043-02 .1043-02 .9000 .2093-04 .2523~04 .1554-01 .1400 522.2
618 ,I.0000 483.00 .78996-03 .9522-03 .9522-03 .9000 .1911-04 .2304-04 .1419-01 .1141 522.5
618 1.0000 484.00 .30931-02 .3728-02 ,3728-02 .9000 .7484-04 .9021-04 .5555-01 .5005 522.4
618 1.0000 485.00 .86720-02 .I045-01 .I045-01 .9000 .2088-03 .2529-03 .1556 1.208 523.0
618 1.0000 486.00 .32515-01 .3923-01 .3823-01 .9000 .7887-03 .9491-03 .5814 4.086 525.6
618 1.0000 487.00 .91178-02 .IIO0-Ol .lIO0-OI .9000 .2206-03 .2661-03 .1633 1.225 524.3
618 1.0000 488.00 i .55590-02 .7923-02 ,7923-02 .8000 .1589-03 .1817-03 .I176 .8818 524.8
618 l.O000 489.00 .56539-02 .6821-08 .6821-02 .9000 .136B-03 .1650-03 .lOll .7582 525.3
618 1.0000 491.00 .88985-02 .1073-01 .1073-0l .9000 .2153-03 .2596-03 .1596 1.239 523.4
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1866
OH84B 6O-O WING MISC. (R4UP42)
WING MISC. PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH - 8.000 ALPHA " 40.80 BETA - .8000 ELEVON - .OOOO
BDFLAP = B.O00 SPDBRK - .0000
**'TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P 0 V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT OEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
X10 6 /FT3 IFT2
.7602-07
2.viv ,._wv582 _'_ _ oon 40.00 1736-0! 434.8 1298. 94.47 .4526-01 2.018 3802. .I_3-02




RUN DUHMY TIC NO HIHREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO - H(TO) H(TAN) ODOT OTNDT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=O,9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. RTAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
582 .0000 476.00 .14003-01 .1687-01 .1687-01 .9000 .4903-03 .5908-03 .3"/41 2.791 534.7
592 .0000 477.00 .21677-01 .2610-01 .2610-01 .9000 .7590-03 .9140-03 .5808 4.648 532.5
592 .0000 478.00 .28811-01 .3464-01 .3464-01 .9000 .1009-02 .1213-02 .7777 5.639 526.7
592 .0000 479.00 .10572-01 .1271-01 .1271-01 .9000 .3702-03 .4451-03 .2854 2.004 526.8
592 .0000 490.00 .20184-01 .2430-01 .2430-01 .9000 .7071-03 .8508-03 .5431 3.809 529.5
582 .0000 491.00 .30581-0! .3683-01 .3683-01 .9000 .1071-02 .1290-02 .8184 5.728 533.4
592 .0000 482.00 .73718-02 .8863-02 ,8863-08 .9000 .2581-03 .3103-03 .1991 1.791 525.2
592 .0000 483.00 .93272-02 .1122-0I .I[22-01 .gOOD .3266-03 .3927-03 .2516 2.019 527.2
592 .O000 484.00 .39243-02 .4717-02 .47i7-02 .9000 .1374-03 .1651-03 .1062 .9551 525. I
592 I.O000 485.00 .93165-02 .1120-01 .1120-01 .9000 .3262-03 .3921-03 .2520 1.954 525.2
592 1.0000 486.00 43323-01 .5214-01 .5214-01 .9000 .1517-02 .1826-02 1.164 9.157 530.6
592 I 0000 487.00 ,12800-01 .1539-01 1539-01 .9000 .4482-03 .5389-03 .3452 2.585 527.3
592 1.0000 4'88.00 .38274-01 .4614-0! 4614-01 .9000 .I340-02 .1616-02 1.020 7.694 536.5
592 l.O000 489.00 .3034D-01 .3656-01 .3656-0! .goo0 " .1062-02 .1280-02 .8105 6.047 534.7
592 1.0000 490.00 .I0446-01 .1257-01 .1257-01 .9000 .365B-03 .4399-03 .2815 2.180 528.1
592 1.0000 491.00 .94384-02 ,1134-01 .1134-0| .9000 " .3305-03 .3972-03 .2552 !.979 525.5
/
DATE 83 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1867
OH848 60-0 WING MISC. tRu,UP4_)
WING MISC. PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = B.O00 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA - .0000 ELEVON = .OOOO
BDFLAP = 6.000 SPDBRK - .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS**"
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO MU
NUHBER /FT DEG. OEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 /FT3 /FT2
590 8.983 7.990 40.06 .1397-01 671.4 1327. 96.36 ,6934-01 3.098 3845. .1942-0_ .7754-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN DUMMY TIC NO H/HREF HIHREF H/HREF TAW/T0 H(TO) H(TAW) (]DOT DTNDT TN
NUMBER R-I.O R=O.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FTBSEC FT2SEC FTBSEC /SEC
590 1.0000 4?6.00 .26915-0_ .3243-01 .3243-01 .9000 .1172-0_ .1412-02 .9148 6.786 546.3
590 I.O000 4?7.00 .22155-01 .2664-01 .2664-01 .9000 .9650-03 .I160-08 .7603 6.066 538.8
590 !°0000 478.00 .30081-01 .3610-01 .3610-01 .8000 .1310-02 .1572-02 1.043 7.545 530.7
590 1.0000 479.00 _11118-0! .1334-01 ,1334-01 .9000 .4843-03 .5810-03 .3858 2.705 530.1
590 I.O000 480.00 .22937-01 .2755-01 .2755-01 .8000 .9991-03 .1200-02 .7917 5.539 534.2
590 I.O000 481.00 .44885-01 .5400-01 .5400-01 .9000 .1955-02 .2352-02 1.537 10.72 540.5
590 1.0000 482.00 .99676-02 .1196-01 .1196-01 .9000 .4342-03 .5208-03 .3463 3.110 "529.0
590 1.0000 463.00 .13727-01 .1647-01 .1647-01 .9000 .5979-03 .7174-03 .4761 3.815 530.4
590 1.0000 484.00 .47449-02 .5689-02 .5689-0a .9000 .2067-03 .2478-03 .1653 1.486 526.9
590 1.0000 485.00 ;98458-02 .1180-01 .llBO-Ol .9000 .4289-03 .5141-03 .3431 2.659 526.7
590 1.0000 486.00 .38778-0! .4658-01 .4658-01 .9000 .1689-02 .2029-02 ].339 9.366 534.2
590 1.0000 487.00 .28350-01 .3406-01 .3406-01 .9000 .1235-02 .1483-02 .8777 7.294 534.9
590 1.0000 488.00 .55618-01 .6700-01 .6700-01 .8000 .2423-02 .2818-02 1.882 14.04 545.7
590 1.0000 489.00 .35B74-01 .4316-01 .4316-01 .9000 .1563-02 .1880-02 1.229 9.142 540.3
590 1.0000 490.00 .17088-01 .2051-01 .2051-01 .9000 .7443-03 .8935-03 .5912 4.569 532.3
590 1.0000 481.00 .12470-01 .1485-01 .1495-01 .9000 .5432-03 .6513-03 .4341 3.363 527.4
DATEB3 FEB BO OH84B MOOEL60-O IN TiE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1868
OHG4B 60-0 WING MISC. fR4uP43;
WING MISC. PARAMETRIC DATA
HACH = B.O00 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA - .0000 £LEVON - .0000
BDFLAP - 15.00 SPOBRK - .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO HU
NUHBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
xto 6 /FT3 IFT2
628 .5138 7.900 39.96 .1730-0I 101.2 1242. 92.10 .lI25-OI .4914 3717. .3296-03 .7411_07
RUN HR£F STN NO




RUN DUMMY T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H|TAN_ ODOT DTWDT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R_ BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
62B 1.0000 476.00 .13031-02 .1575-08 .1575-02 .9000 .2235-04 .2701-04 .1608-01 .1208 522.0
628 1.0000 477.00 .34557-02 .4t75-02 .4175-02 .9000 .5926-04 .7160-04 .4269-01 .3436 521.3
628 .0000 478.00 .29786-01 .3598-01 .3598-01 .9000 .5108-03 .6170-03 .3684 2.680 520.4
6_8 .0000 479.00 .72330-02 .8737-02 .8737-02 .8000 .1240-03 .1498-03 .8945-0! .6302 520.5
628 .0000 480.00 .5_187-02 .6909-02 .6908-02 .9000 .9808-04 .1185-03 .7073-01 .4983 520.5
628 .0000 481.00 .48231-02 .5828-02 .5828-02 .9000 .8271-04 .9993-04 .5958-01 .4196 521.3
628 .0000 484.00 .23564-02 .2846-02 .2846-02 .9000 .4041-04 .4880-04 .2918-0! .2633 519.5
628 .0000 485.00 .78326-02 .9460-02 .8460-02 .9000 .1343-03 .1622-03 .8695-01 .7540 519.8
628 .0000 486.00 .30671-01 .3706-01 .3706-01 .9000 .5259-03 .6356-03 .3787 2.667 521.7
628 .0000 487.00 .90072-02 ,lOB8-Ol .}OBB-OI .9000 .1545-03 .1866-03 .1113 .8364 521.0
628 .0000 488.00 .49606-02 ,5993-02 .5993-02 .9000 • .8507-04 .1028-03 .6133-01 .4609 520.7
628 .0000 489.00 .35953-08 .4344_02 .4344-02 .9000 .6t65-04 .7449-04 .4442-01 .3337 521.2
628 .0000 491.00 .76228-0E .9208_02 .9208-02 .9000 .1307-03 .1579-03 .9429-01 .7331 520.4
DATE 23 FEB 80 0H848 MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERsoNIC TUNNEL PAGE |_9
0H84B 60-0 WING MISC. tR4UP43)
WING HISC. PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH - 6.000 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA - .0000 ELEVON - .0000
BDFLAP - 15.00 SPDBRK - ,0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L HACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 IFT3 /FT2
610 1.015 ,._ _ 39.97 .103B-Ol 207.4 1261. 92.64 .2231-01 .9844 3746. .5499-03 .7454-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN DUMMY T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN) ODOT DTNDT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=O.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R .BTU/ DEG. R DEO. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
610 .0000 476.00 .102g1-02 .1241-02 .I241-02 .9000 .2504-04 .3021-04 .I847-01 .1386 523.2
SlO .0000 477.00 .329II-02 .3969-02 .3969-02 .9000 .8009-04 .9656-04 .5913-01 .4756 522.4
610 .0000 478.00 .27858-01 .3359-01 .3359-0! .9000 .6779-03 .8174-03 .5008 3.640 521.9
610 .0000 479.00 .66018-02 .7960-02 .7960-02 .9000 .1607-03 .1937-03 .1187 .8360 521.7
610 .0000 480.00 .60797-02 .7330-02 .7330-02 .9000 .1479-03 .1784-03 .1093 .7699 521.7
610 .0000 481.00 .82976-02 .1001-01 .1001-01 .9000 .2019-03 .2436-03 .1489 1.048 523.2
610 .0000 482.00 .20243-02 .2440-02 .2440-02 .9000 .4926-04 .5937-04 .3647-01 .3290 520.3
810 .0000 483.00 .16074-02 .I937_02 ,1937-02 .9000 .3912-04 .4714-04 .2896-0I .2332 520.4
610 .0000 484.00 .28858-02 .3478m02 .3478--02 .9000 .7023--04 .8464--04 .5198--01 .4688 520.4
610 .0000 485.00 .86354-02 ,1041-01 .1041-01 .9000 .2101-03 .2533-03 .1554 1.208 521,2
610 .0000 486.00 .32382-01 .3907-0! .3907-01 .9000 .7880-03 .9507-03 .5805 4.083 524.0
610 .0000 487.00 .10753-0l .1297-01 .1297-01 .9000 .2617-03 .3156-03 .1932 1.450 522.4
610 ,0000 "488.00 .88566-02 .I088-01 .1068-0! .9000 .2155-03 .2599m03 .1591 1.194 522.5
610 .0000 489.00 .67915-02 ;8192-02 .8192-02 .9000 .1653-03 .1994-03 .1219 .9147 523.2
610 .0000 490.00 .50764-03 .8119-03 .6119-03 ,9000 .|235-04 .1489-04 .9137-02 .710I-OI 521.1
6]0 .0000 491.00 .89484-02 .1079-0I .1079-01 .9000 .2177-03 .2625-03 .I609 1.250 521.6
DATE 23 FEB BO OH848 MODEL 80-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAOE 1870
OHB4B 60-0 WING MISC. tRhUP43}
WING HISC. PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH " 8.000 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA - .0000 ELEVON - .0000
BDFLAP = 15.OO SPDBRK = .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RNIL MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO NU
NUMBER /FT DEG. OEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PS|A PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO 6 /FT3 /FT_
600 1.993 7.980 39.99 .1388-0i 435.6 1307. 95. t3 .4534-01 2.021 3815, .1287-02 .7655-07




RUN DUMMY TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF HIHREF TAW/TO H(TO_ H(TAW) (]DOT DT_T TW
NUMBER" R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTUI DEG. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
600 1.0000 476 O0 .41332-02 .4966-02 .4968-02 .9000 .1450-03 .1743-03 .II30 .8458 587.8
600 t.O000 477.00 .70796-08 .85t0-02 .8510-02 .9000 .2484-03 .2988-03 .1931 1.548 529o_
600 1.0000 478.00 .24342-01 .2926-01 .8926-01 .9000 .8541-03 .I027-02 .6637 4.804 589.7
600 1.0000 479.00 .57559-02 .6914-02 .6914-02 .9000 .2020-03 .2426-03 .1576 I.I07 526.4
600 I.O000 480,00 .71860-02 .8632-02 .8532-02 .9000 .2521-03 .3029-03 .1967 1.381 526.7
600 1.0000 481,00 .1_727-01 .J409-DI .1409-O_ .ODD .4_15-03 ._944-D3 .32D5 8.249 587.9
600 t.OOOO 482.00 .39476-02 .4739-02 .4739-02 .9000 .1385-03 .1663-03 .1084 .9758 524.1
600 I.OOO0 483.00 .35550-02 .4267-02 .4267-02 .9000 .1247-03 .1487-03 .9763-01 .7848 584.0
800 I.O000 484.00 .34757-02 .4_72-02 .4172-02 .9000 .J220-03 .1464-03 .9548-0I .8597 ,523.7
600 1.0000 485.00 .86853-02 .I040-01 .I040-01 .8000 .3040-03 .3850-03 .2378 1.846 524.4
600 1.0000 486.00 .24374-01 .2930-01 .2930-01 .9000 .8552-03 .1028-02 .6646 4.661 529.8
600 1.0000 487.00 .81679-02 .9812-02 .9812-02 .9000 .2866-03 .3443-03 .2235 1.674 527.0
600 I.O000 488.00 .14538-01 .1747-01 .1747-01 .9000 .5101-03 .6130-03 .3970 2.978 528.4
600 1.0000 489.00 .10589-01 .1272m01 .1272--01 .9000 .3715--03 .4464--03 .2896 2.169 587.3
600 1.0000 490.00 .29566--02 .3549--02 .3549--02 .9000 .1037--03 .1245--03 .BII6--01 .6298 524.3
600 1.0000 491,00 .93128-02 .1118-0_ .1118-01 .9000 .3268-03 .3923-03 .2555 1.982 524.8
./
DATE 23 FEB 60 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 187!
0H84B BO-O WING MISC. (R4UP43)
WING MISC. PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 6_000 ALPHA • 40.00 BETA = .0000 ELEVON " .0000
BDFLAP = 15.00 SPOBRK " .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L HACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT DEO. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSl FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
Xl0 6 /FT3 /FT2
586 2.987 7.990 40.06 .1397-01 669.2 1326. 96.29 .6911-01 3.088 3843. .1937-02 .7748-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN DUMMY TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO| H(TAW) (]DOT DTWDT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=O.9 R= BTU/R 8TU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
596 .0000 476.00 .26298-01 .3Z70-01 .3170-01 .9000 .1143-02 .1378-02 .8889 6.587 548.3
586 .0000 477.00 .25217-01 .3034-01 .3034-01 .9000 .1096-02 .1319-02 .8614 6.868 540.0
586 .0000 478.00 .30623-01 °3677-01 .3677-01 ;9000 .1331-02 .]599-02 1.056 7.638 532.2
586 .0000 479.00 .;0415-01 .1250-01 .1250-01 .B000 .4528-03 .5436-03 .3597 2.521 531.3
586 .0000 480.00 .24640-01 .2981-01 .2961-01 .9000 .I071-02 .1288-02 .8457 5.911 536.3
586 .0000 481.00 .50513-01 .6083-0| .6083-01 .9000 .2i96-02 .2645-02 1.717 11.95 543.9
586 .0000 482.00 .10941-01 .1313-01 .1313-01 .9000 .4757-03 .5709-03 .3782 3.393 530.7
586 .0000 _ 483.00 .14326-01 .1720-01 .1720-01 .9000 .6229-03 .7477-03 .4946 3.960 531.7
586 .0000 484.00 .50299-02 .6033-02 .6033-02 .9000 .2187-03, .2623-03 .1744 1.567 528.3
586 .0000 485.00 .99982-02 .1199-01 ;1199-01 .9000 .4347-03 .5214-03 .3468 2.686 527.9
586 .0000 486.00 .38399-01 .4614-01 .4614-01 .9000 .1670-02 .2006-02 1.319 9.220 535.8
586 .0000 487.00 .20161-01 .2421-01 .2421-01 .9000 .8766-03 .I053-02 ,6947 5.188 533.2
586 .0000 488.00 .54079-01 .6516-01 .6516-0I .9000 .2351-02 .2833-02 1.833 13.60 546.1
586 1.0000 489.00 .38591-01 .4645-01 .4645-0I .9000 .1678-02 .20[9-02 1.315 9.778 541.8
• 586 1.0000 490.00 .18882-0I..2268-01 .2268-01 .9000 .8210-03 .9861-03 .6500 5.019 533.9
586 1.0000 491,00 .13698-01 .1643-01 .1643-01 .9000 .5956-03 .7145-03 .4745 3.674 528.9
...... _ DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE |872
0H842 60-0 HING MISC. fR4UP44]
N|NG MISC. PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA = .0000 ELEVON = .0000
BDFLAP = 23.50 SPDBRK = .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FTISEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO 6 IFT3 /FT2
830 .5!70 7°900 39.96 .I729-0! 102.2 1845. 92.32 .1136-0! .4963 3721. 13381-03 .7429-07
R'J_ HREF STN NO




RUN DUMMY TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN) ODOT DTNDT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=O.g R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ BEG. R DEG. RTAN/TO FTBSEC FTBSEC FTBSEC ISEC
630 t.O000 476.00 .I1530-08 .I394-02 .I394-02 .9000 .I988-04 .2404-04 .1430-0! .1072 525.4
630 1.0000 477.00 .37914-02 .4584-02 .4584-02 .9000 .6536-04 .7903-04 .4704-01 .3779 525.0
630 l.O000 478.00 .32426-01 .3920-01 .3920-01 .9000 .5590-03 .6758-03 .4027 2.923 524.3
630 I.O000 479.00 .73761-02 .8917-02 .8917-08 .9000 .1272-03 .1537-03 .916l-0I .6443 524.2
630 1.0000 480.00 .58835-02 .7112-02 ,7112-02 .9000 .1014-03 .I226-03 .7307-01 .5139 5_.2
630 1.0000 481.00 48126-02 .5819-02 ,5819-02 .9000 .8297-04 .1003-03 .5970-01 ,4196 525.2
630 1.0000 482.00 .47521-03 .5742-03 .5742-03 .9000 .8193-05 .9900-05 .5913-02 .5326-01 522.9
630 I.O000 483.00 ,36611-03 .4424-03 .4424-03 .9000 .6312-05 .7628-05 .4554-02 .3662-01 523.2
630 1.0000 484.00 ,27710-02 .3349-02 .3349-02 .9000 .4777-04 .5773-04 .3447-01 .3105 523.0
630 1.0000 485.00 .85064-02 .1028-01 .I028-01 .9000 .1466-03 .1772-03 .1058 .8212 523.3
630 I.O000 486.00 .32200-01 .3884-0I .3894-01 .9000 .5551-03 .6713-03 .3991 2.805 525.7
630 ].0000 487.00 .93248-02 .1127-01 .1127-01 .9000 .I608-03 .1944-03 .1157 .8680 524.7
630 1 0000 488.00 .50555-02 .6112-02 6112-02 .9000 " .8716-04 .1054-03 .6277-0I .4708 524,5
630 1.0000 489.00 .40706-02 .4922-02 ,4922-02 .9000 .7018-04 ,8485-04 .5049-01 .3785 525.2
630 1.0000 491.00 .85489-02 .1033-01 .1033-01 ,9000 .1474-03 .I781-03 .1062 .8244 523.9
/DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE |8?3
OHB4B 60-0 WIND MISC. tR4UP44)
WING MISC_ PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA • 40,00 BETA = .0000 ELEVON = .0000
BDFLAP = 23.50 6PDBRK = .0000
'''TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RH0 PILl
NUMBER /FT DEC. DEC. PSIA DEC. R DEC. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 /FT3 /FT2
608 .9985 7.940 39.95 .]383-01 207.4 1275. 93.67 .2231-01 .B844 3767. .6428-03 .7537-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN DUMMY TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAW) (2DOT DTWDT TW
NUMBER R=I.0 R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTUI DEC. R DEC. R
TAW/TO FTBSEC FTBSEC FTBSEC /SEC
608 1.0000 476.00 .93786-03 .1130-02 ,1130-02 .9000 .2287-04 .2754-04 .1717-0! .1288 523.9
608 1.0000 477.00 .29352-02 .3535-02 .3535-02 .9000 .7156-04 .B619-04 .5377-01 .4324 523.3
608 !.0000 478.00 .2_049-0! ,3378-0! o3378-01 .9000 .6839-03 .8235-03 .5141 3.734 522.9
608 1.0000 479.00 .66072-02 .7956-02 .7956-02 .9000 .1611-03 .1940-03 .IBll .8523 522.9
608 1.0000 480.00 .58380-02 .7030-02 .7030-02 .9000 .1423-03 .t714-03 .1070 .7531 522.8
608 1.0000 481.00 .77701-02 .9360-02 .9360-02 .8000 .1894-03 .2282-03 .1422 .9998 524.2
608 1.0000 482.00 .25090-02 .3020-02 .3020-OB .8000 .6117-04 .7363-04 .460B-01 .4155 521.3
608 1.0000 483.00 .23401-02 .2817-02 .2817-02 .9000 .5706-04 .6867-04 .4299-01 .3460 521.2
608 1.0000 484.00 .30423-02 .3662-02 .3662-02 .8000 .7418-04 .8928-04 .558g-01 .503B 521.2
608 1.0000 485.00 .75357-02 .9070-02 .9070-02 .9000 .1837-03 .2211-03 .1384 1.076 521.3
608 1.0000 485.00 .32749-01 .3846-01 .3846-01.8000 .7985-03 .8621-03 .5985 4.207 525,2
608 1.0000 487,00 .10001-01 .1205-0t .1205-01 .9000 .2439-03 .2937-03 .1832 1.374 523.6
608 1.0000 488.00 .84816-02 .I023-01 .1023-01 .8000 .2070-03 .2494-03 .1555 1.I67 523.6
608 1.0000 489.00 .68857-02 ,8284-02 .8284-02 .9000 .1679-03 .2022-03 .1260 .9453 524.1
,_ 608 1.0000 490.00 .57752-03 ,6852-03 .6952-03 ;8000 .1408-04 .1695-04 .1060-01 .8235-01 521.9
608 1.0000 k91.00 .76471-02 .9205-02 .9205-02 .9000 .1864-0] .2244-03 .1404 1.091 521,7
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 19"/4e
._ .. .
OH84B 60-0 WING MISC. (R4UP44)
WING MISC. PARAMETRIC DATA
HACH = B.O00 ALPHA • 40.00 BETA - .0000 ELEVON - .0000
BDFLAP = 23.50 SPDBRK " .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB°SEC
XlO 6 IFT3 IFT2
602 1.989 ?.980 39.99 .1735-01 434.8 1307. 95.13 .4526-01 2.0IB 3815. .1284-02 .7655-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN DUMMY T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO} H(TAN) QOOT DTI,_DT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DE:G, RTAW/TO FTBSEC FT2SEC FTBSEC /SEC
602 .0000 476.00 .44287-02 .5332-02 ,5332-02 .9000 .1552-03 .1869-03 .I198 .8933 535.3
602 .0000 477.00 .93668-02 .1007-01 .lO0?-OI 9000 .2933-03 .3530-03 .2265 1.811 534.3
602 .0000 478.00 .26057-0I .3134-01 .3134-0l ,9000 .9134-03 .1099-02 .?082 5.1BB 531.4
60_ .0000 479.00 .61753-02 ,7428-02 .7428-02 .9000 .2165-03 .2604-03 .1677 |.I75 531.9
602 .0000 480.00 .70670-02 .8501-02 .8501-02 ,9000 .2477-03 .2980-03 .1919 1.344 532.1
602 .0000 481.00 .I0336-01 .1244-01 .I244-0] .9000 .3623-03 .4362-03 .2794 1.954 535.4
602 .0000 482.00 .51486-02 .6|92-02 .6192-02 .9000 .1805-03 .2171-03 .1399 1.255 531.4
602 .0000 483.00 .51204-02 .6159-02 .6|59-02 .9000 .1795-03 .2159-03 .1391 I.II3 531.9
602 .0000 484.00 .37788-02 .4544-02 .4544-02 .9000 .1325-03 .1593-03 .I028 .9227 530.4
602 .0000 485.00 .92848-02 .|116-01 .1116-01 .9000 .3255-03 .39_3-03 .2527 1.955 530.3
602 .0000 486.00 .30774-01 .3705-01 .3705-01 .9000 .1079-02 .1299-02 .8322 5.820 535.2
602 .0000 487.00 11283-0l .|358-01 .1358-01 ,9000 .3955-03 .4760-03 .3057 2.282 533,9 _
602 .0000 488.00 10|85-01 .1226-0I .1226-0I .9000 .357|-03 .4297-03 .2760 2.060 533,8
602 I.O000 489.00 .98095-02 .1181-01 .1181-01 .goo0 .3439-03 .4141-03 .2650 1.976 536.1
602 1.0000 490.00 .41384-02 .4979-02 .4979-02 .9000 ,1451-03 .I745-03 .1123 .8677 532.6
602 1,0000 49|.00 .90171-02 .I084-0I .1084-0] .9000 .3161-03 .3801-03 .2453 1.697 530.7
/
)
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL BO-O IN THE AEDC VKF HYFERSONIC TUNe,EL .......
OH84B 60-0 WING MISC. (R4UP441
WING MISC. PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH - 8.000 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA - .0000 ELEVON - .OOOO
BDFLAP = 23.50 SPDBRK = .O00O
***TEST CONDITIONS'**
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT OEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO 6 /FT3 /FT2
588 3.015 7.990 40.06 .1397-0I 672.4 1322. 96.00 .6944-01 3.103 3838. .1952-02 ,?725-0?
RUN HREF 5TN NO




RUN DUMMY T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H[TAW} QDOT DTNDT" TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=O.9 R- BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ OEG, R DEG. R
TAN/TO FTc_EC FTESEC FTESEC /SEC
586 .0000 476.00 .27953-01 .3372-01 .3372-01 .9000 .|218-02 .1469-02 .9407 6.968 549.1
588 .0000 477.00 .23033-01 .2771-01 .2771-01 .9000 .1003-02 .1207-02 .7860 6.272 538.3
_88 .O00O 478.00 .29809-01 .3579-01 .3579-01 .9000 .1299-02 .1559-02 1.027 7.435 530.4
588 .0000 479.00 ,!5099-C" .1813-01 .]813-01 .9000 .6577-03 .7898-03 .5200 3.644 53].1
588 .OOOO 480.00 .28295-01 .3402-01 .3402-01 .9000 .1233-02 .1482-02 .9685 6.771 535.9
588 .0000 481.00 .56058-01 .6754-01 .6754-01 .9000 .2442-02 .2942-02 1.898 13.21 544.3
588 .0000 482.00 .10583-01 .1270-01 .I270-01 .9000 .4610-03 .5533-03 .3654 3.281 529.0
588 .0000 483.00 .13918-01 .1671-01 .1671-01 .9000 .6063-03 .7278-03 .4801 3.848 529.8
588 .0000 484.00 .38062-02 .4564-02 .4564-02 .9000 .1658-03 .1988-03 .1319 1.;86 526.0
588 .OOOO 485.00 .I0224m01 .1226--01 .1226--01 .9000 .4454--03 .5342--03 .3541 2.744 526.7
588 .0000 486.00 .37862-01 .4550-01 ,4550-01 ,9000 .1649-02 .1982-02 1.299 9.089 534.1
588: .0000 487.00 .21755-01 .2613-01 ._613-01 .9000 .9477-03 .II38-02 .7479 5.587 532.5
" 588 .0000 488.00 .53030-01 .6388-0! .6388-01 .8000 .2310-02 .2783-02 1.797 13.35 543.6
588 .DO00 489.00 .47197-01 .5684-01 .5684-01 .9000 .2056-02 .2476-02 1.602 11.91 542.4
588 .0000 490.00 .19378-01 .2327-01 .2327-01 .9000 .8441-03 .1014-02 .6665 5.151 532.1
588 .0000 491.00 .12756-01 .1530-0! .1530-01 .9000 .5557-03 .6666-03 .4414 3.420 527,3
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE I876
OH84B 60-0 WING MISC. (R4_5)
WING MISC. PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH - B.O00 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA = .0000 ELEVON - 5.000
BDFLAP = -5.000 SPDBRK = .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L HACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P 0 V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC/FT3 /FT2
XlO B
682 .5028 7.900 39.95 -.1036-0! 100.6 1255. 93.06 .lliB-OI .4884 3736. .3L_2-03 .7489-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN DUMHY TIC NO H/HREF HIHREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN) ODOT DTNDT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R-0.9 R- BTU/R BTU/R BTUI DEG. R DEG. RTAW/TO FTBSEC FTBSEC FTBSEC /SEC
682 1.0000 476.00 .99179-03 .]199-02 .1198-02 .9000 .1699-04 .2051-04 .1239-01 .9293-0! 525.0
682 1.0000 477.00 .32861-02 .3968-02 .3968-02 .9000 .6628-04 .6796-04 .4108-0I .3300 524°8
682 1.0000 478.00 .30180-01 .3644-01 .3644-01 .9000 .5169-03 .624|-03 .3774 2.739 524.6
682 1.0000 4_8.00 .72701-02 .8777-02 .8777-02 .9000 .1245-03 .1503-03 .9098-01 .6399 524.0
682 1,0000 480.00 ,55629-02 .6716-02 .6716-02 .9000 .9527-04 .1150-03 .6961-01 .4896 524.0
682 1,0000 481.00 .51762-02 .6250-02 .6250-02 .9000 .8865-04 ,1071-03 .6472-0] .4550 524.6
682 1.0000 482.00 .12819-02 .i547-02 .1547-02 .9000 .2195-04 .2649-04 .1608-01 .1449 522.3
682 1.0000 483.00 .10534-02 .1271-02 .1271-02 .9000 .1804-04 .2177-04 .1321-01 .1063 622.2
682 l.O000 484.00 .33370-02 .4026-02 .4026-02 .9000 .5715-04 .6896-04 .4189-01 °3775 521.8
682 I.O000 485.00 .10416-0l ,1257-01 .1257-01 .9000 .1784-03 .2153-03 .1306 1.015 522.4
682 1.0000 486.00 .33451-01 ,4040-01 .4040-01 .9000 .5729-03 .6920-03 .4178 2.936 525.4
682 I.O000 487.00 .82777-02 .9994-02 .9994-02 ,9000 .1418-03 .1712-03 .]036 .7771 524.0
682 1.0000 488.00 .57180-02 .6903-02 .6903-02 ,9000 .9793-04 .1182-03 .7157-01 .5370 523.8
682 1.0000 489.00 .52296-02 .6315-02 .6315-08 .9000 .8957-04 .1082-03 .6639-01 .4905 524.5
682 1.0000 490.00 .80226-03 .9684-03 .9684-03 .9000 .137_-04 .1659-04 .1005-01 .7799-01 523.5
682 1.0000 491.00 .98659-02 .llSI-O1 .lIBI-Ot .9000 .I690-03 .2039-03 .1237 .9605 522.7
DATE 23 FEB 90 OH849 MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAOE 18"/7
OHB4B BO-O WING MISC. IR4UP4S|
WING MISC. PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA - .0000 ELEVON - 5.000
BDFLAP = -5.000 SPDBRK - ,0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P G V RHO
NUMBER /FT DEG, DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 IFT3 IFT2
SS8 1.013 7.940 39,97 -.1038-01 207.0 1261. 92.64 .2226-01 .9825 3746. .8487-03 .7454-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN DL_"_MY TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO HtTO) H_TAN_ ODOT DTNDT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ OEO. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC
668 1.0000 476.00 .32661-02 .3948-02 .3948-02 .9000 .7940-04 .9598-04 .5797-01 .4334 530.7
668 l.O000 477.00 .9i721-02 .ll08-OI ,1108-01 .9000 .2230-03 .2695-03 .I629 1.305 530.!
668 |.0000 478.00 .260t4-01 .3142-01 .3142-01 .9000 .6324-03 .7638-03 .4635 3.360 527.6
658 1.0000 479.00 .77425-02 .9354-02 .9354-02 .9000 .1882-03 .2274-03 .1377 .9663 528.9
688 i.O000 480.00 .82311-02 .9945-02 .9945-02 .9000 .2001-03 .2418-03 .1454 1.027 529.1
688 1.0000 481.00 .10324-01 .1248-0i .1248-0! .9000 .2510-03 .3034-03 .1832 1.284 530.9
668 1.0000 482.00 .74081-03 .8944-03 .8944-03 .9000 ,1801-04 .2174-04 .1322-01 .1189 526.5
668 I.O000 483.00 .80469-03 .9716-03 .9716-03 .9000 .1956-04 .2362-04 .1438-0l .II53 526.6
668 1.0000 484.00 .59447-02 .7180-02 .7180-02 .9000 .1445-03 .1746-03 .1059 .9516 527.9
668 1.0000 485.00 .98449-02 .I189-0] .1199-01 .9000 .2393-03 ,2889-03 .1758 1.363 526.3
688 ,1.0000 486.00 .3281[-0! .3965-01 .3965-01 .9000 .7977-03 .9640-03 .5829 4.088 529.9
688 1.0000 487.00 .15368-01 .1857-01 .1857-01 .9000 .3736-03 .4515-03 .2729 2,04| 530.1
668 1.0000 488.00 .11073-01 .t338-01 .1338-01 .9000 .2692m03 "3254m03 "1967 1.471 530'!
668 ].0000 489.00 '9_618--02 .1144--0] .II44--01 '9000 '2300--03 .2781--03 .1878 1'254 531:3
668 I'O000 490"00 '73987--03 .8937--03 .8937--03 "9000 .I799--04 .2173--04 "1318--0I "lOBl 529"1
668 ]'0000 491"00 "81883--02 "9887--02 .9887--02 "9000 '1991--03 "2404--03 .1461 1"132 526"8
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1878
OHB4B 60-0 WING MISC. (R4UP45|
WING MISC. PARAHETRIC DATA
MACH = B.O00 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA - .0000 ELEVON - 5.000
BOFLAP = -5.000 SPDBRK = .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 ,IFT3 IFT2
688 1.999 7.980 40.00 -.6947-02 434.9 I303. 94.84 .4527-0t 2.018 3810. .1288-02 .7631-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN DUMMY TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAN) " QDOT OTWOT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=O.B R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ OEG. R OEG. RTAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC
688 1.0000 476.00 .38464-02 .4624-02 .4624-02 .9000 .1348-03 .1620-03 .1044 .7820 527.8
688 l.O00O 477.00 .94454-02 .1135-01 .lI35-OI .9000 .3310-03 .3978-03 .2567 2.060 527.2
688 1.0000 478.00 .28115-01 .3379-01 .3379-0l .9000 .9852-03 .1184-02 .7645 6.543 526.6
688 t.O000 479.00 .59616-02 .7161-02 .7161-02 .9000 .2089-03 .2509-03 .1625 1.142 524.8
6B5 !.0000 480.00 ,79874-02 .9595-02 .9595-02 .9000 .2799-03 .3362-03 .2176 1.529 525.3
688 1.0000 481.00 .l1092-OI .i333-01 .I333-01 .9000 .3887-03 .4672-03 .3014 2. II6 527.3
688 1.0000 482.00 .41411-02 .4972-02 ,4972-02 .9000 .I451-03 .1742-03 .1131 1.018 52_.4
688 ,0000 483.00 .41865-02 .5026-02 .5026-02 .9000 .1467-03 .1761-03 .ll44 .9196 523.1
688 .0000 484.00 .49734-02 .5970-02 .5970-02 ,9000 .1743-03 .2092-03 .1360 1.225 522.6
688 .0000 485.00 .11238-0! .]349-01 .1349-0I .9000 .3938-03 .4727-03 .3071 2.385 522.8
688 .0000 486.00 .35832-01 .4309-01 .4309-01 .9000 .t256-02 .1510-02 .9709 6.810 529.4
688 .0000 487.00 .B9487-02 .I075-01 .I075-Ot .9000 .3136-03 .3767-03 .2438 1.B28 525.0
688 .0000 488.00 .I7377-01 .2089-01 .2089-01 .9000 .6089-03 .7321-03 .4715 3.529 528.4
688 I.O000 489.00 .12028-01 .1446-01 .1445-01 .9000 .4215-03 .5066-03 .3268 2.448 527.2
688 l.O000 490.00 .34952-02 .4197-02 .4197-02 .9000 .1225-03 .1471-03 .9537-0I ..7402 524.0
688 1.0000 491.00 .12598-0] .1513_01 .1513-OI .9000 .4414-03 .5301-03 .3437 2.667 524.1
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEOC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1878
OH84B 60-0 WING HISC. (R4UP45)
_ING HISC. PARAHETRIC DATA
HACH = 8.000 ALPHA = 40°00 BETA " .0000 ELEVON • 5.000
6DFLAP = -6.000 SPDBRK = .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS''*
RUN RN/L HACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO HI.J
NUMBER /FT OEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO 6 IFT3 !FT2
702 2.996 7,890 40.06 -.6978-02 668.9 1323. 96.07 .R908-01 3.087 3839. .1941-02 .7731-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN DUHHY TIC NO HIHREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN) QOOT DTNDT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R-0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ D£G.R OEG. R
TAW/TO FTBSEC FT2SEC FTBSEC /SEC
702 1.0000 476.00 .12123-01 .1459-01 .1459_01 .9000 .5268-03 .6338-03 .4127 3.072 539.3
702 1.0000 477.00 .32536-01 ,3921-01 .3921-0I .9000 .1414-02 .1704-02 1.099 8.734 545.6
702 1.0000 478.00 .28309-01 .3402-01 .3402-01 .9000 .1230-02 .1478-02 .9695 7.001 534.5
702 i.O000 479.00 .93352-02 .1|2|-01 .1121-01 .9000 .4056-03 .4871-03 .3209 2.248 531.7
702 I.-O000 480.00 .19798-01 .2379-0! .2379-01 .9000 .8603-03 .1034-02 .6784 4.747 534.0
702 1.0000 481.00 .27350-01 .3290-01 .3290-01 .9000 .1188-02 .1429-02 .9322 6.509 538.3
702 1.0000 482.00 .72498-02 .8699-02 .8699-02 .9000 .3150-03 .3780-03 _2501 2.246 528.8
702 1.0000 483.00 .98671-02 .1184-01 .1184-0! .9000 .4288-03 .5146-03 .3400 2.725 529.7
702 I.O000 484.00 .80275-02 .9631-02 .9631-02 .9000 .3488-03 .4185-03 .2771 2.489 528.2
702 1.0000 485.00 .17488-01 .2098-01 .2098-01 _ .9000 i .7599-03 .9117-03 .6034 4.672 528.6
702 |.0000 486.00 .34675-01 .4t69-01 .4169-01 .9000 .1507-02 ,1811-02 1.185 8.280 536.4
702 1.0000 487.00 .20719-01 .2490-01 .2490-0l .9000 .9003-03 .I082-02 .7090 5.288 535.2
702 1.0000 488.00 .42335-01 .5098-01 .5098-01 .9000 .1840-02 .2215-02 1.434 10.66 543, I
702 1.0000 489.00 .25053-01 .3013-01 .3013-0! ,BOO0 .1089-02 .I309-02 .8547 6.367 537.6
702 1.0000 490.00 .13061-01. .1568-01 .1568-01 .9000 .5675-03 .6815-03 .4488 3.469 531.8
702 IoO000 491.00 .16887-01 .2027-0! .2027-01 .9000 .7338-03 .8806-03 .5822 4.506 629.3
DATE 23 FEB 60 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1880
0H84B 60-0 WING MISC. (R4UP46)
WING MISC. PARAHETRIC DATA
HACH _ 8.000 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA - .0000 ELEVON = 5°000BDFLAP .OOOO SPDBRK • .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FTISEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 /FT3 /FIB
680 .6032 7.900 39.93 -,t034-01 I00.7 I255. 93.06 .llIg-OI .4888 3736. .3245-03 .7489-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN DUMMY T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN) ODOT GTNDT TN
NUHBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTUIR BTUI DEG. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FTBSEC FTBSEC FTBSEC ISEC
680 1.0000 476.00 .13778-02 .]666-02 .1666-02 .9000 .2361-04 .2854-04 .1_14-01 .1283 529.6
680 !.0000 477.00 .36039-02 .4355-02 .4355-02 .9000 .6175-04 .7462-04 .449!-01 .3604 527.4
680 1.0000 478.00 .31294-0! .3780-0I .3780-0I .9000 .5362-03 .6477-03 .3906 2.933 526,1
680 t.0000 479.00 .73828-02 ,8921-02 .8921-02 .9000 .1265-03 .1529-03 .9203-01 .6462 527.1
680 1.0000 480.00 .61376-02 ,7416-02 ,7416-02 .9000 .1052-03 .1271-03 .7653-0! .5375 526.9
680 l.OOOO 481.00 .55485-02 .6707-02 .6707-02 .9000 .9507-04 .1149-03 .6906-0! .4847 528.2
680 1.0000 482.00 .11994-02 .1449-02 .1449-02 .9000 .2055-04 .2483-04 .!497-01 .1346 526.2
680 1.0000 483.00 .12728-02 .I538-08 .1538-02 .9000 .2181-04 .2635-04 .1589-01 .12;5 526.2
680 1.0000 484.00 .34072-02 .4116-02 .4!16-02 .9000 .5838-04 .V052-04 .4254-01 .3826 525.9
680 1.0000 485.00 .10451-0! .1263-01 .1263-01 .9000 .1791-03 .2163-03 .1304 l.Oll 526.5
580 1.0000 486,00 .31160-01 .3767-01 .3767-01 .9000 .5339-03 .6454-03 .3877 2.721 528.4
680 1.0000 487.00 .79509-02 .9608-02 .9608-02 .9000 .1362-03 .1646-03 .9908-01 .742l 527.3
680 1.0000 488.00 .5979|-02 .7226-02 .7226-02 .9000 .1024-03 .1238-03 .7448-0! .5578 527.6
680 1.0000 489.00 47889-02 .5790-02 .5790-02 .9000 .8205-04 .9920-04 .5955-0! .4456 528.9
680 1.0000 49C.00 ,10818-02 .1307-02 .1307-02 .9000 .1854-04 .2240-04 .1348-01 .!044 527.5
680 1.0000 491.00 .10172-01 .1229-0! .1229-01 .9000 .1743-03 .2106-03 .1269 .9832 526.7
OHS4B 60-0 WING HISC, (R4UP46)
WING MISC. PARAHETRi-C DATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA ,, 40.00 BETA • .0000 ELEVON m 5.000
BDFLAP ,, .0000 SPDBRK • .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L HACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO PILl
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R BEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 . /FT3 /FT2
666 1.005 7.940 39.97 -.6927-02 206.0 1264. 92.86 .2816-01 .9778 3751. .6440.03 .7472-07
RUf4 HREF STNNO




RUN DUHHY T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H (TAIA) OOOT DTHOT TI4
NUMBER Rnl.O R=0.9 R= BTUIR BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEO. R
TAW/TO FTSSEC FTBSEC FT2SEC /SEC
666 .0000 476.00 .23479-02 .2838-02 .2838-02 .9000 .5697-04 .6885-04 .4170-01 .3ll6 531.7
666 .0000 477.00 .74298-02 .8979-02 .8979-02 .9000 .1803-03 .2178-03 .1321 1.058 531.1
666 .0000 478. O0 .27699-01 .3347-01 .3347-01 .9000 .6721-03 .8120-03 .4929 3.567 530.3
666 .0000 479.00 .69488-02 .8395-02 .8395-02 .9000 .1686-03 .2037-03 .1237 .8669 530.P
666 .0000 480.00 .72076-02 .8708-02 .8708-02 .9000 .1749-03 .2113-03 .1282 .B989 530.4
666 .0000 481.00 .8916B-02 .1078-01 .1078-0] .9000 .2163-03 .2615-03 .1584 1.110 531.5
666 .0000 482.00 .59464-03 .7179-03 .7179-03 .9000 .1443-04 1742-04 . IOSB-OI .9539-01 527.8
666 .0000 483.00 .45166-03 .5453-03 .5453-03 .9000 .1096-04 1323-04 .8064-02 .6469-01 527.8
666 .0000 484.00 .55521-02 .6706-02 .6706-02 .9000 .1347-03 1627-03 .9895-01 .8886 529.1
666 .0000 485.00 .10382-01 .1253-0! .1253-01 .9000 .2519-03 3041-03 .1853 I .436 527.9
666 .0000 486.00 .34130-01 .4125-01 .4125-01 .9000 .8281-03 1001-02 .6060 4.245 531.9
' 666 .0000 487.00 .1071B-O 1 .1295-01 .1896-01 .9000 .2600-03 3142-03 .1907 1.426 530.4
666 .0000 488.00 .]1173-01 .1350-01 .1350-01 ,9000 .2711-03 3276-03 .1986 1.485 530.9
666 .0000 489.00 .99935-02 . 1208-01 . 1208-01 .9000 .2425-03 .2931-03 • 1773 1 .324 532.4
666 .0000 490.00 .370 i6-03 .4471-03 .4471-03 ,9000 .8981-05 . 1085-04 . 6598-02 .5108-01 529.0
666 .0000 491 ;00 .92858-02 . I 121-01 • 112!-01 .9000 .2253-03 .2720-03 • 1657 I .283 528.3
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1882
OH84B 60-0 WING MISC. fR4UP46)
HZNG MISC. PARAHETRtC DATA
MACH 8.000 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA = .0000 ELEVON = 5.000
BDFLAP _ ,0000 SPDBRK • .0000
• --TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT OEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FTISEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO 6 /FT3 IFTB
690 2.005 7.980 40.00 -.6947-02 436.2 1303. 94.84 .4541-01 2.024 3BIO. .1292-0_ .7631-07
RUN HREF " STN NO




RUN DUMMY T/C NO H/HREF HIHREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAN) QDOT OTNOT TW
NUHBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTUI DEG. R DEG. RTAW/TO FT2SEC FTBSEC FT2SEC ISEC
690 1.0000 476.00 .42175-02 .5079-02 .50_9-02 .9000 .1480-03 .1782-03 .1136 .8479 534.8
690 .O000 477.00 .10183-01 .1226-01 .1226-01 .9000 .3573-03 .4302-03 .2748 2.198 533.8
690 I.O000 478.00 .28147-01 .3387-01 .3387-01 .9000 .9878-03 .1189-02 ,7612 5.504 532.0
690 .0000 479 O0 .63054-02 .7586-02 .7586-02 .9000 .2213-03 ,2662-03 .1707 1.197 531.1
690 .0000 480.00 .84857-02 .1021-01 .1021-0] .9000 .2978-03 .3583-03 ,2296 1.609 531.6
690 .0000 48[.00 .12318-0] ,1483-01 .1483-0l .9000 .4323-03 .5205-03 .3321 2.324 534.3
690 .0000 482.00 .40726-02 .488q-O_ .4897-02 .9000 .1429-03 .1719-03 .1105 .9926 529.2
690 .0000 483.00 .41?51-02 ,5020-02 .5020-02 ,9000 .I465-03 .1762-03 .II34 .9088 529.0
690 .0000 484.00 .52927-02 .6363-02 .6363-02 ,9000 .1857-03 .2233-03 ,1439 1.292 528.2
690 .0000 485.00 .|1672-01 .1403-01 .1403-01 :9000 .4096-03 .4924-03 .3173 2.457 528.2
690 .0000 486.00 .36q13-01 .4422-01 .4422-0] .9000 .I288-02 .1552-02 .9886 6.913 535.3
690 .0000 487.00 .97944-02 .1178-01 .1178-01 .SOOO .3437-03 .4136-03 .2651 1.981 531.4
690 .0000 488.00 .18840-0| .2269-0l .2269-01 ,9000 .G612-03 .7963-03 .5075 3.785 535.1
690 .0000 489.00 .11321-01 .1363-01 .1363-01 .9000 .3933-03 .4?84-03 .3053 2.238 534.2
690 .0000 490.00 .31085-02 .3339-02 .3339-02 .9000 .1091-03 .1312-03 .8428-0! .6521 530.1
690 1.0000 491.00 .12660-0t .1523-0I .1523-01 .9000 .4443-03 .5343-03 .3435 2.658 529.6
DATE 23 FEB BO OHS4B MODEL 60-O!N THE AEOC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE !t9@3
OH84B BO-O WING MISC. (R4UP46}
WING MISC. PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH " 8.000 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA " .0000 ELEVON " 5.000
BOFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK = .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEO. DEG. PSIA DEG. R OEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 /FT3 /FT2
700 2.995 7.990 40.04 -.6974-02 668.7 1323. 96.07 .6906-01 3.086 3839. .I940-02 .7731-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN DUMMY TIC NO H/HREF HIHREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H[TAN) ODOT DTNDT. . TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=O.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTUI DEG. R 13£8. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
700 .0000 476.00 .12109-01 .1457-0l .1457-01 .9000 .5261-03 .6329-03 .4122 3.068 539.2
700 .0000 477.00 .28604-01 .3566-0] .3566-01 .9000 .1286-02 .1549-02 1.002 7.972 843.8
700 .OObO 478.00 .27319-01 .3282-01 .3282-01 .9000 .II87-02 .1426-02 .9369 6.770 533".3
700 .0000 479.00 .85224-02 .I023-01 .1023-01 .9000 .3703-03 .4447-03 .2928 2.051 532.0
700 .0000 480.00 .17298-01 .2078-01 .2078-01 .9000 .7516-03 .9029-03 .5930 4.150 533.6
700 .0000 4BI.O0 .26627-01 .3203-0I .3203-01 :9000 .]I57-02 .1392-02 .9069 6.331 538.7
700 .0000 482.00 .76690-02 .9203-02 .9203-02 .9000 .3332-03 .3999-03 .2643 2.373 529.3
700 .0000 483.00 .9756_-02 .II71-01 .1171-01 .9000 .4239-03 .5087-03 .3361 2.694 529.7
700 .0000 484.00 .72331-02 .8678-02 .8678-02 .9000 .3143-03 .3770-03 .2496 2.243 528.2
700 .0000 485.00 .15621-0i .1874-0! .1874-01 .9000 .6787-03 .8142-03 .5392 4,175 528,8
700 .0000 486.00 .34985-01 .4205-01 .4205-01 .9000 .1520-02 .1827-02 1.I96 8.360 535.9
700 .0000 487.00 .26553-01 .3182-0! .3182-01 .9000 .1154-02 .1387-02 .9073 6.764 536.8
700 1.0000 488.00 .46431-0! .5583-01 .5593-01 .9000 .2017-02 .2430-02 1.57! 11.66 544.1
700 1.0000 489.00 .27297-01 .3283-01 .3283-01 .9000 .ll86-02 .1426-02 .9309 6.935 537.7
700 1.0000 490.00 .99334-02 .1183-01 .1193-01 .9000 .4316-03 .5181-03 .3417 2.643 530.8
700 1.0000 491.00 .13780-0i .1654-01 .1654-01 .9000 .5987-03 .7184-03 .4752 3.679 528.9
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH64B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEOC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1884
0H848 60-0 WING MISC. (R4UP471
WING MISC. PARAHETRIC DATA
HACH - 8.000 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA - .0000 ELEVON - 5.000
BDFLAP = 8.000 SPOBRK = .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RuN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P 0 V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO 6 /FT3 /FT2
684 .5058 7.800 39.94 -.6904-02 I01.0 1253. 92.91 .1122-01 .4902 3733. .3269-03 .7477-07
RUN HREF" STN NO




RUN DUMMY T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAW) ODO_ OTWDT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=O.S R= BTU/R BTUIR BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FTBSEC FTBSEC ISEC
684 1.0000 476.00 .15497-02 .1873-02 .1873-02 .9000 .2658-04 .3213-04 .1928-01 ._444 5_7.3
684 1.0000 477.00 .28678-02 .3586-02 .3586-02 .9000 .5091-04 .6152-04 .3698-01 .8969 526.3
684 1.0000 478.00 .28842-01 .3484-01 .3484-01 .9000 .4947-03 .5976-03 .3601 2.614 524.7
684 1.0000 479,00 .74180-02 .8862-02 .8962-02 .9000 .1272-03 .1537-03 .9251-0I .6501 625.6
684 1.0000 480.00 .62312-02 .7528-02 .7528-02 .9000 .1069-03 .1291-03 .7771-01 .5461 525.6
684 1.0000 481.00 .43133-02 .5213-02 .5213-02 .9000 .7399-04 .8841-04 .5371-01 .3772 526.7
684 1.0000 482.00 .10795-02 .1304-02 .1304-02 .9000 .1852-04 .2236-04 .1348-01 .1214 524.5
684 1.0000 483.00 .13465-02 .1626-02 ,1626-02 .9000 .2310-04 .2790-04 .1682-01 .1351 524.6
684 1.0000 484.00 .34876-02 .4212-02 .4212-02 .9000 .5982-04 .7224-04 .4358-01 .3924 524.1
684 1.0000 485.00 .10664-01 .1288-01 .1288-01 .9000 .1829-03 .2209-03 .1332 1.033 524.6
884 1.0000 486.00 .26844-01 ,3244-01 .3244-01 .9000 .4604-03 .5564-03 °3345 2.350 526.2
684 1.0000 487.00 ,71569-02 ,8646-02 ,8646-02 .9000 .1228-03 .1483-03 .8927-01 .6692 525.5
684 1.0000 488.00 .52856-02 .5386-02 .6386-02 .9000 .9066-04 .1095-03 .6589-01 .4939 625.9
684 I.O000 489.00 .37635-02 .4549-02 .4549-02 .9000 .6455-04 .7803-04 .4684-01 .3508 527.1
684 l,O000 490.00 .|2950-02 .1565-02 .I565-02 .9000 .2221-04 .2684-04 .1614-01 .I251 526.0
684 1.0000 491.00 .10364-01 .1252-01 .1252-01 .9000 .1778-03 .2147-03 .1294 1.003 525.0
DATE 2_ _ 80 OHR4m M_n_L _0-_ IN TH_ AEm_ VKF HYIm_'RSt_NIC TI.N41N_L PAG[ |8_R_J
OH84B 60-0 WING MISC. fR4UP47)
WING MISC. PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA • .0000 ELEVON - 5.000
BDF'LAP = B.O00 SPDBRK = .0000
"*'TEST CONDITIONS'**
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG, R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 /FT3 /FT2 "
670 1.020 7.940 39.97 -.I039-01 207.6 1258. 92.42 .2233-01 .9854 3742. .6521-03 .7437-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN OUMHY T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAN) QDOT . DTklDT TW
NUMBER R=I,O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTUI OEG. R DEGo R
TAW/TO FT_--_SEC FTBSEC FT2SEC /SEC
670 1.0000 478.00 .16635-02 .2009-02 .2009-02 .9000 ,4048-04 .4890-04 .2958-01 .2216 5215.9
670 1.0000 477.00 .37072-02 .4476-02 .4476-02 .9000 .9022-04 .I089-03 .6609-01 .5309 525.2
670 1.0000 478.00 .28560-01 .3448-01 .3448-01 .9000 .6°J51-03 .8391-03 .5094 3.697 524.8
670 1.0000 479.00 .67016-02 .8090-02 .8090-02 .9000 .1631-03 .1969-03 .1195 .8403 524.8
670 1.0000 480.00 .58309-02 .7039-02 .7039-02 .9000 .14i9-03 .1713-03 .1040 .7313 524.7
670 1.0000 481.00 .69769-02 .8425-02 .8425-02 .9000 .1698-03 .2050-03 .1242 .8728 526.!
670 1.0000 482.00 .32555-03 .3927-03 .3927-03 .9000 .7923-05 .9558-05 .5825-02 .5248-01 522.4
670 1.0000 484.00 .33913-02 .4091-02 .4091-02 .9000 .8253-04 .9956-04 .6070-01 .5470 522.2
670 1.0000 485.00 .84482-02 .J140mOl .1140-01 .BOO0 .2299-03 .2774-03 .1691 1.313 522.3
670 1.0000 486.00 .32157_0! .3883-0I .3883-01 .9000 .7826-03 .9450-03 .5726 4.023 526.0
670 1.0000 487.00 .78981-02 .9534-02 .8534-02 ,8000 .1922-03 .2320-03 .1409 1.057 524.6
670 1.0000 488.00 .70301-02 .8487-02 .8487-02 .go00 .1711-03 .2065-03 .1253 .8399 525.0
670 1.0000 489.00 .57667-02 .6963-02 .6953-02 .9000 .1403-03 .1695-03 .I027 .7698 525.8
670 1.0000 490.00 .11979-03 .1446-03 .1446-03 .9000 .2915-05 .3518-05 .2140-08 .1652-01 523.5
670 1.0000 491.00 .95226-02 ._149-01 .1149_01 .9000 .231B-03 .2796-03 .1702 1.322 523.1
1/
DATE 23 FEB gO 0H84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1886
OH84B 60-0 WING MISC. fR4UP47|
WING MISC. PARAMETRIC DATA
HACH = 8.000 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA = .0000 ELEVON = 5.000
BDFLAP = 8.000 SPDBRK - .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS**"
RUN RN/L HACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO HLI
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA F_31 FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
X10 6 /FT3 IFT2
686 1.998 7.980 39.98 -.6934-02 434.7 1303. 94.84 .4525-01 2.017 3810. .1288-02 .7631-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN DUHHY T/C N0 H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO HtTO! H(TANI (]DOT OTNDT TN
NUMBER R=I°O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ OEG. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
686 .0000 476.00 .41600-02 .5004-02 .5004-02 .9000 .1457-03 .1753-03" .1126 .B421 530.0
686 .0000 477.00 .10942-01 .1316-01 .1316-0! .9000 .3833-03 .4611-03 .2961 2°373 530.!
686 .0000 478.00 .27327-01 .3286-0I .3286-0! .9000 .9573-03 ,;151-02 .7404 5.361 529.2
686 .0000 479.00 .58928-02 .7083-02 .7083-02 .9000 .2064-03 .2481-03 .160! 1.124 527.2
686 .0000 480.00 .78868-02 .9481-02 .9481-02 .9000 .2763-03 .3321-03 .2141 1.502 528.0
686 .O00O 481.00 .11357-01 ,1366-0! .1366-01 .9000 .3979-03 .4786-03 .3074 2.156 530.0
686 .0000 482.00 .32353-02 .3887-02 .3887-02 .9000 .1133-03 .1362-03 .8807-0! .7921 525.7
685 .0000 483.00 .38872-02 .4670-02 .4670-02 .9000 .1362-03 .1636-03 .1058 .8497 525.7
686 .0000 484.00 .52048-02 .6253-02 .6253-02 .9000 .1823-03 .2190-03 .1417 1.275 525.4
686 .0000 485.00 .11896-01 .1429-01 .1429-0] .9000 .4167-03 .5007-03 .3238 2.511 525.8
686 .0000 486.00 .37275-01 .4486-01 .4486-0Y .9000 .1306-02 .1572-0E 1.006 7.048 532.1
686 .0000 487.00 .10422-01 .1253-01 .1253-01 .9000 .3651-03 .4389-03 .2829 2.118 527.9
686 .0000 488.00 .15303-01 .1841-01 .1841-0l .9000 .5361-03 .6448-03 .4143 3.098 530.0
686 .0000 489.00 .I025;-01 .1233=01 .I233-01 .9000 .359t-03 .4319-03 .2777 2.077 529.5
686 .0000 490.00 .42573-02 .5117-02 .5117-02 .9000 .I491-03 .1792-03 .1157 .8964 527.0
686 1.0000 491.00 .11502-0! -t382mO] .1382--0I .9000 .4029--03 .4842--03 .3127 2.424 526.6
DATE 25 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 iN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1887
OH84B BO-O WING MISC. (R4UP47)
WING MISC, PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH " 8.000 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA m .0000 ELEVON - 5.000
BDFLAP = 8.000 SPDBRK - .0000
• **TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG, R DEG, R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
X10 B /FT3 /FT2
704 8.994 7.990 40.01 -.5953-02 669.4 I324. 95. I4 .6913-01 3.089 3841. .1941-02 .7736-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN DUMMY TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HRE_ TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAW) GDOT DTNDT TN
NUMBER R-I.O R=0.9 R- BTU/R _TU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FTBSEC FTBSEC FTBSEC /SEC
704 .0000 476.00 .11356-0! .I365-0! .I365-01 .9000 .4937-03 .5933-03 .3884 2.905 535.0
704 .0000 497.00 .28113-01 .3501-01 .3501-01 .9000 .1266-02 1522-02 .9943 9.935 538.1
704 .0000 478.00 .26873-0] .3226-01 .3226-01 .9000 .1168-02 .1402-02 .9267 6.706 530.5
704 .0000 479.00 .78874-02 ,9463-02 .9463-02 .9000 :3428-03 .4114-03 .2726 !.9!2 528.8
704 .0000 480.00 .15447-0! .1854-01 .1854-01 .9000 .6716-03 .8060-03 .5328 3.735 530.3
704 .0000 481.00 .2ll07-0! .2536-0I .2536-01 .9000 .9176-03 .I102-02 .7250 5.074 533.6
704 .0000 482.00 .54707-02 .6559-02 .6559-02 .9000 .2378-03 .2852-03 .]897 1.706 525.9
704 .0000 483.00 .63316-02 .7591-02 .7591-02 .9000 .2753-03 .3300-03 .21BB 1.764 525.8
704 .0000 484.00 .78517-02 .9413-02 .94]3_02 .9000 .3414-03 .4092-03 .2724 2.450 525.7
704 .0000 485.00 .15653-01 .18T/-0! .1877-0! .9000 .6805-03 .8]58-03 .5432 4.212 525.5
704 .0000 485.00 .34328-0] ;4]23-01 .4123m01 .9000 .1492-02 .1792-02 1.180 8.263 532.9
704 .0000 487.00 .16510-01 .1982-0l .1982-01 .9000 .7178-03 .8615-03 .5694 4.258 530.4
704 1.0000 488.00 .35981-0l .4326-01 .4326-01 .9000 .1564-02 .1881-02 1.230 B. Z69 537.1
704 1.0000 489.00 .18480-0] .22}8-01 .2219-01 .8000 .8034-03 .8648-03 .6356 4.747 532.6
T::_. 1.0000 490.00 .67874-02 .8t40-02 .8140-02 .9000 .2851-03 .3539-03 .2350 1.821 527.2
",_ - 1.0000 491.00 .14382-0t .1724-01 .t724-01 .9000 .6252-03 .7497-03 .4885. - 3.864 526.4
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH848 MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1888
OH848 SO-O WING MISC. IR4UP4B)
WING MISC. PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA = .0000 ELEVON - 5.000
8DFLAP = 15.00 SPDBRK - .0000
**'TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 /FT3 /FT2
876 .5094 7.900 39.93 -.6898-02 101.6 1252. 92.84 .1129-0! .4931 3732. .3281-03 .7471-07
RUN HREF STN NO
NUMBER BTU/ R REF(R)
FTBSEC =.0175
676 .1720-01 .5666-01 .
"''TEST DATA'''
RUN DUMMY T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO M(lO) H(TAW) ODOT DTWOT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R 8TU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
676 1.0000 476.00 .13787-02 .1667-02 .1667-02 .9000 .2372-04 .2968-04 .1715-01 .1283 528.6
676 1.0000 477.00 .36306-02 .4390-02 .4390-02 .9000 .6245-04 .7552-04 .4517-01 .3623 528.3
696 1o00C0 478.00 .29471-01 .3563-01 .3563-0! .9000 .5069-03 .6129-03 .3670 2.659 527.7
676 1.0000 479.00 .75088-02 .9081-02 .9081-02 .9000 .1292-03 .1562-03 .9340-01 .6554 528.5
676 X.O000 480.00 .62495-02 .7557-02 .7557-02 .9000 .I075-03 .1300-03 .7776-01 .5457 528.3
676 l.OnO0 481.00 .55737-02 .6743-02 .6743-02 .9000 .9588-04 .1[60-03 .6923-01 .4855 529.6
676 1.0000 482.00 .43284-03 .5234-03 .5234-03 .9000 .7445-05 .9003-05 .5388-02 .4840-0! 528.0
676 1.0000 483.00 .78853-03 .9535-03 .9535-03 .9000 .1356-04 .1640-04 .9812-02 .7869-01 528.3
676 1.0000 484.00 ,30208-02 .3653-02 .3653-02 .9000 .5196-04 .6283-04 .3760-0! .3378 528.1
676 1.0000 485.00 .10336-01 .1250-0! .1250-01 .9000 .1778-03 .2150-03 .1285 .9950 528.8
676 1.0000 486.00 .30353-0! .3672-01 .3672-0! .9000 .5221-03 .6317-03 .3767 2.641 530.2
676 1.0000 487.00 .86669-02 .I048-01 .1048-01 .9000 .1491-03 .]803-03 .1077 .8056 529.4
676 I.O000 488.00 .66463-02 .8040-02 .8040-02 .9000 .1143-03 .1383-03 .8255-01 .6175 529.6
676 1.0000 489.00 .39634-02 .4796-02 .4796-0E .9000 .6818-04 ,8250-04 .4915-01 .3675 530.7
676 1.0000 490.00 ,69346-03 .8389-03 .8389-03 .9000 .1193-04 .1443-04 .8611-02 .6663-01 529.8
676 1.0000 491.00 .98363-02 .1190-0| .1190-01 .9000 .1692-03 .2046-03 .1222 .°J_63 529.1
) )
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH848 MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PACE IBIR_
OH848 60-0 WING MISC. (R4UP48I
WING MISC. PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH - 8.000 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA - .0000 ELEVON - 5.000
BDFLAP • I5.00 SPDBRK = .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO 6 /FT3 IFT2
674 1.007 7.940 39.97 -.1039-0I 206.5 1264. 92.86 .2281-01 .9801 3751..6456-03 .7472-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN DUMMY TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF HIHREF TAN/TO HtTO_ H(TAW3 ODOT DTNDT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=O.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FTL:_-aEC FT2SEC /SEC
674 1.0000 476.00 .I5732-08 .1899-02 .1899-02 .9000 .3822-04 .4613-04 .2816-01 .2109 526.9
S74 1.0000 477.00 .34180-02 .4124-02 .4124-02 .9000 .8303-04 .1002-03 .6188-01 .4923 585;5
674 1.0000 478.00 .28187-01 .3400-01.3400-0t .90C0 .6847-05 .8260-03 .5059 3.671 584.8
674 1.0000 479.00 .6642i-02 .8013-02 .8013-02 .9000 ,1614-03 .1947-03 .II82 .8378 525.0
674 !.0000 480.00 .6!330-02 .7399-02 .7399-02 .9000 .1490-03 .1797-03 .IlO0 .7735 525.i
674 .0000 481.00 .73598-08 .8883-02 .8883-02 .9000 .1788-03 .2158-03 .1317 .9250 526.9
674 .0000 482.00 .19190-03 .2314m03 ;2314--03 .9000 .4662--05 ,5621--05 .3453--02 .3110--01 523.0
674 1.0000 484.00 .39148--02 .4720--02 .4780--02 .9000 .9510--04 .1147--03 .7042--01 .6343 523.!
674 1.0000 485.00 .12418-01 .1497-0I .1497-01 .9000 .3017-03 .3638-03 .2233 1.733 523.5
674 1.0000 486.00 .3i253-01 .3772-01 .3778-01 .9000 .7592-03 .9162-03 .5598 3.933 526.3
674 1.0000 487.00 .98033-02 .1183-01 .1183-01 .9000 .2381-03 .2873-03 .1759 1.319 525.0
674 1.0000 488.00 .69130-02 .8341-02 .8341-02 .9000 .1679-03 .2026-03 .1239 .9288 525.8
674 1.0000 489.00 ,65189-02 .7869-02 .7869-02 .8000 .1584-03 .1911-03 .1167 .8739 527,0
674 1.0000 490.00 .18105-03 .1460-03 .1460-03 .9000 .2940-05 .3547-05 .2174-02 .1687-0i 584.3
674 I.O000 491.00 .10094-01 .1217-01 .1217-01.9000 .2452-03 .2957-03 .1814 1.407 524.0
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1890
OH84B 60-0 WING MISC. (R4UP46)
WING MISC, PARAHETRIC DATA
HACH = 8,000 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA - .0000 ELEVON • 5.000
BDFLAP = 15.00 SPDBRK " .0000
"**TEST CONDITIONS**"
• RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO HLI
NUHBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSl FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO 6 IFT3 IFT2
692 2.004 7.980 40.00 -.6947-02 436.0 I303. 94.84 .4539-01 2.023 3810. .1292-02 .7631-07
RUN HREF 6TN NO




RUN DUMMY T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO HITO) HITAN) O00T DTNDT TN
NUMBER R-I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTUIR BTUI DEG. R DEG: RTAN/TO FT2SEC FTBSEC . . FT26EC /SEC
692 I.O000 476.00 .50770-02 .6;12-02 .6112-02 .9000 .1781-03 .2144-03 .1371 I.OL:_'i 533.1
692 1,0000 477.00 .13234-01 .1693-01 .1593-01 .9000 .4643-03 .5589-03 .3575 2.861 532.6
692 1.0000 478.00 28419-01 .3419-01 .3419-01 .9000 .9971-03 .I200-02 .7691 5.563 531.3
692 1.0000 479.00 .61977-02 .7453-02 .7453-02 .9000 .2174-03 .2616-03 .1682 1.180 529.1
692 ].0000 480.00 ,85069-02 .1023-01 .1023-01 .9000 .2985-03 .3590-03 .2307 1.618 529.6
692 1.0000 481.00 .12620-01 .151S-OI .1519-01 .9000 .4428-03 .5328-03 .3412 2.390 532.0
692 l.O000 482.00 .465S1-02 .5600-02 ,5600-02 .9000 .1635-03 .1965-03 .1268 1.140 527.0
692 1.0000 483.00 .48811-02 .5866-02 .5866-02 .9000 .1713-03 .2058-03 .1329 1.066 526.9
692 l,O000 484.00 .53356-02 .6411-02 .6411-02 .9000 .1872-03 ,2249-03 .1454 1.307 526.2
692 .I.0000 485.00 .12305-01 .1479-01 .1479-01 .9000 .4317-03 .5186_03 .3351 2.597 526.5
692 1.0000 486.00 .38254-01 .4606-01 ,4606-01 .9000 .1342-02 .1616-02 1.03! 7.216 534.3
692 1.0000 487.00 .12051-01 .144S-OI .1449-01 .9000 .4228-03 .508S-03 .3268 2.445 529.7
692 1.0000 488.00 .18918-01 ,2278-0l .2278-01 .9000 .6638-03 .7992-03 .5103 3.809 533.8
692 1.0000 489.00 .10936-0! ,1316-01 .1316-01 .9000 .3837-03 .4616-03 .2960 2.212 531.2
692 1.0000 490.00 .43348-02 .521]-02 .52II-02 .9000 .1521-03 .1828-03 .1176 .9127 527.8
692 1.0000 491.00 .13223-Q1 .1589-0_ .1589-0l .9000 .4639-03 .5576-03 .3596 2.786 527.6
DATE 23 FEB 80 0H846 MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 189|
0H848 60-0 WiNG MISC. tR4UP4B)
WING MISC. PARAMETRIC DATA
HACH = 6.000 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA • .0000 ELEVON - 5.000
BDFLAP = 15.00 SPDBRK - .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS''"
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RI-IO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG, DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FTISEC SLUGS LB-SEC
" XIO 6 /FT3 /FTB
;_ 698 2.999 7.990 40.02 -.6958-02 669.0 1322. 96.00 .6909-0I 3.087 3838. .1942-02 .7726-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN DUHHY TIC NO N/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN) ODOT DTNDT TN
NUMBER R=I,0 R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEe. R
TAN/TO FTBBEC FTBSEC FTBSEC ISEC
698 .0000 476.00 .6805t-02 .8181-02 .8181-02 .9000 .2957-03 .3555-03 .2323 1.73¢?. 535,9
698 .0000 477.00 .16244-01 .1953-01 .1953-01 .9000 .7058-03 .8488-03 .5539 4.423 53"7.0
698 .0000 478.00 .26867-01 .3228-01 .3228-01 .9000 .If67-02 .1402-02 .9204 6.651 533.2
698 .0000 439,00 .74980-02 .9003-02 .9003-02 .9000 .3258-03 .3912-03 .2576 1.806 630.8
698 .0000 480.00 .I2301-01 .1477-01 .1477-0] .9000 .5345-03 .6420-03 .4221 2.957 532.0
698 ,0000 481.00 ,2!250-0! .2555-0I .2555o0! .9000 .9233-03 .!IIO-02 .7252 5.069 536.2
698 .0000 482,00 .71332-02 .8559-02 .8559-02 .9000 .3099-03 .3719-03 .2459 2.208 528.4
698 .0000 483.00 .73381-02 .8805-02 .8805-02 .9000 .3188-03 .3826-03 .2530 2.029 628.2
698 .0000 484.00 .70560-02 .8465-02 .8465-02 .9000 .3066-03 .3678-03 .2434 2.183 527.8
698 .0000 485.00 .15009-01 .1801-01 .180l-0! .9000 .6522-03 .7824-03 .51?8 4.011 627.7
698 .0000 486.00 .37767-01 .4540-01 .4540-01 .9000 .1641-02 .1973-02 1.289 9.014 538.9
698 .0000 487.00 .14061-0] .I688-0I .1688-0] .9000 .6II0-03 .7336-03 .4831 3.61! 531.0
698 .0000 488.00 .28498-01 .3428-01 .3428-01 .9000 .1238-02 .1489-02 .9308 7.232 537.7
698 .0000 489.00 .29316-01 .3625-01 .3525-01 _9000 .1274-02 .1532-02 .9999 7.453 536.7
898 .0000 490.00 .57595-02 .6912=02 .6912-02 .9000 .2503-03 .3003-03 .1984 1.536 589.0
698 .0000 491.00 .13681-01 .I642-01 .[642-01 .9000 .5946-03 .7134-03 .4714 3.649 528.7
7DATE 23 FEB 80 OH848 MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONICTUNNEL PAGE |892
OH848 60-0 WING MISC. fR4UP491
WING MISC. PARAMETRIC DATA
ffACH B.QO0 ALPHA • _0.00 8ETA m .O000 ELEVON • 5.000
BDFLAP _ 23.50 SPDBRK - .0000
*'*TEST CONDITIONS''*
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT DEG. OEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSi FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 /FT3 /FT2
678 .5075 7.900 39.9_ -._D39-DI JD_.9 _254. 0.2.99 ._27-D_ .4925 3735. .3272-03 .7_83-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN DUMMY TIC NO HIHREF HIHREF H/HREF TAN/TO HITO] HtTAW} ODOT DTWDT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R 8TU/ DEG. R BEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
678 1.0000 476.00 .I3352-02 .1615-02 .1615-02 .9000 .2896-04 .2777-04 .1662-01 .1243 529.9
678 1.0000 477.00 .29777-02 .3601-02 .3601-02 .9000 .5120-04 .6192-04 .3709-01 .2974 529.2
678 1.0000 478:00 .28226-01 .3533-01 .3533-01 .9000 ;5026-03 .6075-03 .3648 2.644 527.7
678 1.0000 479.00 .76921-08 .9300-02 .9300-02 .9000 .1323-03 .1599-03 .9592-01 .6730 528.5
578 1.0000 480.00 .63269-02 .7649-02 .7649-02 .9000 .1088-03 .1315-03 .7889-01 .5536 528.5
678 1.0000 481.00 .55969-02 .6770-02 .6770-02 .9000 .9624-04 .1164-03 .6966o01 .4884 529.9
678 l.OOOO 482.00 .27300-03 .32_g-03 .3c'_S-e3 .gGGG .46g_-05 .5674-05 .34IG-G_ .3084-0I 527.4
678 1.0000 483.00 .74880-03 .9050-03 .9050-03 .9000 .1888-04 .1556-04 .9351-02 .7503-01 527.5
678 1.0000 484.00 .30987-02 .3745-02 .3745-02 .9000 .5329-04 .6439-04 .3873-01 .3481 526.9
678 1.0000 485.00 .10137-01 ._225-01 ,1225-0! .9000 .1743-03 .2107-03 .!286 .9808 527.4
678 1.0000 486.00 .32073-01 .3879-01 .3879-01 .9000 .5515-03 .6670-03 .3993 8.801 529.5
678 1.0000 487.00 .9325|-02 .l128-OI .1128-01 .9000 .1604-03 .1939-03 .1162 .8696 529.0
678 1.0000 488.00 .65285-02 .7894-02 .7894-02 .8000 .1123-03 .1358-03 .8134-01 .8087 529.1
678 1.0000 489.00 .42380T02 .5126_02 .5!26-02 .9000 .7288-04 .8815-04 .5272-01 .3943 530.2
678 [.0000 490.00 .81797-03 .9881-03 .9891-03 .9000 .1407-04 .1701-04 .lOIg-Ol .7892-01 528.9
579 J,0800 49J,00 ,]0390-0J ,J258-0] ,}258-0J .9000 ,]787-03 ,2J60-03 ,J297 J,OD4 527,9
DATE 23 FEB BO OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAC-E_ !_m_.3
0H84B BO-O WING MISC. (RN,UP49)
WING MISC. PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA • .0000 ELEVON = 5.000
BOFLAP = 23.50 SPDBRK - .0000
=**TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG, R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO 6 /FT3 IFT2
672 l.OI6 7.940 39.97 -.6925-02 205.9 1258. 89.42 .2225-01 .9821 3742. .6499-03 .7437-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN DUMMY T/C NO H/HREF H/HRE£ HIHREF TAN/TO H(TO} H(TAN) ODOT, DTNOT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= 9TU/R 9TU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC
672 1.0000 476.00 .18643-02 .2251-09 .2251-02 .9000 .4529-04 .5469-04 .3315-01 .2485 5L_5,7
672 I,O000 477.00 .34454-02 .4158-02 .4158-02 .9000 .8371-04 .)010-03 .6141-01 .4936 5¢_.0
672 I.OOO0 478.00 .97053-0! .3264-01 .3264-01 .9000 .6573-03 .7931-03 .4827 3.506 523.2
672 I.O000 479.00 .65613-02 .7917-02 .7917-02 .9000 .1594-03 .1924-03 .1171 .8235 523.4
672 I.O000 480,00 .60389-02 .7288-02 .7288-02 .9000 .i467-03 .i771-03 .1077 .7580 523.4
672 1.0000 48].00 .80686-02 .9741-02 .9741-02 .9000 .1960-03 .2357-03 .1436 1.009 525.3
672 I.O000 482.00 .13_65-03 .1612-03 .1812-03 .9000 .3247-05 .39]6-05 .2392-02 .2156-0I 521.I
672 I.O000 484.00 .31985-02 .3845-02 .3845-02 .9000 .7797-04 .9342-04 .5705-01 .5144 521.2
672 ].0000 485.00 .88454-02 .1067mOl .1367--01 .9000 ,2]49--03 .2592--03 .1583 1.230 521.3
672 |.0000 486.00 .31286--0! .3778--01 .3778--0] .9000 .7604--03 .9179--03 .5573 3.g18 524,9
672 l.OOOO 487.00 .84811-02 .1023-0I .I023-0] .9000 .2061-03 .2486-03 .1514 1.136 523.0
672 1,0000 488.00 .57852-02 .8188-02 .8189-02 .9000 .1649-03 .1890-03 .I209 .9069 594.2
672 1.0000 489.00 .68034-02 .8214-02 .8214-08 .SOOO .I653-03 .1996-03 .I211 .9077 525.2
672 1.0000 490.00 .24022-03 .2898-03 .2898-03 .9000 .5836-05 .7041-05 .4291-02 .3333-01 522.5
672 1.0000 491.00 .93473-02 .1127-01 .II2?-OI .9000 ,2271-03 .2739-03 .1671 1.298 522.0
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL SO-O IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1894
OH8_B 60-0 WING MISt, tR4uP4g)
WING MISC. PARAMETRI-C DATA
MACH = B.OOO ALPHA = 40.00 BETA = .0000 ELEVON = 5.000
BDFLAP = 23.50 SPDBRK = .0000
• ''TEST CONDITIONS*''
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO PILl
NUMBER /FT DEC. DEC. PS;A DEC. R DEC. R PSIA P_I FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 /FT3 /FT2
694 1.986 7.9B0 39.99 -.6937-02 433.4 1305. 94.98 .4512-01 2.011 3813. .I262-02 .7643-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN DUMMY TIC NO HIHREF HIHREF H/I-_EF TAN/TO HITOJ H(TAN] O00T OTI,IDT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=O,9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTUI DEC. R DEC. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC
694 |.0000 476.00 ,45120-02 .5424-02 ,5424-02 .9000 .1579-03 .1898-03 ,1225 .9171 528.6
694 l.O000 477.00 .97474-02 .I172-01 .1|72-01 .9000 .34_|-03 .4099-03 .2649 2.125 527.9
694 1.0000 478.00 .28545-01 .3431-01 .3431-01 .9000 .9988-03 .1200-02 .7756 5.619 528.!
694 1.0000 479.00 .63639-02 .7644-02 .7644-02 .9000 .2227-03 .2674-03 .1735 1.220 525.4
694 1.0000 480.00 .94657-02 .1140-0! .lI40-Ol .9000 .3319-03 .3987-03 .2684 1.816 526.0
694 1.0000 481.00 .13869-0| .1667-01 .1667-01 .9000 .4853-03 .5833-03 .3766 2.643 528.5
694 1.0000 482.00 .40024-02 .4804-02 .4804-02 .9000 .I400-03 .]681-03 .I094 .9857 523.2
694 1.0000 483.00 .43075-02 .5171-02 .5171-02 .9000 .1507-03 .1809-03 .1178 .9473 523.1
694 1.0000 484.00 .53523-02 ,6425-02 .6425-02 .9000 .1873-03 .224B-03 .1464 1.319 522.9
694 1.0000 485.00 .12190-01 .1463-01 .1463-0! .9000 .4265-03 .5120-03 .3332 2.587 523.4
694 1.0000 486.00 .39024-0! .4694-01 .4694-01 .9000 .1365-02 .1642-02 1.056 7.404 531.0
694 1.0000 487.00 .10299-01 ii237-0! .1237-01 .9000 .3604-03 .4328-03 .2808 2.105 525.5
694 l.OOO0 488.00 .17278-01 .2077-01 .2077-0| .9000 .6046-03 .7267-03 .4692 3.5ll 528.6
694 l.O000 489.00 .]3389,0! ._609-0! .]609-0! .9000 .4585-03 .5629-03 .3643 2.729 527. I
694 1.0000 490.00 .37939-02 .4543-02 .4543-02 .9000 ' .1324-03 .1590-03 .1034 .802l 524.0
694 1.0000 491.00 .12912-01 ,1550_0I .1550-01 .9000 .4518-03 .5425-03 .3525 2.735 524.4
/)
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 18<J5
OH84B 60-0 WING MISC. tR4UP49)
WING MISC. PARAMETRICDATA
MACH - B.O00 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA = .0000 ELEVON = 5.000
BDFLAP = 23.50 SPDBRK = .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L HACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O Y RHO HU
NUMBER /FT DEG. OEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI ET/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO 6 lET3 /FT2
696 3.000 7.990 40.03 -.6954-02 669.2 1322. 96.00 .6911-01 3.088 383B. .19W3-OE .7725-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN DUMMY T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO_ H(TAN) ODOT DTNDT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=O.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAN/To FTBSEC FTBSEC ETBSEC ISEC
696 1.0000 476.00 .B4945-02 .1022-01 .1022-01 .9000 .3691-03 .4441-03 ;2890 2.152 538.8
696 1.0000 477.00 .21391-01 .2576-01 .E576-01 .9000 ;9296-03 .1120-02 .7242 5.766 542.6
696 1.0000 478.00 .28363-0I .3412-01 .3412-01 .9000 .1233-02 .1483-02 .9660 6.964 537.9
696 ].0000 479.00 ;73624-02 .8848-02 .8848-02 .9000 .,3199-03 .3845-03 .2519 1.762 534.5
696 !,0000 480.00 .!4474-0! .!740-0! .!740-0! .9000 .5290-03 .7562-03 .4942 3.454 536.|
696 1.0000 481,00 .24095-01 .2901-01 .2901-0l .9000 .I047-02 .1261-02 .8174 5.699 541.1
696 I;0000 482.00 .57244-02 .6875-02 .6875-02 .9000 .2488-03 .2988-03 .Ig65 1.762 531.9
696 1.0000 483.00 .71350-02 .8570-02 .8570-02 .9000 .3101-03 .3724-03 .2448 1.960 532.1
696 1.0000 484.00 .70885-02 ,8488-02 .8488-02 .9000 .3072-03 .3689-03 .2428 2.177 531.3
695 1.0000 485.00 .17003-01 .2042-01 .2042-01 .9000 .7389-03 .8874-03 .5836 4.511 531.9
695 I_0000 488.00 .39826-01 .4794-01 .4794-01 .9000 .1731-02 .2083-02 1.351 9.423 540.9
696 1.0000 487.00 .19028-01 .2288-01 .2288-01 .9000 .8269-03 .9945-03 .6485 4.832 537,4
696 1.0000 488.00 .33878-01 .4081-01 .4081-01 .9000 .1472-02 .1773-02 1.145 8.507 543.7
696 1.0000 489.00 .24538-01 ,2953-0I .2953-01 .9000 .1066-02 .1283-02 .8341 6.208 539.5
696 1.0000 490.00 .71294-02 .8566-02 .8555-02 .9000 .3098-03 .3722-03 .2442 1.886 533.5
696 I.O000 491.00 .15095-01 .1813_01 .1813-01 .9000 .6560-03 .7890-03 .5175 3.998 532.8
DATE 83 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEOC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1896
OH84B BO-O WING MISC. (R4UP50)
WING MISC. PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = B.O00 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA - .0000 ELEVON = 7.500
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK - .0000
• -,TEST CONDITIONS''"
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC/FT$ /FT2
XlO 6
768 .5101 7.900 39.98 -,3466-02 01,6 1251. 82.77 .1129-01 .4932 3730. .3284-03 .7465-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN DUMMY TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO} H(TAN) ODOT DTWDT TW
NUHBER R=I.O R=O.8 R- BTU/R BIU/R BTU/ DEG. R OEG. RTAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
768 I.O000 476.00 .15035-02 .1819-02 .1819-02 .9000 .2586-04 .3129-04 .1863-01 .1393 530.4
768 1.0000 477.00 .40054-02 .4844-02 .4844-02 .9000 ,6889-04 .8338-04 .4975-01 .3990 528.5
768 1.0000 478.00 .34797-01 .4207-01 .4207-01 .9000 .5985-03 .7235-03 .4332 3.140 526.9
768 1.0000 47_.00 .80527-02 .9739-02 ,9739-02 .9000 .I385-03 .1675-03 .1000 .7020 528.4
768 1.0000 480.00 .66515-02 .8044-02 .8044-02 .9000 .1144-03 .1384-03 .8267-01 .5803 528.0
768 1.0000 481.00 .50052-02 .6055-02 .6055-08 .9000 ,8809-04 .1041-03 .6210-01 .4356 529.3
768 1.0000 482.00 .69758-03 .8434-03 .8434-03 .9000 .1200-04 .1451-04 .8678-02 .7799-01 527.4
768 1.0000 483.00 .32219-03 .3896-03 .3896-03 .9000 .5542-05 .6701-05 .4008-02 .3216-01 527.5
768 1,0000 484.00 .40109-02 .4850-02 .4850-02 .9000 .6899-04 .8342-04 .4988-01 .4482 587.6
qBB ].0000 485.00 .I1726-01 .|418-01 .1418-01 .9000 .2017-03 .2439-03 .1457 1.128 528.2
768 1.0000 486.00 .30328-01 .3669-01 3669-01 .9000 .5216-03 .6310-03 .3763 2.640 529.2
768 1.0000 487.00 .91990-02 .1]13-01 ,1113-01 .9000 .1582-03 .1914-03 .1143 .8554 528.4
7EB 1.0000 488.00 .61757-02 .7470-02 .7470-02 .9000 .1068-03 .1285-03 .7668-01 .5739 528.8
768 1.0000 489.00 .37591-02 ,4548-02 .4548-02 .9000 .6466-04 .7823-04 .4662-01 .3487 529.6
768 1.0000 491.00 .lOBll-OI ,1308-01 .1308-01 .9000 .1859-03 ,2249-03 .1342 1.039 528.7
DATE 23 FEB 80 DH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEOC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1897
OHB4B 60-0 HING MISC. CR4UP50)
WING MISC. PARAHETPJC DATA
MACH • 8.000 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA - .0000 ELEVON - 7.500
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK = .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS**"
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V _ MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEO. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 IFT3 /FT2
758 t.O14 7.940 39.99 -.4651-06 20BJ4 |266. 93.00 .2242-0I .9894 3754. .6505-03 .7484-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN DUMMY TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAW) QDOT DTWDT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FTBSEC FT2SEC /SEC
758 I.O000 476.00 .16135-0B .1952-02 .1952-02 .9000 .3939-04 .4765-04 .2877-0! .2146 535._
758 1.0000 477.00 .59229-02 .7161-02 .7161-02 .9000 .1446-03 .1748-03 .1058 .8466 533,7
758 I.O000 478.00 .36164-0! .4372-01 .4372-01 .9000 .8829-03 .1067-02 .6467 4.673 533. t
758 I_O000 479.00 .72504-02 .B768-02 .8768-02 .9000 .1770-03 .2141-03 .1894 .9053 534.6
758 1.0000 480.00 .70001-02 .8454-02 .8464-02 .9000 .!709-03 .E066-03 .!25! .8753 533.8
758 I.O000 48|.00 .57877-02 .7001-02 .7001-02 .9000 .1413-03 .1709-03 .1032 .7217 535.3
758 1.0000 482.00 .33877-02 .4096-02 .4096-02 .9000 .8270-04 .9999-04 .6056-01 .5425 533.5
75B I.OOO0 483.00 .41255-02 .4988-02 .4988-02 .9000 .1007-03 .1218-03 .7369-01 .5893 534.0
758 l.O000 484.00 .43393-02 .5246-02 .5246-02 .9000 11059-03 .1281-03 .7756-01 .6949 533.5
758 1.0000 485.00 .10740-0I .1299-01 .1299-0! .9000 .B622-03 .3170-03 .1919 1.482 533.6
758 1.0000 486.00 .30460-0I .3686-01 .3686-01 .9000 .7436-03 .B998-03 .5421 3.788 536.7
758 I.O000 487.00 .84748-02 .I025-01 .1025-01 .9000 .2069-03 .2502-03 .1513 1.129 534.4
758 1.0000 488.00 .72805-02 .8807-02 .8807-02 .9000 .1777-03 .2150-03 .1288 .9677 535.6
758 1.0000 489100 .58662-02 .7098-02 .7099-02 .9000 .1432-03 .1733-03 .1044 .7782 536.7
758 1.0000 490.00 .21B07_02 .2638-02 .263B-02 .BOO0 .5324-04 .B438-04 .3890-OI .3002 535.0
758 l.O000 491.00 .10141-01 .1226-01 .1226-01 .9000 .2476-03 .2984-03 .IBll 1.399 534.0
OATE 23 FEB 80 0H848 MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEOC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE|Bg9
0H848 60-0 WING MISC. fR4UP50)
WING MISC. PARAMETRIC DATA
HACH = 8.000 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA - .0000 ELEVON - 7.500
BDFLAP - .0000 SPDBRK = .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. BEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 IFT3 /FT2
356 2.005 7.980 40.03 -.4633-06 434.6 1300. 94.62 .4525-0! 2.0|7 3805. ,1291-02 .76t4-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN DUMHY T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREr TAW/TO HtTO) H(TAW) ODOT BTNOT TW
NLPtBER R=t.O R=G.g R= 8TU/R 8TU/R 8TU/ O£G. R BEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
756 1.0000 476.00 .32944-02 ,3971-02 .3971-02 .9000 .1154-03 .1390-03 .8804-01 .6563 536.5
756 1.0000 477.00 .58674-02 .7189-02 .7189-02 .9000 .2090-03 .2517-03 .1599 1.278 534.7
756 1.0000 478.00 .36447-01 .4391-01 .4391-01 .9000 .1276-02 .1537-02 .9765 7.051 534.6
756 1.0000 479.00 .68180-02 .8209-02 .8209-02 .9000 .2388-03 .2875-03 .1831 1.282 532.7
756 1.0000 480.00 .67123-02 .8082-02 .8082-02 .9000 .2350-03 .2830-03 .1802 1.262 533.0
756 1.0000 481.00 .I0176-01 .1226-01 .1226-01 .9000 .3563-03 .4294-03 .2723 1.904 535.4
756 1.0000 482.00 .56764-02 .6833-02 .6833-02 .9000 .1988-03 .2393-03 .1526 1.368 532.1
756 1.0000 483.00 .60458-02 .7279-02 .3279-02 .9000 .2117-03 .2549-03 .1624 1.300 532.3
356 1.0000 484.00 .50388-02 .6063-02 .6063-02 .9000 .1764-03 .2123-03 .1357 1.218 530_5
356 1.0000 485.00 .12956-01 .1559-01 .1559-01 .9000 .4537-03 .5460-03 .3488 2.698 530.8
756 1.0000 486.00 .31168-01 .3755-01 .3755-01 .9000 .1081-02 .1315-02 .8346 5.837 535.0
756 1.0000 487.00 .96450-02 .I161-01 .I161-01 .9000 .3377-03 .4066-03 .2591 1.935 532.6
355 1.0000 488.00 .10355-01.1247-01 .1247-01 .9000 .3626-03 .4368-03 .2775 2.071 534.4
756 1.0000 489.00 .11010-01 .1327-01 .1327-01 .9000 .3855-03 .4646-03 .2946 2.197 535.6
756 1.0000 490.00 .63549-02 .7654-02 .7654-02 .9000 .2225-03 .2680-03 .1704 1.316 534..0
758 1.0000 491.00 .12349-01 .1486-01 .1486-01 .9000 .4324-03 ,5205-03 .3322 2.568 531,5
/) •*'- ,. ",
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 18gg
OHB4B 60-0 WING MISC. fR4UPSO)
WING MISC. PARAHETRIC DATA
HACH • 8,000 ALl)HA • 40.00 8ETA = .0000 ELEVON = 7,500
BDFLAP • .0000 SPDBRK • .0000
*''TEST CONDITIONS*'"
RUN RN/L HACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P 0 V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO S /FT3 IFT2
746 3.012 7. 990 40.06 -. 3495-02 670.4 1320. 95.85 .6923"-01 3. 094 3835. .1950-02 .7"/13-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN DUMMY T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO HtTO) HtTAW) ODOT OTWDT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R• 8TU/R BTU/R 6TU; DEO. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FTBSEC FTBSEC FTBSEC /SEC
746 .0000 476.00 .64741-02 .7788-02 .7788-02 .9000 .2815-03 .3386-03 .2203 1.64I 537.2
746 .0000 477,00 .12399-01 .1491-01 .1491-01 .9000 .5392-03 .6481-03 .4232 3.383 534.7
746 .0000 476.00 .33886-01 .4073-01 .4073-01 .9000 .1474-02 .1771-02 1.158 8.362 534.0
746 .0000 479.00 .63031-02 .7570-02 .7570-02 .9000 .2741-03 .3292m03 .2151 !.614 531.4
746 .0000 480.00 .81382-02 .9776-02 .9776-02 .9000 .3539-03 .4251-03 .27B7 1.953 532.0
746 .0000 481.00 .11853-01 .1425-01 .1425-01 .9000 .5154-03 .6196-03 .4046 2.830 534.7
746 .0000 482.00 .46763-02 .5815-02 .5615-02 .9000 .2034-03 .2442-03 .1606 1.441 530.I
746 .0000 483.00 .65724-02 .7893-02 .7893-02 .9000 .2858-03 .3432-03 .2255 I .BOB 530.7
746 .0000 484.00 .54 t20-02 .6497m02 .6497--02 .9000 .2353--03 "2825m03 " 1859 I "669 629"6
746 .0000 485.00 .15602-01 .1873-01 .1873-01 .9000 _6785-03 .8147-03 .5355 4. 142 530.4
746 .0000 486.00 .27881-0! .3327m0] .3327--0! .9000 • 1204--02 ,1447--02 .9459 6.619 533.9
746 ! .0000 487.00 .12330-01 .1481-0! . t48I-Ol .9000 ,5362-03 .6440-03 .4225 3. 157 531 .7
746 !.0000 488.00 .13123-0] .1577~01 .1577-01 .9000 .5707-03 .6858-03 .4485 3.348 533.7
746 1.0000 489.00 .86915-02 .1185-01 .1165-01 .8000 .4214-03 .5064-03 .3313 2.474 533.5
746 1.0000 490.00 .77877-02 .9331-02 .9331 m02 .9000 • 3378--03 .4057--03 .2661 2.057 531 .8
• 746 ! .0000 491 .00 .12798--01 .1537--01 .1537--01 .9000 .5565--03 .6682--03 .4395 3.401 529.9
DATE 23 FEB BO OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE IgO0
OH84B 60-0 WING MISC. fR4UP51)
WING MISC. PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH B.O00 ALPHA " 40.00 BETA " .0900 ELEVON = 7.500
BDFLAP = 15.00 SPDBRK - .GO00
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO B /FT3 /FT2
766 .5080 7.900 39.98 -.3466-02 I01.0 1250. 92.69 .1123-01 .4905 3729. .3269-03 .7459-07
Hn_r S ¢ i, km_RUN ' Tk, ,._




RUN DUMMY TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO HITO) H(TAW) QDOT DTNOT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC
765 1.0000 476.00 .15554-02 .1883-02 .IBB3-02 .9000 .266B-04 .3230-04 .1915-01 .1431 531.7
756 I.O000 477.00 .30087-02 .3641-02 .3641-02 .9000 .5160-04 .6245-04 ,3712-0I .2974 530.3
766 1.0000 478.00 .35064-01 .4243-01 .4243-01 .9000 .6014-03 .7277-03 .4330 3.134 529.8
766 1.0000 479.00 .74781-02 .8051-02 .9051-02 .9000 1283-03 .1552-03 .9222-0! .6464 530.7
756 1.0000 480.00 .66964-02 .8104-02 .8104-02 .9000 .I149-03 .1390-03 .8263-0I .5793 530.2
766 1.0000 481.00 .461!I-02 .5582-02 .5582-02 .9000 .7909-04 .9574-04 .5682-01 .3982 531.2
766 1.0000 482.00 .14185-03 .1716-03 .1715-03 .9000 .2433-05 .2944-05 .1752-02 .1572-01 529.7
766 I.O000 484.00 .35020-02 .4238-02 .4238-02 .9000 .6007-04 .7269-04 .4324-01 .388! 529.9
765 1.0000 485.00 .I1275-0l .1385-01 .1365-01 .9000 .1934-03 .2341-03 .1391 1.076 530.5
756 1.0000 486.00 .28458-01 ,3445-0! .3445-01 .9000 .4881-03 .5910-03 .3505 2.456 531.6
766 1.0000 487.00 .94809-02 .lI4B-Ol .1148-01 .9000 .1586-03 .1968-03 .1169 .8739 530.8
766 1.0000 488.00 .61526-02 .7447-02 .7447-02 .9000 .I055-03 .1277-03 .7585-01 .5671 530.9
766 1.0000 489.00 .37681-02 .4562-02 .4568-02 .9000 .6463-04 .7824-04 .4642-01 .3469 531.4
766 I.O000 .491.00 .I0622-0I .1286-01 .I286-01 .9000 .1822-03 .2205-03 .13]0 1.013 530.8
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1901
OH84B 60-0 NING MISC. tR4UP5|)
NING MISC. PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH • 8.000 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA = .0000 ELEVON = 7.500
BDFLAP = 15.00 SPDBRK = .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P 0 V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEO. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 /FT3 /FT2
760 I.O01 7.940 39.99 -.4651-06 206.5 1268. 93.22 .222t-01 .9803 3758. .6431-03 .7502-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN DUHHY T/C NO HIHREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN) ODOT DTNOT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=O.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG, R OEG. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
760 .O00O 476.00 .15585-02 .1885-02 .1885-08 .9000 .3789-04 .4582-04 .2775-01 .2069 536.8
760 .0000 477.00 .38086-02 .4604-02 .4604-02 .9000 .9259-04 .1119-03 .6799-01 .5436 534.3
760 .0000 478.00 .36311-01 .4389-01 .4389-01 .9000 .8828-03 .1067-02 .6485 4.684 534.1
760 .0000 479.00 .707B0-02 .8551-02 .8551-02 .9000 .1719-03 .2078-03 .126| .8818 535.2
760 _0000 480.00 .60034-02 .7257-02 .7257-02 .6000 .1459-03 .1764-03 .I072 .7497 534.4
760 .0000 481.00 .61107-02 .7391-02 .7391-02 .9000 .1486-03 .1797-03 .I088 .7607 536.1
760 .0000 482.00 .34084-0B .4120-02 .4120-02 .9000 .8286-04 .|008-03 .6085-01 .5450 534.3
760 .0000 483.00 .39229-02 .4742-02 .4742-02 .9000 .9537-04 .1153-03 .700]-01 .5597 534.6
760 .0000 464.00 .44195-02 .5342-02 .5342-02 .9000 .1074-03 .1299-03 .7896-01 .7073 533.8
?60 .O00O 485.00 .I0628-01 .1285-01 .1285-01 .9000 .2584-03 .3123~03 .1899 1.466 533.8
760 .0000 486.00 .30720-01 .3716-0I .3716-01 .9000 .7468-03 .8034-03 .5468 3.SBl 636.6
760 .0000 487.00 .88645-02 .1072-0I .1072-01 .9000 .2155-03 .2605-03 .1581 1.180 534.9
760 .0000 488.00 .86136-02 .1042-01 .1042~01 .9000 .2094-03 .2533-03 .1534 1.144 535.9
760 .0000 489.00 .61192-02 .7403-02 .7403-02 .9000 .1488-03 .1800-03 .1089 .8113 536.9
760 .0000 490.00 .16815-02 ,2033-02 .2033-02 .9000 .4088-04 .4943-04 .2997-0I .2312 535.6
760 .0000 491.00 .93393-02 .;1129-0! .1129-01 .9000 .2270-03 .2745-03 .1668 |.888 534.2
DATE 23 FEB 88 OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1902
OH84B 60-0 WING MISC. fR4UP51)
WING MISC. PARAHETRIC DATA
MACH 8.000 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA • .0000 ELEVON = 7.500
BDFLAP = 15.00 SPDBRK = .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FTISEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO B /FT3 /FT2
754 2.004 7.980 40.06 -.4686-06 437.0 1305. 94.98 .4550-01 2,028 3813. .1293-02 .7643-07
RUN HREF STN NO
.... _ BTU/ REFER),,v_,BER R
FTBSEC =.0i75
***TEST DATA***
RUN DUMMY T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H{TO) H(TAW) QDOT DTWDT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=D.B R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FTBSEC FTBSEC FTBSEC /SEC
754 1.0000 476.00 .38329-02 .4511-02 .4611-02 .9000 .1347-03 .1620-03 ,1042 .7785 53t.3
754 1.0000 477.00 .83184-02 .9999-02 .9999-02 .9000 .2923-03 .3513-03 .2269 1.820 528.4
754 1.0000 478.00 .37578-01 .4516-01 .4516-0! .9000 .1320-02 .1587-02 1.026 7.435 527.6
754 1.0000 479.00 .67617-02 .8123-02 .8123-02 .9000 .2378-03 .2854-03 ..1850 1.300 526.0
754 1.0000 480.00 .64021-02 .7691-02 .7691-02 .9000 .2250-03 .2702-03 .1751 1.230 526.2
754 1.0000 481.00 .95935-02 .1153-01 .1153-01 .9000 .3371-03 .4052-03 .2617 1.837 588.3
754 .0000 482.00 .77412-02 .9299-02 .9299-08 .9000 .2720-03 .3287-03 .2118 1.905 525.9
754 .0000 483.00 .87253-02 .1048-01 .1048-01 .9000 .30G8-03 .3683-03 .2386 1.916 526.3
754 .0000 484.00 .53941-02 .6477-02 .6477-02 .9000 .1895-03 .2276-03 .1479 1.331 524.4
754 .0000 485.0q .13783-01 .1655-01 .1655-01 .9000 .4843-03 .5816-03 .3776 2.929 525.0
754 .0000 486,00 .31953-01 .3841"01 .3841-01 .9000 .I123-02 .1350-02 .8713 6.113 528.7
754 .0000 487.00 .I0332-01 .1241-01 .1241-01.9000 .3631-03 .4361-03 .2827 2.118 526.1
754 .0000 488.00 .15022-01 L1806-01 .1806-01 .9000 .5278-03 .6345-03 .4098 3.068 528.2
754 .0000 489.00 .11981-01 .1440-01 .1440-01 .9000 .4210-03 .5061-03 .3267 2.445 528.7
754 .0000 490.00 .65314-02 .7848-02 .7848-02 .9000 .2295-03 .2758-03 .1785 1.383 526.8
•754 .0000 491.00 .12924-01 .1552-01 .1552-01 .9000 .4541-03 .5454-03 .3539 2.745 525.2
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE Ig03
0H848 60-0 NiNG MISC. (R4UPSI)
NING MISC. PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH - 8.000 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA - .0000 £LEVON - 7.500
B{:)FLAP- 15.00 SPDBRK = .0000
• ..TEST CONDITIONS.'*
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO HIJ
NUMBER /FT DEO. OEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
• XlO 6 /FT3 /FT2
748 2.974 7.990 40.07 -.4689-06 661.9 1320. 95.85 .6835-0I 3.055 3835. .1925-02 .7713-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN DUMMY TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAW) ODOT DTWDT TW
NUMBER R=!.O R=O.S R= BTU/R BTUIR BTU/ OEG. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
748 .0000 476.00 .55488-02 .6663-02 .6663-02 .9000 .2398-03 .2879-03 .1892 1.414 530.7
748 .0000 477.00 .21997-01 .2642-01 .2642-01 .9000 .9505-03 .1142-02 .7488 5.994 . 531.9
748 .0000 478.00 .35844-01 .4308-01 .4302-0! .9000 .1549-02 .1859-02 1.225 8.873 528.7
748 .0000 479.00 .61749-02 .7405-02 .7405-02 .9000 .2668-03 .3199-03 .2120 1.490 525.0
748 .0000 480.00 .82287-02 .9869-02 .9869-02 .9000 .3555-03 .4264-03 .2823 1.984 525.7
748 .0000 48!.00 .!2033-0! .!444-0! ,|444-0! ,9000 .5199-03 .6238-03 .4118 2.891 527.6
748 .0000 482.00 .65977-02 .7911-02 .7911-02 .9000 .2851-03 .3418-03 .2267 2.040 524.5
748 .0000 483.00 .77114-02 .9245-02 .9245-02 .9000 .3332-03 .3995-03 .2650 2.130 524.3
748 .0000 484.00 .64669-02 .7751-02 .7751-02 .9000 .2794-03 .3349-03 .2225 2.004 523.3
t 748 .0000 485.00 .17537-01 .2!02-01 .2102-01 .9000 .7577-03 .9084-03 .6028 4.678 524.1
748 .0000 486.00 .28374-01 .3405-0I .3405-0t .9000 .1226-02 .1471-02 .9702 6.809 528.3
748 .0000 487.00 .17169-0! .2060-01 .2060-01 .9000 .7418-03 .8899-03 .5883 " 4.408 526.6
748 1.0000 488.00 .23235-01 .2790-0I .2790-01 .9000 .1004-02 .1205-02 .7928 5.930 530.0
748 1.0000 489.00 .13368-01 .!604-0l .1604-0I .9000 .5776-03 .6930-03 .4576 3.427 527.3
748 1.0000 490.00 .90103-02 .lOBI-OI .1081-01 .9000 .3893-03 .4669-03 .3092 2.397 525.5
?48 1.0000 491.00 .14192-0l .1701-01 .1701-01 .9000 .6132-03 .7351-03 .4882 3.790 523.5
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE Ig04
OHB4B BO-O WING MISC. (RWUP52)
WING MISC. PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA - .0000 ELEVON = 7.500
8DFLAP = 23.50 SPDBRK = .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT BEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
X10 6 /FT3 /FTE
764 .5066 7.900 39.98 -.4647-06 100.9 1_51. 92.77 .llBl-Ol .4898 3730. .3262-03 .7465-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN DUMMY T/C NO H/HREF HtHREF HIHREF TAW/TO H(TO} H(TAW) ODOT DTWDT TW
NUMBER R=I.G R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTUt DEG. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FT_EC FTESEC FT2SEC /SEC
764 1.0000 476.00 .12968-02 .1569-02 .1569-02 .9000 .L:_23-04 .2690-04 .1601-01 .1198 530.E
764 1.0000 477.00 .37673-02 .455B-02 .4556-02 .9000 .6457-04 .7910-04 .4663-01 .3739 528.6
764 1.0000 478.00 .34242-0! .4141-01 .4141-01 .9000 .5869-03 .7097-03 .4242 3.074 527.9
764 1.0000 ,,_.L. .78080-02 .9203-02 .9203-0B .9000 .1304-03 .1577-03 .9411-01 .6602 529.0
784 _.0000 '+BO.P; .67479-02 .8161-02 .81B1-02 .9000 .I157-03 .1399-03 .8354-01 .5862 528.4
764 1.0000 "'_'._ .48480-02 .5865-02 .5865-02 .9000 .8310-04 .1005-03 .5993-01 .4203 529.5
764 1.0000 4_ .58287-03 .7048-03 .7048-03 .9000 .9991-05 .I208-04 .7222-02 .6489-01 527.8
764 1.0000 483. .75884-03 .9177-03 .9177-03 .9000 .1301-04 .1573-04 .9400-0B .7540-01 528.0
754 1.0000 484.00 .33184-02 .4013-02 .4013-02 .9000 .5688-04 .6879-04 .4110-01 .3692 528.1
764 1.0000 485.00 .11069-01 .1339-01 .1339-0! .9000 .1897-03 .B295-03 .1370 1.060 528.8
754 1.0000 486.00 .27953-01 .3383-01 .3383-01 .9000 .4791-03 .5798-03 .3452 2.420 530.3
764 1.0000 487.00 .95219-02 .1152-01 .1152-01 .9000 .1632-03 .1974-03 .1177 .8808 529.3
754 1.0000 488.00 .64791-02 .7839-0B .7839-0B .9000 .1111-03 .1344-03 .8008-01 .5991 529.5
784 I.O000 489.00 :;38285-02 .4833-02 .4633-02 .9000 .6562-04 .7940-04 .4729-01 .3537 530.1
764 1.0000 490.00 .24411-03 .2953-03 .2953-03 .9000 .4184-05 .5062-05 .3019-02 .2337-01 529.1
764 1.0000 491.00 .10233-01 .1238-01 .1238-01 .9000 .1754-03 .2122-03 .1266 .9800 528;9
j) )
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE lg05
OHB4B 60-0 WING MISC. II_UP52)
WING MISC. PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = B.O00 ALPHA = 40.00 _ETA = .0000 ELEVON • 7.500
BDFLAP = 23.50 SPDBRK = .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT DEC. OEG. PSIA DEC. R DEG. R PSIA PSi FTISEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO 6 IFT3 IFT2
762 1.002 7.940 39.99 -.4654-06 205.6 1265. 92.93 .2212-01 .9760 3752. .6424-03 .7478-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN DUMMY T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) HfTAN) QDOT DTNOT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=O.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FT_:X_EC FT2Si_C /SEC
762 1.0000 476.00 .14445-02 .1745-02 .1745-02 .9000 .3502-04 .4231-04 .2670-0! .1921 530.8
762 1.0000 477.00 .40464-02 .4885-02 ,4885-02 .9000 .¢J810-04 .II84-03 .7227-01 .5798 _.8.0
762 1.0000 478,00 .37855-01 .4567-01 .4567-01 .9000 .9178-03 .l107-OE .6781 4.918 5¢_5.8
762 1.0000 479.00 .68843-02 .8309-02 .8309-02 .9000 .1668-03 .2014-03 .1231 .8645 52=/.0
762 1.0000 480.00 .60397-02 .7289-02 .7289-02 .8000 .1464-03 .1767-03 .I080 .7588 526.8
762 1.0000 481.00 .62594-02 .7558-02 .7558-02 .9000 .1518-03 .1832-03 .Ill7 .7835 52e;B
762 1.0000 482.00 .39389-02 .4753-02 .4753-02 .9000 .9550-04 .!152-03 .7053-0! .6342 526.1
762 1.0000 483.00 .41742-02 .5037-02 .5037-02 .9000 .I0]2-03 .1221-03 .7470-01 .5997 526.5
762 I.O000 484.00 .43589-02 .5259-02 .5259-02 .9000 .1057-03 .1275-03 .7811-01 .7026 525.5
762 l.O000 485.00 .10536-01 .1271-01 .1271-01 .9000 .2554-03 .3082-03 .1888 1.464 525.5
762 1.0000 486.00 .30388-01 .3668-01 .3668-01 .9000 .7367-03 .8893-03 .5431 3.813 527.5
762 I.O000 487.00 .91874-02 .I109-01 .1109-0! .9000 .2227-03 .2688-03 .1644 1.232 526.4
762 1.0000 488.00 .89454=02 .108O-O1 .1080-01 .8000 .2169-03 .2618-03 .1598 1.197 527.8
762 |.0000 489.00 .62065-02 .7495-02 .7495-02 .9000 .1505-03 .1917-03 .1|07 .8285 528.9
762 1.0000 ,49Q.00 .19707-02 .2379-02 .2379-02 .9000 .4778-04 .5767-04 .3522-01 .2729 527.5
762 1.0000 491.00 .96069-02 .1159-01 .1159-01 .9000 .2329-03 .2810-03 .1720 1,334 526.1
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1906
OH84B.60-O WING MISC. tR4UP52)
WING MISC. PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH - 8.000 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA = .0000 ELEVON - 7.500
BDFLAP = 23.50 SPDBRK = .0000
*'*TEST CONDITIONS'''
RUN RN/L HACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO NU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO B IFT3 /FT2
752 2.017 7.980 40.06 -.4685-06 436.2 1298. 94.47 .4541-01 2.024 3802. .1297-02 .7602-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN DUMMY TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF HIHREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAN} ODOT DTNOT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ . DEG. R. DEG. R
TAW/TO FTBSEC FTBSEC FTBSEC /SEC
752 I.O00O 476.00 .47771-02 .5757-02 .5757-02 .9000 .1875-03 .2019-03 .1277 .9526 535.4
752 1.0000 477.00 .97817-02 .1178-0| .1178-0! .9000 .3431-03 .4132-03 .2623 2.099 533.1
752 I.O000 478.00 .35943-01 .4328-01 .4328-01 .9000 .1261-02 .1518-02 .9653 6.980 531.9
752 1.0000 479.00 .72368-02 .8712-02 .8712-02 .9000 ;253B-03 .3055-03 .1945 1.363 531.3
752 1.0000 480.00 .10145-0| .122]-01 .1221-01 .9000 .3558-03 .4284-03 .2725 1.909 531.9
752 I.O000 481.00 .13444-01 .1620-01 .1620-01 .9000 .4715-03 .5682-03 .3596 2.515 535.0
752 1.0000 482.00 .66910-02 .8055-02 .8055-02 .9000 .2347-03 .2825-03 .1798 1.612 531.6
752 1.0000 483.00 .63483-02 .7643-02 .7643-02 .9000 .2227-03 .2881-03 .1706 1.366 531.6
752 1.0000 484.00 .53070-02 .6387-02 .6387-02 .9000 .1861-03 .2240-03 .1428 1.281 530.4
752 1.0000 485.00 .13698-0! .1649-01 .1649-01 .9000 .4B04-03 .5783-03 .3684 2.849 530.8
752 1.0000 486.00 .28868-01 .3477-0! ".3477-0! .9000 .10|2-02 .1220-02 .7738 5.417 533.4
752 I.O000 487.00 .15514-01 .1869-0! .1869-01 .9000 .5441-03 .6554-03 .4158 3.105 533.4
752 1.0000 488.00 .2353I-0! .2837-0! .2837-01 .9000 .8253-03 .9951-03 .6276 4.677 537.2
752 1.0000 489.00 .16763-0! .202!-0! .2021-01 .9000 .5879-03 .7088-03 .4474 3.334 536.B
752 !.0000 490.00 ;47275-02 .5693-02 .5693-02 .9000 .165B-03 .!997-03 .1268 .BBO! 532.6
752 1.0000 491.00 .12114-0l .1458-0i .I458-01.9000 .4249-03 .5ll5-03 .3256 2.5|7 531.3
DATE 23 FEB BO OHB4B MODEL60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1807
OH84B 60-0 WING MISC. (R4UPGB)
WING MISC. PARAMETRICDATA
MACH " B.O00 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA - .0000 ELEVON " 7.600
BDFLAP - 23.50 SPDBRK - ,0000
• ''TEST CONDITIONS**"
RUN RN/L HACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 IFT3 /FIB
750 3.008 7.990 40.07 -.3496-02 673.1 1325. 96.21 .6951-01 3.106 3842. .1960-0B .7742-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN DUMMY TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO HtTO] H(TAW) QDOT DTNOT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=O.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R 6TU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FTBSEC FTBSEC /SEC
750 1.0000 476.00 .71645-02 .6609-02 .8609-02 .9000 .3124-03 .3754-03 .2466 1.840 535.2
750 1.0000 477.00 .18065-01 .2170-01 .2170-01 .9000 .7677-03 .9463-03 ,6224 4.976 534.5
750 |.0000 478.00 .34440-01 .4133-01 .4133-01 .9000 .1502-02 .1802-02 1.193 8.632 530.3
750 I,O000 479:00 .66249-02 .7947-02 .7947-02 .9000 .2889-03 .3465-03 .2299 1.613 528.6
750 ,0000 4_0.00 .87987-02 .I056-01 .I056-01 .9000 .3836°03 ,4603-03 .3051 B.140 529.4
750 .0000 481.00 .14309-01 .1718-0! .1718-0! .9000 .6239-03 .7490-03 .4947 3.465 531.8
750 .OOO0 482.00 .52196-02 .6260-02 .6260-02 .9000 .2276-03 .2729-03 .1814 1.630 527.7
750 .0000 483.00 .69045-02 .8281-02 .8281-02 .9000 .3010-03 .3611-03 .2399 1.924 527.9
750 .O000 484.00 .59636-02 .7150-02 .7150-02 .9000 .2600-03 .3118-03 .2075 1.866 526.5
750 .0000 485.00 .16895-01 .2026-01 .2026-0! .9000 .7366-03 .8834-03 .5875 4.55B 527.1
750 .0000 486.00 .33509-01 .4023-0! .4023-0! .9000 .1461-02 .1754-02 1.159 8.120 531.5
750 .0000 487.00 .12601-01 .1512-01 .1512-01 .9000 .5494-03 .6591-03 .4373 3.272 528.6
750 .0000 488.00 .27223-01 .3271-01 .3271-01 .9000 .I187-02 .1426-02 .9380 6.999 634.4
750 .0000 489.00 .15824-0! .!900-01 .1900-01 .9000 .6899-03 .8285-03 .5466 4.083 532.5
750 .0000 490.00 .79788-02 .9572-02 .9572-02 .9000 .3479-03 .4174-03 .2768 2.143 529.0
750 .0000 49!,00 .!4B!BmOI .!753_01 .1753-01 .9000 .6373-03 .7642-03 .5062 3.938 527.2
DATE 23 FEB BO OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1909
• 0H848 60-0 NING LONER SURFACE {R4UQOI)
WING LOWER SURF PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = B.O00 ALPHA • 25.00 BETA - .0000 ELEVON - .0000
8DFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK = 49.00
**'TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L HACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT OEG, OEG. PSIA DE6. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS tB-SEC
XIO 6 /FT3 IFT2
9 !.019 7.940 24.97 .5591-06 205.0 1248. 91.68 .2205-01 .9732 3727. .6492-03 .7378-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN 2Y/BW XW/CN TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF HIHREF TAN/TO HITO) H(TAN) DDOT DTNDT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R 6TU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FTBSEC FT2SEC FTBSEC /SEC
9 .60000 .25000-01 III0.0 .3157 .3919 .3592 .9377 .76E5-02 .8676-02 4.891 36.43 606.2
9 .60000 .50000-01 1111.0 ,2433 .3000 .2840 .9242 .5876-02 .6859-02 3.876 30.17 588.0
9 .60000 .75000-01 1112.0 .1831 .2246 .2172 .9150 .4422-02 .5246-02 2.988 21.88 572.1
9 .60000 .10000 Çi 1113.0o1419 .1736 .1697 .9102 .3428-02 .4099-02 2.345 16.69 563.5
9 ,60000 .20000 1114.0 .8144-01 .9932-01 .9824-01 .9050 .1967-02 .2373-02 1.363 5.743 554.7
9 ,60000 .30000 1115.0 .7431-01 .9061-01 .8963-01 .9050 .1795-02 .2165-02 1.245 8.366 553.9
9 .60000 .40000 II16.0 .6946-01 .8468-D1 .8366-01 .9055 .1678-02 .2021-02 1,164 8.068 553.6
9 ,60000 ,50000 1117,0. ,6637-01 ,8093-01 ,8020-01 ,9042 ,1603-02 ,1937-02 I,III 7,696 554,4
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1909
OH84B 60-0 WING LONER SURFACE fl_l.IJOOl}
NING LONER SURF PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA = 25.00 BETA " .OOO0 ELEVON - .GO00
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK = 49.00
• *'TEST CONDITIONS*"
RUN RN/L HACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO 141.1
NUHBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R pS|A PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 IFT3 IFT2
8 1.994 7.980 24.96 .5594-06 433,2 I302. 94.76 .45]0-0! B.OlO 3808. .IBB4-OB .76¢?.6-07
RUN HREF sTN NO
NUMBER BTU/ R REF(R)
FT2SEC =.0175
8 .3497-01 .2875-01
• **TEST DATA "'o
RUN 2Y/BN XN/CW T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN) " OOOT DTNDT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTUI DEG. R OEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FTBSEC FT25EC /SEC
B .60000 .25000-01 |110.0 .3113 .3895 .3558 .9377 .1088-0! .1244-01 ?.OSl 51.32 653.9
B .60000 .50000-0! 1111.0 .2459 .3044 .2878 .9242 .8599-0B .1006-0! 5.827 44.56 624.0
8 .60000 .75000-01 1112.0 .1863 .2288 .2212 .9150 .5515-02 .7735-0B 4.570 33.00 600.2
8 .60000 .lOOO0+O0 1113.0 ,1468 .1796 .1756 .gl02 .5134-02 .6140-02 3.659 25.72 588.9
8 .60000 .20000 1114.0 .8111-01 .9881-01 .9775-01 .9050 .2836-02 .3418-02 2.061 14.58 575.6
8 °60000 .30000 1115.0 .?176-0! .8740-01 .8646-0! .9050 .2509-02 .3023-02 1,825 12.13 5?4.4
8 .60000 .40000 1116,0 .6654-01 .8103-0! .8007-01 .9055 .2327-02 .2800-02 1,694 11.62 573,5
8 .60000 .50000 III_,0 .6505-0! .79|9-01 .TB4B-OI .9042 .2275-02 .2744-02 1.658 11.38 572.8
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1910
OH84B GO-O WING LOWER SURFACE (R4UQOI|
• WING LOWER SURF PARAMETRIC DATA
HACH - 6.000 ALPHA - 25.00 BETA = .0000 ELEVON - .0000
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK • 49.00
***TEST CONDITIONS*''
RUN RN/L HACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R OEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 /FT3 IFT2
? 2.996 7.990 24.92 .5613-06 666.7 1320. 95.85 .6885-01 3.077 3835. .I939-02 .7713-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN 2Y/BW XN/CN T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) HtTAN) QDOT DTNDT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=O.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R 6TU/ DEG. R DEG. RTAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC
7 .60000 .25000-01 IlIO.O .3046 .3859 .3507 .9376 .1321-01 .1621-0t 8.278 59.14 693.0
7 .60000 .50000-01 1111.0 .2437 .3045 .2872 .9241 .1057-01 .1245-01 6.990 52.58 65e.3
? .60000 .75000-01 112.0 .1880 .2325 .2245 .9149 .8154-02 .9_37-02 5.631 40.10 r_9.1
? .60000 .10000+00 113.0 .1475 .1913 .1772 .9101 .6395-02 .7693-02 4.525 31.44 612.1
3 ,60000 .20000 IZ4.0 .9177-01 .1121 .1109 ,9049 .3980-02 ,4910-02 2.892 20.26 582.8
7 .60000 .30000 115.0 .1609 .1977 .1955 .9049 .6977-02 .9479-02 ½.944 32_29 611.1
7 .60000 .40000 116.0 .1482 .1815 .1793 .9054 .6427-02 .7776-02 4.626 31.32 600.0















































































DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VK£ HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1912
OH84B SO-O WING LOWER SURFACE (R4UOOB}
WING LOWER SURF PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA • 30.00 BETA = -4.000 ELEVON = .OOO0
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK = .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P 0 V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT OEG. OEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSlA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 /FT3 /FT2
155 2.001 7.980 29.94 -4.041 434.3 1301. 94.69 .4522-01 2.016 3807. .I089-02 .7620-07
157 2.008 7.980 29.94 -4.034 434.8 1299. 94.54 .4527-01 2.0]8 3804. .1292.-02 .7608-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN 2YIBW XW/CW TIC NO H/HREF H/I-REF HIHREF TAN/TO HITO) H(TAN) ODOT OTNDT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTUIR BTU/ ' DEG. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC
155 .60000 .25000-01 1110.0 .3845 .4830 .4299 .9482. .1346-01 .1505-01 8.584 62.21 662.9
155 .60000 .50000-01 1111.0 .3030 .3760 .3468 .9350 .1061-0! .1214-0! 7. I08 54.I8 630.6
155 .60000 .75000-01 lllB.O .2393 .2946 .2780 .9258 .8379-02 .9734-02 5.813 41.84 606.9
155 .60000 .10000+00 I113.0 .1941 .2378 .2271 .9209 .6796-02 .7952-02 4.812 33.75 592.7
155 .60000 .20000 1114.0 .I187 .1447 .1399 .9155 .4155-n2 .4898-02 3.010 21.28 576.2
155 .60000 .30000 1115.0 .9988-01 .1216 .1177 .9155 .3497-02 .4120-02 2.542 16.91 573.6
155 .60000 .40000 1116.0 .8830-01 .1075 .f039 .9160 .3091-02 .3637-02 2.252 15.46 572.1
155 .60000 .50000 !117.0 .8356-01 .1017 .9858-01 .9146 .2925-02 .3451-02 2.132 14.63 572.0
157 .95000 .30000 164.00 .1375 .1677 .1618 .8166 ,4816-02 .5666-02 3.477 24.58 576.6
157 .95000 .50000 165.00 .9381-01 .1141 .If04 .9155 .3285-02 .3866-02 2.399 17.59 568.6
157 .95000 .70000 166.00 .8127-01 .9888-01 .9653-01 .9112 .2846-02 ,3381-02 2;076 15.48 569.E
157 .95000 .80000 I67.00 .8328-01 .1012 .I005 .9029 .2916-02 .3521-02 2.143 15.76 563.8
157 .95000 .90000 168.00 .5935-01 .7244-01 .7292-01 .8969 .2093-02 .2554-02 1.552 I1.64 557.1
DATE 23 FEB BO OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1913
014848 60-0 WING LONER SURFACE tR4UO02)
WING LONER SURF PARAH[TRIC DATA
HACH " 8.000 ALPHA - 30.00 BETA " -4.000 ELEVON - .0000
BDFLAP = .0000 5PDBRK - .0000
*''TEST CONDITIONS*'*
RUN RN/L HACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P G V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSi FT/SEC SLUGS L8-SEC
XIO S " /FT3 /FT2
116 2.983 7.990 29.94 -4.039 669.2 1327. 96.36 .6911-01 3.088 3845. .1936-02 .7754-07
117 3.002 7.980 29,96 -4.030 671.8 1325. 96.2! .6938-0] 3.100 3842. .1946-02 .7742-07
lib 3.023 7.990 29.94 -4.046 673.4 I321. 95.92 .6954-01 3.108 3836. .1957-02 .7719-07
RUN HREF STN NO
NUMBER BTU/ R REF(RI
FT25EC =.0175
116 .4349-0! .2347-0! . .__
II7 .4356-01 .2340-01 - -- ......
lib .4359-01 .2333-01
• "*TEST DATA'**
RUN 2Y/BN XN/CW T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) 'N(TAN) OOOT DTMDT TN
NUHBER R_I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTUI DEG. R DEG, R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC
I16 .60000 .25000-01 1110.0 .3646 .4663 .4110 .9483 .1596-01 .1797-01 9.649 69.13 718.1
I15 .60000 .50000-0! 1111.0 .2959 .3722 .3414 .9350 .1287-01 .1485-01 8.331 62.04 679.4
I16 .60000 .75000-0! II12.0 .2403 .2988 .2811 .9258 .1045-01 .1222-01 7.080 49.93 649.0
116 .60000 .10000+00 1113.0 .1973 .2437 .2323 .9209 .8579-02 .1010-01 5.976 41.15 630.1
116 .60000 .20000 1114.0 .1253 .1536 .1484 .9156 .544B-02 .6452-02 3.922 27.32 606.7
116 .60000 .30000 1115.0 .1098 .1343 .1298 .9155 .4774-02 .5645-02 3.469 22.77 600.2
116 .60000 .40000 1116.0 .9588-01 .1171 .1131 .9160 .4170-02 .4919-02 3.050 20.70 595.2
116 .60000 .50000 1117.0 .9679-01 .1183 .II46 .9146 .4209-02 .4983-02 3.070 20.81 597.3
117 .60000 .60000 1118.0 .1061 .1294 .1254 .9145 .4620-02 .5462-02 3.395 23.10 589.8
117 .60000 .70000 1119.0 .1036 .1262 .1232 .9113 .4513-02 .5367m02 3.335 23.47 585.8
117 .60000 .80000 120.00 .7669--01 .9329--0| .9230--01 .9050 .3340--02 .4020--02 2.486 18.13 580.4
117 .60000 .85000 121.00 .8240-01 .I001 .9951-01 .9027 .3589-02 .4335-02 2.689 19.34 575.4
117 .60000 .90000 122.00 .7073-01 .8582-01 .8657-0| .8959 .3081-02 .3771-02 2.320 17.28 571.5
117 .60000 .95000 123.00 .5043-01 .6105-01 .6189-01 .B935 .2197-02 .2696-02 1.673 12.51 563.2
II8 ;95000 .30000 164.00 .1370 .1674 .1615 .8166 .5973-02 .7039-02 4.345 30.47 593.2
lib .96000 .50000 165.00 .9439-01 .1150 .1112 .9155 .4114-02 .4848-02 3.035 22.10 583.1
118 .95000 .70000 166.00 ,9966-01 .1216 .1187 .9112 .4344-02 .5172-02 3.181 23.49 588.5
DATE 23 REB BO OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1914
OHB4B 60-0 WING LOWER SURFACE rR4UQOe|
RUN 2Y/BN XN/CN TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAW) QOOT OTNOT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEO. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
liB .95000 .80000 !67.00 .1096 .t335 .1326 .9029 .4776-02 .5781-02 3.521 25.64 583.4































































































































































































































































DATE 23 FEB BO OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE |BIB
OHB4B 60-0 WING LONER SURFACE (R4UO02}
RUN 2Y/BN XN/CN TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO N(TO) H(TAN) ODOT DTNOT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTUI DEG. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FTBSEC FTBSEC FTBSE_ ISEC
131 .95000 .B0000 167.00 .1392 .1700 .1689 .9029 .684F-02 .8304-02 5. II5 36.86 604.5
131 .95000 .90000 168.00 ,1044 ,1270 .1279 .B969 .513_-02 .6289-02 3.293 28.69 523.3
DATE 23 FEB BO OH84B MODEL60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1917
OH846 60-0 HING LONER SURFACE ¢1_U0031
WING LOWERSURF PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH • 8.000 ALPHA - 30.00 BETA - -2.000 [LEVON - .0000
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK - .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO
NUMBER /FT OEG. DEG. PSIA OEG R DEG. R PSIA PSi FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 IFT3 IFT2
I52 1.993 7.980 29.96 -2.027 434.4 1309. 95.27 .4623-01 2,016 3818. ,1281-02 ,7667-07
153 1.989 7.980 29.95 -2.020 434.7 1307. 95.13 .4526-01 2.017 3815. .1_84-02 .7655-07
164 2.002 7,980 29.95 -2.027 435.4 1303. 94.84 .4633-01 2.021 3810. .1290-02 ,7631-07
RUN HREF STN NO






RUN 2YIBN XN/CN TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF HIHREF TAN/TO H(TOI H(TAN| QOOT OTkOT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R- BTU/R BTUIR BTUI DEG. R OEG. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC
152 .60000 .25000-01 1110.0 .3397 .4285 .3804 .9483 .llSl-OI .I334-01 7.517 54.10 677.3
i52 .60000 .60000-01 1111.0 .2765 .3443 .3171 .9350 .9692-02 .1111°0! 6,439 48.76 644.3
152 .60000 .75000-0! 1112.0 .2255 .2781 .2623 .9258 .7904-02 .9195-02 5.464 39.13 617.3
152 .60000 .10000+00 1ll3.0 .1820 .2233 .2131 .9209 .6378-02 .747t-02 4.514 31.53 601.0
152 .60000 .20000 1114.0 .1080 .1318 .1274 .9156 ,3785-02 .4467-02 2.742 19,31 584.4
152 .60000 .30000 1115.0 .9367-01 .I143 .1105 .9156 .3283-02 .3873-02 2.381 15.76 683.4
152 .60000 .40000 1116.0 .8294-01 .I011 .9769-01 .9161 .2907-02 .3424-02 2.114 14.45 681.4
152 .60000 .50000 1117.0 .7846-01 .9567-01 .9269-01 .9147 .2750-02 .3249-02 2.000 13.67 581.4
153 .60000 .60000 1118.0 .7397-01 .9006-01 .8731-01 .9145 .2593-02 .3061-02 1.897 I3.00 575.2
153 .60000 .70000 1119.0 .6267-0l 17619-01 .7438-01 .9113 .2197-02 .2607-02 1.616 11.47 570.2
153 .60000 .80000 120.00 .4792"01 .5826-0l .5764-01 .9050 .1680-02 .2020-02 1.237 9.070 570.l-
153 .60000 .85000 121.00 .5799-01 .7044-01 .7003-01 .9027 .2033-02 .2455-02 1.502 10.85 567.5
153 .60000 .90000 122.00 .4975-01 .6033-01 .6096-01 .8959 .1744-02 .2133-02 1.299 9.719 562.0
153 .60000 .96000 123.00 .3666-01 .4439-01 .4500-01 .8935 .1285m02 .1677--02 .9645 7.239 556.2
154 .95000 .30000 164.00 .1336 .1631. .1573 .9166 .4680--02 .5615--02 3.357 23.63 585.3
164 .95000 " .50000 165.00 .9552--01 .1164 .II26 .9155 .3349--02 .3948--02 2.429 17.74 577.4
154 .95000 .70000 166.00 .1041 .1271 .1241 .9113 .3649--02 °4360--02 2.619 19.38 584.9
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE /gig
OHB4B 60-0 WING LOWER SURFACE fR4UQO3)
RUN 2Y/BW XW/CW TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAW) QGOT GTWGT TN "
• NUMBER R=I.0 R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ OEO, R DEO. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC
154 .95000 .BOO00 167.00 .1153 .1407 .t398 .8029 .4043-02 .4900-0_ 2.923 21.32 579.7
154 .95000 .90000 168.00 .8454-0! .1028 .1035 .8969 .2964-02 .3628-02 2.175 16.22 568.9
•• • 7
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE ISIS
OH84B 60-0 WING LOWER SURFACE IR4_03)
WING LONER SURF PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH • 6.000 ALPHA • 30.00 BETA = -2.000 ELEVON - .0000
BDFLAP - .0000 SPDBRK = .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P G V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SE¢
XlO 6 /FT3 IFT2
113 2.997 7.990 29.96 -2.021 672.2 I327. 96.36 .6942-01 3.102 3845. .1944-02 .7754-07
114 3.016 7.990 29.95 -2.018 673.4 1323. 96.07 .6954-01 3.106 3839. .1954-02 .7731-07
115 3.006 7.990 29.95 -@.017 672.0 I324. _6.I4 .6940o0I 3.101 3841. .1948-02 .7736-07
RUN HREF STN NO






RUN 2Y/BN XW/CW TIC NO H/HREF HII..FEF HIHREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAN) O00T DTNOT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=O,9 R= BTU/R • BTU/R BTU/ OEG. R DE6. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC
I13 .60000 .25000-0! IllO.O .3431 .4371 ,3860 .9483 .I495-01 .1682-0l 9.226 65.41 709.6
113 .60000 .SO000-Ol IIlI.O .2786 .3495 .3209 .9350 .1214-01 .1398-0I 7.942 59.33 672.6
If3 .60000 .75000-0! !!!2 0 .2233 .2776 .2613 .9258 .9751-02 .I!39-0I 6.672 47.20 642.5
113 .60000 .10000*00 1113.0 .1809 .2230 .2126 .9209 .7882°02 .9266-02 5.539 38.26 624.0
113 .60000 .20000 Ill4.0 .1128 .1381 .1334 ,9155 .4916-02 .5815-02 3.564 24.89 601.6
113 .60000 .30000 1115.0 .1002 .1225 .1184 .9155 .4369-02 .5161-02 3.188 20.96 596.9
113 .60000 .40C00 1116.0 .922B-01 .1127 .lOeB ,9161 .4022-02 .4743-02 2.946 20.00 594.2
113 .60000 .50000 III7.0 .1014 .1240 .1201 .9147 .4420-02 15233-02 3.221 21.63 597.9
114 .60000 .60000 1118.0 .1113 .1358 .1316 .9146 .4952m02 .5740m02 3.549 24.13 591.3
114 .60000 .70000 1119.0 .9882-01 .]204 .I175 .9113 .4309-02 .5123-02 3.182 22.41 584.2
114 .60000 .80000 120.00 .7053-0! .8578-01 .8486-01 .9050 .3075-02 .3700-02 2.289 16.70 5'78.6
114 .60000 .85000 121.00 .7543-01 .9151-01 .9108-01 .9027 .3289-02 .3971-02 2.463 17.73 _73.7
114 .60000 .90000 122.00 .6471-01 .7849-01 .7918-01 .8959 .2821-02 .3452-02 2.125 15.85 _69.3
114 .60000 .95000 123.00 .4655-01 .5634-0l .5711-01 .8935 .2030-02 .2490-02 1.546 11.57 561.I
115 .95000 .30000 164.00" ;1398 .1711 .1649 .9166 .6090-02 .7184-02 4.411 30.84 599.3
115 . .95000 .50000 165.00 .1331 .1631 .1576 .9155 .5799-02 .6866-02 4.175 30.09 603.8
ll5 .95000 .70000 166.00 ,t340 .1643 .1602 .9ll3 .5837-02 .6979-02 4.19I 30.69. 605.7
DATE 23 FEB 80 0H84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE Ig2O
0H84B 60-0 WING LOWER SURFACE (R'4UO03)
RUN 2YIBW XWICW TIC NO HIHREF HIHREF HIHREF TAW/TO HtTO] HLTAW) QDOT DTNOT TW
NUHBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ OEG. R OEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC 16EC
ll5 .95000 .80000 167.00 .1337 .I634 .1623 .9029 .5823-02 .7070-02 4.243 30.71 595.1
115 .95000 ;90000 168.00 .9626-01 .1172 .1179 .8969 .4193-02 .5138-02 3.112 23.06 581.6
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 192|
OH848 60-0 WING LOWER SURFACE tR4UO0$)
WING LOWER SURF PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = B.O00 ALPHA = 30.00 BETA = -2.000 ELEVON - .0000
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK = .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS'''
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P 0 V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO 6 /FT3 /FT2
I26 3.689 8.000 28.95 -2.013 853;6 1352. 97.95 .8744-01 3.917 3881. .2409-02 .7892-07
127 3.689 8.000 29.96 -2.010 854.0 1352. 97.95 .8748-01 3.919 3881. .2411-02 .7882-07
128 3.68b 8.000 29.95 -2.016 854.2 1353. 98.02 .8750-0I 3.920 3883. .8409-02 .7888-07
RUN HREF STN NO






RUN 2Y/BN XN/CN T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF. H/HREF TAw/TO H(TO) H(TAN} ODOT OTNDT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= 8TU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R _:,:'
TAW/TO FTSSEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ./SEC :
!26 .60000 .25000-01 IllO.O .337B .4336 .3814 .9483 .1660-01 .1874-01 10.15 70.97 740.0
126 .60000 .50000-01 lIII.O .2771 .3494 .3201 .9350 .1361-01 .1573-01 8.887 65.58 698.8
125 .60000 .75000-01 II12.0 .2252 .2803 .2636 .9258 .1106-01 .1295-01 7.607 53.26 664.1
126 .60000 .I0000+30 Ill3.0 .1829 .2260 .2154 .9209 .8988-02 .I058-01 6.377 43.67 642. I
126 .60000 .20000 1114.0 .1194 .1463 .1413 .9155 .5865-02 .6843-02 4.310 29.88 616.7
126 .60000 .30000 I/IS.0 .I141 .1397 .1350 .9155 ,5607-02 .6533-02 4.141 27.01 613.2
126 .60000 .40000 II16.0 .1355 .1660 .1502 .9161 .6657-02 .7870-02 4.901 32.93 615.4
I26 .60000 .50000 1117.0 .2083 .2568 .2484 .9147 .I023-01 .I220-01 7.315 48.65 636,8
127 .60000 .60000 1118.0 .2292 .2837 .2742 .9145 .I127-0l .|348-0I 7.936 52.51 647.3
127 .BOO00 .70000 II19,0 .2087 .2574 .2508 .9113 .I026-0! .1232-01 7.330 50.31 637.0
127 .60000 .80000 120.00 .1342 .1645 .1627 .9050 .6597-02 .7995-02 4.847 34.71 617.0
127 .60000 .85000 121.00 .1508 .1847 .1836 .9027 '.7412-02 .9024-02 5.455 38.45 615.7
127 .60000 .90000 122.00 .1346 .1645 .1660 .8960 .6614-02 .8160-02 4.911 35.91 609.2
127 .60000 .95000 123.00 .1049 .1279 .1287 .8936 .5157-02 .6374-02 3.887 28.57 598.0
128 .95000 .30000 164.00 .1602 .1965 .1894 .9165 .7877-02 .9309-02 5.780 40.02 618.9
128 .95000 .50000 165.00 .1858 .2292 .2212 .9155 .9135-02 .I087-01 6.525 46.25 638.4
128 .95000 .70000 166.00 .1434 .1758 .1714 .g112 .7048-02 .8426-02 5.174 37.66 618.6
DATE 23 FEB BO OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 19P-_.
OHB4B 60-0 WING LOWER SURFACE tR4UO03)
RUN 2Y/BN XW/CW TIC NO HIHREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAW] ODOT DTNDT TW
NUMBER - R=I.O R=O.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
• TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
1_8 .95000 ,80000 167.00 .1429 .1746 .1734 .9029 .7025-02 .B526-02 5.Lm4.0 37.72 606.7
12B .95000 .90000 168.00 .1046 .1273 .1282 .B969 .5142-02 .6300-02 3.901 28.73 594.0
L
DATE 23 FE9 80 0H846 MODEL 60-0 IN Tile AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1923
OH846 60-0 WING LONER SURFACE fI_UQ04)
WING LOWER SURF PARAMETRIC OATA
• MACH = 8.000 ALPHA - 30.00 BETA - -I.O00 ELEVON - .0000
BDFLAP • .0000 SPDBRK - .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L HACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O ¥ RHG
NUMBER /FT OEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R OEG. R F_31A PSI FT/GEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO 6 IFT3 " /FT2
149 2.015 7.980 29.95 -l.OII 435.'2 1297. 94.40 .4531-01 2.020 3801. .1295-02 .75_-07
150 1.973 7.980 29.94 -1.005 435.5 1316. 95.78 .4534-01 2.021 3829. .1278-02 .7708-07
15! 1.981 7.980 29.94 -I.004 435.3 1312. 95.49 .4532-01 2.020 3823. .1281-02 .7684-07
RUN HREF STNNO






RUN 2Y/BW Xw/CW TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAW) ODOT OTWOT TN
NUMBER Rrl.O R=O.9 R= BTUIR BTUIR BTUI GEG. R GEG. R
TA_/TO FTBSEC FTBSEC FT2SEC /S£C
149 .60000 .25000-01 !i!0.0 .35!4 ,4392 .3919 .9483 .1231-0! .1373-01 7.986 58.30 647.8
149 .60000 .50000-01 I111.0 .2725 .3368 .311I .9350 .9545-02 .1090-0I 6.481 49.72 617.7
149 .60000 .75000-01 1112.0 .2142 .2628 .2482 .9258 .7501-02 .8695-02 5.257 38.04 595.9
149 .60000 .IO000+O0 1113.0 .]756 .2148 .2052 .9209 .6t51-02 .7188-02 4.376 30.80 585.3
149 .60000 .20000 1114.0 .1097 .1336 .1292 .9155 .3841-02 .4525-02 2.781 19.70 572.6
149 .60000 .30000 1115.0 .9832-01 .1197 .1158 .9155 .3444-C2 .4056-02 2.501 16.66 570.6
!49 .60000 .40000 1116.0 .8762-01 .I066 .1030 .9161 .3069-02 .3609-02 2.234 15.36 559,0
149 .60000 .50000 Ill7.0 .7985-01 .9714-01 .9415-01 .9147 .2797-02 .3298-02 2.037 14.01 568.3
150 .60000 .60000 1118.0 .7296-01 .8857-01 .8592-01 .9144 .2563-02 .3018-02 1.913 13.15 569.1
150 .60000 .70000 1119,0 .6106-0t .7402-0] .7230-01 .9112 .2145-02 .2540-02 1.612 II.47 564,2
150 .60000 .80000 120.00 .4765_01 .5778-01 .5718-01 .9049 .1674-02 .2009-02 1.257 9.234 565.0
150 .60000 .85000 121.00 .5639-0! .6833-01 .6795-0! .9027 .]981-02 .2387-02 1.492 I0.79 562.7
150 .60000 .90000 122.00 .4840-01 .5857-01 .5908-01 .8959 .1700-02 .2075-02 1.288 9.66i 557.9
150 .60000 .95000 123.00 .3593_01 ;4342-0| .4401-0! .8935 .1262-02 .1546-02 .9629 71240 552.7
151 .95000 .30000 164.00 .1332 .1623 .1567 .9166 .4675-02 .5499-02 3.412 24.06 581.7
151 .95000 .50000 165.00 .1123 .1368 .1324 .9155 .3943-02 .4646-02 2.886 21.06 .579.6
151 .95000 .70000 166.00 .122I .1490 .1454 .9112 .4285-02 .5103-02 3.llO 23.00 585.8
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE lgL=_t
OHB4B 60-0 WING LONER suRFAcE {R41JQ04)
RUN 2Y/BW XN/CW TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO} H(TANI ODOT DTf,,IDT TN
NuHBER R=1.0 R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ OIEG. R DEGo R
; TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
151 .95000 .80000 167.00 .1242 .1513 .1503 .9029 .4360-02 .5277-02 3.198 23.35 578.2








































































































































































DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL B0-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1926
OHB4R 60-0 WING LONER SURFACE (_UO04)
RUN 2Y/BW XW/CN TIC NO H/HREF HIHREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAW) QDOT OTNDT TW
NUMBER R=l.O R=O.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R OEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT25EC FT2SEC /SEC
112 .95000 .80000 167.00 .1369 .1672 .1651 .g029 .5974-02 .7247-G2 4.387 31.77 594.2
















































































































































































































DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE I9_--_B
0H848 60-0 WING LOWER SURFACE (R4.UO04)
RUN 2Y/BW XW/CN TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) HtTAW) ODOT DTNOT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ OEG. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FTBSEC FTBSEC FTL:_EC /BEG
125 .95000 .BOO00 167.00 .1472 .1799 .1787 .9029 .7235-0B .8787-0B 5.379 38.69 609.!
125 .95000 .90000 168.00 .1114 .1357 .1366 .B969 .5475-02 .B71B-02 4.!25 30.31 599.2
) i
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE: 19_
OHB4B SO-O WING LONER suRFAcE (R4LK_06)
HING LONER SURF PARAHETRIC DATA
MACH • 8.000 ALPHA • 30.00 BETA = .0000 ELEVON = .0000
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK = .0000
*HTEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT , DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-_C
XlO 6 IFT3 /FT2
10 .5027 7.9b0 89.95 .4910-02 98.66 1239. 91.88 .1097-01 .4790 3712. .3221-03 .7393-07
11 .5125 7.900 29.95 .4910-02 100.6 1239. 91.88 .111B-01 .4884 3712. .3L>B4-03 .7393-07
12 .5316 7.900 29.95 .73G4-02 104.3 1239. 91.88 .1159-01 .5065 3712, .3406-03 .7393-07
RUN HREF STN NO






RUN 2Y/BN XNICN TIC NO HIHREF H/HREF HIHREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAN} ODOT OTNDT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ OEG. R OE6. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC
10 .60000 .25000-01 1110.0 .3584 .4435 .3979 .9483 .6066-02 .6734-02 3.915 29.35 593.2
10 .60000 .50000-01 II11.0 .2735 .3365 .31f4 .9350 .4629-02 .5270-02 3,064 23.98 576.8
I0 .60000 .75000-01 1112.0 .2162 .2650 .2504 .9258 .3658-02 .4237-02 2.461 18.08 565.9
10 .60000 .I0000+00 1113.0 .1770 .2166 .2069 .9209 .2995-02 .3501-02 2.030 14.47 560.9
10 .60000 .20000 Ill4.0 .1176 .1435 .1388 .9155 .1990-02 .2349-02 1.363 9.752 553.5
10 .BOO00 .30000 1115.0 .1080 .1318 .1275 .9155 .1828-02 .2157-02 1.256 8.442 552.0
10 .60000 .kO000 1116.0 ,9641-01 .1176 .1136 .9161 .1632-02 .1923-02 1.120 7.767 552.1
I0 .60000 .50000 1117.0 18857-01 .1080 .I047 .9147 .1499-02 .1771-02 1.030 7.144 551,.5
II .60000 .60000 1118.0 .7633-01 .9322o01 .9033-01 .9144 .1304-02 .1544-02 .8919 6.175 554.9
II .60000 .70000 : 1119.0 ;6271-01 .7653-01 .746B-01 .9113 .1072-02 .1276-02 .7353 5.262 552.5
I1 .60000 .80000 120.00 .4543-01 .5538-01 .547B-01 .9050 .7763-03 .9361-03 .5352 3.964 549.2
11 ,50000 ,85000 121.00 .5412-01 .6595-0l .6557-01 .9027 .9248-03 .1120-02 .6383 4.652 548.4
: .GO000 .90000 122.00 .4592-0l .5594-01 .5644-01 .8959 .7847-03 .9645-03 .5424 4.089 547.4
:; .60000 .95000 123.00 ;3473-01 :_229-01 .4289-01 .8935 .5935-03 .7330-03 .4112 3,102 545.9
12 .95000 .30000 164.00 .1317 .1608 .1551 .9166 .2292-02 .2700-02 1.566 11.19 555.5
12 .95000 .50000 165.00 .8891-01 .1085 .I049 .9155 .1547-02 .1826-02 1.061 7.849 552.6
12 .95000 .70000 166.00 .5177_01 .6309-01 .6157-01 .9113 .9010-03 .1072-02 .6221 4.688 548.2
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE Ig30
OHB4B 60-0 WING LONER SURFACE fR4LIOO6}
RUN 2Y/BN XN/CN TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF HIHREF TAN/TO H(TO) N(TAN) ODOT OTNOT TN
NUMBER R=i.O R=O.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
12 .95000 .80000 167,00 ,5559-01 .6771-01 .6728-01 .9029 .9674-03 .I|71-02 .6692 4.963 _6.9
12 .95000 ,90000 168.00 .4129-01 .5027-01 .5061-01 .8969 .7186-03 .8807-03 .4987 3.765 544.7

DATE 23 FEB BO OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THI_ AEOC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE lg3_,
OHB4B 60-0 WING LOWER SURFACE rR4_06)
RUN 2Y/BH XW/CN TIC NO H/I.'IREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAWI O_K)T DTNDT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTUI DEG. R DEG. RTAW/TO FTBSEC FTBSEC FTBSEC /SEC
49 .95000 .BOO00 167.00 .I30I .I5BB .1578 .9029 .455B-02 .552B-02 3._57 a3.83 579.8
49 .95000 .90000 168.00 ;9417-01 .1146 .II54 .8969 .3300-0B .4043-02 2.400 i7.89 569.5
DATE 23 FEB 80 0H84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE lg33
0H949 60-0 WING LONER SURFACE fR4LIOOS)
WING LONER SURF PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA = 30.00 BETA - .0000 ELEVON - .0000
9DFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK - .0000
*''TEST CONDITIONS*''
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P G V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XiO 6 /FT3 /FT2
76 3.039 7.990 29.97 .3283-06 671.6 1314. 95.41 .6936-01 3.099 3926. .1962-02 .7678-07
77 3.029 7.990 29.99 -.2446-02 670.1 1315. 95.49 .6920-0I 3.092 3827. .1956-02 .7684-07
78 3.052 7.990 29.97 -.2449-02 670.0 1308. 94.98 .6919-0l 3.092 3817. .1966-02 .7643-07
RUN HREF STN NO






RUN aYIBW XW/CW TIC NO HIHREF HIHREF HIHREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TANI ODOT DTWDT TN
NUMBER R=1.0 R=0.9 R= BTUIR BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT_SEC /SEC
76 .60000 .25000-01 |110.0 .3345 .4254 .3760 .9483 ,1455-01 .1635-01 8.952 63.79 698.4
76 .60000 .50000-01 Illl.O .2646 .3313 .3044 .9351 .1151-01 .1324-01 7.510 56.41 661.2
76 .60000 .75000-01 1112.0 .2124 .2633 .2479 .9258 .9238-02 .1078-01 6.280 44.6i 633.8
76 .60000 .10000+00 1113.0 .1736 .2140 .2040 .9210 .7550-02 .8873-02 5.258 36.44 617.2
76 .60000 .20000 1114.0 1229 .1508 .1456 .9156 .5347-02 .6333-02 3.808 26.59 601.5
76 .60000 .30000 1115.0 1157 .1416 .1368 .9156 .5030-02 .5951-02 3.604 23.70 597.1
76 .60000 .40000 1116.0 1076 .1315 .1269 .9161 .4678-02 .5620-02 3.379 22.97 591.4
76 .60000 .50000 1117.0 1280 ; 11567 .1517 .9147 .5567-02 .6597-02 3.998 27.13 595.5
77 .60000 .60000 1118.0 1286 ;1573 .1524 .9145 .5586-02 .6621-02 4.016 27.24 595.7
77 .60000 .70000 1119.0 1005 .1225 .1196 .9113 .4365-02 .5195-02 3.187 22.44 584.7
77 .60000 .BOO00 120.00 .6462-01 .7966-01 .7781-01 .9050 .2808-02 .3380-02 2.069 15.11 577.8
77 .60000 .85000 121.00 .6950-01 .8450-01 .8400-01 .9028 .3020-02 .3649-02 2.237 16.10 573.9
77 .60000 .90000 122.00 .6199-01 .7530-01 .7595-0I .8960 .2693-02 .3300-02 2.002 14.92 571.2
77 .60000 .95000 123.00 .4317-01 .5231-01 .5303-01 .8936 .1876-02 .2304-02 1.411 10.56 562.3
78 .95000 ;30000 164.00 .1946 .2403 .2313 .9166 .8448-02 ;1004-0I 5.816 40.27 619.2
78 .95000 .50000 165.00 .2017 '.2495 .2406 .9156 .8755-02 .1044-01 5.978 42.65 624.8
78 .95000 .70000 166.00 .1385 .1703 .1660 .9113 .6013-02 .7206-02 4.211 30.82 607.3
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODELBO-O IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1834
OH84B 60-0 WING LONER SURFACE fR4UQO6)
RUN 2YIBW XW/CN T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO HtTO) H(TAW) ODOT DTWOT IN
NUMBER R=I.O R=O.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ OEO. R DEG. RTAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
78 .95000 .80000 I67.00 .1441 .I768 .1756 .8029 .6256-02 .7623-02 4.429 31.99 599.7
78 .95000 .80000 168.00 .1060 .1296 .1305 .8969 .4602-02 .5663-02 3.311 L_,46 588.2
. . IL
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHBWB MODEL SO-O IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1935
OHB4B 60-0 WING LOWER SURFACE (R4UOO61
WING LOWER SURF PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH 8.000 ALPHA - 30.00 BETA " .0000 ELEVON - .OOOO
BDFLAP _ .0000 SPDBRK - .0000
*''TEST CONDITIONS'*"
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P 0 V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 IFT3 IFT8
119 3.691 8.000 29.96 .4900-02 862.0 1360. 98.53 .8830-01 3.956 3893. ._I9-02 .7928-07
120 3.698 8.000 29.97 .7342-02 853.! 1349. 97.73 .8738-01 3.915 3877. .84|3-02 .7864-07
12! 3.693 8.000 29.97 .4898-02 853.8 1351. 97.87 .8746-01 3.918 3880. .8412-02 .7876-07
RUN HREF STN NO






RUN 2Y/8W XW/CW TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO_ H(TAW) ODOT DTNDT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=O.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTUI DE6. R DEG. R
TAW/TO "FT2SEC FT2SEC FTBSEC ISEC
119 .60000 .25000-01 1110.0 .3209 .4136 .3629 .9483 :|586-01 .I794-01 9.617 66.88 753.2
lib .50000 .50000-0! f!I!.O .2638 .3335 .3052 .9350 .1304-01 .I509-0! 8.490 62.36 708.6
II9 .60000 .75000-01 1112.0 .2169 .2706 .2543 .9258 .1072-01 .1257-01 7.343 51.16 674.6
119 .60000 .t0000+00 II13.0 .IS04 .2234 .2129 .9209 .8917-02 .1052-01 6.300 42.90 653.2
119 .60000 .20000 1114.0 .1463 .IBOl .1738 .9156 .7232-02 .8592-02 5.247 36.06 634.2
119 .60000 .30000 1115.0 .1775 .BIB7 .2111 .9156 .8775-02 .1043-01 6.343 40.90 636.8
119 .50000 .40000 1116.0 .1950 .2274 .2193 .9161 .9143-02 .I084-01 6.669 44.49 630.2
119 .60000 .50000 1117.0 .2451 .3035 .2932 .9147 .1211-01 .1449-01 8.551 56.40 653.7
120 .60000 .60000 II18.0 .2380 .2945 .2847 .9145 .I169-01 .1398-OI 8.221 54.45 645.3
120 .60000 .70000 II19.0 ;1932 .2375 .2315 .9113 .9488-02 .I137-01 6.863 47.37 625.3
I20 .60000 .80000 120.00 .1135 .138S .1371 .9050 .5571-02 .6733-02 4.137 89.78 606.2
120 .60000 _.85000 121.00 ,1224 .1493 .1484 .9028 .6012-02 .7285-02 4.510 3B.06 598.4
120 .60000 .90000 122.00 _ .1122 .1367 .1379 .8960 .5507-02 .6772-02 4.137 30.42 597.5
120 .60000 .95000 123.00 .8267-01 .I004 .1018 .8936 .4059-02 .4997-02 3.105 22.99 583.8
121 .95000 .30000 164.00 ,2669 .3314 .3186 .9166 .1311-01 .1565-01 9.089 61.77 657.5
121 .95000 .50000 165.00 .2170 .2682 .2587 .9156 .1066-01 .1271-01 7.537 53.28 643.8
121 .95000 .70000 166.00 .1505 .1845 .179B .9113 .7394-02 .B841-02 5.412 39.38 618.7
DATE 23 FEB 80 0H84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE I936
.... :" _ _ 0H84B 60-0 WING LONER SURFACE tR4_OG)
'RUN 2Y/BN XN/CN TIC NO H/HREF HIHREF H/HREF TAN(TO H(TO) HITAN) ODOT DTNDT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=O,9 R= BTU/R BTU/R 8TU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FTESEC /SEC
121 .95000 .80000 167.00 .1575 .1927 .1915 .9029 .7741-02 .9408-02 5.726 41.13 611.0
121 .95000 .90000 168.00 .1195 .1457 .1467 .8969 .5870-02 .7209-02 4.402 32.31 600.8
J )
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB_B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1937
OHB4B 60-0 _iNG LOWER SURFACE ;R4b_07;
WING:LONER SURF PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA - 30.00 BETA = .0000 ELEVON • .0000
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK - .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS*'*
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PBIA - PSI FT/BEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XtO 6 /FT3 /FT2
148 2.006 7.980 29.97 -.4892-02 434.9 1300. 94.62 .452B-01 2.0IB 3805. .1292-0E .7614-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN 2Y/BN XN/CW T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAW) QDOT OTWDT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ BEG. R OEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT,_--aEC /SEC
1q8 .95000 .30000 164.00 .1402 .1712 .1651 .9166 .qgIl-02 .5783-02 3.526 2q.87 581.§
148 .95000 .50000 165.00 .1485 .1818 .1757 .9156 .5201-02 .6153-02 3.690 26.78 590.2
1½8 .95000 .70000 166.00 .!306 .1597 .155B .9113 .4575-02 .5456-02 3.267 24.17 585.6
148 .95000 .BOO00 167.00 .1316 .1606 .1596 .9030 .4611-02 .5590-02 3.321 24.23 579.4














































































































































































DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL60-0 IN THE AEOC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1939
OH84B 60-0 WING LONER SURFACE _R4UO08)
RUN 2Y/BN XN/CN T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN) 0DOT OTNOT TW
NUHBER R-I.O R=0.9 R- BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ OIEG. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FTeSEC ISEC
52 .95000 ,80000 167.00 .1418 .1730 .1719 .9029 .4971-02 .6027-02 3.600 26.22 582.5
52 .95000 .90000 168.00 ,1022 .1243 .1251 .8969 .3581-02 .4385-02 2.632 19.60 571.8
DATE 23 FEB BO OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1940
OHB4B 50-0 WING LOWER SURFACE tR4UOOB)
WING LOWER SURF PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 81000 ALPHA ., 30.00 BETA = B.O00 ELEVON = .0000
BOFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK ,= .0000
"**TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RNO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FTISEC SLUGS LB-SEC
X10 6 IFT3 /FTB
53 1.993 7.980 29.95 2.037 434,6 1305. 94.98 .4524-01 E.01? 3813. .1286-02 .7643-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN BY/BW XW/CW T4C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAW) ODOT DTWDT TN
NUMBER R=t.O R=O,9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTUI g_G. R DEG. RTAN/TO FTBSEC FTBSEC FTL_3EC ISEC
53 .50060 .25000-0| 1110.0 .4194 .53i6 .4702 .9483 .1466-0! ,1647-01 8,980 64.18 69¢?.=!
53 .60000 .50000-01 1111.0 .3000 .3740 .3443 .9350 .1051-01 .1206-01 6.931 5_..47 645._
53 .60000 .75000-01 1112.0 .B341 .2891 .2726 .9259 .8203-02 .9552-02 5.624 40.24 619.0
53 .50000 .10000+00 1113.0 .1891 .2324 .BBl8 .9209 .6627-02 .777E-02 4.643 32.39 604.1
53 .60000 .BOO00 1114.0 .1236 .1512 .1461 .9155 .4330-02 .5120-02 3.095 21.73 590.0
53 .50000 .30000 1115.0 .I090 .1331 .1287 .9155 13818-02 .4510-02 2.741 18.I! 585.7
53 .60000 .40000 1116.0 .9606-01 .1173 .1133 .9161 .3366-02 .3970-02 2.4E3 16.53 584.7
53 .60000 .50000 1113.0 .9013-01 .1101 .1055 .9143 .3158-02 .3736-02 2.274 15.51 584.7
) )
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1_1
W|NG LOWER SURF PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = B.O00 ALPHA ,, 30.00 BETA ,, B.O00 ELEVON ,, .OOOO
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK = .O00O
"*'TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO HU
NUMBER /RT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PS|A PSI FT/SEC SLUGS L8-SEC
X10 6 /FT3 /FT_
54 1.990 7.980 29.95 2.038 434.8 1307. 95.13 .4526-01 2.018 3815. .128q-o_ .7655-07
55 2.000 7.950 29.95 2.036 435.1 1303. 94.84 .4530-01 2.0]9 38|0. .1289-02 .7631-07
56 1.998 7.980 29.94 2.039 435.1 1304. 94.91 .4530-01 2.019 3811. .1288-02 .7637-07
RUN HREF STN NO
NUrIBER BTU/ R REF(R)
FT2SEC =.0175




RUN 2Y/BW XW/CW T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAW) COOT DTNOT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R 2TU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FTESEC FT2SEC /SEC
54 .60000 ._000-01 ll10.O .4142 .5233 .4643 .9483 .1452-01 .1628-01 9.101 65.42 679.9
54 .60000 .50000-01 1111.0 .2969 .368| .3396 ,9350 .I041-01 .ll90-Ol 7.021 53.49 632.0
54 .60000 .75000-01 1112.0 .2319 .2849 .2691 .9258 .8128-02 .9432-02 5.702 41.07 605.2
54 .60000 .I0000+00 1113.0 .1874 .2292 .2190 .9209 .6569-02 .7676-02 4.709 33.08 559.9
54 .60000 .20000 1114.0 .1215 .1479 .1431 .9155 .4260-02 .5017-02 3.115 28.04 575.4
54 .60000 .30000 1115.0 .;080 .1313 .1271 .9155 .3785-02 .4454-02 2.781 18.51 576.0
54 .60000 .40000 I116.0 .9487-0! .1153 .lily .9161 .3326-02 .3907-02 2.453 16.86 569.1
54 .60000 .50000 1117.0 .8981-0l .1092 .1058 ,9147 .3148-02 .3709-02 2.321 15.95 669.5
55 .60000 .60000 1118.0 .8167-01 .9931-0i .9630-01 .9145 .2862-02 .3375-02 2.099 14.43 569.4
55 .60000 .?0000 1119.0 .6751-01 .8197-01 .8004-01 .9113 .2366-02 .2805-02 1.748 12.44 563.8
55 .60000 ..BOO00 120.00 .5128-01 .6223-0I .6158-01 .9050 .1797-02 .2158-02 1.330 9.782 562.8
55 .60000 .85000 121.00 .5940-01 .7204-01 .7163-01 .9027 .2082-02 .2510-02 1.545 11.19 560.5
55 .60000 .90000 122.00 .4921m01 .5962-01 .5014-01 .8959 .1725-02 .2108-02 1.287 9.660 556.5
55 .60000 .95000 123.00 .3593-01 .4346.01 .4406-01 .8935 .1259-02 .1544-02 .9458 7.116 551.5
56 .95000 .30000 164.00 1895 .2324 .2240 .9166 .6643-02 .7853-02 4.691 32.82 597.6
56 .95000 .50000 165.00 I957 ;2404 .2322 .9155 .6861-02 .8140-02 4.810 34.69 602.6
56 .95000 .70000 166.00 1379 .1689 .1648 .9112 .4836-02 .5776-02 3.438 25.34 592.7
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 194_
• ."" OH84B 60-0 _:ING LOWER SURFACE (R4UQIO)
RUN _Y/BW XW/CW TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAW) (;}DOT DTNDT TN
NUMBER R=I.0 R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEO. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
56 ._5000 .BOO00 167.00 .1386 .1693 1682 .9029 .4858-02 .5996-02 3.494 25.43 594.5


















































































































































































































DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1944
0H84B 60-0 WING LONER SURFACE tR4UOll)
RUN' 2Y/BN XN/CN T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/T0 H(TO) H(TAN) QDOT DTNOT TN
NUHBER R=I.O R=O.9 R= BTUIR BTU/R BTUI DEG. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FT26EC FT2SEC /SEC
166 .g6000 .80000 167,00 .1398 .1709 .1669 ,9134 .4899-02 .5813-02 3.504 25.50 584.4








































































































































































•DATE 23 FEB GO OHB4B HODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1946
01-184660-0 NING LONER SURFACE rR4UOII)
RUN 2Y/BN ,XW/CN TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAN} OOOT DTNOT TW
NUMBER ": R=l.O R=O.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ OEG. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC
109 .'95000 .BOO00 167.00 ,1773 .2174 .21iO .9135 .7723-02 .9188-02 5.550 39,96 606.0
109 .95000 .90000 168.00 .1354 .1655 .1630 .907! .5895-02 .7097_0E 4.2_ 31.50 597.9
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL BO-O IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE I947
0H848 60-0 WING LONER SURFACE fR4UOll)
WING LOWER SURF PARAMETRIC DATA
HACH = 8.000 ALPHA • 35.00 BETA • -4.000 ELEVON - .0000
BDFLAP = ,0000 SPDBRK = .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RNO HU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
X10 6 /FT3 IFT2
141 3.698 8.000 35.01 -3.996 856.0 1352. 97.95 .6768-01 3.928 3881. ._=_416-02 .7882-07
142 3.684 8.000 35.01 -4.001 853.7 1353. 98.02 .8745-01 3.916 3883. .2408-02 .7688-07
!43 3.685 8.000 34.98 -4.043 854.1 1353. 98.02 .8749-01 3.919 3683. .L_09-02 .7888-07
RUN HREF STN NO






RUN 2Y/BW XW/CW T/CNO H/HREF H/HREF H/I._EF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAW) OOOT DTWOT TW
NUMBER R=I.0 R=0.9 R= BTU/R 6TU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC I_EC
141 .60000 .25000-01 1110.0 .3982 .5106 .4383 .9585 .1959-01 .2156-01 12.03 8_.20 737.6
14I .60000 .50000-01 1111,0 .3202 .4031 .3604 .9456 .1575-01 .1773-0l 10.35 76.53 694.7
14l .60000 .75000-0! !!!2,0 .26!4 .3250 ,8983 °9368 .1286-01 _1468-01 6.882 62.28 661=0
14l .60000 .lO000+O0 1113.0 .2165 .2672 .2486 .9319 .I065-01 .1223-01 7.585 62.00 639.6
141 .60000 .BOO00 Ill4.0 .1380 .1688 .1593 .9265 .6788-02 .7840-02 5.028 34.95 611.0
141 .60000 .30000 1115.0 .1228 .1500 .1417 .9265 .6041-02 .6970-02 4.504 29.49 606.0
141 .60000 .40000 1116.0 .1103 .1345 .1269 .9270 .5425-02 .6246-02 4.069 27.53 601.6
141 .60000 .50000 1117.0 .1130 .1380 .1306 .9256 .5562-02 .6426-02 4.163 28.14 603.3
148 .60000 .60000 1118.0 .I135 .1386 .1312 .9254 .5579-02 ,6450-02 4.169 28.15 605.4
14B .60000 .70000 1119.0 .9945-01 ,1212 .ll56 .9221 .4887-02 .5681-02 3.688 25.80 598.1
142 .60000 .80000 120.00 .1237 .1513 .1462 .9156 .6077-02 .7183-02 4.506 32.36 611.2
142 .60000 .85000 121.00 .1642 .2010 .1952 .9133 .8070-02 .9594-02 5.957 42.01 614.5
142 .60000 .90000 122.00 .1716 .2101 .2073 .9061 .8433-02 .1019-01 6.223 45.38 614.7
142 .60000 .95000 123.00 .145I .1772 .1758 .9035 .7132-02 .8640-02 5.334 39.09 604.7
143 .95000 .30000 164.00 .2084 .2563 .2410 .8275 .I024-01 .1185-01 7.411 51.06 629.1
143 .95000 .50000 165,00 .2388 .2949 .2776 .9264 .ll74-01 .1365-01 8.345 59.05 641,7
143 .95000 .70000 166.00 .1871 .2300 .2189 .9221 .9197-02 .1076-01 6.676 48.38 626.8
. /.
DATE 23 FEB 80 0H848 HODEL60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1948
., - 0H848 60-0 N|NG LONER SURFACE IR4UOlII
RUN BY/BN XWICN TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAN) QOOT OTf,,IDT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DES. R DEG, RTAN/TO FTBSEC FTBSEC FTBSEC /6EC
t43 .95000 .80000 167.00 .lg40 .2379 .B309 .9134 .9536-02 .f135-0! 6.989 49.99 619.9
143 .95000 .90000 168.00 .1515 .1852 .1823 .9071 .7445-02 .8960-02 5.534 40.46 609.4
:;i i
• m
DATE 23 FEB 80 0H848 MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1949
OH84B 60-0 NING LOWER SURFACE (R4UQI2)
WING LONER SURF PARAMETRIC DATA
HACH = 9.000 ALPHA - 35.00 BETA - -2.000 ELEVON = .0000
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK - .0000
*''TEST CONDITIONS**"
RUN RN/L HACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R OEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
X10 6 IFT3 IFT2
161 2.002 7.980 34.99 -2.012 436.0 1304. 94.91 .4539-01 2.023 3811. .!291-02 .7637-07
162 2.007 7.980 35.00 -I.998 435.0 1300. 94.62 .4529-01 2.019 3905. .1292-02 .7614-07
t63 2.006 7.980 35.0! -1.994 434.8 1300. 94.62 .4527-0I 2.018 3805. .1291-02 .7614-07 •
RUN HREF STN NO






RUN 2Y/BW XN/CN T/C NO HIHREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAW) ODOT DTWOT TW
NUMBER R-I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R BEG. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC
161 .60000 .25000-01 lllO.O .4030 .5083 .4409 .9584 .1414-01 .1547-01 9.996 64.11 674.6
161 .60000 .50000-0i I111.0 .313i .3898 .3505 .9458 .1099-0i .1230-Oi 7.285 55.27 640.7
161 .60000 .75000-01 1112.0 .2510 .3098 .2852 .9367 .8808-02 .1001-01 6.053 43,36 616.4
161 .60000 .10000+00 Ill3.0 .205! .2519 .2349 .9319 .7199-02 .8242-02 5.051 35.27 601.9
161 .60000 .20000 II14.0 .1315 .1607 .1518 ,9264 .4615-02 .5327-02 3.309 23.28 586.6
161 .60000 .30000 1115.0 .1164 .1421 .1343 .9264 .4085-02 .4712-02 2.944 t9.49 582.9
161 .60000 .40000 1116.0 .1018 .1242 .t173 .9270 .3574-02 .4115-02 2.586 17.69 580.0
161 .60000 .50000 1117.0 .9235-01 .1126 .I066 .9256 .3241-02 .3741-02 2.351 16.09 578.3
162 .60000 .60000 1118.0 .8193-01 .9987-0l .9461-01 .9254 .2870-02 .3315-02 2.076 14.22 576.3
162 .60000 .70000 1119.0 .6811-01 .8293-01 .7912-01 .9221 .2386-02 .2772-02 1.736 12,30 572.1
I62 .60000 .80000 120.00 .6036-01 .7351-01 .7109-01 .9156 .2115-02 .2491-02 1.537 11.25 573.0
162 .60000 .85000 121.00 .7006-01 .8525-01 .8286-01 .9133 .2454-02 .2903-02 1.790 12.9I 570.2
162 .60000 .90000 122.00 .6091-01 .7401-01 .7305-01 .9061 ,2134-02 .2559-02 1.567 11.71 565.4
162 .60000 .95000 123.00 .4550-01 .5518-01 .5477-01 .9035 .1594-02 .1919-02 1.181 8.856 556.6
163 .95000 .30000 164.00 .1500 .1837 .1730 .9275 .5252-02 .6058-02 3.720 26.10 591.5
163 .95000 .50000 165.00 .I491 .1828 .1725 .9265 .5222-02 .6042-02 3.679 26.64 595.1
163 .95000 .70000 166.00 .1105 .1351 .1288 .9221 .3871-02 .4510-02 2.762 20.43 586.0
DATE 23 FEB 80 0H846 MODEL60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1950
"": OH84B 60-0 WING LONER SURFACE rR4UQI2)
.7
RUN 2_IBH XN/CW T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF HIHREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAN) O00T DTWDT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
163 .95000 .BOO00 167.00 .1103 .t345 .1306 .9135 .3662-02 .4575-02 2.785 20.33 578.4
163 .95000 .90000 168.00 .7476-01 .9094-01 .8955-01 .9072 .2618-02 .3136-02 1.913 t4.27 569.!
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 195|
_i 0H846 60-0 NiNG LONER SURFACE CR4LK;IIB)
N|NG LOWER SURF PARAHETRIC DATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA = 35.00 BETA - -2.000 ELEVON • .0000
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK = .0000
*''TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L _ACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. OEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSi FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 IFT3 /FT2
104 3.010 7.990 35.01 -1.989 670.6 1321. 95.92 .6925-01 3.095 3836. .1949-02 .7719-07
105 3.010 7.990 35.02 -1.985 670.5 132I. 95.92 ,6924-01 3.094 3836. .1948-02 .7719-07
106 3.013 7,990 35.02 -I.984 6?0.6 1320. 95.85 .6925-0I 3.095 3835, .1950-02 .7713-07
RUN HREF STN NO






RUN 2Y/BN XN/CN T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO} H(TAN) ODOT DTNDT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEO. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FTBSEC FT_'o.-EC /SEC
104 .60000 .25000-01 IIlO.O .3983 .5088 .4378 .9585 .1732-01 .1904-01 10.53 74,57 712.6
|04 .60000 ,50000-0I IllI=O o3148 .3955 =3540 =9458 o1369-01 .!540LOt 8.868 66.24 673.1
I04 .60000 .75000-01 ItIB.0 .2525 .3138 .2881 .9368 .1098-0I .1253-01 7.431 52.52 644.2
104 .60000 .10000+00 1113.0 .2067 .2553 .2375 .9319 .8992-02 .!033-01 6,244 43.08 626.3
104 .60000 .20000 1114.0 .1365 .1674 .1579 .9265 .5936-02 .6870-02 4.243 29,57 605.9
104 .60000 .30000 1115.0 .I200 .[469 .1386 .9285 .5217-02 .6030-02 3.76l 24.69 599.9
'104 .60000 .40000 Ill6.0 .1068 .1306 .1232 .9270 .4645-02 .5358-02 3.368 22.85 595.7
104 .60000 .50000 11!7.0 .9617-01 .t176 .1112 .9256 .4183-02 .4838-02, 3.037 E0.62 594.6
105 .60000 .60000 !II8.0 .8563-0! .I044 .9888-0I .9254 .3724-02 .430!-02 2.739 18.68 585.3
105 .60000 .70000 lllS.O .7400-01 .9004-01 .8592-01 .9221 .3219-02 .3737-02 2.386 !6.85 579.3
105 .60000 .BOO00 120.00 .8436-01 .!028 .9940-0I .9157 .3669-02 4323-02 2.701 19.65 584.6
105 .60000 .85000 12!.00 .1067 .1300 .1263 .9133 .4640-02 .5493-02 3.420 24.49 583.6
105 .60000 .90000 I22.00 .I084 .1321 .1304 .906I .4715-02 .5669-02 3.470 25.68 584.7
105 .60000 .95000 123.00 .9179-01 .Ill6 .1!08 .9036 .3992-02 .48!8-02 2.966 22.02 577.8
106 .95000 .30000 164.00 .2553 .3!54 .2962 .9276 .lllO-OI .1288-01 7.681 52.96 627.8
106 ,95000 .50000 165.00 .2480 .3066 .2886 .9265 .1078-0! .!255-01 7.436 52.91 630.2
106 .95000 .70000 !66.00 .1788 .2198 .2092 .9221 .7777-02 .9096-02 5.508 40.23 611.4
DATE 23 FEB 60 OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 195¢?,
• i 0H84B 60-0 WING LOWER SURFACE fR4.UQIS)
RUN 2Y/BN XN/CN TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO HtTO) H(TAt4) QDOT DTNDT TW
I_JHBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTUIR BTU/ OEG. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC _TSSEC FTSSEC /SEC
106 .95000 .80000 I67.00 1935 .2374 .2304 .9135 .8415-08 .1002-01 5.993 43. I7 606.9
106 .95000 .90000 166.00 1513 1850 .1821 .9072 .6578-02 .7980-08 4.754 34.97 596.9
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1853
WING LONER SURF PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA - 35.00 BETA • -2°000 £LEVON = °0000
BOFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK • .0000
"''TEST CONDITIONS'''
: RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R pSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 /FT3 /FT2
138 3,668 8.000 35.03 -1.972 849.0 1352. 97.95 .8696-01 3.896 3881. .2396-02 o7882-07
139 3.682 8.000 35.03 -1.973 853.3 1353. 98.02 .8741-01 3.916 3883. .2407-02 .7888-07
-140 3.683 8.000 35.02 -I.979 853.5 1353. 98.02 .8743-01 3,917 3883. .L:=407-02 .7888-07
RUN HREF STN NO







RUN 2Y/BN XN/CN TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF HIHREF TAN/TO HITO) , H(TAN) ODOT OTWOT TN
NUMBER R-I.O R=O.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC
138 .60000 .85000-0I 1110.0 .3BBO .5005 .4265 .9585 .1892-01 .2090-0I ll.IB 77.39 760.8
138 .60000 .50000-01 11]I.0 .3109 .3948 .3514 .9458 ,I524-0! ,!722-0! 9.688 70.93 715.8
138 .60000 ."/5000-01 1112.0 .2552 .3196 .2924 .9368 .1251-01 .1433-01 8.389 58.27 680.8
138 .60000 .IO000+O0 1113.0 .2110 .2621 .2433 .9319 .1034-01 .1192-01 7,167 48.69 658.5
138 .60000 .20000 1114.0 .1400 .1723 .1623 .9265 .6860-02 .7955-02 4.949 34.08 630.2
138 .60000 .30000 1115.0 .1274 .1565 .1475 .9265 .6242-02 .7230-02 4.539 29.44 624.5
138 .60000 .40000 1116.0 .I163 .1426 .1344 .9271 .5700-02 .6586-02 4.178 28.03 618.7
138 .60000 .50000 1117.0 .I079 .1321 .1249 .9256 .5285-02 .6122-02 3.886 26.10 616.4
139 .60000 .60000 1118.0 .9947-01 ;1216 .ll5l .g254 .4887-02 .5655-02 3.630 24.46 609.9
139 .60000 .70000 1119.0 .8873-01 .1083 .1032 .9222 .4359-02 .5072-02 3.265 22.78 603.7
139 .60000 .BOO00 120.00 .1169 .1431 .1382 .9157 .5742-02 .6791-02 4,237 30.38 614.7
139 .60000 .85000 121.00 .1583 .1940 .1883 .9133 .7776-02 .9254-02 5,707 40.17 618.7
139 .60000 .90000 122.00 .1658 .2033 .2005 .9062 .8148-02 .9850-02 5.982 43.54 618.5
139 .60000 .95000 123.00 .1390 .1698 .1684 .9036 .6829-02 .8276-02 5.092 37.27 607.0
140 .95000 .30000 164.00 .3157 .3930 .3681 .9276 .1551-01 1809-01 10.67 72.23 665.0
140 .95000 .50000 165.00 .2787 .3463 .3254 .9265 .1369-01 1599-01 9.488 66.57 659.8
140 .95000 .70000 165.00 .2027 .2499 .2377 .B222 .9950-02 1168-01 7.129 51.43 636.9
• ...-
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERsoNIC TUNNEL PAGE 1954
OHB4B BO-O WING LONER SURFACE (R4UO|2)
RUN 2Y/BN XN/CH TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAN) ODOT OTktOT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ OEO. R DEO. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC
I40 .95000 .BOOOD 167.00 .2229 .2745 .2662 .gf35 .1095-01 .1308-01 7.870 55.90 634.0
140 ,95000 .90000 168.00 .1716 .2105 .2072 .9072 .B434-02 .1018-01 6.174 44.89 620.6
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B HOOEL 50-0 IN THE AEOC: VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE t_5
OH84B SO-O WING LOWER SURFACE tR4LK_I3)
':' WING LOWER SURF PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH • 8.000 ALPHA = 35.00 BETA = -1.000 ELEVON " .OOO0
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK • .0000
**'TEST CONDITIONS*'*
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P 0 V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO 6 /FT3 IFT2
159 2.023 7.980 35.02 -.9923 435.0 1293. 94,11 ,4529-01 2,019 3795. .1299-02 .7573-07
159 2.024 7.980 35.01 -.9963 436.7 1296. 94.33 .4547-01 2.027 3799. .1301-02 .7590-07
160 2.003 7.980 35.01 -.9963 435.2 13021 94.76 .4531-01 2.020 3808. .1290-02 .7626-07
RUN HREF STN NO






RUN 2Y/BW XW/CW TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO HITOl , H(TAW) ODOT OTNOT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=O.9 R= BTU/R BTUIR BTU/ DEG. R OEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
158 .60000 .25000-01 llIO.0 .4203 .5305 .4600" .9585 .1471-01 .1810-01 9.159 66.15 670.I
158 .SO000 .50000-01 llIl.O ".3189 .3967 .3568 .9458 .;116-0! .i249-0i 7.356 55.99 633.7
158 .60000 .75000-01 1112.0 .2529 .3119 .2872 .9358 .8850-02 .1005-01 6.048 43.48 609.3
158 .60000 .10000+00 1113.0 .2051 .2518 .2347 .9319 .7179-02 .8216-02 5.008 35.09 595.1
158 .60000 .20000 1114.0 .1306 .1596 .1507 .9265 .4571-02 .5276-02 3.253 22.95 581.1
158 .60000 .30000 1115,0 ,1150 ,1404 ,1326 .9265 .4025-02 .4641-02 2.879 19.11 577.4
158 .60000 .40000 I116.0 .1027 .1253 .1183 .9270 .3595-02 .4139-02 2.578 17.67 575.4
158 _60000 .50000 1117.0 .9384-01 .I144 .I083 .9256 .3284-02 .3792-02 2.360 16.19 574.0
159 .60000 .60000 1118.0 .8457-01 .1029 .9755-01 .9254 .2967-02 .3422-02 2.155 14.81 569.4
159 .60000 .70000 1119.0 .5993-0| .B501-01 .8114-01 .9221 .2453-02 .2847-02 1.792 12.74 565.4
159 .60000 .80000 120.00 .6210-01 .7558-01 .7308-01 .9157 .2179-02 .2554-02 1.586 11.63 567.9
159 .50000 .85000 121.00 .6979-01 .8484-0! .8248-01 .9133 .2449-02 .2894-02 1.789 12.93 565.1
159 .60000 .90000 122.00 .6004-01 .7289-01 .7194-01 .905l _2106-02 .2524-02 1.547 11.59 561.0
159 .60000 .95000 123.00 . .4495-01 .5448-01 .5407-01 .9036 .1577-02 .1897-02 1.168 8.769 555.1
160 .95000 .30000 164.00 .I625 .199! .1875 .9276 .5596-02 .5572-02 4.030 28.25 594.1
160 .95000 .50000 155.00 .1391 .1702 .1607 .9255 .4875-02 .5633-02 3.471 25.20 589.7
160 .95000 .70000 166.00 .9660-01 .1178 .I124 .9221 .3386-02 .3939-02 2.445 18.13 579.7
i, 7,
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE Ig°36
. .: " OHB4B 60-0 NINO LONER SURFACE _R4UOI3)
RUN . 2Y/BN XN/CN TiC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO HITO) HITAW) ODOT DTNDT TW
NUMBER R=l.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ OEG. R DEG. R
• .": TAN/TO TT2SEC FT2SEC FTL_SEC /SEC
160 .95000 .80000 167.00 .9582-01 .1166 .I133 ,9135 .3358-02 .3972-02 2.448 17.92 572.7
I60 .95000 .90000 I68.00 .6673-01 .8104-01 .7982-01 .9072 .2339-02 .2798-02 1.723 12.88 564.8
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1957
¢
• WING LONER SURF PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA = 35.00 -BETA = -I.000 ELEVON = .0000
BDFLAP = .GO00 SPDBRK = .0000
; ***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT OEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R OEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 IFT3 /FT2
101 2.984 7.990 35.02 -.9871 670.0 1328. 96.43 .6919-01 3.092 3846. .1937-02 .7760-07
102 3.006 7.990 35.02 -.9887 672.7 1325. 96.21 .6947-01 3.104 3842. .1949-02 .7742-07
103 3.014 7.990 35.03 -.9919 669.2 1318. 95.71 .6811-01 3.088 3832. .1949-02 .7701-07
RUN HREF STN NO






RUN 2Y/BN XW/CW TIC NO HIHREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/T0 H(T0) H(TAW) 0DOT DTWDT TW
NUMBER R-I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FTBSEC ISEC
I01 .60000 .25000-01 IlIO.O .4081 .524B .4494 .9585 .1776-0I .1956-01 10.65 74.89 727.8
101 .60000 .50000-01 1111.0 .3134 .3952 .3529 .9458 .1364-01 .1536-01 8.744 64.90 686.4
I01 .60000 .35000-01 lll2.O .2501 .3120 .2860 .9368 .1089-01 .1245-01 7.288 51,18 658.1
I01 .60000 .10000+00 1113.0 .2041 .2529 .2350 .9319 .B880-02 .1023-01 6.100 41.BO 640.7
I01 .60000 .20000 1114.0 .1354 .1667 .1571 .9265 .5892-02 .6837-02 4.162 28.79 621.3
101 .60000 .30000 1115.0 .1202 .1477 .1393 .9265 .5229-02 .6060-02 3.721 24._ 616.1
I01 .60000 .4OCO0 I116.0 .1077 .1322 .1245 .9270 .4686-02 .5420-02 3.351 22.55 612.5
101 .60000 .50000 I117.0 .976B-01 .1199 .1133 .9256 .4251-02 ,4931-02 3.044 20.49 611.7
102 .60000 ,BOO00 1118.0 .8805-01 .1075 .1018 .9254 .3838-02 .4435-02 2.815 19.15 591.1
102 .60000 .70000 I119.0 .7475-01 .9105-01 .B685-01 .9222 .3259-02 .3786-02 2.410 16.97 584.9
102 .60000 .80000 120.00 .8269-01 .I008 .9746-01 .B157 .3604-02 .4248-02 2.657 I9.31 587.6
102 .60000 .85000 I21.00 .1037 .1264 .122B .9133 .4521-02 .5353-02 3.341 23.90 5858
I02 .60000 .90000 122.00 .I041 .1269 .1252 .9062 .4539-02 .5457-02 3.354 24.81 585.7
102 .60000 .95000 123.00 18558-01 .I040 .[032 .8036 .3730-02 .4500-02 2.787 20.70 577.5
103 .95000 .30000 164.00 .2934 .3638 .3412 .9276 .1274-01 .1482-01 8.673 59.53 637.1
103 .95000 .50000 I65.00 ,2436 .3011 .2834 .9265 .1058-01 .1231-01 7.308 52.08 627.1
103 .95000 .70000 155.00 .1584 .1945 .1851 .9222 .6881-02 .8041-02 4.893 35.82 606.6
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE[ AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1958
i OHB4B 60-0 WING LOWER SURFACE (R½UQI3)
RUN 2Y/BN XW/CW T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H{TO) H(TAN) QDOT DTNDT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
• TAW/TO FT2SEC FTESEC FT2SEC /S£C
103 .95000 .80000 157.00 .1772 .2172 .2108 .9135 .7698-02 .9155-02 5.513 39.78 601.6
103 .95000 .90000 168.00 ,1434 ,1755 .1727 .9072 .6227-02 .7500-02 4.485 32.98 597.5
................. ................................................................::7 ) .........
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1959
^_o._ 60-0 ,.,,,.,r_ LONER ¢,,mmAr-:- ,Bb,,n,'_,
WING LOWER SURF PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH ,, 8.000 ALPHA - 35.00 BETA - -I.000 ELEVON - .0000
BDFLAP - .0000 SPDBRK - .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS °6.
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P 0 V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA OEG. R BEG. R PSlA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO 6 IFT3 /FT2
135 3.583 8.000 35.07 -.9652 852.5 1352. 97.95 .8732-01 3.912 3881. .2406-02 .7882-07
136 3.699 8.000 35.06 -.9697 856.1 1352. 97.95 .8769-01 3.929 3881. .2416-02 .7882-07
137 3.676 8.000 35,07 -.9690 851.9 1353. 98.02 .8726-01 3.909 3883. .2403-02 .7888-07
RUN HREF STN NO






RUN 2Y/BW XN/CW T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO HITO) H(TAW) ODOT DTNDT TN
NUMBER R=I.0 R-0.9 R- BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FTBS£C /SEC
135 .60000 .25000-01 1110.0 .395! .5128 .4366 .9586 .1940-01 .2144-0I 11.42 78.98 763.0
135 .60000 .50000-0I I111.0 .3112 .3952 .3519 .9459 .1528-0! .1727-01 9.915 ?1.12 ?15.9
135 .60000 .75000-01 1112.0 .2539 .3180 .2909 .9369 ;1247-01 .1429-01 8.362 58.08 681.0
135 .60000 .10000+a0 1113.0 .2101 2610 .2422 .9320 .1032-01 .1189-01 9.15l 48.58 658.5
135 .60000 .20000 1114.0 .1403 .1929 1629 .9266 .6889-02 .7989-02 4.968 34.21 630.6
135 .60000 .30000 1115.0 .1269 .1559 1469 .9266 .6220-02 .7206m02 4.512 29.25 626.2
135 .60000 .40000 1116.0 .1169 .1432 1349 .9291 .5728-02 .6623-02 4.176 27.96 622.6
135 .60000 .50000 1119.0 .1083 1329 1256 .9257 .5318-02 .6166-02 3.883 26.01 621.5
136 .60000 .60000 1118.0 .9963-01 .1220 1154 .9255 .4902-02 .5679-02 3.610 24.26 615.2
136 .60000 .90000 1119.0 .8791-01 .1072 1022 .9222 .4316-02 .5026-02 3.209 22.34 608.1
136 .60000 .B0000 120.00 .1130 1385 1337 .B158 .5562-02 .6580-02 4.094 29.35 615.5
136 .60000 .85000 121.00 .1526 .1892 1816 .9134 .7509-02 .8938-02 5.497 38.68 619.8
136 .60000 80000 122.00 .1587 i946 1919 .9062 .7807-02 _9441-02 5.718 41.60 619.3
136 .60000 .95000 123.00 .1314 .1605 1593 .9037 .6466-02 .9836-02 4.814 35.23 607.2
137 .95000 .30000 164.00 .3304 .4135 .3866 .9277 ,1622-01 .1898-01 10.92 73.41 67£.8
137 .95000 .50000 165.00 .2688 3348 .3143 .9266 .1319-01 .1543-01 9.039 63.18 667.6
137 .95000 .70000 166.00 .|904 .2351 .2234 .9223 .9349-02 .1097-01 6.657 47.93 640.6
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1960
":_.: : OHB4B 60-0 NING LONER SURFACE (R4UQI3}
RUN 2Y/BN XN/CN T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN) GDOT DTNDT IN
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
137 .95000 .80000 167.00 .22_! .2730 .2645 .9136 ,1085-01 .1298-0! 7.72? 54.70 640.8




























































































































































































































































































































































DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL BO-O IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 196_
OHB4B 60-0 WING LOWER SURFACE fR4UGI4)
RUN 2Y/BN XN/CN T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAW) ODOT DTNOT TN
NUMBER -- R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT25EC /SEC
15 .95000 .SO000 |67.00 .7896-01 .9621-01 .934B-01 .8134 .1357-02 .1607-02 .9407 6.966 549.6
15 .95000 .90000 168.00 .5603-01 .6819-01 .6716-01 .9070 .9631-03 .1154-02 .671! 5.063 545.9
tn
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE t863
uno.m 60-0 M......=,wu LONER =unr'.u=_" .,.......'D_''A'b'
WING LOWER SURF " PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA = 35.00 BETA = .0000 ELEVON = .0000
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK - .O00O
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P 0 V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEC. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 /FT3 /FTB
60 2.004 7.980 34.98 .7044-03 434.5 1300. 94.62 .4523-01 2.016 3805, .1290-02 .7614-07
61 2.001 7.980 34.99 9426-07 435.2 1303. 84.84 .4531-0| 2.020 3810. .1289-02 .7631-07
62 1.995 7.980 34.99 -.1400-02 434.9 1305. 94.98 .u527-01 2.018 3813, ,1287-02 .7643-07
RUN HREF STN NO






RUN 2Y/BN XN/CN TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN) ODOT DTNDT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= 8TU/R BTU/R aTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
60 ,60000 .25000-01 III0.0 .4279 .5426. .4691 .9584 .1498-01 .164E-01 9.207 66.02 685.1
60 .60000 =50000-0| 1!11,0 ,3240 .4046 .3633 .9457 .1134-0I .1272-01 7.406 56.0! 646.9
60 .60000 .75000-01 1112.0 .2559 .3166 .2913 .9367 .8960-02 .1020-01 6.074 43.40 621.7
60 .60000 .lO000+O0 1113.0 .2079 .2560 .2384 .9318 .7280-02 .8347-02 5.04] 35.11 607.2
60 .60000 .20000 1114.0 .I306 .1600 .1510 .9264 .4572-02 .5288-02 3.231 22.66 592.9
60 .60000 .30000 1115.0 .I147 .1403 .1325 .9264 .4015-02 .4639-02 2.854 18.84 588.9
60 .60000 .40000 llI6.O .1024 .1251 .1181 .9270 .3584-02 .4134-02 2.561 17.46 585.3
60 .60000 .50000 ]ll?.O .9651-0| .1167 .1105 .9255 .3344-02 .3868-02 2.390 16.30 584.9
61 .60000 .60000 Ilt8.O .8553-01 .1043 .9883-0| .9253 .2998-02 .3464-02 2.167 14.82 579.8
61 .60000 .70000 II19.0 .6861-01 .8355-01" .7972-01 .9221 .2405-02 .2795-02 1.752 12.40 574.1
61 .60000 .BOO00 120.00 .6994-01 .7176-0I .6941-01 .9156 .2066-02 .2433-02 1.506 11.02 573.8
61 .60000 85000 121,00 .6819-01 .8296-01 .8065-01 .9132 .2390-02 .2827-02 1.749 12.60 571.2
61 .60000 90000 122.00 .6897m01 .7166-01 .7074-01 .9081 .2067-02 .24B0-02 1.621 11.35 567.0
61 .60000 _95000 123.00 .4283-01 .5194-01 .5156-01 .9035 .1501-02 .1807-02 1.115 8.352 560.0
62 .95000 ,30000 164.00 .1620 .]986 .IBTO .9275 .5677-02 .6553-02 4.014 66,09 597.6
62 ,95000 _50000 -16'5O0 .1225 .1498 .1414 .9264 .4293-02 .4958-02 3.073 22.31 588.9
62 .95000 .70000 166.00 .8524-01 .1040 .9917-01 .9221 .2988-02 .3476-02 2.162 16.03 581.0
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1G64
OHB4B 60-0 WING LONER SURFACE {R4UQI4)
RUN 2Y/BN XN/CN TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN) QOOT DTWDT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=O,9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. RTAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
62 .95000 .BOOO0 167.00 .B731-01 .1063 .1033 .9135 .3060-02 .3620-02 2.235 16.34 574.4
62 .95000 .90000 168.00 .5996-01 .7280-01 .7170-01 .9071 .B102-02 .2513-02 1.554 11.62 565.0
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B HODEL BO-O XN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE |965
OH84B 60-0 NING LONER SURFACE t_4UO!4)
i N[NG LONER SURF PARAMETRIC DATA
HACH = B.O00 ALPHA - 35.00 -BETA = .0000 ELEVON • .0000
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK = .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XZO E /FT3 /FT2
79 3.047 7.990 35.0! -.6951-03 6?0.5 !310. 95.1B .6924-0I 3.094 3820. .]965-02 .7655-07
80 3.039 7.990 35.01 -.6938-03 670.1 1312. 95.2? .69B0-01 3.092 3823. .1960-02 .7666-07
8! 3.030 7.990 35.02 -.6903-03 6?0.5 1315. 95.49 .6924-01 3.094 3827. .1957-02 .7664-07
RUN HREF STN NO






RUN 2Y/BN XN/CN T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/T0 H(T0) H(TAN) QDOT DTNOT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ OEG. R BEG. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FTBSEC FT2SEC ISEC
79 .60000 .25000-01 I0.0 .4116 .5314 .4541 .9585 .1788-01 .1972-01 I0.39 73.03 7218.4
79 .60000 .50000-01 !I.O .3167 .4005 .3572 .945B .1375-01 ;1551-0l 8.606 63.95 684.0
79 .60000 .75000-0! ''12.0 .2533 .3164 .2898 .9368 .iiO0-Oi .1259-0! 7.220 50.8I 853.3
79 .60000 .10000+00 13.0 .207l .2569 .23B6 .9319 .B995-02 ;1036-01 6.076 41.76 634.2
?9 .60000 .20000 14.0 .1372 .1690 .159B .9265 .5960-02 .6915-02 4.155 28.86 612.4
79 .60000 .30000 15.0 .1200 .1474 .1390 .9265 .5BI0-02 .6037.-02 3.663 23.97 606.5
79 ._0000 .40000 |B.0 .I066 .i308 .1232 .9270 .462B-02 .535B-0B 3.268 22.09 603.4
79 .60000 .50000 17.0 .9930-01 .1219 .II52 .9256 _4312-02 .5002-02 3.046 20,59 603.3
80 .60000 .60000 lB.0 .8961-0! .I097 .I038 .9254 .3892-02 .4509-02 2.783 38.87 596.6
80 .60000 .70000 19.0 .7548-01 .9225-01 .8792-01 .9221 .3278-02 .3818-02 2.366 16.6B 589.8
O0 .60000 .80000 120.00 .7828-01 .9562-0! .9242-01 .9157 .3400-02 .4014-02 2.458 17.85 588.6
B0 .60000 .85000 121.00 .9390-01 .1147 .1115 .9133 .4078-02 .4840-02 2.945 21.03 589.6
80 .60000 ;90000 122.00 .9033-01 .1!03 .I088 .9061 .3923-02 .4725-02 2.845 21.03 586.5
B0 .60000 .95000 123.00 .6962-01 .8474-01 .8409-01 _9036 .3023-02 .3652-02 2.222 16.51 5?6.8
Bl .95000 .30000 164.00 .2815 .3505 .3283 .9276 .1223-01 .1427-01 8.166 55.78 647.2
i 81 .95000 .50000 165.00 .1954 .8416 .B273 .9265 .8491-02 .9880-02 5.835 41.58 627.4
Bl _ .95000 .70000 166.00 .1221 .!499 .1427 .9222 .5304-02 .6200-02 3.758 27.51 606.3
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONICTUNNEL PAGE I¢J66
0H64B 60-0 WiNG LONER SURFACE (R4UQI4)
RUN 2Y/BW XN/CN T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN) QDOT DTNDT TN -,
NUMBER R=I.0 R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTUIR BTU/ BEG. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
B; .95000 .80000 167.00 .1457 .1789 .1736 .9135 .6333-02 .7543-02 4.489 32.32 606.0




















































































































































































































































DATE 23 FEB BO OHB4B HODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PACE |968
OHB4B 60-0 WING LONER SURFACE (R4UO|4)
RUN 2YIBW XN/CN TIC NO H/HREF HIHREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN) ODOT DTNDT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R-0.9 R= BTU/R BTUIR BTU/ OEO. R DEO. RTAN/TO FT2SEC FTL:_-_EC FTL_-_IEC ISEC
134 .95000 .B0000 167.00 ,2108 .2607 .2526 .9135 .1036-0! .J_l-Ol 7.318 51.68 646.0
I34 ,95000 .90000 168.00 .Z737 .2138 .2103 .9072 .B531-02 .1053-01 6.144 44.41 632,4
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1969
OH84B 60-0 _!NG LOWER SIJ_FACE tR4UO!5}
WING LOWER SURF PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA = -|0.00 ELEVON = .0000
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK • .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/BEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 IFT3 IFT2
201 .4945 7.900 39,95 -I0.05 I00.2 ]26B. 93,88 .IlI4-Ol .4867 3752. .3203-03 .7554-07
202 .5125 7,900 39.95 -10.04 103.5 1263. 93.66 ,|15|-0I .5026 3748. .33|B-03 .7536-07
203 .4973 7.900 39.90 -10.06 99.5: 1255. 93.06 .1106-0| .4831 3736. .3207-03 .7489-07
RUN HREF STN NO






RUN 2Y/BN XW/CW T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN) QDOT DTNDT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R 8TU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FTBSEC FTBSEC FTBSEC /SEC
20l .60000 .25000-0| ! I0.0 .4o8o .5093 .4360 .9677 .6986-02 .7466-02 4.444 32.72 629.6
20I .60000 .50000-01 | l|.O .3482 .4314 .3BOB .9559 .5962-02 .6516-02 3.BI4 30.15 609.2
20_ .60000 .75000-0l I 12.0 .297] .3658 .3297 .9472 .5087-02 .5646-02 3.428 24.86 591.B
201 .60000 .I0000.00 I 13.0 .2464 .3023 .2757 .9425 .4219-02 .4721-02 2.890 20.39 580.8
201 .60000 .20000 I 14.0 .1575 .i924 .1778 .9372 .2597-02 .3044-02 1.885 13.39 566.9
20I .60000 .30000 | 15.0 .1357 .1655 ,1530 .9372 .2324-02 .2620-02 1.533 |0.92 562.9
20| .BOO00 .40000 ! ]5.0 .|17B .1433 .1324 .9377 .2013-02 .2265-02 1.4]9 9.799 560.6
20l ,60000 .50000 ] 17.0 .f097 .1337 .]238 .9363 .187B-02 .2121-02 |.326 9.160 559.7
202 .60000 .60000 ] 18.0 .9875-0| .1203 .|]15 .9361 .t7|8-02 .1940-0B l.Bl| 8.372 557.7
202 .60000 .70000 I 19.0 .8236-0l .,003 .93B0-0l .9328 .1433-02 .|628-02 l.Ol2 7.228 556.3
202 .60000 .80000 |20.00 .6443-0| .7834-0] .74t3-0| .9283 .112]-02 .lE89-02 .7965 5.891 551.9
202 .60000 .85000 121.00 .8000-01 .97BB-Ol .9248-01 .9239 .1391-02 .l@09-02 .9898 7.203 551.3
202 .BOO00 .90000 122.00 .7341-01 .8919-0|- .8612-01 .9166 .1277-02 .1498-02 .9109 6.861 549.2
202 .60000 .95000 123.00 .5700-0| .GBlB-OI .B7Ig-oI .9139 .9915-03 .1169-02 .71l| 5.357 545.4
203 .95000 .30000 164.00 .IB91 .2062 .1903 .938l .2880-02 .3241-02 2.006 14.31 558.3
203 .95000 .50000 |65.00 .1181 .1438 .1330 .9371 ,2011-02 .2266-02 1.412 10.44 552.6
203 .95000 .70000 166.00 .9169-01 .lltB .I042 .9328 .1562-02 .1775-02 1,098 8.256 551.9
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1970
OHB4B 60-0 WING LOHER SURFACE (R4UOIB)
RUN 2Y/BN XN/CW TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H{TO) H(TAW) QDOT OTNOT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. RTAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FTeSEC /SEC
203 .95000 .80000 167.00 .9891-01 ,t203 .I143 .924! .1685-02 .1948-02 1.190 8.817 548.4
;203 .95000 .90000 168.00 .7030-01 .8538-0! .8228-01 .9176 .1!97-02 .1402-02 .8503 6.419 544.6
)
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1971
0H8_8 60-0 U!NG LOWER SURFACE Iff_lJO]_)
WING LOWER SURF PARAMETRIC DATA
HACH = 8.000 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA - -I0.00 ELEVON - .0000
8DFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK - .0000
• **TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P 0 V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEO. PSIA DEG. R DEO. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO 6 /FT3 /FT2
188 1.010 7.940 39.95 -10.05 204.4 1253. 92,05 .2199-01 .9703 3734. .6447-03 .7407-07
189 1.002 7.940 39.96 -10.05 203.7 1257. 92.34 .2191-01 .9670 3740. .6404-03 .7431-07
190 1.004 7.940 39.95 -I0.04 205.0 1261. 92.64 .2205-01 .9731 3746. .6425-03 .7454-07
RUN HREF STN NO






RUN 2Y/BW XN/CW TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAW) OOOT DTNDT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=O.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R 8TU/ BEG. R OEG. R
TAW/TO FTBSEC FT2SEC FTBSEC /SEC
188 .60000 .25000-01 IllO.O .4199 .5298 .4501 .9677 .1013-01 .1086-01 6.1E5 44.69 648.3
188 .60000 .50000-01 1111.0 .3477 .4341 .3811 .9559 .8390-02 .9198-02 5.279 40.38 623.4
188 .60000 .75000-01 1112.0 .2932 .3633 .3264 .9472 .7078-02 .7878-02 4.596 33,14 603.8
188 .60000 .10000+00 1113.0 .2463 .3039 .2764 .9425 .5943-02 .6870-02 3.923 27.52 692.5
188 .60000 .20000 111_.0 .1562 .1916 I767 .9372 .3769-02 .4265-02 2.552 18.05 575.6
188 .60000 .30000 1115.0 .1370 .1679 1549 .9372 .3305-02 .3738-02 2.247 14.95 572.9
188 .60000 .40000 1116.0 .I195 .1465 I350 .9377 .2884-02 .3258-02 1.965 13.49 571.5
188 .60000 .50000 1117.0 .1106 .1356 1253 .9363 .2670-02 ,3024-02 1.819 12.49 571.4
I89 .60000 .50000 1118.0 .9659_01 .1187 1096 ,9361 ,2328-02 .2642-02 1.574 10.76 580.7
189 .60000 .70000 1119.0 .7579-01 .9293-01 8650-01 .9329 .1827-02 .2085-02 1.245 8,807 575.3
189 .60000 .80000 120.00 .5745-01 .7023"01 .6634-01 .9264 .1385-02 .1599-02 .9567 7.027 565.9
189 .60000 .85000 121.00 .7896-01 .9550-01 .9162~01 .9240 .1903-02 .2209-02 1.315 .9.505 565.5
189 .60000 .90000 122.00 .7371-01 .9001-01 .8682-01 .9166 .1777-02 .2093-02 1.233 9.222 562.8
189 .60000 .95000 123,00 .5713-01 .6964-01 .6758-01 .9139 .1377-02 .1629-02 ,9627 7.221 557.5
190 .95000 .30000 164.00 .1657 .2030 .t889 .9383 .4009-02 .4522-02 2.748 19.45 575.1
190 .95000 .50000 165.00 .1148 .1403 .1296 .9372 .2777-02 .3135-02 1.925 14.12 567.5
190 .95000 .70000 166.00 .9283-01 .I134 .1057 .9329 .2246-02 .2558-02 1.559 11.64 566.5
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE IOJ72
OHB4B 60-0 WING LOWER SURFACE (R4UQI51
RUN 2Y/BN XW/CW TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(T01 H(TAN) QDOT DTWDT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=O,9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
190 .95000 .BOO00 167.00 ,9716-01 .II85 .1126 _9242 .2351-02 .2723-02 1.642 12.09 562.0







































































































































































































DATE 23 FEB BO OH84B MODEL BO-O IN THE AEOC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1974
OHB4B BO-O WING LONER SURFACE fR4UQIS)
RUN 2Y/BW XW/CW TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAWI ODOT DTNDT TN
NUMBER R=I.0 R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FTBSEC FTBSEC FTBSEC ISEC
172 .95000 .80000 167.00 .1099 .135! .1280 .9242 .3850-02 .4483-OB 2.688 19.39 602.6

















































































































































































DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEOC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1976
OHB4B BO-O WING LOWER SURFACE (R4UOI5)
RUN 2Y/BW XW/CW T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAW) GDOT DTWDT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=O.9 _W/TO FTEsEcBTU/R FT2sEcBTU/R FT2sEcBTU/ DEG./SECR DEG. R
100 .95000 .80000 167.00 ,1616 .1999 .1890 .9243 .7048-02 .8242-02 4.878 34.68 632.5
100 .95000 .90000 168.00 .1243 .1530 .1470 .9178 .5419-02 .6408-02 3.824 27.83 610.9
°- w _,.." --
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1¢J'77
0H848 60-0 WING LONER SURFACE fR4UQI?;
WING LONER SURF PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH 8.000 ALPHA • 40.00 BETA • -4.000 ELEVON • .OOO0
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK " .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO " P_J
NUHBER /FT DEC. DEG. PSIA DEC. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO 8 IFT3 IFT2
198 ,4952 7.900 39.96 -3.985 99.19 1256. 93.I4 .1102-01 .4816 3737. .3195-03 .7495-07
199 .4996 7.900 39.96 -3,995 99.13 1248. 92.54 .1102-01 .4813 3726. .3213-03 .7447-07
200 .5083 7.900 39.97 -3.996 100.7 1247. 92,47 ,II19-01 .4891 3724. .3268-03 ,7441-07
RUN HREF STN NO






RUN 2Y/BW xw/CN T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAN) ODOT DTWOT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
I98 .60000 .25000-01 1110.0 .4056 .5085 .4339 .9677 .6899-02 .7381-02 4.282 31._5 635.0
198 .60000 .50000-01 1111.0 .3389 .4214 .3709 .9559 .5755-02 .6309-02 3.698 28.42 614.2
7 _ 23. 596.8i98 .80000 .75000-0I II12.0 .2858 .3531 .=1.7 .9473 .486!-02 .5404-02 3.203 !7
198 .60000 .10000+30 1113.0 .2357 .2901 .2642 .9425 .4009-02 .4494-02 2.684 18.89 586.1
I88 .60000 .20000 II14.0 .1487 .1822 .1681 .9372 .2528-02 .2859-02 1.726 12.23 572.9
198 .60000 .30000 1115.0 .I268 .1552 .1432 .9372 .2156-02 .2436-02- 1.481 9.871 569.1
198 .60000 .40C00 llI6.0 .1096 .1340 .1236 .9377 .1864-02 .2103-02 1.284 8.836 566.9
I98 .80000 .50000 1117.0 .9960-01 .1218 .1127 .9363 .1604-02 .1916-02 1.168 8.044 566.1
4.99 .60000 .60000 ill8 0 .9358-01 .I139 .I056 .9361 .1589-02 .1794-02 1.112 7,726 548.1
199 .60000 .70000 II]9.0 .7817-01 .9628-01 .8989-0I .9329 .1345-02 .1527-02 .9442 5.780 545.5
199 .60000 .80000 180.00 .6205-01 .7535-01 .7132-01.9264 .I054-02 .1211-02 .7447 5.538 541.1
I99 .60000 .85000 I2I O0 .7672-0! .9317-01 .8861-01 .9240 .1303-02 .1505-02 .9206 6.734 541.2
199 .60000 90000 122.00 .6915-01 .8395-01 .8107-01 .9166 .I175-02 .1377-02 .8314 6.292 539.9
199 .50000 .95000 123.00 .5285-01 .6410-01 .6225-01 .9139 .8976-03 .1057-02 .6380 4.836 536,9
200 .95000 .30000 I64.00 .1,24 .1738 .1603 .9383 .2437-02 .2744-02 1.679 11.99 557.7
200 .95000 .50000 165.00 .1002 .1221 .1129 .9372 .1715-02 .1933-02 1.190 8.796 552.9
200 .95000 .70000 166.00 .7860-01 .9578-01 .8935-01 .9329 .1346-02 .1530-02 .9350 7.034 551.8
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 19_78
OH84B 60-0 WING LOWER SURFACE {R4UQIT)
RUN 2Y/BW XW/CW T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAW) QDOT DTWOT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC _ FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
200 .95000 .80000 167.00 .8949-01 .1090 .1035 .9242 .|532-02 .1772-02 t.067 7.900 550.1












































































































































DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4BMODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1920
OHB4B 60-0 WING LowER SURFACE rR4UOIT|
RUN 2Y/BW XN/CW TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAW) QDOT DTWDT IN
NUMBER R=I.O R=O.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R OEG. RTAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
187 .95000 .80000 t67.00 .900l-0! .1099 .I043 .9242 .2177-02 .2523.02 ].512 11.13 562.I
187 .95000 .90000 168.00 ,6497-0] .7910-0l .7617-0! .9177 .1571-02 .I842-02 1.105 8.302 553.5
) )
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE |96|
OH848 60-0 WING LONER SURFACE ¢R4UOlT)
HING LONER SURF " PARAMETRIC DATA
HACH - B:O00 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA - "4.000 ELEVON - .0000
BDFLAP = ,0000 SPDBRK - .0000 "
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L HACH ALPHA BETA P0 TO . T P O V RH0 MU
NUMBER /FT DEO. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG; R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO 6 /FT3 /FT2
176 1.997 7.980 39.97 -3.999 436.5 1307. 95.13 .4544-0! 2.026 3815. .1289-02 .7655-07
|77 1.998 7.980 39.98 -4.010 434.6 1303. 94.84 .4525-01 2.017 3810. .1288-02 .7631-07
!78 2.003 7,980 39.97 -4.003 435.3 1302. 94.76 .4532-01 2,020 3808. .129i-02 .7626-07
RUN HREF STN NO






RUN 2Y/BN xw/cN T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN) O(:_T DTNDT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=O.9 R= 8TU/R BTU/R BTU/ BEG. R OE6, R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
176 .60000 .25000-0! IIO.O .4097 .5234 .4405 .9678 .1439-01 .1547-01 8.651 61.45 705.4
178 .60000 .50000-01 II1.0 .3316 .4175 .3647 ,9559 .1165-01 .1281-01 7.401 55.33 671.3
176 .60000 .75000-01 112.0 .2733 .3405 .3050 .9473 .9599-02 .I071-0| 6.356 44.92 644.5
i76 .80000 .10000+00 113.0 .2264 .2804 .2546 .9425 .7952-02 .8941-02 5.397 37.21 628.0
176 .60000 .20000 114.0 .1426 .1756 .1617 .9372 .5010-02 .5679-02 3.489 24.26 610.3
176 .60000 .30000 1 15.0 .1257 .1545 .1424 .9372 .4417-02 .5002-02 3.101 20.31 604.7
176 .60000 ._0000 116.0 .Ill4 .1367 .1259 .9377 .3914-02 .4423-02 2.767 18.73 599.8
176 .60000 .50000 117,0 .I015 .]244 .1150 .9364 .3564-02 .4039-02 2.524 17.10 598.6
177 .60000 .60000 lI8.0 ,9266-01 .1134 .1049 .9361 .3246-02 .3674-02 2.316 15.76 589.£
i77 _60000 .70000 119.0 .7892-01 .9825-0! .8972-01 .9329 .2761-02 .3143-02 1.986 14.00 583.3
177 .60000 .80000 120.00 .8029-01 .9802-01 .9262-01 .9264 .2813-02 .3245-02 2.026 14.76 582.4
177 .60000 .85000 121.00 .9554-01 .II65 .1107 .9240 .3347-02 .3878-02 2.420 17.36 579.6
]77 .60000 .90000 122.00 .8604-01 .I048 .1011 .9166 .3014-02 .3543-02 2.190 16.28 575.9
177 .60000 .95000 ]23.00 .6688-01 .8132-01 .7894-01 .9140 , .2343-02 .2765-02 1.719 12.B2 568.9
17B .95000 .30000 164.00 .1386 .1701 .1565 .9383 .4859-02 .5486-02 3.412 23.85 599.4
17B .95000 ,50000 165.00 .9610-01 .I176 .lOB6 .9372 .3369-02 .3B06-02 2.397 17.39 590.2
17B .95000 .70000 166.00 .9761-01 .II94 .I113 .9329 .3422-02 .3900-02 2.437 17.99 589.5
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B HODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE Ig_,.,
OHB4B 60-0 WING LOWER SURFACE tR4L,_IT_
RUN 2Y/BW XW/CW T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO HtTO) H{TAN) QDOT DTWDT IN
NUMBER R=I.O R=O.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ OEG. R DEG. RTAW/TO FTBSEC FTBSEC FTBSEC /SEC
178 .95000 .80000 167.00 .tog4 1336 .126B .g242 .3835-02 .4446-02 2.752 20.03 584.0
178 .gSO00 .90000 168.00 .8260-01 1006 .968B-01 .9177 ,2896-02 .3396-02 2.104 15.64 575.0
) )
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1983
OH84B 60-0 WING LONER SURFACE tR4LIO|7)
WING LONER SURF PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA - -4,000 ELEVON - .0000
8OFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK = .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS *=*
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA P0 TO T P O V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO 6 /FT3 /FT2
95 2.992 7.990 39.99 -4.021 670.3 1326. 96.29 .6922-0I 3.093 3843. .1940-02 °7748-07
96 2.£88 7.990 40.00 -4.027 670.3 1327. 96.36 .6922-0! 3.093 3845. .t939-02 .7754-07
97 2.987 7.990 40.01 -4.020 670.8 1328. 96.43 .6927-01 3.096 3846, .1939-02 .7760-07
RUN HREF STN NO
NUMBER 8TU/ R REF(R)





RUN 2Y/BW XW/CW T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAW) QDOT OTI40T TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= 8TU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R BEG. RTAN/TO FTBSEC FTBSEC FT2SEC /SEC
97 .60000 .25000-01 10.0 .4096 .5312 .4422 .9678 .1784-01 .1925-01 10.35 72.10 747.4
97 .60000 .50000-01 11.0 .3330 .4241 .3678 .9560 .1450-01 .I601-01 8,968 65.86 ?09.2
97 .60000 .75000-0t 12.0 .2709 .3406 .3036 .9473 .II79-Ol .1322-01 7.654 53.21 678.8
97 .60000 .10000*30 13.0 .2251 .2808 .2540 .9426 .9800-02 .I106-01 6.552 44.50 659.1
97 .60000 .20000 14.0 .1466 ,1814 .1667 .9373 .6385-02 .7257-02 4.422 30,38 635.0
97 .60000 .30000 15.0 .1269 .1566 .1440 .9373 .5524-02 .6271-02 3.864 25.02 628,3
97 .60000 .40000 16.0 .I121 .1382 .1270 .9378 .4881-02 ,5530-02 3.436 22.98 624.0
97 .60000 ;50000 17.0 .I035 .12q5 .llq5 .9364 .4505-02 .5118-02 3.171 21.22 623.7
95 .60000 .60000 1_.0 .9707-01 .lf91 .IIOl .9362 .4224-02 .4791-02 3.021 20.35 610.4
95 .60000 .70000 19:0 .8407-01 .1030 .9587-01 .9329 .3658-52 .4172-02 2.642 18.43 603.6
95 .60000 ,80000 20.00 .1239 .1521 .1434 .9264 .5392-02 .6242-02 3.860 27.74 609.8
95 .60000 .85000 !21.00 .1687 .2070 .1962 .9240 .7340-02 .8540-02 5.259 37.19 609.2
95 .60000 .90000 122.00 .1746 .2145 .2066 .9167 .759q-02 .8991-02 5.414 39.51 613.0
95 .60000 .95000 I23.00 .1_88 .1823 .1767 .9140 .6475-02 ,7689-02 4.676 34.23 603.5
96 .95000 .30000 164,00 .I328 .1649 .1509 .9384 .5781-02 .6568-02 3.948 27.01 643.8
96 .95000 .50000 165.00 .9003-01 ,1112 .I022 .9373 .3918-02 .4450-02 2.730 19.43 630.0
96 .95000 .qO000 166.00 .liB2 .1461 .1355 .9330 .5142-02 .5899-02 3,565 25.76 633.3
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 198_
OH848 60-0 WING LONER SURFACE rR4UQIT)
RUN 2Y/BW X_ICW TIC NO H/HREF HIHREF HIHREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAW) QDOT OTWDT TW
NUMBER R=I.0 R=O.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DE6, R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
9E .95000 .80000 167.00 .1610 .1992 .1884 .9243 .7005-02 .8197-02 4.839 34.34 635.9
86 .95000 .90000 IS8.00 .1451 .1782 .1720 .9178 .6315-02 .7485-02 4.406 31.90 629.0
DATE @3 FEB 60 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 198_
OHBWB 60-0 WING LOWER SURFACE (R4UOIB)
WING LONER SURF PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = B.O00 ALPHA • 40.00 BETA - -B.O00 ELEVON - .0000
BOFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK • .0000
**'TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEC. DEG. PSIA DEO. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 /FT3 /FT2
I95 .4938 7.900 39.96 -I.991 98.69 1854. 92.99 .I097-0I .4792 3735. .3184-03 .7483-07
195 .5017 7.900 39.96 -1,993 100.6 1257, 93.21 .III8-Ol .4886 3739. .3238-03 .7501-07
197 .4999 7.900 39.96 -1.991 100.2 1257. 93.21 .1114-01 .4867 3739. .3226-03 .7501-07
RUN HREF 5TN NO






RUN 2Y/8W XN/CW T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAN) ODOT DTWDT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTUIR BTU/R BTU/ DEC. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FTBSEC FTBSEC FTBSEC /SEC
195 .60000 .25000-0l llln.O .4264 .5328 .4558 .9677 .7233-02 .773t-02 4.540 33.49 626.0
195 .60000 .50000-01 1111.0 .3428 .4249 .3747 .9559 .5814-02 .6355-02 3.772 29.11 604.9
195 .60000 .75000-01 7112.0 .2826 .3482 .3138 .8473 .4794-02 .5323-02 3.190 23.17 588.3
195 .60000 .10000+00 1113.0 .2312 .2839 .2588 .9425 .3921-02 .Y389-02 2.648 18.71 578.3
195 .60000 .20060 I114.0 .1440 .1751 .1626 .9372 .2442-02 .2758-02 1.679 11.93 566.2
195 .60000 .30000 1115.0 .1245 ;1523 .1407 .9372 .2114-02 .2386-02 1.460 9.759 563.2
195 .60000 .40000 )riB.0 .1082 .1322 .1220 .9377 .1836-02 .2069-02 1=270 8.764 561.7
I95 ,60000 .50000 1117.0 .9994-0] .1220 .I130 .9363 .1695-02 .]916-02 1.174 8.101 561.3
196 .50000 .60000 1118.0 .9121-01 .ili1 .I030 .936! .1563-02 1765-02 1.097 7.598 554.6
IBS .60000 .70000 IlIgLO .7578-01 .9223-01 .8608-01 .9329 .1298-02 1475-02 .9146 6.546 552.2
196 .60000 .80000 120.00 .5871-01 .7135-01 .6752-01 .9264 .I006-02 1157-02 .7134 5.289 547.5
196 .60000 .85000 121.00 .741]-01 .9006-01 .8564-01 .9240 .1270-02 ]467-02 .9011 6.572 547.1
195 .50000 .90000 122.00 .6677-01 .8108-01 .7829-01 .9165 .1144-02 1342-02 .8143 6.147 544.9
196 .60000 .95000 I23.00 .5150-01 .6248-01 .6068-01 .9139 .8825-03 1040-02 .6313 4.775 541.3
197 .95000 .30000 164.00 .I_38 .1754 ,1618 .9383 .2459-02 .2767-02 1.717 12.25 558.4
197 .95000 .50000 165.00 .1018 .1240 .1147 .9372 .1742-02 .1962-02 1.225 9.057 553.2
197 .95000 .700GO 166.00 .7966-0! .9696-0! .9050-01 .9329 .1362-02 .1548-02 .9599 7.220 552.1
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH846 MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1986
OH84B 60-0 WING LONER SURFACE (R4UG18)
RUN 2Y/BW XN/CW TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H{TO} H(TAN) QOOT DTNDT TN
NUMBER R=t.O R=O,9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. RTAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
t97 .95000 .80000 167.00 .9042-01 .1100 .1045 ,9242 .1548-02 .1787-02 I.OS8 8.087 550.2








































































































































































































DATE 23FEB BO OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE |¢J1_8
OH84B 60-0 WING LONER SURFACE fR½UQI8_
RUN 2Y/BN XN/CW T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAW) ODOT OTNDT TW
NUHBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ OE6, R DEG. RTA_UTO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
_84 .95000 .BOO00 167.00 9369-0! .1141 .1084 .9242 .2267-02 .2623-02 1.600 11.80 558.0
I84 .g5000 .90000 158.00 .6747-0! .8200-0| .7899-01 .9177 .!633-02 .!9!1-02 1.164 8.763 550.6
) )
DATE 23 FEB BO OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE t98¢J
OH84B 60-0 WING LOWER SURFACE (R4UOI8;
WING LOWER SURF PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH _ 8.000 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA = -e.000 ELEVON - .0000BDFLAP .0000 SPDBRK = .0000
•--TEST CONDITIONS'''
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO HU
NUMBER IFT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEO. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO 6 /FT3 /FT2
173 2.017 7.980 39.99 -2.004 436.3 1298. 94.47 .4542-0! 2.025 3802. .1298-02 .7602-07
174 1.998 7.980 39.98 -2.000 43',.7 1305. 94.98 .4536-01 2.022 3813. .1289-02 .7643-07
175 1.9BB 7.980 39.99 -2.005 434.9 130B. 95.20 .4528-01 2.018 3817. .1284-02 .766|-07
RUN HREF STN NO






RUN 2Y/BN xw/Cw T/C NO H/HREF H/_F H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN) ODOT DTNOT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=O.B R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ OEG. R DEG. RTAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
....... n _1_ mXXX .4487 9678 .i464-01 1574-01 8.729 62.12 701.3173 .60000 .25rOy-v, ,,,0 ..............
173 .60000 .50000-01 lIl;.O .3333 .4185 .3665 .9560 .1169-01 .1285-01 7.384 55.34 668.1
173 .60000 .75000-01 II12.0 .2728 .3398 .3045 .9473 .9570-02 .1068-01 6.303 44.67 639.0
173 ;60000 .10000+30 II13.0 .2231 .2761 .2507 .9426 .7824-02 .8794-02 5.283 36.58 622.4
173 .60000 .20000 1114.0 .1397 .1706 .1571 .9372 .4865-02 .5511-02 3.375 23.54 604.0
173 .60000 .30000 1115.0 .1195 .1467 .1352 .9372 .4191-02 .4742-02 2.934 19.28 587.6
173 .60000 .40C00 1116.0 .I054 .1292 .1191 .9378 .3697-02 .4176-02 2.604 17.69 693.5
173 .60C00 .50000 1117.0 .9634-01 .1181 .lOgl .9364 .3379-02 .3827-02 2.388 16.18 592.8
174 .60000 .60000 II18.0 .8892-01 .1087 .lOOB .9362 .3120-02 .3529-02 2.241 15.27 586.5
174 .60000 70000 1119.0 .7409-01 .9039-01 .8429-01 .9329 .2600-02 .2957-02 l.BBI 13.27 581.0
174 .60000 80000 120.00 .7521-01 .9174-01 .8671-01 .9264 .2639-02 .3042-02 1.911 13.94 580.5
174 .60000 .85000 121.00 .9056-0] .1104 .1049 .9240 .3177-02 .3680-02 2.307 16.57 678.4
174 .60000 .90000 122.00 .8235-0I .I003 .3680-01 .9167 .288_-02 .3396m02 2.104 15.64 576.4
174 .60000 .95000 123-00 .6237--01 .7580--01 .7358--01 .9140 .2188--02 .2582--02 1.61I 12.02 568.4
175 .95000 .30000 164.00 .|574 .1686 .1551 .9383 .4819--02 .5440--02 3.410 23.83 600.2
175 .95000 .50000 I65.00 .9594--01 .1174 .1084 .8372 .3364--02 .3800--02 2.407 17.45 592.8
175 95000 .70000 166.00 .IO0] .1225 .I141 .9329 .3511--02 .4002--02 2.512 18.52 592.2
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB#B MODEL 60mO IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE IggO
OH64B 60-0 WING LONER SURFACE IR4UQI6)
RUN 2Y/BN XN/CW T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN) ODOT OTNDT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. RTAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
175 .95000 .80000 167.00 .1115 .1362 .1293 .9242 .3911-02 .4534-02 2.82! 20,51 506.3












































































































































DATE. 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1992
OHB4B SO-O WING LONER SURFACE _R4UOI8)
RUN 2Y/BW XW/CW T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF - H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN) OOOT DTWDT TN
NUMBER R=I.0 R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ OEG. R OEO. RTAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
93 .95000 .80000 267.00 .1623 .1997 .189t .9243 .7074-02 .8243-02 5.011 35.85 619.2
93 ,95000 .90000 168.00 ,1477 .1835 .]744 .9178 .6440-02 .7501-02 4.597 33.53 6]3.8
DATE 23 FEB BO OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1_3
OHS4B 60-0 WING LOWER SURFACE (_UOBO)
WING LOWER SURF PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA " -1.000 ELEVON - .OOO0
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK - .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS*''
RUN RNIL MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PStA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO B /FT3 /FT2
191 .5026 7.900 39.96 -,9984 99.61 1247. 92.47 ,1107-0! .4836 3724. .3231-03 .'/441-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN 2Y/BW XW/CN T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF HIHREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAW) (}DOT DTNDT TW
NUMBER R=1.D R=G.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DE6. R lEG. R
TAW/TO FTBSEC FTBSEC FTBSEC /SEC
19] .60DO0 .25000-01 IIlO.O ,4289 .5367 .4596 .9677 .7301-02 .TBOB-02 4.530 33.4! 626.2
191 .60000 .50000-01 llIl.O .34BB .4330 .3815 .9559 .593B-02 .6495-02 3.807 29.38 605.5
191 .60000 .75000-01 1112.0 ,2822 .3482 .3135 .9473 .4804-02 .5337-02 3.159 2_.93 589.1
191 .60000 .IO000+O0 Ill3.0 .2293 .2820 .2569 .9425 .3904-02 .4374-02 2.605 18.39 579.4
191 .60000 .20000 1114.0 .1434 .1756 .1621 .9372 ,2441-02 .2759-02 1.667 11.77 567.8
191 .60000 .30000 1115.0 ,1212 .1483 .1369 .9372 .2063-02 .2331-02 1.407 9.398 564.9
191 .60000 .40000 1116.0 .1053 .1288 .llB8 .9377 .1793-02 .2023-0B I.B25 8.447 563.3
19I .60000 .50000 1117.0 .9759-01 .1194 .1104 .9363 .1661-02 .iB80-02 1.134 7.818 564.0
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1994
0H848 60-0 WING LOWER SURFACE fR4UOBII
WING LOWER SURF PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA - -1.000 ELEVON - ,0000
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK - .0000
•"*TEST CONDITIONS'**
.......... u,_,, ,,ou_ _T^ pn Tn T P O V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT BEG. DEG. PSIA DES. R DES. R PSIA _I FTiSEC ouuu_ LB-SEC
XIO 6 /FT3 IF/2
,_ =,_= _ onn 7o _Q -1 nn9 ln1.0 1246. 92.40 .1123-01 .4906 3723. 73281-03 .7435-07
193 .5035 7.900 39.99 -I.006 99.91 1248. 92.54 .1110-01 .4851 3726. .3238-03 .7447-07
194 .5043 7.900 39.98 -1.003 100.4 1251. 92.77 .1115-01 .4876 3730. .3247-03 .7465-07
RUN HREF STN NO






RUN 2Y/BN XW/CW TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(T01 H(TAW) ODOT DTWOT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=O.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DES. RTAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /5£C
192 .60000 .25000-01 1110.0 .4499 .5596 .4803 .9678 .7714-02 .8233-02 4.903 36.45 610.1
192 ,60000 .50000-01 1111,0 .3525 .4356 .3848 .9560 .6043-02 .6597-02 3.946 30.65 592.6
192 .BOOO0 .75000-01 1112.0 .2826 .3474 .3134 .9473 .4845-02 .5373-02 3.236 23.63 577.7
192 .60000 .10000+00 1113.0 .2292 .2809 .2563 .9426 .3929-02 .4394-02 2.659 18.87 558.9
192 .60000 .20000 1114.0 .1432 .1749 .1616 .9372 .2455-02 .2771-02 1.687 12.04 558.4
i92 .60000 .30000 1115.0 .1244 .1519 .1403. .9372 .2133-02 .2406-02 1.471 9.868 556.2
192 .60000 .40000 II16.0 .,I071 .1307 .1207 .9378 .1836-02 .2069-02 1.267 8.766 555.9
192 .60000 .50000 II17.0 .9965-01 .1216 .1126 .9364 .1708-02 .1930-02 1.178 8.152 556.1
193 .60000 .60000 1110.0 .8588-01 .1062 .9827-01 .9362 .I482-02 .1676-02 1.018 7.028 560.6
183 .60000 .70000 tlIB.O .6960-01 .8496-01 .7920-01 .9329 .II87-02 .1351-02 .8192 5.848 557.4
193 _60000 .80000 120.00 .4912-01 .5983-01 .5657-01 .9264 .8376-03 .9647-03 .5840 4.322 550.5
193 .60000 .85000 121.00 .6934-01 .8447-01 .8026-01 .9240 .1182-02 .1369-02 .8236 5.994 551.1
193 .60000 .90000 122.00 .6453-01 .7855-01 .7581-01 .9167 .1100-02 .1293-02 .7691 5,794 548.7
193 .60000 .95000 123.00 .4830-01 .5871-01 .5699-01 .9140 .8235-03 .9718-03 .5794 4.375 544.2
194 .95000 .30000 164.00 .lUSl .1781 .1643 .9383 ,2499-02 .2811-02 1.741 12.45 554.2
194 .95000 .50000 165,00 .1042 .1269 .1174 .9372 .1782-02 .2007-02 1.249 9.250 549.8
194 .95000 .70000 166.00 .8334-01 .1014 .9467-01 .9329 .1425-02 .1619-02 .9996 7.528 549.4
) )
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE ALDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 1995
OH84B 60-0 WING LOWER SURFACE (R4UQBI)
RUN 2Y/BN XW/CN T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(To) H(TAN) QDOT OTWDT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=O.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEO. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FTBSEC FTBSEC FTBSEC /SEC
194 .95000 .80000 167.00 .9191-01 ,II18 .I062 .9242 .1572-02 .1816-02 1.107 8.212 5'*6.3
194 .95000 .90000 168.00 .6550-01 .7955-0I .7664-01 .9177 .1120-02 .1311-02 .7932 5.994 542.7
DATE B3 FEB BO OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE IggB
OHB4B 60-0 WING LOWER SURFACE tR4UG2I)
HING LOWER SURF PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA • 40.00 BETA • -1.000 ELEVON m .0000
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK = .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSiA OEG. R OEG- R PSiA PSI FTiSEC SLUGS LB-SEC
xIO 6 /FT3 IFTB
179 1.009 7.940 39.99 -1.007 205.6 1259. 92.49 .2212-0t .9760 3743. .6454-03 .7443-07
181 .9960 7.940 39.97 -1.003 203.7 1262. 92.7I .2191-01 .9670 3748. .6379-03 .7460-07
RUN HREF 9TN NO






RUN 2Y/BW xw/cw TIC NO HIHREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAW) ODOT DTWDT TN
NUMBER R=I,O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC
179 .60000 o25000-01 I110.0 .4515 .5665 .4831 .9678 .1094-0I .1170-0! 6.776 49.67 639.1
179 .60000 .50000=01 IllI.O .3483 .4329 .3811 .9560 .8438-02 .9232-02 5.440 41.80 614.0
179 ,60000 .75000-01 1112.0 .2758 .3404 .3064 .9473 .6680-02 .7423-02 4.427 32.03 596.0
!79 .60000 ;I0000+00 11!3.0 .2257 .2778 .2529 .942B .546B-02 .6127-02 3.671 25.82 587.2
179 .60000 .20000 II14.0 .1412 .1730 .1596 .9372 .3421-02 .3867-02 2.343 16.59 573.7
I79 .60000 .30000 IllS.0 .1218 .1491 .1376 .9372 .2950-02 .3334-02 2.025 13.48 572.2
179 .60000 .40000 1115.0 .106B .I307 .1205 : .9378 .2586-'02 .2918-02 .781 12.23 570.2
179 .60000 .50000 lII7.0 .9820-01 .1201 .llll .936_ .2379-02 .2691-02 .640 I].27 569.4
IBO .60000 .60000 1118.0 .9009-01 .1101 .1019 .936i .2181-02 .2467-02 .51B I0.45 566.7
180 .60000 .70000 1119.0 .7534-01 .9195-01 .B573-01 .9329 .1824-02 .2075-02 .275 9.072 563.6
IBO .60000 .80000 120.00 .6183-01 .7534-01 .7123-0I .9264 .1497-02 .1724-02 .054 7.77I 558.4
180 .60000 .85000 I21.00 .7495-01 .9125-0I .B672-0! .9240 -!814m02 .2099--02 .282 9.306 556.1
180 .60000 .90000 t22.00 .6669--0] .8113--01 .7831--01 .9167 .1614--02 .1896--02 ,145 8,60B 553.3
180 .60000 .95000 123.00 .5099-01 .6195-01 .6014-01 .9140 .1234-02 .1456-02 .8801 6.628 549.5
181 .95000 .30000 164.00 .i_13 ,1727 .1592 .9383 .3409-02 .3839-02 2.367 16.81 567.4
181 .95000 ,50000 165.00 .1033 .1251 .II65 .9372 .2492-02 .2811-02 1.742 12,82 562.7
181 .95000 .70000 166.00 .9034-01 .II02 .1028 .9329 .2179-02 .2479-02 1,525 11.41 561,9
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MOOEL 60-0 IN THE AEOC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAOE 1997
OHB4B 60-0 WING LOWER SURFACE {R4UQ21)
RUN 2Y/BN XW/CN T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF HfHREF TAN/TO H[TO) H(TAW) QDOT OTWDT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R 8TU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
181 .95000 .80000 167.00 .9513-01 .1159 .llOI .9242 .2295-02 .2655-02 1.615 11.91 557.9


























































































































































































































DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKR HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 19gg
OHB4B 60-0 WING LONER SURFACE (R4UQB|)
RUN 2Y/BN XN/CW TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO] H(TAN] QDOT OTWDT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=O,9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DE6. RTAW/TO FTBSEC FTBSEC FTBSEC /SEC
169 .95000 .80000 167.00 .1042 .1278 .lBl2 .9243 .3653-02 .4247-02 2.570 18.60 596.0
169 .BSO00 .90000 168,00 .7854-01 .9601-0I .9235-01 .9178 .2752-02 .3236-02 1.966 t4.54 585.5
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAOE 2000
0H848 60-0 WING LOWER SURFACE (R4_811
WING LOWER SURF PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA - 40.00 8ETA = -I.000 ELEVON - .0000
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK = .0000
*''TEST CONDITIONS'**
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO
t,NUMBER /FT ur..u, ur.._.,. ,-=,,_ DEG.
XlO 6 /FT3 /rT2
85 3.028 7.990 40.08 -1 .034 670.0 1315. 95.49 .6919-01 3.092 3827. .1956-02 .7684-07
86 3.010 7.990 40.08 -I .034 6b_. I 1319. 95.76 .66i0-0i 3.066 363._. .i_47-G_ .7707-O7
88 3.008 7.990 40.09 -1 .038 670.2 1321. 98.92 .6921-0} 3.093 3836. . i 947-02 ;7719-07
RUN HREF STN NO
NUMBER 8TU/ R REF (R)
FT25EC =. 0175
85 .4344-01 .2333-01
. 3 , _l86 4 4umnt .2338-0 !
88 .4348-01 .2339-01
"*'TEST DATA,''
RUN 2Y/BW XW/CW T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/!-IREF TAW/TO H(T01 H(TAN) GDOT DTNDT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=O.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEB. R OEG. RTAW/TO FT2SEC FTESEC FT2SEC ISEC
85 .60000 .25000-01 I 110.0 .4185 .5446 .4520 .9679 .1818-01 .1964-01 10.32 71.92 746.9
85 .60000 .50000-01 I I 11.0 .3363 .4293 .3716 .9561 .1461-01 .1614-01 8.858 65.08 708.3
85 .60000 .75000-01 1112.0 .2724 .3431 .3055 .9475 . 1183-01 . ]327-01 7.548 52.53 676.8
85 .60000 . 10000+00 ;1113.0 .2262 .2827 .2554 .8428 .8826-02 .1109-01 6.466 43.97 656.7
85 .60000 .20000 1114.0 .I465 .18]4 .1666 .9374 .6365-02 .7236-02 4.347 29.91 631.7
85 .60000 .30000 I 115.0 .1276 , .1576 .1448 .9374 .5542-02 .6292-02 3.823 24.79 624.8
85 .60000 .40000 1111_.0 .1131 .I396 .1282 .9380 .4913-02 .5568-02 3.407 22.83 621.2
85 .60000 .50000 IIP'/.O .I087 .1341 .1236 .9366 .4722-02 .5368-02 3.273 21.92 621.6
86 .60000 .60000 11 =8.0 . i003 .1235 .1139 .9364 .4355-02 .4947-02 3.055 20.51 617.£'
86 .60000 .70000 - _11.19.0 .8701-01 .}069 .8940-Ot .933I .3T19-02 .4317-02 2,674 I8.59 611.1
86 .60000 .80000 J20-00 .1i53 .1418 .1337 .9266 .5009-02 .5805-02 3.534 25.36 613.2
86 .60000 .85000 121.00 .149I .1837 .1739 .8242 .6477-02 .7555-02 4.535 31,93 _,!8._
86 .60000 .90000 122.00 .1534 .I888 .1818 .8169 .6664-02 .7895-02 4.683 34.13 615.8
86 .60000 .95000 123.00 .1280 .I571 .1522 .9142 .5559-02 .6611-02 3.952 28.92 607.7
88 .95000 .30000 I64.00 . 1347 . I668 .1528 .9385 .5856-02 .6643-02 4,014 27.57 635.3
88 .95000 .50000 165.00 .95_8-0I .1177 .1083 .9375 .4152-02 .4709-02 2.899 20.71 622.4
88 .95000 .70000 166.00 .1300 .1605 .1489 .9332 .5652-02 .6475-02 3.928 28.48 625.8
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONICTUNNEL PAGE 2001
OHB4B 60-0 WING LONER SURFACE (R4UQBI)
RUN 2Y/BN XN/CN TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN) ODOT OTWOT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=0,9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R BEG. m
TAW/TO FTBSEC FTBSED FTBSEC /SEC
BB .95000 .BOO00 167.00 .1734 .2141 2025 .9245 .7541-02 .8BO4-OB 5.245 37.42 625.8
88 .95000 .90000 168.00 .1538 .1897 .182! .giBO .6683-OB .7919-0B 4.688 34.07 620.6
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL - PAGE 200_
OH84B 60-0 WING LOWER SURFACE tR4UGB2)
WING LONER SURF PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH 8.000 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA " .0000 ELEVON • .0000
BDFLAP - .0000 SPDBRK = .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS °*"
_JN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT DEG. OEG. PSiA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LS-SEC
XI0 6 /FT3 IFT2
1R .5159 7.900 WO.01 -.3149-02 102.0 1245. 92.32 .I134-01 .4952 3721. .3314-03 .7429-07
17 .5042 7.900 40.02 -.3159-02 99.80 1246. 92.40 .t109-01 .4846 5723. .3_40-03 .7435-07
t8 .5054 7.900 40.00 -.3140-02 100.3 1248. 92.54 .II14-01 .4869 3726. .3250-03 .7447-07
RUN HREF STN NO






RUN 2Y/BW XW/CN T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAN) ODOT DTNDT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=O.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FTBSEC FT2SEC FTBSEC /SEC
16 .60000 .25000-01 1110.0 .4704 .5837 .5018 .9678 .8102-02 .8641-02 5.196 38.76 603.3
16 .60000 .50000-01 1111.0 .3601 .4443 .3929 .9560 .6202-02 .6766-02 4.074 31.71 587.8
16 .BOO00 .75000-01 II12.0 .2816 .3459 .3121 .9474 .4850-02 .5375-02 3.249 23.76 57q.7
IB .60000 .I0000 Ìi I113.0.2269 .2780 .2537 .9426 .3908-02 .4368-02 2.548 18.81 567.1
16 .60000 .20000 1114.0 .1429 .1745 .1612 .9373 .2460-02 .2776-02 1.688 12.05 558.4
16 .60000 ,30000 1115.0 .1220 11489 .1376 .9373 .2100-02 .2369-02 1.445 9.693 556.7
16 ,60000 .40000 1116.0 .1060 .1294 _ .1194 .9378 .1825-02 .2056-02 1.256 8.691 556.4
16 ,60000 .50000 1117.0 .9699-01 .1184 .1096 : .9364 .1670-02 .1888-02 1.148 7.938 557.5
17 .60000 60000 lllB.O .878!-01 .1072 .9924-01 .9362 , .1496-02 .169t-02 1.03l 7.137 556.E
17 .60000 .70000 1119.0 ,7512-01 ;9163-01.8543-01 .9330 .1280-02 .1456-02 .8847 6.325 554.4
17 .60000 .80000 120.00 .6027-gi .7343-01 .6941-0t .9265 .1027-02 .1183-02 .7134 5.280 550.9
17 .BOO00 .85000 121.00 .7185-01 .8751-01 .8315-01 .9241 .1224-02 .1417-02 .8520 6.205 549.7
17 .60000 ,90000 122.00 .6391-01 .7779-01 .7506-01 .9167 .1089-02 .1279-02 .7602 5.731 547.6
17 .60000 .95000 123.00 .4945-01 .6013-01 .5835-01 .9141 .8425-03 .9942-03 .5909 4.462 544.3
18 .95000 .30000 164.00 .1472 .1795 .1656 .9383 .2514-02 .2828-02 1.740 12,43 555.6
18 .95000 .50000 165.00 .1090 .1329 .1229 .9373 .1863-02 .2099-02 1.295 9.580 552.3
18 .95000 .70000 166.00 .8791-01 .1071 .9993-01 .9330 .1502-02 .t707-02 1.044 7.851 552.5
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B HODEL 60-0 IN THE AEOC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE _003
OHB4B 60-0 WING LONER SURFACE (R4UQ22)
RUN 2Y/BN XW/CW T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) N(TAW} QOOT OTNDT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=0,9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ BEG. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
19 .95000 .BOO00 167.00 .9413-0I .1146 .I089 .9243 .1608-02 .1860-02 1.124 8.322 549.0
18 .95000 .90000 168.00 .BOO6-01 .8278-0! ,7971-0! .9178 .1163-02 .1362-02 ,8t60 6.157 545.8
DATE 23FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2004
OHB4B 60-0 NING LONER SURFACE fR4UG22)
WING LONER SURF PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA = .0000 ELEVON • .0000
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK = .0000
"'*TEST CONDITIONS***
_RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P 0 V RHO MU
_ v * P,Pe. _t'-_ pc _, I:"T/cL-p c; i tP.cNUMBER IFT u_u. uc_. r==,_ uR.v. R w=.v. R PSIA , _, , ,, _=_ ..... L8-SEC
XlO B /FT3 /FT2
32 1.002 7.940 40.01 -.1050-02 205.8 1266. 93.00 .2215-01 .9775 3754. .6428-03 .7484-07
33 1.016 7.940 40.01 .1050-0_ 20b._ l_b/. ' _2.34 ._2_3-uz .9606 3740. .6496-03 .743i-0.7
34 t .029 7.940 39.99 .1042-02 208.4 1254. 92. 12 .2242-01 .9894 3736. .6568-03 .7413-07
RUN HREF STN NO






RUN 2Y/BN XW/CN T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO HITO) HITAN] QOOT DTNDT TN j
NUMBER R=I.0 R=O.9 R= 8TU/R 6TU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2S_:C /SEC
32 .60000 .25000-01 1110.0 .4544 .5682 .4857 .9678 .1103-01 .1179-01 6.966 51.,9 633.9
32 .60000 .50000-01 1111.0 .3494 .4327 .3817 .9560 .8_78-02 .9263-02 5.571 42.98 608.6
32 .60000 .75000-01 I 112.0 .2768 .3407 .3071 .9474 .6"/18-02 .7453-02 4.538) 32.93 590.2
32 .60000 .I0000+00 113.0 .2260 .2773 .2528 .9426 .5484-02 .6135-02 3.754 26.48 581 .2
32 _60000 .20000 114.0 .140T ;1718 .1587 .9373 .3414-02 .3852-02 2.384 16.93 567.4
32 .60000 .30000 115.0 ;1209 .1475 .1363 .9373 .2933-02 .3308-02 2.053 13.71 565.7
32 .60000 .40C00 116.0 .1038 ,1266 .1169 .937B .8519-02 .2837-02 1.769 12.20 563.4
3_ .60000 .50000 117.0 .9513-01 . 1160 .1074 .9364 .2308-02 .2606-0B I .624 I I .20 562.2
33 .60000 .60000 118.0 .8605-01 .105l .9727-01 .9362 .2089-02 .2361-02 I .451 10.01 562. l
33 .60000 .70000 119.0 .7352-01 .8969-01 .8362-01 .9330 .1785-02 .2030-02 I .244 8.872 559.5
33 .60000 ,80000 120;00 .6140-01 .7482-0| .7073-01 .9265 .1491-02 .1717-02 I .045 7.713 555.8
33 .60000 .85000 121 .00 .7284-01 .8870-01 .8428-0 ! .9241 .1768-02 .2046-02 I .243 9.036 553.7
33 .6"; J00 .90000 122.00 .6357-01 .7737-0l .7466-01 .9167 .1543-02 .1812-02 1 .087 8. 178 552.1
33 .60000 .95000 123.00 .4907-01 .5967-01 .5791-01 .9140 . 1191-02 .1406-02 .8427 6. 347 549.2
34 .95000 .30000 164.00 .lhl7 .1735 .1598 .9383 .3453-02 .3894-02 2.356 16.70 571.4
34 .95000 .50000 165.00 .1038 .1270 . 1173 .9373 .2531-02 .2858-02 l .737 12.75 567.4
34 .95000 .70000 166.00 .8945-01 .1094 .1019 .9329 .2180-02 .2484-02 I .498 I I. 18 566.7
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE eO05
OHB4B 60-0 WING LONER SURFACE (R4UQ22)
RUN 2Y/ON XW/CN T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H_TO) H(TAW) QOOT OTNDT T_
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
34 .95000 .80000 167.00 .9421-01 .115! .]092 .9243 .2296-02 .2662-02 1.586 11.67 562.9
34 .95000 .90000 I68.00 .5728-01 .8204-0] .7897-01 .9178 .1640-02 .1925-02 1.143 8.577 556.7
DATE 23 FEB BO OH64B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2006
OHB4B 60-0 WING LONER SURFACE _RhUQ22)
WING LONER SURF PARAMETRIC DATA
HACH = 8.000 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA = .0000 ELEVON = .0000
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK • .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA P0 TO T P Q V R,UO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA OEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 /FT3 /FT2
73 £.GOG 7._G 40.63 _.;-r-_ujo u=..... _-,-= ;SOO. -=_.o:... .4527-07 2.Oi; ;605. .i22i702 .76i4-07
74 2.011 7.980 40.05 -.1426-06 436.5 I301. 94.69 .4544-0l 2.026 3807. .1295-02 .7620-07
75 2.004 7.980 40.04 -.1423-06 434.9 1301. 94.69 .4527-0I 2.018 3807. .1291-02 .7620-07
RUN HREF STN NO






RUN 2Y/BN xw/cw TIC NO H/HREF HIHREF HIHREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAW) QDOT DTWDT TW
NUHBER R=I.O R=O.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTUI DEG. R DE6. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT_EC /SEC
73 .60000 .25000-0] 1110.0 .4440 .5631 .4764 .8679 .1555-01 .1669-01 9.559 68.55 685._
73 .60000 .50000-01 Ilt].O .3455 .4321 .3789 .9560 .1210-01 .1327-01 7.844 59.20 651.4
73 .60000 .75000-01 1112.0 .2766 .3428 .3079 .9474 .9689-02 .1078-01 6.522 46.50 626.5
73 .60000 .10000+30 Ill;.0 .2245 .276_ .2518 .9427 .7865-02 .8821-02 5.411 37.60 611.?
73 .60000 .20000 1114.0 .1403 .1721 .1587 .9373 .4916-02 .5559-02 3.462 24.25 595.5
73 .60000 .30000 1115.0 .1216 .1489 .1374 .9373 .4260-02 .4813-02 3.019 I9.91 : 591.0
73 .60000 .40000 t116.0 .1044 .1277 .1178 .9379 .3657-02 .4125-02 2.602 17.72 588.1
73 .60000 .50000 1117.0 .9540-0I .1168 .1079 .9365 .3342-02 .3781-02 2.374 16.15 589.3
74 .60000 .60000 1118.0 .8734-0I .1067 .9877-01 .9363 .3065-02 ,3467-02 2.195 14.97 584.8
74 .60000 :70000 - 1119.0 :7550-01 .9214-01 .8588-01 .9331 .2650-02 .3014-02 1.909 13.47 580.2
74 .60000 .80000 120.00 ;7556-01 .9224-01" .8713-0f .9266 .2652-02 .3058-02 1,907 13,89 581.7
74 .60000 85000 121.00 ,8818-01 .1076 .1021 .9242 .3095-02 .3585-02 2.233 " 16.03 579.2
74 .60000 ,90000 122.00 ,7721-01 .9408-01 .9074-01 .9168 .2710-02 .3185-02 1.965 14.61 575.3
74 .60000 .95000 123.00 .5871-01 .7138-0! .6927-01 .9141 .2061-02 .2431-02 1.511 11.27 567.6
75 .95000 .30000 164.00 .1385 .1699 .1562 .9384 .4850-02 .5474-02 3.411 23.87 597.3
75 .95000 ,50000 165.00 .9878-01 .1209 .1116 .9374 .3460-02 .3909-02 2.458 17.84 590.2
75 .95000 .70000 166.00 .9544-01 .1168 .1088 .9331 .3344-02 .3810-02 2.376 17.54 590.0
) )
OAT_ 23 FEB _0 OHB4B HOOEL BO-O IN THE AEOC VKF HYP_R_ON[_ TUNNEL PAGE 2007
OHB4B BO-O WING LOWER SURFACE (R4UO22)
RUN 2Y/BW XW/CW T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H{TO) H(TAW) ODOT OTWDT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=O.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ OEO. R DEO. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
75 .95000 .BOO00 IS7,00 .105B .1294 ,1227 .9244 .3709-02 .4299-02 2.656 18.33 584.5














































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































OH84B 60-0 WING LONER SURFACE (RWUQ22}
RUN 2YIBW XW/CW TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN) OOOT oTwDT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=O.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ OEG. R OEG. R
TAN/TO FTBSEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
84 .95000 .80000 167.00 .1769 .2183 .2065 .9244 .7688-0@ .8974-02 5.347 38.20 622.2
84 ,95000 ,80000 168.00 .1548 .1907 .1831 .9179 .6725-02 .7954-02 4.706 34.26 6]7.8
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE _010
OH84B 60-0 WING LOWER SURFACE fR4UQ221
WING LOWER SURF PARAMETRIC DATA
HACH 8.000 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA - .0000 ELEVON - .0000
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK - .0000
•''TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L HACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSlA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
xtO E !FT3 /FT2
145 3,684 8.000 40.10 -.1083-02 853.6 1353. 98.02 .8744-01 3.917 3883. .2408-Oa .7888-07
146 3,671 8.000 40.07 -.1071-02 851.7 ]354. 98.09 .8724-01 3.90S 3884. .2400-DE .7893-07
_47 _ _,c o.uuv .... ,7_7
RUN HREF 5TN NO






• " RUN 2Y/BW XW/CW T/C NO H/HREF H/HRE? H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAW) GDOT DTNOT TN
NUMBER R-I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTUI DEO. R DEG. RTAW/TO FTBSEC FTBSEC FTBSEC /SEC
145 .60000 .25000-01 1110.0 .4325 .5594 .4664 .S68_ .2126-01 .2292-01 12.68 87.96 756.2
145 .60000 .50000-0! 1111.0 .3447 .4375 .3800 .9562 .16S4-01 .I857-01 I0.81 79.16 714.7
145 .60000 .75000-01 1112.0 .2810 .3519 .3142 ,9476 ,1381-01 .1544-01 9.279 64.45 680.8
145 .60000 .I0000+00 1113.0 .2328 ,2892 .2620 .9428 .1144-01 .1287-01 7.938 53.92 658.7
145 .60000 .20000 1114.0 .1530 .1882 1732 .9375 .7517-02 .8513-02 5.433 37.4_ 629,9
145 . .60000 .30000 1115.0 .1398 ,1718 1582 .9375 .6869-02 .7775-02 4.987 32.32 626.6
145 .60000 .40C00 1116.0 .1306 .1603 1476 .9380 .6418-02 .7251-02 4.680 31.32 623.5
145 .60000 .50000 1117.0 .1342 .1648 1521 .9366 .6592-02 .7474-02 4.789 32.01 626.2
146 .60000 .60000 1118.0 .1372 .1689 1558 .9364 .6733-02 .7648-02 4.850 32.31 633.3
146 .60000 .70000 1119.0 .I369 .1682 1564 .9331 .6720-02 .7676-02 4.886 33.71 626.5
146 .60000 .BOO00 120.00 .1552 .1906 1797 .9266 .7618-02 .8823-02 5.544 39.S3 626,0
146 .60000 ,85000 121.00 .1908 .2349 .2225 .9242 .9367-02 .]092-01 6.754 47.22 632.7
146 .60000 90000 122.00 ,1871 .2301 .2215 .9169 .9187-02 .]088-01 6.658 48.21 629.0
146 .60000 95000 123.00 .1526 .I869 .1811 .9142 .7491-02 .8890-02 5.531 40.32 615.3
147 .95000 ,30000 164.00 .IW50 .1796 .1644 .9386 .7113-02 .8068-02 4.993 34.0S 650.6
147 .95000 .50000 165.00 .1095 .1352 .1242 .9375 .5371-02 .6095-02 3.823 27.06 640.9
147 .95000 .70000 IBB.GO .1860 .2308 .2137 .9332 .9127-02 .F049-01 6.365 45.61 655.3
) )
DATE 23 FEB BO 0H048 MODEL BO-O {N THE _EOC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE _O!t
OHB4B BO-O WING LOWER SURFACE (R4U022)
RUN 2Y/BW XW/CW T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAW} OOOT DTWOT IN
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FTBSEC FTBSEC FTBSEC /SEC
147 ,95000 .80000 167.00 ,2450 .3045 .2874 ,9245 .1202-01 .1410-0! 8.326 58.40 660.0
147 .95000 .90000 IE8.O0 -1938 .2394 .2297 .9180 .9506-02 .i127-0t 6.739 48.45 643.7
DATE 23 FEB 80 0H846 MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2012
0H846 60-0 WING LOWER SURFACE rR4UQ24)
HING LOHER SURF PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 6.000 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA = .0000 ELEVON " .0000
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK " .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
POJN _.Nii - rn,_l._ _L_rr_ BETA PO TO T ,o .n u• ,_we'.,,v _J
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 /FT3 /FIB
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN 2Y/BW XH/CW TIC NO H/HREF HIHREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAN) OOOT OTNDT TW
NUMBER R=].O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
87 .95000 ,30000 164.00 .1380 .1707 .1563 .9389 .5995-0B .6791-02 4.1IO 28.30 630.1
87 ,95000 .50000 165.00 .1005 .1238 .1138 .9378 .4366-02 .4946-02 3. 045 21.80 618.1
87 .95000 .70000 166.00 .I384 .I708 ,1584 .9335 .6012-02 .6982"-02 4.159 30.19 623.8
87 .95000 .80000 167.00 .1816 .2246 .2118 .9248 .7889-02 .9204-02 5,459 38.97 623.7
87 .95000 .90000 168.00 .1581 .1949 .1869 .9183 .6869-02 ,8123-02 4.783 34.79 619.4
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2013
OH84B 60-0 WING LONER SURFACE tR4UOB5}
WING LONER SURF PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA • 40.00 BETA " /.GO0 ELEVON - .0000
BDFLAP • .0000 SPDBRK • .0000
**'TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L HACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 IFT3 /FT2 "
20 .5050 7,900 40.03 1,041 100.6 1251. 92.77 .II18-01 .4882 3730. .3252-03 .7465-Q7
21 .5073 7.900 40.03 1,042 101.1 1252. 92.84 .tt24-0! .4910 3732. .3268-03 ,7471-07
22 .5090 7.900 40.03 1.039 101.5 1252. 92.84 .I128-01 .4927 3732. .3279-03 .7471-07
RUN HREF STN NO






RUN 2Y/BW XW/CW T/C NO H/HREF HIHREF HIHREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAN) QDOT DTWDT TW
NUMBER " R=I.O R=OoS R= 8TU/R 8TU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FTBSEC FTBSEC FTBSEC ISEC
20 .60000 .25000-01 I0.0 .4610 .5718 .4918 .9679 .7889-02 .8413-02 5.100 36.02 604.2
20 .60000 .50000-01 II.0 .3527 .4348 .3846 .9560 .6035-02 .6582-02 3.996 31.09 588.7
20 .60000 .75000-01 12.0 .2800: .3436 .3102 .9474 .4791-02 .5308-02 3.235 23.65 575.5
20 .60000 .I0000+30 I3_0 .2266 .2774 .2532 .9427 .3878-02 .4333-02 2.648 18.81 567.8
20 .60000 .20000 14.0 .1399 .1707 .1578 .9373 .2394-02 .2700-02 1.656 11.82 558.8
20 .60000 ,30000 15.0 .1211 .1478 .1366 .9373 .2073-02 ,2337-02 1:439 9.650 556.8
20 .60000 .40000 16.0 .I022 .1247 .1151 .9379 .1750-02 .1970-02 1.215 8.408 556.2
20 .60000 .50000 I7.0 .9217-01 .I124 .1041 .9365 .1577-02 .1781-02 1.094 7.569 557.0
21 .60000 .60000 18.0 .8223-01 .1001 .9281-01 .9363 .1412-02 .1593-02 .9883 6.854 551.6
21 .60000 ,70000 19.0 .7078-01 .86t5-01 .8038-01 .9330 ;t215-02 .1380-02 .8529 6.112 549.7
21 .60000 .80000 120.00 .5689-0I .6916-01 .6541-01 .9265 .9765-03 .1123-02 .6888 5.110 546.2
2I .60000 .85000 121.00 .6850-01 .8325-01 .7914-01 .9241 .1176-02 .1358-02 .8308 6.065 545.1
21 .60000 .90000 122.00 ,6202-01 .7532-01 .7271-01 .9168 .1065-02 .1248-02 .7546 5.702 542.9
21 .60000 .95000 123.00 .4731-01 .5740-01 .5572-01 .914i .8120-03 .9565-03 .5783 4.377 539.6
22 .95000 .30000 164.00 ./kS8 .1778 .1640 .9384 .2507-02 .2819-02 1.745 12.47 555.5
22 .95000 .50000 165.00 .I085 .1322 .1222 .9373 .1866-02 .2102-02 1.305 9.654 552.2
22 .95000 .70000 166.00 .8782-01 .1089 .9977-01 .9330 .1510-02 .1715-02 1.057 7.849 551.8
DATE 23 FEB 80 0H848 MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE eel4
0H848 60-0 WING LONER SURFACE (R4UO_5)
RUN 2Y/BW XN/CN TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO] H(TAN) QDOT DTNOT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=O.9 R= 8TU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. RTAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
22 .95000 .80000 167.00 .g437-01 .I]48 .109! .9243 .1623-02 .1875-02 1.142 8.460 545.2
22 .95000 .90000 t68.00 .E811-01 .8277-0| .7971-01 .9178 .1171-02 .1371-02 .8277 6.248 544.9
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAG£ _0!5
OH848 60-0 WING LOWER SURFACE iR4UQBS)
WING LONER SURF PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA • t.000 ELEVON = ,0000
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK = .0000
"'*TEST CONDITIONS'''
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P 0 V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO 6 /FT3 /FTB
35 1.011 7.940 40.05 1.018 804.7 1254. 92.12 .2202-01 .9718 3736. .6452-03 .7413-07
36 1.022 7.940 40.06 1.017 207.1 1254. 92.12 .2228-0! .9832 3736. .6528-03 .7413-07
3"7 1.021 7.940 40.06 1.019 207.3 1256. 92.27 .2230-01 .9842 3739. .6523-03 .7425-07
RUN HREF STN NO






RUN 2Y/BN XW/CW T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAW) ODOT OTWOT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=O.9 R= 8TU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG, R DEG. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC
35 .60uuu .25uvu-u= lllu.O .4_79 .5615 .4790 .9679 oi082-0i .i157-01 6.702 49.24 634.2
35 .60000 .50000-01 1111.0 .3491 .4336 .3818 .9561 .8432-02 .9221-02 5.424 41.76 610.4
35 .60000 .75000-01 1112.0 .2750 .3394 .3055 .9474 .6643-02 .7379-02 4.39I 31.83 592.7
35 .60000 .10000+00 Ill3.0 .2243 .2760 .2513 .9427 .5418-02 .6069-02 3.688 25.56 584.0
35 .60000 .20000 1114.0 .1385 .1697 .1565 .9374 .3346-02 .3781-02 2.285 16.20 570.7
35 .60000 ,30000 III5.0 .1198 .1467 .1353 .9374 .2894-02 .3269-02 1.980 13.20 569.3
35 .60000 .40000 1116.0 .I0t4 .1241 .1144 .9379 .2449-02 .2763-02 1.680 11.56 567.8
35 .60000 .50000 1117.0 .9191-01 .1124 .I040 .9365 .2220-02 .2511-02 1.524 I0.49 567,0
36 .60000 .60000 1I]8.0 .8218-01 .I005 .9294-01.9363 .1997-02 .2258-02 1.376 9.479 564.6
36 .60000 .70000 1119.0 .6975-01 .8521-01 .7939-01 .9331 .1695m02 .1929--02 |.171 8.341 562.5
36 .60000 _80000 120.09 .5906_01 .7207--01 .6808mOI "9266 '1435--02 "1654--02 "9971 7.350 558"8
36 "60000 "85000 121'00 .7034--01 "8578--01 "8144--01 .9242 '1709--02 "1979--02 1"192 8"655 556"1
36 .60000 '90000 122.00 .6249--01 .7610--01 .7341--01 "9168 "1518--02 '1784--02 1'063 7.989 553.4
36 "60000 '95000 123"00 .4808--01 "5850--01 "5676--01 .914t "1168--02 "]379--02 "8222 6"191 549.8
37 .95000 .30000 164.00 .1415 .1731 .1594 .9385 .3440-02 .3875-02 2.364 16.79 568.3
37 .95000 .50000 165.00 .i064 .1300 .1200 .9374 .2587-02 .2919-02 1.787 13.13 564.9
37 .95000 .70000 166.00 .9299-01 .1136 .1059 .9331 .2261-02 .2574-02 1.562 11.68 564.7
DATE 23 FEB BO OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 201S
0H84B 60-0 WING LONER SURFACE _RWUO25)
RUN 2Y/BN XW/CW T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAW) QDOT OTNDT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=O.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
37 .95000 .80000 167.00 .9539-0! .1164 .1105 .9244 .2319-02 .2686-02 1.613 11.88 560.4
37 .95000 .90000 168.00 .6871-01 .8368-01 .8054-01 .9179 .1671-02 .1958-02 1.172 6.BOB 554.0
DATE 83 FEB 80 0H84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 20|7
vno_ 80-0 WING LOWER ......_u_r_ ,n_=_,_'"'^_='
WING LOWER SURF PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA = l.O00 ELEVON • .0000
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK = .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT DEG, DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
xto 8 IFT3 /FT2
70 2.009 7.980 40.07 1.025 435.0 1299. 94.54 .4529-01 2.019 3804. .1293-02 .7606-07
71 1.998 7.980 40.08 L.028 434.2 1302. 94.76 .4520-01 2.0IS 3808. .1287-02 .7626-07
72 2.004 7.980 40.09 1.028 435.4 1302. 94.76 .4533-0! 2.021 3808. .1291-02 .7626-07
RUN HREF STN NO






RUN BY/BW XN/CW TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/NREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAW) ODOT DTWDT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
70 ,60000 .25000-01 IllO.O .434I .5508 .4657 .9679 .1521-01 .1631-01 9.320 66.81 685.7
70 °60000 ,50000-0I IIlIoO .3407 .4865 .3737 .9561 .1193-01 .1309-01 7.705 58.10 653.0
70 .60000 .75000-01 1112.0 .2727 .3382 .3036 .9475 .9552-02 .1063-01 6.406 45.64 628.0
70 .60000 .10000+30 1113.0 .2213 .2730 .2482 .9428 .7751-02 .8693-02 5.315 36.91 612.9
70 .60000 .20000 1114.0 .1389 .1704 .1571 .9374 .4866-02 .5502-02 3.424 23.99 595.1
70 .60000 .30000 1115.0 .1207 .1478 .1363 .9374 .4228-02 .4775-02 2.998 19.78 589,7
70 .60000 .40000 IllB.O .1027 .1256 .1158 .9380 .3597-02 .4055-02 2.565 17.49 585.7
70 .60000 .50000 1117.0 ,9367-01 .1146 ,1059 .9366 .3281-02 .3710-02 2.338 15.94 586.1
71 .60000 .60000 1118.0 .8636-01 .I054 .9755-01 .9364 .3023-02 .3415-02 2.I83 I4.93 579,8
71 .60000 .70000 1119.0 .7525-01.9169-01 .8550-01 .9331 .2635-02 .2993-02 1.913 13.53 575.6
71 .60000 .80000 120.00 .7693-01 ;9380-01 .8863-01 .9266 .2693-02 .3103-02 1.950 14.24 577.8
71 ;60000 .85000 121.00 .8765-01 .1068 .I014 .9242 .3069-02 .3551-02 2.229 16.03 575.3
71 .60000 .90000 122.00 .7765-01 .9452-01 ,9118-01 .9169 .2719-02 .3192-02 1.984 14.78 571.8
71 .60000 .95000 123.00 .5893-0I .7156-01 .6945-01 ,9142 .2063-02 .2431-02 1.521 11,37 564.6
72 .95000 .30000 I64.00 ,1392 .1705 .I568 .9385 .4881-02 .5502-02 3.463 24.30 592.2
72 :95000 .50000 165.00 .1023 .1250 .1154 .9375 .3586-02 .4046-02 2.566 18.66 586.1
72 .95000 .70000 166.00 .1025 .I853 .ti67 .933I .3593-02 .4091-02 2.569 18.99 586.7
DATE 23 FEB 80 0H848 MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE _018
OH84B 60-0 NING LOWER SURFACE fR4UQ25)
RUN 2Y/BN XN/CN T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF HIHREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN) QDOT OTNDT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= 8TU/R 8TU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FTBSEC FTBSEC FTBSEC /SEC
72 .95000 .80000 I67.00 .1087 .1327 .1259 .9245 ;3BI1-02 .44_3-02 2.747 20.02 581.0











































































































































































































































































.OATE 23 FEB SO OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2020
OHB4B 60-0 WING LOWER SURFACE fR4UOBB)
RUN 2Y/BN XW/CN TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF - TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAW) QDOT DTNDT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=O,9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. RTAW/TO FTBSEC FTBSEC FTBSEC /SEC
25 .95000 .BOO00 167.00 .9399-0! .1143 .I086 .9243 .1612-0B .1863-02 1.134 8.403 547.4
25 .95000 .90000 168.00 .6797-0! .8259-01 .7955-0! .B178 .I16B-02 .1364-02 .8236 6.219 544.2
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2021
0H848 60-0 WING LONER SURFACE (R4UQB6)
WING LOWER SURF PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA - 2.000 ELEVON - .0000
BOFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK = ,0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R OEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 8 /FT3 /FTB
38 1,003 7.940 40.02 2.813 203.6 1256. 92.27 .2190-0I .9666 3739. .6407-03 .7425-07
39 1.016 7.940 40.02 2.015 206.2 1256. 98.27 .2218-01 .9789 3739. .6489-03 .74_-_5-07
40 1.021 7.940 40.02 2.016 206.8 1254. 92.12 .2225-01 .9818 3736. .6518-03 .7413-07
RUN HREF STN NO






RUN 2Y/BW XN/CN T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF . TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAN) ODOT DTNDT IN
NUMBER R=I.O R=O.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R 8TU/ DEC. R DEC. R
TAN/TO FTBSEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
38 .60000 .85000-01 1110.0 .4427 .5537 ,4732 .9678 .I067-01 .1140-01 6.687 99.26 628.9
38 .60000 .50000-01 llll.O .3458 .4286 .3779 .9560 .8332-02 .9106-02 5.413 41.76 606.0
38 .60000 .75000-01 1112.0 .2735 .3370 .3036 ,9474 .6592-02 .7317-02 4.394 3l.BO 589.1
38 .60000 .t0000*30 1113.0 .2230 .2740 .2496 .9427 .5374-02 .6016-02 3.625 25.58 581.0
38 .60000 .20000 II14.0 .1366 .1671 .1543 .9373 .3292-02 .3717-02 2.262 16.06 568.3
38 .60000 .30000 : 1115.0 .1175 .1437 .1326 .9373 .2830-02 .3196-02 1.949 13.00 567.1
38 .60000 .40800 1116.0 .9865-01 .1206 .Ill2 .9379 .2377-02 .2680-02 1.640 II.30 565.6
38 .60000 .50000 1117.0 .8684-01 .1061 .9818-01 .9365 .2093-02 .2366-02 1.446 9.960 564.8
39 .60000 .60000 1118.0 .7857-01 .9350-0I .8656-01 .9362 .1857-02 .2099-02 1.288 8.883 562._
39 .60000 .70000 I119,0 .6538-01 .7981-01 .7439-01 .9330 .1586-02 1804-02 l.]OI 7.849 561.0
39 .60000 .80000 120.00 .5565-01 .6783-0J .6411-01 .9265 .1350-02 1555-02 :9437 6.964 556.4
39 .60000 .85000 121.00 .6594:-0] .8030-01 .7629-01 .9241 .1599-02 1850-02 1.123 8.160 553.6
39 .60000 .90000 122.00 .6020-01 .7328-01 .7071-01 .9167 .1460-02 1715-02 1.027 7.728 562.0
39 .60000 .95000 123.00 .4554-01 .5536-01 .5373-01 .914t .1104~02 1303-02 .7823 5.897 547.4
40 .95000 .30000 164,00 .I_15 ,1730 .1594 .9384 .3435-02 3870-02 2.361 16.78 566.2
40 .95000 .50000 165.00 .1067 .1303 .1203 .9373 .2589-02 .2922-02 1.789 13.17 562.6
40 .95000 .70000 166.00 .9346-01 .1142 .1064 ;9330 .2269-02 .2583-02 1.569 11.74 562.2
DATE 23 FEB 60 OH84B HODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE _022
OH84B 60-0 WING LONER SURFACE tR4UQ26)
RUN 2Y/BN XN/CN T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN) QDOT DTNDT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=O.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FT26EC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
40 .95000 .80000 I67,00 .9600-01 .I171 .II12 .9243 .2331-02 .2699-02 1.622 11.96 557.9
40 .95000 .90000 [68.00 .6793-0l 8269-0I .7961-01 .9178 .1649-02 .1933-02 t.158 8,713 551.5
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE _023
OHB4B BO-O NING LONER SURFACE (R4UQB6|
HING LOWER SURF PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH 9.000 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA " 2.000 ELEVON • .0000
BDFLAP _ .0000 SPDBRK = ,0000
*''TEST CONDITIONS**"
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA OEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 /FT3 /FT2
67 2.005 ?.980 40.04 2.021 434.1 1299. 94.54 .4519-0! 2.0t4 3804. .1290-02 .7608-07
6B 2.002 ?.980 40.01 2.012 434.5 1301. 94.69 .4523-01 2.016 3807. .1289-02 .7620-07
69 2.003 ?.980 40.01 2.01 433.8 1299. 94.54 .4516-01 2.013 3804. .1289-02 .7608-07
RUN HREF STN NO






RUN 2Y/BN XN/CN T/C NO H/HREF HIHREF HIHREF TAN/TO H(TO! H(TAN) ODOT OTNDT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=O.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FTBSEC FT2SEC /sEc
67 .60000 ,25000-0l !!lO,O =4291 =5429 =460! °9679 ,I502-0! °!6!0-0! 9,305 66.92 679.0
67 .B0000 .50000-01 1111.0 .3397 .4242 .3723 .956I .I189-01 .1303-01 7,743 58.55 647.2
67 .60000 .75000-01 I112.0 .2689 .3329 .2991 .9474 .9408-02 .1047-01 6,364 45.36 623.3
67 .60000 .10000.00 1113.0 .2174 .2678 .2436 .9427 .7606-02 .8525-02 5.247 36.51 608.8
67 .60000 ;20000 1114.0 .1371 - .1680 .1550 .9374; .4799-02 .5423-02 3,393 23.81 591.6
67 .60000 .30000 11t5.0 .1173 .1435 .I324 .9374 .4105-02 ,4634-02 2.923 19.32 586.5
67 .60000 .40000 1116.0 .1005 .I228 .1133 : .9379 .3517-02 .3953-02 2.518 17.20 582.6
67 .60000 .50000 lII?.0 ,9080-01 .II09 .1026 .9355 .3177-02 .3591-02 2.295 !5.53 582.7
68 .60000 .60000 ,1118.0 .8163-01 .9943-01 .9215-01 .9362 .2858-02 .3227-02 2.078 14.24 574.3
68 .60000 .70000 1119.0 .7175-01 .8729-01 .8147-0I .9330 .2512-02 .2853-02 1.835 13.02 570.2
68 .60000 .80000 120.00 .7465-01 .9090-01 .8595-01 .9265 .2614-02 .3010-02 1.902 13.92 573.2
68 .60000 .85000 121.00 .8515-01 .I036 .9847-01 .9241 .2982-02 .3448-02 2.175 15.68 571.0
68 .60000 .90000 122.00 .7605-0I .9247-01 .8925-0| .9167 .2663-02 .3125-02 1.951 14.55 568.2
68 ,60000 ;95000 123.00 .5895-01 .7154-01 .6945-01 .9141 .2064-02 .2432-02 1.525 1[.42 561.7
69 .95000 .30000 ]64.00 .1393 .1705 .1570 .9384 .4872-02 .5491-02 3,460 24.31 588.6
69 .95000 .50000 155.00 .1038 .1267 .1171 .9373 .3629-02 .4095-02 2.599 18.94 582.4
69 .95000 .?0000 166.00 .I033 .1262 .1176 .9330 .3615-02 .4115-02 2,590 19.19 582.2
,7,,
DATE 23 FEB 80 0H848 MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE _OL=4
OH64B 60-0 WING LOWER SURFACE tR4UQ26)
RUN 2Y/BW XW/CN T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAW) GDOT DTWDT TW
NUMBER R=l.O R-0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEO. R DEG. RTAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
69 .95000 .80000 ]67.00 .I087 .1325 .1258 .9243 .3801-02 .4400-02 2.743 20.04 576.8
69 .95000 .90000 168.00 .7875-0| .9583-0! .9227-01 .9|76 .2755-02 .3287-0a a.oo6 14.97 569.9
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2025
OH84B 60-6 WING LONER SURFACE (RSUO271
WING LONER SURF : PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = B.O00 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA - 4.000 ELEV6N - .0000
BOFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK = .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P 0 V RH6 MU
NUMBER /FT DE6. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R FSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 /FT3 /FTB
26 .5059 7.900 40.02 4.008 100.6 1250. 92.69 .IIIB-Ol .4885 3729. .3256-03 .7459-07
27 .5107 7,900 40.02 4.000 101.5 1249. 92.62 .ll2B-OI .4926 3727. .3286-03 .7453-07
28 .5063 7.900 40.02 4.000 100.5 1248. 92.54 .llI6-OI .4878 3726. .3256-03 .7447-07
RUN HREF 5TN NO






RUN 2Y/BW XN/CN TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(T01 H(TAN) ODOT DTWDT IN
NUMBER R=I.O R=O.B R= BTU/R BTU/R BTUI BEG. R OEG. RTAN/TO FTBSEC FT2SEC FT_EC /SEC
26 .60000 .25000-01 110.0 .'_255 .5264 .4535 .9679 .7284-02 .7762-02 4.752 35.54 597.3
26 .60000 .50000-0i llI.O .$32i .40BB .36i9 .9560 .5684-02 .6185-02 3.766 26.63 583.6
26 .60000 .75000-01 I12.0 .2647 .3246 ,2931 .9474 .4531-02 .5018-02 3.07l 22.49 571.9
26 .60000 .10000+00 113.0 .2143 .262I .2393 .9427 .3668-02 .4096-02 2.51l 17.66 565.0
26 .60000 .20000 114.0 .13;8 .1608 .1486 .9373 .2256-02 .2544-02 1.564 I1.17 556.4
26 .60000 .30000 115.0 .1096 .1336 .1235 .9373 .1876-02 .2114-02 1.306 8.767 554.0
26 .60000 .40000 116,0 .8932-01 .I089 .I005 .9379 : .1529-02 .1721-02 1.064 7.370 553.9
26 .60000 .50000 117.0 .7821-0] .9531-01 .8827-01 .9365: ' .1339-02 .1511-02 .9326 6.463 553.0
27 .60000 .60000 ]18.0 ,6914-01 .8415-01 .7801-01 .9362 .I188-02 .]341-02 .8317 5.777 548.7
27 .60000 .70000 119.0 .5_26-01 .7210-01 .6729-01 .9330 .1018-02 .]156-02 .7144 5.126 " 547.2
27 .60000 .80000 120.00 .4933-01 _5995-01 .5672-01 .9265 .8477-03 .9747-03 .5973 4.435 544.1
27 .60000 .80000 121.00 .5974-01 .7259"01 .6901-01 .924l " .1027-02 .1186-02 .7243 5.293 543.2
27 .60000 .90000 122.00 .5451-01 .6619-01 .6390-0; .9167 .9368-03 .1098-OB .6627 5.012 541.3
27 .60000 .95000 I23.00 ,4228-01 .5131-0I .4981-01 .9t41 .7266-03 .856I:03 .5157 3.904 539.0
28 .95000 .30000 164,00 .lq40 .1756 .1620 .9384 .2462-02 .2769-02 1.706 12.20 554.6
28 .95000 .50000 165.00 .1083 .I319 .|220 .9373 .1851-02 .2086-02 1.289 9.540 551.3
28 .95000 .70000 166.00 .8750-01 .1066 .9943-01 .9330 .1496-02 ,1700-02 1.043 7.851 550.6
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2026
OHB4B BO-O WING LONER SURFACE (R4UG27)
RUN 2Y/BN XN/CN T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN_TO H(TO) HITAN) ODOT OTNDT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAH/TO FT2SEC FTBSEC FTBSEC /SEC
28 .95000 ,80000 167.00 .9329-0! .1135 .1078 .9243 .1595-02 .1844-02 l.ti7 8.286 547.1
28 .95000 .90000 168.00 .B584-0! .8004-01 .7708-01 .9178 .1126-02 .1318-02 .792! 5.981 544.1
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MOBEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 20_7
OHB4B 60-OWING LOWER SURFACE (R4UO27)
WING LONER SURF PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = B.O00 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA - 4.000 ELEVON - .0000
BOFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK = .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS*'*
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHB MU
NUMBER /FT BEG. DEC. PSIA BEG. R DEC. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 /FT3 IFT2
41 1.011 7.940 40.00 4.013 204.3 1252. 91.B8 .2198-01 .9699 3733. .6450-03 .7401-07
42 1.017 7.940 39.99 4.011 205.6 1252. 91.98 .2212-01 .9761 3733. .6q91-03 .7401-07
43 1.018 7.940 40.00 4.023 206.3 1254. 92.I2 .2219-0! .9794 3736. .6502-03 .7413-07
RUN HREF STN NO






RUN 2Y/BN xw/Cw T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAW) BOOT DTNDT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=O.9 R= 8TU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEC. R DEC. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC
4I .60000 .25000-01 I0.0 .4167 .5209 .4454 .9678 .I005-0! _.1075-01 6.288 46.38 r_6.2
41 .60000 .50000-01 ll.O .3263 .4046 .3557 .9560 .7872-02 .8605-02 5.092 39.31 604.8
41 .60000 .75000-01 12.0 .2632 .3247 .2924 .9473 ,6350-02 .7054-02 4.195 30.43 591.1
4! .60000 .10000+00 13.0 .2139 .2630 .2395 .9426 .5160-02 .5779-02 3.459 24.40 581.4
41 .60000 .20000 14.0 .1317 ,1613 .1489 .9373 .3178-02 .3591-02 2.167 15.37 569.8
41 .60000 .30000 15.0 .I080 |322 .I220 .9373 .2606-02 .2944-02 1.785 11.91 566.7
41 .60000 .40000 16.0 .8737-01 .I068 .9854-01 .9378 _ .2108-02 .2377-02 1.448 9.974 664:9
41 .60000 .50000 17;0 .7427m0I .9079--01 .8399--01 .9364 .1792--02 .2026m02 1"233 8"496 563"8
42 .60000 .60000 118.0 _6569-0I .8023--0| .7428m0| .9362 .1590--02 .1798--02 1.099 7.586 560.6
42 .60000 .70000 119.0 .5564-0I .6789-01 .6330-01 .9329 .1347-02 .1532-02 .9338 6.664 558.2
42 .60000 .80000 120.00 .4967-0t .6052-01" .5721-01 .9264" .1202-02 .I385-02 .8392 6.202 553.5
42 .6"000 .85000 121.00 .5987-01 .7291-01 .6928-01 .9240 .1449-02 .|677-02 1.014 7.373 552. l
42 .60000 .90000 122.00 .5321-0| .6475-01 .6249-01 .9167 ,I288"-02 ,1512-02 .9042 6.810 549.5
42 .60000 .95000 I23.00 .4065-01 .494i-01 .4q96-01 .9140 .9838-03 .1161-02 .6948 5.244 545.4
43 .95000 .30000 164.00 .1414 .1728 .1592 .9384 .3428-02 ,3861-02 2.364 16.82 564.1
43 .95000 .SCgO0 165.00 .1072 .1309 .I209 .93?3 ,2600-02 ,2932-02 1.802 13.27 560.6
43 .95000 .qO000 166.00 .9416-01 .1149 .1071 .9330 .2283-02 .2598-02 1.585 11.87 559.7
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE _0_8
OHB4B GO-O WING LONER SURFACE tR4UQ_7)
RUN 2Y/BN XW/CN TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H{TAN} QOOT DTWDT TN
NUHBER R=I.0 R=O.g R= BTU/R BTU/R 8TU/ DEG. R DEO. RTAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
43 .95000 .80000 167.00 .9585-01 .II68 .II09 .9243 .2324-02 ,2690-02 1.623 II.98 555.5











































































































































































DATE 2] FEB BO OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEOC VKR HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2030
OHB4B 60-0 WING LOWER SURI=ACE fR4UO27)
RUN 2Y/BN xw/cw TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAN) ODOT DTNOT TW
NUMBER R=l.O R=O.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEO. RTAW/TO FT2SEC FTBSEC FTBSEC /SEC
65 .95000 .80000 |67.00 .lOBB .1326 .1259 .9243 ,3BiO-OB .4410-02 2.758 20.13 578.6
65 .95000 .90000 [6B.O0 .7839-0: 954i-0! .9185-0| .9178 .2745-02 ,3217-02 2.006 14.93 572,!
, j) •
DATE 23 FEB 80 0H848 MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2031
OHB48 60-0 WING LONER SURFACE rR4UQB81
WING LOWER SURF PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH - = 8.000 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA " I0,00 ELEVON = .0000
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK = .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R OEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 /FT3 IFT2
29 .5059 7.900 40.08 9.969 100.5 1249. 92.62 .1117-01 .4879 3787. .3255-03 .7453-07
30 .5116 7,900 40.08 8.969 101.8 1250. 92.69 .1131-01 .4940 3729. .3293-03 .7459-07
31 .5055 7.900 40.08 9.971 100.7 1251. 92.77 .lllB-OI .4887 3730. .3855-03 .7465-07
PUN HREF STN NO






RUN 2Y/BN XN/CN TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H[TAN) DDOT DTWDT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=O.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FTBSEC FTBSEC FT2SEC ISEC
29 .60000 .25000-01 IllO.O .3437 .4244 .3660 .9679 .5879-02 .6260-02 3.861 28.98 591.8
29 .60000 .50000-01 1111.0 .2716 .3338 .2958 :9561 .4646-02 .5059-02 3.114 24.36 578.3
..... _ .9475 .3874-02 .4065-02 2.50! !8.35 567.9c= .60000 .75000-01 ,,_2.v .2148 .2B30 .2377
29 .60000 .10000+00 1113.0 .1733 .Bll8 .1934 .9428 .2964-02 .3308-02 2.033 14.47 568.7
29 .60000 .20000 1114.0 .9358-01 .1141 .I054 .9374 .1601-02 .1803-02 1.113 7.862 553.3
29 .60000 .30000 1115.0 .7456-01 .9084-01 .8397-01 .9374 .1275-02 .1436-02 .8883 5.973 552.1
29 .50000 .40C00 1116.0 .6331-01 .7713-01 .7122-0[ .9380 .1083-02 .1218-02 .7548 5.235 551.6
29 .60000 .50000 1117.0 .58B0-01 .7164-01 .5634-01 .9366 .1006-02 .1135-02 .7012 4.863 551.6
30 .60000 .60000 lllB.O .5439-01 .6620-01 .6135-0l .9364 .936]-03 .t056-02 .6555 4.551 549.5
30 .60000 .70000 1119.0 .4900-01 .5963-01 .5563-01.9331 .B435-03 ,9576-03 .5913 4.240 548.6
30 ,60000 .80000 120,00 .4057-01 .4934-01 .4665-01 .B266 .5983-03 .8030-03 .4910 3.64I 546.6
30 .60000 .85000 121.00 .5]85-01 .6305-0I .5991-01 .9242 .8926-03 .1031-02 .6288 4.588 545.5
30 .60000 .90000 122.00 .4812-01 .5848-01 .5643-01 .9169 .8284-03 .9714-03 .5846 4.415 544.0
30 .60000 .95000 123.00 .36Bl-Ol .4447-0i .4315-01 .9142 .6303-03 .7428-03 .4460 3.372 542.0
31 .95000 .30000 164.00 .1368 • .1667 .1537 .9385 .2342-02 .2633-02 1.633 II.68 553.5
31 .95000 .50000 165.00 .1021 .1243 .1150 .9374 .1749-02 .1969-02 1.225 9.070 550.2
31 .95000 .70000 166,00 .8116-01 .9879-01 .9216-01 .933l .1390-02 .1578-02 .9743 7,338 549.6
DATE 23 FEB BO OHB4B MODEL BO-O IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE _0_
OHB4B BO-O WING LOWER SURFACE fR4UO2B)
RUN 2Y/BW XW/CW TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H{TO) H(TAW) ODOT DTWDT TW
NUMBER R:I.O R=O,9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
31 .95000 .BOO00 lET.00 .8796-01 .I070 .lOIB .9244 .1506~02 .l?40-02 1.060 ?.856 547.2
31 .95000 .90000 168.00 .6175-01 .7501-01 .7222-01 .9179 ,1057-02 .1237-02 .7482 5,654 543.0
DATE 23 FEB 80 0H848 MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2033
OH84B 50-0 WING LONER SURFACE (R4UQBB}
WBNG LOWER SURF PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA - ZO.OO ELEVGN - .OOO0
8DFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK = .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P B V RH8 MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. 9EG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 /FT3 /FT2
44 2.020 7.940 39.96 20.0l 807.3 1257. 92.34 .2230-01 .9842 3740. .6518-03 .7431-07
45 2.021 7.940 39.96 10.02 208.6 " 1262. 92.64 .2244-01 .9903 3746, .6538-03 .7454-07
46 1.011 7.940 40.0] IO.lO 207.3 1264. 92.86 .2230-0l .9848 3751. .6482-03 .7472-07
RUN HR£F STN NO






RUN 2Y/BW xw/cw T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TG) H(TAw} ODOT DTf,,IDT TW
NUMBER R=|.O R=0,9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ OEG. R DE6. R
TAW/TO FTBSEC FTESEC FTBSEC /SEC
44 .60000 .25000-01 III0.0 .3401 .4229 .3631 .9677 .8271-02 .8829-02 5.310 38.39 614.7
44 .60000 .5000C-01 1121.0 .268! .3321 .2927 .9559 .6521-02 .7118-02 4.307 33.38 596.2
44 .60000 .75000-01 1112.0 .2239 .2630 .2372 .9473 .5201-02 .5769-02 3.500 25.48 583.7
44 .60000 .I0000+00 1123.0 .1727 .2127 .Z932 .9425 .4200-02 .4697-02 2.865 20.27 574.6
44 .60000 .20000 2114.0 .9324-01 ;1238 .]052 .9372 .2268-02 .2558-02 1.575 11.22 562.1
44 .60000 .30000 2125.0 .7045-0Y.8597-01 .7946m01 .9372 .1723--02 .1932-02 1.193 7.988 560.3
44 .60000 .40000 1116.0 .5862-01 .7153-01 .6604-01 .9377 .1426-02 .1606-02 .9928 6.855 550.3
44 .60000 .50000 12]7.0 .5329-0! .6503-0! .6021-01 .9363 : .1296m02 .!464--02 .9U25 6.232 560.3
45 .60000 .60000 lll8.O .4947-01 .6026_01 .5586-01 .9361 .1208-02 .1364-02 .8503 5.883 556.5
45 .60000 .70000 2119.0 .4509-01 .5491-0! .5124-0l .9329 .I101-02 .1251-02 ,7764 5.548 555.2
45 .60000 :80000 ]20.00 .4!32m0! .5025--01 .4754--01 .9264' .!009--02 .1160--02 .7157 5,296 552.1
45 .60000 ,85000 "221.00 .5203--01 .6325--0! .6014--01 .9240 .1270--02 .1468--02 ,9022 6.570 550.2
45 .60000 .80000 122.00 .4785--01 .58!2--02 .5812--0| .9166 .I168--02 .1370--02 .8325 6.276 547.8
45 .60000 .95000 123.00 .36q0--0] .4453--02 .4325--0l .9139 .8958--03 .1056--02 .642I 4.850 543.9
46 .95000 .30000 164.00 .1351 .1647 .1519 .9394 .3288-02 ,3698-02 2.309 16.45 561.4
46 .95000 .50000 165.00 .I02] .1243 .1150 .C373 .2485-02 .2799-02 1.754 12.94 557.7
46 .95000 .70000 166.00 .8833-01 .]075 .1003 .9330 .2150-02 .2443-02 1.521 11.42 556.3
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 8034
0H848 BO-O WING LOWER SURFACE rR4UO28)
RUN 2Y/BW XN/CN T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAW) QDOT OTWDT TW
NUMBER R=I.0 R=0.S R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ OEO. R DEG. RTAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
46 .95000 .80000 167.00 .9017-0I .1096 .I042 .9243 .2195-02 .2536-02 ,1.56] 11,5S 552.2
45 .95000 .90000 tBB.O0 .6208-01 .7536-01 .7259-01 .9178 .1511-02 .1767-02 1.084 8.173 546.6
> )
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEGC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2055
OHB4B 60-0 WING LOWER SURFACE IR4UQB8}
WING LOWER SURF PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA = 40,00 BETA - 10.00 ELEVON = .0000
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK = .0000
•"*TEST CONDITIONS''"
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P e V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG, R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
X10 6 /FT3 /FT2
57 1.996 7,980 40.01 I0.01 434.I 1303. 94.84 .4519-01 2.014 3810. .1286-02 .7631-07
58 1.996 7.980 40.01 lO.Ol 434.6 1304. 94.91 .4524-0l 2.017 3811. .1287-02 ,7637-07
59 1.995 7.980 40.01 I0.00 433.9 1303. 94.84 .451_-01 2.014 3810. .1286-02 .7631-07
R_N HREF STN NO






RUN 2Y/BW XW/CN T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H[TAWI ODOT DTWDT IN
NUMBER R=I.O R=O,9 R= 8TU/R 8TU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FT29EC FT_-_SEC /SEC
57 .60000 .25000-01 110.0 .3302 .4125 .3528 .9678 .1156-01 .1235-01 7.546 55.03 649.9
57 .60000 .50000-01 II1.0 .2641 .3268 ;2885 .9560 .9246-02 .1010-01 6.281 48.04 623.4
57 .60000 .75000-01 112.0 ,2093 .2571 .2320 .9474 .7328-0E .8123-02 5.133 37.03 602,2
57 .60000 ,t0000+30 113.0 ,1693 .2073 .t892 .9426 .5928-02 .6624-02 4.219 29.62 590.9
57 .60000 .20000 114.0 .9042-01 .LIO0 .1018 .9373 .3165-02 .3563-02 2.317 16.43 570.7
57 .60000 .30000 115.0 .6991-0t" .8495-01 .7864-01 .9373 .2447-02 .2753-02 .80! 12.02 566.9
57 .60000 .40C00 1116.0 .6048-01 .7347-0t .6794-01 .9378 .2117-02 .2379-02 .560 10,74 565.9
5? .60000 .50000 1117.0 .6080-01.7389-01 .6852-01 ,9364 .2129-02 .2399-02 .565 10.77 56?.3
58 :60000 .60000 lI]8.O .6532-01 .7937-01 .7363-01 .9362 .2288-02 .2580-02 .685 1!.60 567.2
58 .60000 .70000 1119.0 .6931-01 .8420-01 .7863-01.9330 .2428-02 .2755-02 .790 12.72 566.5
58 .60000 .80000 120.00 .7388-01 _8887-0! .8500_01 .9265 .2588-02 .2978-02 .896 13.89 571.1
58 .60000 .85000 121.00 .8593-01:1045 .9933-01 .9241 .3011-02 .3480-02 2.208 15.92 570.1
58 .60000 .90000 122.00 .7752-01 .9420-01 .9093-01 .9167 .2716-02 .3186-02 1.999 14.92 567.5
58 .60000 .95000 123.00 .5934-01 .7197-01 .6988-01 .9t40 .2079-02 .2448-02 1.545 11.57 560.6
59 .95000 .30000 164.00 .1356 .1657 .1527 .9384 .4747-02 .5344-02 3.413 24.04 583.8
59 .95000 .50000 165.00 .lOT3 .1235 .1142 .9373 .3546-02 .3996-02 2.572 ]8.78 577.5
59 .95000 .70000 166.00 .IOI2 .1234 .ll51 .9330 .3544-02 .4029-02 2.570 ]9.08 577.5
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE _036
0H846 60-0 WING LOWER SURFACE fR4UQB8)
RUN 2Y/BW XW/CN T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H[TO) H(TAW) OGOT DTWDT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=O.9 R= 6TU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R OEG. RTAW/TO FTBSEC FTBSEC FTBSEC ISEC
59 .85000 .80000 ]67.00 .I024 .]246 .|184 .BB43 .3584-02 .4143-02 2.620 tB.19 571.7


























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2039
0H848 60-0 WING LOWER SURFACE (R4UO29)
WING LOWER SURF PARAHETRIC DATA
MACH = B.O00 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA " .0000 ELEVON " -15-00
BDFLAP = -12.50 SPDBRK - .0000
"''TEST CONDITIONS''"
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q - V RHO
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIQ 6 - IFT3 /FT2
715 1.013 7.940 39.99 .3469-02 207.7 1264. 92,86 .2234-01 .9860 3751. .6495-03 .7472-07
7;6 1.024 7.940 39.99 .3470-02 208.1 1257. 92.34 .2239-01 .9879 3740. .6543-03 .7431-07
RUN HREF STN NO





RUN 2Y/BW XN/CW T/C NO H/HREF H/NREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAW) QDOT GTNDT TN
NUMBER R=].O R=O.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R 8TU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
716 .30000 .40000 1078.0 .6363-01 .7718-01 17113-01 .9399 .1550-02 .1733_02 I.I10 7.991 540.7
716 .30000 .50000 1079.0 .4809-01 .5833-01 .5416-01 .9362 .1172-02 .1320-02 .8383 6.234 541.2
: 716 .30000 .60000 1080.0 .4618-01 .5606-01 .5201-01 .9364 .1125-02 .1267-02 .8018 5.955 544.0
716 .30000 .70000 1081.0 .4620-0i .5609-0i .52i2-0i .$356 .;126-02 .1270-02 .8026 5.768 543.8
716 .30000 .BOO00 I082.0 .4967-01 .6032-01 .5634-01 .9329 .1210-02 .1373-02 .8620 8.400 544.5
716 .30000 .90000 83.000 .2593-01 .3129-0[ .2995-01 .9217 .6317-03 .7298-03 .4631 3.417 523.7
716 .30000 .95000 84.000 .3726-01 .4497-01 .4347-01 .9167 .9078-03 .I059-02 .6649 4.827 524.2
716 .40000 .60000 I092.0 .6600-01 .8021-01 .7422-0I .9375 .I608-02 .1808-02 1.141 7.688 547.3
716 .40000 .70C00 1093.0 .6847-01 .8316-01 .7714-01 .9364 .1668-02 .1879-02 1.186 8.004 545.5
7_6 .40000 .75000 1094.0 .7425-01 .9021-01 .8399-0l .9345 .1809-02 ;2046-02 1.285 9.532 546.3
715 .40000 .85000 95.000 .4088-01 .4940-01 .4682-01 .9264 .9959-03 .1141-02 .7254 5.523 528.3
716 .40000 .90000 95.000 .3117-0[ .3_62-01 .3629-01 .9178 .7596-03 .8841-03 .5572 4.825 523.1
716 .40000 .95000 97.000 .2205-0_ .2659-01 .2584-01 .9140 .5373-03 .6297-03 .3956 3.244 520.3
716 .50000 .40000 I104.0 .8155-01 .9908-01.9183-01 .9367 .1987-02 .2238-02 1.411 10.13 546.4
716 .50000 .60000 1105.0 .6310-01 .7667-01 .7113-01 .9362 .1537-02 .1733-02 1.091 7.587 546.8
716 .50000 .70000 II06.0 .3791-01 .4600-01 .4278-0[ .9353 .9236-03 .I042-02 .6597 4.744 542.5
716 .50000 .90000 107.00 .2715-01 .3276-01 .3276-01 .9000 .6615-03 .7982-03 .4854 3.836 522,9
716 .60000 .40000 1116.0 .1118 .1360 .1257 .9378 .2724-02 .3063-02 1.924 13.35 550.3
716 .60000 .50000 1117.0 .1034 .1258 .I166 .9364 .2520-02 .2841-02 [.781 12.36 549.8

DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL BO-O IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE _041
OH84B BO-O WING LOWER SURFACE (R4U029)
WING LOWER SURF PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA = ,0000 ELEVON = -t5.00
BDFLAP = -12.50 SPDBRK " .0000
"''TEST CONDITIONS"''
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO HU
NUHBER IFT DEC. DEC. PSIA DEG. R DEC. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 /FT3 /FT2
709 2.011 7.980 40,04 .I046-01 432.9 1294. 94.18 .4507-01 2,009 3796. .|292-0_ .7579-07
710 2.005 7.980 40.03 .1045-0I 436.6 1304. 94.9t .4546-01 2.026 3811, .1293-02 .7637-07
RUN HREF STN NO





RUN 2Y/BN XN/CN T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAN) ODOT DTNDT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=O.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEC. R DEC. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
710 .30000 .40000 1078.0 .6087-01 .7348-01 .6776-01 .9400 .2131-02 .2379-02 1.593 |1.38 556.0
710 .30000 .50000 1079.0 .4632-01 .56|3m0| .5213--01 .9363 .1627--02 .1831--02 1.214 8.956 557.3
710 .30000 .80000 !080.0 .5146--0l 6246--01 .5794--01 .9365 .1807--02 .2035--02 1.339 9.846 563.0
710 .30000 .70000 IOBl.O .6504-01 7898-01 .7336-01 .9357 .2284-02 .2576-02 1.687 12.00 564.8
710 .30000 ,80000 1082.0 .9035-01 I099 ,1026 ,9330 .3173-02 .3601-02 2.329 lT.OB 569.6
710 .30000 .90go0 83.000 .3311-01 .3981-01 .3813-01 .8217 .1163-02 .1339_02 .8998 6.621 529.7
710 .30000 .95000 84.000 .4681-0] .5630-01 .5445-01 .9168 .1644-02 .I912-02 1.271 9.197 530.5
710 ,40000 .BOO00 I092.0 .8276_01 .1006 .9306-01 .9376 .2906-02 .3268-02 2.138 14.26 568.1
710 .40000 .70C00 1093.0 .9755-01 .II85 .1099 .9365 .3426-02 .3860-02 2.522 16.82 567.6
710 .40000 .75000 1094.0 .t098 .1335 .I242 .9345 ,3855-02 .4363-02 2.822 20.67 571.5
710 .40000 .85000 95.000 .5188-01 .6249-01 .5928-01 .9265 .1822-02 .2082-02 1.399 10.61 535.8
7]0 .40000 .90000 95.000 .3767-0] .4530-01 .4372-01 .9178 .1323-02 .1535-02 1.025 8.847 529.1
710 .40000 .95000 97.000 .2701-0 .3244-0I .3155-01 .9141 .9483-03 .1108-02 .7380 6.036 525.4
710 .50000 .40000 1104.0 .8060-01 .9789-01 .9073-01 .9368 .2831-02 .3186-02 _.090 14.86 565.4
710 50000 .60000 1105.0 .7151-0 .8697-01 .8070-01 .9363 .2515-02 .2834-02 J.856 12.7g 565,5
710 50000 .70000 1106.0 .4003-01 .4855-0] .4515-01 .9354 .1406-02 .1585-02 1.044 7.440 560.9
710 50000 .90000 107.00 .3087-0 .3711-01 .3711-0l .9000 .1084-02 .1303-02 .8410 6.628 527.9
7]0 .60000 .40000 II16.0 .1181 .1438 .1327 .9379 .4147-02 .4862-02 3.040 20.89 570.5



















































DATE 23 FEB 80 OH848 MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2043
WING LOWER SURF PARAMETRIC DATA
HACH = 8.000 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA - .DO00 ELEVON m -IS.O0
BDFLAP = -12.50 • SPDBRK = .0000
"'*TEST CONDITIONS'*"
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 /FT3 /rT2
707 3.005 7.990 40.06 .6989-02 671.7 1324. 96.14 .6937-01 3.100 3841. .1947-02 .7736-07
708 2.986 7.990 40.06 .1048-01 669.0 1326. 98.29 .8909-01 3.087 3843. .1937-02 .7748-07
RUN HREF STN NO





RUN 2Y/BN xN/cN T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAWI ODOT DTWDT TW
NUMBER R=I.0 R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FTBSEC FTBSEC /SEC
708 .30000 .40000 1078.0 .6491-01 .7890-01 .7257-01 .9401 .2822-02 .3155-02 2.122 15.03 573.6
708 .30000 .50000 1079.0 .6503-01 .7906-0l .7331-01 .9363 .2827-02 .3187-02 2.112 15.41 578.6
708 .30000 .60000 1080.0 .1053 .1285 ,1189 .9366 .4577-02 .5169-02 3.361 24.37 591,5
708 .30000 .70000 1081.0 .1573 .1925 .1782 .9358 .6837-02 .7748-02 4.952 34,59 601,4
708 .30000 .80000 1082.0 .2169 .2563 .2476 .9331 .9431-02 .1077-01 6,744 48.46 610.5
708 .30000 .90000 83.000 .4570-01 .5498-01 .5284-0! .9218 .1987-02 .2288-02 1.563 11.44 5$9.1
708 .30000 .95000 84.000 .5530-01 .5653-01 .6433-01 .9168 .2404-02 .2797-02 1.888 13.60 540.2
708 .40000 .60000 1092.0 .1720 .2108 .1942 .9376 .7478-02 .8443-02 5.408 35.46 602.5
708 .40000 .70000 1093.0 .2207 .2703 .2498 .9366 .9594m02 .1086--01 6.928 45,41 603.5
708 .40000 .75000 1094.0 .220g ,2812 .2606 .9346 .9953--02 .1133--01 7.104 51.00 611-9
708 .40000 .85000 95.000 .6662--01 .8032--01 .7616--01 .9266 .2896--02 .3311--02 2.251 16.96 548.5
708 .40000 .90000 96.000 .4679-01 .5628-01 .5431-01 .9179 .2034-02 .2361-02 1.599 13.73 539.8
708 .40C00 .95000 97.000 .3491-01 .4193-01 .4077-01 .9142 .1518-02 .1772-02 1.202 9.785 533.9
708 .50000 .40000 1104.0 .1070 :1304 .1207 .9369 .4651-02 .5247-02 3.431 24.12 588.1
708 .50000 .60000 1105.0 .1272 .1553 .1438 .9363 .5530-02 .6251-02 4.045 27.47 594.1
708 .50000 .70000 II05.0 .)041 .1269 .1178 .9355 .4524-02 .5120-02 3.327 23.37 590.2
708 .50000 .90000 I07.00 .4152-01 .4991-01 .4991-01 .gO00 .1805-02 .2170-02 1.424 11.17 536.8
708 .60000 .40000 1116.0 .1329 .1623 .1498 .9380 .5779-02 .6510-02 4.228 28.71 594.0
708 .60000 .50000 1117.0 .1280 .I563 .1446 .9366 .5563-02 .6286-02 4.088 27.62 594.4
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHS4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2044
OH84B 60-0 WING LONER SURFACE (R4U0291
RUN 2Y/BN XW/CN T/C NO H/HREF N/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAW) OOOT DTNDT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=o.g R= 8TU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
708 .60000 .60000 1118.0 .1278 .1560 .1445 .9363 .5559-02 .6281-02 4.084 27.77 591.1
708 .60000 .70000 1119.0 .1228 .Z499 .1397 .933Z .5340-02 .6073-02 3,923 27.54 591.1
708 ,60000 .80000 120.00 .6064-01 .7311-01 .6932-01 .9266 .2636-02 .3013-02 2.049 15.18 548.3
708 .60000 .85000 ]21.00 .5689-01 .6849-01 .6527-01 .9242 .2473-02 .2838-02 1.935 14.14 543.2
708 .60000 .90000 122.00 .4573-0! .5496-01 .5316-01 .9168 .1988-02 .2311-02 1.569 11.89 536.6
708 .60000 .95000 123.00 .3313-01 .3977-01 .3867-0l .9142 .1440-02 .1681-02 1.145 9.701 531.1
708 .70000 .40000 ]130.0 .1357 [654 .1530 .9368 .5897-02 .6653-02 4.349 27.08 588.2
........_uo .,uuuu .5_ ',3,'.v_nn .,_,_'_Q ..'_........ I_ .9363 ,5862-02 .66]8-02 4,334 27,01 586,3
708 .70000 .90000 132.00 .9788-0! 1179 .1137 .9]79 .4255-02 .4943-02 3.328 25.92 543.6
707 .75000 .30000 138.00 .1497 1825 .1686 .9376 .6520-02 .7343-02 4.798 29.88 587.7
707 .7509g .4gggO !39 no I_A isPn .1497 .9374 .5785-02 .6519-02 4.255 27.28 588. l
707 .75000 ,60000 |40.00 .1247 1520 .1520 .9000 .5431-02 .6621-02 4.000 26.43 597.2
707 .75000 .70000 1141.0 .1329 1625 .1503 .9363 .5786-02 .6547-02 4.196 29.35 598.4
707 .75000 .80000 142.00 .7633-01 .9232-01 .8741-01 .9268 .3324-02 .3807-02 2.540 20.80 559.5
708 .75000 .90000 143,00 .5567-01 .6694-01 .6457-01 .9181 .2420-02 .2807-02 1.906 13.96 538.2
708 .75000 .95000 144.00 .3507-01 .4328-0I .4202-01 .9149 .1568-02 .1827-02 1.249 9.499 529.5
707 .80000 .20000 146.00 .1913 .2340 .2155 .9385 .8332-02 .9384-02 6.053 41.04 597.2
707 .80000 .40000 147.00 .1369 .1673 .1543 .9380 .5950-02 .6718-02 4.341 30.40 595.4
707 .80000 .90000 148.00 .6270-01 .7556-01 .7281-01 .9185 .2730-02 .3171-02 2.122 15.48 546.4
707 .90000 .30000 1155.0 .1791 .2195 .2017 .9390 .7798-02 .8786-02 5.600 39.03 605.6
707 .90000 .50000 156.00 .1497 .1833 .1833 .9000 .6518-02 .7982-02 4,705 32.85 601.9
707 .90000 .60000 1157.0 .1438 .1760 .1622 .9380 .6264-02 .7065-02 4.539 30.74 599.1
707 .90000 .80000 158.00 .6165-01 .7447-0| .7042-0| ,9277 .2685-02 .3067-02 2.066 16.07 554.3
707 .90000 .90000 159.00 .4435-01 .5344-0! .5160-0l .9174 .1932-02 .2247-02 1.504 11.96 545.1
707 .95000 .30000 164.00 .1610 .1970 .1814 .9385 .7012-02 .7899-02 5.086 35.57 598.4
707 .95000 .50000 165.00 .1202 .1467 .1355 .9374 .5233-02 .5902-02 3,826 27.73 592.6
707 .95000 .70000 166.00 .7006-01 .8470-01 .7922-01 .9331 .3051-02 .3450-02 2.337 17.53 557.6
707 .95000 .80000 167.00 .6245-0l .7536-01 .7174-01 .9244 .2720-02 .3124-02 2.100 15.54 551,3
707 .95000 .90000 168.00 .4321-01 .5205-01 15021-01 .8179 .1882-02 .2187-02 1.467 11.08 544.3
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2045
HINO LOHER SURF PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA • .0000 ELEVON - -15.00
8OFLAP = ,0000 SPDBRK = ,0000
*'.'TEST CONDITIONS _*_
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO HU
NUMBER /F[ DEO, DEG, PSIA DEG, R DEG, R PSIA PSI FT/BEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 IFT3 IFT2
719 .5000 7.900 39.98 .3465-0B 100.3 1257. 93 21 .I115-01 .4869 3739. .3227-03 .7501-07
720 .50_3 7.900 39.98 .3465-02 100.8 1259. 93.36 .I120-01 .4894 3742. .3238-03 .7513-07
RUN HREF STN NO





RUN 2Y/BN XN/CN TIC NO H/HRER H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TANI ODOT DTNOT TN
NUMBER R=I,O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG, R"
TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FTBSEC /SEC
720 ,30000 ,40000 1078,0 ,7142-01 ,8632-01 ,7968-01 ,9399 ,1225-02 ,1367-02 ,8935 6,469 529,3
720 ,30000 ,50000 1079,0 ,5596-0I ,6764-01 .6289-01 ,9362 ,9598-03 ,1079-02 ,6995 5,232 529,9
720 .30000 .60000 1080.0 .5385-01 .6512-01 .6051-01 .9364 .9237-03 .1038-02 .6716 5.019 531.6
720 .30000 .70000 1081.0 .5259-01 .6359-01 .5918?01 .9356 .9021:03 .1015-02 .6563 4.747 531.1
720 .30000 .80000 1082.0 .5430-01 .6565-01 .6143-01 .9329 .9314o03 .1054-02 .6777 5.066 531.0
720 .30000 .90000 83.000 .2338-01 .2818-01 .2698-01 .9216 .4011-03 .4628-03 .2967 2.195 519.0
720 .30000 ;95000 84.000 .3359-01 .4049-01 .3915-01 .9167 .5762-03 .6715-03 .4261 3.102 519.2
720 .40000 .60000 IOE2.0 .7034-01 .8511-01 .7891-01 .9374 .1206-02 .1353-02 .8746 5.936 533.7
720 .40000 .70C00 1093.0 .6890-01 .8334-01 .7744-01 .9364 .1182-02 .1328-02 .8590 5.835 531.9
720 .40000 .75000 1094.0 .6725-01 .8135-0; .7587-01 .9344 .1153-02 .1301-02 .8377 6.258 532.4
720 .40000 .85000 95.000 .3778-01 .4557-01 .4322-01 .9254 .6481-03 .7413-03 .4774 3.646 522.0
720 .40000 .90000 96.000 .2870-01 .3457-01 .3335-01 .9177 .4922-03 .5722-03 .3646 3.165 518.0
720 .40000 .95000 97.000 .2078-0| .2502-0! .2433-01 .9140 .3564-03 .4173-03 .2647 2.175 516.0
720 .50000 .40000 II04.0 .8074_01 .9772-G1 .9072-01 .g357 .1385-02 .1556-02 1.003 7.248 534.1
720 .50000 .60000 1105.0 .6926-0! .8382-01 .7790-0i .9362 .1188-02 .1336-02 .8612 6.027 533.8
720 .50000 .70000 1106.0 .4784-01 .5785-0] .5388-01 .9353 .8206-03 .9241-03 .5969 4.317 531.3
720 .50000 .90000 I07.00 .2653-01 .3197-01 .3197-01 .9000 .4551-03 .5483-03 .3371 2.670 518.0
720 .60000 .40000 1116.0 .1159 .1402 .1299 .9378 .1987-02 .2229-02 1.439 ]0.07 534.6






































































































































































































































































































































































































DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL BO-O IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2047
OH84B 60-0 WING LOWER SURFACE (R4U0301
WING LOWER SURF - PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA - .0000 ELEVON - -I5.O0
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK = .0000
"*'TEST CONDITIONS''*
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO MU
NUMBER /FF DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 5 /FT3 /FT2
713 .9943 7.940 39.99 .6941-02 204.3 1266. 93.00 .2198-01 .9699 3754, .6379-03 .7484-07
714 .9986 7.940 40.00 .104B-0i 205.2 1266. 93.00 .2207-01 .974! 3754. .6406-03 .7484-07
RUN HREF STN NO





RUN 2Y/BW XW/CW T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN) ODOT DTwDT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. RTAW/T0 FT2SEC FTBSEC FTBSEC /SEC
714 .30000 .40000 1078.0 .6388-01 .7731-0I .7132-01 .9399 .1547-02 1728-02 1.127 8.129 537.2
714 .30000 .50000 I079.0 .4820-01 .5835-01 .5422-01 .9362 .1168-02 1313-02 .8500 6.333 537.7
714 .30000 .60000 1080.0 .4619-0] .5596-01 .5196-01 .9364 .1119-02 I259-02 .8116 6.038 540.4
714 .30000 .70000 1081.0 .4826-01 .5504-01 .5211-0l :9357 .1121-02 1262-02 .8128 5.852 540.3
714 .30000 .80000 1082.0 .4677-01 .5667=01 .5297-0t .9330 .1133-02 1283-02 .8207 6;103 541.3
714 .30000 .90000 83,000 .2573-01 .3100-0] .2968-01 .9217 .6233-03 7190-03 .4641 3.430 521.0
714 .30000 .95000 84.000 .3775-01 .4549-0I .4398-01 .9167 .9144-03 1065-02 .6799 4.941 522.1
714 .40000 .60000 1092.0 ,6511-01 .7894-01 .7312-01 .9375 .1577-02 .1771-02 1.140 7.697 543.1
714 .40000 .70000 1093.0 .6785-01 .8224-01 .7634-01 .9364 .1644-02 .1849-02 1,189 8.036 542.2
714 .40000 .75000 109; .0 .7320-01 .8875-01 .8269-01 .9345 .1773-02 .2003-02 1.281 9.520 543. I
714 .40000 .85000 95.000 .4071-01 .4910-01 .4656-01 .9264 .9861-03 .II28-02 .7301 5.566 525.3
714 .40000 .90000 96,000 .2995-01 .3608-01 .3481-01 .9178 .7254-03 .8434.-03 .5398 4.679 521.5
714 .40000 .95000 97.000 .2159-01 .2600-01 .2527-01 .9140 .5230-03 .6122-03 .3905 3.204 518.9
714 .50000 .40000 1104.0 .7780-01 .9432-01 .8750-0! .9367 .1885-02 .2120-02 1.362 9.797 542.8
714 .50000 .60000 1105.0 .6259-01 .7588-01 .7046-0i .9362 ,1516-02 .1707-02 1.096 7.633 543.0
714 .50000 .70000 1106.0 .3463-01 .4193-0I .3903-01 .9353 .8389-03 .9454-03 .6098 4.394 538.8
714 ,50000 .90000 107.00 .2636-01 .3175-01 .3176-01 .gO00 .6386-03 .7693-03 .4757 3.763 520.7
714 .60000 .40000 1116.0 .I126 .1366 .1264 .9378 .2727-02 .3062-02 1.961 13.64 546.4








































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 204g
0H848 60-0 WING LOWER SURFACE (R4UQ30)
WING LONER SURF PARAMETRIC DATA
HACH = 8.000 ALPHA 40.00 BETA - .0000 ELEVON- -I5.00
BDF_AP .0000 SPDBRK= .0000
•''TEST CONDITIONS**"
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA 8ETA PO TO T P O V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R OEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 /FT3 /FTB
711 1.989 7.980 40.06 .1048-01 436.8 1307. 95.13 .4549-01 2.027 3815. .1290-0B .7655-07
712 1.997 7.980 40.05 .I047-01 433.8 1302. 84.76 .4518L01 2.013 3808. .1286-02 .7626'07
RUN HREF STN NO




" ' *'*TEST DATA'''
RUN 2Y/BN XW/CN T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(To) HtTAW) QDOT DTNDT TW
NUHBER R=I.O R=O.8 R= BTU/R 8TU/R BTU/ OEG. R DEG. RTAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
712 .30000 .40000 1078.0 .5985-0i .7253-0| .6685-0| .9_01 .c09_-vc .2340-02 1.560 If.14 558.8
712 .30000 .50000 I079.0 .4344-rjl .F267-0I .4890-01 .9363 .1520-02 .1711-02 1.1P9 8.322 559.0
712 .30000 .60000 I080.0 .5093-01 .6t83-01 .5735-01 .8365 .I782-02 .2007-0£ 1.316 9.678 563.3
712 .30000 .70000 1081.0 .6467-01 .7856-01 .7296-01 ,9358 .2263-02 .2553-02 1.667 11.85 565.3
712 .30000 .80000 1082.0 .8952-01 .1089 .1016 .9331 .3133-02 .3556-02 2.282 16.80 570.0
712 .30000 .90000 83.000 .3286-01 .3953-01 .3785-01 .9218 .1150-02 .1325-02 .8868 6.522 530.4
712 .30000 .95000 84.000 .4638-01 .5582-01 .5397-01 .9168 .1623-02 .1889-02 1.250 9.038 531.7
712 .40000 .60000 1092.0 .8238-01 .1002 .9265-01 .9376 .2883-02 .3242-02 2. II3 14.09 568.8
712 .40000 .70000 1093.0 .9837-01 .1196 .1109 .9365 .3442-02 .3880-02 2.523 16,83 568.7
712 .40000 .75000 1094.0 .1111 .1+352 .1258 .9346 .3888-02 .4402-02 2.834 20.74 572.8
712 .40000 .85000 95.000 .5171-01 ;6232-01 .5BlO-O .9266 .1810-02 .2068-02 1.384 10.49 537.0
712 .40000 .90000 86.000 .3730-01 .4489-01 .4331-0 .9179 .1305-02 .1516+02 1.008 8.674 531.2
712 .40000 .95000 97.000 .2684-01 .3226-01 .3137-0 .9141 .9392-03 .1098-02 .7272 5.941 527.3
712 .60000 .40000 1]04.0 .7963-01 .9578-01 .8965-0 .9368 .2787-02 .3138-02 2.047 14.54 567.2
712 .50000 .60000 1105.0 .5973-01 .8474-01 .7860-0 .9353 .2440-02 .2751-02 1.783 12.34 566.8
712 .50000 .70000 1106.0 .3804-01 .4816-01 ;4291-0 .9354 .1331-02 .1502-02 .9847 7.014 561.9
712 .50000 .90000 107.00 .3009-01 .3619-01 .3619-01 .9000 .1053-02 .1266-02 .8131 6.403 529,5
712 .60000 .40000 1116.0 .11,5 .1430 .1321 .9379 .4112-02 .4624-02 2.998 20.58 572.4








































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































DATE 23 FEB 80 0H84B MODEL BO-O IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2051
OH84B 60-0 WING LOWER SURFACE {R4UO30)
WING LOWER SURF PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA = .0000 ELEVON = -15.00
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK = .0000
*,,TEST CONDITIONS***
RjN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSi FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 /FT3 /FIB
705 3.029 7.990 40.07 .3498-02 570.2 I315. 95.49 .692i-01 3.093 3827. .1956-02 .7684-07
706 3.002 7.990 40.06 .6889-02 668.9 1321. 95.92 .6908-01 3.087 3836. .1944-02 .77|8-07
RUN HREF STN NO





RUN 2Y/BW XWlCN T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAW) ODOT DTWDT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R OEG. RTAN/TO FTBSEC FTBSEC FTBSEC /S£C
706 .30000 .40000 1078.0 .6626-0I .8047-0i .7410-0i .940i .887B-02 .3219-02 2._54 15,28 572.5
706 .30000 .50000 1079.0 ,6715-01 .8165-01 .7571-01 .9363 .2917-02 .3289-02 2.170 15.85 576.9
706 .30000 .60000 1080.0 .1087 .1326 .1227 .9366 .4721-02 .5331-08 3.455 25.09 588.8
706 .30000 ,70000 1081.0 .1613 .1974 .1828 .9358 .7008-02 .7939-02 5.063 35.42 598.1
706 .30000 .80000 1062,0 .2221 ;2726 .2535 .933I .9648-02 .IIOl-OI 6.683 49.53 607.3
706 .30000 .90000 83.000 .4544-01 .5468-0I .5236m01 .9218 .1974--02 .2275--02 1.542 11.29 539.3
706 .30000 .85000 84.000 .5534-01 .6663-01 .6442-0! .9168 .2404-02 .2798-02 1.874 13.49 541.1
706 .40000 .60000 :t092.0 .1768 .2165 .1996 .9376 .7682-02 .8672-02 5.544 36.41 699,0
706 .40000 .70000 1093.0 ,2275 .2787 .2575 .9366 .9885-02 .1li9-01 7.118 46.72 600.6
706 .40000 .75000 1094.0 .2360 .2898 .2686 .9346 .I025-01 .1167-01 7.297 52.47 609.0
706 ;40000 .85000 95.000 .6713-01 .8096-01 .7676-0l .9266 .2916-02 .3334-02 2.255 |7.00 547.5
705 .40000 .90000 95.000 .4689-01 .5544-01 .5445-01 .9179 - .2037-02 .2365-02 1.590 13.65 540.2
708 .40000 .95000 97.000 .3539-01 .4254-01 .4136~01 .9142 .1537-02 .1797_02 1.207 9.824 535.3
708 .50000 .40000 1104.0 .I058 .1289 .I193 .9368 .4594-02 .5181-02 3.378 23.78 585.3
706 .50000 .60000 1105.0 .1307 .1596 .1478 .9353 .5679-02 .6419-02 4.144 28.18 591.0
706 .50000 .70000 1106.0 .1094 .1335 .I238 .9355 .4754-02 .5380-02 3.484 24.49 587.9
706 .50000 .90000 107.00 .4156-01 .4999-01 .4999-01 .9000 .1806-02 .2172-02 1.415 11.I0 537.2
706 .600" ' .40000 1116.0 .1333 .1627 .1501 .9380 .5789-02 .6522-02 4.222 28.71 591.3


























































































































































































































































































































DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B HODEL 60-0 INTHE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE _053
OHB4B 60-0 WING LOWER SURFACE (R4UQ31)
WING LOWER SURF PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH 8.000 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA = .0000 ELEVON • -12.50
BDFLAP = -12.50 SPDBRK = .0000
**'TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEC. DEC. PSIA DEC. R DEC. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO S /FT3 IFT2
725 .4997 7,900 39.98 -.1733-0! !00.5 1259. 93.36 .lll7-Ol .4878 3742. .3228-03 .75!3-07
726 o510I 7.900 39.98 -.!733-0! 102.3 1257. 93.21 .1137-01 .4967 3739. .3292-03 .7501-07
RUN HREF SiN NO
NUMBER BTU/ R REF(R)
FT29EC =.0175
• 725 .1713-01 .5716-01
726 .1728-0! .565B-0]
***TEST DATA***
RUN 2Y/BW XW/CW TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN) QDOT DTWDT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=O.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEC. R
TAN/TO FTBSEC FTBSEC FT2SEC /SEC
726 .30000 .40000 1078,0 .7025-01 .8503-0l .7844-0! .9399 .1214-02 .1355-02 .6776 6.340 533.6
726 .30000 .50000 I0?9.0 .5465-01 .6616-01 .6148-01 .9362 .9442-03 .I062-02 .6820 5.089 534.4
726 .30000 .60000 1080.0 .5111-01 16190-01 .5748-01 .9364 .8830-03 .9932-03 .6361 4,743 536.2
726 .30000 .70000 1081.0 ,5096-01 L6171-0I .5740-01 .9356 .8804-03 .9916-03 .6349 4.583 535.5
726 .30000 .80000 1082.0 .5672-01 .6867-0i .6422-01 .9329 .9799-03 .1109-02 .7073 5.277 534.8
726 .30000 .90000 83.000 .2634-0! ,3!78,0i .3043-01 .9216 .4552-03 .5257-03 .3342 2.468 522.4
726 .30000 .95000 84,000 .4167-01 .5028-01 .4860-01 .9167 .7199-03 .8397-03 .5284 3,839 522.6
726 .40000 .60000 1092.0 .6537-0! .7923-01 .7340-01 .9375 .1129-02 .1268-02 .8117 5.497 538.0
726 .40000 .70000 1093.0 .6833-01 18275-0I .7685-0! .9364 ,I181-02 .1328-02 .8512 5.771 535.6
726 .40000 .75000 1094.0 .6646-01 .8049:01 .7504-0i .9344 .1148-02 .1296-02 .8278 6.174 535.7
726 :40000 ;85000 95.000 .3950-01 .4771-01 .4522-01 .9264 ,6824-03 ,7813-03 .4984 3.797 526.4
726 .40000 .90000 96,000 .3II8-01 .3761-01 .3628-01 .9177 .5387-03 .6269-03 .3958 3.429 522.0
726 .40000 .95000 97.000 .2358-0I .2843-01 .2764-01 .9140 ,4075-03 .4775-03 ,3005 2.465 519.3
726 .50000 .40000 110_.0 .7915-01 .9591-01 .8899-01 ,9367 .1367-02 .1538-02 .9835 7.091 537.5
726 .50000 ,60000 IlOS.0 .6864-01 .8316-01 .7725-01 .9362 .II86-02 .1335-02 .B531 5.960 537.3
726 .50000 .70000 I105.0 .3933-0I .4763-01 .4433-01 .9353 .6795-03 .7658-03 .4902 3.538 535.3
726 .50000 .90000 ]07.00 .3007-01 .3628-01 .3628-01 .9000 .5195-03 .6267-03 .3817 3.018 521.9
726 .60000 .40000 11t6.0 .llll .1346 .1247 .9378 .1920-02 ,2154-02 1.381 9.650 537.1










































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































OATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2055
OH848 SO-O WING LOWER SURFACE (R4UQ3I)
WING LOWER SURF PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH B.O00 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA - .0000 ELEVON - -12.50
BOFLAP = -12.50 SPDBRK = .0000
'''TEST CONDITIONS...
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO NU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG, PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO 6 /FT3 /FT2
739 .9893 7.940 39.98 -.2427-01 204.0 1269. 93.28 .2194-0i .9684 3758. .6353-03 .7502-07
740 1.019 7.940 39.99 -.2081-0I 209.3 1266. 93.00 .2252-01 .9937 3754. .6534-03 .7484-07
RUN HREF STN NO





RUN 2Y/BW XW/CW T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF HIHREF TAN/TO H(TO) H{TAW) ODOT DTNDT TW
NUMBER R=I.0 R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEB. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
740 .30000 .40000 1078.0 .6883-01 .8344-01 .7692-01 .9399 .1684-02 .1882-02 1.217 8.754 542.8
740 .30000 .50000 1079.0 .5028-01 .6098-01 .5662-01 .9362 .1230-02 .1385-02 .8872 6.588 544.4
740 .30000 .60000 1080.0 .4825-01 .5856-01 .5434-01 .9364 .1181-02 .1329-02 .8490 6.297 546.5
740 .30000 .70000 I081.0 .4811-01 .5837-01 .5425-01 .9356 .I177-02 .1327-02 18472 6.083 545.8
740 .30000 .80000 1082.0 .5357-01 ,6500-01 .6074-01 ,9329 .1311-02 .1486-02 .9437 7.002 545.7
740 .30000 .90000 83.000 .2671-01 .3226-01 .3087-01 _9216 .6535-03 .7553-03 .4808 3.538 529.9
740 .30000 .95000 84.000 .4313-01 .5209-01 .5035-01 .9167 .1055-02 .1232-02 .7760 5.616 530.2
740 .40000 .60000 1092.0 .6686-01 _BI2I-Ol ' ;7516-0t .9375 .1838-02 .1839-02 I.ITI 7.884 549.6
740 .40000 .70000 1093.0 .7273-0I ;8826-01 .8190-01 .9364 .I780-02 .2004-02 1.280 8.635 546.1
740 .40000 .75000 1094.0 .7377-01 .8954-01 .8340-01 .9344 .1805-02 .2040-02 1.297 9.616 547.1
740 .40000 .85000 95.000 .4263-01 .5155-01 .4885-0I .9264 .1043.02 .I195-02 .7628 5.790 534.2
740 .40000 .90000 96.000 .3302-01 .3987-0I .3846-0I .9177 .BOBO-03 .9409-03 .5952 5.140 528.9
740 .40000 .95000 97.000 .2482-01 .2994-01 .2910-01 .9140 .6072-03 .7120-03 .4490 3.671 526.1
740 .50000 .40000 1104.0 .8183-01 .9938-01 .9212-01 .9367 .2002-02 .2254-02 1.435 10.28 549.1
740 .50000 .60000 1105.0 .6468-01 .7856-0l .7290-01 .9362 .1582-02 .I784-02 1.134 7.874 549.2
740 .50000 .70000 1106.0 .3738-01 .4536-01 .4218-01 .9353 .9146-03 .1032-02 .6584 4.728 545.7
740 .50000 .90000 107.00 .3013-01 .3638-0l .3638-01 .9000 .7372-03 .8901-03 .5433 4.281 528.7
740 .60000 .40000 1II6.0 .lIlO .1349 .1248 .9378 .2715-02 .3053-02 1.935 13.41 552.9




























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































DATE 23 FEB 80 , 0H848 MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2057
OH848 60-0 WING LOWER SURFACE (R4UD31)
WING LOWER SURF PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH 8,000 ALPHA - 40,00 BETA = .0000 ELEVON • -12.50
BOFLAP = -12.50 SPOBRK = ,0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DE8. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO 6 /FT3 /FT2
737 2.003 7.980 40.04 -.2093-01 434,1 1300. 94.62 .4520-0I 2.015 3805. .1289-0B .7614-07
738 1.994 _ 7.980 40.04 -.2093-01 434.8 1305. 94.98 .4527-01 2.018 3813. .1286-02 .7643-07
RUN HREF STN NO





RUN 2Y/BW XW/CW T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF HIHREF TAW/T0 H(T0) H(TAN) Q00T DTNDT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R BEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
738 .30000 .40000 I078.0 .8283-01 .7610-01 .7016-01 .8400 .2202-02 .2459-02 1.648 11.77 556.4
738 .30000 .50000 I079.0 .5013-01 ,6075-01 .5641-01 .9363 .1757-02 .1977-02 1.3ll 9.669 558.3
738 .30000 .60000 1080.0 .5559-01 .6746-01 .6258-01 .9365 .1948-02 .2193-02 1.444 10.82 563.4
738 .30000 .70000 1081.0 .6917-0! .8398-01 .7801-0! .9358 .2424-02 .2734-02 1.793 12.75 565.0
738 .30000 .80000 1082.0 .9052-0| .1100 .I027 .9331 .3173-02 .3500-02 2.336 17.13 568.4
738 .30000 .90000 83.000 .3498-01 .4211-01 .4032-01 ,9218 .1226-02 .1413-02 .9439 6.927 534.7
738 .30000 ;95000 84.000 .5124-01 .6169-01 .5965-01 .9168 .1796-02 .2091-02 1.383 9.985 534.6
738 .40000 .60000 1082.0 .8772-01 .1066 " .9864-0I .9376 .3074-02 .3457-02 2.260 15.07 569.4
738 .40000 .70000 I093,0 .1002 ;1217 .1129 .9365 .3511-02 .3956-02 2.587 17.26 567.8
738 .40000 :75000 1094.0 .1063 11292 .1202 .9348 .3725-02 .4215-02' 2.738 20.08 569.6
738 .4OOOO _85000 95.000 .5511-01 .6649-01 .6303-01 .9265 .1932-02 .2209-02 1.473 11.14 542.0
738 .40000 .90000 96.000 .4177-01 .5029-01 .4852-0] .9179 .1464-02 .1701-021.128 9.714 534.2
738 .40000 .95000 97.000 .3048-01 .3655-01 .3563-01 .9141 .1069-02 .1249-02 .8273 6.749 530.2
738 .50000 .40000 1104.0 .8300-01 .1008 .9343-01 .9368 .2909-02 .3274-02 2.147 15.26 566.5
• 738 .50000 .60000 1105.0 .7330-01 .9905-01 .826I-0; .9363 ,2559-02 .2895-02 1.895 13,04 567.0
738 .50000 .70000 1106.0 .4594-01 .5573-01 .5182-01 .9354 .1610-02 .1816-02 1.196 8.515 562.1
738 .50000 .90000 107.00 .3436-01 .4136-01 .4136-01 .9000 .1204-02 .1450-02 .9286 7.297 533.7
738 .60000 .40000 1116.0 .1214 .1476 .1364 .9379 .425_-02 .4782-02 3.121 21.44 571,0














































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2061
OHB4B 60-0 WING LOWER SURFACE _R4UO32;
WING LOWER SURF PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA - .0000 ELEVON - -12.50
BDFLAP = -5.000 ' SPDBRK = .0000
• **TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSi FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XtO S IFT3 /FT_
723 .4957 7.900 39.97 -.1731-01 100.1 1263. 93.66 .1113-01 .4892 3748. .3207-03 .7536-07
724 .h963 7.900 39.97 -.1732-01 I00.2 1263. 93.66 .1114-01 .4867 3748. .3211-03 .7536-07
RUN HREF STN NO





RUN 2Y/BW XW/CW TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAW) ODOT DTWDT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
724 .30000 .40000 1078.0 .6977-01 .8440-01 .7789-01 .9399 .II94-02 .1333-02 .8698 6.288 534.3
724 .30000 .50000 1079.0 .5573-01 .6743-01 .6268-01 .9361 .9539-03 .1073-02 .6942 5.179 535.0
724 .30000 .60000 1080.0 .5223-01 .6322-01 .5873-01 .9364 .8939-03 .I005-02 .6490 4.837 536.7
724 .30000 .70000 1081.0 .5210-01 .6305-01 .5966-01 .9356 .8918-03 .I004-02 .6482 4.678 535.8
724 .30000 .80000 1082.0 .5194-01 .6284-01 .5878-01 .9329 .8890-03 .I006-02 .6471 4.828 534.8
724 .30000 .90000 83.000 .2657-0t .3204-01 .3067-01 .9216 ,4548-03 .5250-03 .3357 2.487 522.3
724 .30000 .95000 84.000 24158-01 .5013-01 .4847-01 .9166 .7116-03 .8296-03 .5268 3.827 522.5
724 .40000 .60000 1092.0 .6705-01 .8120-01 .7526-01 .9374 .1149-02 .1288-02 .8315 5.630 538_1
724 .40000 .70000 1093.0 ,69_4-01 .8403-01 .7807-01 .9364 .I189-02 .1336-02 .8642 5.859 535.6
724 .40000 .75000 1094.0 .6721-01 .8133-01 .7585-01 .9344 .I150-02 .1298-02 .8364 6.238 535.6
724 .40000 .85000 95.000 .3994-01 .4821-01 ,4571-01 .9264 ,6837-03 .7824-03 .5035 3.837 526.E
724 .40000 .90000 96.000 .3168-01 3819-01 ,3684-01 ,9177 ,5422-03 .6306-03 ,4018 3.482 521.7
724 .40000 .95000 97.000 .2383-01 .2870-01 .2790-01 .9140 .4078-03 .4776-03 .3033 2.488 519.0
724 .50000 .40000 1104.0 .7979-01 .9662-0] .8968-01 .9367 .1366-02 .1535-02 .9901 7.138 537.7
724 .50000 .60000 1105.0 .6866-0! .8313-01 .7725-01 .9361 .1175-02 .1322-02 .8521 5.952 537.5
724 .50000 .70000 1106.0 .4171-01 .5048-01 .4699-01 .9353 .7139-03 .8044-03 .5191 3.746 535.6
724 .50000 .90000 I07.00 .3077-0I .3709-01 .3709-01 .9000 .5266-03 .6348-03 .3902 3.085 521.8
724 .60000 .40000 1116.0 .lll4 .I349 .1249 .9378 .1907-02 .2139-02 1.383 9.659 537.5






























DATE 23 FEB B0 OH84B MODEL B0-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2063
OH84B 60-0 WING LOWER SURFACE (R4UQ3B)
WING LOWER SURF PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH B.000 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA " .0000 ELEVON - -12.50
8DFLAP = -5.000 SPDBRK - .0000
**'TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT BEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSfA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 /FT3 /FT2
741 .9943 7.940 39.99 -,2082-01 204.3 1266. 93.00 .2198-01 ,9699 3754. .6378-03 .7484-07
742 1.0 0 7.940 39.98 -.2082-01 207.8 1267. 93.08 .2235-0] .9865 3755. .6482-03 .7490-07
RUN HREF STN NO





RUN 2Y/BW XN/CW TIC NO H/HREF HIHREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAW) ooOT OTWDT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=O.9 R= BTU/R BTUIR BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FTBSEC FTBSEC /SEC
742 .ZOO00 .40000 !078.0 .6848-0! .8304-0! .7654-0] .9399 .!670-02 .!856-02 1.206 8.669 544.2
742 .30000 .50000 ]079.0 .5067-0l .6146-01 .5706-01 .9362 .1_35-02 .1391-02 .8906 6.608 545.7
742 .30000 .60000 1080.0 .4802-01 .5830-01 .5409-01 .8364 .II71-02 .1319-02 .8415 6.237 547.9
742 .30000 .70000 I081.0 ,4831-0i .5863-01 .5449-01 .9356 .1178-02 .1328-02 .8474 6.080 547.2
742 .30000 .80000 1082.0 .5416-01 .5572-01 .6140-01 .9328 .1320-02 .1497-02 .9502 7.046 547.0
742 .30000 .90000 . 83.000 .2665-01 .3219-01 .3080-01 .9217 .6497-03 .7510-03 .4783 3.517 530.6
742 .30000 .95000 84.000 .4305-01 .5200-0I .5026-01 .9167 ,1050-02 .1225-02 .7723 5.588 530.8
742 .40000 .BOO00 1092.0 .6619-01 .8042-01 .7443-01 .8375 .1614-02 .1815-02 1.155 7.769 551.1
742 .40000 .70COO I093.0 .7330-01 .8897-01 .8254-01 .9364 .1787-02 ,2013-02 1.285 8.663 547.4
742 .40000 .75000 I094.0 .7404-01 .8989-01 .B371-01 .9345 .1805-02 .2041-02 1.297 9.608 548.4
742 .40000 .85000 95.000 .4250-01 .5140-01 .4871-01 .9264 .1036-02 .lIBB-02 .7580 5.750 535,2
742 .40000 .90000 96.000 ,3307-01 .3983-0 .3851-01 .9178 .8062=03 .9389-03 .5940 5.127 529.8
742 .40000 .95000 97.000 .2495-01 .3011-0 .2926-01 .9140 .6083-03 .7134-03 .4500 3.677 526.9
742 .50000 .40000 1104,0 .818I-0] .9939-0 .9212-01 .9367 .1995-02 .2246-02 1.428 10.23 550.5
742 .50000 .60000 1105.0 .6497-01 ,7894-0 .7324-0; .9362 .1584-02 .1786-02 1.134 7.869 550._
742 .50000 ,70000 1106.0 .3649-01 .4429-0 .4118-01 .9353 .B897-03 .I004-02 .6400 4.592 547.3
742 ,50000 .90000 107.00 .3060-01 .3695-0 .3695-01 .9000 .7460-03 .9008-03 .5498 4.329 529.7
742 .60000 ,40000 1115.0 .I]08 .1348 .1246 .9378 .2701-02 .3037-02 1.824 13.33 554.3























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































DATE 23 FEB 80 OH848 MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE _0S5
OH84B 60-0 WING LONER SURFACE tR4U032}
WING LONER SURF PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA - .OOO0 ELEVON - -12.50
BDFLAP = -5.000 SPDBRK - .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS*'.
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT DEG. OEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSl FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 /FT3 /FTB
735 1,997 7,980 40.06 -.2095-0] 434,8 1304. 94.91 .4527-0I 2.018 381]. .1287-02 .7837-07
736 2.005 7,980 40.05 -.2095-01 437.2 1305. 94.98 .4552-01 2.029 3813, .1293-02 .7643-07
RUN HREF STfl NO





RUN 2Y/BN XW/CW TIC NO HIHREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO} H(TAWI ODOT DTWDT TN
NUMBER R-I.O R=O.9 R- BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEe. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FTBSEC FTBSEC /SEC
736 .30000 °40000 !078,0 .6234-0) .7550-01 .69GI-01 .9401 .2191-02 .2447-02 1.641 II.72 555,8
736 .30000 .50000 1079.0 .4968-01 .6018-01 .5589-0! .9363 .1746-02 .1964-02 1.305 9.623 557.4
736 .30000 .60000 1080.0 .5562-01 .6748-01 .626I-0I ,9365 .1955-02 .2200-02 1.451 10.68 562:4
736 .30000 .70000 1081.0 :6916-01 .8395-01 .7799-01 .9358 .2431-02 .2741-02 1.801 12.81 563.9
736 .30000 ,80000 1082.0 .8752-01 .1063 .9928-01 ,9331 .3076-02 .3489-02 2.268 16.65 567.2
736 .30000 .90000 83.000 .3455-01 .4171-01 ,3994-01 .9218 .1218=02 .1404-02 .9387 6.892 533.9
738 .30000 .95000 84.000 .5082-01 .6117-01 .5815-01 .9168 .1786-02 .2079-02 1.376 9.939 534.2
736 .40000 ,80000 1092.0 .8904-01 .1082 .1001 .9376 ,3129-02 ,3518-02 2.305 15.38 568.1
736 .40000 .70000 1093.0 .1052 .1278 .]185 .9365 .3697-02 ,4164-02 2.732 18.24 565.8
736 .40000 .75000 1094.0 ,1067 .1297 .1207 .9346 .3750-02 .4242-02 2.760 20.24 568.7
736 .:40000 .85000 95.000 .5494-01 .6626-01 .6282-01 .9266 .1931-02 .2208-02 1.475 11.16 540.7
736. .40000 .90000 96.000 .4085-01 .49IB-OI .4745-01 .9179 .|436-02 .1668-02 1.107 9.536 533.7
736 .40000 .95000 97.000 .299]-01 .3597-0I .3497-01 .9141 .105t-02 .1229-02 .8143 6.644 530.0
736 .50000 .40000 1104.0 .8304-01 .1008 .9346-01 ,9369 .29]8-02 .3285-02 2.156 15.33 565.8
736 .50000 ,60000 1105.0 .7374-01 .8955-01 .8308-01 .9363 .2591-02 .2920-02 1.914 13.18 566,0
736 .50000 .70000 1106.0 .4865-01 .5901-01 .5487-01 .9355 .1710-02 .1928-02 1.271 9.057 561.2
736 ,50000 .90000 107.00 .3420-01 ,4125-01 .4125-01 .9000 .1205-02 .1450-02 .9294 7.305 533.2
736 .60000 ,40000 1116.0 .1211 ,1473 .1361 .9379 .4257-02 ,4784-02 3.126 21.48 570.3

























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B HODEL 60-0 IN THE AEOC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2067
OH848 BO-O WING LOWER SURFACE fR4UQ32)
WING LOWER SURF PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA • .0000 ELEVON - -12.50
BDFLAP = -5,000 SPDBRK • ,0000
"''TEST CONDITIONS**"
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA Po TO T P O V RHO HU
NUMBER tFT DEG. DEG. PSIA OEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 IFT3 IFT2
729 3.003 7.990 40.07 -.2097-01 668.3 1320. 95.85 .690|-01 3.084 3835. .1943-02 .7713-07
730 3.012 7.990 40.06 -.2097-0I 668.8 I318. 95.71 .6907-01 3.086 3832. .1946-02 .7701-07
RUN HREF STN NO
NUMBER BTU/ R REFiR)
FTBSEC =.0175 -- --
729 .4342-01 .234|-0I
730 .4342-01 .2338-01 - "
***TEST DATA**"
RUN BY/BN XN/CN TIC NO H/HREF H/I-IREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN) ODOT OTNDT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
.4 ..... 8036-01 .7404-0| o940! ,2877-02 ,3215-02 2.159 15.34 567.2730 .30000 nnnn !078.0 .6625-0!
730 .30000 .50000 1079.0 .6724-01 _8168-01 .7577-01 .9363 .2920-02 .3290-02 2.177 15.94 572.0
730 .30000 .60000 1080.0 .1072 .1307 .1210 .9365 .4654-02 ,5253-02 3.412 24.83 584.6
730 .30000 .70000 1081.0 .1595 .|950 1806 .9358 .6927-02 .7843-02 5.015 35.16 593.7
730 .30000 .80000 1082.0 :2206 .2703 .2515 .9331 .9578-02 .I092-01 6.863 49.53 601.2
730 .30000 .90000 83.000 .5035-01 .6058-01 .5801-01 .9218 .2186-02 .2519-02 1.707 12.51 537.0
730 .30000 .95000 84.000 .628570! .7566-01 .7315-01 .9168 .2729-02 ,3176-02 2.124 15.30 539.3
730 .40000 .60000 I092.0 :1756 .2148 .]981 .9376 .7625-02 .8604-02 5.512 36.28 594.8
730 .400bO .70000 1093.0 .2273 ;2779 .2570 .9355 .9872-02 .1116-01 7.150 47.10 593.4
730 .40000 .75000 1994.0 .2312 .2834 .2629 .9346 .1004-01 .1141-01 7.183 51-82 602.2
• 730 .40000 .85000 95.000 .7673-01 .9253701 .8773-01 .9E66 .3332-02 .3809-02 2.572 19.40 5_5,6
730 .40000 .90000 96.000 .539]-01 .6489-0l .6261-01 .9179 .2341-02 .2718-02 1.823 15.66 535.1
730 .40000 .95000 97.000 .4274-01 .5138-01 .4995-01 .9]42 .1856-02 .2169-02 1.454 I1.84 534.0
730 .50000 .40000 1104.0 .1094 .1332 .1233 .9369 .4749-02 .5354-02 3.498 24.68 581.0
730 ,50000 .60000 1105.0 .1315 .1605 .1486 .9363 .5711-02 .6452-02 4.174 28.44 586.8
730 50000 .70000 1106.0 .1;22 .1368 .1269 .9355 .4872-02 .5511-02 3.572 25.16 584.4
730 .50000 .90000 107.00 .4975-01 .5985-01 .5885-0! .0000 .2160-02 ,2599-02 1.687 13.23 536.9
730 .60000 .40000 II16.0 .13]3 .1602 .1479 .9379 .5703-02 .642]-02 4.171 28.43 586.4


















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































DATE 23 FEB 80 0H849 MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2069
0H849 60o0 WING LOWER SURFACE (R4U033)
WING LOWER SURF PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = B.O00 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA " .0000 ELEVON = -12.50
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK = .0000
*''TEST CONDITIONS---
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG, R PSIA PSI FTISEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 /FT3 /FT2
72] .5028 7.900 39.98 -.1395, 31 |00,9 1257. 03.21 ,1121-Dl ,4897 3739. .3845-03 ,7501-07
722 .5002 7.900 39.98 -.I387-0! 100.2 1256, 93.14 .II14-01 .4865 3737, .3227-03 .7495-07
RUN HREF STN NO





RUN 2Y/BN XN/CN TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF HIHREF TAN/TO H(T01 H(TAN) ODOT DTNDT TN
NUMBER R=1.0 R=O.B R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
722 .30000 .40000 [078.0 .7005-01 .B485-01 .7825-01 .9399 .I198-02 =!338-02 .8624 6.224 535.6
722 .30000 .50000 1079.0 ,5457-01 .6611-01 .6141-01 .9362 .9330-03 .1050-02 .6715 5.007 536.0
722 .30000 .60000 1080.0 .5235-01 .6344-DI .5890-01 .9384 .8950-03 .1007-02 .6428 4.790 537.4
722 .30000 .70000 1081.0 .5150-01 .6240-01 .5803-01 .9358 .8805-03 .9921-03 .6330 4.566 536.8
722 .30000 .80000 1082.0 .4993-01 .6049-0[ .5855-01 .9329 .8537-03 .9668-03 .6144 4.58] 536.0
722 .30000 .90000 83.000 .2841-01 .3189-01 .3052-01 .9216 .4515-03 .5217-03 .3303 2.437 524.2
722 .30000 .95000 84.000 .4109-0! .4951-01 .4795-01 .9187 .7025-03 .8198-03 .5134 3.725 524.8
722 .40000 .50000 1092.0 .6846-01 .8300-01 .7689-0l .9375 .1170-02 .1314-02 .8387 5.676 539.1
722 .40000 .70GO0 !093.0 .6777-0] .821]-01 .7624-01 .9354 .1159-02 .1303-02 .8327 5.641 537.0
722 .40000 .75000 ]094.0 .5443-0] .7807-01 .7275-01 .9344 .]I01-02 .1244-02 .7916 5.899 537.0
722 .40000 .85000 95.000 .3961-01 .4786-01 .4538-0] .9264 .5771-03 .7755-03 .493] 3.755 527.5
722 .40000 .90000 96.000 .3107-01 .3751-01 .3618-0 .9177 .5312-03 .6185-03 .3889 3.367 523,6
722 .40000 .95000 97.000 .2292-01 .2765-01 .2687-01 .9140 .3919-03 .4594-03 .2878 2.358 521.3
722 .50000 .40000 1104.0 .7942-01 .9629-01 .8933-0] .9357 .1358-02 .1527-02 .9730 7.010 539.1
722 .50000 .60000 1105.0 .6770-01 .8207-01 .7622-01 .9362 .]157-02 .1303-02 .8300 5.794 538.6
722 .50000 .70000 1]06.0 .4279-01 .5184-0 .4824-0! .9353 .7315-03 .8247-03 .5262 3.796 536.4
722 .50000 .90000 107.00 .3008-01 3631-01 .3631-01 .9000 .5143-03 .8208-03 .3765 2.974 523,6
722 .60000 .40000 lIl6.O .II47 .1390 .1287 .9378 .1960-02 .2200-02 1.404 9.801 539.2
























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































DATE 23 FEB 80 0H84B MODEL BO-O IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAOE 2071
0H84B 60-0 WING LOWER SURFACE (R4UO33)
WING LOHER SURF PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH 8.000 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA = .0000 ELEVON = -12.50
BOFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK = .0000
• **TEST CONDITIONS''"
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V Rt-IO HU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R OEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO 6 /FT3 /FT2
743 i,Ot8 7.940 39.99 -.2081-01 209.4 1267. 93.08 .2253-01 .9941 3755. .6532-03 .7490°07
744 1.009 7.940 39.98 -.2081-01 207.3 1266. 93.00 .2230-01 .8841 3754. .6472-03 .7484-07
RUN HREF STN NO





RUN 2Y/BN XW/CN TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN} ODOT DTNDT TM
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R 8TU/R BTU/ DEG, R DEC. R
TAW/TO FTBSEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /BEG
744 .30000 .40000 1078.0 .6838-01 .8292-01 .7644-01 .9399 .1665-02 .1861-02 1.203 8.648 543.3
744 .30000 .50000 i079.0 .5018-01 .6087-01 .5652-01 ,9362 .1222-02 .1376-02 .8805 6.536 545.0
744 .30000 .60000 1080.0 .4880-01 .5924-01 ,5496-0I .9364 .1188-02 .1338-02 .8536 6.328 547.3
744 .30000 .70000 1081.0 .4935-0I .5989-01 .5565-01 .9356 .1202-02 .1355-02 .8640 6.201 546.6
744 .30000 .80000 I082.0 .5068-01 .6148-01 .5744-0J .9329 .1234-02 .1399-02 .8874 6.583 546.E
744 .30000 .90000 83.000 .2652-01 .3214-01 .3076-01 .9216 .6482-03 .7490-03 .4775 3.515 52819
744 .30000 .85000 84.000 .4259-01 .5142-01 .4970-01 .9167 .1037-02 .1210-02 .7639 5.532 529.0
744 .40000 .60000 1092.0 .6782-0l .8239-01 .7625-01 .9375 .1651-02 .I857-02 1.182 7.953 550.1
744 .40000 .70000 1093.0 .7304-01 .8863-01 .8224-01 .9364 . 778-02 .2002-02 1,279 8.625 546.4
744 .40000 .75000 1094.0 .7149-01 8678-01 .8083-0] .9344 741-02 .1968-02 1.250 9.270 547.3
?44 .40000 .85000 .95.000 ,4254-01 .5143-0t ,4874-0] .9264 I03B-02 .1187-02 ,7580 5.754 533.8
744 .40000 .90000 96.000 .3298-01 3982-01 .3840-01 .9177 .8030-03 .935 -03 .5921 5.114 528.3
?44 .40000 .95000 97.000 .2481-01 .2993-0I .2909-0] .9140 6041-03 .7083-03 .4473 3.658 525.3
?44 .50000 .40000 _104.0 .7960-0] .9667-0l .8962-01 .9367 938-02 .2182-02 1.389 9.957 549.0
744 .50000 .60000 1105.0 .6493-01 7887-01 .7319-01 .9362 1581-02 .1782-02 1.132 7.860 549.6
744 .50000 .70000 1106.0 .3787-0] .4595-01 .4273-01 .9353 .9221-03 .1040-02 .6637 4.765 545.9
744 .50000 .90000 107.00 .3063-0] ,3697-01 .3697-01 .9000 7457-03 .9002-03 .5500 4.334 528.1
?44 .60000 .40000 1116.0 .1134 [379 ,1275 .9378 .2762-02 .3105-02 1.971 13.67 552.1























































































































































































































































































DATE 23 FEB BO OH84B MODEL BO-O IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2093
OH848 60-0 WING LONER SURFACE (R4UO331
WING LONER SURF PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA = .0000 ELEVON - -12.50
BOFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK = .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L HACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO I"f,J
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
X]O 6 IFT3 /FT2
733 1.990 7.980 40.04 -.209]-0] 433.8 1305. 94.98 .4516-01 2.013 3813. .1283-02 .7643-07
734 2.024 7.980 40.04 -.2091-01 437.2 1297. 94.40 .4552-01 2.029 3801. .1301-02 .7596-07
RUN HREF STN NO





RUN 2Y/BW XW/CW TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H[TAW) ODOT DTWDT TW
NUMBER R=I.0 R=O.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FTBSEC FTBSEC ISEC
734 .30000 .40000 1078.0 .6224-01 .7543-01 .6953-01 .9400 .2185-02 .2441-02 1.621 11,59 554.7
734 .30000 .50000 I079.0 .4922-01 .5967-01 .5540-01 .9363 .1728-02 1945-02 1.280 9.445 556.1
734 ,30000 .BOO00 1080.0 .5455-0! .6622-01 .5!42-0! .9365 .!915-02 ,2156-02 ],408 !0,37 56].3
73_ .30000 .30000 lOBI.O .6836-01 .8304-01 .7712-01 .9357 .2400-02 .2708-02 1.761 12.54 562.9
?34 .30000 .80000 1082.0 .9062-01 .1102 .I029 " :9330 .3182-02 .361t-02 2.3B2 17.05 566.7
734 .30000 .90000 83.000 .3453-01 .4161-01 .3983-01 .9218 .1212-02 .I398-02 .9248 6.790 533.9
?34 .30000 .95000 84.000 .5104-01 .6150-01 .5946-01 .9168 .1792-02 .2087-02 1.366 9.867 534.3
?34 .40000 .60000 I092.0 .8826-01 .1073 .9928-01 .9376 .3099-02 .3485-02 2.262 15.09 566.8
?34 .40000 .70000 1093.0 .]012 .1230 .1140 .9365 .3551-02 .4002-02 2.596 17.33 565.8
?34 .40000 .75000 _094.0 .I078 .t31l .1220 .934_ ,3784-02 .4282-02 2.758 20.24 567.8
?34 .40000 .85000 95.000 .5435-01 .6560=01 .6218-01.9265 .1908-02 .2183-02 1.443 10.92 540.2
734 .40000 .90000 96.000 .4117-01 .4959-0l .4784-01 .9179 .1445-02 .1680-02 1.103 9.502 533.5
734 .40000 .95000 97.000 .3023-01 .3639-01 .3537-0! .9141 .I061-02 .1242-02 .8137 6.639 530.0
734 .50000 .40000 1104.0 .8223-01 .9993-01 .925B-01 .9368 .2887-02 .3251-02 B.II4 15.03 564.5
734 .50000 .60000 1105.0 .7348-01 .8930-01 .8283-01 .9363 .2580-02 .2908-02 I.BB9 13.01 564.6
734 .50000 .70000 1106.0 .4497m01 .545B--01 .5074--01 .9354 "1579m02 "1781--02 1"163 8"291 560"0
734 .50000 .90000 107.00 .3417-01 .41_-q! .41t6-01 .9000 .1200-02 .1445-02 .9162 7.202 533.0
734 .60000 .40000 1116.0 .1209 .1472 .1360 .9379 .4245-02 .4774-02 3.089 21.23 569.2




























































































































DATE 23 FEB 80 0H84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEOC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2075
0H84B BO-O WING LOWER SURFACE (R4UQ331
WING LOWER SURF PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA 40.00 BETA - .0000 ELEVON = -t2.50
BDFLAP = .0000 SPOBRK = .0000
''*TEST CONDITIONS'''
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO
NUMBER /FT DEC DEC. PSIA DEC. R DEC. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC/FT3 IFT2
XlO 6
731 3,017 7.99O 40.06 -.2096-01 67],5 1320. 95.85 .6935-01 3.099 3835. .1953-02 .7713-07
732 3.029 7.990 40.06 -.2096-01 678.6 1318. 95.7] .6946-01 3.104 3832. .1959-02 .7701-07
RUN HREF STN NO





RUN 2Y/BH XW/CW T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TOI H(TAW) (]DOT DTWOT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=O.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEC. R DEC. RTAW/TO FTBSEC FTBSEC FTBSEC ISEC
732 .30000 .40000 !078,0 ,6642o01 .8056-01 .7423-01 .9401 .2892-02 .3232-02 B.171 15.42 567.0
732 .30000 ,50000 1079.0 .6770-01 .8224-01 .7629°01 .9363 .2948-02 .3322-02 2.197 16.09 572.3
732 .30000 .60000 IOBO.O .1091 .1330 .1231 .9365 .4750-02 .5362-02 3,479 25.31 585.2
732 .30000 .70000 1081.0 .1599 .1956 .IBII .9358 .6964-02 .7887-02 5,036 35.29 554.6
732 .30000 .BOO00 1082.0 .2190 .2685 .2498 .9331 .9538-02 .lOBB-Ol 6,824 49.23 602.2
732 ,30000 .90000 83.000 .5087-01 .6119-0! .5850-01 .9218 .2215-02 .2552-02 1.729 12.68 536.9
732 .30000 .95000 84.000 .6301-0I .7585-01 .7333-01 .9168 .2744-02 .3193-02 2.136 15.35 539.3
732 .40000 .50000 1092.0 .1770 .2164 .1997 .9376 7706-02 .8695-02 5.567 36.63 595.3
732 .40000 ,70000 1093.0 .2228 .2726 .2521 .9365 ,9703-02 .I098-01 6.998 46.02 596,5
732 .40000 .75000 1094.0 .2271 .2785 .2583 .9346 .9890-02 .1125-01 7.070 50.98 602.9
732 .40000 .85000 95.000 .7696-0i .9280-01 .8799-01 .9266 ,3351-02 .3831-02 2.587 19.52 545.7
732 .40000 .90000 96.000 .5393_01 .6491-01 .6262-0! .9179 .2348-02 .2727-02 1.829 15.71 538.8
732 .40000 .95000 97.000 .4188-01 5035-01 .4895-01 .9141 .1824-02 .2131-02 1.430 I1.64 533.7
732 .50000 .40000 1104.0 .1107 .1349 .1249 .9369 .4822-02 .5437-02 3.552 25,06 581.1
732 .50000 .60000 1105.0 .1307 .1594 .1476 .9363 ,5690-02 .6428-02 4.160 28.35 586.6
732 .50000 .70000 1106.0 .1158 .1413 .1311 .9355 .5048-02 5710-02 3.704 26.09 584.0
732 .50000 .90000 107.00 ,4992-01 .6005-01 .6005-01 .9000 .2174-02 2615-02 1.698 13.33 536.4
732 .60000 .40000 t116.0 .t347 .1643 .I517 .9379 .5867-02 ,6605-02 4.289 29.24 586.5














































































































































































































































































































DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2077
DH84B BO-O WING LONER SURFACE IR4UO34I
WING LONER SURF PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA - .0000 ELEVON - -5.000
BDFLAP = -12.50 SPDBRK = .GO00
"*'TEST CONDITIONS'*"
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO 6 /FT3 /FT2
833 .5017 7.900 39.93 -.3449-02 IO0.O 1252. 92.84 .1112-01 .4857 3732. .3232-03 .7471-07
634 .5013 7.900 39.93 -.3449-02 100.1 I253. 92.81 .1112-01 .4859 3733. .3231-03 .7477-07
RUN HREF STN NO





RUN 2Y/BW XW/CW TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN) OOOT DTNDT IN
NUMBER R=I.O R=O.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R OEG. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC TT2SEC FTBSEC :/SEC
634 .30000 .40000 1078.0 .7101-01 .8604-01 .7935-0I .9398 .1213-02 .1355-02 .8695 6.275 535.6
634 .30000 .50000 1079.0 .5533-0! .5706-01 .6230-0i .9360 .9449-03 .i064-02 .677i 5.049 536. i
634 .30000 .60000 1080,0 .5073-01 ..5151-01 .5711-01 .9363 .8664-03 .9753-03 .6193 4.614 537.8
634 .300DO .70000 lOBl.O .5047-01 .6119-01 .5690-01 .9355 .B619-03 .9716-03 .6156 4.447 537.2
634 .30000 180000 1082.0 .5397-01 .6541-01 .6115-01 .9328 .9216-03 .1044-02 .6599 4.919 536.6
834 .30000 :90000 83.000 .3421-01 .4134-01 .3957-01 .9215 .5843-03 .6757-03 .4243 3.127 526.4
634 ,30000 .95000 84.000 .5820-01 L7033-01 .6799-01 .9165 .9939-03 .1161-02 .7215 5.231 526.7
834 .40000 .60000 I092.0 .6629-01 .8041-01 .7449-01 .9373 .1132-02 .1272-02 .8075 5.465 539.3
B34 ,40000 .70000 1093.0 .6899-01 .8364-01 .7766-01 .9383 .I178-02 .1326-02 .B42B 5.709 537.3
634 .40000 .75000 1094.0 .6586-01 .7983-01 .7441-01 .9343 .1125-02 .1271-02 .8048 5.997 537.1
B34 .40000 .85000 95.000, ,5126-01 .6202-01 .5877-01 .9263 .B753-03 .I004-02 .6319 4.805 530.7
634 .40000 :90000 96.000 .4276-01 .5169-01 .4986-0l .9178 ,.7303-03 .8514-03 .5296 4.576 527.5
634 .40000 .95000 97.000 .3382-01 .4086-01 .3971-01 .9139 .5776-03 .6782-03 .4201 3.436 525.3
634 .50000 .40000 1104.0 .7899-01 .9581-01 .8889-01 .93E6 .1349-02 .1518-02 .9627 6.936 539.0
634 .50000 .60000 1105.0 .6825-0I .8277-01 .7687-01 .9360 .I165-02 .1313-02 .8320 5.808 538.8
634 .50000 .70000 I]06.0 .3981-01 .4825-01 .4490-01 .9352 .6798-03 .7667-03 .4867 3.511 536.7
634 .50000 .90000 107.00 .4178-01 .5048-01 .5048-01 .9000 .7132-03 .8620-03 .5174 4.079 527.2
634 .60000 .40000 1116.0 .I107 .1342 .124_ .9377 .1890-02 .2122-02 1.349 9.420 538.6








































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL _AUL CUI_
OHB4B 60-0 WING LOWER SURFACE (R4U034)
WING LOWER SURF PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH B.O00 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA - .0000 ELEVON - -5.000
BDFLAP = -12.50 SPDBRK = .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R OEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 /FT3 /FT2
659 1.O01 7.940 39.97 -.4645-06 206_7 1270. 93.30 .2223-01 .9811 3760. .6431-03 .7508-07
660 |,010 7.940 39.98 -.4647-06 207.9 1267. 93.08 .2236-01 .9868 3755. .6484-03 .7490-07
RUN HREF STN NO





RUN 2Y/BN XW/CW TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAw) QDOT DTWDT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ BEG. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FTBSEC FTBSEC FTBSEC /SEC
660 .30000 .40000 I078.0 .6441-01 .7802-01 .7195-01 .9399 .1571-02 1755-02 1.140 8.206 540.8
660 .30000 .50000 i079.0 .4881-01 .5914-01 5493-01 .9361 .!190-02 !340-02 .8631 6.4!8 541.4
660 .30000 ;60000 1080.0 .4726-01 .5730-01 .o319-01 .9364 .I152-02 1297-02 .8328 6.185 544.0
660 .30000 .70000 I081.0 .4741-01 .5748-01 .5344-01 .9356 .1156-02 I303-02 ,8361 6.010 543.5
660 .30000 .80000 1082.0 .4760-01 .5771-01 .5394-01 .9339 .1161-02 1315-OB .9387 6.228 544.0
660 ,30000 .90000 83.000 .3621-01 .4372-01 .4184-0I .9216 .8829-03 1020-02 .6510 4.790 529.4
660 .30000 .95000 84.000 . .5725-01 .6916-01 .6685-01 .9167 .1396-02 1630-02 1.027 7.426 531.3
660 .40000 .60000 I092.0 .6560=01 .7961-01 .7371-01 .9374 .I600-02 1797-02 !.I5I 7.757 547.2
660 .40000 .70800 I093.0 .6855-01 .8315-01 .7717-01 .9364 .]672-02 ]882-02 1,206 8.135 545.3
660 .40000 .75000 1094.0 .7104-01 .8617-01 .8028-01 .9344 .1732-02 1958-02 1.250 9.280 545.0
660 .40000 _85000 95.000 .5632-01 .6814-01 .6456-01 .9264 .1373-02 .1574-02 1.003 7.602 536.5
660 .40000 _90000 96.000 .4525-01 .5468-01 .5273-01 .9177 .1103-02 ,1286-02 .8103 6.985 532.3
660 .40000 .95000 97.000 .3615-01 .4364-01 .4241-01 .9140 .BBI5-03 .1034-02 .6506 5.312 528.6
660 .50000 .40000 I104.0 ,7966-01 .9667-01 .8964-01 .9367 .1942-02 .2186-02 1.398 10.04 546.7
660 .50000 .60000 ll05.0 .6337-01 .7690-0] .7139-0i .936I .1545-02 .]741-02 1.112 7.730 547.0
660 .50000 .70000 lI06.O .3289-01 .3987-0I .3709-01 .9353 .8019-03 .9044-03 .5802 4.172 543.2
660 .50000 .90000 107.00 .4255-01 .5140-01 .5140-01 .9000 .I037-02 .1253-02 .7627 6.000 531.5
660 .60000 .40000 I116.0 .1120 .1361 .1258 .9378 .2731-02 ,3069-02 1.955 13.57 550.7












































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2081
0H848 60-0 WING LOWER SURFACE (R4UQ34)
WING LOWER SURF PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA _ 40.00 BETA - .0000 ELEVON - -5.000BDFLAP = -12.50 SPDBRK .0000
•''TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P 0 V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEO. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSl FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO 8 /FT3 /FT2
647 1.985 7.980 40.00 .3471-02 436.3 1312. 95.49 .4542-01 2.025 38231 .1284-02 .7684-07
648 1.995 7.980 39.99 .3470-02 438.1 1307. 95.13 .4540-01 2.024 3815. .I288-02 .7655-07
RUN HREF STN NO
NUMBER BTU/ R REF(R)
FT2SEC =.0175
647 ,3514-01 .2878-01
648 .3511-01 .2872-01 -- - • "_' --
•'''TEST DATA''*
RUN 2Y/BN xN/CN T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO} H(TAN) ODOT DTNOT IN
NUMBER R=I.O R=O.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R BEG. RTAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
6w8 .30000 .40000 I078.0 .6245-01 .7563-01 .6976-01 .9399 .2193-02 .2449-02 1.644 11.74 556.8
648 .30000 .50000 1079.0 .5076-01 .6150-0i .57i3-0i .9362 ,1782-02 .2006-02 1.333 9.830 558.4
648 .30000 .60000 1080.0 .5669-0! .6878-01 .6382-01 .9364 .1990-02 .2241-08 1.479 IO.BB 563.3
648 .30000 .70000 1081.0 .7062-0I .8571-01 .7965-01 .9356 .2479-02 72796-02 I.B40 13.09 564.5
648 .30000 .80000 1082.0 .9469-01 .I150 .1074 .9329 .3324-02 .3771-02 2.461 18.07 566.4
648 .30000 .90000 83.000 .5_21-0! :6172-01 .5909-01 .9217 .|798-02 .2075-02 1.379 I0.10 539.5
648 .30000 .95000 84.000 .7221-01 .8709-01 .8419-01 .9167 .2535-02 .2956-02 1.939 13.95 541.9
648 .40000 .60000 1092.0 .9039-01 .1098 .1016 .9375 .3173-02 .3568-02 2.345 15.65 567.6
648 .40000 .70000 1093.0 .1058 .1284 .119I .9364 .3713-02 .4]82-02 2.753 18.38 565.4
648 ._0000 .75000 I09410 .1070 .1300 .t210 .9345 .3757-02 .4250-02 2.777 20.38 557.5
648 .40000 .85000 95.000 .7574-01 .9153-01 .8675-01 .9264 .2659-02 .3045-02 2.014 I5.17 549.1
648 .40000 .90000 96.000 .6095-0! .7355-01 .7095-01 .9178 .2140-02 .2491-02 1.532 13.98 544.I
548 .40000 .95000 97.000 .5101-01 .6149-01 .5977-01 .9t40 .1791-02 .2098-02 1.374 11.15 539.7
648 .50000 .40000 1104.0 .8413-01 .1021 ,9469-01 .9367 .2954-02 .3324-02 2.I90 15.58 565.1
648 .50000 .60000 1105.0 .7303-01 .8865-01 .8228-0_ .9362 .2564-02 .2889-02 1.902 13.10 665.0
648 .50000 .70000 1106.0 .5057-01 .61ZO-Ol .5703-01 .9353 .1775-02 .2002-02 1.325 9.441 560.5
648 .50000 .90000 ]07.00 .5264-01 .6348-0I .6348-01 .9000 .1848-02 .2229-02 1.414 11.07 541.6
648 .60000 .40000 II16.0 .I215 .1477 .1366 .9378 .4267-02 .4795-02 3.147 21.63 569.2























































































































































































































































PAGE 2083DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL
OH84B 60-0 WING LOWER suRFAcE (RWUQ34)
WING LOWER SURF PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA - .0000 ELEVON - -5.000
BDFLAP = -|2.50 SPDBRK = .0000
*'*TEST CONDITIONS**"
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O v RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. OEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 /FT3 /FT2
649 3.013 7.990 40.03 .6967-02 670.5 1320. 95.85 .6924-01 3.094 3835. .1950-02 .7713-07
650 3,009 7.990 40.05 .6980-02 670.4 1321. 95.92 .6923-0] 3,094 3836. .1948-02 ,7719-07
RUN HREF STN NO





RUN 2YIBN XW/CW TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAW) ODOT DTWDT TW
NUMBER R=1.0 R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. RTAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FTESEC /SEC
650 .30000 .40000 1078.0 .6648-01 .8064-01 ,7430-0! .9401 .2891-02 .3231-02 2.175 15.44 568.5
650 ,30000 .50000 1079.0 .6787-01 .8244-0i ,7648-0I .9363 .2952-02 .332B-02 2.205 16.14 573.3
650 .30000 .60000 I080.0 .1094 .1333 .1234 .9365 .4756-02 .5368-02 3,496 25.42 585.6
650 .30000 .70000 I081.0 .1625 .1987 ,1841 .9358 .7069-02 .8005-02 5,126 35.90 595.6
650 .30000 .80000 1082.0 2201 .2698 .2510 .9331 .9572-02 .I092-01 6.853 49.47 603.7
650 .30000 .90000 83,000 .9106-01 .1100 .1053 .92IS .3950-02 .4577-02 3.034 22.04 554.6
650 .30000 .95000 84.000 .1167 .1413 .1364 .9168 .5077-02 .5934-02 3,865 27.56 559.5
650 .40000 .60000 I092.0 ,1788 .2187 .2017 .9376 .7775-02 .8773-02 5.629 37.02 596.6
650 .40000 .70000 1093.0 .2246 .2748 .2541 .9365 .9768-02 .1105-01 7.055 46.35 598.4
650 .40000 .75000 I094.0 .2238 .2744 .2545 .9346 .9734-02 .II07-01 6.979 50.31 603.7
650 .40000 .85000 95.000 .I190 .1442 .1365 .9266 .5174-02 .5937-02 3,904 29.15 566.£
650 .40000 .90000 96.000 .I047 .1268 .1221 .9179 .4552-02 .5312-02 3.447 29.26 563.2
650 .40000 95000 97.000 .9721-01 .1176 .I142 .9141 .4228-02 .4968-02 3.217 25.86 559.7
650 .50000 .40000 1104.0 .III0 1352 .1252 9368 .4828-02 .5443-02 3.560 25.09 583.1
650 .50000 .60000 1105.0 .1309 1597 .1478 .9363 .5691-02 .6430-02 4.167 28.37 588.5
650 .50000 .70000 II06.0 .I138 ]388 .1288 .9354 .4950-02 .5600-02 3.636 25.58 586.2
650 .50000 .90000 107.00 .9136-01 ] 05 .II05 .9000 .3973-02 .4805-02 3.030 23.52 558.0
650 .60000 .40000 1116.0 .1365 1666 .1538 .9379 .5938-02 .6687-02 4.347 29.60 588.8




















































































DATE 23 FEB 80 UH_4_ muu_u ou-u lm ,n_ _u_ v_r n,r=,,av,,=_ ,v,,,,_ ......
OHB4B SO-O WIND LOWER SURFACE (R4U035)
WING LOWER SURF PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = B.000 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA = .0000 ELEVON - -5.000
BDFLAP = -5°000 SPDBRK - .0000
**'TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RH0 MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA BEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSl FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
Xl0 6 IFT3 /FT2
635 .4992 7.900 39.95 -.3458-02 99.17 1249. 92.62 .1102-01 .4815 3727. .3212-03 .7453-07
636 .5020 7.900 39.95 -.3458-02 99.73 1249. 92.52 .1108-01 .4842 3727. .3230-03 .7453-07
RUN HREF STN NO





RUN 2Y/BW xw/Cw TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO} NITAW) ODOT DTNDT TW
NUMBER R=I.O 'R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DE6. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FTBSEC /SEC
636 .30000 .40000 1078.0 .7290-01 .B823-01 .8141-01 .9399 .1242-02 .1387-02 .8928 6.463 52.9.9
636 .30000 .50000 |079.0 .5680-0! .6877-01 .6391-01 ,9361 .9677-03 .1089-02 ;6940 5.187 53t.5
636 .30000 .60000 1080.0 .5404-01 .6546-01 .6080-01 .9363 .920B-03 .1036-0B .6589 4.920 533.1
636 .30000 .70000 1081.0 .5337-01 .6463-01 .6012-0! .9356 .9093-03 .1024-02 .6515 4.710 532.2
636 ,30000 .80000 1082.0 .5995-01 .7260-01 .6789-01 .9329 .1022-02 .1157-02 .7324 5,473 531.7
636 .30000 .90000 83.000 .3480-01 .4203-01 .4023-01 .92i6 .5930-03 .5854-03 .4307 3.181 566.3
636 .30000 .95000 84.000 .5890-01 .71t2-01 .6875-0I .9166 .1004-02 .1171-02 .7694 5.301 561.9
536 .40000 .60000 1092.0 .6637-01 .8286-0I .7678-01 .9374 .1165-02 .1309-02 .8319 5.643 534.6
636 .40000 .70000 1093.0 .6988-01 .8463-01 .7860-01 .9363 .II91-02 .1339-02 ,8533 5.796 532.0
636 .40000 .75000 1094.0 .6623-01 .8020-01 .7478-01 .9344 .1129-02 .1274-02 .8090 6.046 531.8
636 .40000 .85000 95.000 .5318-01 .6429-01 .6093-01 .9263 .9060-03 .1038-02 .6546 4.988 526.E
636 ._0000 .90000 95.000 .4365-0I ;5271-01 .5085-01 .9177 .7438-03 .8664-03 .5404 4.682 522.1
636 .4000G .95000 97.000 .3404--01 .4107-0l .3992-01 .9139 .5799-03 .6802-03 ,4226 3.456 519,9
636 .50000 .40000 1104.0 .8037-01 .9737-01 .9037-01 .9366 .1369-02 .1540-02 .9793 7.075 533.5
636 .50000 .60000 1105.0 .6964-01 .8_37-01 .7838-0] .9361 .1187-02 .1336-02 .8485 5,938 533.6
636 .50000 .70000 1106.0 .4027-0! .4876-0| .4539-01 .9352 .6861-03 .7734-03 .4917 3.556 532.0
636 .50000 .90000 107.00 .4299-0l .5|91-01 .5191-01 .9000 .7324-03 .8844-03 .5322 4.207 522.1
636 .60000 .40000 1116.0 .tl2I .1358 .1257 .9377 .1910-02 .2142-02 1,366 9,562 533.3
536 .60000 .50000 1117,0 .1052 .1275 .I194 .9363 .I793-02 .2018-02 1.282 8.976 533.5
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEOC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2086
OH84B 60-0 WING LOWER SURFACE (R4UQ351
RUN 2Y/BW XW/CW T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAN) GDOT DTWDT TW
NUMBER R=I.0 R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC
636 .60000 .50000 I118,0 .8986-01 .I088 .I011 .9361 .1531-02 .1723-02 1.096 7.673 532.9
636 .60000 .70000 1119.0 .7672-01 .9294-01 .8690-01 .9329 .1307-02 .1481-02 .9357 6.762 532.9
635 .60000 .80000 120,00 .5780-01 .6992-01 .6626-0I .9283 .9849-03 .1129-02 .7095 5.311 528.2
635 .60000 .85000 121.00 .6223-0I .7522-01 .7163-01 .9240 ,1050-02 .1221-02 .7667 5.653 525.5
636 .60000 .90000 122.00 .5413-0! .6537-01 .6319-01 .9156 .9224-03 .1077-08 .6700 5.116 522.3
_b........ .Ouuuu .95000 '12_ ....n_ 4007-01 .4836-0! .470]-0! ,9139 .6828-03 .8010-03 .4975 3,803 520.0
636 ,70000 .40000 1130,0 .1241 .I503 1395 .9365 ,2115-02 .2377-02 1,5i7 9.715 531.5
636 .70000 .60000 131.00 .1125 ;1361 1255 .9361 .1915-02 .2155-02 1.377 8,824 530.2
C30 .70000 .99000 !32.00 13n_ _ISAfl 1524 .9177 .2228-02 .2596-02 1.614 11.72 524.2
635 .75000 .30000 138.00 .1444 .1751 1622 .9374 ,2454-02 .2755-02 1,748 11.17 536.3
635 .75000 ,400G0 139.00 .1228- .1480 1380 .9372 .2087-02 .2345-02 1.484 9.752 537.6
635 .75000 .50000 140,00 .1083 .1314 1314 .9000 .1841-02 .2233-02 1.308 8.858 538.1
535 .75000 .70000 1141.0 .8448-01 .1026 .9520-01 .9361 .1435-02 .1618-02 1.017 7.321 540.3
635 .75000 .80000 142.00 .5789-01 .7018-01 .65_3-01 .9266 .9835-03 .1129-02 .7010 5.808 535.9
636 .75000 .90000 143.00 .5401-01 .6519-01 .6296-01 .9179 .9204-03 .1071-02 .6703 4.955 520.4
636 .75000 .95000 144.00 ,3478-01 .4193-01 .4070-01 .9147 .5925-03 .5935-03 .4338 3.322 516.7
........ =_n ,_ nn _7>_ P_BG .1938 .9383 =2934-02 ,3292-02 2.082 14.53 539.1
635 .BOO00 .40000 147.00 .1261 .1530 .1416 .9377 .2142-02 .2405-02 1.520 10.95 539.0
535 .80000 .90000 148.00 .5576-01 .6752-01 .6502-01 .9182 .9475-03 .1105-02 .6797 4,996 531.3
635 .90000 .30000 1155.0 ,164t .1994 .184] .9388 .2788-02 .3127-02 1.966 14.13 543.6
635 .90000 .50000 155.00 .1395 .1695 .1695 .9000 .2372-02 .2881-02 1,879 12.08 540.9
635 .90000 .60000 1157.0 .1227 .1491 .1379 .9377 .2085-02 .2344-0B 1.474 10.27 542.1
535 .90000 .80000 158.00 .7474-0i .9062-01 .8563-01 .9274 .1270-02 .1455-02 .9048 7.100 536.2
635 .90000 .90000 159.00 .5592-01 .6774-01 .6537-01 .9171 .9502-03 .1111-02 .5802 5.443 532.7
635 .95000 .30000 t64 O0 .t590 .1930 .1784 .9383 .2702-02 .3032-02 1.914 13.78 540.3
635 .95000 .50000 165.00 .1200 .1456 .1349 .9372 .2039-02 .2293-02 1.447 10.77 539.1
635 .95000 .70000 166.00 .7657-01 .9298-01 .8691-0! .9329 .1303-02 .1477-02 .9272 7.027 536.9
635 .95000 .80000 167,00 .7844-01 .9509-81 .9045-01 .9242 .1333-02 .1537-02 .9506 7.090 535.4
635 .95000 .90000 158.00 .5646-01 .5839-01 .6593-01 .9177 .9593-03 .II20-02 .6869 5.217 532.7
) )
•>
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH846 MODEL BO-O IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 208"7
OHB_B 80-0 _ING LONER SURFACE eR_t1035_
WING LOWER SURF PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA - .OOOO ELEVON " -5.000
BDFLAP = -5.000 SPDBRK = .0000
• ''TEST CONDITIONS'''
RUN RN/L HACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO MU
NUMBER IFT DEC; DEO: PSIA DEC. R DEC. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO 6 /ET3 /FT2
657 .9880 7.840 39.99 -.4854-06 202.4 1265. 92.93 .2177-0| .9608 3752. .6322-03 .7478-07
658 1.007 7.940 39.98 -.4847-06 807.2 1267. 93.08 .2229-01 .9835 3755. .6462-03 .7490-07
RUN HREF STN NO





RUN 2Y/BW XN/CW TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TOl HtTAW) QOOT DTNDT TW
NUMBER R=].O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FT2_EC FT2SEC FTBSEC /SEC
658 .30000 .40000 1079.0 ,6744-01 .8165-01 .7532-01 .9399 .1642-02 .1933-02 1.195 B.6I! 538.8
658 .30000 .50000 1078.0 .4951-01 .5997-0I .5572-01 .836I ;1205-02 .1356-02 .8754 6.513 540.4
658 .30000 .6GOOO I080.0 .48!5-01 .583G-01 .54!8-0! ,9364 .117£-02 .I319-08 .8484 6.304 54_.g
658 .30000 .70000 1081.0 .4813-0I .5834-01 .5424-01 .9356 ,II72-02 .1320-02 .8483 6.I00 542.7
658 .30000 .80000 1082.0 .5043-01 .8113-0| .5714-01 .9329 .1228-02 .1391-02 .8880 6.596 543.4
658 .30000 .90000 83.000 .3573-01 .4316-01 .4130-01 .9216 .8699-03 .1005-02 .6407 4.713 530.1
658 .30000 .95000 84.000 .5782-0I .6988-01 .6752-01 .9167 .i407-02 .1644-02 1.034 7.477 531.9
658 .40000 ,60000 1092.0 .6824-0i .8279-01 .7667-0I .9374 .1661-02 ,1866-02 1.197 8.076 545.9
658 .40000 .70C00 1093.0 .6859-01 .8317-01 .7720-01 .9364 .1670-02 .1879-02 1.206 8.141 544.3
658 .40000 .75000 1094.0 .6854-0; .8311-0! .7744-0] .9344 .1669-02 .1885-02 1.206 8.955 544.0
658 .40000 .85000 95.000 .5693-01 ;6889-01 .6527-01 .9264 .1386-02 .1589-02 1.012 7.67I 536.5
658 .40000 .90000 96.000 .4528-01" .5472-01 .5277-01 .9177 .1102-02 .1285-0_ .8090 6.972 532.7
658 .40000 .95000 97.000 .3557-0t .4295-01 .4174-0I .9140 .8659-03 .1016-02 .6383 5.209 529.5
658 .50000 .40000 }I04.0 .7997-02 .9700-0I .8997-01 .9367 .1947-02 .2190-02 1.405 10.09 545.2
658 .50000 .60000 1105.0 .6404-01 .7769-01 .7213-01 .936! .1559-02 .1756-02 1.124 7.820 545.6
658 .50000 .70000 Ii06.0 .3991-01 .4837:01 .450|-0l .9353 .9717-03 .1096-02 .7039 5.063 542.2
658 .50000 .90000 107.00 .4278-01 .5169-01 .5169-01 .9000 ,I041-02 .1258-02 .7651 8.017 532,0
658 .60000 .40000 1116.0 .I136 .1380 .I277 .9378 .2766-02 .3108-02 1.986 13.80 548:7
658 ,60000 .50000 I117.0 .9996-01 .1213 .1126 .9364 .2433-02 .2741-02 1.748 12.15 548.1
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 20_
OHB4B 60-0 NING LOWER SURFACE rR4UO351
• RUN 2Y/BW XN/CW T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAW) QOOT DTWDT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
658 .SO000 .60000 1118.0 .9105-01 .1105 .1026 .9361 .2215-02 .2495-02 1.598 I1.11 545.8
658 .60000 .70000 1119.0 .8136-01 .9869-01 .9222-01 .9329 .1980-02 .2245-02 1.429 10.26 545.3
658 .60000 .80000 120.00 .6229-0I .5540-01 .4143-01 .9264 .1515-02 ,1739-02 1.104 8.225 538.3
658 .60000 .85000 121.00 .6778-01 .8198-01 .7806-01 .9240 .1650-02 ,1900-02 1.207 8,855 535.2
658 .60000 .90000 122.00 .5701-01 .6890-01 .6659-0_ .9167 .1388-02 .1621-02 1.018 7.733 532.9
$58 ,50000 .95000 !23.00 ._i74-0i ,5040-0i ,4898-0i ,9140 .1016-02 .i_92-02 .7494 5.702 529.2
658 .70000 .40000 1130.0 .1179 ,1430 .IZ27 .9366 .2370-02 .3230-02 2.070 13.17 545.3
658 .70000 .60000 131.00 .1107 .1342 .1246 ,9361 .2694-02 .3034-02 1.945 12.37 544.8
657 .75000 .30000 138.0n .1402 .1702 .1575 .9375 .3372-02 .3789-02 2.419 15.37 547.8
657 .75000 .40000 139.0U .1216 .1476 .1368 .9373 .2926-02 .3289-02 2.102 13.75 546.4
657 ,75000 .60000 140.00 .1055 .1280 .1280 .9000 .2537-02 .3079-02 1.822 12.28 546.5
657 .75000 .70000 1141.0 .8790-01 .1067 .9906-01 .9362 .2114-02 .2383-02 1.515 10.87 548.0
658 ._5000 .90000 143.00 .5438-01 .6570-01 .6333-01 .91_9 .1324-02 .1542-02 .9_35 7.157 531.3
658 .75000 .95000 144.00 .3557-01 .4290-01 .4163-01 ,9]47 .8658-03 .1013-02 .6420 4.895 525.2
o4_ v_
657 .80000 .40000 147.00 .1251 .1519 .1405 .9378 .3008-02 .3380-02 2.151 15.41 549.6
657 .80000 .90000 148.00 .5692-01 .6889-01 .6634-0! .9183 ,1369-02 .1596-02 .9963 _.303 536.9
657 .90000 .30000 1155.0 .1642 .1998 .1843 .9389 .3948-02 .4432-02 2.798 19.99 555.9
657 .90000 .50000 156.00 ,1358 .1651 .1651 .9000 .3267-02 .39_2-02 2.328 16.66 552.0
657 .90000 .60000 1157.0 .]232 .1497 .1385 .9378 .2963-02 .3330-02 2.113 14.65 551.6
657 .90000 .80000 I58.00 .8127-01 .9849-0l .9306-01 .9275 .1955-02 .2238-02 1.414 11.07 541.3
657 .90000 .90000 159.00 .6197-01 .7502-01 .7239-01 .9172 .1491-02 .1741-02 1.084 8.655 537.4
657 .95000 .30000 164.00 .1620 .1968 .1818 .9383 .3Bg6-oB .4374-02 2.782 19.93 550.6
65? .95000 .50000 165.00 .1163 .1412 .1308 .9373 .2797-02 .3146-02 2.005 14.86 548.0
657 .95000 .70000 166.00 .897:'01 .1088 .I017 .9329 .2158-02 .2445-02 1.557 11.76 543.2
657 .95000 .80000 167.00 .8581-01 .1040 .9890-01 .9243 .2064-02 ,2379-02 1.494 11.11 541.0
657 .95000 .90000 168.00 .5765~0! .6981-01 .6729-01 .9178 .1387-02 .1618-02 1.007 7.627 538.4
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH848 MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSON|C TUNNEL PAGE 2088
OHB4B 60-0 WING LONER SURFACE (R4U0351.
HING LONER SURF PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 9.000 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA - .0000 ELEVON - -5.000
BDFLAP = -5.000 SPDBRK - .0000
• ''TEST CONDITIONS**"
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P 0 V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
X10 6 /FT3 /FT8
645 1.997 7.980 40.01 -.4664-06 434.4 1303. 94.84 .4522-01 2.016 3810. .1287-02 .7631-07
646 2.016 7.980 39.99 -.4555-06 436.5 1299. 94.54 .4544-01 2.085 3804. .1297-08 .7608-07
RUN HREF STN NO





RUN 2Y/BH XW/CW T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO! HITAW) QDOT OTI4DT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. RTAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
646 .30000 .40000 1078.0 .6161-0| .7489-01 .6895-01 .9399 .2162-02 .2419-02 1.583 11.25 566.3
646 .30000 .50000 1079.0 .4956-01 .6025-01 .5589-0! .9362 ,!739-02 =1961-02 1,273 9.343 566,8
646 .30000 .60000 1080.0 .5559-01 .6766-01 ,6270-01 .9364 .1950-02 .2200-08 1.420 10.40 570.7
646 .30000 .70000 1081.0 .6929-01 .8436-01 .7829-01 .9356 .2431-02 .2747-02 1.767 12.52 571.9
846 ,30000 .80000 1082.0 .8935-01 .1089 .1018 .9329 .3135-02 .3564-02 2.868 16.58 575.2
646 .30000 .90000 83.000 .5060-01 .6122-01 .5856-01 .9817 .1775-02 .2055-02 1.328 9.672 550.4
646 .30000 .95000 84,000 .7264-0l .8797-01 .8498-01 .9|67 .8549-02 .2982-02 1.900 13.59 553.3
.1027 .9375 .3199-02 .3604-02 2.311 15.36 575. t646 .40000 .60000 1092.0 .9117-01 .I111
646 .40000 .70000 1093.0 :I013 >1234 .1143 .9364 .3553-02 .4011-02 2.570 17.08 575.4
646 .40000 .75000 1094.0 . ,I067 .1301 .I210 .9345 .3745-02 .4245-02 2.703 19.75 576.7
646 .40000 .85000 95.000 .7527-01 .9131-01 .8644-01 .9264 .2641-02 .3033-02 1.952 14.63 559.6
546 .40000 .90000 96.000 .6096-01 ,7387-01 .7119-01 .9178 .2139-02 ,2498-02 1.590 13.55 555.3
646 .40000 .95000 97.000 .5089-0t .6160-01 .5994-01 .9140 .1786-02 .2099-02 1.334 10.77 551.4
646 .50000 .40000 IlOq.O .8393-01 .1023 .9467-01 .9367 .2945-02 .3322-02 2.133 15.09 574.5
646 .50000 .60000 1105.0 .7379-01 .8990-01 .8332-01 .9362 .2589-02 .2923-02 1.876 12.86 574.1
646 .50000 .70000 II06,0 .5054-01 .6150-01 .5713-01 .9353 .1773-02 .2004-02 1.292 9.164 570.1
646 .50000 .90000 107.00 .52_6-01 .6353-01 .6353-01 .9000 .I841-02 .2229-02 1,372 10.68 553.1
646 ,60000 .40000 1116.0 .12}3 .1480 .1366 .9378 .4257-02 .4794-02 3.065 20.97 578.7
646 .60000 .50000 1117.0 .1106 .1349 .1249 " .9354 .3880-02 .4383-02 2.797 19,14 577.8
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2090
OH84B 60-0 WING LONER SURFACE (R4U935}
RUN 2Y/BN XH/CW TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H{TAN) QOOT DTNOT TN
NUMBER R=1.0 R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DE6. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
646 .60000 .60000 1118.0 .9883-01 .1205 .ltl6 .9362 .3468-02 .39]7-02 2.506 17.17 575.9
645 .60000 .70000 1119.0 .9181-01 .1119 .I044 .9329 .3221-02 .3652-02 2.329 16.47 575.7
646 .60000 .80000 120.00 .7640-01 .997]-01 .8776-01 .9254 .2681-02 .3079-02 1.980 14.58 560.1
646 .60000 .85000 121.00 .7598-01 .9213-01 .8765-01 .9240 .2666-02 .3075-02 1.975 14.33 557.7
_" 646 .60000 .90000 122.00 .6550-01 .7932-01 .7663-01 .9167 .2298-02 .2689-02 1.713 12.87 553.4
646 .ouuuu _ , nn nn_n, .5926-01 _-n_ ot_n 1_lq-n_ pn_q-n_ t PQ_ Q _P_ _..... .=JUUU _23._u . .q9 .............................................
646 .70000 .40000 _130.0 .1267 .1545 .1430 .9366 .4447-02 .5017-02 3.217 20.16 575.2
646 .70000 .60000 131.00 .1187 .1445 .1339 .9362 .4163-02 .4700-02 3.024 ]8.98 572.3
5';_ _nnnn .90000 ._.09 I_n 17_ I_R_ ._17A " .R_5P-OP .5904-02 _.737 26.86 558._
645 :75000 .30000 138.00 .]446 .t762 .1629 .9375 .5065-02 .5704-02 3.680 23.05 576.1
645 .75000 .40000 139.00 .1250 .]523 .]408 .937S .4378-02 .4932-02 3.183 20.53 675.7
645 .75000 .60000 140.00 .1118 .1361 .136 °9000 .3916-02 .4768-02 2.853 ]8.97 674.0
645 73000 .70000 1141.0 .8933-0] .1088 .1008 .9362 .3128-02 .3532-02 2.274 ]6.08 575.6
6_5 .75000 .80000 !_2.00 .6286-0! .7630-0! .72!8-0! .9267 o220!-02 .2528-02 1.627 13.29 563.6
646 75000 .90000 143.00 .5953-01 .7204-0I .6942-0l .9180 .2089-02 .2436-02 1.563 1].38 550.5
646 .75000 .95000 144.00 .3331-01 .4385-01 .4254-01 .9148 .1274-02 ,!493-02 .9616 7.263 543.8
0"= .80000 _nnn .,,_ _ ,_ _,_, P_t .q_84 .6229-02 .7009-02 4.494 30.7! 58t 7
645 .80000 .40000 147.00 .1277 .1558 11439 ,9378 .4473-02 ,5038-02 3.229 22.78 580.8
645 .80000 .90000 148.00 .6093-01 .7377-01 .7102-01 .9183 .2134-02 .2487-02 1.597 11.60 554.3
645 .90000 .30000 1155.0 643 .2009 .1849 .9389 .5755-02 .6476-02 4.117 28.95 587.4
645 .90000 .50000 156.00 ,1409 .1721 .1721 .9000 .4934-02 .6025-02 3.547 24.99 583.7
645 .90000 .60000 1157.0 ,1237 .1510 .1394 .9378 .4333-02 .4882-02 3.122 21.33 682.l
645 .90000 80000 158.00 .8167-01 .8918-01 .9363-0] .9276 .2860-02 .3279-02 2.113 16.35 564.0
645 .90000 90000 159.00 .6272-01 .7599-0l ,7331-0] .9173 .2196-02 .2568-02 1.638 12.95 557.0
645 .95000 .30000 164.00 ,1592 .]943 ,1791 .9384 .5577-02 .6274-02 4.029 28.44 580.2
645 .95000 .50000 165.00 .II75 .t432 1324 .9373 .4115-02 .4636-02 2.988 21.83 576.5
645 .95000 ,70000 166.00 .9122-01 .1108 ,1035 .9330 .3195-02 ,3624-02 2.352 17,56 566.4
645 .95000 .80000 167.00 .8750-01 .1062 ,1009 .9243 .3064-02 .3535-02 2.269 16.69 562.3
645 .95000 .90000 168.00 .6n54-01 .7334-01 .7068-01 .9178 .2120-02 .2475-02 1.583 11.99 555.9
OATE 23 FEE 80 OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 209!
OH84B 60-0 HING LOWER SURFACE fR4LIQ35)
WING LOWER SURF PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = B.O00 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA - .0000 ELEVON - -5.000
BDFLAP = -5.000 SPDBRK - .0000
**'TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DE'). R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 /FT3 /FT2
655 2,999 7.990 40.01 .6952-02 675.0 330. 96.50 .6970-01 3.115 3849. .I948-02 .7772-07
656 3,001 7.990 40.02 .6961-02 672,3 326. 96.29 .6943-01 3.103 3843. .1946-02 .7748-07
RUN HREF STN NO





RUN 2Y/BN XN/CW T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF HIHREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN) ODOT DTNOT IN
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R 8TU/ DEG. R DEGo R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
656 .30000 .40000 I078.0 .6762-01 .8191-0I .7552-01 .9400 .2947-02 .3291-02 2:238 15.91 566.1
656 .30000 .50000 I079,0 .6990-01 .8481-01 .7873-01 .9362 .3046-02 .3431-02 2.297 16.83 571.5
656 .30000 .60000 1080.0 .i093 .1331 .1233 .9365 .4764-02 .5374-02 3.535 25.74 583.?
656 .30000 ,70000 I081.0 .1616 .I973 .1829 .9357 .7044-02 .7972m02 5.I61 36.19 593.0
656 .30000 .80000 1082.0 .2220 .2717 .2530 .9330 .9677--02 .I103--01 ?.019 50.68 600.3
656 .30000 .9000P 83.000 .9089-01 .1097 .1050 .9217 .396t-02 .4576-02 3.060 22.25 553.2
656 .30000 .95000 84.000 .llql .1415 .1368 .9167 .5105-02 .5961-02 3.923 28.01 557. I
656 .40000 .60000 1092.0 .1757 .2t45 .1981 .8375 .7655-02 .8632-02 5.599 36.86 594.3
656 .40000 .70000 1093.0 ;2244 .2741 .2536 ,9365 .9778-02 .I105-01 7.144 47,02 595;0
656 .40000 .75000 I094.0 .2235 .2735 .2539 .9345 .9741-02 .1107-01 7.068 51.04 600.1
656 .40000 .85000 95.000 .1t87 .1437 .1361 .9265 .5173-02 .5932-02 3.936 29.42 564.7
656 .40000 .90000 96.000 .I045 .1264 .1218 .9178 .4552-02 .5308-02 3.481 29.58 560.9
656 .40000 .95000 97.000 .9773-01 1181 .1147 .9141 .4259-02 .5000-02 3.274 26.35 557.1
656 .50000 .40000 1104.0 .1081 1316 .12IB .9368 .4712-02 .5310-02 3.506 24.73 581.6
656 .50000 .60000 1105.0 .1290 1573 .1457 .9362 .5623-02 .6350-02 4.153 28.30 587.1
656 .50000 .70000 1106.0 .1091 1329 .1234 .9354 .4756-02 .5378-02 3.524 24.81 584.8
656 .50000 .90000 107.00 .9130-01 1103 .1103 .9000 .3979-02 .4807-02 3.062 23.79 556.2
656 .60000 .40000 1116.0 .1350 1645 .1520 .9379 .5883-02 .6622-02 4.341 29.57 587.7
656 .60000 .50000 1117.0 .1309 1595 .1477 .9365 .5704-02 .6439-02 4.208 28.66 587.9
DATE 23 FEB 80 0H84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2092
0H84B 60-0 WING LOWER SURFACE fR4UQ35)
RUN 2Y/BN XN/CN TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) HITAN) QDOT DTNDT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=0,9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG, R D£0, R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
656 .60000 .60000 1118.0 .1296 .1578 .1463 .9362 .5647-02 .6374-02 4,184 28.54 504.8
656 .80000 .70000 1119,0 .1269 .1545 .1443 ,9330 .5532-02 .6287-02 4.094 28.82 585,6
656 .80000 .80000 120.00 ,9939-01 .1202 .I139 .9255 .4331-02 .4953-02 3,315 24.42 560.2
556 .60000 .85000 121.00 .1006 .1216 ,1157 .9241 .4383-02 .5044-02 3.363 24.39 558.2
656 ,60000 ,90000 122,00 ,8909-0! .I078 ,1040 ,9167 ,3883-02 ,4530-02 2.998 22,55 553,5
656 cnn_n .9 ....
656 .70000 .40000 I130.0 1377 .1676 .1552 .9357 .6002-02 .6765-02 4.464 27.88 582.0
656 .70000 .60000 131.00 1343 .1633 .1515 .9362 .5853-02 .6601-02 4.369 27.32 579.3
_5_ ._OOOO 900nn 1_p nn 177_ .2t47 .2070 .9178 .7736-02 .9020-02 5.919 42.18 560.5
655 .75000 .30000 139.00 1509 .1839 .1699 .9375 .6592-02 .7424-02 4.887 30.43 588.3
655 .75000 .40000 |39.00 1306 .1592 .1472 .9373 .5707-02 .6431-02 4.228 27.09 588.9
655 .75000 .60000 140.00 1231 .1500 .1500 .9000 .5379-02 .6555-02 3.989 26.34 588.2
555 .75000 .70000 I141.0 1081 .1317 .1221 .9362 .4721-02 .5333~02 3.494 24.54 589.7
555 ,75000 .80000 !42.00 9026-0! 1096 .1036 .9267 .3943-02 .4528-02 2,976 24.18 575.0
656 .75000 .90000 143.00 .9173-01 .1107 .I067 .9180 .3998-02 .4649-02 3.099 22.56 550.5
558 .75000 .95000 144.00 .6154-01 .7408-01 .7191-01 .9148 .2682-02 .3134-02 2.100 15.87 542.5
655 .80000 .20000 !46,0A .t9!7 .2344 .2!59 .9384 .8377-02 .9434-02 6.!28 4!.5! 599._
655 .80000 .40000 147.00 .I382 .1663 .I535 .9378 .5949-02 .6705-02 4.362 30.54 596.5
655 .80000 .80000 ]48.00 .1108 .134! .1291 .9183 .4839-02 5539-02 3.705 26.79 564.0
655 .90000 .30000 1155.0 .1798 .2201 .2023 .9389 .7846-02 .8840-02 5.668 39.47 607.3
655 ,90000 ,50000 156.00 .1491 1826 ,1826 ,9000 ,6516-02 ,7976-02 4,732 33,01 603.5
655 ,90000 ,60000 1157,0 ,1361 1665 ,1535 ,9378 ,5948-02 ,6707-02 4,342 29,40 599,6
655 .90000 .60000 158.00 .] 27 1369 .1292 .9276 .4925-02 .5646-02 3.713 28.57 575.8
655 ,90000 .90008 15"9.00 .9725-0l 1178 .1137 .9173 .4249-02 ,4966-02 3.237 25,45 567.9
655 ,95000 .30000 164.00 .1606 1964 .1809 .9384 .7016-02 ,7904-02 5.120 35.79 599.9
655 .95000 .50000 165.00 .1t89 1451 ,1341 .9373 .5195-02 .5858-02 3.825 27.71 593.3
655 .95000 .70000 166.00 ,1236 1502 .1403 .9330 .5402-02 ,6127-02 4.065 30.19 577.2
655 .95000 .80000 167.00 ,t222 1483 ,1410 .9243 .5340-02 .6159-02 4.040 29.57 573.0
655 ,85000 .90000 168.00 ,8974-01 1086 .1047 .9178 .3920-02 .4574-02 3.000 22.43 564.4
) )
DATE23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL BO-O IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL P_L _u_a
OHB4B 6O-O WING LOWER SURFACE fR'4UQ3B)
WING LONER SURF PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH • 8.000 ALPHA • 40.00 BETA • .GO00 ELEVON • -5.000
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK - .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P 0 V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
X10 B /FT3 /FT2
637 .5033 7.900 39.93 -.6897-02 99.99 1249. 92.62 .lIlI-O| .4855 3727. .3238-03 .7453-07
638 .5027 7.900 39.93 -.1035-01 99.87 1249. 92.62 .llIO-OI .4849 3787. .3235-03 .7453-07
RUN HREF STN NO





RUN 2Y/BN XW/CW T/C NO HIHREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAWI -ODOT DTNDT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=O.B R= BTU/R 8TU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FTESEC FT2SEC /SEC
638 .30000 .4000' 1078.0 .7089-01 .8565-0I .7899-0I .9398 .1205-02 .1347-02 .8619 B.BE6 533.6
638 .30000 =,PtJ 1079.0 .5480-01 .6641-01 .6170-01 .9360 .9344-03 .1052-02 .6675 4.982 534.3
838 .30000 .b: IOBO.O .5i80-0| .B2BO-Oi .5831-01 .9353 .8832-03 .9942-03 .6292 4,691 536.2
638 .30000 ,70U_ 1081.0 .5099-01 .8182-01 .5749-01 .9355 .8695-03 .8802-03 .61BB 4.473 535.8
638 .30000 .80000 1082.0 ;5176-01 .6274-01 .5865-01 ,9328 .8825-03 .1000-02 .6295 4.695 535.4
638 .30000 .90000 83.000 .3477-01 ;4202-01 .4022-01 .9215 .5928-03 .6857-03 .4288 3.16B 525.3
638 .30000 .95000 84.000 .5800-0I .7010-01 .6776-0I .9166 .9889-03 .I155-02 ._151 5,188 525.5
638 .40000 .60000 1092.0 .6900-01 .8371-01 .7754-01 .9373 .ll77-02 .1322-02 .8362 5.663 538.0
538 .40000 .70000 1093.0 .6882-01 .8344-01 .7748-01 .9363 .1174-02 .1321-02 .8364 5.669 536.0
639 740000 ,_5000 1094.0 .6637-0_ .8046-01 .7500-01 .9343 .I132-02 .1279-02 .8067 6,016 535.8
638 .40000 .85000 95,000 .5181-01 .6270-01 .5941-01 .9253 .8833-03 .I013-02 .6349 4.830 529.9
638 .40000 .90000 96.000 .4303-01 .5203-01 .5018-01 ,9176 .7337-03 .8556-03 .5300 4.582 526.3
639 .40000 .95000 97.000 .3381-0| .4085-0! .3970_01 .9139 .5765-03 .6769-03 .4178 3.419 524,0
638 .50000 .40000 "1104.0 .8118-01 .9845-01 .9133-01 .9366 .1384-02 .1557-02 .9840 7.095 537.6
638 .50000 .60000 1105.0 .6925-01 ,8399-01 .7800-01 .9360 .1181-02 .1330-02 .8399 5.868 537:3
638 ,50000 ,?0000 1106.0 ,44t1-01 ,5346-01 .4975-01 ,9352 .7520-03 ,8483-03 ,5365 3.873 535.3
538 .50000 .90000 I07.00 .4152-01 .5020-01 .5020-01 .9000 .?079-03 .8560-03 .6112 4,031 526.6
638 .60000 .40000 1116.0 .1132 .1373 .1272 .9377 .1931-02 .2168-02 1.373 9.594 537.4









































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































DATE 23 FEB 80 0H84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2097
OHB4B 60-0 WING LOWER SURFACE tR4UO36)
WING LOWER SURF PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA - .0000 ELEVON - -5.000
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK • .0000
*'*TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT OEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 /FT3 /FT2
643 2.006 7.980 39.98 -.1040-01 434.5 1299. 94.54 .4523-0! 2.016 3804, .1291-02 .7808-07
644 2.002 7.980 39.98 -.|040-01 434.5 130I. 94.69 .4523-01 2.018 3807. .1289-02 .7620-07
RUN HREF STN NO





RUN 2Y/BW XW/CH TIC NO H/HREF H/I"H_EF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAW) OOOT OTWOT IN
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
644 .30000 .40000 1078.0 .6010-01 .7280-01 :6714-01 .9399 .2104-02 .2351-02 1.569 II.21 555.2
644 .30000 .50000 1079.0 .4731-0i .5734-01 .5325-0t .9362 .i657-02 .i865-02 i.232 9.093 556.7
644 .30000 .60000 1080.0 .5308-01 .6443-01 .5979-01 .9364 .1859-02 .2093-02 1.372 10.09 562.6
644 .30000 .70000 1081.0 .6743-01 .8191-01 .7609-01 .9356 ,2361-02 .2664-02 1.738 12.36 564.8
644 .30000 .80000 1082.0 .8573~01 .1043 .9734-0I .9329 .3002-02 .3409-02 2.197 16.11 568.9
644 .30000 .90000 83.000 .5160-01 .6223-01 .5957-01 .9216 .1807-02 .2086-02 1.376 10.08 538.9
644 .30000 .95000 84.000 .7214-01 .8707-01 .8417-01 .9167 .2526-02 .2947-02 1.916 13.78 542.1
644 .40000 .60000 1092.0 .8811-01 .1072 .9913-0L .9375 .3085-02 .3471-02 2.258 15.06 568.8
644 .40000 .70000 1093.0 .9995-01 .1215 .1127 .9364 .3500-02 .3946-02 2.562 17.08 568.6
644 ,40000 .75000 1094.0 .I056 .1285 .|196 .9344 .3698-02 .4187-02 2.701 19.80 570.2
644 .40000 .85000 95;000 .7536-0t .9116-01 .8637-01 .9264 .2639-02 .3024-02 1.981 14.92 550.0
644 .40000 .90000 96.000 .6062-01 .7323-01 .7062-01 .9177 .2123-02 .2473-02 1.604 13.73 545.2
644 .40000 .95000 97.000 .5040-0! .6080-01 .5909-01 .9140 .1785-02 .2069-02 1.342 10.89 , 540.2
644 .50000 .40000 1104.0 .8249-0l .1003 .9291-01 .9367 .2888-02 .3253-02 2.120 15.06 566.8
644 .50000 .60000 1105.0 .7095-01 .8623-01 .BO00-Ol .9362 .2484-02 .2801-02 1.824 I2.55 566.7
644 .50000 .70000 I106.0 .4305-0] .5225-01 .4858_01 .9353 .I507-02 .1701-02 l. II3 " 7.923 562.4
644 .50000 .90000 107.00 .522l-0! .6301-01 .6301-01 .9000 .1828-02 .2206-02 1.386 10.84 542.4
644 .60000 .40000 1116.0 .1213 .1477 .1365 .9378 .4247-02 .4778-02 3.093 21.23 572.4

























































































































































































DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2099
OH84B 60-0 WING LOWER SURFACE _R4UQ36)
WING LONER SURF PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA - .0000 ELEVON = -5.000
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK = .0000
**'TEST CONDITIONS'*"
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA OEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO 6 /FT3 /FT2
663 2.998 7.990 40.02 .6962-02 672.4 1327. 96.36 .6944-0l 31103 3845. .1945-02 .7754-07
654 2.991 7.990 40.02 .6962-02 669.5 I325. 96.21 .6914-0! 3.090 3842. .I940-02 .7742-07
RUN HREF STN NO





RUN 2Y/BN XN/CN TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) HITAN) ODOT OTNOT IN
NUMBER R=|.O R=9.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEC. R DEOo R
TAN/TO FTBSEC FT2SEC FTBSEC /6EC
654 .30000 .40000 1078.0 .6565-0! .7966-01 .7339-01 .9400 .2855-02 ,3191-02 2.150 15.24 671.6
654 .30000 .50000 I079.0 .6681-0! .8120-0t .7532-01 .g363 .2905-02 .3275-02 2.173 15.87 576.8
654 .30000 .60000 1080.0 .1067 .1302 .1205 .9365 .4639-02 .5239-02 3.408 24.73 590.1
654 .30000 .70000 1081.0 ,]59I .1947 .1803 .9357 .6918-02 .7839-02 5.013 35.03 600.!
654 .30000 .80000 1082.0 .2183 .2678 .2492 .9330 ,9492-02 .1083-01 6.799 48.90 608.4
654 .30000 .90000 83.000 .9066-0! .1096 .1048 .9217 ,3942-02 .4558-02 3.026 21.96 557.1
654 .30000 .95000 84,000 .1162 .1406 .1358 .9168 .5052-02 .5906-02 3,851 27.42 562.3
654 .40000 .60000 1092.0 .1757 .2151 .1984 .9375 .7640-02 .8627-02 5.528 36.27 601.2
654 .40000 .70000 1093.0 ,2221 .2720 .2514 .9365 .9656-02 .1093-01 6,970 45.70 602.8
654 .40000 .75000 I094.0 .2228 .2734 .2535 .9345 .9690-02 .Ii02-01 6.943 49.94 608.2
654 .40000 .85000 95.000 .t334 .1621 .1534 .9265 .5800-02 .6669-02 4.331 32.16 677.8
654 .40000 .90000 96.000 .1166 .1414 .1362 .9178 .5068-02 ,5924-02 3.819 32.28 571.2
654 .40000 .95000 97.000 .1054 .1277 .1240 .9141 .4585-02 .5394-02 3.481 27.90 565.5
654 .50000 .40000 1104.0 .I099 .I340 .1240 .9368 .477B-02 .5391-02 3.515 24.70 589.0
654 .50000 .60000 1105.0 .1279 .1562 .1446 .9363 .5562-02 .6289-02 4.065 27.60 593.9
654 .50000 .70000 1106.0 .1116 .1362 .1264 .9354 .4855-02_ .5495-02 3,565 25.03 590.4
654 .50000 .90000 107.00 ,8967-0I .1087 .1087 .9000 .3908-02 .4728-02 2.985 23.14 560.8
654 ,60000 .40000 1116,0 ,1332 .1627 .I501 .93?9 .5?91-02 .6527-02 4.223 28.65 595.5




















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEOC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2101
OHB4B 80-0 WING LONER SURFACE IR4UQ3?)
WING LOWER SURF PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA • 40.00 BETA • .0000 ELEVON m -5.000
BDFLAP = 5.000 SPOBRK • .0000
*'*TEST CONDITIONS''*
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO MU
NUHBER /FT DEG, DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PS! FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 /FT3 IFT2
639 .5035 7.900 39.95 -.1383-0! 99.79 124"1. 92.47 .II09-01 .4845 3724. .3237-03 .7441-07
640 .5043 7.900 39,93 -.1035-01 99.93 1247. 92.47 .llll-OI .4852 3724. .3242-03 ,7441-07
RUN HREF STN NO





RUN 2Y/BN XN/CN TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAW) QDOT DTNDT TW
NUMBER R=I.0 R=O.9 R• BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FTBSEC FT2SEC FTBSEC /SEC
640 .30000 .40000 1078.0 .7001-01 .8471-01 .7818-01 .9398 .1194-02 .1333-02 .8576 B.213 528.3
640 .30000 .50000 1079.0 .5533-0I .6697-01 .6225-01 .9361 .9434-03 .1061-02 .6768 5.063 529.3
640 .30000 .60000 1080.0 .5|90-01 .6286-01 ,5839-01 .9363 .8850-03 ,9956-03 .6330 4.731 531.4
640 .30000 .?0000 1081.0 .50B8-OI .6161-01 .5732-01 .9355 .B675-03 .9773-03 .6209 4.492 531.0
640 .30000 .80000 lOB2.0 .5629-01 .6815-01 ,6374-01 .9328 .959P-03 .1083-02 .6876 5.142 530.3
640 .30000 .90000 83.000 .3455-01 .4172-01 ,3994-01 .BBt5 .5892-0_ .6810-03 .4278 3.163 520.6
640 .30000 .95000 84.000 .5840-01 .7051-01 .6817-01 .9166 .9958-03 .1162-02 .?229 5.257 520.?
640 .40000 .60000 1092.0 .6826-01 .8270-01 .7664_01 .9373 .1164-02 .1307-02 .8307 5.640 532.9
640 .40000 .90000 1093.0 .6814-0! .8252-01 7665-01 .9363 .1162-02 .1309-02 .B317 5.653 530.9
640 .40000 .75000 1094.0 .6574-0t .7960-01 .7423-01 %9343 .1121-02 .1266-02 .8026 6.001 530.7
640 .40000 .85000 95.000 .5256-0! .6353-01 .6023-01 .9263 .8963-03 .1027-02 .6472 4.936 524.6
640 .40000 .90000 96.000 .4292-01 .5183-01 .5000-01 .9176 .7319-03 .8525-03 .5310 4.604 521.1
640 .40000 .95000 97.000 .3376-0| .4075-01 .396|-0I .9139 .5757-03 .6754-03 .4189 3.437 519.1
640 .50000 .40000 1104.0 .8021-01 .9716-01 .9019-01 .9366 .1368-02 .1538-02 .9771 7.064 532.2
640 .50000 .60000 I105.0 .6890-01 .8346-01 ,7755-01 .9361 .1175-02 .I322-02 .8395 5.880 532.1
640 ,50000 .70000 1106.0 .4175-01 .5055-01 4706-01 9352 .7II9-03 .8024-03 .5099 3.690 530.4
640 ,50000 .90000 107.00 .4211-01 .5085-01 .5085-0l .9000 .7181-03 .8670-03 .5212 4.1B2 520.9
640 .60000 .40000 1116,0 .1118 .1355 .1255 9377 .1907-02 .2140-02 1.363 9.549 531.9





































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































DATE 23 FEB 80 0H84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2103
OHB4B 60-0 WING LOWER SURFACE _R4uQ37)
WING LOWER SURF PARAMETRIC DATA
HACH • B.O00 ALPHA • 40.00 BETA - .OOO0 ELEVON • -5.000
BDFLAP = 5.000 SPDBRK = .0000
*,*TEST CONDITIONS,,,
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RI..IO MU
NUMBER /FT DEC; DEC. PSIA DEC. R DEC. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
X|O 6 /FT3 /FT2
661 1.02! 7.940 39.97 -.4644-06 B06.B 1254, 92.I2 .2224-0I .9816 3736. .6517-03 .7413-07
662 1.024 7.940 39.97 -.4645-06 207.3 1253. 92.05 .2230-01 .9840 3734. .6538-03 .7407-07
RUN HREF STN NO





RUN 2Y/BW XN/CW T/C NO H/HREF H/HEr H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) HITAW) OOOT DTNDT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= 8TU/R BTU/R BTUI DEC. R DEC. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
662 .30000 .40000 1078.0 .6377-0I .7741-01 .7132-01 .9399 .1550-02 .1733-02 1,102 7.925 541.9
662 .30000 .50000 I079.0 .4757-01 .5776-0! .5361-01 .9361 .tl56-02 .I303-02 .8207 6.099 542.7
662 .30000 .60000 1080.0 .4572-01 .5556-01 o6152-01 .9364 .llll-OB .1252-02 .7857 5.831 545.4
662 .30000 .70000 1081,0 .4626-01 .5621-01 .522]-01 .9356 .II24-02 .1269-02 .7956 5.715 545.0
662 .30000 .80000 1082.0 .5229-01 .6355-01 .5934-0! ,9329 .1271-02 .1442-02 .8989 6.670 545.4
862 .30000 .90000 83.000 .3622-0I .4382-0I .4192-01 .9216 .8803-03 .I019-02 .6361 4.679 530.1
662 .30000 .95000 84.000 .5779-01 ,6994-01 .6758-01 .9166 .1404-02 .1642-02 |.012 7.318 531.9
662 .40000 .60000 1092.0 .6547-01 .7964-01 .7367-01 .9374 .|591-02 .1,790-02 1.120 7.543 548.7
662 .40000 .70000 1053.0 .6752-01 .8208-01 .7Bll-Ol .9364 .1641-02 .1850-02 1.158 7.811 546.7
662 .40000 .75000 1094.0 .6978-01 .8481-01 .7896-01 .9344 .1696-02 .1919-02 1.198 8.886 546.2
662 .40000 .85000 95.000 .56IO-OI .6801-01 .5440-0I .9264 .1363-02 .1565-02 .9750 7.387 537.5
662 .40000 .90000 95.000 .4520-01 .5472-01 .5275-01 .9177 .I098-02 .1282-02 .7904 6,811 533.0
662 .40000 .95000 97.000 .3557-01 .4301-01 .4179-0] .9140 .8644-03 .|016-02 .6255 5.106 529.1
662 .50000 .40000 1104.0 .8137-01 .9896-01 .9169-01 .9367 .1977-02 .2228-02 1.393 9.994 548.0
662 .50000 .60000 1105.0 .6200-01 .7541-01 .6994-01 .9361 .1507-02 .1700-02 1.051 7.373 548.3
662 .50000 .70000 IIO6.O .3617-01 .4394-01 .4084-0] .9353 .B791-03 .9926-03 .6230 4.477 544.0
662 .50000 .90000 107.00 .4253-01 .5148-01 .5148-01 .9000 .I034-02 .1251-02 .7447 5.856 532.2
662 .60000 .40000 11]6.0 .Ill7 .1360 .1257 .9378 .2715-02 .3055-02 1.902 I3.19 552.2















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































DATE 23 FEB 80 OH848 MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2107
0H848 60-0 WING LOWER SURFACE (R4UQ37)
WING LOWER SURF PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH 8.000 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA • .0000 ELEVON - -5.000
BOFLAP = 5.000 SPDBRK • .0000
•**TEST CONDITIONS'''
RUN RNIL MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PStA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 /FT3 /FT2
651 2.990 7.890 40.05 .3490-02 671.4 1328. 96.43 .6934-0I 3.098 3846. .1941-02 .77r0-07
652 2.983 7.990 40.04 .6976-02 671.4 1330. 96.58 .6934-01 3.098 3849. .1938-02 .7772-07
RUN HREF STN NO





RUN 2Y/BN XW)CW TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO} H(TAW) ODOT DTNOT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=O.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ OEG. R BEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SE_ FT2SEC /SEC
$52 .30000 .40000 1078.0 .6578-01 .7975-01 .7349-01 .9400 .2866-02 .3202-02 2.175 I5.42 570.7
652 .30000 .50000 1079.0 .6770-01 .8221-01 .7628-01 .9363 .2950-02 .3324-02 2.224 16.25 576.0
652 .30000 .60000 1080.0 .1082 .1319 .1221 .9365 .4715-02 .5321-02 3.495 25.39 588.4
652 .30000 .70000 1091.0 .1803 .1960 .IBl5 .9358 .6987-02 .7911-02 5.111 35.75 598.2
652 .30000 .80000 1082.0 .2185 .2678 .2492 .9331 .9523-02 .1086-01 6.889 49.59 606.3
652 .30000 .90000 83.000 .9984-01 .1085 .I038 .9218 .3915-02 .4523-02 3.028 21.98 556.1
652 .30000 .95000 84.000 .1156 .1398 .1351 .9168 .5039-02 .5885-02 3.874 27.61 560.7
652 .40000 .60000 1092.0 .1740 .2127 .1963 .9376 .7581-02 .8553-02 5.538 36.38 599.2
652 .40000 .70000 1093.0 .22]3 .2707 .2503 .9365 .9644-02 .1091-01 7.032 46.15 600.5
652 .40000 .75000 1094.0 .2209 .2706 .2510 .9346 .9624-02 .1094-01 6.965 50.15 606.0
652 .40000 .85000 95.000 .1179 .1429 ,1353 .9265 .5139-02 5896-02 3.912 29.19 568.4
652 .40000 .90000 96.000 .1035 .1252 .1207 .9179 14508-02 5260-02 3.448 29.23 565.0
652 .40000 .95000 97.000 .9705-01 .1173 .I140 .9141 .4229-02 4967-02 3.251 26.11 560.9
652 .50000 .40000 1104.0 .1091 .1328 .1229 .9368 .4752-02 5357-02 3.533 24.86 586.2
652 .50000 .60000 I105.0 .1284 .1566 .1450 .9363 .5593-02 6319-02 4.128 28.07 591.6
652 .50000 .70000 II06.0 .10?0 .1304 .1210 ,9354 .4663-02 5273-02 3.455 24.29 588.6
652 .50000 .90000 107.00 .8991-01 .1087 .1087 .9000 .3918-02 4735-02 3.017 25.40 559.5
652 .60000 .40000 1116.0 .1348 .1645 .1518 .9379 .5875-02 .6616-02 4.333 29.45 592.1





































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































DATE 23 FEB BO OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEOC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE _I09
...................... _v .... _ IR4UUSB)
WING LONER SURF PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA - 40.00 -BETA " .0000 ELEVON - .0000
BDFLAP = -12.50 SPOBRK = .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS*''
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO MU
NUHBER /FT OEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEO. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO 6 IFT3 IFT2
631 .5095 7.900 39.97 .1384-01 101.0 1247. 92.47 e4903 3?24.
_ 3276_03 *744 I--O?
632 .5132 7.900 39.95 ;1729-01 I01.7 1247. 92.47 ,I130-01 .H938 3724. .3299-03 .7441-07
RUN HREF STN NO
NUMBER BTU/ R_ REF(R)
FT2SEC =.0175
631 .1714-01 .5668-01
632 _ .1720-01 .5648-01 -- - -
***TEST DATA**"
RUN 2Y/BN XN/CN T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO HtTO) H(TAW) GDOT DTNDT TW
NUMBER R-I.O R=O°B R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FT_EC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
632 .30000 .40000 1078.0 .6920-01 .8382-01 .7731-0I .9399 .1190-02 .1330-02 .8513 6.156 531.6
632 .30000 .50000 1079.0 .5369-01 .6504-01 .6042-0! .9361 .9235-03 .1039-02 .6598 4.929 532.3
632 .30000 60000 1080.0 .4989-01 .6048-01 .5615-01 .9363 .8583-03 .9659-03 .6114 4.563 534.3
632 .30000 .70000 1081.0 .4920-01 .5963-0! .5545-0l .9356 .8463-03 .9539"03 .6030 4°355 534.2
632 .30000 .80000 1082.0 .5398-0l .6542-01 .6116-01 .9329 .9286-03 .1052-02 .6619 4.941 533.9
632 .30000 .90000 83.000 .4228-0! .5114-01 .4893-01 .9216 .7273-03 .8417-03 .5234 3.856 527.0
632 .30000 .95000 84.000 .5312-01 .6422-01 .6207-01 .9166 .9138-03 .1068-02 .6592 4.783 525.2
632 .40000 .60000 1092.0 .6511-01 .7897-01 .7315-01 .9374 .1120-02 .1258-02 .7956 5.392 536.4
632 .40000 .70000 1093.0 .6777-01 .8217-01 .7628-01 .9363 .1166-02 .1312-02 .8298 5.628 534.9
632 .40000 .75000 1094.0 .6374-01 .7728-01 .7202-01 .9344 .1097-02 .1239-02 .7807 5.825 534.7
632 .40000 .85000 95.000 .5979-01 .7241-01 .6860-01 .9263 .1029-02 .1180-02 .7358 5.592 531.4
632 .40000 .90000 96.000 .5101-01 .6173-01 .5952-01 .9177 .8775-03 .1024-02 .6298 5.438 529.0
632 .40000 .95000 97.000 .4359-01 .5272-01 .5123-01 .9139 .7499-03 .8812-03 .5402 4.415 526.4
632 .50000 .40000 1104.0 .7928-01 .9816-01 .8920-01 .9366 .1364-02 .1534-02 .9684 6.985 536.6
632 .50000 .60000 1105.0 .6727-01 .8159-01 .7577-01 .9361 .1157-02 .1303-02 .8220 5.745 536.4
632 .50000 .70000 1106,0 :3915-0I .4745-01 .4415-01 .9352 .6734-03 .7595-03 ,4796 3.464 534.4
632 .50000 .90000 I07.00 .5013-01 .6066-01 .6066-01 .9000 .8623-03 .1043-02 .6192 4.878 528.6
632 .60000 .40000 1116.0 .1099 .1334 .1234 .9377 .1891-02 .2123-02 1.342 9.378 537.0
632 .60000 .50000 1117.0 .1037 .1258 .1167 .9363 .1784-02 .2008-02 1.265 8.838 537.3
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 80-0 IN THE AEOC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2|I0
OH84B 60-0 WING LOWER SURFACE ¢R4UQ38J
RUN 2Y/BW xw/cw TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAW) ODOT DTWDT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
632 .60000 .60000 1118.0 .8936-0l .1084 .I007 .9361 .1537-02 .1732-02 I.'091 7.625 536.8
632 .50000 .70000 1119.0 .7470-01 .9061-01 .8488-01 .9329 .I285-02 .1457-02 .9128 6.586 536.3
832 .80000 .80000 120.00 .5938-01 .7194-01 .6814-01 .9263 .1021-02 .1172-02 .7290 5.444 533.0
632 .60000 .85000 121.00 .TlI5-OI .8618-01 .8203-01 .9240 .1224-02 .1411-02 .8750 6.43I 531.8
632 .60000 .90000 122.00 .6295-01 .7619-0I .7382-01 .9166 .1083-02 .I266-02 .7788 5.810 529.4
632 .60000 .95000 123.00 .4880-01 ,5901-01 .5734-01 .9139 .8395-03 .9864-03 .6047 4.808 526.4
632 .70000 .40000 IISO.O 1254 .1520 .1410 .9365 .2157-02 .2426-02 1,535 9.820 534.7
632 .70000 .60000 131.00 1109 .1344 .1249 .936l .I908-02 .2148-02 1.360 8.699 533.9
632 .70000 .90000 132.00 1732 .2099 .2023 .9177 .2979-02 .3481-02 2.121 15.31 534.7
63! ,75000 =30000 !38,00 !436 ,!740 ,!6!2 .9374 .246!-02 .2763-02 1.757 II.24 532.9
_o .1490 .1381 =_= =,n_
...................... _.5u_ 9.885 534,2
631 .75090 .60000 140.00 llO0 .1334 .1334 .9000 .1886-02 .2296-02 1.342 9.103 534.8
63l .75000 .70000 1141.0 .9835-01 .1193 .llOB .9361 .]688-02 .t899-02 1.198 8.622 537.4
6x_ 9snnn annnn I4P nn RTXI-Ol !N6Q 10n_ 9>66 .!U97-02 .]7!_-02 _.054 £.9_I 5_5.0
632 .75000 .90000 143.00 .7121-01 .8818-01 .8304-01 .9179 .1225-02 .1429-02 .8799 6.479 528.3
832 .75000 .95000 t44.00 .4737-01 .5723-01 .5553-01 .9147 .8148-03 .9553-03 .5894 4.498 523.4
631 .80000 .20000 146.00 .1723 .2089 .1932 .9383 .2953-02 .3311-02 2.099 14.68 535.8
831 .80000 .40000 I47.00 .1265 .1534 ,1421 .9377 .2169-02 .2435-02 1.542 ll,13 535.8
5S_ .80000 .90000 i_8.00 .7625-01 .9233-0i .8891-0i .9i82 .i307-02 .i524-02 .9354 8.878 531.0
831 .90000 .30000 1155.0 .16_5 .1973 .1821 .9388 .2785-02 .3]22-02 1.987 14.16 540.2
83t .90000 .50000 156.00 .1377 .1671 .1671 .9000 .2361-02 .2864-02 1.674 12.07 537.6
_! :90000 ._NOnn !!_ N !_n_ !_ !_7 Q_7 _n_!-n_ _-n_ _ _ _ _ _ 530._............................................ _v v_ , ,_ i_o_
631 .90000 .80000 158.00 .9862-01 .1196 .II30 .9275 .t891-02 1937-02 1.203 9.447 535.0
631 .90000 .90000 159.00 .7525-01 .9115-01 .8798-01 .9172 .1290-02 .1508-02 .9216 7.376' 532.2
631 .95000 .30000 164.00 .1579 .1915 .1771 .9383 .2707-02 .3038-02 1.921 13.88 536.8
631 .95000 .50000 165.00 .1168 .1417 .1313 .9372 .2003-02 ,2251-02 1.424 10.62 535.5
631 .95000 .70000 186.00 .1030 .1249 .1188 .9329 .1766-82 .2001-02 1.258 9.525 535.5
831 .95000 .80000 187.00 .I004 .1217 .1158 .9_42 .1721-02 .1985"02 1.227 9.158 533.9
831 .95000 .90000 168.00 .7031-01 .8517-01 .8210-01"-.9177 .1205-02 .1407-02 .8615 6.546 531.9
) )
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL BO-O IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2111
OHU4B 50-0 WING LOWER SURFACE (R4U038)
WING LOWER SURF PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA " .ODO0 ELEVON - .GO00
BDFLAP = -12.50 SPDBRK - .0000
**'TEST CONDITIONS'*"
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEO. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
x10 B /FT3 IFT2
605 1.013 7,940 39.97 .1385-01 206.2 1258. 92.42 .2218-01 .9787 3742. .6477-03 .7437-07
$06 .9965 7.940 39.96 .1384-01 204.8 1266. 93.00 .2203-01 .9721 3754. .6392-03 .7484-07
RUN HREF STN NO





RUN 2YIBN XNICN T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF HIHREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAW) ODOT DTWI:)T TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DE6. R OEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC
606 .30000 .40000 1078.0 .6428-01 .7782-01 .7179-01 .9399 .1555-02 .1737-02 1.132 8.159 538.0
606 .30000 .50000 I079.0 .4855-01 .5878-01 .5462-01 .9361 .I175-02 .1322-02 .8544 6.363 538.4
606 .30000 .60000 IOBO.O ,4746_01 .5751-01 .5340-01 .9363 .1149-02 .1292-02 .8323 6.190 541.0
606 .30000 .70000 !081.0 .4718-0_ .5716-0I .5316-01 .9356 .i142-02 .i286-02 .8272 5.953 541.1
606 .30000 .80000 1082.0 .5134-01 .6222-01 .5817-0l .9329 .1242-02 .1408-02 ;8996 6.689 541.6
606 .30000 .90000 83.000 .4368-01 .5276-01 .5049-01 .9216 .1057-02 .1222-02 .7769 5.713 530.6
606 .30000 .95000 84.000 .5072-01 .6125-01 .5921-01 .9166 .1227-02 .1433-02 ,9035 6.541 529.6
606 .40000 .SO000 1092.0 .6721-01 .8149-01 .7549-01 .9374 .1626-02 .1827-02 1.175 7.934 543.3
606 .40000 .70C00 1093.0 .6706-01 .8129-01 .7547-01 .9363 .1623-02 .1826-02 1.173 7.927 542.6
606 .40000 .75000 1094.0 .6561-01 .7951-01 .7411-01 ,9344 .1588-02 .1793-02 1.149 8.548 541.7
60G .40000 .85000 95.000 .6545-01 .7918-01 .7503-01 .9264 .1584-02 .IBIS-02 1.156 8.769 535.G
606 .40000 .90000 96.000 .5276-gl .6382-01 .6153-01 .9177 .1277-02 .1489-02 .9332 8.034 534.8
606 .40000 .95000 97.000 .4456-01 .5385-01 .5233-01 .9139 .1078-02 .1266-02 .7914 6.451 531.8
606 .50000 .40000 1104.0 .7914-0I .9594-01 .8901-01 .9367 .1915-02 .2154-02 1.384 9.955 542.8
606 .50000 .60000 1105.0 .6380-01 .7735-01 .7184-01 .9361 .1544-02 .1738-02 1.115 7.768 543.2
606 .50000 .70000 1106.0 .3778-01 .4576-01 .4259-01 .9353 .9143-03 .1031-02 .6639 4.782 539.6
606 ..50000 .90000 107.00 1504t-01 .6094-01 .6094-01 .9000 .1220-02 .1475-02 .8934 7.022 533.2
606 .60000 .40000 11]6.0 .1131 .1373 .1270 .9377 .2738-02 .3074-02 1.970 13.70 546.1
















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































JDATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEOC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE Ell5
OHB4B 60-0 WING LONER SURFACE rR4UQ38)
WING LONER SURF PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH " B.000 ALPHA = 40'00 BETA = .0000 ELEVON = .O00O
BOFLAP " -12.50 SPDBRK = .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***,
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO
NUMBER /FT OEG. OEG. PSIA DEG. R OEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 /FT3 /FT2
58X 2.99_ 7.990 40.05 .1047-01 671.7 1327. 96.36 .6937-01 3.100 3845. .1943-02 .7754-07
582 2.997 7,990 40.06 .1397-01 671.5 1326. 98.29 .6935-0! 3.099 3843. ,I944-02 .7748-07
RUN HREF STN NO





RUN 2Y/BN XN/CW T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO] H(TAW) ODOT DTWDT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=O.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEO. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
588 .30000 .40000 lO?B.O .6583-01 .7992-01 .7360-01 .9401 .2867-08 .3206-02 2.156 15.26 573.8
582 .30000 .50000 1079.0 .6681-0! .BlBl-Ol .7531-01 .9363 .2210-02 .3280-02 2.174 15.87 578.5
582 .30000 .60000 1080.0 .1062 .1295 .1199 .9365 .4523-02 ,5221-02 3.398 84.65 590.7
582 .30000 .70000 |OBl.O .1576 .1928 .1785 .9358 .6864-02 .7776-02 4.980 34.80 600.2
582 .30000 .80000 1082.0 .213! .2614 .2431 .9331 .92B1-02 .1059-01 6.662 47.93 607.8
582 .30000 .90000 83.000 .|297 .|574 .|504 .9218 .5648-02 .6549-02 4.256 30.65 572.1
582 .30000 .95000 84.000 .1398 .16_6 .1637 ,9168 .6088-02 .7130-02 4.594 32.57 571.1
582 .40000 ,60000 i092.0 .1762 .2145 .1978 .9376 .7633-02 .8816-02 5.530 36.29 601.|
582 .40000 .70000 1093.0 .2203 .2697 .2498 .9365 .9593-02 .I086-01 6,940 45.51 602.2
582 .40000 .75000 1094.0 .2136 .26!7 .2428 .9346 .9302-02 .1057-01 6.702 48.27 605.2
582 .40000 .85000 95.000 .!808 .2202 .2081 .9266 .7874-02 .9066-02 5.828 43.11 585.5
582 .40000 .90000 96.000 .1616 .1966 .1893 .9179 .7036-02 .8244-02 5.229 43.95 582.5
582 .40000 .95000 97.000 .1399 .170I .1650 .9141 .6092-02 .7187-02 4.548 36.20 579.1
582 .50000 .40000 1104.0 .!095 .1335 .]235 .9369 ,4770-02 .5380-02 3.520 24.75 587.6
582 .50000 .60000 1105.0 .1280 .1562 .1446 .9363 .5574-02 .6299-02 4.084 27.75 598.9"
582 .50000 .70000 1106.0 .llO0 .1342 .I245 .9355 .4792-02 .5423-02 3.526 24.77 589.9
582 .50000 .90000 107.00 .!818 .2213 ,2213 .2000 .7918-02 .9639-02 5.881 45.08 583.0
582 .60000 .40000 1116.0 .!344 .1640 .15]4 .9379 .2852-02 ,6592-02 4.287 29.12 593.1























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL BO-O IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2119
WING LONER SURF PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA = .0000 ELEVON = .0000
BDFLAP = -5.000 SPDBRK = ,0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P 0 V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEO. DEO. PSIA DEC. R DEC. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 /FT$ /FT2
615 1.002 7.940 39.97 .1384-01 204.7 1251. 92.64 .2202-01 .9716 3745. .6415-03 .7454-07
616 .9954 7.940 39.97 .1731-01 204.3 1284. 92.86 .2197-01 .9697 3751. .6387-03 .7472-07
RUN HREF STN NO
NUMBER BTU/ R REF(R)
FT2SEC =.0175
615 .2418-01 .4055-0:
616 .2_16-01 . .4065-01
***TEST DATA***
RUN BY/BH XW/CW T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H{TAN) QDOT DTWDT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=O.9 R= BTU/R BTUiR BTU/ BEG. R BEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FTBSEC /SEC
616 .30000 .40000 1078.0 .6446-01 .7804-01 .7199-01 .9399 ,1558-02 .1739-02 1.132 8.160 537.2
615 .30000 .50000 1079.0 .4971-01 .6019-01 .5593-01 .9361 .1201-02 .1351-02 .8718 6.494 537.8
616 .30000 .60000 lOBO.O .4696-01 .5690-0t .5284-01 .9363 .1135-02 .1277-02 .8207 6.106 540.4
616 .30000 .70000 1081.0 .4702-01 .5697-01 .5298-01 .9356 .]136-02 ,1280-02 .8217 5.9!6 540.3
615 .30000 .80000 1082,0 .5252-01 .6364-01 .5949-01 .9329 .1269-02 .1938-02 .9173 6.823 540.8
616 .30000 ,90000 83.000 .4387-01 .5299-01 .5071-01 .9216 .1060-02 .1225-02 .7778 5.723 529.8
616 .30000 .95000 84.000 .5118-0"I .6178-01 .5971-01 .9166 .1236-02 .1443-02 .9087 6.582 528.5
616 .40000 .60000 1092.0 .5512-01 .7896-01 .7314-01 .9374 .1573-02 .1767-02 1.134 7.661 542.9
616 .40000 .70000 1093.0 r6779-01 .8217-01 .7628-01 .9363 .1638-02 .1843-02 1.182 7.991 541.8
616 .40000 .75000 1094.0 .6899-01 .8361-01 .7793-01 .9344 .1667-02 .1883-02 1.205 8.961 540.9
615 .40000 .85000 95.000 .6541-01 .7914-01 .7499-01 .9264 .1581-02 .1812-02 1.152 8.735 535. I
616 .4G000 .90000 96.000 .5334-01 .6452-01 .5221-CI .9177- .1289-02 .1503-02 .9405 8.100 534.0
616 .40000 .95000 97.000 .4537-01 .5483-01 .5328-01 .9140 .1096-02 .1287-02 .8035 6.553 530.8
616 .50000 .40000 1104.0 .8065-01 .9777-01 .9071-01 .9367 .1949-02 .2192-02 1.406 I0.II 542.2
616 ,50000 .60000 I105.0 .5388_01 .7745-01 .7193-0i .9361 .1543-02 .1738-02 I.I13 7.753 542.7
616 .50000 .70000 1106.0 .3603701 .4365-01 .4052-01 .9353 .8706-03 .9814-03 .6307 4.544 539.2
616 .50000 .90000 107.00 .5057-01 .6114-01 .6114-01 .9000 .1222-02 ,1477-02 .8934 7.025 532.5
616 .60000 .40000 1116.0 .1106 .1343 .1242 .9377 .2673-02 .3002-02 1.919 13.34 545.9


























































































































































































































































































DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE _l_!
..................... _ .... _ fR4UO3g)
WING LONER SURF PARAMETRIC DATA
HACH = 8.000 ALPHA 40.00 BETA = ,0000 ELEVON • .0000
BDFLAP • -5.000 SPDBRK _ .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS**"
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 lET3 ./FT2
593 2.004 7.880 40.00 .1389-Ol 436.0 1303. 94.84 .4539-01 2.023 3810. .1282-02 .7631-07
594 2.010 7.880 39.99 .1735-01 435.8 I300. 94.62 .4537-01 2.022 3805. .1294-02 .7614-07
RUN HREF STN NO





RUN 2Y/BW XN/CN T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H[TAN) OOOT DTNDT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEC. R DEC. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC
594 .30000 .40000 1078.0 .5945-01 .7205-01 .6643-01 .9399 .2084-02 .2329-02 1.549 11.06 556.7
594 .30000 .50000 1079.0 .4693-01 .5690-01 .5284-01 .9362 .1645-02 .1853-02 1.220 8.996 558.2
594 .30000 .60000 1080.0 .515B-01 .6263-01 .5809-01 .9364 .1808-02 .2037-02 1.330 9.779 564.0
594 .30000 .70000 1081.0 .6535-01 .7943-01 .7376-01 .9356 .2291-02 .2586-02 1.68! !!.95 566. I
594 .30000 .BOO00 1082.0 .B626-01 .1050 .9797-01 .9329 .3025-02 .3435-02 2.205 16.16 570,5
594 .30000 .90000 83.000 .6763-01 .8179-01 .7824-0I .9217 .2371-02 .2743-02 l.?BO ]2.97 548.9
594 .30000 .95000 84.000 .7488-0I .9052-01 ,8747-01 .8167 .2626-02 ,3067-02 1.975 14.17 547.5
594 .40000 .60000 1092.0 .B357-0I .lOI? .9404-01 .9375 .2930-02 .3297-02 2.139 14.25 569.8
594 .40000 .70C00 1093.0 ,9815-0I .1194 .1107 .9364 .3441-02 .38B1=02 2.513 16.75 569.5
594 .40000 ,75000 1094.0 .1030 .1253 .1166 .8345 .3612-02 .4089-02 2.634 18.31 5?0.3
594 .40000 .85000 95.000 .9501-01 .I152 .1091 .9264 .3331-02 .3825-02 2.466 18.48 559,4
594 .40000 .90000 96.000 .8388-01 .lOt7 .9797-01 .9178 .2941-02 .3435-02 2.186 18,61 556.5
594 .40000 .B5000 97.000 .7192-01 .8706-0I .8457-01 .9140 . ,2522-02 .2965-02 1.884 15.20 552.4
594 .50000 .40000 1104.0 .8086-0I .9833-01 .9110-01 .9367 .2835-02 .3194-02 2,074 14.73 568.0
594 .50000 .60000 1105.0 .7055_01 .8578-01 .7956-0I .9362 .2474-02 .2790-02 1.811 12.46 567.7
594 .50000 .70000 1106.0 .3956-01 .4804-01 .4466-01 .9353 .I387-02 .I566-02 1.021 7,270 565.3
594 .50000 .90000 107.00 ._816-01 .8253-0I .8253-01 .9000 .2390-02 .2894-02 1.784 I_.8e 553.4
594 .60000 .40000 11]6.0 .1186 .1444 .1334 .B378 .4158-02 .4678-02 3.020 20.72 573.3




































































































































































DATE 23 FEB 80 OH848 MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEOC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 21_)4,t
OH84B 60-0 WING LOWER SURFACE (R4UO3g)
RUN 2Y/BN XN/CN T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN} ODOT ' DTWDT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
580 .60000 .60000 Ill8.0 1299 .1587 .1469 .9362 .5651-02 .6391-02 4.I32 28.06 594".4
580 .60000 .70000 1119,0 1226 .1498 .1396 .9329 .5333-02 ,6070-02 3.903 27.36 593.9
560 .60000 .90000 ]20.00 1417 .1726 .]632 .9264 .6161-02 .7096-02 4.561 33.]8 585.4
580 .60000 .85000 121.00 1776 .BIB2 .2055 .9240 .7723-02 .8935-02 5.731 41.04 583.6
560 .60000 .90000 122.00 1782 .2169 .2094 .9167 .7752-02 .9105-02 5.762 42.69 582.4
580 .60000 .95000 123.00 I471 ,I788 .1738 .9140 ;6398-02 .7548-02 4.788 35.54 577.6
580 .70000 :: .40000 ]130.0 ]384 .1689 .1563 .9366 .6019-02 .6797-02 4.4]9 27.47 591.6
580 .70000 .60000 131.00 1357 .I654 .t533 .8352 .5900-02 .6665-02 4.346 27.05 589.0
580 .70000 .90000 132.00 .2877 .3515 .3381 .9178 .1251-01 .]471-01 9.139 64.03 595,2
579 .75000 .30000 ]38.00 .1508 .1843 .]70I .9375 .6566-02 .7405-02 k,790 29,72 595.I
579 .75000 .bOO00 139.00 .1324 .!618 .!494 .9373 .5765-02 .6505-02 4.205 26.86 595.2
578 .75000 .60000 luO.O0 .1238 .1513 .1513 .9000 .5390-02 .6584-02 3.935 25.91 594.5
579 .75000 .70000 1141.0 .1264 .1547 .143I .9362 .5501-02 .6229-02 3.976 27.76 601.9
579 .75000 .80000 142.00 .2!8] .2677 .2524 .9267 .9494-02 .IO99-AI R 7Aq M_ P_ 609 6
580 .75000 .90000 143.00 .2222 .2705 .2603 .9180 .9665-02 .1132-01 7.184 51.48 582.4
580 .75000 .95000 144.00 .|550 .1883 .1825 .9148 .6742-02 .7937-02 5.062 37.64 574.8
578 .80000 , .20000 146.00 .1908 ,2339 .2152 .9384 .8306-02 .9368-02 5.979 40.38 604.8
579 .80000 .40000 147.00 .1372 .1680 .1548 .9379 .5971-02 .6740-02 4.312 30.10 602.6
579 .80000 ,90000 !48.00 .2437 .2875 .2859 .8!84 .!061-01 .1245-01 7.757 55.29 593.2
578 .90000 .30000 1155.0 .1789 .2188 .2018 .9389 .7787-02 .B785-02 5.544 38.50 612.7
579 .90000 .50000 156.00 .1475 1810 .1810 .8000 .6421-02 .7878-02 4.598 32.00 608.6
579 .90000 .60000 !]57.0 .]404 .!722 .!586 .9379 .6!!3-02 .6904-0P 4.39] 29-83 _0_._
579 .90000 .80000 158.00 .2589 .3180 .299] .9276 .II27-01 .1302-01 8.033 60.72 611.8
579 .90000 .80000 159.00 .2484 .3043 .2929 .9173 .]081-01 .1275-01 7.792 60.18 603.8
579 .95000 .30000 164.00 .1591 .1951 .1785 .9384 .6926-02 .7813-02 4.981 34.72 605.5
579 .95000 .50000 165.00 .1188 .1453 .1341 .8373 .5170-02 .583B-02 3.751 27.10 599.2
579 .95000 .70000 166.00 .1910 .2337 .2176 .9330 .8312-02 .9471-02 6.028 44.29 599.5
579 .95000 .80000 167.00 .2283 .2795 .2651 .9243 .9935-02 .115%-01 7.174 51.74 602.6
579 .95000 .90000 188.00 .2045 .2501 .2405 .9178 .8902-02 1047-0] 6.474 47.61 597.4
/
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL BO-O IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 21_
OH84B BO-O WING LOWER SURFACE {R4UOWO)
WING LOWER SURF PARAMETRIC DATA
HACH • 8.000 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA " .0000 ELEVON - .0000
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK = ,0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RNIL MACH ALPHA BETA , PO TO T P Q V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEC. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XtO 6 IFT3 /FTB
623 .4983 7.900 39.97 .1384-01 99.83 1256. 93.14 .II09-0] .4847 3737. .3215-03 .7495-07
624 .5083 7.900 39.84 .1381-01 I01.7 1255. 93.06 ,I130-01 .4938 3736. .3278-03 .7489-07
RUN HREF STN NO





RUN 2Y/BW XW/CW TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAW} ODOT DTNOT IN
NUMBER R=I,O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEC. R DEC. R
TAW/TO FTBSEC FTBSEC FTBSEC ISEC
624 .30000 .40000 1078.0 .6941-01 .8394-0! .7748-01 .9398 .1195-02 .1334-02 .8666 6.274 529.7
624 .30000 .50000 1079.0 .5364-01 .6487-01 .6032-01 .9361 .9237-03 .1039-02 .6691 5.004 530.3
624 .30000 .60000 1080.0 .4991-01 .6040-0] .5612-01 .9363 .8595-03 .9665-03 .6208 4.637 532.5
624 .30000 .70000 i081.0 .4938-01 .5976-0i .5561-01 .9355 .9504-03 .9576-03 .614| 4.439 532.5
624 .30000 .BOO00 1082.0 .5545-01 .6711-01 .6277-01 .9328 .9549-03 .1081-02 .6897 5.152 532.4
624 .30000 ,90000 83.000 .4234-0i .5114-01 .4895-01 .9216 .7291-03 .8429-03 .5316 3.919 525.6
624 .30000 .95000 84.000 .5350-01 .6459-01 .6245-01 .9166 .9214-03 1075-02 .6731 4.886 524.2
624 .40000 .60000 I092.0 .6477-01 .7844-01 .7271-01 .9374 .1115-02 1252-02 .8031 5.447 534.8
624 .40000 .70000 1083.0 .6714-01 .8128-01 .7550-01 .9363 ,1156-02 1300-02 .8338 5.659 533.5
624 .40000 .75000 I084.0 .6308-01 .7637-01 .7122-01 .9344 .1086-02 1226-02 .7836 5.850 533.4
624 .40000 .85000 95,000 .6057-01 .7325-01 .6943-01 .9263 .1043-02 1196-02 .7561 5.751 529.9
624 .40000 .90000 96,000 .5110-01 .6177-01 .5957-01 .9177 .8801-03 1020-02 .6397 5.527 527.8
524 .40000 .95000 97.000 .4362-01 .5268-01 .5120-01 .9139 .7511-03 .8818-03 ,5478 4,480 525.4
824 .50000 .40000 If04.0 .7844-01 .9501-01 .8819-01 .8366 .1351-02 .1519-02 .9721 7.017 535.1
624 ,50000 .60000 1105.0 .6701-01 .8116-0I .75_I-0t .9361 .1154-02 .1298-02 .8306 5.810 534.9
624 .50000 .70000 1106,0 .3820-01 .4623-01 .4304-0t .9352 .6578-03 .7413-03 .4748 3.431 532.9
624 .50000 .90000 107.00 .5017-01 .6053-01 .6063-01 .9000 .8640-03 .1044-02 .6283 4.953 527.4
624 ,.60000 , .40000 1116.0 .1096 .1328 .1230 .9377 .1887-02 .2118-02 1,357 9.488 535.6











































































































































































































































































DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2127
UMU4U _U-U WIN_ LUH_H SURFACE tR4UO40)
N|NG LONER SURF PARAHETRIC DATA
HACH • B.O00 ALPHA • 40.00 BETA • .DO00 ELEVON = .0000
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK • o0000
*"TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L HACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT OEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PS! FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO B IFT3 /FT2
613 1.004 7.940 39.97 .1731-01 204.8 1260. 92.56 .2203-01 .972! 3?45. .6423-03 .7449-07
614 1.020 7.940 39.96 .1394-0! 207.9 1259. 92.49 .2236-01 .9868 3743. .6525-03 .7443-07
RUN HREF STN NO





RUN 2Y/BN XN/CN TIC NO HIHREF HIHREF HIHREF TAW/TO H{TO) H(TAN] ODOT DTNDT TN
NUMBER R=I.0 R=O.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ OEG. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FTBSEC FTBSEC FTBSEC ISEC
614 .30000 ,40000 1078.0 .6366-01 .7717-0! .7115-01 .9399 1551-02 1733-02 I.II5 8.033 539.5
614 .30000 .50000 1079.0 .4832-01 .5857-01 .5440-0i .936] 1177-02 1325-02 .8460 6.296 539.8
614 .30000 .60000 1080.0 .4699-0l .5701-01 .5291-01 .9363 1145-0B lee9-02 .BI97 6.092 542.5
614 .30000 .70000 Iael.o .4701-0! .5704-0! .530!-0! .9356 II45-02 1291-0B .e201 5.8gB 542.5
614 .30000 .BOO00 lOB2.0 .5009-01 .607B-01 .56B0-01 .9329 1220-02 1383-02 .B731 6.487 543.1
614 .30000 .90000 83.000 .4368-0! .5284-01 .5055-01 .9216 |064-02 1231-02 .7726 5.677 532.4
614 .30000 .95000 84.000 .5064-0I .6124-01 .5918-01 .9166 1234-02 1442-02 .B974 6.491 531.2
614 .40000 .60000 1092.0 .6889-01 ,8122-01 .7519-01 .9374 1629-02 183!-02 1.162 7.842 545.3
614 .40000 .70000 1093.0 .6739-0! .8|80-0| .7590-01 .9363 1641-02 .|849-02 1.173 7.917 544.2
614 .40000 .75000 1094.0 ,6541-0i .7938-01 .7395-01 .9344 1593-02 .1801-02 1.140 8.466 543.4
614 .40000 .85000 95.000 .6613-01 .8013-01 .7589-0! .9264 IB]l-02 .1849-02 1.161 8.796 537.9
614 .40000 .90000 96.000 .5347-01 .6476-01 .6243-01 .9177 .|302-02 .1521-02 .9405 8.089 536.6
614 .40000 .95000 97.000 .4460-01 .5397-01 .5243-01 .9139 .I086-02 ,1277-02 .7880 6;418 533,4
614 .50000 .40000 If04.0 .7980-01 .9689-01 .8984-01 .936"7 .1944-02 .2188-02 1.387 9.962 545.1
614 .50000 .60000 ]!05.0 .6303-01 .7653-0| .7103-0t .9361 .1535-02 .1730-02 1.095 7.616 545.6
614 .50000 .70000 1106.0 .3824-0! .4638-0! .4314-0! .9353 .93]3-03 .1051-02 .6678 4.805 541.7
614 .50000 .90000 107,00 _4989-0! .6040-0! .6040-01 .9000 ._215-02 .1471-02 .8790 6.902 535.3
614 .60000 .40000 Ill6.0 .1135 .1379 .1275 .9377 .2764-02 .3107-02 1.961 13.62 549.1




























































































































































































































































































































































































































DATE 23 FEB 80 0H848 MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 212=J
0H848 60-0 WING LOWER SURFACE (R4U040}
WING LOWER SURF PARAMETRIC DATA
HACH = 8.000 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA = .0000 ELEVON - .0000
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK = .0000
*'*TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T p Q V RHO HU
NUHBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 /FT3 /FT2
595 2.00] 7.980 40.02 .1392-01 435.8 1304. 94.91 .4537-01 2.022 38li. .1290-02 .7637-07
596 2.000 7.980 40.02 .1392-0l 434.7 1302. 94.76 .4525-01 2.017 3808. .1289-02 .7626-07
PUN HREF STN NO





RUN 2Y/SW XW/CW T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAW) ODOT DTNDT TW
NUHBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ OEG, R DEG. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
596 .30000 .40000 1078.0 .5873-01 .7121-01 .6563-01 .8400 .2057-02 .2299-02 1.528 10.90 558.8
596 .30000 .50000 1079.0 .4353-01 .5281-01 .4902-01 .9362 .1525-02 .1717-02 1.129 8.313 561.1
596 .30000 .60000 1080.0 .5193-0! .6309-01 .5850-01 .9365 .1819-02 .2049-02 1.338 9.831 565.8
596 .30000 .70000 1081.0 .6594-01 .8017-01 .7443m01 .9357 .2310--02 .2607--02 1.695 12.03 568.0
596 .30000 .80000 I082.0 .8769-01 .1067 .9960-01 .9330 .3072-02 .3489-02 2.241 !6o4! 572.2
696 .30000 .90000 83.000 .6832-01 .8264-01 .7904-01 .9217 .2393-02 .2769-02 1.797 13.09 550.6
596 .30000 .95000 84.000 .7508-0! .9079-01 .8772-01 .9167 .2630-02 .3073-02 1.979 14.18 549.2
596 .40000 .60000 1092.0 .8609-01 .1048 .9687-01 .9375 .3015-02 .3393-02 2.203 14.67 571.3
596 .40000 .70000 I093.0 .9794-01 .1192 .1105 .9366 .3431-02 .3869-02 2.506 16.68 571.4
596 .40000 .75000 1094.0 .1021 .1243 .1156 .9345 .3577-02 .4050-02 2.610 19.11 572.0
596 .40000 .85000 95.000 .9671-01 .1173 .1111 .9265 .3388-02 .3890-02 2.508 18.78 561.3
596 .40000 .90000 96.000 .8472-01 .1027 .9896-01 .9178 .2968-02 .3466-02 2,206 18.77 558,3
596 .40000 .95000 97.000 .7158-01 .8668-01 .8418-01 .9141 .2507-02 .2949-02 1.874 15.11 554.1
596 .50000 .40000 110k.0 .8333-01 .I013 .9387-01 .9368 .2919-02 .3288-02 2.137 15.17 569.3
596 .50000 .60000 1105.0 .7089-0I .8621-01 .7995-0! .9362 .2483-02 .28G0-02 1.819 12.51" 569.1
596 .50000 .70000 1106.0 .4187-01 .5085-01 .4726-0l .9354 .1467-02 .1655-02 1.081 7.687 564.7
596 .50000 .90000 107.00 .7561-01 .9161-01 .9161-01 .9000 .2649-02 .3209-02 1.974 15.33 556.5
596 .60000 .40000 1116.0 .I194 .1455 .1344 .9379 .4183-02 .4707-02 3.040 20.84 574.9
596 .60000 .50000 1117.0 .1106 .1347 .]248 .9365 .3873-02 .4370-02 2.818 19.32 574.2
DATE 23 FEB 80 0H849 MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2130
0H84B 60-0 WING LOWER SURFACE fRWUG401
RUN 2Y/BW XW/CW TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAW) ODOT DTWDT TW
NUHBER R=I.0 R=O.9 R= BTU/R - BTU/R BTUI DEG. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
596 .60000 .60000 1118.0 .9790-0t .1191 .1105 .9362 ,3429-02 .3869-02 2,504 17,19 571.6
596 .60000 .70000 II19.0 .8606-01 .1047 .9771-01 .9330 .3014-02 .3422-02 2.205 15.64 570.1
"596 .60000 .80000 120.00 .8263-01 .1003 .9490-01 .9265 .2894-02 .3324-02 2.141 15.76 561.9
556 ,60000 .85000 121.00 .9943-0! ,1205 .!147 .9241 ,3483-02 .4017=02 2,588 18,76 558.6
596 .60000 .90000 122.00 .8526-01 .!033 .9974-0| .9167 .2986-02 .3494-02 2.229 16.73 555.4
596 .60000 .95000 123.00 .6435-01 .7779-01 .7557L01 .9141 .2254-02 .2647-02 1.697 12.79 548.6
596 .70000 .40000 1130.0 .1276 .1553 .1438 .9367 .4469-02 .5038-02 3.264 20.49 571.4
596 .70000 .60000 131.00 .1182 .1437 .1333 .9362 .4140-02 .4669-02 3.034 19.07 568.9
596 .70000 .90000 132.00 .2313 .2814 .2710 .9178 .8102-02 .9491-02 5.921 41.98 570.8
595 .75000 .30000 138.00 .1418 .1724 1595 .9375 .4976-02 .5596-02 3.658 23.00 568.4
595 _75000 _0000 !39.00 .!234 .1501 1389 .9373 .4331-02 .4873-02 3.178 20.55 569.9
_9_ _,Tnn _nnnn t_n nn _t_ t_n !358 .9000 .39!9-02 _-n_ _ _ _Q 19 _o
595 .75000 .70000 1141.0 .1099 .1338 1241 .9362 .3856-02 .4352-02 2.810 18.88 574.9
595 .75000 .80000 142.00 .1387 .1689 1597 .9267 .4858-02 .5601-02 3.551 28.86 574.2
59A 75nnn qnnnfl 14_ An .i_1_ _l_q0 1532 .g180 .4598-02 .5366-02 3.4P6 P4.RR _ 6_R R
596 .75000 .95000 144.00 .8578-01 .1049 1017 .9148 ,- .3040-02 .,3564-02 2.29I 17.27 548.0
595 .80000 .20000 146.00 .1778 .2164 1997 .9384 .6237-02 .7007-02 4.555 31,L_5 573.4
595 .80000 .40000 147.00 .1274 .1551 1433 .9379 .4468-02 .5027-02 3.256 _3.04 575.0
595 .80000 .90000 148.00 .1547 .1877 1806 .9184 .5427-02 .6335-02 4.027 29.16 561.6
5n= nmnnn 7nnnn I t_ n I_D_ _0_ ,8_, u 580._
595 .90000 .50000 156.00 .1380 .1683 1683 .9000 .4842-02 .5905-02 3.509 24.78 579.0
595 .90000 .60000 1157.0 .1282 .1563 1443 .9379 .4498-02 .5064-02 3.261 _2.31 578.7
_ .90000 .8=_== _607 .9276 .49!0-02 -5838-02 _7-69 572.!
595 .90000 .90000 159.00 .!246 .1513 1459 .9173 .4371-02 .5118-02 3.231 25.45 564.5
595 .95000 .30000 164.00 .1563 .|903 1756 .9384 .5483-02 .6161-02 4.002 28,34 573.7
595 .95000 .50000 165.00 .1!16 .1357 1256 .9373 .3914-02 .4405-02 2.868 21.01 570.9,
595 .95000 .70000 166.00 .1238 .1505 1405 .9330 .4343-02 .4930-02 3.187 23.76 569.9
595 .95000 .80000 167.00 .1274 .1547 1471 ,9243 .4469-02 .5159-02 3.297 24.22 565.9
595 .95000 .90000 168.00 .9818-01 .1190 .1147 .9178 .3444-02 .4022-02 2.567 19.25 558.3
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2131
OHB4B 60-0 WING LOWER SURFACE (R4UQ40)
WING LONER SURF PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH - B.OOO ALPHA = 40.00 BETA - .0000 EL£VON - .OOOO
BDFLAP • .0000 SPDBRK • .0000
• "*TEST CONDITIONS""
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
X10 6 /FT3 /FT2
577 3.019 7.990 40.06 .6989-02 670.3 2328. 95.7l .6922-02 3.093 3832, .1952-02 .7702-07
578 3.027 7.990 40.06 .6985-02 669.7 2325. 95.49 .6916m02 3-092 3827. .1955--0B .7684--07
RUN HREF STN NO





RUN 2Y/BW XW/CW TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF HIHREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAN} QDOT OTNDT TW
NUMBER R=2.0 R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ BEG. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC
5'78 .30000 .40000 1079.0 .6664-01 .8123-02 .7467-01 .9401 .2894-02 .3243-02 2.118 24.93 582.B
578 .30000 .50000 1079.0 .6948-01 .8480-01 .7851-02 .9363 .3018-02 .3410-02 2.196 15,96 587.1
578 .30000 .60000 1080.0 .I129 .1383 .1278 .9365 .4905-02 .5552-02 3.522 25.38 598.7
578 .30000 .70000 1081.0 .2648 ,2025 .2871 .9358 ._157-02 .8128-02 5.057 35;20 60B. I
578 .30000 .80000 2082.0 .2217 .2730 .2536 .9331 .9630-02 .1101-01 6.739 48.32 614.9
578 .30000 .90000 83,000 .1313 .1600 .1527 .9228 .5701-02 .6634-02 4.168 29.85 583.5
578 .30000 .95000 84.000 .1415 .2724 .1663 .9168 ;6144-02 .7223-02 4.496 32.69 582.9
578 .40000 .60000 1092.0 .1797 .2208 .2033 .9376 .7803-02 .8830-02 5.503 35.97 609.4
578 .40000 .70000 1093.0 .2264 .2785 .2569 .9365 .9834-02 .1ll6-01 6.916 45.16 612.4
578 .40000 .75000 1094.0 .2182 .2587 .2488 .9346 .9479-02 .1091m01 6.638 47.60 614.4
578 .40000 .85000 95.000 .2815 .2222 .2097 .9266 .7885m02 .9107-02 5.669 41.72 595.7
578 .40000 .90000 96.000 .I627 .1990 .1913 .9179 .7067-02 .8311-02 5.096 42.60 593.6
578 ,40000 .95000 97.000 ,1417 .1731 .1678 .9141 .6153-02 .7289-02 4.455 35.26 590.6
578 .50000 .40000 li04.0 .I094 .1339 .1237 .9369 .4751-02 .5373-02 3.406 23.83 597.7
578 .50000 .60000 1105.0. .1313 .1610 .1487 .9363 .5701-02 .6461-02 4.056 27.42 603.1
578 .50000 .70000 1106.0 .Ill6 .1368 .1266 .9355 .4846-02 .5500-02 3.458 24.15 601.1
578 ,50000 " .90000 107.00 .1764 .2157 .2157 .9000 .7663-02 .9370-02 5.530 42.19 593.0
578 .60000 .40000 1116.0 .1349 ,165_ .1524 .9379 .5861-02 .6621-02 4.166 28.15 603.9




















































































































































































































































DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2133
0H846 BO-O WING LOWER SURFACE (R4UG41)
WING LONER SURF PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH - 8.000 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA • .0000 ELEVON - .0000
BDFLAP = 5.000 SPDBRK = .0000
**.TEST CONDITIONS*'.
RUN RN/L HACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEC. DEC. PSIA DEC. R DEC. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 /FT3 IFT2
625 .5056 7,900 39.96 ,1729-01 100.1 1246. 92.40 .lllB-Ol .4859 3723. .3249-03 .7N35-07
626 .5125 7.900 39.93 .1380-01 101.2 1244. 92.25 .1125-01 .4913 3720. .3290-03 .7423-07
RUN HREF STN NO





RUN 2Y/BW XN/CN TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAW) QDOT OTNDT TN
NUMBER R=I.0 R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FTBSEC FTBSEC FTBSEC /SEC
626 .30000 .40000 I078.0 .7079-01 .8573-01 .7909-01 .9398 .1214-02 .1356-02 .8669 6.275 529.7
626 .30000 .50000 1079.0 .5441-01 .6590-01 .6124-01 .9361 .9332-03 .1050-02 .6656 4.977 530.4
626 .30000 .60000 1080.0 .5117-01 .6201-01 .5759-01 .9363 .8777-03 .9877-03 .6243 4.664 532.3
nn_ _nn tn t n i .rig _826 .30u_u .Tv_v ,u8,.u .51,8 v, .6202-01 .5768-01 .9355 .8778-03 .9893-03 .6246 _.516 oz_.i
626 .30000 .80000 I082.0 .5232-01 .6340-01 .5928-0I .9328 .8974-03 .I017-02 .6388 4.773 531;9
626 .30000 .90000 83.000 .4232-01 .5119-01 .4898-01 .9215 .7259-03 .8401-03 .5210 3.841 525.9
626 .30000 .95000 84.000 .5365-01 .6486-01 .6269-01 .9166 .9201-03 .1075-02 .6620 4.806 524.2
626 .40000 .60000 1092.0 .6591-01 .7992-01 .7404-0l .9373 .I130-02 .1270-02 .... 5 5.437 534.6
626 .40000 .70000 1093.0 ,6795-0! .8236-01 .7648-01 .9363 .1165-02 ol312-02 ,8283 5.624 532.9
626 _40000 .75000 1094.0 .6276-01 .7607-01 .7091-01 .9343 .1076-02 .1216-02 .7652 5.715 532.8
626 .40000 .85000 95.000 ;5974-01 .7234-0| .6854-01 .9263 .1025-02 .1176-02 .7313 5.563 529.9
626 .40000 .90000 96.000 .5176-01 .6263-0! .6039-01 .9176 .8877-03 .1036-02 .6358 5.495 527.4
626 .40000 .95000 97,000 .4433-01 .5361-01 .5210-01 .9139 .7603-03 .8935-03 .5463 4.468 585.2
626 .50000 .40000 1104.0 .7860-01 .9533"01 .8844-01 .9366 .1348-02 .1517-02 .9553 6.896 535.0
626 ,50000 .60000 1|05.0 .6757-0| .8194-0I .7610-0i .9361 .II59-02 .1305-02 .8217 5.748 534.6
626 .50000 .70000 !106,0 .3869-0! .4689-01 .4364-01 .9352 .6635-03 .7484-03 .4717 3.409 532.8
626 .50000 .90000 107.00 .5098-01 .6168-0! .6168-01 .9000 .8743-03 .1058-02 .6264 4.938 527.2
626 .60000 .40000 1116.0 .Ill8 :1356 .1255 .9377 .1917-02 .2152-02 1.358 9.492 535.4











































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 21_
OHB4B BO-O WiNG LOWER SURFACE (R4UQ41)
WING LOWER SURF PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA - .0000 ELEVON = ,0000
BOFLAP = 5.000 SPOBRK - ,0000
*''TEST CONDITIONS*'"
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA OEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FTISEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 IFT3 IFT2
611 .9967 7.940 39.86 .1384-01 204.6 1265. 92,93 .2201-01 .9711 3752. .6391-03 .7478-07
612 1.002 7.940 39.96 .t384-01 206.0 1266. 93.00 .2216-01 .9778 3754. .6430-03 .7484-07
RUN HREF STN NO





RUN 2Y/BN XW/CN TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF HIHREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN) QDOT DTNDT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=O.9 R= BTU/R BTUIR BTU/ lEG. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FTBSEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
612 .30000 .40000 1078.0 .6441-01 .7797-01 .7193-01 .9399 1563-02 .1746-02 1.138 8.202 637.8
612 .30000 .50000 1079.0 .4832-01 .5850-01 .5436-01 .9361 II73-02 1319-02 .8529 6.352 538.3
612 .30000 .60000 1080.0 .4590-01 .5562-01 .5165-01 .9363 1114-02 1253-02 .8072 6.003 641.1
612 .30000 .70000 I081o0 _4584-0! ,5554-0! .5!65-01 .9356 1113-02 1254-02 .8063 5.803 541.0
612 .30000 .80000 1082.0 .5112-01 .6194-01 .5791-01 .9329 1241-02 1405-02 .8987 6.683 541.3
612 .30000 .90000 83.000 .4392-0! .5305-01 .5077-01 .9216 1066-02 1232-02 .7835 5.762 530.6
612 .30000 .95000 84.000 .5074-01 .6128-01 .5923-01 .9166 1231-02 1438-02 .9068 6.566 529.3
618 .40000 .60000 1092.0 .6571-0! ,7969-01 .7381-01 ,9374 1595-02 1791-02 1.161 7.771 543.9
612 .40000 .70C00 I093.0 .6739m01 .8168--01 .7583--0! .9363 |635--02 1840--02 I.IS3 7.992 542.4
612 .40000 .75000 I094.0 .6806-01 .8248-01.7688-0| .9344 1652-02 I856-02 1.196 8.893 541.5
612 .40000 .85000 95.000 .6514-01 .7881-01 .7467-01 .9264 1581-02 1812-02 1.153 8.745 536.1
6|2 .40000 .90000 96.000 .5330-0| .6445-0| .6215-01 .9177 1293-02 1508-02 .9456 8.141 534.6
612 .40000 .95000 97.000 ;4482-0| .5416-01 .5263-01 .9139 lOBe-02 1277-02 .7987 6.512 531.4
612 .50000 .40000 1104.0 .8158-01 .9903-01 .9188-01 .9367 1982-02 .2230m02 1.432 10.30 543.2
612 .50000 .60000 1105.0 .6330-01 .7676-01 .7128-0J .936| 1536-02 .1730-02 1.109 7.725 543.6
612 .50000 .70000 1106.0 .3736-01 .4525-01 .4212-0I .9353 .9068-03 .1022-02 .658! 4.739 539.9
612 .50000 .90000 lO?.OO ,5000-01 .6045-01 .6045-01 .9800 .1214-02 .1467-02 .8887 6.985 533.3
512 .600qO .40000 1|16.0 .1107 .|344 .1243 .9377 .2687-02 .3018-02 1.930 13.42 547.1
















































































































































DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL BO-O IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2137
OH84B 60-0 NING LONER SURFACE (R4UQ41)
WING LOWER SURF PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA - .O00O ELEVON - .OOOO
BDFLAP • 5.000 SPDBRK = .GO00
*'*TEST CONDITIONS**"
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P 0 V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT DEG. OEG. PSZA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 /FT3 /FT2
597 2.013 7.980 40.02 .1392-01 434.8 1297. 94.40 .4528-01 2.018 3801. .1294-02 .7596-07
598 2.004 7.980 40.02 .1392-0! 434.4 1300. 94.62 .4522-01 2.016 3805. .1290-02 .7614-07
RUN HREF STN NO





RUN 2Y/BW XW/CN TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(T01 Hi'TAW) ODOT DTNDT TN
NUMBER R=1.0 R=O.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ OEG. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
598 .30000 .40000 1078.0 .6201-01 .7504-01 .6922-01 .9400 .2171-02 .2423-02 1.624 11.62 551.7
598 .30000 .50000 1079.0 .5023-01 .6082-01 .5650-01 .9362 .1758-02 .1978-02 1.312 9.699 553.4
598 .30000 .60000 IOBO.O .5480-01 ,6646-01 .6167-01 ,9365 .1918-02 .2159-02 1.421 10.47 558.9
598 .30000 .70000 1081.0 .689B-01 .8370-01 .7778-01 .9357 .2415-02 .2723-02 1.784 12.71 560.9
598 .30000 .80000 1082.0 .9337-01 .1134 .1059 .9330 .3268-02 .3708-02 2.403 17.66 564.5
598 .30000 .90000 83.000 .6954-01 .8400-01 .8037-01 .9217 .2434-02 .2814-02 1.837 13.41 545.0
598 .30000 .95000 84.000 .7625-01 .9207-01 .8898-01 .9167 .2669-02 .3115-02 2.018 14.51 543.5
598 .40000 .60000 I092.0 .8846-01 .I074 .9943-01 .9375 .3097-02 .3481-02 2.280 15.24 563.6
598 .40000 .70000 1093.0 .1068 .1297 .1203 .9365 .3739-02 .4210-02 2.757 18.45 562.2
598 .40003 .75000 i094.0 .I071 .1301 .12ll .9345 .3750-02 .4240-02 2.759 20.29 563,8
598 .40000 .85000 95.000 .9720-01 ;1177 .1115 .9265 .3403-02 .3903-02 2.538 19.08 553.7
598 .40000 .90000 96.000 .8515-01 .1030 .9931-01 .9178 .2981-02 .3477-02 2.232 19,06 550.8
598 .40000 .95000 97.000 .7364-01 :9902-01 .8648-01 .9141 ;2578-02 .3077-02 1.939 15.68 547.4
599 .50000 .40000 I104.0 .8401-01 ;1020 .9453-01 .9368 .2941-02 .3309-02 2.171 15.47 561.4
599 .50000 .60000 1105.0 .7414-01 .8999-01 .8351-01 .9362 .2595-02 .2924-02 1.917 13.23 561.3
598 .50000 .70000 1106. 0 1 .4394-01 .5328-01 .4955-01 .9354 .1538-02 .1735-02 1.141 8.138 558.2
598 .50000 .90000 I07.00 .7531-01 .9108-01 .9108-01 .9000 .2636-02 .3188-02 1.979 ]5.43 549.0
598 .60000 .40000 1116.0 .1192 .1449 .1340 ,9379 .4174-02 .4691-02 3,062 21.08 566.1






























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































DATE 23 FEB BO OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKR HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2141
OHB4B 60-0 WING LONER SURFACE (R4UQ421
WING LOWER SURF PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH • 8.000 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA = .0000 ELEVON " .0000
BOFLAP = B.O00 SPDBRK = .0000
• *'TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEC. DEC. PSIA DEC. R DEC. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO 6 /FT3 IFT2
619 .5067 7.900 39.95 .1393-01 99.45 1239. 91.88 .I105-01 .4829 3712. .3247-03 .7393-07
620 .5135 7.900 39.96 .1383-01 100.1 1233. 91.43 .lII2-Ol .4858 3703. .3282-03 .7357-07
RUN HREF STN NO





RUN 2Y/BN xw/cw T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF HIHREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAWI ODOT DTNDT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R: BTU/R BTU/R 8TU/ DEC. R DEC. R
TAW/TO FTBSEC FTBSEC FTBSEC /SEC
620 .30000 .40000 1078.0 .6998-0I .8488-01 .7824-01 .9399 .II92-02 .1332-02 .8368 6.056 530.4
620 .30000 .50000 1079.0 .5454-0] .6617-01 .6144-01 .9361 .9288-03 .1046-02 .6518 4.872 530.9
620 .30000 .60000 I080.0 .5278-0I .6406-0! .5944-01 .9363 .8987-03 .1012-02 .6291 4.699 532.7
620 .30000 .70000 IOBl.O .5200-01 .6311-01 .5865-01 .9356 .8854-03 .9987-03 .6200 4.482 532.5
620 .30000 .80000 1082.0 .5326-01 .6464-01 .6040-01 .9329 .9070-03 .1028-02 .6355 4.748 532.0
620 .30000 .90000 83.000" -.4218-01 .5109-01 .4886-01 .9216 .7183-03 .8320-03 .5078 3.744 525.6
620 .30000 .95000 84.000 .5325-01 .6447-01 .6229-01 .9166 .9068-03 .1061-02 .6428 4.667 523.9
620 .40000 .60000 I092.0 .6931-01 .8417-01 .7792-01 .9374 .1180-02 .1323-02 .9243 5.593 534.3
620 .40000 .70C00 1093.0 .6831-01 .8292-01 .7694-01 .9363 .1163-02 .1310-02 .8139 5.526 532.9
620 .40000 .75000 !094.0 .6221-01 .7550-01 .7033-01 .9344 .1059-02 .1199-02 .7414 5.537 532,7
620 .40000 ,85000 95.000 .6096-01 .7392-01 .7000-01 .9264 .1038-02 .1192-02 .7299 5.553 529,5
620 .40000 .90000 96.000 .5109-01 .6190-01 .5967-01 .9177 .8699-03 .1016-02 .6136 5.303 523.3
620 .40000 .95000 93.000 .4302-01 .5209-01 .5061-01 .9139 .7325-03 .8617-03 .5183 4.239 525.1
620 .50000 .40000 1104.0 .8027-01 .9747-01 .9037-01 .9366 .1367-02 .1539-02 .9545 6.893 534.3
620 .50000 .60000 1105.0 .6801-01 .8258-01 .7665-01 .9361 .1158-02 .1305-02 .8092 5.663 534.0
620 .50000 .70000 I106.0 .4345-01 .5273-01 .4904-01 .9352 .7400-03 .835|-03 .5183 3.747 532.2
620 .50000 .90000 107.00 .5045-0! .6113-01 .6113-0I .9000 .8591-03 .1041-02 .6063 4.781 , 526.9
620 .60000 .40000 Ill6.0 .1154 .1401 .1296 L9337 .1964-02 .2207-02 1.372 91596 534.4

































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































DATE 83 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2.145
OH84B BO-O WING LOWER" SURFACE (R4LN_42)
WING LOWER SURF PARAMETRIC OATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA - 40.00 8ETA - .0000 ELEVON = .0000
BOFLAP = 8.000 SPDBRK = .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RNIL HACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA OEG. R BEG. R PSIA PSI FTISEC' SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 /FT3 /FT2
591 1,988 7.980 40.0I .1391-01 433.9 1306. 95.05 .4517-0I 2,013 3914. .I283-02 .7649-07
592 2,010 7.980 40.00 .1736-01 434.8 1298. 94.47 .4526-01 2.018 3802. .|293-02 .7602-07
RUN HREF STN NO





RUN 2Y/ON XW/CN T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAWI ODOT OTWDT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC
582 .30000 .40000 1078.0 .6122-01 .7413-01 .6837-01 .9399 .2144-02 .2394-02 1.598 11.44 552.2
592 .30000 .50000 1079.0 .4851-01 .5875-01 .5458-01 .9362 .1698-08 .19II-02 1.264 9.342 553.4
_ _nnnn _nnnn 1080.0 _ o_ nl _ nl .6183-0] ....
._4_- ....... -_, .9364 .]923-02 .2165-02 _._21 ..... 558.7
592 .30000 .70000 1081.0 .B948-01 .8433-01 .783B-01 .9357 .2433-02 .2743-02 1.793 12.78 560.7
582 .30000 .80000 1082.0 .8932-0] .I085 .I014 .9330 .3127-02 .3549-02 2.292 16.84 564.8
592 .30000 .90000 83.000 .6868-01 ,8300-01 .7942-01 .9217 .2405-02 .2981-02 1.809 13.20 545.4
592 • .30000 .95000 84.000 .7573-0I .9]48-01 .B841-01 .9167 .265]-02 .3096-02 1.997 I4.35 544.3
592 .40000 .60000 1092.0 .8836-01 .1073 .9934-01 .9375 .3094-02 .3478-02 2.271 I5.18 563.7
592 .40000 .70000 1093.0 .9917-01 .1£05 .1117 .9364 .3472-02 .3912-02 2.548 19.03 563.8
592 .40000 .75000 I084.0 .I025 .1245 .I159 .9345 .3587-02 .4058-02 2.630 I9.33 564.4
592 .40000 .85000 95.000 .9716-01 .]177 ,1115 .8264 .3402-02 .3903-02 2,528 18.99 554.6
592 .40000 .90000 86.000 .8421-01 .I020 .9828-0! .9178 .2949-02 .3441-02 2. I99 18.76 552.0
592 .40000 .95000 97.000 .7275-01 .8800-0I .8549-01 .9140 .2547-02 .2993-02 1.907 15.42 548.8
592 .50000 .40000 1104.0 .8210-0l .9969-0! .9242-01 .9367 .2875-02 .3236-02 2.115 15.08 562.1
592 .50000 .60000 1105.0 .7286-01 .8846-01 .8210-01 .9362 .2551-02 .2875-02 1.B77 12.95 561.9
592 .50000 .70000 I106.0 .4721-0I .5725-01 .5325-01 .9353 .1653-02 .1864-02 1.224 8.737 557.3
592 .50000 .90000 107.00 .6891-0I .8336-01 .8336-01 .9000 .2413-02 .2919-02 1.806 14.08 549.0
592 .60000 .40000 1116.0 .1206 .1467 .I356 .9378 .4224-02 .4748-02 3.086 21.23 567,l







OATE 23 FEB 80 OH848 MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2147
OHB4B BO-O WING LOWER SURFACE tR4UQ42)
WING LOWER SURF PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA - _0000 ELEVON - .0000
BDFLAP = 8.000 SPDBRK - .0000
**'TEST CONDITIONS *'*
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEC. DEC. PSIA DEC. R DEC. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 IFT3 IFTB
588 3.003 7.990 40.07 .1748-01 673.7 ]327. 96.36 .6957-01 3.109 3845. .1949-02 .7754-07
590 2.993 7.980 40.06 .1397-0I 671.4 I327. 96.36 ,6934-0] 3.098 3845. .1942-02 .7754-07
RUN HREF STN NO





RUN 2Y/BN XW/CW T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAW) OOOT DTWDT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEC. R BEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /BEG
590 .30000 .40000 1079.0 .6739-01 .8172-01 .7530-01 .9401 .2935-02 ,3280-02 2.221 15.75 570.2
590 ,30000 .50000 1079.0 .6898-0I .8377-01 .7772-01 .9363 .3005-02 .3385-02 2,258 16.51 575.2
590 .30000 .60000 1080.0 .1081 .1317 .1220 .9365 .4707-02 .5313-02 3.476 25.25 588.2
590 .30000 .70000 1081.0 .1594 .1949 .1805 .9358 .6942-02 .7861-02 5.058 35.38 598. l
590 ,30000 .80000 1082.0 .2152 .2638 .2455 .9331 .9375-02 .I069-01 6.758 48.66 605.8
590 .30000 .90000 83.000 .1303 .158I .1511 .9218 .5678-02 .6580-02 4.293 30.94 570.5
590 .30000 .95000 84.000 .1399 .1696 .1637 .9168 .60B3-02 .7132-02 4.614 32.74 569.4
590 .40000 .60000 1092.0 .1770 .2165 .1997 .9376 .7711-02 .8700-02 5.616 36.90 598.4
590 .40000 .70000 I093.0 .2248 .2750 .2542 .8365 ,9790-02 .I107-01 7.113 46.70 600.1
590 .40000 .75000 1094.0 .2192 .2685 .2491 .9346 .9549-02 .1085-01 6.906 49.79 603.5
590 .40000 .85000 95.000 .1824 .2220 .2099 .9266 .7944-02 .9143-02 5.901 43.68 583.9
590 .40000 .90000 96.000 .1636 .1990 .1916 .91V9 .712V-02 .8346-02 5.314 44.70 581.0
590 , .40000 .95000 97.000 .14t2 .1716 .1665 .9141 .6151-02 .7254-02 4.608 36.71 577.5
590 ,50000 .40000 1104.0 .1099 .1339 .I239 .9369 .4788-02 .5398-02 3.550 24.99 585.2
590 .50000 .60000 1105.0 .1295 .1580 .1463 .9363 .5641-02 .6372-02 4.155 28.26 590.2
590 .50000 .70000 I106.0 .1129 .1376 .I277 .9355 .4917-02 .5562-02 3.631 25.53 588.1
590 .50000 .90000 I07.00 .1819 .2213 .22_3 .9000 .7922-02 ,9638-02 5,904 45.29 581.4
590 .60000 .40000 I116.0 .1325 .1616 _1492 .9379 .5771-02 .6498-02 4.247 28.88 590.8








































































































































































































































































DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2149
OH848 BO-O WING LOWER SURFACE (R4UQ431
WING LOWER SURF PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 8_000 ALPHA = 40,00 BETA - .0000 £LEVON = .OOO0
BDFLAP = 15.00 BPDBRK = .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R P_IA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XtO 6 "" IFT3 /FT2
627 .5149 7.900 59.95 .1383-01 101.4 1242. 92.10 .tI27-Ol .4923 3717. .3302-03 .7411-07
628 .5138 7.900 39.96 .1730-01 101.2 1242. g2.10 .1125-01 .4914 3717. .3296-03 .7411-07
RUN - HREF STN NO





RUN 2Y/BN XW/CW T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAWI OOOT OTNDT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=O;9 R= BTU/R BTU/R 8TU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FTBSEC /SEC
528 .30000 .40000 1078.0 .6885-01 ,8339-01 .7690-01 .9399 .118!-02 ,1319-02 .8410 6.089 529.3
628 .30000 .50000 1079.0 .5364-01 .6498-01 .6037-01 .9361 .9189-03 .1035-02 .6547 4.897 530.0
628 .30000 .60000 I080.0 .5036-01 .6104-01.5567-01 .9363 .8636-03 .9718-03 .6129 4_579 532.0
528 .300GO .7OOOO |GS!.O ._875-01 .5030-0! .5607-01 .935S .8531-03 ..96!4-03 .6055 4.338 551,9
628 .30000 .80000 1082.0 .5200-01 .6302-0I .5892-0l .9329 .BSIB-O3 .I010-02 .6333 4.733 531.5
628 .30000 .90000 83.000 .4242-01 .5131-01 .4908-01 .9216 .7274-03 .8417-03 .5213 5.845 524.9
628 .30000 .95000 84.000 .538q-0! .6510-01 .6291-01 .9166 .9833-03 L1079-02 .6632 4.817 523.4
628 .40000 .60000 1092.0 .6699-81 .8124-01 .7525-01 .9374 .1149-02 .1290-02 .8129 5.515 534.0
628 .40000 .70000 1093.0 ,6738-0l ,8168-01 .7583-0I .9363 ,1155-02 .130O-O2 .8193 5.564 532.5
628 .40000 .75000 1094.0 .6334-01 .7678-01 .7156-01 .9344 .1086-02 .1227-02 .7704 5.755 532.4
628 .40000 .85000 95.000 .5887-0i .7251-0I .6868-01 .9264 .1027-02 .II78-02 .7317 5.568 529.0
628 .40000 .90000 95.000 .51_3-01 .6224-01 .5001-01 .9177 .8820-03 .I829-02 .6306 5.451 526.7
628 .40000 .95000 97.000 .4299-0! .5200-01 .5052-01 ,9139 .7373-03 .8663-03 .5288 4.527 524.4
628 .50000 .40000 lIO4.O .7997-01 .9699-01 .8997-0l .9367 .1371-02 .1543-02 .9703 7.008 534.1
628 .50000 .60000 1105.0 .6766-01 .8205-0I .7620-01 .9361 .I160-02 .1307-02 .8213 5.748 533.8
628 .50000 .70000 1105.0 .4062-01 .4923-01 .4581-01 .9353 .6965-03 .7855-03 .4944 3.575 531.8
628 .50000 .90000 107.00 _5031-0! .6088-0I ,6088-01 .9000 ,8628-03 .[044-02 .6tq2 4.869 526.3
628 .60000 .40000 Ill6.0 .Ill8 .1355 .1255 .9377 .1917-02 .2152-02 1.356 9.484 534,4





























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE _!55
0H84B 60-0 WING LONER SURFACE (R4UQ43)
HING LONER SURF PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA " .0000 ELEVON - .0000
BDFLAP = 15,00 SPDBRK = .0000
"'*TEST CONDITIONS*'*
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT OEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEO. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 /FT3 /rt2
585 2.982 7.990 40.06 .1397-0] 669.7 1328. 96.43 .6916-01 3.091 3846. .1936-02 .7760-07
586 2.987 7.990 40.06 .1397-01 669.2 1326. 96.29 .6911-01 3.088 3843. .1937-02 .7748-07
RUN HREF STN NO





RUN 2Y/BN XW/CW TiC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN) ODOT DTNDT TN
NUMBER R=I.D R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
586 .30000 .40000 1078.0 .6594-01 .8003-01 .7372-0I .9401 .2867-02 .3205-02 2.160 15.30 572.4
586 .30000 .50000 I079.0 .6770-01 .8228-01 .7631-01 .9363 .2944-02 .3318-02 2.202 16.08 577.5
586 ,30000 ,60000 !OBO.O .I085 .1323 .1225 .9365 .4716-02 .5325-02 3.467 25.16 590.4
586 .30000 .70000 IOBI.O .t614 .1975 .1829 .9358 .7018-02 .7951-02 5.092 35.58 600.2
586 .30000 .80000 1082,0 .2138 .2622 .2439 .9331 .9296-02 .1061-OI 6.674 48.02 607.7
586 .30000 .90000 83.000 .1300 .1578 .1507 .9218 .5652-02 .6554-02 4.256 30.65 572.6
586 .30000 .95000 84.000 .1404 .1704 .1645 .9168 .6105-02 .7151-02 4.603 32.62 571.7
586 .40000 .60000 1092.0 .1761 .2155 .1987 ,9376 .7656-02 .8641-02 5.549 36.42 600.8
586 .40000 .70000 1093.0 .2216 .2713 .2507 .9365 .9633-02 .1090-01 6.968 45.69 602.3
586 .40000 .75000 1094.0 .2152 .2637 .2446 .9346 .9357-02 .I064-01 6.740 48.55 605.4
586 .40000 .85000 95.000 .1799 .2192 .2071 .9266 .7821-02 .9006-02 5.786 42.79 585.9
586 .40000 .90000 96.000 .1617 .1968 .1894 .9179 .7029-02 .8236-02 5.220 43.86 583.1
586 .40000 .95000 97.000 .1407 .171l .1660 .9141 .6116-02 .7217-02 4.563 36.31 579.6
586 .50000 .40000 I104.0 .1104 .1346 .1245 .9369 .4800-02 .5415-02 3.541 24.89 588.1
586 .50000 .60000 1105.0 .1288 .1573 .1456 .9363 .5601-02 .6331-02 4.104 27.89 592.9
586 .50000 .70000 1106.0 .I094 .1335 .I239 .9355 .4758-02 .5384-02 3.500 24,59 589.9
586 .50000 .90000 I07.00 .1790 .2179 .2179 .9000 .7782-02 .9474-02 5.777 44.28 583.3
586 .60000 .40000 1116.0 .I363 .1665 .1536 .9379 .5928-02 ,6679-02 4.339 29.46 593.8


















































































































































































































































































































































DATE 23 FEB 80 OH848 MODEL BO-O IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE e157
WING LOWER SURF PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = B,O00 ALPHA • 40.00 BETA • .0000 ELEVON = .0000
BDFLAP = 23.50 SPDBRK = .0000
**'TEST CONDITIONS**,
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FTISEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO 6 /FT3 /FT2
629 .5153 7.900 39.95 .1729-0J 101.8 1844. 92.85 .1131-01 .4940 3780. .3309-03 .7423-07
630 .5170 7.900 39.96 .1729-01 102.2 1245. 92.32 .ll3S-OI .4963 372I. .3321-03 .7429-07
RUN HREF STN NO





RUN 2Y/BN XN/CN TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN) ODOT OTNDT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=O.8 R= 8TU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DIEG. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FTSSEC FT2SEC /SEC
630 .30000 .40000 I078.0 .6835-0I .8284-01 .7638-01 .9399 .1178-08 .1317-02 .8384 6.059 533.1
630 .30000 .50000 1079.0 .5207-01 .6312-01 .5863-01 .9361 .8977-03 .lOll-02 .6383 4.765 533.6
630 .30000 .60000 1080.0 .4975-01 .6035-01 .5601-01 .9363 .8577-03 .9657-03 .6080 4.534 535.8
630 .30000 .70000 1081.0 .4971-01 .6030-01 .5605-01 .9356 .8570-03 =9663-03 .6075 4.384 535.8
830 .30000 .80000 1082.0 .4677-01 .5673-01 .5302-01 .9328 .8082-03 .9140-03 .5714 4.261 535,9
630 .30000 .90000 83.000 .4195-01 .5079-01 .4858-01 .92t6 .7234-03 .8375-03 .5179 3.813 528.7
630 .30000 .95000 84.000 .5823-0I .7167-01 .6926-01 .9166 .I021-02 .I194-02 .7322 5.306 527.6
830 .40000 .60000 I092.0 .6584-01 .7992-01 .7401-01 .9374 .1135-02 .1278~02 .8019 5.430 538.2
630 .40000 .70000 1093.0 .6610-0I .8021-01 .7444-01 .9363 .1140-02 .1283-02 .8064 5.463 537.1
630 .40000 .75000 1094.0 .6083-01 .7381-01 .8876-01 .9344 .1049-02 .I185-02 .7422 5.531 536.9
630 .40000 .85000 95.000 .5911-01 .7185-01 .6786-0I .9264 .I019-02 .1170-02 .7248 5.504 533.4
630 .40000 .90000 96.000 .5104-01 .6183-01 .5960-01 .9177 .8800-03 .1027-02 .6279 5.416 531.1
630 .40000 .95000 87.000 .4203-0I .5087-01 .4942-01 .9139 .7245-03 .8520-03 .5190 4.238 588.4
630 .50000 .40000 I104.0 .7858-01 .9538-0I .8844-01 .9366 .1354-02 .1525-02 .8560 8.889 538.8
630 .50000 .60000 1tO5.0 .6513-0I .7908-01 .7339-0i .9361 .1123-02 .126fi-02 .7930 5.536 538.5
630 .50000 .70000 1106.0 .3922-0I .4757-01 .4425-01 .9352 .6761-03 .7628-03 .4793 3.459 535.8
630 .50000 .90000 107.00 .4940-01 .5983-0l .5983-01 .9000 ,8518-03 .1031-02 .6081 4.786 530.6
630 .60000 .40000 1116.0 .1142 .1387 .1283 .9377 .1969-02 .2212-02 1.388 9.688 539.8




























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































DATE 2_ FEB 80 OH84R HODFL _0-_ IN THF AFn_ V_F HYPR_q_NI_ TI_N_I mAGE s,=n
OH84B 60-0 WING LOWER SURFACE iR4LK_44)
WING LOWER SURF PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA - .OOOO ELEVON - .0000
BDFLAP = 23.50 SPDBRK = .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L HACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT OEG. DEG. PSIA BEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO 6 /FT3 /FT2
607 .987_ 7.940 39.96 .1383-01 205.3 1276. 93.74 .2208-0I .9744 3769. .6358-03 .7543-07
608 .9985 7.940 39.95 .1383-01 207.4 1275. 93.67 .2231-01 .9844 3767. m6428--03 .7537--07
RUN HREF STN NO





RUN 2Y/BW XW/CW TIC NO HIHREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAW) ODOT DTWOT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ BEG. R BEG. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC
608 .30000 .40000 1078.0 .5770-01 .8185-01 .7556-01 .9399 .I651-02 .1842-02 1.216 8.771 537.7
608 .30000 .50000 1079.0 .4857-01 .5876-01 .5462-01 .9361 .1184-02 .1332-02 .8710 6.484 539.2
608 .30000 .60000 iOBO.O .4588-0I .5554-01 .5159-0i .9363 .III9-02 .1258-02 .8193 6.090 542.2
608 .30000 70000 1081.0 .4603-01 .5573-01 .5194-01 .9356 .I122-02 .1264-02 .8219 5.912 542.3
608 .30000 .80000 1082.0 .4808-0l .5823-01 .5445-01 .9329 .1172-02 .1328-02 .8578 6.373 543.0
608 .30000 ,90000 83.000 .4337-01 .5235-01 .50II-OI .9216 .I057-02 .1222-02 .7854 5.773 531.8
$08 .30000 .95u00 84.000 .5115-01 .6172-01 .5967-01 .9166 .1247-02 .1455-02 .927g 6.714 530.6
608 .40000 .50000 1092.0 .6430-01 .7791-01 .7220-01 .9374 .1568-02 .]760-02 I.|43 7.713 545.4
608 .40000 .70000 1093.0 .6705-01 .8122-01 .7543-01 .9363 .1635-02 .I839-02 I,]94 8.062 544.2
608 .40000 .75000 1094.0 .6757-01 .8184-0I .7630-01 .8344 .1648-02 .1860-02 1.205 8.950 543.4
608 .40000 ,85000 95.000 .5533-01 .7899-0I .7486-01 .9263 .1593-02 .1825-02 1.174 8.896 537.5
608 _40000 .90000 95.000 .5505-01 .6652-0I .6416-01 .g177 .1342-02 .1564-02 .9927 8.544 535. l
608 .40000 .95000 97.000 .4484-01 .5415-01 .5263-01 .9139 ,1093-02 .1283-02 .8110 6.607 532.9
608 .50000 .40000 ll04.0 .8042-01 .B744-01 .9043-0I .9366 .1951-02 .2205-02 1.43l 10.28 544.8
608 .50000 .60000 1105.0 .6312-01 .7648-01 .7105-01 .9361 .1539-02 .1732-02 1.12_ 7.810 545.2
608 ,50000 .70000 I106.0 .3327-01 .4027-01 .3749-01 .9352 .8111-03 .9140-03 .5947 4.279 541.5
608 .50000 .90000 107.00 .4998-01 .6038-01 .B03B-Ol .0000 .1219-02 .1472-02 .9017 7.082 534.7
608 .60000 .40000 IllB.O .II05 .1340 .1241 .9377 .2694-02 .3025-02 1.957 13.59 548.4
608 ,60000 .50000 1117.0 .I039 .]250 .1170 .9363 .2533-02 .2852-02 1.841 12.79 547.9
DATE 23 FEB 80 0H848 HODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2160
0H84B 60-0 NINO LONER SURFACE fR4UQ44)
RUN 2Y/BN XN/CN T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF HIHREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAW) O00T DTNDT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
608 .60000 .60000 1118.0 .9352-01 .1133 .1053 .9361 .2280-02 .2567-02 1.662 11.56 545.6
608 .60000 .70000 1119.0 .7940-01 .9620-01 .8995-01 .9329 .1936-02 .2193-02 1.433 10.15 544,6
608 .60000 .80000 120,00 ,6316-01 .7643-01 .7242-01 .9263 .1540-02 ,1766-02 1.131 8.411 540,5
608 .60000 .85000 121,00 .7725-01 .9340-01 .8894-01 .9240 .i883-02 .2169-02 1.388 10.17 537.6
608 .60000 .90000 122.00 .6770-01 .8178-01 .7905-01 .9166 .1651-02 .1927-02 1.22i 9.269 534.6
608 .60000 .95000 123.00 .4966-01 .5994-01 .5826-01 .9139 .1211-02 .1421-02 .8998 6.839 531.5
608 .70000 .40000 1130.0 .1222 .1480 .1374 .9365 .2979-02 .3350-02 2.175 13.84 544.6
608 .70000 .60000 131.00 .1113 .1349 .1253 .9361 .2715-02 .3055-02 1.984 12.63 543.8
riO9 .70000 .90000 !32.00 .!867 .226! .2!90 .9!77 .4552-02 .53!5-02 3.328 23.9£ 543.6
ou, .,5uuu .3uuuu 138. "_uu .1392 .1684 .1562 .9374 .33,,-_2 .3788-02 2.480 15.81 541.2
607 .75000 .40000 139.00 .1215 .1471 .1364 .9372 .2948-02 .3309-02 2.162 14.18 542.3
607 .75000 .60000 140.00 .1065 .1289 .1289 .9000 .2583-02 .3128-02 1.890 12.76 543.9
507 [75000 .80000 142.00 .8977-01 .1087 .1030 .9266 .2178-02 .2498-02 1.598 13.14 544.5
608 .75000 .90000 143.00 .7668-0! .8256-01 .8925-01 .9179 .1870-02 .2176-02 1.389 10.21 531.9
608 .75000 .95000 144.00 .4796-01 .5782-01 .5613-01 .9147 .I169-02 .1369-02 .8740 6.657 527.3
507 .80000 .20000 t46.00 .1783 .2160 .1998 .9383 .4326-02 .4848-02 3.161 21.99 545.0
607 .80000 .40000 147.00 .I250 .1514 .1402 .9377 .3032-02 .3402-02 2.226 15.92 544.9
607 .80000 .90000 148.00 .8306-01 .1004 .8668-01 .8182 .2015-02 .2346-02 1.492 10.95 535.3
607 .90000 .30000 1155.0 .1649 .2000 .1847 .9388 .4000-02 .4482-02 2.902 20.79 560.t
807 .90000 .50000 156.00 .=_u_ t706 !766 .9000 3.=_-u_ .4138-02 2.489 17.86 546.6
607 .90000 .60000 1157.0 .1246 .1511 .1399 .9377 .3023-02 .3393-02 2.199 15.28 548.2
607 .90000 .80000 158.00 .1028 .1245 .1177 .9274 .2494-02 .2854-02 1.829 14.30 542.5
607 .90000 .90000 159.00 .7664-01 .9262-01 .8942-01 .9171 .1859-02 .2169-02 1.375 10.98 536.1
607 .95000 .30000 164.00 .1614 .1955 .1809 .9383 .3915-02 .4388-02 2.858 20.52 545.5
607 .95000 .50000 165.00 .1126 .1363 .12t54 .9372 .2731-02 .3067-02 1.998 14.84 544.0
607 .95000 .700OO 166.00 .1061 .1285 .1202 .9329 .2574-02 .2915-02 1.885 14.24 543.4
607 ,95000 .80000 167.00 .|036 .1254 .1193 .9242 .2514-02 .2895-02 1.849 13.76 540.1
607 .95000 .90000 168.00 .7291-0! .8807-01 .8495-01 .9177 .1769-02 .2061-02 1.310 9.943 534.8
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B HOOEL 60-0 IN THE AEOC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2161
OH84B 60-0 WING LOWER SURFACE rR4UQ441
WING LOWER SURF PARAHETRIC DATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA = 40,00 BETA • .0000 ELEVON - .0000
BOFLAP = 23.50 SPDBRK - ,0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA OEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS L8-SEC
XlO 6 /FT3 /FT2
601 1.998 7.980 39.89 .I388-01 435.3 1304. 94.91 .4531-01 2.020 3811. .|289-02 .7637-07
602 1.989 7.980 39.99 .1735-01 434,8 1307. 95.13 .4528-01 2.018 3815. .1284-02 .7655-07
RUN HREF SXN NO





RUN 2Y/BW XW/CW TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF HIHREF TAW/TO H(TO! H(TAN) ODOT DTWDT TW
NUMBER R=I,O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEO. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FTESEC FT2SEC FTBSEC /SEC
602 .30000 .40000 1078.0 .6074-01 .7357-01 .6784-01 .9399 .2129-02 .2378-02 1.595 |1.39 557.4
602 .30000 .50000 1079.0 .4797-01 .5812-01 .5399-01 .9362 .1682-02 .1893-02 1.258 9.274 558.6
602 ,50000 °60000 !080,0 ,53!6-0! .6452-0I .5986-0! .9364 .!864-02 .2098-02 1.383 10.t7 554.4
602 .30000 .70000 1061.0 .6699-01 .8136-01 .7558-01 .9356 .2348-02 .2649-02 1.738 I2.35 566.6
602 ,30000 .80000 1082.0 .8909-01 .1083 .1011 .9329 .3123-02 .3545-02 2.298 16.84 570.8
602 .30000 .90000 83;600 .6805-01 .8227-01 .7871-01 .9217 .2385-02 .2759-02 1,802 13.12 551,1
602 .30000 .95000 84.000 .7492-01 .9055-01 .8750-01 .9167 .2626-02 .3067-02 1.988 14.25 549.7
602 .40000 .60000 1092.0 .8699-01 ,1057 .9784-01 .9375 .3049-02 .3430-02 2.246 14.97 570.0
602 .40000 .70C00 1093.0 .9797-01 .1191 .1104 .9364 .3434-02 .3871-02 2.531 16.66 569.9
602 .40000 .75000 1094.0 .1024 .1245 .1159 .9345 .3589-02 .4062-02 2,641 19.35 570.7
602 .40000 .85000 95.000 .9488-01 .1150 .1089 .9264 .3326-02 .3818-02 2.480 18.57 561.1
602 .40000 .90000 96.000 .8300-01 .1005 .9691-01 .9178 .2910-02 .3397-02 2,178 18,53 558.0
802 .40000 .95000 97.000 .708W-OI .6572-01 .8327-01 .9140 .2463-02 .2919-02 1.859 15.06 554.1
602 .50000 .40000 1104.0 .8389-01 .1019 .9447m01 .9367 .2941--02 .33|2--02 2.170 15.41 568-6
602 .50000 .60000 1105.0 .7223--01 .8777--01 .8143_01 .9362 .2532--02 .2855--02 1.869 12.85 568.5
602 .50000 .70000 1108.0 .4303--0l :5224--0! .4857--01 .9353 .1509--02 .1703--02 1.119 7.958 564.9
602 .50000 .90000 107.00 .6698--01 .8105--0! .8105--0! .9000 .2347--02 .2841--02 1.765 13.72 554.9
602 .60000 _40000 1116.0 .12P2 .1463 .1352 .9378 .4213--02 .4739--02 3.037 21.17 574.0




































































































































































































































































































































































































DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE el63
OHB4B 60-0 WING LONER suRFAcE fR4UQ44)
WING LOWER SURF PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH • 8.000 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA - .0000 ELEVON - .0000BDFLAP = 23.50 SPOBRK = .GO00
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 /FT3 /FT2
587 3.006 7.990 40.06 .1398-01 671.3 1323. 96.07 .6933-01 3.098 3839. .1948-02 .7731-07
588 3.015 7.990 40.06 .1397-01 672.4 1322. 96.00 .6944-0l 3.103 3838. .1952-02 .7725-07
RUN HREF STN NO





RUN 2Y/BN XW/CN TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H{TO) H(TAN) ODOT DTNDT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= ' BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEC. R OEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FTBSEC FTBSEC /SEC
588 .30000 .40000 I078.0 .6679-01 .8101-0I .7464-01 .9401 .2909-02 .3251-08 2.I89 15.53 569.3
588 .30000 .50000 1079.0 .7037-01 .8549-01 .7930-01 .9363 .3065-02 .3454-02 2.291 16.75 574.4
588 .30000 .60000 1080.0 .1125 .1372 .1270 =9365 .490!-02 .5532-02 3.600 26.16 597.i
588 .30000 .70000 1081.0 .1642 .2008 .1860 .9358 .7153-02 .8101-02 5.183 36.27 597.1
588 .30000 .80000 I082.0 .2i75 .2666 .2480 .933t .9473-02 .1080-01 6.794 48.96 604.5
588 .30000 .90000 831000 .1313 .1594 .1583 .9218 .5721-02 .6634-02 4.296 30.96 570.8
588 .30000 .95000 84.000 .14|4 .1715 .1656 .9168 .6158-02 .7213-02 4.628 38.83 570.1
588 .40000 .60000 1092.0 .1805 .2208 .2037 .9376 .7861-02 .8872-02 5.690 37.40 597.8
588 .40000 .70000 1093.0 .2258 .2763 .2554 .9365 .9835-02 .1113-01 7.106 46.68 599.1
588 .40000 .75000 I094.0 .2185 .2676 .2483 .9346 .9516-02 .I082-01 6.846 49,38 602.3
588 .40000 .85000 95.000 1832 .2232 .2109 .9266 .7981-02 .9189-02 5.893 43.63 583.3
588 .40000 .90000 96.000 t642 .1999 .1923 .9179 .7152-02 .8379-02 5.300 44.59 580.6
588 .40000 .95000 97.000 1424 .1732 .1680 .9]41 ,6203-02 .7319-02 4.615 36.76 577.7
588 .50000 .40000 1104.0 1085 .1322 .1223 .9369 .4726-02 .5329-02 3.486 24.55 584.2
588 .50000 .60000 1105.0 1292 .1577 .1460 .9363 .5630-02 .6362-02 4.121 88.04 589.7
588 .50000 .70000 1106.0 1115 .1360 .1262 .9355 .4858-02 ,5497-02 3.567 25.09 587.4
588 .50000 .90000 107.00 1813 .2207 .2207 .go00 .7899-02 .9615-02 5.849 44.88 581.2
568 .60000 .40000 lllS.O 1352 .I650 .1523 .9379 .5890-02 .6634-02 4.309 29.32 590.1
588 .60000 .50000 1117.0 _293 .1579 .1461 .9365 .5634-02 .6363-02 4.121 28.04 590.2
BATE 23 FEB 80 0H849 MODEL 80-B IN THE AEBC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2164
OHB4B BO-O WING LONER SURFACE {R4UQ441
RUN 2Y/BW XN/CW TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF HIHREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN) QDOT DTNOT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
588 .60000 .60000 1118.0 .1291 .1574 .1458 .9363 .5625-02 .6352-02 4.132 28.15 587.1
598 .60000 .70000 tti9.O .1237 .1508 .1406 .933! .5389-02 .6126-02 3.959 27.85 586.9
588 .60000 .BOO00 120.00 .1437 .1749 .1653 .9266 .626|-02 .7203-02 4.644 33.87 579.9
588 .60000 .85000 121.00 .1816 .2209 .2099 .9242 .7913-02 .9146-02 5.880 42.22 578.5
588 .60000 .90000 122.00 .1835 .223! .2153 .9168 .799_-02 .9379-02 5.947 44.16 577.6
588 .60000 .95000 123.00 .1500 ,1821 .1767 .914l .6533-02 .7699-02 4.893 36.42 572.7
588 .70000 .40000 !130.0 .1378 .1679 .1554 .9368 .6003-02 .6771-02 4.422 27.58 585.0
588 .70000 .60000 131.00 .1352 .1646 .1525 .9363 .5889-02 .6645-02 4.354 27.19 582.2
588 .70000 .90000 I32.00 .2910 .3553 .3418 .9179 .1268-01 .!4Bg-0! 9.964 65.03 590.9
587 .75000 .30000 138.00 .1525 .1858 .17!6 .9376 .6637-02 .7472-02 4.897 30.54 584.8
587 .75000 .40000 !39.00 _!328 :!6!9 .|496 .9374 .5782-02 .6514-02 4.262 27.35 585.6
587 .75000 .70000 1!41.0 .1266 .!547 .1431 .9363 .5512-02 .6231-02 4.023 28.21 592.9
587 .75000 .80000 142.00 .2205 .2699 .2546 .9268 .9597-02 .1108-0l 6.931 55.60 600.4
5B£ .75rJO0 .£0000 !4].00 _2A3 PT_P P_4R ._lRI ._957-_P .ltSq-OI ?._25 5_._ _R.B
588 ,75000 .95000 144.00 ,1554 .2006 .1945 .9149 .7207-02 .847!-02 5.432 40.54 567.9
587 .BO000 .20000 146.00 .1898 .2319 .2136 .9385 .8260-02 .9299-02 6.017 40.85 594.3
587 .80000 .40000 147.00 .1371 .1674 .1544 .9379 .5966-02 .6728-02 4.354 30.54 598.8
587 .80000 .90000 148.00 ,2460 .2996 .2880 .9185 .1071-01 .1254-01 7.919 56.72 583.2
587 .90000 .30000 !155.0 .179! .2194 .20!7 .9390 _797-02 .878!-02 5,6!! 39,!5 603.0
587 .80000 .50000 i56.00 .1490 .1823 ,1823 .9000 .6486-02 .7937-02 4.692 32.81 599.2
587 .90000 .60000 1157.0 ,!410 .1?25 .1590 ,9379 ,6138-02 .6921-02 4.45! 30.17 597.5
587 .90000 .80000 158.00 .2664 .3265 ,3073 .9277 .I!60-0! .1338-01 8.340 83.29 603.6
587 .90000 .90000 159.00 .2514 .3072 .2958 .9174 .I094-01 .t288-01 7.970 61.84 594.5
587 .95000 .3O00O 164.00 .1588 .1841 .1788 .9385 .6913-02 .7785-02 5.026 35.20 595.7
587 .95000 .50000 165.00 .1190 .1452 .I34l .9374 .5180-02 .5839-02 3.795 27.54 590.0
587 .95000 .70000 166.00 .1939 .8367 .2206 .9331 .8441-02 .9602-02 6.178 45.58 590.8
587 .95000 .80000 167.00 .2330 .2847 .2701 .9244 .t014-01 .11"i6-0I 7.391 53.53 594.0
587 .95000 .90000 168.00 .2092 .2558 .2455 .9179 .9108-02 .1069-01 6.688 49.40 588.4
DATE 83 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2165
0H848 60-0 WING LOWER SURFACE fR4LIO_5)
WING LOWER SURF , PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA - .0000 ELEVON - 5.000
BDFLAP = "5.000 SPDBRK = .0000
*'*TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
X]O 6 _" /FT3 /FT2
681 .5058 7.900 39.93 -.1034-0l 101.2 1255. 93.06 .1125-01 .4913 3736. .3262-03 .7489-07
682 .5028 7.900 39.95 -.1036-01 100.6 1255. 93.06 .1118-01 .4884 3736. .3242-03 .7489-07
RUN HREF STN NO





RUN 2Y/BN XN/CW TIC NO HIHREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO HITO) H(TAN} ODOT DTI,,IDT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=O.B R= 8TU/R 8TU/R BTd/ DEG. R OEG. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
682 .30000 .40000 1078.0 .6991-01 .846t-0I .7807.0I .9398 .II97'02 .1337-02 .8650 6.253 532.3
882 .30000 .50000 I079.0 .5450-0i .6597-0i .6i3i-0i .9361 .9334-03 .I050-02 .6738 5.032 532.8
682 .30000 .60000 1080.0 .5173-01 .6265-0I .5819-01 .9363 .8860-03 .9968-03 .6379 4.759 534.7
682 .30000 .70000 1081.0 .5076-0] .6147-01 .5718-01 .9355 .8693-03 .9793-03 .6259 4.520 534.6
682 .30000 .80000 1082.0 .5221-01 .6323-0I .5913-01 .9328 .8942-03 .1013-02 .6438 4.804 534.7
682 .30000 .90000 83.000 ,5469-0! .6614-01 .6328-01 .9216 .9366-03 .1084-02 .6789 4.995 529.8
682 .30000 .95000 84.000 .5291-01 .6394-01 .6180-01 .9166 .9061-03 .1058-02 .6589 4.775 527.5
682 .40000 .60000 1092.0 .6872-01 .8326-01 .7716-01 .9374 .I177-02 .1321-02 .8452 5.728 536.5
682 .40000 .70C00 1093.0 .6756-01 .8184-01 .7601-01 .9363 .1157-02 .1302-02 .8321 5.642 535.5
682 .40000 .75000 I094.0 .6388-01 .7737-01 .7214-01 .9344 .1094-02 .]235-02 .7870 5.870 535.3
682 .40000 .85000 95.000 .7349-01 .8901-01 .8432-01 .9263 .1259-02 .1444-02 .9058 6.872 535.G
682 .40000 .90000 96.000 .6453-01 .7812-01 .7532-01 .9177 ,1105-02 .1290-02 .7973 6.869 533.3
682 .40000 .95000 97.000 .5491-01 .6642~01 .6454-01 .9139 .9404-03 .II05-02 .6808 5.553 530.7
682 .50000 .40000 1]04.Q .8102-01 .9817-0l .9111-01 .9365 .1388-02 .1560-02 ,9962 7.186 536.7
682 .50000 .60000 t105.0 .6811-01 .8253-01 .7667-0t .9361 .I167-02 .I313-02 .8378 5.855 536.5
682 .50000 .70000 1106.0 .4423-01 .5357-0l .4986-01 .9352 .7576-03 .8540-03 .5455 3.939 534.6
682 .50000 .90000 107.00 .6180101 .7479-01 .7479-0I .9000 .1058-02 .1281-02 .7645 6.011 532.4
582 .60000 .40000 I116.0 .1135 .1377 .1275 .9377 .1946-02 .2183-02 1.396 9,753 537.2






































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2167
OHB4B 60-0 WING LOWER SURFACE (R4U045)
WING LOWER SURF PARAMETR|C DATA
MACH = 8,000 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA • .0000 ELEvoN , 5.000
BDFLAP • -5.000 SPDBRK - .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RNIL MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P 0 V RHO MU
NUMBER "/FT 0E0. DEG. PSIA DEG. R OEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS L8-SEC
XlO 6 /FT3 /FT2
667 1,005 7.940 39.96 -.6922-02 205.3 - 126I. 92.64 .2208-0l .9744 3746. .6433-03 .7454-07
668 !.Of3 7.940 39.97 -.1038-01 207.0 ]261. 92.64 .2226-01 .9825 3746. .6487-03 .7454-07
RUN HREF STN NO





RUN 2Y/BN XN/CN T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) HITAN| ODOT OTNOT IN
NUMBER R=1.0 R=O.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
668 .30000 .40000 1078.0 .6474-01 .7852-01 .7238-0! .9399 .1574-02 .1760-02 I.I3l 8.135 542.2
668 .30000 .50000 1079.0 .4983-01 .6044-01 .5613-01 .9361 ,12]2-02 ,I365-02 ,8700 6.466 542.6
668 .30000 .60000 1080.0 .4783-01 .5806-0! .5387-01 .9363 .1163-02 ,1310-02 .8323 6.178 545.0
668 .30000 .70000 1081.0 .4719-01 .5727-01 .5322-01 ,9_56 .1147-02 .1294-02 .82!7 5.904 544.4
668 .30000 .80000 1082.0 .5057-0I .6137-0t .5734-01 .9329 .]229-02 .1394-02 .8806 6,538 544.4
668 .30000 .90000 83.000 .5685-01 .6888-0l .6587-01 .9216 .1388-02 .I601-02 .9971 7.301 539.2
688 .30000 .95000 84.000 .5065-01 .6133-01 .5925-01 .BIBS .1232-02 .1440-02 .8930 6.445 535.6
668 .40000 .60000 1092.0 .6658-01 .8087-01 .7486-01 .9374 ,1619-02 .1820-02 1.155 7.783 547.3
668 .40000 .70000 1093.0 .8843-0! .8307-01 .7708-01 .9363 .1664-02 .1874-02 1.190 8.029 545.3
668 .40000 .75000 1094.0 .6843-0l .8305-01 .7736-0l .9344 .1664-02 .!881-02 1.192 8.848 544.4
868 .40000 .85000 95.000 .814B-Ol .9888-01 .9360-0l .9264 .1980-02 .2276-02 1.417 10.70 544.9
668 .40000 .90000 96.000 .6995-0I .8484-01 .8176-0I .9177 .1701-02 .1988-02 1.222 10.48 542.2
688 .40000 .95000 87.000 .6013-01 .7286-01 .7077-01 .9139 .1462-02 .172t-02 1.055 8.566 539.1
668 .50000 .40000 II04.0 .8153-0! .9900-0! .9179-01 .9367 .I982-02 .2231-02 1.416 10.16 546.3
668 .50000 .60000 ][05.0 .6439-0! .7820-0l .7258-01 .936! .1565-02 .]764-02 1.ll7 7.768 546.9
668 .50000 .70000 l!06.0 .3918-01 .4754-0l .4421-01 .9353 .9525-03 .1075-02 .6828 4.907 543.9
668 ,50000 .90000 107.00 ,9855-01 .ll96 ,1196 .8000 .2396-02 .2908-02 1.715 13.40 545.0
668 .60000 .40000 11|6.0 .lifO .1349 .1248 .9377 .2698-02 .3033-02 1.919 !3.32 549.5




















































































































































































































































































DATE 23 FEB 80 0H846 MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2170
0H84B 60-0 WING LONER SURFACE tR4U(;1451
RUN 2Y/BN XW/CN T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAWI ODOT DTNOT TW
NUMBER R=I.0 R=O.g R= 8TU/R BTU/R 8TU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
688 .60000 .60000 1118.0 .1011 .1228 .1139 ,9362 .3542-02 .3992-02 2.614 18,01 564.8
688 .60000 .70000 11[9.0 .8304-01 .I008 .9418-01 .9330 .2910-02 .3300-02 2.149 I5.29 564.0
688 ,60000 .80000 120.00 .1880 .2281 .2166 .9264 .6586-02 .7588-02 4.778 34.90 577.2
688 .60000 .85000 121.00 .2643 .3224 .3062 .9241 .9261-02 .1073-01 6.692 48.01 580.1
688 .60000 .90000 122.00 .2579 .3t43 .3032 .9167 .9037-02 .1062-01 6.561 48.74 576.6
688 .60000 .95000 123.00 .2108 .2562 .2487 .9140 .7387-02 .8714-02 5.431 40.54 567.4
688 .70000 .40000 1130.0 .1253 .1522 .1411 .9366 .4391-02 .4944-02 3.239 20.40 565.0
688 .70000 .60000 13!.00 .I184 .1437 .1334 .9362 .4150-02 .4675-02 3.071 19.36 562.7
688 .70000 .90000 132.00 .3036 .3702 .3563 .9178 .1064-01 .1248-01 7.697 54.35 579.1
687 .TbO00 .30000 i38.00 .i442 .i752 .i622 .9375 .5056-02 .5685"02 3.732 23.48 567.6
_ 569.0687 .,5_v ,.n_ 17o nn I=3 u ,_nn ,_o o_ _==_-n= 4869-02 3 188 20 _
687 .75000 .60000 140.00 .1120 .1361 1361 .9000 .3925-02 .4771-02 2.893 I9.29 568.7
687 .75000 .70000 1141.0 .1093 .1331 .1234 .8362 .3833-02 .4325-02 2.806 19,87 573.5
b_/ ./bUUU .uuuuu |42.00 .E4_6 .3046 :E673 ._E67 .67i4-OE .i507-0i 6. i65 49.73 59"5.9
688 .75000 .90000 143.00 .?537 .3086 .2970 .9180 .8891-02 .104l-OI 6,513 46.95 570.|
688 .75000 .95000 i44.00 .1743 .2114 .2049 .8148 .6t07-02 .7181-02 4.533 33.95 560.4
687 .80000 .20000 146.00 .1784 .2171 .2004 .9383 .6254-02 .7025-02 4.585 31.47 572.5
687 .80000 .90000 148.00 ._913 .3553 .3415 .9183 .1021-01 .II97-01 7.406 53. ii 580.5
687 " .90000 .30000 1155.0 .1650 .2012 .1854 .9389 .5785-02 .6498-02 4.203 29.68 579. I
687 .80000 .50000 156.00 .1392 .1697 .1697 .9000 .4881-02 .5948-02 3.554 25.1_ 577.6
687 .90000 .60000 1157.0 .1280 .1559 .1440 .9378 .4486-02 .5049-02 3.267 22.37 577.4
687 .90000 .80000 158.00 .2002 .2448 .2307 .9275 .7017-02 .8086-02 5.023 38.38 589.9
687 .90000 .90000 159.00 .2E87 .2792 .2689 .9172 .8017-02 .9428-02 5.791 45.18 583.4
687 .95000 .30000 164.00 .1586 .1930 .1782 .8383 .6560-02 .6246-02 4,074 28.88 57_.9
687 .95000 .50000 165.00 .1171 .1423 .f317 .9373 .4103-02 .4618-02 3.018 22.1_ 570.I
687 .95000 .70000 166.00 .1464 .1786 .1665 .9330 .5131-02 .5837-02 3.717 27.55 581.4
687 .95000 .80000 167.00 .1757 .2143 .2035 .9243 .6159-02 .7132;0_ 4.465 32.55 580.7































































































































































































































































































































































































































DATE 23 FE9 80 0H848 MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL _'_ .....
OHBWB 60-0 WING LONER SURFACE f_UQ4B)
WING LONER SURF PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA - .0000 ELEVON - 5.000
8DFLAP = .0000 SpDBRK = .0000
**'TEST CONDITIONS**"
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P 0 V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO B /FT3 /FT2
679 .5025 7.900 39.97 -.6923-02 100.5 1255. 93.06 .1117-01 .488l 3736. .3241-03 .7489-07
680 .5032 7.900 39.93 -.1034-01 I00.7 1255. 93.06 .illS-O! .4888 3736. .3245-03 .7489-07
RUN HREF STN NO





RUN 2Y/BW xw/Cw T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF. TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAWI O00T DTWDT TW
NUMBER R=t.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTUIR BTU/ BEG. R BEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC
680 .30000 .40000 1078.0 .7151-0! .8656-01 .7987-01 .9398 .1225-02 .13BB-OB .8839 6.387 533.3
680 .30000 .50000 1079.0 .5552-01 .6723-01 .6248-01 .9360 .9512-03 .1070-02 .6851 5.113 534.4
680 .30000 .BOO00 ,_80.v .5167=01 .6260-01 .58i4-0i .9363 .8853-03 .9961-03 .6361 4.742 536.2
680 .30000 .70000 1081.0 .5113-01 .6193-01 .5761-0l .9355 .8760-03 .9870-03 .6299 4.546 535.6
680 .30000 .80000 1082.0 .4991-01 .6045-0I .5653-01 .9328 .8551-03 .9686-03 .6150 4.587 535.4
580 .30000 .90000 83.000 .5459-01 .8608-01 .6322-01 .9215 .9354-03 |083-02 .6753 4.96I 532.7
680 .30000 .95000 84.000 .5295-01 .6404-0! .6190-01 .9165 .9073-03 1061-02 .6574 4.758 530.0
680 .40000 .60000 1092.0 .6658-01 .8072-01 .7479-PI .9373 .1141-02 I281-02 .8170 5.531 538.4
680 ,40000 ,70000 1093,0 ,6947-01 .B417-01 .7817-01 .9363 ,1190-02 1339-02 .B551 5.796 536.3
680 .40000 .75000 1094.0 .6533-0l .7916-01 .7380-0| .9343 .ll19-02 1264-02 .8041 5.995 536.3
880 .40000 .85000 95.000 .7466-0| .9049-01 .8571-01 .9263 .t279-02 1469-02 .9|71 5.949 537.7
680 .40000 .90000 96.000 .6592-01 .7983-0| .7597-0l .9176 .1129-02 1319-02 .813l 7.000 534.7
680 .40000 .95000 97,000 .5692-0l .6888-01 .6693-01 .9139 .9752-03 .1147-02 ,7043 5.739 532.4
680 .50000 .40000 I104.0 .8000-01 .9700-01 .9000-01 .9356 .1371-02 .1542-02 .9813 7.071 538.8
680 .50000 .60000 1105.0 .6820-01 .8268-01 .7680-01 .9360 .I169-02 .1316-02 .8370 5.844 538.4
680 .50000 .70000 1106.0 ;3V_4-0| .4573-01 .4255-0| .9352 .6466-03 .7293-03 .4642 3.348 536.9
680 .50000 .90000 107.00 .6226-01 .7540-01 .7540-01 .9000 .1067-02 .1292-02 .7680 6.032 534.7
680 .60000 .40000 Ill6,0 .llll .1348 .1248 .9377 .1904-02 .2138-02 1.361 9.498 539.7
680 .60000 .50000 lll?.O ,1046 .I269 .1178 .9363 .1793-02 .2018-02 1.282 8.946 539.5
..;.'. DATE 23 FEB BO OHB4B MODEL BO-O IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2174
"!'i:" OHB4B 60-0 WING LOWER SURFACE {R4U046)
RUN 2Y/BN XN/CN TIC NO H/HREF HIHREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAW) QOOT OTNDT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
680 .50000 .60000 1118,0 .9011-01 ,1093 .1015 .9360 .1544-02 .1739-02 1.105 7.717 538.7
680 .60000 .70000 11t9.0 .7295-01 .8845-01 .8268-0| .9328 .1250-02 .1417-02 .8948 6.448 538.7
680 .60000 .80000 120;00 .5866-0! .7113-01 .6737-01 .9263 .1005-02 .I154-02 .7191 5.353 539.2
680 .60000 .85000 121.00 ,9277-01 .1004 .9551-01 .9239 .1418-02 .1636-02 1.015 7.436 538.7
680 .60000 .90000 122.00 .7770-01 .9413-01 .9095-01 .9165 .1331-02 .1558-02 ,9571 7.258 535.8
680 .60000 .95000 123,00 .5998-01 .7259-01 .7053-0l .9139 .1028-02 .1208-02 .7425 5.641 532.2
580 .70000 .40000 1}30.0 .1254 .1520 .14}l .9365 .2148-02 .2417-02 1.539 9.824 538.2
680 .70000 .60000 131.00 .I122 .1360 .1264 .9360 ,1923-02 .2165-02 1.380 8.815 537.!
680 .70000 .90000 132.00 .2251 .2733 .2633 .9176 .3857-02 ,45t2-02 2,745 19.74 542.8
c_ _=nnn .4vv_nnnn I_Q nn 1;;_ t_9_ i37_ _$1¢.......... ._u_4-uc .2352-02 1.504 _._=a.. . 536.5
679 .75000 .50000 140.00 .1082 .1311 .13t] .9000 .1852-02 .2245-02 1.330 9.008 536.9
679 .75000 .70000 1141.0 .9089-01 .1103 .1024 .9361 .1556-02 .1753-02 1.112 9.003 540.4
b/u ./ouuu ._uuuu _=.uu . IG3G ,,_........ .,,_ ._ • ............................
680 .75000 .8OOOO 143.00 .8347-01 .1132 .1091 .9178 .1602-02 .1869-02 1.153 8.459 534.9
680 .75000 .95000 144.00 .5837-01 .7058-0| .6849-01 .9146 .1000-02 .1173-02 .7254 5.519 529.4
679 .80000 .20000 146.00 .1724 .2091 .1934 .9383 .2952-02 .3310-02 2,114 14.76 538.5
=#_ onnnn unnnn 1_7 AN I;_P 1_1_ .1406 .9377 .2144-02 .2407-02 ] 537 11,08 538.1
679 .80000 .90000 |48.00 .9901-0i .1i99 .ii55 .9182 .1585-02 .1877-02 1.220 8.948 535.2
679 .90000 .30000 1155.0 .1585 .1924 .1773 .9388 .2714-02 .3042-02 1.933 13.90 542,5
679 .90000 .50000 156.00 .1385 .1681 .1681 .9000 .2372-02 .2878-02 i.696 12.21 540.0
679 .90000 .60000 ii57.0 .i241 .1505 .1393 .9377 .2124-02 ,2385-02 |.517 i0.58 540,8
679 .90000 .80000 158.00 .1144 .1387 .1310 .9275 .1958-02 .2244-02 1.399 10.96 540.0
679 .90000 .90000 159.00 .9324-01 .1130 .1090 .9172 .1596-02 .1866-02 1.147 9.163 536.2
679 .95000 .30000 164.00 .1576 .1912 .1768 .9383 .2699-02 .3027-02 1.93! 13.91 539.3
679 95000 .50000 165.00 .1161 ,1407 .1304 .9372 .1987-02 .2233-02 1.424 10.6! 537.9
679 .95000 .70000 166.00 .1089 .1321 .1235 .9329 .1865-02 .2114-02 1.334 10.10 539.6
679 .95000 .80000 167.00 .1184 .1436 .1365 .9242 .2027-02 .2338-02 1.451 10.88 538,9
679 .95000 .90000 168.00 .8261-01 .1001 .9648-01 .9177 .1414-02 .1652-02 1.016 7.700 536.5
DATE 23 FFB BO OHBWB MODEL BO-O IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2175
OH84B 60-0 WING LOWER SURFACE (R4UQ4B)
HING LONER SURF PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA " .0000 ELEVON - 5.000
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK = .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEO. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS L8-SEC
X10 5 /FT3 /FT2
665 1.003 7.940 39.97 -.1732-01 205.8 1265. 92.93 .2213-01 .9768 3752. .6429-03 .7478-07
666 1.005 7.940 39.97 -.6927-02 206.0 1264. 92.86 .2216-01 .9778 375I. .6440-03 .7472-07
RUN HREF STN NO





RUN 2Y/BN XW/CN TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAW) ODOT DTI.E)T TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FTBSEC FT2SEC ISEC
666 .30000 .40000 1078.0 .6487-01 .7879-01 .7258-0I .9399 1574-02 .1761-02 1.126 8.071 548.5
666 .30000 .50000 1079.0 .4899-01 .5951-01 .5522-01 .9361 II89-02 1340-02 .8499 6.297 548.6
666 .30000 .60000 1080.0 .4711-01 .5726-01 .5310-01 .9364 I143-02 1288-02 .8146 6.028 551.0
666 .30000 .70000 1081.0 .4677-01 .5685-01 .5290-01 .9356 1135-02 1281-02 .8094 5.798 550.4
666 .30000 .BOO00 1082.0 .5132-01 .6238-01 .5825-01 .9329 1245-02 1413-02 .8877 6.570 550.8
666 .30000 • .90000 93.000 .5557-01 .6753-01 .6456-01 .9216 1351-02 1566-02 .9720 7.100 544.1
666 .30000 .95000 84.000 .5025-01 .6090-01 .5882-0I .9166 1219-02 1427-02 ,BBI6 6.347 540.6
666 .40000 .60000 1092.0 .6619-0! .8052-01 .7448-01 .9374 1606-02 1807-02 1.140 7.658 553.8
666 .40000 .70000 I093.0 .6757-01 .8216-01 .7618-01 .9364 1639-02 1848-02 1.166 7.841 552.2
666 .40000 .75000 1094.0 .6780-01 .8242-01 .7673-01 .9344 1645-02 1862-02 1.172 8.674 55l. I
866 .40000 .85000 95.000 .8005-01 .9731-01 .9207-01 .9264 ]942-02 .2234-02 1.384 10.41 551.l
666 .40000 .90000 96.000 .6939-01 .8430m0] .8121-01 .9177 1684-02 .1970-02 1.204 10.28 548.9
666 .40000 .95000 97.000 .5683-01 .6899-01 .6699-01 .9140 1379-02 .1625-02 .9891 8.003 546.4
666 .50000 .40000 II04.0 .8192-01 .9964-0l .9231-01 .9367 1988-02 .2240-07 1.41B 10.I0 553.0
666 .50000 .60000 1105.0 .6342-01 .7715-01 ,7155-01 .9361 1539-02 .1736-_2 1.093 7.569 553.6
656 .50000 .70000 /lOB.0 .3778_0I .4590-01 .4266-0i .9353 .9165-03 .I035-02 .6544 4.690 549.7
666 .50000 .90000 I07.00 .9542-01 .I160 .1160 .9000 .2315-02 .2814-02 1.649 12.85 551.2
866 .60000 .40000 1116.0 .1125 .1370 .1266 .9378 .2730-02 .3071-02 1.931 13.36 556.2














































































































































































































































































































DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE _I77
OH84B 60-0 WING LOWER SURFACE tR4U046I
WING LOWER SURF PARAMETRIC DATA
HACH • 8.000 ALPHA • 40.00 BETA - .0000 ELEVON - 5.000
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK • .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P 0 V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT OEG. DEG. PSIA BEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/sEC SLUGS LB-SEC
xlo 6 /FT3 /FIB
689 1.996 7.980 39.g9 -.I041-01 434.3 1303. 94.84 .4521-01 2.015 3810. .1287-02 .7631-07
EgO 2.005 7.980 40.00 ,-.8947-02 436.2 1303. 94.84 .4541-0! 2.024 3810. .1292-02 .7631-07
RUN HREF STN NO





RUN 2Y/BN XW/CW T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO HITO) H(TAw) QDOT DTNOT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTUI DEe, R DIEGo R
TAN/TO FTBSEC FTBSEC FTBSEC /SEC
690 .30000 .40000 1078.0 .6011-0l .7286-01 .6717-0! .9400 .EllO-OB .2357-02 1.571 II.BI 557.8
690 .30000 .50000 1079.0 .4702-01 .5700-0l .5294-01 .9352 .1650-02 .1858-02 1.2_ 9.049 558.8
690 .30000 .60000 1080.0 .5124-0! .6221-01 .5771-01 .9364 .1798-02 .2025-02 1.329 9.768 563.9
690 .30000 .70000 1081.0 .640B-0i .7776-01 .7223-01 .9357 .2247-02 .2535-02 1.656 ll.77 565.7
690 .30000 .80000 I082.0 .8649-01 .1052 .9820-01 .8330 .3035-02 .3446-02 2.224 16.30 570.0
690 .30000 .90000 83.000 .9802-01 .1189 .1138 .9217 .3440-02 .3988-02 2.554 18.50 560.3
• 690 .30000 .95000 84.000 .9885-01 .ll97 .1157 .9167 .3469-02 .4059-02 2.590 18.50 556. t
590 .40000 .60000 1092.0 .8372-01 .I018 .9418-01 .9375 .2938-02 .3305-02 2.153 14.35 569.9
690 .40000 .70GO0 I093.0 .9821-01 .II94 .1107 .9364 .3447-02 .3886-02 2.526 16.83 569.8
690 .40000 .75000 I094.0 .I013 .1232 .]147 .9345 .3555-02 .4024-02 2,604 19.08 570.3
690 .40000 .8_000 95.000 .1471 .1792 .1694 .9264 .5161-02 .5945-02 3.750 27.87 576.G
590 .40000 .90000 96.000 .1399 .1704 .1640 .9178 .49t0-02 .5757-08 3.574 30.16 574.7
690 ,40000 .95000 97.000 .1378 .1577 .1627 .9140 .4836-02 .5711-02 3.537 28.26 571,3
69D .50000 .40000 1104.0 .8104-0! .9852-0! .9129-01 .9367 .2844-02 .3204-0B B.OBB 14.82 568,4
690 .50000 .60000 1105.0 .7101-01 .8633-0! .8007-0I .9362 .2492-02 .2810-02 1.829 12,58 568.5
690 .50000 .70000 llOB.O .3911-0] .4750-0! .4415-01 ,9353 .]373-02 .1550-02 !.012 7.196 565.3
690 .50000 .90000 107.00 .2387 ,2914 .2914 .9000 .8377-02 .1023-01 6.035 46.28 582.2
690 .60000 .40000 li16.0 .1176 .1432 .1323 .9378 .4128-02 .4644-02 3.008 20.63 573.9















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































DATE 23 FEB 80 0H848 MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEOC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2179
OH84B 60-0 WING LOWER SURFACE fR4UQh6)
WING LOWER SURF PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA " .0000 ELEVON = 5.000
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK = .0000
*''TEST CONDITIONS*'*
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEC. DEC. PSIA DEC. R DEC. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
xIo 6 IFT3 /FT2
699 2.999 7.990 40.05 -.6984-02 570.4 1324. 9E.14 .6923-01 3.094 3841. .1944-02 .7736-07
700 2.995 7.990 40.04 -.6974-02 668.7 1323. 96.07 .6906-01 3.086 3839. .1940-02 .7731-07
RUN HREF STN NO
NUMBER 8TU/ R REF(R)
FT2SEC =.0175
699 .4351-01 .2341-0I _ __-.. __
700 .4345-01 .2343-01
'''TEST DATA'*"
RUN 2Y/BW XW/CW TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF HIHREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAW) (}DOT DTNDT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEC. R DEC. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FTSSEC /SEC
700 .30000 .40000 1078.0 .6569-01 .7976-01 .7346-01 .9400 .2854-02 .3192-02 2.141 15.16 572.7
700 .30000 .50000 1079.0 .6713-01 .8161-01 .7568-01 .9363 .29t6-02 .3888-02 2.174 15.88 577.3
700 .30000 .60000 1080.0 .1059 .t292 .1196 .9355 .4600-02 .5195-02 3.373 2_.48 589.4
700 .30000 .70000 i08].0 .i553 .1912 .i770 .9357 .6789-02 .7591-02 4.916 34_38 598.6
700 .30000 .80000 1082.0 .2142 .2827 .2444 .9330 .9308-02 .1062-01 5.673 48.05 605.8
700 .30000 .90000 83.000 .1917 .2337 .2230 .9218 .8329-02 .9690-02 6.135 43.88 586.0
700 .30000 .95000 84.000 .Z853 .2255 .2176 .9168 .8052-02 .9453-02 5.977 42.18 580.3
700 .40000 .60000 1092.0 .1748 .2139 .1973 .9376 .7593-02 .8571-02 5.493 36.07 599.3
700 .40000 .70C00 1093.0 .2191 .2682 .2480 .9365 .9520-02 .1077-0I 6.875 45.12 600.5
700 .40000 .75000 1094.0 .2125 .2604 .2416 .9346 .9234-02 .1050-01 6.643 47.90 603.3
700 .40000 .85000 95.000 ,2770 ,3400 .3207 .9265 .1204-01 .1393-01 8,595 62.86 608.5
700 .40000 .90000 96.000 .2442 .2994 .2877 .9179 .1061-01 .1250-01 7.608 63.23 605.4
700 .40000 .95000 97.000 .2209 .2703 .2620 .9141 .9597-02 .1138-01 6.942 54.71 599.3
700 .50000 .40000 II04.0 ;1088 .1326 .1227 .9368 .4727-02 .5331-02 3.483 24.52 585.7
700 .50000 .60000 I105.0 .1266 .1545 .1431 .9363 .5500-02 .6216~02 4.023 27.36 591,1
700 .50000 .70000 1106.0 .1128 .1376 .1277 ,9354 .4901-02 .5547-02 3.594 25.25 589.3
700 .50000 .90000 107.00 .2574 .3152 .3152 .9000 .1118-01 ,1370-01 8.062 61.23 601.8
700 .60000 .40000 Ill6.0 .1322 .1614 .1489 .9379 .5743-02 .6470-02 4.201 28.57 591.2









































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































DATE 23 FEB 80 0H84S MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2181
OH84B 60-0 WING LOWER SURFACE (R4UQ47)
WING LONER SURF PARAHETRIC DATA
MACH = B.O00 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA • .0000 ELEVON = 5.000
BDFLAP = 8.000 SPDBRK • .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L HACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R BEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XiO 6 IFT3 IFT2
683 .5030 7.900 39.93 -.6896-02 100.5 1254. 92.99 .ItI7-OI .4880 3735. .3242-03 .7483-07
684 .5058 7.900 39.94 -.6904-02 101.0 1253. 82.91 .1122-01 .4902 3733. .3253-03 .7477-07
RUN HREF STN NO





RUN 2Y/BN XN/CW TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) HiTAW) OOOT OTNOT tW
NUMBER R=I.O R=O,9 R= 8TU/R BTUIR BTUI DEG. R DIE:G. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FTBSEC FT2SEC /SEC
684 .30000 .40000 1078.0 .7053-01 .8538-01 .7878-01 .9398 .1210-02 .1351-02 .8710 6.296 532.7
684 .30000 ,50000 1079.0 .5455-01 .6605-01 .6t38-01 .9361 .9356-03 .I053-02 .6731 5.026 633.2
684 .30000 .60000 1080.0 .5105-01 .6184-01 .5743-01 .9363 .8756-03 .9852-03 .6283 4.687 535.1
684 .30000 .70000 I081.0 .5010-01 .6069-01 .5645-01 .9355 .8594-03 .9683-03 .6169 4.454 534.8
684 .30000 i:_.80000 1082.0 .5311-01 .6433-01 ;6016-0l .9328 .9109-03 1032-02 ,6539 N.879 534.0
694 .30000 .90000 83.000 .5391-01 .6524_01 .6242-01 ;9215 .9247-03 1071-02 .6667 4.901 531.7
684 .30000 ,; ;85000 84.000 .5222-01 .6315-01 .6103-01 .9166 .8956-03 1047-02 .6481 4.693 529.1
684 .40000 .60000 1092.0 .6557-0I .7949-01 .7365-01 ,9374 .1125-02 1263-02 .8045 5.450 537.3
684 .40000 .70000 1093.0 .6843-0_ .8292-0l .7700-01 .9363 .1174-02 1321-02 .8_16 5.706 535.7
684 .40000 .75000 I094.0 .6439-01 .7802-01 .7273-01 .9343 .1104-02 t248-02 .7918 5.905 535.7
E84 .40000 .85000 95.000 .7369-01 .8932-01 .8460-01 .9263 .1264-02 1451-02 .9050 6.860 536.7
684 .40000 .90000 96.000 .6518-01 .7895-0t .7612-01 .9176 .1118-02 1306-02 .8030 6.914 534.4
684 .40000 .95000 97.000 .5652-01 .6841-01 .6647-01 .9139 .9695-03 1140-02 .6988 5.696 53t.9
684 .50000 .40000 1104.0 .7932-01 .9616-01 .8923-01 .9366 .1361-02 1530-02 .9730 7.016 537.5
684 .50000 .60000 1105,0 .6797-01 .8240-01 .7654-01 .9361 .1166-02 1313-02 .8341 5.827 537.3
684 .50000 .70000 1106.0 .3809-0I .4615;01 .4295-01 .9352 .6533-03 .7367-03 .4683 3.380 535.7
684 .50000 .90000 107.00 .6188-01 .7494-01 .7494-01 .9000 .I061-02 .1285-02 .7629 5.994 533.9
684 .60000 .40000 1116.0 .1103 .1338 .1239 .9377 .1892-02 .2184-02 1.352 9.445 538.0
684 .60000 .50000 1117.0 .1029 .1247 .II5B .9363 .1764-02 .1980-02 !.261 8.804 538.1
DATE 23 FEB 80 0H848 MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2182
0H84B 60-0 NING LONER SURFACE fR4UQ47)
RUN 2Y/BN XI,4/CN T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO} H(TAWI ODOT DTNDT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=O.9 R= BTU/R 8TU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
• TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
684 .60000 .60000 I118.0 .8958-01 .1086 .1009 .9361 .1537-02 .1730-02 1.099 7.674 537.6
684 .60000 .70000 1119.0 .7273-01 .8818-01 .8243.01 .9328 .I248-02 .1414-02 .8924 6.435 537.4
684 .60000 .80000 120.00 .6034-01 .7314-01 .6927-01 .9263 .1035-02 .1188-02 .7404 5.518 537.2
884 .60000 .85000 121.00 .8237-01 .9985-01 .9503-01 .9239 .1413-02 .1630-02 1.011 7.409 537.8
684 .60000 .90000 122.00 .755I-0I .9268-01 .8955-01 .9]66 .13]2-02 .1536-02 .9424 7.15I 534.6
584 .60000 .95000 123.00 .5940-01 .7188-01 .5984-01 .9139 .I019-02 .1198-02 ,7351 5.588 531.1
884 .70000 .40000 1130.0 .1227 .1487 .1380 ,9385 .2104-02 .2367-02 1.508 9.637 536.!
684 .70000 .60000 131.00 .1112 .1348 .1252 .9361 .1806-02 .2148-02 1.368 8.746 535.6
684 .70000 .90000 132.00 .2213 .2686 .2588 .9176 ,3796-02 .4439-02 2.702 19.45 540,8
683 ,75000 .30000 138.00 .1447 .1753 .1625 .9373 .2475-02 .2781-02 1.777 11.35 536.2
683 .75000 .40000 !39.00 .!218 .!476 .1368 .9371 .2085-02 .2342-02 1.494 9.826 536.9
683 .75000 .60000 140.00 .I074 .1302 .1302 .9000 .I838-02 .2228-02 i,317 8.923 537.2
683 .75000 .70000 1141.0 .9295-0I .1128 .1047 .9360 .1591-08 .1793-02 1.135 8.169 540.6
_ 7_nnn .80000 142.00 .1010 .1226 .1160 .9265 .1729-02 .1986-02 1.229 10.15 542.6
684 .75000 .90000 143.00 .9342-0I .1131 .1090 .9179 .1602-02 .1870-02 1_153 8.466 533.3
684 .75000 .95000 t44;00 .5833-01 .7052-01 .6842-01 .9146 .1001-02 .1174-02 .7254 5.524 527.7
683 .80000 .20000 140.00 .1726 .2093 .1836 .9382 .2954-02 .3314-02 2.109 14.72 538.7
683 .80000 .40000 147.00 .I265 .1534 .1421 ,9377 .2166-02 .2432-02 1.549 11.16 538.6
683 .80000 .90000 148.00 .9825-0i .lt90 .1i46 .9i82 .i682-02 .i962-02 i.207 8.854 535.8
683 .80000 .30000 1155.0 .1635 .1986 .1834 .9387 ,2799-02 .3139-02 1.988 14.29 543.6
683 .90000 .50000 156.00 .1380 .1675 .1675 .9000 .2363-02 .2867-02 1.684 12.12 540.9
683 .90000 .60000 !!57.0 .1!58 .!406 ,!301 ,9377 .]983-02 .2227-02 !,412 9,847 54!.3
683 .90000 .80000 158.00 .I138 1380 .1304 .9274 .1947-02 .2233-02 1.388 10.86 541.0
683 .90000 .90000 159.00 .9376-0I 1136 .1097 .9171 .1605-02 .1877-02 1.150 9.185 537.0
683 .95000 .30000 164.00 .1567 1901 o1758 .9382 .2682-02 .3009-02 1.913 13.77 540.5
683 .95000 .50000 165.00 ,1159 1405 .1302 .9371 .1984-02 .2229-02 1.418 10.56 538.6
683 .95000 .70000 166.00 .1055 1280 .1197 .9328 .1806-02 .2048-02 1.288 9.745 540.5
683 .95000 .80000 167.00 .1161 1408 .1340 .924! ._988702 .2293-02 1.419 10.56 539.8
683 ,95000 .90000 168.00 .8168-01 .8899-0l .9543-01 .9176 .1398-02 .1634-02 1.002 7.593 537.0
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL 80-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2183
OHB4B 60-0 WING LOWER SURFACE (R4UQ47)
WING LOWER SURF PARAMETRIC OATA
MACH = B.O00 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA = .0000 ELEVON - 5.000
BDFLAP = B.O00 SPOBRK • .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS "*t
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O v RHO HU
NUMBER /FT DEG, DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO B /FT3 /FIB
689 I.OlO 7.940 39.95 -.1037-01 205.9 1259. 92.49 ,2215-01 .9773 3743. .6462-03 .7443-07
670 1.020 7.940 39.97 -.I039-0I 207.6 1258. 92.42 .2233-01 .9854 3742. .6521-03 .7437-07
RUN HREF STN NO





RUN 2Y/BN xW/CN TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAW) ODOT DTNDT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R " BTU/R BTUI DEGo R DEG. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC
670 .30000 .40000 1078.0 .6525-0l .7911-01 .7293-01 .9399 .1588-02 .1775-02 1.139 8.204 540.2
670 .30000 .50000 1079.0 .5043-01 .6116-01 .5679-01 .9361 .1227-02 .1382-02 .8798 6.545 540.8
670 .30000 .60000 lOBO.O .4883-01 .5926-01 .5499-0! .9364 .1188-02 .1338-02 .8489 6.307 543.3
670 ,30000 =70000 1081.0 =48!3-0! =5841-0! ,542cj-0! ,9356 o!171-02 .!321-02 .8373 6.02! 542.9
670 .30000 .80000 1082.0 .5064-01 .6145-01 .5742-01 .9329 .1232-02 .1397-02 .BBIO 6.547 542.8
870 .30000 .90000 83.000 .5692-01 .8895-01 .6594-01 .92t6 .1385-02 .1605-02 .9989 7.324 536.6
670 .30000 .95000 84.000 .5041-01 .6100-01 .5894-01 .9166 .1227-02 .1434-02 .8891 6.425 533.0
670 .40000 .60000 1092.0 .6821-01 .8284-01 .7668-01 .9374 .1660-02 .1866-02 .182 7.972 5w5.7
670 .40000 .70C00 1093.0 . .8881-01 .8353-0I .775l-0I .9364 .1675-02 .1886-02 .195 8.070 543.9
670 .40000 .75000 lOB4.0 .6810-01 .8264-01 .7698-01 .$344 .1857-02 .1874-02 .185 B.BOl 542.9
670 .40000 .85000 95.000 .8153-01 .9905-01 .9377-01 .9264 .1987-02 .2282-02 .421 10.74 542.6
670 .40000 .90000 95.000 .7037-01 .8532-01 .8223-0I .9177 .1713-02 .2001-02 .229 10.55 540.0
670 .40000 .95000 97.000 .6013-01 .7283-01 .7075-01 .9140 .1453-02 .1722-02 .055 8.575 _ 536.8
870 .50000 .40000 1104.0 .8106-01 .9842-0! .9125-01 .9367 .1973-02 .2221-02 .407 IO.ll 544.6
670 .50000 .60000 1105.0 .6456-01 .7852-0! .7287-01 .9361 .1574-02 .1773-02 .121 7.798 545.3
670 .50000 .70000 I106.0 .408]-01 .4951-01 .4605-01 .9353 .9933-03 .1121-02 .7111 5.116 541.8
670 .50000 .90000 107.00 .8980-01:1211 .1211 .9000 .2429-02 .2947-02 1.736 13.58 542.8
670 .60000 .40000 lil6.O .1144 .1390 .1286 .9377 .2784-02 .3129-02 1,977 13.74 547.7
: 870 .60000 .50000 1117.0 .lOl2 .1230 .1141 .9384 .2464-02 .2777-02 1.750 12.16 547.4
DATE 23 FEB BO 0H84B MODEL 50-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2184'
OHB4B 60-0 WING LONER SURFACE (R4UO47)
RUN 2Y/BH XN/CW T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TOl H(TAWI ODOT OTWDT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG, R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
670 .60000 ,60000 IllB.O .9187-01 .1116 .1035 .9361 .2236-02 .2520-02 1.593 11.08 545.2
670 .60000 .70000 II19.0 .7956-01 .8659-0! .9024-01 .9329 .1936-02 .2196-02 1.381 9.926 544.3
670 .60000 .BOO00 120.00 .8112-01 .9851-01 .9324-01 .9264 .1974-02 .2269-02 1.407 10.44 545.1
670 .60000 .85000 121.00 .8829-0| .I193 .I135 .9240 .2392-02 .2762-02 1.707 12.47 544.1
670 .60000 ,90000 122,00 .9013-01 .lOg3 .1056 .9166 .2193-02 .256g-02 1.573 II.SO 540.5
670 .60000 .95000 123.00 .6930-0I .8392-01 .8152-01 .9140 .1687-02 .1984-02 1.217 9.231 535.9
670 ,70000 .40000 1130.0 .121g .1_80 .1373 .9366 .2967-02 .33_1-02 2. lib 13.48 544.0
670 .70000 .60000 131.00 .1109 .1346 .124g .936I .2699-02 ,304!-02 1.927 12.26 543.8
670 .70000 .90000 132.00 .229q .2794 .2691 .9177 .5591-02 .6548-02 3.958 28.36 549.7
669 .75000 .30000 138.00 .|418 .1721 .1593 .9374 .3437-02 ,3862-02 2.458 15.65 543.4
669 .75000 .40000 !39,00 .]213 .}473 .1364 .9372 .2940-02 .3307-02 2,098 13.7_ 545.1
669 .75000 .50000 140.00 .1073 .i304 .i304 .gO00 .2602-02 .316i-02 i.852 i2.49 546.8
669 .75000 .70000 ll41.O .9996-01 .I216 .1128 .9361 .2423-02 .2733-02 1.717 I2.30 550.1
66g .75000 .80000 142.00 .]IO0 .1340 .1266 .9266 .2667-02 .3070-02 1.878 15.41 554.6
670 .75000 .90000 143.00 .9966-01 .I20B .|164 .9179 .2426-02 .2832-02 1.743 12.76 539.2
670 .75000 .95000 144.00 .6'442-0! ,7792-01 .7559-01 .9147 .1568-02 .1840-02 1.138 8.650 531.6
669 " .80000 .20000 146.00 ,1785 .2169 .2004 .9382 .4328-02 .4858-02 3.082 21.43 546.6
669 .80000 .40000 147.00 .1255 .15_4 .1410 .9377 .3041-02 .3418-02 2.164 15.53 547.0
669 ,80000 ,90000 148.00 .1040 ,_262 ,1214 .9182 .2520-02 .2944-02 i.803 i3.17 543.4
669 .90000 .30000 1155.0 .1664 .2025 .1868 .9388 .4035-02 .4528-02 2.853 20.43 551.5
669 .90000 .50GO0 156.00 .1359 .1652 .I652 .9000 .3294-02 .4005-02 2.335 16.73 549.8
669 .90000 .60000 1!57.0 .!22! ,I485 .1373 .9377 .2959-02 .3327-02 2.095 t4.54 550.7
669 .90000 .80000 158.00 .1192 .1450 .1369 .9274 .2890-02 .3318-02 2.046 15.94 550.8
669 .90000 ,90000 159.00 .g22?-0! .1120 .1080 .9171 .2237-02 .2619-02 1.529 12.73 543.7
669 .95000 .30000 164.00 .1621 .1970 ,1820 .9382 .3930-02 .4412-02 2,794 20.04 547.7
669 .95000 .50000 165.00 ,1164 .1414 .1310 .9372 .2822-02 .3175-02 2.009 14.90 546.9
669 .95000 .?OOO0 166.00 .1119 .1360 .1270 .9328 .2711-02 .3079-02 1.921 14.46 550.3
669 .95000 .BOOOO 167.00 .1187 .1443 .I371 .9242 .2878-02 .3324-02 2.045" 15.16 547.9
669 .95000 .90000 168.00 .8612-01 .1045 .1007 .9177 .2088-02 .2440-02 1.497 It.32 541.?
DATE 23 FEB 80 0H848 MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2185
OHB4B BO-O WING LOWER SURFAC{ tR4U04? !
WING LOWER SURF PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH 8.000 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA • .0000 ELEVON = 5.000
BDFLAP = 8.000 SPDBRK = .0000
• *'TEST CONDITIONS*''
RUN RN/L HACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO I"P,J
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO B /FT3 /FT2
685 2.023 7.980 39.98 -.6930-02 434.5 1292. 94.03 .4523-01 2.016 3794. .1298-02 .7587-07
686 1.998 7.980 39.98 -.6934-02 434.7 1303. 94.84 .4525-01 2.017 3810, ,1288-02 .7631-07
RUN HREF STN NO





RUN 2Y/BN XN/CN T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) HITAW) OOOT DTWDI TW
NUMBER R=I.0 R-0.9 R- BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ OEG. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FTBSEC FTBSEC FTBSEC ISEC
686 .30000 .40000 I078.0 .B05l-OI .7328-01 .6759-01 .9399 .2120-02 .2368-02 1.564 11.32 558.3
686 .30000 .50000 1079.0 .4771-01..5779-01 .5369-01 .9362 ,1671-02 .1881-02 1.248 9.212 556.0
686 .30000 .60000 1080.0 .5217-01 .6328-01 .5873-01 .9364 .1828-02 .2057-02 1.356 9.983 560.9
686 .30000 .70000 I081.0 .6617-0! .B030-OI .7463-01 .9356 .2318-02 .2614-02 1.715 12.21 56_.6
686 .30000 .80000 1082.0 .8947-01 1087 .1015 .9329 .3134-02 .3556-02 2.308 IB.95 566.4
686 .30000 .90000 83,000 .9930-01 1203 .II50 .9216 .3479-02 .4030-02 2.894 18.82 557.0
686 .30000 .95000 84,000 .9930-01 1202 .1161 .9167 .3479-02 .4068-02 2.608 18.66 553.1
686 .40000 .60000 1092.0 .8286-0i 1007 .9318-01 .9375 .2903-02 .3264-02 2.136 14.26 566.7
686 .40000 .70000 I093.0 .9671-01 1175 .1090 .9364 .3388-02 .3818-02 2.492 16.63 567.0
686 .40000 .75000 1094.0 .9992-01 1214 .1131 .9344 .3501-02 .3961-02 2.574 18.89 587.4
686 .40000 .85000 95.000 .1329 1617 .1529 .9264 .4657-02 .5358-02 3.414 25.45 569.7
686 .40000 .90000 96.000 ;1226 1490 .1435 .9177 .4294-02 .5028-08 3.i53 26.68 568.6
686 .40000 .95000 97.000 .1181 1434 .1392 .9140 .4137-02 .487B-02 3.052 24.47 564.9
686 .50000 .40000 1104.0 .8017-01 .9938-01 .9027-01 .9367 .2809-02 .3162-02 2.070 14.71 565.7
686 .50000 .60000 1105.0 .6953-01 .8446-01 .7837-01 .9362 .2436-02 .2746-02 1.796 12.37 865.5
686 .50000 .70000 1106.0 .3873-01 .4700-01 .4370-01 .9353 .1357-02 .1531-02 1.008 7.157 562.0
686 .50000 .90000 107.00 .2373 .2895 .2895 .9000 .8313-02 ,1014-01 6.011 46.15 579.7
686 .60000 .40000 1116.0 .1183 .1439 .1331 .9378 .4145-02 .4661-02 3.034 20.84 570.8


































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60~0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE _189
n_ _n-n u;_n nu_= _,J_rArr _R4UQ48)
WING LOWER SURF PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA • ,0000 ELEVON = 5.000
8DFLAP = 15,00 SPOBRK = ,0000
***TEST CONDITIONS'**
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSEA OEG. R OEG, R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LEI-SEC
XlO 6 IFT3 IFT2
675 .5021 7,900 39.94 -,6904±02 100.2 1253. 92.91 .1114-01 .4866 3733. .3235-03 .7477-07
676 .5094 7.900 39.93 -.6898-02 I01.6 1252. 92.84 .1129-01 .493I 3732. .3281-03 .7471-07
RUN HREF STN NO





RUN 2Y/BW XN/CN T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(_O) H(TAW) QDOT DTWDT TW
NUMBER R=I.0 R=O.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEGo R DEG. R
TAW/TO FTBSEC FTBSEC FT2SEC /SIEC
676 ,30000 .40000 1078.0 .6963-01 .8430-01 .7778-01 .9398 .1198-02 .1338-02 .8614 6.227 532.5
676 .30000 .50000 1079.0 .5314-01 .$435-01 .5980-01 .9360 .9140-03 .1029-02 .6564 4.900 533.5
676 .30000 .60000 1080.0 .4995-01 .6052-0! .SS21-OI .8363 .8592-03 .9669-03 .6154 4.590 535.4
676 .30000 .70000 1081.0 .5018-01 .6080-01 .5655-01 .9355 .8632-03 .9728-03 .6186 4.466 535=0
676 .30000 .80000 1082.0 .563t-01 .6823-0! ,6380-01 .9328 .9686-03 .1097-02 .6940 5.177 535.2
676 .30000 .90000 83.000 .5361-01 .6494-01 .6211-01 .9215 .9222-03 .1068-02 .6619 4.860 533.9
676 .30000 .95000 84.000 .4991-01 .BO41-OI .5838-01 .9166 .8586-03 .1004-02 .6184 4.472 531.4
676 .40000 .6GOOD 1092.0 .6477-01 .7853-01 ,7276-01 .9373 .1114-02 .1252-02 .7955 5.388 537.6
676 .40000 .70000 1093.0 .6690-01 .8108-01 .7529-01 .9363 .1151-02 .1295-02 .8233 5.581 536.2
676 .40000 .75000 1094.0 .6268-01 .7597-01 .7082-01 .9343 .1078-02 .1218-02 .7711 5.749 536.4
E76 .40000 .85000 95.000 .7382-01 .8954-01 .8479-01 .9263 .1270-02 .1458-02 .9055 6,858 538.6
675 .40000 ,90000 96.000 .6535-01 .7921-01 .7635-01 ,9176 .1124-02 .1313-02 .8042 6,918 536.3
676 .40000 .95000 97.000 .5670-01 .6868-01 .6672-01 .9139 .9752-03 .1148-02 .6997 5.697 534.2
676 .50000 .40000 If04.0 .7737-01 .9384-01 .8706-01 .9366 .I331-02 .1498-02 .9489 6.838 538.6
676 .50000 ;60000 1105.0 .6648-01 .8062-0I .7488-01 .9360 .I144-02 .1288-02 .8163 5.700 537.B
676 .50000 .70000 1106.0 ..3747-01 .4542-0I .4227-01 .9352 .6446-03 .7270-03 .4610 3.326 536.5
676 .50000 .90000 107.00 .6159-01 .7465-01 .7465-01 .9000 .1060-02 .1284-02 .7583 5.952 536.0
676 .60000 .40000 1116.0 .lllO .1347 .1247 .9377 .1910-02 .2145-02 1.359 9.481 540.1
























































































































































































































































































































































DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE _lgl
OHB4B 60-0 WING LONER SURFACE ¢R4UO48)
WING LOWER SURF PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA = .0000 ELEVON • 5.000
BDFLAP = I5.00 SPDBRK = .OOO0
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L HACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT DEC. DEC. PSIA DEC. R DEC. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
xIO 6 /FT3 /FT2
6?3 1.003 ?.940 39.97 -.6929-08 205.6 1264. 92.86 .2211-0! .9759 3751. .6427-03 .7472-07
674 1.007 7.940 39.97 -.I039-01 206.5 I264. 92.86 .2221-01 .9801 3751. .6456-03 .7472-07
RUN HREF STN NO





RUN 2Y/BN XN/CN T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAN) QOOT DTNOT TN
NUMBER R=].O R=O,9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ BEG. R DEG, R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC
674 .30000 .40000 1078.0 .6689-01 .8100-01 .7471-0! .9399 .1625-02 I815-02 1.178 8.484 5]8.4
674 .30000 .50000 1079.0 .4931-01 .5975-0l .5550-01 .9361 .1198-02 1348-02 .8669 6.451 540.0
674 .30000 .60000 1080.0 .4734-01 .5740-01 .5329-01 .9364 .1150-02 1294-02 .8293 6.163 542.5
674 .30000 .70000 iOBi.O .4703-01 .5701-0i .53Or-Of .9356 .1142--02 1288-02 .8242 5.928 542._
674 .30000 .80000 1082,0 .5102-01 .6185-01 .5781-01 .9329 .1239-02 1404-02 .8937 6.642 542.5
6?4 ,30000 .90000 83.000 .5620-01 .6803-01 .6507-01 .9216 .1365-02 1581-02 .9920 7.271 537.1
674 .30000 .95000 84.000 .5010,01 .6058-0! .5854-01 .9166 1217-02 1422-02 .8884 6.418 533.6
874 .40000 .60000 1092.0 .6653-01 .8073-01 .7476-01 .9374 1616-02 1816-02 .161 7.833 545.3
674 .40000 .70C00 1093.0 .6775-0l .8216-0! .7626-01 .9364 1646-02 .I853-02 .185 8.006 543.3
674 .40000 .75000 1094.0 .6696-01 ,8119-01 .7565-01 .9344 1627-02 .1838-02 .173 8.714 542,7
674 .40000 .85000 95.000 .8062-01 .9777~01 .9257-01 .9264 1958-02 .2249-02 .411 10.66 543.2
674 .40000 .90000 96.000 .6940-01 ,8409-01 .8105-01 .9177 1685-02 .1969-02 .219 10.46 540.6
674 .40000 .95000 97.000 .5932-01 .7182~01 .6977-0! .9140 1441-02 .1695-02 .046 8.505 537.5
674 .50000 .40000 1104.0 .807!-0] .9791-01: .908I-0l .9367 196[-02 .2206-02 .410 10.13 544.4
674 .50000 .60000 1105.0 .6360-01 .7717-01 .7165-01 .9361 1545-02 .1140-02 1.110 1.726 545.1
674 .50000 .70000 1105.0 .3973-01 .4816-01 .448!-01 .9353 .9652-03 .1089-02 .6968 5.013 541.7
674 .50000 .90000 !07.00 .9832-01 .1192 .II92 .9000 .2388-02 .2896-02 1.721 13.46 543.2
674 .60000 .40000 Ill6.0 .1121 .1362 .1260 .9378 .2724-02 .3060-02 1.950 13.55 547.8

































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEOC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE el93
WING LONER SURF PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA = 40,00 " BETA • .0000 ELEVON " 5.000
BDFLAP = 15.00 SPDBRK _ .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG, R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 /FT3 IFT2
69] 1.993 7.980 39.99 -.6942-02 434.6 1305. 94,98 .4524-01 2.017 3813. ,1286-02 .7643-07
692 2.004 7.880 40.00 -.6947-02 436.0 t303. 94.84 .4539-01 2.023 3810, .1292-02 .7631-07
RUN HREF STN NO





RUN 2Y/BW XW/CW TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAW) OOOT OTNOT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R 9TU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FTBSEC FTBSEC FTBSEC /SEC
692 .30000 .40000 1078.0 .6038-0I .7323-01 .6749-0i .9400 .2119-02 .2368-02 1.573 II.21 560.2
692 .30000 .50000 1079.0 .4725-01 .5731-01 .5321-01 .9362 .1658-02 .I867-02 1.229 9.050 561.1
692 .30000 .60000 IOBO.O .5133-01 .6236-01 .5783-0! .9364 .1801-02 .2029-02 1.326 9.738 566.3
692 .30000 .70000 1081.0 .6414m01 .7797--01 .7240--01 .9357 .2250--02 .2540--02 1.653 11.73 568.3
692 .30000 .BOO00 1082,0 .8240-01 .I003 .9360-0I .9330 .2891-02 .3284-02 2.110 15.44 572.8
• 692 .30000 .90000 83.000 .9737-01 .1181 .I129 .9217 .3416-02 .3962-02 2.530 18,31 562.1
682 .30900 .95000 84.000 .9852-01 .I194 .1153 .9167 .3457-02 .4046-02 2.574 18.37 558.'0
692 .40000 .60000 1092.0 .8301-01 .1010 .9343-01 .9375 .2912-02 .3278-02 2.126 It.15 572.7
692 .43000 .70C00 1093.0 .9729-0; .1184 .I097 .9364 .34!4-02 .3850-02 2.492 I6.58 572.6
692 .40000 .75000 1094.0 .I006 .1225 .I139 .9345 .3530-02 .3998-02 2.575 18.85 573.l
692 .40300 .85000 95.000 .1322 .lSll .1523 .9264 .4639-02 .5343-02 3.373 25.08 575.4
692 .400C0 .90000 96.000 .1221 .1486 .1431 .9178 .4282-02 .5020-02 3.120 26.33 574.1
692 .40000 .95000 97.000 .!172 .1426 .1384 .9140 .4112-02 .4854-02 3.012 24.09 570.l
692 .50000 .40000 1104.0 .8092-0! .9846-01 .9120-01 .9367 .2839-02 .3200-02 2.076 14.72 571.4
592 .50000 .60000 II05.0 .6977-01 .8490-01 .7872-0; .9362 .2448-02 .2762-02 1.790 ]2.29 571.4
692 .50000 .70000 ll06.O .3800-01 .4618-UI .4292-0! .9353 ,1333-02 .1506-02 .9806 6.966 567.2
692 .50000 .90000 107.00 .2364 .2889 .2889 .9000 .8294-02 .1014-0! 5.943 45,48 586.2
692 .60000 .40000 1116.0 .1182 .1440 .1330 .9378 .4146-02 .4667-02 3.008 20.60 577.1










































































































































































































































































































DATE 23 FEB 80 • OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEOC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2195
OHS4B 60-0 H_NG LONER SURFACE CR4UQ48)
NING LONERSURF PARAMETRIC DATA
HACH B.O00 ALPHA • 40.00 BETA • .0000 ELEVON • 5,000
BDFLAP _ 15.00 SPDBRK = .0000
"'*TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 /FT3 IFT2
697 2.999 7.990 40.00 -.6947-02 668.9 1322. 96.00 .6908-0I 3.087 3838. .1942-02 .7725-07
698 2.999 7.990 40.02 -.6958-02 669.0 1322. 96,00 .6909-01 3.087 3838. ,1942-02 .7725-07
RUN HREF STN NO





RUN 2Y/BN XN/CN T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) HITAN_ QDOT DTNDT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC
699 .30000 .40000 1078.0 .6597-01 .8012-01 .7379-01 .9400 .2866-02 .3206-02 2.145 I5.19 573.4
698 .30000 .50000 I079.0 .6680-0] .8123-01 .7533-01 .9362 .8903-02 .3273-02 2.160 15.77 577.6
698 .30000 .60000 1080.0 .1041 .1270 .1176 .9365 .4524-02 .5109-02 3.314 L_,o.06 589.1
698 .30000 .70000 I081.0 .1549 ,1895 ,!755 .9357 .B729-02 .7625-02 4.869' 34.06 598.|
698 .3gO00 .80000 1082.0 .2126 .2608 .2426 .9330 .9240-02 .I054-01 6.618 h7.67 605.4
698 .30000 .90000 83.000 .I916 .2335 .2229 .9217 .8324-02 .9686-02 6.126 43.81 585.9
698 .30000 .95000 84.000 .1853 .2255 .2176 .9167 .B051-02 .9455-02 5.967 42.11 580.5
698 .40000 .60000 1092.0 .1699 .2029 .1918 .9375 .7382-02 .8334-02 5.337 35.06 598.7
698 .40000 .70C00 1093.0 .2167 ,2654 .2453 .9365 .9417-02 .1066-0I 6.793 44.59 600.3
698 .40000 .75000 1094.0 .2108 .2584 .2397 .B345 .9161-02 .1042-01 6.581 47;45 603.3
698 ._0000 .85000 95.000 .2768 .3397 .3204 .9265 .1203-01 .1392-01 8.580 62.76 608.2
698 .40000 ' .90000 96.000 .2448 .3002 .2885 .9178 .1064-01 .1254-01 7.617 63.30 605.5
698 .40000 .95000 97.000 .2228 .2728 .2644 .914I .9682-02 .II49-01 6.991 55.09 599.7
698 .50000 .40000 1104.0 .I076 .1312 .12t4 .9368 .4676-02 .5275-02 3.441 24.21 585.9
698 .50000 .60000 1105.0 .1274 .1555 .I440 .9362 .5535-02 .6257-02 4.044 27.50 591.I
698 .50000 ;70000 1106.0 .1054 : .]287 .1194 .9354 .4582-02 .5186-02 3.356 23.58 589.1
698 .50000 ,90000 107.00 .2577 .3156 .315B .9000 .1120-01 .1371-01 8.063 61.25 601.5
698 .60000 .40000 1116.0 .1329 .1622 .1497 .93?8 .5772-02 .6504-02 4.217 28.58 591.1
























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2199
OH84B 60-0 WING LONER SURFACE fRqU049) :
WING LONER SURF PARAMETRIC DATA :
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA = .0000 ELEVON - 5.000
BDFLAP = 23.50 SPDBRK = .0000
***TEST CONDITIoNs***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 IFT3 IFT2
671 1.007 7.940 39.96 -.1038-0I 204.7 1257. 92.34 .2202-0I .9716 3740. .6435-03 .7431-07
672 1.016 7.940 39.97 -.6925-02 206.9 1258. 92.42 ,2225-01 .9821 3742. .6499-03 .7437-07
RUN HREF STN NO





RUN 2Y/BN XN/CN TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO HITO) H[TAWI OOOT DTWDT TW
NUMBER R=i.O R=O.9 R= 6TU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R OEG. R
TAW/TO FT25EC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
672 .30000 .40000 I078.0 .6841-01 .8286-01 .7642-01 .9399 .1662-02 .1857-02 1.198 8.644 536.7
672 .30000 .50000 1079.0 .5029-01 .6095-01 .5662-01 .9361 .1222-02 .1376-02 .B7BB 6.538 538.9
672 .30000 .60000 1080.0 .4918-01 .5966-01 .5537-01 .9363 .1195-02 .1345-02 .8559 6.364 ,541.4
672 .30000 .70000 1081.0 .4954-01 .6009-01 .5586-01 .9356 .1204-02 .1357-02 .8628 6.210 540.g
672 .30000 .80000 lOB2.0 .5182-01 .6285-01 .5874-01 .9329 .1259-02 .l'427-08 .9017 6.705 541.q
672 .30000 .90000 83.000 .5714-0i .69i7-0i .6616-01 .92i6 .i388-02 .1607-02 1.003 7.364 534.J
672 .30000 .95000 84.000 .5089-01 .6155-01 .5948-01 .9166 .1236-02 .1445-02 .8980 6.495 ,531.3
672 .40000 .60000 1092.0 .6842-01 .8305-01 .7690-01 .9374 .1662-02 .1868-02 1.186 8.010 543.9
672 .40000 .70000 1093.0 .6939-01 .8418-01 .7813-01 .9363 .1685-02 .1898-02 1.207 9.162 54i._
672 .40000 .75000 1094.0 .6743-01 .8178-01 .7620-0! .9344 .I638-02 .1851-02 1.174 8.735 540.S C_
672 .40000 .85000 95.000 .8159-01 .9895-01 .9369-01 .9264 .1982-02 .2276-02 1.421 10.75 540.8
672 .40000 .90000 96.000 .7014-01 .8499-0l .8192-01 .9177 .1704-02 .1990-02 I.B27 10.54 537.9
672 .40000 .95000 97.000 .6061-01 .7337-01 .7128-01 .9140 .1473-02 .1732-02 1,064 8.663 534.8
672 .50000 .40000 1104.0 .8106-01 .9837-01 .9122-01 .9367 .1969-02 .2216-02 1.408 10.12 542.9
672 .50000 .60000 1105.0 .6463-01 .7845-01 .7283-01 .9361 .1570-02 .1769-02 1.121 7.808 543.6
672 .50000 .70000 lI06.0 .4062-0! .4925-01 .4582-0] .9353 .9870-03 .II13-02 .7083 5.100 540.0
672 .50000 .90000 107.00 .9953-01 .1207 .I207 .9000 .2418-02 .2933-02 1.732 13.56 541.3
672 .60000 .40000 lllS.O .1144 .1389 .]285 .9377 .2779-02 .3122-02 1.976 13.74 546.5



































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2203
OH_4_ 60-0 UTN_ I _M_ _ll_rAer _"'_4U049)
WING LONER SURF PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = B.O00 ALPHA • 40.00 BETA = .0000 ELEVON = 5.000
BDFLAP = 23.50 SPDBRK = .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q v RHO HU
NUMBER /FT OEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 /FT3 /FTB
695 3.030 7.990 40.02 -.6963~02 669.0 1313. 95.34 .6909-01 3.087 3825. .1956-02 .7672-07
695 3.000 7.990 40.03 -.6964-02 669.2 1322. 96.00 .6911-01 3.088 3838. .1943-02 .7725~07
RUN HREF STN NO





RUN 2Y/BN XN/CN T/C NO HIHREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H[TO) H(TAN) QDOT DTWDT TW
NUHBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FTBSEC FTESEC /SEC
696 .30000 .40000 1078.0 .6403-01 .7787-01 .7167-01 .9400 ,2783-02 .3115-02 2.070 14.63 577.8
696 .30000 .50000 1079.0 .6276-01 .7641-01 .7082-01 .9363 .2727-02 .3078-02 2.018 14.70 581.8
696 .30000 .60000 I080,0 .1017 .1243 .1150 .9365 .4419-02 .4996-02 3.212 23.26 594.7
696 .30000 .70000 I081.0 .1530 .1877 .1736 .9357 .6651-02 .7546-02 4.764 33.20 605,4
696 .30000 .BOO00 1082.0 .2095 .2575 .2395 .9330 .9102-02 .1041-01 6.433 46.12 615.0
696 .30000 .90000 83.000 .1879 .2296 .2190 .9217 .8165-02 .9519-02 5.938 42.30 594.4
696 .30000 .95000 84.000 .1826 .2228 .2148 .9168 .7934-02 .9336-02 5.811 40.82 589.3
696 ,40000 .60000 1092.0 .1666 .2044 .IBB4 .9375 .7240-02 .8185-02 5.172 33.84 607.3
696 .40000 ,70000 1093.0 .2lBO .2654 .2450 .9365 .9389-02 .1065-01 6.678 43.62 610.4
696 .40000 .75000 1094.0 .2]05 .2589 .2398 .9345 .9149-02 .1042-01 6.476 46.45 613.9
696 .40000 .85000 95.000 .2692 .3317 .3125 .9265 .1170-01 .1358-01 8.216 59.76 619.5
696 .40000 .90000 96.000 .2413 .2971 .2853 .9178 ,1049-0l .1240-01 7.383 60.99 817.7
696 .40000 .95000 97.000 .2188 .2688 .2604 .9141 .9509-02 .1132-01 6.761 52.98 610.7
696 .50000 .40000 ll04.0 .1057 1292 .1194 .9368 .4592-02 .5189-02 3.334 23.35 595.6
696 .50000 .60000 1105.0 .1226 1501 .1389 .9363 .5329-02 .6034-02 3.843 26.01 600.5
696 .50000 .70000 1106.0 .9707-01 1187 .1100 .9354 .4218-02 .4782-02 3.057 21.40 597.0
696 .50000 .90000 107.00 .2535 3117 .3117 .9000 .1102-01 .1355-01 7.797 5E.87 613.9
596 .60000 .40000 1116.0 .1317 1614 .1487 .9379 .5725-02 .6464-02 4.116 87.83 602.8




































































































































































































































































































































































































DATE 23 FEB 60 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2205
OH8_B 60-0 HING LOWER SURFACE tR4U050)
WING LONER SURF PARAHETRIC DATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA • .0000 ELEVON - 7.500
t_)FLAP = .0000 SPDBRK = .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L HACH. ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT OEO. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 /FT3 /FT2
767 .5029 7.900 39.98 -.3466-02 100.1 1851. 82.77 .]113-01 .4863 3730. .3238-03 .7465-07
768 .5101 7.800 39.98 -.3465-02 101.6 1251. 82.77 .1129-01 .4932 3730. .3284-03 .7465-07
RUN HREF STN NO





RUN 2Y/BN XN/CN TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO HITO} HtTAW} COOT DTNDT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R• 6TU/R BTU/R 8TU/ DEG. R OEG. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
768 .30000 .40000 1078.0 .7110-01 .8614-0l .7943-01 9399 .1223-02" .1366-02 .8760 6.326 534.4
768 .30000 .50000 1078.0 .5585-01 .6768-0! .6286-0! .9382 ,9605-03 .I081-02 .6872 5.1L:'15 535.3
768 .30000 .60000 IOBO.O .5157-01 .6253-01 .5804-01 .9364 .8870-03 .9984-03 .6329 4.716 537.2
768 .30000 .70000 !OBl.O .5207-0T =63!3-0! .5859-0! .9356 .8955-03 .!009-02 .6596 4.6|4 536.6
768 .30000 .BOO00 !082.0 .5151-01 .6244-01 .5836-01 .9328 .8860-03 .|004-02 .633a 4.72l 536.l
768 .30000 .90000 23.000 .6316-01 .7652-01 .7317-0! .9215 .1086-02 .1259-02 .7780 5.710 534.5
768 .30000 .95000 84.000 .5683-0! .6879-0! .6646-0! .8!67 .9775-03 .ll43-02 .7032 5.087 53t.3
768 .40000 .60000 1092.0 .6601-01 .8009-0l .7416-0] .9374 .1135-02 .1276-02 .8077 5.466 539.2
768 .40000 .70000 I093.0 .6879-0! .8340-01 .7742-0! .9364 .1183-02 .1332-02 .8449 6.726 536.6
768 .40000 .75000 !094.0 .6395-0l .7753-0l .7225-01 .9344 .!100-02 .1243-02 .7852 5.863 536.8
768 .40000 .85000 95.000 .1005 .1219 .1154 .9264 .1728-02 .|985-02 1.228 9.291 540.1
768 .40000 .90000 96.000 .8395-01 .1018 .9810-01 .9177 .]444-02 i1687-02 1.031 8.868 536.7
768 .40000 .95000 87.000 .6904-0! .8366-01 .8125-01 .9140 .1188-02 .1398-02 .8501 6.919 534.8
758 .50000 .400DO 1104.0 .7928-01 .0620-0! .8921-0l .9367 .1364-02 .1634-02 .870l 6.989 539.3
768 .50000 .60000 I105.0 .6824-01 .8279-01 .7686-0_ .9362 ,!!74-02 .!322-02 .8353 5.830 538.0
768 .50000 .70000 1106.0 .3876-01 .4700-01 .4372-01 .9353 .6666-03 .7520-03 .4754 3.42B 537.6
768 .50000 .90000 107.00 .7006-01 .8494-01 .8494-0I .9000 .1205-02 .1461-02 ,8600 6.747 537.0
762 .60000 .40000 lii6.0 .!120 .!359 .1258 .9378 .1927-02 .2154-02 .370 9.559 539.5



































































































































































































































































































DATE 23 FEB BO 0H84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2207
0H848 60-0 WING LOWER SURFACF ,_,.,,_=^,
HING LOHER SURF PARAMETRIc DATA
MACH = 9.000 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA = .0000 ELEVON = 7.500
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK - .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS**"
RUN RN/L HACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI PT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 - /FT3 /FT2
757 1.043 7.940 39.99 -.4654-06 214,! 1265. 92.93 .2302-0! 1.016 3752. .6687-03 .7478-07
758 1.014 7.940 38.99 -.4651-06 208.4 |266. 93.00 .2242-01 .9894 3754. .6506-03 .7484-07
RUN HREF STN NO





RUN 2Y/BN XW/CW T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H{TAW) ODOT DTWDT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=O.9 R- 8TU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC
758 .30000 .40000 I079.0 .6831-01 .8282-01 .7635-01 .9399 .1668-02 1864-02 1.205 8.665 5W3.1
758 .30000 .50000 1079.0 .5048-01 .6123-01 .5685-01 .9362 1232-02 1388-02 .8884 6.595 544.8
758 .30000 .60000 lOBO.O .4860-01 .5899-01 .5473-01 .9364 1186-02 1336-02 .8521 6.317 547.4
758 .30000 .70000 1081.0 _ .4865-01 .5905-0I .5487-01 .9356 1188-02 1340-02 .8536 6.125 547.0
758 .30000 .80000 1082.0 .5225-0i .6342-0I .5925-0i .9329 1275-02 1446-02 .9165 6.795 547.2
758 .30000 .90000 83.000 .6856-01 .9322-01 .7954-01 .9216 1674-02 1942_02 1.20_ 8.772 547.1
758 .30000 .95000 84.000 .6323-01 .7669-01 .7406-01 .9167 1544-02 1808-02 I.I14 8.002 544.3
758 .40000 .60000 1092.0 .6689-01 .8127-01 .7521-01 .9375 1633-02 1836-02 1.168 7.857 550.6
758 .40000 .70000 1093.0 .6930-01 .8416-0I .7807-01 .9364 1692-02 .1906-02 1.213 8.172 548.6
758 .40000 .75000 1084.0 .6781-01 .8233-01 .7668-01 .9344 1656-02 .1872-02 1.188 8.806 547.9
758 .40000 .85000 95.000 .1643 .2002 .1893 .9264 .4011-02 .4621-02 2.828 21.18 560.5
758 .40000 .90000 96.000 .1557 .1896 .1825 .9177 .3800-02 .4456-02 2.688 22.87 558.4
758 .40000 .95000 97.000 .1480 .1802 .1749 .9140 .3614-02 .4269-02 2.564 20.65 556. t
758 .50000 .40000 1104.0 .7996-01 .9703,01 .8993-01 .9367 .1950-02 .2195-02 1.395 9.990 550.3
758 .50000 .60000 1105.0 .6468-01 .7859-01 .7291-01 .9362 .1579-02 .1780-02 1.129 7.837 550.5
758 .50000 .70000 1106.0 .3446-01 .4184-01 .3890-01 .9353 .8413-03 .9496-03 .6038 4.331 547.9
758 .50000 .90000 107.00" .2006 .2447 .2447 .9000 .4898-02 .5973-02 3.444 22.67 562.6
758 .60000 .40000 1116,0 .1119 .1361 .1258 .9378 .2731-02 .3071-02 1.943 13.45 554.4
























































































































































































































DATE 23 FE8 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2209
OHS49 50-0 WING LONER c,tor._
......... iR4UQSO)
WING LONER SURF PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = e. O00 ALPHA • 40.00 - BETA • .0000 ELEVON = 7.500
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK = .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS**"
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P 0 V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 /FT3 IFT2
755 1.966 7.980 40.06 -.4684-06 429.7 1307. 95.13 .4474-01 1.994 3815. .1259-02 .7655-07
756 2.005 7.980 40,03 -.4673-06 434.6 1300. 94.62 .4525-01 2.017 3805. .1291-02 .7614-07
RUN HREF STN NO





RUN 2YIBH XW/CN T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAw/To H(TO) H{TAN) QOOT DTNDT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R BEG. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
756 .30000 .40000 1079.0 .6124-01 .7421-0! .6841-01 .9400 .B145-02 .2396-02 1.595 11.39 556.0
756 .30000 .50000 1079.0 .48B0-01 .5915-01 .5492-01 .9363 .1709-02 .1923-0B 1.269 9.360 557.2
756 .30000 .60000 1080.0 .5444-01 .6610-01 .6131-01 .9365 .1906-02 .2147-02 1.405 10.34 562.7
756 .30000 .70000 1081.0 .6747-0I .8195-0I .7612-01 .9357 .2363-02 .2665-02 1.737 12,35 564=6
756 .30000 .80000 1082.0 ;8742-01 .1063 .9922-01 .9330 .3061-02 ;3474-02 2.240 16.43 568.1
756 .30000 .90000 83.000 .1201 .1458 .1393 .9217 ,4205-02 .4878-02 3.098 22.42 562.8
756 .30000 .95000 84.000 .1250 .1516 .1464 .9158 .4378-02 .5]26-02 3.245 B3.15 558.4
756 .40000 .60000 1082.0 .8785-01 .1068 .988]-01 .9376 .3076-02 .3460-02 2.250 15.00 558.3
758 .40000 .70C00 1093.0 .8713-01 .I]8l .1095 .9355 .3401-02 .3834-02 2.488 16.50 568.1
756 .40000 .75000 I094.0 .9876-0! .1201 .1l]8 .9345 .3458-02 .3914-02 2.529 18.56 568.3
756 .40000 .85000 95.000 .2714 .3321 .3135 .9255 .9502-02 .1098-01 5.753 49.87 589.C
755 .40000 .90000 96.000 .2400 .2935 .2823 .9[79 .8404-02 .9884-02 5.994 50.28 586.5
755 .40000 .95000 97,000 .218! .2663 .2582 .914l .7637-02 .8043-02 5.483 43.59 581.7
756 .50000 .40000 ]104.0 .8247-01 .1002 .9287-01 .9368 .2888-02 .3252-02 2. I18 15.05 566.3
755 .50000 .50000 li05.0: .7152-01 .8694-0] .8064-01 .9363 .2505-02 .2824-02 1.836 12.64 555.7
758 .50000 .70000 1106.0 .4464-0| .5421-01 .5038-01 .9354 .1563-02 .1764-02 1.150 8.180 564.0
756 .50000 .90000 107.00 .2760 .3376 .3376 .9000 .9664-02 .I182-01 5.884 52.55 587.3
756 .60000 .40000 I116.0 .]]92 .|451 .134l : .9379 .4175-02 .4695-02 3.041 20.89 571.2





































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































\DATE 23 FEB 80 0H848 MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2213
OH848 50-0 WING LOWER SURFACE fR4UQBI)
WIN_ I N_F_ _II_F D^D*M_TOIP _ATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA = .0000 £LEVON = 7.500
BDFLAP = 15.00 SPDBRK - .O00O
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 /FT3 /FT2
765 ,5049 7.900 39.98 -.3466-02 100.4 1250. 92.69 .lllS-Ol .4875 3729. .3249-03 .7459-07
766 .5080 7.900 39.98 -.3466-02 101.0 1250. 92.69 .1123-01 .4905 3729. .3269-03 .7459-07
RUN HREF STN NO





RUN 2Y/BN XN/CN T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H[TO) H(TAW) ODOT DTWDT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FTBSEC FTBSEC FTBSEC /SEC
766 .30000 .40000 1078.0 .6957-01 .8433-01 .7774-01 .9399 .1193-02 .1333-02 .8519 6.148 , 535.7
766 .30000 .50000 1079.0 .5439-01 .6594-01 .6124-0! .9362 .9329-03 .I050-02 .6655 4.961 536.3
766 .30000 .60000 1080.0 .5042-01 .6116-0! .5677-01 .9364 .8649-03 .9737-03 .6154 4.584 538.1
766 .30000 ,70000 1081.0 .4934-01 .5984-01 .5553-01 .9356 .8463-03 .9541-03 .6028 4.347 537.4
766 .30000 .80000 1082.0 .5359-01 .6498-01 .6073-01 .9329 .9191-03 .1042-02 .6553 4.884 536.8
766 .30000 .900GO 83.000 .6269-01 .7599-01 .7266-01 .9216 .1075-02 .1246-02 .7675 5.629 535.9
766 .30000 .95000 84.000 .5646-01 .6838-01 .6605-0! .9157 .9683-03 .!133-02 .6940 5.016 532.9
766 .40000 .60000 1092.0 .6555-0l .7956-01 .7366-01 .9374 ll24-02 .!263-02 .7977 5.396 540.l
766 .40000 .70000 1093.0 .6785-01 .8230-01 .7639-01 .9364 1164-02 .1310-02 .8285 5.6ll 537.8
765 .40000 .75000 I094.0 .6398-01 .7761-01 .7230-01 .9344 1097-02 .1240-02 .7809 5,817 538.0
766 .40000 .85000 95.000 .9846-01 .I196 .1132 .9264 ]689-02 .1941-02 1.196 9.043 541.5
766 .40000 .90000 96.000 ,8287-01 .1005 .9687-01 .9177 1421-02 .1661-02 t.Oll 8.685 538.5
766 .40000 .95000 97.000 .6752-01 .8187-01 .7951-01 .9140 II58-02 .1364-02 .8258 6.715 536,6
766 .50000 .40000 1104.0 .7946-0! .9647-0! .8945-01 .9367 1363-02 .!534-02 .9661 6.954 540.8
766 .50000 .60000 1105.0 .6833-01 .8294-01 .7699-0! .9362 1172-02 .1320-02 .8315 5.800 540.2
766 .50000 .70000 1106.0 .4012-01 .4868-01 .4527-01 .9353 .6881-03 .7765-03 .4892 3.525 538.8
766 .50000 .90000 107.00 .6913-0l .8387-01 .8387-01 .9000 .l!86-02 .1438-02 .8430 6.608 538.7
766 ,.60000 .40000 1116.0. .1103 .1339 .1239 .9378 .1892-02 ,2125-02 1_339 9.333 541.8





































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2215
. vno_= 60-0 NING LONER SURFACE IR4L¢ISt)
. .o
NING LONER SURF PARAMETRIC DATA
HACH • B.000 ALPHA = 40,00 BETA - .0000 ELEVON " 7J500
BDFLAP = 15.00 SPOBRK = .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO HU
' NUHBER /FT DEG. DEG, PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
_ xIo 6 /FT3 IFT2
759 1.001 7.940 39.99 -.4655-06 206.7 1270. 93.30 .2224-01 .9813 3760. .6433-03 .7508-07
760 1.001 7,940 39,99 -.4651-06 206.5 1269. 93.22 .2221-01 .9803 3758. .6431-03 .7502-07
RUN HREF STN NO





RUN _Y/BN XN/CN TIC NO H/HREF HIHREF HIHREF TANI;O H(TO} HtTA_) OOOT DTNDT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= 9TU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FTBSEC FTBSEC ISEC
760 .30000 .40000 I078.0 .6932-01 .8402-01 .7746-01 .9399 .1685-02 .lBB3-OB !.222 8.781 543.7
760 .30000 .50000 1079.0 .5040-01 .6113-01 .5676-01 .9362 .|225-02 .1380-02 .8862 6.575 545.5
760 .30000 .60000 lOBO.O .4781-01 .5803-01 .5384°0! .9364 .1162-02 .1309-02 .8374 6.206 548.2
760 .30000 .70000 1081.0 .4759-01 .5775-01 .5367-01 .9356 ,1157-02 o!305-02 .8342 5.984 547.7
760 .30000 .80000 1082.0 .5243-01 .6363-01 .5945-01 .9329 .1275-02 .1445-02 .9192 6.813 547.6
760 .30000 .90000 83.000 .6847-01 .9306-0[ .3940-01 .9216 .1665-02 .1930-02 !.202 8.769 546.5
760 .30000 .95000 84.000 .6249-0I .7575-01 .7316-01 .9167 .1519-02 .1779-02 1.101 7.916 543.8
760 .40000 .60000 1092.0 .6686-01 .8122-01 .7517-01 .9375 .1625-02 .1828-02 1.166 7.840 551.5
760 .40000 .70000 1093.0 .6862-01 .8332-01 .7729-0! .9364 .1668-02 .1879-02 1.200 8.078 549.5
760 .40000 .75000 1094.0 .6916-0! .8396-01 .7819-01 .9344 .1681-02 .1901-02 1.211 8.968 548.7
760 .40000 .85000 95.000 .f632 .1988 .1879 .9264 .3967-02 .4569-02 B.BlO 21.05 560.£
760 .40000 .90000 96.000 .1542 .1877 .1808 .9177 .3749-02 .4394-02 2.664 22.6? 558,0
760 .40000 .95000 97.000 .1456 .1771 .1719 .9140 .3539-02 .4178-02 2.584 20.33 555,4
760 .50000 .40000 1104.0 .8245-01 .1001 .9283-01 .9367 .2004-02 .2257-02 1.439 10.30 550.9
760 .50000 .60000 1105.0 .6507-0| .7904-01 .7334-0| .9362 .1582-02 .1783-02 1.135 7.872 551.2
760 .50000 .?0000 1106.0 .3894-0| .4727-01 .4395-01 .9353 .9466-03 .1068-02 .6816 4.887 548.6
760 ,50000 .90000 107.00 .1967 .2397 .2397 .9000 .4781-02 .5826,02 3.380 26.19 561,6
760 .60000 .40000 1116.0 .lit0 .1349 .1248 .9378 .2698-02 .3033-02 1.926 13.34 554.8

































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































\DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2217
OHBWB 60-0 WING LOWER SURFACE (R4UQ511
WING LOWER SURF PARAMETRIC DATA
• MACH = 8.000 ALPHA - 40.00 _ BETA " .0000 ELEVON - 7.500
8DFLAP = 15.00 SPDBRK - .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSi FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO 6 /FT3 /FT2
753 2.020 7.980 40.04 -.4678-06 434.4 1293. 94.11 .4523-01 2.016 3795. .1297-02 .7573-07
754 2.004 7.980 40.06 -.4686-06 437.0 1305. 94.98 .4550-01 2.028 3813. .1293-02 .7643-07
RUN HREF STN NO





RUN 2Y/BW XN/CW T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(T0! HtTAW! ODOT DTWDT TH
NUMBER R=I.O R-0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FTBSEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
754 .30000 .40000 1078.0 .6239-01 .7550-01 .6963-01 .940I .219B-02 .2447-02 1.647 11.78 553.5
754 .30000 .50000 1079.0 .4874-01 .5901-01 .5482-01 .9363 .1713-02 .1926-02 1.284 9.481 555.1
754 .30000 .60000 1080.0 .5371-0| .6512-01 .6043-01 .9365 .1887-02 .2123-02 1.404 10.34 560.5
754 .30000 .70000 1081.0 .6749-01 .8188-01 .7608-01 .9358 .2372-02 .2673-02 1.761 12.54 562.3
754 .30000 .BOO00 1082.0 .8806-01 .I069 .9986-01 .9331 .3094-02 .3509-02 2;286 16.79 565.9
754 .30000 .90000 83.000 .1223 .1483 .1417 .9218 .4298-02 .4980-02 3.203 23.21 559.5
754 .30000 .95000 64.000 .1276 .1544 .1491 .9168 .4482-02 .5240-0B 3.360 24.01 555.1
754 .40000 .60000 1092.0 .85i8-01 .1034 .9572-01 .9376 .2993-02 .3363-02 2.211 I4.77 565.8
754 .40000 .70000 1093.0 .9911-01 .1203 .1116 .9365 .3483-02 .3922-02 B.576 17.20 565.1
754 .40000 .75000 1094.0 .I021 .t239 .1154 .9346 .3587-02 .4055-02 2,652 19.49 565.2
754 .40000 .85000 95,000 .2715 .3317 .3132 .9E66 .9539-02 .IlOl-Ol 6.853 50.67 586.E
754 .40000 .90000 96.000 .2412 .2944 .2832 ,9179 .8474-02 .9951-02 6.110 51.33 583.5
754 .40000 .95000 97.000 .2206 .2689 .2608 .9142 .7751-02 .9165-02 5.628 4W.81 578.6
754 .50000 .40000 110_,0 .8159-0] .9901-01 .9179-01 .9369 .2857-02 .3225-02 2.126 15.13 563.1
754 .50000 .60000 1105.0 .7233-01 .8778-01 .8146-01 .9363 .2541-02 .2862-02 1.884 12.99 563.3
754 .50000 .70000 1106.0 .4213-0l .5108-01 .4750-01 .9355 .1480-02 .1669-02 1.102 7.856 560.2
754 .50000 .90000 107.00 .2774 .3388 .3388 .9000 .9747-02 .I190-01 7.020 53.78 584.4
754 .60000 .40000 II16.0 .II91 .1447 .1338 .9379 .4184-02 .4700-02 3.083 21.21 567,7






















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEOC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE _1
OH84B 60-0 WING LOWER SURFACE IR4UQ5_)
WING LOWER SURF PARAMETRIC OATA
MACH 8.000 ALPHA • 40.00 BETA • .0000 ELEVON = 7.500
BOFLAP _ 23.50 SPDBRK = .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P 0 V _ HU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO 6 /FT3 /FT2
- 763 ._981 7.900 39.97 -.3_62-02 99.31 1252. 92.84 .1104-01 .4822 3732. .3209-03 .7471-07
• 764 .5066 7.900 39.98 -.4647-06 I00.9 1251. 92.77 .1121-01 .4888 3730. .3262-03 .7465-07
RUN HREF STN NO





RUN 2Y/BN XN/CW T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN) ODOT OTWDT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=O.S R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R OEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
764 .30000 .40000 1078.0 .7031-01 .8519-0! .7856-01 .9399 .1205-02 .1346-02 .8629 6.231 534.7
764 .30000 .50000 1079.0 .5504-0] .6670-01 .6196-01 .9361 .9434-03 .I062-02 .6749 5.034 535.3
764 .30000 .60000 1080.0 .5322-01 .6452-01 .5990o0| .9364 .9122-03 .I027-02 .6510 4.851 537.0
764 .30000 .70000 1081.0 .5178-01 .6277-01 .5836-01 .9356 .8975-03 1000-02 .6339 4.573 536.4
764 .30000 .80000 1082.0 .5218-01 .6324-01 .5911-0I .9329 .8943-03 10t3-02 .6394 4.768 535.7
764 .30000 .90000 83.000 .6252-01 .7577-01 .7245-01 .9216 .1072-02 1242-02 .7665 5.623 535.5
764 .30000 .95000 84.000 .5590-01 .6768-01 .6539-01 .9167 .9581-03 1121-02 .6881 4.975 532.4
764 .40000 .60000 1092.0 .6975-01 .846;-01 .7836-01 .9374 .1196-02 1343-02 .8512 5.762 538.7
764 .40000 .70000 1093.0 .6852-01 .8307-01 .771E-01 .9364 .1175-02 1322-02 .8389 5.685 536.5
764 .40000 .75000 1094.0 .6249-01 .7576-01 .7060-01 .9344 .I071-02 1210-02 .7647 5.700 536.7
764 ._0000 .85000 95.000 .9991-0! .1213 .1148 .9264 .1712-02 1967-02 1.216 9.202 540.4
764 .40000 .90000 96.000 .8302-01 .1007 .9701-01 .9177 .1423-02 1663-02 1.015 8.728 537.3
764 .40000 .95000 97.000 .6621-0! .8024-01 .7794-01 .9140 .1135-02 ]336-02 .8114 6.6G] 535.7
764 .50000 .40000 1104.0 .8053-01 .9771-01 .9062-01 .9367 .1380-02 1553-02 .9823 7.077 539.1
764 .50000 .60000 1105.0 .6846-01 .8305-01 .7711-0i .9361 .1174-02 1322-02 .8358 5.835 538.5
764 .50000 .70000 l]06.0 .4359-01 .5285=0I .49!7-01 .9353 .7472-03 .8428-03 .5332 3.846 537.0
764 .50000 .90000 107.00 .6935-01 .8410-01 .8410-01 .9000 .1189-02 .1441-02 .8479 6.650 537.4
764 .60000 .40000 I116.0 .I153 .1399 .1295 .9378 .1976-02 .2219-02 1.405 9.801 539.8












































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































DATE 23 FEB 80 0H848 MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2225
OH84B SO-O WING LOWER SURFACE fR4UQ52)
WING LOWER SURF PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA - .0000 ELEVON = 7.500
BOFLAP = 23.50 SPDBRK • .0000 -
• **TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT DEC. DEC. PSIA DEC. R DEC. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 IFT3 /FT2
751 1.987 7.980 40.06 -.4685-06 435.2 1309. 95.27 .4531-01 2.020 3818. .1284-02 .7667-07
752 2.017 7.980 40.06 -.4685-06 436.2 I298. 94.47 .4541-0! 2.024 3802. .1297-02 .7602-07
RUN HREF STN NO





RUN 2Y/BN XN/CN T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN) OOOT OTNDT TN
NUMBER R=I.0 R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEC. R DEC. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FTSSEC /SEC
752 .30000 .40000 1078.0 .6181-01 .7490-01 .6904-01 .9401 .2168-02 .2421-02 1.609 11.50 555.5
752 .30000 .50000 1079.0 .4894-01 .5933-01 .5508-01 .9363 .1716-02 .1932-02 1.272 9.382 556.9
752 .30000 .60000 1080.0 .5415-01 .6576-01 .6098-01 .9365 .1899-02 .2139-02 1.397 10.28 562.3
752 .30000 .70000 1081.0 .6793-01 .8252-01 .7663-0I .9358 .2382-02 .2688-02 1.748 12.43 564.l
752 .30000 .80000 1082.0 .8505-01 .I034 .9654-01 .9331 .2983-02 .3386-02 2.177 15.98 567.8
752 .30000 .90000 83.000 .1210 .1470 .1404 .9218 .4244-02 .4925-02 3.115 22.53 563.7
752 .30000 .95000 84.000 .I257 .1526 .1473 .9168 .4410-02 .5165-02 3.256 23.22 559.3
752 .40000 .60000 1092.0 .8675-01 .1055 .9757-01 .9376 .3043-02 .3422-02 2.221 14.82 567.6
752 .40000 .70000 1093.0 .9909-01 .1205 .1117 .9365 .3475-02 .3917-02 2.539 16.94 567.1
752 .40000 .75000 1094.0 .1006 .1224 .1139 .9346 .3529-02 .3993-02 2.577 18.92 567.4
752 .40000 .85000 95.000 .2719 .3329 .3142 .9266 .9536-02 .I102-01 6.753 49.86 589.5
752 .40000 .90000 96.000 .2404 .2940 .2827 .9179 .8430-02 .9916-02 5.994 50.28 586.7
752 .40000 .95000 97.000 2208 .2698 .2616 .9141 .7746-02 .9174-02 5.543 44.06 582.0
752 .50000 .40000 1104.0 .8124-01 .9871-01 .9146-01 .9369 .2849-02 .3208m02 2.088 14.85 564.8
752 .50000 .60000 1105.0 .7244-01 .8804-01 .8166-01 .9363 .2541-02 .2864-02 1.861 12.82 565.3
752 .50000 .70000 II06.0 .4342-01 .5273-01 .4900-01 .9355 .1523-02 .1719-02 1.119 7.955 562.9
752 .50000 .90000 107.00 .2764 .3382 .3382 .9000 .9695-02 .1186-01 6.884 52.65 587.6
752 .60000 .40000 1116.0 .1197 .1456 .1346 .9379 .4198-02 .4720-02 3.057 21.01 569.4
































































































































































































































































































































































DATE 23 FEB 80 OH848 MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2227
OH84B 60-0 WING LONER SURFACE (R4U052)
UINn i nuc_ _1_ BARAMETRI C _,.=
MACH " B.O00 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA " .0000 ELEVON - 7.500
BDFLAP • 23.50 SPDBRK = .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P 0 V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO 6 /FT3 /FT2
749 2.958 7.990 40.06 -.4686-06 659.9 1322. 96.00 .6815-01 3.045 3838. .1916-02 .7725-07
750 3.008 7.990 40.07 -.3496-02 673.1 1325. 96.21 .6951-01 3.106 3842. .1950-02 .7742-07
RUN HREF STN NO





RUN 2Y/BN XWICW TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H{TO) H(TAN) O00T DTNOT TW
NUMBER R=1.0 R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R OEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC
?50 .30000 .40000 1078.0 .6524-0I .7910-01 .7289-0! .9401 .2845-02 .3178-02 E.150 15.26 568.?
?50 .30000 .50000 1079.0 .6622-01 .8040-01 .7459-01 .9363 .2887-02 .3252-02 2.168 15.86 5?3.8
750 .30000 .60000 1080.0 .1056 .1287 .1192 .9366 .4605-02 .5197-02 3.399 _4,71 586.5
750 ,30000 .70000 lOBl.O .1572 .1921 .1779 .9358 .6853-02 .7758-02 4.991 34.95 596.3
750 .30000 .BOO00 1082.0 .2137 .2618 .2437 .9331 .9319-02 .I062-01 6.721 48.46 603.4
?50 .30000 .90000 83,000 .2259 .2754 .2628 .9218 .9849-02 .1146-01 7.246 51.76 588,8
750 .30000 .95000 84.000 .2114 .2573 .2482 .9168 .9219-02 .1082-01 6.849 48.30 581.7
?50 .40000 .60000 1092.0 .I752 .2141 .1976 .9376 .7637-0_ .8615-02 5.555 36.52 597.2
750 .40000 .70000 1093.0 .2196 .2686 .2483 .9366 .9575-02 .IOB3-Ol 6.959 45.73 598.0
750 .40000 .75000 1094.0 .2123 .2598 .2411 .9346 .9256-02 .1051-01 6.707 48.43 600.1
750 .40000 .85000 95.000 .3077 .3781 .3564 .9266 .1342-01 .1554-01 9.553 69.72 612._
750 .40000 .90000 96.000 .2656 .3259 .3132 .9179 .1158-01 .1366-01 B.293 68.92 608.6
750 .40000 .95000 97.000 .2440 .2989 .2897 .9142 .1064-01 ,1263-0t ?.681 60.43 902.8
750 .50000 .40000 II04.0 .II04 .1344 .1245 .9369 .4815-02 .5427_02 3.571 25.17 583.0
750 .50000 _60000 1105.0 .1279 ,1560 .1444 .9363 .5576-02 .6898-02 4.104 27.94 588.9
?50 .50000 .70000 II06.0 .1125 .I372 .1273 .9355 .4907-02 .5550-02 3.621 25.4? 586.7
750 .50000 .90000 107.00 .2911 .3570 .3570 .9000 .1269-01 .1556-01 9.105 68.97 607.2
750 .60000 .40000 1116.0 .1338 .1631 .1506 .9380 .5832-02 .6564-02 4.295 29.25 588.2






















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 22_
60-0 NING UPPER SURFACE (R4UROitOH84B
NING UPPER SURF PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH " 8.000 ALPHA - 25.00 BETA = .0000 ELEVON - .0000
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK • 49.00
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P 0 V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEC. DEC. PSIA DEC. R DEC. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 /FT3 IFT2
5 3.644 8.000 24.96 _8346-02 847.3 1356. 98.24 .BB78-Ol 3.888 3887. .B384-02 ,7905-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN 2Y/BN XN/CN TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN) QDOT DTNOT TN
NUMBER R-I.O R=O.S R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEC. R BEG. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FTBSEC /_EC
5 .95000 .?0000 278.00 .3348-01 .4072-01 ,4072-01 .9000 .1640-02 .]994-02 1.25| 9.714 592.8
5 ,95000 ,80000 B79,00 .1255-01 .1520-01 .1520-01 .9000 .6147-03 .7443-03 .4785 3.615 577.2
5 .95000 .90000 280.00 .1796-01 .B174-01 .BI74-01 .9000 .B795-03 .1065-02 .6856 5.368 576.1
DATE 23 FEB BO OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2230
OHB4B 60-0 WING UPPER SURFACE (R4UR02)
WING UPPER SURF PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = B.O00 ALPHA - 30°00 BETA • -4.000 ELEVON = .OOOO
BDFLAP • .0000 SPOBRK • .GO00 -
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RI-_ MU -
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA OEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 IFT3 /FT2
1'57 B.OO8 7.960 29.94 -4.034 434.8 1299. 94.54 .4527-01 _.018 3804. ,1292-02 .7608-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN 2YIBW XW/CW TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAW} ODOT OTNDT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTUI DEG. R OEO. RTAW/TO FTBSEC FTBSEC FTBSEC ISEC
157 .95000 .70000 278.00 .5115-01 .6203-0t .6203-01 ,9000 .1791-0_ .2172-02 1.326 10.48 558.1
15_ .95000 .BOO00 279.00 .I852-01 .2233-01 .2233-01 .9000 .6484-03 .7821-03 .4926 3.794 539,0
,_, n, , _n, .!828-01 .530B-03 3=224t57 .gSO00 .go00O 2SO.0G .___6-_= ==82B v_ .9000 .6400-03 =4039 537=8
OATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 223I
OHB4B 60-0 WING UPPER SURFACE (R4UROB)
H|N_ U_R SURF PARAHETRIC DATA
MACH B.O00 ALPHA - 30.00 BETA " -4.0DO ELEVON • .0000
BDFLAP : ,0000 SPDBRK " .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L HACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT OEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 /FT3 IFT_
117 3.002 7.990 29.96 -4.030 671.B 1325. 96.21 .6938-0! 3.100 3842. .1946-02 .7742-07
118 3.023 7,990 29.94 -4.046 673.4 132i. 95.92 .6954-02 3.108 3836. .1957-02 .7729-07
RUN HREF STN NO





RUN 2Y/BN XN/CN T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAW) GDOT DT2,,IDT TN
NUMBER R=!.O R=O.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
117 .60000 .25000-01 253.00 .7759-01 ,9696-01 .9696-0I .9000 .33B0-02 .4219-02 2.250 52.65 658.8
217 .60000 .50000-01 254.00 .6604-01 .B132-OI ,8132-0! .9000 .2877-02 .3542-02 2.029 39.58 619.5
217 .60000 .10000+00 255.00 .5306-01 .6440-01 .6440-01 .9000 .2311-02 .2805-02 1.740 18.20 572.1
117 .60000 .20000 256.00 .1352-01 .1633-0! .1633-01 .9000 .5889-03 .7111-03 .4538 4.024 554.0
117 ,60000 .40000 257.00 .1535-02 .1852-02 .1852-02 .9000 .6686-04 .8065-04 ..5178-01 .4260 550.1
!!7 ,60000 .60000 259.00 .!927-02 .2323-02 .2323-02 .9000 .8383-04 .1012-03 .6513-0i .6032 548.6
127 .60000 .75000 259.00 .B870-02 .106B-01 .1068-01 .9000 ,3864-03 .4654-03 .3013 2.684 544.8
117 .60000 .85000 260.00 .1232-01 .1486-02 .1486-0| .9000 .5366-03 .6474-03 .4252 3.414 550.9
117 .60000 ,95000 261.00 .7126-02 .8564-02 .8564-02 .9000 .3100-03 .3730-03 .2430 2.711 540.8
127 .90000 .60000 274.00 .5489-01 .6643-01 .6643-02 .9000 .2391-02 .2894-02 1,823 13.41 562.3
217 .95000 .50000 277.00 .5810-01 .7056-01 .7056-02 .9000 .2531-02 .3073-02 1.899 16.67 574.3
118 .95000 .70000 278.00 .7186-01 .8746-01 .8746-01 .9000 .3132-02 .3812-02 2,318 2B. ll 580.5
118 .95000 .BO00e 279.00 .3028-01 .3653-01 .3653-01 .9000 .1320-02 .1592-02 1.019 7.614 548.3
118 .95000 .90000 260,00 .2630-01 .3170-01 .3170-01 .9000 .I147-02 .1382-02 .8902 7,062 544.3
DATE 23 F£B 90 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2232
0H848 60-0 WING UPPER SURFACE _R4UR02)
WING UPPER SURF PARAHETRIC DATA
MACH • 8.000 ALPHA = 30.00 BETA = -4.000 ELEVON = .0000
80FLAP = .0000 6PDBRK = .0000
• "*TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L HACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P G V RHO HU
NUHBER /FT DEG, DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XID 6 /FT3 /FT2
130 3.681 9.000 29.96 -4.050 953.4 1351. 97,97 ,8742-01 3.916 3880. .£"4I|-02 .7876-07
]31 3.694 8.000 29.96 -4.050 855. I 1352. 97.95 .8759-02 3.924 3881. .2414-02 .7882-07
RUN HREF Sz_ _0





RUN 2Y/BN XW/CN TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN} QDOT OTt,_T TN
NUMBER R=I.0 R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
130 .60000 .25000-01 253.00 ,7322-01 .9212-01 .9212-01 .9000 _3597-02 .4525-02 2.368 54.52 692.4
130 .60000 .50000-01 254.00 .6287-01 .7770-01 .7770-01 .9000 .30BB-02 .3917-02 2.186 42.17 642.8
t30 .60000 .10000+00 255.00 .5402-01 .6555-01 .6555-0| .9000 .2653-02 .3220-02 2.037 21.19 583.2
130 .60000 .20000 256.00 ._5_3-0_ .t984-0_ ._99_-0_ .9000 _.8069-03 .974V-03 .63_1 5.592 564.8
130 .60000 .40000 257.00 .1754-02 .2115-02 .2115-02 .9000 .8616-04 .1039-03 .6813-0! .5577 559.9
130 .60000 .60000 258.00 .230_-02 .2777-02 .2777-02 .9000 .1132-03 .3364-03 .8962-01 .8258 558.7
130 .60000 .75000 259.00 .1537-0l .1652-01 .1852-0! .9000 .7549-03 .9096-03 .5994 5.307 556;7
130 .60000 .85000 260.00 .f689-0! .2040-0! .2040-0! .9000 .8298-03 ,1002-02 ,6525 5.330 564.3
130 .60000 .95C00 26|.00 .1051-0! .1265-0I .1265-01 .9000 .5165-03 .6212-03 .4140 4,599 549.2
130 .90000 .60000 274.00 .6726-01 .8i58-01 .8158-01 .9000 .3305-02 .4007-02 2.549 18.58 579.9
130 .95000 .50000 277.00 .5907-0I .7190-01 .7190-01 .9000 .2902-02 .3532-02 2.197 19.10 593.6
131 .95000 .70000 :278.00 ,8953-0] .1092 .1092 .9000 .4403-02 .5372-02 3.299 25.49 602.4
13I .95000 .60000 279.00 .3972-01 .4789-0] .4789-01 .9000' .1954-02 .2355-02 t.549 ll.B) 558.8
131 .95000 ;90000 280.00 .287|-01 .3455-0! ,3455-01 .9000 .1412-02 .1699-02 1.130 8.954 551.7
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2233
OH84B 60-0 WING UPPER SURFACE tR4UR03)
o.
WING uPPER SURF PARAMETRIC BATA
HACH = B.O00 ALPHA • 30.00 BETA " -2.000 ELEVON - .0000
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK = .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RI-IO PILl
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 /FT3 /FT2
153 1.989 7.960 29.96 -2.020 434.7 1307. 95.13 .4526-01 2.017 3815. .I284-02 .?655-07
154 2.002 7.980 29.96 -2.027 435.4 1303. 94.84 .4533-01 2.021 3810. .1290-0B .7631-07
RUN HREF STN NO





RUN 2Y/BN XW/CW T/C NO H/HREF HIHREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAW) ODOT DTNDT TW
NUMBER R=I.0 R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FTL::¢_[C ISEC
t53 .60000 .25000-0i 253.00 .8270-0I .I030 .I030 .9000 .2899-02 .3509-02 1.926 45.41 642.4
153 .60000 .50000-01 254.00 .7209-01 .8869-01 .8869-01 .9000 .2527-02 .3109-02 1.765 34.62 608.3
153 .60000 .10000+00 255.00 .5672-01 .6893-01 .6893-01 .9000 .1988-02 .2416-02 1.468 15.38 568.6
153 .60000 .20000 256.00 .1431-01 .1731-01 .1731-01 .9000 .5015-03 .6069-03 .3771 3.342 554.7
153 .60000 .40000 257.00 .2140-02 .2588-02 .B588-02 .9000 .7502-04 .9071-04 .5665-01 .4657 551.5
153 .60000 .60000 258.00 .9732-03 .|176-02 .I176-02 ,9000 .3412-04 .4122-04 .2587-01 .2396 548.3
153 .60000 .75000 259.00 .5006-02 .6039-02 .6039-02 .9000 .I755-03 .2117-03 .1340 1.195 542.7
153 .60000 .85000 260.00 .5448-02 .6574-02 .6574-02 .9000 .1910-03 .2305-03 .1457 1.202 543.9
153 .60000 .95000 26].00 .6284=02 .7572-02 .7572--02 .9000 .2203-03 .2654-03 .1692 1.890 538.5
153 .90000 .60000 274.00 .3442-01 .4168-01 .4168-01 .9000 .1207-02 .1461-02 .9061 6.689 555.8
153 .95000 .50000 277.00 .4482-01 .5440-01 .5440-01 .9000 .1571-02 .1907-02 1.166 10.28 564.7
154 .95000 .70000 278.n0 _4910-01 .5964-01 .5964-01 .9000 .1722-02 .2091-02 1.269 9.989 565.6
154 .95000 .80000 279.00 .1883-01 .2275-01 .2275-0l .9000 .6603-03 .7975-03 .4999 3.837 545.6
154 .95000 .90000 280.00 .1751-0! .2113-01 .2113-01 .9000 .6138-03 .7409-03 .4661 3.710 543_3
OATE 23 FEB 60 OHB_'._BMGO_L 60-0 IN THE AEOC VKF HYFI'I_ONrC T_L PAGE 2234
OH84B 60-6 WING UPPER 56_FACE (R4UR03)
WING UPPER SURF PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 6.000 ALPHA = 30.00 BETA = -E,000 £LEVON = .0000
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK = .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG, PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-BEC
XIO 6 IFT3 /FT2
_ _ . 3839° t954-02 .7731"07It4 3.016 7.990 29.95 -2.018 vT... t323, 96.07 .6954'01 3.!09
]15 3.006 7.990 29.95 -2.017 672.0 ]324o 96.]4 .6940-0] 3.10! ,i_4]. .|948-02 .7736-07
RUN HR_F STN NO





RUN 2Y/BW XN/CW TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF HIHREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAN) ODOT DTWDT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=O.8 R= BTU/R 6TU/R RTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FTBSEC FT2SEC FTBSEC /SEC
II4 .60000 .25000-0! 253.00 .8457-01 .1057 .1057 .6000 o3_7-02 .4609-02 2.437 56.95 661.6
I14 .60000 .50000-01 254.00 .7445-01 .9180-01 .9160-01 .BOO0 .3246-02 .4002-02 2.272 44.24 622.9
114 .60000 .10000_00 255.00 .5908-01 .7173-0! .7173-0l .9000 o2576-02 .3127-02 1.632 20.20 572.7
114 .60000 ,20000 256.00 .1520-01 .1835-01 .1635-01 .9000 .6626-03 .8000-03 .5108 4.527 552.7
I]4 .60000 .40000 257.00 .1706-02 °2059-02 .2059-02 .9000 .7446-04 .8979-04 .5767-0! .4746 546.1
114 .60000 .60000 258.00 .2073-02 .2499-02 .2489-02 .9000 .9039-04 .1090-03 .7016-01 .6505 546.4
If4 .60000 .75000 259.00 °9692-02 .1167-0! .II67-OI .9000 .4226-03 .5089-03 .3296 2.635 542.7
114 .60000 ;85000 260.00 .1447-01 .1746-01 .1746-01 .9000 .6310-03 .7614-03 .4872 4.007 550.5
114 .60000 .95000 261.00 .6791-02 .1058-01 .1058-01 .9000 .3833-03 .4611-03 .3004 3.354 539.0
]]4 .90000 ,60000 274,00 ._847-0! .5857-01 .5657-01 .9000 .2]13-02 .2553-02 1.621 11.87 555.6
114 .95000 ,50000 977.00 .6414-01 .7799-01 .7789-01 .9000 .2796-02 .3396-02 2.095 16.39 573.6
1t5 ,95000 .70000 278.00 .6455-01 .7856-01 .7656-01 .9000 .2612-02 .3422-02 2.087 16.89 581.5
115 .95000 .80_00 279.00 .2832-01 .3417-01 .3417-01 .9000 .|233-02 .1489-02 .9524 7.289 55].5
115 .95000 ,90000 280.00 .2568-01.3096-01 .3096-01 .9000 .11|9-02 .1348-02 .8661 6.895 547.5
\
/
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2235
0H846 60-0 WING UPPER SURFACE tR_URO3t
HING UPPER SURF PARAMETRIC DATA
HACH = B.O00 ALPHA • 30.00 BETA • -2.000 ELEVON • .0000
BDFLAP • .0000 SPOBRK = .0000
*'*TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO HU
: NUHBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO 6 /FT3 IFT2
127 3.689 8.000 29.96 -2.010 8S4.0 1352. 97.95 .8748-0! 3.919 3881. .L=_'II-OE .7882-07
128 3.686 8.000 29.95 -2.016 854.2 1353. 98.02 .8750-01 3.920 3883. .2409-02 .7888-07
RUN HREF STN NO





RUN 2Y/BN XN/CN TIC NO H/HREF HIHREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO_ H(TAN) OOOT DTNDT TN
NUMBER R=I.0 R=0.9 R= 8TU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R BEG. R
TAN!TO FT2SEC FTBSEC FT2SEC IS£C
127 .60000 .25000-01 253.00 .8054-01 .I014 .1014 .9000 .3958-02 .4985-02 2.597 59.71 695.6
127 .60000 .50000-0| 2S4.00 .7159-01 .8664-01' .6854-0! .9000 .35f8-02 .4356-02 2.473 47.57 648.6
127 .60000 ,10000+00 255.00 .6034-01 .7335-01 .7335-01 .9000 .2965-02 .3605-02 2.260 23.43 589.7
127 .60000 .20000 256.00 .1840-01 .2224-01 .2224-01 .9000 .9045-03 .1093-02 .7094 6.248 567.3
t27 .60000 .40000 257.00 .2053-02 .2476-02 .2476-02 .9000 .1009-03 .1217-03 .7989-0! .6S39 560.0
127 .60000 .60000 258.00 .2281-02 .2750-02 .2750-02 .SO00 .1121-03 .1351-03 .8892-01 .8195 S58.5
127 .60000 .75000 259.00 .1580-01 .1904-01 .1904-0] .9000 .7765-03 .9356-03 .6173 5.466 556.7
127 .60000 .85000 260.00 .1896-0! .2290-01 .2290-01 .9000 .9316-03 .1125-02 .7318 5.971 566.2
127 .60000 .95000 261.00 .IIII-01 .1337-01 .1337-01 .9000 .5460-03 .6S68-03 .4374 4.85S 550.7
127 .90000 .60000 274.00 .5802-01 .?023-01 .7023-01 .9000 .2851-02 ,3451-02 2.216 16.2t S74.4
127 .95000 .50000 277.00 .6273-01 ,7645-01 .7645-01 .9000 .3083-02 .3757-02 2.322 20.14 598.4
128 .95000 .70000 278.00 .8101-01 .9858-01 .9858-01 .9000 .3982-02 .4846-02 3.023 23.46 593.6
128 .95000 .80000 279.00 .3404-01 .4096-01 .4096-01 .9000 .1674-02 .2014-02 1.340 ]0.26 S51.7
128 .95000 .90000 280.00 .2873-01 .3452-01 .3452-01 .9000 .1413-02 .1697-02 1.139 9.054 546.2
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEOC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2236
OH84B 60-0 WING UPPER SURFACE tR4UR04)
WING UPPER SURF PARANETRIC DATA
MACH - 8.000 ALPHA - 30.00 BETA I -1.000 ELEVON = .0000
6DRLAP = .GO00 SPOBRK = .0000
, ***TEST CONDITIONS'**
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA OEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSi FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 /FT3 /FT2
150 1,973 7.980 29.94 -|.005 435.5 13|6. 95.78 .4534-01 2.02! 3829. o!278-02 °7708-07
15i _.98i 7.g80 Eg.94 -!.004 435.3 !3|2, 95.49 .4532-01 2,020 3823. .128|-02 .7664-07
RUN HREF -- STN NO





RUN 2Y/BN XN/CN T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF _/HREF TAN/TO H_TO_ HITA_ ._OT DTWOT T_
NUMBER R=I.O R=O.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ OEG. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC
150 .60000 .25000-0! ,253.00 .8859-0I .I099 .1099 .BOO0 .3;12-02 .3862-02 2.109 49.84 638.0
150 .60000 .50000-01 254.00 .7506-01 .9207-0| .9207-01 .9000 .2637-02 .3234-02 1.878 35.92 603.5
150 .60000 .10000+00 255.00 15477-01 .6634-0I .6634-01 .9000 .1924-02 .2330-02 1.452 15.27 561.1
150 .60OO0 .20000 256.00 .1443-01 .1741-01 ._741-01 .9000 .5068-03 .6117-03 .3885 3.454 548.9
150 .60000 .40000 257.00 .2062-02 .2486-02 .2486-02 .9000 .7242-04 .8733-04 .5579-0l .4601 545.2
150 .60000 .60000 258.00 .9842-03 .1186-02 .|186-02 .9000 ,3457-04 .4166-04 .2672-01 .2482 542.7
150 .60000 .75000 259.00 ,4602-02 .5540-02 .5540-02 .gO00 .1617-03 .1946-03 .1256 1.123 538.5
150 .60000 .85000 260.00 .5056-02 .6089-02 .60_ I02 .9000 ,1776-03 .2139-03 .1377 1.139 540.2
150 .60000 .95000 261.00 .5730-02 ;6893-02 .6893-02 .9000 .2013-03 .2421-03 .1569 1.755 536.0
150 .90000 .60000 274.00 .3266-01 .3941-01 .3841-01 .9000 .1147-02 .1385-02 .8806 6.527 548.0
150 .85000 .50000 277.00 .4333-01 .5241-0! .6241-0l .9000 .1522-02 .1841-02 1.156 10.24 556.4
151 .95000 .70000 278.00 .4806-01 .59_-0; .5824-01 .9000 .1687-02 .2044-02 1.266 9.983 561,4
151 .95000 .80000 279.00 .1789-01 .2157-01 .2!57-01 .9000 .6280-03 .7572-03 .4831 3.714 542.5
]5t .85000 .90000 :280.00 : .1735-01 .2091-01 .2091-01 .9000 ,6091-03 .7339-03 .4700 3.747 540_1
/ /
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B HODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2237
OHG4B 60-0 WING UPPER SURFACE fR4t, IROq)
WING UPPER SURF PARAMETRIC DATA
NACH - 8.000 ALPHA - 30.00 BETA - -l.OOO E1..EVON - .OOOO
BDFLAP = .OOO0 SPDBRK - .GO00
*,*TEST CONDITIONS +'*
RUN RN/L HACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO HU
NUHBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSXA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSi FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 /FT3 /FT2
Ill 2.999 7.990 29.94 -.9974 671.3 1325. 96.21 .6932-01 3.098 3842. .1945-02 .7742-07
lie 2.995 7.990 29.94 -I.000 673.3 1329. 96.50 .6953-01 3.107 3848. .1945-02 .7766-07
RUN HREF STN NO





RUN 2Y/BN XN/CN T/C NO HtHREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H{TANI ODOT DTNOT TW
NUHBER R=I.O R-O.9 R- BTU/R 9TU/R BTU/ D_O. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FTBSEC /SEC
Ill .60000 .25000-01 253.00 .9007-01 .I128 .1128 .9000 .3922-02 .4912-02 2.577 60.04 667.§
Ill .60000 .50000-01 254.00 .7716-01 .9529-01 .9529-01 .9000 .3360-02 .4149-02 2,340 45.45 _.3
III .60000 .10000+00 255.00 .5939-01 .7210-01 .7210-01 .9000 .2586-02 .3140-02 1.942 20.30 573.6
III .60000 .20000 256.00 .1375-01 .1660-01 .1660-01 .9000 .6999-03 .7230-03 .4617 4.095 553.6
III .60000 .40000 267.00 .1636-02 .1973-02 .1973-02 .9000 .7122-04 .8589-04 .5525-01 .4r"J48 548.9
I11 .60000 .60000 258.00 .2079-02 .2506-02 .2505-02 .9000 .9048-04 .1091-03 .7031-01 .65|5 547.6
Ill .60000 .75000 269.00 .9641-02 .1161-01 .1161-01 .9000 .4199-03 .5056-03 .3277 2.921 543.9
III .60000 .85000 260.00 .1575-0! .1900-01 .1900-01 .9000 .6657-03 .8275-03 .5302 4.359 551.4
III ,60000 .9_300 261.00 .9594-02 .1153-01 .1153-01 .9000 .h173-03 ,5022-03 .3271 3.649 • 540.9
III .90000 .60000 274.00 .4537-0! .5482-01 .5482-01 .9000 .1975-02 .2387-02 1.518 11.20 556.3
III .95000 .50000 277.00 .5924-01 .7191-0! .7191-01 .9000 .2579-02 .3131-02 1.939 17.03 573.0
112 .95000 .70000 278.00 .6540-01 .7949-01 .7949-01 .9000 .2853-02 .3468-02 2.139 16.72 579.0
112 .95000 .80000 279.00 .2806-0! .3392-01 .3382-01 .9000 .1224-02 .1476-02 .9548 7.317 548.8
112 .95000 .90000 280.00 .2488-01 .2995-0! .2995-01 .9000 .1085-02 .1307-02 .8506 6.765 544.9
DATE 23 FEB 80 0t-1848 MODEL 60-0 IN TI-E AEDC VKF HYPZRSONIC TUNNEL PAOE 2238
0H848 60-0 WING UPPER SURFACE fR4UR04)
WING UPPER SURF" PARAHETRJC DATA
HACH = 8.000 ALPHA 30.00 BETA = -l.O00 ELEVON • .0000
: 8OF'LAP = .0000 8F:_)BRK _ .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
_JN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V _ l"d.;
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PS!A DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC/FT3 IFT2
XlO 6
!23 3.686 8.000 29.95 -.9857 853.2 1352. 97.95 .8740-01 3.915 3881. ._08-02 .7882-07
125 3.687 6.000 29.96 -.9824 854.5 1353. 98.02 .8753-01 3._I 3883. ._I0-02 .7888-07
RUN HREF STN NO





_ 2Y/B_ XNICW TIC NO HIHREF HIHREF HIHREF TAW/T0 H(TO] HITAW) ODOT DTWDT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=O.9 R= BTUiR 8TU/R BTU/ DEO. R DEG. RTAW/TO FT_EC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
123 .60000 .25000-01 253.00 .8445-01 .1065 .1065 .9000 ..4149-02 .5234-02 2.704 62.05 69¢J.8
123 .60000 .50000-01 254.00 .7487-01 .9280-01 .9280-01 .9000 .3678-02 .4559-02 2.572 49.39 652.3
123 .60000 .10000*00 255.00 .5871-01 .7127-01 .7127-01 .9000 .2884-02 .3501-02 2.212 23.00 584.7
123 .60000 .20000 256.00 .1777-01 ._144-01 .2144-01 .9000 .8730-03 .1053-02 .6894 6.089 581.9
123 ,60000 .40000 257.00 .1877-02 .2260-02 .2260-02 .9000 .9218-04 .1110-03 .7344-01 .6026 555.0
123 .60000 .60000 258.00 ,2345-02 ,2824-02 .2824-02 .9000 .1152-03 .1387-03 .9191-01 .8489 553.9
123 .60000 .75000 259.00 .1616-01 .1945-01 .1945-01 .9000 .7938-03 .9554-03 .6342 5.627 552.7
123 .60000 .85000 260.00 .2012-01 .2429-01 .2429-01 .8000 .9885-03 .1193-02 .7793 6.368 563.3
123 .60000 .95000 261.00 .1259-01 .1513-01 .1513-01 .9000 .6184-03 .7432-03 .4975 5.533 547.1
123 .90000 .60000 274.00 .5614-01 .6783-0I .6783-0! .9000 .2758-02 .3332-02 2.163 15.87 567.4
123 .95000 .50000 277.00 .6210-01 .7554-01 .7554-01 .9000 .3050-02 .3711-02 2,517 20.16 592.0
125 .95000 .70000 278.00 .7599-01 .9244-01 .9244-01 .9000 .3736-02 .4545-02 2.839 22.05 592.7
125 .95000 ;8000G 279.00 .3128-01 .3765-01 .3765-01 .9000 .1538-02 .]851-02 1.230 9.405 553.1
125 .95000 .90000 280.00 .2736-01 .,3289-0] .3289-0I .9000 .1345-02 .1617-02 1.083 8.597 547.9
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 .IN THE AEDC VKF" HYPERSONIC TUN_L PAC_2239
OH848 60-0 WING UPPER SURFACE (R4URO6)
WING UPPER SURF PARAHETRIC DATA
MACH - 8,000 ALPHA - 30.00 BETA = .0000 ELEVON - .OOO0
BDFLAP - .0000 SPDBRK " .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V _ HU
NUMBER /FT OEGI DEG, PSfA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO 6 /FT3 /FT2
II .5125 7.900 29.95 .4910-02 100.6 ]239. 91.88 .lllB-OI .4984 3712. .3284-03 .7393-07
12 .5316 7.900 29.95 .7364-02 104.3 1239. 91.88 .I159-01 .5065 3712. .3406-03 .7393-07
RUN HREF STN NO
_R BTU/ R REF_R_
FT25EC =.0175
II .1709-01 .5657-01
I2 .I740-01 .5555-0! ...... _ .....
***TEST DATA***
RUN 2Y/BN XN/CN T/C NO " H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO HITO) HITAN) O_T OTNDT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=O.B R= BTU/R BTU/R BTu! DEO. R DEG, R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
!! .60000 .25000-01 253.00 .8366-01 .1032 .I032 .9000 .1430-02 .I763-02 .9355 22.69 584.3
II .60000 o50000-01 254.00 .6545-0| .8027-01 .B027-01 .9000 .IllS-02 .i372-02 .7504 15.02 _7.8
11 ,60000 .10000+00 265.00 .4450-01 .5428-01 .5429-01 .9000 .7605-03 .9278-03 .5223 5.519 551.9
I1 .60000 .20000 256.00 .1144-0! .1394-01 .1394-01 .9000 .1956-03 .2582-03 .1355 1.207 545;8
I1 ' .60000 .40000 257.00 .2720-02 .3309-02 .3309-02 .9000 .4648-04 .5654-04 .3235-01 .2671 542.7
11 .60000 .60000 258.00 .7891-03 .9596-03 .9596-03 .9000 .1349-04 .1640-04 -.9402-02 .8739-01 541.5
11 .SO000 .85000 260.00 :2195-02 .2670-02 .2670-02 .9000 .3752-04 .4562-04 .2615-01 .2161 541,5
II .60000 .95000 261.00 .5194-02 .6318-02 .6318-02 .9000 .8877-04 .1080-03 .6185-01 .6895 541.9
II .90000 .60C00 274.00 .3958-02 .4819-02 .4819-02 .9000 .5763-04 .8235-04 .4689-01 .3480 545.3
It .95000 .50000 277.00 .9919-02 .1208-0I .1208-01 .9000 .1595-03 .2065-03 .1172 1.043 547.3
12 .95000 .70000 278.00 .4563-02 .55u6-02 .5546-02 .9000 .7941-04 .9652-04 .5549-01 .4424 539.9
12 .95000 .80000 279.00 .3510-02 .4265-02 .4265-02 .9000 .6108-04 .7423-04 14272-01 .3290 539.3
12 .95000 .90000 280.00 .9285-02 .1129-01 .1129-01 .9000 .1616-03 .1964-03 .1129 .9005 539.8
DATE 23 FEB BO 0H84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2240
0H84B 60-0 WING UPPER SURFACE _R4URO6)
HING UPPER SURF PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA = 30.00 BETA - .0000 ELEVON = .0000
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK = .0000
*'*TEST CONDITIONS*'*
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P 0 V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. BEG. PSIA DEG. R DEC. R PSIA PSI FT/BEC SLUGS LB-SEC/FT3 /FT2
"XIO _ .... , n-n_• - ,28 .... 7672-07
48 1,981 7.980 29.96 .2453-02 434.4 1310. _.30 .4522-01 B.Ol6 3820. .
49 2.016 7.980 29.96 -°2452-02 435.6 1297. 94.40 ,4535-01 2.021 3801. .1297-02 .7696-07
RUN HREF 5TN NO





RUN 2Y/BW XN/CN TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAW) OOOT DTNDT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=O.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ BEG. R DEG. RTAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC
48 .60000 .25000-0! 253.00 .8242-0! .]021 .1021 .9000 .2889-02 .3578-02 1.965 46.62 629.6
48 .60000 .50000-01 254.00 .6750-0! .8267-01 .8267-01 .9000 .2366-02 .2898-02 1.688 33.32 596.1
48 .60000 .IO000+O0 256.00 .4484-01 .5430-0! .5430-0! .9000 .1572-02 .1903-02 !.182 12.45 557.9
48 .60000 .20000 256.00 .I120-01 .1353-01 .1353-01 .9000 .3927-03 .4742-03 .2996 2.666 546.9
48 .60000 .40000 257.00 .1893-02 .2284-02 .2284-02 .9000 .6636-04 .8007-04 .5075-01 .4186 544.9
48 .60000 .60000 258.00 .7266-03 .8763-03 .8763-03 .9000 .2547-04 .3072-04 .1952-01 .1813 543.2
48 .60000 .75000 259.00 .3761-02 .4531-02 .4531-02 .9000 .1319-03 .1588-03 .1016 .9078 539.0
48 .60000 .BSO00 260.00 .1121-01 .1353-0! .1353-01 .9000 .3929-03 .4743m03 .29gs 2.471 546.5
48 .60000 .95000 261.00 .6678-02 .8041-02 .8041-02 .9000 .2341-03 .2819-03 .1809 2.023 536.8
48 .90000 .6OOOO 274.00 .2096-0! .2528-01 .2528-01 .9000 .7346-03 .8863-03 .5620 4.173 544.6
48 .95000 ;50000 277.00 .3324-0l .4019-01 .4019-0! .9000 .I165-02 .1409-02 .8827 7.834 552.E
49 .95000 .70000 278.00 .2727-01 .3304-0! .3304-01 .9000 .9558-03 .1158-02 .7103 5.625 553.5
49 .95000 ,BOO00 279.00 .9840-02 .//8B-O! .fiBS-Of .9000 .3448-03 .4163-03 .2603 2,001 541.9
49 .95000 .90000 280.00 .1731-01 .2090-01 .2090-01 .9000 .6066-03 .7324-03 .4580 3.648 541.7
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B HOOEL BO-O ]N THE AEDC VKF HYPER_.ON]C TUNNEL P_Cd_ _]
OH84B 60-0 WtNG UmPER SURFACE fR_UROB)
H[NG UPPER SURF PARAHETRIC DATA
HACH = 8;000 ALPHA = 30.00 BETA " .0000 ELEVON - .0000
BDFLAP = .0000 SPOBRK = .0000
***TEST CONDXTION$**,
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO MU
NUMBER IFT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 /FT3 /FT2
77 3,029 7.990 29.98 -.2446-02 670.! 1315. 95.49 .6920-0! 3.092 3827. .1956-0B .7684-07
78 3,052 7.990 29.97 -.2449-02 670.0 !308. 94.98 .6919-0! 3,092 3817. ,1966-02 .7643-07
RUN HREF STN NO





RUN 2Y/BN XN/CN T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H[TO) H(TAN_ ODOT DTNOT TN
NUMBER R=[,O R=O.B R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ OEG. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FTBSEC FTBSEC FT2SEC /SEC
77 .60000 .25000-0l 253.00 .B51N-OI .!067 .1067 .9000 .3699-02 .4636-02 _.406 56.!6 664.1
77 .60000 .50000-01 254.00 .7048-01 .8695-0| .8695-0! ,9000 .3062-02 .3778-02 2.125 41.43 F-_0.8
77 .60000 .10000+00 255.00 .4675-0! .5674-0| .5674-0! .9000 .2031-02 .2465-02 1.5|6 ]5.88 568.4
77 .60000 .20000 256.00 .!192-0! .1441-01 .1441-01 .9000 .5|7B-03 .6259-03 .3942 3.496 553.4
77 .60000 .40000 257.00 .!566-02 .1890-02 .1890-02 ,9000 .6802-04 .B2!3-04 .5205-0! .4283 549.4
77 .60000 .60000 258.00 .t044-02 .1260-02 .1260-02 ,9000 .4538-04 .5476-04 .3481-01 .3226 547.4
77 .60000 .75000 259.00 .8682-02 .1047-01 .1047-01 .9000 .3772-03 .454B-03 .2907 2.591 543.9
77 .60000 .85000 260.00 .1626-0l .!966-01 .1966-0t ,9000 .7065-03 .B541-03 .5375 4.413 553.9
77 .60000 .95000 261.00 .9662-02 .1164-01 .1164-0! .9000 .4198-03 .5058-03 .3245 3.619 541.6
77 .90000 .60000 274.00 .3902-0l .47|9-0| .4719-0l .9000 .1695-02 .2050-02 1.287 9.504 555.3
77 .95000 .50000 277.00 .5170-01 .6272-0l .6272-01 .9000 .2246-02 .2725-02 1.680 14.80 566.6
78 .95000 .70000 278.00 .5]37-0! .6245=01 .6245-0! .9000 .2230-02 .27!0-02 1.644 12.9l 570.5
78 .95000 .80000 279.00 .2]32-01 .2575-0! .2575-01 .9000 .9252-03 .|I18-02 .7021 5.380 548.8
78 .95000 .90000 280.00 .23_5-01 .2795-01 .2795-0! .9000 .1005-02 .1213-02 .7642 6.07! 547.0
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2242
0H848 60-0 WING UPPER SURFACE fR4UROI}
NING UPPER SURF PARAHETRIC DATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA = 30.00 BETA = .0000 ELEVON = .0000
E)rLAP = .0000 SPDBRK = .0000
• ***TEST CONDITIONS*"*
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PC) TO T P O V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO 6 /FT] /FT2
120 3.698 8.000 29.97 .7342-02 853.! 1348. 97.73 ,8738-0i 3,915 3877. .2413-02 .7864-07
121 3.693 8.000 29,97 .4899-02 853.8 1351. 97.87 .874B-01 3.9]8 3880, .2_|2-02 ,7876-07
RUN HREF STN NO





RUN 2Y/BN XN/CN - TiC NO H/HRE_ _/HREr H/h_EF TAM/TO H(TO) H(TAN! QOOT DTNDT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=O.9 R= BTU/R 8TU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
120 .60000 .25000-01 253.00 .7774-01 .8783-01 ,9783-01 .9000 .3817-02 .4804-02 2.506 57.72 692.|
120 .60000 .50000-01 254.00 .5657-01 .8482-01 .8_82-01 .8000 .3367-02 .4165-02 2.370 45.67 644,8
120 .60000 .10000+00 255.00 .5461-01 .6626-01 .6626-0l .8000 .2681-02 .3253-02 2.057 21.41 581.6
120 .60000 .20000 256.00 .1652-01 .1993-01 .1993-01 .9000 .8112-03 .9786-03 .6397 5.654 560.1
120 .60000 .40000 257.00 .1565-02 .1897-02 .1887-02 .8000 .7691-04 .9265-04 .6]08-01 .50_3 554.5
120 .60000 .60000 258,00 .2565-02 .3090-02 .3090-02 .9000 .1260-03 .1517-03 .1001 .9245 554.0
120 .60000 .75000 259.00 .1575-01 .1896-01 .1896-01 .9000 .7731-03 .9308-03 .6153 5.460 552.7
120 .60000 .85000 260.00 .2271-01 ,2743-0I .2743-01 ,8000 .1115702 .1347-02 .8741 7.138 564.7
120 • .60000 .95000 261.00 .1282-01 .1541-01 .1541-01 .9000 .6293-03 .7566-03 .5043 5.508 547.3
]20 .90000 .60000 274.00 .5310-0| .6417-0I .6417-0] .9000 .2607-02 .3151-02 2.039 14.97 566.6
120 .95000 .50000 277.00 .6062-0l .7366-01 .7366-01 .9000 .2976-02 .3617-02 2.267 19.78 586.9
121 .95000 .70000 278.00 .7587-01 .8151-0I .9151-01 .9000 .3698-02 .4495-02 2.815 21.80 589.5
121 .95000 ,80000 279.00 .3120-01 .3753-01 .3753-0I .9000 .I533-02 .1844-02 1.229 9.414 549.3
121 .95000 .80000 280.00 .2606-01 .3130-01 .3130-01 .9000 .1291-02 .1538-08 1.033 8.223 643.8
0H848 60-0 NING UPPER SURFACE {R4UR07)
WING UPPER SURF PARAHETFHC DATA
MACH 8.000 ALPHA - 30.00 BETA - .0000 ELEVON - .0000
BDFLAP : .0000 SPDBRK - .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO ' TO T P Q V RHO MU
NUHBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO 6 /FT3 IFT2
148 2.006 7.980 29.97 -.4892-02 434.9 1300. 94.62 .4528-01 2.018 3805. .1292-02 .7614-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN 2Y/BN XN/CN T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN) 9DOT DTNDT TN
NUHt_R R=I.O R=0.9 R= 8TU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FTBSEC FTBSEC FTBSEC ISEC
148 .95000 .70000 278.00 .4715-01 .5716-0! .5716-01 .9000 .1652-02 .B002-02 1.226 9.689 557.4
148 .95000 .80000 278.00 .1726-01 .2082-01 .2082-01 .9000 .6045-03 .7294-03 .4588 3.531 540.7
148 .95000 .90000 280.00 .]705-01 .2056-01 .2056-01 .9000 .5971-03 .7202-03 .4539 3.619 539.B
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2L=_4
: OH848 60-0 WING UPPER SURFACE tR4UR08)
NtNG UPPER SURF PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH - 8.000 ALPHA - 30.00 BETA = I.O00 ELEVON - .0000
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK = .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEO. DEG. PSIA DEG, R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
X10 B .... /FT3 /FT2
5I 2,021 7.980 2S.9_ 1,035 434.5 1293. 94.]1 .45_3-01 _.0|6 _u_. ,12S7-02 .7573-07
52 1.990 7.980 29.94 1,035 434.8 1307. 95._3 .4526-01 2.018 3615. .]264-02 .7655-07




RUN 2Y/BN XN/CN T/C NO H/HREF NIHREF H/HREF TAN/TO HITO} • H(TAN} QDGT DT_DT TN
NUMBER R=I.0 R=O.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FTL:>SEC /SEC
51 .BOO00 .25000-01 253.00 .7033-0! .B6BTmOI .B687-Ol .9000 .2460-02 ,3039-02 ].671 39.95 613.6
5l .60000 .50000-01 254.00 .5697-01 .6976-01 .6976-01 .9000 .1993-02 ,2440-02 1.405 27.87 587.E
51 .60000 .10000+00 255.00 .3804-01 .4613-01 .4613-01 .9000 .1331-02 .1614-02 .9804 10.34 555.9
51 .60000 ,20000 256.00 .9381-02 .]132-01 .1132-01 ,9000 .3274-03 .3960-03 .2444 2.176 546.2
51 .BOO00 ,40000 257.00 .1784-02 .2157-02 .2157-02 .9000 ,6240-04 ,7544-04 .4667-01 .3849 544.8
51 .60000 .60000 258.00 .7556-03 o8141-03 .9141-03 .9000 .2647-04 .3198-04 .1986-01 .1845 542.4
51 .60000 .75000 259.00 .3754-02 .4528-02 .4528-02 .9000 .1313-03 .1584-03 .9920-0! .8871 537.2
51 .60000 ,85000 260.00 .|238-0l .}497-01 .1497-01 .9000 .4331-03 .5237-03 .3238 2.671 545.0
51 .60000 ,95000 261.00 .7045-02 .8495-02 .8495-02 .9000 .2464-03 .2971-03 .1867 2.069 535.2
5} .90000 .60000 274.00 .2016-01 .2434-01 .2434-0] .9000 .7051-03 .8515-03 .5299 3.9:,1 541.1
51 .95000 ,50000 27_.00 .3375-01 .4085-01 .4085-01 .9000 .1181~02 ,1429-02 .8779 7.804 549.0
52 .95000 .70000 278.00 .2515-0] .3042-0] .3042-01 .3000 .8818-03 .1066-02 .8659 5.278 551.5
52 .95000 ,BOO00 279.00 .1007-01 .1214-01 .1214-01 .9000 .3529-03 ,4256-03 .2702 2.079 541.0
52 .95000 ,90000 280.00 .1747-0l .2106-0| ,2106-01 .9000 .6123-03 .7383-03 .4689 3.737 540.6
:•L
DATE 23 F£8 EIO OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE ,.=,.,,v'""",,.e.,.,,,,,,uv_'_c'e'_'_"=,,_v,..vT,, ,,,.,r,,v .. .. PAGE. _4S
OHB4B 60-0 WING UPPER SURFACE (R4URIO)
WING UPPER SURF PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA = 30.00 BETA • 2.800 ELEVON ,, .0000
BOFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK • .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS'**
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO , TO T P 0 V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. OEG. PSIA OEO. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO 8 - /FT3 /FTB
55 2.000 7.980 29.95 2.036 435.1 1303. 94.94 .4530-0! _.0|9 3810. .IBBB-02 .7631-07
56 1.998 7.980 29.94 2.039 435.1 1304. 94.91 .4530-01 2.019 3811. .1288-0_ .7637-07
RUN HREF STN NO





RUN 2Y/BN XN/CN TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN) ODOT DTNOT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BI"U/R BTU/ DEG. R DEO. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT25EC /9EC
55 .60000 .25900-01 253.00 .6416-01 ,7904-01 ;7904-01 .9000 .2249-02 .2771-02 1.556 37.27 610.7
55 .60000 .50000-01 254;00 .5081-01 .6205-01 .6205-01 .9000 .1781-02 .2175-02 1.281 25.44 583.3
55 .60000 .10000+00 255.00 .3349-01 .4055-01 .4055-01 .9000 .1174-02 .1421-02 .8793 9.284 553,6
55 .60000 .20000 256.00 .8871-02 .1071-01 .107I-Ol .9000 .3109-03 ,3755-03 .2356 2.098 545.0
55 .60000 .40000 257.00 ,184]-02 .2223-02 .2223-02 .9000 .6454-04 .7791-04 .4902-01 .4046 543._
55 .60000 .60000 258.00 ,8498-03 .1025-02 .1025-02 .9000 .2979-0_ .3593-04 .2268-0! .2108 541.2
55 .60000 .75000 259.00 .4413-02 .5317-02 .5317-02 .9000 .1547_03 .1864-03 .1184 1.059 536.8
55 .60000 .85000 260.00 .9816-02 .1185-0I .1185-01 .9000 .3441-03 ,4154-03 .2611 2.155 543.8
55 .60000 .95000 261.00 .6772-02 .8158-02 .8158-02 .9000 .2374-03 .2859-03 .1821 2.037 535.6
55 .BOO00 .60000 274.00 .|984-01 .2395-01.2395-01 .9000 .6953-03 .8396-03 .5269 3.912 544.8
55 .95000 .50000 277.00 .3333-0| .4035-01 .4035-01 .9000 .1168-02 .1414-02 .8755 7.765 553.3
56 .95000 .70000 278.00 .2444-0I .2956-0I .2956-01 .9000 .8569-03 .1036-02 .6449 5.113 551.0
56 .95000 .80000 279.00 .9650-02 .1164-01 .1164-01 .9000 .3383-03 .4080-03 .2580 1.985 541.1
56 .g5000 .90000 280.00 .1681-01 .2028-D| .2028-0| .9000 .58B3-03 .7108-03 .4494 3.581 541.1
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 80-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 22_6
OH84B 80-0 WING UPPER SURFACE _R4URII)
WING UPPER SURF PARAHETRIC DATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA • 35.00 BETA " -4.000 ELEVON = .O00O
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK - .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS'''
RUN RNIL MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XiO 6 IFT3 /FT2
165 2.002 7.980 34,98 -_.052 "_ _ ....
-_5,_ !302. _ 76 ,4529-0! 8o019 3808- .1290-02 .7826-07
I88 2.007 7.980 34.98 -4.060 435.! 1300. 94.62 ,4530-01 2.019 3805. .1292-02 .7614-07





RUN 2Y/BN XN/CW TIC NO HIHREF H/HREF HIHREF TAN/TO H(TO] H[TAW) QBOT DTWOT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R-0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DE6, R DEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FTBSEC FT26EC /SEC
165 .B0000 .25000-01 253.00 .6431-01 .8070-01 .B070-01 .9000 .2254-02 .282B-02 1.445 33.77 660.7
165 .60000 .50000-01 254,00 .5507-01 .8816-01 .8818-01 .9000 .1930-02 .2388-0B 1.308 25.45 824.0
]65 .60000 .lO000+O0 255.00 .5021-01 .6126-0] .6126-01 .9000 .1760-02 .2147-02 |.BTO 13.24 579.7
165 .60000 .20000 256.00 .1174-01 .1425-01 .1425-01 .9000 .4113-03 .4992-03 .3039 2.683 562.7
165 .60000 .40000 257.00 .1001-02 .1213-02 .1213-02 .9000 .3507-04 .4252-04 .2607-01 .2136 558.3
165 .80000 .80000 258.00 .I343-02 .1627-02 .I827-0_ .9000 .4706-04 .5702-04 ,3507-0I .3235 556.5
185 .60000 .75000 259.00 .8997-02 .1089-01 .1089-01 .9000 .3153-03 .3815-03 ,2364 2.095 551.7
165 .60000 .85000 260.00 .8862-02 .8312-02 .8312-02 .9000 .240%-03 .2913-03 .1794 1.471 555.7
185 .60000 .95C00 261.00 .7708-02 .9315-02 .9315-0_ .9000 .2701-03 .3264-03 .2037 8.268 547.4
165 .90000 .60000 274.00 .4981-01 .6038701 .6038-01 .9000 .1738-02 .2116-02 1.268 9.289 571.9
165 .95000 .50000 277.00 .5306-01 .6480-01 .6480-01 .9000 .1859-02 .2271-02 1.336 11.87 583._
166 .95000 .70000 27B.00 .5803-0l .7078-01 ,707B-01 .9000 .2033-02 .2480-02 1.467 11.47 578.2
: 166 .95000 .80000 279.00 .2483-01 ,300B-O_ .3008-01 .9000 .B699-03 .1054-02 .6474 4.945 555.4
166 ;95000 .90000 280.00 .2124-01 .2571-01 .2571-0I .9000 .7442-03 .9007-03 ,5567 4.412 551.7
\DATE 23 FEB BO OH84B MODEL 80-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2E,_7
OHB4B BO-O WING UPPER SURFACE (R4URIII
WING UPPER SURF PARAHETRFC DATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA - 35.00 BETA • -4.000 ELEVON = .0000
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK - .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L HACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P G V RHO HU
NUMBER IFT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
X|O 6 IFT3 /FTB
I08 2.984 7.990 34.98 -4.050 670.1 1329. 98.43 .6920-01 3.092 3B46. .IB3?-0E .7760-07
109 3.00! 7.990 34.99 -4.047 671.6 1325. 96.21 .6936-01 3.099 3842. .194'6-02 .7742-07
RUN HREF STNN0





RUN 2Y/BW XW/CN T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(T0) HtTAN) ODOT DTkiOT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R-O.B R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ OEG. R O£D. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FTBSEC FT2SEC /SEC
10B .60000 .25000-01 253.00 .7289-0I .9088-0I .9068-01 .9000 .3172-02 ,3955-02 2.127 49.62 657.0
10G ,60000 .50O00-0i 254.00 .6311-01 .7775-01 .7775-01 .9000 .2747-02 .3384-02 !.938 37.7! 622.7
I08 .60000 .10000+00 255.00 .5559-01 .6752-01 .6752-0I .9000 ._,H9-02 ,2938-02 1.818 16.98 576.1
108 .60000 .20000 256.00 .I134-01 .1369-0l .1369-0I .9000 .4934-03 ,5957-03 .3BI3 3.379 554.9
108 .60000 .40000 257.00 .1164-02 .1404-02 .1404-02 .9000 .5067-04 .6tl2-04 .3934-01 .3234 551.2
I08 .60000 .60000 258.00 .2616-02 .3155-02 .3155-02 .9000 .1138-03 .1373-03 .8844-01 .8182. 550.8
lOB .60000 .75000 259.00 .1230-01 .14BB-Ol .1482-01 .9000 .5353-03 ,6451-03 .4173 3.711 548.0
108 .60000 .85000 260.00 .1503-01 .1816-01 .1816-01 .9000 .6539-03 ,7904-03 .5029 4.119 558.6
JOB .6DODD .SgOO 2BJ.DO .9700-D2 .IJBS-OJ ._JE_-D_ .900D .422_-03 .50_-03 .3309 3.686 5_3.8
lOB ,90000 .60000 274.00 .6208-01 .7517-01 .7517-01 .9000 .2702-02 .3271-02 2.060 15.14 565.I
108 .95000 .50000 277.00 .6674-01 .8116-01 .8116-0! .9000 .2904-02 .3532-02 2.169 18.98 580.7
109 .95000 .70000 278.00 .BS05-OI .1040 .I040 .9000 .3704-02 .4530-02 2.693 20.87 597.6
109 .95000 .80000 279.00 .3972-0I .NBO0-OI .4800-0! .9000 .1730-02 .2090-02 1.328 lO.14 556.7
109 .95000 .90000 280.00 .3595-01 .4339-01 .4339-01 .9000 .1566-02 .1890-02 1.209 9.576 552.6
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 8248
OH84B 60-0 WING UPPER SURFACE (R4URII)
WING UPPER SURF PARAHETRIC DATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA • 35.00 BETA = -4.000 ELEVON " .0000
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK = .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS'**
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T p O V RHO Wd
NUMBER /FT OEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS/FT3 LB-SEC/FT2
; XIO 6
142 3.684 8.000 35.01 -4.001 853.7 1353, 98.02 .8745-01 3.9t8 3883. .L_OB-02 .7888-07
!43 3,886 8.000 34.98 -4.043 854.1 1353. 98.02 .8749-0! 3_9!9 3883. .2409-02 .7888-07
RUN HREF STN NO




---i_ DATA _ 'RUN 2Y/BH XN/CN T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H{TO} H{TAW} ODOT DTNDT TN
NUMBER R=t.O R=O.S R= BTU/R BTU/R BTUt OEG. R DEG. RTAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
142 .60000 .25000-01 253.00 .7187-01 .8975-01 .8975-01 .9000 .3532-02 .4411-02 2.397 55.69 673.8
142 .60000 .50000-01 254.00 .6124-01 .7542-01 .7542-01 .9000 .3010-02 .3707-02 E.165 41.94 633.4
142 .60000 .10000+00 255.00 .4837-01 .5863-01 .5863-01 .9000 .E397-02 .2881-02 1.838 19.16 579.4
142 .SO000 .20000 256.00 .1563-01 .1888-01 .1888-01 .9000 .7683303 .9276-03 .6049 5.333 565.3
142 .60000 .40000 257.00 .1355-02 .1634-02 .1634-02 .9000 .6660-04 .8031-04 .5277-01 .4319 560.3
142 .60000 .60000 258.00 .2015-02 .2429-02 .2429-02 .9000 .9903-04 .1194-03 .7859-01 .7240 559.I
142 .60000 .75000 259.00 .1784-01 .2151-01 .2151-01 .9000 .8768-03 .1057-02 .6957 6.152 559.3
I42 .60000 .85000 260.00 .2431-01 .2941-0I .2941-0I .9000 .1195-02 .1445-02 .9319 7.580 572.7
142 .60000 .95000 261.00 .1336-01 .1607-01 .1607-01 .9000 .6564-03 .7898-03 .5255 5.830 552.1
142 .90000 .60000 274.00 .7507-01 .9098-01 .9098-0! .9000 .3689-02 .4471-02 2.854 20.83 578.9
142 .95000 .50000 277.00 .7827-01 .9531-01 .953]-01 .9000 .3847-02 .4684-02 2.911 E5.28 596.0
143 .85000 .70000 278.00 .1015 ;1243 .1243 .9000 .4990-02 .6111-02 3.679 28.25 615.4
143 .95000 .80000 279.00 .4617-01 .5576J01 .5576-01 .9000 .2270-02 .2741-02 1.986 13.57 565.7
I43 .95000 .90000 280.00 .3206-01 .3863-01 .3863-01 .9000 .1576-02 .1899-02 1.255 9.822 556.5
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2L_48
OH84B 60-0 WING UPPER SURFACE (R4URIB)
WING UPPER SURF PARAMETRIC OATA
MACH = B.O00 ALPHA - 35.00 BETA = -2.000 ELEVON - .0000
BDFLAP= .0000 SPDBRK = .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 /FT3 IFT2
162 2;007 7.980 35.00 -1.998 435.0 1300. 94.52 .4528-0l 2.019 3B05. .1292-02 .7614-07
163 2.006 7.880 35.0t -1.994 434.8 1300. 94.62 .4527-01 2.018 3805. .1291-02 .7614-07
RUN HREF STN NO





RUN 2Y/BN XW/CW TIC NO H/HREF H/_F H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAW) QDOT DTWDT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=O.9 R- BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEC. R {)lEG. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC- FT2SEC FTBSEC ISEC
162 .60000 .25000-0t 253.00 .7677-01 .9544-01 .9544-01.9000 .2689-02 .3344"02 1.786 42.26 635.5
162 .60000 .50000-01 254.00 .6549-01 .8064-01 .8064-01 .9000 .2294-02 .2825-02 !.587 31.I5 607.8
162 .60000 ,I0000+00 255.00 ,5271-01 ,6413-01 .6413-01 .9000 .1847-02 .2247-02 1.348 14.12 569.6
162 .60000 .20000 256.00 .1420-01 ,1721-01 .1721-01 .9000 ,4974-03 .6030-03 .3691 3.267 557.6
!62 .60000 .40000 257.00 .1460-02 .1768-02 .1768-02 .9000 .5114-04 .6195_04 .3809-01 .3126 554.8
162 .60000 .60000 258.00 .1494-02 .1809-02 .1809-02 .9000 .5235-04 .6338-04 .3911-01 .3614 552.7
162 .60000 .75000 259.00 .8614-02 .I041-01 .1041-01 .9000 ,3018-03 .3649-03 .2268 2.018 548.0
162 .60000 .85000 260.00 .8170-02 .9887-02 .9887-02 .9000 .2862-03 .3464-03 .2142 1.761 551.4
162 .60000 .95C00 261.00 .7405-02 .8938-02 .8938-02 .9000 .2594-03 .3131-03 .1965 2.192 542.1
162 .90000 .60000 " 274.00 .4395-01 .5333-01 ,5333-0t .9000 .|540-02 .1868-02 1.137 8.374 560.9
162 .95000 .50000 277.00 .4795-01 .5833-01 .5833-01 .9000 .1680-02 .2044-02 1.226 10.78 569.8
!63 .95000 .70000 278.00 .6060-0! .7386-01 .7386-01 .9000 .2122-02 .2587-02 1.536 12.03 575.9
163 .95000 .80000 279.00 .2384-01 .2886-01 .2886-01 .9000 .8351-03 .1011-02 .6247 4.781 551.6
183 .95000 .90000 280.00 .1928-01 :2331-01 .2331-01 .9000 .6753-03 .8164-03 .5077 h.032 547.9
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2250
OH84B 60-0 WING UPPER SURFACE tR4URt2)
PARAMETRIC DATA
WING UPPER SURF
MACH = S.O00 ALPHA = 35.00 BETA • -2.000 ELEVON = .OOO0
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK = .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T .,P O V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEC. DEC. PSIA DEC. R DEC. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS/FT3 LB-SEC/FT2
XlO 6 I g8 = m_n _ I_p! 95.92 .6924-01 3.094 3836. .1948-02 .3719-03105 3.010 7.880 35.02 - • ...........
106 3.013 7.990 35.02 "i.gB_ 670.6 !320. 95.85 o6925-0! 3.095 3835, .1950-02 .7713-07
RUN HREF STN NO





RUN 2YIBN XW/CN TIC NO H/HR'EF H/HR.EF H/H.I:_F TAN/TO HtTO} HtTAW) QOOT DTWDT TN
NUMBER R=1.0 R=O.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R 6TU/ DEC. R DEC. RTAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
105 .60000 .25000-01 253.00 .8031-01 .1003 .1003 .9000 .3493-02 .4360-02 2.319 54.31 656.8
tO5 .60000 .50000-01 254.00 .7054-01 .8701-01 .8701-0! .9000 .3068-02 .3784-02 2.14! 41.69 622.9
105 .60000 .10000+00 255.00 .6301-01 .7659-01 .7659_01 .9000 .2740-02 .3331-02 2.041 21.31 576.0
105 .60000 .20000 256.00 .1311-01 .1583-01 .1583-01 .9000 .5700-03 .6886-03 .4373 3.878 553.6
105 .60000 .40000 257.00 .1u97-08 .1807-02 .1807-02 .9000 .6512-04 .7857-04 .5022-01 .4132 549.5
105 .60000 .60000 258.00 .2472-02 .2982-02 .2982-02 .9000 .1075-03 .1297-03 .8303-01 .7690 548.5
105 .60000 .75000 259.00 .1311_01 .1581-01 .1581-01 .9000 .5302-03 .6875-03 .4416 3.931 546.2
105 .60000 .85000 260.00 .1493-01 .1805-01 .1805-01 .9000 .6494-03 .7850-03 .4962 4.069 556.5
105 .60000 .95C00 261.00 .9374-02 .1129-01 .1128-01 .9000 .4077-03 .4909-03 .3177 3.543 541.5
105 .90000 .60000 274.00 .6263-0! .7582-01 .7582-01 .9000 .2724-02 .3297-02 2.069 15.23 561.I
105 .95000 .50000 277.00 .6454"01 .7844-01 .7844-01 .9000 .2807-02 .3412-02 2.092 18.35 575.5
106 .95000 .70000 278.00 .8053-01 .9819-01 .9819-01 .9000 .3502-02 .4270-02 2.569 80.02 586.1
106 .95000 .80000 239.00 .3443-01 .4153-01 .4153-01 .9000 .1497-02 .1806-02 1.154 8.848 548.6
























































































































































































DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2252
0H848 60-0 WING UPPER SURFACE (R4URI3)
WING UPPER SURF PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH 8.000 ALPHA • 35.00 BETA • -1.000 ELEVON = .0000
80FLAP = .0000 SPDBRK • °0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P 0 V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
Xl0 6 /FT3 /FT2
I59 2.024 7.980 35.0l -.9963 436.7 1296. 94.33 .4547-01 2.027 3799. .1301-02 .7590-07
i60 2.003 7.980 35.0_ -.9963 435.2 !302. 94.76 .4531-01 2.020 3808. .1290-02 .7626-07
RUN HREF STN NO
NUMBER BTUI R REF(R} ..
FTESEC -._;75
159 .3508-01 .2856-01
160 .3505-01 .2869-01 -- --
*='TEST OATA**_
RUN 2Y/BN XW/CW T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/T0 HtTO} HITAW) ODOT DTWDT TW
NUMBER R=t.O R=O.9 R= BTU/R 8TU/R BTU/ DEB. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FT_SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
159 .60000 .25000-01 253.00 .B192-OI .IOI4 .I014 .9000 .2834-02 .3558-02 1.938 46.]6 621.5
159 .60000 .50000-01 254.00 .6976-0I .8556-0l .8556-0! .9000 ._47-02 .3002-02 1.717 33.9I 594.t
159 .60000 .I0000+00 255.00 .5368-01 .6513-01 .6517_01 .9000 .1883-02 .2286-02 1.384 14.56 560.8
159 .60000 .20000 256.00 .1454-01 .1760-01 .1760-01 .9000 .5100-03 .6174-03 .3801 3.377 550.4
159 .60000 .40000 257.00 .1517-02 .1634-02 .1834-02 .9000 .5321-04 .6436-04 .3980-01 .3278 547.7
159 .60000 .60000 258.00 .1961-02 .2371-02 .2371-02 .9000 .6878-04 .8317-04 .5153-01 .4777 546.5
I59 .BOOOP .75000 259.00 .B009-02 .9675-02 .9675-02 .9000 .2810-03 .3394-03 .2115 1.863 543.1
159 .60000 .85000 260.00 .8990-02 .1087-01 .I083-01 .9000 .3154-03 .3814-03 .2361 1.945 547,0
159 .60000 .95000 261.00 .3101-02 .8563-02 .8567-02 .9000 .2491-03 .3005-03 .1887 2.108 538.3
I59 .90000 .60000 274.00 .4269-0I .5173-01 .5173-0I .9000 .1498-02 .1BI5-02 I.IIl 8.207 554.0
159 .95000 .50000 277.00 .5009-01 .6085-01 .6085-01 .9000 .1757-02 .2135-02 1.289 11.38 562.5
160 .95000 .70000 278.00 .Bll4-Ol .3442-01 .7442-01 .9000 .2143-02 .2608-02 1.564 12.27 572.0
160 .95000 .BOO00 239.00 .2389-01 .2887-0I .2887-01 .9000 .8372-03 .1012-02 .6309 4.837 548.1
IBO .95000 .90000 280.00 .1824-01 .2202-01 .2202-01 .9000 .6392-03 .3319o03 .4840 3.85! 544.4
DATE 23 FEB B0 OHB4B MODEL B0-O IN THF AFn_ Vk_ WYPF_nNI_ Tt_rl n._
.......... ....................... _ 2£=53
OHB4B 60-0 NING UPPER SURFACE (I_URI3)
WING UPPER SURF PARAMETRfC DATA
HACH = 6.000 ALPHA • 35.00 BETA " -I.O00 ELEVON - .0000
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK = .GO00
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RI-IO HU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA OEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
_I0 6 /FT3 /FT2
IO2 3,006 7.990 35102 -.9887 672.7 1325. 96.21 .6947-0I 3. I04 3842. .1949-02 .7742-07
103 3,014 7.690 35.03 -.9819 669.2 13lB. 95.71 .6911-01 3.066 3832. .1949-02 .7701-07
RUN HREF STN NO





RUN 2Y/BN XN/CN TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF HIHREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAW) GIOOT OTNDT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG, R DEG. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
102 .60000 .25000-01 253.00 .8461-01 .1055 .1055 .9000 .3688-02 .459B-02 2.467 57.79 655.8
102 .60000 .50000-01 254.00 .7481-01 .9224-0I .8224-01 .9000 .3261-02 .4020-02 2.285 44.49 623.B
]02 .6D000 .|0000+00 255.06 .6215-0| .7556-0I .7556-01 .9000 :2709-02 .3293-02 2.0_2 21.09 578.2
102 .60000 .20000 256.00 .1392-01 .1681-0! .1681-01 .9000 .6065-03 .7327-03 .4666 4,134 555.5
102 .600DO .40000 257.00 ,14}4-02 .1706-02 .1706-02 .9000 .6163-04 .7436-04 .4769-01 .3921 550.9
I02 ,60000 .60000 256.00 .2555-02 .3082-02 .3082-02 .9000 ,I114-03 .1343-03 .B631-01 ,7989 549.7
102 .60000 .75000 259.00 .1266-01 .1526-01 .1526-01 .9000 .5518-03 .6651-03 .4294 3.621 546m6
102 .60000 .65000 260.00 .1487-01 .1788-01 .1798-01 .9000 .6483-03 .7837-03 .4970 4.072 558.0
I02 .60000 .95000 261.00 .9296-02 .1119-01 .1119-01 .9000 .4052-03 .4878-03 .3170 3.534 542.4
102 .96000 .60000 2?4.00 .6065-01 .7332-0i .7332-01 .9000 .2644-02 .3196-02 2.027 14.95 557.9
102 .85000 .50000 277.00 .6240-01 .7574m01 .7574--0| .9000 .2720--02 .3301--02 2.044 I7.95 573.0
103 .95000 .70000 276.00 .8124-01 19902-01 .9902-01 .9000 .3529-02 .4301-02 2.589 20.20 583.9
103 ,95000 .80000 279.00 .3298~01 .3980-01 .3980-01 .9000 .1433-02 .1729-02 1.104 8,463 547.5
103 .95000 .90000 280.00 .2432-01 .2931-01 .2931-01 .9000 .1056-02 .1273-02 .8177 6,507 543.7
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 80-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2c-._
OHB4B 60-0 WING UPPER SURFACE tR4URI3)
WING UPPER SURF PARAMETRIC DATA
.... MACH = 8.000 ALPHA = 38.00 BETA • -I.O00 ELEVON = ,0000
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK - .0000
• **TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO HU
NUHBER /FT 0£G. DEG. P$IA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/6EC SLUGS LB-SEC
X10 8 /FT3 /FT2
136 3.699 8.000 35.06 -.9697 856,1 1352. 97.95 .6769-01 3.929 3881. .2416-02 .7892-07
137 3.676 8.000 35.03 -._o_u 851.9 ;353. 98.02 .B ..... 3.909 3883, .=,..==n_-n_.. .._-9_ -n_.,
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN 2Y/BW XN/CH T/C NO H/HREF HIHREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAW) ODOT DTWDT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=O.9 R= 9TU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R D£G. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
136 .60000 .25000-01 283.00 .7880-01 .9899-0! .9899-01 .9000 .3877-02 .4871-02 2.589 59.26 689.0
136 .60000 .50000-01 254.00 .6856-01 .8478-01 .8478-01 ,9000 .3373-02 .4172-02 2.383 45.91 645.3
• 136 .60000 .10000+00 255.00 .5861-01 .7119-01 .7119-01 .9000 .2884-02 .3503-02 2.207 22.93 586.4
136 .60000 ,20000 256.00 .1827-01 .2208-01 .2208-01 .9000 .8992-03 .1087-02 .?050 6.208 567.7
136 .60000 .40000 257.00 .1489-02 .1796-02 .1796-02 .9000 .7326-04 .8838-04 .5795-01 .4741 560.7
136 .60000 .60000 258.00 .2055-02 .24_7-02 .2477-02 .9000 .lOll-03 .1219-03 .8014-01 .7383 589.1
136 .60000 .75000 259.00 .2022-01 .2439-01 .2439-01 .9000 .9951-03 .1200-02 .7876 6.961 560.2
136 .60000 .85000 260.00 .2437-01 .2949-01 .2949-01 .9000 .1199-02 .1451-02 .9330 7.585 573.6
136 .60000 .96G00 _I.O0 .1422-0I .1712-01 .1712-01 .9000 .6999-03 .8424-03 .6592 6.202 552.7
136 .90000 .60000 274.00 .7888-01 .9557-01 .9557-01 .9000 .3880-02 .4703-02 2.999 21.89 578.7
136 .95000 .50000 277.00 .7959-01 19696-01 .9696-01 .9000 .3918-02 .4771-02 2,956 25.66 896.9
137 .95000 ,70000 278.00 .9915-01 .1213 .1213 .9000 .4867-02 .5954-02 3.606 27.74 611.8
137 .95000 .80000 279.00 .4303-0l .5189-01 .5189-0! .9000 .2_12-02 .2548-02 1.673 12.74 860.7
137 .95000 ,90000 280.00 .2855-01 .3435-01 .3435-01 .9000 .1401-02 .1686-02 1.122 8.893 582.0
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2L=_55
OH84B 60-0 WING UPPER SURFACE fR4URI4)
WING UPPER SURF PARAHETRIC DATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA - 35.00 BETA " ,0000 ELEVON = .0000
BOFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK " .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***'
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO MU
NUHBER /FT OEG. DEO. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 IFT3 IFTB
14 .5200 7.900 34.96 .2136-,02 102.3 1241, 92.02 1137-01 .4968 37151 .3335-03 ,7405-07
15 .5155 7.900 34.95 .2148-02 101.7 1243. 92.17 .1130-01 .4937 3718. .3309-03 .7417-07
RUN HREF STN NO





RUN 2Y/BW XNICN TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(T0) H(TAW) QOOT DTNDT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEC. R DEO. R
TAW/TO FTBSEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
14 .60000 .25000-01 253.00 .7536-01 .9260-01 .9260-01 .9000 .1299-02 .1596-02 .8656 21.10 574.3
14 .60000 .50000-01 254.00 .5517-01 .6748-01 .6748-01 .9000 .9511-03 .1163-02 .6469 12.99 560.6
14 .60000 .!0000+00 255.00 .3838-01 .4433-01 .4433-01 .9000 .6272-03 .7641-03 .4342 4.597 548.3
14 .60000 .20000 256.00 .1015-01 .1236-01 .1236-01 .9000 .1750-03 .2130-03 .1216 1.083 545.8
14 .60000 .40000 257.00 .2488-02 .3028-02 .3028-02 .9000 .4290-04 .5220-04 .2985-01 .2462 544.8
14 .60000 .60000 258.00 .9886-03 .1202-02 .1202-02 .9000 .1704-04 .2073-04 .1|89-01 .1104 542.9
14 .60000 .85000 260.00 .3823-02 .4644-02 .4644-02 .9000 .6590-04 .8006-04 .4623-01 .3824 539.2
14 .60000 .95000 261.00 .6266-02 .7608-02 .7608-02 .9000 .1080-03 .1311-03 .7601-01 .8498 537.0
14 .90000 .60000 274.00 .5898-02 .7171-02 .7171-02 .9000 .1017-03 .1236-03 .7105-01 .5282 541.9
14 .95000 .50000 277.00 .1524-0I .1854-01 .1854-0! .9000 .2627-03 .3196-03 .1831 1.632 543.7
15 .95000 .70000 278.90 .7756-02 .9418-02 .9418-02 .9000 .1333-03 .I619-03 .9387-01 .7490 538.6
15 .95000 .BOO00 2/9.00 .4250-02 .5158-02 .5158-02 .9000 .7305-04 .8866-04 .5155-01 .3975 536.9
15 .95000 .SO000 280.00 .|205-01 .1463-01 ,1463-01 .9000 .2071-03 .2514-03 .1460 1.165 537.7
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2256
OHS4B 60-0 WING UPPER SURFACE (R4URI4)
WING UPPER SURF PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH ', 8.000 ALPHA ,, 35.00 BETA ,, .0000 ELEVON - .0000
BDF'LAP = . DDOD SPDBRK = . OOOO
***TEST CONDITIONS'**i,
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT OEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI F1/SEC SLUGS LB-BEC
X|O B /FT3 IFT2
61 2.00I 7.980 34.99 .9426-07 435.2 1303. 94.84 .4531-01 2.020 3810. .1289-02 .7631-07
62 !,995 7.980 34.99 -.1400-02 434.9 1305. 94.98 .4527-0! 2.018 3813. .1287-02 .7643-07
RUN HREF STN NO





RUN 2Y/BN XN/CN TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H{TAN) QOOT DTI,IOT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R OEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
61 .60000 .25000-01 253.00 .7866-01 .9741.01 .9741-01 .9000 .2757-02 .3415-02 1.866 44.36 625.8
61 .60000 .50000-01 254.00 .6055-01 .7426-01 .7426-01 .9000 .2122-02 .2603-02 1.497 29.53 597.2
6! .60000 .10000+00 255.00 .3806-0I .4623-01 .4623-01 .9000 .1334-02 .1621-02 .9839 I0.33 565.3
6_ .60000 .20000 256.00 .1093-01 .1325-01 .1325-01 .9000 .3832-03 .4646-03 .2848 2.518 559,4
61 .60000 .40000 257.00 .1294-02 .1568-02 .1568-02 .9000 .4535-04 .5497-04 .3375-01 .2765 558.3
61 .BOOO0 .60000 258.00 .9099-03 ,II02-02 .1102-02 .9000 .3190-04 .3863-04 .2383-0I .2199 555.7
61 .60000 .75000 259.00 .5503-02 .6652-02 .6652-02 .9000 .1929-03 .2332-03 .1454 1.293 548.8
61 .60000 .95000 260.00 .1199-01 .1452-01 .1452-01 .9000 .4202-03 .5090-03 .3137 2.573 556.1
61 .60000 .95000 261.00 .7952-02 .9601-02 .9601-02 .9000 .278B-03 .3365-03 .2115 2.356 544.0
61 .90000 .60000 274.00 .3951-01 .4668-01 .4658-01 .9000 .1350-02 .1636-02 1.004 7.404 558.6
61 .95000 .50000 277.00 .5251-01 .6393-01 .6383-01 .9000 1841-02 .2237-02 1.353 II.91 567.8
62 .95000 70000 278.00 .4768-01 .5785-01 .5785-01 .9000 .1671-02 .202B-02 1.240 9.775 562.6
62 .95000 .80000 279.00 .1932-01 .2333-01 .2333-01 .9000 .6772-03 .8178-03 .5141 3,947 545.5
62 .95000 .90000 280.00 .1878-01 ,2266-01 .2266-01 .9000 .6583-03 .7944-03 .5013 3.991 543.1
OATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE BBB7
OH84B 60-0 WING UPPER SURFACE (R4URi4)
WING UPPER SURF PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA = 35.00 BETA - .OOO0 ELEVON • .0000
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK = .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L HACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R BEG. R PSIA PSI FTISEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO 6 /FT3 IFT2
BO 3.039 7.990 35.01 -.6938-03 670.1 1312. 95.27 .6920-01 3.092 3823. .1960-02 .7666-07
8! 3.030 7;990 35.02 -.6903-03 670.5 1315. 95.49 .6924-01 3.094 3827. .1957-02 .7684-07
RUN HREF STN NO





RUN 2Y/BN XW/CW TIC NO H/HREF • H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAW) OOOT BTWDT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ BEG. R BEG. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
80 .BOO00 .25000-01 253.00 18063-01 .lOOS .lOOS .9000 .3502-02 .4363-02 E.326 54.73 647.3
BO .60000 .50000-01 254.00 .6393-01 .7861-01 .7861-01 .9000 .2776-02 .3414-02 1.950 38.23 609.3
BO .60000 .i0000+00 255.00 .3906-01 .4741-01 .4741-0! .9000 .1696-02 .2059-02 1.263 13.25 567.0
BO ;60000 .20000 256.00 .1241-01 .1503-01 .1503-01 .9000 .5391-03 .6527-03 .4065 3.598 557.6
80 .60000 .40000 257.00 .I183-02 1431-C2 .1431-02 .9000 .5140-04 .6216-04 .3891-01 .3194 554.5
80 .60000 .60000 258.00 .148B-02 .179B-02 .179B-02 .9000 .6461-04 .7811-04 .4904-01 .4532 552.7
80 .60000 .75000 259.00 .II32-01 .1368-01 .1368-01 .9000 .4918-03 .5940-03 .3750 3.334 549.1
80 .BOO00 .85000 260.00 ,16BB-Ol .2045-01 .2045-01 .9000 .7330-03 .8883-03 .5497 4.496 561.7
80 .SO000 .95000 261.00 .9263-02 .1117-01 .ltl7-Ol .9000 .4023-03 .4853-03 .3085 3.436 544.7
80 .90000 .60000 274.00 ,5647-01 .6846-01 .6846-01 .9000 .2453-02 .2973-02 1.838 13.52 562.5
80 .95000 .50000 277.00 .6629-01 .8067-01 .8067-01 .9000 .2879-02 .3504-02 2.118 18,58 575.8
Bl .95000 :70000 278.00 .7038-01 _8557-01 .8557-01 .9000 .3059-02 .3719-02 2.265 17.75 574.3
81 .95000 .80000 279.00 .2859-01 .3449-01 .3449-01 .9000 .1243-02 .1499-02 .9552 7.331 546.0
81 .95000 .90000 280.00 .2530-01 .3050-01 .3050-01 .9000 .1099-02 .1326-02 .8469 6.738 544.4
,.. DATE 23 FEB eD OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2L:_8
OH_4B 60-0 WING UPPER SURFACE {R41JRIq)
WING UPPER SURF PARAMETRIC DATA
: " HACH = 8.000 ALPHA " 35.00 - BETA " .0000 ELEVDN • .0000
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK " .0000
*'*TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L HACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P e V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO 6 /FT3 IFT2
133 3.692 8.000 35.03 -.6868-03 854.7 I352. 97.95 .8755-0I 3.922 3881. ._._13-02 .7892-07
i34 3.680 B.O00 35.02 -.6917-03 852.8 1353. 98.02 .8735-0! 3.913 3883. .2405-02 .7888-07
RUN HREF' STN NO
NUMBER BTU/ R REF{R)
FT2SEC =.0175
;33 ._17 C: .2;C_ O!
134 .4912-01 .2109-01
o**TEST DATA***
RUN 2Y/BN XW/CW T/C NO H/HREF H/I-FEF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H{TAW) ODOT DTNDT TN
NUMBER R=|.O R=O.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TA_/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
133 .60000 .25000-01 253.00 .8081-01 .1018 .10IB .9000 .3973-02 .5006-02 2.603 59.81 696.6
133 .60000 .50000-01 254.00 .7169-0t .8885-01 .8885-01 .BOO0 .3525-02 .4368-02 2.467 _7.39 651.7
133 .60000 .10000+00 255.00 .6060-01 .7365-01 .7365-01 .9000 .2979-02 .3621-02 2.27! 23.56 589.2
133 .60000 .20000 256.00 .I843-0I ._228-01 .2228-0I .9000 .9059-03 .I095-02 .7085 6.833 569.6
133 .60000 .40000 257.00 ;1675-02 .2021-02 .2021-02 .9000 ,8233-04 .9935-04 .6494-0! .5308 562.8
133 .60000 .60000 258.00 ,2291-02 .2763-02 .2763-02 .9000 .1126-03 .1359-03 .8900-0! .8189 561.5
133 .60000 .75000 259.00 .2008-0I .2423-01 .2483-01 .9000 .9873-03 .1191-02 .7788 6.887 561.8
133 ,60000 .85000 260.00 .3167-01 .3840-01 .3840-01 .9000 .1557-02 .t888-02 1.201 9.731 580.3
133 ,60000 .95000 261.00 .1824-01 .2196-01 .2196-01 .9000 .8967-03 .I080-02 .7146 7.917 554.8
!33 .90000 .60000 274.00 .7616-0! .9233-01 .9233-01 .8000 .3744-02 .4539-02 2.889 21.07 580.1
135 .95000 .50000 277.00 .7411-0] .9033-01 .9033-01 .9000 .3644-02 .4441-02 2.743 23.79 598.8
134 .95000 .70000 278.00 .9956-0] .1218 .1218 .9000 .4890-02 .5991-02 3.626 27.91 611.1
]34 .95000 .80000 279.00 .4289-01 .5172-01 .5172-01 .9000 .2107-08 .2540-02 1.669 12.71 560.6
r 134 .95000 .90000 280.00 .2757-0] .3317-0I .3317-0! .9000 .1354-02 .1629-08 1.085 8.598 551.5
.,,: ..
.. "7-•
DATE 23 FEB BO OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2259
OHB4B 60-0 WING UPPER SURFACE (R4URISI
WING UPPER SURF PARAMETRIC DATA
HACH = B.O00 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA - -IO.O0 ELEVON • .0000
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK - .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P 0 V RHO PILl
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 /FT3 IFT2
202 .5125 7.900 39.95 -10.04 103.5 1263. 93.66 .1151.01 .5086 3748. .3316-03 .7536-07
203 .4973 7.900 39.90 -10.06 99.51 1255. 93,06 .lI06-OI .4831 3736. .3207-03 .7489-07
RUN HREF STN NO





RUN 2Y/BN XN/CN TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H{TO) H(TAN) ODOT DTNDT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=O.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
202 .60000 ,25000-0I 253.00 .3969-01 .4827-01 .4827-0! .9000 .6903-03 .8396-03 .4902 18.08 552.5
202 .60000 .50000-01 254.00 .2849-0I .3457-0! .3457-01 .9000 .4956-03 .6013-03 .3560 7.208 544.4
202 .60000 .10000*00 255.00 .2020-0! .2446-01 .2446-0I .9000 .3514-03 .4254-03 .2550 2.716 536.8
202 .60000 .20000 256.00 .5302-02 .6415-02 .6415-02 .9000 .9221-04 .1116-03 .6709-01 .6006 535.1
202 .60000 .40000 257.00 .]614-02 .|952-02 .1952-02 .9000 .2B07-04 ,3396-04 .2042-01 .1693 535.0
202 .60000 .60000 258.00 .2808-02 .3397-02 .3397-02 .9000 .4883-04 .5909-04 ,3553-0! .3313 535.1
202 .60000 .85000 260.00 .2190-02 ,2648-02 .2648-02 .9000 .3810-04 .4606-04 .2782-01 .2309 532.3
202 .50000 .95000 261.00 .5283-02 .6386-02 .6386-02 .9000 .9189-04 .1111-03 .6717-0l .7529 531.7
202 .90000 .60000 274.00 .1813-02 .2i93-02 .2193-02 .9000 .3154-04 .3814-04 .2301-01 .1719 532.9
202 .95000 .50000 277.00 .706|-02 .8542-02 .8542-02 .9000 .1228-03 .1486-03 .8943-0| .8008 534.4
203 .95000 .70000 278.00 .1066-02 .1288-02 .1288-02 .9000 .1815-04 .2194-04 .1318-01 .1057 528.5
203 .95000 .80000 279.00 .3332-02 .4028-02,4028-02 .9000 .5676-04 .6862-04 .4120-01 .3190 528.7
203 .95000 .90000 280,00 .Z152-01 .1394-01 .1394-0l .9000 .1963-03 .2374-03 .1423 1.141 529.7
DATE 23 FEB 80 0H84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2260
OH84B 60-0 WING UPPER SURFACE (R4UR;5)
HI'NG UPPER SURF PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH 8.000 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA = -10.00 ELEVON - .0000
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK - .0000
: ***TEST CONDITIONS °**
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO 6 /FT3 /FT2
i lBg 1.002 7.940 39.96 -10.05 203,7 1257. 92.34 .2191-01 .9670 3740. .6404-03 .7431-07
|_0 i.004 7.940 39._5 -!0.04 205.0 !26!_ 92.64 .2205-01 .9731 3746. , .6425-03 .7454-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN 2Y/BW XW/CW T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN) ODOT DTNDT IN
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R 8TUI OEG, R DIEG, RTAW/TO FTBSEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
I89 .60000 .25000-01 253.00 .4133-01 .5059-01 .5059-0I .9000 .9961-03 .1219-02 .6836 16.70 570.5
189 .60000 .50000-01 254.00 .3101-01 .3777-01 .3777-01 .9000 .7474-03 .9105-03 .5242 10.56 555.3
I89 .60000 .10000+00 255.00 .2335-01 .2831-01 .2831-01 .9000 .5689-03 .6825-03 .4035 4.280 539.8
189 .BOO00 .20000 856.00 .5695-02 .6895-02 .6895-02 .9000 .1373-03 .1662-03 .9913-01 .8875 534.5
189 .60000 .40000 257.00 .1684-02 .2037-02 .B037-02 .9000 .4059-04 .4911-04 .8939-0| .2439 532.5
189 .50000 .60000 258.00 .2195-02 .2644-02 .2644-02 .9000 .5268-04 .6373-04 .3817-01 .3565 532.0
189 .60000 .85000 260.00 .4991-02 .6042-02 .6042-08 .9000 .1203-03 .1456-03 .8692-0! .7208 534.1
189 .60000 .95000 261.00 .SB70-O2 .7100-02 .7100-02 .9000 .1415-03 .I712-03 .I026 1.150 531.4
I89 .90000 .60000 874.00 .1014-01 .1227-0I .1227-0l .9000 .2444-03 .2956-03 .1773 1.326 531.1
IB9 .95000 .50000 277.00 .2295-0l .27BI-01 .27BI-Ol .9000 .5533-03 .6704-03 .39BB 3.S61 537.1
|90 .95000 .70000 278.00 .|369-0t .1656-01 .1656-0! .9000 .3312-03 .4007-03 .2405 !.923 534.4
190 .95000 ;80000 279.00 .6066-02 .7332-02 .7332-02 .9000 .1468-03 .1774-03 .1071 .8285 530.8
190 .95000 ;90000 280.00 .I179-0I ;1425-0] .1425-01 .9000 .2853-03 .3449-03 .2082 1.667 530.9
DATE 23 FEB BO OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE _61
OHB4B 60-0 WING UPPER SURFACE (R4URI5)
HING UPPER SURF PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA • -IO.O0 ELEVON = ,OOOO
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK = .0000
**'TEST CONDITIONS'**
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO 6 /FT3 /FT2
171 2.002 7.980 39.98 -I0.09 434.9 1302. 94.76 .4529-01 2.018 3808. .1290-02 .7626-07
172 2.004 7.980 39.98 -10.09 434.9 1301. 94.69 .4528-0! 2.0IS 3807. .1291-02 .7620-07
RUN HREF STN NO





RUN 2Y/BH XW/CW T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAN) ODOT DTNOT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=O.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC
171 .60000 .25000-01 253.00 .4320-01 .5309-01 .5308-01 .9000 .1514-02 .1860_02 1.059 L=5.46 6OB._
171 .60000 .50000-0! 254.00 .3483-01 .4256-01 .4256-01 .9000 .1221-02 .1491-02 .B749 17.36 584.8
171 .60000 .!0000+00 255,00 .2499o01 .3032-0! .3032-01 .9000 .8753-03 .1062-02 .647I 6.801 562.4
171 .60000 .20000 256.00 .7303-02 :B848-02 .BB4B-02 .9000 .2559-03 .3100-03 .1808 1.690 556.2
171 .60000 .40000 257.00 .2133-02 .2583-02 .2583-02 .9000 .7473-04 .9050-04 .5583-0| .4583 554.6
171 .60000 .60000 258.00 .4350-02 .5267-02 .5267-02 .9000 .1524-03 .1846-03 .1140 1.053 553.9
171 .60000 .75000 259.00 .6504-02 .7867-02 .7867-02 .9000 .2279-03 .2756-03 .!712 1.521 550.3
171 .60000 .85000 260.00 .1283-01 .1555-01 .1555-01 .9000 .4494-03 .5448-03 .334l 2.737 558.4
171 .60000 .95000 261.00 .8349-02 .1009-01 .1009-01 .9000 .2925-03 .3537-03 .2201 2.446 549.1
17! .90000 .SO000 274.00 .3845-0! .4663-0! .4663-01 .9000 .1347-02 .1634-02 .9998 7.367 559.5
171 .95000 .50000 277.00 .4895-01 .5951-01 .5951-01 .9000 .1715-02 .2085-02 1.257 11.07 568.5
172 .95000 .70000 278.00 .520B-01 .6350-01 .6350-01 .9000 .1825-02 .2225-02 1.320 10.33 577.2
172 .95000 .80000 279.00 .1931-01 .2341-01 .2341-01 .9000 .6766-03 .8200-03 .5033 3.841 556,9
172 .95000 .90000 280.00 .1664-01 .2015-01 .2015-01 .9000 .5830-03 .7060-03 .4354 3.447 553.9
DATE 23 FEB 80 0H84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 226_.
OHB4B 60-0 WING UPPER SURFACE rR4URI5}
WING UPPER SURF PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH B.O00 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA • -10.00 ELEVON - .0000
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK - .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/S£C SLUGS LB-SEC
X10 6 /FT3 /FT2
99 2.993 7.990 40.02 -I0.I0 670.6 1326. 96.29 .6925-01 3.095 3843. .1941-02 ,7748-07
IO0 3.008 7.990 40.00 -lO.lO 673.1 1325. 96.21 .6951-01 3.106 3842. .t950-02 .7742-07
RUN HREF 6TN NO





RUN 2YIBW XWICW TIC NO H/HREF HIHREF HIHREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAW| QDOT DTW_)T TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R 8TU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC RT2SEC RTL:_-_EC /SEC
99 .60000 .25000-01 253.00 .5062-01 .6233-01 .6233-01 .9000 .2203-02 .2713-02 1.554 37.04 620.3
99 .60000 .50000-01 254.00 .4223-01 .5172-01 .5172-01 .9000 .1838-02 .2251-02 1.328 26.11 603.4
99 .60000 .tO000+O0 255.00 .3116-01 o3782-01 .3782-01 .9000 .1356-02 .1646-02 1.022 10.69 572.3
99 .60000 .20000 256.00 .5873-02 .7106-02 .7106-02 .9000 .2556-03 .3093-03 .1952 1,724 561.9
99 .60000 .40000 257.00 .2364-02 .2861-02 .2861-02 .9000 .1029-03 .1245-03 .7848-01 .6414 563.0
99 .60000 .60000 258.00 .4751-02 .5751-02 .5751-02 .9000 .2068-03 .2503-03 .1576 1.449 563.4
99 .60000 .75000 259.00 .1118-01 .1352-01 .1352-01 .9000 .4866-03 .5887-03 .3722 3.289 560.8
99 .60000 .85000 260.00 .2907-01 .3531-01 .3531-01 .9000 .1265-02 .1537-02 .9485 7.701 576.0
99 .60000 .95000 261.00 .1491-01 .1802-01 .1802-01 .9000 .6489-03 .7841-03 .4987 5.518 557.2
99 .90P00 .60000 274.00 .5279-0t .6402-01 .6402-01 .9000 .2298-02 .2786-02 1.736 12.72 570.1
99 .95000 .50000 277.00 .6363-01 .7748-01 .7748-01 .9000 .2770-02 .3372-02 2.054 17.94 584.1
I00 .95000 .70000 278.00 .6829m01 .8337--0l .8337"01 .9000 .2977--02 .3635--02 2.180 16.93 592.4
100 .95000 .BOOO0 279.00 .2752-01 .3331-01 .3331-01 .9000 .1200-02 .I452m02 .915t 6.967 562.1
100 ;95000 .90000 280.00 ,2308-01 .2790-01 .2790-01 .9000 .1006-02 .121'7-02 .7717 6.098 557.8
\DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2263
OHB4B B0-O NING UPPER _'_"'_=v_r rn_==nl_.........
WING UPPER SURF PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = B.O00 ALPHA " 40,00 "BETA = -4.000 ELEVON " .0000
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK • .0000
• *'TEST CONDITIONS'*"
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEO. DEG. PSIA DEO. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-EC
XIO 6 /FT3 /FT2
199 .4996 7.900 39.96 -3.996 99.13 1248. 92.64 .1102-01 .4813 3726. .3213-03 .7447-07
200 .5083 7.900 39.97 -3.996 100.7 1247. 92.47 .1119~01 .4891 3724. .$268-03 .7441-07
RUN HREF STN NO





RUN 2Y/BN XW/CH TIC NO H/HREF, H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN) ODOT BTNDT IN
NUMBER R=I.O R=O.B R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ GEG. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
199 .60000 .25000-01 253.00 .5366-01 .6541-01 .6541-01 .9000 .9114-03 .Jill-02 .6328 15.59 553.4
199 .60000 .50000-01 254.00 .3975-01 .4828-01 .4828-01 .9000 .6752-03 .8201-03 .4769 9.672 641.4
I99 .60000 .10000*00 255.00 .2923-01 .3540-01 .3540-01 .9000 .4965-03 .6013-03 .3553 3.793 531.9
199 160000 .20000 256,00 .7526-02 .9104-02 .9104-02 .9000 .1278-03 .1546-03 .9203-01 .8269 527.9
199 .60000 .40000 257.00 .1752-02 .2118-02 .2116-02 .9000 .2976-04 .3599-04 .2148-01 .1788 525.9
199 .60000 .60000 258.00 .9452-03 .1142-06 .1142-02 .9000 .1606-04 .1941-04 .1160o01 .I087 525.1
199 .60000 .85000 260.00 .6532-03 .7893-03 .7693-03 .9000 .1110-04 .1341-04 .8028-02 .6692-01 524.1
199 .60000 .95000 261.00 .5075-02 .6135-02 .6135-02 .9000 .8621-04 .I042-03 .6229-01 .7005 626.2
199 .90000 .60000 274;00 .1846-02 .2230-02 .2230-02 .9000 .3135-04 .3787-04 .2273-01 .1706 522.8
199 .95000 .50000 277.00 .7350-02 .8883-02 .8883-02 .9000 .1248-03 .1509-03 .9025-01 .8122 r-_,4.7
200 .95000 .70000 278.00 .9993-03 .1209-02 .1209-02 .9000 .1711-04 .2070-04 .1230-01 .9867-01 627.8
200 .95000 .BOO00 279.00 .4006-02 .4847-02 .4847-02 .9000 .6858-04 .8297-04 .4929-01 .3817 628.0
200 .95000 .90000 2BO.O0 .1221-01 .1478-01 .1478-01 .9000 .2091-03 .2530-03 ,1502 1.205 528.4
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2264
0H84B 60-0 WING UPPER SURFACE (R4URI7)
WING UPPER SURF PARAHETRIC DATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA • -4.000 £LEVON - .0000
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK = .0000
• ,*TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO HU
NUMBER IFT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 /FT3 IFT2
IBB .9941 7.940 39,96 -3,989 203.8 I264. 92,86 .2192-01 .9674 3"151. .6372-03 .7472-07
187 1.008 7.940 39.96 -3.99! 205.0 I257. 92.34 .2205-01 ,873I 3740. .6445-03 .7431-07
R'JN HREF STM NO




RUN BY/BH XW/CN TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) HITAN) OOOT DTWDT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTUIR BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TA_/TO FTBSEC FT25EC FTBSEC ISEC
186 .60000 .25000-01 253.00 ,5675-01 .6947-0I .6947-01 ,9000 .1370-02 .1677-02 .9452 23.05 573.6
lB6 .60000 .50000-01 254.00 .4444-01 .5415-0! .5415-01 .9000 .1073-02 .1307-02 .7563 15.21 558.6
186 .60000 .10000+00 255.00 .3363-01 .4077-01 .4077-01 .9000 .8117-03 .9840-03 .5858 6.221 542.0
186 .60000 .20000 256.00 ,8611-02 .1042r01 .I042-01 .9000 .2078-03 .2515-03 .1513 1,354 535.8
186 .60000 .40000 257.00 .1221-02 ,1476-02 .1476-02 .SO00 .R946-04 .3562-04 .EI5I-O! .1764 533.5
186 .60000 .60000 258.00 .6899-03 .8339-03 .8339-03 .9000 .1665-04 .2013-04 .1218-01 .1137 532.2
186 .60000 .75000 259.00 .6100-03 .7367-03 .7367-03 .9000 .1472-04 .1778-04 .1081-0! .9707-01 529.2
186 .60000 .85000 260.00 .6131-02 .7414-02 .7414-06 .9000 .1480-03 ,1789-03 .1080 .8960 533.6
186 .60000 .95000 261.00 .5873-02 .7096-02 .7096-02 .9000 .1417-03 .1713-03 .1039 1.165 530.9
186 .90000 .60000 274.00 .lOBS'Ol .1243-01 .1243-GI .9000 .2484-03 .3001-03 .1822 1.362 530.2
186 .95000 .50000 2?7.00 .2322-0! .2809-01 .2809-01 .9000 I .5605-03 .6780-03 .4086 3.658 534.6
IB7 .95000 .70000 278.00 .;432-01 ;1733-01 .1733-01 .9000 .3464-03 .4192-03 .2507 2.005 533.0
IB? .95000 .BOO00 279.00 .6955-02 .8409-02 .8409-02 .9000 .1682-03 .2033-03 .1223 .9460 529.8
!87 .95000 .90000 280.00 .1324-0! .1601-0! .1601-01 .9000 .3202703 ,3872-03 .2327 1.864 530.1
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE _265
OH84B 80-8 WING UPPER SURFACE (RqURI7)
WING UPPER SURF PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 8.080 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA - -4.000 ELEVON - .0000
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK = .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO B /FT3 /FT2
177 1.998 7.990 39.99 -4.010 434.6 1303. 94.84 .4525-01 2.017 3810. .1288-02 .7631-07
178 2.003 7.980 39.97 -4.003 435.3 1302. 94.76 .4532-01 2.020 3808. .1291-02 .7626-07
RUN HREF STN NO





RUN 2Y/BN XNICH T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H[TO) H(TAW) ODOT DTWDT TW
NUMBER R=I.0 R=0.9 R= 8TU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
177 .60000 .25000-0! 253.00 .6023-01 .7403-01 .7403-0l .9000 .2110-02 .c-_593-02 1.474 35.42 603.9
177 .60000 .50000-01 254.00 .5017-01 .6129-01 .6129-01 .9000 .1757-02 .2147-02 1.26! ¢_5.03 584.9
177 .60000 .10000+00 255.00 .3740-01 .4530-01 .4530-01 .9000 .1310-02 .1587-02 .9780 10.31 556.1
177 .60000 .20000 256.00 .I081-01 .1307-01 .1307-01 .9000 .3787-03 .4578-03 .2855 2.539 548.7
177 .60000 .40000 257.00 .89!9-03 .!078-02 .!078-02 _9000 °3!24-04 °3775-04 o2362-0! .1947 546.6
177 .60000 .60000 258.00 .1782-02 .2152-02 .2152-02 .9000 .6243-04 .3540-04 .4727-01 .4384 545.5
177 .60000 .75000 259.00 .850_-02 .1026-01 .1026-01 .9000 .2979-03 .3595-03 .2266 2.021 542.1
177 .60000 .85000 260.00 .1174-01 .1418-01 .1418-01 .9000 .4113-03 .4969-03 .3110 2.562 546.6
177 .60000 .95C00 261.00 .6412-02 .7727-02 .7727-02 .9000 .2246-03 .2707-03 .1719 1.921 537.4
177 .90000 .60000 274.00 .3984-0l .4790-01 .4790-01 .9000 .1389-02 .1678-02 ].049 7.776 547.3
177 .95000 .50000 277.00 .4683-0! .5671-01 .5671-01 .9000 .1641-02 .1987-02 1.227 10.88 554.6
178 .95000 .70000 278.00 .3677-01 .4448-01 .4448-01 .9000 .1289-02 :1559-02 .9582 7.678 550.6
178 .95000 .80000 279.00 .1269-01 .1529-01 .1529-01 .9000 .4448-03 .5358-03 .3407 2.628 535.7
178 .95000 .90000 280.00 .1593-0t .1918-01 .1918-01 .9000 .5583-03 .6724-03 .4281 3.422 534.9
DATE 23 FEB 60 OHB4B MODEL BO-O IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE _L_66
OH84B 60-0 WING UPPER SURFACE tR4URIT)
WING UPPER SURF PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA • 40.00 BETA = -4.000 ELEVON _ o0000BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK • .0000
*'*TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSi FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
Xl 0 6 l "l /FT3 /FT2
95 2.992 7.990 39.99 -4.021 670.3 I326. 96.29 .6922-01 3.093 3843. .1940-02 .7748-07
96 2.988 7.980 40.00 -4.027 670.3 I327. 96.36 .6922-0t 3.093 3845. .I939-02 .7754-07
RUN HREF STN NO
NUMBER BTU/ R - REF{R}
FTBBEC =.0175
96 -_ .4352-01 .2345-01 =-- -
.: *''TEST DATA***
RUN 2YIBW XN/CN TIC NO H/HREF HIHREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H{TAW) ODOT DTWDT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=O,9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEGo R DEG. R
....... FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC !SEC
95 .60000 .25000-01 253.00 .6499"01 .BO09-OI .8009-01 .9000 .2828-02 .3485-02 1.968 47.32 622.8
95 .60000 .50000-01 254.00 .5257-01 .6436-0l .6436-01 .9000 .2288-02 .2801-02 1.655 32.56 602.2
95 .60000 .lO000+OO 255.00 .3596-01 .4350-01 .4350-01 .9000 .1565-02 .1893-02 1.195 12.57 561.6
95 .60000 .20000 256.00 .8216-02 .9908-02 .9908-02 .8000 .3575-03 .4311-03 .2776 2.467 549.3
95 .60000 .40000 257.00 .8890-03 .I072-02 .1072-02 .9000 .3869-04 .4663m04 .3010--01 .2479 547.7
95 .60000 .60000 258.00 .2543-02 .3065-02 .3065-02 .9000 .1106-03 .1334-03 .B600-OI .7965 548.4
95 .60000 .75000 259.00 .1349-0! .1627-01 .1627-01 .9000 .5971-03 .7090-03 .456! 4.055 548.8
95 .60000 .85000 260.00 .2852-01 .3455-01 .3455-01 .9000 .1241-02 .1503-02 .9431 7.698 565.7
95 .60000 .95000 261.00 .1331-01 .1604-01 .1604-01 .9000 .5790-03 .6979-03 .4507 5.012 547.3
95 .90000 .60000 274.00 .6076-0] .7349-01 .7349-01 .9000 ,2645-02 .3198-02 2.027 14.94 559.2
95 .95000 .50000 277.00 .7298-01 .8868-0! .8868-01 .9000 .3176-02 .3859-02 2.378 20.85 576.8
96 .95000 .70000 278.00 .7681-01 .9390-01 .9390-01 .9000 .3343-02 .4087-02 2.436 18.87 597.8
96 .95000 .80000 279.00 .295B-01 .3581-01 .3581-01 .9000 .1287-02 .1558-02 .9822 7.471 563.8
96 .95000 .90000 280.00 .2523-01 .3051-01 .3051-01 .9000 .1098-02 .1328-02 .8409 5.634 560.8
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE BLAB7
OHB4B 60-0 WING UPPER SURFACE (R4URI8)
WING UPPER SURF PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH • 8.000 ALPHA • 40.00 BETA = -2.000 ELEVON = .OOOO
BDFLAP - .0000 SPDBRK = .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R PEG, R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 /FT3 /FT2
196 .5017 7.900 39.95 -1.993 100.6 1257. 93.21 .1118-01 ,4886 3739. .323B-03 .7501-07
197 .4998 7.900 39.98 -1.991 100.2 1257. 93.21 .1114-0! .4867 3?39. .3226-03 .7501-07
RUN HREF STN NO





RUN 2Y/BW xN/Cw TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF HIHREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN) GDOT DTWDT TW
NUMBER R=I.0 R=0.9 R= 8TU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FTBSEC FTBSEC FTBSEC /SEC
196 .60000 .85000-01 253.00 .5807-01 .7086-01 .7086-01 .9000 .9950-03 .1214-0B .6928 17.01 560.4
196 ,60000 ,50000-01 254,00 .4402-01 .5352-0] .5352-01 .9000 .7543-03 .9171-03 .5340 10.79 548.7
196 .60000 .10000+00 255.00 ,3230-01 .3914-01 .391_-01 .9000 .5534-03 .6706-03 .3976 4.231 538.1
!96 .60000 .20000 856,00 ,8852-02 =I072-0! .1078-0l =9000" o1517-03 o!837-03 .1094 ,9796 535,2
196 ,60000 .40000 257.00 .1774-02 .2148-02 .2148-02 .9000 .3040-04 .3680-04 .2197-0| .1822 534.0
196 .60000 .60000 258.00 .7035-03 .8512-03 .8512-03 .9000 .1205-04 .1459-04 .8725-02 .8145-01 532.8
196 .60000 .85000 260.00 .7514-03 .9084-03 .9084-03 .9000 .128B-04 .1556-04 .9364-02 .7784-01 529.4
196 .60000 .95000 261.00 .5808-08 .7021-02 .7021-02 .9000 .9951-04 .1203-03 .7238-01 .8124 589.3
196 .90000 .60000 274.00 .1610--02 .1946-02 .1946-02 .9000 .2758-04 .3334-04 .2007-01 .1501 529.2
196 .95000 .50000 277.00 .7179-02 .8682-02 .8682-02 .9000 .1230-03 .1488-03 .8929-01 .8011 530.8
197 .95000 .70000 278.00 .1462-02 .1766-02 .1766-08 .9000 .2500-04 .3021-04 .1821-0! .1460 528.3
197 .95000 .80000 279.00 .4421-02 .5343-02 .5343-02 .9000 .7560-04 .9137-04 .5505-0l .4262 528.5
197 .95000 .90000 280.00 .1308-01 .1582-01 .1582-0! .9000 .2238-03 .2705-03 .1628 1.305 529.1
DATE 23 FEB 80 0H848 MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2_68
OH848 60-0 WING UPPER SURFACE (R4URI8)
WING UPPER SURF - PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH " 8.000 ALPHA = 40.00 _ETA = -2.000 ELEVON = .0000
BDFLAP - .0000 SPDBRK - .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG, PSIA OEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO 6 IFT3 IFT2
183 1.005 7.940 39.96 -2.000 205.1 1260. 92.56 .2206-01 .9736 3745. .6433-03 .7449-07
184 .9995 7,940 39.97 -2.001 204.9 1264. 92.86 .2204-01 .9726 3751. .6406-03 .7472-07
RUN HREF STN NO





RUN 2Y/BN XW/CW T/C NO H/HREF HIHREF HIHREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAW) ODOT OTWDT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FTBSEC FT2SEC /SEC
183 .60000 .25000-01 253.00 .6285-01 .7701-01 .7701-01 .9000 .1521-02 .1863-02 1.042 25.39 574.7
183 .60000 .50000-01 254.00 .4838-01 .5897-01 .5897-01 .9000 .1171-02 .1427-02 .8215 16.52 558.0
183 .60000 .IOOQO+O0 255.00 .3691-01 .4478-01 .4478-01 .9000 .8932-03 .I084-02 .6407 6.803 542.4
183 .60000 .BOO00 256.00 .9184-02 .1112-01 .1112-01 .9000 .2222-03 .2692-03 .1605 1.435 537.4
183 .60000 .40000 257.00 .1434-02 .1736-02 .1736-02 .9000 .3470-04 .4202-04 .2511-01 .2080 536.2
183 .60000 .60000 258.00 .7420-03 .8980-03 .8980-03 .9000 .1795-04 .2173-04 .1302-0I .1215 534.4
183 .60000 .75000 259.00 .8890-03 .1087-02 .1087-02 .9000 .2175-04 .2629-04 ,1587-01 .1424 530.2
183 .60000 .85000 260.00 .7742-02 .9366-02 .9366-02 .9000 .1873-03 .2266-03 .1361 1.129 533.3
183 .60000 .95000 261.00 .6687-02 .8079-02 .8079-02 .9000 .1618-03 .1955-03 .1182 1.327 528.9
183 .90000 .60000 274.00 .9656-02 .1167-01 .1167-01 .9000 .2337-03 .2824-03 .1704 1.275 530.2
183 .95000 ,50000 277.00 .2298-0i .2781-01 .2781-01 .9000 .5560-03 .6728-03 .4035 3.614 533.9
184 .95000 .70000 278.00 .1268-01 .1533-01 .1533-0! .9000 .3068-03 .3711-03 .2237 1.789 534.4
184 .95000 .80000 279,00 .6309-02 .7625-02 .7625-02 .9000 .1527-03 .1845-03 .1118 .8649 531.1
184 .95000 .90000 280.00 .1274-01 .1540-01 .1540-01 .9000 .3083-03 .3726-03 .2258 1.808 531.2
) )
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2269
WING UPPER SURF PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH 8.000 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA " -2.000 ELEVON = .OOOO
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK = .0000
**'TEST CONDITIONS'**
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO flU
NUMBER /FT DEG, DEG. PSIA DEG. R BEG. R PSIA PSl FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO 6 _ IFT3 IFT2
174 1.998 7.980 39.98 -2.000 435.? 1305. 94.98 .4536-0l 2.02_ 3813. .12e9-02 .7643-07
175 1.988 7.980 39.99 -2.005 434.9 1308. 95.20 .4528-0| 2.018 3817. .1284-02 .7661-07
RUN HREF STN NO





RUN 2Y/BW XW/CW T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/T0 H(TO) HtTAW} ODOT DTNDT TN
NUMBER R=I.0 R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R OE6o R
TAW/TO FTBSEC FTBSEC FT2SEC /SEC
174 .60000 .25000-01 253.00 .6517-01 .8018-0! .8018-0! .9000 .2286-02 :2813-02 1.593 38.20 608.0
174 .60000 .50000-0l 254.00 .5H72-01 .6688-01, .6688-0! ,9000 .f920-02 .2347-02 1.378 27.3! 587.0
174 .60000 .lO000+O0 255.00 .4245-0! .5140-0! .5140-01 .9000 .f489-02 .IB03-02 I.I17 II.?B 555.0
174 .60000 .20000 256.00 .!150-0! .1389-01 .1389-01 ,9000 .4035-03 .4872-03 .3063 2.728 545.5
174 .60000 .40000 25?.00 .9634-03 .1162-02 .1162-02 .9000 .3380-04 .q078-04 .B576-01 .2128 542.5
174 .60000 .60000 258.00 .1663-02 .2006-02 .2006-02 .9000 .5834-04 .7037-04 .4450-01 .4135 541.9
174 .60000 .75000 258.00 .8783-02 .I059-01 .1059-01 .9000 .3082-03 .3716-03 .2356 B.I03 540.2
174 .60000 .85000 260.00 .1293-01 .1562-01 .1562-01 .9000 .4538-03 .5481-03 ,3440 2.835 546.6
174 .60000 .95000 261.00 .6816-02 .8212-02 .8212-02 .9000 .2391-03 .288!-03 .1836 2.053 536.8
174 .90000 .60000 274.00 .4495-01 .5431-01 .5431-01 .9000 .1577-02 .1905-02 1.19q 8.853 547.4
174 .95000 .50000 277.00 ,4349-01 .5258-01 ;5258-01 .9000 .1526-02 .1845-02 1.152 10.23 549.6
175 .95000 .700GO 278.00 .3277-0l .3963-0! .3863-0! .9000 .1149-02 .1390-02 .8678 6.875 552.5
175 .95000 .80000 279.00 .1076-01 71297-0! .1297-0l .9000 .3775-03 .4550-03 .2897 2.230 540.1
175 .95000 .90000 280.00 .1511-0! .1821-01 .1821-0l .9000 .5298-03 .6385-03 .4070 3.246 539.5
DATE 83 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE _270
OH84B 60-0 WING UPPER SURFACE (R4URIBI
WING UPPER SURF PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH • B.O00 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA = -2,000 ELEVON = .0000
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK = o0000
• **TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT OEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO 6 /FT3 IFT2
90 3.013 7.990 40.02 -2.028 670.6 1320, 95,85 .6925-0I 3.096 3835. .1950-02 .7713-07
93 2.993 7.990 40.02 -2.035 672.1 1328. 96.43 .6941-01 3. I02 3846. .t943-02 .7760-07
RUN HREF STN NO





RUN 2Y/BN XN/CW TIC NO H/HREF HIHREF H/HREF TAW/TO HITO) H(TAW) QDOT DTWDT TN
NUMBER R=I,0 R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTUIR BTU/ DEG. R DEG. RTAW/TO FTBSEC FTBSEC FTBSEC /SEC
90 .60000 .25000-01 253.00 .7005-01 .8698-01 .8698-01 .9000 .3047-02 .3783-02 2.066 48.73 641.6
90 .60000 .50000-01 254.00 .5791-0! .7130-01 .7130-01 .9000 .2518-02 .3101-02 1.769 34.56 617.1
90 .60000 .10000+00 255.00 .3899-01 .4742-01 .4742-01 .BOO0 .1696-02 .2063-02 1.259 13.14 577.2
90 .60000 .20000 256.00 .9523-02 .1154-01 .I154-01 .9000 .4142-03 .5021-03 .3123 2.753 565.7
90 .60000 .40000 257.00 .9536-03 .1034-02 .I034-02 .8000 .3712-04 .4499-04 .2B02-0! .2288 564.9
90 .60000 .60000 BSB.O0 .2976-02 .3606-02 .3606-02 .9000 .1294-03 ,1568-03 .9768-01 .8973 564.8
90 .60000 .75000 259.00 .1286-01 .1557-01 .1557-01 .9000 .5594-03 .6771-03 .4246 3.752 560.7
90 .60000 .85000 260.00 .2996-0! .3645-01 .3645-01 .9000 .1303-02 .1585-02 .9664 7.839 578.1
90 .60000 .95000 261.00 .1415-01 .1710-01 .1710-01 .9000 .6163-03 .7436-03 .4705 5.212 555.0
90 .90000 .60000 274.00 .5893-01 .7155-01 o7155-01 .8000 .2563-02 .3112-02 1.917 14.04 571.5
90 .95000 .50000 277.00 .6361-01 .7746-01 .7746-01 .9000 .2766-02 .3369-02 2.041 17.85 581.8
93 .95000 .70000 278.00 .7348-0] .8907-01 .8907-61 .9000 .3203-02 .3882-02 2.430 19.09 569.0
93 .95000 .80000 279.00 .2611-01 .3140-01 .3140-01 .9000 .1138-02 .1369-02 .8965 6.901 540.0
93 .95000 .90000 280.00 .2357-01 .2835-01 .2835-01 .9000 .1027-02 .1236-02 .8101 6.461 539.3
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2271
OH84B 60-0 WING UPPER SURFACE (R4URBI)
WING UPPER SURF PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = B.O00 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA - -I.000 ELEVON - .0000
BDFLAP - .0000 SPDBRK - .0000
*'*TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RI-IO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA OEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 5 /FT3 /FT2
193 .5035 7.900 39.99 -1.006 99.91 1248. 92.54 .1110-0! .485I 3726. .3238-03 .7447-07
194 .5043 7.900 39.98 -1.003 100.4 1251. 92.77 .1116-01 .4876 3730. .3247-03 .7465-07
RUN HREF STN NO





RUN 2YIBW XW/CW TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO HtTO) H(TAW) ODOT DTNDT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R-O.9 R- BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FTBSEC FT2SEC FTBS£C /SEC
193 .60000 .25000-01 253.00 .5818-01 .7132-01 .7132-01 .9000 .9920-03 .1216-02 ,6717 16.41 570.5
193 .60000 .50000-01 254.00 .4517-01 .5510-01 .5510-01 .9000 .7702-03 .g395-03 .5333 10.74 555.3
193 .60000 .I0000+00 255.00 .3538-01 .4297-01 .4297-01 .9000 .6033-03 .7326-03 .4264 4.531 540.8
193 .60000 .20000 256.00 .9278-02 .1125-01 .1125-01 .9000 .1582-03 .1918-03 .1127 1.008 535.5
193 .60000 .40000 257.00 .1631-02 .1976-02 .1976-02 .9000 .2781-04 .3370-04 .1986-01 .1648 533.6
193 .60000 .60000 258.00 .7136-03 ,8643-03 .8643-03 ,9000 .1217-04 .1474-04 .8703-02 .6127-0| 532.4
193 .60000 .85000 260.00 .1284-02 .1554-02 .1554-02 .9000 .2190-04 .2651-04 .1573-01 .1307 529.6
193 .60000 .95000 261.00 .7150-02 .8656-02 .8656-02 .9000 .1219-03 .1476-03 .8741-01 .9803 530.7
193 .90000 .60000 274.00 .1485-02 .1796-02 .1796-02 .9000 .2532-04 .3063-04 .1822-01 .1364 528.1
193 .95000 .50000 277.00 .7812-02 .9457-02 .9457-02 .9000 .1332-03 .1613-03 .9555-01 .8574 530.4
194 .95000 .70000 278.00 .1207-02 .1460-02 .1460-02 ,9000 .2065-04 .2497-04 .1494-01 .1198 527.5
194 .95000 .BOO00 279.00 .4240-02 .5127-02 .5127-02 .9000 .7251-04 .8768-04 .5242-01 .4061 527.7
194 .95000 .90000 280.00 .1274-0I .1541-01 .1541-01 .9000 .2179-03 .2636-03 .1574 1.263 528.3
DATE 23 FEB BO OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2272
OHB4B 60-0 WING UPPER SURFACE fR4UR21)
NING UPPER SURF PARAMETRIC'DATA
MACH = B.O00 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA - -I.000 ELEVON - .0000
BDFLAP = ;0000 SPDBRK = .0000
''*TEST CONDITIONS*'*
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO HU
NUHBER /FT DEC. DEC. PSIA DEC. R DEC. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO 6 /FT3 /FT2
180 !.'002 7.940 39.98 -I.002 205.I 1263. 92.78 .2206-01 .9736 3749. .6418-03 .7466-07
181 .9950i ' 7.940 39.97 -1.003 203.7 1262. 98.71 .2191-0| .9670 3748. .6379-03 .7460-07
RUN HREF STN NO
NUMBER BTU/ R REF(R)
FTBSEC =.0175 - _
180 .2421-01 .4055-0I .......
IBl .2412-01 .4057-01
*''TEST DATA **_
RUN 2Y/BN XW/CN T/C NO H/HI_EF HIHMLP M/I'III_Lr IAM¢IV nLIV, n_l_, _u. u,_l ,
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTUI DEC. R DEC. RTAN/TO FT2SEC FTBSEC FTBSEC /SEC
180 .60000 .BSO00-Ol 253.00 .651B-01 .7997-0I .7997-0| .9000 .157B-02 .]936-02 1,077 26.20 5?8.8
IBO .60000 .50000-01 254.00 .5089-01 .6209-01 .6209-01 .9000 .1232-02 .1503-02 .8622 17.30 562.7
180 .60000 .10000+00 255.00 .3902-01 .4737-01 .4737-0| .9000 .9445-03 .I147-02 .6764 7.167 546.5
180 .60000 .20000 256.00 .9656-02 .llTO-OI .IITO-Ol .9000 .2337-03 .2833-03 .1687 1.506 540.8
180 .60000 .40000 257.00 .1340-02 .1623-02 :1623-02 .9000 .3243-04 .3929-04 .2346-01 .1940 539.4
180 .60000 .60000 258.00 .8830-03 .1069-02 .1069-02 .9000 .2137-04 .2589-04 .1548-01 .1441 538.4
180 .60000 .75000 259.00 .1017-02 .1231-0B .1231-02 .BOO0 .2462-04 .2979-04 .1792-01 .1605 534.8
180 .60000 .85000 260.00 .78g0-02 .9555-02 .9555-0B .9000 .1910-03 .2313-03 .1383 1.145 538.3
180 .60000 .95000 261.00 .7031-02 .8505-0B .8505-02 .9000 .|702-03 .B059-03 .1240 1.388 534.1
180 .90000 .60000 274.00 .1194-01 .1445-01 .1445-01 .9000 .2890-03 .3498-03 .2101 1.566 535.8
180 .95000 .50000 277.00 .2175-0I .2635-01 .B635-01 .9000 ,5265-03 .6379-03 .3807 3.400 539.?
181 .95000 .70000 278.00 .1410-0! ,t708-01 .1708-01 .9000 .3402-03 .4119-03 .L_467 1.970 536.7
181 .95000 .80000 278.00 .7027-02 .8499-02 .8499-02 .9000 .1695-03 .2050-03 .1235 .9542 533.0
181 .95000 .90000 280.00 .1271-01 .1537-0I .1537-01 --'9000 .3066-03 .3709-03 .2234 1.788 533.0
: )
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH848 MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2273
OH848 60-0 WING UPPER SURFACE fR4URBI)
WING UPPER SURF PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA " "I.000 ELEVON - .0000
BDFLAP = .O00O SPDBRK - .0000
**'TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P 0 V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT DEG. OEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO 6 /FT3 /FT2
168 2.006 7.980 40.02 -1.016 435.8 1302. 94.76 .4537-01 2.023 3808. .129_-02 .7626-07
169 2.008 7.980 40.02 -I.013 435.3 1300. 94.62 .4532-01 E.020 3805. .1293-02 .7614-07
• RUN HREF 6TN NO





RUN 2Y/BW XW/CW TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAW) ODOT DTWDT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R-O.9 R- BTU/R BTUIR BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAW/TO• FT2SEC FTBSEC FTBSEC ISEC
168 .60000 .25000-0I 253.00 .6686-01 .8275-01 .8275-01 .9000 .2345-02 .2902-02 I.F90 37.83 623.7
168 .60000 .50000-01 254.00 .5644-01 .6931-01 .6931-01 .9000 .1980-02 .2431-02 1.368 27.32 600.7
168 .60000 olOOO0+O0 255J00 .N4BO-OI .5444-01 .5444-01 .9000 .1571-02 .1910-02 1.155 12.1l 566.8
168 .60000 .20000 256.00 .1246-01 .1509-01 oi509-0! ,9000 .4370-03 ,5293-03 .3262 2.891 555.2
168 .60000 .40000 257.00 .8336-03 .IOOB-02 .I008-02 .9000 .2924-04 .3536-04 .2197-01 .1807 550.3
168 .60000 .60000 ' 258.00 .2323-02 .2809-02 .2809-02 .9000 .8146-04 .9853-04 .6122-01 .5665 550.2
168 .60000 .75000 259.00 .9665-02 .1171-0! .1171-01 .9000 .3397-03 .4t08-03 .2554 2.270 549.7
168 .60000 .65000 260.00 .1396-01 .1692-01 .1692-01 .9000 .4895-03 ,.5936-03 .3636 2.977 559.0
168 .60000 .95000 261.00 .8763-02 .1060-01 ;1060-01 .9000 .3074-03 .3717-03 .231E 2.568 549.5
168 .90000 .60000 274.00 .4892-01 .5935-01 .5935-01 .9000 .1716-02 .2082-02 1.271 9.362 560.8
166 .95000 .50000 277,00 .5388-0l .6566-0I -6556-01 .9000 .1890-02 .2299-02 1.381 12.14 571.0
169 .95000 .70000 278.00 .6278-01 .7652-01 .7652-01 .9000 .2200-02 .2682-02 1.593 12.47 575.7
169 .95000 .80000 279.00 .2498-01 .3023-01 .3023-01 .9000 ,8755-03 .1059-02 .6557 5.021 560.7
169 .95000 .90000 280.00 .2086-01 ,2522-01 .2522-01 .9000 .7311-03 .8839-03 .5500 4.368" 547.5
DATE 23 FEB BO OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEOC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE e274
OHB4B 60-0 WING UPPER SURFACE (R4URBI)
WING UPPER SURF PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = B.OOO ALPHA • 40.00 BETA • -1.000 ELEVON = .0000
.,: " BDFLAP = .OOOO SPDBRK = .0000
***TEST coNDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RMO PILl
NUMBER /FT :_ BEG. BEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO S l'" /FT3 IFT2
86 3.010 7.990 40.08 -t.034 669.1 1319. 95.78 ,6910-0I 3.088 3833. .1947-02 ,7707-07
88 3.008 7,990 40.09 -1.038 670.2 1321. 95.92 .6921-01 3;093 3836. .1947-02 .7719-07
RuN HREF cT_,_,,,,.._'n
NUMBER BTUi R ' '
FT2SEC =.0175
. 8_ .4_44-0! ._33 _-n!
BB .4348-01 .2339-01
***TEST DATA***
RUN 2YIBN XWICN TIC NO HIHREF HIHREF HIHREF TAW/TO HITO_ HITAN) QOOT DTWDT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ BEG. R DEG. RTAW/TO FT2SEC FTBSEC FT2SEC ISEC
96 .60000 .25000-01 253.00 .6980-01 .8673-01 .8673-01 .BOOO .3032-02 .3767-02 2.049 48.29 643.0
86 .60000 .50000-01 254.00 .5764-01 .7096-01 .7096-01 .9000 .2504-02 .3082-02 t.759 34.37 616.1
86 .60000 .10000+00 255.00 .3767-01 .4579-01 .4579o01 .9000 .1636-02 .1989-02 !.217 12.71 574.9
86 .60000 .20000 256.00 .9430-02 .1142-01 .1142-0! .BOO0 .4096-03 .4962-03 .3095 2.732 563.1
96 .60000 .40000 257.00 .8616-03 .!043-02 .1043-02 .9000 .3743-04 .4531-04 .2835-01 .2320 561.1
86 .60000 .60000 258.00 .3017-02 .3652-02 .3652-02 .9000 .1310-03 .1586-03 .9932-01 .Sl42 560.7
86 .60000 .75000 259.00 .1345-01 .1627-01 .1627-01 .90OO .5842-03 .7066-03 .4449 3.938 557.2
86 .60000 .B500O 260.00 .28BI-01 .3504-01 .3504-01 .9000 .1251-02 .1522-02 .9287 7.539 , 576.5
86 .60000 .95000 261.00 .1391-0! .1680-01 .lSBO-Ol .9000 .6040-03 .7298-03 .462l 5.122 553.7
• 86 .90000 .60000 274.00 .5976-01 .7251-01 .7251-01 .BOO0 .2596-02 .3149-02 1.948 14.29 568.4
86 .95000 .50000 277.00 .6547-0l .7971-01 .7971-01 .9000 .2844;02 .3462-02 2.098 18.36 580.7
BB .95000 .70000 278.00 .6839-01 .833g-ol .8339-01 .9000 .2974-02 .3626-02 2.184 17.01 586.4
88 .95000 .BOO00 279.00 .2724-01 .3293-01 .3293-01 .9000 .1184-02 .1432-02 .9047 6.905 556.9
"i: : : 88 .95000 .90000 280.00 .2524-01 .3049-01 .3049-0|. .9000 .I097-02 .1326-02 .8406 6.652 554.7
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH848 MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2275
OH849 60-0 NtNG UPPER SURFACE fR4UR22)
WING UPPER SURF PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA • .0000 ELEVON " .0000
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK = .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L HACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P 0 V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO 6 /FT3 /FT2
17 .5042 7.900 40.02 -.3159-02 99.80 1246. 92.40 .lI09-OI .4846 3723. .3240-03 .'/_35-07
18 .5054 7.900 40.00 -.3140-02 100.3 1248. 92.54 .llI4-Ol .4869 3726. .3250-03 .7447-07
RUN HREF STN NO





RUN 2Y/BN XN/CN T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN) ODOT DTNDT IN
NUMBER R=I.O R=O.8 R= BTUIR BTU/R 6TU/ DEG. R D£6. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FTBSEC FTBSEC ISEC
17 .60000 .25000-0l 253.00 .5953-0! .7286-0! .7286-01 .9000 .1014-02 .1241-02 .6907 16.92 564.7
17 .60000 .50000-01 254.00 .4326-01 .5276-01 .5276-01 .9000 .7370-03 .B989-03 .5097 10.27 554.0
17 .60000 ,10000+00 255.00 .2816-01 .3425-01 .3425-0I .9000 .4798-03 .5836-03 .336! 3.564 545,1
17 .60000 .20000 256.00 .7811-02 .9495-02 .9495-02 .9000 .1331-03 .1618-03 .9344-01 .B329 543.5
i7 .60000 .40000 25_.00 .1595-02 .1938-02 .1938-02 .9000 .2717-04 .3302-04 .1910-01 .I577 542.8
17 .60000 .60000 258.00 .8262-03 .1004-02 .I004-02 .9000 .1408-04 .1710-04 .9918-0B .9221-0l 541.l
17 .60000 .85000 260.00 .5416-02 .6574-02 .6574-02 .9000 .9228-04 .II20-03 .6528-01 .5402 538.2
17 .60000 .95000 261.00 .7150-02 .R671-02 .8671-02 .9000 .1218-03 .1477-03 .8652-01 .9680 535.4
17 .90000 .60000 274.00 .6312-02 .7663-02 .7663-02 .9000 .1075-03 .1306-03 .7601-01 .5659 538.9
17 .95000 .50000 277.00 .1787-01 .2170-01 .2170-01 .9000 .3044-03 .3697-03 .2146 1.914 541.0
18 .95000 .70000 278.00 .I018-01 .1235-01 .1235-01 .9000 .1739-03 .2109-03 .1235 .9856 537.5
IB .95000 .80000 279.00 .5500-02 .6667-02 .6667-02 .9000 ; .9395-04 .1139-03 .6692-01 .5164 535.4
18 .95000 .90000 280.00 .1379-01 .1672-01 .1672-01 .9000 .2356-03 .2857-03 .t679 1.341 535.3
DATE 23 FEB BO OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEOC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2276
0H84B 60-0 WING UPPER SURFACE flOUR22)
WING UPPERSURF PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = B.O00 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA " .0000 ELEVON = .GO00
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK = .0000
!
• ***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PG TO T P O V RHO MU '
NUMBER /FT DEC. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 /FT3 /FT2
33 1.016 7.940 40.01 .1050-02 206.6 1257. 92.34 .2223-01 .9808 3740. .6496-03 .7431-07
34 1.029 7.940 39.99 .1042-02 208.4 ]254. 92.12 .2242-0I .9894 3756. .6568-03 .7413-07
RUN HREF STN NO
NUMBER 9TU/ R REF(R
:. 33 .2428-01 .4028-0i
X_ .P4X7-OI .4005-0i
**'TEST DATA***
_IIN _YIRN XW/CW I/C NO H/HREF HiHREF H/HREF TAW/T0 _,T_, u,TA,.Lt rW_'_T nTU_T TU
NU,4BER R=I.O R-O.9 R= 8TU/R 8TU/R BTu/ Ot7.@. R C,'_G. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC
33 .60000 .25000-0! 253,00 .6023-01 .7384-01 .7384-01 .9000 .1462-02 .i793-02 .9973 24.31 674.7
33 .60000 .50000-01 254.00 .4417-01 .5386-01 .5386-01 .9000 .|072m02 .130B'02 .7493 15.07 558.0
33 .60000 .10000+00 255.00 .2739-0I .3324-0J .3324-01 .9000 .6650-03 .8071-03 .4748 5.040 542.7
33 .60000 .20000 256.00 .7651-02 .9273-02 .9273-02 .9000 .1957-03 .2251-03 .1334 1.192 538.4
33 .60000 .40000 257.00 .1154-02 .1399-02 .I399-02 .9000 .2803-04 .3396-04 .2017-0I .1670 537.2
33 .60000 .60000 258.00 .9482-03 .1149-02 .1149-02 .9000 .2302-04 .2789-04 .1656-01 .1543 537.1
33 ,60000 .75000 259.00 ,1567-03 .1897-03 .1897-03 .9000 .3803-05 .4605-05 .2743-02 .2456-0! 535.3
33 .60000 .85000 260.00 .1089-01 .1321-01 .1321-01 .9000 .2643-03 .3208-03 .1886 1.557 542.9
33 .60000 .95000 261,00 .7650-02 .9270-02 .9270-02 .9000 .1857-03 .2250-03 .1336 1.493 537.4
33 .90000 .60000 274.00 .1868-01 .2266-0! .2266-01 .9000 .4536-03 .5500-03 .3253 2.421 539.6
33 .95000 .50000 277.00 .3055-0I .3709-01 .3709-01 .9000 .7417-03 .9005-03 .5284 4.709 544.E
34 .95000 .70000 278.00 .2377-01 .2891-01 .2891-01 .9000 .5794-03 .7047-03 .4084 3.242 548.7
34 .95000 .BOO00 279.00 .9613-02 .1167-01 .1167-01 .9000 .2343-03 .2845-03 .1665 1.280 542.8
34 .95000 .90000 280.00 .1618-0! .1954-01 .1964-01 .9000 .3943-03 .4787-03 .2803 2.232 542.7
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHS4B MODEL BO-O IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2E77
OH84B 60-0 WING UPPER SURFACE (R4UR22_
WING UPPER SURF PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH " B.O00 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA " .0000 ELEVON = .0000
BDFLAP - .0000 SPDBRK = .0000
*"TEST CONDITIONS ,*o
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P 0 V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO 6 IFT3 IFTB
• 74 2.011 7,980 40.05 -.1426-06 436.5 1301. 94.69 .4544-01 2.026 3807. .1295-02 .7620-07
.. 75 2.004 7.980 40.04 -.1423-06 434.9 1301. 94.69 .4527-_1 2.018 3807. .1291-02 .7620-07
.... ' RUN HREF STN NO





RUN BY/BW XW/CN TiC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO HITO; H(TAW) ODOT DTNDT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R 8TU/R BTUI. DEG. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC " ISEC
74 .60000 .25000-0] 253.00 .6698-01 .8258-01 .8258-01 .9000 ,2351-02 .,L-_898-02 1.619 38.73 612.2
74 .60000 .50000-01 254.00 .5002-01 .6119-01 .6119-01 .9000 .1756-02 .214B-OB 1.251 _'_4.78 588.1
74 .60000 .10000+00 255.00 .2985-01 .3621-0l .3621-01 .9000 .1048-02 .IB71-02 .7753 8.157 560.6
74 .60000 ._nnnO 256.00 .9411-02 .1140-01 .1140-01 .9000 .3303-03 .4002-03 .2459 2.178 556.3
74 ,60000 .4OUUU 257.00 .7279-03 .8818-03 .8818-03 .9000 .2555-04 .3095-04 .1904-01 .1562 555.5
74 .60000 ._000_ 258.00 .1138-02 .1378-02 .1378-02 .9000 .3994-04 .4835-04 .2985-01 .2758 553.3
74 .60000 ." .... " 259.00 .6785-02 .8201-02 .8201-02 .9000 .2381-03 .2878-03 .1793 1.595 547.6
74 .60000 .85. 260.00 .2009-01 .2437-0I .2437-01 .9000 .7051-0S .8554-03 .5219 4.271 560.4
74 .BOO00 .9500b 261.00 .1067-01 .1289-01 .1289-01 .9000 .3745-03 .4522-03 .2834 3.157 543.9
74 .90000 .60000 274.00 .4384-01 .5313-01 .5313-01 .9000 .1539-02 .1865-02 1.145 8.451 556,5
74 .95000 .50000 277.00 .5310-01 .6451-01 .6451-01 .9000 .1864-02 .2264-02 1.370 12.08 565.6
75 .95000 .70000 278.00 .5272-01 .6405-01 .6405-01 .9000 .1847-02 .2244-02 1.358 10.69 565.4
75 .95000 .80000 279.00 .2093-01 .2529.-Pl ,2529-01 .9000 .7331-03 .8858-03 .5528 4.241 546.6
75 .95000 .90000 280.00 .2279-01 .2753-01 .2753-01 .9000 .7984-03 .9645-03 .6031 4.796 545.3
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2278
OH84B 60-0 NING UPPER SURFACE {R4UR22)
WING UPPER SURF PARAMETRIC DATA
:'! HACH • 8.000 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA - .OOOO ELEVON - .0000
BOFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK = ".0000
"'*TEST COh_ITIONS'*"
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RICO HU
NUMBER /FT DZO. DEG. P_IA DEG. R D_G. R _IA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-EC
XIO 6 /FT3 /FT2
83 3.029 7.990 40.06 -.1434-06 670.3 1315, 95.49 .692_-01 3.093 3827. .1957-02 .7684-07
84 3.017 7.990 40.07 .2139-02 669.8 1318. 95.71 .6917-01 3.09! 3832. .1951-02 .7701-07
RUN HREF STN NO





RUN 2Y/B_ XW/CN TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAW} ODOT DTWDT TN
NUMBER R=I 0 R=0.9 R = ¢_lu# r_........ Diu, ne" _'_" '",,,,, vr-ve_'e'_R n¢-_. • R- - • w_v •
TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT25EC /5EC
83 .60000 .26000-0i 253.00 .7173-0I .891_-0! .8912-01 .BOO0 .3117-02 .3872-02 2.100 N9.55 641.0
83 .60000 .50000-0! _54.00 .5873-01 .7222-0! .7222-0I °9000 .255c?.-0; _ .3138-02 I.'/96 36. IB 610.9
83 .60000 ,10000+00 E55.00 .3381-01 .4104-01 .4104-01 .9000 .|469-02 .1783-02 I.OCJ? 11.50 568.0
83 .60000 .PO000 256.00 .9805-02 .II67"01 .!187-01 .9000 .4261-03 .5156-03 .3227 2.856 557.4
83 .60000 .40000 257.00 .8791-03 .1063-02 .I063-08 .9000 .3820-04 .4620-04 .2901~01 .2380 555.2
83 .60000 .60000 258.00 .1383-02 .1672-02 .1672-02 .9000 .6009-04 .7264-04 .4573-0! .4225 553.6
83 .60000 .75000 259.00 ,1336-01 .1614-01 .1614-01 .9000 .5806-03 .7014-03 .4432 3.936 55!.2
83 .60000 .85000 260.00 .2684-01 .3262-0_, .3262-01 .9000 . I t66-02 .1418-02 .8656 7.040 572.6
,93 .60000 .95000 261.00 ._375-01 .268,9-01 .16C_0-01 .9000 .697h'-03 .72_2-03 ._,575 5.,DBu_ 5_8.9
83 .90000 .60000 274.00 .6252-01 .7576-01 .7578-01 .9000 .2716-02 .3293-02 2.040 15.00 563.8
83 .95000 .50000 277.00 ,7151-01 .8710-01 .8710-0! .9000 .3107-02 .3785-02 2.283 19.98 580.1
84 .95000 .70000 278.00 .7547-0] .9204-01 .9204-0| .9000 .3280-02 .3999-02 2,402 18.72 585.4
84 .95000 .80000 279.00 .2982-01 .3605-01 .3605-01 .9000 .1296-02 .1566"-02 .9885 7.553 554.8
84 .95000 .90000 280.00 .2743-01 .3314-01 .3314-01 .9000 . 1192-02 .1440-02 .9117 7.222 552.8
DATE 23 FEB BO OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEOC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2279
0H84B 60-0 WING UPPER SURFACE (R_UR22)
WING UPPER SURF PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH • 8.000 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA " .0000 ELEVON = .0000
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK = .0000
**'TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSl FT/SEC SLUGS L2-SEC
XlO 6 /FT3 IFT2
146 3.671 B.O00 40.07 -.I071-02 851.7 1354. 98.09 .8724-01 3.908 3884. .L_.oO0-02 .7893-07
147 3.672 8.000 40.10 -.2161-02 850.8 1353. 98.02 .8715-0! 3.904 3883. .2400-02 .7888-07
RUN HREF STN NO





RUN BY/BW XW/CW T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF HIHREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAW) ODOT DTWDT TW
NUMBER R=i.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R 6TU/R BTUI DEG. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FTBSEC FTBSEC FTBSEC ISEC
145 .60000 .25000-01 253.00 ,q558-01 .9425-01 .9425-01 .9000 .3710-02 .4627-02 2.536 59.00 670.3
146 .60000 .50000-01 254.00 .6505-01 .8015-01 ,9015-0] .9000 .3193-02 .3935-02 2m295 44.43 635,2
146 .60000 .10000+00 255.00 .5133--01 6228--01 .6228--01 .9000 .2520"02 ,3057--02 1.940 20.18 583.?
146 .60000 .20000 256.00 .1808-01 .2187-01 .2187-0] .9000 .8875-03 .1073-02 .6935 6.093 572.3
146 .60000 .40000 257.00 .1394-02" .1685-02 _1685-02 .9000 .6844-04 .8271-04 .5372-01 .4378 568.8
146 .60000 .6C900 258.00 .2945-02 .3557-02 .3557-02 .9000 .i445-03 .i746-03 .I|37 1.043 567.2
146 .60000 .75000 259.00 .2473-01 .2988-01 .2988-0] .9000 ,1214-02 .1467-02 .9519 8.375 569.4
[46 .50000 .85000 260.00 .4234-01 .5145-01 .5145-01 .9000 .2078-02 .2526-02 1.589 12.82 589.2
146 .60000 .95000 261.00 .2037-0l .2455-01 .2455-01 .9000 .I000-02 .1205-02 .7948 8.788 558.9
146 .90000 .60000 274.00 .8112-01 .9841-01 .9841-01 .90nO .3982-02 .4831-02 3.069 22.35 583.0
146 .95000 .50000 277.00 .7756-01 ,9456-01 .9456-0| .9000 .3808-02 .4642-02 2.867 24.84 600.7
147 .95000 .70000 278.00 .9904-01 .1212 .1212 .9000 .4859-02 .5948-02 3.590 27.59 613.8
147 .85000 .80000 279.00 ,4258-01 ,5136-01 .5136-01 .9000 .2089-02 .2520-02 1.652 12.58 561.8
147 .95000 .90000 280.00 .3135-01 ,3775-0! .3775-01 ,9000 .1538-08 .1852-02 1.229 9.730 553.7
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL SO-O IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2280
• OHB4B SO-O WING UPPER SURFACE (R4UR24)
WING uPPER SURF PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA - .0000 £LEVON - .0000
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK • .0000
_*oTEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L HACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P G V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT OEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XtO 6 /FT3 /FT2
87 3.025 7.990 40.25 .9099-02 670. I I316. 95.56 .6920-0! 3.092 3829. .1955-02 .7690-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN 2Y/BH XW/CW TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAN} ODOT DTWDT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEO. RTAWiTO FT2_EC rT2SEC FTBSEC !SEC
87 .95000 .70000 278.00 .7313-01 .8922-01 .8922-01 °9000 ,3178-02 .3877-02 2.3i9 i8.07 585.9
B3 .9500G .80000 279.00 .29!5-0! o3525-0! .3525-01 .9000 .1267-02 ,1532-02 .963t 7.356 555.4
87 .95000 .90000 280.00 .2696-0! o3259-01 .3259-01 .9000 .1172-02 .1416-02 .8925 7.066 553.9
DATE 23 FEB BO OHB4B MODEL BO-O IN THE AEOC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE _L=B!
OHB4B 60-0 WING UPPER SURFACE (R4URB5)
WING UPPER SURF PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = g.O00 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA - 1.000 ELEVON = .DO00
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK = .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. OEG. PSIA DEG. R DEO. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO 6 /FT3 /FT2
21 .5073 7,900 40.03 1.042 IOl.l 1252. 92.84 .1124-01 .49t0 3732. .326B-03 .7471-07
22 .5090 7.900 40.03 1.039 101.5 1252. 92.84 .ll2B-Ol .4927 3732. .3279-03 .7471-07
RUN HREF STN NO





RUN 2Y/BN XN/CN T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H{TAN) QDOT DTWDT TW
NUMBER R=I.D R=O.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FTBSEC FT2SEC FTBSEC /SEC
21 .60000 .25000-0! 253.00 .6255-01 .7646-01 .7646-01" .9000 .1074-02 .1313-02 .7386 IB. lO 563.8
21 .60000 .50000-01 254.00 .4563-01 .5556-01 .5556-01 .9000 .7832-03 .9538-03 .5483 11.06 551.6
21 .60000 .10000+00 255.00 ,299B-01 .3636-01 .3636-01 .9000 .5142-03 .6242-03 .3653 3.B80 541.3
21 .60000 .20000 256.00 .8351-02 .1013-01 .lOl3-OI .9000 .1433-03 .173S-03 .1021 .9t23 539.2
21 .60000 .40000 257.00 .I661-02 .2015-02 .2015-02 .9000 .2851-04 .3458-04 .2032-01 .1682 538.6
21 .60000 .60000 258.00 .9791-03 .llBT-02 .I187-02 .9000 .1681-04 .203B-04 .120t-OI .1118 537.3
2! .60000 .B5000 260.00 .5587-02 .6769-02 ,6769-02 .9000 .9590-04 .II62-03 .6874-01 .569B 534.9
21 .60000 .95000 261.00 .7384-02 .B940-02 .B940-02 .9000 .1267-03 .1535-03 .9117-01 1.022 532.4
BI .90000 .BOO00 274.00 .7169-02 .86B1-02 .B681-02 .9000 .1231-03 .I490-03 .8844-01 .6604 533.!
BI .95000 .50000 277.00 .1835-01 .2224-01 .2224-01 .9000 .3150-03 .3B17-03 .2256 B.OI9 535.7
22 .95000 .70000 278.00 .1106-01 .1342-01 .1342-0| .9000 .1902-03 .2307-03 .135B 1.084 537.8
22 .95000 .BOO00 279.00 .6101-02 .7393-02 _7393-02 .gO00 .1049-03 .1271o03 .7512-01 .5796 535.5
22 .95000 .90000 280.00 .1441-01 .1746-01 .1746-01 .9000 .2477-03 .3002-03 .1774 1.417 535.8
DATE 23 FEB BO OHB4B MODEL BO-O IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2E82
OHB4B 60-0 WING UPPER SURFACE {R4UR25}
WING UPPER SURF PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA - 1.000 ELEVON - .OOO0
BDFLAP = .O000 SPDBRK = .0000
"**TEST CONDITIONS**"
RUN RNIL MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. OEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO 6 /FT3 /FT2
36 1.022 7.940 40.06 l=Ol7 207.1 1254. 92.12 .222B-0l .9832 3736. .6528-03 .7413-07
37 l.O2I 7.940 40.06 1.019 207.3 1256. 92.27 =2230-01 .9842 3739. .6523-03 .7425-07
RUN HREF STN NO





ottM PY/_W XWICW TIC NO HIHREF Hih_EF H/HREF TAW/TO u,T_t H{TAR) Ca3vO,_T nTunT TU
NUPE-R R=I.O R=O.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R 8TU/ C_,G. R O£G. R
TAW/TO FTBSEC FTBSEC FTBSEC /SEC
36 _60000 ,25000-01 253.00 ,6384-01 .7848-01 .784B-01 .9000 .1551-02 .1907-02 1.042 &_5.32 5B_,7
38 .60000 .50000-01 254.00 ' .4722-01 .5771-01 .5771-0I .9000 .I147-02 .|402-02 .7909 15.86 564.3
36 .60000 ,I0000+00 255.00 .B940-01 .3576-01 .3576-01 .9000 .7143-03 .B68B-03 .5034 5.327 548.9
36 .60000 .20000 256.00 .8399-02 .1021-0I .102I-OI .9000 .2041-03 .24B0-03 .1444 1.285 546.0
36 .60000 .40000 257.00 .1042-02 .1266-02 .1266-02 .9000 .2532-04 .3077-04 .1792-01 ,147B 545.9
36 .60000 .60000 258.00 .8_93-03 .1020-02 .1020-02 .9000 .2039-04 .2477-04 .1446-01 .1342 544.7
36 .60000 .75000 259.00 .5438_03 .6597-03 .6597-03 .9000 .1321-04 .1603-04 .9435-02 .8427-01 539.6
36 .60000 .85000 260.00 .1142-01 ..1387-0I .1387-01 .9000 .2774-03 .3371-03 .1963 1.618 546.0
36 .50000 .95000 261.00 .9121-02 .tlOB-Ol .1106-01 .9000 .2216-03 .B687-03 .I585 1.771 538.3
36 .9OOOO .60000 274.00 ,19]I-0! .2323-0] .2323-01 .9000 .4643-03 .5644-03 .3285 2.437 546.2
36 .95000 :50000 277.00 .3189-Ol .3880-01 .3880-01 .9000 .7747-03 .9428-03 .5448 4.840 550.4
37 .95000 .70000 278.00 .2423-01 .2947-01 .2947-0I I .9000 .5890-03 .7165-03 .4155 3.296 550.2
37 .95000 .80000 279.00 .1023-01 .1243-01.1243-01 .9000 .2488-03 .3022-03 .177| 1.361 544.0
37 .95000 .90000 280.00 .1728-01 .2097-01 .2097-01.9000 .4201-03 .5100-03 .299B a.3BI 543.4
i )
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2283
OHB4B 60-0 WING UPPER SURFACE fR4UR25)
WING UPPER SURF PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = B.O00 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA • t.O00 ELEVON • .0000
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK • .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P 0 V RHO flU
NUMBER /FT DEC. DEG. PSIA DEGo R DEGo R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO 6 /FT3 IFT2
71 1.998 7.980 40.08 1.028 434.2 1302. 94.76 .4520-01 2.015 3808. .1287-02 .7626-07
72 2.004 7.980 40.09 1.028 435.4 1302. 94.76 .4533-01 2.021 3808. .1291-02 .7626-07
RUN HREF STN NO





RUN 2Y/BW XNICW T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAW) ODOT DTNDT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=O.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ OEG. R DE6. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
71 .60000 .25000-0! 253.00 .6872-01 .84BI-01 .8481-01 .9000 .2406-02 .2969-02 1.650 39.43 615.?
71 .60000 .50000~01 254.00 .5145-01 .6296-01 .6296-01 .9000 .1BOl-02 .2204-02 1.282 _'_5.37 590.0
71 .60000 .10000+00 255.00 .3125-01 .3791-01 .3791-01 .9000 .1094-02 .1327-02 .8106 8.527 560.8
71 .60000 .20000 256.00 .9584-02 .1161-01 .1161-01 .9000 .3355-03 .4065-03 .2502 2.217 555.9
?I .60000 .40000 257.00 .6668-03 .8076-03 .8076-03 .9000 .2334-04 .2827-04 .1743-01 .I430 555.0
71 .50000 .50000 258.00 .9420-03 .!!40-02 .!!40-05 .9000 .3298-04 .3992-04 .2470-0! .2282 552,9
71 .60000 .75000 259.00 .7405-02 .B949-02 .8949-02 .9000 .2592-03 .3133-03 .1956 1.740 547.3
71 .60000 .85000 260.00 .1927-01 .2338-01 .2338-01 .9000 ,6746-03 .8185-03 .4995 h.OB6 561.3
71 .60000 .95000 261.00 .1090-01 .1316-01 .1316-01 .9000 .3816-03 .4608-03 ,2890 3.219 544.2
71 .90000 .60000 274.00 .4577-01 .5546-01 .5546-01 .9000 .1602-02 .1942-02 1.194 B.815 556.3
71 .95000 .50000 277.00 .5654-01 .6872-01 .6872-01 .9000 .1980-02 .24,06-02 1.454 12.81 567.1
72 .95000 .70000 278.00 .5473-01 .6656-0I .6656-01 .9000 .1919-02 .2333-02 1.405 11.04 569.2
72 ;95000 .80000 279.00 .2220-01 .2695-01.2685-01 .9000 .7784-03 .9414-03 .5851 4.481 550.0
72 .95000 .90000 280.00 .2383-01 .2881-01 .2881-01 .9000 .8354-03 .1010-02 .6290 4.993 548.7
DATE 23 FEB BO 0H848 MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEOC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2c_B4
OHB4B 60-0 HING UPPER SURFACE {R4URB6)
WING UPPER SURF PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA = 2.000 ELEVON = .0000
BOFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK = .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG, PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FTISEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 /FT3 IFT2
24 .5075 7.900 39._9 2.018 101.2 1252. 92.84 .1124-01 .4912 3732. .3269-03 .7471-0?
25 .5071 7.900 39.99 2.019 101.0 1251. 92.77 .1122-0! °4903 3730. .3265-03 ,7465-07
RUN HREF _'o,,_ NO
NUMBER BTUI R REFiR)
FT2SEC =.0175
24 .I7t7-0! .5676-0I
--- , . _7- w=
***TEST DATA *_*
RUN 2Y/BN XW/CH T,_ .,_10 w/w_r H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO N{TD) .,,._.,u'v*t f'_,ny nTUr_T TM
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R B_U/R BTU/ OEG° R DEG. R
TAN/TO FTBSEC FTBSEC FT2SEC /SEC
24 .60000 .BB000-01 B53,00 ,6375-0! .7B03-0! .7B03-0t .9000 .109_-0B .1340-02 .7463 18.30 568.0
24 .60000 .50000-01 254.00 .4651-0] .5570-0l .5670-01 ,g000 .7985-03 .g735-03 .555S lI.!9 555,4
24 .60000 .10000+00 B55.00 .2969-0! .3BOB-O[ .360B-01 ;9000 .5098-03 .6!94-03 .3607 3.826 544.B
24 .60000 .20000 256.00 .8172-02 .992B-0B .9922-02 .gOD0 ,!403-03 .I704-03 ,995B-0l .8BB3 541.9
24 .50000 .40000 257.00 .1569-02 .1904-02 .1904-02 .9000 .2693-04 .3269-04 .19!4-0! .lSB2 541.0
24 .60000 .60000 258.00 .6564~03 .8086-03 .B086-03 .BOOO .1144-04 ,]388-04 .B}47-0_ .7580-0! 539.6
24 .60000 .B5000 260.00 .5279-02 .6401-02 .6401-02 .9000 .9063-04 .1099-03 .6472-01 ,535B 537.6
24 .60000 .95000 261.00 .7596~02 .9326-02 .9326-02 .9000 .132]-03 .)B01-03 ,946]-0] !.058 535.6
24 .90000 .B0000 274.00 .6'/12-02 .B140-02 .B!40-02 .9000 .1152-03 .1398-03 .8224-01 .6126 538.0
24 .95000 .50000 277.00 .!B25-0! .2215-01 .2215-0! .9000 .3133-03 .3B03-03 .2227 1.988 541.0
25 .95000 .70000 278.00 .!102-0! .1337-0! .1337-0I .9000 .1890-03 .2293-03 .1345 1.073 539.]
25 .95000 .80000 279.00 .632B-02 .7672"02 ,7572-02 .9000 ;]085-03 .!3J6-03 .7747-0! .5973 536.B
25 .95000 .90000 280.00 .!468-0! .!779-01 .1779-0! .9000 .2517-03 .3052-03 .1796 |.434 537.0
gATE 23 FEB 80 OH94B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONICTUNNEL PAGE 2285
OH846 60-0 WING UPPER SURFACE (R4UR26_
WING UPPER SURF PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA • 2.000 ELEVON - .0000
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK = .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L HACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO MU
NUMBER IFT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 /FT$ /FT2
39 1.016 7.940 40.02 2.015 206.2 1256. 92.27 .2218-01 .9789 3739. .6469-03 .7425-07
40 1.021 ?.940 40.02 2.016 206.8 1254. 92.12 .2225-01 .9818 3736. .6518-03 .7413-07
RUN HREF STN NO





RUN 2Y/BN XN/CN TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAW) QOOT OTNDT TN
NUHBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC
39 .60000 .25000-0I 253.00 .6485-0! .7976-01 .7978-01 .9000 .1573-02 .1935-02 1.055 25.59 584.9
39 .60000 .50000-01 254.00 .4847-0t .5925-01 .5925-0! .9000 .I175-02 .1437-02 .8IOB 16.25 565;7
39 .60000 .IO000+O0 255.00 .3115-0I .3789-01 .3789-01 .9000 .7553-03 .9189-03 .5328 5.635 550.2
39 .60000 .20000 256.00 .8205-02 .9971-02 .9971-02 .9000 .I990-03 .2418-03 .1410 1.255 546.9
39 .60000 .40000 257.00 .1104-02 .1341-02 .1341-02 .9000 .2677-04 .3252-04 .1898-01 .1564 546.6
39 .60000 .60000 258.00 .3972-03 .4824-03 .4824-03 .9000 .9632-05 .1170-04 .6846-02 .6352-01 544.9
39 .60000 .75000 259.00 .5949-03 .7214-03 .72!4-03 .9000 .I443-04 ._749-04 .1033-0! .9230-0! 539.4
39 .60000 .85000 260.00 .1138-01 .1383-01 .1383-01 .9000 .2760-03 .3353-03 .1959 1.615 546,9
39 .60000 .95000 261.00 .9010-02 .fO92-Ol .1092-01 .9000 .2t85-03 .2648-03 .1568 1.752 537.9
39 .90000 .60000 274.00 .1986-01 .2412-01 .2412-01 .9_qo .4915-03 .5850-03 .3419 2.537 545.7
3g .95000 .50000 277.00 .3350-01 .4075-01 .4075-01 .90_ .8124-03 .9883-03 .5730 5.090 550.4
40 .95000 .70000 278.00 .2447-01 .2976-01 .2976-01 .9000 .5941-03 .7225-03 .4190 3,327 548.3
40 .95000 .80000 279.00 .1062-01 .1290-0t .1290-01 .9000 .2580-03 .3131-03 .1836 1.412 542.0
40 .95000 .90000 280.00 .1762-01 .2138-01 .2138-0l .9000 .4278-03 .5192-03 .3046 2.426 541.7
DATE 23 FEB BO OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2286
OH84B 60-0 WING UPPER SURFACE (R4UR26)
WING UPPER SURF PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH • B.OOO ALPHA - 40,00 BETA - 2.000 ELEVON - .0000
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK • .0000
'**TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHD
NUMBER /FT OEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSl FTISEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO 6 /FT3 IFTE
69 2.002 7.980 40.01 2.012 434,5 1301. 94.69 .4523-01 2.016 3607. .1289-02 .7620-07
69 2,003 ?.980 40.0! 2.0I! 433.8 1299. 94.54 .4516-01 E.Ot3 3804. .I289-02 .7608-07
RUN HREF STN NO
NUMBER BTU/ R REF(R)
FT2SEC =.0175
68 .3502-01 .2870-_1 _ -- ° -- ,. -
69 .3498-01 .2869-01
***TEST DATA***
.............. T/C L_n u/_ll_ W/HI_F HIHREF TAW/TO H[TO) HITAW) ODOT DTNDT TN_uN CT/UH ^_,_ ....................
NUMBER R=].O R=D.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ BED. R bED. M
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC
68 .60000 .25000-01 _53.00 .7030-01 ,8685-01 .8685-01 .9000 .2462-0E .3041-02 1.680 40.07 618.4
68 .60000 .50000-01 254.00 .5330-0| .6528-0J .6528-0i" .900_ .1866-02 ,2E86-02 3.323 _6.15 592.0
69 .50000 .10000+00 255.00 .3239-0! .3930-01 .3930-01 .9000 .1134-02 .1376-02 .B3BB 8.823 561.1
68 .60000 .20000 256.00 .9608-02 .1164-01 .1164-01 .9000 .3364-03 .4075-03 .2508 2.223 555.1
68 ,60000 .40000 257.00 .5175-03 .6266-03 .6266-03 .9000 .1812-04 .2194-04 .I354-01 .1112 553.4
68 .60000 .60000 258.00 .9163-03 .ill!-02 .II11-02 .9000 .3216-04 .3891-04 .E410-OI .2229 55l.i
68 .60000 .75000 259.00 .7700-02 .9302-02 .9302-02 .9000 .2696-03 .3257-03 .2036 1.8i3 5_5,6
66 .60000 .85000 260.00 .1875-0! .2274-0I .2274-01 .9000 .6564-03 .7963-03 .4660 3.978 560._
68 .60000 .95000 261.00 ._097-01 .1324-01 .1324-01 .9000 .3841-03 .4638-03 .2908 3.E40 543.6
68 .90000 .60000 274.00 .4692-01 .5682-01 .5682-01 .9000 .1643-02 .1989-02 1.227 9.064 554.0
68 .95000 .50000 277.00 .5931-0! .7207-0! .7207-01 .9000 .2077-02 .2524-02 1.525 I3.44 566.N
69 .95000 .70000 278.00 .5654-01 .6872-01 .6872-01 .9000 .1978-02 .2404-02 1.450 11.41 565.7
69 .95000 .80000 279.00 .2296-01 .2775-01 .2775-01 .9000 .803!-03 .9706-03 .6046 4.640 545.9
69 .95000 .90000 280.00 .2410-01 .2913-01 .2913-01 .9000 .8431-03 .I019-02 .6352 5.051 545.3
DATE 23 FEB 80 0H849 MODEL 80-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2287
OH84B 60-0 WING UPPER SURFACE rR4UR27)
WING UPPER SURF PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = B.O00 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA - 4.000 ELEVON - .OOOO
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK - .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 /FT3 IFTB
2? .5107 7.900 40.02 4.000 101.5 1249. 92,62 ,llBB-OI .4926 3727. .3286-03 ,9453-07
28 .5083 7.900 40.02 40000 100.5 1248. 92.54 .1116-01 .4878 3726. .3256-03 .7447-07
RUN HREF STN NO





RUN 2Y/BN X_/CW TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAW) COOT DTWDT T_ "
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTUIR BTUI DEG. R DEG, R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FTBSEC /SEC
27 .60000 .25000-01 253.00 .6410-01 ,7852-01 .7852-01 .9000 .llOB-02 .1349-02 .7490 18.3I 568.7
27 .80000 .50000-01 254.00 .4747-01 .5791-01 .5791-01 .9000 .8158-03 .995t-03 .5653 11.38 555.7
27 .60000 .I0000+00 255.00 .3032-0! .3685-0! .3685-0l .9000 .5211-03 .6333-03 .3671 3.894 544.2
27 .60000 .20000 256.00 .6184-02 .9916-02 .9916-02 .9000 .1403-03 .1704-03 .9915-01 .8845 542,0
27 ,60000 .40000 257.00 °1507-02 =1830-02 ,1830-02 =9000 .2590-04 =3!45-04 =1832-01 ,1514 54].3
27 .80000 .60000 258.00 .2601-03 .3158-03 .3158-03 ,9000 .4471-05 .5427-05 .3169-02 .2948-01 539.8
27 .60000 .85000 260.00 .5087-02 ,8170-02 .6170-02 ,9000 .8742-04 ,1060-03 .8219o01 .5149 53?.2
27 .60000 .95000 281.00 .7855-02 .9279-02 .9279-02 .9000 .1316-03 .1595-03 .9389-01 1.051 535.0
27 .90000 .60000 274.00 .8435-02 .7805-02 .7805-02 .9000 .1106-03 .1341-03 .7872-01 .6867 536.9
27 .95000 .50000 277.00 .1887-01 .2290-01 .2290-01 .9000 .3243-03 .3936-03 .2299 2.053 539.8
28 .95000 .?0000 2?8.00 .1191-01 ,1445-01 .1445-01 .9000 .2036-03 .2_70-03 .1444 1.153 538.3
28 .95000 .80000 276.00 .6994-G9 .8481-02 .8481-02 .9000 .1196-03 .1450-03 .8507-01 ,8561 536,3
28 .95000 .90GO0 280.00 .1549-0! .1879-01 .1879-01 .9000 .2649-03 .3213-03 .1883 1.503 536.9
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2288
OH84B 60-0 WING UPPER SURFACE tR4UR_71
WING UPPER SURF PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH 8.000 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA = 4.000 ELEVON • .0000
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK = .0000
• *,TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO HU
NUMBER /RT DEG, DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO 6 /FT3 IFT2
42 1.017 7.940 39.99 4.011 205.6 1252. 91.98 .8812-01 .9761 3733. .6491-03 .7401-07
43 1.018 7,940 40.00 4.023 206.3 1254. 92,1B .2219-01 .9794 3736. .6502-03 .T413-07
RUN HREF STN NO





................ •_ T**_S nT_ UfT_t HITA_) ODOT DTNOT TNRUN c_v t _B_'i vL_/rt'lAn,v .... T/_ N_ H/HI_P MI HHEr RI n_Er ............. _T, i *
NUMBER R=I.O R=O.g R= BTUiR T,,, m_TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC
4E .80000 .25000*0! _53.00 .6456-0I .7959-01 .7959-01 .g000 .!552-02 .1925-02 1.035 _=5.06 589.0
42 .60000 .50000-01 254.00 .4821-01 .5903-01 .5903-01 .gO00 .ii67-02 .I429-02 .7967 I5.¢3_ 568,8
42 .60000 .10000+00 _55.00 .3147-01 .3833-0t .3833=01 .9000 .7617-03 .9277-03 .5330 5.63@ 552.0
4@ .60000 .20000 _56.00 .8271-02 .1006-01 .1006-0i .9000 .R002-03 .2434-03 .1410 1.254 547.5
4B .60000 .40000 _57.00 .1247-02 .1516-OB .1516-02 .9000 .3017-04 .3668-04 .EIE7-O! .1753 546.B
42 .60000 .60000 258.00 15070-03 .616I=03 .6161-03 ,9000 .1227-04..I491-04 .8674-02 .8049-0l 544,8
42 .60000 .75000 259.00 .8783-03 .1065-02 .1065-02 .9000 .2126-04 .2579-04 .I5|5-0! .I354 539.0
4B .60000 .B5000 260.00 .ll09-01 .I348-01 .1348-01 ,9000 .2685-03 .3264-03 .1895 1.562 545.8
42 .60000 .95000 26!.00 .8818-02 .1069-0! .10B9-01 .9000 .2134-03 .2588-03 .1523 1.701 538._
42 .90000 .60000 874.00 .1965-01 .2387-01 .2387-01 19000 .4755-03 .5778-03 .3362 2.496 544.6
42 .gSO00 .50000 277,00 .3300-01 .4017-01 .4017-0| .9000 .7986-03 .9721-03 .5599 4.973 550.5
.43 .°JS000 .70000 278.00 .2372-01 .8884-01 .2884-01 .9000 .5753-03 .6994-03 .4066 3.230 547.0
43 .95000 .80000 279.00 .I020-01 .1238"01 .1238-01 .9000 .2473-03 .3001-03 .t763 1.357 540.7
43 .95000 .90000 280.00 .1757-01 .2133-01 .2133-0I .9000 .4262-03 .5171-03 .3038 2.4_1 540._
) ......... "!
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2289
OH84B BO-O WING UPPER SURFACE (R41._RB?)
WING UPPER SURF PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH - 8,000 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA - 4.000 ELEVON - .O00O
BDFLAP = .OOO0 SPDBRK - .DO00
**'TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L HACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG R DEG. R PSIA PSI FTISEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 /FT3 IFT_
65 t.997 7.980 40.03 4.032 434.4 1303. 94.84 .4522-01 2.016 3810. .1287o02 .7631-07
66 2.012 7.980 40.01 4.024 435.7 I299. 94.54 .4536-01 2.022 3804. .1295-02 .7608-07
RUN HREF STN NO





RUN BY/BW XW/CW TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAW) ODOT DTWDT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=O.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTUf lEG. R {:]lEG. R
TAW/TO FTBSEC FTBSEC FTBSEC ISEC
66 .60000 .25000-01 253.00 .7004-01 .8681-01 .8681-01 .BOO0 .2455o02 .3043-02 1.651 39.24 G26_2
66 .60000 .5000O-OI 254.00 .5378-0! .6603-01 .6603-01 .9000 .1885-02 .2315-02 1.320 26.02 598.4
66 .60000 .I0000*00 255.00 .3305-01 .40|7-0! .4017-01 .9000 .I158-02 .1408-02 .8482 9.898 566.4
66 .60000 .20000 256.00 .1029-01 .1248-01 .1248-01 .9000 .3606-03 .4375-03 .2663 2.354 560.1
66 .60000 .40000 257.00 .6766-0_ .8207-03 .8207-03 .9000 .2372-04 .2877-04 .1755-01 .:438 558.7
Do .60000 .6OOOO 258.00 .1262-02 .1530-02 ._53u-u2 .9000 .,42J-u, .5364_04 .3284-01 .3029 556,5
86 .60000 .75000 259.00 .8457-02 .1023-01 .1023-0l .9000 .2965-03 .3587-03 .2219 1.97l 550.2
66 ,60000 .BSO00 260.00 .1824-01 .2216-01 .2216-01 .9000 .6395-03 .7769-03 .4696 3.836 564.3
66 .60000 .95000 861.00 .1102-01 .1332-01 .1332-01 .9000 .3863-03 .4670-03 .2903 3.228 547.3
66 .90000 ,60000 274.00 .4634-01 ,5627-01 .5627-01 .9000 .1625-02 .1973-02 1.196 8.795 562.7
66 .95000 .50000 277.00 .6001-01 .7316-01 .7316-01 .9000 .2104-02 .2565-02 1.520 13.33 576.E
65 .95000 .70000 278.00 .5643--01 .6878-01 .6878-01 .9000 .1976-02 .2409-02 1.434 11.22 577.3
65 .95000 .BOO00 279.00 .2246-01 .2721-01 .2721-01 .9000 .7865-03 .9530-03 .5865 4.476 557.0
65 .95000 .90000 280.00 .2343-01 .2939-01 .2839-01 .9000 .8207-03 .9941-03 .61BB 4.846 556.0
DATE 23 FEB 80 0H848 MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2L=90
OH849 60-0 WING UPPER SURFACE (R4URBal
HINO UPPER SURF PARAMETRIC DATA
HACH = 8.000 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA = 10.00 ELEVON - .0000
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK - .0000
• "*TEST CONDITIONS**"
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
X10 6 /FT3 /FT2
30 .5116 7.900 40.08 9.969 101.8 1250. 92.69 .1131-01 .4940 3729. .3293-03 .7459-07
3| .5055 ?,900 40.08 9.971 IO0,? 1251, 92.77 .1119-01 ,4887 3730, .3255-03 .7468-07
RUN HREF STN NO





RUN 2Y/BW XW/CW T/C NO H/HREF HIHREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(T01 H(TAN) QDOT DTNDT TW
.... _o M BTU 'D 8TUtR BTU/ I'_'_ R _G R,_uMO_ R=t.O R-O.9 -= .... _ .........
TAN/T0 F_BSEC FTBSEC FTBSEC ISEC
30 .60000 .BSO00-Ol _53.00 ,5947-01 .7167-01 ,7167-01 .9000 .1006-02 ,1834-0_ .682.8 16.67 571,_
30 ,60000 ,50000-0! 254,00 .4527-01 .5587-01 ,5527-01 ,9000 .7793-03 .9514-03 ,5383 10.82 558.9
30 .60000 ,10000+00 255.00 .3239-01 .3941-01 .3941-01 .9000 .5576-03 .6783-03 .3916 4.147 547.4
30 .50000 .20000 256.00 .1003-01 .1219-01 .1219-01 .9000 .1726-03 .2098-03 .1218 1.085 544.4
30 .60000 .40000 257.00 .2105-02 .2557-02 .2557,02 .9000 .3623-04 .4402-04 .2558-01 .2111 543.6
30 ,60000 ,60000 258.00 .1012-02 ol830-02 ,1230-02 .9000 ,1743-04 .2117-04 .1232-01 ,1145 542.6
30 .60000 .85000 260.90 .6337-02 .7695-02 .7695-02 ,9000 ,1091-03 ,;3c_-03 .77E_-01 .6379 541,9
30 .60000 .95000 261.00 .8499-02 .1031-01 .1031-01 .9000 .1463-03 .1775-03 .1039 1.160 539.4
30 .90000 .60000 274.00 .6015-02 .7307-02 .7307-08 .9000 .1035-03 .1258-03 .7320-01 .5439 542.7
30 .95000 .50000 277.00 .21_-01 _2595-01 .2595-01 .9000 .3673-03 .4467-03 .2582 2.298 546.7
31 .95000 .70000 278.00 .9056-02 .1099-01 .1099-01 .9000 .1551-03 ,1891-03 .1104 .8808 538.8
31 .95000 .80000 279,00 ,6198-02 ,7516-02 ,7516-02 ,9000 .1061-03 .1297-03 .7566-01 .5831 537.7
31 .95000 .80000 290.00 ,1509-01 .1831-01 .1831-01 .9000 .2584-03 .3134-03 .1841 1.489 538.2
) )
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE _L_91
0H848 60-0 WING UPPER SURFACE (R4UR2'B}
WING UPPER SURF PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA - IO.O0 ELEVGN - .OOO0
BDFLAP = .OOO0 SPDBRK • .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V Rt..lO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PS.,I FTISEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO 6 IFT3 /FIB
45 1.021 7.940 39.96 lO.OI 208.6 |261. 92.64 .2244-01 .9903 3746. .6538-03 .7454-07
46 1.01! 7.940 40.0! I0.10 207.3 1264. 92.86 .2230-0! .9842 3751. .6482-03 .747B-07
RUN HREF 5TN NO





RUN 2Y/BN XW/CW T/C NO HIHREF HIHREF H/HREF TAll/TO H(TO) H(TAW) O00T DTWDT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R•O.g R= BTU/R BTU/R BTUt DEG. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FTBSEC /SEC
45 .60000 .B5000-OI 253.00 .5943-01 .7318-0I .7318-01 .9000 .1451-0E .1786-0_ .9735 23.56 589.6
45 .60000 . .50000-01 254.00 .4744-01 .5806-01 .5806-01 .9000 .1158-02 .I417-02 .7983 15.95 571.3
45 .60000 .i0000+00 2=35.00 .3324-01 .4045-01 .4045-01 .9000 .8ll4-03 .9872-03 .5742 6.064 552.9
45 .60000 .20000 256.00 .1075-0I .1306-01 .1306-01 .9000 .2623-03 .3187-03 .1868 1.661 548.4
45 .60000 .40000 257.00 .1845-02 .2241-02 .2241-02 °9000 .4503-04 .5470-04 .3214-01 .2648 547.0
45 .60000 .60000 258.00 .|82i-02 .221i-02 .22|i-02 .gOOO .4445-G4 .5396-04 .3i79-0i .2949 545,4
45 .60000 .75000 259.00 .I709-02 .2070-02 .2070-08 .9000 .4171-04 .5053-04 .3010-01 .2689 539.0
45 .60000 .85000 260.00 ,1344-01 .1633-0_ .1633-01 .9000 .3281-03 .3985-03 .2343 1.930 546.8
45 .60000 .95000 261.00 .1130-01 .1368-01 .1369-01 .9000 .2759-03 .3343-03 .1992 2.226 538.6
45 .90000 .60000 274.00 .1545-01 .1874-01 .1874-01 .9000 .377|-03 .4574-03 .2707 2.012 542.7
45 .95000 .50000 277.00 .4086-0! .4974-0i .4974-01 .9000 .9974-03 .1214-02 .7044 6.244 554.4
46 .95000 .70000 278.00 .1834-0l .2223-0I .2223-01 .BOO0 .4465-03 .5411-03 .322B 2.573 540.6
46 .95000 .80000 279.00 .9183-02 .1112-01 .1112-01 .9000 .2235-03 .2706-03 .1623 1.251 537.4














































































































































































































































































































































DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2_3
OH84B BO-O WING UPPER SURFACE (R4UR29)
WING UPPER SURF PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA " .0000 ELEVON • -15.00
BDFLAP = -12.50 SPOBRK = .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN / L MACH ALPHA BETA 1:::13 TO T P O V RI-#O MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R BEG. R PSIA PSI PT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XtO 6 /FT3 /FT2
718 .5143 7.900 39.88 .3466-02 101.8 12"46. 92.40 • 1131-01 .4942 3723. .3305-03 .'/435-0"/
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN. 2Y/BN XN/CW TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF" H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAW! 0DOT DTNDT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R-0.9 R= 2TUIR BTU/R BTU/ OEG. R OEG. R
TAN/T0 FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC IS[C
"/i8 .40000 .20000 _:_7.00 .4617-02 .55"72-02 .5572-02 .9000 .7944-04 .9522-04 .5"768-01 .464"/ 519.5
718 .40000 .40000 248.00 .4294-03 .5185-03 .5125-03 .2000 .'/389-05 .8922-05 .5357-02 .5032-01 520.6
718 .40000 .60000 249.00 .4548-03 .5492-03 .5492-03 .9000 .7826-05 .9449-05 .5675-02 .639`7-01 520.5
718 .40000 .95000 252.00 .2207-02 .2624-02 .2664-02 • .9000 .3"/98-04 .4583-04 .2762-01 .2494 518.5
718 .60000 .25000-01 253.00 .7345-01 .8931-01 .8931-01 .9000 .1264-02 .1537-02 .2863 21.94 544.4
718 .60000 .50000-01 254.00 .5598-01 .6789-01 .6789-0! .9000 .9630-03 .t]68-02 .622"/ 13.88 536.7
718 .60000 .lO000*O0 255.00 .3474-01 .4200-01 .4200-0i .9000 .5978-03 .7227-03 .4311 4.619 524.6
7i8 .60000 .20000 256.00 .96i5-02 .ii6i-Oi .iiBi-Oi .9000 .1654-03 .i998-03 .i197 1.079 521.9
"718 .60000 .40000 25"7.00 .2205-02 .2663-02 .2663-02 .9000 .3794-04 .4583-04 .2746-01 .2292 521.2
'7!8 .60000 /75000 25_.00 .95'79-04 .1156-03 .1156-03 .9000 .1648-05 .1989-05 .1199-02 .1022-01 512.3
718 .60000 .85000 260.00 ,1385-02 .1671-02 .1671-02 .9000 .2383-04 .2274-04 .1735-01 .1451 51'7,6
718 .20000 .95000 261. O0 .3170-02 .3823-02 .3823-02 .9000 .5455-04 .65"/8-04 .39'79-01 .4495 516,2
"718 .'/OOOO .20000 262.00 .lOl6-OI .1226-01 .1226-01 .9000 .174"/-03 .2110-03 .1266 1.Z89 521.0
718 .70000 ,40000 263.00 .3591-02 .4336-02 .4336-02 .9000 .6179-04 .'/461-04 .4480-01 .4040 520.6
718 .'/5000 1.0000 265.00 .2506-01 .3026-01 .3026-0! ,9000 .4311-03 .5207-03 .3122 3.059 521.6
718 .75000 .20000 266.00 .1059-01 .1278-01 .1278-01 .9000 .1822-03 .2200-03 .1321 1.295 520.4
718 .75000 .40000 267.00 .4701-02 .5676-02 .5676-02 .9000 .8090-04 .9767-04 .5868-0| .5293 520.3
718 .75000 .60000 268.00 .2089-02 .2522-02 .2522-02 .9000 .3594-04 ,4339-04 .2606-01 .2671 520.4
'718 .75000 .80000 269.00 .4636-03 .5594-03 .5594-03 .9000 .7977-05 .9626-05 .5202-02 ,5457-01 518.3
'718 .'75000 .90000 270.00 .-2658-02 .320'7-02 .3207-02 .9000 .4574-04 .5518-04 .3331-01 .2627 51'7,4


















































































































































































DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE _295
OHB4B 60-0 NING UPPER SURFACE _R4URBB)
NING UPPER SURF PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = B.O00 ALPHA • 40.00 BETA - .0000 £LEVON - -15.00
BOFLAP = -12.50 SPDBRK • .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P 0 V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG, DEG. PSIA DEG, R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEG
XIO 6 /FT3 IFT_
7t6 i.024 7.940 39.99 .3470-02 208. i 1257. 92.34 .2239-0! .9879 3740. .6543-03 .7431-07
RUN HREF STNNO




RUN 2Y/BN XN/CN TIC NO !t/HREF H/HREF HIHREF TAN/TO H(TO_ H(TAW) ODOT OTNDT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEO. R BEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FTBSEC /BEG
716 .40000 .20000 247.00 .5115-02 .6175-02 .6175-02 .9000 .1246-03 .t504-03 .BI22-01 .7329 _.7
716 .40000 .40000 248.00 .4763-03 .5753-03 .5753-03 .9000 .1161-04 .1402-04 .8472-0B .7934-0! 5L_5.?
716 .40000 .60000 L:_9.00 .5622-03 .6791-03 .6T91-03 .9000 .1370-04 .1655-04 .1000-01 .1124 ,_?lS.G
716 .40000 .95000 252.00 .l?B3-02 .2150-0B .2150-02 .9000 .4344-04 .5239-04 .3196-01 .EBB1 52t,t
716 .60000 .25000-01 253.00 .7760-01 .9483-01 .9483-01 .9000 .1891-02 .2310-02 1.30B 32.04 564.9
716 .60000 .SO000-OI 254.00 .6522-01 .7944-01 .7944-01 .9000 .1589-02 .1936-02 1.116 22.49 554.4
716 .60000 .10000+00 255.00 .438g-0! .5312-01 .5312-0! .9000 .I069-02 .1294-02 .7733 8.248 533.5
716 :60000 .20000 :256.00 .I030-01 .1245-01 .1245-01 .9000 .2510-03 .3033-03 .1827 1.641 528.6
716 .60000 .40000 257.00 .1391-02 .16Bl-02 .1681-02 .9000 .3388-04 .4095-04 .2467-01 .2051 528.6
716 .60000 .60000 258.00 .7521-03 .9087-03 .9087-03 .9000 .1833-04 .2214-04 .s336-01 .1251 527.4
716 .60000 .75000 259.00 .1416-03 .1709-03 .1709-03 .9000 .3451-05 .4164-05 .2533-02 .2281-01 522.8
?16 .60000 .85000 260.00 .1782-02 .2150-02 .2150-02 .9000 .4342704 .523B-04 .3193-01 .2665 521.3
716 .60000 .95000 261.00 .3353-02 .4041-02 .4041-02 .9000 .B170-04 .9847-04 .6028-01 .6B02 51B.8
716 .70000 .20000 262.00 .9976-02 .1205-01 .1205-01 .9000 ,2431-03 .2937-03 .1773 1.660 5_7.2
716 .70000 .40000 263.00 .3239-02 .3912-02 .3912-02 .9000 .7891-04 .9531-04 .5763-01 .5182 526.3
716 .75000 1.0000 265.00 .2697-01 .325B-0! .3258-01 .9000 .6572-03 .7938-03 .4796 4.686 526.8
7)6 .75000 .20000 266.00 .1105-0l .1334-01 .1334-01 .9000 .2691-03 .3250-03 .196B 1.925 525.3
716 ,75000 .40000 267.00 .4767-02 .5755-02 .5755-02 .9000 .1161-03 .1402-03 .8500-01 .7649 524.8
716 .75000 .60000 268.00 .1751-02 .2114-02 .BI14-02 .9000 .4267-04 ,5151-04 .3124-01 .3t94 524.6
716 .75000 .80000 269.00 .4347-03 .5243-03 .5243-03 .9000 .I05g-04 .1277-04 .7789-02 .73|4-01 521.2
716 .75000 .90000 270.00 .2310-02 .2785-02 .2785-02 .9000 .5629-04 .6785-04 .4149-01 .3343 519.5
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAOE 2286
OHB4B 60-0 WING UPPER SURFACE fR4UR2g)
RUN 2Y/BN XN/CW TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN} OOOT OTNDT TN
NUMBER R=l.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R 8TU/ DEG. R DEG. RTAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC
716 .80000 .90000 271.00 .2934-02 .3537-02 .3537-02 .9000 .7148-04 .8619-04 .5265-0! .4094 520.2
716 ,90000 .20000 272.00 .2188-0! .2645-0! .2645-01 .9000 .5334-03 .6443-03 .3895 3.502 526.6
716 .90000 .40000 273.00 .2964-02 .3577-02 .3577-02 .9000 .7222-04 .8715-0½ .5298-01 .477| 523.|
7t6 .90000 .60000 274.00 .3287-02 .3967-02 .3867-02 .8000 .8008-04 .9665-04 .5870-01 .4404 523.7
716 .95000 .20000 275.00 .1074-0! ,|296-0! .1296-0! .9000 o2616-03 .3157-03 .tBl9 1.879 523.1
716 .95000 .40000 276.00 .9631-02 .|162-0! .1162-0! .9000 .2347-0_ .2831-03 .1723 1.294 522.3
716 .95000 .50000 277.00 .8580-02 .t035-01 .I035-01 .9000 .2090-03 .2523-03 .1533 1.381 523.1
716 .85000 .70000 278.00 .5381-02 .6491-02 .549Z-02 .9000 .1311-03 .t58|-03 .9637-01 .7756 52].G
716 .95000 ,80000 279.00 .2999-02 .35i7-02 .Z617-02 .SO00 .7307-04 .8812-04 .5377-0| .4|80 520.8
716 .95000 ,90000 280,00 .760|-02 .9t69-02 .9169-02 .9000 .1852-03 .2234-03 .1362 |.096 521.6
DATE 23 FEB BO OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2297
OH84B 60-0 NING UPPER SURFACE (R4UR29)
WiNG uPPER SURF PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA - .0000 ELEVON = -15.00
BDFLAP = -12.50 SPDBRK • .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO S /FT3 /FT2
7i0 2.005 7.980 40,03 .1045-0I 436.6 1304. 94.9I .4546-01 2.026 3811. .1293-02 .7637-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN 2Y/BN XN/CN T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO} H(TAN) QDOT DTNDT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=O.S R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DES. R OEG. R
TAN/TO FTBSEC FTBSEC FT2SEC /SEC
710 .40000 .20000 247.00 .7539-02 .9065-02 .9065-02 .9000 .2648-03 .3184-03 .2050 1.644 5¢_9.2
710 .40000 .40000 248.00 .4854-03 .5839-03 .5839-03 .9000 .1705-04 .2050-04 .1318-01 .1232 530.5
710 .40000 .60000 249.00 .3058-03 .3678-03 .3678-03 .9000 .1074-04 .1292-04 .8309-02 .93B1-01 530.1
710 .40000 .75000 250.00 .1984-03 .2385-03 .2385-03 .9000 .6966-05 .8374-05 .5401-02 .4042-01 528.4
710 .40000 .95000 252.00 .2594-02 .3114-02 .3114-02 .9000 .SilO-04 .t093-03 .7116-01 .6410 528.6
7_0 .60000 .25000-0I 253.00 .B762-Ol .1073 .1073 .9000 .3077-02 .3767-02 2.190 52.92 592.0
710 .60000 .50000-0! 254,00 .8102-01 .9869-01 .9869-01 .9000 .2845-02 .3466-02 2.071 41.29 575.6
7!0 .60000 .!0000+00 255.00 .6077-0! .7340-0! .7340-0! .9000 .2!34-02 .2578-02 Z.617 17.13 546.!
710 .60000 .20000 256.00 ;1242-0! ,1496-01 .1496-01 .9000 .4363-03 .5252-03 .3361 3.012 533.3
710 .60000 .40000 257,00 .8686-03 .1045-02 .1045-02 .9000 .3050-04 .3671-04 .2353-01 .1953 538.2
710 .60000 .80000 258.00 .3739-03 .4498-03 .4498-03 .9000 .1313-04 .1580-04 .1015-01 ._86-01 530.7
710 .60000 ._5000 259.00 .5547-02 .6664-02 .6664-02 .9000 .1948-03 .8340-03 .1516 1.363 625.6
710 .60000 .85000 260.00 .1269-02 .1524-02 .1524-02 .9000 .4457-04 .5350-04 .3482-01 .2905 522.5
710 .60000 .95000 261.00 .3036-02 .3642-02 .3642-02 .9000 .1066-03 .1279-03 .8353-01 .9418 520.2
710 .70000 .20000 262.00 .9136-02 .1099-01 .I099-01 .9000 .3208-03 .3859-03 .2480 2.318 530.5
710 :70000 .40000 263.00 .4971-02 .5979-02 .5979-02 .9000 .1746-03 .2100-03 .1350 1.212 530.1
710 .75000 1.0000 265.00 .2560-01 .3081-01 .3081-0i .9000 .8991-03 .1082-02 .6940 6.763 531,9
710 .75000 .40000 267.00 .1156-01 .1390-01 .1390-01 .9000 .4058-03 .4880-03 .3142 2.820 529,6
710 .75000 .60000 268.00 .1701-0! .2049-01 .2049-0I .9000 .5975-03 .7194-03 .459B 4.680 534.1
710 .75000 .80000 269.00 .1237-02 .1485-02 .1485-02 .9000 .4343-04 .5214-04 .3387-0! .3177 523.7
710 .75000 .90000 270.00 .3283-02 .3940-02 .3940-02 .9000 .1t53-03 .1384-03 .9014-0I .7254 521.8
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2LM:J8
OHB4B 60-0 WING UPPER SURFACE (R4UR29)
RUN 2Y/BN XN/CN T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF HIHREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAW] ODOT DTNOT TW
NUMBER R=I.0 R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FTBSEC FTBSEC FTBSEC /SEC
710 .80000 .90000 271.00 .3569-02 .4284-02 .4284-02 .gO00 .1253-03 .1504-03 .978B-0! .760t 522.6
710 .90000 .20000 272.00 .5610-01 .6767-01 .6767-01 .9000 .1970-02 .2376-02 1.503 !3.42 540.7
710 .90000 .40000 273.00 .3401-01 .4096-0! .4096-01 .9000 .1194-02 .1438-02 .9179 8.217 535.1
710 .90000 .60000 274.00 .2842-01 .3421-01 .3421-01 .9000 ,9980-03 .1201-02 .7690 5.742 533.2
710 .95000 .20000 275.00 ,6507-01 17857-01 .7857-01 .9000 ,2285-02 .2759-02 1.734 16.78 545.0
710 .95dO0 .40000 276.00 .6988-01 .8443-01 .B443-01 .9000 .2454-02 .2965-02 1.856 13.76 547.2
71G .95000 .50000 277.00 .6374-01 .7701-01 .7701-01 .9000 .2238-02 .2704-0B 1.694 15.08 546.7
710 .95000 .70000 278.00 .5371-0! .6482-01 .6482-01 .9000 .1886-02 .2276-02 1.435 ll.42 543.0
710 .95000 .80000 279.00 .1634-01 .1964-01 .1964-01 .9000 .5739-03 .6897-03 .4459 3.456 526.7
710 .95000 .90000 2BO,O0 .1248-0! .|499m0| .1499--01 .9000 .4384--03 .5265--03 .34!4 2.743 525.0
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL BO-O IN THE AEOC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2299
OHB4B BO-O NING UPPER SURFACE (R4UR29)
NING UPPER SURF PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH 8.000 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA = ,DO00 ELEVON
BDFLAP : - -16,00
-12.60 SPDBRK - .0000
"'*TEST CON01TIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 /FT3 /FT2
?OB 2.986 7.990 40.06 .1048-01 669.0 1326. 96,29 .6909-01 3.087 3843. .1937-02 .7748-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN 2Y/BN XW/CW T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAW) O00T DTNDT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R- BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FTBSEC FTBSEC FTBSEC /SEC
708 ;40000 .BOO00 _7.00 .1057-01 .1270-01 .1270-0! .9000 .4595-03 .5522-03 .3628 2.898 5:36.!
708 .40000 .40000 248.00 .6375-03 .7667~03 .7667-03 .8000 .2771-04 .3333-04 .BIBi-OI .2030 538.7
708 .40000 .60000 249.00 .7039-03 .8466-03 .8466-03 .9000 .3060-04 .3680-04 .2407-01 .2687 539.2
708 .40000 .75000 250.00 .1083-02 .1302-02 .1302-02 .9000 .4710-04 .5661-04 .3715-01 .2769 536.9
?08 .40000 .80000 251.00 .2809-03 .3372-03 .3372-03" .9000 .t221-04 .1466-04 .9707-02 .7507-01 530.9
708 .40000 .95000 252.00 .2341-02 .2807-02 .2807-02 .9000 .I018-03 .1220-03 .8123-01 .7300 527.5
708 .60000 .25000-01 253.00 .9328-01 .1149 .I149 .9000 .4055-02 .4995-02 2.858 68.09 620.9
708 .60000 .50000-01 254.00 .8542-01 .1045 .1045 .9000 .3713-02 .4543-02 2.696 53.12 599.6
708 .60000 .I0000+00 255.00 .6928-0; .8382-01 .B3B2-Oi .9000 .30i2-02 .3644-02 2.302 24.2! 561.4
708 .60000 .20000 256.00 .1560-0i .1878-01 .1878-0! .9000 .6784-03 .8166-03 .5315 4.741 542.2
709 .60000 .40000 257.00 .9078-03 .lOSB-OB .I092-02 .9000 .3947-04 .4749-04 .3098-01 .2560 540.9
708 .60000 .60000 258.00 .8216-03 .9882-03 .9882-03 .9000 .3572-04 .4296-04 .2809-01 .2613 539.3
708 .60000 ,75000 259.00 .7787-02 .9350-02 .9350-02 .9000 .3385-03 .4065-03 .2684 2.406 532.8
700 .60000 .85000 260.00 .2255-02 .2706-02 .2706-02 .9000 ,9805-04 .II76-03 .7811-01 .6494 529.i
708 .60000 ;95000 251.00 .3745-02 .4489-02 .4489-02 .9000 .1628-03 .1951-03 .1303 1.466 525.2
708 .70000 .20000 262.00 .9884-02 .]188-0I .1188-0l .9000 .4297-03 .5!66-03 .3387 3.155 537.4
708 .70000 .40000 263,00 .6512-02 .7829-02 .7829-02 .9000 .2831-03 .3404-03 .2232 1.995 537.4
708 .75000 1.0000 265.00 .2479-01 .2980-01 .2980-0l .9000 .I078-02 .1296-02 .8496 8.258 537.3
708 .75000 .40000 267.00 .1379-01 .1657-01 .1657-01 .9000 .5994-03 .7202-03 .4738 4.240 535.3
708 .75000 .60000 268.00 .2151-01 ,2589-01 .2589-01 .9000 .9351-03 .1126-02 .7323 7.421 542.5
708 .75000 .80000 269.00 .1742-02 .2089-02 .2089-02 .9000 °7573~04 .9081-04 .6045-01 .5659 527.4
DATE 23 FEB 80 0H84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2300
0EI84B 60-0 WING UPPER SURFACE (R4UR29)
RUN 2Y/BN XN/CN TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO] H(TAN} QDOT DTNDT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=O.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R GEG. RTAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
708 .75000 .90000 270.00 .4372-02 .5240-02 .5240-02 .9000 .1901-03 .2278-03 .1521 i.222 525.]
708 .80000 .90000 271.00 .4459-02 .5345-02 .5345-02 .9000 .1939-03 .2324_03 .1560 t.202 525.9
708 .90000 .20000 272.00 .7597-0! .9172-0! .9172-01 .9000 .3303-02 .3987-02 2.549 22.60 553.9
708 .90000 .40000 273.00 .5796-01 .6986-01 .6986-01 .9000 .2520-02 .3037-02 1.962 17.45 547.2
708 .90000 .60000 274.00 .4977-0! .6000-01 .6000-0! .9000 .2164-02 .2609-02 1.682 ]2.47 548.2
708 .95000 .20000 275.00 .8622-0_ .1043 .1043 .9000 .3748-02 .4534-02 2.868 27.56 560.4
708 .95000 .40000 276.00 .8913-0I .1077 .1077 .9000 .3875-02 .4682-02 2,980 21.99 556.7
708 .95000 .50000 277.00 .8080-0! .9774-0t .9774-0! .9000 .3512-02 .4249-02 2.686 23.73 56l.t
708 .95000 .70000 278.00 .6053-0i .7287-0! .7287-0| .9000 .2632-02 .3168-02 2.061 16.41 542.4
708 .95000 .80000 279.00 ,1524-01 .1827-0! .I827-01 .9000 .6624-03 .7944-03 ,5282 4.091 528.2
708 .95000 .90000 280.00 .!355-01 .1625-0! .!625-0! .9000 .5892-03 .7065-03 .4703 3.774 527.4
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 230!
OH84B BO-O WING UPPER SURFACE (R4UR30)
WING UPPER SURF PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = e.o00 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA • .0000 ELEVON = -15.00
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK = .0000
"''TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RI,'lO HU
NUMBER /FT DEC, DEG. PSIA DEG, R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 /FT3 /FT2
720 .5013 7.900 39.98 .3465-02 100,8 1259. 93.36 .IlBO-Ol .4894 3742. .3239-05 ,7513-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN 2Y/B_ XN/CW T/C NO H/HREF H/HRE_ H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN) (;lOOT DTNOT TN
NUMBER R=I.0 R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ BEG. R OEG. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FTBGEC FTBSEC /SEC
720 .40000 .20000 247.00 .5200-02 .6271-02 .6271-02 .9000 .8920-04 .I076-03 .6577-01 .5293 521.4
720 .40000 .40000 248.00 .8586-03 .1036-02 .I036-02 .9000 .I473-04 .1777-04 .1083-01 .1016 523.3
720 .40000 .60000 249.00 .3390-03 .4090-03 .4090-03 ..9000 .5815-05 .7016-05 .4276-02 .4814-01 523.3
720 .40000 .95000 252.00 .2097-02 .2528-02 .2528-02 .9000 .3598o04 .4336-04 .2660-0! .2400 519.4
720 .60000 .25000-0! 253.00 .7459-0I ,9055-0| .9055-01 .9000 .1279-02 .1553-02 .9136 22.61 544.5
720 .60000 .50000-01 254.00 .5709-0! .6916-01 ,6916-01 .9000 .9793-03 .1186-02 .7064 14.35 537.4
720 .60000 .lO000+O0 255.00 .3475-0] .4195-01 .4195-01 .900n ,5960-03 °7!96-03 .4357 4,E?E 525,9
720 ,GO000 .20000 256.00 .9481-02 .1144-01 .1144-01 .9000 .1626-03 .1963-03 .1194 1.075 524.4
720 .60000 .40000 257.00 .2489-02 .3005-02 -3005-02 .9000 .426g-04 .5154-04 .3132-0! .2610 525,0
720 .60000 .60000 258.00 .1713-02 .2067-02 .2067-02 .9000 ,2938-04 .3546-04 .2158-01 .2024 524.2
720 .60000 .75000 259.00 .3106-03 .3745-03 .3745-03 .9000 °5328-05 .6424-05 .3933-02 .3547-01 520.5
720 .60000 .85000 260.00 .]523-02 .1835-02 .1835-02 .9000 .2612-04 .3148-04 ,1931-0! .1614 519.2
720 .60000 .95000 261.00 .3262-02 .3929-02 .3929-02 .9000 .5596-04 .6740-04 .4149-01 .4686 517. I
720 .70000 .20000 262.00 .994B-02 .1200-0! .I200-01 .9000 .1706-03 ,2058-03 .t255 1.177 523.2
720 .70000 .40000 263.00 .3793-02 .4576-02 _4576-02 .9000 .6506-04 .7848-04 .4786-01 .4311 523.0
720 .75000 ].0000 265.00 .2536-0I .3059-0! .3059-01 .9000 .4349-03 .5246-03 .3202 3.!35 522.5
720 .75000 .20000 266,00 .1123-01 .]354-01 .I354-0I .9000 .1926-03 .2323-03 .1419 1.390 52].8
720 .75000 ,40000 287.00 .5162-02 .6225-0B .6225-02 .9000 .8854-04 .I068-03 .6524-01 .5879 521.9
720 .75000 .60000 268.00 .2685-02 .3238-02 .3238-02 .9000 .4605-04 .5554-04 .3393-0f .3475 521.9
720 .75000 .80000 269.00 ".4637-03 .5588-03 .5588-03 .9000 .7953-05 .9586-05 .5878-02 .5524-0| 519.7
720 .75000 .90000 270.00 .2756-02 .332t-02 .3321-02 .9000 .472B-04 .5696-04 .3501-01 .2822 51B.2
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEOC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2302
OHB4B 60-0 WING UPPER SURFACE (R4UR30)
RUN 2Y/BW XN/CW _/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAN) QOOT OTWDT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=O.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ OEG. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FTBSEC FT2SEC /SEC
720 .80000 .90000 271.00 .3884-02 .4680-02 .4680-02 .9000 .6661-04 .8028-04 .4927-01 .3833 5:9. t
720 .90000 .20000 272.00 ,l]4B-Ol .1385-01 .1385-0! .9000 .1970-03 .8375-03 .1452 1.309 521,4
720 .90000 .40000 273.00 .2848-02 .3434-02 .3434-02 .9000 .4886-04 .5891-04 .3604-01 .3249 521.1
720 ,90000 ,60000 274.00 .1991-0B .2400-02 .2400-02 .9000 .3414-04 .4117-04 .B518-01 .1892 521.2
720 .95000 .20000 275.00 .lOB2-OI .1305-0i .1305-01 .9000 .1856-03 .2238-03 .1369 1.342 520.8
720 .95000 .40000 276.00 .8871-02 .1069-01 .1089-01 .9000 .1522-03 .1834-03 .I123 .8444 520.3
720 .95000 .50000 277.00 .5746-02 .6928-02 .6928-0B .9000 .9857-04 .1188-03 .7276-01 .656B 520.5
720 .95000 .70000 278.00 .II07-02 .I334-02 .1334-02 .9000 .1899-04 .2289-04 .I404-01 .1131 5t9.3
720 .95000 .80000 279.00 ,}988_02 .2394-02 .2394-02 .9000 .3407-04 .4106-04 .B520-01 .1960 519.2
720 .95000 .90000 280.00 .6355-02 ,7660-02 ,7660-02 .9000 .1090-03 .1314-03 .8057-01 .6491 519.6
,r
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHBqB MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2303
OHB4B 60-0 WING UPPER SURFACE (R4UR30)
• ,••.^ ,,_P_ P,,uP
_il_u UrF_R _vRr PARAMETRIC hAT.
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA " .0000 ELEVON - -15.00
BOFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK - .0000
**'TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L HACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 /FT3 /FT2
714 .9986 7.940 40.00 .1042-01 205.2 I268. 93.00 .2207-01 .974l 3754. .6406-03 .7484-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN 2YIBN XN/CN TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN) ODOT DTWDT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=O.B R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEGo R DEG. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC
714 .40000 .20000 _7.00 .4955-02 .5370-02 .5970-02 .9000 .1200-03 .1446-03 .8934-01 .7191 521.3
714 .40000 .40000 248.00 .2721-03 .32B0-03 .3280-03 .9000 .6592-05 .7945-05 .4899-02 .4598-01 522.5
714 .40000 .60000 249.00 .4665-03 .5622-03 .5622-03 .9000 .1130-04 .1362-04 .B400-02 .9461-01 522.3
714 .40000 .95000 252.00 .1745-02 .2101-02 .2101-02 .9000 .4227-04 .5089-04 .3159-01 .2852 518.4
?14 .80000 .25000-01 253.00 .7863-0i .9587-01 .9587-01 .9000 .1905-02 .2322-02 1.341 32.89 561.8
7i4 .60000 ;50000-01 254.00 .6533-0l .7938-01 .7938-01.9000 .[583-02 .1923-02 1.132 22.85 550.5
714 .80000 .I0000+00 255.00 .4325-01 .5224-01 .5224-01 .9000 .1048-02 .1265-02 .7706 8.234 530.1
714 .80000 .20000 258.00 .9875-02 .1191-01 .1191-01 .9000 .2392-03 .2884-03 .1774 1.597 524.2
714 .50000 .40000 257.00 .1259-02 .1517-02 .1517-02 .9000 .3049-04 .3675-04 .2264-01 .IB88 523.1
714 .60000 .60000 258.00 .6732-03 .BI14-03 .8114-03 .9000 .1631-04 .1966-04 .1212-0| .ll3e 522.5
714 .60000 .B5000 260.00 .1419-02 .1708-02 .]70B-02 .9000 .3438-04 .4138-04 .2571-01 .2150 517.?
714 .60000 .95000 261.00 .3086-02 .3713-02 .3713-02 .9000 .7476-04 .8995-04 .560I-0I .6327 516.5
714 .70000 .20000 282.00 .lOiS-O! .1229-01 .1229-01 .9000 .2469-03 .2876-03 .|833 1.719 523.3
714 .70000 ,40000 263.00 .3088-02 .3721-02 ,3721-02 .9000 .7480-04 .9014-04 .5563-01 .5013 522.0
714 .75000 1.0000 265.00 .2605-0I .3142-01 .3142-01 .9000 .6311-03 .7611-03 .4676 4.574 524.7
714 .75000 ,20000 266.00 .1063-01 .12Bl-O1 .1281-0I .go00 .2574-03 .3103-03 .18|3 1.873 522.6
7t4 .75000 .40000 267.00 .4465-02 .5381-02 .5381-02 .9000 .1082-03 .1303-03 .8047-0! .7252 521.7
714 .75000 .60000 268.00 1492-02 .1797-02 .1797-02 °9000 .3614-04 .4354-04 .2690-01 .2755 521.4
714 .75000 .80000 269.00 .1784-03 .2148-03 ,2148-03 .9000 .4322-05 .5203-05 .3231-02 .3039-0I 518.2
714 .75000 .90000 270.00 .2!40-02 .2575-02 .2575-02 .9000 .5184-04 .6239-04 .3879-01 .3128 517.4
714 .80000 .90000 271.00 .2560-02 .3082-02 .3082-02 .9000 .6202-04 .7466-04 ,4637-0I .3610 518.0
DATE 23 FEB 60 0H848 MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEOC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2304
0H846 60-0 WING UPPER SURFACE (R4UR30)
RUN 2Y/BH XW/CN TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAN) QDOT OTNDT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=O.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. RTAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
714 .90000 .20000 272.00 .2618-01 .3157-01 .3157-01 .9000 .6341-03 .7647-03 .4700 4.230 5_-'_4.5
714 .SO000 .40000 273.00 .3695-02 .4451-02 .4451-02 .9000 .8950-04 .I078-03 .6670-0t .6015 520.5
714 .90000 .60000 274.00 .1817-01 .2190-0! .2190-0! .9000 .4401-03 .5306-03 .3266 2.450 523.6
714 .85000 .20000 275.00 .9663-02 .1164-01 .1164-01 .9000 .2341-03 .2820-03 .1745 1.711 620.3
714 .95000 .40000 276.00 .283t-01 .3419-01 .3419-01 .9000 .6859-03 .8283-03 .5048 3.776 529.7
714 .95000 .50000 277.00 .Z625-0! .4376-01 .4376-0! .9000 .8780-03 .1060-02 .6473 5.814 528.4
714 .95000 .70000 278.00 .1157-0! .1385-01 .1395-01 .9000 .2804-03 .3378-03 .2085 1.677 522.1
7t4 .95000 .80000 279.00 .4334-02 .5219-02 .5219-02 .9000 .1050-03 .1264-03 .7841-01 .6101 618.9
714 .95000 .90000 280.00 .7303-02 .8796-02 .8796-02 .9800 .|769-03 .2131-03 .1320 1.063 519.7
j
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2305
OHB4B 60-0 WING UPPER SURFACE (R4UR30)
WiNE UPPER SURF PARAHETR|C DATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA - .0000 ELEVON = -15.00
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK = .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO I"f4J
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R OEG. R PSIA PSi FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO 6 /Fl3 /FT2
?12 1.997 7.980 40.05 .I047-01 433.8 1302, 94.76 .4516-01 2.013 3808. .1286-02 .7626-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN 2Y/BW XW/CW 1/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAW) ODOT OTWOl TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=O.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAW/T0 FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC
7iB .40000 .B0000 247.00 ,6802-02 o8180-02 .B180-02 .9000 .23B0-03 .2863-03 .1838 2.474 529.3
712 .40000 .40000 248.00 .3208-03 .3860-03 .3860-03 .9000 .1123-04 .1351-04 .8653-02 .8086-01 530.9
712 .40000 .60000 249.00 .3095-03 .3723-03 .3723-03 .9000 .1083-04 .1303-04 .8348-02 .9362-01 530.8
722 .40000 .T5000 250.00 .8088-04 .9?26-04 .9726-04 .9000 .2830-05 .3404-05 .2187-02 .1637-01 528.8
712 .40000 .95000 252.00 .1900-02 .2281-02 .2281-02 .9000 .664B-04 .7983-04 .5176-01 .4661 523.2
712 .60000 .25000-01 253.00 .9392-0l .I152 .I152 .9000 _.3287-02 .4033-02 2.312 55.71 598.1
712 °60000 .50000-01 254.00 .8515-0! .1040 ,1040 .9000 .2980-02 .3640-02 2.139 42.'_6 583.9
7_2 .50000 .!0000+00 255.00 .5750-0! ,6962-0! ,6962-0! ,9000 ,20!6-02 ,2436-02 !,5!9 16,08 548.!
712 .60000 .20000 256.00 .1208-01 .1455o01 .1455-01 .9000 .4229-03 .5092-03 .3248 2.910 533.5
712 .60000 .40000 257.00 .7936-03 .9552-03 .9552-03 .9000 .2777-04 .3343-04 .2138-0I .1775 532;0
712 .60000 .60000 258.00 .61i3-03 .7355-03 .7355-03 .9000 ,BI39.-04 .2574-04 .1649-0! .1541 530.8
712 .60000 .B5000 260.00 .8753-03 .1051-02 .1051-02 ,9000 .3063-04 .3678-04 .2384-01 .1988 523.2
712 .60000 .$5000 261.00 .2958-02 .3550-02 .3550-02 .9000 .I035-03 .1242-03 .8075-01 .9099 521.5
q12 .?0000 .BOO00 262.00 .}080-01 .1300-01 .1300-01 .9000 .3781-03 .4550-03 .291B 2.720 531.4
712 .?0000 .40000 263.00 .2875-02 .3458-02 .3458-02 .9000 .1006-03 .1210-03 .7765-01 .6970 529.8
712 .75000 1.0000 265.00 .2973-0! .3579-01 .3579-0! .9000 .t040-02 .I252-02 .7995 7.788 533.1
712 , .75000 .40000 267.00 .4654-02 .5596-02 .5596-02 .9000 .1629-03 .1958-03 .1260 1.132 628.1
712 .75000 .60000 268.00 .5130-02 .6168-02 .6i68-02 .9000 .1795-03 .2158-03 .1388 1.416 528.6
712 .75000 .80000 269.00 .7968-03 .8567-03 .9567-03 .9000 .2788-04 .3348-04 .2172-01 .2038 522.9
712 .75000 .90000 270.00 1289B-02 .3478-02 .347B-02 .9000 .1014-03 .1217-03 .7910-01 .6365 521.7
712 .BO00O .90000 271.00 .3965-02 .4761-02 .476:-02 .9000 .1388-03 .1666-03 .10Bl .B39B 522.5
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEOC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 230B
OH84B 60-0 WING UPPER SURFACE (R4UR30)
RUN 2Y/BW XN/CW T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAW) QDOT DTNDT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=O.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEC. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC
712 .90000 .20000 272.00 .518B-01 .6249-01 .6249-01 .8000 .1815-02 .2187-02 1.391 12.45 535.5
712 .90000 .40000 273.00 .8077-02 .9707-02 .9707-02 ,9000 .2826-03 .3397-03 .2191 1.970 526.4
712 .90000 .60000 274.00 .2002-01 .2409-01 .2409-01 .8000 .7007-03 .8432-03 .5397 4.033 531.4
712 .95000 .20000 275.00 .1977-0_ .2377-01 .2377-01 .9000 ,6918-03 .8318-03 .5352 5.226 528.1
712 .95000 .40000 276.00 .5283-01 .6379-01 .6378-01 .9005 .1849-02 .2232-02 1.400 10.40 544.2
712 .95000 .50000 277.00 .6568-01 .7928-0! .7928-0l .9000 .2288-02 .2774-02 1.743 15.54 543.1
712 .95000 .70000 278.00 .2332-01 .2805-01 .2805-0! .9000 .8159-03 .98t6-03 .8295 5.044 530.2
712 .95000 .80000 279.00 .5731-02 .6882-02 .6882-02 .9000 .2006-03 .2408-03 .1561 1.212 523.2
712 .95000 .90000 280.00 .9203-02 .1i05-01 .1105-01 .9000 .3221-03 .3868-03 .2505 2.014 523.9
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHBWB MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEOC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2307
OH84B 60-0 WING UPPER SURFACE {R4UR30)
HIHO UPPER SURF PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH - 8.000 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA • °0000 ELEVON = -15.00
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK = .0000
•''TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RI,-[O MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO 6 /FT3 /FT2
706 3.002 7.990 40.06 .6989-02 668.9 1321. 95.92 .6908-01 3.087 3836. .I944-02 .7719-07
RUN HREF STN NO




!RUN 2Y/BW XN/CW T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) HITAW) O00T DTNDT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=O.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
706 .40000 .20000 247.00 .8702-02 .I046-01 .1046-01 .9000 .3780-03 .4543-03 .2974 2.378 534.0
706 .40000 .40000 248.00 .5850-03 .703!-03 .703i-03 .9000 .2541-04 .3054-04 .1997-01 .1862 534.8
706 .40000 .60000 248.00 .7089-03 .B521-03 .8521-03 .9000 .30B0-04 .3702-04 .2420-01 _2707 535.0
706 .40000 .75000 250.00 .4484-03 .5388-03 .538B-03 .9000 .1948-04 .2341-04 .1534-01 .1146 533.0
706 .40000 .95000 252.00 .1537-02 .1844-02 ,1844-02 .9000 .6678-04 .8010-04 .5301-01 .4766 526.8
706 .60000 .25000-01 253.00 .9334-01 .I148 .1148 ,9000 .4055-02 .4986-02 2.867 68.57 613.5
706 .60000 .50000-01 254.00 .8948-01 .I084 .1094 .9000 .3887-02 .4754-02 2.816 55.58 596.1
706 .60000 .10000+00 255.00 .6845-01 .8279-01 .8279-01 .9000 .2974-02 .3596-02 2.269 23.90 557.8
06 .60000 .20000 256.00 ,i477-0t .1777-0| .i777-0] .9000 .64i6-03 .77i7-03 .5024 4.4B2 537.6
.60000 .400 7.0 .9644-03 .I 59-02 .1159-02 .900 .4190-04 .5036-04 .329 -01 .2729 5.0
?06 .60000 .60000 258.00 .3519-03 .4228-03 .4229-03 .9000 .1529-04 .1837-04 .1203-01 .I123 533.6
706 .60000 .75000 258.00 .2062-02 .2474-02 .2474-02 .9000 .B957-04 .1075-03 .7103-01 .6382 527;7
706 .60000 .85000 260.00 .1208-02 .I449-02 .1449-02 ,9000 .5247-04 .6294-04 .4165-01 .3467 526.8
706 .60000 .95000 261.00 .3365-02 .4034-02 .4034-02 .9000 .1462-03 .1752-03 .I164 1.309 524.6
706 .?0000 .20000 262.00 .9845-02 .1183-0| .1183-01 .9000 .4277-03 .5138-03 .3367 3.143 533.4
706 .70000 .40000 263.00 .2447-02 .2939-02 .2939-02 .9000 .1063-03 .1277-03 .8388-01 .7522 531.7
706 .75000 1.0000 265.00 .3281-01 .3948-01 .3948-01 .9000 .1425-02 .1715-02 1.115 10.83 538.7
706 .75000 .40000 267.00 .4861-02 .5836-02 .5836-02 .9000 .2t12-03 .2535-03 .1670 1.499 529.7
706 .75000 .60000 268.00 .5898_02 .7080-02 .7080-02 ;9000 .2568-03 .3076-03 .2026 2.087 529.8
706 .75000 .80000 269.00 .1376-02 .1650-02 .1650-02 .9000 .5976-04 .7166-04 .4756-01 ,4458 524.9
706 .75000 .90000 270.00 .4247-02 .5092-02 .5092-02 .9000 .1845-03 .22|2-03 .1469 1.18! 524.4
DATE 23 FEB 80 0H846 MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEOC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2308 !
0H846 60-0 WING UPPER SURFACE (R4UR30)
RUN 2Y/BW XN/CW T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/10 H(TO) HITAW) QDOT OTWDT TW
• NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
: TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
?06 .80000 .90000 27!.00 .4154-02 .4979-02 .4979-02 .9000 .1804-03 .2163-03 .1437 1.115 524.2
706 ,90000 .20000 272.00 .2771-0I .3332-0] ,3332-01 .9000 .1204-02 .1447-02 .9453 8.460 535.5
706 .90000 .40000 273.00 .1595-01 .1915-01 .1915-01 .9000 .6929-03 .8321-03 .5471 4.908 631.1
706 .90000 .60000 274.00 .3656-01 .4393-01 .4393-01 .9000 .1598-02 .1909-02 1.249 9.320 534.3
706 .95000 .20000 275.00 .1509-01 .1811-01 .IBIl-Ol .9000 .6554-03 ,7869-03 .5183 5.057 529.9
706 .95000 .40000 276.00 .9580-01 .1160 .1160 .9000 .4162-02 .5037-02 3.162 23.28 56].0
706 .95000 .50000 277.00 .1187 .1440 .1440 .9000 .5155-02 .6255-02 3.872 34.06 569.6
706 .95000 .70000 278.00 .5472-01 .6594-0! .6594-0I .9000 .2377-02 .2864-02 1.845 14.67 544.6
706 .95000 .80000 279.00 .141B-OI .1701-01 .1701-01 .9000 .6160-03 ,7390-03 .4887 3.786 527.3
706 .95000 °90000 280.00 .ll81-O! 1416-01 .1416-01 .9000 .5129-03 ,6152-03 .4073 3.269 526.5
/DATE 23 FEB BO OH84B MODEL B0-0 IN THE AEOC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2309
OH84B BO-O WING UPPER SURFACE (R4URSI)
WING UPPER SURF r_i-i_m_L_ DATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA " 40.00 BETA = .0000 ELEVON - -12.50
BDFLAP = -12.50 SPDBRK • .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS'*"
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA 'BETA PO TO T P O V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO 6 IFT3 /FT2
726 .5101 7.900 39.98 -.1733-01 102.3 1257. 93.21 .1137o0l .4987 3739. .3292-03 ,7501-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN 2Y/BW XW/CW TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO} H(TAW) ODOT OTNOT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=O.9 R= 8TU/R BTU/R BTU/ OEGo R DEG. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC
726 .40000 .20000 247,00 .5!I9-02 .6182-0B ,6182-0B .9000 ,8844-04 .106B-03 .646B-0I .5189 526.0
726 .40000 .40000 248.00 .6399-03 .7734-03 .7734-03 .9000 .1106-04 .I336-04 .8050-02 .7531-01 528.6
726 .40000 .60000 249.00 .3699-03 .4471-03 .4471-03 .9000 .6392-05 .7724-05 .4655-02 .5227-01 528.q
726 :40000 .75000 250.00 .3124-03 .3775-03 .3775-03" .9000 .5397-05 .6522-05 .3933-02 .8945-01 527.9
726 .40000 .95000 252.00 .3275-02 .3952-02 .3952-02 .9000 .5658-04 .6827-04 .4151-01 .3739 523.0
726 .60000 .25000-01 253.00 .7465-01 .9074-01 .9074-01 .9000 .1290-02 .1568-02 .9137 28.57 548.2
726 .60000 .50000-01 254.00 ..5773-0l .7003-01 .7003-0| .9000 .9974-03 .1210-02 .7137 14.48 541.2
726 .60000 .10000+00 255.00 .3433-0! .4!50-0! o4!50-0I ,9000 .5931-03 .7171-03 .k313 4.609 529.6
726 ,60000 .20000 256.00 .9832-02 .1188-01 .1188-01 .9000 .1699-03 .2053-03 .1237 I.!11 528,4
726 .60000 .40000 257.00 .236B-02 .2863-02 .2863-02 .9000 .4091-04 .4946-04 .2975-01 .2473 529.6
726 .60000 .85000 260.00 .9312-03 .1123-02 .1123-02 .9000 .1609-04 .1941-04 .1182-01 .9861-0| 522.1
726 .60000 .95000 261.00 .3185-02 .3840-02 .3840-02 .9000 .5503-04 .6634-04 .4055-0I .4573 519.8
726 .70000 .20000 262.00 .IO02-Ol .|210-01 .12IO-OI .9000 .1731-03 .2091-03 .1264 I.IB4 526.3
726 .70000 .40000 263.00 .3874-02 .46B0-02 .4680-02 .9000 .6694-04 .8085-04 ,4888-01 ,4395 526.5
726 .75000 1.0000 265.00 .2539-01 .3065-01 .3065-01 .9000 .4386-03 .5296-03 .3210 3.140 524.9
726 .75000 .20000 266.00 .1093-01 .1319-0I .1319-01 .9000 .1888-03 .2280-03 .1383 1.353 524.2
726 .75000 .40000 267.00 .5076-02 .6128-02 ,6128-02 .9000 .8769-04 .1059-03 .6420-0I .5778 524.6
726 .75000 .60000 268.00 .2294-02 .2769-02 .2769-02 .9000 .3963-04 .4785-04 .2900-01 .2966 524.8
726 .75000 .80000 269.00 .7872-03 .9497-03 .9497-03 .9000 .1360-04 .1641-04 .9993-02 .9380-01 522.0
726 .75000 .90000 270.00 .2727-02 .3288-02 .328B-02 .9000 .4711-04 .5680-04 .3470-0I .2795 520.1
726 .80000 .90000 271.00 .3862-02 ._657-02 .4657-02 .9000 .6672-04 .8046-04 .4910-01 .3817 520.8
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL SO-O IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2310
OHB48 60-0 WING UPPER SURFACE _R4UR3I)
RUN 2Y/BW XN/CN TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H[TO} H(TAN) QDOT DTWDT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEO. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FTBSEC FTBSEC /SEC
726 .90000 .20000 272.00 .It29-O! .1363-01 .1363-01 .9000 ,1951-03 .2354-03 .t431 1.28B 523.3
726 .90000 .40000 273.00 .2744-02 .3311-02 .3311-02 .9000 .4741-04 .5721-04 .3478-0! .3132 523.1
726 .90000 .60000 274.00 .1756-02 .2119-0B .2!19-02 .9000 ,3033-04 .3660-04 .2224-0l .1669 523.3
726 .95000 .20000 275.00 .1137-0l .1372-01 .1372-01 .9000 .1965-03 .2371-03 .1442 1.412 522.7
726 _95000 .40000 276.00 .7933-02 .9570-02 .9570-02 .9000 .1371-03 .I653-03 .1007 ,756_ 522.0
?25 .95000 .50000 277.00 .2897-02 .3495-02 .3495-02 .9000 .5006-04 .6038-04 .3677-01 .3314 522.0
726 .95000 .70000 278.00 .1419-02 .1712-02 .1712-02 .9000 .2452-04 .2958-04 .IB03-OI .1451 521.5
726 .95000 .80000 279.00 .1959-02 .2362-02 .2362-02 .9000 .3384-04 .4081-04 .2490-01 .1936 520.7
726 .95000 .90000 280.00 .7675-02 .9256-02 .9256-02 .9000 .1326~03 .1599-03 ,9754-01 .7852 521.0
DATE 23 WEB 80 OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2311
OH84B 60-0 WING UPPER SURFACE (R4UR31)
WING UPPER SURF PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA - .GO00 ELEVON - -12,50
BDFLAP • -12.50 SPDBRK • .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEC. PSIA DEG, R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XtO 6 /FT3 IFT2
740 1.019 7.940 39.99 -.2081-0I 209.3 I266. 93,00 .225B-01 .9937 3754. .6534-03 .7484-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN 2Y/BN XW/CN TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN) ODOT DTNDT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
740 .40000 .20000 247.00 .6454-02 .7796-02 .7796-02 .9000 .1579-03 .1907-03 .1161 .9300 530.5
740 .40000 .40000 248.00 .7307-03 ,8828-03 .B828-03 .9000 .17BB-04 .2160-04 .1314-0I .122B 530.8
740 .40000 .60000 B49.00 .6969-03 .8417-03 .8417-03 .9000 .1705-04 .2059-04 .1254-0| .1406 530.4
740 .40000 .75000 250.00 .5251-03 .6343-03 .6343-03 .9000 .1285-04 .1552-04 .9441-02 .7058-01 530.8
740 .40000 .95000 252.00 .1405-02 .1695-02 .1695-02 .9000 .343B-04 .4148-04 .2541-01 .B2B4 526.6
740 .60000 .25000-0I 253.00 .7937-01 .9693-01 .9693-01 .9000 .1942-02 .2371-02 1.357 33.22 566.7
740 .60000 .50000-01 254.00 .6574-01 .B000-01 .B000-01 .9000 .1608-02 .1957-02 1.141 22.9B 556.0
740 .60000 .10000+00 255.00 .4894-01 .5913-01 .5913-01 .9000 .1195-02 .1447-02 .8688 9.243 538.6
740 .60000 .20000 255.00 .!033-01 .1249-0! .1249-01 .9000 .2527-03 .3055-03 .1850 1.658 533.5
740 .60000 .40000 257.00 .1725-02 .BOBS-02 .2085-02 .9000 .4219-04 .5101-04 .3091-0I .2564 533. t
740 .60000 .60000 258.00 , .9472-03 .1145-02 .1145-02 .9000 .2317-04 .2B01-04 .1700-01 .1587 532.2
740 .60000 .85000 260.00 .9835-03 .IIB7-02 .1187-02 .9000 .240B-04 .2903-04 .|778-01 .14BO 526.6
740 .60000 .95000 B61.00 .3403-02 .4103-02 .4103-02 .9000 .B325-04 .1004-03 .6172-0! °6944 524.3
740 .70000 .20000 262.00 .1067-01 .1290-01 .1290-01 .9000 .2611-03 .3156-03 .1914 1.787 532.6
740 .70000 .40000 263.00 .354B-02 .4287-02 .4287-02 .9000 .B680-04 .1049-03 .6372-01 .5715 531.5
740 ,75000 t.0000 265.00 .2648-01 .3199-01 .3199-01 .9000 .647B-03 .782B-03 .4755 4,635 531.6
740 .75000 .40000 267.00 .4999-02 .6039-02 .6039-02 .9000 .1223-03 .147B-03 .8991-01 .8067 " 530.6
740 .75000 .60000 268.00 .2271-02 .2743-02 .2743-02 .9000 .5656-04 .6712-04 .4084-0l .4164 530.6
740 .75000 .B0000 269.00 .I044-02 .1260-02 .1260-02 .9000 .2555-04 .3084-04 .1885-01 .1765 527.9
• 740 .75000 .90000 270.00 .2797-02 .3374-02 .3374-02 .9000 .6843-04 .B254-04 .5065-01 .406B 525.5
740 ;80000 .90000 271.00 .3215-02 .3879-02 .3879-02 .9000 .7866-04 .9490-04 .5B15-01 .4508 526.4
DATE 23 FEB BO OHB4B MODEL BO-O IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2312
OHB4B BO-O WING UPPER SURFACE (R4UR31)
RUN 2Y/BN XW/CN TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAN) ODOT DTWDT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ OEG. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC
740 .90000 .BOO00 272.00 .3985-01 .4820-01 .4820-01 .9000 .9750-03 .1179-02 .9127 6.382 534.7
740 .90000 .40000 273.00 .5608-02 .6775-02 .6775-02 .9000 ,1372-03 .1658-03 .lOOB .9042 531.0
740 .90000 .60000 2?4.00 .4155-02 .5021-02 .5021-02 .9000 .1017-03 .1228-03 .9466-01 .5580 531.3
740 .95000 .20000 275.00 .1903-01 .2300-01 .2300-01 ,9000 .4656-03 .5626-03 .3419 3.333 531.4
?40 .95000 .40000 276.00 .2033-01 .2458-0| .245B-0I .9000 .4973-03 .6013-03 .3642 2.719 533.4
?40 .95000 .50000 2?7.00 .1180-01 .1425-01 .1425-01 .9000 .2886-03 .3487-03 .2118 1.899 531.7
740 .95000 .?0000 2?8.00 .2042-02 .2465-02 .2465-02 .9000 .4995-04 .6030-04 .3682-0! .2953 528.5
740 .95000 .BOO00 279.00 .2739-02 .3305-02 .3305-02 .9000 .6701-94 .8087-04 .4948-01 .3834 527.2
740 .95000 .90000 280.00 .7992-02 .9644-02 ,9644-02 .gO00 ,1955-03 .2360-03 .1445 I.J59 526.9
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL BO-O IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2313
OH84B SO-O WING UPPER SURFACE (R4UR31)
WING UPPER SURF PARAMETRICDATA
MACH 8.000 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA = .0000 £LEVON - -12.50
BDFLAP = -12.50 SPDBRK = .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS*'*
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 /FT3 IFT2
738 1.994 7.980 40.04 -.2093-0! 434.8 1305. 94.98 .4527-01 E.OI8 3813. .i286-02 .7643-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN 2Y/BN XW/CW TIC NO H/HREF HIHREF HIHREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAN) (}DOT DTNOT TH
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= 8TU/R BTUIR BTU/ DEG. R D£G. R
TAN/TO FTESEC FTBSEC FTBSEC ISEC
738 .40000 .20000 247.00 .8119-02 .9776-02 .9776-02 .9000 .2845-03 .3427-03 .2189 1.750 535.3
738 .40000 .40000 248.00 .1147-02 .1381-02 ,1381-02 .9000 .4018-04 .4842-04 .3082-01 .2871 537.6
738 .40000 .60000 249.00 .8433-03 .Ii36-02 .;136-02 .8000 ,3306-04 .3983-04 .2538-01 .2837 537.0
738 .40000 .75000 250.00 .4845-03 .5836-03 .5836-03 .9000 .1698-04 .2045-04 .1306-01 .9736-0! 535.8
738 .40000 .95000 252.00 .1516-02 .1821-02 .1821-02 .9000 .5313-04 .6384-04 .4131-01 .3713 52.7.2
738 .SO000 .25000-01 253.00 .9555-0l .117I .117i .9000 .3349-02 .4104-02 2.374 57.26 595.8
738 .60000 .50000-01 254.00 .8600-01 .1050 .1050 .9000 .3014-02 .3679-02 2.175 43.20 583.0
738 .60000 .10000+00 255.00 .6602-01 .7886-01 .7986-0! .9000 .2314-02 .2799-02 1.743 18.42 551.4
?38 .E0000 .20000 256.00 .I293-01 .1559-01 .1559-01 .9000 .4531-03 .5463-03 .3463 3.092 540.4
738 .60000 .40000 257.00 .143;-02 .;726-02 .1726-02 .$000 .5016-04 .6049-04 .3833-0i .3168 540.6
• 738 :60000 .60000 258.00 .1190-02 .]434-02 .1434-02 .9000 .4171-04 .5027-04 .3195-01 .29?4 538.6
738 .60000 .75000 259.00 .2234-03 .2686-03 .2686-03 .9000 .7829-05 .9414-05 .6066-02 .5445-0! 529.8
738 .60000 .85000 260.00 .1132-02 .1360-02 .1360-02 .9000 .3967-04 .4768:04 .3081-01 .2563 528.0
738 .60000 .95000 261.00 .3382-02 .4061-02 .4061-02 .9000 .1195-03 .1423-03 .9250-01 1.04I 584.3
738 .70000 .20000 262_00 .IlBB-Ol .1359-01 .1359-01 .9000 .3954-03 .4764-03 .3034 2.825 537.5
?38 .70000 .40000 263.00 .3516-02 .4236-02 .4236-02 .9000 .1232-03 .1485-03 .9460-01 .8460 537.0
738 .75000 1.0000 265.00 .2828-01 .3528-01 .3528-01 .9000 .1026-02 .1236-02 .7882 7.663 536.7
738 .75000 .40000 267.00 .5642-02 .6791-02 .6791-02 .9000 .;977-03 .2380-03 .1524 1.355 533_9
?38 .75000 .60000 268.00 .4244-02 .5109-02 .5109-02 .9000 .1487-03 .1791-03 .I146 1.166 534.3
?38 .75000 .80000 269.00 .1357-02 .1631-02 .163i-02 .9000 .4755-04 .5717-04 .3687-01 .3448 529.3
738 .75000 .90000 270.00 .2984-02 .3597-02 .3597-02 .9000 .I049-03 .1261-03 .BlTl-OI .6561 526.1
DATE 23 FEB BO 0H848 MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2314
0H848 60-0 HING UPPER SURFACE {R4UR31)
RUN 2Y/BN XN/CN T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO N(TO) H(TAN) QDOT DTNOT TN
NUHBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FTSSEC FT2SEC /SEC
738 .BOO00 .90000 271.00 .3765-02 .4524-02 .4524-02 .9000 .1320-03 .1586-03 .1026 .7952 5*37.0
738 ,90000 .20000 272.00 .6098-0! .7364-01 .7364-01 .9000 .2137-02 .2581-02 1.622 14.44 545.8
738 .90000 .40000 273.00 .1199-0! .1444-01 .1444-01 .9000 .4203-03 .5060-03 .3238 8.900 534.2
738 .90000 .60000 274.00 .t032-01 .1242-01 .1242-01 .9000 .3617-03 .4355-03 .2786 2.079 534.5
738 .95000 .20000 275.00 .3235-01 .3898-01 .3898-01 .8000 ,1134-02 .1366-02 .1_7.05 8.485 536.9
738 .95000 ;40000 276.00 .3095-01 .3731-01 .3731-01 ,9000 .1085-02 .1308-02 .8299 6.177 539.6
738 .g5000 .50000 277.00 .2019-01 .2432-0! .2432-01 .9000 .7077-03 .8525-03 .5434 4.861 536.8
738 .95000 .70000 278.00 .8121-02 .9769-02 .9769-02 .9000 .2846-03 ,3424-03 .2201 1.763 53t.3
738 .g5000 .80000 279.00 .4121-02 .4854-02 .4954-02 .9000 .1444-03 .1736-03 .I121 .8679 528.6
738 .85000 .90000 280.00 .9383-02 ,1128-01 .1128-01 .9000 .3289-03 .3952-03 .2555 2.049 527.9
DATE 23 FEB BO OH848 MODEL 80-0 iN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE _315
OH84B BO-O WING UPPER SURFACE (R4UR31)
MACH = B,O00 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA - .0000 ELEVON - -i2.50
BDFLAP = -12.50 SPOBRK= .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS*''
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSi FT/SEC SLUGS LB-BEC
x]o 6 /FT3 /FT2
728 2.981 7.990 40.06 -.2097-01 667.2 1325. 96.2i .6890-01 3.079 3842. ,i933-02 .7742-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN 2Y/BN XW/CW T/C NO H/HREF H/NREF HIHREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAW) QDOT OTWDT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R OEG. R ........
TAW/TO FT2SEC FTBSEC FTBSEC ISEC
?28 .40000 .20000 247.00 .9309-02 .Ill?-Ol .Ill?-01 .9000 .4041-03 .4850-03 .3210 2.572 530._
728 .40000 .40000 248.00 .9210-03 .1106-02 .1106-02 .9000 .3998-04 .4799T04 .3173-QI ._365 531.i
?28 .40000 .60000 249.00 .7309-03 .8775-03 .8775-03 .9000 .3173-04 .3809-04 .2517-01 .282i 53i,5
728 .40000 .75000 250.00 ,6581-03 .7900-03 .7900-03 .9000 .2857-04 .3429-04 .2266-0i .|694 531.4
728 .40000 .95000 252.00 .1600-02 .1918-02 .I918-02 .9000 .6947-04 .8328-04 .5549-01 .4991 525.8
?28 .60000 .25000-01 253.00 .tO02 .1234 .1234 .9000 .4350-02 .5355-02 3.07i ?3.25 618.7
728 .60000 .50000-01 254.00 .9294-0! .iI3? .I137 .9000 .4034-02 .4935-02 E.9B8 57.71 598.8
728 .60000 .IO000+O0 255.00 .6964-01 .8415-0I .8415-01 .9000 .3023-02 .3653-02 2,322 24.47 556.7
728 .60000 .20000 256.00 .1485-01 .I?B6-OI .1786-01 .9000 .6447-03 .7751-03 .5075 4.537 537,5
728 .60000 .40000 257.00 .1354-02 .1628-02 .I628-02 .9000 .5879-04 .7065-04 .4638-01 .3843 535.7
728 .60000 .60000 258.00 .5610-03 .6741-03 .6741-03 .9000 .2435-04 .2926-04 .t923-01 .i793 535.2
728 .60000 .75000 259.00 .2574-02 .3088-02 .3088-02 .9000 .I117-03 .1340-03 .8897-0! .799i 528.4
728 .BOO00 .85000 260,00 .2673-02 .3205-02 .3205-02 .9000 .1160-03 .1391-03 .9246-01 .7693 527.7
728 .60000 .95000 261.00 .3962-02 .4748-02 .4748-02 .9000 .1720-03 .2061-03 .1376 i.548 524.6
728 .70000 .20000 262.00 .IlO?-OI .1331-01 .1331-01 .9000 .4807-03 .5776-03 .3793 3.536 535.5
728 .70000 .40000 263.00 .3164-02 .3802-02 .3802-02 .9000 .1374-03 .1650-03 .1085 .97!7 534.6
728 .75000 1.0000 265.00 .321l-0I .3861-01 .386I-0_ .9000 .]394-02 .1676-02 i.096 10.65 538.1
728 .75000 .20000 265.00 .I298-0I ,1559-01 .1559-0l .9000 .5633-03 .6768-03 .4457 4.340 533.5
728 .75000 .40000 267,00 .5336-02 .6407-02 .6407-02 .9000 .2316-03 .2781-03 .1834 1.644 532.?
?28 .75000 .80000 268.00 .6168-02 .7408-02 ,7408-02 .9000 .2677-03 .32!6-03 .2119 2.157 533.4
72B .75000 .80000 269.00 .2166-02 .2599-02 .2599-02 .9000 .9403-04 .I!2B-03 .7482-01 .699B 529.0
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEOC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2316
0H84B BO-O WING UPPER SURFACE (R4UR3|)
RUN 2YIBW XH/CW T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) HtTAW) QOOT DTWDT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. RTAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
728 .75000 .90000 2?0.00 .4353-02 .5220-02 .5220-02 .9000 .1890-03 .2266-03 .I508 1.210 526.9
728 ,80000 .90000 271.00 .480_-02 .5762-02 .5762-02 .9000 .2085-03 .250f-03 .1663 1.288 527.4
?28 .90000 .20000 2?2.00 .6|49-01 ,6206-0! .6206-01 .9000 .2235-02 .2694-02 1.738 I5.46 547.2
728 .90000 .40000 273.00 .1254-01 .1506-01 .1506-01 .9000 .5443-03 .6539-03 .4302 3.853 534.2
728 .90000 .60000 274.00 .2402-01 .2889-01 .2889-0! ,9000 ,I043-02 .1254-02 .8200 6.107 538.4
728 .95000 .20000 275.00 .3693-01 .4441-01 .4441-0! .9000 ,1603-02 .1928-02 1,26! 12.24 538.4
728 .95000 .40000 276.00 .2640-0! .3175-0| .3175-01 .9000 .1146-02 .1378m02 .9012 6.712 538.3
728 .95000 .50000 277.00 .4186--01 .5043--01 .5043--0! .9000 .1817--02 .2189--02 1,416 12.61 545.3
728 .95000 .70000 278.00 .2631~01 .3164--01 .3164--0! .9000 .1|42--02 .1373--02 .8982 7.167 538.2
728 .95000 .80000 279.00 .8964--02 .I075--01 ,107S--OI ,9000 .3891--03 .4668--03 .3097 2.397 528.8
?28 .95000 ,90000 280.00 .1066--01 .1279--01 .1279--0! .9000 .4627--03 .5550--03 .3683 2.953 528.7
'\ \
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2317
OHB48 60-0 WING UPPER SURFACE (R4UR32)
WING UPPER SURF PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = B.O00 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA " .OOO0 ELEVON - -IB.5B
BDFLAP = -5.000 SPDBRK - .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L HACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO FlU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FTISEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO 6 IFT3 IFT2
724 ,4963 7.900 39.97 -.1732-01 100,2 1263. 93.66 .1114-01 .4867 3748. .3211-03 .7536-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN 2Y/BW XN/CW T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAN) QDOT DTNOT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R 8TUI DEG. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FTBSEC FT2SEC ISEC
724 .40000 .20000 247.00 .5149-02 .6217-02 .6217-02 .9000 .8814-04 .I064-03 .6479-01 .5199 527.5
724 .40000 .40000 248.00 .9310-03 .I125-02 .1125-02 .go00 .1593-04 .1925-04 o!167-0I .IOgI 530.3
724 .40000 .60000 24g.00 .6544-03 .7906-03 .7g06-03 .9000 .1120-04 .1353-04 .B210-OB .9212-01 529.7
724 .40000 .75000 250.00 .5306-03 .6409-03 .6409-03 .9000 .9082-05 .1097-04 .6666-02 .4989-0| 528.7
724 .40000 .gso00 252.00 .3409-02 .4111-02 .4111-02 .9000 .583B-04 .7036-04 .4320-01 .3892 522.5
724 .60000 .25000-01 253.00 .7443-01 .9043-01 .9043-01 .9000 .1274-02 .1548-02 .9094 22.46 548.9
724 .BOO00 .50000-01 254.00 .5753-01 .6975-01 .6975-01 .9000 .9846-03 .II94-02 .7095 14.38 542.1
724 .BOO00 .IO000+O0 255.00 .3451-01 .417]-01 .4171-01 .9000 .5907-03 .7139-03 .4322 4.616 530.9
724 .60000 .20000 256.00 .9810-02 .I185-01 .1185-01 .go00 .1679-03 .2029-03 .I230 1.103 530.4
724 .60000 .40000 257,00 .265B-02 ,3210-02 .3210-02 .9000 .4546-04 .5495-04 .3323-01 .2760 531.6
724 .BOO00 .60000 258.00 .8739-03 .1056-02 .1056-02 .9000 .1496-04 .1807-04 .1096-01 .I025 529.8
724 .60000 .85000 260.00 .1087-02 .1310-02 .1310-02 .go00 ,1860-04 .2242-04 ,1378-01 .1150 521.9
724 .60000 .95000 261.00 .3125-02 ,3765-02 .3765-02 .go00 .5349-04 .6444-04 .3976-0] ,4485 519.4
724 .70000 .20000 262.00 .I028-01 .1241-01 .1241-01 .9000 .1759-03 .2124-03 .1292 1.209 528.1
724 .70000 .40000 263.00 .4041-02 .4880-02 .4880-02 .9000 .6917-04 .8353-04 .5082-01 .4565 528.0
724 .75000 1.0000 265.00 .2579-0I .3113-0l ,3113-01 .9000 .44]5-03 .5328-03 .3252 3.179 526.0
724 .75000 .20000 266,00 .1158-01 .1398-01 .1398-01 .9000 .1982-03 .2392-03 .1461 1.429 525.6
724 .75000 .40000 267.00 .5452-02 .6580-02 .6580-0_ .9000 .9332-04 .1126-03 .6877-0| .6185 525.8
724 .75000 .60000 268.00 .2684--02 .3239-02 .3239-02 .9000 .4594-04 .5543-04 .3386-01 ._461 525.6
724 .75000 .80000 269.00 .7850-03 .9464-03 .9464-03 .9000 .1344-04 .;620-04 .9949-02 .9338-01 522.2
723 .75000 .90000 270.00 ,2953-02 .3558-02 .355B-02 .9000 .5055-04 .6091-04 .3753-0! .3022 520.2
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2318
OHS4B 60-0 HING UPPER SURFACE fR4UR32)
RUN 2Y/BW XN/CW r/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO] H(TAN) QDOT DTNDT TN
NUHBER R=l.O R=O.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
?24 .80000 .90000 271.00 .3875-02 .4670-02 .4670-02 .9000 .6633-04 .7994-04 .4920-01 .3824 520.9
724 .90000 .20000 272.00 .1086-01 .1310-01 .1310-01 .9000 .1858-03 .2241-03 .1372 1.235 524.4
?24 .90000 .40000 2?3.00 .2946-02 .3554-02 .3554-02 .9000 .5043-04 .6083-04 .3725-01 .3354 524.0
724 .90000 .60000 274.00 .1994-02 ,2405-02 .2405-02 .9000 .3413-04 .4117-04 ,2521-01 .1892 523.9
724 .95000 .20000 275.00 .1087-01 .13II-0! .1311-01 .9000 .1860-03 .2243-03 .1375 1.346 523.5
?24 .95000 .40000 276.00 .7801-02 ,9406-02 .9406-02 .9000 .1335-03 ,1610-03 ,9882-01 .7419 522.6
724 .95000 .50000 277.00 .2924-02 .3525-02 .3525-02 .9000 .5005-04 ,6034-04 .3704-0! .3337 522.6
724 .95000 .70000 278.00 .1594-02 .1921-02 .1921-02 .9000 .2728-04 .3288-04 .2021-01 .]627 521.7
?24 .95000 .80000 279.00 .2096-02 .2526-02 .2526=02 .9000 .3587-04 .4323-04 ,2661-01 .2069 520.8
?24 .95000 .90000 280.00 .7870-02 .9485-02 .9485-02 .9000 .1347-03 .1623-03 .9990-01 .8042 521.0
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL BO-O IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2319
OHB4B BO-O WING UPPER SURFACE fR4UR32)
WING UPPER SURF PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH • B.O00 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA " .0000 ELEVON - -12.50
BDFLAP = -5°000 SPDBRK = .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO 6 IFT3 /FT2
742 l,OIO 7.940 39.99 -.2082-01 207.8 t267. 93.08 .2235-01 .9865 3755. .6482-03 .7490-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN 2Y/BW XW/CW TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO HtTO) H(TAN) QDOT DTNOT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC .FT2SEC /SEC
742 .40000 .20000 247.00 .6633-02 .8018-02 .B018-02 .9000 .1617-03 .I955-05 .1186 .9490 533.2
?42 .40000 .40000 248.00 .8526-03 o1043-02 .f043-02 .9000 .2103-04 .2543-04 .1540-0| .1436 554.4
742 .40000 .60000 249.00 .7636-03 .9231-03 .9231-03 .9000 .1862-04 .2251-04 .1364-01 .152B 533,8
742 .40000 .75000 250.00 .5075-03 .6135-03 .6135-03 .9000 .1237-04 .1496-04 .9068-02 .G?69-OI 533.8
742 .40000 .95000 252.00 .2416-02 .2917-02 .2917-02 .9000 .589|-04 ,.7111-04 .4349-01 .3906 528.5
742 .60000 .25000-01 253.00 .7943-01 .9704-0! .9704-0l .9000 .1937-02 .2366-02 1.351 33.04 568.8
742 .60000 .50OO0-OI 254.00 .662B-0l .8073-0! .8073-01 .9000 .1616-02 .196B-02 1.144 22.98 558.9
742 .60000 .IO000*O0 255,00 .4911-01 .5951-01 .5951-01 .9000 .1197-02 ,1451-02 .B684 9.225 541.4
742 .60000 .20000 256.00 .!025-0! _!240-0! .!240-0! .9000 .2498-03 =3023-03 .!823 !.63! 536.9
742 .60000 .40000 257.00 .1830-02 .2215-02 .2215-02 .9000 .4462-04 ,5399-04 .3256-01 .2696 537.0
742 .60000 .60000 258.00 .4524-03 .5471-03 .5471-03 .9000 .1!03-04 .1334-04 .B066-02 ,7520-01 535.3
?42 .60000 .85000 260.00 .1253-02 .1512-02 .1512-02 .9000 .3055-04 .3687-04 .2255-01 .1876 528.3
?42 .60000 .95000 261.00 .3431-02 .4139-02 .4139-02 .9000 .8366-04 .1009-03 .6199-01 .6970 525.6
742 .70000 .20000 262.00 .1057-0] .1279-0; .!279-0! .9000 .2578-03 .3118-03 .1885 1.758 535.3
?42 .70000 .40000 253.00 .3596-02 .4469-02 .4469-02 .9000 .90!2-04 .1090-03 .6599-0! .5910 534.4
742 .75000 1.0000 265.00 .2729-0! .3299-01 .3299-0! .9000 .6553-03 .8043-03 .4878 4.750 533.5
742 .75000 .40000 267.00 .5208-02 .6294-02 .6294-02 .9000 .1270-03 .1534-03 .9324-0! .8359 532.3
742 .75000 .60000 268.00 .2256-02 .2726-02 .2726-02 .9000 .5499-04 .6645-04 .4040-01 .4116 532.0
742 ;75000 .80000 269.00 .9751-03 .1177-02 .1177-02 .9000 .2377-04 .2870-04 .1754-01 .1640 529.0
742 .750d0 .80000 270.00 .2738-02 .3304-02 .3304-02 .9000 .6676-04 .B055--04 .4941-01 .3966 526.6
742 .80000 .90000 271.00 .3490-02 .4211-02 .4211-02 ..9000 .8508-04 .1027-03 .6291-01 .4874 527.2
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2320
OH84B 60-0 N_NG UPPER SURFACE {R4UR32)
RUN 2Y/BN XN/CN T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN) QDOT DTNDT TN
NUMBER R=I.0 R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FTBSEG FTBSEC /SEC
742 .90000 120000 272.00 .2991-01 .3619-01 .3619-01 .9000 ,7292-03 .8822-03 .5324 4.763 536.5
742 .90000 .40000 273.00 .4504-02 .5442-02 .5442-02 .9000 .1098-03 .1327-03 .8072-01 .7239 531.6
742 .90000 .60000 274.00 .3103-02 .3749-02 .3749-02 .9000 ,7566-04 .9141-04 .5560-0! .4155 531.8
742 .95000 .20000 275.00 .1686-01 .2037-01 .2037-01 .9000 .4111-03 .4967-03 .302! 2.944 531.9
742 .95000 .40000 276.00 .1065-01 .1287-01 .1287-01 .9000 .2597-03 .3137-03 .1913 1.431 530.1
742 ,95000 ;50000 277.00 .56k0-02 .6812-02 .6812-02 .9000 .1375-03 .1661-03 .lOI2 .9081 530.6
742 .95000 .70000 278.00 ,!402-02 ,!692-02 .1692-02 .9000 .3417-04 .4125-04 ,2521-0! .2022 528.9
342 .95000 .80000 279.00 .3091-02 .3730-02 .3730-02 .9000 .7536-04 .9095-04 .5570-01 .4314 527.6
742 .95000 .90000 280.00 .8144-02 .9828-02 .9828-02 .9000 .1986-03 .2396-03 ,1468 1.178 527.2
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE _,21
OHB4B 60-0 WING UPPER SURFACE (R4UR32)
WING UPPER SURF PARAMETRIC DATA
HACH = 8.000 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA = .0000 ELEVDN = -IB.50
BDFLAP = -5.000 SPDBRK = .0000
''*TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 /FT3 /FT_
736 2.005 7.980 40.05 -.2095-01 437.2 1305. 94.98 .4552-01 2.029 3BI3. .1293-0B .7643-07
RUH HREF STN NO




RUN 8Y/BN XN/CW TIC NP H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN) ODOT DTNDT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=O.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FTBSEC FTBSEC /SEC
736 .40000 .BOO00 247.00 .6815-0B .8200-02 .8200-02 .9000 .2395-03 .2882-03 .1849 1.480 532.6
736 .40000 .40000 248.00 .I062-02 .1278-02 .1278-02 .9000 .3731-04 .4493-04 .2870-0I .2675 535.5
736 .40000 .60000 249.00 .B326-03 .I003-02 .Z003-02 .9000 .2926-04 .3524-04 .2251-01 .25IB 535.4
736 ;40000 .75000 250.00 .6770-03 .8151-03 .e151-03 .9000 .2380-04 .2865-04 .1833-01 .1368 534.3
736 ._0000 .95000 252.00 .1372-02 .1648-02 .I648-02 .9000 .4822-04 .5793-04 .3754-01 .3375 526.3
736 .60000 .85000-01 253.00 .9452-01 .1158 .1159 .9000 .3322-02 .4068-02 2.363 57;08 593.3
736 .60000 .50000-0] 254.00 .8627-01 .1053 .1053 .9000 .3032-02 .3699-02 2.193 43.59 " 581.4
736 .60000 .]O000+O0 255.00 ,6546-01 .7913-01 .7913-01 .9000 .2301-02 .2781-02 1.738 18.39 549.3
736 .60000 .20000 256.00 .1258-0I .1513-01 .1513-0! .9000 .4414-03 .5319-03 .3385 3.026 537.9
736 .60000 .NO000 257.00 .i322-02 .1593-02 .1593-02 .$000 .N645-ON .559B-04 .3560-0I .2946 536.2
736 .60000 .60000 258.00 .5904-03 .7112-03 .7112-03 .9000 .2075-04 .2500-04 .I593-01 .1485 536.8
736 .60000 .75000 259.00 .2525-03 .3155-03 .3155-03 .9000 .9226-05 .1109-04 .7163-02 .6434-01 528.3
736 .60000 .85000 260.00 .9930-03 .1193-02 .1193-02 .9000 .3490-04 .4193-04 .2714-01 .2259 526.6
738 .60000 .95000 261.00 ".3541-0E .4372-02 .4372-02 .9000 .1280-03 .I537-03 .9989-0! 1.1_ 524.2
738 .70000 .20000 262.00 .1108-01 .1335-0! .1335-01 .9000 .3895-03 .4691-03 ,2997 B.795 535.2
738 .70000 .40008 263.00 .3379-02 .4088-02 .4068-02 .9000 .I188-03 .1430-03 .9143-01 .8188 534.8
736 .75000 l.OOO0 265.00 ,2877-01 .3454-0I .3464-01 .9000 ,lOll-02 .1217-02 .7783 7.574 534.9
736 .75000 .40000 267.00 .5372-02 .6463-02 .6463-02 .9000 .IeeB-03 .2271-03 .1459 1.309 531.7
736 .75000 .BOO00 268.00 .5102-02 .6140-02 .6140-02 .BOO0 .1793-03 .215B-03 .1385 1.410 532.5
736 ,75000 .80000 269.00 .1148-02 :1380-02 .1380-02 .9000 .4036-04 .4851-04 .3135-01 .2934 527.9
736 .75000 .90000 270.00 .2758-02 .3312-02 .3312-02 .9000 .9693-04 .1154-03 .7558-01 .6072 525.0
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2322
OHB4B 60-0 WING UPPER SURFACE IR4UR32)
RUN 2Y/BN XW/CW T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO} H(TAW) QDOT DTNDT TW
NUMBER R=I.0 R=O.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ OEG. R DEG. RTAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
736 .80000 .90000 271.00 .3214-02 .3861-02 .3861-02 .9000 .1130-03 .1357-03 .8799-01 .6823 525.7
736 .90000 .20000 272,00 .5994-0! .7232-0t .7232-0! .9000 .2107-02 .2542-02 1.605 14.32 542.6
736 .80000 .40000 273.00 .1537-01 .1850-01 .1850-01 .9000 .5402-03 .6501-03 .4170 3.737 532.9
736 .90000 .60000 274.00 .1590-01 .I914-01 .1914-01 .9000 .5588-03 .6729-03 .4306 3.214 534.3
736 .95000 .20000 275.00 .3469-01 .4178-01 .4179-01 .9000 .1219-02 ,|459-02 .9368 9.110 536.4
736 .95000 .40000 276.00 .2098-01 .2524-01 .2524-0[ .9000 .7374-03 .8871-03 .5702 4.261 531.5
736 .95000 .50000 277.00 .2228-01 .2682-01 .2682-0l .9000 .7829-03 .9427-03 .6027 5.396 534.9
736 .95000 .70000 278.00 .]538-01 .1850-01 .1850-01 .9000 .5404-03 .6503-03 .4172 3.339 532.6
736 .95000 .80000 279.00 .5525-02 .6539-02 6639-02 .9000 ,1942-03 .2333-03 .1509 1.16g 527.3
736 .95000 .90000 280.00 .9760-02 .1173-0! 1173-0! .9000 .3430-03 .4122-03 .2668 2.141 527.0
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH94B HODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2323
OH84B 60-0 WING UPPER SURFACE (R4UR38)
WING UPPER SURF PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH i " 8.000 ALPHA - 40.00 8ETA " .O00O ELEVON - -12.50
BDFLAP - -5.000 SPDBRK - .GO00
***TEST CONDITIONS*'*
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RNO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO 6 /FT3 /FT2
730 3.01B 7.990 _0.06 -.2097-0t 668.8 131B. 95.71 .6907-0l 3.086 3832. .1948-02 .7701-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN 2Y/BW XW/CN TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H[TAN) ODOT DTNDT TN
NUMBER R=:.O R=O.9 R- BTU/R 8TU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FTBSEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
730 .40000 .20000 247.00 .9419-02 .1131-01 .1131-01 .9000 .4090-03 .4912-03 ,3219 8.578 530.7
730 .40000 .40000 248.00 .9710-03 .!!67-02 .!167-02 .8000 .42!6-04 .5067-04 .3309-0! .3089 532.8
730 .40000 ,60000 249.00 .7994-03 .9608-03 ,9608-03 .8000 .3471-04 .4172-04 .2723-GI .3050 533.8
730 .40000 .75000 250.00 .5752-03 .6911-03 .6911-03 .9000 .2498-G4 .3001-04 .1964-0I .1468 531.5
730 .40000 .95000 252.00 .1512-02 .1812-02 .1812-02 .9000 .6563-04 .7868-04 .5216-01 .4698 522.9
730 .60000 .25000-01 253.00 .9943-01 .1224 .1224 .9000 .4317-02 .5316-02 3.027 72.30 816.4
730 .60000 .50000-01 254.00 .9227-01 .1129 .I129 .9000 .4008-02 .4901-02 2.892 57.08 595.8
730 .60000 .10000.00 255.00 .7010-01 .8473-01 .8473-01 .8000 .3044-02 .3679-02 2.322 _4.50 554.9
730 .60000 .20000 256.00 .1507-01 .1812-01 .IB!2-OI .9000 .6543-03 .7869-03 .5_!B 4.579 535.7
730 .60000 .40000 257.00 .1283-02 .1542-02 .1542-02 .SO00 .5570-04 .6696-04 .4363-01 .3618 534.3
730 .60000 .60C00 258.00 .I044-02 .I255-02 .1255-02 .BOO0 .4534-04 .5448-04 .3558-0_ .3322 532.7
730 .60000 .75000 259.00 .3306-02 .3966-02 .3966-02 .9000 .1436-03 .1722-03 .1137 1.023 525.4
730 ,60000 .85000 260.00 .3063-02 .3673-02 .3673-02 .8000 .1330-03 .1595-03 .1055 .8798 524.4
739 .60000 .95000 B61.O0 .4490-02 .5380-02 .5380-02 .9000 .1950-03 .2336-03 .1553 1.750 521.B
730 .70000 .20000 262.00 .1124-01 .1351-01 .1351-01 .9000 .4882-03 .5865-03 .383B 3.585 531.6
730 .70000 .40000 263.00 .3089-02 .3710-02 .3710-02 .9000 .1341-03 .1611-03 .1056 .9475 530.4
730 .75000 1,0000 265.00 L3199-0I .3834-01 .3834-01 .9000 .1385-02 .1665-0B 1.085 10.58 534.2
730 .75000 .40000 267.00 .5489-02 .6586-02 .6586-02 .9000 .2383-03 .2860-03 .1893 1.692 527.4
730 .75000 .60000 268.00 .9266-02 .1112-01 .1112-0; .9000 .4024-03 .4830-03 .3174 3.239 528.8
730 .75000 .80000 269.00 .4498-02 .5392-02 .5392-02 .9000 .1953-03 ,2341-03 .1551 1.455 523.4
730 .75000 .90000 270.00 .4680-02 .5608-02 .5608-02 .9000 ,2032-03 .2435-03 .1618 1.303 521.3
DATE 23 FEB BO OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2324
0H84B 60-0 WING UPPER SURFACE (R4UR32)
• RUN 2YIBN XW/CW T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) HITAW) ODOT DTWDT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
IAWITO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEG
730 .80000 .90000 271.00 .5099-02 .6110-02 .6110-02 .9000 .2214-03 .2653-03 .1763 1.370 5_1.5
730 .90000 .20000 2?2.00 .1090 .1314 .1314 .9000 .4733-02 ,5705-02 3.660 32.61 54'_.4
?30 .90000 .40000 2?3.00 .2660-0| .3195-01 .3195-01 .9000 .1155-02 .1387-02 .9092 8.158 530.6
730 ,90000 .60000 274.00 .1861-01 .2234-01 .22.34-01 .9000 .8082-03 .9702-03 .6379 4.775 528.4
730 .95000 .20000 275.00 .3376-01 .4056-01 .4056-01 .9000 .1466-02 .1761-02 1.153 11.24 531.2
730 .95000 .40000 276.00 .9150-01 .1109 .1109 .9000 .3973-02 .4815-02 2.994 22.01 564.2
730 .95000 .50000 277.00 .6828-0i .8237-01 .8237-01 .9000 .2965-02 ,3577-02 2.283 20.31 547.6
730 .95000 .70000 278.00 .2359-01 .2835-0! .2835-01 .9000 .I025-02 .1231-02 .8055 6.450 531.5
730 .95000 .80000 279.00 .6966-02 .8350"02 .8350-02 .9000 .3025-03 .3626-03 .2406 1.869 522.3
?30 .95000 .90000 280.00 .I0_1-0! .12t2-01 .1212-01 .9000 .4391-03 .5263-03 .3492 2.809 522.5
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL SO-O IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2325
OHB4B 60-0 WING UPPER SURFACE (R4UR33)
WING UPPER SURF PARAMETRIC DATA
HACH = 8.000 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA " .0000 ELEVON = -12.50
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK • .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P 0 V RHO MU
NUHBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO 6 - /FT3 /FT2
722 .5002 7.900 39.98 -.1387-01 100.2 1256. 93.14 .IlI4-OI .4865 3737. .3227-03 .7495-07
RUN HREF- STN NO




RUN BY/BW XN/CN T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN) GDOT DTNOT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=O.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC
722 .40000 .20000 247.00 .5106-02 .6168-02 .6168-02 .9000 .8730-04 .1054-03 .6368-01 .5113 526.2
722 .40000 .40000 248.00 .BIBO-03 .9884-03 .9884-03 .9000 .1399-04 .1690-04 .1019-0! .953B-01 527,3
722 .40000 .60000 249.00 .3963-03 .478B-03 .4788-03 .9000 .6775-05 .8186-05 .4937-02 .554B-01 526.9
722 .40000 .75000 250.00 .2464-03 .2977-03 .2977-03 .9000 .4213-05 .50BO-OS .3071-02 .2301-01 526.8
722 .40000 .95000 252.00 .3]21-02 .3767-02 .3767-02 .9000 .5335-04 .6440-04 .3906-01 .3517 523.6
722 .60000 .25000-01 253.00 .7445-01 .9052-0l .9052-0i .9000 .1273-02 _1548-02 .9002 22.23 548.4
722 .50000 .50000-0| 254,00 .5684-0! .5897-01 .6897-01 .9000 .9718-03 .1179-02 .6943 14.08 541.2
722 .60000 .10000+00 255.00 .3518-01 .4254-01 .4254-01 .9000 .6014-03 .7272-03 .4366 4.666 529.7
?22 .60000 .20000 256.00 .9704-02 .1173-0! .I173-01 .go00 .165g-03 .2005-03 .1207 I.OB5 527.9
7E2 .60000 .40000 257.00 .2431-02 .293B-02 .2938-02 .9000 .415B-04 .5023-04 .3024-0t .2515 528.2
722 .BOO00 .85000 260.00 .985B-03 .1189-02 .1189-02 .9000 .1585-04 .2033-04 .1236-01 .103i 522.2
722 .60000 .95000 861.00 .3019-02 .3640-.02 .3640-02 .9000 .5161-04 .6224-04 .3794-01 .4277 520.5
722 .70000 .20000 262.00 .1005-01 .1214-01 .1214-01 .9000 .171B-03 .2075-03 .1253 1.173 526.5
722 .70000 .40000 263.00 .38|2-02 .4604-02 .4504-02 .9000 .6516-04 .7871-04 .4754-01 .4276 526.1
722 .75000 1.0000 255.00 .2575-01 .3111-01 .3]II-Oi .9000 .4403-03 .531B-03 .3213 3.141 525.9
722 .75000 .20000 266.00 .1098-0! .132B-OI .132B-01 .9000 .1877-03 .2266-03 .1371 1.341 525.!
722 .75000 .40000 257.00 .4_55-02 .5983-02 .5983-02 .9000 .B471-04 o1023-03 .6190-01 .5570 525.0
725 .75000 .60000 288.00 .2332-02 .2816-02 ,2816-02 .9000 .3987-04 .4814-04 .2913-01 .2979 525.0
722 .75000 .BOO00 269.00 .B699-03 .1050-02 .1050-02 .9000 .1487-04 .1795-04 .1090-01 .1023 522.7
722 .75000 .90000 270.00 .2577-02 .310B-02 .3108-02 .SO00 .4405-04 .5314-04 .3235-01 .2B04 521,2
722 .80000 .90000 271.00 .3877-02 ,4678-02 .467B-02 .9000 .6629-04 .7997-04 .4864-01 .3779 521.9
DATE 23 FEB 80 0H848 MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2326
OHB4B 60-0 NING UPPER SURFACE tR4UR_3)
RUN 2Y/BH XN/CN T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN] QOOT OTNOT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=O,9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ OEG. R DEG. RTAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
722 .90000 .20000 272.00 .1066-01 .I287-01 .1287-01 .9000 .1822-03 .2200-03 .t332 1.199 524.4
722 .90000 .40000 273.00 .2697-02 .3256-02 .3256-02 .9000 .4611-04 .5566-04 .3374-01 .3037 524.0
722 .90000 .60000 274.00 .1718-02 .2074-02 .2074-02 .9000 .2938-04 .3546-04 .2150-0! .16|3 523.9
722 .95000 .20000 275.00 .1074-01 .1296-01 .1296-01 .SO00 .1936-03 .2216-03 .1344 1.315 523.8
722 .95000 .40000 276.00 .7473-02 ,8019-02 .9019-02 .9000 .1278-03 .1542-03 .9362-0! .7027 522.9
722 .95000 .50000 277.00 .I829-02 ,2207-02 .2207-02 .9000 .3127-04 .3773-04 .2291-01 .2064 _2.9
722 .95000 .70000 278.00 .1378-02 .1663-02 .1663-02 .9000 .2357-04 .2843-04 .1729-01 .1391 522.2
722 .95000 .80000 279.00 .1935-02 .2334-02 .2334-02 .9000 .3308-04 .3991-04 .2429-0! .1887 521.5
722 .g5000 .90000 280.00 .7679-02 .9265-02 .9265-02 .9000 .1313-03 .1584-03 .9632-0I .7750 522.0
%. \,t
DATE 23 FEB BO OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2327
OH84B BO-O WING UPPER SURFACE (R4UR33)
WING UPPER SURF PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA - 40.00 BEIA = .gOO0 ELEVON = -I2.50
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK = .0000
**'TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT DEC. DEC. PS|A DEC. R DEC, R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
X10 6 /FT3 /FT2
744 1.009 7.940 39.98 -.20Bl-OI 207.3 1266. 93,00 ,2230-0! .9841 3754. .6472-03 .7484-07
RUN HREF STNNO




RUN 2Y/BN XW/CW TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAW) COOT DTNOT TN
NUHBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEC. R BEG. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FT_3EC FTESEC /SEC
744 .40000 .20000 247.00 .6576-02 .7948-02 .7948-02 .9000 .1601-03 .1935-03 .1174 .9394 532.6
744 .40000 .40000 248.00 .8889-03 .1075-02 .1075-02 .9000 .2164-04 .2617-04 .1583-01 .1476 534.3
744 .40000 .60000 249.00 .6574-03 .7949-03.7949-03 .9000 .160t-04 .1935-04 .II72-0I .!312 533.8
744 .40000 .75000 250.00 .4124-03 .4986-03 .4986-03 .BOO0 .1004-04 .1214-04 .7353-02 .5490-01 533.4
744 .40000 .95000 252.00 .2286-02 .2759-02 .2759-02 .9000 .5566-04 .6717-04 .4110-01 .3694 527.3
744 .60000 .25000-01 253.00 .7956-01 .9714-01 .9714-01 .9000 .1937-02 .2365-02 1.355 33.16 566.3
744 .60000 .50000-01 254.00 .6692-01 .8147-01 .8147-01 .9000 .1629-02 .1984-02 1.155 23.24 556.9
744 .80000 .IO000+O0 255.00 .4889-01 .5922-01 .5922-01 .9000 .1190--02 .1442-02 .8639 9.183 540.0
744 .60000 .20000 256.00 .I040-01 .1258-01 .1258-01 .9000 .2532-03 .3064-03 .1848 1.654 535.8
744 .60000 .40000 257.00 .!768-02 .2139-02 .2!39-02 .9000 .4305-04 .5209-04 .3140-01 .260| 536.3
744 .60000 .60000 258.00 .3715-03 .4493-03 .4493-03 .9000 .9046-05 .1094-04 .6612-02 .6166-01 534.8
744 .60000 .85000 260.00 .1126-02 .1359-02 .I359-02 .9000 .2742-04 .3310-04 .2025-01 .t686 527.1
744 .60000 .95000 261.00 .3450-02 .4160-02 .4160-02 .9000 .8399-04 .!013-03 .6227-01 .7006 524.3
744 .TOO00 .20000 262.00 .I038-01 .1255-01 .1255-01 .9000 .2528-03 .3056-03 .1850 1.726 533.7
744 .70000 .40000 263.00 .3654-02 .4418-02 .4418-02 .9000 .8898-04 .1076-03 .6518-01 .5840 533.2
744 .75000 I.O000 265.00 .2678-01 .3236-01 .3236-01 .9000 .6520-03 .7878-03 .4785 4.664 53i.7
744 .75000 .40000 267.00 .5143-02 .6214-02 .6214-02 .9000 .1252-03 .1513-03 .9201-0! .8254 530.9
744 .75000 .60000 268.00 .2!80-02 .2633-02 .2633-02 .9000 .5307-04 .6411-04 .3900-01 .3976 530,8
744 .75000 .80000 269.00 .9423-03 .II37-02 .1137-02 .9000 .2294-04 .2769-04 ;1694-01 .1586 527.2
744 .75000 .90000 270.00 .2917-02 .3518-02 .3518-02 .9000 .7102-04 .8566-04 .5262-01 .4228 524.8
744 .80000 .90000 271.00 .3481-02 .4198-02 ,4198-02 .9000 .8474-04 .I022-03 .6273-01 .4865 525.4
DATE 23 FEB BO OHBWB MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 23_8
0H846 60-0 WING UPPER SURFACE (R4UR_)
RUN 2Y/BN XN/CN TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN) QDOT OTNDT TN
NUHBER R=I,0 R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. RTAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
744 .90000 .20000 272.00 .3495-0! .4227-0I .4227-0| .9000 .8509-03 .1029-02 .62|7 5.565 535.0
744 .90000 .40000 273.00 .4346-02 .5248-02 .5248-02 .9000 .1058-03 .1278-03 .7788-01 .5991 529.6
744 .90000 .60000 274.00 .3179-02 .3840-02 .3840-02 .9000 .7741-04 .9349-04 .5696-01 .4260 529.9
744 .95000 ,20000 275.00 .1679-01 .2028-01 .2028-0! .9000 .4087-03 .4937-03 .3006 2.932 530.2
744 .95000 .bOO00 276.00 .1072-01 .1294-01 .1294-01 .9000 .2610-03 .3150-03 .1925 1.441 626.2
744 .95000 .50000 277.00 .5891-02 .71t2-02 .7112-02 .9000 .1434-03 .1732-03 .1057 .9492 528.7
744 .95000 .70000 278.00 .307G-02 .3712-02 .3712-02 .9000 .7489-04 .9039-04 .5529-0! .4437 527.4
744 .95000 .80000 279.00 ,3052-02 .3683-02 .3683-02 .9000 .7432-04 .8966-04 .5498-01 .4263 -" 525.9
744 .95000 .90000 280.00 .7529-02 .9202-02 .9202-02 .9000 .!857-03 .2241-03 .1375 1.104 525.5
DATE 23 FEB 80 0H848 MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 232g
OH84B 60[0 WING UPPER SURFACE {R4UR331,
WING UPPER SURF =^O*MeT_,_ _,.,
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA = .0000 ELEVON - -12.50
BDF{ AP = .0000 SPDBRK = .0000
*'*TEST CONDITIONS i**
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO 6 /FT3 /FT2
734 2.024 7.980 40.04 -.2091~01 437.2 1297. 94.40 .4552-01 2.029 3801. .1301-02 .7596-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN 2Y/BW xw/cw T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAW) QDOT DTNOT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FTBSEC /SEC
734 .40000 .20000 247.00 .8015-02 .9653-02 .9553-02 .9000 .2814-03 .3389-03 .2151 1.721 538.4
734 .40000 .40000 248.00 .i003-02 .1208-02 .1208-02 .9000 .3588-04 .4243-04 .2688-01 .2509 533.4
734 .40000 .60000 249.00 .8181-03 .9853-03 .9853-03 .9000 .2872-04 .3459-04 .2194-01 .2458 532.8
734 .40000 .75000 250.00 .6837-03 .8235-03 .8235-03 .9000 .2401-04 .2891-04 .1835-01 .1370 532.4
734 .40000 .85000 252.00 .1329-02 .1598-02 .1598-02 .9000 .4866-04 .5610-04 .3596-01 .3234 525.9
734 .60000 .25000-01 253.00 .9506-01 .1165 .11S5 .9000 .3338-02 .4091-02 2.351 56.80 592.3
734 .60000 .50000-01 254,00 .8588-01 .1048 .1048 .9000 .3015-02 .3681-02 2.163 43.03 579.5
734 .60000 .10000+00 255.00 .6471-01 .7827-0l .7827-0I .9000 .2272-02 .2748-02 1,700 17.99 548,5
734 .G0000 .20000 856.00 .i266-01 .i527-01 .1527-01 .9000 .4445-03 ,5360-03 .3376 3.080 537.I
734 .60000 .40000 257.00 .1276-08 .1539-02 .1539-02 .9000 .4480-04 .5402-04 .3406-01 .2821 536.4
734 ,60000 .60000 258.00 .4828-03 .5819-03 .5819-03 .9000 .1695-04 .2043-04 .1291-01 .1204 534.9
734 .60000 .75000 259.00 .3728-03 .4484-03 .4484-03 .9000 .1309-04 .1574-04 .1006-01 .9042-0I 527.E
734 .60000 .85000 260.00 .1013-02 .1218-02 .1218-02 .9000 .3555-04 .4275-04 .2738-01 .2279 526.6
734 ,60000 .95000 261.00 .3382-02 .4063-02 .4083-02 .9000 .1187-03 .1427-03 .9]80-01 1.033 523.5
734 .70000 .20000 262.00 .1123-01 .1354-0! .1354-01 .9000 .3944-03 .4753-03 .3004 2.80! 535.1
734 .70000 ;40000 263.00 .3355-02 .4043-02 .4043-02 .9000 .1178-03 .I419-03 .8979-01 .804I 534.4
734 .75000 1.0000 265.00 .2887-0! .3480-01 .3480-0| .9000 .1014-08 .1222-02 .7717 7.508 535.4
734 .75000 .40000 267.00 .555!-02 .6586-02 .6688-02 .9000 .1949-03 .2347-03 .1490 1.335 532.3
734 .75000 .60000 258.00 .6178-02 .7443-02 .7443-02 .9000 ,2189-03 .2613-03 .I655 1.685 533.7
734 .75000 .80000 269.00 .1935-02 .2328-02 .2328-08 .9000 .6793-04 .8173-04 .5216-01 .4879 528.9
734 .75000 .90000 270.00 .3091-02 .3716-02 ;3716-02 .9000 .1085-03 .I305-03 .8384-01 .6717 525.9
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2330
OH84B 60-0 WING UPPER SURFACE tR4UR33)
RUN 2Y/BW XW/CW TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO] H(TAN) ODOT DTWDT TW
NUMBER R=I 0 R=O.9 _w/To 8TU/R BTU/R BTU/ OEG. R DEG. R• F 2SEC F 2SEC F 2SEC /SEC
734 .80008 .80000 27|.00 .3653-02 ,4393-02 .4393-02 .9000 .I888-03 .1542-03 .9870-0! .7648 527.0
734 .80000 .20000 272.00 ,7969-0! .9638-0! .9838-01 • .9000 .2798-08 .3384-02 2.094 18.62 548.2
734 .90000 .40000 273.00 .1426-01 .1718-01 .t718-01..9000 .5005-03 .6032-03 .3811 3.411 535;2
734 .90000 .60000 274.00 .1578-01 .1903-0| .1903-01 .9000 .5541-03 .8681-03 .4213 3.141 536.3
734 .95000 .20000 275.00 .3876-01 ,4677-01 ,4677-0] .9000 .1361-02 .1642-08 1.031 10.01 539.3
734 .95000 .40000 276.00 .4378-01 .5288-0! .5288-01 .9000 .1537-02 .1856-02 1.159 8.614 542.6
734 .95000 .50000 277.00 .3163-01 .3818-01 .3818-01 .9000 .1111-02 .1341-02 .839! 7.489 541.1
734 .95000 .70000 278.00 .2012-01 .2426-01 .2426-01 .9000 .7085-03 .8516-03 .5378 4.298 535.4
734 .95000 .80000 279.00 .5196-02 .6252-02 .6252-02 .9000 .1884-03 .2195-03 .1401 1.085 528.6
734 .95000 .90000 280.00 .9378-02 .1128-0! .1128-01 .9000 .3292-03 .3961-03 .2531 2.030 828.0
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL BO-O IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2331
OHB4B BO-O WING UPPER SURFACE (R4UR33)
WING UPPER SURF PARAMETRIC,DATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA • .0000 ELEVON = -12.50
BOFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK = .0000
**'TEST CONDITIONS'''
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO MU
NUMBER IFT DEC. DEC. PSIA DEC. R DEC. R PSIA PSl FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO 6 IFT3 /FT2
732 3.029 7.990 40.06 -.2096-01 672.6 1318. 95.71 .6946-0I 3.104 3832. .1959~02 .7701-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN 2Y/BN XW/CH T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO} H(TAW) O00T DTWDT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R 8TU/ DEC. R DEC. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /BEG
732 .40000 .20000 247.00 .1014-01 .1218-01 .1219-01 .9000 .4417-03 .5306-03 .3475 2.784 530.9
732 .40000 .40000 248.00 .I092-02 .1313-02 .1313-02 ,9000 .4757-04 .5717-04 .3732-01 .3483 533.2
732 ._0000 .60000 249.00 .9146-03 .9792-03 .9792-03 .9000 ,3547-04 .4264-04 .2782-01 .3]I5 533.5
732 .40000 .75000 250.00 .6339-03 .7615-03 .7615-03 .9000 .2760-04 .3316-04 .2169-01 .1621 531.7
732 .40000 .95000 252.00 .1557-02 .1867-02 .1867-02 .9000 .6?82-04 .8129-04 .5393-01 .4859 522.4
732 .60000 .25000-0I 253.00 .9942o01 .1224 .1224 .9000 .4329-02 .5331-02 3.035 72.47 616.6
732 .60000 .50000-01 254.00 .9302-01 .I138 .1138 .9000 ,4051-02 .4955-02 2.925 57.75 595.5
732 .80000 .10000*00 255.00 .7345-01 .8881-01 .8881-01 .9000 .3199-02 .3867-02 2.437 25.71 555.6
732 .60000 .20000 256.00 .1561-01 .1878-01 .1878-0| .9000 .6797-03 .8176-03 .5309 4.750 536.5
732 .60000 .q0000 257.00 .1512-02 .1818-02 .IBIB-02 .9000 .6582-04 .7915-04 .5153-01 .4272 534.8
732 .60000 :60000 258.00 .5185-03 .6232-03 .6232-03 .9000 .2258-04 .2714-04 .1772-01 .1654 533.1
732 .60000 .75000 259.00 .3799-02 .4557-02 .4557-02 .9000 ,I654-03 .I984-03 .1311 I.I79 525.3
732 .60000 .85000 260.00 .3159-02 .3V88-02 .3788-02 .9000 .1375-03 .1649-03 .1092 .9098 524.1
732 .60000 .95000 261.00 .q557-02 .5459-02 .5459-02 .9000 .1984-03 .2377-03 .1581 1.783 520.7
732 .VO000 .20000 262.00 .lOVg-oI .1297-01 .1297-01 .9000 .4700-03 .5647-03 .3695 3.451 531.6
732 .7_000 .40000 263.00 .3159-02 .3793-02 .3783-02 .9000 .1375-03 .1652-03 .1083 .9718 530.4
732 ;75000 1.0000 265.00 .3174-01 .3815-0I .3815-01 .9000 .1382-02 .1661-02 1.084 10.55 533.6
732 .75000 .40000 267.00 .5293-02 .6351-02 .6351-02 .9000 .2305-03 .2766-03 .1822 l.B3B 52V.I
732 .75000 .BOO00 268.00 .9690-02 .]lS3-OI .1163-01 .9000 .4219-03 .5065-03 .3330 3.399 528.4
732 .75000 .80000 269.00 .3035-02 .3638-02 .3638-02 .9000 .1322-03 .1584-03 .1051 .9861 522.6
732 .75000 .90000 270.00 .3970-02 .4756-02 .4756-02 .9000 .1729-03 .2071-03 .1378 1.109 520.6
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEOC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2332
OHB4B 60-0 WING UPPER SURFACE fR4UR331
RUN 2Y/BW XW/CW T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO} H(TAW) ODOT DTWDT TW
NUMBER R=[.O R=O.B R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEO. R D£G. RTAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FTBSEC ISEC
732 _80000 .90000 271.00 .4585-02 .5493-02 .5493-02 .9000 .1997-03 .2392-03 .1592 1.237 5,30.5
• 732 .90000 .20000 272.00 .9485-01 .I144 .1144 .9000 .4131-02 .4982-02 3.186 28.35 546.5
732 .SO000 .40000 273.00 .2305-01 .2769-01 .B769-0I .9000 .1004-02 .1206-02 .7896 7.083 531.0
732 .90000 .60000 274.00 .2159-01 .2593-0i .2593-01 .9000 .9403-03 .1129-02 .741! 5.544 529.5
732 .95000 .20000 275.00 .5162-0] .6210-0! .6210-01 .9000 .2248-02 .2704-02 |.756 17.07 536.7
732 .95000 .40000 276.00 .2628-01 .3155-0! ,3155-01 .9000 .1144-02 .1374-02 .9022 6.751 529.2
732 .gso00 .50000 277.00 .4275-01 .5144-01 .5144-01 .9000 .1862-02 .2240-0R 1.452 12.99 537.5
732 .95000 .70000 278,00 .2952-01 ,3547-0] .3547-01 .9000 .1285-02 .1544-02 1.010 8.084 532.0
732 ,85000 .80000 279.00 .7385-02 .8861-02 .8861-02 .9000 .3220-03 .3859-03 .2564 1.992 521.4
732 .95000 ,SO000 280.00 .1105-01 .1325-01 .1325-01 .BOO0 .4813-03 .5768-03 .382B 3.080 522.2
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60"0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2333
OH84B 60-0 WING UPPER SURFACE (R4UR34}
WING UPPER SURF PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 8_000 ALPHA • 40.00 BETA " .0000 ELEVON • -5.000BDFLAP = -12.50 SPDBRK • .0000
*"TEST CONDITIONS*'*
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO HU
NUMBER XIo/FT6 DEG. DEO. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
IFT3 /FT2
634 .5013 7.900 39.93 -.3449-02 lO0.1 1253. 92.91 .1112"01 .4859 3733. .3231-03 .7477-07
RUN .HREF STN NO




RUN 2Y/BW XN/CN TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN) QOOT OTI.,IDT TN
NUHBER R=I.O R=O.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FTBSEC /SEC
634 .40000 .20000 247.00 .4462-02 .539B-02 .5392-02 .9000 7620-04 .920B-04 .5537-0! .4446 526.0
_34 .40000 .60000 249.00 .5839-03 .7058-03 ,7058-03 .9000 .9969-05 .1205-04 .7221-02 .BlOG-Oi 528,3
634 .40000 .75000 950.00 .1231-02 .]488-02 .1488-02 .9000 .2102-04 .2541-04 .1523-01 .1140 528.1
634 .40000 .95000 252.00 .2783-02 ,3362-02 ,3362-02 .9000 .4752-04 .5741-04 .3457-01 .3110 5£'5.2
634 .60000 .ESO00-Ol 253.00 .7399-01 .SO00-Ol .9000~01 .9000 .1264-02 .1537-02 .8900 21.98 _48.3
634 .60000 .50000-01 254.00 .5666-01 .6878-0l .68V8--01 .9000 .9676-03 :11V5-02 .68V7 13;94 541.9
634 .60000 .10000*00 255.00 .3253-01 .3935-01 .3935-0! .9000 .5555-03 ,6719-03 .4016 4.291 529.8
634 .60000 .20000 256,00 .8875-02 .t073-0] .I073-01 .9000 .]516-03 .1832-03 .1098 .9861 529.3
534 .60000 .40000 257.00 . 1954-02 .2363-02 .2363-02 ,9000 .3337-04 .40_7=-nv4 .24=7-u='^ ' .20i0 528.4
634 .60000 .60000 258.00 ,2095-03 .2532-03 .2532-03 .9000 .3577-05 .4324-05 .2594-02 .2428-01 597.5
634 .60000 .85000 260.00 .1554-02 .1876-02 .1836-02 .9000 .2654-04 .3204-04 .1937-0l .1615 523.0
634 .60000 .95000 26].00 .4967-02 .5995-02 .5995-02 .9000 .8482-04 .1024-03 .6197-0_ .6981 522.0
634 .70000 .20000 262.00 .SlOt-02 .l|O0-Ol .1100-0I .9000 .1554-03 .1878-03 .li29 1.057 526.4
634 .75000 1.0000 265.00 .2451-0! .2962-0i .2962-01 .9000 .4186-03 .5059-03 .3041 2.973 526.2
634 .75000 .20000 266.00 .1112-01 ,1343-0l .1343-01 .9000 .1899-03 .2294-03 .1381 1.350 525.4
634 .75000 .40000 267.00 .4869-02 .5882-02 .5882-02 .9000 .8315-04 .1005-03 .6045-0I .5438 525.6
634 .75000 .60000 268.00 ,1877-02 .2268-02 .2268-02 .9000 .3206-04 .3874-04 .2331-01 .2382 525.7
634 .75000 .80000 269.00 .9068-03 .I095-02 .1095-02 .9000 ,1549-04 .1870-04 .]130-01 .1060 522.9
634 .75000 .90000 270.00 .4681-02 .5649-02 .5649-02 .9000 .7994-04 .9647-04 .5842-01 .4701 591.9
634 .80000 .90000 271.00 .5631-02 .6797-02 .679"I-02 ,9000 .9616-04 .1161-03 .7021-01 ,5453 522.5
634 .90000 .20000 272.00 .]289-0! .1557-01 .]557-0! .9000 .2202-03 ,2659-03 .1602 1.442 525.0
DATE 23 FEB 90 0H84B MODEL 80-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2334
0H84B 60-0 WING UPPER SURFACE (R4UR34)
RUN 2Y/BW XW/CW TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF HIHREF TAN/TO H(TO} H(TAW) ODOT OTNDT TN
NUMBER R=I.0 R=O.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. RTAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
634 .90000 .40000 273.00 .3403-02 .4t10-02 .4110-02 .9000 .5812-04 .7019-04 .4234-01 .3Bit 524.2
834 ,90000 .60000 274.00 ,17L9-02 .2112-02 .2112-02 .9000 .2987-04 .3607-0½ .2176-01 .1633 524.0
634 ,95000 .20000 275.00 .1106-01 .1335-01 .1335-01 .BOO0 .1888-03 .2280-03 .I376 1.346 524.1
634 .95000 .40000 276.00 .1384-01 .1672-01 .1672-01 .9000 ,2363-03 .2855-03 .1720 1,290 594.7
634 .95000 .50000 277.00 .4]04-02 .4955-02 .4955-02 .9000 .7008-04 .8461-04 .5110-01 .4602 523.4
634 .95000 170000 278.00 .1250-02 .1508-02 .1508-02 .9000 .2134-04 .2576-04 .1559-01 .1254 522.2
634 .95000 .80000 279.00 .2944-02 .3554-02 .3554-02 .9000 .5028-04 .6068-04 .3672-0! .2852 522.4
634 .95000 ;90000 280.00 .1091-01 .1318-01 .1318-01 .9000 .1863-03 .2250-03 .1359 1.092 523.5
) ?
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2335
0H648 60-0 HIND UPPER SURFACE (R4UR34)
WING UPPER SURF PARAMETRIC DATA
HA.CH = B.O00 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA " .0000 ELEVON - -5.000
BDFLAP = -12.50 SPDBRK • .0000
"*'TEST CONDITIONS'*"
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT BEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R BEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 /FT3 /FT2
660 1.010 7.940 39.98 -.4647-06 207.9 1267. 93.08 .2236-01 .9868 3755. .6484-03 .7490-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN 2Y/BW XH/CW T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAN) QDOT DTNDT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEO. R (:)EO. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
660 .40000 .20000 247.00 .5681-02 .6952-02 .6852-02 .9000 .1385-03 .I671-03 .1027 .8244 5L=5.7
660 .40000 .40000 248.00 .7340-03 .8857-03 .8857-03 .9000 .I790-04 .2160-04 .1323-0i .1239 527.4
660 .40000 .60000 249.00 .6895-03 .8320-03 .8320-03 .9000 .1681-04 .2029-04 .1243-01 .1396 527.4
660 .40000 .75000 250.00 .2398-03 .2894-03 .2894-03 .9000 .5848-05 .7058-05 .4324-02 .3239-01 527.3
660 .40000 .95000 252.00 .3418-02 .4121-02 .4121-02 .9000 .8334-04 .1005-03 .6189-b! .557i 524.1
660 .60000 .25000-01 253.00 .7867-01 .9604-01 .9604-0I" .9000 .1918-02 .2342-02 i.344 32.89 566.2
660 ,60000 .50000-01 254.00 .6632-0l ,8068-01 .8068-01 .9000 .1617-02 .1967-02 1.150 23.17 555.3
660 .60000 .10000+00 255.00 .4365-01 .5277-01 .5277-01 .9000 .1064-02 .1287-02 .7802 8.321 533.7
660 .60000 .20000 256.00 .1103-01 .1331-0l .1331-0i .9000 .2699-03 .3246-03 .1983 1.781 529.1
660 .60000 .40000 257.00 .i724-02 .2081-02 .2081-02 .9000 .4203-04 .5074-04 .3100-01 .2578 529,0
660 .60000 .60000 259.00 .7|09-03 .8582-03 .8582-03 .9000 .1734-04 .2093-04 .1279-,]1 .1197 528.6
660 .60000 .75000 259.00 .1625-03 .1959-03 .1959-03 .9000 .3962-05 .4776-05 .2943-02 .2650-01 523.8
660 .60000 .85000 260.00 .1645-02 .1983-02 .1983-02 .9000 .4011-04 .4834-04 .2983-01 .2488 522.9
660 .60000 .95000 261.00 .5379-02 .6481-02 .6481-02 .9000 .1312-03 .1580-03 .9771-01 I.lOI 521.8
660 .70000 .20000 262.00 .lOIT-Ol .]228-01 .1228-0! .BOO0 .2481-03 .2994-03 .1834 1.716 527.5
660 .70000 .40000 263.00 .3073-02 .3707-02 .3707-02 .9000 .7493-04 .9040-04 .5544-0] .4984 526.7
660 .75000 |.0000 265.00 ,2454-01 .2961-01 .296t-01 .9000 .5985-03 .7221-03 .4428 4.327 526.8
660 .75000 .20000 266.00 .1062-01 .1282-01 .1282-01 .9000 .2591-03 .3125-03 .1920 i.877 526.8
660 .75000 .40000 267.00 .4746-02 .5725m02 .5725--02 .9000 .1157--03 .1396--03 .9577--01 .7716 525.6
660 .75000 .60000 260.00 .2462-02 .2970-02 .2970~02 .9000 .6004-04 .7243-04 .4448-01 .4546: 525.9
660 .75000 .80000 269.00 .9625-03 .1160-02 .1160-02 .9000 .2347-04 .2829-04 ,1745-01 .1637 523.1
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2336
OHB4B 60-0 WING UPPER SURFACE rR4UR34)
RUN 2Y/BN XW/CW T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAW) ODOT OTWOT TW
NUHBER R=l.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ OEG. R DEG. RTAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
660 .75000 .90000 270.00 .4539-02 .5469-02 .5469-02 .9000 .I107-03 .1334-03 .8246-01 .6636 521.7
660 .80000 .90000 271.00 .5398-02 .6505-02 .6505-02 .9000 .1316-03 .1586-03 .9795-0! .7608 522.5
660 ._0000 .20000 272.00 .3303-01 .3988-01 .3988-0I ,9000 .8054-03 .9726-03 .5935 5.328 529.7
660 .90000 .40000 273.00 .5411-02 .6525-02 .6525-02 .9000 .1319-03 .1591-03 .9784-01 .8803 525.1
680 .90000 .60000 274.00 .1853-02 .2235-02 .2235-02 .9000 .4519-04 ,5449-04 .3353-01 .2515 524.6
660 .95000 .20000 275,00 .I279-0! .1542-0I .1542-0! .9000 .3119-03 .3761-03 .2315 2.265 524.4
660 .95000 .40000 276.00 .9387-02 .1132-01 .1132-01 .9000 .2289-03 .2759-03 .1700 1.276 523.8
660 .95000 .50000 277.00 .58£1-02 .7019-02 .7019-02 .9000 .1420-03 .I7II-03 .1054 .9487 524.2
550 .95000 .70000 278.00 .3603-02 .4343-02 .4343-02 .9000 .8785-04 .1059-03 .6531-0I .5252 523.2
660 .95000 .80000 279.00 .3618-02 .4360-02 .4360-02 .9000 ,8823-04 .1063-03 .6564-0I .5098 522.7
660 .95000 .90000 280.00 .1015-01 .1224-01 .1224-01 .9000 .2476-03 .2984-03 .1840 1.480 523,2
j)
"\
DATE 23 FEB 80 0H846 MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2337
OH848 60-0 WING UPPER SURFACE (R4UR34)
WING UPPER SURF PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA " .0000 ELEVON - -5.000
BDFLAP = -12.50 SPDBRK = .OOOO
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
xlo 6 /FT3 lET2
649 1.995 7.980 39.99 .3470-02 436.1 1307. 95.13 .4540-01 2.024 3BIB. .1288-02 .7655-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN 2Y/BN XN/CN T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN) QDOT DTNDT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=O.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
648 .40000 .20000 247.00 .8061-02 .9697-02 .9697-02 .9000 .2830-03 .3404-03 .2191 1.754 532.4
648 .40000 .40000 248.00 .5720-03 ,6885-03 .6885-03 .9000 .2008-04 .2417-04 .|552-01 .1448 534.|
648 ,40000 .60000 249.00 .6193-03 .7453-03 .7453-03 .9000 .2174-04 .2617-04 .1679-01 .1880 534.2
648 .40000 .75000 250.00 .5176-03 .6227-03 .6227-03 .9000 .1817-04 .2186-04 .1406-0l .1050 532.9
648 .40000 .g50oo 252.00 .3507-02 .4214m02 .42|4--02 .9000 .]231--03 .1479--03 .9598--01 .8626 527.3
648 ,60000 .25000-0l 253.00 .8527-01 .I041 .I041 .9000 .2994-02 .3656-02 2.159 52.34 585,6
648 .60000 .50000-0l 254.00 .720t-01 .8764-01 .8764-01 .9000 .2528-02 .3077-02 |,852 36.95 574.0
648 .60000 .10000+00 255.00 .5510-0I 16652-01 .6652-0] ,9000 .1935-02 .2535-02 1.473 15,61 545.3
648 .60000 .20000 256.00 ,!229-0| .!480_0! .1480-0! .3000 .4316-03 .5195-03 .3334 2,985 534.3
648 .60000 .40000 257.00 .9957-03 .1198-02 .II98-02 .9000 .3496-04 .4207-04 .2702-01 .2241 533.8
648 ,60000 .60000 258.00 .6235-03 .7502-03 .7502-03 .9000 .2189-04 .2634-04 .1693-0I .1580 533.2
648 .60000 .75000 259.00 .5832-02 .7009-02 .700g-02 .9000 .2047-03 .2461-03 .159$ 1.4)I 528.6
648 .60000 .85000 260.00 .3754-02 .4521-02 .4521-02 .9000 .1321-03 .1587-03 .1031 .8582 526.6
648 .60000 .95000 261.00 .5050-02 .6062-02 .6062-02 .9000 .1773-03 .2128-03 .1388 1.562 523.8
648 .70000 .20000 262.00 .8781°02 .I056-01 .1056-01 .9000 .3083-03 .3707-03 .2393 2.236 530.5
648 .70000 .40000 263.00 .3051-02 .3668-02 .3668-02 .9000 .1071-03 .1288-03 .8320-01 .7467 529.9
648 .q5000 1.0000 265.00 .2665-01 .3205-01 .3205-9| .9000 ,9357-03 .1125-02 .726l 7.081 530.7
648 .75000 .20000 266.00 .|101-01 .1323-01 .1323-0I .9000 .3865-03 .4644-03 .3008 2.937 528.4
648 .75000 .40000 267.00 .433t-02 .5203-02 .5203-02 .9000 .1520-03 .1827-03 .1185 1,065 527.3
648 .q5000 .60000 268.00 .7642-02 .9186-02 .9186-02 .9000 .2683-03 .3225-03 .2086 2.128 529.3
648 .75000 .80000 269.00 .1386-02 .|663-02 .1663-02 .9000 .4865-04 ,5840-04 .3808-0l .357| 523.9
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 80-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2338
OHS4B 60-0 WING UPPER SURFACE (R4UR34)
RUN 2Y/BW XW/CW T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAN) ODOT DTNDT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=O.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. RTAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
B4B .75000 .90000 270.00 .5044-02 .6053-02 .6053-02 .9000 .1771-03 .21E5-03 .1388 I.I16 5r22.9
648 .80000 .90000 271.00 .5074-02 .B080-02 .6090-02 .9000 .178i-03 ,2138-03 .1396 1.084 523.2
64B .90000 .20000 272.00 .5933-01 .7155-01 .7155-01 .9000 .2083-02 .2512-02 1.594 |4.22 54].5
648 .90000 .40000 273.00 .1400-01 .1682-01 .1682-01 .9000 .4915-03 .5905-03 .3830 3.442 527.3
648 .gO000 .60000 274.00 .9806-02 .I178-01 .1178-0! .9000 .3443-03 .4135-03 .2687 2.01_ 526.3
648 .gSO00 .20000 275.00 ,2937-0! .3531-0I .3531-01 .9000 .1031-02 .1240-02 .8005 7.808 530.3
648 .95000 .40000 276.00 .3966-0i .4772-01 .4772-01 .9000 .1392-02 .1675-02 1.076 8.033 533.7
648 .95000 .50000 277.00 .198g-01 .2390-0! .2390-01 .9000 .5983-03 .8392-03 .5434 4.88! 528.4
648 .95000 .70000 278.00 .2071-01 .2488-01 .2489-01 .9000 .727!-03 .8739-03 .5657 4.536 528.7
648 .85000 .80000 279.00 .7327-02 .8794-02 .8794-02 .9000 .2572-03 .3087-03 .2015 1.564 523.4
648 .95000 .90000 280.00 .1057-0l .1269-0! .1269-01 .9000 .3711-03 .4454-03 ,2906 2.336 523.6
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2339
OHB4B 60-0 WING UPPER SURFACE tR4UR34)
RING UPPER SURF PARAMETRIC DATA
=,_u = a n,_ ,,_u .... _ ......... ELEVON 5 000
BDFLAP = -12.50 SPDBRK = .OOO0
**'TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO MU
• NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XtO 6 /FT3 /FT2
650 3.009 7.990 40.05 .6980-02 670.4 132]. 05.92 .6923-0[ 3.094 3836. .1948-02 .7719-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN 2Y/BW XW/CW T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) HiTAW) ODOT DTWDT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=O.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ BEG. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC
650 .40000 .20000 247.00 .II29-Ol .1356-01 .I356-01 .9000 .4910-03 .5897-03 .3874 3.102 531.6
650 .40000 .40000 248.00 .6555-03 .7875-03 .7875-03 .9000 .2851-04 .3425-04 .2248-01 .2099 532.3
650 .40000 .60000 249.00 .5258-03 .6317-03 .6317-03 .9000 .2287-04 .2747-04 .IBOl-OI .2017 533,2
650 .40000 .75000 250.00 .1330-02 .1598-02 .1598-02 .9000 .5786-04 .6952-04 .4557-01 .3403 533.1
650 .40000 .95000 252.00 .3898-02 .4676-02 .4676-02 .9000 .1695-03 .2034L03 .]344 1.208 527.7
650 .60000 .25000-01 253.00 .B949-01 .IlO0 .llO0 .9000 .3891-02 .4783-02 2.755 65.92 612.6
650 .60000 .50000-01 254.00 .B306-01 .1014 .I014 .9000 .3612-02 .4410-02 2.637 52.17 590.8
650 .60000 .10000*00 255.00 .6654-01 .B042-01 .B042-01 .9000 .2894-02 .3497-02 2.215 23.37 555.2
650 ,60000 .20000 256.00 .1539-01 .1851-01 .1851-01 .9000 .6694-03 .8050-03 .5251 4.697 536.3
550 .60000 .40000 257.00 .B752-03 ,105£-02 .I052-02 .9000 .3805-04 .4575-04 .2992-01 .2481 534.5
650 .60000 .60000 258.00 .1109-02 .1332-02 .I332-02 .9000 .4821-04 .5795-04 .3790-01 ,3535 534.6
650 .60000 .75000 259.00 .9754-02 .1171-01 .1171-01 .9000 .4242-03 .5095-03 .3347 3.001 531.7
650 .BOOO0 .85000 260.00 .5334-02 .6402-02 .6402-02 .9000 .2320-03 .2784-03 .1837 1.528 528.7
650 .BOO00 .95000 261.00 .7849-02 .9413-02 .9413-02 .9000 .3413-03 .4094-03 .2713 3.050 525.8
650 .70000 .20000 262.00 .9381-02 .1127-01 .1|27-01 .9000 .4080-03 .4901-03 .3215 3.002 532.6
650 .70000 .40000 263.00 .4710-02 .5657-02 .5657-02 .9000 .204B-03 .2460-03 .1617 1.450 531.5
650 .75000 1.0000 255.00 .3057-01 .3674-0! .3674-01 .9000 .1329-02 .1598-02 1.045 10.17 534.5
650 .75000 .20000 266.00 .lOB6-OI .1232-01 .1232-01 .9000 .4461-03 .5356-03 .3522 3.434 531.0
650 .75000 .40000 267.00 .7755-02 .9309-02 .9309-02 .9000 .3373-03 .4048-03 .2668 2.395 529.6
650 .75000 .60000 268.00 .1305-01 .1569-01 .1569-01 ,9000 .5679-03 .6826-03 .4466 4.545 534.3
650 .75000 .80000 269.00 .2200-02 .2639-02 .2639-02 ..9000 .9567-04 .114B-03 .7595-01 .7112 526.8
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2340
OH84B 60-0 WING UPPER SURFACE (R4UR34)
RUN 2Y/BW XW/CW TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF HIHREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN) ODOT DTNOT TN
NUMBER R=I.0 R=O,9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
650 .75000 .90000 270.00 .7111-02 .8526-02 .8526-02 .9000 .3092-03 .3708-03 .2460 1.976 525.3
650 .90000 .90000 271.00 .7683-02 .9214-02 .9214-02 .9000 .3341-03 .4007-03 ,2657 2.060 525.6
650 .90000 .20000 272.00 .8718-0l .1054 .1054 .9000 .3792-02 .4_82-o2 2.903 25.73 555.0
650 .90000 .40000 273.00 .3043-0! .3657-0! .3657-01 .9000 .1324-02 .1591-02 1.041 9.322 534.2
650 .90000 .60000 274.00 .2301-01 .3245-01 .3245-0] .9000 .1175-02 .1411-02 .9246 6.903 533.5
650 .95000 .20000 275.00 .4543-01 .5464-01 .5464-01 .9000 .1976-02 .2376-02 1.548 15.04 537.4
650 .95000 .40000 2?6.00 .4961-01 .5979-01 .5979-01 .9000 .2158-02 .2600-02 1.673 12.42 545.1
650 .95000 .50000 277.00 .3048-01 .3666-0| .3666-01 .9000 .1326-02 .1594-02 1,040 9.302 536.3
850 .95000 .70000 278.00 .3434-gl .4131-01 .4131-01 .9000 .1494-02 .1797-02 1.170 9.337 537.5
650 .95000 .80000 279.00 .1185-0! .1422-01 .1422-0! .9000 .5155-03 .6184-03 .4093 3.172 526.8
650 .95000 ,90000 280.00 .I652-01 .1982-01 .1982-01 .9000 .7185-03 ,8619-03 .5702 4.576 527.1
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 234_
OH84B 60-0 HING UPPER SURFACE (R4URS5)
WING UPPER SURF PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA = 40 00 BETA = .0000 ELEVON = -S.000
BDFLAP = -5.000 SPOBRK • ,0000
"**TEST CONDITIONS'''
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO 6 /FT3 IFT_
636 .5020 7.900 39.95 -.3459-02 99.73 1249. 92.62 .1108-01 .4842 3727. .3230-03 .7453m07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN 2Y/BW XW/CW TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREE TAW/TO H(TO) H(IAW) ODOT DTNDT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=Oo9 R= 6TU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
636 .40000 .20000 247.00 ,5382-02 .6500-02 ,6500-02 .9000 .9170-04 ,1108-03 .6657-01 .5354 522.8
636 .40000 ,40000 248.00 .9401-03 .II36-OB .11$6-02 .9000 .1602-04 .1936o04 .ll5B-Ol .t085 525.7
636 .40000 .60000 249.00 .5594-03 .6763-03 _6763-03 .9000 .9532-05 .1152-04 .6886-02 _7740-01 526.3
636 ,40000 .75000 250.00 .i414-03 .i709-03 .i709-03 .9000 .2409-05 .2912-05 .f740-02 .I304-0i 526,2
636 .40000 .95000 252.00 .3588-02 .4333-02 .4333-02 .9000 .6114-04 .7384-04 .4438-01 .3998 522.7
636 .60000 .25000-01 253.00 .7456-0! .9062-01 .9062-0i _9000 .1270-02 .1544-02 .8951 22.16 544;I
636 .60000 .50000-01 254.00 .5694-01 .6907-01 .6907-0t .9000 .9703-03 .1177-02 .6901 14,02 537.4
636 .60000 .10000+00 255.00 .3425-01 .4140-01 .4140-0I .9000 .5836-03 .7054-03 .4221 4.521 525.4
636 .60000 .20000 256.00 .9394-02 .1135-01 .1135-01 .9000 .1601-03 .1934-03 .1159 1.044 524.3
636 ;60000 :40000 257.00 .2728-02 .3298-02 .3298-02 .9000 .4649-04 .5619=04 .3360-0I .2798 525.9
636 .60000 .60000 258.00 .i336-02 .i6i4-02 .i6i4-02 .9000 ,2276-04 .2751-04 .|646-0| .i543 525.2
636 .60000 .B5000 260.00 :1589-02 .1917-02 .1917-02 .9000 .2707-04 .3267-04 .1971-0I .1646 520.5
636 .60000 .95000 261.00 .5075-02 .6|22-02 .6122-02 .9000 .8647-04 .1043-03 .6312-0! .7122 518.8
636 .70000 .20000 262.00 .102|-01 .1234-01 .1234-0I .9000 .1740-03 .2102-03 .|264 1.186 522.6
636 .7000Q .40000 263.00 .3930-02 .4746-02 .4746-02 .9000 .6696-04 .8087-04 .4860-01 .4377 522.9
636 .75000 1.0000 265.00 .2498-01 .3016-01 ,3016-01 .9000 ,4256-03 .5139-03 .3095 3.032 521.6
636 .75000 ,20000 266.00 .1106-01 .1335-01 .1335-01 .9000 .1884-03 .2274-03 .1371 1.343 521.1
636 .75000 .40000 267.00 .5118-02 .6180-02 .6180-02 .9000 .8721-04 .1053-03 .6341-0I .5716 521,6
636 .75000 .60000 268.00 .2243-02 .2708-02 .2708-02 .9000 .3822-04 .4615-04 .2777-01 .2844 522.0
636 ,75000 .80000 269.00 .8097-03 .9770-03 .9770-03 ,9000 .1380-04 .1665-04 .1006-01 .9452-0| 519.7
636 .75000 .90000 270.00 .4174-02 .5034-02 .5034-02 .9000 .7111-04 .957B-04 .5194-01 .4188 518.2
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2342
OHB4B 60-0 HING UPPER SURFACE tR4UR3S)
RUN 2Y/BW XW/CW TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAN) ODOT OTWDT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEO. R DEG. RTAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
636 .80000 .90000 271.00 .491B-02 .5932-02 .5932-02 .9000 .8377-04 .1011-03 .Blll-Ol .4755 5:9.1
636 .90000 .20000 272.00 .1355-01 .1636-0! .1636-0I .9000 .2308-03 .2787-03 .1679 |.514 52|.3
636 ,90000 .40000 273.00 .322|-02 .3888-02 .388B-02 .9000 .5488-04 .6625-04 .3995-0I .3602 520.8
636 .90000 .60000 274.00 .IBIS-02 .2|95-02 .2195-02 .9000 .3098-04 .3"739-04 .2254-0| .1694 S2l.O
636 .95000 .20000 275.00 .I097-01 .1324-01 ,1324-0| .9000 ,]868-03 .2255-03 .1361 |.334 520.5
636 .95000 .40000 276.00 .12Bl-O| .1522-0I .1522-01 .9000 .214B-03 ,2594-03 .1563 1.17S 521.1
636 .95000 .50000 277.00 .4449-02 .5370-02 .5370-02 .9000 .7581-04 .9149-04 .5521-0| .4979 520,4
636 .95000 .70000 278.00 .1466-02 .1769-02 .1769-02 .9000 .2498-04 .3014-04 .IB22-OI .1468 519.4
536 .95000 .BOO00 279.00 .3170-02 .3825-02 .3825-02 .9000 .540|-04 .6517-04 .3938-0l .3063 519.6
636 .95000 .90000 280.00 .t092-0! .1319-01 .1319-01 .9000 .|861-03 .2247-03 .1355 1.09l 520.6
DATE 23 FEB BO OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2343
OH848 60-0 WING UPPER SURFACE (R4UR35)
wING UPPER SURF' PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = e.o00 ALPHA 40.00 BETA m .0000 ELEVON = -5.000
BDFLAP = -5.000 SPDBRK = .0000
***TEST COND[TIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO HU
NUMBER /rT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS L9-SEC
XlO 6 /FT3 /FT2
658 1.007 ?.940 39.98 -.4647-06 20?.2 1267. 93.08 .2229-01 .9835 3755. .6462-03 .7490-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN 2Y/BW XW/CW T/C NO H/HREF HIHREP H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAW) QDOT DTWOT TW
NUMBER R=1.0 R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
658 .40000 .20000 24?.00 .5726-02 .6907-02 .6907-02 .9000 .1394-03 .1681-03 .1032 .8290 526.0
658 .40000 .40000 248.00 .7488-03 .9036-03 .9036-03 .9000 .1823-04 .2200-04 .1348-0! .1262 527.2
658 .40000 .60000 249,00 ,6726-03 .8117-03 .81i7-03 .9000 .|637-04 .1976-04 .12II-OX .i360 5_7.2
658 .40000 .75000 250.00 .2379-03 .2871-03 .2871-03 .9000 .5792-05 .6990-05 .4282-02 .3206-01 527.5
658 .40000 .85000 252.00 .3293-02 .3972-02 .3972-02 .9000 .8016-04 .9669-04 .5942-01 .5345 525.4
658 .60000 .25000-0! 253.00 .7889-01 .9622-0| .9622-01 .9000 .1921-02 .2342-L_ 1.351 33.13 563.1
658 .60000 .50000-01 254.00 .6617-01 .8044-01 .8044-01 .9000 .1611-02 .1958-02 1.150 23.18 552.9
658 .60000 .lO000+O0 255.00 .4339-01 .5245-01 .5245-01 .9000 .1056-02 .1277-02 .7744 8.259 533.5
658 .60000 .20000 256.00 .1048-01 .I265-01 .1265-01 .9000 .2551-03 .3080-03 .|881 1.689 529.3
658 ;BOO00 .40000 257.00 ,1553_02 .|815-02 .|875-02 .9000 .378i-04 .4585-04 .2789-0| .2319 5,39.0
558 .60000 .75000 259.00 .1257-03 .1515-03 .1515-03 .9000 .3059-05 .3689-05 .2270-02 .2043-01 524.6
658 .60000 .85000 260.00 .1686-02 .2033-02 .2033-02 .9000 .4105-04 .4949-04 .3048-01 .254| 524.1
658 .60000 .95000 261.00 .5013-02 .6042-02 .6042-02 .9000 .1220-03 .1471-03 .9074-0! 1.022 523.1
658 .70000 .20000 262.00 .9455-02 .il41-Ol .1141-01 .9000 .2302-03 .2778-03 .1700 1.591 528.1
658 .70000 .40000 263.00 .3115-02 .3760-02 .3760-02 .9000 .7584-04 .9152-04 .5605-01 .5037 527.6
658 .75000 1.0000 265.00 .2325-01 .2805-01 .2805-01 .9000 .5659-03 .6829-03 .4182 4.085 527.6
658 .75000 .20000 266.00 .1028-01 .1240-01 .1240-01 .9000 .2502-03 .3020-03 .1851 1.809 527.0
658 .75000 .40000 267.00 .4611-02 .5563-02 .5553-02 .9000 .1122-03 .1354-03 .8303-01 .7463 527.0
658 .75000 .60000 268.00 .5032-02 .6074-02 .6074-02 .9000 .1225-03 .1479-03 .9045-0| .9233 528.3
658 .75000 .80000 269.00 .8783-03 .1059-02 .1059-02 .9000 ,2138-04 .2578-04 .1586-01 .|487 524.9
658 .75000 .90000 270.00 .3920-02 .4725-02 .4725-02 .9000 .9542-04 .1150-03 .7091-01 .5702 523.5
DATE 23 FEB BO OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2344
OHB4B 60-0 WING UPPER SURFACE tR4UR351
RUN 2Y/BN XN/CH T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN) ODOT DTNDT _N
NUMBER R=l.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R BEG. R
TAN/TO FTBSEC FTBSEC FTBSEC /SEC
658 .BOO00 .90000 271.00 .4534-02 .546C-02 .5466-02 .9000 .llOU-03 .t331-03 .8195-01 .6359 524.2
658 .90000 .20000 272.00 .335B-01 ,405B-0! .405B-01 .9000 .8174-03 .9879-03 .BOO1 5.379 532.6
658 .SO000 .40000 273.00 .8251-02 .9956-02 ,9956-02 .9000 .2009-03 .2424-03 .1485 1.335 527.3
658 .90000 .60000 274.00 .4169-02 .503|-0B .5031-02 .9000 .|015-03 .]225-03 .7506-0| .5622 527.|
658 .95000 .20000 275.00 .1592-01 .1921-01 .1921-0I .9000 .3876-03 .4677-03 .2866 2.800 527.1
658 .95000 .40000 276.00 .3520-0| .4253-0I .4253-01 .BOO0 .8569-03 .1035-02 .6297 4.706 531.7
658 ,95000 .50000 237.00 .ltB4-Ol .1429-01 .1429-01 .9000 .2882-03 .347B-03 .2132 1.917 526.9
658 .95000 .70000 278.00 .7110-02 .8578-02 .B578-02 .9000 .1731-03 .2088°03 .1281 1.02B 526.5
658 .95000 .80000 279.00 .4055-02 .4889-02 .48Bg-02 .9000 .9870-04 .1190-03 .7324-01 .5682 524.7
658 .95000 .90000 280.00 .9974-02 .1203-01 .1203-01 .9000 .2428-03 .2928-03 .180l 1.447 525.l
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2345
OH84B 60-0 WING UPPER SURFACE fR4UR35)
WING UPPER SURF PARAMETRIC DATA
MAtH = B-OnO LLPHA = WO=O0 BETA " .0000 ELEVDN " -5.000
BDFLAP = -5.000 SPDBRK - ,0000
***lEST CONDITIONS**"
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P e V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA OEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 /FT3 /FT_
646 2.016 7.980 39.99 -.4665-06 436.5 1298. 94.54 .4544-01 2,025 3804. .1297-02 .7608-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN 2Y/BN XH/CN T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN) O00T DTNDT TN
NUMBER R=I.0 R=O.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DE6. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FTBSEC FT2SEC /SEC
646 .40000 .BOOO0 247.00 .7770-G2 .9375-02 .9375-02 .9000 .2726-03 .3289-03 .2068 1.649 540.0
646 .40000 .40000 248.00 .4812-03 .5805-03 .5805-03 ,9000 .1688-04 .2037-04 .1281-01 .1192 53g.e
646 .40000 .60000 249.00 .4424-03 .5337-03 .5337-03 .9000 .1552-04 .1873-04 ,I179-01 .1316 539.4
646 .40000 .75000 250.00 .6658-03 .6825-03 .6825-03 .9000 .1985-04 .2395-04 .1508-01 .II23 539. I
646 .40000 .95000 252.00 .3307-02 .3986-02 .3986-02 .9000 .II60-03 .1398-03 .8846-01 .7914 536.2
646 .60000 .25000-01 253.00 .9132-01 .I120 .1120 .9000 .3204-02 .3929-02 2.255 54.41 595.0
646 .60000 .50000-01 254.00 .7701-01 .9410-01 .9410-01 .9000 .2702-02 .3302-02 1.933 38.39 583.5
646 .60000 .IO000*O0 255.00 .57;2-0! .6991-01 .6991-01 .9000 .2025-02 .2453-02 1.508 15.92 554,0
646 .60000 .20000 256,00 .1269-01 .1532-01 .1532-01 .9000 .4454-03 .5376-03 .3372 3,009 541.6
646 .60000 .40000 257.00 .9183-03 .1108-02 .llOe-02 .9000 .3222-04 .3888-04 .2443-01 .2020 540.3
645 .60000 .60000 258.00 .5073-03 .6121-03 .6121-03 .9000 .1780-04 .2148-04 .1351-01 .1266 539.9
:646 .60000 ;.75000 '259.00 .4117-02 .4961-02 .4961-02 .9000 .1444-03 .1741-03 .tlOB .9861 535.8
646 .60000 .85000 260.00 .'2700m02 .3253--02 .3253--02 .9000 .9474--04 ;1141--03 .7240--01 .6002 534.5
646 .60000 .95000 261.00 .4862--02 .5855--02 .5855--02 .9000 .1706--03 .2054--03 .1306 1.463 532.9
646 .70000 .20000 262.00 .8901-02 ,1074-0! .1074-01 .9000 .3123-03 .3767-03 .2374 2.209 538.6
646 .70000 .40000 263.00 .3133-02 ,3778-02 .3778-02 .9000 .1099-03 .1326-03 .8363-01 .7476 537.9
646 .75000 l.O000 265.00 .2639-01.3184-0! .3184-0I .9000 .9260-03 ,1117-02 .7029 6.824 539.6
646 ,75000 .20000 266;00 .1048-01 .1264-01 .1264-01 .9000 .3677-03 .4433-03 .2800 2.722 537.2
646 .75000 ,40000 267,00 .4866 02 .5865-02 .5865-02 .9000 .1707-03 .2058-03 .1302 1.164 536.3
645 .75000 .60000 268.00 .5815-02 .7012-02 .7012-02 .9000 .2040-03 .2460-03 .1552 1.577 537.9
646 .75000 .80000 269.00 .1311o02 .1579-02 .1579-02 .9000 .4600-04 .5540-04 .3521-0l .3286 533.3
DATE 23 FEB 80 0H84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2346
OH84B 60-0 WING UPPER SURFACE (R4UR351
RUN 2Y/BW XNICW TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(T01 H(TAW) ODOT DTWDT _N
NUMBER R=I.O R=O.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG, R DEG. R
TAW/T0 FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
646 .75000 .90000 270.00 .4951-02 .5961-02 .5951-02 .9000 .1737-03 .2091-03 .133! 1.066 532.3
646 ,80000 .90000 271.00 .4927-02 .5933-02 .5933-02 .9000 .1729-03 .2082-03 .1325 1.023 532.5
646 .90000 .20000 272.00 .5988-01 .7248-01 .7248-01 .9000 .2101-02 .2543-02 1,570 13,94 551,5
646 .90000 .40000 273.00 .1418-01 .1709-0I .1709-01 .9000 .4975-03 .5997-03 .3793 3.393 536.3
646 .90000 .60000 274.00 .]892-01 .2270-01 .2270-0l .9000 .6605-03 ,7964-03 .5026 3,744 537.7
646 .95000 .20000 275.00 .2762-01 ,3331-01 .3331-01 .9000 .9689-03 .1169-02 .7362 7.150 538.8
646 .95000 .40000 276.00 .4224-0! .5102-01 .5102-01 .9000 .1482-02 .1790-02 l,lt9 8.312 543,6
645 .95000 .50000 277.00 .2304-01 .2779-01 .2779-01 .9000 ,8084-03 .9749-03 .5148 5.495 538.2
645 .95000 .70000 278.00 .2002-0! .2414-01 .2414-01 .9000 .7023-03 .8468-03 .5345 4.267 537.6
645 .95000 .80000 279.00 .5243-02 .7517-02 .7517-02 .9000 .219]-03 .2537-03 .1679 1.298 532.1
546 .95000 .90000 280.00 .9877-02 .1183-01 .I189-0: .9000 .3465-03 .4173-03 .2656 2.125 532.4
DATE 23 FEB BO OH848 MODEL BO-O IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2347
OHB4B 60-0 WING UPPER SURFACE (R4UR35)
WING UPPER SURF PARAMETRIC DATA
BDFLAP = -5.000 SPDBRK " .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG, R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO 6 /FT3 /FT2
656 3.001 7.990 40.02 .6961-02 672.3 1326. 96.29 .6943-0! 3.]03 3843. .1946-02 .7748-07
RUN HREF 5TN NO




RUN 2Y/BW XW/CW T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) HITAW) ODOT DTWOT TW
NUMBER R=t.0 R=O.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEO. R DEB. R
TAW/TO FTBSEC FTBSEC FT2SEC /SEC
656 .40000 .20000 247.00 .1148-01 .1378-01 .1378-01 .9000 .5001-03 .6006-03 .3962 3.169 533.5
656 .40000 .40000 248,00 .7508-03 .9022-03 .9022-03 .9000 .3872-04 .3932-04 .2585-0I .2410 535.5
656 .40000 .60000 249.00 .6991-03 .8403-03 .8403-03 .9000 .3047-04 .3662-04 .2404-01 .8687 536.?
656 .40000 .75000 250.00 .1565-02 .1880-02 .1880-02 .9000 .6818-04 .8194_04 .5384-01 o4015 536.6
656 .40000 .95000 252.00 .3553-02 .4262-02 .4262-02 .9000 .1549-03 .1857-03 .1235 I.I10 528.0
656 .60000 .25000-01 253.00 .9630-0! .1184 .1184 .BOO0 .4197-02 .5159-02 2.984 71.33 614.6
656 .60000 .50000-01 254.00 .8548-01 .1044 .1044 .9000 .3725-02 .4548-08 2.731 53.98 592.6
656 .60000 .10000*00 255.00 .6?18-01 .8115-01 .8115-01 .9000 .2928-02 .3537-02 2.255 23.78 555.5
656 .60000 .20000 256.00 .1636-01 .1967-01 .1967-01 .9000 .7128-03 .8572-03 .5613 5.016 538.3
556 .60000 .40000 257.00 .9584-03 .1152-02 .1152-02 .9000 .4177-04 .5021-04 .3292-01 .2726 537.4
656 .60000 ;60000 258.00 .1898-02 .228t-02 .2281-02 .9000 ,8270-04 .9942-04 .6521-01 .6074 537.2
656 _60000 .75000 259.00 .8626-02 .1036-01 :;1036-01 ;9000 .3759-03 .4513-03 .2984 2.676 531.9
656 .60000 .85000 260.00 .5196-02 .6233-02 .6233-02 .9000 .2264-03 _2716-03 .IBO4 1.500 529.0
656 .60000 .95000 261.00 .7605-02 .9115-02 .9115-02 .9000 .3314-03 .3972-03 .2651 2.981 525.7
656 .70000 .20000 262.00 .9468-02 .1137-01 .1137-01 .9000 .4126-03 .4956-03 .3269 3.050 533.5
656 .70000 .40000 263.00 .4516-02 .5423-02 .5423-02 .9000 .1968-03 .2363-03 .1560 1.398 533.0
656 .75000 1.0000 265.00 .2980-01 .3580-0| .3580-01 .9000 .1299-02 .t560-02 1.028 10.00 534.3
656 .75000 .20000 266.00 .1060-01 .1272-01 .1272-01 .9000 .4620-03 .5545-03 .3672 3.580 530.9
656 .75000 .40000 267.00 .1041-01 .1249-01 .1249-01 .9000 .4536-03 .5443-03 .3606 3.235 530.6
656 .75000 .60000 268.00 ,1559-01 .t873-01 .1873-01 .8000 .6796-03 .8163-03 .5380 5.475 534.1
656 .75000 .BOO00 269.00 .2182-02 .2616-02 .2616-02 .9000 .9510-04 .1]40-03 .7603-01 .7122 526.2
DATE 23 FEB 80 0H848 MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE _34G if::
0H84B 60-0 WING UPPER SURFACE fR4UR35)
RUN 2YIBW XW/CW T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H{TO) H(TAW) OOOT GTNDT TW
NUMBER R=I.0 R=O.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ GEG. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
856 ,75000 .90000 270.00 .6841-02 .8197-02 .8197-02 ,9000 .2981-03 .3572-03 .2389 1.920 524.3
658 .80000 .90000 271.00 .7483-02 .8944-02 .8944-02 .9000 .3253-03 .3898-03 .2606 2.021 524.6 _
656 .90000 .20000 272.00 .8228-01 .7496-01 .7496-01 .9000 .2714-02 .3267-02 2.127 18.98 541.9
656 .90000 .40000 273.00 .4033-01 .4848-01 .4848-01 .9000 .1758-02 .2113-02 1.386 18.39 537.2
656 .90000 .60000 274.00 .2184-0t .2621-01 .2621-01 .9000 .9517-03 .ID42-02 .7559 5.649 531.4
6_6 .95000 .20000 275.00 .5473-01 .6583-01 .6583-01 .9000 .2385-02 .2869-02 1.875 18.21 539.5
856 .95000 ,40000 276.00 .6519-01 .7858-0! .7858-01 .9000 .2841-02 .3425-02 2.210 16.38 547.7
656 .95000 .50000 277.00 .4019-01 .4835-01 .4835-01 .9000 .1752-02 .2107-02 1.377 12.30 539.6
656 .95000 .70000 278.00 .3849-01 .4630-01 .4630-01 .9000 .1678-02 .2018-02 1.320 10.53 539.1
656 .95000 .80000 279.00 .1342-01 .1608-01 .1608-01 .9000 .5847-03 .7010-03 .4674 3.623 526.4
556 .95000 .90000 280.00 .1501-01 .1799-01 .1799-01 .9000 .6541-03 .7841-03 .5229 4.198 526.2
DATE 23 FEB 80 0H848 MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2349
OH848 BO-O WING UPPER SURFACE (R4UR361
WING UPPER SURF PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA _ .u.uu. ...... =L,_ = .uuuu.... ELEVON i -_.uuu. ..
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK = .GO00
•''TEST CONDITIONS'''
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P 0 V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG, R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 /FT3 /FT2
638 .5027 7.900 39.93 -.1035-01 99.87 1249. 92.62 .1110-01 ._849 3727, .3235-03 .7453-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN 2Y/BN XW/CW T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAW) ODOT DTNOT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=O.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DiZG. R DEC. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
638 .40000 .20000 247.00 .4601-02 .5560-02 .5560-02 .9000 .7846-04 .9480-04 .5681-01 ._566 524.5
638 .40000 .40000 249.00 .1950-03 .2358-03 .2358-03 .9000 °.332_-05 ._020-05 .2399-02 .2247-01 526.9
638 .40000 .60000 249.00 ,3148-03 .3807-03 .3807-03 .gOOD .5367-05 .6490.-05 .3872-02 .h350-01 527.3
638 .40000 .75000 250.00 .1239-02 .1499-02 .1499-02 .9000 .2113-04 .2556-04 .1524-01 .114| 527.6
638 .40000 .95000 252.00 .2093-02 .2529-02 .2529-02 .BOO0 .3568-04 .4312-04 .2583-01 .2325 r-'_-_.7
638 .G0000 .25000-01 253.00 .7454-01 .9071-01 .9071-0! .9000 .1271-02 .1547-02 .8906 22.00 548.0
638 .60000 .50000-01 254.00 .5701-01 .6923-01 .6923-01 .9000 .9720-03 .1180-02 .6877 13.95 541.1
638 .60000 ,IO000+O0 255.00 .3338-01 .4039-01 .4039-01 .9000 .5692-03 .6886-03 .4097 4.380 528.9
638 .60000 .20000 256.00 .8807-02 .1065-01 .1065-01 .9000 .1502-03 .1816-03 .1083 .9730 527.6
638 °60000 ,40000 257.00 .2034-02 .2461-02 .2461-02 .9000 .3469-04 ,4196-04 ,2500-01 ,PO80 527,9
638 .60000 .60000 258.00 .9431-04 .1141-03 .1141-03 .9000 .1608-05 .1945-05 .ll60-02 .1086-01 527.2
638 ;60000 ;85000 260.00 ,1647-02 .1989-02 .1989-02 .9000 .2807-04 .3391-04 .2038-0l .1700 522.8
638 .60000 .95000 261.00 .4936-02 ;5959-02 _5959-02 ;9000 78416-04 .1016-03 76121-01 .6897 521.4
638 .70000 .20000 262.00 .9442-02 .1141-01 .II41-OI .9000 .1610-03 .1946-03 .1164 1.090 525.8
638 .70000 .40000 263.00 .3568-02 .4313-02 .4313-02 .9000 .6083-04 .7354-04 .4396-01 .3954 526,0
638 .75000 |.0000 265.00 .2_95-01 .3015-01 .3015-01 .9000 .4254-03 .5141-03 .3077 3.009 525.4
639 .75000 .20000 266.00 .1102-01 .1331-01 .1331-01 .9000 .1878-03 .2270-03 .1360 1.330 524.7
638 .75000 .40000 267.00 .5069-02 .6126-02 .6126-02 .9000 .8643-04 .1045-03 .6253-02 .5626 525.2
638 .75000 .60000 268.00 .2201-02 .2660-02 .2660-02 .9000 .3753-04 .4536-04 .2713-01 .2773 525.7
638 .75000 .80000 269.00 .6829-03 .8248-03 .8248-03 .9000 .1164-04 .1406-04 .8451-02 .7930-01 522.9
638 .75000 .90000 270.00 .4466-02 .5392-02 .5392-02 .9000 .7616-04 .9194-04 .5539-01 .4458 521.4
DATE 23 FEB 80 0H848 MODEL SO-O IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2350
0H848 60-0 NING UPPER SURFACE fR4UR36)
RUN 2Y/BN XN/CN T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN) ODOT DTWOT TN
NUHBER R=I.0 R=O.8 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ OEO. R DEC. RTAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
638 .80000 .90000 271,00 .5517-02 ,6662-02 .6662-02 .9000 ,9407-04 .1136-03 .6835-01 .5310 522.|
638 :90000 .20000 272.00 .1420-01 .17|6-01 .l?16-0| .9000 .2421-03 .2925-03 .|752 1.577 524.9
638 ,90000 .40000 273.00 .3437-02 ,4152-02 .4152-02 .9000 .5880-04 ,%080-04 .4245-0| .382! 524.2
638 .90000 .60000 2?4.00 .2129-02 .25?3-02 .2573-02 .9000 .3631-04 .4387-04 .262g-01 .1972 524.5
638 .95000 .20000 2?5.00 .]162-01 .1404-01 .1404-0! .9000 .1982-03 .2394-03 .1436 1.406 523.8
638 .95000 ,40000 2?6,00 .1286-0! .1554-01 .1554-0l .9000 .2193-03 .2650-03 .1589 1.192 524.2
638 .95000 .50000 277.00 .4807-02 .5807-02 .5807-02 .9000 .8196-04 .9901-04 .5942-01 .5350 523.6
638 .95000 .70000 278.00 .1675-02 .2023-02 .2023-02 .9000 .2856-04 .3449-04 .2075-0t .1669 522.3
638 .95000 .80000 279.00 .3433-02 .4146-02 ,4146-02 .9000 .5853-04 .7069-04 .4251-01 .3302 522.3
638 ,95000 .90000 280.00 .1119-01 .1352-01 ,t352-01 .9000 .1908-03 .2304-03 .1384 I.ll] 58.3.3
\DATE 23 FEB O0 0H849 MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEOC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2351
OHB4_ SO-O NING UPPER SURFACE (R4UR36)
HING UPPER SURF PARAMETRIC DATA
HACH = B.O00 ALPHA " 40.00 8EIA = .0000 ELEVON • -5,000
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK - .0000 =
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO 6 /FT3 IFT2
664 I.Ol6 7.940 39.97 -.4646-06 207.5 1261. 92.64 .2232-01 .9849 3746, .6503-03 .7454-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN 2Y/BN XN/CW TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H{TO] HITAW) ODOT DTIXOT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=O.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FTBSEC FTBSEC FTBSEC ISEC
664 .40000 .20000 247.00 .5264-02 .7561-02 .7561-02 .9000 .I525-03 .:840-03 .IIBI .9002 ¢_-_5.6
664 .40000 .40000 248.00 .1023-02 .1236-02 .1235-02 .9000 .2491-04 .3008-04 .1825-01 .1708 521.8
664 .40000 .60000 249.00 .8232-03 .9942-03 .9942-03 .9000 .2004-04 02420-04 ,1468-0| .1649 _7,9
664 .40000 .75000 250.00 .1247-03 .1507-03 ,1507-03 .9000 .3036-05 .3667-05 ,2225-02 01666-0l 527.9
664 .40000 .95000 252.00 .3t23-02 .3768-02 .3769-02 .9000 .7603-04 .9171-04 .5605-01 .5047 523,5
564 .60000 .25000-01 253.00 .7967-01 .9717-01 .9717-01 .9000 .1939-02 .2365-02 1.357 33.31 560.8
664 .60000 .50000-01 254.00 .6741-01 .8197-01 .8197-0! .9000 .1641-02 .1995-02 1,165 23,51 550.9
664 .60000 ,10000*00 255.00 .4466-01 .5399-01 .5399-01 .9000 .1087-02 .1314-02 .7930 8,468 531.1
664 .60000 .20000 256.00 .I127-0! .1362-0! .I362-01 .9000 .2744"03 .3314-03 .2009 1.805 528.3
mnm n nn = nn =oo,-n= =unm.n_ .2406-02 .9000 .4846-04 .5855-04 o3544-0I ,P946 529.x664 .ouuO0 .4vO_v 2_7 .... ...............
664 .60000 .60000 258.00 .I399-02 .1691-02 .1691-02 .9000 .3406-04 .4115-04 .2492-01 .2332 528.9
664 .60000 .85000 260.00 .1782-02 .2149-02 .21#9-02 .9000 .4338-04 .5232-04 .3202-01 .2671 522.7
564 .60000 .95000 26t.00 .5094-02 .6140-02 LB140-02 .9000 .1240-03 .1495-03 .9178-01 1.035 520.5
664 ,70000 .20000 262.00 .9852-02 .II89-01 .llB9-Ol .9000 .2398-03 .2895-03 .1761 1,649 526.4
664 .70000 .40000 263.00 .3407-02 .4114-02 .4114-02 .9000 .8294-04 .1001-03 .6091-0! .5478 526.2
664 .75000 1.0000 265.00 .2401-01 .2897-01 .2897-01 .9000 .5843-03 .7051-03 .4303 4,210 524.3
664 .75000 ,20000 266.00 .1079-01 .|302-0l .1302-01 .9000 .2626-03 ,3169-03 .1934 1.892 rc_4.2
'664 .75000 .40000 267.00 .4934-0B .5953-02 .5953-02 .9000 .I201-03 .1449-03 ,883B-01 .7954 524.7
664 .75000 .60000 258.00 .3151-02 .3804-02 .3804-02 .9000 .7671-04 .9259-04 .5638-0l .5763 525.7
BB4 .75000 .80000 269.00 .|143-02 ,]378-02 .1378-02 .9000 .2781-04 .3354-04 .2053-0| .1927 522.6
664 .75000 .90000 270.00 .4299-02 .5181-02 .5181-02 .9000 .1046-03 .1261-03 ,7744-01 .6235 520,6
DATE 23 FEB 80 0H848 MODEL BO-O IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 235_
OHB4B 60-0 WING UPPER SURFACE fR4UR$61
RUN 2Y/BW XWICW TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) HtTAW) ODOT DTNOT TW
NUMBER R=].O R=O.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTUI DEG. R DEG. RTAW/TO FTBSEC FTBSEC FTBSEC /SEC
$64 .80000 .90000 271.00 .5135-02 .6181-02 .6191-02 .9000 .1250-03 .1507-03 ,9238-01 .7178 521.5
664 .90000 .20000 2_2,00 ,3254m01 .3931--01 .3931--0| .9000 .7922--03 .9568--03 .5804 5.214 528.0
664 .90000 ,40000 273.00 .5686--02 .6860--02 .6860--02 .9000 .1384--03 .1670--03 .1019 .9172 524.4
E64 .90000 .60000 274.00 .2144-02 .2587-02 ,2587-02 .9000 .5218-04 .6295-04 .3843-01 .2883 524.2
664 ,95000 .20000 275.00 .1245-0I .t501-01 .1501-01 .9000 .3030-03 ,3654-03 .2234 2.107 523.2
664 ,95000 °40000 276.00 .9388-02 .|132-01 .1132-01 ,9000 .22es-03 .2756-03 .1685 1.265 523.2
664 .95000 .50000 277.00 .6790-02 .8192-02 .8192-02 .9000 .16 r J-03 ,1994-03 ,1218 1.096 523.9
664 ,95000 .70000 278.00 .4262-02 .5141-02 .5141-02 .9000 .1037-03 .1251-03 .7654-01 .6155 523.0
664 ,85000 .80000 279,00 .3318-02 .4001-02 .4001-02 .9000 .8076-04 .9738-04 .5965-01 .4634 522.0
664 ,95000 .90000 280.00 .8677-02 .1167-01 .1187-01 .9000 .2355-03 .2840-03 ,1739 1.399 522.4
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH849 MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2353
OH84B SO-O WING UPPER SURFACE tR4UR36)
HING UPPER SURF PARAMETRIC DATA
.......... _ _,,,_ _u.uu o_IA ,UUUU tLLVUN = -_.00g
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK " .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L HACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG, DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FTISEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO 6 /FT3 /FT2
644 2.002 7.980 39.98 -.I040-OI 434.5 130l. 94.69 .4523-0I 2.016 3807. .IE89-02 .7620-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN 2Y/BN XW/CN T/C NO H/HREF HIHREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAN) O00T DTNOT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=O,9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ OEG, R DEG. R
TAW/TO FTBSEC FT2SEC FTBSEC ISEC
644 .40000 .20000 247.00 .6788-02 .8163-02 .8163-02 .9000 .2377-03 .2858-03 _1835 1.472 528.5
644 .40000 .40000 248.00 .3228-03 .3884-03 .3884-03 .9000 .1130-04 .1360-04 .8706-02 .BI3B-OI 530.3
644 .40000 .60000 249.00 .2879-03 .3465-03 .3465-03 .9000 .1008-04 ,1213-04 .7761-02 ,8703-01 530.9
644 .40000 .75000 250.00 .4744-03 ,5709-03 .5709o03 .9000 .1661-04 .1999-04 .1279-01 .9567-01 530.5
644 .40000 .95000 252.00 .3349-02 .4025-02 .4025°02 .9000 .1173-03 .1409-03 .9080-01 .BlSS 526.4
644 .BOO00 .25000-01 253.00 .8656-01 .t060 .1060 .9000 .3031-02 .3713-02 2.146 51.86 592.5
644 .60000 .50000-01 254.00 .740g-01 .9037-01 .9037°01 .9000 .2594-02 .3164-02 1.874 37.30 578.4
644 .BOOOO .lO000+O0 255.00 .5743-0! .6942-01 .6942-01 .9000 .2011-02 .2431-02 1.514 16.04 547.6
644 .60000 .20000 256.00 .1231-01 .1482-01 .I482-01 .9000 .4309-03 .5188-03 .3305 2.961 533.6
644 .60000 .40000 257.00 .8096-03 .9746-03 .9748-03 .9000 .2835-04 .3413-04 ,2178-0! ,IBO8 532.4
B44 .60000 .BOOOO 258.00 .7112-04 .85Bl-04 .BSEl-04 .9000 .2490-05 .2997-05 .1914-02 .[787-01 532.2
644 .60000 .75000 259.00 .4831-02 .5808-02 .5808-02 .9000 .1692-03 .2034-03 .1308 1.17G 527.4
644 ;60000 .85000 260:00 .2765-02 .3322-02 .3322-02 .9000 ;9681-04 .1163-03 .7508-01 ,6255 525.1
544 .60000 .95000 261.00 .5309-02 .6374-02 .6374-02 ;9000 .1859-03 .2232"03 .1445 1.627 923.2
944 .70000 .2OOOO 262.00 .BBOB-02 .1060-0| .1060-01 .9000 .3094-03 .3711-03 .2374 2.219 530.8
644 .?0000 .40000 263.00 ,3474-02 .41SO-D2 .4|80-02 .9000 .1216-03 .1464-03 .9365-01 .8402 530.7
644 .75000 1.0000 265.00 .2675-01 .3220-01 .3220-01 .9000 .9365-03 .1127-02 .7194 7.010 532.5
644 .75000 .20000 266.00 .lOIT-Ol .1223-01 .1223-01 .9000 .3560-03 .4282-03 .2745 2.679 529.6
644 .75000 .40000 267.00 ,6258-02 .7527-02 .7527-02 .9000 .2191-03 .2636-03 .i690 1.517 _29.4
644 .75000 .BOO00 258,00 ,6442-02 .7753-02 .7753-02 .9000 .2256-03 .2715-03 .1736 1.769 531.2
644 .75000 .80000 269.00 .1659-02 .1994-02 .1994-02 .9000 .5810-04 .6981-04 .4504-01 .4221 525.4
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 235W
0H84B 80-0 WING UPPER SURFACE (R4UR36)
RUN 2Y/BN XW/CN TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAN) OOOT DTNDT TN
NUMBER R=I,O R=O.9 R= 8TU/R 8TU/R 8TU/ DEG. R DEG. RTAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEG /SEC
644 .75000 .90000 270.00 .5100-02 .6]25-02 .6125-02 .9000 .1786-03 .2t45-03 .1388 1.116 523,2
644 .80000 ,90000 271.00 .5792-02 .5958-02 .6958-02 .9000 ._028m0] .2436--03 .1575 1.223 524.0
E44 .90000 .20000 272.00 ,6817--01 .8228--01 .8228--01 ,9000 .2387--02 .2881--02 1.810 16.15 542.2
644 .90000 .40000 273.00 ,t346-01 .1620-0l .1620-0! .9000 .4715-03 .5671-03 .3636 3.264 528.6
644 .90000 .60000 274.00 .1897-01 .2283-01 .2283-01 .9000 .6642-03 ,7994-03 .5107 3.817 531.7
644 .95000 .20000 275.00 .2725-01 .3280-01 .3280-0I .9000 .9542-03 .1148-02 .7337 7.}51 53|.7
644 ,95G00 .40000 276.00 .4]54-01 .5005-0! .5005-0I ,9000 .i455-02 .I753-02 1.I12 8.296 535.8
644 .95000 .50000 277,00 .2491-01 .3000-Ot .3000-01 .9000 .8721-03 .1051-02 .6678 5.978 535.0
844 .95000 .70000 278.00 .9493-02 .!I41-OI .II41-OI .9000 .3324-03 ,3996-03 .2571 2.063 527.2
644 .95000 .80000 27_.00 .5524-02 .8637-02 ,5637-02 .9000 .1934-G3 .2324-03 .I5OO 1.163 525.3
644 .95000 .90000 280.00 .]182-01 .!421-01 .1421-01 .9000 .4139-03 .4975-03 .3206 2.574 526.2
) )
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAOE 232
OHB4B BO-O HING UPPER SURFACE (R4UR3_)
WING UPPER SURF PARAHETRIC DATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA - .0000 ELEVON - -5.000
BDFLAP = .0000 _POBRK • .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L HACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P 0 V RHO HU
NUHBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEO. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
xle 6 /FT3 IFT2
654 2.991 7.990 40.02 .6982-02 669.5 1325. 96.21 .6914-0! 3.080 3842. .1940-02 .7742-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN 2Y/BW XW/CW TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAW] ODOT OTNOT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=O.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ 020. R 0£0. R
TAW/TO FTBSEC FTBSEC FTBSEC /SEC
654 .40000 .20000 247.00 .1095-0I .1315-01 .|315-01 .9000 .4760-03 .5718-03 .3764 3.010 534.0
654 .40000 .40000 248.00 .3688-03 .4431-03 .4431-03 .9000 .1604-04 .1927-04 .1266-01 .!181 534.9
654 .40000 .60000 249.00 .4566-03 .5488-03 .5488-03 .9000 .1985-04 .2386-04 .1566-01 .1751 536.0
654 .40000 .75000 250.00 .1390-02 .]670-02 .1670-02 °9000 .6044-04 .7262-04 .4774-0! .3562 534.8
654 .40000 .95000 252.00 .3535-02 .4240-02 .4240-02 .9000 .1537-03 .1844-03 .1224 1.100 528.3
654 .60000 .25000-01 253.00 .9052-01 .I115 .1|15 .9000 .3936-02 .4850-02 2.766 "65.89 621.9
654 .60000 .50000-01 254.00 .BOB7-OI .9989-01 .9889-01 .9000 .3516-02 .4300-02 2.556 50.41 597.7
654 .60000 .10000+00 255.00 .6726-01 .8134-01 .6134-01 .9000 .2925-02 .3537-02 2.239 23.58 559.1
654 .60000 .20000 256.00 .1657-01 .1993-01 .1993-01 .9000 .7206-03 .8667-03 .5662 5.059 538,9
654 .60000 .40000 257,00 .8389-03" .1008-02 .1009-02 .9000 .3648-04 .4384-04 .2877-01 .2383 536.0
654 :60000 .60000 258.00 .1130-02 .1358-02 ,1358-02 .9000 .49!3-04 .5905-04 .3876-0I .3613 535.8
654 .60000 .75000 258.80 .9502-02 .1141-01 .1|4_-0_ .9000 .4132-03 .4960-03 .3276 2.936 531.7
654_ _60000 1:85000 :260.30 ;5506-02 .6606-02 .6606-02 .9000 .2394-03 .2873-03 .1905 1.583 529,£
654 .60000 .95000 261.00 .8043-02 .9644-02 .9644-02 .9000 _3497-03 _4194-03 .2790 3.135 526.9
654 .70000 .20000 262.00 .9173m02 .1102--01 .1102--01 .9000 .3987--03 .4790--03 .3152 2.940 534.2
654 .70000 .40000 263.00 .5216--02 .6264--02 .6264--02 .9000 .2268--03 .2724--03 "1796 1.609 533.0
654 .75000 1.0000 255.00 "2BB?mOl "3591--0I "3591--0| "9000 "1299--02 '1561--02 1"023 9.941 537"2
654 '75000 .20000 266'00 "1112--01 "1336--0I '1336--01 "9000 .4837--03 "5808--03 '3832 3.734 532.4
654 .75000 ,40000 267"00 '1193--01 "1432--01 "1432--01 "9000 .5186--03 "6225--03 "4112 3"688 531.6
654 .75000 ,60000 268.00 .1792-01 .2153-01 .2153-01 .9000 .7792-03 ,9361-03 .6157 6,266 534.5
654 .75000 .80000 269.00 .2106-02 .2524-02 ,2524-02 .9000 .9156-04 .1098-03 .7314-01 .6852 525.9
_ATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2356
OH848 60-0 WING UPPER SURFACE tR4UR36}
RUN 2Y/BN XN/CN TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAW) ODOT DTNDT TW
NUMBER R=t.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R 8TU/R GTU/ DEG. R DEG. RTAN/TO FT2SEC FT_C FT2SEC /SEC
654 /75000 .90000 270.00 .6964-02 .8345-02 .8346-02 .9000 .3028-03 .3629-03 .2q22 _.946 524.9
654 .BOO00 .90000 271.00 .7821-02 .9374-02 .9374-02 .9000 .3401-03 .4076-03 .2719 2.109 525.0
654 .90000 .20000 272.00 .5565-01 .6701-01 .6701-0| .9000 .2420-02 .2914-02 1.890 16.65 543.6
554 .90000 .40000 273.00 .4579-01 .5507-01 .5507-01 .9000 .1991-02 .2395-02 1.565 13.98 538.8
654 .900CO .50000 274.00 .2609-0| .3132-0I .3132-0! .9000 .I134-02 .1362-02 .8985 6.?12 532.5
654 .95000 .20000 275.00 .6548-01 .7885-01 .7885-0i .9000 .2847-02 .3423-02 2.224 2Z,54 543.7
654 .95000 .40000 276.00 .8!81-01 ,9884-01 .9884-01 .9000 .3557-02 .4298-02 2.735 20.19 555.8
654 .95000 .50000 277.00 .7136-0I .8597-01 .8597-0! .9000 _3!03-02 °3738-02 2.418 21.53 5k5.4
654 .95000 .70000 278.00 .4955-01 .5962-01 .5962-01 .9000 .2155-02 .2593-02 !.589 !3.46 540.7
654 .95000 .80000 279.00 .1283-01 .t514-01 .1514-01 .9000 .5490-03 .6582-03 .4386 3.400 525.9
654 .95000 .90000 280.00 .1591-01 .1903-0! .1907-01 .9000 .6917-03 .82_4-03 .5520 4.431 526.7
) )
DATE 23 FEB BO OH84B MODEL SOmO IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIc TUNNEL PAGE 2357
OHB4B 60-0 NING UPPER SURFACE tR4UR37)
NING UPPER SURF PARAMETRIC DATA
HACH = B.O00 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA = .0000 ELEVON = -5,000
BDFLAP = 5.000 SPOBRK • .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L NACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB°SEC
XlO 6 /FT3 /FT2
640 .5043 7.900 39.93 -.1035-01 99.93 1247. 92.47 .1111-01 .485B 3724. ,3242-03 .7441-07
RUN HR,EF STN NO




RUN 2Y/BN XN/CN TIC NO HIHREF HIHREF HIHREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN) ODOT DTNDT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=O.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R BEG. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC
640 .40000 .20000 247.00 .4506-02 .5439-02 .5439-02 .9000 .7683-04 .9274-04 .5582-01 .4496 520.1
_40_ .40000 °40000 248°00 °4669-03 ,5640-03 .56_0-03 ,9000 ,7960-05 ,9617-05 =5359-02 =5403-01 _r-e_3,2
640 .40000 .60000 249.00 .5918-03 .7151-03 .7151-03 .9000 .1009-04 ,1219-04 .7293-02 .8207-0l 523.9
640 .40000 ,?5000 250.00 i1283-03 .1550-03 .1550-03 .9000 ;21B?-05 .2643-05 .1581-02 .1186-0t 523.7
640 .40000 .95000 252.00 13803-02 ,4592-02,4592-02 ;9000 .6485-04 .7829-04 ;4706-01 .he44 520.9
640 .60000 .25000-01 253,00 .7435-01 .9034-01 _9034-01 .9000 ,1268-02 .1540-02 .B934 22.14 542.0
640 .BOO00 .50000-01 254.00 .5731-01 ,6949-01 .6949-01 .9000 .9772-03 .fiBS-02 .6949 14.13 535.6
640 .60000 .I0000 i 255.00.3323-01 .4016-01 ,4016-01 .9000 .5667-03 ,6848-03 .4096 4.390 523.9
640 .60000 .20000 256.00 .8978-02 .1085-01 .1085-01 .9000 .153|-03 .1849-03 .1108 .9982 522.8
640 .60000 ,_0000 257.00 .2002-02 .2419-02 .2419-02 .9000 .3414-04 ,4125-04 .2469-01 .2058 523.5
640 .60000 .60000 258.00 .8938-03 .1080-02 .]080-02 .9000 .1524-04 .1841-04 .1103-01 .I035 523,0
640 .60000 .85000 260.00 .1517-02 .]830-02 .1830-02 .9000 .2587-04 .3121-04 .1884-0| .1575 518.5
640 .60000 .95000 261.00 .4Bl6-02 .5809-02 .5B09-02 .9000 .8212-04 .9905-04 .5990-01 .6764 517.2
640 .70000 .20000 262.00 .9084-02 .]097-0] .1097-01 .9000 .1549-03 .1870-03 .1124 1.056 520.8
640 .70000 .40000 263.00 .3589-02 .4334-02 .4334-02 ,9000 .6120-04 ,7390-04 .4441-01 .4004 52[.1
640 .75000 1.0000 265.00 .2428-01 .293I-0] .2931-01 .9000 ,4139-03 .4997-03 .3006 2.947 520.4
640 .35000 .20000 266.00 .1096-01 .1323-0l .1323-0_ .9000 .1869-03 .2256-03 .1359 1.332 519-8
640 .75000 .40000 267.00 .4820-02 .5818-02 .5818-02 .9000 .8218-04 .9920-04 .5971-01 .5386 520.!
640 .75000 .60000 268.00 .2183-02 .2636-02 .2636-02 .9000 .3723-04 .4495-04 .2704-01 ,2771 520.4
640 .75000 .80000 269.00 .6417-03 .7742-03 .7742-03 .9000 .I094-04 .1320-04 .7974-02 .7501-01 517.9
640 .75000 .90000 270.00 .4037-02 .4869-02 .4869-02 .9000 .6884-04 .8302-04 .5024-01 .4053 516,9
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2358
OHB4B 60-0 WINO UPPER SURFACE (R4UR37)
RUN 2Y/BW XW/CW T/C NO HIHREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAW) QDOT DT_T TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=O.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R 8TUI DEG. R DEG. RTAN/TO FTBSEC FTBSEC FTBSEC /BEG
640 .80000 .gO000 271.00 .484B-02 .5848-02 .5848-02 .9000 .8266-04 .9972-04 .6027-01 .4692 527.6
640 .90000 .20000 272.00 .1597-01 .192B-0! .1828-01 .9000 .2723-03 .3287-03 .1977 1.783 520.6
540 ,90000 .40000 273.00 ,3507-02 .4232-02 .4232-02 .9000 .5980-04 .7216-04 .4350-01 .392B 519,2
640 .90000 .60000 274.00 .1443-02 .1741-02 .1741-02 .9000 °2460-04 .2959-04 .i790-01 .1346 519.0
640 .95000 .20000 275.00 .;i46-0! .1383-0t .1383-01 .9000 .1954-03 ,2358-03 ,t42! !,394 519.I
540 .95000 .40000 276.00 .I260-0i .i52i-0i .1521-01 .9000 .2149-03 .B593-03 .1564 !.178 519.!
640 .95000 ,50000 277.00 .3302-02 .3983-02 .3983-02 .9000 .5630-04 .6792-04 .4103-0! .3705 518.0
..... _^_ _nnnn _9_ nn Q_n-N_ II_P-fl_ 1152-0B ,9000 .1628-04 .1964-04 .1187-01 .9572-01 517.7
640 .95000 .80000 279.00 .2934-02 ,3539-02 .3539-02 .9000 .5002-04 .B035-04 .3645-0! .2838 518.0
640 ,95000 ,90000 280.00 .1072-0; .1294-0! ,1294-O! .9000 .182B-03 .2206-03 ,I$30 !,072 519.I
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B HOOEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2359
0H846 60-0 WING UPPER SURFACE tR4UR37)
WING UPPER SURF PARAHETRIC DATA
HACH • 6.000 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA = .0000 ELEVON - -5.000
BDFLAP = 5.000 SPDBRK = .0000
***TEST CONDIIlONS***
RUN RN/L HACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO HU
NUHBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 /FT3 IFT_
662 1.024 7.940 39._7 -.4645-06 207.3 1253. 92.05 .2230-01 .9840 3734. .6538-03 .7407-07
RUN HREF STN NO -




RUN 2Y/BN XN/CN TIC NO HIHREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN] ODOT DTNDT TN
NUHBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FT25EC FT2SEC FTBSEC /SEC
662 .40000 .20000 247.00 .5936-02 .7173-02 .7173-02 .9000 .1443-03 .1743-03 .I048 .8409 526.5
662 .40000 .40000 248.00 .7690-03 .9298-03 .9298-03 .9000 .1869-04 .2260-04 .1353-01 .1266 526.7
662 .40000 .60000 249.00 .5622-03 .6798-03 .6798-03 .9000 .1366-04 .1652-04 .9889-02 .1110 528.8
662 .40000 ,75000 250.00 .225i-G3 .2722-03 .2722-03 .8000 .547t-05 .66i5-05 .3962°D2 .2965-0! 528.5
662 .40000 _95000 552.00 _3603-02 .4353-02 ,4353-02 .9000 .8757-04 .1058-03 .6374-01 .5736 524.8
662 .60000 :25000-01 253.00 =7845-01 _9605_01 .9605-01 .9_00 .1907-02 .2334-02 1.304 31.88 566.8
662 .60000 .50000-0! 254.00 .6536-0l .7971-01 .'lB?l-OI ,9000 .1588-02 .1937-02 1.105 22.23 557.0
662 .60000 .10000+00 255.00 .4542-01 .5502-0t .5502-0| .9000 .1104-02 .1337-02 .7924 8.446 534.8
662 .60000 ,20000 255.00 .lO80-OI ,1306-01 .1306-Of .9000 .2625-03 .3175-03 .1896 1.702 530.1
662 .60000 .40000 " 257.00 .1545-02 .1869-02 .1869-02 .9000 .3754-04 .4641-04 .2711-01 .2253 530,4
662 .60000 .60000 258,00 .1379-02 .1669-02 .1669-02 .9000 .3352-04 .4056-04 .2422-01 .2265 530.0
662 .60000 .75000 259.00 .100t-03 .1209-03 .1209-03 ,9000 .2433-06 .2938-05 .1771-02 .1594-01 524.6
662 .60000 .85000 260.00 .1847-02 .2230-02 .2230-02 .9000 .4488-04 .5419-04 .3272-01 .2728 523.?
662 .60000 .95000 261.00 .5459-02 .6590-02 .6590-02 .gO00 .1327-03 .1601-03 .9689-01 1.091 522.4
662 .70000 ,20000 262.00 .9671-02 .1169-01 .1169-01 ,9000 .2350-03 .2842-03 .1702 1.593 528.3
662 .70000 .40000 263.00 .3304-02 .3994-02 .3994-02 .9000 .8030-04 ,B707-04 .5821-01 ,5230 527.7
662 .75000 I.O000 265.00 .2_37-0l .2946-01 .2946-0! .9000 .5923-03 .7159-03 .4296 4.197 527.3
662 .75000 .20000 266.00 .1079-0! .1304-01 .1304-01 .9000 .2623-03 .3169-03 .tB05 1,862 526.4
662 .75000 .40000 267.00 .4844-02 .5854-02 .5854-02 .9000 .1177-03 .1423-03 .8552-01 .7690 526.2
662 .75000 .60000 268.00 .3496-02 .4225-02 .4225-02 .9000 .B496-04 .1027-03 .6167-0X .6300 526.8
662 .75000 .80000 269.00 ,_133-02 .1368-02 .1368-02 .9000 .2753-04 .3324-04 .2007-0! ,1882 523.7
DATE 23 FEB 80 ' OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2360
OHS4B 60-0 WING UPPER SURFACE (R4UR37)
RUN 2Y/BN XW/CN TIC NO HIHREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAW} O00T DTWDT TW
NUt"tBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTUIR BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FTESEC FT2SEC /SEC
562 .75000 .90000 270.00 .5311-02 ,641]-02 .6411-02 .9000 .1291-03 .1558-03 .9429-01 .7585 522.2
662 .80000 .90000 271.00 .5584-02 .6742-02 .6742-02 .9000 .i357-03 .f638-03 .9g03-Ol .7690 523.0
662 .90000 .20000 272.00 :3451-0l ,4)75-0! .4175-0I .gO00 .8387-03 .IOlS-O2 .6056 5.434 530.6
662 .90000 .40000 273.00 .6231-02 °?528-02 .7528-02 .9000 .1514-03 .1829-03 .fIOl .9900 525.7
662 .90000 .60000 274.00 .2779-02 .3357-02 .3357-02 .9000 .6754-04 .8159-04 .4913-0I .368h 525,2
652 .95000 .20000 275.00 .1467-0I .]772-01 .1772-01 .9000 .3566-03 .4307-03 .2594 2.537 525.1
662 .95000 .40000 276.00 .1579-0f .19O8-Ot .1908-01 .SO00 .3837-03 .4637-03 .2783 2.085 527.2
bbd ._uuu .OUUUU _ll.uu .,cli-uc .o,o_-u_ .o,8_-u= _n_, _767-0_ .2]35-03 ._286 , ,_ =o= ,
662 .95000 .70000 278.00 .45|8-02 .5456-02 .5456-02 .9000 .JOSS-D3 .|326-03 .800|-01 .6431 524,0
562 ,95000 .80000 279.00 .3548-02 .4284-02 .4284-02 .9000 .8624-04 .f04|-03 .629t-0| .4885 523.]
662 .95000 .90000 280.00 .lOIS-O| .|230-01 .|230-0I =9000 ._475-03 .2988-03 .leo4 1.450 523.7
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH848 MOOEL 60-0 IN THE AEOC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAG_ 2361
OH848 60-0 WING UPPER SURFACE flOUR3?}
WING UPPER SURF PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH - 8.000 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA - .0000 ELEVON - -5.000
BDFLAP = 5,000 SPDBRK = .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUf, RN/L HACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG, DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO 6 /FT3 IFT2
642 2.013 7.980 39.98 -.I040-0! 434.8 1297, 94.40 .4526-0I 2.018 3801. .1294-02 .75¢J6-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN 2Y/BN XN/CN TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN) O00T DTNDT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ OEO. R BEG. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FTBSEC 15£C
642 .40000 .20000 247.00 .6426-02 .7724-02 .7724-02 .9000 .2250-03 .2704-03 .t737 !.395 5L_t.7
642 .40000 .40000 248.00 .3686-03 .4432-03 ,4432-03 .9000 .1291-04 .1551-04 .9949-02 .9521-01 525.7
542 °40000 °60000 249,00 .4947-03 ,594B-03 ,5948-03 .9000 .!732-04 .2082-04 ,!334-01 .1500 52B.a
642 .4GO00 .75000 250.00 ,5367-03 .6453-03 .6453-03 .9000 .1979-04 .2259-04 .144B-0! .I085 526.1
642 .40000 .95000 252.00 :3190-021 ;3833-02 .3833-02 .9000 I117-03 .I342-03 .8638-01 ;77?9 523.3
642 .60000 .25000-OI 253.00 .8602-01 .I052 .I052 ;9000 .3012-02 .3682-02 2. I45 52.04 594.4
642 .6000_ .50000-01 2'54.00 .728I-0! .8864-01 .8864-01 ,9000 .2549-02 .3t03-02 1.85! 37.00 570.4
642 .60000 .10000+00 255.00 .5703-01 .6888-0I .6888-0I .9000 .1997-02 .2411-02 1.506 15.88 542.7
642 .60000 ,20000 256.00 .1248-0l .1502-01 .1502-0I .9000 .4370-03 .5258-03 .3355 3.012 529.0
642 .60000 .40000 257.00 .7294-03 .87_2-03 .8772-03 .9000 .2553-04 .3071-04 .1965-DI .1635 527.3
642 .60000 .60C00 258.00 .7573-03 .9108-03 .9108-03 .9000 .2651-04 .3f88-04 .2040-01 ,1910 527,1
642 .60000 .75000 259.00 .5135-02 .6170-02 .6170-02 .9000 .1798-03 .2160-03 .1390 1.251 523.7
642 .60000 .85000 260.00 .413g-02 .4972-02 .4972-02 .9000 .1449-03 .1741-03 ,II21 ,9350 522.9
642 .60000 .95000 261.00 .4905-02 .5890-02 .5890-02 .9000 .1718-03 .2062-03 .I334 1.504 520.2
642 .70000 .20000 262,00 .8587-02 .1032-01 .1032-01 .9000 .3006-03 .3615-03 .2315 B.168 526.5
642 .70000 .40000 263.00 .4017-02 .4830-02 .4830-02 .9000 ,1406-03 .1691-03 .1083 .8241 _3.6.3
642 .75000 I.O000 265.00 .2556-0I .3075-01 .3075-01 .9000 .8947-03 .!076-02 .6871 6.707 528.7
642 .75000 .20000 266.00 .I022-01 .1228-01 .1228-01 .9000 .3577-03 .4300-03 .2757 2.695 525.9
642 .75000 .40000 267.00 .6441-02 .7743-02 .7743-02 .O000 .2255-03 .27!I-03 .1739 1.564 525.6
642 .75007 .60000 268.00 ,7868-02 .9465-02 ,9465-02 .9000 .2755-03 ,3314-03 .2!17 2.161 528.1
642 .7500b .80000 269.00 .!832-02 .2201-02 .2201-02 .9000 .6415-04 .7705-04 .4966-01 .4660 522.5
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL o0-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2362
OHe4B 60-0 WING UPPER SURFACE {R4UR37)
RUN 2Y/BN XN/CW TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO} H(TAM} ODOT DTNDT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. RTAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC
642 .95000 .90000 270.00 .5195-02 .6237°02 .6239-02 .9000 .18|9-03 .2184-03 .1411 t.136 520.7
642 .80000 .g0000 271.00 .5755-02 .6911-02 .6911-02 .9000 .2015-03 .2420-03 .1562 1.214 521.5
842 .90000 .20000 272.00 .5252-01 .6339-0I .5337-01 .9000 .|839-02 .2219-02 1.392 12.43 539.7
642 .90000 .40000 273.00 .1593-0I .19t6-01 ,1916-0! .9000 .5579-03 .6708-03 .4292 3.857 527.2
542 .90000 .60000 274.00 .2688-0! .3237-0t .3237-01 .OOO .9412-03 .}133-02 .7205 5.385 531.2
842 .95000 .20000 275.00 .2657-01 .3|96-01 .3196-01 .9000 .9300-03 .1119-02 .7141 6.971 528.8
642 .95000 .40000 276.00 .9208-0} .ill6 .ill6 .9000 .3223-02 .3906-02 2.392 I?.66 554.7
642 .95000 .50000 277.00 .8202-0! .99]3-01 .99|3-0! .9000 .2871-02 .3470-02 2.157 I9.2| 546.4
........... _ _n .3980-0! _waw-nl _3aT-nt ._000 1393-02 .1679-02 1.060 8.47} 635.7642 ._ouuu .zuuuu 2_o._u .............. "
642 .95000 .80000 279.00 .1249-0| .]502-01 .!502-01 .9000 .4374-03 =5257-03 _3378 2.621 524.4
642 .95000 .90000 280.00 .1429-0| .I915-0i .|715-0! .9000 .499V-03 .6005-03 .3860 3. I02 524.3
'\ \m
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH848 MODEL BO-D IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2363
OH84B 60-0 WING UPPER SURFACE (R4UR37)
NING UPPER SURF PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = B.O00 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA = .0000 ELEVON = -5.000
BDFLAP = 5,000 6PDBRK = .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R BEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS .LB-6EC
XlO 6 /FT3 IFT2
652 2.983 7.990 40.04 .6976-02 671.4 1330. 96.58 .6934-01 3.098 3849. .1938-02 .7772-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN 2Y/BN XN/CN TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAW) ODOT OTWDT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG, R OEG. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FTBSEC FTBSEC /SEC
652 .40000 .20000 247.00 .I134-01 .1361-01 .1361-0l .9000 .4940-03 .5931-03 .3930 3.143 534.1
652 .40000 .40000 2_.00 .7303-03 .8772-03 .8772-03 .9000 .3182-04 .3822-04 .25_5-01 .2355 535.7
652 .40000 .60000 249.00 .6837-03 .6215-03 .8215-03 .8000 .2979-04 .3580-04 .2362-01 .2640 536.9
652 .40000 .75000 250.00 .1387-02 .1666-02 .1656-02 .9000 .6042-04 .7259-04 .4793-01 .3573 536.4
652 .40000 .95000 252:00 ,'3953-02 .4741-02 .4741-02 .9000 .1723-03 .2066-03 /1379 1,238 529.4
652 .60000 :25000-01 253.00 ;9200-01 .1132 .I132 .9000 _4009-02 .4931-02 B;G50 67_97 616.8
652 ,60000 .50000-01 254.00 .8274-01 .1011 .1011 .9000 .3605-02 .4404-02 2.644 55.17 596.3
652 .60000 .IO000+O0 255,00 .$707-0I .8104-01 .8104-01 .9000 .2923-02 .3531-02 2.255 23.75 558.1
652 .60000 .20000 256.00 .1645=01 .1979-01 .1979-01 .9000 .7170-03 .8621-03 .5665 5.060 538.6
652 .60000 .40000 257.00 .8567-03 .|030-02 .1030-02 .9000 .3733-04 .4487-04 .2955-01 .2445 538.1
652 .60000 .60000 258.00 .I076-02 .1293-02 .1293-02 .9000 .4687-04 .5633-04 .3709-01 .3453 538.3
652 .60000 .75000 259.00 .1188-01 .1426-01 .1426-01 .9000 .5175-03 .6214-03 .4115 3.684 534.5
652 .60000 .B5000 260.00 ,6296-02 .7554-02 ,7554-02 .9000 .2743-03 .3291-03 .219l 1,820 531.G
652 .60000 .95000 26i.00 .8191-02 .9818-02 .9818-02 .9000 .3569-03 .4278-03 .2864 3.217 527.3
652 .70000 .20000 262,00 .9724-02 .1268-01 ,2268-02 .9000 .4237-03 .5089-03 .3367 3.240 535.0
652 .70000 .40000 263.00 .5726-02 .6876-02 .6876-02 .9000 .2495-03 .2996-03 .1984 1.777 534.4
652 .75000 1.0000 265.00 .3065-02 .3683-02 .3683-01 .9000 .1336-02 .1605-02 1.060 20.30 636.4
652 .75000 .20000 266.00 .I082-01 ..1299-01 .2299-01.9000 .4715-03 .5659-03 .3757 3.660 532.8
652 .75000 .40000 267.00 .1095-02 .1314-02 .1324-01 .9000 .4773-03 .5727-03 .3808 3.415 531.8
652 .75000 .60000 268.00 .1662-01 .1996-02 .2996-02 .9000 .7242-03 .8696-03 .5752 5.850 535.3
652 .75000 .80000 268.00 .2268-02 .2599-02 .2599-02 .9000 .9447-04 .2232-03 .7577-01 .7093 527.6
DATE 23 FEB 80 0H848 MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2364
OHB4B SO-O WING UPPER SURFACE (R4UR37}
RUN 2Y/BN XN/CN TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO N(TO) N(TAN} COOT DTNOT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= 6TU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R OEG. R
TAWTO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /S£C
S52 .75000 .90000 270.00 .7093-02 .8499-02 .8499-02 .9000 .3091-03 .3703-03 .2485 1.995 5,25.8
652 .80000 .90000 271.00 .7644-02 .9160-02 .9160-02 .9000 .3331-03 .3991-03 .2677 2.075 526.0
652 .BOO00 .20000 272.00 .$240-01 .7512-0| .75|2-01 .9000 .2719-02 .3273-02 2.|35 19.02 544.6
_52 .90000 .40000 273.00 .4210-0! .5062-0! .5062-0! .SO00 .1834-02 .2206-02 1.449 12.94 539.6
$52 .80000 .60000 274.00 .2776-01 .3334-0! .3334-0! .9000 .|210-02 .|453-02 .9618 7.!76 534.7
652 ,85000 .20000 275.00 .5900-0I .7101-01 .7101-0! .9000 .2671-02 ,3094-02 2.022 19.60 543.1
652 .95000 .40000 276.00 .7393-01 .8932-0l .8932-0! .9000 .3222-02 .3892-02 2.487 18.34 567.8
652 .95000 .50000 2'77.00 .5254-01 .7533-01 .7533-01 .8000 .2725-02 .3283-02 2.134 I8.99 546.7
652 .85000 .7GO00 278.00 .3359-01 .4038-0I .4038-01 .BOO0 .1464-02 .1760-02 1,157 9.231 539,0
652 .95000 .80000 278.00 .I|I6-OX .1338-0! .1338-01 .9000 ,4863-03 .5829-03 ,3902 3.023 527.5
652 .95000 .90OOO 280.00 .1397-01 .1674-01 .1674-01 .9000 .6087-03 .7296-03 .4885 3.920 527.2
i•
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60°0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2365
OHS4B 60-0 WING UPPER SURFACE fR4UR3B)
WING UPPER SURF PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA • 40.00 BETA • .0000 ELEVON - .0000
BDFLAP = -12.50 SPOBRK • .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L HACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P G V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DES. PSIA BEG. R DEG. R PSIA PS! FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO S IFT3 tFT2
632 .5132 7.900 39.95 .!729-01 101.T 124T. 92.47 .1130-0] .4938 3724. .3299-03 .T441-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN 2Y/BN XW/CN TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO] H(TAN) O00T DTWDT TW
NUHBER R=I.O R=O.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEC. R DEC. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FTBSEC ISEC
532 .40000 .20000 247.00 .4324-02 .5223-02 .5223-02 .9000 .7438-04 .8985-04 .5384-01 .4331 522.B
632 .40000 .60000 249.00 .383t-03 .4632-03 .4632-03 .9000 ,6589-05 .7968-05 .4T49-0_ .5339-01 5L_3.g
632 .40000 .T5000 250.uu^_ .,31,-u3 .8845-03 .8845-03 .=uuu .1258-04 .i522~04 .9063-02 .6791-01 526.4
632 .40000 .95000 i252.00 .4825-02 .5833-02 .5833,02 .9000 .8300-04 .1003-03 .5cJ89-01 .5389 525.l
632 .60000 .25000-0! 253.00 .7421-01 .9032-0l .9032-01 .9000 .1277-02 .1554-02 :;8922 22.04 547;8
632 .60000 .50000-01 254.00 .57Z3-0! .6938-0] ,6938-01 .8000 .9828-03 ._194-02 .6938 14.09 540.7
632 .60000 .10000+00 255.00 .3229-01 .3906-01 ,3906-0I .9000 .5554-03 .6719-03 .3992 4.270 527.9
632 .60000 .20000 256.00 .8722-02 .1055-01 .1055-01 .9000 .1500-03 .I814-03 .1081 .9?23 526.0
632 .60000 .40000 257.00 .1921-02 .2323-02 .2323-02 .9000 .3304-04 .3996-04 .2381-01 .1983 526.1
632 .60000 .60000 258.00 .1044-02 .]262-02 .1262-02 .9000 .1795-04 .2172-04 .I295-01 .1213 525.6
632 .60000 .85000 260.00 .9445-03 .[141-02 .|I41-O2 .9000 .1625-04 .1862-04 .1177-01 .9819-0l 522.3
632 .60000 .95000 261.00 .6149-02 .7425-02 .7425-02 .g000 .1058-03 .1277-03 .T669-01 .8641 521.6
632 .70000 .20000 262.00 .8240-02 .1117-01 .1117-0! .9000 .1590-03 .1921-03 .1148 1.076 524.6
632 .75000 ].0000 265.00 .2454-0! .29_6-01 .2965-0_ .9000 .4222-03 .5103-03 .3048 2.981 524.7
632 .75000 .20000 266.00 ..1076-0! .1300-0! .I300-0! .9000 .1851-03 .2236-03 ,1338 1.309 523.7
632 .75000 .40000 267.00 .4776-02 .5772-02 .5772-02 .9000 .8215-04 .9928-04 .5938-01 .5345 524.0
632 .75000 .60000 268.00 .1780-02 .2151-02 .2!51-02.8000 .3062-04 .3701-04 .2212-0! .2263 524.2
632 .75000 .80000 269.00 .9926-03 .II99-02 ,!199-02 .9000 .I708-04 .2062-04 .1237-01 ,1162 522.0
632 .75000 ,90000 270.00 .4807-02 .5804-02 .5804-02 .0000 .8269-04 .9985-04 .6001-01 ,4831 521.0
632 .80000 .90000 271.00 ,5596-02 .6759-02 .6759-02 .8000 ,9627-04 .1163-03 .6979-01 .5422 521.8
632 .90000 .20000 272.00 .8997-02 .1087-01 .I087-0! .9000 .!548-03 .1870-03 .Ill9 1.008 523.5
DATE 23 FEB 80 0HB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE: AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 236B
OHB4B 60-0 WING UPPER SURFACE (R4UR38)
RUN 2Y/BW XWlCW TIC NO H/HREF HIHREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO] H(TAW) ODOT OTWDT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ OEG. R DEG. RTAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC
632 ,gO000 .40000 273.00 .3t09-02 .3757-02 .3757-02 .9000 .5349-04 .6463-04 .3869-01 .3484 523.4
632 .90000 .60000 274.00 .1375-02 .1662-02 .1662-02 .9000 .2365-04 .285B-04 .1710-01 .1283 523.7
632 °95000 ,20000 275.00 .12t8-0! .1472-01 .1472-01 .9000 .2096-03 .2533-03 .|516 1.484 523.5
532 .95000 .40000 276.00 .2947-01 .3567-01 .3567-01 .9000 .5070-03 .6136-03 .3636 2.720 529.5
632 .95000 .50000 277.00 ,i147-0_ ,1386-G1 .1386-0} .9000 .1974-03 .2385-03 .1427 |,285 523.7
632 .95000 .70000 278.00 .i005-02 .12i3-02 .1213-02 .8000 .1728-04 .2087-04 .!252-01 .I008 522.0
632 .95000 .80000 279,00 .3676-02 .4440-02 .4440-02 .9000 .6323-04 .7637-04 .4581-01 .3558 522,2
........ n_^n_ o n nn IlTn-n; ,_-n; I_-nI QNNR 1_3-N3 .P3_7-03 t407 1.13] 522.7
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL BO-O IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2367
OHB4B BO-O WING UPPER SURFACE (R4UR3B)
HING UPPER SURF PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA = .0000 ELEVON = .0000
BOFLAP = -|2.50 SPDBRK - .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XtO 6 • /FT3 tFT2
506 .9965 7.940 39.96 .1394-01 204.8 |266. 93.00 .2203-01 .9721 3754. .6392-03 .748_-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN 2Y/BN XN/CW T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAN) ODOT DTWOT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R-O.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTUI DEG. R DE:G. R
TAW/TO FTBSEC FTBSEC FTBSEC /SEC
606 .40000 .20000 247.00 .4315-02 .5201-02 .5201-02 .9000 .I044-03 .1259-03 .7758-01 .6240 522.7
606 .40000 .40000 248.00 .3352-03 .4042-03 .4042-03 .9000 .8111-05 .9782-05 .6012-02 .5637-01 524.5
606 .40000 .60000 248.00 .3917-03 .4724-03 .4724-03 .9000 .9479-05 .II43-04 .7022-02 .7898-01 524.9
606 .4,0000 .75000 250.00 .6165-03 .7435-03 .7435-03 .9000 .1492-04 .1799-04 .1105-01 .8287-01 524.9
606 .40000 .95000 252.00 .3641-02 .4389-02 .4389-02 .9000 ;BBIO-04 .1062-03 .6539-0! .5889 523.4
606 .60000 :.25000-01 253.00 ,7643-01 .9312-01 .9312-01 .9000 .1849-02 ,.2253-02 1.306 32.09 559.3
606 .60000 .50000-01 254.00 .6694-01 .8134-0! .8134-01 .9000 .1620-02 .1968-02 I;15B 23.39 550.7
606 .60000 .10000+00 255.00 .4030-01 .4870-0! .4870-01 .9000 .9752-03 .1179-02 .7152 7.633 532.3
606 .60000 .20000 255.00 .8665-02 .1045-01 .I045-01 .9000 .2097-03 .2529-03 ,1552 1.396 525.6
606 .60000 .40000 257.00 .1231-02 .1485-02 ,1485-02 .9000 .2979-04 .3593-04 .2207-01 .1839 524.8
606 .60000 .60000 258.00 .9638-03 .I162-02 .1162-02 .9000 .2332-04 .2812-04 .1728-01 .1620 524.5
606 .60000 .85000 260.00 .1113-02 .1341-02 .1341-02 .BOO0 .2694-04 .3246-04 .2006-01 .1675 521..0
606 .60000 .95000 261.00 .5760-02 .6939-02 .6939-02 .9000 .13g4-03 .1679-03 .I03B 1.170 520.8
606 .70000 .20000 262,00 .9465-02 .I142-01 .1142-01 .9000 .2290-03 .2762-03 .1696 1.590 524.9
606 .75000 1.0000 265.00 .2362-01 .2850-01 .2850-01 .9000 .57i7-03 .6898-03 .422G 4.130 526.5
605 .75000 .40000 267.00 .4218-02 .5086-02 .5086-02 .9000 .I021-03 .1231-03 .7568-01 .6813 524.2
606 .75000 .60000 268.00 .!691-02 .2038-02 .2038-02 .9000 .4091-04 .4932-04 .3036-01 .3107 523.5
606 .75000 .80000 269.00 .II16-02 .1345-02 .1345-02 .9000 .2702-04 .3255-04 .2012-01 .1890 521.0
606 .75000 .90000 270.00 .5129-02 .6179-02 .6179-02 .9000 .1241-03 .1495-03 .9246-01 .7444 520.8
606 .80000 .90000 271.00 .5830-02 .7025-02 .7025-02 .9000 .1411-03 .170U-03 .1050 .8159 521.4
606 .90000 .20000 272.00 .t342-01 .1619-0! .1619-01 .9000 .3249-03 .3917-03 .2408 2.168 524.3
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 236B
OHB4B 60-0 WING UPPER SURFACE (R4UR38)
RUN 2Y/BW XWICW T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAW} QOOT DTWDT TW
NUHBER R=I,O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTUI DEG. R OEG. R
TAW/TO FTESEC FTESEC FT2SEC /SEC
506 .90000 .40000 273,00 .3662-02 .4415-02 .4415-02 .9000 .8862-04 ,1068-03 .6579-01 .5925 523.3
606 .90000 .60000 274.00 .4283-02 .5164-02 .5164-02 .9000 .1037-03 .|250-03 .7696-01 .5776 523.2
606 .95000 .20000 275.00 .8610-02 .1038-01 .1038-01 .9000 .2084-03 .2512-03 .1547 1.516 523.0
606 .95000 .40000 276.00 .4562-01 .5516-01 .5516-01 .9000 .1104-02 .1335-02 .8075 6,027 534.f
606 ,95000 .5000O 27_.00 .3857-01 .4663-0! .4663-01 .9000 .9334-03 .1!28-02 .6834 6.12_ 533.5
606 .95000 ,70000 278,00 .2834-02 .34i5-02 .34i5-G2 .9000 ,6859-04 .8264-04 .5]04-0| .4|08 52],5
606 .95000 .80000 279.00 .4010-02 .4832-02 ,4832-02 ,9000 .9703-04 .1169-03 .7220-01 .5610 521.6
606 .95000 .90000 280.00 .!!25-0! .!356-0! ,!356-0! ,9000 :2723-03 =3282-0_ ,8023 !:628 522,6
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2369
OHB4B 60-0 WING UPPER SURFACE (R4UR38)
WING UPPER SURF PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH " 8.000 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA = .0000 ELEVON - .0000
BDFLAP = -12.50 SPDBRK • .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L HACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEC. DEC. PSIA DEC. R DEC. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 /FT3 /FT2
604 2.022 7.980 40.00 .1389-01 434.9 1293. 94.11 o4527-01 2.018 3795. .1298-02 .7573-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN 2Y/BN XN/CN TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN) O00T GTNDT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEC. R DEC. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
604 .40000 .20000 247.00 .6005-02 .7227-02 .7227-02 .9000 .2101-03 .2529-03 .1607 1.289 527.9
604 .40000 .40000 248.00 .?002-03 .8432-03 .8432-03 .9000 .2450-04 .2951-04 .1867-01 .1745 530.7
604 .40000 .60000 249.00 .1230-02 .1482-02 .1482-02 .9000 .4306o04 .5186-04 .3278-0I .3675 531.3
604 .40000 .75000 250.00 .6628-03 .7983-03 .7983-03 .9000 .2319-04 .2793-04 .1767-01 .1321 530.9
604 .40000 .95000 252.00 .2419-02 .29!0-02 .2910-02 .9000 .84_ _4 .... 8 _3 .6481-01 .5826 526.9
604 .60000 .25000-01 253.00 .8503-01 .1040 .1040 .9000 .2975-02 ,3641-02 2.104 51.02 585.5
604 ;60000 .50000-01 254.00 .8241-01 .1004 .1004 .9000 ,2884-02 .3515-02 2;077 41.47 572.5
604 .60000 .IO000+O0 255.00 .5813-01 .7031-01 .7031-01 19000 .2034-02 .2460-02 1.518 16.09 546.2
604 .60000 .20000 256.00 .!204-01 .145t-Ol .145t-01 .9000 .4213-03 .5076-03 .3203 2.872 532.4
604 .60000 .40000 257.00 .1067-02 .1285-02 .1285.02 .9000 .3734-04 .4498-04 .2841-01 .2359 531.8
604 ,60000 .60000 258.00 .8672-03 .1045-02 .I045-02 .9000 .3035-04 .3655-04 .2311-01 .2159 531.2
604 .60000 .75000 259.00 .2643-02 .3179-02 .3179-C2 .9000 .9247-04 .1112-03 .7084-01 .6369 526.6
60½ .60000 .85000 260.00 .2488-02 .2992-02 .2992-02 .9000 .8706-04 .1047-03 .6678-01 .556t 525.7
604 .60000 .95000 261.00 .6641-02 .7983-02 .7983-02 .9000 .2324-03 .2794-03 .1786 2.010 524.0
604 .70000 .20000 262.00 .9347-02 .I125-01 .I125-01 .9000 .3271-03 .3938-03 .2496 2.334 528.7
604 .75000 1.0000 265.00 .2504-0l .3016-01 .3016-0! .9000 .B763-03 .I055-02 .6677 6.511 530.7
604 .75000 .40000 267.00 .4697-02 .5640-02 .5640-02 .9000 .1640-03 .1974-03 .1255 1.128 527.6
604 .75000 .60000 268.00 .4195-02 .5048-02 .5048-02 .9000 .1468-03 .1767-03 .I]22 1,145 52e.2
604 .75000 .80000 269.00 .138S-02 .1668-02 .1668-02 .9000 .4856-04 .5839-04 .3731-01 .3498 524.3
604 .75000 .90000 2?0.00 .5250-02 .6310-02 .6310-02 .9000 .1837-03 .2208-03 .1414 1.137 523.1
604 ,80000 .90000 271.00 .5776-02 .6943-02 .6943-02 .9000 .2021-03 .2430-03 .1554 1,206 523,8
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2370
OH84B 60-0 WING UPPER SURFACE fR4UR38)
RUN 2Y/BN XW/CW TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAW) ODOT DTNDT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTUIR 8TUIR BTU/ DEe. R DEG. RTAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FTL--_3EC ISEC
604 .90000 .20000 272.00 .2355-01 .2835-0! .28_5-01 .9000 .8242-03 .9921-03 .6294 5.652 529.0
604 .90000 .40000 273.00 .7761-02 .9337-02 ,9337-02 .9000 .2716-03 .3267-03 .2079 1.869 527.0
604 .90000 .60000 274.00 .1108-0_ .1334-01 .1334-01 .9000 .3877-03 .4667-03 .2962 2.2t7 528.7
604 .95000 .20000 275.00 .1248-01 .1501-01 .1501-01 .9000 .4367-03 .5254-03 .3344 3.267 526.9
804 .95000 .40000 276.00 .4i50-0I .5013-01 .5013-01 .9000 .1_52-02 .1754-02 1.091 8. ll0 541.5
604 .95000 .50000 277.00 .6058-0l .733|-01 .7331-01 .9000 .212G-02 .2565-02 3.578 |4.03 548.4
604 .95000 .70000 278.00 .5931-02 .8338-02 .8338-02 .9000 .2425-03 .2918-03 .1858 1.491 526.7
ou... . .95000 .ouu_"_" 2,o._"n.. ._,==°9-n=_ .7572-02 .7572-02 .9000 :2204-03 _2550-03 -.1692. 1.312 525.!
604 .95000 .90000 280.00 .I363-01 .|639-0| .|639-0| .9000 .4769-03 .5738-03 .3659 2.938 525.6
) 7
DATE 83 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2371
OH84B 60-0 WING UPPER SURFACE (R4UR39)
WING UPPER SURF PARAMETRIC DATA
HACH = B.O00 ALPHA " 40.00 BETA = .0000 £LEVON " .0000
BDFLAP = -12.50 SPDBRK = .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T _P Q V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG, DEG. PSIA DEO. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 IFT3 IFT2
582 2.997 7.990 40.06 .1397-01 671.5 1326. 96.29 .6935-01 3.099 3843. .1944-02 .7748-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN 2Y/BN XN/CN T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TANITO H(TO) H(TAH) ODOT DTI,,E)T TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=O.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R 8TU/ lEG. R lEG. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
582 .40000 .20000 247.00 .1411-01 .1696-01 .169B-0| .9000 .6146-03 .7387-03 .4848 3.872 536.8
582 .40000 .40000 248.00 .6522-03 .7938-03 .783B-03 .BOO0 .B840-04 .3414-04 .2242-01 .2090 536.3
582 .40000 .60000 249.00 .1018-02 .1224-02 .1224-02 .9000 .4434-04 .5330-04 .3494-01 .3905 537.5
582 .40000 .75000 250.00 .2479-02 .2980-02 .2980-02 .9000 .I080-03 .1298-03 .8515-0I .6346 537.1
582 .40000 .80000 251.00 .8241-03 .9896-03 .999B-03 .9000 .3590-04 .4310-04 .2847-01 .2200 532.8
582 ;40000 ,95000 ;258;00 ;4348-02:_5218-02 ;521B-02 .9000 .1994-03 .2273-03 ,1506 1:351 530.6
582 .60000 .25000-01 253.00 .9634-01 .1188 .ll8B .9000 .4196-02 .5175-02 2:939 69.89 625.2
582 .60000 .50000-Ol 254.00 .7996-01 .9630-01' .9630-01 .9000 .3435-02 .4194-02 2.514 49.68 593.6
582 .60000 .I0000+00 255.00 .5639-01 .6804-01 .6804-01 .9000 .2456-02 .2963-02 1.901 20.09 551.6
582 ;60000 .20000 256.00 .1687-0i .2028-01 .2028-01 .9000 ,7347-03 ,9934-03 .5786 5.172 538.1
582 .60000 .40000 257.00 .t272-02 .1528-02 .1528-02 .9000 .5539-04 .6656-04 .4374-01 .3623 536.0
582 .60000 .60000 258.00 .2727-02 .3278-02 .3278-02 .9000 .II88-03 .1428-03 .9374-0} .8735 536.5
582 .60000 .75000 259.00 .2344-01 .2819-0! .2819-01 .9000 .1021-02 .1228-02 .B038 7.184 538.4
582 .60000 .95000 260.00 .I223-01 .]469-01 .1469-01 .9000 .5327-03 .639B-03 .4222 3.502 533.2
582 _60008 .95000 261.00 .9641-02 .1156-01 .1155-01 .9000 .4199-03 .5036-03 .3349 3.760 528.2
582 .70000 .20000 862.00 .1141-01 .1370-01 .1370-0! ,9000 .4969-03 ,5969-03 .3933 3.670 534.1
582 .70000 .40000 263.00 .9301-02 ,1117-01 .1117-01 .9000 .4051-03 .4866-03 .320G 2.871 534,2
582 .75000 1.0000 265.00 .2947-01 .3542-01 ,3542-01 .9000 .1284-02 .1543-02 1.014 9.858 536.1
582 .75000 .40000 267.00 .2171-01 .2610-01 .2610-01 ,9000 .9457-03 .1137-02 .7466 6.679 536.2
582 ,'15000 .50000 268.00 .2066-0] .2483-01 .2483-01 9000 .8998-03 .1082-02 .7095 7.211 537.1
582 .75000 .80000 269.00 .3463-02 .4152-02 .4152-0B .9000 .15OB-03 .1B08-03 .1205 1.129 526.6
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE e372
OH64B 60-0 WING UPPER SURFACE IR4UR]8)
RUN 2Y/BN XN/CN T/C NO H/HREF H/HRER H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) HtTAN) ODOT DTNDT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R 8TU/R BTU/ DEG. R OEG. RTAW/TO FT_EC FT2SEC FT25EC /SEC
582 .75000 .90000 270.00 .5562-02 .7863-02 .7853-02 .9000 .2858-03 .3425-03 .2289 1.839 524.8
592 .80000 .90000 271.00 .7788-02 .9334-02 .9334-02 .9000 .3392-03 .4066-03 o2715 2,105 525.4
582 .90000 .20000 272.00 .1294 .1569 .]569 .9000 .5636-02 .6832-02 4.267 37.56 568.6
582 ,90000 ,40000 273.00 .4297-01 .5166-01 .5166-01 .9000 .1872-02 .2250-02 1.475 13.19 537.5
582 .90000 ,60000 274.00 .4079-0I .4905-0! .4905-01 .9000 .t776-02 .2136-02 1.397 I0.40 539.1
582 ;95000 .20000 275.00 .6341-0] .7638-0i .7638-0i .9000 .2762-02 .3327-02 2._56 20.88 544.9
582 .95000 .40000 276.00 .7275-01 .8812-01 .BBI2-O! .9000 .3169-02 .3838-02 2.409 I7.69 565.5
o_'^_ .95000 ._uuuu_ 2,,.vv__n .8_u-_,. _. .........._n_o _n_o .9000 ,_765-02_ .4569-02 2.835 24.90 572.7
582 .gSO00 .70000 278.00 .3267-0! .3928-0! .3928-0! .9000 .!423-02 .17!!-02 I.!20 8.94! 538.]
582 .95000 .80000 279,00 .1063-0I .1274-01 .1274-01 .9000 ,4628-03 .5549-03 .3697 2.865 526.9
582 .95000 ,90000 280.00 .1550-0i ,i658-0i .i858-01 .900G .6750-03 .8094-03 .5389 4.324 527.3
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB48 MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2373
OH84B 60-0 WING UPPER SURFACE (R4UR3B}
WING UPPER SURF PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = B.000 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA • .0000 ELEVON = .0000
6DFLAP = -5.000 SPDBRK " .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS'''
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
X10 6 /FT3 /FT2
622 .5001 7.900 39.93 .i380-01 99.35 1249. 92.62 .1104-01 .4824 3727. .321B-03 .'/453-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN 2Y/BW XW/CW T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAW) ODOT DTI,E)T TW
NUMBER R=I,O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC
622 .40000 .20000 247.00 .4142-02 .4997-02 .4997-02 .9000 .7045-04 .849B-04 .5143-01 .4145 518.B
622 .40000 .40000 248.00 .1510-03 .1822-03 .1822-03 .9000 .2567-05 .3098"05 .1870-02 .1758-01 520.I
622 .40000 .60000 249.00 .2133-03 .2574-03 .2574-03 .9000 .3627-05 .4378-05 .2640-02 .2976-01 520.7
.,,,5-u2 .5798-01 520.7o¢= ._0000 .75000 250.00 .6232-03 .7523-03 .7523-03 .9000 .1060-04 .,279 v_ _°
622 .40000 .95000 252.00 .4203-02 .5073-02 .5073-02 .9000 .7148-04 .8628-04 .5206-01 .4696 520.4
622 _60000 .25000-01:253.00 .7423-01 ,9019,01 19019-01 .9000 .1262-02 .1534-02 .8906 22.05 543.2
622 .60000 .50000-01 254100 .5700"0! _6912-01 .6912-01 .9000 .9694-03 .1175-02 .6905 14.04 536.4
622 .60000 .10000+00 255,00 .3240-0! .3915-01 ,3915-01 .9000 .5510-03 .6657-03 .3992 4.278 524.2
622 .60000 .20000 256.00 .8?98-02 .1062-01 .1062-01 .9000 .1496-03 ,1806-03 .1088 .9810 521.3
622 .60000 .40000 257.00 .2048-02 .2472-02 .2472-02 .9000 .3483-04 .4204-04 .2537-01 .2118 520.4
622 .60000 .60000 258.00 .8485-03 .]024-02 .1024-02 .9000 .1443-04 .I741-04 .1051-01 .9876-01 520,2
622 .60000 .85000 260.00 .8183-03 .9870-03 .9870-03 .9000 .1392-04 .1679-04 .1017-01 .8500-01 518.1
622 .60000 .95000 261.00 .5571-02 .6721-02 .6721-02 .9000 9475-04 .1143-03 .6918-01 .7806 518.6
622 .70000 .20000 262.00 .9527-02 .1150-01 .1!50-01 .9000 .1620-03 .1955-03 .1180 I.lOB 520.6
622 .75000 1.0000 265.00 .2390-01 .2887-01 .2887-01 .9000 .4065-03 .4909-03 .2952 2.890 522,6
622 .75000 .40000 267.00 "_ ..4192-02 .5060-02 ,5060-02 .9000 .7129-04 .8604-04 ,5191-01 .4682 520.5
622 .75000 .60000 268.00 .1298-02 ,1566-02 .1566-02 .9000 .2207-04 .2664-04 .160B-01 .1648 520.3
622 .75000 .80000 269.00 .7315-03 .8824-03 ,8824-03 .9000 .1244-04 .1501-04 .9089-02 .8549-01 518.1
622 .75000 .90000 270.00 .4357-02 .5255-02 .5255-02 .9000 .7409-04 .8936-04 .5413-01 .4364 518.1
622 .80000 .90000 271.00 .4928-02 .5945-02 .59q5-02 .9000 .8381-04 .I011-03 .6II8-01 .4761 518.7
622 .90000 ,20000 272.00 .8496-02 .1026-0! .1026-01 .9000 .1445-03 .1744-03 .]052 .9486 520.7
DATE 23 FEB 80 0H848 MODEL BO-O IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 23"/4
0H949 60-0 WING UPPER SURFACE (R4UR39)
RUN 2Y/E]N XNICN T/C NO HIHREF HIHREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN) (_OT DTNDT IN
NUMBER R=1.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTUIR 8TUI DEG. R DEG. RTAW/TO FT_EC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC
522 .90000 ,40000 273.00 .2621-02 .316_-02 ,3163-02 .9000 .4458-04 .5380-0½ .3250-01 .2932 5_9.8
622 .90000 .60000 274.00 .7653-03 .9234-03 .9234-03 .9000 .1302-04 .1570-04 .9496-02 .7142-0! 519.!
622 .95000 .20000 275.00 .1020-01 .123Z-01 .1231-01 .9000 .1734-03 .2093-03 .1263 1.238 520.4
622 .95000 .40000 276.00 .9539-02 .1151-01 .IISI-O! .9000 .1622-03 .1958-03 .1181 .8877 520.5
622 .95000 .50000 277.00 .2777-02 .3351-02 .335]-02 .9000 .4723-04 .5699-04 .3445-01 .3109 519.2
622 .95000 ,70000 278.00 .563g-03 .6801-03 .6801-03 .9000 .9589-05 .1157-04 .7004-02 .5646-0! 518.3
622 .95000 .80000 279.00 .3070-02 .3704-02 .3704-02 .9000 .5221-04 .6298-04 .3811-0! .2966 518.7
622 .95000 .90000 280,00 .1165-01 .1406-01 .1406-01 .9000 .1981-03 .2390-03 ,1442 1.162 520.4
DATE 25 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL5O-O IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2375
0H848 60-0 WING UPPER SURFACE fR4UR3S)
WING UPPER SURF PARAHETRfC-DATA
HACH = 8.000 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA - .0000 ELEVON - .0000
8DFLAP = -5.000 SPDBRK = .GO00
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L HACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO HU
NUHBER /FT DEG. DEG, PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
X]O 6 /FT3 /FT2
616 .9964 7.940 39.97 .1731-0t 204.3 1264. 92.86 .2197-01 .9697 3751. .6387-03 .7472o07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN 2Y/BW XW/CW TIC NO HIHREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAW) ODOT DTNDT TW
NUHBER R=I.O R=0.9 R- BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC
616 .40000 .20000 247.00 .4758-02 .5736-02 .5736-02 .9000 .1150-03 .1386-03 .8514-0I .8847 523.0
616 .40000 .40000 248,00 .2194-03 .2647-03 .2647-03 .9000 .5301-05 .6395-05 .3917-02 .3672-0t _.8
616 .40000 .60000 249.00 .2972-03 ,3586-03 .3586-03 .9000 .7181-05 .8664-05 .5304-02 .5965-01 525.1
_,v¢'= .4 ..... 7_vO 250. _nv_ .7212_03 .8700-03 .87_-_3 .9000 .,7=3=v_ .2102-04 .1287-01 .9653-01 524.9
616 .40000 .95000 252.00 .3614-02 .4237-02 .4237-02 .9000 .8492-04 .]024-03 .6288-01 .5864 523.1
616 160000 725000-01 253.00 77682-01 .9363-01 .9363-01 .9000 .1856-02 ,2262-0B 1.306 32.08 559.8
616 .60000 .50000-0! 254.00 _6691"01 .8133"0! .8!33-01 :8000 .1617-02 1965-02 1.152 23;24 551.2
616 .60000 .10000+00 255.00 .3954-01 .4779-01 .4779-01 .9000 .9553-03 .il55-02 .6987 7.456 532.3
616 .60000 .20000 256.00 .8592-02 .1037-01 .1037-01 .9000 .2076-03 .2505-03 .1532 1.378 525.8
616 .60000 .40000 257.00 .1222-02 .I474-02 .1474-02 .9000 .2952-04 .3562-04 .2180-01 .I816 525.3
616 .60000 .60000 258.00 .1387-02 .1674-02 .]674-02 .9000 .3352-04 .4044-04 .2477-01 .2322 524.8
616 .60000 .85000 260.00 .1072-02 .1292-02 .1292-02 .9000 .2591-04 .3122-04 .|924-0I .1606 521.l
616 .60000 .85000 26Z,00 .5816-02 .7008-02 .7008-02 .9000 .1405-03 .1693-03 .1044 1.177 520,6
616 .?0000 .20000 262.00 .9185-02 .ll08-Ol .1108-01 .9000 .2219-03 .2677-03 .1640 1.537 524.9
616 .75000 I.OOO0 265.00 .2356-01 .2843-0l .2843-0l .9000 ,5692-03 .6869-03 .419B 4.103 526.2
- 616 .75000 .40000 267.00 .4276-02 .5157-02 .5157-02 .9000 ,1033-03 ,1246-03 .7642-01 ,6880 524,0
616 .75000 .60000 268,00 .175g-02 .2121-02 .2121-02 .9000 ,4249-04 .5124m04 .3145--01 .3218 523.6
616 .75000 .80000 269.00 .I183--02 .1426--02 .1426--02 .9000 .2859--04 .3445--04 .2124--0I .1995 520.6
616 .75000 .90000 270,00 .5259--02 .6335--02 .6335--02 .9000 .1271--03 .1531--03 .9446--01 .7607 520.2
616 .80000 .90000 271.00 .5866--02 .7068--02 .7068--02 .9000 .[417--03 .1708--03 .1053 .8184 520.8
616 .90000 .20000 272.00 .1230--01 .1483--01 .1483--01 .9000 .2971--03 .3582--03 .2200 1.981 523.2
DATE 23 FEB 80 0H84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2376
0H84B 60-0 WING UPPER SURFACE fR4UR39)
RUN 2Y/BW XH/CW TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAW) QDOT DTWOT TW
NUHBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTUI DEC. R DEG. RTAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC
616 .90000 .40000 e?3;oo .3699-02 .4446-02 .4446-02 .9000 .9910-04 .1074-03 .6601-01 .5946 522.9
616 .90000 .60000 274.00 .1792-02 .2161-02 .2161-02 .9000 .4331-04 .5220-04 .3211°0t .2411 522.2
616 .95000 .20000 275.00 .1074-01 ,1295-01 .1295-01 .9000 .2596-03 .3130-03 .1923 1.882 523.1
616 ,95000 .40000 276.00 .9513-02 .1147-01 .1147-01 .9000 .2298-03 ,2771-03 .1703 1.278 522.8
616 .95000 .50000 277.00 .4817-02 .5808-02 .5808-02 .9000 .1164-03 .1403-03 .8624-01 .7768 522.8
6t6 .95000 .70000 278.00 .!336-02 .1609-02 .1609-02 .9000 .3227-04 ,3889-04 .2398-01 .1931 520.7
6!5 .95000 .80000 279.00 .4034-02 .4862-02 .4862-02 .9000 .9748-04 .|i75-03 .7238-01 .5626 521.i
616 .95000 .90000 280.00 .1223-01 .1474-01 .1494-01 .9000 .2955-03 .3562-03 .2190 1.762 522.3
OHB4B 60-0 WING UPPER SURFACE tRWUR39)
WING UPPER SURF PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = B.OO0 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA = .0000 ELEVON = .O00O
BDFLAP - -5.000 6PDBRK • .0000
"**TEST CONDITIONS''*
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO HU
NUHBER /FT DEG. OEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XiO S IFT3 /FT2
594 2.010 7.980 39.99 .1735-01 435.8 f30O. 94.62 .4537-01 2.022 3805. .1294-02 .7614-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN 2Y/BN XN/CN TIC NO H/HREF HIHREF H/I-_EF TAN/TO HfTO) H(TAN) (]DOT DTNOT TN
NUHBER R=I.O R=O.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
594 .40000 .20000 247.00 .I082-0| .1302-01 .1302-01 .9000 .3794-03 .4565-03 .2921 2.341 5_.7
594 .40000 .40000 248.00 .4353-03 .5239-03 .5239-03 .9000 .1526-04 .1837-04 .I193-01 .1096 530.9
594 .40000 .60000 249.00 .6449-03 .7764-03 .7764-03 .9000 .2261-04 .2722-04 .1736-01 .1946 531.9
594 .40000 .95000 250.00 .B989-03 .1082-02 .1082-02 .9000 .3152-04 .3794-04 .2420-01 .IBO8 531.8
594 .40000 ,80000 251.00 .1211-03 .1459-03 .1459-03 ._000 .4247-05 .5110-05 .3290-02 .2530-0| 529.9
594 140000 .95000 :25B.00 ,3291-02 .3957-02-;3957-02 .9000 ,1154-03 .1388-03 ,8908-01 .8004 527.9
594 .60000 .25000-01 253.00 .8911-01 .I094 .I094 .9000 .3125-02 .3836-02 2.189 52.90 599.2
5cJ_ .60000 .50000-01 254,00 .6986-01 .B521-01 .8521-0| .9000 .2450-02 .2988-02 1.969 35.18 598.3
594 .60000 .10000+00 255.00 ,5373-0! .6489-01 .64BB-OI .9000 .1884-02 .2275-02 1.423 15.09 544.4
594 .60000 .20000 256.00 .]379-01 .|658-01 .1658-01 .9000 .4829-03 .5814-03 .3696 3.311 533.9
594 .60000 .40000 257.00 .1021-02 .1230-02 .1230-02 .9000 .3582-04 .4313-04 .2946-01 .2279 532.8
594 .60000 .60000 258._0 .2340-02 .2819-02 .2819-02 .9000 .8206-04 .9883-04 .6288-01 .5868 533.5
594 .60000 .75000 259.00 .7923-02 .9532-02 .9532-02 .9000 .2998-03 .3342-03 .2138 1.919 529.9
594 .60000 .85000 260.00 .3964-02 .4765-02 .4766-02 .9000 .1390-03 .1671-03 .I074 .8936 527.1
594 .60000 .95000 251.00 .7144-02 .8584-02 .8584-02 .9000 .2505-03 .3010-03 .1941 2.184 524.6
594 .70000 .20000 262.00 .1078-01 .1297-01 .1297-01 .9000 .3980-03 .454B-03 .2905 2.714 531.2
594 .70000 .40000 263.00 .8568-02 .1031-01 .1031-0! .9000 ,3004-03 .3616-03 .2306 2,068 532.0
594 .75000 1.0000 265.00 .2577-01 .3103-01 .3103-01 .9000 .9034-03 .1088-02 .6929 6.747 533.0
594 .75000 .40000 267.00 .1770-01 .2|31-01 .213i-01 .9000 .6206-03 .7472-03 .4760 4.267 532.6
594 .75000 .60000 268.00 .i247-01 .1501-01 .1501-01 .9000 .4371-03 .5264-03 .3351 3.412 533.0
594 .75000 .80000 269,00 .1583-02 .1903-02 .1903-02 .9000 ".5551-04 .6671-04 .4297-01 .4027 525,5
DATE 23 FEB BO 0H848 MODEL60-0 IN THE AEDCVKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2378
0H84B 60-0 WING UPPER SURFACE (R4UR39)
RUN 2Y/BN XN/CN T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO HITO) HITAN] QDOT DTNDT TN
NUMBER R=l,O R=O.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. RTAN/TO FT2SEC FTESEC FT2SEC /SEC
594 .75000 .90000 270.00 .5450-02 .6583-02 .6583-02 .9000 .1921-03 .E308-03 .1490 1.198 524.0
594 .80000 .90000 271.00 .6344-02 .7624-02 .7624-02 .9000 .2225-03 .2673-03 .|723 1.337 525.0
594 .90000 .20000 272.00 .721E-01 .8733-01 .8733-01 .9000 .2530-02 .3062-02 1.893 16.80 551.6
594 .90000 .40000 273.00 .3233-0! .3896-01 .3896-01 .5000 .1134-02 .1366"02 .8658 7.747 535.9
594 .90000 .60000 274.00 .3383-0l .4079-01 .4079-01 .9000 .1186-02 .1430-02 .9036 6.731 537.9
594 .95000 .20000 275.00 .4285-0! .5157-01 .5167-01 .9000 .1503-02 .18]2"02 1.144 t1.12 538.0
594 .95000 .40000 276.00 .6353-01 .7684-01 .7684-0! .9000 .2228-02 .2694-02 1.672 I2.38 549.3
594 =95000 .50000 277.00 .6363-01 .7686-01 .7696-01 .9000 .2231-02 .2688-02 1.674 14.88 549.2
594 .95000 .70000 278.00 .3019-01 .3638-01 .3538-0i ._000 .i059-02 .i276-02 .809| 6._66 535._
594 .95000 .80000 279.00 ,9881-02 .1188-0t .1188-0! .9000 .3465-03 .4165-03 .2677 2.074 _3.7.0
594 ._5000 .90000 280.00 .t548-0! _186!-01 .1861-0! .9000 .5427-03 .6525-03 .4189 3.361 527.7
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2378
OH848 60-0 WING UPPER SURFACE IR4UR39)
WING UPPER SURF PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA = .0000 ELEVON = .0000
BDFLAP = -5.000 SPDBRK - .0000
**'TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN- RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA P0 TO T P O V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
X10 6 /FT3 /FT2
580 2.988 7.990 39.99 .1041-01 669.5 1326. 96.29 .6914-01 3.090 3843. .1938-02 .7748-07
'RUN HREF STN NO




RUN 2Y/BW XN/CN TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF HIHREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAW}" ODOT DTWOT IN
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEGo R DE6. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC
580 .40000 .20000 247.00 .1384-01 .1667-01 .166"7-01 .9000 .6021-03 .7249-03 .4711 3.750 543.2
580 .40000 .40000 248.00 .5227-03 .6292-03 .6292o03 .9000 .2273-04 .2736-04 .1781-0! .1654 542.4
580 .40000 .60000 249.00 .9387-03 .I130-02 .1130-02 .9000 .4082-04 .4915-04 .3195-01 .3561 5_3.!
590 .40000 .75000 250.00 .1953-02 .2351-02 .2351-02 .9000 .8495-04 .1023-03 .6653-0l .4944 542,5.
580 .40000 .80000 251.00 _ .6189-03 .7443-03 .7443-03 .9000 .2692-04 .3237-04 .2118-01 .1632 538.6
580 :40000 .95000 252.00 ,4222-02 _5075-02 ;;5075-02 19000 .1836-03 _;2207-05 .1449 1.296 536.6
580 .60000 .25000-01 253.00 .9836-01 .1214 .1214 .9000 .4278-02 .5282-02 2.983 70.83 628.3
580 .60000 .50000-01 254.00 • .8063-01 .986|-0l .9861-01 .9000 .3506-02 .4289-02 2.549 50.24 598.7
580 .80000 .t0000,00 255.00 .5535-01 .8690-01 .6890-01 .9000 .2407-02 .2909-02 1.848 19.47 557.8
580 .60000 .20000 256.00 .1706-01 .2055-01 .2055-01 .9000 .7420-03 .8937-03 .5797 5.164 544.5
580 .60000 .40000 257.00 .1129-02 .1359-02 .1359-02 .9000 .4909-04 .5909-04 .3846-01 .3176 542.2
580 .60000 .60000 258.00 .2788-02 .3356-02 .3356-02 .9000 .1212-03 .1459-03 .9497-01 .8823 542.4
580 .60000 .75000 259.00 .1472-01 .1772-01 .1772-01 .9000 .6402-03 .7705-03 .50]8 4.477 541.8
580 .60000 .85000 250.00 .9274-02 .1115-01 .1115-01 .9000 .4033-03 .4850-03 .3176 2.628 538.2
580 .60000 .95000 261.00 .9017-02 .10B3-Ol .1083-01 .9000 .3821-03 .4710-03 .3105 3.476 534.0
580 .70000 .20000 262.00 .1038-01 .1249-0I .1249-01 .9000 .4515-03 .5432-03 .3548 3.300 540.0
580 .70000 .40000 263.00 .9487-02 .1141-01 .II41-01 .9000 .4126-03 .4964-03 .3239 2.892 540.6
580 .75000 1.0000 285.00 .2639-0! .3176-01 .3176-01 .9000 .I148-02 .1381-02 .8999 8.727 541,6
580 .75000 .40000 267.00 .1646-01 .1881-0| .1981-0! .9000 .7160-03 .8615-03 .5622 5.019 540.5
580 .75000 .60000 268.00 .1595-01 .1920-01 .1920-01 .9000 .6935-03 .8349-03 .5430 5.503 542.6
580 .75000 .80000 269.00 .2022-02 .2427-02 .2427-02 .9000 .8794-04 .1056-03 .6985-0! .8525 531.4
.7.
/'7
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEOC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2380
OH84B BO-O WING UPPER SURFACE (R4UR3g)
RUN 2Y/BN XN/CN T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TA'N) (:lOOT OTWOT TW
NUMBER R=t.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEC. R OEG. RTAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
580 .75000 .90000 270.00 .6568-02 .7881-02 .7881-02 .9000 .2856-03 .3427-03 .2272 1.820 530.3
580 .80000 .90000 291.00 .7050-02 .8461-02 .8461-02 ,9000 ,3066-03 .3680-03 .2437 1,885 530.8
580 .90000 .20000 @72.00 .6383-01 .7705-01 .7705-0] .9000 .2776-02 .3351-02 2.145 19.03 552.9
580 ,90000 .40000 273.00 .7987-01 .9660-01 .9660-01 .9000 .34',3-02 .4201-02 2.658 23.49 560,4
580 .90000 .60000 274.00 .6691-01 .8071-01 .8071-01 .9000 .2910-02 .3510-02 2.256 16.?0 550.3
580 .95000 .20000 275.00 .8332-0! .1008 .tOOB .9000 .3623-02 .4382-02 2.7?5 26.66 559.9
580 .95000 .40000 270.00 .8593-0I .i043 .1043 .9000 .3737-02 .4535-02 2.817 20.63 571.8
580 .95000 .50000 277.00 .9034-0! .1095 .1095 .9000 .3929-02 .4763-02 2.975 26.19 568.4
580 .oJuuu_¢_ .,uuuuwnnnn ,,_.v_°wQnn .............._9_q-nl _RR-nl =4508-0! .9000 .1628-02 .1961-02 1.271 lO.l! 544.7
590 .95000 .BOO00 279.00 .t402-0! ,1683-0! .1683-01 .9000 .6096-03 =7320-03 .4832 3.?33 533.!
580 .95000 .90000 280.00 .!883-01 .2262-0! .2262-0! .9000 .8190-03 ,9836-03 .6485 5.!87 533.8
DATE 23 FEB BO OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEOC VKF HYPERsONiC TUNNEL PAGE _38|
OH84B 60-0 WING UPPER SURFACE (R4UR40)
WING UPPER SURF PARAHETRIC DATA
MACH 9.000 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA - .0000 ELEVON = .0000
BDFLAP • .0000 SPDBRK = .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS *°"
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P G V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
i. XIO 6 /FT3 IFT2
624 .5083 7.900 39.94 .1381-01 101.7 1255. 93.06 .1130-01 .4938 3736. .3278-03 .7489-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN 2Y/BW XW/CW T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN) GDOT DTWDT TW
NUMBER R•I.O R=O.9 R- BTU/R 8TU/R BTU/ DEG. R DE6, R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC
624 .40000 .20000 247.00 .4083-02 .4925°02 .4925-02 .9000 .?031-04 .8481-04 .5160-0! .4154 520.fl
624 .40000 .60000 249.00 .I094-03 .1320-03 .1320-03 .9000 .1884-05 .2274-05 .1376-02 .1549-01 524.0
624 .40000 .75000 250.00 .8302-03 .1002-02 .1002-02 .9000 .1430-04 .1726-04 .1044-01 .7831-01 524.5
624 .40000 .95000 252.00 .43!3-02 .5206-02 .5206-02 .9000 .7427-04 .9966-04 .5430-01 .4889 523.6
624 .60000 .25000-01 253.00 .7429-01 .9030-01 .9030-01 .9000 .1279-02 .1555-02 .9052 22.37 547.1
624 .60000 ;50000-01 254,00 _5688-0! .6899-01 .6899-01 .9000 .9795-03 .I188-02 .7002 14,2! 538.8
624 .;60000 .]0000+00 255.00 .3288-01 :3973-0l .3973-01 .9000 .5663-03 ;6841:03 .4123 4.413 526.6
624 .60000 .20000 256.00 .8692-02 .I050-01 .1050-01 ,9000 .1497-03 ,1807-03 .1093 ,BB40 524.4
624 .60000 .40000 257.00 .1890-02 .2282-02 .2282-02 .9000 .3254-04 .3929-04 ,2377-01 .1981 524.2
624 .60000 .60000 258.00 .I071-02 .1294-02 .1294-02 .9000 .1845-04 .2228-04 .1348-01 .1265 523.9
624 .BOO00 .85000 260.00 .I053-02 .1271-02 .1271-02 ,9000 .1814-04 .2188-04 .!331-01 .lIll 520.8
624 .60000 .95000 261.00 .5870-02 .7080-02 .7080-02 .9000 .1011-03 .1219-03 .7422-01 .8367 520.4
624 .70000 .20000 262.00 .9442-02 .1140-01 .1140-01 ,9000 .1626-03 .1963-03 .1189 1.116 523.1
624 .75000 1.0000 265.00 .2442-01 .2948-01 .2948-01 .9000 .4205-03 .5076-03 .3073 3.007 523.8
624 .75000 .40000 267.00 .4555-02 .5498-02 .5498-02 .9000 .7845-04 .9467-04 .5742-01 .5172 522.7
624 .75000 .60000 268.00 .1570-02 .1895-02 .1895-02 .9000 .2704-04 .3263-04 .1978-01 .2025 523.0
624 .75000 .BOO00 269.00 ".7311-03 .8919-03 .8819-03 .9000 .1259-04 .1519-04 .9241-02 .8681-01 520.7
624 .75000 .90000 270.00 .4856-02 .5856-02 .5856-02 .9000 .8363-04 .1009-03 ,6144-01 .4949 520.0
624 '.80000 .90000 271.00 .5495-02 16629-02 .6629-02 .9000 .9464-04 .1142-03 .6946-01 .5400 520.7
624 .90000 .20000 272.00 .9060-02 .I093-01 .1093-01 .9000 .1560-03 .!883-03 .I143 1.029 522.4
624 .90000 .40000 273.00 .3116-02 .3760-02 .3760-02 .9000 .5366-04 .6476-04 .393!-0! .3542 522.2
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2382
OH84B 60-0 WING UPPER SURFACE tR4UR40)
RUN 2Y/BW XW/CW TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN) _OT DTNDT TW
NUMBER R=|.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ OEG. R DEG. RTAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC iSEC
624 .90000 .60000 274.00 .i004-02 .I212-02 .1212-02 .9000 .1729-04 .2097-04 .1267-01 .9512-0! 522.2
624 .95000 .20000 275.00 .1150-01 .1388-01 .1388-01 .9000 .198t-03 .2390-03 .|451 1.421 522.3
624 .95000 ._0000 276.00 .1820-01 .2199-01 ,2199-01 .9000 .3134-03 .3787-03 .2282 1.710 526,6
624 .95000 .50000 277.00 .5920-02 .7145-02 .7145-02 .9000 .I020-03 .1230-03 .7463-0t .6723 522.7
624 .95000 .70000 278.00 .8105-03 .9777-03 .9777-03 .9000 .1396-04 .1684-04 .1024-01 .8246-01 520.8
624 ,95000 .80000 279.00 .3627-02 ,4375-02 .4375-02 .9000 .6246-04 .7535-04 .4582-01 .3561 521.1
524 .95000 .80000 280.00 .I139-01 .1374-0! .|374-0! .9000 !961-03 .2366-03 .!437 1.156 521.8
\m
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 INTHE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2383
0H849 60-0 WING UPPER SURFACE tRWUR40)
WING UPPER SURF PARAMETRIC DATA
HACH = 8.000 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA - .0000 ELEVON - .0000
BDPLAP = .0000 SPDBRK • .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P G V RHO MU
NUHBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO 6 /FT3 /FT2
614 1.020 7.940 39.96 .1384-01 207.9 1259. 92.49 .2236-01 .9868 3743. .6525-03 .7443-07
RUN HREP STN NO




RUN 2Y/BW XN/CW TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN} (X)OT DTI,E]T TN
NUHBER R=I.O R=O.B R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAN/TO PTBSEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
614 .40000 .20000 L_,7.O0 .4659-02 .5623-02 .5623-02 .9000 .1135-03 .1370-03 .8334-01 .66cJ8 5_-_t.$
614 ".40000 .40000 248.00 .5374-03 .6490-03 .6490-03 .9000 .1309-04 .1581-04 .9588-02 .8981-01 526.2
614 .40000 .60000 249.00 .4405-03 .5319-03 .5319-03 .9000 .1073-04 .1295_04 .7855-02 .8827-01 526.6
614 .40000 .75000 250.00 .8536-03 .1031-02 .1031-02 .9000 .2079-04 .2511-04 .1521-01 .I140 526.9
644 .40000 .95000 252.00 .3525-02 .4255-02 .4255-02 .9000 .8587-04 .1036-03 .6300-0I .5669 524.9
614 .60000 .25000-0i 253.00 .7660-01 .9350-0i .9350-0i .9000 .iB66-02 .2277-02 1.300 3i.B8 562. i
614 ;60000 _;50000-01 254.00 .6691-01 ;8144-01 ;8144-0! :.9000 ;1630-02 :1984-02 1.150 23.18 553.3
614 .60000 .10000+00 255.00 ;4094-01 .4955-0t .4955-0l 19000 .9973-03 .1207-02 ;7228 7.707 533.9
614 .60000 .20000 256.00 .8572-02 .1035-01 .1035-01 .9000 .2088-03 .2522;03 .1526 1.372 527.6
614 .60000 .40000 257.00 .1243-02 .1502-02 .1502-02 .9000 .3028-04 .3658-04 .2214-01 .1843 527.4
614 .60000 .60000 258.00 .8813-03 .1064-02 .1064-02 .9000 .2147-04 .2593-04 .I570-01 .1470 527.1
614 .60000 .85000 260.00 .1237-02 .1493-02 .1493-02 .9000 .3014-04 .3636-04 .2217-01 .1849 523.1
614 .60000 .95000 26t.00 .6244-02 .7531-02 .7531-02 .9000 .1521-03 .1834-03 .II20 1.261 529.3
614 .70000 .20000 262.00 .92]7-02 .1113-01 .:113-01 .9000 .2245-03 .2712-03 .1643 1.539 526.8
614 .75000 1.0000 265.00 .2391-01 .2888-01 .2888-01 .9000 .5825-03 .7036-03 .4259 4.161 527.4
6|4 .75000 .40000 257.00 .4425-02 .5342-02 .5342-02 .9000 .1078-a3 .1301-03 .i897-01 .7103 525.9
614 .75000 .60000 258.00 .2389-02 .2884-02 .2884-02 .9000 .58[8-04 ,7025-04 .4264-01 ,4358 525.9
614 .75000 .80000 269.00 .1240-02 .1496-02 .1496-02 .9000 .3021-04 .3644-04 .2222-01 .2084 523.2
614 .75000 .90000 270.00 .5691-02 .6864-02 .6864-02 .9000 .1386-03 .1672-03 .1020 .8209 522.5
614 .80000 .90000 271.00 .6163-02 .7436-02 .7436-02 .9000 .1501-03 .[811-03 .1104 .8574 523.1
614 .90000 .20000 272.00 .2351-01 .2839-01 .2839-01 .9000 .5726-03 .6916-03 .4190 3.766 526.9
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2384
OH84B 60-0 WiNG UPPER SURFACE _RWUR_O)
RUN 2Y/BN XW/CN TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN) QDOT DTI,/DT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=O.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEO. R DEO. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FTESEC /SEC
B14 .90000 .40000 273.00 .4585-02 .5534-0E .5534-02 .9000 .1117-03 .1348-03 .8192-01 .7370 5L"_5.1
6i4 .90000 .60000 274.00 .1960-02 .2366-02 .2366-02 .9000 .4774-04 .5762-04 .3503-01 .2627 524.9
614 .95000 .20000 275.00 .lll6-Oi .1347-0! .1347-0! .9000 .271B-03 .3281-03 .1985 1.951 524.9
614 .95000 .40000 276,00 .i004-01 .1212-01 .1212-01 .9000 .2446-03 .2953°03 .]795 1.346 525.0
614 .95000 .50000 277.00 .5513-02 .6655-02 .6655-02 .9000 .1343-03 .1621-03 .9850-01 ,8862 525.1
614 .95000 .70000 278.00 .1382-02 .1667-02 .1667-02 .9000 .3366-04 .4061-04 .2476-0! .1991 523.0
614 .95000 .80000 279.00 .4229-02 .5102-02 .5102-02 .9000 , .1030-03 .1243-03 .7575-01 .5881 523.3
614 .95000 .90000 280.00 .1216-01 .1468-01 .1468-01 .9000 .2962-03 .3575-03 .2176 1.749 524.2
7'
-\
UAf_ _3 bEE _U UH_4_ MUUhL _U-U IN iHL ALUC VKP HYWLHSUNIC TUI%B_E_L PAGE 2385
OH84B 60-0 WING UPPER SURFACE {R4UR40)
N]NG UPPER SURF PARAMETRICDATA
HACH - 8.000 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA • .0000 ELEVON = .0000
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK - .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L HACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT DEO. OEG. PSIA DEG. R DEO. R PSIA PSi FT/SEC SLU6S LB-SEC
X10 6 /FT3 /FT2
596 2.000 7.980 40.02 .]392-01 434.7 1302. 94.76 .4525-01 2.017 3808. .1289-0_ .7626-07
RUN HREF 9TN NO




RUN 2Y/BW XW/CW T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAW) ODOT OTI4DT TW
NUMBER R=].O R-O.9 R= BTU/R 8TU/R BTUI DEG. R O£G, R
TAW/T0 FTBSEC FT2SEC FTBSEC /SEC
596 .40000 .20000 247.00 .1t76-01 .1415-01 .1415-01 .9000 .4118-03 .4956-03 .3171 2.539 531.7
596 .40000 .40000 248.00 .4481-03 .5394-03 .5394-03 .9000 .1570-04 .188B-04 .1208-01 .1129 532.3
:596 .40000 .60000 249.00 .7820-03 .9415-03 .9415-03 .9000 .2739-04 .3298-04 .2105-01 .2358 533.1! g_Ni
_o_ .40000 .75000 _n nn _-n_ .7518-03 _-n_ onnn 2'8_-n_ .2633-04 .,68 .... ]L_56 533.0
596 .40000 .95000 252.00 .2749-02 .3307-02 .3307-02 .9000 .9631-04 .1158-03 .7439-0l .6680 529.2
596 .60000 ,25000-0! 253.00 ;8373-01 .]026 _1026 19000 .2933-02 .3594-02 2.076 50.!3 593.9
596 .60000 .50000-01 254.00 .6914-0l .8437-01 .8437-01 .9000 .2422-02 .2955-02 1.747 34.73 580.5
596 .b0000 .!0000+00 255.00 .5609-01 .6779-01 .6779-0! .9000 .1965-02 .2375-02 1.481 15.69 547,7
596 .60000 .20000 256,00 .1329-0! .1601-01 .160]-0t .9000 .4656-03 .5608-03 .3568 3.193 535.3
596 .60000 .40000 257.00 .9173-03 .1!04-02 .1!04-02 .9000 .3213-04 .3869-04 .2467-01 .2046 533.8
596 .60000 .60000 258.00 .7356-03 .8857-03 .8857-03 .9000 .2577-04 .3102-04 .1980-01 .1848 533.1
596 .60000 .75000 259.00 .2220-02 .2669-02 .2669-02 .9000 .7775-04 .9349-04 .60!2-01 .5400 528.4
596 .60000 .85000 260.00 .2055-02 .2470-02 .2470-02 .9000 .7198-04 .8654-04 .5573-0] .4637 527.5
596 .60000 .95000 261.00 .6780-02 .8148-02 .8148-02 .9000 .2375-03 .2854-03 .1842 2.07] 526. l
596 .70000 .20000 262.00 .9652-02 .l]62-01 .1]62-01 .9000 .3381-03 .4070-03 .2600 2.427 532.7
596 .70000 .40000 263.00 .3075-02 .3701-02 .3701-02 .9000 .1077-03 .1296-03 .8292-01 .7435 531.8
596 .75000 1.0000 265.00 .2641-01 .3180-01 .3!80-01 .9000 .9250-03 .li14-02 .7098 6.9!0 534.2
596 .75000 .40000 267.00 .5506-02 .6624-02 .6624-02 .9000 .1929-03 .2320-03 .1487 1.334 530.7
596 .75000 .60000 268.00 .5211-02 .6273-02 .6273-02 .9000 .!825-03 .2197-03 .1405 1.431 532,2
596 .75000 .80000 269.00 .1737-02 .2087-02 .2087-02 .9000 .6083-04 .7311-04 .4714-01 .4415 526.7
596 .75000 .90000 270.00 .5397-02 .6484-02 .6484-02 .g000 .189!-03 .2271-03 .1468 1.179 525. l
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2386
0H84B BO-O WING UPPER SURFACE (R4UR40)
RUN 2Y/BW XW/CW T/C NO H/HREF HIHREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAW) QOOT OTWOT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= 8TU/R BTU/R BTU/ OEG. R DEG. RTAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
59G .80000 .90000 271.00 .6476-02 .7782-02 .7782-02 .9000 .2269-03 .2725-03 .I760 1.364 525.g
596 .90000 .20000 272.00 .3618-01 .4355-01 .4355-01 .9000 .1266-02 .1525-02 .9712 8.695 534.8
596 .90000 .40000 273.00 .1191-01 .1433-01 .1433-01 .9000 .4172-03 .5019-03 .3218 2.887 530.3
596 .90000 .60000 274.00 .8297°02 .9982-02 .9988-02 .9000 .2806-03 .3497-03 .224l 1.676 530.6
596 .95000 .20000 275.00 .2404-0| .2894-01 .2894-0! .9000 .8421m03 .I014--02 .6480 6,3i4 532.2
596 .95000 .40000 276.00 .2205-01 .2653-0! .2653-01 .9000 .7723-03 .9295-03 _5943 4.440 532.1
596 .95000 .50000 277.00 .I295-0I .i558-01 .1558-0| .9000 ._536-03 .5458-03 .3495 3.137 530.9
596 .95000 .70000 278.00 .6795-02 .8168-02 .8168-02 .8000 .2380-03 .2861-03 .I844 1.480 527.0
596 .=_uuu_=_" ._v.°nnnn _na...............nn _n_A-n_ 7x18-02 .7318-02 .9000 .2133-03 .2563-03 .1652 1.280 587.0
596 .95000 .gO000 280.00 .1473-0! .]771-0! .t771-0! .9000 ,5160-03 .6204-03 .399] 3,202 528.l
DATE 23 FEB 80 ......_ u^_,, _0-0 ,L, _u_ Aem_ ,,_e uv_eoem_,,_ T,,*,L,C,__ .mA_--...._m_a_.
OH848 BO-O WING UPPER SURFACE fR4UR40)
WING UPPER SURF PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = B.O00 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA - .0000 ELEVON - .0000
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK = .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RI-IO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG, PSIA OEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO B /FT3 /FT2
578 3.027 7.990 40.06 .6985-02 669.7 1315. 95.49 .6916-01 3.091 3827, .1955-02 .7684-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN 2Y/BW xH/CW TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF HIHREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAW). O00T DTWOT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=O.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTUI DEG. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FTBSEC FTBSEC /SEC
578 .40000 .20000 247.00 .1247-01 .1504-01 .1504-01 .9000 .5415-03 .6531-03 .4164 3.311 545.6
578 .40000 .40000 L:_8.O0 .5960-03 .7_87-03 .7197-03 .9000 .2589-04 .3121-04 .1995-01 .1851 5h4.2
578 .40000 .60000 249.00 .7973-03 .9614-03 .9614-03 .9000 .3463-04 .4176-04 .2666-01 .2969 544.8
578 .40000 .75000 250.00 .1616-02 .]g48-OB .1948-02 .9000 .7017-04 .8461-04 .5405-01 .4013 544.4
578 ;40000 .80000 251:00 .2780-03 .3350-03 .3350-03 .9000 .1208-04 .1455-04 .9343-02 .7188-01 541.0
578 .40000 .95000 252.00 ;3875-02 ,4667-02 .4667-02 .9000 .1683-03 .2027-03 .1304 _1.164 539.9
578 .60000 .25000-01 253100 .I024 .1267 .1267 .9000 .4448!02 .5504-02 3.048 ?2.33 629.4
578 .60000 .50000-01 254.00 .8213-01 .I008 .lOOB .9000 .3567-02 .4379-02 2.531 49.73 605.1
578 .60000 .10000+00 255.00 .5679-01 .7125-01 .7125-01 .9000 .2553-02 .3095-02 1.9]9 20.I7 563.1
579 .60000 .20000 256.00 .1486-01 .1794-01 .1794-01 .9000 .6455-03 .7792-03 .4946 4.397 548.5
578 ;60000 .40000 257.00 .7771-03 .9371-03 .9371-03 .9000 .3375-04 .4070-04 .2599-0! .2144 544.6
578 ,60000 .60000 258.00 .2322-02 .2800-02 .2800-02 ,9000 .I009-03 .I216-03 .7768-01 .7210 544.4
578 .60000 .75000 25g.00 .ll2g-Ol ,1361-0! .1361-01 .9000 .4903-03 .59]0-03 .3783 3.372 543.E
578 .60000 .85000 260.00 .7608-02 .9165-02 .9165-02 .9000 .3304-03 .3981-03 .2558 2.114 540.7
578 .60000 .95000 261.00 .9113-02 .1097-01 .1097-0 .9000 .3959-03 .4764-03 .3074 3.435 537.9
578 .70000 .20000 262.00 .9106-02 .1098-0l .lOBB-Ol .9000 .3955-03 .4769-03 .3047 2.829 544.2
578 .70000 .40000 263.00 .4970-02 .5990-02 .5990-02 .9000 ,2159-03 .2602-03 .1666 1.486 542.7
578 .75000 1.0000 265.00 .2796-0i .3375-0! .3375-01 .9000 .I214-02 .1466-02 .9312 9.002 547.9
578 .75000 .40000 267.00 .1236-0l .1490-01 .1490-0I .9000 .5369-03 .6471-03 .4143 3.694 542.9
578 .75000 .60000 268.00 .1772-01 .2138-01 .2138-01 .9000 .7698-03 .9288-03 .5915 5.982 546.4
578 .75000 .80000 269.00 .2299-02 .2765-02 .2765-02 .9000 .9984-04 .1201-03 .7783-01 .7257 535.1
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL BO-O IN THE AEOC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2_8
OHB4B 60-0 WING UPPER SURFACE IR4UR40)
RUN 2YIBW XWICW TIC NO HIHREF H/HREF HIHREF TAW/T0 H(TO) H(T;I_4) OOOT DTWOT TW
NUMBER R=I.0 R=O.9 R: BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R OEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC
578 .75000 .90000 270.00 .6735-02 .B099-02 .8099-02 .9000 .2925-03 .3518-03 .2283 1.825 534.3
578 .80000 .90000 271.00 .7267-02 .8740-02 .8740-02 .9000 .3156-03 .3796-03 .2462 1.901 534.5
578 ,90000 .20000 272.00 .1020 .1239 .1239 .9000 .4431-02 .5382-02 3.296 28.98 570.8
578 ,90000 .40000 273.00 .3215-01 .3876-01 .3876-01 .9000 .1396-02 .1684-02 1.076 9.593 543.9
578 .90000 .60000 274.00 .4428-01 .5346-01 ,5346-01 .9000 .1923-02 .2322-02 1.471 10.89 549.7
578 .95000 .20000 275,00 .7378-01 .8916-01 .8916-0! .9000 .3205-02 .3873-02 2,442 23.55 552,6
578 .9500G ._0000 276.00 .868B-0! .I056 .!056 .9000 .3773-02 .4589-02 2.790 20.39 575.3
578 .95000 .50000 277.00 .I001 .1219 .]219 .9000 .4350-02 .5294-02 3.204 28.07 578.0
578 ,95000 .70000 278.00 .2242-01 .2701-01 .2701-01 .9000 .9739-03 .I173-02 .7543 6.014 540.1
578 .95000 ,80000 279,00 _8184-02 .9842-02 .9842-02 .9000 .3554-03 .4274-03 .2774 2.142 534.2
578 .95000 .90000 280.00. .1557-01 .1873-01 .1873-01 .9000 .6762-03 .8135-03 .5268 4.209 535.7
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL BO-O IN THE AEOC v_r HYPERSONIC TUNNEL
OH84B 60-0 WING UPPER SURFACE (R4UR41}
WING UPPER SURF PARAMETRIC DATA
HACH = 8.000 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA - .0000 ELEVON - .0000
BDFLAP = 5.000 SPDBRK • .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS*,*
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RI..IO MU
NUMBER IFT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R OEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO B /FT3 IFT2
626 .5125 7.900 39.93 .1380-OI t01.2 1244. 92.25 .1125-01 .4913 3720. .3290-03 .7423-07
RUN HREF STN NO
NUMBER BTU/ R REF(R)
FT2SEC =.0175
626 .1715-01 .5654-01 "
"*TEST DATA*''
RUN 2Y/BW XW/CW T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) -H(TAW) ODOT OTNOT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R- BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEO. R DE:G. R
TAW/TO . FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC
626 .40000 .20000 247.00 .4970-02 .6005-02 .6005-02 .9000 .8525-04 .I030-03 .6155-01 .4953 ,_1.?
626 .40000 .40000 248.00 .4514-03 .5457-03 .5457-03 .9000 .7742-05 .9359-05 .5569-02 .5222-01 824.2
626 .40000 .60000 249.00 .3612-03 .4368-03 .4368-03 .9000 .6195-05 .7492-05 .4453-02 .5008-01 52'5.0
626 .40000 .75000 250.00 ,5169-03 .6251-03 .6251-03 ,9000 .8865-05 .1072-04 .6365-02 .4771-01 525.7
626 .40000 .95000 252.00 .43_4-02 .5289-02 .5289-02 .9000 .7502-04 .9071-04 .5393-01 .4854 524.7
526 160000 ;25000-01 253;00 .7412-01 .:9021-01 .902t-01 .9000 .1271-02 .1547-02 .8863 21.91 546,5
:626 _60000 .50000-01 254.00 .5694-01 .6916-01 .6916-01 .9000 .9766-03 .1196-02 =6877 13.96 539.5
626 .60000 .10000+30 255.00 .3328-01 .4026-01 .4026-01 .9000 .5707-03 .6905-03 .4092 4.379 528.7
626 .60000 .20000 256.00 .8815-02 .1078-01 .1078-01 .9000 .1529-03 .1849-03 .1098 .9879 ,525.4
626 .60000 .40000 257.00 .2084-02 .2521-02 .2521-02 .9000 .3575-04 .4324-04 .2566-01 .2137 525.8
626 .60000 .60000 258.00 .I031-02 .1247-02 .1247-02 .9000 .1769-04 .2140-04 .1271-01 .1191 525.4
626 .60000 .85000 260.00 .9360-03 .1131-02 .II31-02 .9000 .1605-04 .1940-04 .II58-01 .9665-01 522.1
626 .60000 .95000 261.00 .6041-02 .7297-02 .7297-02 .9000 .1036-03 .1252-03 .7484-0! .8_34 521.3
626 .70000 .20000 262.00 .9731-02 .1176-01 .1176-01 .SO00 .1669-03 ,2018-03 .1201 1.126 52_.2
626 .75000 1".0000 265.00 .248B-01 .3008-01 .3008-01 .9000 .4268-03 .5160-03 .3072 3.006 524.0
626 .75000 .40000 267.00 .4903-02 .5926-02 .5926-02 .9000 .8409-04 .1016-03 .6055-01 .5452 523.6
626 .75000 .60000 268.00 ".2006-02 .2425-02 .2425-02 .9000 .3440-04 .4159-04 .2475-01 ._532 524.1
626 .75000 ,80000 269.00 .B595-03 .1039-G2 .1039-02 .9000 .1474-04 .1781-04 .1063-01 .9977-01 522.5
626 .75000 .90000 270.00 .4g07-02 .5928-02 .5928-02 .9000 .8416-04 .1017-03 ,6079-01 .4892 521.4
626 .80000 .90000 271.00 .5671-02 .6852-02 .6852-02 .9000 .8726-04 .1175-03 .7017-01 .545I 522.2
626 .90000 .20000 272.00 .9131-02 .1104-01 .1104-01 .9000 .1566-03 .1893-03 .1128 1.015 523.7
DATE 23 FEB B0 OHB4B MODEL 60-O IN THE AEOC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2380
0H848 60-0 WING UPPER SURFACE fR4UR41)
RUN 2Y/BW XW/CW TIC NO H/HREF HIHREF H/HREF TAN/T0 H(TO) H(TAN) QDOT DTWDT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ OEG. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC
626 .90000 .40000 273.00 .3140-0E .3795-02 .3795-02 .9000 .5385-04 .6509-04 .3676-01 .3490 523.8
626 .90000 ,60000 274.00 ,1079-02 .1304-02 .1304-02 .9000 .1651-04 .2237-04 .1331-01 .9987-01 584.2
626 .95000 .2000C 275.00 ,1170-01 .1415-0! .1415-0! .9000 .2008-03 .2427-03 .1446 1.415 523.5
626 .85000 .40000 276.00 .2634-01 .3199-01 .3189-01 .9000 .4517-03 .5469-03 .3228 2.416 529.0
626 .95000 .50000 277.00 .7646-02 .9245-02 .9245-02 .9000 .1311-03 .1586-03 .9429-0t .8485 524.7
626 .95000 .70000 278.00 .1428-02 .1726-02 .1726-02 .9000 .2449-04 .2960-04 .1766-01 .1421 522.6
626 .95000 .80000 279,00 .3746-02 .4527-02 .4527-02 .9000 ,6424-04 .7764-04 .4632-01 .3587 582.7
625 .95000 .90000 280.00 .1136-01 .1374-01 .1374-01 .9000 .1849-03 .2356-03 .1404 1.129 523.1
DATE ..... _ ........ 0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNELE_ r=o Ou VnORO _GGEL 60- PAGE e3gl
OH84B 50-0 WING UPPER SURFACE {R4UR4|)
N[NG UPPER SURF PARAHETRIC DATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA = .0000 ELEVON = .O00O
BDFLAP = 5.000 SPDBRK = .0000
• ''TEST CONDITIONS**"
RUN RN/L HACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PS! FTISEC SLUGS LB-$£C
XlO 6 /FT3 /FT, = .-..
612 1.002 7.940 39.96 .1384-01 206.0 1265. 93.00 .2216-01 .9778 3754. .6430-03 .7484-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN 2YISN XWICW TIC NO HIHREF HIHREF HI HREF TAN/TO H(TO] H(TAW) ODOT DTNDT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=O.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTUI lEG. R DEG. R
TAN/TO . FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
612 .40000 .20000 247.00 .4948-02 .5963-02 .5963-02 .9000 .I201-03 .1447-03 .8927-01 .7IB2 522.2
612 .40000 .40000 248.00 .3614-03 .4358-03 .4358-03 .SO00 .877t-05 .1058-04 .6502-02 .6096-01 524.4
612 .40000 .60000 249.00 .5833-03 .7035-03 .7035-03 .9000 .1416-04 .1707-04 .]04B-Ol .1179 524.9
612 .40000 .75000 250.00 .B172-03 .9857-03 .985"/-03 °9000 o!98_-04 .2392-04 .!459-01 .!I01 525.1
612 .40000 .95000 252.00 .3685-02 .4443-02 .4443-02 .9000 .B944-04 .107B-03 .6640-01 .5979 523.3
612 .60000 .25000-01 253.00 .7697-01 .9382-01 .9382-01 ,9000 .186B-02 .2277-02 1.3]7 32.33 560.6
612 .60000 .50000-0] 254.00 .6703_-01 _8147~01 ,8!47-0! _9000 ,1627"02 .:1977-02 I ; |62 23.44 551 .6
612 .60000 .10000+30 255.00 .4074-01 .4922-01 .4922-01 .9000 ' .9887-03 .1195-02 .7257 7.748 531.6
612 .60000 .20000 256.00 .8923-02 .1076-01 .1076-01 .9000 .2165-03 .2612-03 .1603 1.443 525.2
612 .60000 .40000 257. O0 . f265-02 .1526-02 . !526-02 .9000 .3070-04 .3703-04 .2274-0l .1894 525.2
512 .60000 .60000 258,00 .g630-03 .1161-02 .115!-02 .9000 .2337-04 .2819-04 .1732-0I .1623 524.7
612 .60000 .95000 260.00 .1158-02 .1395-02 ,1395-02 ,9000 .28ll-04 .3386:-04 .2094-01 ,174B 520.8
612 .60000 .95000 261.00 .6022-02 .7253-02 .'/253-02 .9000 .1461-03 .1760-03 .1090 1.229 520.0
612 .70000 .20000 262.00 .g092-02 .1095-01 . I096-01 .9000 .2207-03 .2661-03 .1636 I .534 524. I
612 .75000 1.0000 265.00 .2442-01 .2945-01 .2945-0! .BOO0 .5927-03 .7148-03 .4392 4.296 524.6
612 .75000 .40000 267.00 .4516-02 .5444-02 .5444-02 .9000 . I096-03 .1321-03 .8] 39-01 .7331 523. 1
612 .75000 .60000 268.00 ".2089-02 .2518-02 .2518-02 .9000 .5070-04 .6112-04 .3766-01 .3854 523.0
612 .75000 .80000 269.00 .1204-02 .1451-02 ;1451-02, .9000 .2923-04 .3521-04 .2178-0l .2046 520.5
612 .75000 .90000 2-/0.00 , .5539-02 .6671--02 .6671-02 .9000 .1344-03 .1619-03 .1002 .8074 520.0
612 .80000 .90000 271 .00 .6180-02 .7445-02 .'/445-02 .9000 .1500-03 .1807-03 .1117 .8686 520.7
612 .90000 .20000 272.00 .2229-01 .2688-01 .2688-01 .9000 .5410-03 .6524-03 .4010 3.609 524.4
DATE 23 FEB 80 0H84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2392
,, 0H846 60-0 WING UPPER SURFACE (R4UR41}
RUN 2Y/BW XW/CW T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAW) QDOT DTHDT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R OEG. RTAW/TO FTBSEC FT2SEC FTBSEC /SEC
6t2 .90000 .40000 273.00 .4337-02 .5227-02 .5223-02 .9000 .1053-03 .1269-03 .7624-0! .7050 522.3
612 .90000 .60000 274.00 .1915-02 .2308-02 .2308-02 .9000 .4648-04 .5601-04 .3456-01 .2595 522.1
6t2 .95000 .20000 275.00 .1114-01 .t342-0! ,1342-01 .9000 .2703-03 .3258-03 .20i0 1,969 522.1
6]2 ,95000 .40000 276.00 .956]-02 .|152-01 .1152-01 .9000 .2320-03 .2796-03 .1725 1.295 522.2
612 .95000 .50000 277.00 .5340-02 .6435-02 .6435-02 .9000 .1296-03 .1562-03 .9633-0I .8679 522.3
6t2 .95000 .70000 278.00 .|374-02 .1655-02 .1655-02 .9000 °3334-04 .4016-04 .2484-01 .2000 520.5
6t2 .95000 .80000 279.00 .4353-02 .5244-02 .5244-02 .9000 .!056-03 ._273-03 .7868-0! .61t6 520.9
612 .95000 .90000 280.00 .1236-0I .1490-01 .I490-0! .9000 .3000-03 .36|5-03 .2231 l,795 522.0
OH84B 50-0 WING UPPER SURFACE rR4UR41)
WING UPPER SURF PARAMETRIC-DATA
MACH - B.O00 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA = .0000 ELEVON - .0000
BDFLAP = 5.000 SPDBRK = .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS o*.
RUN RN/L HACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R OEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 /FT3 /FT2
598 2.004 7.980 40.02 .1392-01 434.4 1300. 94.62 .4522-0! 2.016 3805. .1290-02 .7614-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN 2Y/BW XN/CN TIC NO HIHREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAW) (]DOT DTWOT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=O,9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEOo R OEG. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FTL=_JEC ISEC
598 .40000 .20000 247.00 .3149-02 .3785-02 .3785-02 .9000 .1102-03 .1325-03 .8528-01 .6847 526.0
598 .40000 .40000 248.00 .6400-03 .7700-03 .7700-03 .9000 .2241-04 .2696-04 .1725-0! .1613 529.8
598 .40000 .60000 249.00 .8497_03 .]023-02 .1023-02 .9000 .2975-04 .3580-04 .2287-01 .2564 531.0
598 _40000 :75000 _50.00 ;7573-03 .9113-03 _113-03 _9000 ;_651-_4 :3190_04 _2039-0_ .t:524 5_0_7
598 .400_0 .95000 252.00 .2344-02 .28i8-02 .2818-02 .9000 .8206-04 .9863-04 .6349-01 .5709 526.0
598 .60000 ._5000-01 253.00 .7343-01 .8937-01 .8937-01 .9000 .2570-02 .3129-02 ].872 45.72 571.2
598 .60000 .50000-01 254.00 .5_68-0I .6258-01 .6258-01 .9000 .1809-02 .2191-02 1.350 27.22 553.4
598 .60000 .lO000+O0 255.00 .3404-01 .4100-01 .4100-01 .9000 .1192-02 ol435-02 .9115 9.716 534.6
598 .60000 .20000 256.00 .8361-02 .1006-01 .1006-01 .9000 .2927-03 .3521-03 .2253 2.022 529.9
598 .60000 ;40000 257.00 .9565-03 .1151-02 ,1151-02 .9000 .3348-04 .4030-04 .2573-0! .2136 531.3
598 .60000 .60000 258.00 .1058-02 .1273-02 .1273-02 .9000 .3_03-04 .4457-04 .2847-0l .2660 531.0
598 .60000 .75000 259.00 .1431-02 ._719-02 ,1719-02 .9000 .5008-04 .6019-04 .3875-0t .3485 525.9
598 .60000 .85000 260.00 .1708-02 .2050-02 ,2050-02 .9000 .5973-04 .7177-04 .4628-01 .3856 524.8
588 .60000 .95000 261.00 .6507-02 .7818-02 .7816-02 .9000 .2278-03 .2736-03 .1768 1.990 523.5
598 .70000 .20000 262.00 .7972-02 .9588-02 .9588-02 .9000 .2791-03 .3356-03 .2152 2.013 528.6
598 .70000 .40000 263.00 .3157-02 .3797-02 .3797-02 .9000 .1105-03 .1329-03 .e513-01 .7644 529.2
598 .75000 1.0000 265.00 .2205-01 .2652-01 .2652-01 .9000 .7719-03 .9285-03 .5950 5.808 528.8
598 .75000 .40000 267.00 .5843-02 =_026-02 .7026-02 .9000 .2045-03 .2460-03 .1578 1.418 528.0
598 .75000 .60000 268.00 .5582-02 .6716-02 .6716-02 .9000 ._954-03 .2351-03 .1505 1.535 529.5-
598 .75000 .80000 269.00 .1758-02 .2ll2-02 .2112-02 .9000 .6154-04 ,7395-04 .4768-01 .4469 525.0
598 .75000 .90000 270.00 .6058-02 .7277-02 .7277-02 .9000 .2121-03 .2547-03 .1646 1.324 523.5
. ." •
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2394
' ', OHB4B 60-0 WING UPPER SURFACE IR4UR41)
RUN;' 2Y/BW XW/CW TIC NO HIHREF HIHREF HIHREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAN) QDOT DTWDT TW
NUMBER ' R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. RTAW/TO FTBSEC FTBSEC FTBSEC /BEG
59B .80000 .90000 271.00 ,8000-02 ,9611-0e .9611-02 .9000 .2B00-03 .3365-03 .217! 1,684 524.4
598 .90000 .20000 272.00 .2694-0! .3242-0| .3242-0| .9000 .9429-03 .il35-02 .7242 6.494 531.7
598 .90000 .40000 273.00 .6794,02 .816B-02 .8169-02 .9000 .B378-03 .2859-03 .1837 t.65! 527.3
598 .90000 .60000 274.00 .5098-02 .6i30-02 .6130-02 .9000 .1785-03 .2146-03 .1377 1.03! 527.9
59B .95000 .20000 275.00 .1397-01 .1679-01 .IB79-O! .9000 .4890-03 .597B-03 .3779 3.693 526.7
599 .95000 .40000 276.00 .1895-01 .2281-01 .22B1-0! .9000 .6635-03 .7986-03 .509B 3.810 531.4
59B .95000 .50000 277.00 .B592-02 .1033-0] .1033-0! .9000 .300B-03 .3617-03 .2320 2.085 528.2
598 .95000 .70000 27B.00 .45Ig-02 .543!-02 .5431-02 .9000 .1582-03 .1901-03 .1225 .9841 525.3
598 .95000 .80000 279.00 .576B-02 .B930-02 .6930-02 .9000 .2019-03 .B426-03 .1565 1.214 524.8
59B .95000 .9gO00 d_u.uu KU4_-Ul ._ccI-u! ._22|-0| _.hn =,=o_n7 nn_ hl _nnl
DATE 23 FEB BO OH849 MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2385
OH84B 60-0 WING UPPER SURFACE (R4UR41)
WING UPPER SURF PARAMETRIC DATA
HACH = 8.000 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA = .0000 ELEVON = ,0000
BDFLAP = 5:000 SPDBRK = .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L HACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO I,_
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG, R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
X|O 6 IFT3 IFTB
584 2.991 7.990 40.06 .1397-01 669.5 1325. 96.21 .6914-01 3.090 3942. .1940-0E .7742-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN 2Y/BW XW/CN TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAW) ODOT DTNDT TN
NUMBER R=I,0 R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R . BTU/ DEG, R DEG, R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC
584 .40000 .20000 247.00 .1443-01 .I734-01 .1734-0I .gO00 .6273-03 .7540-03 .4946 3.951 536.3
584 .40000 .40000 24B.00 .4969-03 .597i-03 .5971-03 .9000 .2161-04 .2597-04 .1704-01 .1589 535.8
584 .40000 .60000 249.00 .7209-03 .8666-03 .8666-03 .9000 .3135-04 .3768-04 .B4BB-OI .B760 537.!
584 .40000 .75000 250.00 .2236-02 .2588-02 .2688-02 .9000 .9721-04 .1169-03 .7658m01 .5707 537.0
nn n .9284-03 _7 -n .4037_04584 .4_0_ .80000 _, nn .7730-03 o28uIn7 °nno
........ 61 _4 ,2660-01 .2055 533.2
584 .40000 .95000 252.00 .4316-02 .5181-02 .SlBI-02 .9000 .1877-03 .2253-03 .1489 1.336 531.E
584 :80000 ;25000-01253.00 :9698-01 .1196 .1196 19000 _.4217-02 .5202-02 2.952 70.20 624.8
584 .SO000 .50000-01 254.00 .7962"0i .9720-01 .9720-01 _9000 .3462-02 .4227'02 2.535 50 12 592.3
584 .BOO00 .10000+00 255.00 .5501-0I .6637-01 .6637-01 .9000 .2392-02 .2886-02 1.852 19.5B 550.6
584 .60000 .20000 255.00 .1649-0I .1983-0I .1983-01 .9000 .7]69-03 .8621-03 .5638 5.039 538.2
584 .60000 .40000 257.00 .I171-02 .1408-02 .1408-02 .9000 .5092-04 .6121-04 .4014-0I .3325 536.4
584 .60000 .60000 258.00 .3078-02 .3700-02 .3700-02 .9000 .1338-03 ,f609-03 .1055 .9829 536.5
584 .60000 .75000 259.00 .1781-0l .2142-0] .2142-01 ,9000 .7746-03 .9313-03 .6089 5.453 537.4
584 .60000 .BS000 260.00 .8634-02 .1037-01 .1037-01 .9000 ,3754-03 .450B-03 .2976 2.490 532.1
584 .B0000 .95000 261.00 .9445-02 .t133-01 .1133-0! .9000 .4107-03 .4927-03 .3269 3.670 528.8
584 .70000 .20000 262.00 .]2t0-0! .1453-0l .1453-01 .9000 .5260-03 .6320-03 .4152 3.872 535.2
584 .70000 .40000 263.00 .1428-01 .1716-0! .1716-0! .9000 .6209-03 .7464-03 ._892 4.375 536.8
584 .75000 "I.O000 265.00 .2852-01 .3429-01 .3429-01 .9000 .1240-02 .1491-02 .9776 9.506 536.5
584 .75000 .40000 267.00 .2211-01 .2659-0Z .2659-01 .9000 .9616-03 .1156-02 .756B 6.766 537.6
584 .75000 ;60000 260.00 .2233-01 .2685-01 .2685-01 .9000 .9708-03 .116B_02 .7632 7.750 538.5
584 .75000 .80000 269.00 .2317-02 .2779-02 .2779-02 .9000 .I008-03 .1208-03 .8039-01 .7528 526.9
DATE 23 FEB SO OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2396
OH84B 60-0 WING UPPER SURFACE rR4UR41)
RUN 2Y/BN XH/CN T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(T&N) ODOT DTWDT IN
NUMBER R=I.0 R=O,9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEO. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FTBSEC FTBSEC FTL_SEC /SEC
584 .75000 .90000 270.00 .7424-02 .8900-02 .8900-02 .9000 .3228-03 .3870-03 .2578 _.070 526.1
584 .80000 .90000 271.00 .7094-02 .8505-02 .8505-02 .9000 .3085-03 .3698-03 .2464 1.910 526.0
584 .90000 ,20000 272.00 .6111-0! .7370-01 .7370-01 .9000 .2658-02 .3205-02 2.061 18,32 549.!
584 .90000 .40000 273.00 .7539-01 .9098-0! .9098-0! .9000 .3278-02 .3956-02 2.534 22.49 551.7
584 .BOO00 .60000 274.00 .6412-0! .7726-0I .7726-0! .9000 .2788-02 .3359-02 2.171 16.!1 545.9
584 .95000 ,20000 275.00 .8113-0I .9791-01 .8791-0! .9000 .3528-02 .4258-02 2.726 26.30 552.0
584 .95000 .40000 276.00 .8260-01 .999G-0! .9996-0_ .9000 .3592-02 .4347-02 2.739 20.15 562.1
584 .95000 .50000 277.00 .9576-0t .116! .!16! .9000 .4164-02 .5051-02 3.143 27.65 569_9
584 .95000 .70000 278.00 .7025-01 .8481-01 .8481-01 .9000 .3055-02 .3688-02 2.358 !8.68 552,8
584 .95000 ,80000 279.00 °2979-0_ .3579-01 .3579-01 .9000 .1296-02 ,1556-02 1.025 7.9!9 533.3
584 .95000 .90000 280.00 .2644-0I .3175-01 .3175-01 .9000 .1150-02 .1381-OB .9109 7.281 532.4
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONXC TUNNEL PAGE 2397
OHB4B 60-0 WING UPPER SURFACE rR4UR42)
WING UPPER SURF PARAMETRIC DATA
HACH = 8.000 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA - .0000 ELEVON - .0000
BDFLAP = 8.000 SPDBRK - .0000
**'TEST CONDITIONS'''
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FTISEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO S /FT3 /FT2
620 .5135 7.900 39.96 .1383-01 100.1 1233. 91.43 .III2-0! .4858 3703. .3282-03 .7357-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN 2Y/BN XN/CN TIC NO HIHREP H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN) OOOT DTNDT TN
NUHBER R=I.O R=O.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FTBSEC FTBSEC FTBSEC ISEC
620 .40000 .20000 347.00 .4577-02 .5537-02 .5537-02 .9000 .7793-04 .9428-04 .5542-01 .4460 521.6
620 .40000 .40000 248.00 .6328-03 .7660-03 .7660-03 .9000 .1077-04 .1304-04 .7636-0B .7161-01 534.0
620 .40000 .60000 349.00 .5184-03 .6276-03 .6276-03 .9000 .8827-05 .1069-04 .6252-02 .7034-01 .524.4
620 .40000 .75000 250.00 .7514-03 .B099-03 .9099-03 .9000 .1279-04 .1549-04 .9054-02 .6789-0! 525.0
620 ,40000 .95000 252.00 ,4339-02 ,5254-02 .5254-02 .9000 .7388-04 .8946-04 .5230-01 .4707 5_o7
B20 .60000 .25000-01 253.00 .7341-01 .B945-01 .B945-01 .9000 .1250-02 .1523-02 .8596 21.27 545.0
620 .60000 .50000-01 254.00 .5674-01 .6899-01 .6899-01 .9000 .9662-03 .1175-02 .6707 13.62 538.5
620 .60000 ,I0000 i _255.00.331_-01 .4015-01 !.4015-01 19000 ;5643-03 .6837-03 .3983 4.262 526.8
620 .60000 .20000 256.00 .8830-02 .1069-01 .I069-01 .9000 .1504=03 ii821-03 ,_063 .9566 525.4
620 ,60000 ,40000 257.00 .201B-02 .2444-02 .2444-02 .9000 .3436-04 .4162-04 .2429-01 .2023 525.8
620 .60000 .80000 258.00 .4193-03 .5078-03 .5078-03 .9000 .7139-05 .8646-05 .5050-02 .4732-01 525.4
620 .60000 .85000 260.00 .9563-03 .1157-02 .|[57-02 .9000 .1628-04 .1970-04 .1[57-01 .9658-0! 521.B
620 .60000 .95000 26_.00 .57ll-02 .6907-0' .6907-02 .9000 .9734-04 .1176-03 .6919-0! .7797 521.2
620 .70000 .20000 262.00 .9497-02 .1150-01 .1150-01 .9000 .1617-03 .1958-03 .|146 |.075 523,8
620 .75000 l.O000 265.00 .2430-01 .2941-01 .2941-01 .9000 .4138-03 .5009-03 .2933 2.871 523.7
620 .75000 .40000 267.00 .4547-02 .5503-02 .550_-02 .9000 .7742-04 .9370-04 .5493-01 .4947 523.2
620 .75000 .60000 268.00 .1787-02 .B183-02 .2183-02 .9000 ;3044-04 .3684-04 ,2159-0! .2209 523.3
620 .75000 .80000 269.00 .8911-03 .1078-02 .1078-0E .BOO0 .1517-04 .1836-04 .I079-01 .1013 521.6
620 .75000 ,90000 270.00 .4825-02 .5835-02 .5835-02 .9000 .8216-04 .9937-04 .5849-01 .4709 520.8
620 .B0000 .90000 27].00 .5331-02 .644B-02 .6448-02 .9000 .9077-04 .1098-03 .6455-01 .5016 521.6
620 .90000 .20000 272.00 .9410-02 .1139-01 .1139-01 ,9000 .1602-03 .1939-03 .1137 1.024 523.2
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2398
OHBWB60-0 WING UPPER SURFACE (R4UR42)
RUN 2Y/BW XW/CW TIC NO H/HREF HIHREF HIHREF TAN/TO HtTO) H(T/_] GDOT DTWDT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=O.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC
620 .90000 .40000 273,00 .3156-02 .3819-02 .3B19-02 .9000 .5373-04 .6503-04 .3813-01 .3435 5_3.0
620 .90000 .60000 274.00 .t014-02 ,1227-02 .1227-02 ,9000 .1727-04 .2090-04 .1225-01 .9197-0! 523.l
620 .95000 .20000 275.00 .1191-01 .1441-0l .1441-01 .9000 .2029-03 .2453-03 .1439 1.409 523.0
620 .95000 .40000 276,00 ,3162-01 .3833-01 .3833-01 .9000 .53d3-03 .6527-03 .3787 2.834 529.2
620 .95000 .50000 277.00 .B636-02 .1045-01 .1045-01 ;9000 .I471-03 .1780-03 .104B .9385 523.8
620 .95000 .70000 278.00 ,1042-02 .1261-02 .1261-0B .9000 .17;5-04 .2147-04 .1262-0I .1015 521.6
620 .95000 .80000 279.0Q .3604-02 ,4360-02 .4360-02 _9000 ,6;36-04 .7423-04 ,4362-0! °3389 521o8
620 .95000 .90000 280.00 .1241-01 .1502-01 .1502-01 .9000 .2113-03 .2557-03 .1499 1.206 523.0
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL BO-O IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 63_
OH8_B 60-0 WING UPPER SURFACE (R4UR42)
WING UPPER SURF PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA • 40.00 BETA = .0000 ELEVON = .0000
BOFLAP = 8.000 SPDBRK • .0000
**'TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG, R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
X]O 6 /FT3 /FT2
618 .9977 7.840 39.97 .1384-01 204.9 1265. 92.53 .B203-01 .9721 3752. .6397-03 .747B-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN 2Y/BN XN/CN TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN) QDOT DTNDT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=O.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R BEG. R
TAW/TO • FT2SEC FTBSEC FTBSE:C /SEC
618 .40000 .20000 247.00 .5023-02 .6056-02 .6056-02 .9000 .1215-03 .1465-03 .9003-0! .7238 523.8
618 .40000 .40000 249.00 .4984-03 .6013-03 .6013-03 .9000 .1206-04 .1455-04 .8908-02 .8346-01 525.9
6]8 .40000 ,60000 249.00 .5468-03 .7804-03 .7804-03 .9000 .1565-04 ,1888-04 .1156-01 .1299 5="6.0
618 .40000 .75000 . c_50.00 .9588-03 .1157-02 .1157-02 .9000 .2320-04 .2799-04 .1712-01 .IBB3 566.5
6!8 .40000 ,95000 252.00 _3835-02 .4625-02 .4625-02 .9000 .9278-04 .1119-03 .6a66-01 .6180 524.6
BIB .60000 ,25000-01 : 253.00 .7766-01 .9465-01 ,9465-01 .9000 ,t879-02 .2290-02 1.324 32.51 560.0
618 .60000 .50000-01 254.00 .BBl8-Ol .8288-01 :8288-01 .9000 .1650-02 .2005-02 1.176 23.73 551,7
BIB .60000 .10000+00 255.00 .4046-01 .4891-01 .4891-01 .9000 .9790-03 .1183-02 .7166 7.646 532.7
618 .60000 .20000 256.00 .B?81-02 .I060-01 .1060-01 .9000 .B125-03 .2564-03 .1566 1.408 527.3
BIB .60000 .40000 257.00 ,1328-02 .1603-0B .1603-02 .9000 .3213-04 .3878-04 .2368-01 .1970 527.6
618 .60000 .60000 258.00 .1294-02 .1562-02 .1562-02 .9000 .3130-04 .377B-04 .2309-01 .2162 527.1
618 .60000 ,85000 260.00 .1314-02 .1583-02 .1583-02 .9000 ,3178-04 .3831-04 ,2359-01 .1968 522.4
BIB .60000 .95000 261.00 .6220-02 .7494-02 .7494-02 .9000 .1505-03 .1813-03 .Itlg 1.261 521.1
618 .qO00O .20000 262.00 .9628-02 .116£-01 .1162-01 .9000 .2329-03 .2Bll-03 ,172I 1.612 525.9
618 .75000 1.0000 265.00 ,2408-01 .2905-01 .2905-0! .9000 .5827-03 .7030-03 .4306 4.210 525.7
618 .75000 .40000 267.00 .470B-02 .56?8-02 .5678-02 .9000 .1139-03 .1374-03 .B428-01 °7584 524.8
61B .75000 .60000 268.00 ".1947-02 ,2348-02 .2348-02 .9000 .4710-04 .5681-04 .3485-01 .3564 524.8
618 .75000 .80000 269.00 .1463-02 .1763-02 .t763-02 .9000 .3539-04 .4265-04 .2627-01 .2465 522,4
61B .75000 .90000 270.00 .5710-02 .68B0-02 .6880-02 .8000 .13B1-03 .1665-03 .I027 .B265 521.3
518 .80000 .90000 271.00 .6254-02 .7537-02 .7537-02 .9000 .1513-03 .1824-03 .I1'24 .8728 522.1
61B .90000 .20000 272.00 .1433-0I .1729-0l .1729-01 .9000 .3468-03 .4184-03 .2566 2.309 525.0
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEOC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2400
OH84B 60-0 WING UPPER SURFACE (R4UR42}
RUN 2Y/BW - XN/CW TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H{TO) H(TAW) ODOT OTNOT lW
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ OEG. R OEG. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC
618 .90000 .40000 273.00 .4253-02 .512B-02 .5128-02 .9000 .1029-03 .1241-03 .761g-or .6859 524.2
618 .gO000 .60000 274.00 .1919-02 .2315-02 .2315-02 .9000 .4644-04 .5600-04 .343g-01 .2580 5_.2
618 .95000 .20000 275.00 .9962-02 .1189-01 .I188-01 .9000 .2386-03 .2877-03 .1769 1.731 523.4
618 .95000 .40000 276.00 .1161-01 .1400-01 .1400-01 .9000 .2809-03 .3388-03 .2078 1.559 524.7
619 .95000 .50000 277.00 .4998-02 .6027-02 .6027-02 .9000 .1209-03 .1458-03 .8956-01 .8062 524.1
618 .95000 "_70000 278.00 .1541-02 .1858-02 .IB5B-02 .9000 .3729-04 .4495-04 .2769-01 .2227 522.3
6!6 .95000 .80000 279.00 .4570-02 .5509-02 .5509-02 .9000 .II06-03 .1333-03 .8205-0_ .6372 522.6
618 .95000 .gO000 280.00 .1257-0! .1516-0! .1516-01 .9000 .3042-03 .3667-03 .2255 1.813 523.4
DATE 23 FEB BO OH84B MODEL60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE _01
OH84B 60-0 WING UPPER SURFACE fR4UR42)
WING UPPER SURF PARAMETR|C DATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA • 40°00 BETA = .0000 ELEVON = .0000
BDFLAP • 8.000 SPDBRK = .0000
*'*TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P G V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R OEG. R PSIA PS! FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
X_O 6 /FT3 /FTB
592 2.010 7.980 40.00 ,1736-01 434.8 1298. 94.47 .4526-01 a. OI8 3802. .1293-02 .7602-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN 2Y/BN XW/CN T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO] H(TAN! QDOT DTWOT TW
NUMBER R=|.O R=0.9 R= BTUIR BTU/R BTUI DEG. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FTBSEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
592 .40000 .20000 247.00 .1113-0! .1338-01 .1338-01 .9000 .3895-03 .4685-03 .3000 2.487 5_7.7
592 ._0000 .40000 248.00 .5856-03 .7045-03 .7045-03 .9000 .2051-04 .2467-04 .1578-01 .1476 5218.3
592 ,40000 .60000 249.00 .6993-03 .8413-03 .8413-03 .9000 .2449-04 .2946-04 .1862-01 .2113 5_8.9
592 .40000 .75000 250.00 .1321-02 .1589-02 .1589-02 .9000 .4624-04 .5564-04 .3553-01 .2658 5_9.3
592 .40000 .95000 252.00 .2825-02 .3396-02 .3396-02 .9000 .9890-04 .I189-03 .7627-0! .6857 526°5
692 .60000 .25000-0t 253.00 .9085-01 .Itl3 ,Ill3 ,9000 .3|9|-02 ,3897-02 2.246 54.31 591.4
592 ;60000 :.50000-01 254.00 .7072-01 .8613-01 .8613-01 .9000 .2476-02 .3016-02 1.796 35.87 572.3
592 .60000 ;10000.00 255.00 .5292-0! .6387-01 .6387-01 .9000 .!853-02 .2236-02 1.403 14.91 540.6
592 .60000 .20000 256.00 .1359-01 .1636-01 .1636-01 .9000 .4757-03 _5727-03 .3647 3.272 531.0
592 .50000 .40000 253.00 .9344-03 .1124-02 ._124-02 .9000 .3272-04 .3937-04 .25|2-01 .2088 529.7
592 .60000 °60000 258.00 .2631-02 .3166-02 .3166-02 .9000 .9211-04 .1109-03 .7066-01 .6604 530.6
592 .60000 .75000 259.00 .9235-02 .1111-01 .lIll-Ol .9000 .3234-03 .3889-03 .2489 2.236 528.0
592 .60000 .85000 260.00 .4900-02 .5890-02 .5890-02 .9000 .1716-03 .2062-03 .1325 1.103 525.G
592 .60000 .95000 261.00 .6890-02 .8276-02 .8276-02 .9000 .2412-03 .2898-03 .1869 2.105 522.9
592 .70000 .20000 262.00 .1101-01 .1325-01 .1325-01 .9000 .3856-03 .4639-03 .2964 2.773 528.9
592 .70000 .40000 263.00 .8021-02 .9651-02 .9651-02 .9000 .2809-03 .3379-03 .2158 1.938 569.2
592 ,75000 1,0000 255.00 .2474=01 ,2978-0! .2978-01 .9000 .8662-03 .1043-02 .6645 6.481 530.5
592 .75000 .40000 267.00 .1601-01 .1927-01 .1927-01 .9000 .5605-03 .6746-03 .4304 3.863 529.9
592 .75000 .60000 268.00 .1294-01 .1557-0! ,1557-01 .9000 .4530-03 .5452-03 .3473 3.540 530.9
592 .75000 .80000 269.00 .1359-02 .1633-02 .1633-02 .9000 .4757-04 .5716-04 .3679-01 .3449 524.4
582 .75000 .90000 270.00 .4926-02 .59_7-02 .5817-02 .go00 .1725-03 .2072-03 .|336 |.075 522.9
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MOOEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2_02
OHB4B 60-0 WING UPPER SURFACE (R4UR42)
RUN 2Y/BW XW/CW TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAN) OOOT OTWDT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. RTAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
592 .80000 .90000 271,00 ,5890-02 .7065-02 .7065-02 .9000 .2059-03 .2474-03 .1593 1.236 524.0
592 .90000 .20000 272.00 .7486-0t .9044-0! .9044-01 .9000 .262!-02 .3167-02 1,974 17,56 544.6
592 .90000 ,40000 273.00 .5084-0! .6146-01 .6|46-01 .9000 .1784-02 .2152-02 1.352 I2.07 539.9
592 .90000 .60000 274.00 .3399-0] .4097-0l .4097-01 .9000 .II90-02 .1435-02 .9069 6.763 535.7
592 .gSO00 .20000 275.00 .6462-0! .7800-01 .7800-01 .9000 .2263-02 .2731-02 1.713 I6.62 540.7
592 .95000 .40000 276.00 .3050-01 .8526-01 .8526-01 .9000 .2468-02 .2985-02 1.850 13.7i 548.1
592 .95000 .50000 277.00 .6362-0I .7697-0! .7697-01 .9000 ,2228-02 .2695-02 |.6_7 14.82 549.3
592 .95000 .70000 278.00 .30]I-0! ,3629-0! ,3629-01 .9000 .I054-02 .I271-02 .B043 6.429 534.9
592 .95000 .80000 279.00 .1100-01 .1322-01 .1322-01 .9000 .3850-03 .4629-03 .2970 2.302 526.3
592 .95000 .90000 280.00 .I584-01 .I904-01 .1904-01 .9000 .5545-03 .6667-03 .4275 3.43| 526.8
i) )
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEOC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE _i_w03
OHB4B 60-0 WING UPPER SURFACE (R4UR42)
WING UPPER SURF PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH 8.000 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA - ,0000 ELEVON - .0000
BDFLAP _ 8.000 SPDBRK = .0000
"*'TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT OEO. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO B /FT$ IFT2
590 2.993 7.990 40.06 .1397-0I 671.4 1327. 96.36 .6934-01 3.0gB 3845. .1942-02 .7754-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN 2Y/BW XW/CW TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO} H(TAW) GDOT DTNOT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=O.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R . BTU/ DEGo R OEG. R
TAN/TO FTBSEC FT2SEC FTB,SEC /SEC
590 .40000 .20000 2W7.00 .1504-01 .IB07-OI .1807-01 .9000 .6551-03 .7869-03 .5191 4.150 534.3
590 .40000 .40000 248.00 .4265-03 .5122-03 .5122-03 .9000 .IBSB-04 .2231-04 .1472-01 .1374 534.1
590 .4GO00 .60DO0 249.00 .9363-03 .1125-02 .1125-02 .9000 .407B-04 .4900-04 .322B-01 .3612 535.2
590 .40000 ;_uuv 250.00 .2180-02 .2619-02 .2619-02 .9000 .9495-04 .1141-03 .7514-01 .5605 535,3
590 .40000 _3000 251.00 .5993-03 .7075-03..7075-03 .9000 .2567-04 .3082-04 .2040-01 .1575 532.1
590 .40000 .._'"?_ 252.00 .4125-02 .4950-02 .4950-02 19000 .1797-03 .2156-03 .1430 1.283 530.6
590 _60000 .25b ,,'253,00 .9676-01 .1193 .I193 .BOO0 .4215-02 ,5|97-02 2.959 70.38 624.6
590 .60000 .5000U i 254.00 .7771-0! .9483-01 .9483-01 .9000 .3385-02 .4131-02 2.487 49.17 591.9
590 .60000 .lO000+O0 255.00 .5477-01 .6606-01 .660B-01 .9000 .2385-02 .2877-02 1.852. 19.58 550.4
590 .60000 .20000 256.00 .1639-01 .1970-01 .1970-01 .9000 .7138-03 .85B1-03 .5633 5.036 537.6
590 .60000 .40000 257.00 .1299-02 .1560-02 .1560-02 .9000 .5656-G4 .6796-Q4 .4473-01 .3706 535.8
590 ;60000 .60000 258.00 .3157-02 .3794-02 .3794-02 .9000 .1375-03 .1652-03 .1087 1.014 535.9
590 .60000 .75000 259.00 .1710-01 .2056-01 .2056-01 .9000 .7450-03 .8953-03 .5884 6.263 536.8
590 .60000 .B5000 260.00 .7167-02 .8602-02 .B602-02 .9000 .3122-03 ,3747-03 .2483 2.063 531.2
590 .60000 .95000 261.00 .9406-02 .I128-01 .ll2B-Ol .9000 .4097-03 .4914-03 .3271 3.673 528.3
590 .?0000 .20000 262.00 .1181-01 .1419-01 .1419-01 .9000 .5144-03 .6179-03 .4074 3.800 534.6
590 .70000 .40000 263.00 .1533-01 .1842=01 .1842-01 .9000 .6677-03 .8025-03 .5274 4.718 536.7
590 .75000 1.0000 265.00 ,2835-01 .3_06-01 .3406-01 .9000 .1235-02 .1484-02 .9761 9.492 536.8
590 .75000 .40000 267.00 .2353-01 .2828-01 .282B-01 .9000 .1025-02 .1232-02 .8084 7.227 537.8
590 .75000 .60000 268.00 .19B6-Ol .2389-01 .2389-0| .9000 .BB52-03 .1040-02 .6B16 6.920 538.9
590 .75000 .8DO00 269.00 .2049-02 .2456-02 .2456-02 .9000 .8925-04 .I070-03 .7142-01 .6689 526.5
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE _404
OH84B 60-0 WING UPPER SURFACE tR4UR42)
RUN 2Y/BN XN/CN TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN) QDOT DTNDT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTUI DEG. R DEG. RTAN/TO FT2SEC FT2BEC FT2SEC /SEC
590 .75000 .90000 270.00 .6410-02 .7682-02 .7682-02 .9000 .2792-03 .3346-03 .2237 1.797 5L"_5.3
590 .80000 .90000 271.00 ,7290-02 .8738-02 .8738-02 .9000 .3175-03 ,3806-03 .2542 1.971 5_6.1
590 .90000 .20000 272.00 .1598 .t948 .1948 .9000 .6959-02 .8487-02 5.127 44.65 589.9
590 .90000 .40000 273.00 .7226-01 .8722-01 .8722-01 .9000 .3147-02 .3799-02 2.434 21.59 553.4
590 .90000 .60000 274.00 .5914-01 .7126-01 .7126-0t .9000 .2576-02 .3104-02 2.011 |4.91 54.6.2
590 .95000 .20000 275.00 .6840-0] .8246-0t .8246-01 .9000 .2979-02 .3592-02 2.317 22.39 548.8
590 .95000 .40000 276.00 .7069_01 .8547-01 .8547-0! .9000 .3079-02 .3723-02 2.362 17.40 559.7
590 .95000 .50000 277.00 .8727-0| .I056 .1056 ,9000 .3801-02 .4602-02 2.899 25.58 564.0
590 .95000 .70000 278.00 ,4545-01 .5470-0| .5470-01 .9000 .1980-02 .2383-02 t.553 _2_37 542_|
590 .95000 .80000 279.00 .1530-01 .1835-0! .1835-01 .9000 .6663-03 .7992-03 .5315 4.115 528.9
........ _,,, _on nn Io_>-nl .2306-0! 0_306-01 .9000 .B372-03 .1004-02 .6674 5.350 529.5
w
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONICTUNNEL PAGE L=_405
OH94B 60-0 WING UPPER SURFACE fR4UR43)
WINGUPPER SURF PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA • 40.00 BETA = .0000 [LEVON = .GO00
BDFLAP - 15.00 SPDBRK • .0000
**'TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG, PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 /FT3 /FT2
629 .5138 7.900 39.96 .1730-0! 101.2 1242. 92.10 .I125-0I .4914 3717. .3296-03 .7411-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN 2Y/BH XN/CN T r NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAN) ODOT DTNOT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R . BTU/ DEG. R DEG. RTAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC
628 .40000 .20000 247.G0 .4583-02 .5536-02 .5536-02 .9000 .7858-04 .9493-04 .5667-0I .4563 5_0.5
628 .40000 .40000 248.00 .2764-03 .3341-03 .3341-03 .9000 .4739-05 .5729-05 .3405-02 .3194-01 523.2
628 .40000 .60000 249.00 .3792-03 .4586-03 .4586-03 .9000 .6503-05 .7864-05 .4668-02 .5253-01 523.9
628 .40000 .75000 250.00 .8705-03 .1053-02 .I053-02 .9000 .1493-04 .1805-04 .1071-01 _8032-01 524.3
628 .40000 .gSO00 252,00 .4848-02 .5860-02 .5860-02 .9000 ,93!3-04 =!005-03 ,5975-01 ,5382 522.9
628 .60000 .25000-01 253.00 .7433-0! .8045-01 .9045-01 .9000 .1275-02 .1551-02 .8879 21.97 545.1
628 .60000 ;50000-0I 254.00 ..5715-01 • .6940,0! .6940-01 ,9000 .9801-03 .1190-02 .6896 14.01 538.1
628 .60000 .10000+00 255.00 .3303-01 13996-01 ;3996"01 .9000 .5664-03:6852-03 ,4057 4.345 525.3
628 .60000 .20000 256.00 .8867-02 .1072-01 .1072-01 .9000 .1521-03 .1839-03 .1092 .9831 523.6
628 .60000 .40000 257.00 .2086-02 .2522-02 .2522-02 .9000 .3576-04 .4324-04 .2567-01 .2140 523.8
628 .60000 .60000 258.00 .6249-03 .7555-03 .7555-03 .9000 .1072-04 .1295-04 .7696-02 .7219-01 523.4
628 .60000 .85000 260.00 .9446-03 .1141-02 .1141-02 .9000 .1620-04 .1957-04 .t169-OI .9764-0! 520.0
628 .60000 .95000 261.00 .6082-02 .7345-02 .7345-02 .9000 .1043-03 .1260-03 .7534-01 .8498 519.4
628 .70000 .20000 262.00 .9227-02 .1115-01 .I115-01 .9000 .1582-03 .1912-03 .1138 1.069 522.1
628 .75000 1.0000 265.00 .2465-01 .2979-01 .2979-01 .9000 .4227-03 .5109-03 .3041 2.979 522.2
628 .75000 :20000 266.00 .1082-01 .1307-01 .I307-01 .9000 .1855-03 .2241-03 .1336 1.309 521.2
628 ,75000 .40000 267.00 .4740=02 .5727-02 .5727-02 .9000 ,8128-04 .9821-04 .5854-01 .5278 521.4
628 .75000 .60000 268.00 .1830,02 .2211-02 .2211-02 .9000 .3137-04 .3791-04 .2259-01 .2314 521.5
628 .'15000 .80000 269.00 .8602-03 .1063-02 .1063-02 .9000 .1509-04 .1823-04 .1090-0I .1024 519.6
628 .75000 .90000 270.00 .4892-02 .5907-02 .5907-02 .9000 .8389-04 .1013-03 .6065-01 .4888 518.8
628 .80000 .90000 271.00 .5453-02 .6586-02 .6586-02 .9000 .9352-04 .1129-03 .6754-01 .5254 519.5
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2406
OHB4B 60-0 WING UPPER SURFACE (R4UR43)
RUN 2Y/BW XW/CW "7"7C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) HtTA61) OIOOT DTNDT TN
NUMBER R=l.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R OEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT_EC FT2SEC /SEC
B28 .90000 .20000 272.00 .8098-02 .|098-01 .]099-0i .9000 .1560-03 .1885-03 .I124 |.Of4 521.0
628 .90000 .40000 273.00 .3152-02 .3BOB-02 .3B08-02 ,8000 .540B-04 .6531-04 .3886-01 .3513 520.8
628 .90000 ,60000 274,00 .I534-0B .|854-02 .1854-02 .9000 .263|-04 .3179-04 .|89B-01 .1425 5E0.9
628 .95000 .20000 275.00 .IIg4-O| .1443-0l .1443-01 .9000 .2048-03 .2474-03 .1476 1.447 520.8
628 .95000 .40000 276.00 .2623-01 .3174-01 .3174-01 .9000 .4498-03 ,5442-03 .3219 2,412 526.|
623 ,95000 .50000 277.00 ,8277-02 .1000-0_ .|O00-Ol o9000 ,!419-03 .17|5-03 .lOB2 ,9212 521.6
62B ,$5000 .700G0 278.00 .I040-02 .:B57-02 .1257-02 .9000 .!784-04 .2155-04 .|28_-0| .103B 5!9.5
628 .95000 .BOO00 279.00 .3699-02 .4467-02 .4467-02 ,9000 .6343-04 .7BBO-04 .4579-0l .356! 519.7
628 ,950n0 .90000 280.00 .1133-01 .1369-01 .|369-0| .9000 .1943-03 .2347-03 .1402 1.129 520.3
"4
_ATF 23 FEB BO OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE _'07
OH84B 60-0 WING UPPER SURFACE tR4UR43)
WING U.aPERSURF PARAHETRIC DATA
MACH - 8,000 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA - .0000 ELEVON - .OOO0
BDFLAP - 15.00 SPDBRK - .OOO0
*.*TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RI-IO HU
NUMBER /FT O£G. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO 6 IFT3 IFT2
610 1.015 7.940 39.99 .I038-Ol 207.4 1261. 92.64 .2231-01 .g844 3746. .649g-03 .7454-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN 2Y/BN XW/CW TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO} H(TAN) QDOT OTNDT T_
NUMBER R-I.O R=O.9 R- BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ OEG. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FTBSEC FTBSEC FTBSEC ISEC
610 .40000 .20000 _?.00 .5134-02 .6191-02 .6191-02 .9000 .1249-03 .1507-03 .9229-01 .74_6 522.0
610 .40000 .40000 248.00 .6374-03 .9690-03 .7690-03 .9000 ,1551-04 .1891-D4 .1142-01 .I07I 524.4
610 .40000 .60000 249.00 .6336-03 .9646-03 .9646-03 .9000 .1542-04 .1861-04 .1134-01 .1276 524.9
610 .40000 .95000 250.00 .8672-03 .1047-02 .1047-02 .9000 .2110-04 .2547-04 .1552-01 .1164 525.1
'6fO .40000 .95000 252.00 .3i80-02 .3835-02 .3835-02 .BOO0 .993g-04 9334-04 .5910-01 .5143 522.8
610 .60000 : .25000-01 253.00 .9696-01 .9381-01 .9381-01 .9000 .1873-02 .2283-02 1.315 32.30 558.7
610 i60000 _50000-0I 254.00 .6999-01_ .8242-0I ;8242-01 .9000 .1650_02 ,2006-02 _ 1.192 23.66 550.2
610 .60000 .lO000+O0 255.00 .4134-01 .4998-01 .4998-01 .9000 .1006-02 .1216-02 :7341 7.839 531.0
610 .60000 .20000 256.00 .9099-02 .1095-0! .1095-01 .9000 .2209-03 .2666-03 .1625 1,462 525.2
610 .60000 .40000 257.00 .IDgl-02 .1921-02 .1921-02 .9000 .3893-04 .4674-04 .2847-01 .2371 525.6
610 .60000 .60000 258.00 .I006-02 .|214-02 .1214-02 .gOOD .2448-04 .2955-04 .I80I-OI .1688 525.I
610 .60000 .85000 260.00 .1245-02 .1500-02 .1500-02 .go00 .302g-04 .3651-04 .2240-01 .1870 521.0
610 .60000 .95000 261.00 .5993-02 .7198-02 .9198-02 ,griD0 .t454-03 .1952-03 .1077 1.214 620.G
610 .70000 .20000 262.00 .9496-02 .I146-01 .I146-01 .gO00 .2311-03 .2788-03 .1703 1.597 523.9
610 .75000 1.0000 265.00 .2440-01 .2943-01 .2943-01 .9000 .6939-03 .7162-03 .4373 4.279 624.0
610 .95000 .40000 267.00 .4661-02 .5621-02 .5621-02 .9000 .1134-03 .1_68-03 .8390-01 .9540 522.7
610 .75000 .60000 268.00 ..2154-02 .2598-02 .2598-02 .9000 .5242-04 .6322-04 .3869-01 .396! 522.6
610 ,75000 .BOOOO 269.00 .1283-02 .1546-02 .1546-02 .9000 .3121-04 .3762-04 .2311-01 .2171 ,520.3
610 .95000 .90000 270.00 .5498-02 .6625-02 .6625-02 .9000 .1338-03 .1612-03 .9913-01 .9985 519.8
610 .800no .90000 291.00 .6049-02 .9288-02 .9288-02 .9000 .1492-03 .I794-03 .I089 .8469 520.5
610 .90000 .20000 292.00 .2380-0] .2892-01 .2892-01 .gO00 .579]-03 .6988-03 .4261 3.835 524.8
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2408
OH84B 60-0 WING UPPER SURFACE (R4UR43)
RUN "2Y/BN XW/CW T/C NO HfHREF HIHREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H[TAN] ODOT DTNDT TN
NUMBER R=1.0 R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTUI DEG. R DEG. RTAN/TO FTBSEC FT;BSEC FTBSEC /SEC
6_0 .90000 .40000 273,00 .4048-02 .4891-02 .4881-02 .9000 .9852-0_ .II88-03 .7279-0! .656! B21.B
610 .90000 .60000 274.00 .1847-02 .2227-02 .2227-02 .9000 .4494-04 .54t9-04 .3321-0t .2494 521.7
610 .95000 .20000 275.00 .I021-Ol .1231-0l .123l-0] .9000 .2485-03 .2996-03 .1837 1.800 521.6
610 .95000 .40000 276.00 .1|64-01 .1392-01 .1392-01 .9000 .2808-03 .338V-03 .2074 1.557 522.3
510 .95000 .50000 277.00 ,4929-02 .5822-02 .5822-02 .9000 ,1175-03 .!417-03 .B6Bl-OI .7824 621.9
B]O .95000 .70000 278.00 .]402m02 .1690--02 .1690--02 .9000 .3412--04 .4112--04 .2527--01 .2035 620.2
610 ,95000 .80000 279.00 .4385-02 .5285-02 .5285-02 .9000 .I067-03 .t286-03 .7896-0! .6139 520.7
610 .95000 .90000 280.00 .1255-01 .1513-0! .1513-01 .9000 .3055-03 .3663-03 .2253 ].Bi6 52;.7
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL60-0 IN THE AEOC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE L_409
OHB4B 60-0 WING UPPER SURFACE (R4UR43)
WING UPPER SURF PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH " 8.000 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA = .0000 ELEVON = .OOO0
BDFLAP = 15.00 SPDBRK • .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P 0 V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT OEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSi FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO B /FT3 _ /FT2
600 1.993 7.980 39.99 .1388-01 435.6 1307. 95.13 .4534-01 2.021 3815. .1287-02 .7655-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN 2Y/BN XNICW T/C NO H/HREF HIHREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO_ H(TAN) ODOT DTWDT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=O.9 R= BTU/R BTUIR BTUI DEG. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
600 .40000 .20000 247.00 .4979-02 .5980o02 .5980-02 .9000 .1747-03 .2098-03 .1363 1.094 526.?
600 .40000 .40000 248.00 .4125-03 .4956-03 .4956-03 .9000 .1447-04 .1739-04 .1127-01 .lOSS 527.9
600 .40000 .60000 249.00 .8074-03 .9705-03 .9705-03 .9000 .2833-04 .3405-04 .2204-01 .2474 528.8
600 .40000 .75000 250.00 .6595-03 .7925-03 .7925-03 .9000 .2314-04 .2781-04 .IBOl-Ol .134B 528.4
600 _0000 .95000 252.00 .2152-02 .2595-02 .2585-02 .9000 .7553-04 .9071-04 .5896-01 .5302 526.6
600 .60000 .25000-0! 253.00 .8034-01 .9798-0! .9798-01 .9000 .2819-02 .3438-02 2.047 49.74 580.7
600 .60000 .50000-01 254.00 .7037-01 .855B-01 .B56B-O1 %9000 _.2469-02 .3003-02 l.BI5 36.25 571.6
600 .60000 ;10000_00 _255:00 .4984-01 .6013_01 i6013-01:9000 il749_02 ;21;0-02 1.335 :14.17 :543,3
600 .60000 .20000 256.00 .1074-01 .1291-01 .1291-01 .9000 .3767-03 .4530-03 .2925 "2.625 530.2
600 .60000 .40000 257.00 .B461-03 .1017-02 .1017-02 .9000 .2969-04 .3568-04 .B3ll-OI .1923 528.1
600 .60000 .60000 258.00 .9983-03 .1200-02 .1200-02 .9000 .3503-04 .4208-04 .2728-0l .2553 527.8
600 .60000 .75000 259.00 .2782-02 .3340-02 .3340-02 .9000 .9762-04 .1172-03 .7632-0! .6868 524.8
600 .60000 .85000 260.00 .1995-02 .2396-02 .2396-02 .9000 .7001-04 .B405-04 ,5477-01 .4564 524.4
600 .60000 .95000 261.00 .6352-02 .7626-02 .7626-02 .9000 .2229-03 .2676-03 .1742 1.960 524.9
600 .70000 .20000 262.00 .8067-02 ;9696-02 .9696-02 .9000 .2831-03 .3402-03 .2201 2.059 529.0
600 .70000 .40000 263.00 .3406-02 .4093-02 .4093-02 .9000 .1195-03 .1436-03 .9306-0] .8361 527.9
600 .75000 1.0000 265.00 .2290-01 .2755-01 .2755-01 .9000 .8035-03 .9668-03 .6216 6.055 533.0
600 .75000 .40000 267.00 .6111-02 .7343-02 .7343-02 .9000 .2i44-03 .2577-03 .I669 1.500 528.1
600 .75000 .60000 268.00 .5760-02 .6922-02 .6922-02 .8000 .2021-03 .2429-03 .1572 1.604 528.8
600 .75000 .80000 269.00 ,1127-02 .1353-02 .1353-02 .9000 .3956-04 .4748-04 .3099-01 .2907 523.3
600 .75000 .90000 270.00 .5328-02 .6395-02 .6395-02 .9000 .1869-03 .2244-03 .1463 1.176 523.8
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE L_4.10
OHB4B 60-0 WING UPPER SURFACE IR4UR43)
RUN 2Y/BH XW/CW T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAW) CIDOT OTNDT TW
NUHBER R=].O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. RTAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
600 .80000 .90000 271.00 .5440-02 .6530-02 .6530-02 .9000 .1909-03 .2291-03 .|494 1.160 523.8
600 .90000 .20000 272100 .6318-0! .7626-0! .7626-01 .9000 .2217-02 .2676-02 1,690 I5.05 544.5
600 .gO000 .40000 273.00 .1342-01 .1613-01 .t613-01 .9000 .4709-03 .5659-03 .3665 3.292 528.3
600 .90000 .60000 274.00 .1058-01 .I27i-0! .127t-0! .9000 .3712-03 .4460-03 .2893 2.167 527.4
600 .95000 .20000 275,00 .3312-01 .3985-01 .3985-01 .9000 .1162-02 .1398-02 .8997 8.765 532.6
600 .95000 ,40000 276.00 .4804-0! .5795-01 .5795-01 ,9000 .1686-02 .2033-02 1.288 9.576 542,3
600 .95000 .50000 277.00 .5284-0! .6374-0! .6374-01 .9000 .1854-02 .2236-02 1.417 12.63 542.5
600 .g5000 .70000 278.00 ,9974-02 .1|98-0! .I198-01 ,9000 .3500-03 .4204-03 .273] 2.192 526.4
600 .95000 .80000 279.00 .52|7-02 .6263-02 .6263-02 ,9000 .1831-03 ,2197-03 .1433 |.ll2 523.9
600 ,95000 .90000 280.00 .1367-0! .1641-01 .1641-01 .9000 .4795-03 .5759-03 .3744 3.007 625.8
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE L_I I
..... u _v-v _,,u urrr.n gu_r_.r. (R4UR43)
WING UPPER SURF PARAHETRIC DATA
MACH = B.O00 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA = .0000 ELEVON = ,0000
BDFLAP = 15.00 SPDBRK = .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L HACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEO. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 /FT3 /FT_
586 2.987 7.990 40.06 .1397-01 669.2 1326. 96.29 .6911-01 3.088 3843. .1937-02 .774B-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN EY/BN XH/CN TIC NO H/HREF HIHREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN) ODOT DTNDT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=O.9 R- BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R {)lEG. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC IS£C
586 .40000 .20000 247.00 .1522-01 .1829-0! .1829-0! .9000 .6616-03 .7951-03 ,52E0 4.169 536.6
586 .40000 .40000 248.00 .5980-03 .7187-03 .7187-03 .9000 .2600-04 .3125-04 .2052-01 .1912 536.4
586 .40000 .60000 249.00 .9596-03 .1154-02 .I154-02 .9000 .4172-04 .5016-04 .3287-0! .3673 537.8
586 .40000 .75000 250.00 .2059-02 .2476-02 .2476-02 .9000 .8954-04 .1077-03 .7055-01 ,5256 537.8
586 .40000 .80000 _51.00 .7298-03 .8767-03 .8767-03 .9000 .3173-04 .3812-04 .E511oOI .1939 534.3
586 .40000 .95000 252.00 .4329-02 .5197-02 .5197-02 .9000 ,1882-03 .E260-03 ;!494 !.339 532.|
586 .60000 .25000-0l 253.00 .9682-01 .1194 .1194 .9000 .4210-02 .5193-02 2.947 70.05 625.7
586 .60000 .50000-01 254.00 .7884-01 .9626-01 .9626-01 .9000 .$428-02 .4186-02 2.510 49.60 593.4
586 :60000 _10000+00 255100 _ ;5545-0! 1669l-0! :_.669!-01 .9000 ,E4ll-02 .2909-02 1.866 19.72 551.7
596 .60000 .20000 256.00 .1647-0! .1981-01 .198!-01 .9000 .7160-03 18612-n3 ;5631 -5.030 539.2
588 .60000 .40000 257.00 .1311-02 .1576-02 .1576-02 .9000 .5699-04 .6852-04 .4_91-01 .3718 537.6
586 .60000 .60000 258.00 ,2823-02 .3395-02 .3395-02 .900G .1228-03 .1476-03 .9666-0l ,B999 538,2
586 .80000 .75000 259.00 .16!6o01 .1942-01 ,1942-0! .9000 .7024-03 ,8445-03 .5536 4.950 537.5
586 .60000 .85000 260.00 .6887-02 .8269-02 .8269-02 .9000 .2994-03 .3595-03 .2376 1.972 532.3
586 .60000 .95000 261.00 .9610-02 .1153-01 .1153-01 .9000 .4178-03 .5013-03 .3326 3.732 529.7
586 ,70000 .20000 262.00 .1226-01 .1473-01 .1473-01 .9000 .5329-03 .6404-03 .4210 3.924 535.7
586 .70000 ,40000 263.00 .!568-0! .!886-0! .1886-01 .9000 .6820-03 .8201-03 ,5368 4.797 538.5
586 .?5000 1.0000 265.00 .2894-0! .3480-0! .3480-01 .9000 .1258-02 .1513-02 .9918 9.639 537.5
586 .75000 .40000 267.00 .2460-0l .2958-01 .2958-01 .9000 .1069-02 .1286-02 .8417 7.5E2 538.6
586 .75000 .60000 268.00 .2041-01 .2456-01 .2456-01 .9000 .8875-03 .1068-02 .6968 7,089 540.5














































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEOC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE _N.|3
OH84B 60-0 WING UPPER SURFACE _R4UR44}
WING UPPER SURF PARAMETRIC DATA
HACH " B.O00 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA - .0000 ELEVON = .0000
BDFLAP - 23.50 SPDBRK - .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-9£C
XlO 6 /FT3 /FT2
630 .5170 7.900 39.96 .1729-01 102.2 1245. 92.32 .1136-01 ,4963 3721. .332t-03 .7429-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN 2Y/BN XN/CN TIC NO H/HREF HIHREF HIHREF TAN/TO H(TO) HITAN) O00T DTWDT TN
NUMBER R=I.0 R=O.9 R= BTU/R BTUIR. BTU/ • DEG. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FTBSEC FTBSEC FT2SEC /SEC
630 .40000 .20000 247.00 .4166-02 .5035-02 .5035-02 .9000 .7192-04 .8680-04 .5181-0I o4166 523.3
630 .40000 .40000 248.00 .5038-03 .6093-03 .6093-03 .9000 .8686-05 .1050-04 .6246-02 .5853-0I 525.6
630 .40000 .60000 249.00 .2814-03 .3404-03 .3404-03 .9000 .4852-05 .5869:05 .3486-02 .3918-0I 526.2
630 .40000 .75000 250.00 .9849-03 .1191-02 .1191-02 .9000 .1698-04 .2054-04 .I219-01 .9132-01 526.8
630 °40000 ,95000 252.00 o5590-02 =6760-02 _6760-02 ,9000 =9636-04 ,1!65-03 ,6929-0! .623! 525.?
;,630 .60000 .25000-01 253.00 .7374-01 .8999-01 .9999-01 .9000 .1271-02 .1550-02 .8806 _1.71 552.0
630 .60000 .50000-01 254.00 '.6624-01 :6839-01 .6839-0! .9000 o9696-03 .It79-02 .6795 13.76 543.9
630 .60000 .10000+00 _55.00 :3463-01 .4193-01 .4193-01 .9000 .5970-03 _7228-03 ;427I 4,565 529,3
630 .60000 .20000 256.00 .8614-02 .I042-0I .1042-01 .9000 .1485-03 .1797-03 .1066 .9581 526.9
630 .60000 .40000 25q.00 .1694-02 .2049-92 .2049-02 .9000 .2920-04 .3532-04 .2096-01 .1745 526.8
630 .60000 .60000 258.00 .2330-03 .2818-03 .2818-03 .9000 .4016-05 .4858-05 .2885-02 .2702-01 526.4
630 .60000 .85000 260.00 .9531-03 .1152702 .I152-02 .9000 .1643-04 .1985-04 .1186-01 .9891-01 522.9
630 .60000 .95000 261.00 .6759-02 ,8167-02 .8167-02 .9000 .1165-03 .1408-03 .8417-01 .9479 522.4
630 .70000 .20000 252.00 ,9872-02 .1194-01 .1194-01 .9000 .1702-03 .2058-03 .1224 1.146 525.7
630 .75000 1.0000 265.00 .2554-0! .3089-01 .3089-01 .9000 .4403-03 .5326-03 ,3164 3,092 526.2
630 .75000 .20000 266.00 .1085-01 .1311-01 .1311-01 .9000 .1870-03 .2261-03 .1346 1,316 524.9
630 .75000 .40000 267.00 .4909-02 .5936-02 .5936-02 .90q0 .8463-04 .!023-03 .6091-01 .5480 525.0
630 .75000 .60000 268.00 .1847-02 .2233-02 .2233-02 .9000 .3184-04 .3850-04 .2291-01 .2342 525.2
630 .75000 .80000 269.00 .8282-03 .1002-02 .1002-02 .9000 .1430-04 .1728-04 .1032-01 .9679-01 523.1
630 .75000 .90000 270.00 .5422-02 .6550-02 .6550-02 .9000 .8347-04 .1129-03 .6754-01 .5434 522.1
630 .80000 .80000 271,00 .6082-02 .7350-02 .7350-02 .9000 .1049-03 .1267-03 .7569-01 .5877 522.9
DATE @3 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 80-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2414
OHB4B 60-0 WING UPPER SURFACE fR4UR44)
RUN 2Y/BN XN/CN TIC NO H/HREF HIHREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN) O00T OTNDT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTUIR BTUIR BTU/ BEG. R OEO. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FTESEC /SEC
630 .90000 .20000 272.00 .9579-02 .t158-0! .1158-01 .go00 ,1651-03 .1997-03 =liB9 1.070 524.7
630 .90000 .40000 273,00 .3088-02 .3733-02 .3733-02 .9000 .5324-04 .643B-04 .3834-0t .3450 524.6
630 .90000 .60000 274.00 .1555-02 ,1881-02 .1881-02 .9000 .2682-04 .3242-04 .1930-0| .|448 524.8
630 .95000 .20000 275.00 .9256-02 .II19-01 .II19-01 .9000 .1596-03 .1929-03 .1150 I.t26 523.8
630 .95000 .40000 276,00 .1471-0! .1779-0t .1779-01 .9000 .2535-03 .3067-03 .18i9 1.362 527.3
630 .95000 .50000 277.00 .5083-02 .6145-02 .6145-02 .9000 .8763-04 ,1059-03 .6309-01 .5678 524.6
630 .95000 .70030 278.00 .!277-02 .1544-02 .1544-02 .9000 .2202-04 .2661-04 .1589-0| .1278 523.1
630 .95000 .BOOOO 279.00 .4033-02 .4874-02 .4874-02 .9000 .6953-04 .8403-04 .5017-0| .3B95 523.2
630 .95000 .90000 280.00 .1t69-01 1412m0| .1412--01 .9000 .2015--03 .2435--03 .]452 1.167 523.8
-\
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE L:_15
OH94B 60-0 _ING UPPER SURFACE rR4UR44}
WING UPPER SURF PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA • .0000 ELEVON - .0000
BOFLAP = 23.50 SPDBRK - .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P G V RHO PILl
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FTISEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 /FT3 IFT2
608 .9985 7.940 39.95 .I383-01 207,4 1275. 93.67 .2231-01 .9844 3767. .6428-03 .7537-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN 2YIBW XN/CW TIC NO HIHREF HIHREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(T0i H(TAW) QDOT DTWOT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=O.B R= BTUIR BTU/R BTUI DEG. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT_:---------------_CISEC
608 .40000 .20000 247.00 .4644-02 .5592-02 .5592-02 .9000 .II32-03 .1363-03 .8514-01 .6847 522.8
608 .40000 .40000 248.00 .3502-03 .4220-03 .4220-03 .9000 .8539-05 .I029-04 .640B-02 .6001-01 524.9
608 .40000 .60000 249.00 .9319-03 .1123-02 .1123-02 ,9000 ,2272-04 .2738-04 .1702-0I .1914 525.6
608 .40000 .75000 250.00 .1242-02 .1497-02 .1497-02 .9000 .3028-04 .3649-04 .E268-0! .1700 525.6
608 .40000 .95000 252.00 .2024-02 .2437-02 .2437-02 °9000 °4934-04 o5941-04 .37!!-0! .3344 522.5
608 .60000 .25000-01 253.00 .7712-01 .9390-01 .9390-01 .9000 .1880--02 .2290-02 1.34! 32.90 561.5
608 160000 .50000-01 254,00 .6727-01 .8169-01 .8169-0I .9000 .f640-02 .1992-02 1.184 23.88 552.6
608 ;60000 .I0000+00 "255;00 ,4046-01_4885-01 .4885-01 .9000 .9866-03 .1191_02 .7323 7,814' 532.4
608 .60000 .20000 256.00 .8829-02 .1064-01 .1064-01 .9000 .2153"03 .2594-03 .1612 1.449 526.0
608 .60000 .40000 257.00 .1448-02 .1745-02 .1745-02 .9000 .3530-04 .4254-04 .2643-01 .2201 525.9
608 .60000 .60000 258.00 .5773-03 .6956-03 .6956-03 .9000 .1407-04 .1696-04 .I055o01 .9884-01 525.3
608 .60000 .85000 260.00 .I02_-02 .1237-02 .1237-02 .9000 .2505-04 .3015-04 .1887-01 .1575 521.4
608 .60000 .95000 261.00 .6055-02 .7287-02 .7287-02 .9000 .1476-03 .1777-03 .1113 1.255 520.7
608 .70000 .20000 262.00 .9471-02 .1141-01 .1141-01 .9000 .2309-03 .2782-03 .1731 1.623 525.0
608 .75000 l.O000 265.00 .2473-01 .2980-01 .2980-01 .9000 .6029-03 .7265-03 .45]6 4.415 5(35.6
608 .75000 .40000 267.00 :4580-02 .5517-02 ;5517-02 .9000 .1117-03 .1345,03 .8386-01 .7551 523.7
608 .75000 .60000 268.00 .1737-02 .2092-02 .2092-02 .9000 .4235-04 .5100-04 .3182-01 .3256 523.3
608 .75000 .80000 269,00 • .1340-02 .1612-02 .1612-02 .9000 .3266-04 .3931-04 .2461-01 .2311 521.2
608 .75000 .90000 270.00 .5795-02 .6974-02 .6974-02 .9000 ,1413-03 .1700-03 .1065 .e578 520.7
608 .80000 .90000 271.00 .6445-02 .7758-02 .7758"02 .9000 .1571-03 ,1892-03 .1184 .9200 521.3
608 .90000 .20000 272.00 .2313-01 .2787-01 .2787-01 .9000 .5639-03 .6796-03 .4223 3.799 525.7
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL BO-O IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2416
OH84B 60-0 WING UPPER SURFACE (R4UR44)
RUN 2Y/BN XW/CN TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAW) ODOT DTHDT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=O.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ OEG. R DEG. RTAW/TO FTBSEC FT2SEC FTBSEC /SEC
608 .90000 .40000 273.00 ,3976-02 .4798-02 .4788-02 .9000 .9694-04 .1167-03 .7287-01 .6564 5_3_.9
608 .90000 .60000 274.00 .1604-02 .1931-02 .193t-02 .9000 .3910-04 .4708-04 .2940-0! .2207 522.8
608 .95000 .20000 2?5.00 .1057-01 .1285-0! .1285-0! .9000 .2601-03 .3132-03 .I956 1:915 522,7
608 .95000 .40000 276.00 .1093-01 .1316-01 .1316-0! .9000 .2664-03 .3208-03 .2002 1.502 523.3
608 .95000 .50000 277.00 .4340-02 .5226-02 .5226-02 .9000 .]058-03 .1274-03 .7956-01 .7167 522.9
608 .95000 .70000 278.00 .I395-02 .I579-02 .I679-02 .9000 .3400-04 .4093-04 .2562-01 .2063 52I.|
908 .95000 ,80000 279.00 .4596-02 .5533-02 .5533-02 .9000 .1[21-03 .134_-03 .844|-01 .6559 521.5
608 ,95000 .90000 280.00 .!276-0! .!536-0! .1536-_}1 .9000 .3111-03 .37_6-03 .2339 1.892 522.6
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE _t7
OH84B 60-OWING UPPER SURFACE CR4UR44)
WING UPPER SURF PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH - 8.000 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA - .OOO0 ELEVON - .0000
BDFLAP - 23.50 SPDBRK - .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS*,*
RUN " RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P 0 V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT OEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FTISEC SL.UOS LB-SEC
XIO 6 IFT3 IFT2
602 t.988 7.980 39.99 .1735-01 434.8 1307. 95.13 .45215-01 2.018 3915. .1284-02 .7655-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN 2Y/BN XN/CN T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF HIHREF TAW/TO H(TO] H(TAN) QDOT DTWDT TW
NUMBER R=I.0 R=O.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTUI DEB. R D£G. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC
602 .40000 .20000 247.00 .3832-02 .4609-02 .4608-02 .9000 .1343-03 .1615-03 .104a .8348 530.8
602 .40000 .40000 248.00 .5806-03 .6987-03 .6987-03 .9000 .2035-04 ._49-04 .1574-0I .1469 533.4
602 .40000 .60000 _49.00 .8860-03 .1066-02 .I066-02 .9000 .3106-04 .3738-04 .2400-01 .2687 533.9
602 .40000 .75000 250.00 .7331-03 .8823-03 .8823-03 .9000 .2570-04 .3093-04 .IgB6-OI .1482 534.1
602 .40000 .95000 252.00 .2484-02 .2987-02 .2987-0_ .9000 .8709-04 .1047-03 .6760-0! .6066 530.5
602 .60000 .25000-01 253.00 .8401-01 .1028 .1028 .9000 .2945-02 .3604-02 2.105 50.89 591.8
602 .... 60000 : .50000-01,_ 254:'00 .7999-01 .9746-01_ .9746-01 .9000 .2804-02 .3417-02 2.044 40.71 577.6
602 .60000 + .I0000+00 255.00 .5695-01 .6885-01 _ ;6885-01 _9000 .1997_02 ;2413-02 1,510 15.97 550.3
602 .60000 .20000 256.00 .1188-0I .1431-01 .I431-01 .9000 .4166-03 .5017-03 .3208 2.870 536.5
602 .60000 .40000 257.00 .1032-02 .1242-02 .1242-02 .9000 .3616-04 .4354-04 .2787-01 .2309 535.9
602 .60000 .60000 258.00 .1050-02 .1264-02 .1264-02 .9000 .368t-04 .4432-04 .2839-01 .2647 535.5
602 .60000 .75000 259.00 .2627-02 .3159-02 ,3159-02 .9000 .9210-04 .1108-03 .7143-01 .6408 531.1
602 .60000 .85000 260.00 .2428-02 .2919-02 .2919-02 .9000 ._511-04 .1023-03 .6612-01 .5495 529.8
602 .60000 .95000 261.00 .6685-02 .8032-02 .8032-02 .9000 .2343-03 .2816-03 .1826 2.051 527.6
602 .70000 .20000 262.00 .8771-02 .t056-01 .I056-01 .9000 .3075-03 .3701-03 .2375 2.216 534.2
602 .70000 .40000 263.00 .3480-02 .4188-02 .4188-02 .9000 .1220-03 .1468-03 .9421-01 ,8436 534.3
602 .75000 1.0000 265.00 .2642-01 .3181-01 .3181-01 .9000 .9260-03 .11)5-02 .7139 6.945 535.7
602 .75000 .40000 267.00 .4881-02 .5873-02 .5873-02 .9000 .1711-03 .2059-03 .1324 1.187 532.8
602 .75000 .BOO00 268.00 .6207-02 .7472-02 .7472-02 .9000 .2176-03 .2620-03 .1679 1.708 535.0
602 .75000 .80000 269.00 .1383-02 .1663-02 .1663-02 .9000 .4849-04 .5830-04 .3766-01 .3521 530.0
602 .75000 .90000 270.00 .4926-02 .5919-02 .5919-02 .9000 .1727-03 .2075-03 .1345 1.079 527.9
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH94B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAOE _Ie
OH84B 60-0 WING UPPER SURFACE _R'4UR44)
RUN 2Y/BN XN/CN TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN) OOOT OTNDT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=O,9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
"" TAN/TO FT2_-_EC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC
602 .80000 .90000 271.00 .6232-02 .7491-02 .749]-02 .9000 .2185-03 .2626-03 .I699 1.315 529.0
602 ,90000 .20000 272.00 .2006-01 .2415-01 .2415-01 .9000 .7032-03 .8466-03 .5426 4.859 535.0
602 .90000 .40000 273.00 .920B-02 .llOB-OI .1108-0| .9000 .3228-03 .3885-03 .2494 2.233 534.1
602 .90000 .60000 274.00 .1088-01 .1310-01 .1310-01 .9000 .3814-03 .4592-03 .2942 2.194 535.3
E?2 .95000 .20000 275,00 .1271-01 .1529-01 .1529-0] .9000 .4455-03 .5359-03 .3451 3.363 532.0
602 ,95000 .40000 276.00 .7959-01 .9642-0! ,9642-0] .9000 .2790-02 .3380-02 2.089 15.41 557.9
602 .95000 .50000 277.00 .4948-01 .5979-01 .5979-01 .9000 .1734-02 .209B-02 1.314 11.68 549.2
602 .95000 .70000 278.00 .9051-02 .1089-0! .1089-0I .9000 .3173-03 .3817-03 .2456 1.965 532.6
602 .95000 .80000 279.00 .5544-02 .6665-02 .6665-02 .9000 .1943-03 .2337-03 .1509 1.16B 530.1
602 .95000 .90000 280.00 .1464-01 .1760-0! .1760-01 .9000 .5131-03 .6171-03 .3980 3.187 531.1
\DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE L_I9
OH84B 60-0 WING UPPER SURFACE (R4UR44)
WING UPPER SURF PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA " .OOO0 ELEVON - .OOOO
BDFLAP = 23.50 SPDBRK = .OOOO
"''TEST CONDITIONS**"
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V _ HU
NUMBER /FT DEG, DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG, R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 IFT3 /FT2
588 3.015 7.990 40.06 .1397-01 672.4 1322. 96.00 .6944-01 3.103 3838. .|95_-02 .7725-07
RUN HREF STN NO





RUN 2Y/BN XWICW TIC NO HIHREF HIHREF HIHREF TAN/TO H(TO! H(TAW} ODOT DTWOT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=O.9 R- BTU1R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R BEG. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
588 .40000 .20000 247.00 .1537-01 .1848-01 .1848-01 .9000 .6697-03 .8050-03 .5266 4.209 535.3
588 .40000 .40000 248.00 .7513-03 .9031-03 .9031-03 .9000 .3273-04 .3934-04 .2573-01 .2399 535.4
588 .40000 .60000 L:_9.00 .1141-02 .1372-02 .1372-02 .9000 .4969-04 ._975-04 .3900-01 .4360 536,8
599 .40000 .75000 250.00 .2322o02 .2792-02 .2792-02 .9000 .lOIf-O3 .1216-03 .7937-01 .5916 536,8
588 .40000 .80000 251.00 .7227-03 .8682-03 .8682-03 .9000 .3148-04 .3782-04 .2482-01 .I917 533.3
588 .40000 .95000 252.00 .4285-02 .5145-02 .5145-02 .9000 .1867-03 .2241-03 .1476 1.324 531.0
_568 .60000 o25000-01 253.00 .9726-01 .1200 .1200 .9000 .4237-02 .5226-02 2.958 70,41 623.4
588 .60000 .50000-01 254.00 .7888-01 .9632-01 .9632-01 .9000 .3436-02 .4196-02 E,508 49.60 591.8
"588 _60000 _10000+00 ,255,00 .5592-01 ;6748-01.'6T48-01 _9000 .2436-02 .2940-02 1,880 19.88 550.I
5a8 .60000 .20000 256.00 .165q-0! '1993-01 .1993-01 .9000 .7219-03 _8683-03 _5658 _5;056 537.8
589 .60000 .40C00 257.00 .1442-02 .1733-02 .I733-02 .9000 .6280-04 .7551-04 .4932-01 .4085 536.4
588 .60000 .60000 258.00 .2861-02 .3440-02 .3440-02 .9000 .1246-03 .1499-03 ,9777-0I .9108 537.1
588 .60000 .75000 259.00 .1748-01 .2102-01 .2102-01 ,9000 ,7614-03 .9156-03 .5976 5.345 536.8
588 .60000 .85000 260.00 .8518-02 .1023-01 .1023-0I .9000 .3710-03 .4456-03 .2931 2.433 531,8
588 .60000 ,95000 261.00 .9582-02 .1150-01 .1150-01 .9000 .4174-03 .5008-03 .3311 3.717 528.5
588 .70000 .20000 262.00 .]188-01 .1428-01 .1428-01 .9000 .5177-03 ,6221-03 .4077 3.804 534.1
588 .?0000 .40000 263.00 .1305-01 .1569-0l ,1569-0; .9000 .5684-03 .6833-03 .4467 3.997 535.8
588 .75000 1.0000 265.00 .284E-01 .3421-01 .3421-01 .9000 .1240-02 .1490-02 .9750 9.487 535.2
588 .75000 .40000 267,00 .2263-01 .2721-01 .2721-01 .9000 .9857-03 .II85-02 .7735 6.918 536.9
588 .75000 .60000 268.00 ,2162-01 .2601-01 .2601-01 .9000 .9419-03 .1133-02 .7382 7.499 537.9
568 .75000 .80000 269.00 .2334-02 .2799-02 .2799-02 .9000 .I017-03 .1219-03 .6083-01 .7570 526.6
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 24_0
0H84B 60-0 WING UPPER SURFACE tR4UR44J
RUN 2Y/BW XW/CW T/C NO H/HREF H/I-F_EF H/HREF TAW/TO HtTO) H(TAN] ODOT DTWDT TW
NUHBER R=t.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAW/TO F-T2SEC RT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
598 .75000 .90000 270.00 .7125-02 .8544-02 .8544-02 .9000 .3t04-03 .3722-03 .2471 ],985 5,."_.4
588 .80000 .90000 271.00 .7231-02 ,8571-02 .867|-02 .9000 .3150-03 .3777-03 .2508 1.944 525.6
588 .80000 .20000 272.00 .594g-0| .7|72-0| .7172-0i .9000 .2592-02 .3|24-02 2.010 I7.89 546.2
588 .90000 .40000 273.00 .794|-0| .9590-0| .9590-0| .9000 .34_9-02 .4|77-02 2.658 23.58 553.2
588 .90000 .60000 274.00 .5790-0! .6978-0| .8978-0| .9000 .2522-02 .3040-02 1.958 |4.53 545.4
588 .950G0 .20000 275.00 .8645-0! .1044 .1044 .9000 .3766-02 .4547-02 2.896 27.93 552.6
588 .95000 .40000 276.00 .65!6-0| .7880-01 .7880-01 .9000 .2838-02 .3433-02 2.!67 15.98 558.2
588 .95000 .50000 277,00 .7776-01 .9408-0| .9408-0l .9000 .3387-02 .4098-02 2.581 22.82 559.6
588 .g5000 .70000 27F.00 .633t-0l .7638-0l .7636-01 .9000 .2758-02 .3326-02 2.|3! |6.92 548.8
588 .95000 .80000 279.00 .2339-01 .2809-0t .2809-01 .9000 .1019-02 .|224-02 .8057 6.231 531.0
588 .95000 .90000 280.00 .2305-0! .2768-01 .2768-0| .9000 .I004-02 .!206-02 .7947 6.367 530.3
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB48 MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 24_I
OHB4B BO-O HING UPPER SURFACE (R4UR45)
NING UPPER SURF PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH 8.000 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA = .0000 ELEVON • 5.000
BDFLAP = -5.000 SPDBRK • .0000
*''TEST CONDITIONS**,
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 /FT3 IFT2
682 .5028 7.900 39.95 -.1036-01 100.6 1255. 93.06 .1118-01 .4884 3736. ,3242-03 .7489-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN 2Y/BW XW/CN TiC NO HIHREF HIHREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAN) O_DT DTWOT IN
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R 8TU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
692 .40000 .20000 247.00 .4164-02 .5027-02 .5027-02 .9000 .7131-04 .8609-04 .5210-01 .4188 5¢_.0
682 .40000 .40000 248.00 .3092-03 .3735-03 .3735-03 .9000 .5296-05 .6393-05 .3858-02 .3614-01 526.1
682 .40000 .60000 249.00 .3217-03 .3887-03 .3887-03 .9000 .5510-05 .6657-05 .4013-02 .4510-01 526.4
682 .40000 .75000 250.00 .5935-03 .7170-03 .7170-03 .9000 .1017-04 .1228m04 .7404--02 .554B'01 526.3
682 .40000 .95000 252.00 .2681-02 .3236-02 .3236-02 .9000 .4591-04 .5543-04 .3355-01 .3020 5&"_.O
682 .60000 ._5000-01 253.00 .7416-0! .9021-01 .9021-01 .9000 .1270-02 .1545-02 .8956 22.11 549.5682 .60000 .50000-0l 254.00 _In-n, .6808-01 ¢o_o.n ....
............ "u, .Buuu .S66B-03 .ii66-02 .6850 I3.B9 541.7
682 .60000 .lO000*O0 255.00 .3362-01 .4066-01 .4066-01 .9000 .5758-03 .6963-03 .4175 4.461 529.?
682 .60000 .20000 256.00 ;8770"02 1.1060-01 .1060-01.8000 .1502-03 .1815-03 .1093 .9820 527.2
682 ;60000 ;40000 257.00 .1661-02 .2007-02 .2007-02 .9000 ,L_845"04 ;3437-04 .2070-01 .1723 526.9
682 .60000 .60GO0 258.00 .5574-03 .6735-03 .6735-03 .9000 .95q6-05 .1153-04 .6949-02 .6507-01 526.7
682 .60000 .85000 260.00 .2189-U2 .2643-02 .2643-02 .9000 .3750-04 .4526-04 .2743-01 .2288 523.0
682 .60000 .95000 261.00 .7630o02 .920B-02 .9208-02 .9000 .1307-03 .1577-03 .9570-01 1.078 522.4
682 .70000 .20000 262.00 .9351-02 .1130-01 .1130-01 .9000 .1602-03 .1935-03 .t167 1.094 525.8
682 .70000 .40000 263.00 .3369-02 .4069-02 .4069-02 .8000 .5770-04 ,8969-04 .4207-01 .3785 525.5
682 .75000 1.0000 265,00 .2455-0l .2966-01 .2966-01 .9000 .4204-03 .5079-03 .3061 2.992 526.5
682 .75000 .40000 267.00 .4625-02 .5586-02 .5586-02 .9000 .7922-04 .9567-04 .5781-01 .5202 524.9
682 .75000 .60000 268.00 .1812-02 .2189-02 .2189-02 .9000 .3104-04 .3749-04 .2264-01 .2314 525.4
682 .75000 .80000 269.00 .2327-02 .2809-02 .2809-02 .9000 .3986-04 .4811-04 .2917-01 .2737 522.9
682 .75000 .90000 270.00 .8645-02 .1043-01 .[043-01 .8000 .1481-03 .1787-03 .1084 .8723 522.3
682 .80000 .90000 271.00 .8399-02 .I014-01 .1014-01 .9000 .1438-03 .1736-03 .1053 .8180 522.5
OATE 2] FEB 80 0H848 MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2422
OH84B 60-0 N[NG UPPER SURFACE _R4UR45)
RUN 2Y/SN XN/CN T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H[TO) H[TAW) QDOT OTNOT TN
NUMBER R=|.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEC. R DEG; R
TAW/TO FTSSEC FTSSEC FT2SEC ISEC
682 .90000 .20000 272.00 .1310-0! .!582-01 ,1582-01 .8000 .2244-03 .2710-03 .1639 1.474 $24.9
682 .80000 .40000 273.00 .3280-02 .3960-02 .3960-02 .9000 .5618-04 .6782-04 .4106-01 .3696 523.8
682 .90000 .60000 274.00 .1527-02 .1843-02 .1843-02 .9000 .2615-04 .3157-04 .1812-01 .1435 523.6
682 .95000 .20000 275,00 .1214-0t ,!465-01 ,1465-01 .9000 .2078-03 .2509-03 .15tB 1,486 524.1
682 .95000 .40000 276.00 .8524-02 ,|029-01 .1028-01 .9000 .1460-03 ,1762-03 .1067 ,80t0 523.5
682 .95000 .50000 277.00 .2901-02 .3501-08 .350]-02 .9000 .4968-04 .5997-04 .3634-01 .3273 523.1
682 .95000 .70000 278.00 .!539-02 .!857-02 .1857-02 .9000 .2636-04 .3!81-04 .!932-0l .1554 521.9
682 .95000 .80000 279.00 .3878-02 .4681-02 .4681-02 .9000 .6644-04 .8017-04 .4868-01 .3782 528.0
682 .95000 .90000 280.00 .1290-0 .1557-0! .1557-01 .8000 ,2209-03 ,2666-03 .1616 1,300 623.0
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE _23
OHB4B 60-0 WING UPPER SURFACE {R4UI_g)
WING UPPER SURF PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA = ,0000 ELEVON • 5.000
BDFLAP - -5.000 SPDBRK = .0000
**'TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT DEG, DEG. PSIA DEG, R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 IFT3 IFT2
668 1.013 7.940 38.97 -.I03B-O! 207.0 1261. 92.64 .2226-01 .9825 3746. .6487-03 .7454-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN 2Y/BN XN/CW TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN) ODOT DTNDT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R- BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
668 .40000 .20000 247.00 .5253-0B .6347-02 .63_7-02 .9000 .1277-03 ,1543-03 .9343-0! ,7490 529.1
668 .40000 .40000 248.00 .6943-03 .8393-03 .8393-03 .9000 .168B-04 .2040-04 .1232-0| .1151 530.8
668 .40000 .60000 249.00 .6819-03 .B¢_'3-03 .B243-03 .BOO0 .165B-04 .2004-04 .IBIO-OI .1357 530.6
66B 40000 .75000 250.00 ,3884-03 .4695-03 .4695-03 .9000 .9443-05 .1141-04 .6895-02 .5156-01 830.5
668 .40000 .95000 252.00 .3530-02 .4263-02 .4263o02 .9000 .8582-04 .1037-03 .628"/-01 ,5648 528.1
668 .60000 .25000-01 253.00 .8025-01 .9798-01 .9798-01 .9000 .1951-02 .2382-02 1.360 33.32 563.8
668 .60000 .50000-01 254.00 ,6785-01 .8257-01 .B257-01 .9000 .1650-02 .2007-02 1.167 23,52 553,3
668 .60000 .I0000+30 255.00 ._153-0| .5029-0i .5029-0i .9000 .i0|0-02 .i223-02 .?311 7.785 536.6
668 : .60000 .20000 256;00 ;;.1053-01 .1273-01 .;1273-01.9000 .2559-03 .3095-03 .1865 1.672 532.1
668 :60000 ,40000 _257.00 .1593_02 .:1926-02 .1926-02 _9000 .... .3872-04 .4683-04 .2821-01 ,2342 532.1
668 .60000 .60000 258.00 .1744-02 ,2108-02 .2108-02 .5000 .4239-04 .5126-04 .3091-01 .2887 531.6
668 .60000 .75000 259.00 .1658-02 .2002-0B .2002-02 .9000 .4031-04 .4868-04 .2954-01 .2654 5¢?.?.8
668 .60000 .85000 260.00 .2550-02 .3079-02 ,3079-02 .9000 .B199-04 .7486-04 .4549-01 .3786 527.0
668 .60000 .95000 261.00 .7817-02 .9436-02 .9_36-02 .9000 .1901-03 .B294-03 .1397 1.571 525.6
668 .70000 .20000 262.00 .8862-02 .1071-01 .lO?l-OI .9000 .2155-03 .2604-03 .1573 1.471 530.4
668 .70000 .40000 263.00 .3084-02 .3727-02 .3727-02 .9000 .7498-04 .9061-04 ,5478-01 .4917 530.0
668 .75000 1.0000" 265.00 .2349c01 .2937-01 .2837-01 .9000 .5710-03 .6898-03 .4t77 4.077 529.1
668 .75000 .20000 266.00 .I055-0I .1274-0t .1274-01 ,9000 .2564-03 .3097-03 .1877 I.B32 528.6
668 .75000 .40000 267.00 .5334-02 .6444-02 .6444-02 .9000 .1297-03 .1567-03 .9488-01 .e520 529.0
668 .75000 .60000 268.00 .6142-02 .7425-02 .7425-02 .9000 .1493-03 .1805-03 .1090 1.III 530.8
66B .75000 .BOO00 269.00 .2613-02 .3155-02 ,3155-02 .9000 .6352-04 .7671-04 .4656-01 .4358 527.6
DATE 23 FEB 90 OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONZC TUNNEL PAGE 24_'4
OHB4B 60-0 WING UPPER SURF'ACE rR4UR45)
RUN 2Y/BN XW/CN T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAW) ODOT DTWDT TW
NUHBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTUIR BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAH/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
668 .75000 .90000 270.00 .8059-02 .9727-02 .9727-02 .9000 .|959-03 .2365-03 .1439 1.155 536.3
668 .80000 .90000 271.00 .8266-02 .9980-02 .9980-02 .9000 .2010-03 .2426-03 .1476 1.144 526,5
668 .90000 .20000 272.00 .3467-0! .4194-0! .4J94-0! .9000 .8429-03 .1020-02 .6133 5.496 533.0
568 .90000 .40000 273.00 .7915-02 .9564-02 .9564-02 .90GO .1924-03 .2325-03 .1407 1.263 529.7
668 .90000 .60000 2?4.00 .1322-01 .1599-01 .1599-0! .9000 .32|4-03 .3887-03 .2343 1.75! 531.8
668 .95000 .20000 275.00 .t899-01 .2295-01 .2295-0! .9000 o4618-03 .5580-03 .3375 3.292 529.9
669 .95000 ,40000 276.00 .5623-01 .6821-01 .6821-01 .9000 .1367-02 .1658-02 .9908 7.287 543.1
668 ,95000 .50000 277.00 .3623-0! .4386-0! .4386-_1 .90GO .9809-03 .]066-02 .6386 5.714 535.8
668 .95000 .70000 278.00 .1678-0! .2028-0! .2028-0| .9000 .4079-03 .4930-03 .2979 2,387 530.4
668 .95000 .80000 279.00 .6235-02 .7528-02 .7528-02 .9000 .1516-03 .1930-03 .!1!3 .8625 526.6
668 .95000 ,90000 280.00 .1357-0! .1639-01 .1639-0l .9000 .3300-03 .3984-03 .2421 1.943 526.9
DATE 23 FEB BO OH848 MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2425
OH84B 50-0 HING UPPER SURFACE fR4UR45)
HACH = B.O00 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA - .0000 ELEVON - 5,000
BDFLAP = -5,000 SPDBRK = ,0000
**'TEST CONDITIONS'*"
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R OEG. R PSIA PSI FTISEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 /FT3 IFT2
688 1.999 7.990 40.00 -.B947-02 434.9 1303. 94.84 .4527-01 2.018 3810. .120B-OB .7631-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN 2Y/BN XH/CW T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO HtTO) H(TAW) ODOT OTWDT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=O.9 R- BTU/R BTU/R 8TU/ OEG. R DEO. R
TAN/TO FTBSEC FTBSEC FTBSEC /SEC
688 .40000 .20000 247.00 .777_-02 .9344-02 .9344-02 .9000 .2723-03 .3274-03 .2!09 !.B92 528.3
688 .40000 .40000 248.00 .5036-03 .6056-03 .6056-03 .9000 .1765-04 .2122-04 .1365-01 .1277 529.2
688 .40000 .60000 249.00 .7869-03 .B464-03 .9464-03 .9000 .2757-04 .3316-04 .2132-01 .2392 529.5
688 .40000 .75000 250.00 .4962-03 .5966-03 .5966-03 ;9000 .1739-04 .2091-04 ,1346-01 .1007 528.6
698 .40000 .95000 252.00 .3132-02 .3762-02 .37B2-02 .B000 .1097-03 ,1318-03 .B539-01 .TBB5 524.5
688 .80000 .25000-0I 253.00 .9088-0I .1112 .1112 .9000 .3185-02 .3898-02 2.266 54.80 591.1
688 .60000 .50000-01 254.00 ,B342-01 .1017 .1017 .9000 .2923-02 .3562-02 2.123 42.30 576.4
688 .60000 .10000+00 255.00 .5750-01 .6944-0l ,6944-0! =9000 .2015-02 ,2433-02 1.525 16.18 545.1
688 .60000 .20000 256.00 .1221-01 .1469-01 .1469-01 .9000 .4280-03 .5149-03 .3302 2.961 531.2
688 .60000 .40000 ;257;00:9755-03 ,II73-02 ,II73-02 .9000 .3418-04 .4111-04 _2641-01 12195 529.9
688 ;60000 .60000 258.00 .1442-02 .1735-02 .1735-02 .BOO0 ;5054-04 .6078-04 .3908-01 .3655 529.4
688 .60000 .75000 259.00 .3471-02 .4170-02 .4170-02 .9000 .1216-03 .1461-03 .9456-01 .8507 525.3
688 .60000 .85000 260.00 .5083-02 .6106-02 .5106-02 .9000 .1781-03 .2140-03 .1385 1.153 525.3
688 .60000 .95000 261.00 .0536-02 .1025-01 .1025-01 .9000 .2991-03 .3592-03 .2331 2.623 523.5
688 .70000 .20000 262.00 .9674-02 .1163-01 .1163-0l .8000 .3390-03 .4076-03 .2624 2.455 528.7
688 .70000 .40000 263.00 .2977-02 .3578-02 .3578-02 .9000 .1043-03 .1254-03 .8085-01 .7265 527.5
688 .75000 1.0000 265.00 .2632-0! .3166-01 .3166-01 .9000 .9222-03 .1109-02 .7122 6.946 530.4
688 .75000 .40000 267.00 .5093-02 .6119-02 .6119-02 .9000 .1785-03 .2144-03 .1386 1.246 526.2
688 ,75000 .60000 268.00 .6130-02 .7368-02 ,7368-02 .9000 .2148-03 .2582-03 .1665 1.700 527.6
688 .75000 .80000 269.00 .3016-02 .3622-02 .3622-02 .9000 .1057-03 .1269-03 .8232-01 .7720 523.8
688 .75000 .90000 270.00 :1027-01 .1233-01 .1233-01 .9000 .3600-03 .4322-03 .2807 2.258 522.9
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE L_.t25
OHB4B 60-0 WING UPPER SURFACE fR4UR45)
RUN 2Y/BW XW/CW T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAW) QDOT DTNOT TW
NUMBER R=I.0 R=0,9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R OEG. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
688 .80000 .90000 271.00 .9678-02 .1162-0! .1162-01 .9000 .3391-03 .4071-03 .2645 _.054 522.7
688 .90000 .20000 272.00 .4029-01 .4853-01 .4853-0! .9000 .1412-02 .1700-02 t.084 9.700 535,1
688 .90000 .40000 273.00 .|552-0! .1865-0! .!865-01 .9000 .5438-03 .6537-03 .42]6 3.788 527.5
688 .90000 .60000 274.00 .6895-02 .8283-02 .8283-02 .9000 .24!6-03 .2903-03 .1878 1.408 525.3
688 .85000 .20000 275.00 .2977-0| .3579-0! .3579-0! .9000 .1043-02 .1254-02 .8066 7.871 529.3
688 .95000 .40000 276.00 .2594-01 .3118-01 .31!8-01 .8000 .9089-03 .1093-02 .7040 5.271 528.1
688 .85000 .50000 277.00 ,1962-01 .2360-01 .2360-01 .9000 .6875-03 .8268-03 .5316 4.773 529.4
688 ,95000 .70000 278.00 .9308-02 .Ill8-Ol .lll8-Ol .9000 .3262-03 .3918-03 .2537 2.038 524.8
688 .95000 .80000 279.00 .6430-02 .7718-02 .7718-02 .9000 .2253-03 .2705-03 .!758 1.365 522.5
688 .95000 .90000 280.00 .1622-0l .1948-01 .|948-0| .9000 .5683-03 .6826-03 .4423 3.554 524.4
%.,w-.--"
,\
OH84B BO-O WING UPPER SURFACE (R4UR45)
WING UPPER SURF PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH • B.O00 ALPHA • 40.00 BETA - .0000 ELEVON • 5.000
BDFLAP = -5.000 SPBBRK = o0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT BEG. DEG. PSIA BEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FTISEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 IFT3 IFT2
702 2.996 7.990 40.05 -.6978-02 668.9 1323. 96.07 .6908-01 3.087 3838. .1941-08 .7731-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN 2Y/BW XW/CW T/C NO HIHREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAW) QOOT DTNDT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R " BTU/ OEG. R BEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
702 .40000 .20000 247.00 .Iti8-Ol .1344-01 .!344-01 .9000 .4856-03 .5841-03 .381I 3.042 537.9
702 .40000 .40000 248.00 .?792-03 .9372-03 .9372-03 .9000 .3386-04 .4072-04 .2657-0I .2473 538.1
702 .40000 .60000 249.00 .1444-02 .1?37-08 .1737-02 .9000 .6274-04 .7548-04 .4919-01 .5493 538.8
702 .40000 .75000 250.00 .1811-02 .2177-02 .2177-02 .9000 .7867-04 .9462-04 .6176-01 .4601 537.7
702 .40000 .BOO00 251.00 .8133-03 o9769-03 .9769-03 .9000 .3534-04 .4245-04 .2?Bl-Ol .2157 532.8
702 .40000 .95000 _ 252100 .5422-02 .6510-02 .6510-02 .9000 .2356-03 .2829-03 .1866 ; 1,674 530.8
?02 .60000 .25000-01 253.00 ,9242-01 .1143 :1143 .9000 :4016-02 ;4955-02 2.777 55;85 631.1
702 .60000 .50000-01 254.00 .8135-01 .9959-0I .9959-0l .9000 .3535-02 .4328-02 2.553 50.26 600.6
702 .60000 .10000 åd 255.00.7177-01 .8689-0I ,8689-01 .9000 .3119-02 .3776-02 2.370 24.90 562.8
702 .60000 .20000 255.00 ,1793-01 .2159-01 .2159-0l .9000 .7791-03 .9382-03 .6078 5.420 542.6
?02 .60000 .40000 257,00 .1948-02 .2344-02 .2344-02 .9000 .8465-04 .1019-03 .6628-01 .5480 539,8
702 .60000 .60000 258.00 .2095-02 .2521-02 .2521-02 .9000 ,9106-04 .1096-03 .7132-01 .6636 538,4
702 .60000 .75000 259.00 .12_6-01 .1487-01 .1487-01 .9000 .5372-03 .6460-03 .4219 3.773 537.2
702 .60000 .85000 260.00 .8273-02 ,9940-02 .9940-02 .9000 .3595-03 .4319-03 .2834 2.351 534,2
702 .60000 .95000 26t.00 .1505-01 .1808-01 .I80B-Ol .9000 .6541-03 .7854-03 .5174 5.800 531.6
702 .70000 .20000 262.00 .I039-0! .1250-0l .1250-0l .9000 .45t6-03 .5430-03 .3546 3.303 537.4
702 .?0000 .40000 263.00 .8592-02 ,1033-01 .1033-01 .9000 .3733_03 .4489-03 .2934 2.624 535.7
702 .75000 1.0000 265.00 .2684-01 ,3229-01 .3229-01 .9000 .1166-02 .1403-02 .9137 8.872 539.2
?02 .75000 .40000 267.00 .1568-0I .1885-01 .IBB5-Ol .9000 .6815-03 .8:98-03 .5364 4,800 535.7
702 .75000 .60000 268,00 .1613-01 .1941-01 .1941-0I .9000 .7010-03 .8434-03 .5493 5.577 539. I
?02 .75000 .80000 269,00 .6526-02 .7834-02 .7834-02 .9000 .2836-03 .3404-03 .2247 2;I0! 530,2
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE L>4_
OHB4B 60-0 WING UPPER SURFACE (R4UR45)
RUN 2Y/BW XW/CW T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF _tHREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAW) ODOT DTWDT TW
NUMBER R=1.0 R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ BEG. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
702 .75000 .90000 270.00 .1337-01 .I604-01 .1604-01 .9000 .5809-03 .6969-03 .4613 3.699 528.5
702 .80000 .90000 271.00 .1469-01 .1763-01 .1763-01 .9000 .6385-03 .7660-03 .5072 3.928 528.2
702 .90000 .20000 272.00 .105l .1273 .1273 .9000 .4569-02 .5533-02 3.468 30.60 563.7
702 .90000 .40000 273.00 .4798-01 .5785"01 .5785-01 .9000 .2085-Q2 .2514-02 1.617 14.38 547.3
702 .90000 .60000 274.00 .3155-0! .3794-0! .3794-01 .9000 .1371-02 .1648-02 1.07B 8.034 536.6
702 ,95000 .20000 2?5.00 .7365-0! .B89]-Ol .8891-01 .9000 .3200-02 .3863-02 2.467 23.80 551.9
?02 .95000 .40000 276_00 _6880-0! ,B314-OI ,B3|4-01 .9000 .2989-02 .3613-02 2,292 16.92 555.9
702 .95000 .50000 277.00 .8419-01 .102l .1021 .9000 .3658-02 .443B-02 2.753 24.2! 570.1
782 .95000 .70000 278.00 .5896-0! .7115-01 .7115-01 .9000 .2562-02 .3092-02 1.977 15.68 550.9
702 .95000 .80000 279.00 .1972-0! .2367-0l .2367-01 .9000 .8569-03 .i029-02 .6368 5.250 530.5
702 .95000 .90000 280.00 .2541-01 .3052-01 .3052-01 .9000 .1104-02 .1326-02 .8726 6.983 532.5
"\
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHBWB MOOEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VK? HYPERSONICTUNNEL PAGE 2429
OHB4B 60-0 WING UPPER SURFACE (R4URWB}
WING UPPER SURF PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = B.O00 ALPHA • 40.00 BETA = .0000 ELEVON = 5.000
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK = .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P 0 V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB'SEC
XlO 6 /FT3 /FT2
680 .5032 7.900 39,93 -.1034-01 I00.7 1255. 93.06 .lllB-OI .4eBB 3736. .3245-03 .7489-07
RUN HREF BTN NO




RUN 2Y/BW XN/CW T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF M/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAW) ODOT DTNOT TW
NUMBER R=!.O R=O.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ :BEG. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SE_ /SEC
6"80 .40000 .20000 247.00 ;4927-02 .5952-02 .5952-02 .9000 .8441-04 .1020-03 .614B-Of .4936 526.3
680 .40000 .40000 248.00 .3308-03 .1004-02 .1004-02 .9000 .1423-04 .1721-04 .1034-01 .9676-01 528.2
680 .40000 .60000 249.00 .8004-03 .9675-03 .9675-03 .9000 .1371-04 .165B-04 ,9960-02 .1118 528.4
680 .40000 .75000 250.00 .2125-03 .2569-03 .2569-03 .9000 .3640-05 .4401-05 .2641-02 .197B-O! 529=1
680 .40000 .95000 252.00 .2979-02 .3601-02 .3601-02 .9000 .5105-04 .6169-04 .3712-01 .3336 527.5
680 ;60000 ;25000-0! 253:00 .7356-01 .8955-01 .8955-01 .9000 .1260-02 .1534-02 .8857 21.84 55_.0
680 .60000 .50000-01 254.00 .5670-01 .6885-01 ;BBBS-Ol _9000 ,9715-03 .1t80-02 ,6906 !3.99 543.7
680 .60000 .10000.00 255.00 .3559-01 .4305-01 .4305-01 .9000 .6097-03 .7376-03 .4412 4,71_ 531.0
680 .60000 .20000 256.00 .9435-02 .1141-01 .1141-01 .9000 .1617-03 .1955-03 .1173 1.053 529.3
680 .60000 .40000 257.00 .2107-02 .2548-02 .254B-02 _9000 .3610-04 .4366-04 .2615-01 .2173 530.2
680 .60000 .50000 258.00 .2517-02 .3044-02 .3044-02 .9000 .4312-04 .5215-04 .3125-01 .2922 529.9
680 .60000 .85000 260.00 .2528-02 .3055-02 .3055-02 .9000 .4332-04 .5234-04 .3154-01 .2626 526.5
680 .60000 .95000 261.00 .8406-02 .1015-01 .1015-01 .9000 .1440-03 .1740-03 1051 1.182 525.2
680 .70000 .20000 262.00 .10)5-01 .1228-01 .1228-01 .9000 .1740-03 .2103-03 .1264 1.182 528.4
680 .70000 .40000 263.00 .3897-02 .4710-02 .4710-02 .9000 .6676-04 .8070-04 .4850-01 .4357 528.2
680 .75000 I.O000 265.00 .2588-01 .3128-01 ,3128-01 .9000 .4434-03 ,5359-03 .3223 3.148 527.7
680 .75000 .40000 257.00 .5196-02 .6279-02 .6279-02 .9000 .8903-04 .1076-03 .6477-01 .5822 527.2
680 .75000 .60000 268.00 .2213-02 .2674-02 .2674-02 .9000 .3791-04 :4582-04 .2754-01 .2812 528.1
680 .75000 .80000 269.00 .2143-02 .2590-02 .2590-02 .9000 .3673-04 .4438-04 .2672-01 .2502 527.1
6BO .75000 .90000 270.00 .8604-02 .1039-0] .1039-01 .BOO0 .1474-03 .1781-03 .1074 .8625 526.!
680 .80000 .90000 271.00 .8408-02 .1016-01 .1016-01 .9000 .1441-03 .1740-03 .1049 .8|34 526.3
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 50-0 IN THEAEOC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE L_.30
OH84B 60-0 WING UPPER SURFACE (R4UR46)
RUN 2Y/BH XH/CN TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN)_ GDOT DTNDT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTUIR BTUIR BTU/ DEG. R OEG. RTAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC
680 .90000 .20000 272.00 .1950-0! .2357-0l .2357-0t .9000 .3341-03 ,4039-03 ._26 2.180 5,28.4
680 .90000 .40000 273.00 .340B-02 .4118-02 .411B-02 .9000 .5839-04 .7056-04 .4247-01 .3817 527.3
680 .90000 .60000 274.00 .1922-02 .2323-02 .2323-02 .9000 .3292-04 .3979-04 .2393-0l .1791 527.9
680 .95000 .20000 275.00 .106B-01 .1290-0! .1290-01 .9000 .1830-03 .2210-03 .1333 1.303 526.1
680 .95000 .40000 276.00 .9531-02 .I151-0! .1151-01 .9000 .1633-03 .1973-03 .1189 ,891! 526.4
580 .95000 .50000 277.00 .3241-02 .3915-02 .39!5-02 .9000 .5552-04 .6708-04 .4043-01 .3635 526.5
880 .95000 .70000 278.00 .2t50-02 ,2597-02 .2597-02 .9000 ,3683-04 .4449-04 .2686-0| .2157 525.5
680 .95000 .80000 279.00 .4837-02 .5842-02 .5842-02 .9000 .8287-04 .1001-03 .6043-0! .4686 525.5
680 .95000 .90000 280.00 .1429-0! .1726-01 .1726-01 ,9000 .2448-03 .2957-03 .1783 1.432 526.2
)
DATE 23 FEB 80 0H848 MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE L_31
OH84B 60-0 NING UPPER SURFACE (R4UR46)
WING UPPER SURF PARAI'ETRIC DATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA = .0000 ELEVON = 5.000
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK • .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS *_*
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P 0 V RI..IO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEO. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO 6 /FT3 /FT2
666 1.005 7.940 39.97 -.6927-02 206.0 1264. 92.88 .2216-01 .9778 3751. .6440-03 .7472-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN 2Y/BW XN/CN T,/_ NO H/hI_EF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO} H(TAN.) ODDT DTI,_T TN
NUMBER R-I.O R=O.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC
666 .40000 .20000 247.00 .5140-02 .6212-02 .6212-02 .9000 .1247-03 .1507-03 .9132-01 .7313 531.4
666 .40000 .40000 248.00 .5836-03 .6813-03 .6813-03 .9000 .1367-04 .1653-04 .9997-02 .9334-01 532.5
666 .40000 .60000 249.00 .7069-03 .8546-03 .8546-03 .9000 .1715-04 .2073-04 .1254-01 .1405 532.4
666 .40000 .75000 250.00 .4716-03 .5700-03 .5700-03 .9000 ,1144-04 .1383-04 .8370-02 .6253-01 532.1
666 .40000 .95000 252.00 .32;5-02 .3884-02 .3884-02 .BOO0 .7800-04 .9424-04 .5720-0! .5133 530.4
666 .60000 .25000-0| 253.00 .7867-01 .9617-01 .9617-01 .9000 .1909-02 .2333-02 1.325 32.39 569.3
656 i;60000 .50000_01 ,254.00 ;.6537-0! .7964-0! .7964_01 .9000 .1586-02 ,1932-02 1.119 22.49 558.3
666 ,60000 .10000+00 255100 .4345o01 .5262-01 .5262-01 .BOO0 .I054-02 ,1277-02 .7642 8.129 538.7
666 .60000 .20000 256.00 .1000-0! .1210-0! .1210-01 .9000 .2427-03 .2935-03 .1771 1,587 533.9
666 .60000 .40000 257.00 .1404o02 .1698-02 .1698-02 .9000 .3406-04 .4119-04 ;2487-01 .2063 533.4
666 .60000 .60C00 258.00 ,1319-02 .1595-02 .1595-02 .9000 .3200-04 .3869-04 .2339-01 .2183 532.9
666 ,60000 .75000 259.00 .I103-02 .1333-02 .1333-02 .9000 .2677-04 .3233-04 .1966-0! .1765 529.3
666 .CO000 .85000 2GO.O0 .2502-02 .3021-02 .3021-02 .9000 .6069-04 .7330-04 .4460-01 .3709 528.8
666 .60000 .95000 261.00 .8128-02 .9815-02 .9815-02 .9000 .1972-03 .2391-03 .1450 1.629 528.2
666 .70000 .20000 262.00 .9069-02 .1096-0! .1096-01 .9000 .2200-03 .2660-03 .1609 1.503 532.3
666 .70000 .40000 263.00 .2965-02 .3584-02 .3584_02 .9000 .7194-04 .8695-04 .5266-01 .4723 531.6
666 .75000 1.0000 265.00 ,2345-01 .2834-0t .2834-01 .9000 .5688-03 .6876-03 .4163 4.058 531.8
666 ,75000 .20000 266.00 .I014-01 .1225-01 .1225-01 .9000 .2459-03 .2972-03 .1802 1.757 530.8
666 _i .75000 .40000 267.00 .4.543-02 .5489-02 .5489702 .9000 .1102-03 .1332-03 .8081-0l .7250 530.6
666 .75000 .60000 268.00 .4885-02 .5904-02 .5904-02 ;9000 .I185-03 .I433-03 .8675-01 .8840 531.7
666 .75000 .80000 -269.00 .2349-02 .2837-02 .2837-02 .8000 ,5700-04 .6883-04 .4!88-0! .3918 528.9
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B HODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2432
OH84B 60-0 WING UPPER SURFACE (R4UR46)
RUN 2Y/BW XNICW TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAN} ODOT OTWOT TN
NUHBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTUI OEG. R OEG. R
TAN/TO FT26EC FT2SEC FT_EC /SEC
666 .75000 .90000 270.00 .7700-02 .9297-08 .9297-02 .gO00 .1868-03 .2256-03 .1375 1.103 ,%37.g
666 .80000 .90000 271.00 .8286-02 .1000-01 .1000-01 .9000 .2010-03 .E427-03 .1479 2.145 528.1
666 .90000 .20000 872.00 .3185-01 .3855-01 .3855-0! .9000 .7727-03 .9358-03 .5617 5.OL_+ 536.7
666 .90000 .40000 273.00 .8477-02 .1024-0! .I024-01 .9000 .2057-03 .2485-0_ .1508 1.353 530.6
566 .90000 .60000 274.00 .6484-02 .7836-02 .7836-02 .9000 .1573-03 .1901-03 .1152 .8615 531.1
666 .95000 .20000 275.00 .1944-0I .2348-01 .2349-01 .8000 .4718-03 .5700-03 .3458 3.373 530.6
666 .95000 .YOO00 276.00 .2585-01 .3125-01 .3125-01 .SO00 .6,?.72-03 .7683-03 .4583 3.423 532.9
666 .95000 .50000 277.00 .2376-0! .2878-0| .2878-01 .9000 .5765-03 .6982-03 .4181 3.736 538.6
566 .95000 .70000 279.00 .6253-02 .7553-02 .7553-02 .9000 .1517-03 .1833-03 .1114 .8929 589.4
666 .95000 .80000 279.00 .4740-02 .5723-02 .5723-02 .9000 .1150-03 .1389-03 .8465-01 .6559 527.6
ooo .=5uuu .=uuuu cov.u_ .1385-0! ,6,2_u, .,6,2 u, .9 .... 3360_03 .,u58+u3 .2,6= |.980 528.9
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84R MOOEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE E'433
OHB4B 60-0 WING UPPER SURFACE fR4.UR46)
WING UPPER SURF PARAHETR|C OATA
HACH = 8.000 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA - .0000 ELEVON - 5.000
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK = .0000
_"', **"TEST CONOI T 10NS"'*
;RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO HU
_IIIUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS L8-SEC
XtO 6 IFT3 IFT2
690 2,005 7.980 40.00 -.6947-02 436.2 1303. 04.84 ,4541 -01 2.024 38!0. , |292-02 ,7631-07
RUN HREF STN NO





RUN 2Y/BW XW/CW TiC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) HI TAW) ODOT DTWDT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEO. R D£6. R
TAW/TO FTBSEC FTBSEC FTBS£C ISEC
590 .40000 .20000 247.00 .7885-02 .9492-02 .9492-02 " .9000 .276"/-03 .3331-03 .St30 !/704 533.1
690 .40000 .40000 248.00 .6185-03 .7447-03 .7447-03 .9000 .2170-04 .2613-04 .1668-01 .1557 534.0
690 .40000 .60000 249.00 .I074-02 .1293-02 .1293-02 ,9000 .3769-04 .4537-04 .2897-0| .3244 533.9
690 .40000 .75000 250.00 .5521-03 .6647-03 .6647-03 ,9000 .1938-04 .2333-04 .1491-01 .1113 333.4
680 ,40000 .95000 252.00 .3393-02 .4080-02 .4080-02 .9000 .1191-03 .1432-03 .9205-01 .8264 529.5
690 .60000 • .25000-01 253.00 . .909.1"-01 .1115 .!tl5 .9000 ,3190-02 .3911-02 2.255 54.39 595.9
690 160000 ;50000-01 254.00 _.8341-01 .1018 ;1018 _9000 .2927-02 .3572-02 _2;111 41.:93' 581.4
690 .60000 .10000+00 255.00 .5694-0! .6886-01 .6886-01 .9000 .1998-02 .2416-02 |.504 15.90 550.2
690 .60000 .20000 256.00 .1221-01 .1471-01 .1471-01 .9000 .4284-03 .5162-03 .3280 2.933 537.1
690 .60000 .40000 257.00 .1142-02 .1376-02 .1376-02 .9000 .4007-04 .4827-04 .3071-01 .2544 536.!
690 .60000 .60000 258.00 .89"79-03 . ',062-02 .1082-02 .9000 .3_51-04 .3796-04 .=3.4_"/-0_, .;='253 535.6
690 .60000 .75000 259.00 .4280-02 .5150-02 .5150-02 .9000 .1502-03 .1807-03 . 1158 I .039 531 .5
690 .60000 .85000 260.00 .4855-02 .5841-02 .5841-02 .9000 .1704-03 .2050-03 .1315 1.093 530.7
690 .60000 .95000 261.00 .8849-02 .1064-01 .1064-0I .9000 .3105-03 .3733-03 .2404 2.699 528,5
690 .70000 .20000 262.00 .9610-02 ; ! 157-01 .1157-01 .9000 .3372-03 .4061-03 .2590 2.416 534.7
690 .70000 .40000 263.00 .3094-02 .3726-02 .3726-02 .9000 .1086-03 . 1307-03 .8349-01 .7478 533.9
690 .75000 I.O000 265.00 , .2682-01 .3231-01 .3231-01 .9000 .9412-03 .1134-02 .7220 '7.023 535.6
690 .75000 .40000 257.00 .5662-02 .6815-02 .6815-02 .9000 . i987-03 .2391-03 .. 1531 1.372 532.3
690 .75000 .60000 268.00 .8227-02 .9907-02 .9907-02 .8000 .2887-03 .3477-03 .2218 2.257 534.4
690 .75000 .80000 2159. O0 .3160-02 .3801-02 .3801-02 .9000 .1108-03 .1334-03 .8570-0| .8012 529.9
690 .75000 .90000 270.00 .1024-0 t .1231-01 .123_-01 .9000 .3595-03 .4322-03 .2784 2.233 528.1
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2434
OH84B 60-0 WING UPPER SURFACE (R4UR46)
RUN 2Y/BW XH/CH T/C NO H/HREF HIHREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAN) QDOT DTNDT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
690 .80000 .90000 271.00 .9906-02 .1191-01 .iIl-OI .9000 .3476-03 .4179-03 .2694 2.086 52.7.8
690 .90000 .20000 272.00 .4962-01 .5989-01 .5989-01 .9000 .1741-02 .2102m02 1.322 II.79 543.4
690 .90000 .40000 273.00 .|746--01 .2102--01 .2102--01 .9000 .6127--03 .7378--03 .4707 4.2|5 534.3
690 .90000 .50000 274.00 .5526-02 .7854-02 .7854-02 .9000 .2290-03 .2756-03 .1765 1.318 532.2
690 .95000 .20000 275.00 .4024-01 .4848-01 .4849-01 .9000 .1412-02 .1702-02 1.081 10.50 537.4
690 .95000 .40000 276.00 .2298-0! ,2767-01 °2767-0! .goo0 .8064-03 .9709-03 .6199 4.627 534,0
890 .95000 .50000 277.00 .1459-0Z .I769-0! .I759-01 .9000 .5155-03 .6208-03 .3959 3.545 534.6
690 .95000 .70000 278.00 .9285-02 .1117-01 .1117-01 .9000 .3258-03 .3919-03 .2516 2.016 530.5
690 .95000 .80000 279.00 .6099-02 .7331-02 .7331-02 .9000 .2140-03 .2573-03 .1658 1.285 527.8
6go .95000 ,90000 "280,00 o1604-0_ ,|929-01 .1929-0! .9000 .5628-03 .6768-03 ,4352 3,489 529.3
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL BO-O IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL
OH84B 60-0 WING UPPER SURFACE fR4UR46)
WING UPPER SURF PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA " 40.00 BETA " .0000 ELEVON - 5.000
BOFLAP - .0000 SPDBRK - .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L HACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA OEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO 6 /FT3 /FT2
700 2.995 7.990 40.04 -.6974-02 668.7 1323. _.07 .6906-01 3.086 3839. .1940-02 .7731-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN 2Y/BW XW/CW T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAW) QOOT DTWDT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R 8TU/ DEO. R OEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
700 .40000 .20000 247.00 .I168-01 .1404-01 .1404-01 .9000 .5074-03 ,6101-03 .3984 3.180 537.5
700 .40000 .40000 248.00 .8799-03 .1058-02 .1058-02 .9000 .3823-04 .4598-04 .8999-0! .2792 538.1
700 .40000 ,60000 249.00 .1547-08 .1861-02 .1861-02 .8000 .6721-04 .8085-04 .5268-01 .5683 538.9
700 .40000 .75000 250.00 .1620-02 .1949-02 .1949-02 .gOOO .7040-04 .8467-04 .5524-01 .4114 538.1
700 .40000 .80000 25i.00 .5649-03 .6787-03 .6787-03 .9000 .2454-04 .2949-04 .1936-01 .1495 533.9
700 .4DO00 .95000 252,00 .4792-02 .5753-02 .5753-02 .9000 .8082-03 12500-03 ;1647 1.47B 531.3
700 .60000 .25000-01 253.00 .9602-01 :1183 .1183 .8000 .4172"02 ;5141-02 2_925 _69.69 621.4
700 .60000 .50000-al 254.00 .8313-01 .1016 .1016 .9000 .3612-02 .4413-02 2.630 51.94 594.5
700 .60000 .10000+00 255.00 .6999-01 .8465-01 .8465-02 .9000 .3042-02 .3678-02 2.322 24.45 559.1
700 .60000 .20000 256.00 .1767-01 .2127-01 .2127-01 .9000 .7675-03 .9241-03 .5992 5.345 542.0
700 .60000 .40000 257.00 .2902-02 .2289-02 .2289-02 .9000 .8263-04 .9943-04 .6468-01 .5348 539.9
700 .60000 .60000 258.00 .2419-02 .2922-02 .2922-02 .9000 .1051-03 .1265-03 .8230-01 .7656 539.6
700 .60000 .75000 259.00 .1026-02 .1233-01 .2233-02 .9000 .4457-03 .5359-03 .3504 3.134 536.5
700 .BOO00 .85000 260.00 .7348-02 .8829-02 .8829-02 .9000 .3293-03 .3836-03 .2518 2.088 534.0
700 .60000 ,95000 261.00 .2332-01 .1599-01 .1599-02 .9000 .5786-03 .6947-03 .4581 5.136 531.0
700 70000 .20000 262.00 .9625-02 .ll57-02 .2257-01 .9000 .4182-03 .5028-03 .3286 3.061 536.8
700 ,70000 ,40000 263.00 .7093-02 .8527-02 .8527-02 .9000 .3082-03 .3705-03 .2423 2.168 536.3
700 .75000 2.0000 265.00 .2726-02 .3279-02 .3279-0I .9000 .I]84-02 .1425-02 .9284 9.027 538.8
700 .75000 .40000 267.00 .1312-0l ;1575-01 .1575-01 .9000 .5695-03 .6844-03 .4489 4.019 534.5
700 .75000 .60000 268.00 .2330-02 .1599-01 .1599-0l .9000 .5779-03 .6948-03 ,4542 4.617 536.7
700 .75000 .80000 269.00 .4363-02 .5237-02 .5237-02 .9000 .1896-03 .2275-03 .1504 1.408 529.5
DATE 23 FEB BO OHB4B MODEL60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAOE 2436
OH84B BO-O WING UPPER SURFACE (R4UR46)
RUN 2Y/BW XW/CW T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO HITO) H(TAW] ODOT DTWDT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=O.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
700 .75000 .90000 270.00 .1183-01 .]419-01 .1419-01 .9000 .5139-03 .6166-03 .4084 3,276 5L"8.1
700 .80000 .90000 271.00 .1349-01 .1619-01 .1619-01 .9000 .5863-03 ,7034-03 .4657 3.606 528.3
700 .90000 .20000 272.00 1312 .1595 .]595 .9000 .5700-02 .6928-02 4.255 37.31 576.2
: 700 ,90000 .40000 273.00 _372010i .4479-01 .4479-01 .9000 .1616-02 .1946-02 1.262 II.26 542.0
700 .90000 .60000 274.00 .1709-01 .2053-01 .2053-01 .9000 .7424-03 .8918-03 .5859 4.374 533.4
700 .95000 _20000 275.00 .4803-01 .5784-01 .5784-01 .9000 .2087-02 .25]3-02 1.626 15.76 543.4
700 .95000 ,40000 276.00 .6745-01 .8137-01 .8137-01 .9000 .2930-02 .3535-02 2.265 16.77 549.7
700 .95000 .50000 277.00 .6987-01 .8431_0! .843_-0! .9000 .3036-02 .3663-02 2.344 20.82 550.6
700 .95000 .70000 278.00 .4850-01 .5858-0! .5858-01 .9000 .2111-02 .2545-02 1.639 13.02 546.7
700 .95000 ,80000 279.00 .!380-0! _!656-0! .1656-0] .go00 .5996-03 .7194-03 .4759 3.684 528.9
700 .95000 .90000 280.00 .2126-01 .2552-0! .2552-0! .9000 .9236-03 ,!109-02 °7320 5,865 530,2
......... ) .... t
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE L_3"/
OHS4B 60-0 WING UPPER SURFACE (R_UR47)
NINGUPPER SURF PARAMETRIC DATA
HACH = B.O00 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA • .0000 £LEVON - 5.000
BDFLAP • 8.000 SPDBRK = ,0000
***TEST CONDITIONS**"
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P 0 V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO 6 IFT$ /FT2
684 .5058 ?.900 39.94 -.6904-02 101.0 1253. 92.91 .I122-01 .4902 3733. .3259-03 .7477-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN 2Y/BN XN/CN T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAN) ODOT DTNDT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=O.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ BEG. R BEG. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC lEG
684 .40000 .20000 247.00 .4853-02 .5863-02 .5863-02 .9000 .8325-04 .I006-03 .6056-0l .4865 5_-_5.2
684 .40000 .40000 248.00 .5414-03 .6544-03 .6544-03 .9000 .9286-05 .liB2-04 .6735-02 .6305-01 527.4
684 .40000 .60000 249.00 .1037-02 .1254-02 .1254-02 .9000 .1778-04 .2151-04 .1290-01 .1449 527.5
684 .40000 .75000 250.00 .2211-03 .2673-03 .2673-03 .9000 .3793-05 .4585-05 .2749-02 .2059-01 527.8
........ _ ..n = nn. 3_,_n2 =,o=-n_ .4!94-02 .9000 .5954-04 .7!94-04 .4327-0tQo_ ..w_v .95v=v 2_2 ............. 389I 526.0
684 ;60000 _ .25000-01 253;00 : .7386-01 .8988-01 .8988-01 .9000 _ .1267o02 .1642-02 .8907 21.99 549.7
-684 .60000 ;50000"01 254.00 .5669-01 ;6883"01 .6883-0! ,9000 ,9724_03 .1181-02 .6910 I4.01 542.1
684 .60000 .10000+30 255.00 .3458-01 .4183-01 .4183-0l .9000 .5931-03 .7174-03 .4286 4.579 530.1
684 .60000 .20000 256.00 .9216-02 .lll4-OI .lIl4-OI .9000 .1581-03 .1911-03 1145 1.029 528.3
684 .60000 .40000 257.00 .I945-02 .2352-02 .2352-02 .9000 .3336-04 .4034-04 .2414-01 .2007 529.0
684 .50000 .60000 258.00 .1831-02 .2214-02 .2214-02 .9000 .3141-04 .3798-04 .2274-01 .2127 528.8
684 .60000 .85000 260.00 .2689-02 .3224-02 .3224-02 .9000 .4579-04 .5531-04 .3332-01 .2777 524.9
684 .60000 .95000 261,00 .8484-02 .1024-01 .1024-01 .9000 .1455-03 .1757-03 .1061 1.194 523.6
684 .70000 .20000 262,00 .9714-02 .1174-01 .1174-01 .9000 .1666-03 .2014-03 .1209 1.1_?. 527.2
694 .70000 .40000 263.00 .3562-02 .4308-02 .4306-02 .9000 .6110-04 .7386-04 .4433-01 .3985 527.1
684 .75000 1.0000 265.00 .2578-01 ;3t15-01 .3115-01 .9000 .4421-03 .5343-03 .3210 3.137 5=36.6
684 .75000 .40000 267.00 ,5090-02 .6151-02 .6151-02 .9000 .8731-04 .1055-03 .6343-01 .5705 526.1
684 .75000 .60000 268.00 .1699-02 .2053=02 .2053-02 .9000 .2914-04 .3521-04 .2115-01 .2160 526.9
684 .75000 .BOO00 269.00 .2244-02 .2711-02 .27II-02 .9000 3850-04 .4651-04 .2800-01 .2624 526.3
684 .75000 .90000 270.00 .8222-02 .9929-02 .9929-02 .9000 .1410-03 .1703-03 .1027 .8257 524.2
684 .BOO00 .90000 271.00 .8884-02 .1049-01 .1049-0l .9000 .1490-03 .1799-03 .1085 .84]7 524.6
DATE 83 FEB 80 OWB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2438
OH84B 60-0 WiNG UPPER SURFACE CR4UR47)
RUN 8Y/BW XW/CN T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO HtTO} H(TAW) ODOT DTWDT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTUTR 8TUI OE6. R OEO. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC RT2SEC /SEC
684 .go000 .20000 272.00 .1099-01 .1326-01 .132.6-01 .9000 .1883-03 .2275-03 .|369 1.231 525.6
684 .90000 .40000 273.00 .3155-02 .3812-02 .3812-02 .9000 .5411-04 ,6538-04 .3934-01 .3538 525.7
684 .90000 .60000 274.00 .2056-02 .2485-02 .2485-02 .9000 .3527-04 .4262-04 .2561-01 .1919 526.5
684 .95000 .20000 275.00 .1180-0! .1425-01 .1425-01 .9000 .2023-03 .2444-03 .1472 1.440 525.1
684 .95000 .40000 278.00 .gl82-02 .II09-01 .llOg-O! .9000 .1575-03 .1902-03 .1146 .8594 525.0
684 .95000 .50000 277.00 ,3718-02 .4491-02 .4491-02 .9000 .6377-04 .7704-04 .4639-0! .4173 525.3
684 .95000 .70000 279,00 ,194T-02 ,2345-02 .2345_02 ,9000 .3330-04 .4021-04 .2427-0_ .185! 524.0
684 .95000 .80000 279.00 .4257-02 .5141-02 .5141-02 .9000 .7303-04 .8818-04 .5322-01 .4131 523.8
684 .95000 .90000 280.00 .13gl-O! .1680-01 .1680-01 .9000 .2388-03 .2882-03 .1738 1,396 524.4
it • )
DATE 23 FEB 90 OHS4B MODEL 50-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE L_39
OHS4B 60-0 WING UPPER SURFACE {R4UR47)
WING UPPER SURF PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = S.O00 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA = .0000 ELEVON = 5.000
BDFLAP - B.O00 SPDBRK = .0000
• **TEST CONDITIONS**"
RUN RN/L HACH ALPHA ETA PO TO T P Q V _ I'QJ
NUMBER /FT OEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DED, R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LS-SEC
XIO B /FT3 IFT2
670 1.020 7.940 39.97 -.I039-01 207.6 1258. 92.42 .2233-01 .9854 3742. .6521-03 .7437-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN 2Y/BW XW/CW T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAW} QDOT DTNOT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=O.S R= BTU/R BTU/R BTUf OEG. R _6. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC
670 .40000 .BOO00 247.00 .5406-02 .6532-02 .6532-02 .9000 .1316-03 .1590-03 .9623-01 .7725 525.5
670 .40000 .40000 248.00 .7420-03 .8967-03 .8967-03 ..9000 . .1806-04 .2182-04 .1316-01 .1231 5¢-_8.?
670 .40000 .60000 249.00 .7898-03 .9534-03 .9534-03 .9000 .1920-04 .2320-04 .1399-0! .1570 52910
670 .40000 .75000 250.00 .5358-03 .6_74-03 .6474-03 .9000 .1304-04 .1576-04 .9507-02 .7116-01 525.5
670 ,40000 _95000 ..... 252.00 ..... 3327_02 _½016-D2 ,_016-02 .9000 .8096-04 .9774-04 .5930-01 .5336 525.1
6"70 160000 .25000_0l 253;00 ;7962-0| .B721-01 .9721-0"i _000 ._B_8-02 .2366-02 _i.347 33.02 _562;7
670 .60000 .50000-01 254.00 .67i5-01 .8174-0! .8174-01 .9000 .1634-02 .1989-02 1.151 23.21 553.2
670 .60000 .10000+00 255.00 .4141-0i .5012-01 .5012-01 .9000 .I008=02 .1220-02 .7291 7.773 534.2
670 .60000 .20000 256.00 .9760-02 .1180-01 .1180-01 .9000 .2375-03 .2871-03 .1730 1.554 529.2
670 .60000 .40000 257.00 .1332-02 .1610-02 .1610-02 .9000 .3241-04 .3918-04 .2360-01 .1962 529.6
670 .60000 .60000 259.00 .1483-02 .1793-02 .1793-02 .9000 .3609-04 .4363-04 .2629-01 .2459 529.2
670 .60000 .B5000 260.00 .2074-02 .2504-02 .2504-02 .9000 .5048-04 .6093-04 .3703-0I .3086 524.2
670 .60000 .95000 261.00 .7402-02 .6931-02 .8931-02 .9000 .1802-03 .2174-03 .1324 1.490 523.0
670 .70000 .20000 262.00 .9573-02 .1156-01 .1156-01 .9000 .2330-03 .28|4-03 .1701 1.592 527.4
670 .70000 .40000 263.00 .2952-02 .3566-02 .3566-02 .9000 .7185-04 .8578-04 .5250-01 .4719 526.9
670 .75000 1.0000 265.00 .2371-01 .2864-01 .2864-01 .9000 .577] 03 .6971-03 .4219 4.123 526.6
670 .75000 .20000 266.00 .1045-01 .1262-01 .1262-0; .9000 .2543-03 .3070-03 .1861 I.BBO 525.7
670 .75000 .40000 267.00 .4713-02 .5690-02 .5690-02 .9000 .1]47-03 .1385-03 .B398-01 .7554 525.5
670 .75000 .60000 258.00 ".2439-02 .2945-02 .2945-02 .0000 .5935-04 .7167-04 .4343-01 .4439 525.9
670 .75000 .80000 259.00 .1536-02 .1853-02 .1853-02 .9000 .3738-04 .4510-04 .2745-01 .2575 5B3.3
670 .75000 .90000 270.00 .6712-02 .8096-02 .8096-02 .9000 .1633-03 .1970-03 .120l .9663 522.3
DATE 23 FEB 50 OH54B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE _40
OH548 60-0 WING UPPER SURFACE fR4UR47)
RUN 2YIBN XN/CW TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAW) (;lOOT DTNDT TN
NUMBER R=].O R=O.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ OEG. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FT25EC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC
670 .80000 .90000 271.00 ,7719-02 .5313-02 .5313-02 .9000 .1679-03 .2256-03 .1381 1.07_ 522.7
670 .90000 .20000 272.00 .1666-01 .2012-01 .2012-01 .9000 .4055-03 .4857-03 .2967 2.656 526.1
670 .90000 .40000 273.00 .3966-02 .4787-02 .4787-02 .9000 .9652-04 .1165-03 .7079-01 .5372 524.3
670 .90000 .60000 274.00 .2057-02 .2493-02 .2483-02 .9000 .5006-04 .6042-04 .3670-0l .2753 524.4
670 .95000 .20000 275.00 .]080-0! .1303-0! .1303-01 .9000 .2628-03 .3172-03 .1929 1,889 523.7
670 .95000 .40000 276.00 .9916-02 .1197-0! .1197-01 .9000 .2413-03 .2912-03 .1771 1.329 523.7
670 .95000 .50000 277.00 .8|13-02 .9393-02 .9793-02 .9000 .1974-03 .2383-03 .1447 1.302 524.8
670 .95000 .70000 278.00 .4486-02 .5412-02 ,5412-02 .9000 .1092-03 .1317-03 .8024-01 ,5454 522.7
670 .95000 .80000 279.00 .4531-02 .5466-02 .5466-02 .9000 .1103-03 .1330-03 .8110-0! .6300 522.2
670 .95000 .=uuuu_^_.............. =ou.uv .,_,,-u= .,,v2_.... v_ .,,u2"_n_n,_, .=_n"_ .3433=03 ._,_-u3"'"_ .252| 2.027.. _23.5
DATE 83 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2441
OH848 60-0 WING UPPER SURFACE (R4UR47)
WING UPPER SURF PARAMETRIC DATA
HACH = 8.000 ALPHA • 40.00 BETA = .0000 ELEVON = 5.000
BDFLAP = 8.000 SPDBRK - .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO HU
NUHBER /FT DEC. DEG. PSIA DEC. R DEC. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO 6 /FT3 I_T2
686 1.998 7.980 39.98 -.6934-02 434.7 1303. 94.84 .4525-0I 2.017 3a]O. .1288-02 .7631-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN 2Y/BW XN/CW T P NO H/HRE_ H/HREF H/HRE£ TAW/TO HITOL HITAN_ ODOT OTWDT TN
NUMBER R=1.0 R=0.9 R= 6TU/R 8TU/R BTU/ DEC. R DEC. R
TAN/TO FT26EC FT_SEC FT2SEC ISEC
686 .40000 .20000 E47.00 .7416-02 .8917-02 .89]7-02 .9000 .2598-03 .3124-03 .2010 1.612 uuB8.9
686 .40000 .40000 248.00 .4605-03 .5538-03 .5538-03 .9000 .1613-04 .1940-04 .1248-0! .1167 529.2
686 .40000 .60000 249.00 .8946-03 .1076-02 .1076-02 .9000 .3134-04 .3769-04 .2422-0I .2718 529.8
686 .40000 .75000 250.00 .3732-03 .4488-03 .4488-03 .9000 .1307o04 .1572-04 .lOfl-Ol .7663-0I 529.4
........ . _n__= o __n .78!2 527.2688 ._uOuu .95uuu 252.00 .32 ..... 3_4_ _2 .3848-02 .9000 .!!2!-03 .1347-03 .8692-0!
686 ,60000 ;25000-01 253.00 .8960-01 .1097 .1097 .9000 . ;3139-02 ,3844-02 2.229 • 53.87 592.4
686 .60000 .50000"01 254.00 .8150-01 .9934-0! ;9934-01 .9000 .2855-02 .3480-02 2.072 41,26 57712
686 .60000 .10000*00 255.00 .5618-0I .6788-01 .6788-01 .9000 .]968-02 .2376-02 1.488 15.77 546.6
686 .60000 .20000 256.00 .1265-01 .1522-01 .1522-01 .9000 .4432-03 .5334-03 .3414 3.060 532.4
686 .60000 .40000 257.00 .9554-03 .]149-02 .1149-02 .9000 .3347-04 .4026-04 .2584-01 .2146 530.7
686 .60000 .60C00 258.00 .5381-03 .6473-03 .6473-03 .9000 .1895-04 .2268-04 .1456-01 .1360 530.5
686 .60000 .75000 259.00 .3726-02 .4479-02 .4479-02 .9000 .1305-03 .1569-03 .1012 .9097 527.3
686 .60000 .85000 260.00 .5128-02 .6164-02 .6]64-02 .9000 .1796-03 .2159-03 .1392 1.168 527.7
686 .60000 .95000 26].00 .9600-02 .1033-01 .I033-01 .9000 .3013-03 .3620-03 .2339 2.629 526.3
686 .70000 .20000 262.00 .9177-02 .1104-01 .1104-01 .9000 .3215°03 .3867-03 .2483 2.321 530.3
686 .70000 .40000 263.00 .2891-02 .3476-02 .3476-02 .9000 .1013-03 .1218-03 .7831-0| .7030 529.4
686 .75000 I.O000 265.00 .2640-0l .3177-01 .3177-01 .9000 .9247-03 .1113-02 .7119 6.934 532.8
686 .75000 .40000 267.00 .4926-02 .5922-02 .5922-02 .9000 .1726-03 .2075-03 .1336 1.200 528.6
686 .75000 .60000 268.00 .7316-02 .8800-02 .8800-02 .9000 .2563-03 .3083-03 .1979 2.017 530.6
686 .75000 .BOO00 269.00 .3021-02 .3631-0_ .3631-02 .9000 .1058-03 .|272-03 .8214-0! .7693 626.6
686 .75000 .90000 270.00 .9895-02 .]189-01 .1189-01 .9000 .3486-03 .4164-03 .2694 2.163 525.6
DATE 23 FEB 80 0H846 MODEL 60-0 IN TIE: AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2442
OHB4B 60-0 NING UPPER SURFACE fR4UR47)
RUN 2Y/BN XNICN TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO} H(TAN} QDOT DTWDT TN
NUHBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG, R OEG. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
686 .80000 .90000 271.00 .9442-02 .]134-0! .|134m0l .9000 ,3308--03 .3974--03 .2571 !,994 525.4
686 .90000 .20000 272.00 .5194-01 .6266-01 .6266-0! .9000 .1820-02 .2195-02 1.366 12.37 541.1
586 .90000 .40000 273.00 .1357-0! .1632-01 .1632-0t .9000 .4752-03 .5716-03 .3671 3.294 530.3
586 .90000 .60000 274.00 .II54-01 .1388-01 .1386-01 .9000 .4044-03 .4864-03 .3126 2.340 529.3
686 .95000 .20000 275.00 .2530-01 .3!65-0! .3165-0! .9000 .9212-03 .1109-02 .7092 6.909 532.8
586 .95000 .40000 276.00 .2258-0! .2729-01 .2729-0l .9000 .7947-03 .8560-03 .6137 4.589 530.5
586 .95000 .50000 277.00 .3352-01 .4058-0| .4058-0! ,9000 .1178-02 .1422-02 .8949 7.979 542.9
685 .95000 .70000 278.00 .1552-01 .1867-01 .1867-01 .9000 .5436-03 .6640-03 .4194 3.359 531.0
585 .95000 .8GO00 279.00 .7324-02 .8799-02 .8799-02 .9000 .2566-03 .3083-03 .1993 !.546 525,9
586 .95000 .90000 580.00 .!57!-0i .!688-0! .i886-0! .9000 ,5503-03 .66i4-03 .4268 3.425 627.1
DATE 25 FEB 90 0W848 N00EL 60-0 XN THE A_D_ v_F NYPER$0N|_ TUNNEL PAGE _43
OHB4B 60-0 WING UPPER SURFACE (R4UR47)
H[NG UPPER SURF PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH • 9.000 ALPHA = "40.00 " ,BETA • .0000 ELEVON = 5.000
BDFLAP • 8.000 SPDBRK • .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P , O V RNO MU
NUMBER /FT BEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 /FT3 /FT2
704 2,994 7.990 40.01 -.6953-02 669.4 1324. 96.14 .6913-01 3.089 , 3841. .1941-02 .7736"07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN 2Y/BW XW/CW T/C NO H/HREF H/H_EF HIHREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAW) OOOT DTNDT TN
NUMBER R=1.0 R=O.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FTBSEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC
704 .40000 .20000 247.00 .t178-OI .1416-01 .1416-01 .9000 .5122-03 .6154-03 .4039 3.229 535.0
704 .40000 .40000 248.00 .8816-03 .1060-02 .1060-02 .9000 .3833-04 .4607-04 .3020-01 .2815 535.7
704 .40000 .60000 249.00 .1455-02 .1749-02 .1749-02 .9000 .6326-04 .7604-04 .4979-01 .5567 536.5
_04 .40000 .75000 250.00 .1375-02 .1653-02 .1653-02 .9000 .5979-04 .7185-04 .4714-01 .3517 535.1
_704 .40000 .BOO00 251.00 .5252-03 .6304-03 .6304-03 .9000 .2283-04 .2741-04 .1811-01 .1401 530.4
704 .40000 .95000 252.00 .4313-02 .5174-02 .5174-02 .9000 .1875-03 .2250-03 .1492 1.340 528.1
704 _60000 .25000-0l 253.00 .9624-01 .1185 .1185 .9000 .4184-02 .5151-02 2.951 70.41 618.3
704 .60000 _50000-01 _254.00 :;8406-01 ,1027 .1027 .9000 ,3655_02 .4463-02 '2;670 ;52,78 593.0
704 .60000 .10000+00 255.00 .6921-01 .8364-01 .8364-01 .9000 .3009-02 .3636-02 2.308 24.33 556.7
704 .60000 .20000 255.00 .1725-0| .2075-01 .2075-01 .9000 .7499-03 .9020-03 .5886 5.259 538.8
704 .60000 .40000 257.00 .1687-02 .2028-02 .2028-02 .9000 .7335-04 .8819-04 .5773-01 .4781 536.7
704 .60000 .60000 258.00 .1721-02 .2069-02 .2069-02 .9000 .7483-04 .8995-04 .5893-01 .5492 536.1
704 .60000 .75000 259.00 .9534-02 .1145-01 .1145-01 .9000 .4145-03 .4978-03 .3278 2.938 532.8
704 .60000 .85000 260.00 .8993-02 .1080-01 .1080-01 .9000 .3910-03 .4695-03 .3095 2.569 532.0
704 .60000 .95000 261.00 .1330-01 .1595-01 .1595-01 .9000 .5780-03 .6934-03 .4598 5.163 528.2
704 .70000 .20000 262.00 .9476-02 .1138-01 .1138-01 .9000 .4120-03 .4949-03 .3255 3.038 533.5
704 .70000 .40000 263.00 .6435-02 .7728-02 .7728-02 .9000 .2798-03 .3360-03 .2212 1.983 532.8
704 .75000 1.0000 265.00 .2764-01 .3322-01 .3322-0! .9000 .1201-02 .1444-02 .9456 9.194 536.6
704 .75000 ,40000 267.00 .1047-0! .1257-01 .1257-01 .9000 .4553-03 .5466-03 .3610 3.238 530.9
704 .75000 ,60000 268.00 .1206-01 .1448-01 .1448-01 .9000 .6242-03 .6297-03 .4142 4.217 533.5
704 .75000 .80000 269.00 .7296-02 .875;-02 .8751-02 .9000 .3172-03 .3805-03 .2525 2.363 527.7
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHG4B HODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE L_44
OHB4B 60-0 HING UPPER SURFACE tR'4UR47)
RUN 2Y/BN XN/CN TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) N(TAN) ODOT DTNOT TN
NUHBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R OEG. RTAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC
704 .75000 .90000 270.00 .1247-01 .1495-01 .1495-01 .9000 .5420-03 m6498--03 .4324 3.473 _.35.8
704 .80000 .90000 271.00 .1347-01 .1615-0| .1615-01 .9000 .5857-03 .7021-03 .4675 3.625 525.5
704 .90000 .20000 272.00 .5909-0I .TIIl-Ol .7111-01 .9000 .2569-02 .3092-02 2.012 17.97 540.4
704 .90000 .40000 273.00 .3709-01 .4462-01 .4462-0! .9000 .1612-02 .1940-02 1.265 11.30 539.3
704 .90000 .60000 274.00 .1712-01 .2055-0! .2055-0! .9000 .7443-03 .8935-03 .5900 4.411 531.0
_04 .95000 .20000 275.00 .4007-0! .4818-01 .4818-01 .9000 .1742-02 .2095-02 1.370 |3.32 537.2
704 .95000 .40000 276.00 .8809-01 .1065 .1065 .9000 .3830-02 .4630-02 2.933 21.63 557.8
704 .95000 .50000 277.00 .6590-01 .7946-0t .7946-0! .9000 .2865-02 .3454-02 2.222 19.75 548.2
704 .95000 .70000 278.00 .3786-01 .4552-0| .4552-0! .9000 .1646-02 .1979-02 1.294 10.33 537.4
704 .95000 .80000 279.00 1305-01 .1664-01 1564-01 .9000 .5672-03 .6801-03 .4524 3.507 526.1
704 .95000 .90000 280.00 .2129-01 .2564-0i ._oo4-u= .uuuu .025=-u3 .=,,v ..................
\ ,\
DATE 23 FEB BO 0H848 MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE L_._45
OHB4B 60-0 NING UPPER SURFACE fR4UR48)
NINO UPPER SURF PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = B.000 ALPHA • 40.00 BETA = .0000 £LEVON • 5.000
BDFLAP • 15.00 SPDBRK • .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P 0 V RHO MU
NUMBER IFT OEO. DEC. PSIA DEC. R DEC. R PSIA PSI FTiSEC 5LUGS LB-SEC
XIO 6 /FT3 /FIB
676 .5094 7.900 39,93 -.6898-02 101.6 1252. 92.84 .1129-01 .4931 3732. .3281-03 .'/471-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN 2Y / BI,,I XH/CH T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN) DDOT OTNDT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEC. R DEC. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FTBSE(_ F T2SEC " ISEC
676 .40000 .20000 247.00 .3837-02 .4637-02 .4637-02 .SO00 .660t-04 .`79`76-04 .4`791-01. .3847 5_.9
676 .40000 ,40000 248.00 .3657-03 .4468-03 .4468-03 .9000 .6359-05 .7686-05 .4609-02 .43t6-01 526.8
676 .40000 .60000 249.00 .8052-03 .9733-03 .9733-03 ,9000 .1385-04 .1674-04 .1004-01 .1128 527.0
676 .40000 .75000 250.00 .3967-03 .4`796-03 .4796-03 .9000 .6823-05 .8250-05 .4940-02 .3699-01 527.7
.... . ..... 4 .396 .... 3558 527.9oio .40000 .95000 252.00 .3,8,_u2 .3846-02 .3846-02 .9000 ,54`71-04 ==,=_n n-n,
676 .60000 .25000-01 253.00 .7353-01 .8955"-01 .8955-01 .9000 .1265-02 . I540-02 .8851 21.82 551.9
6'76 ,60000 ;50000-0! : 254:00 ;5601,0I .6804.-01 ' 16804--01 ,9000 .9634-03 .11`70-02 .6819 f3.el 543.8
6"/6 .60000 i10000 i 255.00.3436-01:4159-01 _4159-01 .9000 .5910_-03 ,`7153"03 .4256 4.544 531.5
676 .60000 .20000 256.00 .9137-02 .1105-01 .1105-01 .9000 .1572-03 .1901-03 .1136 1.0_'0 529.0
6-/6 .60000 .40000 257.00 .1530-02 .1851-02 . 1851-02 .9000 .6632-04 .3164-04 . 1903-01 .1582 528.9
676 .60000 .65C00 260.00 .1926-02 .2328-02 .2328-02 .9000 .3314-04 .4005-04 .2401-01 .1999 526.9
676 .60000 .95000 261 . 30 .8161-02 .9862-02 .9862-02 .9000 .1404-03 . 1696-03 . 1018 I • 145 526.:3
676 .70000 .20000 262.00 . 1024-01 . 1238-0! , 1238-01 .9000 . 1761-03 .2129-03 . 1273 I. 191 528.8
676 .70000 .40000 26,3.00 .3299-02 .3990-02 .3990-02 .9000 .5675-04 .6863-04 .4106-01 .3688 528.3
676 .75000 I .0000 265.00 .2513-01 ,3039-0l .3039-01 .9000 .4322-03 .6228-03 .3123 3.04`7 629.2
676 .75000 .20000 266. O0 .1085-01 .!312-01 .1312-01 .9000 .1866-03 .2256-03 .1350 1.318 528.2
676 .75000 .40000 267.00 .4986-02 .6029-02 .6029"02 .9000 .B576-04 .;037-03 .6204-0I .5573 528.2
676 .75000 .60000 268.00 .1994-02 .2413-02 .2413-02 ,9000 .3431-04 .4150-04 .24"7B-01 .2528 529.4
676 .75000 .BOOOO 269.00 ,9360-03 .1132-02 .1132-02 .9000 .1610-04 .1947-04 .I164-01 .1089 528.`7
676 .75000 .90000 270.00 .6367-02 .7698-02 .7698-02 .9000 .1095-03 .1324-03 .7926-01 .6358 527.9
676 .80000 .90000 271.00 .7676-02 .9282-02 .9282-02 .9000 .1320-03 .1597-03 .9550-01 .7395 528.4
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL60-0 IN THE AEDC:VKF HYPERSONICTUNNEL PAOE 2446
OH848 60-0 WING UPPER SURFACE fR4UR48)
RUN 2Y/BW XN/CW TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO MITO) H(TAW) O00T DTWDT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=O.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEO. RTAN/TO FT2SEC FT_3EC FT2SEC /SEC
636 .90000 .20000 272.00 .9196-02 .1112-01 .llI2-OI .9000 .1582-03 .I913-03 .1143 1.026 529.0
676 .90000 .40000 273.00 .3831-02 .4634-02 .4634o02 .9000 .6589-04 .7971-04 .4758-01 .427! 529.6
6?6 .90000 .60000 274.00 ,2468-02 .2986-02 .2986-02 .9000 .4245-04 .6136-04 .3061-01 .2269 530.5
676 .95000 .20000 275,00 .ll99-01 .I451-01 .1451-01 ,9000 .2063-03 .2495-03 .1491 1.466 629.0
676 .95000 .40000 276.00 .2036-0I .2463-01 .2463-0! .9000 .3502-03 .4237-03 .2524 1.887 530.8
676 .95000 .50000 277.00 .I038-0! .1256-01 .1256-01 .9000 .1786-03 .2160-03 .1287 1.156 530.5
676 .95000 .70000 278.00 .5428-02 .6565-02 .6565-02 ,9000 .9337-04 .1129-03 .6751-01 .5414 528.7
6?6 .95000 .80000 2V9.00 .4600-02 .5562-02 .5562-02 .9000 ,7913-04 .9568-04 .5726-01 .4436 528.1
676 .95000 .90000 280,00 .1364-01 .1649-01 .1649-01 .9000 .2346-03 .2837-03 .1696 |.360 528,7
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2447
OH84B 60-0 WING UPPER SURFACE (R4UR491
WING UPPER SURF PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA = .0000 ELEVON - 5.000
BDFLAP = 15.00 SPDBRK = ,0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSi FTISEC SLUGS LB-SEC
X]O 6 IFT3 IFT2
674 1.007 7.940 39.97 -.I038-01 206.5 1264. 92.86 .2221-01 .9801 3751. .6456-03 .7472-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN 2Y/BW X_/CW T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H{TO) H(TAW_ ODOT DTWOT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R-O.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R 8TU/ DEG. R D£G. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
674 .40000 .20000 L_47.00 .5439-02 .6562m02 .6562--02 .9000 .1321--03 .1594--03 .9754--01 .7834 525.4
674 .40000 .40000 248.00 .7912--03 .9551--03 .9551--03 .9000 .1922--04 .2320--04 .1415--01 .1325 527.3
674 .40000 .60000 249.00 .8140-03 .9827-03 .9827-03 .9000 .1977-04 .2387-04 .1456-01 .1635 527.5
674 .40000 .75000 250.00 .4602-03 .5556-03 .5556-03 .9000 .1118-04 .1350m04 .8228--02 .6161--01 527.6
674 .40000 .95000 252.00 .3010-02 .3632-02 .3632-02 .9000 .7312-04 .8822-04 .5400-0I .4858 525.3
674 .60000 .25000-01 253.00 .7909-01 .9646-01 .9646-01 .9000 .1921-02 .2343-02 1.348 33.06 562.2
674 .60000 ,:.50000=01 254.00 :;6696-01 ,8143-0I :_8143-01 .9000 ;:1627-02 .1978-02 1.157 23.33 552.5
674 .60000 .10000+00 255:00 .4295-0! .5192-01 .5192-01 .9000 .1043-02 _1261-02= .7626 8.137 532.7
674 .60000 .20000 256.00 .1063-01 .1284-01 ,1284-01 .9000 .2583-03 .3120-03 .1899 1.706 528.6
674 .60000 .40000 257.00 .1447-02 .1748-02 .1748-02 .9000 .3516-04 .4245m04 .2584--01 .2149 528.6
674 .60000 .69000 25_.00 .9379-03 .I132-02 .II32-02 .9000 ,2278-04 .2751-04 .1676-01 .1566 528:2
674 .60000 .85000 250.00 .2243-02 .2705-02 .2705-02 .9000 "5448m04 .6570°04 .4029--0l .3359 524.0
674 .60000 .95000 261.00 .7632--02 .9202--02 .9202--02 .9000 .1854--03 .2235--03 .1373 1.546 523.0
674 .70000 .20000 262.00 .9353--02 .||2gmOl "1129--01 "9000 "2272--03 "2743--03 "1674 1"567 527"1
674 .70000 .40000 263.00 .3033-02 .3660-02 .3660-02 .9000 .7357-04 .8892-04 .5431-01 .4882 526.6
674 .75000 1.0000 265.00 .2325-01 .2806m0] .2806--01 .9000 .5648--03 .6816--03 .4165 4.071 526.3
674 .75000 .20000 266.00 .1045-01 .1261-01 .1261-01 .9000 .2538-03 .3062-03 .1873 1.832 525.6
674 .75000 .40000 267,00 .4808-02 .5801-02 .5801-02 .9000 .I]68-03 .1409-03 .8621-01 .7755 525.6
674 .75000 .60000 268.00 .3109-02 .3753-02 .3753-02 .9000 .7553-04 .9116-04 .5568-01 .5689 526.4
674 .75000 .80000 269.00 .2093-02 .2524-02 .2524-02 .9000 .5084-04 .6132-04 .3759-01 .3525 524.3
674 ,75000 .90000 270.00 .6903-02 .8323-02 .8323-02 .9000 .1677-03 .2022-03 .1242 .9989 523.0
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2448
0H84B 60-0 NING UPPER SURFACE fR4UR48)
RUN 2Y/BN XN/CN TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN) GDOT DTNOT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=O.S R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DE8. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
674 .80000 °90000 271.00 .9768-08 .1178-01 .1178-01 .9000 .2373-03 .2862-03 .1756 1.363 533.6
674 .90000 .20000 872.00 .1697-0| .2048-0! .2048.01 .9000 .4182-03 .4975-03 .3037 2.73! 526.8
574 .90000 .40000 273.00 .5822-02 .7024-02 .7024-02 .9000 .1414-03 .1706-03 .1044 .9395 525.3
674 .90000 .50000 274.00 .2367-02 .2856-02 .2856-02 .9000 .5750-04 .6938-04 .4245-0| .3183 525.4
674 .95000 .28000 275.00 .I054-01 .t271-01 .1271-01 .SO00 .2560-03 .3087-03 .1894 1.854 523.7
674 .95000 .40000 276.00 .2304-01 .8781-01 .2781-01 .9000 .5597-03 .6756-03 .4123 3.088 527.0
674 ,95000 .50000 277.00 .1|98-01 .1446-01 .1446-01 .9000 .89!0-03 .3512-03 .8147 1.930 586.1
674 ,95000 .70000 278.00 .3534-02 .4261-02 .4261-02 .9000 ,8585-04 .1035-03 .6355-0t .5|10 523.4
674 .95000 .80000 279.00 .4731-02 .5705-02 .5705-02 .9000 .1149-03 .1386-03 .8512-01 .6609 523.1
..... n n_ , -n, .!595-0! ,_o_-nl .9000 _l_-n_ =3875-05 -P_78 1.8!I 523.8674 .95000 .uuuuu 28u._u .,323 ..................
.=
DATE 23 FEB 80 0H846 MODEL60-0 IN THE AEOC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE _'1'49
0H848 60-0 WING UPPER SURFACE (R4UR48)
WING UPPER SURF , PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 6.000 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA - .0000 ELEVON - 5.000
BDFLAP = 15.00 SPDBRK = .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RI"IO HU
NUMBER /FT DEC. DEC. PSIA DEC. R DEC. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO 6 /FT3 /FT2
692 2.004 7.990 40.00 -.6947-02 436.0 1303. 94.84 .4539-01 2.023 3810. .1292-02 .7631-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN 2Y/BN XW/CN T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO_ H(TAW) QDOT DTNDT TW
NUMBER R=I.0 R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ OEG. R - DEC. R
TAW/TO FT2BEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
692 .40000 .20000 249.00 .7863-02 .9465-02 .9465-02 .9000 .2759-03 .3321-03 .2123 1.699 • 533.0
692 .40000 .40000 248.00 .6037-03 .7269-03 .7269-03 .9000 .2118-04 .2550-04 .1628-01 .1519 533.8
692 .40000 .60000 249.00 .9623-03 .1159-02 .1159-02 .9000 .3376-04 .4065-04 .2596-01 .2907 533.7
992 .40000 .75000 250.00 .5400-03 .6500-03 .6500-03 .9000 .1895-04 .2280-04 .1459-01 .1089 532.8
692 .40000 .95000 252.00 .3675-02 .4418-02 .4418-02 .9000 .|289-03 .1550-03 .8885-01 .Bg6B 528.3
692 .60000 _25000-01 253.00 :8995-01 .1104 .1104 .9000 .3t56-02 .3874-02 2.218 53.41 599.8
'692 .60000 .50000-01 254.00 .8217-01 .1004 .I004 .9000 .2083-02 .3521-02 2:072 41.14 583.8
692 .60000 .I0000+30 255.00 .5792-0l .7006-01 .7006-01 .9000 .2032-02 .2458-02 1.528 16.15 550.9
692 .60000 .20000 256.00 .1274-01 .1535-0! .1535-01 .9000 .4469-03 .5385-03 .3424 3.063 536.4
692 .60000 .40000 257.00 .1081-02 .1302-02 .1302-02 ,9000 .3794-04 .4570-04 .2913-01 .2414 535.0
692 .60000 .60000 258.00 .1359-02 .1636-02 .1636-02 .9000 .4768-04 .5741-04 .3664-01 .34!8 534.2
692 .60000 .75000 259.00 .4690-02 .5642-02 .5642-02 .9000 .1646-03 .!979-03 .1271 1.14l 530.1
692 .60000 .85000 260.00 .4665-02 .5610-02 ,6610-02 .9000 .1637-03 .1968-03 .1265 1.052 529.6
692 .60000 .95000 261.00 .9050-02 .1088-01 .1088-0t .9000 .3175-03 .3817-03 .2461 2.765 527.5
692 .70000 .20000 262.00 .9629-02 .1159-01 .1159-01 .9000 .3378-03 .4067-03 .2598 2.425 533.6
692 .70000 .40000 263.00 .3260-02 .3924-02 .3924-02 .9000 .I144-03 .!377-03 .8812-0] .7900 532.3
692 .75000 I.O000 265.00 .2782-0! .3351-01 .3351-01 .9000 .9762-03 .1176-02 .749! 7.289 535.2
692 .75000 .40000 _67.00 .5053-02 ;6079-02 .6079-02 .9000 .1773-03 .2133-03 .1369 1.229 530.4
692 .75000 .60000 268.00 .6823-02 .8210-02 .8210-02 .9000 .2394-03 .2880-03 .1846 1.881 531.7
692 .75000 .80000 269.00 .3165-02 .3804-02 .3804-02 .9000 .tllO-03 .]335-03 .8607m0] .8057 527.6
692 .75000 .90000 270.00 .1057--01 .1270--01 .1270--0! .9000 .3708--03 .4456--03 .2878 2.311 526.4
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VI(F HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE L=_450
OHB4B SO-O WING UPPER SURFACE (R4UR48)
RUN 2Y/BW XW/CW TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN) QDOT OTNDT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
692 .80000 .90000 271.00 .1049-01 ,1261-01 .1261-01 .9000 .3681-03 .4423-03 .2858 2,215 526.2
692 .90000 .20000 272.00 .6267-01 ,7580-01 .7580-0! .9000 .2199-02 .2659-02 1.654 Z4.69 550.6
692 .90000 .40000 273.00 .1570-0! ,1889-0l .1889-01 .9000 .5509-03 .6629-03 .4247 3.808 531.7
692 .90000 .60000 274.00 .6814-02 .8195-02 .8195-02 .9000 .2391-03 .2875-03 .1849 1.383 529.3
692 .95000 .20000 275.00 .3118-0l .3753-01 .3753-01 .9000 .1094-02 .1317-02 .8424 8.206 532.7
692 .95000 .40000 276.00 .2877-01 .3464-01 .3464-01 .9000 .1009-02 .1215-02 .7760 5.792 533.9
592 .95000 .50000 277.00 .1688-0_ ,2031-01 .2031-01 .9000 .5923-03 .7127-03 .4566 4.094 53t.8
692 .95000 .70000 278.00 .8047-02 .9674-02 .9674-02 .9000 .2823-03 .3394-03 .2!B7 !.754 528.2
692 .95000 .00000 279.00 .5341-02 .6897-02 .6897-02 .9000 .2014-03 .2420-03 .1565 1.214 525.5
692 .95000 .90000 280.00 .!638-01 .1969-0! .1969-01 .9000 .5745-03 .5907-03 .4452 3.578 527.8
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH849 MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEOC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE _._.5t
OH84B 60-0 WING UPPER SURFACE tR4UR48)
WING UPPER SURF PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA • 40.00 BETA = .0000 ELEVON = 5.000
8DFLAP = 15.00 SPDBRK • .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS *w*
RUN RN/L HACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO 6 /FT3 IFT2
698 2.999 7.990 40.02 -.6958-02 669.0 1322. 96.00 .6909-01 3.087 3838. .1942-02 .7725-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN 2Y/BN XN/CN TIC NO H/HREF HIHREF HII"_EF TAW/TO H(TOt H(TAN_ (:lOOT OTWOT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ lEG. R lEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC
698 .40000 .20000 247.00 .1145-01 .1377-0t .1377-01 .9000 .4976-03 ,5983-03 .3909 3.122 536.3
698 .40000 .40000 248.00 .B287-03 .9965-03 .9965-03 .9000 ,3601-04 .4330-04 .2827-01 .2634 536.5
698 .40000 ,60000 249.00 .1401-02 .1585-02 .]685-02 .9000 ,6086o04 .7320-04 .4774-01 .5336 537.3
698 .40000 .75000 250.00 .t433-02 .1723-02 .1723-02 .9000 .6228°04 .7488-04 .4892-01 .3647 536.2
'698 .40000 .80000 251.00 .5207-03 .6255-03 .6255-03 .9000 .2262o04 .2718-04 .1785-0! ot379 532.6
698 .40000 ,85000 ; 252.00 .4191-02 .5032-02 .5032-02 .9000 .182]-03 .2186-03 .1441 1.293 530.4
698. 160000 . .25000-01 ;253:00 ;9620-01 .1185 ....IJ85 .9000 .4180-02 .5148-02 2._39 70.11 618.6
698 .60000 ,50000-01 254.00 .8711-01 .]065 .I065 _9000 ,3785-02 _4629_02 _744 :54.13 1596.7
698 .BOO00 .I0000+00 255.00 .6768-0| .8188-01 .8186-01 .9000 ,2941-02 .3557-02 2.243 23.62 558.8
698 .60000 .20000 256.00 .1597-0! .1922-02 .1922-01 .9000 .6941-03 .8353-03 .5425 4.844 640.1
698 .60000 .40000 257.00 .1370-02 .1648-02 .1648-02 .9000 ,5952-04 .7159-04 .4884-01 .3860 538.1
698 .60000 ,60000 258.00 .2255-02 .2723-02 .2713-02 .9000 .9800-04 ,2179-03 .7682-01 .7153 537.8
698 .60000 ,75000 259.00 .9082-02 .1091-01 .I092-01 L9000 ,3946-03 .4742-03 .3106 2.782 534.5
698 .60000 ,85000 260.00 .B243-02 .9904-02 .9904-02 .9000 .3582-03 .4303-03 .2823 2.342 533.5
698 .60000 .95000 262.00 .1334-02 .2601-01 .1601-01 .9000 ,5796-03 .6958-03 .4585 5.243 530.5
698 .70000 ,20003 262.00 .8902-02 .1070-01 .1070-01 .9000 .3868-03 .4649-03 .3041 2.835 535.4
698 .70000 .40000 263.00 .3989-02 .4793-02 .4793-02 .9000 .1733-03 .2083-03 .1384 1.222 534.5
698 .75000 1,0000 265.00 .2598-02 ,3125-01 .3125-01 .9000 .1129-02 .1358-02 .8842 8.590 538.4
698 .75000 ,40000 267.00 .7628-02 ,9162-02 .9262-02 .9000 .3324-03 .3981-03 .2615 2.344 532.5
698 .75000 .60000 268.00 .1998-01 .2404-01 .2404-01 .9000 ,8682-03 .1045-02 .6795 6.899 538.9
698 .75000 ,80000 269.00 .3418-02 .4203-02 .4103-02 .9000 .2486-03 .1783-03 .1178 1,102 528.6
DATE 23 FEB 80 01-1848 MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE L:_5¢?.
OHB4B 60-0 WING UPPER SURFACE (R4UR48)
RUN 2Y/BW XWICW TIC NO HIHREF HIHREF HIHREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAN) ODOT DTWDT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTUI OEG. R DEG. RTAN/TO Fr2sEc FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
698 .75000 .90000 270.00 .1135-01 .1362-01 .1362-01 .9000 .4932-03 .5917-03 .3915 3.141 5,37.8
699 .80000 .90000 271.00 .1338-01 .t605-01 .1605-01 .9000 .5612-03 .6973-03 .4612 3.572 528.1
699 .90000 .20000 272.00 .8249-01 .9993-01 .9993-01 .9000 .3584-02 .4342-02 2.713 23.93 564.7
698 .90000 .40000 273.00 .3215-01 .3869-0! .3869-01 .9000 .1397-02 .1681-02 1,092 9.749 540,1
698 .90000 .60000 274.00 .1124-01 .1350-01 .1350-01 .9000 .4885-03 .5867-03 .3859 2.884 531.7
698 .95000 .20000 275.00 .3764-01 .4528-01 .4528-01 .9000 .1636-02 .1968-02 1.281 12.44 538.6
698 .95000 .40000 276.00 .2633-01 .3168-01 .3168-01 .9000 .1144-02 .1377-02 ,8961 6.673 538.5
698 .95000 .50000 277.00 .3225-0i .3885-0! .3885-01 .9000 .1401-02 .!688-02 1.090 9.718 543.6
698 .95000 .70000 278.00 .2953-01 .3551-01 .3551-01 .9000 .t283-02 .!543-02 1.007 8.041 536.9
698 .95000 .80000 279.00 .1050-0! .1259-0I .!259-0| .9000 .4561-03 .5472-03 .3622 2.806 527.5
699 .95000 .90000 280.00 .2185-0! .2624-0! .2624-0t ,9000 ,9499-03 .J!40-02 .7524 6.031 529.6
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEOC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2453
OHB4B BO-O WING UPPER SURFACE {R4UR49)
W[NG UPPER SURF PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 8.000 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA " .0000 ELEVON - 5.000
BDFLAP = 23.50 SPDBRK - .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS o*°
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R OEG. R PSIA PSi FT/SEC SLUGS LBoSEC
XlO 6 /FT3 /FT2
678 .5076 7.900 39.96 -.1038-01 101.4 1254. 92.99 .1127-01 .4925 3735. .3272-03 .7483-07
RUN HREF STN NO
NUMBER BTU/ R REF(R)
FT2SEC =.0175
678 .1720-01 .5675-01
: : **'TEST DATA''*
RUN 2Y/BW XW/CW T/C NO H/HREF HIHREF H/HREF TAW/T0 H(T0) H(TAW} O_T DTWOT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R- BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ {:)lEG.R OEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
6?8 .40000 .20BOO 247.00 .3708-02 .4481-02 .44BI-02 .9000 .6376-04 .7706-04 .4634-01" .3719 5_.9
678 .40000 .40000 248.00 .1740-03 .2104-03 .2104-03 .9000 .2992-05 .3617-05 .216B-0_ .20B8-01 _9.1
678 .40000 .60000 249.00 .1002-02 .1212-02 .1212-02 .9000 .1723-04 .2084-04 .1248-01 .1400 5_.4
6?8 .40000 .75000 250.00 .3888-03 .4703-03 .4703-03 .9000 .6686-05 .8087-05 .4840-02 .3621-01 529.8
678 .40000 .95000 252.00 .3824-02 .4623-02 .4623-02 .9000 .6576-04 .7950-04 .4769-01 .4283 528.5
678 .60000 .25000-01 253.00 .7359-0! .8965-01 .B965-01 .9000 .1265-02 .1542-02 .BB5? 21.82 553.8
678 .80000 .50000-0i 254.00 .5591-01 .6794-01 .6794-0! .9000 .96;5-03 .1168-02 .6809 13.78 545.5
678 .60000 .10000+00 255.00 .3431-01 .4153-01 .4153-01 .9000 .5899-03 .7142-03 .4251 4.536 533.0
678 ;60000 .20000 _256.00 .8820_02 .1067-0I .ilO67-Oi .9000 .1517-03 .1835=03 .1096 .9829 531.2
678 .60000 .40000 257.00 .1540-02 .1863-02 .1863-02 *9000 .2648-04 .3204-04 .1913-01 ,1589 531.1
6?8 .60000 .60000 258.00 .3568-03 .4317-03 .4317-03 .9000 .6135-05 .7423-05 .4433-02 .4142-01 531.1
678 .60000 .85000 260.00 .2408-02 .2911-02 .29li-02 .9000 .4141-04 .5006-04 .3007-0! .2502 527.5
678 .60000 .95000 261.00 .8565-02 .1035-01 .1035-01 .9000 .1473o03 .1780-03 .1071 1.204 526.5
678 .70000 .20000 262.00 .9276-02 .1122-01 .1122-01 .9000 .1595-03 .1929-03 .1155 1.079 529;8
678 .70000 .40000 263.00 .3175-02 .3840-02 .3840-02 .9000 .5460-04 .6604-04 .3953-01 .3548 529.8
6?8 .?5000 1.0000 265.00 .2518-01 .3045-01 .3045-01 .9000 .4329-03 .5236-03 .3135 3.059 529.6
6?8 .75000 .40000 267.00 .4B17-02 .5825-02 .5825-02 .9000 .B284-04 .I002-03 .6003-01 .5390 529.1
6?8 .75000 .60000 268.00 .197B-02 .2390-02 .2390-02 .9000 .3398-04 .4111-04 .2459-01 .2508 530.0
678 .?5000 .80000 269.00 .9837-03 .1165-02 .1165-02 .9000 .1657-04 .2003-04 .1203-01 .II26 527.9
6?8 .75000 .90000 2?0.00 .6512-02 .7869-02 .7869-02 .9000 .1120-03 .1353-03 .8139-0! .6532 526.9
678 .80000 .90000 271.00 .7372-02 .8910-02 .8910-02 .9000 .1268-03 .1532-03 .9211-01 .7137 527.1
DATE 23 FEB 80 0H848 MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE L-_454
0H849 60-0 WING UPPER SURFACE rR4UR49)
RUN 8Y/BW XN/CW T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAN) ODOT DTNDT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=0,9 R= BTU/R 8TU/R 9TU/ OEG. R OEG. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FTeSEc FTeSEC /SEC
678 .90000 .20000 2?2.00 .1065-01 .1888-01 .1288-01 .9000 .1832-03 .2214-03 .1328 1.193 528.4
676 .90000 .40000 273.00 .3600-02 .4353-02 .4353-02 .9000 .619|-04 .7485-04 .4487-0! .4030 528.8
678 .90000 .60000 274.00 .3707-02 .4483-02 .4483-02 .9000 .6374-04 .7709-04 .4613-01 .3450 529.9
678 .95000 .20000 275.00 .9870-02 .1Z93-01 .1193-01 .9000 .1697-03 .2051-03 .1233 1.204 527.4
678 .95000 .40000 276.00 .2214-01 .2678-01 .2678-01 .9000 .3808-03 .4606-03 .E755 8.060 530.2
678 .95000 .50000 277.00 .9955-02 .1204-01 .1204-01 .9000 .1712-03 .2070-03 .1240 1.114 529.2
678 .95000 .70000 278.00 .5383-0E .6507-02 .6507-02 .9000 .9257-0 _ .|119-0_ .6721-0! .5392 527.6
678 .95000 .80000 279.00 .4499-02 .5437-02 .5437-02 .9000 .7736-04 .9349"-04 .5622-01 .4357 527.0
678 .95000 .90000 280.00 .1376-0I .1663-01 .1663-0l .9000 .2365-03 .2859-03 .17|8 1.378 527.6
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL BO-O IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2455
OHB4B 60-0 WING UPPER SURFACE _R4UR4g}
WING UPPER SURF PARAMETRIC DATA
HACH • 8.000 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA - .0000 ELEVON • 5.000
BDFLAP = 23.50 SPDBRK • .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT DEG. OEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 /FT3 IFT2
672 1.016 7.940 39.97 -.6925-02 206.9 1258. 92.42 .2225-01 .9821 3742. .6499-03 .7437-07
RUN HREF sTN NO




RUN 2Y/BN XN/C_ T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF ,H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAW} (]DOT DTNDT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=O.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R OEG. R
TAW/TO FTBSEC FT2SEC FTBSEC /SEC
672 .40000 .20000 247,00 .5588-02 .6746-02 .6746-02 .9000 .135B-03 .1639-03 .9946-01 ,"/991 525.0
672 .40000 .40000 248.00 .8816-03 .1065-02 .I065-02 .BOO0 .2142-04 .2587-04 .1564-01 .1464 527.5
672 .40000 .60000 249.00 .9820-03 .1186-02 .I186-02 .9000 .2386-04 .2883-04 .1741-01 .1956 527.9
672 .40000 .75000 250.00 .4935-03 .5962-03 .5962-03 .9000 .1199-04 .1449-04 .8755-0B .6556-01 527.5
672 .40000 .95000 252.00 .3030-02 .3657-02 .3657-02 .8000 .7361-04 .8884-04 .5401-01 .4863 523.9
672 .60000 .25000-0i 253.00 .7934-0i .9685-01 .g685-0i .9000 .192B-02 .2353-02 i,34i 32.89 562.1
672 .60000 :;50000-01 _:254.00 ..... ..9000 ;]634-02 ,.198B-02 1.152 23.24 552.3
672 _60000 ;10000"00 255.00 .4341"0! .5251-01 .5251-01 .9000 iI055-02 i_.i276-02 .7655 8;171 531.9
672 .60000 .20000 256.00 .tOBB-Ol .1291-01 .1291-01 .9000 .2596-03 .3136-03 .1894 1,702 527.9
672 .60000 .40000 257.00 .1474-02 .1781-02 .1781-02 .9000 .3582-04 .4328-04 .2612-01 .2173 528.3
672 .60000 .60000 258.00 .7413-03 .8956-03 .8956-03 .9000 .1801-04 .2176-04 .1315-01 .1231 527.7
672 .60000 .85000 260.00 .2583-02 .3116-02 .3116-02 .9000 .6275-04 .7571-04 .4609-01 .3844 523.1
672 .60000 .95000 261.00 .8127-02 .9802-02 .9802-02 .9000 .1975-03 .2382-03 .1453 1.637 521.7
672 .70000 .20000 262.00 .9702-02 .1172-01 .1172-01 .9000 .2357-03 .2846-03 .1725 1.616 526.0
672 .70000 .40000 263.00 .3167-02 .3824-02 .3824-02 .9000 .7694-04 .9290-04 .5633-01 .5067 525.5
672 .75000 I.O000 265.00 .2350-01 .2837-01 .2837-01 .9000 .5710-03 .6893-03 .4185 4.093 524.8
672 .75000 .20000 266.00 .I050-Ol .1267-01 .I267-01 .9000 .2551-03 .3078-03 .1871 1.831 524.1
672 .75000 .40000 267.00 .4855-02 .5860-02 .5860-02 .9000 .1180-03 .1424-03 .8652-01 .7789 524.1
672 .75000 .60000 268.00 .3113-02 .3758-02 .3758-02 .9000 .7563-04 .9130-04 .5542-01 .5667 524.9
672 .75000 .80000 269.00 .2079-02 .2508-02 .2508-02 .9000 .5050-04 .6092-04 .3713-_! .3485 522.4
672 .75000 .90000 270.00 .7028-02 .8476-02 .8476-02 .9000 .1708-03 .2059-03 .1257 1.012 521.2
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2456
OH84B 80-0 WING UPPER SURFACE fR4UR49)
• . '..
RUN 8Y/BN XN/CN TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H[TAN) GDDT GTNDT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. RTAW/TO FT2SEC FTBSEC FT2SEC /SEC
672 .80000 .90000 271.00 .7587-02 .9150-02 .9150-02 .9000 .1843-03 .2223-03 .1357 1.054 5,31.5
672 .90000 .20000 272.00 .i728-01 .2087-01 .2087-0I .9000 .4200-03 .5071-03 .3077 2.769 525.1
672 ,90000 .40000 273.00 .5698-02 .6877-02 .6877m02 °9000 .1384--03 .1671--03 .1016 ,915I 523.6
672 .90000 .60000 2?4.00 .2178-02 .2888m02 '2628m02 '9000 .5892--04 .6385--04 "3885--01 "2915 523"5
672 "95000 "20000 275"00 .1264--01 .1524--01 .1524--01 '9000 .3070--03 .3704--03 "2256 2"209 522"7
672 .95000 .40000 276,00 .1375-0! .1660-01 .1660-01 .9000 .3341-03 .4032-03 .2452 t.840 523.8
672 .95000 .50000 277.00 .7346-02 .8864-02 .8864-02 .9000 .1785-03 .2154-03 .]311 t.I80 523.3
672 .85000 .70000 278.00 .3200-02 .3859-02 .3859-02 .8000 .7775-04 ,9377-04 .5724-0l ,4607 521.5
672 .95000 .80000 279.00 .4662-02 .5622-02 .5622-02 .9000 .1|33-03 ,1366-03 .834l-0I .6482 521.2
672 .95000 .90000 280.00 .1449-0l .1748-0! .1748-0! .9000 .3519-03 ,4246-03 .2587 2.08| 522.6
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE L_457
OHB4B 60-0 WING UPPER SURFACE tR4UR49)
WING UPPER SURF PARAHETRIC DATA
MACH = e.o00 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA - .0000 ELEVON = 5.000
BDFLAP - 23.50 SPDBRK = .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P 'O V RHO
'NUHBER /FT DEG, DEG. PSIA DEG. R OEG. R PSIA PSi FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO 6 IFT3 /FT2
694 1.988 ?.980 39.99 -.6937-02 433.4 1305. 94.98 .4512-01 2.011 3813. .128B--02 .7643-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN 2Y/BW XW/CH T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAW) ODOT DTNOT TW
NUMBER R=X.O R=O.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FTESEC FT2SEC FTBSEC /SEC
694 .40000 .20000 247.00 .7759-02 .9330-02 .9330-0B .9000 .2715-03 .3265-03 .2103 1,685 530.1
694 .40000 .40000 848.00 .5606-03 .6743-03 .6743-03 .BOO0 .1962-0_ .2359-04 .151B-Ol .1419 530.6
694 .40000 .60000 249.00 .9V06-03 .1167-02 .1167-02 .9000 .3396-04 .4085-04 .2629-01 .2949 530.5
694 .40000 .75000 250.00 .5196-03 .6247-03 .6247-03 .9000 .181B-04 .2186-04 .1409-01 .1054 529.4
694 .40000 .BOO00 251.00 .6093-04 ,7320-04' .7320-04 .9000 .2132-05 .2561-05 .1659-02 ,1286-0! 526.3
694 ._Ovuu .95000 252.00 .3586-02 .,30,-u2 .,3v7_,= .BOO0 .I255-03 .1507-03 .9783-01 .B802 '525.0
694 .60000 .25000-0] 253.00 .8992-01 .1102 .1102 .9000 .3146-02 .3856-02 2.230 53.79 595.B
694 - _60000 .50000-01 254.00 .B258-01 .1007 .1007 ;9000 12890-02 .3524-02 2.093 41.63 5B0_3
694 .60000 .10000+00 855.00 .5740-01 .6935-01 .6935-01 .9000 .2008-02 .2426-02 1.52! 16.11 547.3
694 .60000 .BOO00 256.00 .1244-01 .1497-01 .1497-01 .9000 .4353-03 .5238-03 .3361 3.012 532.6
694 .60000 .40000 257.00 .1114-02 .1340-02 .1340-02 .9000 .3898-04 .4688-04 .3016-01 .2505 530.9
694 .60000 .60000 258.00 .9438-03 .1135-02 .|135-02 .9000 .3302-04 .3971-04 .2558-01 .2391 530.0
694 ,60000 .75000 259.00 .4475-02 .5376-02 .5376-02 .9000 .1566-03 .1881-03 .121g 1.097 526.G
694 .60000 .85000 260.00 .4980-02 .5982-02 .5982-02 .9000 .1743-03 .2093-03 .1357 1.131 525.7
694 .60000 .95000 261.00 .8969-02 .1077-0! .1077-01 .9000 .3138-03 .3768-03 .2449 2.756 524.2
694 .70000 .20000 262.00 .9224-02 .1109-01 .1109-01 .9000 .3227-03 .3881-03 .2501 2.338 529.8
694 ,70000 .40000 263.00 .3345-02 .4021-02 .4021-02 .9000 .1171-03 .1407-03 .9088-01 .8164 528.3
694 ,75000 1.0000 265.00 .2732-0] .3287-01 .3287-01 .9000 .9559-03 .I150-02 .7388 7.200 531.B
694 .75000 .40000 267.00 .5533-02 .6648-02 .6648-02 .9000 .1936-03 .2326-03 .1506 1.354 526.7
694 .75000 .60000 268.00 .6862-02 .8246-02" .8246-02 .9000 .2401-03 .2885-03 1866 1.906 527.4
694 .75000 .80000 269.00 .3305-02 .3968-02 .3968-02 .9000 ,I156-03 .1388703 9026-01 .8464 524.1
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2458
OHB4B SO-O NINGUPPER SURFACE (R4UR49)
RUN 2Y/BN XN/CN T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF .TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN) QDOT DTNDT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=O.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
694 .75000 .90000 270.00 .1084-01 .1301-01 .1301-01 .9000 .3793-03 .4554-03 .2964 2.383 523.4
694 .80000 .90000 27t.00 ,1025-0i .123t-01 .1231-01 .9000 .3588-03 .4307-03 .2804 2.177 523.2
694 .90000 .20000 272.00 .5783-01 .6981-01 .6981-01 .9000 .2024-02 .2442-02 1.539 13.72 544.0
694 .90000 .40000 273.00 .1797-01 .2160-01 .2160-01 .9000 .6287-03 .7558-03 .4880 4.383 528.5
694 .90000 .60000 274.00 .9953-02 .1196-0! .1196-01 .9000 .3483-03 .4184-03 .2711 2.031 526.3
694 .95000 .20000 275.00 .3057-01 .3676~01 .3676-0l .9000 .1070-02 .1286-02 .8289 8.08? 529.7
694 .95000 .40000" 276.00 .3710-01 .4468-01 .4468-0l .9000 .!298-02 .!563102 .9987 7.449 535.4
694 .95000 ,50000 277.00 .1724-01 .2072-01 .2072-01 .9000 .6033-03 .7261-03 .4683 4.206 528.5
694 .95000 .70000 278.00 ,8471-02 .1017-01 .I017-01 .9000 .2964-03 .3560-03 .2310 I.B56 525.2
694 :95000 .80000 279.00 .6238-02 .7487-02 .7487-02 .9000 .2183-03 .2620-03 .1708 1.326 522.4
694 .95000 .90000 280.00 ,1635-0! .1963-01 .1963-0! ,9000 .5720-03 .6869-03 ,4461 3.585 524.7
DATE 23FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2459
OH84B BO-O,WING UPPER SURFACE rR4UR49)
WING UPPER SURF PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = B.O00 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA - .0000 ELEVON - 5.000
BDFLAP = 23.50 SPDBRK - .OOO0
***TEST CONDITIONS-**
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEO. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 /FT3 /FT2
696 3.000 7.990 40.03 -.6964-02 669.2 1322. 96.00 .691]-01 3.088 3838. .1943-0_ .7725-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN 2Y/BN XN/CN TIC NO _/HREF H/I'ff_EF HIHREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN) ODOT DTNOT TN
NUMBER R=l.G R=O.S R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R OE6. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
696 .40000 .20000 247.00 .1098-0I .I3_I-01 .1321-_I .9000 .4773-03 .5739-03 .3746 2.991 536.9
696 .40000 .40000 248.00 .5785-03 .6955-03 .6955-03 .9000 .2514-04 .3022-04 .1975-01 1841 536.0
696 .40000 .60000 249.00 .]128-02 .1357-02 .1357-02 .9000 ,4903-04 .5896-04 .3846-01 .4299 537.2
696 .40000 .75000 250.00 .1430-02 .I7]9-02 .1719-02 .9000 .6214-04 .7472-04 .4878-0t .3636 536.6
696 ,40000 .80000 251.00 .4864-03 .5845-03 .5845-_3 .9000 ,2114-04 .2540-04 .1666-01 .1286 533.8
696 ,40000 .95000 252.00 ._774-02 .5734-02 _5734-02 .9000 .2075-03 .2492-03 .1537 1.467 532.7
696 ,60000 .25000-0| 253.00 .9265-0! .II46 .1146 .9000 .4026-02 .4981-02 2.776 65.77 632.3
696 .60000 :50000-01 254.00 ;82;1-0I .1007 .1007 .9000 .3568-02 .4377-02 .2.551 50.0B 606.7
696 .60000 .10000+00 255.80 .6837-0l .B284-0! .BEB4-O! .9000 .2971-02 .3600-02 2.248 23.60 565.0
696 .60000 .20000 255.00 .1717-01 .2068-0! .2068-0] .9000 .7463-03 .8988-03 .5815 5.186 542.5
696 .60000 .40000 257.00 .1280-02 .1540-02 .1540-02 .9000 .5561-04 .6690-04 .4353-01 .3602 538.8
696 .60000 .60000 258.00 .2038-02 .2452-02 ,2452-02 .9000 .8855-04 .1065-03 .6931-0! .645I 538.9
696 60000 .75000 259.00 .9808-02 .1179-0] .1179-0| .9000 .4262-03 .5126-03 ,3344 2.991 537.8
696 .60000 .85000 260.00 .8360-02 .1005-0] ,1005-0! .9000 .3633-03 .4367-03 .2856 2.366 535.6
696 .60000 .95000 26!.00 .1483-0! .!782-0] .1782-0! .9000 .6443-03 .7743-03 .5072 5.677 534.5
696 .70000 .20C30 262.00 .8952-02 .t077-0] .1077-0! .9000 .3890-03 .4680-03 .3047 2.837 538.3
696 .70000 .40000 263.00 .4441-02 .5340-02 .5340-02 .9000 .1930-03 .2321-03 .]514 1.354 537.0
696 .75000 t.O000 265.00 .2612-01 .3146-01 .3146-0! .9000 .1135-02 .1367-02 .8834 8.560 543.4
696 .75000 .40000 267.00 .8300-02 .1118-01 ,lllB-01 .9000 .4041-03 .4859-03 .3174 2.840 536.2
696 .75000 .60000 268.00 .1746-0l .2102-01 .2102-0] .9000 .7587-03 .9!33-03 .5920 6.003 541.3
696 .75000 .BOO00 269.00 .3464-02 .416]-02 ,416!-02 .9000 .I505-03 .1808-03 .!188 1.109 532.6
DATE 23 FEB 60 0H84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE L_460
0H84B 60-0 WING UPPER SURFACE (R4UR49)
RUN 2Y/BN XW/CW T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO_ H(TAW) QDOT DTWDT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DE6. R DEG. R
" TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT25£C ISEC
696 .75000 .90000 270.00 .1224-01 .1470-01 .1470-0I .9000 .5320-03 .6389-03 .4203 3.365 531.7
• 696 .80000 .90000 271.00 .1384-0| .I662-01 .1662-01 .9000 .6014-03 .7223-03 .4750 3.672 531.8
696 ".90000 .20000 272.00 .II02 .1337 .1337 .9000 .4788-02 .5812-02 3.591 31.57 571.6
696 ;90000 .40000 273.00 .2292-01 .2758-01 .2758-0! .9000 .9960-03 .1198-02 .7793 6.96I 539.3
696 .90000 .60000 274.00 .2016-0I .2425-01 .2425-01 .9000 .6759-03 .1054-02 .6864 5.11_ 538.I
696 .95000 .20000 275.00 .4286-01 .5164-01 .5164-0! .9000 .1862-02 .2244-09 1.447 14.02 544.5
696 .95000 .40000 276.00 .8503-01 .1030 .I030 .9000 .3695-02 .4477-02 2.797 20.55 564.8
696 .95000 .50000 877.00 .6968-01 .8422-01 .8422-0I .9000 .3028-02 .3660-02 8.317 20.58 556.3
696 ,95000 .70000 278.00 .3439-0! .4142-01 .4142-01 .9000 .1495-02 .1800-02 1.164 9.263 543. t
696 .95000 .80000 279.00 .i08i-Oi .1298-0i .I298-0! .9000 .4697_03 .564t-03 .3709 2.867 531.9
696 .95000 .90000 280.00 .2079-01 .2499_01 ' .2499-01 .9000 .9035-03 .I086-02 .7II3 5.687 534.5
, )
"\ )
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL BO-O IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE L_._BI
OH84B 60-0 WING UPPER SURFACE IR41..IR50}
WING-UPPER SURF PARAMETRIC DATA
HACH = B.OO0 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA - .0000 ELEVON - ?.500
BDFLAP = .0000 SPDBRK - .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS,,*
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FTISEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO 6 /PT3 IFT2
768 .SIOI 7.900 39.98 -.3466-02 101.6 1251, 92.77 .1129-01 .4932 3730. .3L_84-03 .7465-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN 2Y/BW XN/CW TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN) OOOT DTWOT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=O.9 R= BTUIR BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
?6B .40000 .20000 247.00 .4719-02 .5706-02 .5706-02 .9000 .BIl?-04 .9815-04 .5869-01 .4708 527,7
768 .40000 .40000 248.00 .7008-03 .8480-03 .8480-03 .9000 .1205-04 .1459-04 .8685-02 .Bll9-Ol 530.2
768 .40000 .60000 249.00 .1064-02 .1287-02 .1287-02 .9000 .1830-04 .2214-04 .1318-01 .1478 530.5
768 .40000 .75000 250.00 .2471-03 .2991-03 .2991-03 .9000 .4251-05 .5145-05 .3061-02 .2289-01 530.6
768 ,40000 .95000 252.00 .2_99-02 .3023-02 .3023-02 .9000 .4299-04 .5199-04 .3104-01 .278B 528.6
768 .50000 .25000-01 253.00 .7366-01 .8967-01 .8967-01 .9000 .1267-02 .1542-02 .8872 21.89 550.4
768 .60000 .50000-01 254.00 - .55B0-0! .6704-01 .6704-0] .9000 .9494-03 .1153-02 .6721 13.62 542.7
768 :60000 .I0000+00 255;00 .3564-01 ,4316-01 .431B-0] .9000 .6131-03 .7423-03 .4404 4.700 532.4
768 .60000 .20000 256.00 .9687-02 .1173-01 .I173-01 .9000 .1666-03 .2017-03 .1199 1.075 531.2
76B .60000 .40000 257.00 .1999-02 .2421-02 .2421-02 .9000 .343B-04 .4163-04 .2469-01 .2050 532.5
768 .60000 .60000 258.00 .7827-03 .9475-03 ,9435-03 .BOO0 .1346-04 ,1630-04 .9679-02 .9041-01 531.7
768 .60qOO .85000 260.00 .5271-02 .6375-02 .6375-02 .9000 .9066-04 .1097-03 .6546-01 .5444 528.6
?68 .60uO0 ,95000 261.00 .844B-02 .I021-Ol .I021-0] ,9000 .1453-03 .]756-03 .I053 1.183 526.1
768 .70000 .20000 262.00 .1019-01 .1234-01 .1234-01 .9000 .1754-03 .2122-03 .1264 l.lB2 529.9
768 .?0000 .40000 263.00 .378B-02 .4583-02 .4583-02 .9000 .6515-04 .?BB3-04 .4695-01 .4213 530.1
768 .75000 1.0000 265,00 .2591-01 .3134-01 .3134-01 .9000 .4457-03 .5390-03 .3220 3.144 528.2
768 .75000 ,20000 266.00 .1139-01 .1378-01 .1378-01 .9000 .1960-03 .2370-03 .1417 1.383 527.8
768 .75000 ,40000 267.00 .5646-02 .6828_02 .6828-02 .9000 .9710-04 .1174-03 .7014-01 .6300 528.4
768 /75000 .60000 268.00 .2261-02 .2735-02 .2735-02 ,9000 .3889-04 .4704-04 .2807-01 .2865 528.9
768 .75000 .BOO00 269.00 .2157-02 .2609-02 .B609-02 ._000 .3710-04 .4487-04 .2680-01 .2507 528.4
?68 .75000 .90000 270.00 .B768-02 .lOGO-O! .1060-01 .9000 .1508-03 .1823-03 .I091 .B752 527.4
DATE 23 FEB 80 0H84B MODEL60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAOE c'N62
" 0H846 60-0 WING UPPER SURFACE _R4UR50)
-7 " .
RUN '2_BH XW/CW T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H{TO) H(TAW] QDOT OTI,,'DT TN
NUHBER .... R=I.O" R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEO. R BEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT26EC FT2SEC /SEC
"768 .80000 _90000. 271;00 .9263-02 :I119-01 .1119-01 .9000 .159t-03 .1924-03 .1151 .8gl3 54,37.7
768 .80000 .20000 272.00- .4335-01 .5251-0! .5251-01 .9000 .7456-03 .9032-03 .5343 4.785 534.l
768 .90000 .40000 -, 273.00 .5645-02 .6828-02 .6828-02 .9000 .9710-04 .1174-03 .7Oft-O! .6296 528.6
768 .90000 .60000 274:00 .1961-02 .2373-02 .2373-02 .9000 ,3374-04 .4081-04 .2435-0I .1822 629.0
768 .95000 .20000 275.00 .1619-01 ,1958-01 .1958-01 .9000 .2785-03 .3368-03 .2012 1,964 628.2
768 .95000 .40000 276.00 .1235-0I. .1494-01 .1494-01 .9000 .2i25-03 .2569-03 .1536 1.150 527:8
768 ",g5000 -.50000 277_00 .3826-02 .4626-02 .4626-02 ,9000 .6580-04 ,.7957-04 .4757-01 .4275 527.7
768 .95000 .70000 278.00 .24_2-02 .2952T02 .2952-02 .9000 .4200-04 .5078-04 .3036-01 .2436 527.7
768 .95000 .80000 279.00 .5186-02 .6271-02 .627|-02 .9000 .8920-04 .]079-03 .6450-01 .4997 527.6
768 .95000 190000 2BO.O0 .1494-0] .1806-01 .1806-0] .9000 .2569-03 .3107-03 .1867 1.490 527.8
DATE 23 FEB BO OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AZDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE _63
OHB4B 60-0 WING UPPER SURFACE _R4URSO)
WING UPPER SURF PARAMETRICDATA
MACH = B.O00 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA .0000 ELEVON = 7.500
BDFLAP = .DO00 SPDBRK = .0000
"**TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V _ MUNUMBER /FT
XlO 6 - DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG; R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC/FT3 IF T2
758 1.014 7.940 39.99 -.4651-06 208.4 1266, 93.00 .2242°01 .9894 3754. .6506-03 ."P.1,84-07
RUN HREF 5TN NO -
NUMBER BTU/ R REF(R)
FT2SEC =.0.175
- 758 .2441o01 .4028-0:1
***TEST DATA***
RUN 2Y/BH XN/CN T/C NO H/HREF H/HRER H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAW) ODOT DTNDT TW
NUMBER R=I.0 R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DE6. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC RT2SEC FTESEC /SEC
758 .40000 .20000 247.00 .6459-02 .7806-02 .7806-02 .9000 .1577-03 .1906-03 .1157 .9260 532.1
758 .40000 .40000 248.00 .I170-02 .1415-02 ,1415-02 .9000 .2857-04 .3454-04 .2093-01 .1953 533.2
758 .40000 .60000 249.00 .1090-02 .1318-02 .1318-02 .9000 .2661-04 .3217-04 .1949-01 .2183 533.3
758 .40000 .75000 250.00 .1201-02 .1452-02 ,1452-02 .9000 .2932-04 .3546-04 o2144-01 .1599 534.6
758 .40000 .95000 252.00 .2682-02 .3243-02 .3243-02 .BOO0 .6548-04 79!6-0_ .4795-0! .4297 533.3
758 .60000 .25000-01 255.00 .8007-01 .9783-01 .9783-01 .9000 .1955-02 -.2388-02 1.362 33.31 568.6
756 .60000 ..50000-01:254;00 .66II-01 .8052-01 .8052-01 .9000 .1614-02 .1966-02 1.14! 22.95 558.5
758 .60000 .10000+30 "255.00 ;5103-01 .6184-01 ;6184_01 .9000 .1246-02 1510-02 .9025 9.588 541.3
758 ,60000 .20000 256.00 .1059-01 .1281-01 .1281-0I .9000 .2585-03 .3128-03 .1885 1.687 536.3
758 .60000 .40000 257,00 .-1816-02 .2198-02 .2198-02 ,9000 .4434-04 .5365-04 .3234-01 .2679 536.3
758 _60000 .60000 258.00 .I147-02 .1388-02 .1388-02 .9000 .2801-0_ .3388-04 .2045-01 .1906 535.6
758 .60000 .85000 260.00 .II3B-O] .1370-01 .1370-01 .9000 .2764-03 .3344-03 .2018 1.672 535.8
758 .60000 .95000 261L00 .8893-02 .I074-0i .I074-01 .9000 .2171-03 .2623-03 .15oJ_ 1.780 531.2
758 .70000 .20000 262.00 .1047-01 .1267-01 .1267-01 .9000 .2557-D3 .3093-03 .1867 1.741 535 3
758 .70000 .40000 263.00 .3667-02 ,4435-02 .4435-02 .9000 .8953-04 .1083-03 .6546-01 .5862 534.5
758 .75000 1.0000 265.00 .2540-01 .3071-01 .3071-01 .9000 .6201-03 .7497-03 .454l 4.422 533.4
758 .75000 .20000 266.00 .IIIO-OI .1342-01 .1342-01 .9000 ,2710-03 -3276-03 .1985 1.934 533,2
758 .75000 .40000 267.00 .5647-02 .6827-02 ,6827-02 .9000 .1379-03 .1667-03 .lOlO .9046 533.4
758 .75000 .60O00 268.00 .2397-02 .2898-02 .2898-02 .9000 ,5852-04 .7075-04 .4283-01 .4360 533:8
758 .75000 .80000 269.00 .3591-02 .4343-02 .4343-02 .9000 .8767-04 .I060-03 .6410-01 .5978 534.5
768 .75000 ,90000 870.00 ,.8595-02 .1039-01 .1039-01 ,9000 .2098-03 .2536-03 .1538 1.231 532.5
DATE 23 FEB 80 - - OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN_THE,AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE L_64
OHB4B 60-ONING UPPER SURFACE IR4URSO)
R,UN 2_,LBN:_, ' ,XN/CN '7 -_/C NO- H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN| OOOT OTNDT TN
NUHBER " ," ; "=_ _ ": !:,, "" - " R=I_O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEC. R DEG. R
" "' " ' TAN/TO - FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
" "_8 ",800qo:!: .gQoO0; 271:00 ;8969-0e .1684-01 loe4_ol .9000 .azso-os .e647-03 .iS05 1.240 532.9
758 1'90000" :" _?.O00:O 272.00 .5830-0] .7068-01 ,7068-01 .9000 .1423-02 .1725_02 1.028 9.167 543.2
-758 ,.90000" .'40000 273:00 .9703-02 .ll74-0] 1174-01 .9000 .2369-03 .2865-03 .1730 1.548 535.5
758 :90000 .60000 _74.00 .5775-02 .6986-02 .6986-02 .9000 .1410-03 -.I705-03 .1029 .7674 535.7
758 .95000 .20000 275,00 .2454-0! .2968-01 .2968-0! .9000 .5990-03 .7246-03 .4372 4.253 535.8
758 ,9500Q .4bOOQ- , 276.00 .1820-0! .2200-0! .2200-0! .9000 _4442-03 .5372-03 .3249 2.424 534.3
• 758 - ":.95000 " ;5_000 277._0 - .104_01 .1259-0] .1259-0I .9000 .2540-03 ,3072-03 .1856 _.66! 535.2
758 ;,95000 ,70000" 278.00 .3179-02 .,3843-02 ,3843=02 .9000 .7762-04 .9383-04 .5687-0! .4551 532.9
758 .95000 .80000 27,9.00 .6633-02 ,8018-02 .8018-02 .9000 .|619-03 ._957-03 .1187 .9168 532.9
?58 .95000 ".90000 280.00 ,tE64-0! .2012-01 .2042-0i .9000 .4063-03 .4911-03 .2978 2.393 532.7
. , " , ' " "L" " .
t .... .)
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL60-0 [N THE AEDCVKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE L:_t65
_ OHB4B 60tO WING UPPER SURFACE tR4UR50)
WING UPPER SURF PARAHETRIC DATA
- " - HACH 8.000 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA - .OOO0 ELEVON - 7.500
BDFLAP = .OOOO SPDBRK - .0000
*''TEST CONDITIONS*.*
RUN RN/L HACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO I'IU
NUHBER /FT , "DEG. DEG. PS|A DEG. R DEG, R PSIA PSI FTISEC SLUGS LB-S£C
" " XlO 6 /FT3 /FT2
- 756 2.005 7;980 40.03 -.4673-06 434.5 1300. 94.62 .4525-0! 2.017 3805. .1291-OE .7614-07
RUN I'_EF. " _STN NO
NUMBER 8Tu/ R ," -REF(R)
" F'TBSEC -:01175 "-
756 .3502-01 " ,286B-01
" " ***TEST DATA*'o
RUN 2Y/BN _XN/CN T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN) (X)OT DTNDT TN
NUHBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R 8TU/ DEG. R DEG; R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC
756 . .40000 .20000 B47:00 .8016-0B .9652-02 .9652-02 .9000 .2807-03 ,3380-03 .2152 1.722 533.0
756 .40000 .40000 248.00 ;4327-03 .521E-03 .5212-03 .9000 .I515-04 .1825-04 .1159-01 .1081 534.6
756 .40000 .60000 2H9.00 ._649-03 .9215-03 .9215-03 .9000 ,.2678-04 .3227-04 .2048-01 .2292 534.9
756 ;40000 ,75000 250.00 .684B-03 .8247-03 .8247-03 .9000 .2397-04 .'2888-04 .1833-0! .1367 535.1
756 .40000. .BOO00 251.00 _1034-03 .1245-03 .1245-03 .9000 .3620-05 .436|m05 .2770--02 .2138--01 534,5
756. _40000 .95000 252.00 .4v,,_u= .,9uS-u_"" .4909-02 .9000 .1428-03 .17;9-03 ._v=o'""" .S622 532.3
756 ,60000 .25DO0-OI 253.00 '.9203m01 .1128 .1128 .9000 .3223-02 .3949-02 2.2?7 54.99 593.2
756 _60000 _50000-0! 254_,00 .8494-01 .|037 " .1037 -,9000 .2974-02 .3630-02 2.139 42.52 580.7
756 ".60000 .100:00;00 255:00 .6462-0I ".7820-01.7820;01 .9000 .2263-02 ,.2738-02 1.693 17.90 551.3
756 .60000 .20000 256.00 .124B-01 .1505-01 .1505-01 .9000 .4370-03 .5269-03 .3328 2.974 538.2
756 _60000 .40000 25?.00 ,9376-03 .If30-02 .1130-02 .9000 13283-04 .3958_04 .2502-01 .2071 537_6
756 ._0000: ' ._0000 258:00 ;4661-03 .5618-03 .5618-03 ..9000 .1632.-04 .1967-04 .1245-0I .1159 537.1
756 ,60_00 .75000." 259.-00 : .]923-02 .23T5-02 .2315-02 .-9000 .6732-04 .8106-04 .5165-0I .4629 532.5
756 '160000 "._5000 2,60.00 .2113-01 .2549-0,1 .2549-01 .9000 .7399-03 .8926-03 .5622 4.648 539.9
756 .60000 .95000:-. "261.00 _ .1084-0f .1305-01 .1305-01 .9000 .3797-03 4570-03 .2919 3.274 530.9
756 .70000 .20000.-" :.262.0_ .._ .9576-,02 .1154-0! .1154-01 .9000 .3353-03 .4041-03 .2561 2.388 535.8
.756 .70000 " _40000_ - 263;00 " ,-3184-02 ,.3837-02' .3837702 .9000 .1115-03 .1344-03 .8518-0! .7623 535.8
• " " _56 .75000 I;0000.7 265'.00 -:.2743-0! .3306-01 .3306-01 .9000 .9605-03 .1!58-02 .7327 7.123 536.8
756 -.75000' :40000 1267.B0, .5499-0B ,6622-02 .6622-02 _9000 .1925-03 .2319-03 .1475 1.32l 533.8
756 .75000 .60000 : 268.00 .4506-02 .5427-02 .5427-02 .9000 -.1578-03 ,190!-03 .!207 !.229 534.4
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DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL BO-O IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAOE L_67
.......... OHB4B 60-0 WING UPPER SURFACE (R4UR50}
WING UPPERC.SORF--'" _:: :i",i--7- :, "'." _ " . " PARAMETRIC DATA
_.'. ,':. . . MACH = 8,000 ALPHA - 4¢,00 BETA " ,0000 ELEVON - 7.500BDFLAP = ,0000 SPDBRK = ,0000
" " , - .... -***-TEST CONDITIONS**.*
RUN. RhUL " :MACH :ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO
NUMBER -IFT DEG. " DEG, PSIA DEC, R DEC, R PSIA PSI FTISEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO 6, "1 : /FT3 IFT2
" ' " . 746." 3,01.2 : 7,990 40,06 _ -,3495-02 670,4 1320, 95,85 ,6923-0l 3,094 3835, ,1950-02 .7713-07
. . - ,.
RUN _.HREF STN NO -
NUMBER BTU/'R REF(R)
_7" " : FTBSEC:_-. =".0175 - :-
746' ".434B-Ol.-'_E337_O]
. . _ -_**TEST DATA***
RUN 2Y/BW XW/CW -TICN0 H/HREF H/HREF HIHREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAW) ODOT DTNDT TW
NUMBER . , R=I.0 R=0.g R- BTU/R 8TU/R BTU/ DEG. R 0£6. R
TAN/TO FTBSEC ?TBSEC FTBSEC /SEC
746 ,40000 ,20000 247.00 ,1258-01 ,1513-01 .1513-01 ,9000 .5471-03 ,6579-03 ,4285 3,423 536,3
746 ,40000 ,40000 24B,00- .I025-02 ,1233-02 ,1233-02 .9000 ,4458-04 .5362-04 ,3490-01 ,3251 536,9
746 .40000 .60000 249:00 .2027-02 .2439-02 .2439-02 .9000 ,8815-04 .1061-03 .6885-01 .7690 538.6
746 .4C000 ,75000 250.00 .1357-02 .1633-02 .1633-02 .9000 -.5902-04 .7101-04 .4612-01 .3435 53BJ2
746 .40000 ,80000 251.00 .6820-03 .8202-03 .8202-03 .BOO0 ,2966-04 .3566-04 .2323-01 .1791 536.5
746 .40000 _95000 252.00 .4222702 .5074-02 .5074-02 .9000 .1836-03 .2206-03 .1443 1.293 533.5
746 ,60000 ",25000_01. 253,00 :1005 ,1237 ,1237 .9000 ,4369-02 _,5381-02 31066 73,16 617;9
746 ,60000 ,50000-01 254,00 ,Bg05_Ol ,109_ ,1090 ,go00 ,3872-02 ,4740-02 2,792 55,02 598,7
,746 ,60000 ,_0000_00"_55,00 . ,7367-01 ,8919-01 -_B919-01 ,9000 .3204-02 ,3878_02 2,430 25,56 5Bl,I
746 .60000 .20000 256:00 .1675-0! .2016-0! .2016-0! .9000 .7282_03 .B767-03 .5674 5.065 540.5
7-46 :60000 140000 257.00 .1494_02 .1799-02 .1799-02 .9000 .6498-04 .7821-04 .5071-01 .4195 539.3
746 .60000 .60000 258,00 .1262-02 ,1519-02 .1519-02 .9000 .5488-04 ,6604-04 .4283-0I .3985 539.2
746 ,60000 .75000 259.00 .4798-02 .5769-02 .5769-02 .9000 .2087-03 .2509-03 .1637 1.465 535_
-746 ,60000 .85000 260,00 ,2428-01 ,2927-01 .2927-01 .9000 .1056_02 .1273-02 .B165 6.730 546.3
746 .60000 .85000 261.00 .1572-01 .1889-01 .1889-01 .go00 .6834-03 .8214-03 .5371 6.013 533.8
745 ,70000 .20000 262,.00 .9090-02 .1093-01 ;1093-01 .9000 .3953-03 .4753-03 .3099 2.889 535.7
746 .70000 ,400QO .263.00 .3687-02 .4433-02 .4433-02 .9000 .1603-03 .192B-03 .1257 1.125 535.8
746 75000 1.0000" 265.00 -3169-01 .3814-01 .3814-01 .9000 .137B-02 .1658-02 1.076 10.44 539.1
746 75000 ,.40000 267.00 ,.5309_02 .6379-02 .6379-02 ,9000 .2309-03 .2774-03 .1816 1.628 532.9
746 .75000 .600q0 268.00 .8146-02 .9794-02 .9794-02 ,9000 .3542-03 .4259-03 .2779, 2.826 535.3
74,6 ,.75000 ,BOOOO 269.00 ,2611-02 .3136-02 .3136-02 .9000 .1135-03 .1364-03 .8959-0! .B373 530.7
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC,VKR-HYPERsoNIc TUNNEL PAGE L:_68
OH84B 60-0 WING UPPER ,SURFACE . _R4UR50)
RUN 2Y/BW Xw/cw T/C NO HIHREF H/HREF HtHREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAW) QDOT DTWDT TW
NUMBER / . , . R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC
?46 .75000 .90000 270.00 .1096-01- .1316-01 .1316-01 .9000 .4767_03 .5723-03 .,3767 3.019 529.6
746 .800DO ,90000 271.00 .1220-0i .1465-01 .1465-0! .9000 .5306-03 .6370-03 .419l 3.243 529.8
746 .90000 .20000 872.00 .8552-01 .I03_ .I034 .9000_ .3719_02 .4494-02 2.844 25.21 554.9
?46 .90000 .40000 273.00 .2351-0I .2827-0] .2827m0l .9000 .1022--02 .1229--02 .8010 7.167 536.2
746 .90000 .60000 274._00 .2707--0] .3257--01 .3257--01 .9000 .1|77--02 .1416--02 .9208 6.861 537.5
746 .95000 .20000 275.00 .3996--01 .4807--0] .4807--0! .9000 .1738--02 .2090--02 1.359 13.2] 537.5
746 .95000 .40000 276.00 .3920--01 .4719--01 .4719_01 .9000 .1704--02 .2052--02 1.328 9.880 540.5
746 .95000 .50000 277,00 .3470-0! .4184-0! .4184-0! .gbO0 .1509-02 .1819-02 I.|68 10.40 545.7
746 ,95000 .70000 278.00 136t-01 .1635-01 .1635-01 .9000 .5916-03 .7111-03 .4648 3.717 534.0
746 .95000 .80000 2_9.00 .8356-02 1003-0] .1003-01 .9000 .3633-03 .4362-03 .2872 2.223 529.3
746 .gSO00 _90000 280:00 -.2288-01 ,2748-0_ .2748-01 .9000 o9948-03 ,1195-02 .7840 6.277 53|.6
=
k -
k. , . .
\DATE-23FEB BO OH84B "MODEL, BO_O IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2469
• . _ , - OHB4B 60-0 WING UPPER SURFACE (R4URSI).
WING UPPERSURF PARAMETRIC DATA
" . : . '- " , MACH = 9.000 ALPHA • 40..00 BETA = .0000 ELEVON = 7.500
BOFLAP = 15.00 SPDBRK = .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS*'* -
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P 0 V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R OEG, R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-S_C
XlO 6 /FT3 /FT2
?66 ,50BO ?.900, .. 39.9B -.3466-02 101%0 1250. 92.69 .1123-01 4905 3729. .3269-03 .7459-07
- " RUN HREF.. . STN"NO
NUMBER BTuI R REF{R)
- - FT2SEC =.0175 -- ' "
766 .I_15-01 .5675-01
" _ **'TEST DAT_ °**
RUN 2Y/BN- XN/CN-. ,:- TIC NO - .H/HREF : H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H[TO) H(TAN) ODOT DTNOT TN
NUHBER - R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
-766 .40000 ,20000 2_;00 .4244-02 _.5134-0B .5134-02 .9000 .7279-04 .BB05-04 .5246-0l .4206 52B.9
?66 .40000 .40000 _48_00 .7320-03 _.8860-03 _ .8860-03 -.9000 .I256-04 .1520-04 .9024-02 .B433-01 530.9
766, .40000 .60000 249.00 :8837-03 1070-02 .]070-02 .9000 .1516-04 .1835-04 .lOB9-Ol .122I 531.1
?66 .40000 .75000 250.00 .4430-03 ..5363-03 .5363-05 .9000 .759B-05 .9198-05 .545B-02 .40BO-OI 531.3
766 .40000 .95000 252;0.0 :2196-02 .2657-02- .2657-02 .9000 ,3767-04 ,455B-04, .2711-01 .2433 530.0
766 .60000 .25000=0i 253.00 ,.7308-0I .8905-01 .8905-01 15000 .1254-02 .I527-02 .B736 21,53 552.8
766 :60000 50000-01 254.00 .549570 .6679-01 .6679-0l '.9000 ,9425-03 .]]46-02 .6643 13.45 544.9
766 .60000 I'0000+00,'255.00 .'3529_0I -.4276-0I .'4276-0I .9000 :'6053-03 .7334-03-.4328 4.614 534.6
766 _600GO ..20000 256.00 %9460-02 .1145-01 .]1k6-01 .9000 .1623-03 .1965-03 .116-3 1.042 632.8
766 .60000 .40000 257.00 .1270-02 ,1538-02 .1538702 .9000 .2178-04 .2639-04 .15BO-Ol .1294 533.4
766 .60000 60000 258.00 .1880-02 .2276;02 .2276-02 ,9000 .3224-04 .3905-04 .2311-01 .215B 532.7
766 .60000 .. .85000 260.00 ;5380-02 .6511-02 .6511-02 .9000 .9227-04 .li17-03 .6639-01 .5517 530.2
766 '.60000 95000 261.00 .8391-02 .lOl4-Ol .2014-02 .9000 .1437-03 .I739-03 .1037 1.165 528,£
766 .70000 .20000 262.00 .9794:02 .1186-02 .2186-01 .9000 ,1680-03 ,2034-03 ,2206 2.226 532.9
766 .?'0000 - 40000 263.00 .3371-02 .4081-02 .4081-02 .9000 ,5782-04 .7000-04 .4252-01 .3723 531.6
766 .75000 ..0000 265.00 :2528-01 .3060-02 ,3060-0] .9000 .4337-03 .5249-03 .3117 3.040 530.9
766 .75000 20000-. 266:00 .lI23-OI .l_59-0l .2359-01 .9000 .1926-03 .2331-03 .2386 2.352 530.2
766 ;75000 40000 267;00 .5033_02 .6091-02 .609]-02 .9000 .8632-04 .1045_03 .6209-0I ,5572 530.4
766 ,75000 :.60000 268,00 .2209-02 .2673-02 .2673-02 .9000 .3788-04 .4585-04 .2724-01 .2777 530.7
766 .75000 j,-.,80000 269":q0 .I606-02 .2944m02 :1944--02 .9000 .2754--04 .3334--04 .2980--0I .2852 530.?
766 .75000" ".90000'" 270:00 .7592--02 J.9186--02 .9186--02 .9000 .2302--03 .2576"--03 .9371--01 .7509 " 530.0
i ....
. . • . , .
DATE '23 FEB 80 .:OHB4B-.MOOEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PABE 2470
:i"':" "-i "" :" . 0H849 60-0 NiNq UPPER SURFACE = " (R4UR5]}
RUN 2YIBW XW/CW _. T/C-N0 H/HREF HIHREF H/HREF TAN/T0 H(T01 H(TAW) ODOT DTWDT TW
_ NUMBER :, ' ; _. " . - R=,I.0 R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEO, R OEG. R
-- TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
766 .80000 .90000 271..00 ,.8318-02 .1007-01 .I007-01 .9000 .1427-03 ,1726-03 .I027 ,_942 530.I
766 .90000 ;20000 272.00 .4631701 .5615-01 .5615-01 .9000 .7943-03 .9631-03 .5664 5,066 536.6
768 .90000 .40000 273.00 .5732-02 .6938-02 ;6938-02 .9000 ,9932-04 .1190-03 .70BB-OI .6342 530.7
766 .90000 .60000 274.00 .1935-02 .2342-02 .2342-02 .BOO0 .3319-04 .4017-04 .2386-01 .1784 530.7
788 .95000 .20000 2?5.00 .1875-0I .2028-01 12028-01 .9000 .2874-03 ,3478-03 .2066 2.014 530.8
788 .95000 .40000 276.00 .1261-01 .1526-01 .1526-01 .9000 .2183-03 ;2617-03 .1557 1,165 529.5
765 .95000 %50000 277.00 .3948-02 .4777-02 .4777-02 .9000 .6772-04 .8193-04 .4879-0! .4381 529.2
76G .95000 .70000 278,00 .2379-02 .2878-02 .2878-02 .9000 .4080-04 ._937-04 .2938-01 .2355 529.5
765 .95000 .80000 279.00 .4956-02 .5997_02 .5997-02 .9000 ,8501-04 .I029-03 .6122-0I .4738 529.5
766 .95000 " ,90000 280.00 .1526-01 .-1847-0I .1847z01 .9000 .2617-03 3167-03 .1884 1.510 529.8
. % : . . .
. ,- • ,
DATE 23 FEB BO OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE L_?I
OHB4B 60-0 WING UPPER SURFACE _R4UR51)
WING UPPER SURF PARAMETRIC DATA
_ . . MACH = B.O00 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA • .GO00 ELEVON • 7.500BDFLAF = 15.00 SPDBRK = .0000
- ***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P Q V RHO HU
- NUMBER /FT . - DEG., DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 " " ' " " _ " /FT3 /FT2
760 1.001 7.940 . 39.99 -.4651-06 208.5 1269. 93.22 .2221-01 .9803 3758. .6431-03 .7502-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN 2Y/BW XW/CW T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) HtTAW] ODOT DTWDT TW
NUMBER R=i.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FTBSEC FTBSEC FTBSEC ISEC
760 .40000 .20000 247.00 .5948-02 ,7189-02 .7189-0B .9000 .1446-03 .1748-03 .1063 .8505 533.4
760 .40000 .40000 248.00 .8394-03 .1015-02 I015-02 .9000 .2041-04 .2467-04 .149B-01 .1397 534.7
760 .40000 .60000 249.00 .9788-03 .1183-02 .1183-02 .9000 .2380-04 ,2877-04 .1747-0] .1956 534.4
760 .40000 .75000 250,00 .1236-02 .1494-02 .1494-02 .9000 .3004-04 .3532-04 .2203-01 .1643 535.2
760 ";40000 .95000 252,00 .2513-02 .3037-02 .3037-02 .9000 .6109-04 .7383-04 .4492-01 .4025 533.4
760 .60000 .25000-01 253.00 .7950-0i .97]|-0I .97i1-0i .9000 .1933-02 .23BI-62 1.352 33.06 569.0
760 .60000 .50000-01 254.00 _6540-01 .7965-0| .7965-0I .9000 .|590-02 .1936-02 1.128 22.68 559._
760 .60000 .lO000+O0 _55.00 .4929-01 .5972-01 .5972-01 .9000 .II98-02 .1452-02 .8701 9.238 542.5
760 .60000 .20000 256.00 .1114-0| .1347-0| .1347-0l .9000 .2707_03 .3276-03 .1978 1,768 538.0
760 .60000 .40000 257.00 .1590-02 .|923-02 .1923-02 .9000 .3864-04 .4676-04 .2825-01 .2338 537.6
760 .60000 .BOOO0 258.00 .8303-03 .1004-02 .1004-02 .9000 .2019-04 ,2442-04 .1477-01 .1377 536.7
760 .60000 .85000 260.00 .I123-01 .1358-0l .1358-01 .90,00 .2729-03 .3301-03 .2000 1.657 536.0
760 .60000 .95000 261.00 .,BBB5-02 .1049-0"1 .I049-0l .9000 .2Ill-03 .2550-03 ,1556 1.745 531.6
760 .70000 .20000 4262.00 .9943-02 .1203-0l .|203-0l .9000 .2417-03 .2924-03 .1770 .649 536.6
760 .70000 .40000 263.00 .3634-02 .4395-02 .4395-02 .9000 .B835-04 .I068-03 .6475-01 .5795 535.7
760 .75000 1.0000 265.00 .2499-01 .302|-01 -302l-0l .9000 .6076-03 .7345-03 .4459 4.340 534.7
760 .75000 .20000 266.00 .1124-01 .1359-0! .1359-01 .9000 .2732-03 .3303-03 .2006 1.953 534.3
760 .75000 .40000 267.00 ,5526-02 .6680-02 .6580-0_ .9000 .I343-03 .1624-03 .9864-01 .8832 534.5
760 .75000 .60000 268,00 .2284-02 .2761-02 .2761-02 .9000 .5553-04 .6713-04 .4077-0l .414B 534.5
760 .75000 .80000 269.00 .3555-02 .4298-02 .4298-02 .9000 .8643-04 .1045-03 .6341-01 .5913 535.0
760 .75000 .90000 270.00 .B94B-02 .1081-01 .1081_Ol .9000 .2|75-03 .262B-03 .1600 1.280 533.1
DATE 23 FE_;I80 _ " _ .:. OHB4_ MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC'-VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE L_472
-_ " - -_''.. : , - ,.. ", OHB4B 60-0 WING UPPER SURFACE (R4URSI)
7 8W. : _I:'IXW_: .':T/ H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO HITO) H(TAW) QDOT DTHDT TWRUN 2Y;I" C NO H/HREF
NUHBER .... " .:..- " - R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTUI DEG. R DEG. R
.... " "-'_"'- - TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
_60 .80000 " .90000: " - 271;00 :.8664-02 .lO?4-OI .1074-01 .9000 .2160-03 .2610-03 .1588 1.227 533.3
760 ,90000 .20000 272.00 .6306-0! .7646-0! .7646-01 .9000 .1533-02 .1859-02 1,109 9.882 545.0
?60 :90000 .40000 273._0 .9272-02 .1121.-01..112;-0] .9000 .2254-03 .2726-03 .1653 1.479 535.5
760 90000 .60000 274.00 : .5106-02 .6174-02 .6174-02 .9000 .1241-03 .1501-D3 .9097-01 .6?84 535.8
760 ,95000 .20000 275.00 .2337-0! .2827-01 .2827-01 .9000 .5682-03 .6872-03 .4162 4.048 536.2
760" .95000 ,40000 276.00 ,178_-0! ,2162-0| ,2162-0! ,9000 ,4348-03 ,5257-03 ,3191 2_38! 534,8
760 - ,95000 ,50000 -277,00- ,i040-01- ,1258-01 ,1258-01 ,9000 ,2529-03 ,3059-03 .1854 1,660 535,5
760 ,95000 .7000b . 278.00 ,3097-02 .3743-02 .3743-02 ,9000 ,7529-04. ,9099704 ,5535-0| ,4427. 533,5
760 7,95000 ,80.000 279;00 ,5984-02, ,7232-02 ,7232-02 ,9000 ,1455-03 _,t758-03 ,1070 ,8263 533,3
. , .760 '.9_000 .90000 _80.,oo" .._58-01.I003-0t .I003-01.9000 .3700-03.,577-03._706 2._9 533.1
• . .- . .... . . - ,
. - ..
)DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2473
0H848 60-0 HiNG uPPER SURFACE (R4URSI)
WING UPPER SURF PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH 8.000 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA " ;0000 ELEVON = 7.500
BDFLAP • 15.00 SPDBRK = .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P 0 V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG., DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG." R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
. . XlO 6 - /FT3 IFT2
754 2.004 " 7.980 40/06 -.4686-06 437.0 1305. 94.98 .4550-01 2.028 3813. .1293-02 .7643-07





RUN 2Y/BN XN/CN T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H{TAW_ DDOT DTNDT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=0;9 R= . BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG, R DEG. R
TAW/TO FTBSEC FT2SEC FTBSEC /SEC
754 .40000 .20000 247:00 .83_0-02 i1003-01 .1003-01 .9000 .2930-03 .3523-03 .2273 1.823 529.0
754 .40000 ,40000 248.00 .7838-03 .9429-03 .9429-03 .9000 .2754-04 .3313-04 .2129-0 .1989 531.6
754 .40000 ,60000 249.00 .9543-03 .1148-02 .1148-02 .9000 .3353-04 .4035-04 .2589-0 .2900 532.7
754 .'40000 75000 250.00 .8579-03 .1032-02 .1032-02 .9000 .3015-04 .3628-04 .2327-0I .1738 532.7
754 .40000 80000 25:.00 .1280-03 ._540-03 .1540-03 .9000 .4499-05 .5411-05 .3483-02 .2694-0 530.6"
. . I t in #754 ._0000 .95000 252.00 ._858-02 .4757-02 .4757-02 .9000 ,39,_03 .1572-03 .,u8J .S70B 527.8
754 .60000 .25000-01 253_00 .9190-01 '.1125 .I125 .9000 .3228-02 .3951-02 2.305 55.74 590.9
754 .60000 .50000-01 254.00 .850I-0! .1036 .1036 .9000 .2987-02 .3640-02 2.172 43.26 577.5
754 .60000 .I0000+00 255.00 .6461-0l .7804-01 ,7804-01 .9000 .2270-02 .2742-02 1.721 18.24 546.5
754 .60000 ,20000 256.00 .1271-0l .1530-01 .1530-01 .9000 ,4467-03 .5377-03 .3445 3.086 533.5
754 .60000 .40000 257.00 .1182-02 .1423-02 .1423-02 .9000 .4155-04 .5001-04 .3202-01 .2655 534.0
754 .60000 ,SO000 258.00 .7371-03 .8872-03 .8872-03 .9000 .2590-04 .3117-04 .1997-01 .1864 533.6
754 .60000 .75000 259.00 .4237-0_ .5095"02 .5095-02 .9000 .1489-03 .1790-03 .I154 1.036 529.6
754 .60000 .85000 260.00 .1916-01 .2307-0] .2307-01 .9000 6731-03 .8106-03 .5179 4.292 535,3
754 .60000 .95000 251.00 .1415-01 .1701-0] .1701-01 .9000 .4974-03 ,5976-03 .3869 4.348 526.7
754 .70000 .20000 262.00 .1005-01 ,1209-0] .1209-01 .9000 .3533-03 .4249-03 .2736 2.558 530.2
754 .70000 .40000 263.00 .3261-02 .3922-02 .3922-02 .9000 .1146-03 .1378-03 .8872-01 .7961 530.4
754 .75000 I.O000 265.00 .2753-01 .3310-0l .3310-0I .9000 .9672-03 .1163-02 .7487 7.302 530.6
754 .75000 .40000 267.00 .5319-02 .6392-02 .6392-02 .9000 .1869-03 .2246-03 .1453 1.306 527.4
754 .75000 .60000 268.00 .5625-02 .6762-02 .6762-02 .9000 .1977-03 .2376-03 .1535 1.567 528.3
754 .75000 .80000 269.00 .2674-02 .3212-02 .3212_02 .9000 .9397-04 .1129-03 ,7323-01 .6862 525.4
DATE 23 FEB 80 0-1849 MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2474
OHB4B 60-0 WING UPPER SURFACE (R4URBI)
RUN 2Y/BN xw/CW TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO HITO) H(TAW] QOOT DTNDT TW
NUMBER R=I,O R=O.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC
754 .75000 .90000 270.00 .9528-02 .1144-01 .1144-01 .9000 .3348-03 ,4019-03 .2615" 2!|02 523.7
754 .80000 .90000 271.00 .1094-01 .1313-01 .1313-01 9000 .3843-03 .4614-03 ,2999 2.327 524.2
"/54 .90000 .20000 272.00 .9719-0! .1175 .1175 .9000 .3415_02 .4128-02 2.579 22.92 549.6
754 .90000 .40000 273.00 .2175-0! .2618-01 .2616-01 .9000 .7643-03 .9192-03 .5919 5.312 530.2
754 .90000 .60000 274.00 .9128-02 .I097-01 .1097-01 ,9000 .3207-03 .3853-03 .2493 [.867 527.2
754 .95000 .20000 275.'00 .3558-0! .4293-0] .4293-0| ,9000 .1254-02 .1508-02 .9690 9.444 531.8
754 ".95000 40000 276.00" .2641-01 .3175-01 ,3175-01 .9000 .9281-03 .1116-02 .7198 5.386 529.1
754 .95000 .50000 277.00 .2625-01 .3158-01 .3158-01 ,9000 .9223-03 .1110-02 .7127 6.391 531.9
754 .95000 70000 278;00 .4263-02 .5119-02 .5II9-02 -.9000 .1498-03 .1799-03 .1170 .940| 523.9
754 .95000 .80000 279.00 .6571-02 .7889-02 .7889-02 .9000- .2309-03 .2772-03 .1803 1.399 523.8
754 .95000 .90000 280.00 .1922-01 .2309-01 .2309-01 .9000 .6754-03 .8112-03 .5263 4.227 525.4
- . . .
.4
DATE 23 FEB BO OHB4B MODEL BO=O IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE L--_75
OHB4B BO-O WING UPPER SURFACE : {R4URSI)
NING UPPER SURF PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH B.O00 ALPHA = 40,00 BETA - .0000 ELEVON - 7.500BDFLAP : 15.00 SPDBRK = .O00O
°**TEST CONDITIONSo**
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P 0 V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG: -DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XlO 6 /FT3 /FTE
748 2.974 7,990 _0.07 -.4689-06 661.9 1320. 95.85 ,6835-0I 3,055 3835. .1925-02 .7713-07
RUN HREF STN NO - "




RUN 2Y/BN XN/CN T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO) H(TAN) ODO_ DTNDT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ OEO. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FTBSEC FTBSEC /SEC
748 .40000 .20000 247.00 .I197-01 .143B-01 .143B-0] .9000 .5172-03 .6213-03 .4076 3.264 531.6
748 .40000 .40000 2_8.00 .727]-03 .8736-03 .8736-03 .9000 .314B-04 '.3775-04 .2472-0I .2308 532,8
748 .40000 .60000 249.00 .]536-02 .1846-02 ,1846m02 .9000 .6636--04 .797B--04 .5209--01 .5830 534.8
748 .40000 .75000 250,00 ._197--02 .143B_02 .1439--02 .9000 .5174--04 .6217--04 .4068--0l .3037 533.4
748 .40000 .80000 251.00 .B223-03 .9972-03 .gB?2-03 ,9000 ,3553-04 .4266-04 .2907-01 .2|72 52S;7
748 .40000 .95000 252.00 .4464-02 .5356_02 .5356-0B .9000 .1929-03 .2314-03 .1529 1.374 527. I
748 .60000 .25000-01 253.00 .9753=31 .1201 .1201 .9000 .4214-02 .5191-U2 2;956 70.53 61B.2
748 .60000 ;50000-0] 254:00 .B729-01 .1067 .1067 .9000 .3732-02 .4610-02 2.737 54.07 594.0
748 .60000 .10000+00 255.00 .7210-01 .8717-01 .B717-01 .9000 .3115-02 .3766-02 2.378 25.08 556.2
748 .60000 .20000 256.00 .1634,0I .1965-01 .1965:01 .gOOD .7060-03 .8489-03 .5534 4.953 535.7
748 .60000 .40000 257.00 .1300-02 .1562-02 .1562-02 .9000 .5615-04 .674B-04 .4412-01 .3659 534.0
748 .6_000 .60000 258.00 .10?1-02 .1287-02 .1287-02 .9000 .4627-04 .5560-04 .363B-01 .3395 533.4
748 .60000 .75000 259.00 :706Bm02 .8486-02 .8486-02 .9000 .3054-03 .3667-03 .2411 2.163 530.3
748 .60000 .85000 260.00 .2388-01 .2874-0I .2874-01 .9000 .1032-02 .1242-02 .SO41 6.648 540.2
748 .60000 .55000 261.00 .1629m0I .1955--0] .1955--01 .9000 .7038--03 .8446--03 .5573 6.259 527.8
748 .70000 .20000 262.00 .9323-02 .IIl9=O] .1119-01 .9000 .402B-03 .4837-03 .3180 2.973 530.1
748 ,70000 .40000 263.00 .3954-02 .4747-02 .4747-02 .9000 .1708-03 .2051-03 .|349 1.211 529.9
748 .75000 1.0000 265.00 .31_7-01 .3782-0_ .3782-01 .9000 .1360-02 .1634-02 1.068 10.40 534,1
748 .75000 .40000 267 O0 .5799-02 .6957-02 .6957-02 .9000 .2506-03 .3006-03 .1986 1.785 527 I
748 .75000 .60000 266 O0 .7345-02 .8B16-02 .BB16-02 .9000 .3174-03 .3B09-03 ,2511 2.563 5Be,4
748 .75000 .80000 269.00 .3043-02 .3648-02 .364B-02 .9000 .1315-03 1576-03 .I046 .9806 524 3
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH848 MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE _78
0H848 80-0 WING UPPER SURFACE (R4URS|;
RUN 2Y/BH XW/CW TIC NO' H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H{TAN) ODOT OTWDT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R 8TU_R BTU/ OEG. R BEG. RTAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC
748 .75000 .900GO 2?0.00 .1226-01 .1469-01 .1469-01 .9000 .5296-03 .6348-03 .4217 3.390 5,23.5
748 .80000 .90000 271.00 .1390-01 ,1666-01 .1666-01 .9000 .6005-03 .7198-03 .4779 3.709 523.8
748 .90000 ._O00O 272.00 .1305 .1583 .1583 ,9000 .5640-02 .6842-02 4.239 37,32 568,2
748 .90000 _40000 273.00 .3654-01 .4395-01 .4395-0! .9000 .1579-02 .1899-02 1.236 11.06 536.5
748 90000 .60000 274.00 .2791-01 .3352-01 .3352_01 .9000 .1206-02 .1448-02 .9506 7.105 531.3
748 _95000 .20000 275.00 .4387-01 .5272-01 .5272-01 :9000 .1895-02 .2278-02 1.490 14.51 533.4
748 .95000 .40000 27E.00 5305-01 .538_-D1 .6384-01 .9000 .2292-02 .2758-02 1,790 13.33 _38.8
748 _95000 .50000 277.00 :3315-01 .3984-01 .3984.-01 .9000 .1432-02 .|721-02 1.126 10,09 533.3
7_e ,95090 .70000 278.00 .3136-01 .3766-01 .3366-01 .9000 .1355-02 .1627-02 ],069 8.561 530.9
7_8 _95000 .80000 .279.00 .1099-01 .1318-01 ,17Z8-OI .9000 .4750-03 .5694-03 .3783 2.93? 523.3
748 .95000 .90000 280.00 .2392-01 .2869-01 2869-01 .9000 .I034-02 .1240-02 .8205 6.589 525.9
DATE 83 FEB BO OHB4B HOOEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE L=_4"/'/
OHB4B 60-0 WING UPPER SURFACE (R4UR52}
NING UPPER SURF PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH " 8.000 ALPHA - 40.00 BETA " .0000 ELEVON - 7.500
BDFLAP • 23.50 SPDBRK - .0000
**'TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L HACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P 0 V RHO HU
NUMBER /FT DEe. DEG. PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PS1A PSI FTISEC SLUGS LB-SEG
XlO 6 /FT3 IFT2
764 .5066 7.900 39.98 -.4647-06 100.9 I25l. 92 77 .1121-01 .4898 3730. .3262-03 .7465-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN 2Y/BW XN/CN TTC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAW) GOOT DTI.II:)T TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R 8TU/R BTU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
764 ._0000 .20000 247.00 .4994-02 .6040-02 .6040-02 .9000 .8561-04 .1035-03 .6184-01 .4959 5_-_8.3
764 .40000 .40000 248.00 .1255-02 .1518-02 .1518-02 .9000 .2151-04 .2603-04 .1550-0! .1449 530._
?64 .40000 .60000 249.00 .9540-03 .1155-02 .1155-02 .9000 .1636-04 .1979-04 .1178-01 .1321 530.4
764 .40000 .75000 250.00 .6953-03 .7205-03 .7205-03 .9000 .1020-04 .1235-04 .7347-02 .5493-01 530.5
764 .40000 .95000 252.00 .2293-02 ,P774-08_ .2774-02 .9000 .393!'-04 .,7_-_4_== n ,2837_0| .2548 _8.0
764 .60000 .25000-01 253.00 .7370-01 .8974-01 .8974-01 .9000 .|263-02 .1538-02 .8840 21.81 550.9
764 .60000 ;50000-01 254.00 .5550-01 ".6743-_I .6743-01 .9000 .9514-03 .II5b-02 .6730 13.64 543.3
764 .60000 .DO000+O0 :255.00 ;3650-01 .44E0-0I ,.4420-01 .9000 .6256-03 .7577-03 .4490 4.791 532.9
764 .60000 20000 256,00 .9627-_2 .l]65-01 .1165-0! .8000 .'1650-03 .1997-03 .1187 1.064 531.6
764 .60000 .40000 257.00 .I642-02 .1988-02 .1988-02 .9000 ,2814-04 .3407-04 .2022-01 .1679 532.1
764 .60000 ,60000 258,00 ,3785-03 .4582-03 .4582-03 .9000 .6487-05 .7853-05 .4666-02 .4359-01 531.5
764 :60000 .85000 260.00 ,5727-02 .6928-02 .6928-02 .9000 .9817-04 .1187-03 .7084-01 .5689 529.I
764 .60000 .95000 261.00 .7941-02 .9600-02 .9600-02 .9000 .1361-03 .1645-03 .9852-01 1.107 526.6
764 .70000 .20000 262.00 .9792-02 .1185-01 .II85-01 .9000 .1678-03 .2031-03 .1209 1.130 550.34 3 .00 3451 4 76 2 4176-02 , 5915 4 .71"57-04 4 63-01 .3826 0.0
764 .75000 1.0000 265.00 .2603-01 .3149-01 .3149-0! .9000 .4461-03 .5397_03 .3219 3.142 529. t
764 .75000 .20000 266.00 .]]57-0l .1399-0I .1399-01 .9000 .1983-03 .2399-03 .1432 1.398 _R.K
764 .75000 .40000 267.00 5472-02 .6618-02 .6618-0E .9000 ,9379-04 .I134-03 .6772-01 .6082
764 .75000 .60000 268,00 23[7_02 .2803-02 .2803-02 .9000 .3971-04 .4804-04 .2866-0] ,2924 5_9:1
764 .75000 .80000 269.00 .I721-02 .2082-02 .2082-02 ,9000 .2950-04 .3568-04 .2129-01 .|991 529.0
764 .75000 .90000 270.00 .7705-02 .9318-02 .93i8-02 .9000 .1321-03 .1597-03 .9543-01 .7655 528.
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH84B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 24"711
OHB4B BO-O WING UPPER SURFACE rR4UR52)
RUN 2Y/_W XW/CW T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAW) QOOT DTWDT TW
NUMBER R=I.0 R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R OEG. R
TAW/TO FTPSEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
764 .80000 .90000 271.00 .8492-02 .1027-01 .1027-0l .9000 .1456-03 .1760-03 .1052 .8143 528.3
764 .90000 .20000 272.00 .4473-01 .5421-0! .5421-01 .9000 .7667-0_ .9291-03 .5484 4.908 535.4
764 90000 .40000 273.00 5342-02 .6462-02 .6462-02 .9000 .9157.r - .li08-03 .6607-01 .5933 529.]
764 .90000 .60000 274.00 .2253-02 .2726-02 .2726-02 .9000 .3862-04 .4672-04 .2786-01 .2085 529.2
764 .95000 .20000 275.00 .150l-Ol .1815-0l .1815-Of .9000 .2572-03 .3111-03 .1857 1.813 528.7
764 .95000 .40000 278.00 .1305-01 .1578-01 .1578-01 .9000 .2237-03 .2705-03 .1516 1.210 528.0
7G4 95000 .50000 277.00 4235-02 .5121-02 .512]-02 .9000 .7259-04 .8778-04 .5247-0! .4715 527.8
764 95000 .70000 278.00 2150-02 .2600-02 .2600-02 .9000 .3685-04 .4456-04 .2665-0l .2138 527.5
764 .95000 .80000 279.00 4888-02 .5910-02 .5910-02 .9000 .8378-04 .!013-03 .6059-0! .4694 527.5
764 .95000 .90000 280.00 1445-01 .1748-01 .]748-01 .9000 .2478-03 .2996-03 .1791 1.437 527.9
DATE 23 FEB 80 OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2479
OHBqB 60-0 WING UPPER SURFACE (R4UR52)
WING UPPER SURF PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 6.000 ALPHA • 40.00 BETA = .OOO0 ELEVON • 7.S00
BDFLAP = 23.50 SPDBRK • .0000
*'*TEST CONDITIONS'*"
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG. PSIA DEG. R BEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO 6 /FT3 /FT2
762 1.002 7.940 39.99 -.4554-06 205.6 1265. 92.93 .2212-01 .9760 3?52. .6424-03 .7478-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN BY/BN XW/CW T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO_ H(TAN) ODOT BTNOT TN
NUMBER R=i.O R=O.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ BEG. R BEG. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2S_C FT2SEC ISEC
762 .40000 .20000 247.00 .6280-02 .7584-02 .7584-02 .9000 .1523-03 .1839-03 .I120 ,e982 5_?.B.9
?62 .40000 .40000 248.00 .1220-02 .1475-02 .1475-02 .9000 .295B-04 .3575-04 .BI68-01 .20_ 531.g
762 40000 .60000 249.00 .i210-02 .1463-02 .1463-02 .9000 .2934-04 .3546-04 .2150-01 .2409 532.0
?62 ,40000 .75000 250.00 .7504-03 .9069-03 .9069-03 .9000 .1819-04 .2199-04 .1333-01 .9959-01 532.0
762 .40000 .95000 252,00 .2795-02 .3362-02 .3362-02 .9000 .6752-04 .8150-04 .4977-01 .4472 527.6
762 .60000 .25000-01 253.00 .7995-0i .9753-0] .9753-01 .9000 .1938-02 .2364-02 1.360 33.36 562.9
762 ..60000 .50000-0! 254.00 .6598-0I .8025-01 .8025-01 .9000 ;1600-02 .1946-02 1.138 22.95 553.1
762 .60000 .....I0000_00 255;00 ,,5028-01 ,6084-01 ,;6084-01 .9000 .1219-02 .1475"02 .BB?9 9.456 536.3
762 .60000 .20000 256.00 _1144-01 .I383-01 .1383-01 .9000 ;2774-03 .3353-03 .2031 1,820 532.6
762 .60000 .40000 257.00 _ .1762-02 .2131-02 .213t-02 .9000 .4272-04 .5165-04 .3122-01 .2589 533.8
762 .60000 .60000 258.00 .4421-03 .5345-03 .5345-03 .9000 .I072-04 .1296-04 .7843-02 .7321-0I 532.9
762 .60000 .75000 259.00 .2705-03 .3266-03 .3266-03 .9000 .6558-05 .7917-05 .4831-02 .4341-01 528.0
762 .60000 .85000 260.00 .1073-0t .1296m01 .1296--01 .9000 .2602--03 .3|43m03 '1912 1"599 529"9
762 "60000 "95000 261"00 .8753--02 "1056--01 "I056--01 "9000 "2122--03 "2560--03 '1570 1"766 524"9
762 .70000 .20000 262.00 .I02g-Ol .1243-01 .1243-01 .9000 .2495-03 .3013-03 .1833 1.713 530.0
762 .70000 .40000 263.00 .3509-02 .4239-02 ;4239-02 .9000 .8508-04 .I028-03 .6249-01 .5608 530.2
762 .75000 1.0000 265.00 .2505-01 .3023-01 .3023-0I .9000 .6073-03 .7329-03 .4479 4.376 527.1
762 .75000 .20000 266.00 .ll05-O1 .1334-01 .I334-01 .9000 .2679-03 .3234-03 .1976 1.931 527.0
762 .75000 .40000 267.00 .5k53-02 .6583-02 .6583-02 .9000 .]322-03 .1596-03 .9741-01 .6752 527.9
762 .75000 .60000 268.00 .2192-02 .2646-02 .2646-02 .9000 .5314-04 .6416-04 .3914-01 .3996 528.2
762 .75000 .80000 269.00 .3501-02 .4225-02 .4225m02 .9000 .8488--04 .1024--03 .6262--01 .5864 526.9
DATE 23 FEB 80 0H848 MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE L_480
OHB4B 60-0 WING UPPER SURFACE tR4UR52I
RuN 2Y/BW XN/CW TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO] H(TAW] ODOT DTWDT TW
NUMBER R=I.O R=O.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEO. R DEG. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC F_2SEC FTBSEC ISEC
762 .75000 ,90000 270.00 .BBl8-02 .t064-OI .1064-01 .9000 .213B-03 .2579-05 .1582 1.272 524.5
762 .80000 .90000 271.00 .9076-02 .1095-01 .1095-01 .9000 .2200-03 .2654-03 .I628 1.262 525.0
762 .90000 .20000 272.00 .6647-01 .8045-01 .8045-01 .9000 .tBtB-02 .1950-02 1.173 I0.49 536.7
762 .90090 .40000 273.00 .1032-01 .1246-01 .1246-01 .9000 .2502-03 .3020-03 .1844 1.657 527.5
762 .90000 .60000 274.00 .4583-02 .5532-02 .5532-02 .9000 .1111-03 .1341-03 .8191-01 .6134 527.5
762 .85000 .20000 275.00 .2170-01 .2620-01 .2620-01 .9000 .5261-03 .6351-03 .3878 3.788 527.6
762 .95000 .40000 276.00 ,171]-01 ,2065-01 .2065-0| .9000 .4149-03 .5007-03 .3063 2.295 526.4
76_ .85000 .50000 277.00 .1060-01 .1279-01 .1279-0i .9000 .2559-03 .3101-03 .1884 1.702 527.5
762 .95000 .70000 278.00 .3867-02 .4666-02 .4666-02 .9000 .9376-04 .1131-03 .6930-01 ,556B 525.6
762 _95000 .80000 279,00 .6520-02 .7866-02 .7866-02 .9000 .1581-03 .t907-03 .1168 .9061 525.5
762 ,95000 .90000 280.00 1571-0! .1895-0l .1895-01 .9000 .3B09-03 .4585-03 .2BI5 2.261 525.6
)
. . j,
DATE 23 FEB 80 OH848 MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE _Bl
OHB4B BO-O WING UPPER SURFACE tR4UR52)
WING UPPER SURF PARAMETRIC DATA
MACH = 8;000 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA = .O00O ELEVON = 7.500
BDFLAP = 23,50 SPDBRK = .0000
• ''TEST CONDITIONS'''
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO MU
NUMBER /FT DEG. DEG, PSIA DEG. R DEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
XIO 6 /FT3 /FTB
?52 2.017 7,980 40.06 -.4885-06 436.2 I298. 04.4? .4541-01 2.024 3802. .1297-02 .7602-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN 2Y/BH XW/CW T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO H(TO} H(TAW) QDOT DTNOT TN
NUMBER R=I.O R=O.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R BEG. R
TAW/TO FTBSEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
752 .40000 .20000 247.00 .8425-flB .1014-01 .1014-01 .9000 .2955-03 .3558-03 .2262 l.Bll 532.0
?52 .40000 .40000 248.00 .9721-03 .1171-02 .I171-02 .9000 .3409-04 .4106-04 .2607-01 .2433 533.1
752 .40000 .60000 249.00 .1086-02 .1309-02 .1309-02 .9000 .3811-04 ,4590-04 .2912-01 .3261 533.4
752 .40000 .75000 250.00 .7545-03 .9089-03 .9089-03 .9000 .2646-04 .3188-04 .2021-01 .1508 534.1
752 .40000 .80000 251.00 .1590-03 .1916-03 .1916-03 .9000 .5576-05 .6719-05 .4254-02 .3283-01 534.8
752 .40000 ,95000 252.00 .:_503-02 .5423-02 .5423-02 .9000 .1579-03 .1902-03 .1209 1.083 532.5
752 .80000 .25000-01 253.00 .9032-0! .!!07 .!!07 .9000 .3!68-02 .3882-02 2.234 53.99 592.3
752 .60000 .50000-01 254.00 .8162-0l .9952-0! .9952_0l .9000 .2863-02 .3490-02 2.065 41.16 5?6.2
?52 _:_60000 LIOOOO+OD _255;00 _837!_01 .7708-,0I J7705-0! ,9000 .2235£02 .2703-02 1.674 17.72 548.4
?52 .60000 .20000 256.00 .1297-01 .1563-0! .1563-01 .g000 .4547-03 .5482-03 .3461 3.097 536.5
?52 .60000 .40C00 257.00 .1443-02 ,1739-02 .1739-02 .9000 .5060-04 .6099-04 .3854-01 .3!92 536.1
752 .60000 .60000 258.00 .7526-03 .9070-03 .9070-03 .9000 .2540-04 .3181-04 .2012-01 .1875 535,5
752 .80000 .75000 259.00 .5993-02 .7219-02 .72!9-02 .9000 .2102-03 .2532-03 .|506 1,4v_ 533.6
?52 .60000 .85000 260.00 .1853-01 ;2235-01 .2235-0! .9000 .6498-03 .7838-03 ,4933 4.081 538_6
?52 .60000 .95000 261.00 .Ill2-OI .1338-01 .1338-0! .9000 .3899-03 .4692-03 .2992 3.357 530.2
752 .70000 .20000 262.00 .9505-02 .l!45-0! .ll45-01 .9000 .3334-03 .4015-03 .2547 2.377 533.5
752 .70000 .40n00 263.00 .4152-02 .5001-02 .5001-02 .9000 .1456-03 .1754-03 .1112 .9964 53_.8
752 .75000 !.0000 265.00 .2VI3-01 .3269-0! .3269-01 .9000 .9516-03 .114?-02 .7263 7.069 534.5
752 .?5000 .40000 267.00 .6665~02 .8025-02 .8025-02 .9000 .2338-03 .2815-03 .!790 1.605 531.8
752 .75000 .50000 288.00 .6903-02 .8316-02 .8316-02 .9000 .2421-03 .2917-03 .1849 1.882 533.8
752 .75000 .80000 2G9.00 .2911-02 .3504-02 .3504-02 .9000 .1021-03 .1229-03 .7826-01 .7313 531.0
DATE 23 FEB BO OHB4B MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2482
OHB4B 60-0 WING UPPER SURFACE (R4UR52)
RuN 2Y/BN XW/CN TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO HITO) H(TAN) ODOT DTNDT TW
NUMBER R=].O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R 8TU/ DEG. R DEG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC /SEC
752 .75000 .90000 270.00 .9343-02 .I124-01 .I124-01 .9000 .3277-03 .3942-03 .2519 2.020 528.9
752 .80000 .90000 271.00 .1097-01 .1321-01 .l_2l-OI .9000 .3849-03 .4532-03 .2956 2.287 529.7
752 .90000 .20000 272.00 .3722-01 .4489-0| .4489-01 .9000 .1305-02 .I574-02 .9906 8.851 538.7
752 .90000 .40000 273.00 .2467-0! .2975-01 .2975-01 .9000 .8654-03 .!043-02 .6581 5,885 537.2
752 .90000 .BOO00 274.00 .1454-01 .1751-01 .;751-01 .9000 .5088-03 .B143-03 .3880 2.902 534.7
752 .95000 .20000 275.00 .2977-01 .3587-01 .3587-01 .9000 .I044-02 .1258-02 .7963 7.749 535,0
752 .95000 .40000 276.00 .3570-0i .4304-0i .4304-0i .9000 .i252-02 .I509-02 .9525 7.099 536.9
752 .95000 .50000 277.00 .3499-01 .4223-01 .4223-01 .9000 .I227-02 .1481-02 .9283 8.285 541.I
752 .95000 .70000 278.00 .1891-0! .2278-01 .2278-01 .9000 .6633-03 .7991-03 .5065 4.050 534.1
752 .95000 .80000 27g.00 .7149-02 .8603-02 ,8603-02 .9000 .2507-03 ,3017-03 ,1924 1.488 530.2
752 ,95000 .90000 280.00 .i772-01 .2133-01 .2133-01 .9000 .6214-03 .7482-03 .476I 3.812 531.6
UA_ _5 F_B 80 OH848 MOOEL 60-0 IN THE AEBC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE L:_B3
OH84B 60-0 NING UPPER SURFACE fR4UR52)
HIND UPPER SURF PARAMETRIC DATA
HACH = B.O00 ALPHA = 40.00 BETA. = .OBO0 ELEVON • 7.500
8DFLAP = 23.50 SPDBRK - .0000
***TEST CONDITIONS***
RUN RN/L MACH ALPHA BETA PO TO T P O V RHO HU
NUHBER /FT DEG. BEG. PSIA DEG. R BEG. R PSIA PSI FT/SEC SLUGS LB-SEC
YlO S IFT3 /FT2
750 3.008 ?,990 40.0? -.3496-02 673.1 1325. 96.21 .6951-01 3.106 3842. .1950-02 ,7742-07
RUN HREF STN NO




RUN 2Y/BW XN/CW T/C NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAW/TO H(TO) H(TAW) OOOT OTNDT TW
NUMBER R=I.0 R•O.B R• BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DIG. R DIG. R
TAW/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC IS£C
?50 .40000 .20000 247.00 .l188-O1 .1426-01 .1426-01 .9000 .5178-03 .6219-03 ,4096 3.276 533.7
750 .40000 ._0000 248.00 .6384-03 .7673-03 .7673-03 .9000 .2784-04 .3345-04 .2196-01 .2047 535.7
• _5_ ,_0_:0 ,60,000" ,._4,9_00 J.!566-02 _,.I,883,02 .JBB3-OE .9000 ,6826_04 ..8208-04 ,53;0-01 .6001 537,9
750 .40000 .75000 250.00 ;406-02 .i690"02 .J690-0_ .9000 .6130-04 .7369-04 ;4828"0! .3598 537.0
?50 .40000 .80000 251.00 .5514-03 .6623-03 .6623-03 .9000 .2404-04 .2888-04 .1901-01 .1468 533.9
?50 .40000 .95000 252.00 .4378-02 .5256-02 .5256-02 ,9000 .1909-03 .2292-03 ,1516 1.360 530.7
?50 .60000 .25000-01 253.00 .9726-0I .1198 .1198 .9000 .4240-02 .5223-02 2.987 71.20 620.3
750 .60000 .50000-0! 254.00 .8838-01 .I081 .1081 .9000 .3853-02 .4711-02 2.804 55.30 597.1
750 .60000 .10000_00 255.00 .7238-01 .8753-01 .9753-01 .9000 .3156-02 .3815-02 2.414 25.42 559.5
750 .60000 .20000 256.00 .I617-0! .1945-01 .]945-0| .9000 .7049-03 .8479-03 .5536 4.945 539.3
750 .60000 .40000 257.00 .1260-02 .1516-02 .]5]6-02 .8000 .5496-04 .6609-04 .4323-01 .3577 538.1
750 .SO000 .60000 258.00 .I424-02 .1712-02 .17]2-02 ,9000 .6207-04 .7464-04 .4884-0! .4547 537.9
750 .60000 .75000 259.00 .6825-02 .8199-02 .8198-02 .9000 .2976-03 .3575-03 .2354 2,108 533,8
750 .60000 .85000 260.00 .2252-01 .2712-01 ,2712-01 ,9000 .9819-03 .I182-02 .7677 6.338 542.9
750 kJOOO .95n00 261.00 .1651-01 .1982-0l .1982-01 .8000 .7199-03 .8641-03 .5713 6.406 531.0
?50 .?0000 .20000 262.00 ,9285-02 .1115-0t .1115-0l .9000 ,4048-03 .4863-03 .3201 2.986 534.0
?50 .TO000 .40000 263.00 .5362-02 .6442-02 .6442-02 .SO00 .2338-03 .2809-03 .1847 1,654 534.6
750 .75000 1.0000 265.00 .3010-01 .3617-01 .3617-01 .9000 .1312-02 .1577-02 |.036 10.08 535.5
";_3 .75000 .40000 257.00 .5_93-02 .6593-02 .6593-02 .9030 .2395-03 ,2875-03 .1901 1.705 530.9
?50 .75000 .60000 268.00 .9870-02 .II85-01 .]I85-01 .9000 .4303-03 ,5168-03 .3406 3.469 533,1
750 ,75000 .80000 269.00 .2987-02 .3583-02 ,3583-02 .9000 .1302-03 .1562-03 .1037 .9709 528.0
DATE 23 FEB 80 0H848 MODEL 60-0 IN THE AEDC VKF HYPERSONIC TUNNEL PAGE 2484
OHB4B 60-0 WING UPPER SURFACE fRWUR52)
RUN 2Y/BN XW/CN TIC NO H/HREF H/HREF H/HREF TAN/TO • H(TO) H(TAN) ODOT OTWDT TW
NUMBER R=l.O R=0.9 R= BTU/R BTU/R BTU/ DEG. R DE6. R
TAN/TO FT2SEC FT2SEC FT2SEC ISEC
750 .75000 .90000 270.00 .It80-O! .i415-OI .1415-0l .9000 .5147-03 .617t-03 .4108 3.898 526.5
750 .80000 .80000 271.00 .1325-01 .1589-01 .1588-0! .8000 .5777-03 .6927-03 .k610 3.573 526.7
750 .90000 .20000 272.00 .1202 .1458 .I458 .9000 .5241-02 .8357-02 3,857 34.82 569.6
750 .90000 .40000 273.00 .4313-0| .5187-0| .5187-01 .9000 .t881-02 .2262-02 |.479 13.22 538.2
750 .90000 .60000 274.00 .2787-01 ,3349-0l ,.3349-01 ,9000 .1215-02 .I460-02 .9596 7.159 535.1
750 .95000 .20000 275.00 .8451-01 .I020 .1020 .8000 .3685-02 .4446-02 2:850 27.50 551.3
750 .85000 .wO00o 275.00 .3538-0; .4253-01 .4253-01 .9000 .I543-02 .185_-02 1.2|8 9.089 535.;
750 .95000 .50000 277.00 .44|6-0| .5327-0l .5327-01 .9000 .I925-02 .2323-02 1.492 |3.25 549.9
750 .85000 .70000 278.00 .2308-01 .2773-01 .2773-01 .9000 .I006-02 .1208-02 ,7859 6,366 533.8
750 .95000 .80000 279.00 .1103-01 .t323-0! .1323-01 .9000 .48]0-03 .5768-03 .3837 2.973 527.0
750 .95000 .90000 280.00 .2354-01 .2824-01 .2824-0! ,9000 .|026-02 .|232-02 .8165 5.546 529.]
